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HARDWOOD RECORD

Gentlemen

:

We sell Lumber, especially Hardwoods.

We manufacture almost all we sell—we
are first hands.

Our delivery points are scattered and
prompt shipments our aim. Get in touch.

We'll do you good.

J. Gibson Mcllvain & Co.
1420 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia

For Quick Shipment
5 cars 4/4" Is & 2s Q. W. O.
3 cars 4/4" No. 1 Com. Q. W. O.
3 cars 4, 4" Clear Q. W. O. Strips, 4 to 5}^".
1 car 4/4" Clear Q. W. O. Strips, 213 to 3%".

}i car 4/4" Clear Q. W. O. Strips, 1 li to 2".

4 cars 4 4" Is & 2s Plain W. O.
3 cars 4 4" No. 1 Com. Plain W. O.
4 cars 4/4" Com. & Bet. Q. R. O.
2 cars 4/4" Is & 2s Plain R. O.
7 cars 4/4" No. 1 Com. Plain R. O.
2 cars 4/4" No. 2 Com. Plain R. O.
2 cars 5/4" Is & 2s Plain R. O.
1 car 5/4" No. 1 Com. Plain R. O.
4 cars 3/4" Is & 2s Plain R. O.
5 cars 4/4" Is & 2s Plain Red Gum.
7 cars 4/4" No. 1 Com. Plain Red Gum.
3 cars 4/4" Is & 2s Qtd. Red Gum.
1 car 4/4" No. 1 Com. Qtd. Red Gum.
2 cars 5 4" Is & 2s Qtd. Red Gum.
1 car 5/8" Is & 2s Plain Red Gum.
4 cars 4/4j' Is & 2s Sap Gum.
3 cars 3/4" Is & 2s Sap Gum.
3 cars 4/4" Is & 2s Cottonwood, 6" to 18".

1 car 4/4" Is & 2s Cottonwood, 13" and up.
8 cars 4/4" Cottonwood Box Boards, 13 to 17".
2 cars 4/4" Cottonwood Box Boards, 9 to 12".

2 cars 4/4" Cottonwood Box Boards, 9 to 10".

7 cars 4/4" No. 1 Com. Cottonwood.

Immediate Attention to All Inquiries

Memphis Band Mill Company
Memphis, Tenn.

® Cartier
Humtjer

JloUanb
Company «

"A Real Opportunity"
Just look over the following items of Specially

Manufactured Furniture Stock. Band Sawed,
Perfectly Edged and Trimmed:

80,000' 4/4 End Cured Winter Sawn White
Maple

5,000' 5/4 End Cured Winter Sawn White
Maple

5,000' 6/4 End Cured Winter Sawn White
Maple

10,000' 8 4 End Cured Winter Sawn White
Maple

40,000' 5/4 Selected No. 1 & Better Birch

250.000' 1x4 & Wider Pine Crating (85% 6"

& over)

&
A Postal Card Will Bring Prices That

Will Warrant Your Orders

IG u ft t n g t n

M X t h i Q n n S
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Ready for Shipment

Ten cars

4/4 No. 1 Common & Better Birch

Five cars

6/4 No. 1 Common & Better Birch

Two cars

8/4 No. 1 Common & Better Birch

Two cars

4/4 No. 2 Common & Better Ash

Three cars

4/4 No. 1 Common & Better Soft
Elm

Five cars

4/4 No. 2 Com. & Better Basswood

Above cut from virgin timber. Grade
and manufacture are first class.

Mears - Slayton Lumber Co.
1237 Belmont Ave. Chicago, 111.

^

OUR DOUBLE BAND MILL—HUTTIG, ARK.

^Why WcCan Give "Value Received"

We own one hundred thousand acres of the best virgin
Southern Hardwood timber.

We operate large band mills at Huttlg, Ark., and Deer-
ing, Mo.

We cut FORTY BIILLION feet of hardwoods annually and
carry 15,000.000 feet IN STOCK.

We sell only stock cut on our own mills and so can GUAK- ^^^
ANTEB the quality of EVERY shipment. ¥1

We ship high grades that Increase the size and percentage
of your cuttings, reduce factory costs and
shrink the waste pile. Therefore:

We can SAVE YOC MONEY on every shipment of oak, ash,
gum, elm. cypress, tupelo. hickory. Cottonwood,
sycamore, soft maple and dimension.

LET US PROVE THIS ON YOUR NEXT ORDER

Wisconsin LumberCompany
Harvester Bldg. CHICAGO

SAVE YOUR MONEY BY USING THE

PPPV ROOkT P^'^'is^ed Semi-annually
M\LLiLy l->\J\Jr\, in February and August

It contains a carefully prepared list of the buyers af lumber in

car lots, both among the dealers and manufacturers.
The book indicates their financial standing and manner of meet-

ing obligations. Covers the United States, Alberta, JManl-
toba and Saskatchewan. The trade recognizes this book as
thp authority on the lines it covers.
A well omnized Collection Department is also operated and the same Is open

you. Write for terms.

Lumbermen's Credit Assn.,
ESTABLISHED

lt7S

Mcatitn Tkll Paver.

Hayden & Westcott Lumber Co.
SPECIAL RAILROAD PEPT.
Hardwoods :: Soitivoods

823 Railway Exchange Building, Chicago. 111.

n
For items of Hardwood Stock or Hardwood

Machinery, you will find it advantageous lo

write our advertisers. Get in touch I
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CHICAGO
THE GREATEST HARDWOOD MARKET IN THE WORLD

CHOICE BIRCH AND MAPLE—10,500 ACRES
I offer the above tract of best quality and
splendidly located timber in Ontario, ten miles

from Sault Ste. Marie, Ontario, a town of

25,000 population. Will cut 90% birch and
maple. Estimated by George F. Beardsley,

cruiser of Grand Rapids, Mich. Location and
mill site on deep water. Can ship either by
water or rail. Lands in fee simple—no crown
dues, no export restrictions. Close to Amer-
ican Soo. Easy logging. Reasonable price and terms.

William H. Ranson, Saul! Ste Marie, Mich.

Estabrook-Skeele Lumber Co.
MANUFACTURERS AND DEALERS IN

Maple, Birch, Elm, Basswood, Ash
And Other Northern Hardwoods

in the Market for Round Lots of Hardwood
WRITE US BEFORE SELLING

Fisher Building, ...
•PHONE HARRISON 1984

CHICAGO

ii:ss::j*sllAYNERliil

iiiiHiPAlli
SEND FOR STOCK LIST

A floor to adore
For thirty-three years Wilce's Hardwood Floor-

ing has been among the foremost on the market
and because it stands today "unequaled" Is Uu
Nest evidence that its manufacturer has kept
abreast of modern methods and the advanced a».
niands of the trade. To convince yourself of th«
above statements, try our poUshed surface floor-
iiiE, tongued and grooved, hollow backed, wltk
matched ends and holes for blind nailing

—

you'U
hnd it reduces the expense of laying and poUahloc.

Ovr Booklet till* aii about Bar&wood Hoor*i»4
ini Tiow to ear» {or it—alto price*—and U fro*.

The T. Wilce Company
22nd and Throop St». CHICAGO, ILL.

"WE ARE GETTING RESULTS"
WRITES ONE ADVERTISER

This Means That He Is Getting

NEW BUSINESS
Through His Ad

If we can do it for him is there any logical
reason why we can't for you ?

MAKE us PROVE IT

HARDWOOD RECORD, CHICAGO

Birch Is Our Specialty
All Grades, All Thicknesses

Basswood
Maple
Elm

Oelhafen Lbr. Co.

Tomahawk
Wis.

We Have the Following Dry Hardwood In Shipping Condition

30 Cars 4 4 1st & 2nds Birch 25 Cars 4 4 No. 2 Common Maple
20 Cars 4/4 No. 1 Common Birch 5 Cars 6 4 No. 1 C&B Maple
15 Cars 4 4 No. 2 Common Birch 18 Cars 8 4 No. 1 C&B Maple
3 Cars 4 4 1st & 2nds Maple 14 Cars 4 4 No. 1 Com. Basswood

22 Cars 4 '4 No. 1 Common Maple 12 Cars 4 4 No. 2 Com. Basswood
4 Cars 5 4 No. 1 C&B Basswood
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KNOXVILLE
Famoua for Finest Type of Poplar. Oak and Cbaatout

VESTAL LUMBER AND MANUFACTURING CO.
KNOXVILLE, TENNESSEE.

QUARTERED WHITE OAK
OUR SPECIALTY

MANUFACTURERS OF

QUARTERED WHITE OAK. PUIH OAK. POPLAR, WALNOT & TENNESSEE RED CEDAR LUMBER
BAMJD lUI^LS AT VK8TAU A SUBURB OF KNOXVUJLR. BOUTHHRN AND IXJUISVIU^ & NASHVILLHl RAILAOAO

J. M. UOOAIN
LUMBER CO.
MANUFACTURERS AND WHOLESALERS
HARDWOODS AND PINE
POPLAR A SPECIALTY

Main Office and Yards: Knoxville
Branch Office and Tard:

Bank aad McLean Are., Cincinnati I. M. ASHER, M^.

We Want Orders for the following Dry Stock:

WHITE OAK—Plain or Quartered.

RED OAK—Plain or Quartered.
CHESTNUT BASSWOOD
POPLAR WHITE PINE

Always carry large well
assorted stock of all

kinds of Hardwoods.

CAN SHIP ON SHORT NOTICE.

Kimball & Kopcke
Knoxville, Tennessee

Manufacturers and Shippers of

Appalachian Hardwoods
OAK OUR SPECIALTY

Maphct& SheaLumberCo.
)VIanufacturer9
and Qlbolesalers

OFFICE: 703-705 HENSON BUILDING
Yard: Middlebrook Pike and

Lonsdale Car Line

KNOXVILLe, CejSTN.

WE WANT TO MOVE
3 cars 4/4 No. 1 Common Poplar, 7" & up
2 cars 4/4 Clear Sap Poplar, 7" & up
1 car 4/4 Select Poplar, 7" & up
1 car 4/4 1 & 2 Red Oak, 10" & up
1 car 4/4 1 & 2 Chestnut
1 car 4/4 No. i Common Chestnut

We manufacture: YELLOW POPLAR
OAK, CHESTNUT, WHITE AND YEL-LOW PINE, HEMLOCK BARK, ETC.

BAND AND CIRCCLAB MILLS—EAST TENN.
MOUNTAIN VIRGIN HARDWOOD STUMPAGE

"THE VERY BEST"
ASH, BUCKEYE,

RED BIRCH, CHESTNUT, GUM,
RED OAK, WHITE OAK, PINE,

POPLAR and WALNUT
Knoxville Veneer Co.

p. B. RAYMOND, General Manager, KnoxvUIe, Tenn.
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CI N C I N NATI
THE OATEWAT OF THE. SOOTH

Lest You Forget
and

You probably don't know that we are now
Manufacturing in White and f^ A TT"
Red Plain and Quarter-Sawed \JJ\j\.

3/8, 1/2, 5/8, 3/4, 4/4, 5/4—100,000 Feet per Day
EXPORT AND DOMESTIC

BEININETT Sz WITTE
MEMPHIS, TErMIN.

NEW ORLEANS, LA. CINCINNATI, O.
CABLE ADDRESS. ALL OFFICES, "BENNETT"

Do You Use Poplar?
H you do, you want stock that is soft in texture and easily

worked. WE HAVE IT.

Let our representative tell you about our stock or send us

your inquiries and let us QUOTE YOU.

innati

Ohio

MANUFACTURERS OF
PLAIN AND QUARTER-SAWN OAK AND POPLAR

MILLS YARDS
Quicksand, Kj. MAIN OFFICE Cincinnati, 0.

Viper, Ky. CINCINNATI, OHIO io'ch.'st,"'!?!" T.
West Irrino, Ky. Brooklyn, N. Y.

The Mowbray& Robinson Co.,"m

St^ If_ You Knew
What our BULLETIN SERVICE ivas doing

for jjoiif competitor in the lumber business, youd

not onl}) ivant the service yourself, but YOU'D
HAVE IT.

Let Us Tell You About It.

Hardwood Record Chicago

W. E. HEYSER. President WEAVER HASS. V. President
BENJAMIN BRAMLAGE. Sec'y & Treas.

The W. E. Heyser
Lumber Company

MAIN OFFICE & YARDS
Winton Place
Cincinnati, Ohio

BRANCH YARDS AND MILLS
West Virginia, Mississippi, Arkansas & Kentucky

12,000,000 ft. High
Grade West Vir-

ginia and Southern

Hardwoods in

stock at all times.

Shipments made
direct from our
own yards and
mills in straight or

mixed cars.

SEND US YOUR INQUIRIES

L. W. RADINA & CO.
DEALERS IN

POPLAR AND
HARDWOODS

CINCINNATI OHIO

IF
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GOOD
GRADES LUDrNCrfoN

HARDWOOD SPECIALISTS

PROMPT
SERVICE

LAST CALL
for Winter Sawn
End Dried White

Maple

Only a limited amount of

this stock on hand, so
cover your present and fu-

ture requirements before
the supply is exhausted.

Lower Peninsula

Hard Rock Maple

Stock on Hand

65 M 4/4 FAS.

36 M 5/4 FAS.

48 M 6/4 FAS.

55M8 4FAS.

83 M 4/4 No. 1 Com.

26 M 5/4 No. 1 Com.

32 M 6/4 No. 1 Com.

35 M 8/4 No. 1 Com.
KM) DKVING LUMBER SCIENTIFICALLY

(TTPii § SALT & LUMBER CO. LuDINGTON,MlCH.

LAMB-FISH LUMBER COMPANY
We ProduceBand Mill and General Offices

CHARLESTON, MISS. q
THE LARGEST HARDWOOD MILL IN THE
WORLD—ANNUAL CAPACITY 40,000,000

STOCK LIST—Dry Lumber on Hand October 1st, 1913

[
mietegr-cure [ j

FAS Qld. White Oak 80,000
FAS <Jtd. White Oak, 10" & up
FAS Qtd. White Oak, 12" & up
FAS Qtd. White Oak Strips
No. 1 Com. (ltd. White Oak 20,000
No. 1 Com. <|td. White Oak, 6" & up
No. 2 Com. (Jtd. White Oak 20,000
No. 1 Com. (Jtd. White Oak Strips
r.4S Plain White Oak 43,000
No. 1 Com. Plain White Oak 11,000
No. 2 Com. Plain White Oak 10,000
F.AS Plain Red Oak
No. 1 Com. Plain Red Oak
No. 2 Com. Plain Red Oak
Oak Core Stock
FAS Red Gum 300,000
No. 1 Com. Red Gum 70,000
Com. and Better Otd. Red Gum
F.4S Highly Fig. Ked Gum 20,000
F.\S Sap Gum, 13-17"
F.AS Sap Gum, 18" & up
FAS Sap Gum, 6" & up . .

.

'. 22,000
Sap Gum Box Bds., 13-17", Stained
Sap Gum Box Bds., 8-12"
No. 1 Com. Sap Gum 25,000
No. 2 Com. Gum 160,000
No. 3 Com. Gum
F.AS Cvpress
Select Cypress
Shop & Better Cypress
Log Run Cypress
Tupelo, Common & Better
Cottonwood, Log Run

• Indicates stock dry eRough to ship within 60 days. Remainder of items r(

grade, suitable for veneering over. This is thoroughly dry and we are prepared
All Red and Sap Gum in grades of No. 1 Common and Better is Kraetzer cui

free from stain. Kraetzer cured lumber is of a soft, mild texture and uniform c

We have facilities for kiln drying and surfacing. Oak timbers, switch and

1/2"
66,000
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BAND SAWN HARDWOODS
WE PRODUCE OUR OWN STOCKS

Cottonwood—Red and Sap Gum
Our Specialties:

Oak Tliree Ply Red Gum Panels

A Few Items We Want To Move
9 cars 4/4"

8 cars 4/4"

5 cars 4/4"

7 cars 5/4"

2 cars 3/8"

3 cars 5/8"

4 cars 3/4"

5 cars 4/4"

X 13" to 17" Cottonwood Box Boards.

X 13" to 17" Ists & 2nds Cottonwood.

X 18" to 22" Ists & 2nds Cottonwood.

X 6" to 12" Ists & 2nds Cottonwood.
x6" & Up Ists & 2nds Sap Gum.
X 6" & Up Ists & 2nds Sap Gum.
x6" & Up Ists & 2nds Sap Gum.
X 6" & Up Ists & 2nds Sap Gum.

4 cars 4/4" x 13" to 15" Ists & 2nds Sap Gum.
3 cars 6 4" x 6" & Up Ists & 2nds Sap Gum.
5 cars 4/4" x 6" & Up Ists & 2nds Red Gum.
4 cars 6/4" Log Run Soft Maple.
5 cars 12/4" Log Run Southern Elm.
5 cars 4/4" Ists & 2nds Plain Red Oak.
3 cars 4/4" No. 1 Common Plain Red Oak.
1 car 4 '4" No. 2 Common Plain Red Oak.

WRITE US FOR PRICES

ANDERSON-TULLY COMPANY
Mempliis BOX SHOOKS and VENEERS Tenn.

NASHVILLE
CELEBRATED FOR HIGHEST TYPE TIMBER GROWTH, FAULTLESS MANUFACTURE AND GOOD GRADES

Farris Hardwood Lumber Co.

Successors to

Cherokee Lumber Company

Manufacturers
Hardwood Lumber

NASHVILLE
TENNESSEE

SECURE BETTER PRICES

AT LESS SELLING COST BY REACH-
ING MORE CUSTOMERS. HARDWOOD
RECORD PUTS YOU BEFORE THEM

ALL TWICE A MONTH.

ASK US ABOUT IT

We will name very attractive

prices on a few cars of each of the
following items:

4/4, 6/4. 10/4 and 12/4 la and 2a Poplar.
4/4 and 8/4 Sap Poplar.
lli". IH" and 254" No. 1 Common Poplar.
4/4 No. 1 and Panel Poplar In widths of 12 to 17', 18 to 23"

and 24" and up.

4/4 I IS to 17" Poplar Box Boarda.
4/4 la A 2a Basswood or Linn—very fine.

a/8, 4/4, 5/4, 10/4 and 12/4 U * 2i Qtd. W. Oafc.

4/4. B/4, 6/4 and 8/4 No. 1 Common Qtd. W. Oak.
6/4 la to 2« Qld. R. Oak.
4/4, 5/4 and 6/4 No. 1 Common Qtd. R. Oak.
«/4 and 10/4 la 4 2« Hickory.
4/4, 6/4, 10/4 and 12/4 No. 1 Common Hickory.
4/4, 6/4. 8/4, W/4 and 12/4 No. 2 Common Hickory.
4/4 la & 2s Chestnut, also B, 6 and 8/4.

4/4 No. 1 Common Ch.istnut.

John B. Ransom & Co.
MANUFACTURERS OF

Hardwood Lumber
Nashville, Tenn.
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We Will Quote Unusually Altractive Prices

On the Following List of Band Sawn Poplar:
1" Is & in.
!•//' In & Sh.

iVi" Is & 3b.

:i" Is & 28.
1" Wide Box.
1" Narrow Box.
1" Saps & tii-lifU.

IVt" Sails * Selects.
IVj" Saps & Selects.
a" Saps & Selects.

N(i
IW NiJ
T No. 1 Coi
2'/." No. 1 (

H" No. 1 Common.
I" No. 2-A Common
1" No. 2-B Common
i" No. 2 A « B Con
iVy No. 2 A & B C
.S" No. 2 A & B Comtnon.

Faust Bros. Lumber Co.
CHICAGO. ILL.

MAIN (tlFICK
PADUCAH, KY.

». ^
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General Market Conditions

SEVERAL INTERESTING FEATURES have developed during

the last two weeks in connection with the general condition

of the hardwood market. These features would indicate that there

is a decided exception to the generally poor condition of trade,

which exception exists among the millmen.

In the first place there comes the discussion which took place

in connection with the meeting of gum manufacturers at Memphis

on Oct. 18. At this meeting it was brought out that the actual

amount of gum cut and sold during the past months of the present

vear has been greater than any other similar period. It was also

developed that the actual condition of gum stocks is not anywhere

near so serious as was expected before the meeting took place. In

fact, an actual tabulation showed that the situation with gum

was not at all alarming, even though as to actual market value it

is -way off and the demand is seemingly becoming more limited

instead of broader.

In addition to this, there have come to the editorial desk of

Hardwood Record advices from representative manufacturers in the

mountain sections in eastern Kentucky and Tennessee and West

Virginia to the effect that stocks in first hands are not heavy and

stocks in the hands of consumers are exceedingly light, in fact,

according to the statement of one big manufacturer, more so than

that particular concern ever knew them to be. The writer of this

same letter predicts that for the winter and spring trade the highest

prices for all classes of hardwoods will prevail, and states that it

makes this prediction after a great deal of thought and investiga-

tion. This opinion seems to be in conformity with that expressed

by other big manufacturers in that particular section of the hard-

wood producing territory of the country, and opinions of this sort

surely offer decided encouragement.

On top of this comes a most excellent report from the market

conditions committee of the Michigan Hardwood Manufacturers'

Association, which met at Detroit on Oct. 22. Northern reports

have been more optimistic than southern reports for some little

time and the statement of the market for northern hardwoods is in

keeping with past conditions. Specifically, the report stated that

the total stocks of hardwood lumber were but three and a half per

cent greater on Oct. 1, 1913, than on Oct. 1, 1912, when stocks

were considered unusually low and could not have been enough

to supply a period of good general business activity. They are

only eighty per cent of 1911 stocks. This report is shown in full

under the heading of the meeting of that association in another

part of this issue of Hardwood Record. It offers some interesting

and valuable information relative to the condition of stocks of

the various northern woods delivered by the members of the associ-

ation. Taken altiigether, it demonstrates that Michigan manufac-
turers are justly in an optimistic frame of mind. This report backs

up the statement of the southern manufacturer referred to regard-

ing market values, it being stated that with the demand less than

normal during the coming year, there should not be, and probably

would not be, much if any concession from present prices, w^hile

with general business conditions good a material advance might be

expected in the prices for northern hardwoods.

Thus can be seen tangible evidence indicating that the hardwood
trade should not take conditions too seriously. On the other hand
we have tangible evidence that there actually is a decided shading

of prices in many of the markets, and it is difficult to make the

two conditions jibe. Some support of the favorable condition re-

ported is seen in the unquestionably good records for building oper-

ations. In many of the leading cities of the country figures are

unusually favorable. This condition, however, is not without its

serious exceptions.

Looking at the question in as broad a way as possible. Hardwood
Record is of the opinion that there will probably be a slight

feature of encouragement in the market which will make itself

gradually more evident and that there will be no real reawakening

of demand until certain political questions and questions of foreign

policy have adjusted themselves. As stated on various occasions in

these columns, business is without doubt on a sound basis funda-

mentally but, as also stated, business cannot side-step certain

questions which are before the nation and which, whether business

approves or not, will have an effect upon the country's markets.

As to what this effect will be, it is difficult to say exactly, although

it is safe to say in connection with the hardwood market that the

actual volume of business, even though made up of a greater num-

ber of small orders for a few months to come will at least prevent

an alarming accumulation of hardwoods at mill points.

A Night's Shelter

THE COVER PICTURE which illustrates the current number

of Hardwood Record appeals to the woodsman. The temporary

shelter is a luxury unknown in the centers of civilization, but be-

longs in the depth of the forest.

The woodsman when overtaken by night is able to make quick

use of nature's resources in constructing a shelter that will shed

the dew dripping from the trees, and the rain if the weather is wet.

The picture shows a roof of bark resting on forked sticks as posts.

With an ax, such a shelter can be constructed by a man in about

one hour. He peels the bark from standing trees. That may be
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done at certain limes of the year only. Bark of most trees will

not peel (woodsmen call it "slipping") after late spring and early

summer. It is commonly said that it peels then because the sap is

"going up." That will answer as an explanation if one does not

want to be too particular. The fact is, however, that sap going up
or coming down has little to do with the facility with which bark

may be strippeil at that time. The forming of the layer of now
wood just beneath the bark is the cause of the slipping bark; but

that is not particularly to the point in the present case.

Paper birch is about the only tree whose bark can be stripped off

for practical purposes at all seasons; and that is because it sepa-

rates into thin layers, independent of the new growth of wood
forming beneath in early summer.
When "the wayfarer wishes to build a forest shelter at a season

when bark will not peel, he uses small branches, spruce and hem-
lock if he can get them. A fire built in front throws the heat inside

the shelter, reflects it upon the camper, and he sleeps in comfort

on the "spruce feathers," which is the name applied to the pile

of twigs constituting his bed. If the wind happens to be. in the

wrong quarter, he gets a little more smoke than is conducive to his

comfort.

There is luxury in such a camp for those who know how to enjoy

it; but woe to the city greenhorn whose sole experiences have been
with hair mattresses and eiderdown quilts. He will realize as

never before how close his skeleton lies to his sl^in. The owner of

one of the famous buildings of New Yorlc recently spent a night

in such a shelter with a rustic guide in the mountains of West Vir-

ginia. He murmured, groaned, and knocked hour after hour, ex-

claiming every few minutes, "I'd give five thousand dollars to be

in New York." Finally he raised it to "ten thousand dollars to be

in New York," to which the mountaineer replied, "I don't know
but that I'd give that much to have you in New York so I could

get some sleep. '

'

The cover picture shows a dense, typical hardwood forest in the

luxuriant foliage of early summer. Back of the shelter stands a

soft maple. Across the brook are fine yellow jjoplars, indicating

fertile land. It is not a limestone soil, as is evidenced by the

presence of the great laurel, for it will not grow on limestone.

Numerous other species may be made out by the foliage, if one is

disposed to examine closely. The brook flowing by completes the

luxury; for the water in such a stream is purer than all the health

boards in Christendom could make it with settling tanks, filters, dis-

infectants, and ultra violet ra3's.

Hardwood Paving Blocks

THE AMOUNT OF HARDWOOD PAVING in the United States

is comparatively small, but there is no good reason why it

should not increase. The requirements of a paving block are that

it be readily impregnated with preservatives, be strong enough to

withstand the stress of traffic, and not too high-priced. There are

a number of hanlwoods that comply with these conditions.

In the early history of wood block pavements hardwoods such

as oak, cottonwood, mesquite and Osage orange were used. In

nearly all of these cases the blocks were untreated, or at most
dipped or boiled for a short time in tar, asphalt, or other mixture

of supposed preservative value, and they failed in most cases to

give satisfactory results. Untreated red gum from this country

was tried in England and for a time raised great hopes, but it

finally proved unsatisfactory. These failures, however, have no

bearing on present conditions for with standard methods of treat-

ment and laying now in use, many hardwoods are fully as efficient

as conifers. But if the woods used are too dense, heavy and hard

they will become more slippery than softer woods.

In the wood-paving experiments begun by the Forest Service

in Minneapolis in 1906, one portion of Nicollet Avenue, 64 feet

long and 50 feet wide was laid with white birch blocks which had

been air seasoned for several months before being creosoted and

used. The width and depth of the blocks was four inches, the

lengths four, six and eight inches. The treatment was twenty

pounds per cubic foot of creosote oil of lower specific gravity tlian

the specifications called for. Inspection after four j-ears of con-

tinual service showed the average wear to be only three-sixteenths

of an inch, which was exceeded by only one species. Some of the

blocks, however, showed decayed heart, as a result probably of

faulty inspection at the time of laying the pavement.

The manager of the paving department of the Chicago Creosot-

ing Company saj's: "Experience has proved that in the Central

West we have at least four woods which, when tested by every

possible requirement, are suitable for paving purposes. These

woods are southern yellow pine, tamarack, hcndock and maplb.

One street paved in Chicago with southern gum is not considered a

sufficiently conclusive experiment to warrant one to form a definite

o]union. . . . Observations made at our plant during the past

year show that maple is the wood most easily treated, followed

closely by tamarack and hemlock, all three greatly outclassing

yellow pine in this respect. ... A little more than a year ago

our company furnished enough hard maple blocks to lay the inter-

section of Madison Street with Fifth Avenue, one of the heaviest

traveled spots in the city of Chicago. It is estimated that the

daily vehicle traffic on Madison Street is eight thousand, while

that on Fifth Avenue is over five thousand. Pounded by traffic

from four directions, these bloeks do not show the slightest sign of -

wear. In fact, so satisfactory was the result that the Chicago

Railways Company purchased its entire supply for 1912, specify-,

ing maple. '

'

Hardwood paviug blocks are also coming into use for factory

floors. While the use of hardwood for paving maj' be said to be in

its experimental stage there is no doubt but there is a considerable'

future lor the business if the hardwood manufacturers care to enter

that field and push their product.

In- the Midst of Change

A GREAT INDUSTRIAL CHANGE is actually taking place in

this country, and it is attracting far less attention than its

importance deserves. It is based on the development of hydro-

electrical power, that is, water power transmitted by electricity.

The dedication a few days ago of the great dam across the Missis-

sippi at Keokuk called attention to that particular project; but most

of the press comments were based on a comparison of the dam with

Egypt's largest pyramid as to size. It was really a comparison of
'

' great things to small.
'

'

The pyramid is a five-thousand-year-old monument to human folly,

the Keokuk dam is a monument to progress and industry. The
pyramid's one achievement was the harnessing of one hundred

thousand men to do the work of one tyrant; but the installment at

Keokuk will harness the forces of nature to do the work of three

million men. Therein lies the difference between progress in the

days of Cheops, and in the year 1913.

Great water power plants are being planned and installed in

various parts of the country. Fifty years ago they would have been

totally useless, utterly incomprehensible, because only a small part of

the power could have been employed on the spot, and none of it

could have been transmitted a hundred yards beyond the water

wheels that developed it. Now electricity carries it hundreds of

miles. One vast central plant may supply power to half a dozen

states, and at so low a cost that coal cannot compete unless in

proximity to the mines that produce it, and it is doubtful if it can

long compete at the very mouth of the mine.

There is avadable water power in thLs country to turn every wheel,

light every town, heat every home in the United States. Many of

tie installations will be enormous, others will be smaller; some will

utilize the falls of large rivers, others will be built on smaller

streams. Every ton of water that runs down hill has power in it

which a turbine, a motor, and a few lines of wire will render avail-

able for use.

The Keokuk installment is the largest thus far in America; but

it will not be the largest long. In the Sierra Nevada mountains in

California, six thousand feet above the sea, a larger plant is partly

completed. It will supply power three hundred miles away, and a

stream so small that a sheep can wade across it will furnish it all.
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Two other plants almost as large are planned in California. Other

installments nearly or quite as large as that at Keokuk might, and
doubtless will, be built on the upper Mississippi. More power is

running to waste in the streams of the Kocky Mountains than that

region can ever make use of. Two enormous power stations are

utder way in West Virginia, with room for a dozen more. That

power will be available in the region between the Great Lakes and
the Atlantic coast. New England and the southern Appalachians

have enormous possibilities in the way of hydroelectric power.

The work is going on far more rapidly than the people realize.

It is a fact that has been pointed out by historians that great move-

ments, changes, and revolutions are seldom understood or appre-

ciated by the people who actually live in the midst of the movements.

The revolution in the development of mechanical power now going

on in this country is a movement of that kind, and it is attracting

comparatively little notice from the general public. The people will

wake up in a few years and find that the United States has been

electrified, and that the water power has been harnessed.

Lumbermen Should Stand by Wood

A TIMELY, SEXSIBLK WAENIXG is sounded by The Con-

struction News to those who handle and sell lumber that they

should stand by their product. The warning is aimed particularly

at dealers who sell lumber but

are not averse to handling all

kinds of substitutes on the side.

They sell paper roofing, metal

ceiling, makeshift flooring, cor-

rugated siding, when they ought

to stand up for lumber and per-

suade their customers to take it

and let sham substitutes alone.

These dealers are willing to sell

the substitutes because they think

they see more immediate profit

for themselves. They handle such

things as a side line, and count

all the profit as clear gain. They

charge all expenses up to lumber,

because they regard that as their

main business, and if they can

run in a substitute they seem to

think it is good business. It is

mighty poor business. They are

helping to give wood a bad name

by allowing buyers to believe

there is something the matter

with it, and that cheaper mate-

rials will answer as well. Deal-

ers in wood owe it to their busi-

ness to stand up for their busi-

ness and to quit nibbling at the bait dangled before them by the

manufacturers of substitutes.

Timely Organization

ELSEWHERE IN THIS ISSUE OF HARDWOOD RECORD will

be found a report of a gathering which can well be considered

as of great importance insofar as its bearing on the manufacturing

and marketing of gum is concerned. This meeting was called bj-

men prominently known as red gum manufacturers, and was held

at Memphis on October 18. Those familiar with the trend of the

gum market during the last few months readily understand the

reason for and significance of the meeting, and it has been clearly

understood by gum manufacturers that some concerted action

must be taken in order to prevent this most excellent American

hardwood from again becoming the drug on the market which it

formerly was.

The value of concerted action in association work has been too

conclusively demonstrated in connection with the lumber busi-

ness of the United States to leave room for a minute for any

UNSOLICITED testimonial;

IrTicfegtjurg export Xumber Co.
M.\NUFACTURERS AND EXPORTERS OF

SOUTHERN HARDWOODS, CYPRESS
AND YELLOW PINE

MrLLS:
Valley Park. Miss.
Smedes, Miss.
Fenwick. Miss.

VIcksburg, Miss., October 6, 1913.

HARDWOOD RECORD,
Chicago, Illinois.

Gentlemen:— Enclosed please find check covering state-

ment as per enclosed.

Delay In attending to this matter was caused by the

writer's absence from the city.

We hope that the RECORD will resume its appearance

in our mails at once, because we "need it in our business."

With kindest regards, we are,

Yours very truly,

VICKSBURG EXPORT LUMBER CO..

per G. B. Wilson,
Sales Mgr.
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argiiinent unfavorable to the proposed organization of gum manu-
facturers. Hence the logical conclusion was, in face of the unfa-
vorable conditions prevailing in the market for gum, that the
only salvation of the trade was close association with a view to
putting into effect uniformity of manufacturing and sales methods,
and also to insure some concerted action for merchandising 'the
product of the gum mills.

It could hardly have been expected that at the first meeting a
permanent organization would be perfected, nor was such a step
really to bo desired so precipitantly, inasmuch as a hastily formed
organization would unquestionably not embody the proper con-
stitution and by-laws to lend themselves with sufficient elasticity

to changing conditions. Steps were taken, however, in the appoint-
ment of committees of representative gum manufacturers, to work
to the end of forming a permanent organization. These commit-
tees will report back to the meeting of the same people four weeks
from the date of the first meeting.

The value of such a gathering was demonstrated "by the Mem-
phis meeting in spite of any sentiment that might have been
encountered against organizations, inasmuch as through the reports

from those in attendance it was learned that the situation of the

gum market is really not nearly in such bad shape as it has been
considered for several weeks. With this condition apparent, the

meeting will have a strong

moral effect on the holders of

gum and the result will be a no-

ticeably strengthened market.

While the meeting was closed

to representatives of trade pa-

pers, it was stated by those in

attendance that the sentiment

was strongly in favor of a per-

manent organization and that

there is every probability *;hat

such an organization will be
perfected within a very short

time. If this comes to pass,

and if the ambitious plans on
foot for exploiting the products

of the gum mills are carried

through successfully, the next

few months will see gum placed

back among the leaders in the

hardwood market of this coun-

try and abroad.

Not Practical

T TDER A RECENT DATE
'^ H.VRDWOOD Record had a

communication from a man in-

terested in the marketing of for-

est products on the Pacific coast. The letter inquired for possible

sources of supply for cheap three-ply red gum panels, it being
suggested by the writer that he saw no reason, inasmuch as red
gum had attained considerable usage in the West for interior

finish, why it could not be used very readily for packing case
construction.

From the physical point of view, considering merely the qualities of

the wood and its adaptability for the use suggested, there can be

absolutely no doubt that packing cases made from red gum panels,

three or five-ply, would, even in as small a thickness as one-

quarter inch, if properly reinforced and constructed, suit the purpose

admirably.

The correspondent, however, overlooked one important factor, which

absolutely eliminates the possibility of building up a trade in this par-

ticular line in the Pacific coast states, especially under present con-

ditions. That factor is freight rates.

It is probable that the cheapest veneer he could get for the purpose

would be stock costing five dollars per thousand at the mill. To
utilize three-ply stuff would mean three times that cost for the area
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of the box to be maUo. On the otlier liuiul, the average rate from

the Chicago territory to the coast on panels is $i;.GO per hundred

pounds. It is easily seen from this tact that it would be absolutely

impossible to cover even the cost of transportation in the sale, let

alone the increased cost of gum over the western woods used for

packing box construction. At $1.25 a hundred for veneer shipments

for the same distance, the prospect of developing a trade in this line

for packing-case construction is still absolutely nil, and even where

thin stock classed as lumber, including 1/15 m<'h and up in thickness,

shipped at lumber rate of seventy-five cents, there is still no chance

of making a business proposition out of it.

As stated, the physical qualities of gum are very well adapted for

the purpose mentioned, and were the manufacturer in question seek-

ing a high-class finish in furniture wood he could surely find no better

domestic species than the lumber and veneers manufactured from a

red gum tree. However, geographic circumstances absolutely pro-

hibit the use of low-grade stuft' in the way he sugge.'its.

Where Authority Conflicts

IT is probably a necessity to have two governing bodies with

jurisdiction over freight rate matters in interstate and intra-

state business. States' rights seemingly demand that the gov-

erning of railroad rates within the border of any state shall bo

incumbent upon some authority within each state.

On the other hand, it is manifestly necessary to maintain a

separate organization for the regulation of rates governing ship-

ments on interstate commerce. Nevertheless there are numerous

occasions on which a gross injustice is the result of such conflict

of authority. One of the most flagrant of these would seem to

be the readjustment of freight rates in Michigan based on the

Interstate Commerce Commission "s decision regarding the pro-

posed general horizontal advance of five per cent in the central

classification territory on the one hand, and on a recent order of

the State Railroad Commission of Michigan on the other hand

to the effect that a readjustment of Michigan rates is necessary.

It is contended by Michigan shippers that even though the

railroads of Michigan declare that no injustice will be done,

and that no action will be taken until a decision has been made

on the general advance by the Interstate Commerce Commission, a

gross injustice will be worked upon them which injustice would

hit lumber shippers particularly strongly.

The basis of their contention is that the re-classification of

rates in Michigan would mean the abolishment of commodity rates

and the establishment throughout of class rates, which in itself

will effect a decided increase in the present rates of lumber, it

being placed in the sixth class. They contend that even after

this readjustment has taken place if the Interstate Commerce Com-

mission allows a horizontal advance of five per cent on general

rates, advantage will be taken of such a decision by the Michi-

gan roads to still further increase rates throughout the new

tariffs, which will effect a total increase in Michigan rates rang-

ing from five to thirty-three and one-third per cent as against

a straight advance on general rates of but five per cent. The

inequality of such an arrangement, and the injustice that it

would surely result in are easily discernible.

It is not possible to foretell accurately what the ultimate out-

come will be, but Michigan lumbermen at least are making

active arrangements to secure an equal basis for shipments in

competition with shipping points in adjoining states. It can read-

ily be understood that if the entire matter of freight rates both

interstate and intrastate were in the hands of some central body,

such conditions would not even threaten.

Iowa's Example

THE FOREST "jf^ASTE PROBLEM has so nearly solved itself in

Iowa, according to a recent report prepared by the Forest

Service, that it is no longer a difficult problem there. Iowa is not

and never, was a heavily forested region with large logging opera-

tions, and to that extent it differs from many other states; but it

has dealt with the question of saving waste and has shown that it is

not dilTicult to ilo, provided the economic conditions are favorable.

It has been found by experience that it is more profitable to ship

logs from Minnesota to Iowa and manufacture the lumber at the

I)oint of destination than to saw the logs in the forest and ship

the lumber only. The shipping of the logs in this ease is by water,

wlilch method is much cheaper than by rail. The market is in Iowa.

When the logs have floated down stream to the end of their water

journey they need travel no further to reach market. They are

tliere reduced to lumber, and it finds a sale near at hand. The

nuirket takes everything that comes. The lumber, lath, shingles, and

.squared timbers are wanted. The scraps are sold for fuel, and the

sawdust is bought by ice houses or for stable bedding. The utiliza-

tion is complete, and not a particle has to be given away, but every-

thiug turns some profit into the lumberman's pocket.

If the logs had been reduced to lumber in the Minnesota forests,

nothing could have been sold without shipping. The lumber and one

or two by-products might have paid the freight and returned a

profit; but all else w-ould have been worthless and it would have

been left at the mill.

Xo particularly new solution has been worked out in Iowa. The

same thing has happened elsewhere. It will work wherever conditions

are right. Examples of success are always valuable, however, because

they are so much more easily understood than mere theory. If an

owner of timber can figure out a way to ship his logs to a market

that will take the lumber and all the by-products at a profit, he will

be inclined to do it, in preference to sawing lumber at a place

where the lumber only is salable.

The Making of a New Wood
ANEW WOOD has a hard time establishing its right to recognition.

It takes a long time to get a hearing. The chances are against

the new comer in the circle of accepted woods, and a long period of

waiting and neglect usually precedes final recognition and acceptance.

"Be not the first by whom the new is tried" appears to be the fashion

among the users of forest products now as it was among the users of

words in Alexander Pope 'a time.

No matter how excellent a new wood is, it is looked at askance

when it first appears as a candidate for favor. Everybody waits for

someone else to try it and demonstrate its good properties. That

process is usually slow and long-drawn out. If the candidate for favor

happens to be a foreign wood, it must wait still lorger. The pros-

pective user considers several points before he will consent to give

the new material a trial. He wants to know, first of all, if the supply

is adequate, and if he can depend on securing what le needs, in case

he finds it suitable. If not assured on that point, he is not likely to

prosecute the inquiry further. If the supply is found satisfactory,

the price is investigated, and if that is all right, the prospective market

is looked into. It aU takes time and results in ycar.3 of uncertainty

and delay.

A number of the well-known woods of the United St.Ues have had to

pass through such periods of trial, apprenticeship, and neglect. For a

long time they received no more recognition than if they had been

foreign, perhaps not as much. Blackwillow is an instance. No one

claims for it a higher place than among the minor species, but until

recently it did not have even that much recognition but was classed

among weed trees. It has come up out of that plae<» of low esteem

and now has more markets than it can fill. It is excellent box material,

good for wagon beds, and highly satisfactory as cores or backing for

veneers. The willow grows in scattered situations, or in dense small

stands, but never in extensive forests. It is most abundant in the

lower Mississippi valley, but trees in good situations attain respectable

sizes in many parts of the United States. The growth is rapid, and

acre for acre it will probably produce as many cubic feet of wood per

year, as any other species in this country.

The willow is cited simply as an example of a neglected wood which

finally made its way to the front. A number of others could be

named, but it would be a repetition, for the process of securing

recognition is the same with all—^long delay, discouraging neglect,

with ultimate success if success is deserved.



From Real Life

The Boss: What are you doing down there?

The Inspector: Looking for pin ^vorm holes.

The Boss: You are a too damned technical inspector for me. au gc to the office and get your pay.

All That Was Coming to Him
Thf cowboys woro having' .n basoball game down

In Tp.vas. A bif; busby ranger clouted the first

ball over for a home run. Instead of circling the

bases, however, he waited tor the pitcher to de-

liver another ball.

"Why don't you run?" the crowd shouted.

"Got two more strikes yet."

—

Kvo-ybody's.

Exertion

In the southern part of Arkansas, where the

natives take life easy, a man and his wife were
one day sitting on the porch when a funeral pro-

cession pa.ssed tbc house. The man wa.s comfort-

ably seated in a chair tilted back on Its hind legs

against the side of the house, and was engaged in

whittling a piece of wood. As the procession

proceeded, he said :

"I reckon or man Williams's got about the

biggest funeral that's ever held aroun' hyear.

Parollnc."

"A purty good-sized one, is It, Bud'-" queried

tlie wife, making no effort to move.

"You betcher !" Rud answered.

"I certainly would like to see it," said the

woman. "What a pity I ain't failn' that way!"

Making Up for Lost Time

Clssie
—"Why In thr name of goodness do yoa

keep taking out your watch. Have ymi a train

10 catch?"

Tom—"Eh? Oh, no. The fact Is I baven't

seen It for a long time."—/JliMdo/rd Bitt.

Survival of the Fittest

Rmployer—"Yes, I artverllseil for a strong boy.

Do you think you can (ill the bill?"

Appllrant—"Well. I Just finished llckln" four-

teen other fellers that were waitin' out In tb«

hall."

—

notion Erenimi Transcript.
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From the viewpoint of the lumber iiKUistry, New York iias passed

through an cxcectliugly interesting history. Jn speaking of lumber-

ing in this state, one at once thinks of the Adirondai-ks. uliic-h is tlu'

producing center of the lumber industry. Originally, only tlic white

pine was cut; then the spruce was cut over, and for a long time in the

old lumber days the hemlock and hardwoods were regarded as being

almost wortldefs, or certainly not worth while taking to the mill.

Finally the hemlock, which only a few years ago brought an average

of from seven to ten dollars per thousand board feet, millrun and

which now brings from eighteen to twenty-five dollars jier thousand

millrun, was logged along with the spruce and the pine. The advauce-

ing price of the hemlock bark for tanning purposes was tlie stimulus

needed to bring this tree on the market. Then finally, with the in-

crease in value and the general recognition of their wide use for so

many purposes in various lines of utilization, (lie hardwonds l]c<;:iii

to be cut until at the present time, there are

nearly as many hardwoods being lumbered

as softwoods.

As a result of this progression iu cutting,

the second growth is almost entirely hard-

wood—that is from twenty to one hundred

years ago only the white pine and better

spruce were taken out which left the hard-

woods to occupy the soil. At the present

time therefore, there are several logging op-

erations in progress on areas that are now

practically pure hardwoods and which up to

about thirty years ago, were at least partly

covered by pine and spruce. One large tract

of 68,000 acres which was recently purchased

and is now being logged by a large hard-

v.ood operator, was cut over about twenty-

five years ago for

ppruce, and not a

Etick of the hard-

woods touched. The

late Col. Fox, a vet-

eran lumberman of

the Adirondacks and

for a long time state

superintendent o f

forests stated that

iu his opinion about

seventy or eighty

per cent of the Adi-

rondacks are now

composed of hard

woods; and this re

gion is commonly

known as the center

of a great spruce

belt.

One jiromiiftnt

reason for this con-

dition, of course, is

the local custom of

driving which has

existed in the Adi-

rondacks from the earliest history of the lumber industry. This

region contains a large number of excellent drivable streams which

naturally afford the cheapest means of transporting the softwoods

to the mills. This obviously left the logging of the non-drivable

bardwoods out of the question. It is only within the last few years

therefore that railroad logging has been introduced to afford a

means of getting out the splendid big maple, beech, birch, basswood,

cherry and other hardwood logs.

Within recent years, the stumpage
. price of 'hardwoods has ail-

—iS—

vauccd remarkably. This is only a natural result of the above

described history. White pine stumpage brings from $9 to $12 per

thousand, dei)ending upon accessibility and condition. Spruce brings

from $7 to .$10 per thousand and the hardwoods from $5 to $12 per

thousand. Ten years ago, hardwood stumpage could be purchased

for about $2 or $3 per thousand, depending largely on species and

location. Within the last two years, how'ever, large purchases have

been made at a stumpage rate of around $.^ [)er thousand on the

average for all species, based on a fairly accurate estimate. It has

recently been estimated by the forestry officials of the state that if

all the trees were taken into consideration, between seventy-five per

cent and eighty-five per cent of all the present growing timber in

the Adirondacks would be found to be composed of hardwoods. Fifty

years ago (irobably >^ixty per cent of the merchantable timber at

least comj>ose4l vhite pine, spruce, and hemlock.

During the year 1911 approximately one-

half-billion board feet of lumber was cut

in New York. The hardwoods represented

ill this cut are best shown in the following

table. The average wholesale prices at the

mill as given in the Bureau of Census re-

jiorts are also shown:

Yearly cut

Species— M feet B. M.
Hard maple 65,313

iOOD STAND OF MIXED HARDWOODS
AND riNE RUNNING ABOUT 18.000

FEET TO THE ACRE

ch 41,026
Basswood 29,638
Birch 28,46.';

Uak 27.446
Chestnut 16,341
Elm 12,462
Asb 10,727

Misc.. including hickory, wal-
nut, butternut, cherry,
Kvenmore, etc 7,000

Price

at mill

$16,52

flEXERAL VIEW OF ROLLWAY, MILLS AND YARDS OF THE EMPORIUM LUMBER COMPANY,
A LARGE HARDWOOD OPERATION AT CONIFER IN THE HEART OF

THE ADIRONDACKS

238,648

The total cut of

the softwoods in

1911 amounted to

288,000,000 board

feet, exceeding that

of the hardwoods by

only about 50,000,-

000 feet. And when
one considers the

great amounts of

hardwoods utilized

in the many indus-

tries which are not

shown in the Census

lumber reports, this

apparent dis-
crepancy would

rapidly disappear.

The majority of the

softwoods shown in

the above cut in

fact is composed of

h e m 1 o ck which,

twenty years ago,

scarcely entered the

markets at all.

The principal Adirondack hardwoods cut are, therefore, hard maple,
beech, basswood, birch and oak, with some elm, chestnut, ash and
hickory found chiefly at the lower elevations and in the many wood-
lots.

In former years, practically all of the hardwoods consumed in the

state were brought in from the Middle West and the Lake State
region, and the real cause of the increased stumpage prices obtained
in the Adirondack region is the increasing demand for wood used
in the various lines of utilization. The prices obtained for forest
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protliK'ts ami particularly for the better hardwoocls are [iriilinlily aa

good in New York as in any other state in the Union on aCL'ount of

the dense population, varied wood consuming industries and special

manufacturing interests. For instance, the Brooklyn Cooperage Com-

pany of Tupper Lake makes practically all of the sugar barrels used

in the Xew York and Philadelphia trade. There is also an almost

countless number of small slack cooperage plants located all over

the state to supply barrels, especially for fruit shipping. Western New
York still maintains its high position as a producer of apples and

the large quantities of barrels used in this industry bring from forty

to forty-five cents apiece.

In the future, it is estimated that the hardwoods will more than

ever hold their present important position in the lumber production

of the .\dirondack region. The hardwoods replace themselves so

readily by sjirouting and by scattering their seeds over both cut-

over ami burned areas that they gradually occupy areas formerly

covered by the white pine, spruce and hemlock.

For several years around 1860 Xew Y'ork was a leader in lumber

production. At the present time it is the twenty-third state on the

list; but in spite of this wide discrepancy statistics show that the

present value of lumber produced is approximately the same as

that of 1860. Moreover, New York used to supply a large portion of

the wood consumed within the state. Now it sends from $15,000,000

to $20,000,000 out of the state for forest products every year. The

New Y'ork Central Eailroad alone spends between $3,000,000 and

$3,500,000 a year for ties, which could easily be produced within the

borders of the state. It is very fortunate that New Y'ork has taken

the leadership in forestry work, having a total forest reserve area

of over 1,600,000 acres of which 1,400,000 are in the Adirondacks.

There are over 19,000,000 seedlings in eight state nurseries in which

yellow poplar, red oak, black locust, honey locust and a variety of

hardwoods are being raised and set out over the state in addition to

the white pine, Norway pine, Scotch pine and Norway spruce.

A great deal of splendid work has also been done along the line

nf fire protection. The Adirondacks have suffered from fire as severely

:is any other region in the country. The hardwoods have suffered

from these flagrant fires as well as the conifers, as the two are always

found in mixture and there are now forty-nine fire towers connected

up by telephone, maintained and operated by the state conservation

commission. This fire protection service, along with the reforestation,

has the hearty co-operation of the lumbermen of the state. Already

about 3,5U0 acres have been planted up to new growing timber.

The reforestation and fire protection policies of the state have

been strongly endorsed by the Empire State Forest Products Associa-

tion, composed of all the lumbermen and "paper pulp interests of the

state. This organization is also very active in favor of repealing

the state laws which prevent the cutting and utilization of any

timber on the big state reserves. Even mature or decaying, or even

fire-killed timber, cannot be lawfully utilized, according to an old

constitutional provision. It has been estimated that a revenue of

from .$1,000,000 to $1,500,000 could be annually secured from the

present state reserve area without impairing its productivity and

value for future forestry purposes. These reserves contain some of

the finest hardwoods and coniferous timber in the Adirondacks

and it is expected that they will be handled for the production and

utilization of timber in the same way that the big federal national

forests are being managed in the West. They would also furnish

material for the mills which, .sooner or later, will have to go out of

business from lack of logs.

It is in the closer and more intensive utilization of the products of

the forest, however, that the lumbermen arc mostly interested, and

as successful examples of complete utilization may be found with the

Adirondack hardwoods as in any other forest region in the country.

Moreover, conditions are very favorable to specializing in hardwood

products and to the utilization of practically all the slabs, trim-

mings, edgings and even sawdust, which in many operations are con

veyed to the burner. These conditions are as follows:

1. Proximity to the most densely populated section of the country.

2. Good transportation facilities.

Ti. Kxicllent nuirkets for all kinds of products.

i;__-Developnient of varied wood-using industries to utilize other-

wise waste products, such as wood alcohol, furniture, cooperage, shoe
last, novelty, broom handle, dowel, vehicle and handle stock plants.

The recent co-operative study of the wood-using industries of New
York carried on by the New York State College of Forestry at

Syracuse and the Unitcu States Forest Service has developed some
very interesting facts, among which are that New York is the greatest

wood consuming state in the Union and it is a leader in the box board,

excelsior, wood pulp, music instrument, gunstock, furniture and
shipbuilding industries. During the year 1!)12 the investigation

showed that over 1,750,000,000 board feet were consumed in the

wood-using industries of the state. These eagerly center around the

Adirondack region, the lumber centers of HufTalo, the Tonawamias,

New Y'ork City and Jamestown, which is a great furniture and veneer

point. Connected with several of the Adirondack hardwood mills

are many specialized industries, such as shoe last, handle, whip stock,

bobbin, furniture round and novelty mills, which depend largely on

the otherwise waste products of beech, hard maple, birch, basswood

and red cherry for their raw material. Very little sawdust goes to

waste, for it finds a ready market for packing purposes, stal)le bed-

ding, storing of ice, especially in the big ice houses along the upper

Hudson river, mattings, etc. N. C. B.

Baltimore Exports Gain
The curtailment of lumber exports through Baltimore, which had

become very pronounced for several months, seems to have been

checked, and for the first time since the beginning of summer the

month of September showed an increase in shipments as compared

with the corresponding month of last year. The gain, taking mere

totals for September last over September, 1912, was somewhat more

than 100 per cent, but account must be taken of the fact that a

considerable part of the increase is on the score of West Virginia

spruce shipments to South America, which are occasional and make

up nearly three-quarters of the increase. There was a falling off

in the forwardings of hickory and oak logs, the classification "all

other logs" also exhibiting a blank. A slight reduction in the ship-

ments of oak lumber is likewise to be noted, while poplar and "all

other '
' lumber made a material gain. The general tendency appeared

to be in the direction of an expansion of the exports, and it is thought

that the low ebb of the foreign movement has been passed. The

comparative figures are as follows:

liil.t 1912

I-.'Ct Feet

ij\iantit.v. Viiliic. Quantity. Value.

«,000 $200
1'.-|.000 ^-.i.fitC, Tu.OOO 3.727

20.000 620

30.000 850

Hickory
Logs, Hickory

Logs, Walnut
Logs. Oak
Logs, All Others

Lumber. Oak 1.5U3.000 02.097 1 ,.i86,000 .52.397

Lumber, Poplar :m.000 l.-.,8-41 133,000 5.707

Lumber, .Ml Others 2.39.000 10.300 9S.O0O 4.203

Shocks, All Others 1 .•'i7fi 1.514 1.990 2.025

Staves 2l.:ir.3 1.930 7.103 475

All other manufactures of lumber :i.fi00 4.5.59

Furniture -•'^'" -•"''*

Trimmings '-^l-* ^ '"'

.Vll other manufactures of wood .30.61(1 24.048

The total of all exports for September last is $211,140, against

not more than $104,823 for September, 1912, but, as has been ex-

plained, not less than $71,328 of this is on account of spruce lumber,

which is shipped only occasionally and of which several shipments

may happen to fall within one month, thus materially swelling the

total of exports without making the increase of real signifi.iime in

sofar as the export business generally is concerned.

About the best way to keep from being a slave to your business

is to be master of it.

Even a "hot air" brand of jpoliteness is better than none.

.\ reputation for furnishing good lumber is worth a lot more in

the market than a reputation for furnishing cheap lumber.

Sometimes a furniture manufacturer hopes to save money by

seeking a lower grade lumber for his work when the true route to

economy is really by way of th.' upi>er grades at higher prices.
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The Red Gum Situation
Editor's Note

The following iciiicr
the meetinK of gum mam
iiccomplishuipnts of this i

Sumner's talk point out

l.lac- at M
111 ilctail In
lis why red

The -writer regrets that conditions over which he has no control
have not permitted him to attend tlie meeting of the red gum
manufacturers in Memphis on October IS.

As no doubt all the manufacturers know, tlie writer has been a
strong advocate and booster of red gum ever since it was put on
the marlcet, and, of course, any discussion to help along the sale

of same is naturally of interest to liim. The questions that are set

forth in the call for the meeting, under date of October 11, are of
special interest.

The first—why has the market eased off?

In the following, bear in mind, that the writer speaks only of
the conditions tliat e.xist in the eastern .states. The consumers are

principally the trim manufacturers, the furniture manufacturers
and the piano manufacturers. The trim trade is at a standstill.

This statement can be confirmed by anyone who knows the condi-

tions, or has traveled through either New York state or Pennsyl-
vania, and is especially marked in New York City. The furniture

manufacturers are fairly busy, but inasmuch as they have no
prospects ahead of two months or so, they cannot be induced, except

at especially low prices, to invest in any lumber. The piano manu-
facturers seem to be working full time, but they, too, will not buy
ahead of their requirements, so that it resolves itself down to the

fact that red gum is in pretty much the same condition as other

hardwoods, although there are one or two other conditions that

probably make it the slowest mover today.

The basis of these conditions go back to the last flood. When
the first report of the flood at Dayton was heard a great deal of

stock, as all of you gentlemen know, and principally the red gum
in the lowlands section, was immediately put on wheels and shipped

without orders to the various consuming sections. The consuming
manufacturers at that time had really a large stock on hand and
while they were not interested in buying in large amounts they

took in some of the stock and, of course, the balance of it was
stored. In the summertime they started to use the first of this

consignment of stock, and at just that time the other manufac-
turers of red gum were again offering stock for sale. In the early

fall busines fell off and there was no volume of busines to speak of.

As a consequence, manufacturers began to offer their stock at lower

prices. With this drop in the market and with no special pressing

need the buyers grew conservative and decided they would hot

invest until they knew exactly what conditions were.

Today an enormous volume of red gum is being offered by the

manufacturers. There is a much greater volume being offered than

is really on hand, for the reason that one stock sheet received in a

big center by say ten wholesalers is copied and sent out broadcast

by each of them. As a consequence there is ten times the actual

amount offered from one mill and a buyer in one city will get at least

five stock sheets. Now this, coupled with the stock sheets and
offers that are coming in from the mills direct, as well as from
wholesalers in other cities, gives a buyer the impression that guni

isn't selling at all, and that he can get it at his own figure later on.

You will no doubt be surprised to know that firsts and seconds red

gum is being sold as low as $37.00 on a Philadelphia rate of freight

by Louisiana mills, and by ear shipments. Even at this price, some
consuming manufacturers are buying in only limited quantities,

believing that there is to be a still further decrease in prices.

Now, you ask the question, "What is the remedy?"
No amount of advertising or any other sales work will under

these conditions be of any use; money would be only wasted while

these conditions exist.

The underlying conditions are as follows:

People are not buying luxuries in the face of the present times

and are buying only actual necessities. This affects the piano ami
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umner of tlw Siimupr Liimhor Company, New York <:itv, at
mphis. Tenn.. on Saturday, October 18. The purpose" and
another part of this Issue of Hardwood Record. Mr.
gum is in the position it occupies today.

the furniture industries. Real estate at this time is a drug on the

market for the reason that it is a slow asset, and at this time

money is not plentiful. This affects the trim trade. Then, too, the

investment market today offers on the best securities a six to

seven and one-half per cent return on the money invested, and
offers as well the chance of making a good deal of money in buying
at the present-day prices which, as you all know, ;ire very low
in comparison to what they have been. There is no question but
that in the adjustment of conditions the feeling of confidence that

will grow when legislative matters have been settled, will

strengthen gradually. The investment market will go up and from
the profits realized thereby the public will again have money to

put into real estate and into the luxuries which in turn will affect

the real estate business, the trim business, the furniture business

and the piano business, which industries, as you know,- constitute

the bulk of the consumers of red gum.

While there is no question but that underlying conditions are

absolutely sound, at the same time there is not the feeling of con-

fidence today that there will be in the spring, by which time the

effects of the tariff, currency bill and other legislative factors will

have been felt.

Lumbering in London
The largest city in the world would naturally be the last place

to look for logging operations, including the felling, conversion, and
selling of trees; yet a recent issue of the Timber News, published in

London, gives some interesting facts on the subject of timber-cutting

in that great metropolis.

In the first place, the city includes about 118 square miles, and it is

not solidly built up. Vacant lots and squares contain venerable trees,

some of them centuries old. As building operations are extended it

becomes necessary to clear this land, and the trees are sold to opera-

tors who cut and remove them. Rather large quantities of logs are

occasionally secured in this way. Oak predominates, but a recent

sale included trees of Lebanon cedar planted centuries before.

It might be supposed that very high prices would be paid for

timber in the heart of London, particularly when trees are sound and

of large size; but such prices are not realized. A lot of seventy oak

trees "of hard, clear timber," sold for about fifty dollars, board

measure, per thousand; and the Lebanon cedars, one of which meas-

ured over 1.000 feet, brought only $18 a thousand. There was a

reason for the low prices. Timber buyers are strongly prejudiced

against city trees, because experience has shown that such trunks

are liable to contain all the way from a pound to a keg of nails,

spikes, and bolts that have been driven in for various purposes dur-

ing the last few centuries; and sometimes little good lumber can

be cut from trees which have an outside appearance of being perfect.

Correction in Article on Eucalyptus
In Hardwood Record of September 2.5, 1913, page 24, in Mr.

Tiemann's article on eucalyptus, a typographical error occurred in

the sentence: "The rate of growth of manna gum at the Santa

Monica experiment station is at best hardly two-thirds that of blue

gum, although it is reported to exceed the latter in the Hawaiian

Islands." In this sentence, "manna gum" should read "red ma-

hogany." There has been some discussion in California as to the

relative merits of the two species in question, and the sentence, as

originally printed, might lead to a misunderstanding.

Knowledge is power only when you can use it—without use it is

more like dead timber—likely to decay.
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Drying Plain and Quartered Oak
The man wlio would ilo thorough and scientific drying of oak

lumber for cabinet or millwork must make it a point to separate

his plain oak from his quartered oak.

With the upper grades this is commonly done in the process of

grading so that it is easy enough to keep and handle it separately

in drying if one would but just think about it and provide for it.

Sometimes in the lower grades plain and quartered oak is mixed,

and sometimes a plain oak board may have a quartered strip along

one edge of it. This makes a bad combination for proper drj-ing.

Opinions and results of experiments on drying plain and quar-

tered oak di6fer because of different local conditions and view-

points, but all who have experimented with thorough drying such

as should be done for cabinet and millwork know there is quite a

difference between drying quartered oak and plain oak. One
manufacturer who makes a product calling for practically bone-dry

stuff, and works both plain and quartered oak, says that it takes

him just about three times as long to dry quartered oak as it

does plain oak. The drying is done in the same kiln, but not at

the same time unless he can arrange to get what plain oak he has

to dry on the first truck so that it can be taken out when it is dry

and the quartered stock left in. To mix a few plain oak boards

in with the quartered stock means that they will be honeycombed
and ruined in the process of drying.

When the plain and quartered oak is dried in the same kiln

some difference is made in the temperature, but the main difference

is in the time and the amount of moisture. More steam, or rather

more moisture, is used in the drj'ing of plain oak and the drying

is done in practically one-third of the time that is required to dry

quartered oak.

It is easy enough to understand that it takes longer to dry quar-

tered oak than it does to dry plain oak and that the two should

not be mixed together and dried at the same time. The explana-

tion of why this is may not be so easy for some to understand,

and yet it is logical enough. The splash lines in the quartered oak

prevent the moisture escaping freely through the sides of the

boards and because of this the moisture must be gotten out

mainly through the edges and ends of the boards. Experiments

have shown that it takes considerably longer to dry wide stock

in quartered oak than it does narrow stock, which is proof enough

that quite a percentage of the moisture is taken out through the

edges. In plain oak the splash lines run through the thickness of

the board and the moisture can be drawn out through the sides

and the ends instead of through the edges and the ends as is the

case with the quartered oak. The annual rings of growth with

the hard and soft streaks are not the same check to moisture that

the splash lines prove to be, consequently the drying can be car-

ried on much more rapidly, and while in every case it may not be

accomplished in a third of the time on plain oak that is required

on quartered oak, in every case where thorough drying is accom-

plished it will be found that the plain oak can be dried easier

and quicker than the quartered oak.

The moisture-resisting nature of the splash line in quartered oak

is well attested by the fact that in making staves for whiskey

barrels this is one of the important points taken into consideration

in inspecting and grading the staves. A really good stave must

have three splash lines showing in its thickness extending through

it from edge to edge, and all of them must be so that there is no

chance for moisture to work in between two splash line figures

on the inside and reach the outer surface of the staves. It is the

splash line in the white oak staves that prevents the alcohol

from penetrating and keeps down the loss from evaporation. Natu-

rally if it will do that it is a pretty strong check against the driv

ing out of the native moisture of the tree through the sides in

drying.

Those who just reduce oak lumber to shipping dryness or to what
may be called fairly dry may not fully appreciate the distinction

made here between drying quartered and plain oak. Many of

them, too, may not understand fully the difference between getting
oak lumber fairly dry and getting it thoroughly dry.

It is perhaps safe to say that ninety per cent of the troubles in
mill and cabinet work with swelling and shrinking and warping
are due to lack of thorough drying. Many people do not seem to
realize that most of the shrinking of oak lumber is done after it

passes the fairly dry stage—between that and the thoroughly dry
stage. This is true of other lumber also, and it is one of the things
that gave the manufacturers of oak flooring a great advantage
over those of pine flooring. Wlien manufacturers of pine flooring
think they have finished their drying they have just about
reached the stage in the drying process where the manufacturer
of first-class oak is beginning to do serious work. The manufac-
turer of high-grade oak flooring realizes that if he would have his
stock fit snugly and not show those unsightly cracks that spoil a
finished floor, he must get his lumber so dry that there is no more
moisture in it. He soon learns, too, that to stop drying just a little

too soon will spoil the quality of his flooring because there is a
greater percentage of shrinkage to the amount of moisture taken
out in the final stages of the drying than during any other period.

This is the point that some manufacturers of flooring stumble
over and thus injure the flooring business, not merely by the process
of cheapening the product, but mainly because they deliver to the
public a finished product not thoroughly dry, that will afterward
do enough shrinking to make it unsightly and to give the oak
flooring business a black eye.

This same shortcoming is noted in cabinet and planing mill work,
perhaps much more of it than many suspect, and certainly consid-

erably more than there ought to be. To make up and finish good
cabinet or millwork today calls for so much investment in the way
of raw material cost and work bill that the effort should not be
wasted and the result spoiled through a lack of thoroughness and
efficiency in drying. The drying process should be made thorough

and complete. This should be the first consideration, and then

there are various other facts that enter, such as drying to prevent

undue checking and to guard against unnecessary hardening of the

wood in the process. To get these and the other things as they

should be the first step in the process of drj-ing oak is to separate

all the plain oak from the quartered, and wherever practical, use

different kilns for it or the same kiln at different times. If it

becomes necessary to put both plain oak and quartered oak in the

dry kiln at once keep the plain oak to itself at the front so that

it can be taken out when it is dry.

It would not be a bad idea in drying the quartered oak to assort

it with the wide stock separate from the narrow strips and so

arrange it as to give the wide stock longer time in the kiln. This

is not so imperative as the matter of separating the plain from

the quartered, but it is a point worth keeping in mind and

experimenting with when there is an opportunity J. C. T.

Weeds and Woods
Emerson defines a weed as a plant whose virtues have not been

discovered. This definition will apply with equal force to our so-

called inferior woods. If the properties of every wood were fully

known and then each kind were employed only for the purposes to

which it is naturally adapted the drain on our forests would be

materially lessened.

Another definition of a weed is that it is a plant misplaced.

Dandelions on well-kept lawns are a pest but cultivated in our

gardens they become a vegetable of considerable worth. Some

wobds with positive merit when employed alone are a source of

trouble when mixed indiscriminately with better kinds. In the em-

ployment of such mixtures in construction the factor of safety

called for by the specifications must be large enough to cover the

weakest wood, thereby involving a waste of the better kinds

which we can least afford to waste.
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•^ Is the Platform a Good Investment?^
A lot of liardwood men, especially those -who are in the wholesale

end of the business, shy at the idea of putting money into

equipment as rapidly as a colored gentleman of dice-rolling pro-

clivities does at the mention of the police. He simply can't ac-

custom his mind to the idea that such an investment can be made
to pay dividends, but keeps insisting that he wants to put all of

his money into lumber, where it can ho turned over rapidly and
made to produce profits in proportion.

For this reason the numlier of yards whieli are being operated
without platforms probably constitutes a majority. Yet there are

plenty of yards where platforms prevail, and where the owners
have found, according to tlieir own statements, that they can be
made not merely a convenience, but actually a big asset in the

operation of the business. They ought to know, and consequently
their testimony' on the subject, though to a certain degree preju-

diced, ought to be accepted as worth something.

Taking up first the points against the platform, that of initial

expense is the chief item. It costs a good deal of money, depending
on the size of the yard, to equip it completely with platforms, both
material and labor entering into the proposition. The money that

is spent in this way has to remain there permanently, and there

is no way of getting it back except by experiencing advantages
in the use of the platform.

On the other hand, however, the fact that hand-trucks can be
used almost if not quite exclusivelj', means that an investment in

horses and harness, not to meiltion expenditures for stables, feed,

etc., can be wiped off the slate. Some live stock is needed, ordi-

narily, for handling lumber to other yards and to local consumers;

but the number of horses needed is extremely small contrasted

with the size of the string which must be maintained when horses

are used for trucking work.

The cost of maintenance is a serious point in the argument
against platforms. The work of replacement must be begun in

three or four years after the platform is built, and after that, in

the experience of most lumbermen, a man must be kept busy most
of the time putting in new planks and keeping the platform in good
shape. This is a considerable item of expense, and one of the

chief factors that can be lined up against the use of a platform.

But this expense is almost certainly overcome by the saving that

is made through the elimination of lost time which accrues when
men are kept waiting for the arrival of the trucker. One can see

dozens of instances of this loss in walking through any wholesale

yard where a lot of business is being done. The truck may be
filled and ready to move, but in most instances the horse is not

immediately at hand, and the time of everybody is lost while the

movement of the lumber is being held up.

The increased labor needed to get lumber into and out of a car

when the floor of the car is several feet above the level on which
the yard crew is working can also be easily figured. It may seem
as though no time is being lost in handling the stock, but the very

fact that greater physical exertion on the part of the men is neces-

sary means that they are not as fresh at the end of the day, and
their movements are less rapid, than those of lumber handlers who
have not been compelled to work against gravity to the extent of

the others.

While three or four men are needed to handle a truck loaded

to its full capacity, the quickness with which they can dispose of

the work keeps the absence of horses from being noticed. And,
as indicated, the work moves forward without loss of time, because

there is no waiting.

There is a particularly marked advantage for the lumberman
when stock is being handled from one car to another. The speed

with which this can be accomplished is really remarkable. But, as

pointed out above, the men are not working against gravity to the^

extent that is observed when the lumber must go down from the

car to the truck, and then up from the truck into the other car.
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It takes more labor, and likewise more time, which is another way
of saying more money.

Even in the best of yards where no platforms are used, the alleys

got in bad condition and it is difficult to work in tliem in the

winter time, especially after a rain or snow. The jol) of hauling

lumber around under those conditions is difficult and expensive.

The use of a platform gives the men a dry place to work at all

times, and there is never any loss of time after a rain; the men can

work just as easily as before, and are not incommoded by having

to w'ade around in the mud.

This and other points which have been mentioned relate largely

to the comfort of the men employed in the yard. From this it

might be assumed that the platform was devised as a humanitarian

proposition, intended to make the work of a crew of lumber hustlers

easier than before. This was not the reason; but at the same time

the fact that men can be more comfortable and can do the same

amount of labor with less expenditure of effort is ample proof that

the work is being done at less cost. The tired laborer cannot

achieve as much as the fresh one, and the man wlio has to put

forth effort that his competitor is not called upon to produce is

going to show it in his work before the day is over.

The yard which uses a platform to best advantage is one which

has a good deal of car-to-car business to handle, for, as suggested

above, this is one of the places where the advantages of this kind

of equipment make themselves most manifest; while the handling

of inch lumber can be better managed with a platform than when
thicker stock torms the bulk of the lumber which goes through the

yard. The heavier stock cannot be trucked by hand to as good

advantage, and the use of a platform consequently appears to best

advantage when inch lumber predominates.

Perhaps in an extremely large yard hand-trucking would be out

of the question, on account of the length of time taken, and be-

cause three men would be tied up instead of only one man and a

horse. Here it is the same question as to the use of motor trucks

in general business; in long hauls they show to best advantage,

while short hauls, with many stops, prevent them from making a

good record under most conditions.

In the same way the yard which is not too big and has no ex-

tremely long hauls can use platforms with obvious benefit, while

it is doubtful if a good showing could be made in a yard covering

an unusual area and involving hauling through exceptionally long

alleys from the ear to the stacks, and vice versa.

"We have been using platforms in two hardwood rehandling

yards," said the manager of a well-known concern, "and we have
found them an advantage. Whether other people would experience

the same results is a question. I may say, however, tliat we handle

mostly inch lumber, and that this class of stock seems to work in

better than when thicker, heavier lumber, or long timbers must be

taken into account.

"The advantage of having the men on dry footing all the time

is not to be discounted. It improves their tempers, for one thing,

and results in more and better work being done, for another. I

believe there are fewer delays in the yard where hand-trucking is-

the rule than when horses do most of the work. We seldom have

men tied up waiting for something to do, but can keep the work
moving without interruption. We think a good deal of this is due

to the use of the platform, though in this we ma.v be mistaken.

"All in all, however, we regard the proposition as a good invest-

ment; and while, if we were able to convert the money spent in

building and maintaining the platforms into cash, it would be a

temptation to do so, I am sure that we are not likely to try to get

along without them under present conditions." G. D. C, Jr.

Floods follow forest denudation, and the disasters of this year can

be traced in part, at least, to non-forested watersheds. It is much
easier, however, to explain Avhy these things happen than to discover

a way to keep them from happening again.
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Some Fence Post Figures
The anuual l>ill for feuce posts in the United States is a large

item. Xo census has ever been taken by which the actual number
is shown. Irom the nature of the case that is impossible, because

probably not more than half of the posts used are bought and sold

in markets. Many farmers cut on their own land whnt they need,

and no account is kept and no report made.

A careful estimate is as much as can be expected. The govern-

ment report for Iowa, furnishes the basis of such an estimate, for

Iowa is a farming state, a large user of posts, and the ratio per

acre there can be applied to the farmland of the whole United

States, with certain allowances. Tt is shown that the farmers of

that state use in round numbers 10,000,000 new posts every year

in repairing and building fences, and that the cost of the posts

is $1,400,000, with $600,000 additional for setting them. That is

a round sum of two million dollars a year.

The population of Iowa compared with the whole United States

is as one to forty; but the ratio of farming population is nearer

one to twenty, since Iowa is prei>minently a fanning state. As-

suming that as a basis for estimate, it is found that the United

States demands 20,000,000 new fence posts a year, at a cost, set

in the ground, of approximately $40,000,000.

The average life of fence posts in Iowa is stated to be fourteen

years. There is, however, great difference in the lasting properties

of different woods. Osage orange lasts five times as long as willow,

and in length of service it heads the list of post timbers in that

state. The comparative life of other post timbers in Iowa is shown
in the following list, ranging from the longest to the shortest:

Red cedar, locust, white oak, northern white cedar (arborvitae),

catalpa, black walnut, butternut, red oak, willow.

In this list red cedar is most expensive and willow cheapest.

Th;it rule would not hold everywhere, because the cost of posts in

different regions varies. Where a timber grows and is plentiful, it

is cheap, but it might be expensive where it docs not grow.
It may be a matter of surprise that catalpa makes a poor showing

as a post timber in Iowa. It was once advertised as the coming
tree that was to end most of the farmer's timber troubles, and
no man knows how many thousands were planted in the Plain
states; yet in the supply of posts in Iowa, the wood falls short of
one per cent; white oak exceeds forty per cent; even black wal-
nut furnishes more posts in that region than catalpa, and butternut
is also above it.

If the Iowa ratio of round to split and sawed posts holds
throughout the whole country, it means that more than half of all

are used in the roiinil. They are cut from young trees, too small
to split or to pass through a sawmill.

The round post when cut from most woods is peculiarly subject
to decay. That is because it is largely sapwood, which is not
durable. The cutting of young trees for posts, and using them
without preservative treatment, is wasteful. Such trees usually
make no more than two or three posts each. Preservative treat-

ment will greatly lengthen their period of service.

Black walnut is generally classed as a durable wood, and that
reputation is well. founded when heartwood is used; but small,

round walnut posts decay in a very short time. It is because such
posts are almost wholly sapwood. Little heartwood forms in wal-

nut until the tree attains considerable size. Even if the wood
were durable its use for fence posts would be of doubtful economy,
because of its greater value for other things.

Six board feet of lumber as the equivalent of an average fence

post is a low estimate, but at that the annual cut of posts in the

country equals 1,200,000,000 feet, board measure, or about three per
cent of the total sawmill output of lumber.
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A pamphlet of nearly one hundred pages has just been published

by the Iowa Agricultural Experiment Station at Ames, showing the

uses of wood in that state for manufacturing purposes. The sta-

tistics were collected and compiled by John T. Harris, statistician of

the United States Forest Service, for the year 1911, and the report

was printed by the state, with a chapter on the timber resources of

Iowa added by G. B. Maedonald, state forester, and another by Nel-

son C. Brown on the white pine in Iowa.

Iowa is essentially an agricultural state, about ninety per cent of

its area being taken up with more than 217,000 farms. Probably

one-fifth of the state was forested when white men first reached it,

the principal growth being along the rivers, though the forests often

reached back many miles into the prairies. The finest sycamore, wal-

nut, and oak were soon cut and timber of that class has almost disap-

peared; in fact, today practically nothing of the original forest re-

mains. Much timber has been planted, however, some as woodlots and

some as windbreaks and shelterbelts.

Most of the material obtained from Iowa forests goes to supply

the ever increasing domestic needs of the woodlot owners, and is not

accounted for in this report of the annual consumption of wood

for factory products. Iowa still produces timber, but by far the

greater part of the wood used by manufacturers comes from the

outside. The state's wood-using industries are important, and Iowa's

f >restry de[iartment is giving more attention to plans for protecting

rid further developing such valuable assets as the woodlot and the

iidustries depending on nood.

In quantity the white pine used by Iowa manufacturers equals

nearly any four other woods. In price per thousand feet it is ex-

ceeded by twenty-three species. The highest average price paid for

any species was for 5,000 feet of Circassian walnut at $300 per

thousand. The cheapest was black willow at $14. Compared with

prices in most other regions no very cheap wood is used in the state.

Some of the states which buy lumber for manufacturing purposes

at a lower rate than Iowa pays are: Missouri, one wood; Arkansas,

ten woods; Michigan, ten; Tennessee, twelve; and Louisiana and

Mississippi, nineteen each. The average price for the entire quantity

of wood purchased by Iowa manufacturers was considerably above

the average in most states. This was because Iowa is not in a tim-

ber region and also because the kind of manufacturing carried on

demands a good class of raw material. Still another reason for the

high cost of the wood may be found in the fact that much of it is

bought in rather small amounts and retail markets are patronized.

The woodworkers of Iowa are not generally in the business for the

purpose of working up and disposing of an abundance of material

that is seeking a market, but rather to supply a market which is

active in its demands. Iowa manufacturers of wood products sell

largely to home iieople.

Less than three per cent of the lumber and logs used grow in the

state. Iowa is an interesting battleground between the southern,

western, and Lake states manufacturers of lumber, and is so situated

territorially that it receives competitive bids from regions on all

.«ides. It draws from a wide range of species. Freight rates from

the extreme West to Iowa are not prohibitively above rates from the

extreme South. The result is that very interesting competition has

developed between certain species of wood for certain purposes.

For example, though the average price of redwood in Iowa is about

$10 above the price of cypress, yet the California wood is so easily

handled in the factory and is so free from defects that many estab-

—23—
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lishments are willing to pay the differeuee in price. KednooJ makes
a very attractive appearance in a number of commodities, such as

dairymen's and apiarists' supplies, tanks, silos, and general mill-

work. Possibly the western sawmill men are shipping into the state

a carefully selected stock, but however that may be, redwood is in-

creasing in favor even with the heavy handicap in price. The quan-

tity of cypress bought in 1911 by Iowa manufacturers, liowever, was

nine times that of redwood. In the same way, Douglas fir from

Washington and longleaf pine from Louisiana meet in active com-

petition in Iowa woodworking factories. The southern wood i.s pur-

chased in considerably larger amounts, but the fir is higher in price,

and there is not much difference in the total cost.

Though from a lumbering standpoint, Iowa is properly classed as

a non-producing territory, probably twenty-five per cent or more of

the raw material it consumes reaches the factories in log form.

This is due to the fact that Minnesota forests supply a large amount

of the pine by rafting it down the Mississippi to the large manufac-

turing establishments at Davenport, Dubuque, and Keokuk. One
establishment alone receives annually 18,000,000 board feet in log

form. These mills, however, which depend on the rivers to bring

them logs from the northern forests, report a gradual decrease in the

supply of logs in recent years. The falling off in river shipments

is due to the activities of the railroads and to the diminution of the

accessible timber immediately on tlie water fronts about the uiijier

Mississippi and its principal tributaries.

Though Iowa supplies its factories with less than three per tent

of the wood they use, there is in the state an up-to-date sawmill

running regularly and sawing daily 125,000 feet of logs. Tliis

shows that the prairie area is a good consumer of raw material iu

its roughest form. The owner of this large mill reports that he has

a great advantage over mills located a long distance from, the cen-

ters of population when it comes to disposing of waste material,

such as slabs, sawdust, odd lengths, and inferior low-grade lumber.

In the prairie districts all such material can be disposed of at more

or less of a profit, for kindling if for nothing else, but in lumber-

ing districts proper it finds few buyers, and most of it goes to waste.

It can be made profitable, therefore, to transport logs long distances

in order to reach a market for what would otherwise be waste.

The state of Iowa is making rapid progress toward earing for and

developing its natural timber resources. The Iowa State College

of Agriculture and Mechanic Arts at Ames is well equipped for and

is carrj-ing on a large number of experiments for the guidance nf

those interested in forestry, in anticipation of a time when the region

must depend upon itself for a large part of its timber. There are a

score or more of important manufacturing centers, including Des

Moines, Dubuque, Davenport, Keokuk, Cedar Kapids, Sioux City,

and Clinton, each of which has a number of large wood-working

plants which claim to be in a position to compete successfully with

establishments in remote but heavily-wooded districts. It is claimed

that the cost of shipping the raw material in the rough form is more

than offset by the closer utilization possible around cities situated

in the non-timbered belts. The Mississippi is a great aid in cheap

transportation from the North. Contemplated locks and dams to be

built between Iowa and Illinois by the federal government, should

add much to the stream's value in that respect. It is further antici-

pated that the development of water-power, now in process, will

greatly stimulate manufacturing.

The table which follows shows the woods used, the annual amount

of each, and the average cost.

SCMMARY OF KiN'DS OF WOOD USED IN lOWA
Quantity used Average

annually cost per

Species— Feet b. m. M feet

White pine 74,254,888 $28.63

Shortleaf pine 20,228,869 29.05

White ash 19,827,442 28.09

Longleaf pine 19,720,700 28.04

Cypress 16,961,472 31.50

Douglas fir 15,873,300 33.58

Norway pine 12,643,175 24.31

White oak 10,861,350 46.86

Red oak S.546,600 45.98

Western yellow pine 7,384,000 42.10
Red spruce 6,520,300 3J.71
Red gum 4,845.690 23.70
White elm 4, 792. .'527 27.67

Yellow and sweet birch 4,49S.>j00 30.47
Hemlock 4.327.000 23.13

Jack pine 4,250.000 18.59

Cottonwood 3,985,122 24.13
Sugar maple 3,949,000 33.96
Hickory 3,624,500 53.01

Basswood 3,237.040 26.88

Chestnut 2.730. (JiMi 21.93
Yellow poplar 2.088,400 52.57
Tupelo 1.819,032 17.68
Redwood 1,750.200 42.20
Sugar pine 1,019.300 45.06

Loblolly pine 530,100 27.45

Western red cedar 500,000 20 00
Tamarack '. :)34.300 24.98

Butternut 123.200 35.02

Balm Of Gilead .SG.OOU 1 7.22

Northern white cedar 85.000 70.00

Sycamore 78,000 16.03

Mahogany 72.400 155.55

Hackberry 70,000 15.36

Western white pine 70.000 39.29

Red cedar 00.500 32.20

Western larch 48.000 29.00

Spanish cedar 40.250 120.00
Black willow 40,000 14.00

Black cherry 28,000 44.96

Aspen 25.000 15.24

Osage orange 15.000 125.00

Black walnut 11.500 70.70

Circassian walnut 5,000 300.00

Totals 202.596,757 $30.92

Less than three per cent of this wood was grown in Iowa. The
other was gathered from the four points of the compass, and from

hundreds of miles and in some instances from thousands of miles.

The working of wood in the state is divided into twenty-three

principal industries, and a group of minor industries tabulated as

miscellaneous. Iowa clearly belongs among the states where wood-

using industries are diversified. For comparison, it may be shown

that Louisiana has only eight industries to Iowa's twenty-three, but

Louisiana 's annual use of wood is five times that of Iowa. Though
the state 's wood-using industries are diversified w hen compared with

some regions, it falls short of others. It is much behind Missouri

in that respect, and much further behind Illinois, the two states on

the south and east. It has less than half the number of industries of

Illinois and it uses only one-seventh as much T\ood as raw material.

The table which follows shows the industries, the amount of wood
demanded yearly by each, and the average price paid by each for the

wood bought as raw material.

SoMMARr OF Woods Used by Ixdcstries
Quantity used .\verage

annually cost per
Industries

—

Feet b. m. M feet

Sash, doers, blinds, etc 68,863.800 $37.39
Planing mill products 56,879,000 29.60

Boxes and crates 31,320.476 13.58

Tanks and silos 23,833.000 31.25

Vehicle and vehicle parts 17,010.500 42.70

Woodenware and novelties 16,955,000 26.70

Agricultural implements 6.989,000 34.33

Furniture 6,266,840 32.16

Fixtures 5.608,600 38.59

Laundry appliances 5.541,000 26.54

Caskets and coffins 5.000,500 24.89

Car construction 4,146,600 25.92

Refrigerators and kitchen cabinets 3,354,691 29.13

Dairymen's poulterers' and apiarists' supplies.... 3,065,000 29.89

Handles 2.049.000 35.42

Elevators 1,775,000 24.44

Chairs 1,086.000 27.53
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Gates and fencing KOO.OOO 43.01)

Ship and boat building 535,000 54.86
Weighing apparatus 496,000 39.21
Miscellaneous uses 400,500 34.78
Cigar boxes 320,250 62.80
Musical instruments 89,000 50.35
Trunks 02,000 25.65

Totals 262,596,757 J30.92
The sawmills of Iowa cut less than one-fourth as much lumber as

the factories use. The output of the mills is declining rapidly, and

the number of mills is decreasing. In 1909 the cut was 132,021,000

feet, in 1910 it fell to 75,446,000, and in 1911 to 59,974,000. The
largest recorded cut was 56S,S16,000 feet in 1890. There were 350

reporting mUls in 1909, 1S6 in 1910, and 160 in 1911. The state is

losing ranis in lumber cut, compared with other states. It was
thirty-sixth in 1909, thirty-seventh in 1910, and thirty-eighth in 1911.

The cut of lumber in the state in 1911 was as follows:

Llmbek Cct in Iowa, 1911 „ ^Feet
White pine 32,8S5 000
Oak 7,480,000
Elm 6,309,000
Cottonwood 5,452,000
Maple 3,168,000
Basswood 2,103,000
Birch 714,000
Black walnut 594,000
Ash 557,000
Hickor.v 374,000
Sycamore 144,000
Larch 16,000
AH other 178,000

Total 59,974,000

According to the best available figures, the timbered area of Iowa

amounts to 2,500,000 aeies, or approximately seven per cent of the

total area. The timber is almost exclusively of the mixed hardwood

type. The species of most importance are the white oak, red oak, bur

oak, yellow oak and swamp white oak, the pignut and bitternut hick-

ories, white and green ash, black walnut, basswood, white, red and cork

elms, Cottonwood, black willow, hard and soft maples, sycamore,

hackberry, lumey locust and coffee tree. The valuable oaks and the

walnut were cut especially heavy at an early date. Among the coni-

fers two species have been found in commercial quantities in Iowa,

white pine (Pinus strohus) and red cedar (Juniperus virniniana).

The very limited occurrence of balsam fir (Abies halsamea) is only

of botanical importance. Small stands of the pine occurring in the

northeastern part of the state were early lumbered. The range of

the cedar extends to aU parts of the commonwealth. Valuable stands

which were found along the Cedar and Iowa rivers were early ex-

ploited.

The average woodlands of the state are producing only about thirty

per cent of their possible output of wood products. With little or no

protection from fire or stock, the native timber is reproducing poorly,

and many stands are characterized by the absence of young growth.

From early times Iowa has been active in planting timber. The

woodlots in most instances were for providing shelter, fuel and re-

pair material. In few cases were the plantings made for strictly

commercial purposes. In 1863 the state census reported a total of

8,360 acres in planted groves and woodlots. In 1867 this area had

increased to 14,128 acres; in 1875 to 65,549 acres; and at the present

date the estimated acreage in planted timber is 210,000 acres. The
first plantations were composed of the rapidly growing species, Cot-

tonwood, white mllow, soft maple, and ash. Many of these groves

have matured and have been harvested. The eottonwood especially

has given very satisfactory returns, when given reasonable protection

and care. At the present time the farm plantations are being set out

largely for the production of fence posts since there is a steady

demand for this product from all quarters of the state. The hardy

catalpa is the species most planted for this purpose, although failures

are common when the tree is planted in poor soil or out of range.

White pine is recommended for planting in Iowa as shelterbelts

and for lumber. Some plantings have shown good results. The tree

is found as a native species throughout the northeastern portions of

the state. Its extreme western limit is along the Iowa river near

iiijMtmboat Hock in Hardin county, where several large trees were
recently cut for lumber. It ako occurs south along the Mississippi
river to Muscatine county. In the past it has been so heavily lum-
bered in the clearing of land for agricultural purposes that it now
occurs only as a fugitive tree throughout the native forests of the
bluffs of the Mississippi and along the streams and steep slopes of
the northeast counties.

Outlook Around Memphis
There has been some raiiiiall m the Memphis territory during the

past few days, but this has not been heavy enough to interfere with
work in the woods, which has made very satisfactory progress. The
amount of timber prepared for shipment since the beginning of the
new business year has been quite large and the railroads have been
moving all offerings with more than usual readiness, with the result

that the mills here are in very satisfactory condition with respect to
log supplies. The hardwood market is gradually broadening and the
large receipts of timber are regarded as quite favorable as the view
obtains that large production will be necessary to take care of the
increasing needs of the trade. So far there has been little accumula-
tion of dry stocks, and members of the trade realize quite fully that

it is up to them to prepare for the needs of the future before the
unfavorable winter weather makes itself evident. This view of the
situation is largely responsible for the unusual activity in logging
work, as well as in the operation of the mills in this city and section.

The car situation has become a little more acute at outlying points

in Mississippi, Arkansas and Louisiana, but as a general proposition

it is far better than the average for the past few years. The Southern
Hardwood Traffic Bureau says that it is receiving a number of com-
plaints from out-of-town centers, but it is notable that local lumber
manufacturers are having comparatively little trouble in getting

empties or in having these moved after they have been loaded. The
height of the cotton movement will be reached during the next four

or five weeks, however, and as the crop in this section is very large, it

is expected that some shortage will develop and that there wUl be
some delay in the handling of traffic offered the various roads. Re-

ceipts of cotton at Memphis during the week just ended broke all

records for this time of the year and indications are that the amount
of cotton moving in the immediate future will tax the capacity of the

roads to an unusual degree. But, while the lumbermen are expecting

some trouble, the opinion seems to prevail that the situation as a

whole this season will prove much better than any recent year.

Official reports made public here indicate that during the first

ten months of the current year building operations involved the largest

total on record for the same period, practically $5,500,000. This is

a percentage gain of fifty-nine, which is also something of a new high

record. This is the best showing made by any city in the South, not

only with respect to the total involved but also with regard to the

percentage increase. This showing is considered all the more remark-

able in view of the heavy loss recorded for September. Building

operations are active here now and the same is true of practically

the entire Memphis territory, where the cotton crop is very large

and where prosperity promises to perch her banner this season in a

most conspicuous manner. Every indication points to large needs

locally and territorially with regard to building materials of all

kinds and handlers of these wares are shaping their plans accordingly.

Practical Men
Henry S, Graves of the United States Forest Service is inclined

to grow satiracal in a recent bulletin which he published, and from

which these quotations are taken:

"In a country ot practical men occur forest Are losses of some fifty

million dollars annuall.v.

"In a country of practical men unsound forest taxation retards long-

time forest nianagoment.

"In a country of practical men millions of acres of cut-over non-

agrlcullural land remain unproductive.

"In a country of practical men a sound economic policy of forest and

water conservation is still opposed."

These quotations are sufiScient to cause a good deal of serious

thought.
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The Lumhermans Round Table
MAKING A LUMBER SALESMAN

"The trouble with most of our salesmen," said a well-known
hardwood man, "is that they are salesmen first and lumbermen
afterward. If they could only get the inside angle on the proposi-

tion and see the business as we see it, their work would be about
one hundred per cent better. The trouble is that most of them
never get down to the brass-tacks, jiraetical question of what
lumber to sell, and what stock can be made most profitable. Simph-
getting the order for anything on the stock-list, is as far as their

ideas go."
This complaint, which seems to be founded on fact, suggests that

the plan of the Carnegie Steel Company might be adopted by
lumbermen to good advantage. This company brings its men to the
mills at relatively brief intervals, has them study the processes

of manufacture—and pass an examination on it—and produces
technically trained men instead of merely salesmen. The result is

that the sales are made right. The lumber salesmen would neeil

to study things other than manufacturing details, but the idea is

the same.

THE TRAFFIC MAN AN ASSET
A recent hearing of the Interstate Commerce Commission, involv-

ing advances on hardwood lumber rates recently imposed by a

southern carrier, demonstrated a fact which has been commented on

before—that the traffic man is a fixture in the lumber business

because he has proved his value.

The representative of the railroad at this hearing happened to be

a particularly shrewd, intelligent chap—brilliant, in fact—and he

was able to trap the lumbermen who went on the witness stand

into saying the wrong thing, or to show inconsistencies in their

testimony, growing out of their ignorance of general rate condi-

tions.

The traffic manager of one of the lumber companies, however, was

more than a match for his adversar}'; and instead of allowing the

railroad man to catch him napping, he actually scored several

points by injecting a fact or two the representative of the carrier

had himself overlooked.

The situation was not difficult to understand—the man had made
a business of traffic matters, and he had mastered his subject. It

is no wonder that the average lumberman appears to disadvantage

when he goes on the stand, because he hasn't had time to make a

business of traffic topics.

MEETING PANEL COMPETITION
Manufacturers of furniture which is made with solid tops in-

stead of glued-up stock have begun to realize that one of the chief

reasons why the trade prefers the veneered article is because

of the regularity of figure and general uniformity of appearance

which that character of furniture has when the face veneers have

been matched up with even ordinary skill. Anybody with an eye

for beauty can appreciate this, while there is something much more

subtle in the satisfaction which comes from owning a piece which

is "solid," instead of mereh- veneered.

This being the ease, the wise maker of solid-topped goods is pay-

ing more attention to getting his lumber matched up. The matter

of matching is difficult, of course, because the manufacturer has not

the advantage which is experienced in the case of veneers, where

the cuttings from the same flitch have been kept together; but still

he can make a better showing if he tries than if he disregards the

proposition.

This condition suggests that it would be worth the while of the

manufacturer of dimension stock to keep together the product

of the log as far as possible. If the dimension mill is run in

connection with the sawmill, it ought to be practicable to keep

the stuff running uniformly fairly well. This is done in the

mahogany business, but running a mahogany dimension mill is

easier from this standpoint because each log produces so much more

lumber than one grown on domestic soil.

—SB-

CHANGES IN FLOORING TRADE
A well-known hardwood flooring man predicted recently that one

of these days tonguc-and-groove flooring will be passe, taboo, and a

lot of other undesirable things. He declared that his experience

with that class of stock shows that it cannot be depended on to lie

straight, no matter how carefully it was dried originally, how much
pains were taken to lay it properly, nor how well it was taken care

of after it was put down.

"Take a look at this floor," he said, glancing at the hardwood
that covered his private office. "That stock was picked out by my-
self, and as it was intended to be a kind of sample-room, it was put

down as well as any that was ever laid. Sight along it and you
will see the ridges where thq pieces join. Why it has taken on

even enough additional moisture to swell out of its proper shape is

beyond me, as every possible precaution to prevent this was used.

"On the other hand, there is some straight-edged flooring laid

down in another room of my offices, and it is as flat and beautiful

today as it was when it was first laid. The proof of the pudding is

in the eating, and after experiencing just what happens to the

different kinds of flooring I have come to the conclusion that the

days of the tongue-aud groove variety are numbered."

KEEP YOUR OWN ACCOUNTS
A veneer man who is regarded as one of the authorities in the

trade recently read a little lecture to some of his friends on the

fallacies of using figures quoted by other people as the correct data

for one's own work.
'

' My conditions are different from yours, and yours from the

next man," he began. "For instance, I cannot cut rotary gum
veneers as cheaply as the man who has a mill right at the edge of

the forests where the gum trees grow. That makes a difference in

cost at once, of course, and I would be foolish to assume that be-

cause his cost of manufacture is a certain figure, mine is likely to

be that also.

"Again, if I am operating four veneer saws and another manu-
facturer is running only one, the chances favor my cost of pro-

duction being less. The greater the volume, usually the lower the

cost, and that is as true of the veneer business as it is of others.
'

' The whole situation proves that the man who wants to know
how much it costs him to make veneers must get down to the work
of figuring on his own mill. He can 't stop when he finds out how
much it costs somebody else, because he is working under an en-

tirely difl'erent set of circumstances.

SIZE VERSUS PROSPERITY
'

' You 're carrying a lot of lumber in stock and have a larger yard

than you did three years ago," remarked a friend to a hardwood
lumber manufacturer recently; "I hope you are making money in

proportion to your increased operations."

"On the contrary," returned the lumberman, smiling a rather

wry smile, "I'm making a good deal less."

Asked for an explanation, he pointed out that more yard room
and more lumber mean a greater capital investment, and require

more money with which to carry on the business.

"When I had a small yard," he said, "I was often pressed for

room, and exerted myself mightily to move lumber in order to make
a place for carloads that were on the way. The result was that I

did a relatively big business with a relatively small capital invest-

ment. My turn-over, as the dry goods people say, was exceedingly

rapid for a sawmill and wholesale operator.

"When I got more yard room, I found that I wasn't compelled to

move the stock, having plenty of room, and it seems as if uncon-

sciously I have permitted my lumber to accumulate until I have on

hand a lot more than I would like to carry.

"Necessity is not only the mother of invention, but of sales;

and my change of status has resulted in my sales, compared with

the amount of lumber on hand, being a good deal smaller than they

were when I was working with less room than I have now."
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A Matter of Salesmanship
Kverv man familiar with oflici> fiiriiitiire is awari' tli:it nii'tal has

mado coiisicleraMo iiiroails on tho ust> of lumber in the manul'artnre

of tilings. That is hy no means all there is to this thinp;, though.

Go into the faetory liuihiings anil you will find great lines of lockers

anil closets made of metal today which were formerly made of

wood. Moreover, take up a maga/.ine, for example say Faetory,

and you will find in its advertising pages many offerings in the way
of steel lockers and metal work for lavatories antl closets, hut not

a thing in the way of wooil for this same purpose.

It is safe to say that not only has the average man been noticing

these things for some time, but he has accepted them as au iucon

trovertible fact and lias gone right along feeling that there is no

use trying to do anything about it. The result of all this is that

lots of good cabinet trade which ought to be using some of our

hardwoo.ls and give more satisfaction all around has been captured

by metal with practically no competition or i)roti'stive effort on tho

part of the lumber trade.

Now let us look into this matter and see why this is and what it

is that makes metal control the situation with a lot of work that

ought to be made of wood. It may as well be said right now as any
time that in the final analyses it will be discovered that it has been

quite largely a matter of salesmanship.

Metal is not a cheaper product than wood, consequently neither

the factories using the lockers nor the oflSce equipment people

handling metal furniture have been induced to take on metal goods

because of their cheai>ness. They really cost more than the best

articles in wood.

It is not the appearance. This is proven by the fact that in order

to create a pleasing appearance on the part of metal office furniture

and factory lockers the manufacturers have gone to considerable

pains and expense to imitate woods in finishing them off. There is

on the market metal furniture finished in close imitation of quar-

tered oak and some made to resemble mahogany, and everywhere

manufacturers of these metal articles are paying a compliment to

wood by imitating its color and figure in finishing off their goods.

Thus it is evident that it is not a matter of presenting a better

appearance which makes the way for metal in this work. Wood
not only presents a more pleasing appearance but it is much more
satisfactory in use. It Is not cold and harsh like metal and will

keep its shape better.

This leaves for consideration practically only the one point of

fireproofiing qualities. This is tho bugbear that has kept the wood
interests buffaloed for a clecade or more now, and yet it is nothing

more than a silly bugbear. This thin sheet metal stuff used for

desks, filing cases and factory lockers is not a safeguard when a

serious fire occurs. To make really fireproof compartments of metal

calls for two thicknesses of it with space between which is filled

with cement, asbestos, mineral wool or some other nonconductor of

heat. A single thickness of metal, while it may not be completely

destroyed by fire, will receive and conduct heat so readily that

papers and other combustible materials enclosed by it will be

destroyed in case of a serious fire much more surely than if they

were in wooden cases or lockers.

Moreover when it conies to firejiroofing factory buildings, if the

buibliiigs themselves are made of brick or concrete with steel fram-

ing what little in the way of combustible material is added by the

wood used in making lockers for the men will not amount to any-

thing, and the one thing certain and sure is that good wooden lock-

ers are cheaper to construct, will prove much more sati>*factory to

the men, and more useful in every way than anything which can

be made of metal.

The one strong factor in making the way for these metal product?

to the office and factory has been a matter of salesmanship. The

steel people have not only done press agent work, and in this made

the most of the cry for fireproofing, but they have put on the road

salesmen who have talked dealers in ofTico equipment and factory

owners into the use of metal, it has taken them several years, but

:cll this tinic the.\ have had comparatively easy -ailing so i:ir as
competition is concerned, for practically no effort has been made to
controvert the argument and to set up an order of competitive
salesmanship on the jmrt of those interested in wood.
Now, since salesmanship was unquestionably the biggest factor

in putting metal in the place of wood in all these things, it should
naturally follow that a proper order of salesni:inshi]> persistently
applied will put wood back into its place here and help retrain at
least a part of this trade. Moreover it will perhaps be easier now
than it would have been before to controvert the arguments of the
metal people because the trade had had its experience with the
metal goods and as a result is in good shape to be turned toward
wood.

Some splendid eviclence illustrative of this fact can be found
in connection with big fireproof office buildings, schools ami public
buildings. Just about the time the metal interests began striving
for the office furniture and locker trade they also turned their at-

tention to sash and doors and interior trim for large buildings.

They caught the eye of the architects, %vho, however, because of
their experience with metal interior work are looking anxiously
for other things more pleasing and satisfactory. They are turning
back to wood at times even when the work is very exacting as to

fireproof qualities. In some of the new ofKce buildings where
proof against fire has been insisted upon the architects have so

strongly rea/lized the superiority of wood that they have specified

doors ancl casing of wood covered with a thin protecting sheet of

asbestos and then finished over with veneer. In other words, they

ha\e had the wood fireproofed and still preserved the real wood
face, not a cold imitation. This is somewhat expensive, but it is

much more satisfactory than metal and perhaps after all is not so

expensive as metal work itself.

This goes to show what can be done and is being done and it

should lend encouragement to sales managers in both the luinber

and furniture trade to wage a campaign for the return to wood
in this kind of work. .\ll will admit that it will mean a big in-

crease in the consumption of hardwood, and if all the sales man-

agers will turn to and get after this matter earnestly they can

regain quite a lot of this trade.

The lumber sales manager may take the attitude that this is more

a matter for furniture manufacturers and salesmen than it is for

the lumberman. Sometimes it is, too, but acknowledgment or

acceptance of this fact cloesn 't help the luinberinen out any.

Maybe the lumber salesmen can stir up and inspire the furniture

salesmen and encourage the furniture men to push wooden |iroclucts

more vigorously in competition with metal. Something along this

line is worth trying, anyway.

Then when it comes to the matter of factory lockers, which, by

the way, are quite an item, the lumber salesman is calling on fac-

tory owners right along and selling them lumber for consumption

in their plant. While doing this why not make it a point to inves-

tigate ancl talk about the sub.ject of lockers. .\sk the men how

tliev like metal and see if they wouldn't jirefer wooden loc-kers,

and by continual inquiry and discussion the salesman on his rounds

should not only be able to get .some good selling ancl aclvertising

points for lumber, but he should be able to make some actual sales

now and then and to encourage factory owners to return to wood

for their lockers.

Salesmanslii|i put the metal there in the first place; salesmanship

is putting wood back into big oflice and ])ublic buildings, and there

is certainly a good fighting chance for .salesmanship to put more

wood back into oflice work and factory lockers, .1, C. T.

It is never safe to .judge of a thing's power for gcoii or evil by

its size alone, according to the 'tatenient made by an expert on

harmful beetles and bugs. He says that forest insects destroy enough

timber every year to fin.nice the const met icin prcigram of the navy.
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Insect Enemies of Seasoned Oak
If tbe destructive work of insects came to an end wben the tree is

cut and converted into lumber the damage would be much less than
it is. Of the thousands of species of beetles, flies, moths and various
sorts of bugs and worms that feed on living trees, most cease tlieii'

depredations when the timber is cut; but some go right ahead with
their attacks and transfer their activities from the living tree to the
seasoned wood, while others that never touched the tree while it was
alive, are attracted to the dry wood and become very destructive. No
definite line can be drawn to separate the two kinds, for there arc all

sorts of rules and exceptions; but consideration can properly be
given lirst to certain beetles which live in the tree while it is alive,

and which continue to live in the wood after it is seasoned ami manu
faetured into finished commodities.

It should be explained that wheu mention is made of a beetle

working in wood, it should not be understood that it is a fully de-
veloped beetle with wings and legs—popularly called a "bug." It

is not in that form. It is a grub, called a larva, which will .some-

time develop into a winged and legged beetle; but while it is boring
holes in wood, it is in the form of a grub or maggot, and is popularly
called a "worm." Exceptions to this rule may occur, but in most
cases the insect enemies of wood do their work while in the form
of a grub. After they pass through their transformation and be-

come eqnii)ped with wings, legs and other appendages, they are not
in shape for crawling into narrow galleries and gnawing their way
through solid wood, and for that reason whatever tunneling they
have to do must be done before they reach their final stage of life.

The longicorn beetles—commonly called longhorns—are among the

worst wood borers, although there are others that may be matched
with them as running mates in their favorite occupation of boring
holes in wood. A single beetle may be taken as a representative of

the family. It shows what the habits are. It has no Knglish name,
but is known among entomologists as Monohammus covfusus. The
larva goes to work in the tree trunk, and when the log is sawed into

lumber the insect is not in the least discouraged, provided the saw-

misses him. He goes ahead with his gnawing and seems in no hurry
to work his way to the outside of the plank and escape. He feels so

perfectly at home within that he remains, even while tbe board is

passing through the planing mill, or. if a stave, while it is passing

through the various machines that make the barrel. If the saws or

the knives open his tunnel, the chance is that his career comes to a

speedy end; but if he passes the crisis untouched, he will go on

with his gnawing.

An instance is on record where one of these insects remained alive

and active in the wood of a piece of furniture fifteen years. Another

worked that length of time in a door step. A third issued from the

leg of a table, where he had lived for more than twenty years, while

a period of forty-five years is claimed for another veteran of this

family, which deserves the title of Methuselah of his race. That is

a very long time for an insect to live. Most of them are very short

lived. Some do not live one day; others a few weeks only; most die

within a year; the carpenter meth survives three or four years;

the locust lives seventeen years; but there is little question that cer-

tain individuals among the long-horned cerambycids stretch out their

span of life beyond two score years. The worst of it is they continue

to '

' saw wood and say nothing '

' during their whole lives.

Some have maintained that the larva lies torpid all these years,

that it sleeps like a bear or a groundhog sleeps in winter, and that

the ordinary functions of life are not carried on. That may be the

case sometimes, but not always. This larva in the door step, men-

tioned above, could be heard gnawing at intervals for years; and

another is described liy an entomologist, C. O. Waterhouse, who kept

track of it for years in a wooden boot tree (an apparatus for stretch-

ing boots), where its gnawing continued year after year, although it

worked at a very slow rate. It seemed to be taking life easy and ate

only enough wood to sustain life.

The Monohammu.t confusus is not small. Tlic bole it bores in sea-

soned wood may be half an inch in diameter. It is apparent that this

may be very destructive. Such an opening might mar or ruin valuable

wood and is liable to be particularly harmful if the wood has already

been converted into finished products. The mature beetle is brown

or gray and is about one and a quarter inches in length. It has

scores of as.sociates which lend it willing assistance in riddling sea-

soned wood with large holes.

The long-horned, long-lived, wood-boring beetles are generally large.

.Size alone would usually distinguish them from the beetles of the

ptinid family, which are generally small. Though the ptinids are

small, some are very destructive. The very name is said to mean
"destroyer" in Greek. These small insects have inappeasable appe-

tites. They are always eating and they never get enough. They eat

almost anything that can be gnawed. They are often pests in sea-

soned wood. Their mode of entrance is generally different from that

of the Monohammus confnsus, described above, which is in the log

and simply remains in the wood after it is worked up. The ptinids

may gain entrance in the same way, but they generally enter after

the wood is partly or wholly worked up.

One of these (Anobium striatum) is responsible for the riddled

woodwork in "worm-eaten furniture." The wood is full of little

rouml holes. These are what coopers sometimes call '

' seed holes '

'

when they occur in staves. The holes may have existed before the

staves were made, or they may have been bored afterwards. Similar

holes often occur in old barrels. All may not be the work of the

same kind of insect, but the effect is about the same. Paint on the

barrel does not seem to keep the insect from carrying on its work,

nor does it seem to make much difference what the barrel may once

have had in it. It is a peculiarity of these ever-hungry ptinids that

their appetilies refuse nothing. The insects are called "seeds" be-

cause of their resemblance to small black seeds, and some persons

suppose they are real seeds of some plant like a radish or turnip.

Their skeletons are so loosely-jointed that the beetles can tuck their

head beneath it, draw in their legs, bend their hard wings close about

their bodies and they then appear like a little round shot. The
'

' seed hole '

' in the wood is made before the insect becomes a beetle.

It bores while in the form of a grub, but it is possible that persons

may see the fully developed beetles in the holes, and thus conclude

that the '

' seeds '

' made the holes in some way.

This family has some peculiar if not remarkable children. One of

these is the "death watch" (Anobium tesscUatnm), whose ticking

in the dead hour of night alarms timid and superstitious people who
fear that it is a token of approaching death for someone in the

family. The noise is made by an insect about as large as a grain of

rice, anil it is hid away in a hole inside a wooden partition, beam,

rafter, floor or piece of furniture. It there gnaws industriously, but

sometimes leaves off its work and amuses itself by whacking its head

against the side of its burrow. That produces the "tick" of the

"watch." Insects have no voice, properly speaking, and they make
their noises on either "a drum or a fiddle." When they peck on

something, as the "death watch" does, it is drumming. When they

scratch something, as the cricket does, it is fiddling.

The "death watch," with the assistance of a trouj) of near

relatives, does a lot of damage to seasoned wood. It ruins beams,

walls, joist and half-finished or wholly finished commodities.

Mention has been made of the enormous appetite which charac-

-^terizes the members of this family. Most of their destruction is due

to their attempts to get enough to eat. They are veritable sharks.

The fierce belostoma, which is considered the hyena of the insect

world, is not more incessant in his search for something to eat.

Take the little Anobium paniceum (one of the "death watches")

for an example. His bill of fare is a wonder. This insect will live

and thrive on a diet of opium. It is the same creature that sailors

call the biscuit weevil, because it infests biscuit casks on shipboard.

It is also the "bookworm" that is so often heard of, and it flourishes

on the dry pages of Dante and on the wrapping of Egyptian mum-
mies. The following list of things which it eats seems almost in-

credible, but it is viiurlied for by high authority: blue flag root,
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comfrey, giugor. nmrshmellow roots, aniseed, aconite (as poison as

strychnine), Indian turnip, belladonna root, coffee, wormwood, ergot,

tobacco and more than thirty other things of similar kind. It eats

the deadliest poison with impunity. It is sometimes called the

"drugstore beetle," because of its habit of going there to satisfy

its appetite.

It can readily be understood that insects like these will not spare

wood. There are known to be more than 150 species of these "seed"

beetles, and a prominent entomologist ventured the guess that fifty

remain unknown for every one we know. They look so much alike

and work in places so hidden from sight, and are so hard to locate

(except by the destruction they cause) that comparatively little is

known of them. When a floor beam suddenly breaks, or a pile of

staves, or a lot of empty barrels is found to be in a damaged state,

or a storehouse of wagon stock becomes wormy, then some idea is

gained of what it costs to satisfy the maw of the ptinids, which the

ancient Greeks very appropriately named "destroyers."

A well-known source of damage to seasoned wood- is what is popu-

larly known as '
' the powder post beetle,

'
' or simply '

' powder post. '

'

This name is due to the fine dust that sifts from the affected wood.

It is like sawdust only much finer—more like the dust produced by

sand belts where wood is polished. The trouble is usually not serious,

except where wood has been stored a considerable time.

The origin of this trouble is often misunderstood, and is attributed

to "dry rot." Under certain circumstances so-called "dry rot"

may produce an effort quite similar; but, strictly speaking, there

is no such thing as dry rot ; that is, if wood is dry and stays( dry, it

will not rot. The instances where rotting seems to occur are mis-

leading. The wood which decays is either not dry or dampness reaches

it in some way. Most timber damaged by powder post is dry. Some

of it has been air drying for months or years, and it contains too

little moisture to cause decay. The damage in such cases is done

by insects, and they are generally spoken of collectively as powder

post beetles.

The name answers ordinary purposes very well, but upon close

examination it is misleading unless explained. It does not define any-

particular family, genus, species or variety of insects, but refers to

sll sorts and kinds of small larva that work in dry wood. Some

of those described in preceding paragraphs are included, particularly

those of the ptinid family, such as '

' seeds, " " death watches '

' and

the like. About the only condition to be observed in applying the

term "powder post beetles" to them is that they must be small

insects, must work in dry wood and must produce fine, dust-like

powder. They need not be beetles and still be powder post insects,

the way the term is popularly used. They might be wood bees, for

some of these bore holes and e.ject very fine powder; but the term is

not generally applied to wood bees. In most instances the work is done

by the larva of very small beetles. The holes they make are often

so minute that they escape notice until a very careful examination

is made. Their presence in wood is first revealed by the powder

that sifts out of the holes.

Damage from this cause is sometimes very serious. Valuable

wood may be totally ruined. The worst of it is that before the

presence of the insects has been discovered the interior of the wood

is infected and no known remedy can be applied to save the infected

stuff, except at prohibitive cost. The wood might be put in a kiln

and heated hot enough to kill all insects within; but that is gen-

erally impracticable. The usual procedure is to cull out the affected

pieces, use what is good, and remove the rest from the unaffected

BtOfk.

•Jak stock is not the worst sufferer from these insects. Hickory

fares much worse. The insects bore the wood to obtain food. They

do net want the wood itself, but the starch and other food products

in it; therefore they prefer to attack the kinds of wood richest in

these foods. They like sapwood, because it contains starch and

sugar, but heartwood has little. This explains why powder post

beetles prefer hickory to oak: hickory products are chiefly sapwood,

oak products are largely heartwood. A pile of oak staves, therefore,

is much safer from attack by the powder post insects than a pile of

hickory handles or wagon axles. Liability to attack does not depend

wholly on the presence of sapwood, for damage to heartwood products

is frequently serious. Much depends on the kinds of wood. Some

escape where others are ruined.

The preference which boring insects show for sapwood and their

dislike for heartwood are well illustrated in southern Texas, where

such woods as mesquite, huisache, ebony and cat's claw are cut.

These trees have thin sapwood, and where products are stored it is

not unusual to find the sapwood literally eaten up and the heart-

wood untouched.

Dealers in forest products that are liable to be injured by small

boring insects are more concerned in finding out what can be done

to lessen the loss than in discovering the names of the insects that

cause the injury. As stated above, not much can be done after the

insects get in the wood. The remedy should be sought before the

attack becomes serious. An effective and not expensive mode of

procedure is to sprinkle kerosene over the wood. If the beetles are

not already at work inside the pieces, the oil will tend to drive them

away. That an ounce of prevention is better than a pound of cure

is as true in this case as in any other. When symptoms of attack

begin to appear, the quicker the stock can be worked up the better.

Insects already inside the pieces may continue their work, but

articles fully manufactured, particularly if oiled or painted, will

not further deteriorate on account of the powder post insects.

Wood Exports and Imports for August
The August imports of forest products from various countries are

given in the following list, abridged from statistics compiled by the

United States Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Commerce:
Quaniily Value

Briar root and iv.v $ 21,241

Cedar, feet 2.101,000 113,171

Mahogan.v, feet 4.927,000 337,208

Other cabinet woods, feet 142,088

Round logs, feet 20,44G,00n 221,581

Pulpwood, cords 132,127 925,760

Rattan and reeds 142,620

Lumber, feet 94,923,000 1,789,790

Laths 60,905,000 171,629

Shingles 50,062,000 134,520

Chair and cane roeds 49,063

Furniture 68,377

Woodpulp. pounds 63,884,176 921,2^5

Total imports $5,477,915

The exports from the United States for the same period are

shown below:
Quantitii Value

Round logs, feet 11,397,000 $ 184,688

Firewood 4,822

Hewed timber, feet 3,946,000 102,097

Sawed timber, feet 45,438,000 957,845

Other timber, feet 2.607.000 47.423

Lumber, feet 240,755,000 5,758.226

.Toist and scantling, feet 1,045,000 20,112

Railroad ties 434.190 231.907

Shingles 6,698,000 14,604

Box shocks 1,129,110 100,341

Barrel shocks 93,415 200,292

Staves 7.261.419 533.942

Heading 17.199

Other cooperage 305,165

Doors, sash and blinds 93,134

Furniture 599,933

Empty barrels .32,242

Incubators and brooders 3,984

Trimmings, etc 63.900

. Woodenware 47.301

Wood pulp, pounds 1.496,484 31.457

Other wood manufactures 648.!),37

Total exports $10,090,000

Have a sign on your mill to tell the passers by what it is and

who is running it. This is an inexpensive form of publicity that

has been too long neglected.

Why is it that the man who is always on time and seldom

misses a day from work is the one who does the least grumbling

about the slavery of businesst
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Beech, Birches and Maples
The Department of Agriculture has published a bulletin con-

tributed by the Forest Service on beech, birches, and maples in the

United States, and their uses, both present and historical. This

belongs to a series of bulletins on the "Uses of Commercial Woods

of the United States," begun three or four years ago. Preceding

publications related to the cedars, sequoias, cypresses, and pines.

The present publication is the first dealing with hardwoods.

The three genera, beech, birch, and maple, which include eighteen

commercial species in addition to a number of varieties and forms

too small or too scarce to be of much importance, form a group

closely related. This relationship, however, is commercial rather

than botanical.

The woods of all have several points of similarity, such as

hardness, strength, and susceptibility of fine polish, and in the

main their uses are similar. They grow usually in the same re-

gions, and they are often milled and lumbered as though they were

a single wood, but the resulting lumber is piled and sold separate!}'.

It is not unusual in the Appalachian region, the Lake states, and

New England for lumbermen to speak of beech, birch, and maple

as "the hardwoods," thereby placing them in a group by them-

selves, separate from oak, elm, hickory, and others which belong

in the hardwood class. This is specially true when beech, birch,

and maple go to chemical plants which manufacture charcoal, wood

alcohol, acetates, and other byproducts. These woods constitute

about ninety per cent of all the hardwoods employed in distillation

in the United States. They also make up a large proportion of

the country's hardwood flooring, furniture, finish, and agricultural

implements. In a variety of small commodities they hold first

place.

Though there is a general similarity in the properties and quali-

ties of this group of woods, yet each has its individuality, and in

numerous ways it differs from the others, and has different or

special uses.

Only one species of beech grows in the United States. It is the

same tree whether it grows in Maine or Texas, but it is not alike

valuable in all regions because climate and other conditions have

much to do with its development. '
' An earlier record is claimed

for beech," says the bulletin, "than for any other wood, even

antedating the sycamore and cypress of Egypt. The words ' beech

'

and 'book' were synonymous in some of the earliest written lan-

guages coming into Europe, due to the practice of writing on thin

beech strips. The existence of the root of the word in Sanscrit

has been taken as strong evidence that the wood was used for

writing materials in central Asia before the migration of the an-

cestors of the Germanic and Slavonic races westward into Europe.

In beech, therefore, we probably have the oldest existing name of

a wood in the world."

The most important uses for beech are in the manufacture of

flooring, furniture, woodenware, clothespins, and in distillation,

though it fills many other places.

The birches differ from beech in that they include a number of

species, some of which are valuable, others of little importance in

the supply of material. Nine in all are listed, one or more of

which may be found in nearly every state of the Union. Sweet,

red, cherry, or wintergreen birch, which are some of the names

by which it is known, is usually placed at the head of the birches in

value; but yellow birch is a close second. These two supply most

of the birch of commerce. Their ranges overlap, and both go to

mills together in many regions, and it is next to impossible to sepa-

rate the lumber in the markets, and there is little occasion for

doing so. These two trees supply practically all of the birch made

into flooring, finish, furniture, and fixtures. The largest product

comes from the Lake states and the northern Appalachian region.

Eiver birch, so named because it is apt to be found on the banks

of rivers, particularly between Pennsylvania and Louisiana, has

poor color and no figure, and is employed only for common pur-

poses. It and yellow birch have ragged bark that rolls up in tat-
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ters. No other birch of the middle and southern states has this

feature.

Paper birch is a northern and northeastern tree, coming down
through New England and New York to northern Pennsylvania. It

formerly furnished the bark for canoes, and now supplies most of

the wood for spools. It is an aggressive tree and takes possession

of forest tracts bared by fire.

No birch of the United States, except these, has ever been

important or will probably ever be. Gray birch is known in New
Kngland as old field or poverty birch, and is of small size; four

little-known species occur in the far West and Northwest

—

western, Kenei, mountain, and white birch, and their only use is

locally as fuel.

There are seven maples, if the box elder is counted as one; but

the common hard maple or sugar tree is put to more use than all

the others together. It is the common flooring, finish, furniture,

and distillation maple, and its range of additional uses is so exten-

sive that they are listed as classes rather than individually. The
wood of most of the other maples is listed in commercial transac-

tions as soft maple, except the western, or broadleaf maple of

Oregon and California, which occupies a sort of middle ground, but

is not abundant or important. The other maples are the black,

which is usually considered a form or variety of the sugar maple;

red and Drummond, belonging in the soft maple group; and vine

maple, which is more of a curiosity than a timber tree, and grows in

Oregon and Washington.

Probable Victory in Pridham Case
W. B. ilorgiiii, cliainnan of the National Classification Committee

of Lumber and Wooden Box Interests, has returned from Washington,

where he went to attend the hearing in the Pridham case before the

Interstate Commerce Commission. The hearing was concluded some

time ago, but the commission has recently been going more thoroughly

into tlie economic features involved. Mr. Morgan says that in his

opinion the commission will decide in favor of the wooden box inter-

ests and asserts that this will be a marvelous victory for the lumber

interests of the country and particularly of the South. He bases

this view on the fact that the railroads are very much opposed to

the fiber packages, owing to the numerous losses which have to be

paid out as a result of bi-eakage, leakage and other conditions. He
says the railroads estimate their losses from this source at approxi-

mately $100,000 per day. Mr. Morgan also says it is quite apparent

that the small increase in the cost of the wooden packages is more

than absorbed by the saving in transportation through the greater

effectiveness of the wooden containers. He, therefore, believes that

there is no validity to the claim made by the fiber people that the

use of wooden containers results in higher cost to the consumer. Mft

Morgan also believes that a favorable decision from the commission

in regard to the wooden packages will very greatly remove the neces-

sity for the railroads to advance rates five per cent, as they have

recently claimed. In fact, he estimates that the saving in claims

alone will amount to about $90,000,000 a year. He thinks this is

one of the most important phases of the controversy. Mr. Morgan

is very much interested in the probability that the Interstate Com-

merce Commission will order the common carriers to keep a record

of the results obtaining as between goods shipped in fiber packages

and those shipped in wooden containers. He believes a tabulation of

records along this line will prove of very great value to the com-

mission in reaching a decision in regard to the merits of tlie con-

troversy.

Wearing a long face won 't get you anything. Trade it off for a

cheerful countenance, even if you have to give some effort to boot.

Our faith in the future and better things to come is the greatest

sustaining force we have when the going gets hard.

The easiest way to get all you want in this world is to not want

too much.
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Meeting Michigan Manufacturers
The regular quarterly meeting of the Michigan Hardwood Manu-

I'aoturers' Association was held at the Hotel Pontehartrain,

Detroit, on Wednesday, October 22. The meeting was well at-

tended; in fact, the attendance was considerably more than at tha

last meeting.

The entire business was concluded in one session, the features

being the excellent market report presented by Bruce Odell, chair-

man of the market conditions committee, and the decision of the

membership to purchase, as an association, the amount of stock

allotted by the Forest Products Exposition.

The meeting was opened with the usual roll call and minutes,

after which Secretary Knox read an excellent report. Mr. Knox
said that he was prepared to present a very satisfactory stock

report, and that the comparisons on liardwood are especially favor-

able, although liemloek shows more on hand unsold than a year

ago. The latter condition, he said, was not to be wondered at,

considering the status of yellow pine and the effect it has had on

the northern market. According to Mr. Knox, building construc-

tion has been very active during the past month and the demand
for northern hardwoods and hemlock has continued to be good

at no reduced value.

He stated, in fact, that the lumber business has more than held

its own, and that the present outlook seems to be very good.

Reporting on finances, the secretary said that the general fund

on hand Oct. 15, 191.3, was $4,438.27, which will more than carry

the association through to Jan. 1. The forest fire fund had a bal-

ance of $2,697..52 on Oct. 17, out of which, however, the October

salaries and expenses of the deputy wardens will have to come.

The secretary then commented upon recent activities of Secre-

tary J. E. Rhodes, of the National Lumber Manufacturers' Asso-

ciation, particularly regarding the Forest Products Exposition. He
also stated that at the meeting of the board of governors of the

National Lumber Manufacturers ' Association, held in Kansas

City in June, the subject of inter-insurance was discussed and the

secretary expressed his belief that there is a probability of some-

thing to the benefit of the lumbermen coming out of it. He said

that President Richardson would make some interesting comments

upon these lines.

On motion relative to the appointment of delegates to the

National Conservation Congress, which meets at Washington, Nov.

18 to 20, it was decided that the president could appoint five dele-

gates, one of which should be Bruce Odell, of Cadillac, who would

have his expenses paid by the association.

H. Ballon, reporting for the railroad committee, said that there

was no formal report to make, but he opened up a discussion re-

garding the proposed changes in freight rates in Michigan. Mr.

Ballou said that it was imperative that rate matters coming up at

Lansing should have the close attention of the lumber trade. He
saicl that the State Railroad Commission has required Michigan

railroads to file equalized rates, which have been filed to take effect

Nov. 1.^. These rates, Mr. Ballou says, will not be equalized for

lumbermen, in that all commodity rates are cancelled and resulting

class rates would not be in conformity with equitable adjustment.

Lumber under this arrangement would lie placed in the sixth class,

this change in itself constituting a decided increase on the general

level within the states.

In addition, it is contemplated that a further increase will be-

ome effective if the requested advances are granted, which would

make a double increase over the present rates on lumber shipments

within the state. It was brought out that there is a conflict of

authority between the state and Interstate Commerce commissions.

M. E. Thomas, of Cobbs & Mitchell, Inc., and the Mitchell

Brothers Company, Cadillac, suggested that a committee lie ap-

pointed to watch the movements regarding freight rates at Lan-

sing. He said that the lumbermen should petition the State Rail-

road Commission for a hearing before any change of rates goes into

effect.

Regarding the relation between the Michigan rates and the

interstate rates and the consequent overlapping of authority be-

tween the Interstate Commerce Commission and the State Railroad
Commission, Mr. Thomas stated that the results in Michigan would
depend upon the decision of the Interstate Commerce Commission,
and that if the latter body suspended the inauguration of the pro- •

posed general horizontal advance in interstate rates, the state com-
mission would do the same on Michigan rates, in order that the

two changes should start at the same time. He stated that in the

central classification territory the railroads are planning to make
a horizontal increase of five per cent. These increases were filed

Oct. 1.5 to take effect Nov. 15. At the same time the state rates

were filed to take effect at the same date.

Mr. Thomas said that even if the Interstate Commerce Commis-
sion does not suspend the interstate rates, lumbermen should have
a hearing on lumber rates before they take effec^, because of the

relation of Michigan to shipping territory in other states.

It was brought out in the discussion that railroads of Michigan
had given assurance that no injustice will be done to Michigan
shippers, but some skepticism on this score was shown among
members who»have bitter experiences to look back upon.

President Richardson suggested that it might be probable that

the raise in rates in Michigan would be greater than in other states,

which in itself would constitute a gross injustice.

C. A. Bigelow said that in view of increased cost of operation

and supplies, he thinks that the railroads may be entitled to the

five per cent increase, and that he would be willing to abide by
the decision of the Interstate Commerce Commission. He said,

however, that inasmuch as Michigan railroads have cancelled pre-

vious tariffs and filed new tariffs to take effect Nov. 15, establish-

ing increases of from five to thirty-three and one-half per cent,

he thought the railroad committee should take action. He moved
that the committee be authorized to look after the matter at Lan-

sing, au<l to protest against any raise in rates other than those

authorized by the Interstate Commerce Commission on interstate

business.

Secretary Knox stated that it was his opinion that the difficulty

in Michigan was encountered because of the difference in bases

for rates. He stated that one reason for the proposed changes in

the intrastate rates was the order of the State Railroad Commis-

mission requiring the railroads to get together on a more logical

system of rate basing.

H. Ballou cited as expositions of proposed advances in Michigan

the following:

Rates on Detroit basis to be raised from six to eight and one-half

cents on the Michigan Central to certain territory, and on the

G. R. & I. from seven to eight and one-half cents. He stated that

the proposed equalization advances Cadillac rates from fifteen to

thirty cents. He also said that in view of the proposed advances

it is a decided injustice to Michigan shippers that rail and water

rates from Menominee, Green Bay and Oconto to Detroit are still

ten cents.

Following further comment, Mr. Bigelow 's motion was carried.

F. A. Diggins, of the legislative committee, being absent, there

was no report of that committee.

D. H. Day stated that he was happy to say that there was no

report of the grading rules committee.

J. S. Hickok, chief fire warden of the Forest Fire Protective

department, delivered an exhaustive report showing the work done

since the last meeting. This report was excellent in arrangement

and detail and offers a very logical outline for the organization of

forest protective work in any section of the country. For this

reason it will be printed in full in the next issue of Hardwood

Record.

Bruce Odell then delivered his usual valuable report on market

conditions, reporting for the market conditions committee. The

report follows:
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Report of Market Conditions Committee

Seven years ago at Traverse City, Mich., was held the flrst October

meeting of this association.

To a manufacturer who did not attend that meeting, and take an active

part in It, a copy of the report of the market conditions committee would

not be very Impressive. It consisted of only three short paragraphs and
to us now might not seem to say much but within six months after the

meeting one of our members who was interested In two large operations

in Michigan made the statement that this report was worth $10,000 to

the two concerns In which he was interested. This manufacturer evi-

dently understood the language of the report and heeded its recommenda-
tions.

We trust you will bear with the committee for this reminiscence as it

is not given in a boastful way but lest you forget as we are all inclined

to do. This manufacturer in particular may not forget this particular

benefit but many of you profited proportionately at the same time

have no doubt forgotten, just as you may have forgotten many other times

when you profited by the association work and statistics.

The particular benefit referred to in the October 1906 report was due

largely to our statistics of that date, the faith of the members in those

statistics and confidence in the committee's report, all of which are neces-

sary to get the full benefit of association work. During these seven years

we have never had occasion to doubt the accuracy of our stock reports

and they are now recognized by not only ourselves but also by the whole-

saler, jobber, dealer and consumer as giving accurately the stock condi-

tions in northern hardwoods and hemlock, all of which is very gratifying

but we believe that the producer should study more closely the amount of

stock, sold and unsold, and make comparisons with like periods of other

years. This is one of the large factors in determining demand and

values. While your committee has undertaken to do some of this segre-

gating and comparing of the different stocks more of it should be done

by the Individual manufacturer.

Taking into consideration the political and tariff agitation of the past

two years and the effect it has had in the general feeling of caution and

the slowing up of business in many lines, our stock reports of October 1,

1913, Indicate a very satisfactory condition generally in northern hard-

woods and hemlock.

Total stocks of hardwood lumber are but three and one-half per cent

greater than the same period in 1912, a time when stocks were considered

unusually low and would not have been enough to supply a period of

good general business activity. They are only eighty per cent of 1911 stocks.

Maple in the grades of No. 2 common and better shows an Increase of

about 9,000,000 feet, nearly all of which is in the hands of maple floor-

ing manufacturers, who produce their own flooring stock, but the stock

of these grades Is 14,000,000 less than that of two years ago and maple

flooring conditions good as compared with most other years. Stocks of

No. 3 common maple are 5,000,000 feet more now than a year ago, but

they are 9,000,000 less than 1911, 14,000,000 less than 1910, and 20,000,-

000 less than 1909. Stocks of maple unsold in both No. 2 common and

better and No. 3 common are less than sixty per cent of a year ago and

much less than those of any year since 1907.

Stocks of ash are about half what they have been for previous years.

The stock of basswood is about eighty-eight per cent of the 1911 and

1912 stocks and identical with that of 1910. Beech shows but 19.000,000

feet total stock as against 26,000,000 for 1912, 35,000,000 for 1911 and

43,000,000 for 1910. Birch and soft elm stock show a very slight in-

crease over the stocks of last year, but much less than either 1910 or

1911.

The conclusions reached by your committee are that even with the de-

mand much less than normal during the coming year there should not

be, and probably will not be, much if any concession from present prices,

and that with good general business conditions a material advance may
be expected in the prices for northern hardwoods generally.

In this connection your committee wishes to call to your attention the

Item commonly known among manufacturers as "good maple." You will

recall that about four years ago this committee had prepared a statement

showing the total stumpage owned by each member, the amount being cut

each year, and how long it would take for members to complete their

individual cuts. Time has verified the correctness of this report and while

the general cut of northern hardwood has not decreased in proportion to

the members completing the cut of stumpage owned by them, the cut of

"good maple" has increased nearly identically in that proportion, as the

new fields of operation do not contain the quality of maple found in the

old operations. Uses for this "good maple" have developed, showing it

superior to any other available wood for these particular purposes, and we

believe that a very material advance may be expected in the prices of

the l)etter grades 'of maple.

We also call to your attention the item of beech. The use of this

wood has developed in the past few years more than any of our other

northern hardwoods. Its use was encouraged flrst because of the ex-

tremely low price for it, and then further developed because of its real

intrinsic value. It has stood the test and for many purposes it has been

found superior to the wood for which it was substituted. The use of

beech is firmly established now, the demand for it will increase beyond

the supply and there is no reason why it should not continue to sell at

a price so much below other northern hardwoods or any other wood that

might be substituted for it. The stock of beech for four years, if we had

no other reason, would very conclusively Indicate a recommendation at

this time.

Stocks of hemlock on hand Oct. 1 show a consistent and persistent

decrease during (he past few years, being 205,000,000 for 1910, 183,000,-

OOO for 1911. 119,000.000 for 1912 and 112.000,000 for 1913. As is well

known there has been much substitution of southern pine for hemlock,

but as is shown In the decreased stocks of hemlock, substitution has been

necessary.

The use of hemlock is becoming more and more a local one but the

waning supply makes this condition imperative. Even with an increasing

amount of southern pine coming north the small amount of hemlock In

stock at present should and probably will be absorbed at present prices.

The use of hemlock when it has preference and when a building lumber

must be had quickly should keep up demand for it to the extent of the

supply.

Stocks on hand Oct. 1, 1913, are 13,000,000 as against 17,000,000 for

1912 and are in very urgent demand, good prices prevailing for prompt

shipment.

Mr. Odell's comment foUawing the reading of the report brought

out the fact that there was only three and one-half per cent greater

stock on hand at the time of compiling his statistics this year than

in 1912. He also stated that the best of maple lumber should be-

bringing $5 a thousand more than it really is bringing, and also said

that an effort should be made to bring about that condition.

In speaking of beech, Mr. Odell said that he considers it the best

vfood for various uses to vphich it is now put, that could be possibly

secured. He said that the supply will shortly be found to be less-

than the demand.

Commenting upon conditions in Wisconsin, K. S. Kellogg, secre-

tary of the Northern Hemlock and Hardwood Manufacturers' Asso-

ciation, Wausau, stated that statistics which will be presented at

the forthcoming meeting of his association show that on Oct. 1

there was from ten to fifteen per cent less hemlock than a year ago,

and that there was no increase in the quantity of hardwood. He-

stated that while there was a slight increase in the hardwood log^

input this year over last year there was no increase in hemlock.

He stated further that firm prices in hardwood and hemlock pre-

vailed all year, in spite of the fact that yellow pine has been

making big inroads into the hemlock market and is selling in th&

northern market for from $3 to $4 less than hemlock, in which

there has been no change during the last two months.

Mr. Kellogg made the interesting observation that prices will

unquestionably be stiff during this season, partly because of the

fact that it is certain that the cost of logging in the territory in

which the membership of his association operates will increase from
twenty-five cents to a dollar a thousand over last year.

President Eichardson then introduced George S. Wood, manager
of the Forest Products Exposition. Mr. Wood told of the purpose

and growth of the Forest Products Exposition plan, and stated that

his plans are based on his experience with past expositions. He
expressed the belief that the exposition will come out better than

even.

It was finally decided, by motion, that the association buy the

forty shares at a cost of $2,000, as an association, and join with the

Wisconsin association if it seems best to the board of directors to

do so.

The motion also carried with it the provision to provide a sum of

money not exceeding $2,500 from the association's funds for the

purpose of preparing the exhibit. The motion was carried.

In speaking on the subject of inter-insurance. President Eichard-

son said that he thought a committee should be appointed to work
along the lines suggested at the Kansas City meeting of the

National Lumber Manufacturers' Association. A resolution to this

effect was made and carried.

C. A. Bigelow moved that the regular assessment of ten cents a

thousand feet be made, which motion was carried.

The meeting terminated with an interesting discussion regarding

water stocks and reports of sales of water shippers.

G. von Platen stated that the reports had been of great benefit,

inasmuch as they tended to hold the market on a uniform level.

D. H. Day advised that association members hold on to water

stock as long as they could, as there was absolutely no necessity

for contracting a long way ahead for shipments of this sort.

The meeting then adjourned.
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Realizing Steel Car Weakness
Nobody denies that in a bad wreck something will smash, anil it

may be a wooden ear or it may be a steel car. Experience shows

that both will go to pieces if hit hard enough, and experience also

shows that the steel car is at fault oftener than the car of wood, in

proportion to the numbers of each in use.

The first woal^ness of the steel car, and one which the steel

advocates carefully avoid mentioning, is its proneness to leave

the track or to break or spread the rails. It is heavy and rigid.

It refuses to take curves, and if there is a defective rail or a

rotten tie, the steel car finds it and begins to smash things, while

the wooden car, being lighter and more yielding, passes over and

gives the track walker a chance to find the dangerous place.

This phase of the situation was ably presented by James O.

Fagan in a letter to the New York Times, Sept. 19. .^mong other

points made by him were the following:

"Under present conditions on the railroads steel car legislation would

not only be very unwise, hut would actually be a case of dangerouj

Federal interference with railroad management. About a year ago quite

a sensation was created by the discovery and publication by the Interstate

Commerce Commission of facts relating to the manufacture of steel rails

and the stability of roadl>eds. .\ccidents pointing to weakness in these

features were of daily occurrence. An abundance of evidence was pub-

lished about rotten ties, broken rails, and weak bridges. Comparisons

were made between the cost and structure of roadbeds in tbis country

and abroad. Meanwhile railroad presidents and managers all over the

country were taking hold of these problems in earnest, and at the time

public statements were made by these men to the effect that the railroads

were in immediate need of millions upon millions of dollars for better-

ment purposes, and specifically to prepare for the problems connected

with the constantly increasing weight of cars and locomotives. Before

permitting or compellin;; the railroads to add an unlimited number
of ponderous steel cars to their eauipment. then, would it not be weil

to secure from the Interstate Commerce Commission an opinion as to the

present preparedness of the railroads to cai-ry in safety this additional

weight? Surely, these tracks and roadbeds are matters of the first con-

sideratiou. and any cart-before-tlie-horse legislation should be looked

upon by the people with the greatest disfavor.

"In fact, a careful scrutiny of the records for the past year or two
warrants the suspicion that the unusual weight and speed of these trains

have been the probable causes iu most of these accidents. Saving lives

in this roundabout fashion is something new in railroad and human
economy. It reminds one of Dickson's hero who saved a small fortune in

his mind by purchasing at bargain sales articles for which he had

absolutely no use."

The New York Times commented editorially upon this matter

by taking the ground that:

"The provision of steel cars never prevented accidents, never can pre-

vent them. It may, indeed, be a direct cause of the spreading or fracture

of rails and of consequent derailments. The prevention of accidents

on the railways has become a direct personal issue between managements

and men. It is an issue of the gravest importance to the public, and

it has been brought to an acute stage by the continual demands for

more pay, or. when that is refused, less responsibility for the trainmen to

whose hands are intrusted the lives of passengers. It might even be

argued that the multiplication of mechanical safety devices is now in

itself an element of danger. When engineers, conductors, and flagmen

unite to thrust the safety first responsibility upon the power of car

bodies to withstand shocks of collisions resulting from their running

past signals, it is time for the public to take a part in passing upon

their qualifications."

The common sense method would be to attain safety first b)

keeping cars on the track, and this is hard to do in case of the

steel car, A line or two in the ordinary news dispatch regarding

wrecks often gives the secret away. Note the following in an

associated press dispatch, published Sept. 16, regarding a wreck at

Coatesville, Pa.

"The train was not running fast when the sleepers, of steel construction,

left the rails and turned over on their sides. One of the ears slid half

way down a fifteen-foot embankment. There were sixty-eight persons in

the sleepers. The accident is said to have been due to the spreading

of the rails."

The three points here are, the cars were steel, the train was not

running fast, and the rails spread. Would an element of safety

be added by a law compelling the use of steel cars exclusively?

"Would not the rails spread just the same, or worse?

Almost exactly the same story was told in a dispatch, Sept. 20,

from Nahatta, Kansas, where twenty passengers were injured when
steel cars left the track because of a defective rail, and went
over an embankment. Is legislation needed here to compel the use
of cars already in use (and in the wreck)?
News agency dispatches to the papers are impartial. They are

not arguing for the steel car, the wooden car, or any other car,

but they simply tell what happens, and that is why their testi-

mony as to the insufliciency if not the actual danger of the steel

ear is so telling.

Two days later than the dispatch quoted above, the Brooklyn
Eagle had nearly two whole pages of description and pictures of a
wreck on Long Island in which three were killed and forty-five

were hurt. The news agency—the same impartial agency which
simply tells what happened—introduced the two-page description in
one plain, straightforward sentence as follows:

"Three persons were killed outright, two others were injured so severely
that they are expected to die, and forty-three other passengers were more
or less seriously injured early today in a head-on collision of two electric
passenger trains of steel construction, on the Whiteston.- nivlslon of the
Long Island Railroad at College Point."

Here were steel cars, and there was not even spreading rails to

offer as an excuse for the accident It was a "head-on" alTair, and
that is the situation in which steel cars are supposed to display
their elements of safety. The news report tells how they did it:

"There was a crash that could be heard for more than half a mile, and
the Manhattan-bound train pierced its way through nearly half the length
of the first car of the opposing train before both trains came to a stop.
Passengers, who had been hurled in all directions from their seats, lay in
a jumbled mass on the floors of (he trains for a moment, and then as
many as were able rushed for the open. They found that none of the
cars except the first of each train had left the rails. Of these, the head
car of the Manhattan-bound train showed no signs of the accident save
that the front end was mashed in and its forward trucks lost under the
wreckage of the car with which it had locked itself. On the latter car
the front end was entirely torn away, and from the front vestibule, where
the motorman's box had been, great ribbons of the steel sheathing of

which the car was built had been rolled back as if by a gigantic can-

opener for fully halt the length of the car."

An inspection of the photographic illustrations of the wreck, pub-

lished in the Brooklyn Eagle, shows that the steel car went so

completely to pieces that it was a tangled heap of scrap. No
wooden car, even of the most flimsy construction, was ever more

completely wrecked. This is not a new occurrence. Steel cars

have crumpled many a time under the impact of collision. No more

dependence can be placed in them than in the wooden coach

—perhaps not as much. They appear, therefore, to be no safer

than the wooden car when the accident comes, and are far more

liable to cause accidents.

The element of greater safety, which is so loudly proclaimed by

the steel interests, seems to be a myth. All travelers know from

experience that the steel car is less comfortable than the wood,

but many have cheerfully endured the discomfort because of the

increased safety which they supposed they were getting when they

rode in the steel coach. The accumulation of accidents to the steel

car is piling up proof that it is less comfortable and no safer.

One of the farthest-fetched of all attacks on the wooden car has

recently appeared in a circular sent out to the members of a trav-

elers' insurance association of prominence. It is based on the

wreck of three cattle cars some months ago in Texas, and a photo-

graphic picture shows the demolished cars. There is no question

that they were thoroughly wrecked, but the picture shows some-

thing that doubtless escaped the author's notice in his zeal to

exhibit the broken cattle cars. The camera has not been trained

sufficiently in prevarication to leave out tell-tale details that do

not help the deception, Down the track stands the car that de-

molished the three cars of cattle, and it is a common old wooden

box car. The e.xplanation is apparent. The three-flimsy stock cars,

which are made of slats like a corncrib, were simply crushed when

the wooden box car hit them. It was wood against wood, and the

strongest came out uninjured.
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Gum Manufacturers to Organize ^^
On Saturday, Oct. 18, a meeting, whidi will j;o (Uiwn in ^11111

history as of exceeding significance, tooU iilacf ;it I lie Ihitcl

Gayoso, Mempliis, Tenn. The meeting can be said to lie directly

the result of the very apparently diminished demand for gum
which has been noted for some little time past. Certain promi-

nent manufacturers have realized the seriousness of the condition

and have felt it was incumbent upon tlie bulk of the producers

of gum to get together on a common basis to work out ways and

means for increasing the market for their product. Some wind

of this move has been abroad for quite a little time in connection

with the campaign to create a fund for general advertising of

gum, but the meeting itself w-as the direct result of the efforts of

C. L. Harrison of the Himmelberger-Harrison Lumber ('oni)iany of

Cape Girardeau, Mo.

No permanent organization was effected, although direct steps

were taken to that end, and the opinion was expressed by men

prominently connected with the meeting that a permanent organi

zation is a positively assured fact for the near future.

If nothing else were accomplished, the expressed opinions of

those present at least put the gum condition in a more favorable

light. According to reports of the attendants at the meeting, they

have an average capacity of from .50,000,000 to 55,000,000 feet a

vear and find that they have an average of only four months

cut ahead, which is not so bad as they thought. They have

21,600,000 feet on hand. According to the report, the average of

red gum to a log is twenty-five per cent.

As stated, there was no permanent organization formed, but,

judging from the sentiment exjjressed, one is strongly desire<l.

The following committee was appointed for the purpose of work-

ing up plans to be reported at a meeting which will be held four

weeks from the date of the original meeting: E. A. Lang, L. P.

liuHose, C. L. Harrison, T. W. Fry, J. VV. .\lr( line. K. K'. Gadd,

L. K. Hrowu.

Another committee was appointed to act as a sort of member-

ship committee for the purj)Ose of getting together a list of the

names of eligible manufacturers and secure their |)resence at the

next meeting to be held as stated in four weeks.

\V. K. DeLaney of Cincinnati was elected temporary chairman

uf thi' meeting and .1. W. McClure of Memphis tem])orary secre-

tary. There is no indication as to who the officers for the per-

manent organization iuight be when It is affected.

The discussion of the red gum market develojjed the fact that

it was not so weak as it had been thought, and th.-it there was

more red gum cut and sold this year by those attending the mi'et-

ing than ever liefore.

The question of publicity for gum was also given some dis-

cussion, but nothing ilefinite was determined in this direction, it

iieing probably considered advisable to wait until the permanent

organi?.ation was formed before going ahead on such work.

While the progress made does not seem to be unduly auspicious

at first glance, it can readily be comprehended that with such a

start it is a comparatively simple matter to form a strong associa'

tion of gum manufacturers, which association when |>roperly

organized would unquestionably have a powerful influence upon

the manufacture and distribution of red and sap gum. Consider-

ing the important place which gum occupies in the hardwood
demand of this country and foreign countries, it is not a question

of "why is this organization to be formed?" but rather, "Why
wasn't it formed long ago?" The meeting undoubtedly con-

stituted an epic in the affairs of gum manufacturers and it will

be interesting to watch how the pro[iosition works out before the

next meeting takes place.
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Oig
Chicago Building Project Endorsed

As a prominent member of the Chicago lumber trade expresses

it: "You can't hold them back on this Lumbermen's building

proposition.
'

' The spirit displayed at the meeting of the Lum-

bermen 's Association of Chicago following tte banquet at the

Hamilton Club on Tuesday evening, October 21, was strong proof

of the truth of this assertion.

In the absence of Murdock MacLeod, president of the associa-

tion, Vice-President Mashek presided at the meeting. He reviewed

the work of the building committee composed of George J. Pope,

Everett A. Thornton and Edward E. Skeele. Mr.' Mashek said

that the committee had worked in close harmony with the asso-

ciation and its board of directors and had been given every assist-

ance and advice possible by the board. He added that it now

devolves upon the lumbermen themselves to give the project the

des.'red support in the matter of space rental, to put the proposi-

tion through.

inasmuch as the meeting was mainly for the purpose of dis-

cussing this building question, George J. Pope, chairman of the

building committee, took the chair at this point for the purpose

of telling of the status of the arrangements and of answering

the questions and leading the discussion. He stated that the

committee "s arangements are in fairly concrete shape but urged

that prompt action is necessary inasmuch as Nov. 1 is the limit

given for the rental of the 30,000 square feet of space necessary.

He said that unless this amount of space is contracted for by

the first of November, the project will be given up definitely,

and that so far the work of the committee had resulted in leasing

20,000 square feet of space, not including the space to be occu-

pied by the Lumbermen's Club and the Lumbermen's Associa-

tion. Mr. Pope explained that the committee has met its greatest

—Si-

difficulty in the spirit shown by some of the lumbermen who
seem to be willing to postpone the definite contracting for

space for no apparent reason or for trivial reasons. He requested

that those not firmly convinced but of open mind in the matter
give the committee an opportunity of calling .upon them at an
appointed time in order to demonstrate conclusively the practi-

cability and advisability of having space in the Lumbermen's
building.

The architects of the proposed building, Holabird & Roach,

had a representative at the meeting for the purpose of explaining

in detail the various features of the building. A screen and
lantern were provided, and exterior and floor plans were thrown
upon the screen. As explained in a previous announcement, the

building will be 100x134 feet and 200 feet high. According to

the plans shown, the exterior will closely resemble that of the

McCormick building, while it is planned to have the interior equal

in every resjiect to the modern office buildings of the city, mar-
ble and mahogany being used. The structure will be equipped

with six elevators. An arrangement will be in effect on each
floor whereby any amount of space can be given to any tenant,

but the McCormick estate provides that partitions put in at re-

quest of tenants must remain intact during the leasing period.

This provision is the result of the short lease which is asked,

namely, for five years. ' The depth of the larger offices from the

windows to corridors will be twenty-four feet, while the smaller

ones will be sixteen and eighteen feet. In planning the structure,

particular attention has been given to the matter of space, light

and ventilation.

M. C. Kemmen, who has charge of the McCormick building,

also owned by the McCormick estate, made some interesting sug-
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gestioBs whicli would inilicate that the character of the T.iinibor

men's buililiug will l)e first-class in every way. He said' that

325,0110 persons eutereil the MeCorniick building between Sept. 15

and Oct. 15. and that the elevators in that period traveled 5,335

miles. He stated that cleanliness is insisted upon by Mr. Me-

Corniick as of paramount importance and that in order to satis-

factorily take care of this feature in the McCormick building it

requires 120 women and (>5 men every day, also G men washing

93 pairs of windows diiily one week to complete the entire

building.

William II. Beelie. formerly connected with the lumber busi-

ness and now having charge of the business administration of

McCormick buildings, also talked of the advantages to be de-

rived from centralizing tlie lumber interests in the Lumbermen's

_buiUing. Ho si'okc particularly favorably of the location se-

lected. He urged upon those present that they give the matter
of signing for space their immediate attention. One of the points
which Mr. Beebe made was that the centralized arrangement
would be of great assistance to the small yard man who has
but a limited time in his visits to Chicago to buy a small amount
of lumber. It would be of ecpial and in some cases correspond-
ingly greater assistance to other lines of the consuming industries.

Frederick L. Brown, former president of the association, talked
in behalf of the project and said that to have success one must
have a definite aim and that with any branch of trade following

a certain ideal, a considerable stimulus is created.

Before the meeting adjourned, a unanimous resolution was
passed favoring the building project.
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The iSfew Type of Car
Editor's Note

Tlie following inforniatiun was rcci'lvcd by Hardwood Record just iicfoi-e aoi
ceived. with apologies for the duplication appearing as seen on pages 3:i and 35

press, and U run in full

Commissioner C. C. McChord of the Interstate Commerce Com-

mission, has stated that the lumber manufacturers need feel no

hesitancy about communicating their views regarding the steel

car agitation to the commission, stating that the commissioners

recognize that there are two sides to the question, and that they

desire to ascertain the facts. It is feared that the hysteria for

the rapid installation of steel ears will cause many car builders

to engage in supplying the demand, whose plants are not prop-

erly equipped for producing steel cars made as they should be,

and that as a result there will be many so-called steel cars placed

on the railroads of the country which are inferior to strongly

built wooden cars. The commission is now engaged in investigat-

ing this phase of the matter.

The Pullman Company, which has a large -number of well built

wooden sleepers still in its service, in its desire to comply with

public sentiment, and safeguard its passengers, has just adopted

a method of construction adaptable to ears either of steel or

wooden type, by reinforcing the underframe and ends of the ear

in a manner which offers sufficient resistance in the vestibule and

platform to prevent collisions telescoping, or battering down on

the walls. This method, which has just been perfected, is being

offered to the railroad companies which desire to strengthen the

platforms an^l vestibules of their wooden cars. "The principal

feature of the new design is an ' I ' beam, heavy in section, bent

in the form of a 'U,' the legs of which extend upward through

an aperture in the platform casting, the upper ends of the 'I'

beams being thoroughly anchored in an end superstructure made
up of structural shapes. One leg of the 'U' forms a door post

at the entrance of the car, while the other forms a door post of

the vestibule. The loop of the 'U' is under the platform, and
connected with the underframe. In case of collision, should one

underframe override that of the next car, its progress will first

be obstructed by the legs of the 'U' beams at the buffer sill,

which, as they bend, will tend to lift the whole car body, thereby

•jiving greater resistance to the further advance of the overriding

ar. The construction is most substantial and efficient."

Many prominent railroad men are not in favor of all steel car

construction. Erank expressions are being obtained from compe-

tent car builders and railroad men. The following is quoted from

the report of the engineer of the Minnesota Bailroad & Warehouse
Commission:

In our effort to eliminate the oausos of collisions, we should confine

ourselves strictly to questions which are pertinent to the problem. The
wreck-rfslstlng qualities of steel and wooden cars should not enter Into

consideration, because to anticipate the continuation of this lamentable

feature of railroad operation, with a view toward the construction of

wreck-proof cars and equipment, would be equivalent to a suggestion to

tbe public that they should not expect to obtain satisfactory relief from
preventable railroad accidents.

A bill directing the use of steel cars, block signals and other
safety devices by the railroads of the United States in the discre-

tion of the Interstate Commerce Commission is being drafted by
Representative Stevens of New Hampshire, the chairman of a sub-
committee of the committee of the Interstate Commerce Commis-
sion. The bill will specify a time limit within which steel

cars shall be substituted for wooden cars. It will also include the

operation of trains and other safety regulations to be administered
under the jurisdiction of the Interstate Commerce Commission,
which is co-operating in the preparation of the bill. The bill will

be submitted at the present session of Congress, but will not be
considered until the next session. Mr. Stevens' committee will

meet again about November 15.

Steel Cars Unpopular in England
V. S. Consul Albert Halstead, at Birmingham, England, says that

the English do not take kindly to the steel car, and that the matter
of fireproofing wood used in cars is preferred, to lessen danger from
nres in case of accidents. "The idea, " he says, "that steel care

should be constructed for passenger traffic does not seem to meet
with any great consideration at present. It seems as if American
firms who fireproof timber might find it to their advantage to ap-

proach British railways with a view to selling them fireproofed

timber for new car construction, as well as to approach the big

railwav-carriage makers in England."

Work Well Outlined
The Fifth National Conservation Congress which meets in Wash-

ington, D. C, Nov. 18, is to be devoted largely to forest conservation,

because of the national importance of the subject in its many phases.

Public interest is involved, because upon the proper solution of the

various problems depends the cost of the wood without which our

civilization would decline; the perpetuation of the timber supply;

the development of hydroelectric power; the utilization of non-

agricultural lands; the availability of water for irrigation; the

preservation of forest areas for health and recreation, and many
other developments essential alike to every citizen from' the lumber-

man to the man who owns neither a tree nor a foot of land.

Two billion seven hundred million dollars is the amount of our

annual bill for drinks and smokes, according to a magazine author-

ity; one-fourth of it being for tobacco and three-fourths for liquors.

Verily Uncle Sam has some jag bill, even for a family of size and

pfirts.
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The Mail Bag

Any reader •f HARDWOOD RECORD desiring t* communicate
with any of the Inquirers listed In this section can have the ad-
dreHea on written request to the Mall Bag Department, HARD-WOOD RECORD, 537 South Dearborn Street, Chicago, and referrlni
to the number at the head of each letter and enclosing a self-
addressed stamped envelope.

B 583—Seeks List Cargo Shippers Pacific Coast Wood
Utica. N. Y.. Del. H- Kdili.r Haiilmvoiu) Khicuio : If you can con-

venientlj' tlw so. wr would be yluti to havr you give us the names of a

few good reliable lumbei' niaiiufaoturers on tlie I'aeiflc coast, large enough
so that they could ship lumber in cargo lots to the East.

The above correspondent has been given a brief list of leading pro-

ducers of western lumber products located at various ports. Any
others interested in the inquiry can have the address on application.

—

Editor.

B 584—Wants Red Cedar
Cleveland, O.. Oct. 14.—Editor Hardwood Record; Can you give us

the names of several responsible southern mills who cut and market red

cedar suitable to manufacture into cedar chests?

Manufacturing Company.

This correspondent has been given a brief list of manufacturers

of Tennessee red cedar. Any others interested can have tlie address

on application.

—

Editor.

B 585—Seeks List Hardwood Log Buyers
Columbia, Mo., Oct. 15.—Editor Hardwood Record; This department

receives frequent inquiries from farmers regarding the market for mixed
lots of logs, especially hardwood logs in small quantities. Can you give

us a list of buyers in small lots of hardwood logs so that we can answei'

these inquiries? Fbederick Dunlap,
Professor of Forestry, Columbia University.

Mr. Dunlap has been advised that a list of buyers of small lots of

hardwood logs would be as numerous as the small hardwood mills

throughout the country, and that it would be impractical to supply

him with a complete list.

—

Editor.

B 586—Seeks Thin Veneer
Chicago, III.. Oct. 20.—Editor Hardwood Record; Will you please

give us a list of producers of thin veneer for wrapping purposes? Wo
are buyers of this material in carload lots.

Manufacturi-xg Company.

This correspondent has been supplied with a list of the principal

rotary veneer cutters of Wisconsin and Michigan, many of whom cut

this thin veneer for the purpose named from elm and other com-

paratively low-priced woods. Any others interested in the inquiry

can have the address on application.

—

Editor.

B 587—Seeks List of Maple Tahle Slide Producers
Cape Girardeau, Mo., Oct. 16.—Editor Hardwood Record ; Will you

please furnish us a list of manufacturers of maple table slides? We also

would like a list of manufacturers of tables who make their own slides.

Lumber Company.

This correspondent has been supplied with a brief list of producers

of table slides. Any others interested in the inquiry can have the

address on application.

—

Editor.

B 588—Seeks Name of Producers of Piling Machine
Gardner, Mass., Oct. 17.—Editor Hardwood Record : Can you put us

in touch with parties who make a machine for stacking lumber in high

piles? Also parties who can furnish us with a lumber truck for drawing
lumber In our yard? Company.

This correspondent has been given the names of several manu-

facturers of the two apparatus asked for. Any others interested in

the inquiry can have the address on application.

—

Editor.

B 589—Wants Market for Locust Fence and Telephone Posts

Maksh.all, Ark., Oct. 8.—Editor Hardwood Record ; Can yon through
your "Mail Bag" section put us in touch «lth buyers of locust fence and
telephone posts? .

Anyone interested in a source of supply for this material can have

the address of the above correspondent on application.

—

Editor.

B 590—Wants Thin No. 3 Poplar

l'iiii.Aiii;i.i'iriA. I'A.. (kt. 'JO.—Editor Hardwood Record; We are in the
nnirket tor ."> •I .\o. '.i common poplar, dressed two sides and resawed to
llnlsh Vj", for western I'ennsylvanla trade. Can you tell us where we can
secure this stock? Lumber Company.

The writer of this letter has been given a list of the principal

poplar producers of the country. Any others desiring to have the-

address can secure it on apjilication.

—

Editor.

B 591—When Is Kiln-Dried Liunber Dry?

Cleveland, O., tictobcr 22. IDKi. Editor Haruvvuod Recuud ; We are
in receipt of a carload of alleged kiln-dried lumber that we do not believe

is dry. Who is the authority for determining whether this lumber is dry
or not. .ind how shall wc procport to determine this fact?

The reply to tlie al)Ove communication has been made as follows:

Perhaps the best authority on the subject of tests showing the dry-

ness of wood is Samuel .T.' Eecord, assistant professor of Forest

Products, Yale University. In Mr. Record's work entitled "Iden-
tification of the Economic Woods of the United States," he says:

"The water contents of wood can readily be determined in the

following manner; Saw off a thin section of wood: weigh care-

fully on u delicate balance; dry in an oven at a temperature of

100° C, until a constant weight is obtained; reweigh. The differ-

ence between the fresh weight and the dry weight is the amount of

moisture contained. Computed on a basis of the fresh weight:

fresh weight—dr.yweight
Per cent of moisture= XlOO

fresh weight

"Thus if the weight of the original block of wood was twice the

final weight, there was as much water as wood; in other words, one-

half or .50 per cent of the original weight was water. The figures

in the preceding paragraph are on this basis.

"Computed on a basis of dry weight:

fresh weight—dry weight

Per cent of moisture= XlOO
dry weight

'

' In the problem cited above the loss of moisture was 100 per

cent of the dry weight. This method furnishes a constant basis

for comparison, while the other varies with every change in mois-

ture degree. Subsequent references to the per cent of moisture

will refer to computation on the basis of dry weight.

"It is impossible to remove absolutely all the water from wood
without destroying the wood. Wood is considered thoroughly dried

when it ceases to lose weight in a constant temperature of 100° C,
though it still retains from 2 to 3 per cent of moisture, and if

exposed to higher temperature will continue to give up water. '

'

For practical demonstration of the dryness of the wood in ques-

tion, would suggest that you employ the following method: Cut a

couple of feet from the end of the 12" board, a section about %"
in length; take this thin section and leave it on a hot steam radi-

ator for fifteen or twenty minutes; then leave the section on your

desk for a matter of twenty-four hours. After this time, if the

width of the section approximates the width of the board from
which it is removed, the lumber may be considered commercially

dry. On the contrary, if it shows a shrinkage of from Vs" to %"
it is not dry.

The fact that the oil or water stain causes the grain of the wood
to raise is no evidence whatsoever that the lumber was dry.

As a matter of fact, it is evidence to the direct contrary. Had this

been Kratezer-cured lumber even kiln-dried for but a short time,

you would have had no trouble with the filler raising the grain.

Incidentally, wood that does not contain more than anywhere
from six to nine per cent of moisture is regarded as commercially

dry. That is, lumber should have about this quantity of moisture

remaining in it when it is suitable to employ in the making of

interior finish or furniture. Green wood contains anywhere from
twenty-five to as high as seventy-five per cent of moisture, depend-

ing upon the kind of wood and the proportion of sapwood involved.
—Editor.
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Clubs and Associations

Interesting Program for Wisconsin Meeting

The tall meeting of the Northern Ilomlock and Hardwood Manufac-

turers' Association as recently announced In Uajidwood Kecoud will be

held at Eau Claire. Wis., on Wednesday, Oct. 29. The headquarters of

the association will be the Galloway hotel and the sessions will be held

at the Eau Claire Club.

The prosram Includes reports on stock on hand Oct. 1, market condi-

dltlons, standard sizes for hemlock, advertising, forest products exposi-

tion. Insurance, log Input, and woods wages. In addition, some excellent

committee reports are being prepared on these subjects which will be of

more than usual Interest and value.

D. II. Tiemann of the Forest Products Laboratory at Madison, Wis.,

who is recognized as an expert in wood seasoning, will describe his ex-

periments in kiln drying lumber and a representative of the Chamber of

Commerce of the United States will discuss the work of that important

organization.

The visiting members following the meeting will have an opportunity

of seeing the mills of the John H. Kaiser Lumber Company and the New
Dells Lumber Company, which plants include a box factory and an
Interior finish factory.

Chicago Ciub Entertains

On Wednesday evening. Oct. "J. the Lumbermen's Club of Chicago
utertained the wives and friends of the members with an informal

dance and evening of cards and other informal entertainment. The
entertainment committee had made excellent arrangements providing a

very good orchestra for the dancing and also prizes for the card games.

About fifty people were in attendance, some remaining on the tlanco

floor, while others spent the evening at the card tables. Pool and bil-

liard tables were thrown open for the evening without charge, and were
well patronized.

Important Meeting Memphis Club
The regular meeting of the Lumbermen's Club of Memphis, held at the

Hotel Gayoso, Saturday. Oct. 18, was well attended. Thereto there were

a number of gendemen present who were in Memphis to attend the red

gum conference here during the forenoon. The usual luncheon was served.

The river and rail committee said that it was negotiating with oflicials

of the Illinois Central railroad in regard to the payment of overweight

charges at Memphis instead of through the Chicago offices, and that it

had not quite completed this work.

The committee also reported that it had received information from
Washington that the Willis bill, designed for the purpose of giving the

Interstate Commerce Commission wider jurisdiction in connection with

the weighing of lumber and other freight, was not complete and that it

would be withdrawn. The committee also reported that another bill was
being prepared and that when this was received it would proceed to carry

out the instructions of the club regarding recommendations of such a

character as to thoroughly protect the interests of shippers.

The committee also reported that the physical valuation of the rail-

oads would be undertaken by the commission at an early date and that

the United States had been divided into sections for this purpose. Chatta-

nooga has been selected as the headquarters for the Southeast and Kansas
City for the Southwest. The committee asked that it be authorized to

secure one of the branch stations for Memphis and the desired authority

was granted.

The statistics committee, through D. F. Heuer, read extracts from its

report for 1912 showing the amount of lumber produced at Memphis and a

number of other interesting features in connection therewith. This report

has already been published in Hardwood Record.
F. E. Stonebraker, chairman of the committee appointed to furnish the

rooms to be occupied by the Lumbermen's Club of Memphis in the home
of the Business Men's Club, stated that it had been found that there

would be 105 panels and that, as there were not enough specimens of

hardwood lumber In this section to make each one of a different wood, it

would be necessary to duplicate in some Instances. He brought forth

considerable applause when, out of deference to the delegates to the red

gum conference, he declared that most of the duplications would be made
of red gum.

The entertainment committee was authorized to take such steps as It

saw proper in connection with the visit of the Indiana Retail Lumber
Dealers' Association. The association will pass through Memphis .Tan. 22.

At the completion of the regular business. President Prltchard extended

a warm welcome to the delegates to the red gum conference, declaring that

the Lumbermen's Club of Memphis was very much pleased with the privi-

lege of entertaining these gentlemen. He called on a number of them for

brief talks. W. E. Delaney, chairman of the red gum conference and
president of the Hardwood Manufacturers' Association, expressed very

great pleasure at being with the lumbermen of Memphis, whom he charac-

terized as thoroughly aggressive and also as a little egotistical, as evi-

denced by the fact that they were taking atepfl at this meeting to bring

a part of the government machinery from Washington to Memphis. He
dwelt at some length on the great good to be accomplished by organization.

While he agreed that the lumbermen took rather long iliuucos, he thought
that they were quite as conservative us other business men when every-
thing was considered. He intimated that the disposition on their part to
take chances grew out of necessity rather than choice.

Discussing the red gum conference, he said that the principal object of
the red gum conference was to And a larger market and that the gentle-
men participating therein would work seriously to this end. He said that
one Industrious gentleman bad already discovered a new by-product made
of red gum, but the exact nature thereof, as well as the effects to be
accomplished thereby, will hardly bear publication.

C. L. Harrison of Cape Girardeau, Mo., was Introduced as the originator
of the red gum conference. He said that he had taken tbis step because
his firm was up against It, as it was in the position of a man trying to
sell gold dollars at ninety cents apiece. He declared that gum manufac-
turers were going to put gum on the market in the right way and that
they had come to .Memphis, which is the center of the chief territory
producing gum, to make the start. He thanked the club for the very
cordial hospitality shown to himself and other delegates.

T. W. Fry of St. Louis, Charles Thomas of BelzonI, Miss., and E. A.
Lang of Chicago were called upon aud responded briefly, expressing very
great pleasure at being present, and reiterated the expressions of others
regarding the hospitality shown to the various delegates. Mr. Lang took
occasion to Invite the members of the Lumbermen's Club of Memphis td
make their headquarters with the Lumbermen's Club of Chicogo when in
that city.

Nashville Trade Visits Louisville

The recent visit of the Nashville Lumbermen's Club to Louisville was
one of the most enjoyable events recorded in a long while. The Louis-
ville Hardwood Club was the host of the Nashville men. and took the
visitors in charge when they stepped down from their sleeper at seven
o'clock in the morning, continuing the entertainment until midnight. The
day's program included breakfast at the Seelbach Hotel : a visit to a
number of mills In the southern part of the city: luncheon at the Louis-
ville Country Club : the afternoon at the races at Churchill Downs : din-

ner at the Seelbach ; the evening at Keith's vaudeville theater, and sup-
per at the Seelbach. The Nashville men indicated that they had had a

good time, and are talking about arranging a trip to Memphis by both
Nashville and Louisville clubs.

National Inspection for September
As Indicated by the records of the National Hardwood Lumber Associa-

tion, the inspection department officially inspected and measured 15,679,-

862 feet during the month of September, 1913, which is a slight reduc-
tion over the month of September, 1912, and about 2,000.000 feet less

than were inspected during August. 1913. The total earnings of the In-

spection bureau for the month amount to .$5,232.94. and the expenses and
salaries of the inspectors, including the chief inspector, were $5,920.82,
so that the work was conducted at an expense to the association of

$687.88.

Philadelphia Exchange in First Meeting

The Lumbermen's Exchange held its first monthly meeting after the

summer suspension, in Griffith Hall, on Oct. 9. In the evening Instead of
the afternoon as heretofore, this arrangement having been made the

better to accommodate the business men and so assure a larger attend-

ance. The experiment so far as one can judge from a single trial, bids

fair to prove a success. At :30 a supper provided by the favorite caterer

of the exchange. Mr. Wiener, and of which the menu was as usual par-

ticularly tempting was served, and the augmented attendance gave It the
appearance of a jovial social gathering. At 7 :30 the meeting was called

to order by President Benjamin Stoker, who announced that with the

object of giving to these meetings In the evening a social as well as

business character, the famous Kindling Wood Quintette, with John E.

Howes, accompanist, would open the session with some choice selections

of music, a feature unanimously approved, .\fter this special treat the

regular business was taken up. After the reading of the minutes of the

previous meeting, Amos Y. Leshcr. chairman of the Forestry Commission,
made his report. Thomas B. Hammer, chairman of the committee repre-

senting the exchange at the Atlantic Deeper Waterways convention, then

read an Interesting report on the work which Is being done In that direc-

tion, after which Robert C. LIppIncott gave the boys a little talk on

some of the experiences of the lumber business running back flfty years,

showing the wonderful advance made from the increased facilities In

this branch of Industry. His description of the old crude logging and
transportation methods of that time was very amusing. It Is the feel-

ing of Mr. LIppIncott that lumbermen as a rule are a broad, honorable

set of men. John E. Lloyd, president of the William M. Lloyd Company,
then aired some very sensible Ideas as to the right and wrong methods

pursued by the present day lumbermen, and made some Ingenious prognos-

tications as to how the lumber business may possibly be conducted In

the future. Mr. Lloyd possesses a teeming brain and his remarks were

received with applause. President Stoker announced with pleasure that

hereafter talks of this kind from the members and others would add to

the attractions of these meetings. Frederick S. Underbill, S. Ashton Bon-

der, John B. Llo.vd and Amos Y. Lesher were appointed a committee to

represent the exchange at the Fire Prevention Convention, to be held

In this city from Oct. 13 to 18. After a few more selections from the

quintette this meeting adjourned. The November meeting after the supper

In Griffith Hall, will be held in the exchange room.
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Plans for the Forest Products Exposition

A set of "Kiilcs anil Hoguhitlons" governing the Koivst rrodiu-ts

Exposition, to he held in the Coliseum at Cliicago next sprinn, has hecn

issued by George S. Wood, manager. This includes plans of the build-

ing, and suggestions for aiiiiortionment of spaee ; an outline of the class

of exhibits which will come wjlhln the scope of the enterprise ; and the

items of expense necessarily incurred by those who become exhibitors.

The exposition will open at 10 a. m. and close at 11 p. m. There will be

an adequate system of telephones. No gasoline, alcohol or other explo-

sives will be allowed in the building, and no smoking except as specially

provided.

A number of matters pertaining to the exposition were considered at the

meeting of (he committee at the Blaelistone hotel, Chicago, Aug. 1.

Mr. Wood presented a detailed estimate of expenses and probable

receipts, showing that with the amount of space available in both

expositions practically all taken, the exposition will be more than sell'-

sustaining.

A rate of .$1.00 per square foot for floor space was fixed Ijy the com

raittee. exhibitors to be assigned locations In the order in which their

applications are received, the management reserving the right to assign

such locations as may best suit the conditions.

A general admission fee of fifty cents will be charged. The experience

of most industrial expositions has shown the necessity of charging an

admission in order to control the character of the attendance and avoid

unprofitable overcrowding. Each exhibitor will be given one free ticket

of admission for every square foot of floor space controlled by him.

As the ITnited States Forest Service, whose participation is desired,

has no funds with which to provide for the same, it was decided best to

investigate the possibilities of securing a special appropriation, either

as an item of the Agricultural Appropriation bill, or as a separate

measure, to permit the Forest Service to make a creditable exhibit of the

many features of its work, which are of general interest to the people.

Favorable Report Northern Forest Fire Protective Association for

Early September

Thomas B. Wymnn, seen lary-foresler of the NortUi-rn Forest rroteotive

Association, offers a favorable report for Aug. 1 to Sept. 15. The report

states that while weather conditions have been as a whole favorable,

nevertheless the period has been characterized by a dry spell which was,

however, partially overcome by opportune rains. During this period

seventeen fires were reported, covering approximately 800 acres of land,

of which 680 were plains and slashings, and 120 acres second-growth

and sparse stands, mainly of pine. While 40,000 feet of standing timber

was more or less damaged by surface fires, there was no actual loss

sustained.

The result of the vigilance on the part of the wardens is seen in the

large number of applications for permits to burn brush.

One of the encouraging features of the association's work is that in a

number of instances fires have been reported to the wardens after having

been effectively put out by the party reporting the fire. This illustrates

that the efl:orts for co-operation with woods tr.ivelers are becoming

successfull. A few fires burned for a considerable time without being

discovered.

The matter of issuing camp leases, mentioned at length in the last

report, has gained considerable headway and is being generally discussed.

It is interesting to note that several land owners who had at first opposed

the plan have advised the oflice of change of attitude. The plan will

become effective within the next few hunting seasons.

The association has entered into an extensive campaign which will

provide suitable signs to guide the woods traveler into proper roads and

paths rather than keep him in the woods over night when it becomes

necessary for him to light a camp fire. This greatly reduces the number

of camp fires, and hence the risk of forest fires resulting from them.

Uegarding slashings, the report says that there is no safety to remaining

standing timber as long as the huge tracts of slashings are not cared

for. No satisfactory method of disposal has as yet been suggested, and

the timber owners are exceedingly lax in carrying out a definite system

of slash disposal.

If plans are properly laid and carried out, there is no doubt of the

feasibility of burning slash with safety to adjoining property. This,

however, entails supervision by a man expert in the work of slash dis-

posal, and the association offers to operators the best talent among its

wardens for this particular service.

The report also suggests two other uses, one being the destructive

burning of slashings in retorts, with the Idea of saving the ash and

its by-products. Another is the use of this material in the production

of brown paper, for which purpose it is not necessary to remove the

bark, and hardwoods can be utilized as well as the softwoods.

With the Trade

Memphis Concern Opens Chicago OSace

The VandenBoom-Stimson Lumber Company, prominent in manufac-

lurin" and wholesale circles of Memphis. Tenn.. has just established an

1

oHice in Cliicago which will be occupied by its northern representative

and salesman, E. K. Odle. This concern manufactures and does a whole-

sale business in a variety of southern hardwoods and makes a specialty

of quartered oak for the manufacture of which It Is unusually equipped

as to experience. The stock which Mr. Odle will have to call upon will

be an unusual guarantee to the trade, whlcli he will solicit, as far as

satisfaction is concerned.

Mr. Odle has had a varied and extensive experience in the lumber field

and is well qualified to handle this business. He will cover Illinois, Wis-

consin, .Michigan, and probably later will enlarge his territory covering

more of the northern district.

The now offices of the VandenBoom-Stimson Lumber Company will be

at 1608 Gibbons building, the new building adjacent to the Steger build-

ing, on .Tackson boulevard between Slate street and Wabash avenue. The
company's telephone number will be Harrison 2962.

H. F. Arnemann Starts for Himself

II. 1'. Arnemann has since the inception of the company been in

charge of the veneer department of the Hardwood Mills Lumber Com-
pany, Alonadnock building, Cbicago. This concern handles northern and

southern hardwoods in a very successful way and is considered one of

the leading concerns in the local trade. Mr. Arnemann had entire charge

of the veneer department and handled the stock from several large

veneer mills. A week ago he severed his connection with the Hardwood
Mills Lumber Company after due consideration and opened an office for

himself at D22 Monadnock building. This change in policy will entirely

separate him from his former business connection although he will

probably handle about the same stocks that he has been handling in past

years. Mr. Arnemann simply believed, as have a great many other men
in the past, that he could better his position by taking up his work on

his own responsibility. The change is in no way an indication of any
lack of harmony between him and his former business associates. Hahd-
wooD Record joins with Mr. Arnemann's many friends in the local trade

in wishing him every success in his new venture.

Furniture Plant Moves to Little Rock
F. K. Slimmer of F. R. Slimmer & Co., Chicago, has recently closed a

contract with A. C. Read, president of the Factoria Land Company, by the

terms of wltich the Slimmer company will soon erect two large factory

buildings in the new Factoria addition to the city of Little Rock. The
buildings will each be 120 feet by SO feet, and will afford more than 20,000

square feet of floor space.

F. R. Slimmer & Co. plan to move their entire plant from Chicago to

Little Rock as soon as the new buildings are made ready for occupancy,

which will be within ninety days. They will make various kinds of

cabinets, giving special attention to the manufacture of kitchen cabinets

and bookcases.

Mr. Slimmer, who has had several years of practical experience in this

line, gives as his chief reason for coming to Little Rock that his operating

expenses will he much less than they are at present. According to his

estimate the company will make a saving from this source alone amounting
to $."iOO per month, and then he figures a great saving on the cost of

material. At present he is paying ,$2 to $4 per thousand more for Arkan-
sas woods in Chicago than he will have to pay for the same here. This
is the first concern to be secured for the new Factoria addition.

The board of governors of the Chamber of Commerce has long since

realized that Little Rock is destined to become one of the largest furni-

ture manufacturing centers in the South. Its geographical location, its

tributary territory and its closeness to the largest hardwood forests In

the United States are bound to make Little Rock in time one of the leading

woodworking centers of the country.

Large Mills Being Installed

The Tidi'water l.nmber Company and the Currier Lumber Corporation

have built two sawmills and two stave mills in Wise county. Virginia, and
the Indian Creek & Pound River railroad is being extended six miles

across the Kentucky border into Virginia to furnish an outlet for the

product of the mills. The region is rich in valuable hardwoods which will

soon be brought within reach of market.

Winter's Work to Begin
The new Dells Lumber Company at Eau Claire. Wis., is ready to begin

the w inter's work and the mill will soon start cutting both hardwoods and
softwoods. The logs have been coming in for some time. The company
.saws whatever comes in, but it makes a specialty of Wisconsin birch. The
mill has been shut down for some months.

Uses of Lands in Italy

Italy's total area is 70.820. IDT acres apportioned as follows: Un-
productive 7.4 per cent, tilled land 45.4, pasture 25.6. vineyards and
orchards 4.9, forest 10.2. This leaves 7.4 per cent unaccounted for, and
it probably consists of water surface, towns and cities, and the rights

of way of highways and railroads.

Koreans Planting Trees
The almost treeless condition of Korea is rapidly changing under Jap-

anese supervision. The natives have been taught tree planting and
have carried It on with so much industry that many of the formerl.v

barren hills are being covered with young growth, and large tracts

of unproductive land are increasing in value.
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Building a Band Mill in Virginia

A single-band mill iind ten milis nf stiindanl ^niigo railroad aro among
the Improvements aiiiiouncod lor Itio imiiicdiate fvituii' by the MUlboro
Lumber Company, near MllllHini. Va. The eompany was recently Incor-

porated with ?r>0,000 capital. The mill will have Its own electric light

plant and waterworks. This company's officers are J. M. Murdock, presi-

dent : E. B. Murdock, treasurer : II. B. Murdock, secretary and manager,
all of Johnstown. I'a,. which Is thi' company's office address.

Dry Kiln Man Killed

H. E. Wofford. proprietor and manager <>( tin' Emerson Dry Kiln Com-
pany, New York City, was killed instantly In an automobile accident

near West I'olnt. N. Y.. on Aug. 11*. lie was on a business trip and
was running the automobile which he had owned but a short time. Two
boys found the wrecked machine and the vli'tim at the bottom of a

clIfT.

H. E. Wofford was born at WooiIrulT, S. C.. forty-three years ago. He
began In the business of manufacturing dry kilns under the direction of the

late R. B. Andrews who was manager of the Emerson company. When
Mr. Andrews retired Mr. Wofford succeeded him at the head of the busi-

ness, which under his management Increased steadily. His long con-

nection with the Emerson company made him very well known 1o the
lumber trade of the eastern states.

The business of the Emerson Dry Kiln Company will be continued as

formerly n-lth Wm. Limperf as manager, Mr. I.inipcrt has been with
the company for twidve years.

The reports of the unfortunate occurrence did not give the name of the

deceased and this, and the fact that Mr. LImpert left at once to accom-

pany the remains to Woodruff for burial explains why the trade press

were not informed of the ac<-id<-ni.

New Mills in Mississippi

Operations are under way for the tree tion of <;. B. Merrill & Bro's new
mill at Lake, Miss. The mill when completed will consist of two separate
units, one for ptn.e, the other for hardwoods. One side of the mill will be
in operation in December, the other side later. At Meridian, Miss., the

Usher Brothers have begun the erection of a planing mill with a capacity

of 100.00(1 feet a day. It is part of the plan to build a hardwood mill,

also to take care of hardwood stunipage recently purchased.

Will Inspect Greenheart Timber
Clayton D. Mill, who until recentl.v was an expert on wood structure in

the Forest Service, has gone to South America to inspect greenheart timber

which has been bought in British Guiana for construction of lock gates at

Panama. It seems that some doubt arose whether all the timljers offered

were genuine greenheart or something else. It is said that a number of

trees pass commercially as this wood which are quite different from it.

Mr. Mill's mission to the forests where the logs are cut is to protect the

government in its purchases by separating the true from the spurious
greenheart. He is both a wood technologist and a botanist, and it will not

be very easy for the timber contractors in Ouiana to put anything over

on him.

A Wisconsin Timber Deal
One of the largest lumber transactions in Wisconsin in recent years

was consummated when the Charles W. Fish Lumber Company of Elcho
took over the holdings of the estate of ,Tohn S. Van Nortwlck. The hold-

ings consist of 4.000 acres of the finest timherland In Langlade county.

Some of the best hardwood tlml>er in the county is located on these lands,

which are accessibly located, and most of the forties can be logged without
the expense of building a railroad. The Fish company purposes to

operate several big camps and cut from 30.000,000 to 3.5,000,000 feet

within the next ten or twelve .vears. A large portion of the timber is

hardwood. It will be shipped to the Elcho mill to l)e manufactured into

high-grade lumber. The deal included the Sherry mill site at Koepenick.

The purcha.se price was around .fGO.OOO. The sale was the largest since

the Chicago and Northwestern land was sold to the Oconto Compan.v.

The Fish company recently completed a modern hotel at Elcho. It is

heated by steam, lighted by ele<-tricity. and has rnuninir water.

Wisconsin Concern Expands
The Wisconsin Woodworking Comfiany, recently noted as being incor-

porated at Two Rivers, has consummated a deal whereb.v it acquired the

property of the Two Rivers Manufai turing Company. The Two Rivers

Manufacttirlng Company was founded by .-Mdricli, Smith & Co. in 1857,

which was succeeded in ISOO by Mann Brothers of Milwaukee. The plant

grew to Immense proportions under the management of the latter during

nearly half a century. About eight years ago the concern got into finan-

cial difficulties and the creditors unsuccessfully tried to operate the plaut.

.T. F. Conant, lately interested In a woodworking plant at South Milwaukee,

leased the plant from the receiver aliout six months ago and began opera-

tions with twentv-flve employes. .\t present about one hundred men are

f-niployed. Mr. Conant and Two Rivers parties have now organized a new
company and have acquired the properties of the defunct concern. The
products will be palls, tubs, wooden specialties and baskets, the latter a

nr-w addition !>nt familiar to Mr. Conant, who was formerly engaged in

that line.

' WiU Move Their Mill
The Van's Harbor Laud anil Lumber Couiiiauy Is reported to be about

to move Its mill from Van's Harbor to Ironwoml. Mich., where a large
trait of timber was ri'cently purchased. Fourd'en thousand acres of this

eomiJany's llmlier was ri ntly purehawd by the Connors & .McCalTerty
Logging and Cedar Company. The conslderatb>n Is said to have been
?100,0O0.

Large Timber Tract Purchased
A tract of T.'i, 000,001) fei'l of hemlock and hardwood timber in the

Ontonagon valley, near Ontonagon, Mlib.. has been purchased by John M.
Thompson. Menominee, and Frank A. Spies, Detroit. Mich., who compose
the Spies-Thompson Lumber Company, .Menominee. The timber Is of

virgin growth and is conieded to be very fine timber. The company pro-

poses to build a railroad to log the same and ship the logs to Menominee.
The transaction will provide enough logs to prolong th'- life of the Spies-

Thompson mill for several .venrs. The price paid Is said to have been
.'52.-)0,0OO.

To Operate New Spoke Factory
.\n additional spoke factory will soon be In operation near Strongs,

Miss., under the management tif the I'ookvilb- Ven.'er Company. The
machinery for tile plant Is about ready to set In plai-i-. The product will

consist wholly of automobile spokes. The company has a spoke mill which
has been at work some time, and the new- installation will •.nally Increase

the output. 'I'lie head office is at Cookville. Tenn

Stack Lumber Company Incorporated
The stack Lumber Company has succeeded the Escanaba Lumber Com-

pany, which concern for .vears operated a mill at Masonvllle, Mich., and
maintained its headquarters at Escanal)a. About two years ago the

plant of the Escanal)a Lumber Company was destroyed by Are and since

that time the company has been dormant as far as active operations are
concerned. The new concern has the same officers and stockholders

as the Escanaba Lumber Company, namely : President. John K. Stack :

vice-president, J. K. Stack, Jr. : treasurer, Richard B. Stack : secretary,

Henry M. Stack : assistant secretary. William J. Casey.

. The company has increased its capital stock to $l.r>00.0(iO. $1,000,000

of which is common stock and S.'iOO.OOO preferred, the latter being owned
by John K. Stack, who made a cash investment of J.IOO.OOO in the

business.

Plans are being perfected undfr which a double band and double resaw
or a double band and gang mill will he erected at Pike Lake or Mason-
ville. The company owns an excelleni mill site on the Little Bay de

Noquet at Masonvllle and at the latter |)oint also owns a hardwood
flooring factory which, however, has iH'en shut down for some little time.

The Stack Lumber Company owns approximately IIO.IIOO acres of lim-

berland in northern Michigan and fifty-five miles of standard gauge rail-

road running into the timber. It is planned to erect a planing mill in

connection with the .-awiuill and possibly a chemical plant will be

erected at such lime as it is demonstrated that It can be run success-

fully.

Opens Yard in East for Pacific Coast Woods
A. C. Dutton of the .\. C. IMitton Lumber Company. Springfield. Mass.,

has closed a deal for a tract of land in Poughkeepsie, N. Y.. which he

will convert into and use as a wholesale dlstrlbnting lumber yard. It

is the plan of the company to equip the premises specially for carrying

a large assorted stock of Pacific coast lumber and shingles. This new

venture is a direct result of and In anticipation of what the Panama
canal will mean in the matter of handling Pacific coast lumber In the

eastern and New England territories. Work on the premises Is now

being done and the yard will he ready for operation with the opening of

the canal. The property has ttn« area oi about twenty acres providing

space for storing upwards of twenty-five million feet of lumber. It has

a frontage on the Hudson river of about 2,000 feet with ample docks

and deep water which will take care of the heavy draft vessels. The

purchase price and Improvements now under way and contemplated rep-

resent nn Investment close to two hundred thousand dollars.

West 'Virginia Plants Completed

The Suthlll Lumber Couipanys mill ai Marsdeu. W. Va.. has been com-

pleted and has commeiicecl op. rations S.v.ral mil.s of logging roads have

Ix-en constructed and two trains a day will supply the mill with logs,

A large mill near Albrlgbt.s. W. Va., owni'd by Wilson 4 Calley, has been

finished and will soon b.- In operation cuttin:.- a lara.' l««dy of limber

located on the Clieat river in Preston county.

Panel Company Increases Flaut

The Frost's Veneer Sealing Company. Ltd., Sheboygan. Wis,, widely

known as manufacturer of railroad and depot seatlngs, sc'tlees. car •ell-

Ings, chair scats and all kinds of built-up veucied wood, announces that

Its new warehouse, while not yet completed. Is undiT cov.'r and partly

occupied. Tlie constructiou of this building has Is'eu Boiui; on for some

little time, the company having planned to use It for storage purposes

and also for the housing of Its veneer driers, whllc> the frcuit |>art of the

lower floor will be used as a shipping room. The main structure' Is

00 X 180 fi'ct, being of two-story brick c.uistructicHi. wlill.- there is a

one-story lu-lck addition l-'M x 01 fe.t.
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Pertinent Information

Rates Equalized

A decision of tbc Inlei'staU' ('imiiuc rcr Commission i-pndci-fd lust week
ilctinitely settles the long stiiudiny lontroveisy between New York and
Boston relative to inland rates ou imports I'rom foreign markets. Tlie

commission's decision places tlie two ports on an equal footing as far as
western shipments on imports arc concerned.

Car Figures

statistical bulletin issued b.v Ibo .\merican liaiiwa.v Associal ion of

Chicago on Oct. 22 gives the usual car surplus and shortage figures on
the various roads of the country. According to the bulletin, the total

surplus on Oct. 15, 191S, was 37,198 cars as against a surplus on Oct. 1

of 41,994 cars. The surplus on Oct. 10, 1912, however, was but 22,810
cars. The total shortage on Oct. 35 of this year was 43,246, as against

shortage on Oct. 1 of 31.020. The shortage on Oct. 10, 1912. was 54,389.

A comparison of the figures for Oct. 1 and Oct. 15 of this year
covering both surplus and shortage would indicate a satisfactory increase

in the total volume of shipments, inasmuch as there was a decrease in

surplus amounting to appro.vimately 4,000 cars and an increase in the

shortage amounting to about 12,000 cars. On the other hand, according

to the figures presented, there is Indicated considerably less activity

during the early part of October, 1913. as compared to a similar period

in October, 1C12. as the total surplus increased by 15.000 cars from Oct.

10, 1912, to Oct. 15. 1913. and the shortage decreased by 11,000 cars.

This apparently untavorahle report is probably accounted for in a degree

by the more favorable distribution of shipments of farm products this

year than prevailed last year. It is not necessarily an indication of

slacking in trade but on the other hand can be taken as a favorable

Indication of better management and can be looked upon as comparative
proof that no serious car shortage will be felt this year.

Increased Railroad Rates Filed

Railroads l)elonging to the eastern and central freight associations

filed tariffs with the Interstate Commerce Commission on Oct. 14 and 15

proposing a flat increase of five per cent on all freight rates, except in

some instances, those on coal and grain. In accordance with an arrange-

ment between the railroads and the commissiou. the new rates were
filed by the closing of business on Oct. 15.

The proposed advances was at once suspended. In most instances the

roads themselves inclosed slips witli the tariffs voluntarily suspending

the increases until the commission shall have had opportunity to pass

upon their reasonableness.

Commissioner Harlan, who will have general charge of the proceed-

ings, has announced that he will endeavor to arrange for at least a pre-

liminary Iiearing about Dec. 1. It is improbable that a decision will be

reached before nest spring.

The roads proposing the increase number fifty-two, operating north of

the Ohio river, and the changes in the rates mount up into the tens of

thousands. The tariffs, representing an expenditure on the part of the

roads of about $300,000. have been forwarded to the commission by mall,

express and special messengers. In aggregate bulk there will be consider-

ably in excess of a half carload.

This action on the part of the railroads created no surprise. It was
well known that they intended to ask for permission to increase their

ratrs. on the grounds that they have not been making :>uoiigh money to

^arry on their business properly.

Old Bates Continue from Arkansas to Louisiana

J. H. Townshend. general manager ot the Southern Hardwood TratHc

Bureau, has just returned from Kansas City, where he went to attend the

hearing before a special examiner of the Interstate Commerce Commission
involving proposed increases in rates on hardwood lumber shipments from
points in Arkansas and Louisiana to destinations in Missouri, Illinois.

Iowa and Minnesota. The officials of the railroads which were a party

to the proposed advances and the Southern Hardwood Trafiie Bureau
reached an agreement whereby the old rates would prevail so far as all

members of (he Southern Hardwood Traffic Bureau are concerned. The
representatives of the bureau believed that they would be able to make
such a strong case against the proposed advance as to prevent its effective-

ness, but they did not contemplate such a complete victory over the rail-

roads as indicated b,y the foregoing. >Ir. Townshend was the principal

representative of the bureau at this hearing. The Baker Lumber Company.
George C. Brown & Co., the Fee-Crayton Hardwood Lumber Company and
several other prominent firms in Arkansas and Louisiana are the direct

beneficiaries of the compromise.

Building Operations for September
After the unfavorable report of .\ugust building operations, showing

a decrease of 33 per cent as compared with August last year, the report
of September building operations, shown in detail below, looms up splen-

didly. The statements from 69 cities received by The American Con-
tractor. Chicago, reach a total value of .$56,749,572, as compared with
$56,528,039 for Se|itembei-. 1912. The gain is less than one-half of one

per cent, when compared with a year ago, but the surprise is that there

is any gain at all. In 20 cities there are gains. The Duluth increase is 454
per cent; that of Grand Kaplds 490 per cent: while Troy distances all

'•ther cities by a gain of 1,355 per cent. Other cities making excellent

showings Include Spokane, 217 per cent ; Syracuse, 268 per cent ; Toledo,

100 per cent: St. Joseph, 104 per cent; St. Paul, 90 per cent; Philadel-

phia, rs per cent.

For the nine months ended September 30 the tabulation is encouraging.
Ueturns from 63 cities show that building permits issued during that
period totaled ,$583,349,016, compared with $586,670,736 for the first nine
months of 1012. This is a decrease of only 1 per cent. In detail the
Ugiires are as follows :

City— Sept. 191.S. Sept. 1912. Oain, Loss.
Akron $ 383,045 .$ 335,950 17
Atlanta 384,723 6«8,.')87 . . 32
Baltimore 808,237 669,760 21
Birmingham 242,099 470.262 48
Boston 853,875 2,145.755 . 60
Bridgeport 224,323
Buffalo 821,000 838,000 . . 1
Cedar Rapids , 258,000 330,000 . . 22
Chattanooga 50.120 53.815 7
Chicago >7,858,920 7,210,900 9
Cincinnati 870.188 699.340 24
Cleveland 1,949,545 1,379,315 41
Columbus 473,195 513.02.-. .. 8
Dallas 469.925 351.;;j.-i 34
Dayton 107,955 332,i;:;o .. 67
Denver 295,490 331,000 .. 11
Des Moines 127,750 139,150 . . 8
Detroit 2,056.856 1,841,800 11
Duluth 473.897 85,408 454
Evansvllle 211,632 181,271 17
Ft. Wayne 278,355 362,640 . . 21
Grand Rapld.-i 1,573,350 264,130 496
Harrisburg 88,800 101,050 .. 17
Hartford 369,421 437,530 . . Itt

Indianapolis 676,504 1,000,540 . . 32
Kansas City 676,695 969,774 . . 29
Lincoln 104,050 101,650 2
Los Angeles 1,748,665 2,310,617 . . 24
Louisville 297.170 330,970 . . 10
Manchester 161,015 147,386 9
Memphis 288,355 644,515 . . 55
Milwaukee 874,509 803,889 9
Minneapolis 1,449,660 1.211,075 20
Nashville 49,930 84,144. .. 41
Newark 561.526 708.625 . . 21
New Haven 243,880 325.765 . . 25
New Orleans 186,769 211,170 .. 11
New York-

Manhattan 6,386,568 7,735,740 . . 17
Brooklyn 2.405,750 3,290.823 . . 26
Bronx 621,096 2,020,815 . . 61

Total 9,413,414 13,047,378 . . 29
Oakland 456.424 839.440 . . 46
Omaha 414.580 476,050 . . 13
Paterson 64,215 126,119 .. 57
Peoria 142.245 244.680 . . 42
Philadelphia 4,363,955 2,798,700 56
Pittsburgh 1,434,790 1,343,749 7
Rochester 843,226 969,936 .. 13
St. Joseph 77,120 37,711 104
St. Paul 910,908 479,646 90
St. Louis 1,180,809 1,248,763 . . 6
Salt Lake City 142,937 226,375 . . 37
San Antonio 176,128 151,592 16
San Francisco 2,273.723 1,783.145 27
Scranton 71,420 162,110 .. 53
Seattle 692,885 607,870 14
Shreveport 74,573 86,590 . . 14
Sioux City 100,085 126,970 .. 21
South Bend 60,028 60,725 . . 1
Spokane 679.116 214.515 217
Springfield 52,385 181,435 . . 71
Syracuse 1.437.103 390.820 268
Tacoma 167,842 282,840 .. 44
Toledo 672.489 336.605 100
Topeka 116,005 96,110 21
Troy 920,600 63,280 1,355
Washington 740,886 841,127 . . 12
Wllkes-Barre 133,053 175,298 . . 24
Worcester 404.619 666.902 . . 39

Total $56,749,572 $56,528,939 ....

Hearing on Louisville & Nashville Switching

The much debated question of the switching regulations of the Louis-

ville & Nashville Railroad in Louisville will be decided by the Interstate

Commerce Commission in the near future, as the taking of evidence has
been set for October 28 in Louisville. Lumbermen are particularly inter-

ested in the result of the case, which is being pushed by the Board of

Trade, nie Louisville & Nashville has refused to accept for switching

to industries on its lines cars originating from competitive points, or

which could have been delivered to the Louisville & Nashville at a junc-

tion point. This attitude is regarded as arbitrary, and shippers in all

line.~ hope that the commission will see fit to require an amendment.
Perfecting Fireproof Shingle

The Wisconsin I'orest Product laboratory at Madisun is conducting an
interesting series of experiments to make wooden shingles fire-resistant

as a solution of the inhibition against the use ot the ordinary shingle made
by a number of cities throughout the country. The question of fireproof

shingles is agitating the lumber trade and the finding of a commercially
available process will be of immense importance. The laboratory has suc-
ceeded in making shingles fireproof by the use of chemicals, such as sul-

phate of ammonia and phosphate of ammonia, and placing shingles In
solders and subjecting them to pressure, thus forcing into them these
fire-resisting substances. The laboratory has succeeded in producing a
fireproof shingle by this process at a cost of fifteen dollars per thousand
and is now workin<; on reducing the cost of operation.
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Giant Electric Clam-Shell Outfit

The city of New Wisinnnsicr. It. (
'., Ims iiuriliasiil an exceptionally

large 150horsepowir cliiiiic liuisi fm- opciailn;; n eliimshell bucket on a

derrick.

The hoist has three drums arranseil aecoriiing to the "waterfnll" type,

and Is also equipped with a Clyde Type A hull-wheel swinger. All drums
have elghteen-inch barrels, the middle drum and the' third being lagEed

to twenty-four-inch. All gearlns Is of east steel, the motor pinion and

Intermediate gears having cut teeth with special dust-proof caslngi All

drum gears are pressed on their shafts. Specifications call for a pull of

15,000 pounds at 250 feet a minute on a twenty-four-inch drum. Kach
drum is eipiipped with liiakc hand on the end opposite friction and also

A.\ U.NUSUAL ELECl'RK' IlulSl'.

with ratchet and pawl. The length over all. including swinging gear, is

twenty feet: width over bearings of hoist is sixty-six inches; weight of

hoist alone is 35,000 pounds. With operating system this is increased

to 3S.000. The 150-horsepower motor is a three-phase, sixty-cycle, 220

volts induction motor with outboard bearing bolted to bed extension. It

develops 720-700 revolutions per minute. The controller has a contactor

panel which automatically throws in the resistance, making it impossible

to start the motor above a safe speed.

In addition to foot-brakes, the hoist is equipped with the Clyde patent

automatic mechanical brake. This brake is mounted on the end of the

Intermediate shaft : its function is to prevent backward rotation of the

gearing in the event of an interruption to the current.

The outfit was made by the Clyde Iron Works of Duluth for Taylor

& Youug of 513 Pacific building. Vaninuvcr, i;. C. from whom ii was

ordered by the city of New Vi'estminsler.

Somewhat Primitive Conditions

The Turks and Caieos islands, a small group constituting a British colony

In the West Indies north of f^anto Domingo, do not present a promising

outlook to business men who are seeking to extend trade in that quarter.

Though the colony contains several thousand inhabitants, a recent report

says "'no building is in progress." There are no hotels, barber shops,

dentists, running water, gas works, telegraphs, telephones : no cattle, onl.v

an occasional horse, few wheeled vehicles, except wheelbarrows. There is

no fruK. no vegetables, no fresh meat, no coal, no ice, no fuel. The report,

which is made by I'. S. Consul Charles Korman, who is statiened on the

Islands, adds. "The islands are not prosperous." The only industry is

«alt making by evaporation of sea water by sun heat. The white in

habitants number 2.S0 : the others are negroes.

Ozark Cedar for Germany
Cedar from the fizarks is not only going into pencils used in .\mcrica.

tut the wood is being sent to Kurope in large quantities for the making
of pencils there. The mills of the American Lead I'l^ncil Company are

now making quite extensive shipments of cedar logs, properly seasoned

and dressed, for Hamburg, Germany. The logs are carefully hewn and

seasoned at the mills before starling on their voyage across the sea.

The cedar trees are cut on the vast tracts of that company's leased land

in Taney and adjoining counties of .Missouri, and also In northern

Arkansas. They are allowed to lie on the ground until well dried and then

are hft at the mill and after proper drying are sawed into shipping

lengths. They are then allowed to season in the drying rooms of the

mills until they can l>e shipped without danger of warping on their long

voyage. It Is usually two years between the time of cutting and the

time of arrival at Knropcan ports.

Contracts Should Be Signed
The Lumber Law liivlew has irequently called the attention of the

trade to the necessity of a sigmd contract in order to hold the buyer.
.\nd It should be borne In mind that where the saltsnmn calls upon n
customer and takes his unsigned order for a car of lumber, the contract
in Itself is Insulllclent to hold the buyer upon his redslon or refusal
to accept the goods, unless the latter has actually ncelved and accepted
the goods so sold, or paid some earnest money to bind the liarguln. This
rule of law had Its origin In the Kngllsh Statute of I'rauds and reads as
follows :

"No contrael for the sale of goods, wares or merchandise In the sum
of (the amount varies in different states) or upwards shall be allowed
to be good uuliss Ibe buyer shall actually receive and accept part of the
L'oods M) scilil c.r ;;ive something In earnest to bind the cdnliaei or in part
liaymenl m- uule^.; s(ime note iir menoranduni in writing of the contract
be made and Sli;Ni:ii HY TIIK I'AliTY Til lilC CILXKiiKK OU IlIS
a(;ent ini.Y autuokized."
rrom the above it will be seen that unless In.' buyer subsequently con-

lirms an unwritten contract, either In writing or by some act. such as an
actual acceptance of the goods or an act of ownership exercised over
them, the seller cannot enforce his contract of sale. The statuti> Is In

force in practically every state and has been nphi lil by the .superior

courts on many occasions.

A $30,000 Skidder

.$30,000 tor a log skidding tnacliine? Who bouaht such a niacbiueV

Who built such a machine? Why was it purchased'; Why was It

.built? Is such a log skidding machine a good Investment? Everybody
knows Francis Beldler, the president of the Santee Klver Cypress Com-
pany as a man that is always "from Missouri" and Is always wide
awake to new and improved machinery for logging or milling. He was
the buyer. The Lidgerwood Manufacturing Company was the builder.

The machine is not a new- development even. It is a duplicate in design

"f two that have Iieen in use t'or three years. That answers the ques-

-tK 1 1 II If.

dees pay ici iiivesi S.'io.otiii for an

I your lie.Ting problem Is at all

\ iiielui I Ihi' skidder Is shown

lions 111 tier llian .inythili^ els

overhead eabli«ay sklililer. pi

similar 10 M:. r.ei.ll. r s piobl.

here.

This is conUiionly known as the "llatlleship Skidder." It is really

two skidders in one; a duplex skidder. If you please. It has two Iwllers

and two engines and two cableways and a loading boom that swings

two ways. Some of the logs they lift with it weigh Iwenty tons each.

The cables each run out over a thousand fi'cl. They pull In whole

trees. The logs are lifted by a powerful loader and dropped on the cars.

These curs pass under the machine and Iwlween the logs supporting the

skidder. The timber Is In the swamps by the side of the Snnlee river.

The swamps are Hooded several times a year. To give a continuous

supply of logs at the mills. It was essential to build the railroad on piling

throughout the forests: build It high enough lo be higher than the

highest waler.—anil II paid. If It had not paid II would have l)eeD

changed louj UL-o. Many suggestions have been iiiade for cheaper aiipar-
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atus. 'J'licy hiivo all boi'U li-ii'il. Thiw have hcen discardi'd. TU.'

"Battleship Skidder" has wmi its place by sheer merit and the placlnt;

of au order by Kraneis Heldler for .fSO.UOu lor a linplii'alc. of ibose lie

had used Icir Ibree years, speaks voliinics,

Chicaso Wireless Station Contemplated
The Navy Department conlemplali's the ereetion of a powerful wireless

station at North Cbieaso to match Ihat at Arlington. Va., which is one of

the most powerful in the world. Its principal tower is 600 feet high, and
Its range under favorable conditions extends to the Pacific ocean and an
equal distance in all olher directions. It is understood that the contrail

has not yet been let for the Chicago station, but announcement that It is

In [onteniplaiicin w,-is made in Ihe ("unsular and Trade Kepurt of Oct. :;.

Press Comment on American Forest Trees

"rimber," published in London. Kn^i.nid. niakis the I'cillnwini; revii'W

of American forest trees :

Some months ago we mentioned Ibat a liook on .\mirii:in I'.insi Irees
was in process of preparation. This work, w'bleb iJinxrs tn dr n \. rv valua-
ble addition lo our library, was written by II. II Ciii-.n, il ilii.ir of
Uardwoou Ukimuii. and edited by Hu Ma.xwell. tlic ui.nl m ili/:ii i.m •Xpert.
The matter lonlained in rbe work has fnkni up . .iiivjiici;i|,i,. time of

both the author and editor lor nioie than .1 .|u;ni. ! ni a centur.\'. and has
been i.ssued more as a labor of Iovl- than wiili .nn . \]iritation that It will
constitute a source of pmiit. 'III. work is a- niaii . aud of such a prac-
tical nature that it will answ.T ivny luesiimi wuiih asking concerning
any type of American fori'si n. 1

jrowih, or the resultant lumber product.
The material on which iln \.ilniii. is based appeared in II.ardwoop

Record, of Cbieago. in a sni.- oi ,111 i. Irs beginning in I'.iO.j and ending
in mi:! .and des.riiili\ t ili. i..i.~i ir^-.s of tbis conniiv. More than
one hiHiili.-.i l.'.'i.lin.,- s|„., i..- v.iv Hhlu.l^-d in lie. srii..., ,oiis| ituting the
principal sour, IS oi III I h,i Ihe liiiir.i siaii- llh' |,rrsrnr volume
iui'ludcs all 111, s|,.a irs . I, 's,

i i i „ •,
) in flir scri.'s ,ii alii, lis. wiih a large

number of 1. ss inipoiiani uv, s add. d. i;ver.\ ii -iuii ui Ui. country is rep-
resented : no valuable tree is omitted, and the lists and descriptions are as
complete as they can be made in the limited space of a single volume,
and the work Is pi'actieal. simple, plain, and to the point. Trees as they
grow In the forest, and woorl as ii appc-ars at the mill and factory, are
described and di.seussid. riioi,,-i,i|iiis and drawings of trunk and foliage
are made lo tell as much ot in, ^i,>i\ as possible ,and the blocks are
nearly all from photoirrapbs mad, ~p, , lally for that purpose. Statistics
are not given a iilai-c for it was n,, pan of the plan to show the product
and the oniimi ,,i Hi, (,aiiiir\ s inills and forests, but rather to describe
the soiiri ,~ ,,i 111,,-,, |,i,nlti, 1- III, M,, - itiomselves. and indicate the fitness
of the \ari,,iis u 1- i,,i iiiaii\ ii-,~ file promiifcent physical properties
are descriU'd in laoiiiem, as m,,, as po.ssible from technical terms, and ,yet

with accuracy and cloam, ~~ 1 1, s, liptions Intended to aid in identification
of trees are given wiih -imiiliiiy and clearness, and brevity carefully
studied. The differeni iiaiii,s .,1 lommerclal trees In the various localities
where they are known, .iilirr as standing timber or as lumber in the yard
and factory, are included in ilie d.scriptions as an assistance in identifica-
tion. The natural ran;;.- of tlie for.st trees, aud the regions where they
abound in commercial c|iiantil'es, are oulliued according to the latest and
best authorities. Kstimates of present and future supply are offered,
where such exist that seem to be authoritative. The trees have .<een given
the common and the botanical names recognized as oflicial by the United
States Forest .Service. This lessens misunderstanding and confusion in the
discussion <if species whose common names are not the same in different
regions, and whose botanical iiam.-s are not agreed upon among scientific
men who mention or descrilie theiu.
The forests of tlie I'nited .states contain more than five hundred kinds

of trees, ranging in size from the California sequoias, which attain di-

ameters of twenty feet or more and heights exceeding two hundred, down
to Indefinite but ver.v small dimensions. The separating line lietween trees
and shrubs is not determined by size alone. In a general way. shrubs ma.v
be considen-cl sinaller tbao tic's. Imt a .seedling tree, no matter how small,
is not properiy .alb'il a slinili II is customary, not only among botanists,
but also ainooL' [h is,.iis who d<i not usually recognize exact scientific terms
and distinctions, to aiipiv th,- iiaiiie tree to all woody plants which pro-
duce naturally in their baliit.it me main, erect stem, bearing a definite
crown, no matter what size 1 hey may attain.

The commercial timbers of ib,, tnit.d States are divided Into two
classes, hardwoods and softwoods. Thi' division is for convenience, and is

sanctioned by custom, but it is not based on the actual hardness and soft-
ness of the different woods. The division has, however, a scientific basis
founded on the mechanical structures of the two classes of woods, and
there is little disagreement among either those who use forest products
or mannfaclure them, or those who investigate the actual structure of the
woods them.selves, as to which belong in the hardwood and which In the
softwood class.
The book, which is thoroughly well bound in dark green leather and

cloth, is offered at $6 net, prepaid, and is well worth the money. Copies
may be obtained by applying to II.mu.wuoh Kkiord. Chicago. 1". S. A.

Peanut Hulls and Sawdust
Lumbermen Interested In saving all mill waste that is possible, have

pushed sawdust wherever there seemed to be a chance of finding a mar-

ket for it One use was found in tin plate mills where sawdust is em-

ployed in cleaning the product. Now comes a Virginia peanut grower

with a preparation made of ground peanut hulls, and claims that he has

something better than sawdust for cleaning tin plate. Rran is sometimes
employed ffir tills purpose.

Shrinkage In Hardwoods
It is well known that some woods shrink much more than others while

seasonini;. Few show less effect of shrinkage than mahogany, few show
more of it than eucalyptus. Down in Louisiana some practical men have

been investigating the behavior of woods of that region and the con-

clusion seems to l)e that chinquapin oak (locally known as pin oak)

shrinks less thtin any other when used as axles for log wagons. Team-
sters frequently cut a green stick, hew it In shape, put the Irons on It,

and supply a broken axle. It never shrinks sufficiently to loosen the

Irons, according to the testimony of teamsters. Osage orange or bodark

is known as a wood that shrinks and swells very little. Wagon felloes

made of it stand so well that tires never become loose, no matter how

liot aud dry the climate may be. However, it cannot be said of any
known wood that it will not shrink and swell. All that can be claimed

is that some obt-y such changes in a much less or a much greater degree
than others.

Sawmills in Holland

The densely populated agricultural country of Holland is not a reglonl

where many sawmills or large lumber yards would be expected, yet accord-

ing to a late report by an American consul at Scheveningen there are
about ;i80 active sawmills In Holland, many of which have large lumber
yards. The motive power Is steam in most Instances, but not in all.

One lumber center which has twenty-five sawmills has six which are

operated by wind power, and nineteen by steau). Five thousand persons
in that country are employed by sawmills.

In 183."i there were only 417.071 acres of forest in Holland, but the
area had increased In 1910 to G42,96.j acres. All sandy soils, not worth
mucli for pasture ;ind field crops, are being gradually planted to com-
mercial timber. In spite of its small wooded area, Holland Is actually

exporting rather large quantities of its own timber to Belgium and Ger-
many for use in the mines, 'in 1911 the country exported 1,469,603 tons
of limber, equivalent lo approximately 730.000.000 feet, but it was not

all grown In Holland.

The Dutch are natural lumbermen. They were once the greatest timber
merchants in Europe. When they established the Manhattan colony (New
York) one of the first public enterprises was to build a wind mill to saw
lumber.

Turkey to Build Houses
Turkey is undertaking an important enterprise which may mean a

market for American lumber : but whether it does or not. It Is a move-
ment which will be watched with interest. The Balkan war drove many
thousand Turks from their farms in Macedonia and other European
provinces of the Turkish empire, and they fled into Asia Minor. Many
of them carried nothing with them, and are homeless and destitute.

Such things have often occurred in war. but generally the unfortunate
refugees have been left to shift for themselves. The Turks are about to

give a lesson In civilization which will be worth learning.

Large areas of vacant land suitable for farming l>elong to the Turkish
government. The refugees will be settled on these lands, and 40.000

.

houses will be built for them by the government. They will also be

supplied with jigricultural tools and oxen to enable them to begin life

over again.

The current reports that the Balkan allies depopulated large areas

of conquered territory seems to have pretty good foundation in fact.

Turkey would not build forty thousand houses unless they were needed.

Back to Wooden Sh:ps

Steel is getting Its bumps no less than wood, and the latest knock comes
from some of the shipowners of Australia. Along the coast south of

Sidney, where vessels are liable to receive rough usage on account of the
condition cf some of the harbors, the owners are seriously considering

going back to wooden vessels, and two have already been ordered. The
elasticity of wood enal)les ships of that material to stand rough usage

which will soon put a steel vessel out of commission. Wood may not be

so strong as steel, but in certain situations it will stand more.

A peculiar situation has come to light in connection with the contract

for building the wooden ships in Australia. It has developed that tim-

ber suitable for ships is scarce in that couutr.v and hard to get. This will

come as a surprise to most people, because it has generally been sup-

posed that If Australia had plenty of wood for any purpose, it was for

shipbuilding. A great deal has been written about the various elms,

mahoganies, teaks, eucaly-its, and numerous other hardwoods of that

country: but it seems that when enough Is wanted to lay Sown the keels

of a couple of ship,s, there is trouble in finding It. The Australian ship-

builders can take comfort in the knowledge that the t'nited States has
large amounts of the highest-class ship timber on earth and will gladly

furnish all Ihat may be needed.

What Is Legal Tender?
The London Timber Trades Journal lays down some simple rules as to

what constitutes legal tender, and the same rules will apply, with slight

modification, in this country, because the common law here Is about the

same as in England.

When a merchant. In attempting to settle an account for freight, as
to the exact amount of which there Is a dispute, has his check refused

and returned to him, or when the relations between the parties are such
that it is possible that a cheek. If sent, will be thus ignominlously treated,

the merchant should lose no time In making a formal tender of the
amount which he admits to be due. If the tender is not made, and the

shipowner brings an action for balance of freight, the merchant will.

In respect of the sum admitted due. have to pay the costs ot any suit

the shipowner day take. As to the form of the tender, and the manner
In which it shall be ac?onipli.shed, strict rules prevail. In the first place,

the payment must be of the whole debt. A tender may, of course, be
made of a larger sum of money than the amount ot the debt, but the
debtor must not demand change. In the second place the payment must
be in legal tendei. In each case the money must, of course, be in the

current coin of the realm. Having made up tlie requisite sum in this

manner, so that it will not be necessary to ask for change, and prefer-

ably accompanied by a witness, he will proceed to the .shipowner's office.
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or U already autborlzod to settle the frelgUt wltb his agent, then to the
shipbroker's office. Here It Is necessary that the money should be actually
produced, the law attaching much Importance to the production under the
quaint Idea that "the sight of it may tempt the creditor to yield." The
creditor may. however, dispense with the production ; but as the point
as to whether the conversation amounted to a waiver of production or not
is generally afterwards a cause of dispute, it is better not to leave such
a question open. Furthermore, the tender must be unconditional, and to
make a tender accompanied by a demand for a receipt in full is to in-

validate the tender. In one case a debtor said, "If you will give me a
stamped receipt. I will pay you the money, ' and he pulled out the
money as he spoke. The tender was, however, held bad for the condition.
VMiere a tender has been made and it is refused it should be noted that
it does not operate as a discharge of the debt, and the debtor must still

remain ready and willing to pay the debt. The effect of the tender Is to
put the pLiintitr in any subsequent proceedings in the wrong. "He is ex-
posed." says a notable legal writer, "as the litigious oppressor, while the
defendant stands forth as the virtuous citizen, who has all along been
ready and anxious to discharge his liabilities."

Old Wooden Water Pipes
For yi ars past old wooden water pipes have been dug up in various

parts of Loudon. They date from a period long before the employment
of iron for such pipes. The logs were bored, and preceded the modern
stove pipes. They are in various states of preservation, and it is pro-
posed to place samples in the British Museum. Some of them have come
down from the eighteenth century. It appears that they have not been
in active service for many years.

Looking Backward
On general principles then is not much to be gained by looking back,

but it is sometimes encouraging because it enables us to see how far we
have come. One of the earliest reports of the exports of forest products
from this country was that compiled in 1S06 by Albert Gallatin, at that
time secretary of the treasury. The whole report did not exceed a dozen
lines, and three of the items, constituting nearly half of the whole an-
nual exports, are not now listed as products of the forest. These items
were ginseng, ashes, and skins and furs. The complete list of exports
for that year was as follows.

Oak bark and other dyes $ 42,000
Ginseng 139,000
Xaval stores 409,000
Skins and furs 841,000
Ashes 935.000
Lumber, boards, staves, shingles, hoops, poles, hewed

timber, and masts 2,495,000

Total $4,861,000

Ginseng is still an important article of export, and it has yielded a

large income from the first up to the present. It has always gone to

<;iilna. The largest supplies have come from the mountain region between
New York and Georgia.

Skins and furs are still exported, but not as forest products. Ashes
have practically disappeared from the export trade. They were formerly
valuable for soap making, but now the demand comes from manufacturers
of fertilizers. The export of lumber has grown steadily from that time
till this, with occasional variations. The annual export of naval stores

is thirty times as much now as in 1806.

Red Gum in Syria

Red gum from Memphis. Tenn.. and other southern markets, is finding

its way slowly but somewhat surely into the cities of Asiatic Turkey,
where it is in demand for furniture making. Five months or more are

required for the delivery of the lumber after it is shipped. That is be-

' ause direct transportation is not to be had. Some of the lumber first

u'oes to Egypt where it passes through the hands of a middleman l>efore

it is forwarded to its destination, and other has a still more circuitous

route, and first makes the journey to Bremen or Hamburg, and from there

is transshipped to its destination.

The demand for furniture lumber in the cities of Syria is not large

but Is growing. Imports of ready made furniture are small. The na-

tives prefer to have the manufacturing done at home. Skilled workmen
are paid 8 ',2 cents a day in the furniture factories or shops. The climate

is dry and roads are very rough. Furniture will not stand many or dis-

tant moves. The principal demand for it is in the cities among the

better class of people. In remote country districts the small quantities

f furniture in use are made of native woods, but in the coast cities

I'-alers are anxious to use American woods.

Little Pianos Preferred

A trade report states that American pianos find an unfavorable market

in India, because they are built too large and high to make them popular

with local customers who belong chiefly to European migratory classes.

The main requisite for pianos in India is easy portability. Most of the

purchasers are officials connected with the Indian military and civil

service and members of the foreign mercantile community, very few of

whom have Intentions of permanently residing in the country. Such per-

sons are frequently obliged to shift their residence in accordance with

instructions they may receive almost any time. Naturally, therefore,

they prefer pianos which can be moved about without undue expense
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or damage and which could also meet with a ready sale in case of leaving
the country altogether. Such persons consider pianos not as Investments
as they often do in other countries, but only as temporary means ofamusement. The pianos desired are the cheapest makes possible con-
sistent with good tone, and no pianos arc wanted which are more than
four feet high.

Tupelo Flooring

Another bit of evidence to prove the merit of tupelo for durable floor-
ing in exacting situations is contained In a recent letter from Place
Bros., dealers in wholesale lumber, in Boston. ITiey say : "You may be
interested to learn that this floor has not changed shape since it was laid
three years ago; that It has withstood the wear In a retail lumber yard
oflSce

;
that it takes a nice polish and appears satisfactory. The entire

floor was absolutely clear of knots and stain."

Soap from Horse Chestnuts
The soupy nature of the kernel of the horse chestnut has led investi-

gators to search for a way to utilize It in removing dirt and grease from
textil'S. Several methods of extracting this soapy substance have been
patented. The kernel is said to contain about 6.6 per cent of a pale
yellow oil similar to almond oil. After this has been extracted the residue,
treated with diluted alcohol, yields an extract containing about flfteeii
per cent esculic acid, a saponaceous substance that has excellent lathering
and cleaning properties. Profitable uses have also been found for other
parts of the horse chestnut. The shell is rich in tannin, and may be
used in preparing an extract for tanning leather. The material left after
the oil and soap have been removed can be made into a white starch.
When treated with cold water to remove the bitter taste it is suitable for
food.

American Saws in Australia
Some of the Australian woods are nearly as Lard as bone and where

such timbers are handled, it is useless to equip a sawmill with any
saws except the best. Little appears to have been said in this country
on the subject of breaking into the Australian market, but American
manufacturers have not been idle, as may be judged by a protest lately
made in England that the saw market of Australia is being captured by
Americans. The lOnglish naturally feel that the Australian market ought
to belong to the home country : but the only way to bold a market Is

to give better goods or lower prices than competitors. When the Ameri-
cans not only furnish better saws than ail rivals, but at lower prices
also, it becomes a hard game to beat.

A London paper comments on the situation, and offers the following
advice to English saw makers

:

"With all due deference to the makers of American saws. Sheffield pro-
ductions can well hold their own. There is, however, one thing that we
should like to impress upon members of the trade in Sheffield—that the
Americans generally are very progressive as regards finding business : they
know the benefits of advertising, and that sales of goods on their merits,

though steady, are not so quick as when pushed by the catchy advertise-

ment and the energetic man of the road. The words Sheffield steel have
a true ring about them. .Tnd are known the world over, but it does not
necessarily follow that the world will run to Sheffield : the town must
sustain its reputation by advertising and by continuing to send its ambas-
sadors of commerce throughout the world."

Utilizing Sanding Dust
It would seem that the fine sanding dust resulting from the manufac-

ture of handles, wagon stock, etc., should find some profitable use. Users

of wood flour say it is not suitable for their purposes, as it is too hard
and coarse. Manufacturers of dynamite and of linoleum use considerable

quantities of wood flour but to meet their requirements the flour must be

extremely fin(S (200 mesh) and madi' from a light, absorbent wood, such

as spruce or pine.

Wood flour for use in making marblelzed fiber, however, need not com-
ply with such exacting standards, and it is possible that the sanding

dust of hardwoods might be used for this purpose. Manufacturers of

such products claim that they have tried wood flour made in this coun-

try and find It unsultcd to their needs. There Is reason to believe that

they obtained an especially low-grade prcKluct and it seems that no valid

reason exists why we should have to import this material.

One use for hickory sanding dust Is for polishing jewelry, but, of

course, the amount consumed is very small. Another use that offers good

opportunities is in making floor cleaner. Fine sawdust as well as wood
flour Is used in making this product.

Harvesting Ties in the Ozarks

The St. Louis Globe Pomocrat in a r.ccnt issue contains a rather Inter-

esting story of the evolution of the tie In the Oznrk mountains. This

well-written article describes the process of cutting out the ties of both

the sawed and hewn variety from the rugge<i mountain country In the

Ozarks. According to the report, the buyers and Inspectors estimate that

Missouri will market 4.000,000 or 5.000,000 ties this year. The Ozark

ties are of black oak. while oak and pine, and are coming by river and by

wagon from the various towns along the Ozark mountains. The drive

is Just ending at Van Buren. Mo., which brought out about 150.000 tics

from the head-waters of the Current river. With those the town of Van
Buren will ship about 500,000 ties for use on the Frisco and Iron

Mountain railroad this year.
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In describing tbo process of cutting them out tlie article says that they

are cut and then hauled or "snaked" to the river banlc and piled waiting

to be cast into the river. Then when the drive commences the inspectors

and buyers rheck t'le ties. They are branded with the buyer's mark, the

seller's mark and the cutter's mark, a painted circle, a cross, an initial

or an odd-shaped figure at the end. As the drive nears the tie pile

a chute from the bank is leveled off. In some cases these chutes are

on a sroiit level, one being 400 feet from the log pile to the river. The

key log is knocked away, and the ties slip down a chute and hit the

water, either floating free or dumping on some shoal or other obstruction.

Prices ranging from thirty to thirty-eight cents are paid for ties on

delivery at Van Buren, Mo. When they are bought on the river Ixink an

allowance is made for driving charges and the purchase price Is from

five to fifteen cents less. About 2,700 ties are used to the mile on

ordinary railroad construction.

Still Plenty of Timberlands In Northern Michigan

A report containing a map of a portion of Wexford country. Mich..

prepared by an employee of the Michigan Hardwood Manufacturers'

Association, sliows that the timberland area patrolled by this one man

covers 120,000 acres. Of this .SO,000 acres are still uncut and are

owne<i by a lumberman.

Austrian Government Sells Ties

The government of Austria soils 1,500,000 ties annually, which ties are

cut and finished up in the National forest reserves. The practice in the

United States is well established of selling standing timber and down-

timber on the forest reserves. It would seem thai the example offered

by the administrators of the .\ustrain National forests might possibly be

followed here with profit.

Jamaica's One Sawmill

An American firm has built a sawmill in Jamaica which will soon

begin operations. This is the only sawmill on the island, ami it will

have a capacity of 10,000 feet of lumber and from 5,000 to 10,000

shingles a day. The mill is located at St. Margaret's bay, seven miles

.from Port Antonio. It is proposed to saw mahogany (Stcientenia mahay-

oni), Spanish or West Indian cedar (Cedrela odorata), mahoe (Hibisctis

elatus), greenheart Ifiloanea jamaicensisi, bullet (Dipholis montana), satin-

wood (Fagara flavaj, ebony (Bri/a evenus), and lignum-vitae (Chuaiacum

O0cinale}, for export and local consumption. To meet local demands

for lumber for building purposes other timber may be sawed. Shingles

will be made- chiefly from cedar. As there is not much timber in the

immediate vicinity of the mill it may before long have to depend on tim-

ber brought by the railroad to the station, quite near the mill.

This mill offers to cabinet makers and furniture manufacturers in the

United States an opportunity to test the value of some of the fine woods

of Jamaica.

Hardwood 'News Notes

< MISCELLANEOUS >•

The B Line Furniture Company of New York City recently became a

bankrupt.

It Is announced that the Bohon Buggy Company will start business at

Harrodsburg, Ky.

The Dione Lumber Company of Bristol. Tenn., was recently incorporated

with $15,000 capital stock.

0. H. Keller Chair Company of Marion, Ind., has been succeeded by

the Marion Chair Company.

The Rush Box & Furniture Company of Hawkins, Wis., has increased

its capital stock to $35,000.

The Fletcher Manufacturing Company recently began the manufacture

of furniture at Nashville, Tenn.

The Kingston Wood Work Company of Kingston, N. Y., recently filed an

involuntary petition in bankruptcy.

The Jasper Furniture Company of Jasper, Ind.. recently changed its

name to the Jasper Desk Company.

The Champion Wagon Company has been incorporated to do business

at Owego, N. 1'., with $25,000 capital.

The Acme Wood Work Company has started business at New York City.

This company is incorporated with $6,000 capital.

The Moreland-Rix-MeCreight Company of Pittsburgh, Pa., recently

changed its name to the Rix-McCrcight Lumber Company.

The Freeport Casket Company of Freeport, 111.', recently was placed in

bankruptcy. W. B. Horlocker has been appointed receiver.

The Ovid Furniture Company of Ovid, Mich., has sold out to the Kirk-

ham-Matson Manufacturing Company of Grand Rapids, Mich.

The Keystone Lumber Company of Scotts Hill, N. C, has been incor-

porated with a capital stock of $50,000 to manufacture lumber.

'Xhe Rex Lumber Company is the style of a concern recently formed to

do business at Washington. N. C. The company has $50,000 capital.

The Sutton Folding Crate Manufacturing Company has been incorpo-

rated at Sutton, W. Va. The company has a capital stock of $50,000.

The J. R. Wilson Lumber Company, Hendcrsonville, N. C. has been in-

eorporate<l with $25,000 capital stock by E. E. Alexander and J. R. Wilson.

The Ilinkley Handle Company is organizing at .\hinson, Mich. The
company will have a capital stock of $30,000 and will manufacture broom
handles.

It is reported that a plant will he built at Hickman. Ky.. by the Erie

Basket Company of Lamington, Ont., to manufacture handle blanks,

veneers and baskets.

The Elgin Silo Company is the style of a recently incorporated silo

manufacturing concern which will operate at Elgin, 111. This company
has $100,000 capital.

The Templeton Lumber Company has been formed at Upland, Ind., by
L. A. Prlckett, F. C. MiUef and Ethel M. Miller, directors. It has a

capital stock of $12,500.

The Beardslee-Graham Show Case Company with a capital of $20,000
has been formed at Seattle. Wash., the directors being W. J. Graham,
W. S. Beardslee and Frank Lanning.

A hardwood plant, including sawmill, box factory, and veneer machinery.

will be built at Helena, Ark., by the Chicago Mill find Lumber Company.
The plant will be located on a site of 100 acres.

At Bridgeport, Ala., a new spoke concern has been incorporated under
the name of Bridgeport Spolie Works, with G. W. Williams and others as

Incorporators and with a capital stock of $10,000.

The announcement is made that the Morgan Lumber Company of Jack-

sonville, Fla., contemplates the establishment of four or five sawmills to

manufacture the timber on 30,000 or 40,000 acres.

The R. P. Walsh Tie & Lumber Company has been organized at St.

Louis, Mo., with a capitalization of $100,000. The incorporators are

:

R. P. Walsh, George C. Griffith and A. C. Hopmann.

The Waynesvilie Lumber & Timber Company was capitalized at Waynes-
ville, N. C, with an authorized capital of $100,000, of which $10,000 has
been subscribed by C. Y. Mayo, J. H. Anderson and others.

The capital stock of the Southern Box and Manufacturing Company of

Birmingham, Ala., has been increased to $100,000. The product of the

concerns is excelsior, crates, boxes, and novelty woodwork.

The Wilson Cypress Company, I'alatka, Fla., has completed a planing

mill of iron, 90x200 feet, equipped with latest machinery, capacity of

60.000 feet a da.v, and expects to have it in operation very soon.

The Bernardin Timber Manufacturing Company at Kansas City, Mo.,

has been incorporated with authorized capital of $300,000, and with J. M.
Bernardin, Henry Koehler and Thomas A. Currier as incorporators,

A new incorporation at Celina, O., is The Celina Hardwood Manufac-
turing Company. A. R. Hunter, J. C. Malan, J. E. Randabaugh, E.

Bourelle, B. A. Myers and Orel J. Myers are the parties at interest.

Incorporation papers have been issued to the City Lumber Company of

Buffalo, N. Y... capitalized at $10,000, the incorporators being George M.
Stone, Jr. of Buffalo, Fred Degan, Lockport. N. Y., and Paul Heinrieh.

The Paiatka Veneer Company, Palatka, Fla,, Wolfonden Brothers, man-
agers, began operations Oct. 13, with thirty employes. Its entire out-

put of orange box material, 5,000 boxes per day, is under contract for

the coming year.

The Big Creek Lumber and Timber Company has been incorporated with
$25,000 capital to carry on a general lumber and timber business at

Wirmsboro, La. The incorporators are E. A. Enochs, J. W. Lockridge rind

Eugene S. Enochs.

The Treas Lumber Company has been incorporated at Benton, Ky., by
Charles Treas. Aberdeen, Miss., Cliff Treas, G. G. Treas, Trentie Treas,

T. F. Treas and Guy Treas of Benton, and Mary E. Klotz of Memphis.
The capital stock is $17,500.

Incorporation papers have been secured by the Coldwater Timber Com-
pany of Huntington, W. Va. The business will be carried on in Martin
county. K.V., with a capital stock of $15,000. The concern is incorporated

by C. M. Roebig, C, R. Comor, W, H. Cunningham and .S.. B, and S. J.

Hyman.

< CHICAGO >.=

O. H. Burgoyne of Burgoyne Brothers, Hugo, Okla., spent several days
of this week on a business trip to Chicago.

The October number of the Blue Book, published by the National Lum-
ber Manufacturers' Credit Corporation, has just been received and offers

pi'oof of growth of that organization.

W. E. Trainer of the Trainer Bros. Lumber Company. Chicago, spent
part of this week at West Baden with his family.

E. .\. Lang of the Paepcke Leicht Lumber Company, and F. R. Gadd of

the Wisconsin Lumber Company, Chicago, attended the meeting of the

red gum manufacturers at Memphis, Saturday of last week. These two
men are prominent in the forwarding of the best interests of red gum.

Charles H. Mackintosh, advertising manager of the Clyde Iron Works,
Duluth, Minn,, was one of the distinguished* visitors to the trade early
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this week. Mr. Mac-klntosh mi.vs that his concern Is moctinj; wifli^if
excellent den.iind for it.s viirled line of i>rodiict, selling to loggers through-
out the country.

R. S. KelIoi;.g. secretar.v of the Northern Hemlock and Hardwood Manu-
facturers' Association. Wausau. Wis., passed through I'liicago on Tuesday
and Wednesday of this week, on his way to and from the meetlna of the
Michigan Hardwood Manufacturers' Association at Detroit.

Floyd nay of the Day Lumlwr & Coal Company, Clay I'ily. Ky., was in

Chicago on Oct. IC. stopping en route to New York.
A. B. (Jarrctt. the well-known lumherman of Fort Madison. Iowa, spent

several days of last week In Chicago on personal business.

R. S. Taylor and Shirley Taylor. .7r. of Taylor & Crate. Buffalo, favored
H.tRDwooD Record with a call on Oct. 13.

Hardwood Record acknowledges receipt of a handsome paper cutter
gotten out by Cobbs & Mitchell, Inc., Cadillac. Mich., and of a beautiful

bronze letter clip of excellent quality from the Mitchell Brothers Com-
pany, Cadillac, both of which are designed as advertisements of the

famous hardwood doorlng manufactured by these concerns.

E. Bartholomew of John B. Ranson & Co.. Nashville. Tenn., was in the
ilty on business several days of this week.
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Ilavenport & Ridley state that they arc getting In a good stock of
maple and basswood from Tcnnsylvanla this month and expect to have a
good stock this winter.

The destruction of the mill of Hamilton H. Salmon & Co. here will not
long curtail the activities of that Urm In this market. Manager F. T.
Sullivan states that the mill will be rebuilt. Qc is unable lo account for
the Are, which occurred after the mill was closed down for the day. The
loss amounted to about .?10,000.

Another mill Qre was that which damaged the plant of the Madigan
Lumber Company. Dunkirk, on Oct. 10, to the extent of $5,000. A large
part of the machinery was damaged and some of the stock was destro.ved.
The blaze was discovered in ih.^ inilin- room, from wlur» It 'nr^ad to the
mill.

=-< PHILADELPHIA y.

-<, NEW YORK y-
The Rice & Lockwo.ul I.imib.r Ciuiijany of Spriugiield. Mass., with

branch office in this city, lias made a connection with Mitchell Brothers
Company of Cadillac. Mich., whereby it will hereafter handle its output
of maple, birch and l)eech flooring in the state of New York east of

Syracuse.

Claiming that the practice of making free lighterage of lumber in New
York harbor was causing a loss of alx)ut 50 cents per thousand feet, the
Central Railroad of New Jersey has made a new regulation, effective

Oct. 1. discontinuing this service. ^

Lewis C. Slade. a former president of the National Wholesale Lumber
Dealers' Association, was a visitor in the metropolitan district during
the fortnight.

The Executive Committee of the National Wholesale Lumber Dealers'

Association met at headquarters on Oct. 18 and discussed the work of

the organization in its many departments. The Pridham case and the

western North Carolina freight rate case were given special attention.

The entire committee was present.

The Massee & Felton Lumber Compan.v. hardwood manufacturer and
wholesaler of Macon. Ga., has opened an office in this city. O. W. Bright-
man will represent the company in the general eastern territory and has
taken desk room with C. S. Powell, 1270 Broadway, to which address all

correspondence in connection with sales in this section should be sent.

The company has a large trade in the eastern buying country and it is

for the purpose of better serving its customers that the local office has
been established.

E. H. Vansant, head of the hardwood manufacturing operations of

Vansant, Kitchen & Co., Ashland, Ky., was in New York during the fort-

night in the interest of business.

L. L. Barth. who is identified with the Edward Hines Lumljer Com-
pany of Chicago, was among lumbermen visitors in New York recently.

He was accompanied by Mrs. Bartlf,

John Kaul. prominent lumberman of Birmingham, Ala., spent a few
days in this city last week with Mrs. Kaul. He had just returned from
a three months' stay abroad.

Arthur E. Day. for several years in charge of the New York office of

the Lumbermen's Credit Association, died early on the morning of Oct. 20
at Greenwich, Conn. Mr. Day was taken down with grip on Oct. 11 but
improved rapidly under treatment. About a week later he made an effort

to resume his business duties and suffered a relapse which led to heart
failure. Mr. Day was a man of long experience in the credit field and
was particularly successful in his management of the local Red Book
office. He was thirty-six years old and married.

=•< BUFFALO y
A. J. Chestnut recently made a trip to his hardwood interests in New-

Hampshire. He has a new timber tract in view there, but as yet has not
completed the purchase.

H. L. Vetter of the National Lumber Company left early this month for
a two weeks' vacation which he expected to spend In hunting and fishing
at Sodus Bay, N. Y.

M. M. Wall has been making a short business trip to Indiana, and J. B.
Wall has been visiting the mills In the South in which the Buffalo Hard-
wood Lumber Company is interested.

Anthony Miller states that the hardwood trade is dull. On this account
his yard is not receiving much lumber.

B. E. Darling has been in the South lately on a business trip. Blakes-
lee, Perrin & Darling say that while trade Is not very active, the mixed-car
busine.ss is quite satisfactorv.

H. T. Kerr is cutting logs In the Pennsylvania woods at St. Mary's,
where he has a large force of men at work. He expects to have a con-
siderably Increased stock of hardwoods this winter.
Hugh Stewart of Charleston. W. Va.. who has been looking after the

business of I. N. Stewart & Bro. there for the past four years, was a
recent visitor to the firm's Buffalo office.

Daniel B. Curll of the D. B. Curll Lumber Company says business is not
up to expectation, but by constant hustling the company manages to get
a fair share of orders. Weather conditions in Tennessee have been favor-
able, which has enabled it to keep its portable mills humming, but stocks
so far are not accumulating.

John W. Coles says business is about as good as could be expected, con-
sidering the many obstacles in the way of progress at this time : he con-
tinues unperturbed, however, as to a not remote betterment.

E. ^L Bechtel, sales manager ot William Whitmer & Sons. Inc.. reports
a modicum of trading right along. Buyers are still conservative and
sales are spotty. Tlie difiiculty in getting money hampers business at this
time.

It Is announced that the Arcade building. Fifteenth and Market streets,
will change its name to the Commercial Trust building. Among the
tenants of this building are Kirby & Hawkins Company, J. Randall
Williams & Co., Rayner & Parker. Woodland Lumber Company, R. T. Jones
Lumber Company, S. A. Clark and John Halfpenny.

J. W. Difenderfer of the J. W. D-fenderfer Lumber Company, who has
just returned from an extended stay at the mill in Tennessee, reports
business only medium. He thinks no decided advance is to be expected
until a harmonious .tdjustment of the currency agitation takes place
W. A. Jackson of the Jackson-Wyatt Lumber Company says although

business in the large cities has been slow the company is getting very
fair results in the suburban territory. Yards are not buying freely and In

most instances they are using up their stock, which will soon compel
them to replenish.

J. Elmer Troth ot the J. S. Kent Company reports business fair but of
a spasmodic character. Although there is nothing in sight to create
uneasiness, any decided improvement in trading is dubious before next
spring.

Eli B. Hallowel! of Hallowell & Souder says business has shown some
improvement of late ; orders are coming in and inquiries are multiplying
where cars are in transit and <^uick delivery is essential. Prices are
somewhat off.

Charles G. Blake, manager of the Babcock Lumber Company, states that
orders are small anvl hard to get, consequently more costly. Under these
conditions business is only fair.

T. F. Dalrymple of the Thomas E. Coale Lumber Company says business
has been very fair so far this year, but a slight falling off in sales of late

is noticeable. Thomas E. Coaic is absent on an extended tour of the
Middle West.

John J. Rumbarger is out of the John J. Rumbarger Lumber Company
and now associated with William Whitmer & Sons, Inc.

George M. Chambers, sales manager of the Kendall Lumber Company.
Pittsburgh, and formerly manager of the Philadelphia office, was pain-

fully injured in the recent wreck of a Pennsylvania railroad train en route

to Philadelphia.

A. J. Cadwallader has succeeded to the businsss of George F. Craig &
Co.. of which firm he was a member. He will carry on the business under
the style of A. J. Cadwallader & Co. Norman A. Perry, for some years
with Robert C. Llppincolt. is now associated with the firm. The business

of George Craig & Son continues as heretofore.

=-< PITTSBURGH y
The Ilamiltou I.iuiibi r Company leprnt^ iu luinlwood business in very

good siiape. I*'actory trade is fair and i»rlccs are good.

Secretary G. .^I. Chamln-rs of the Kendall Lumber Company has Just

returned from Donora, S. C. The Ki'ndall company lately took over the

big Donora plant formerly operated by the Flint. Irving & Stomr Company,
and also the Thornwood. W. Va.. plant of that company. Mr. Chambers
reports business first class and a good Iniiulry coming In from all sources.

The Pittsburgh Wood Preserving Company Is making a rapid hcadwaj
on its new plant at Reed Clt.v. Mich., which will be started late In the

winter. Its other two plants at Orrvllle. O.. and ConnellsvUle. Pa., are

running now with a capacity of about 500,000 ties a year each.

That Pittsburgh Is still probably the largest consumer of lumber in thi-

country Is shown by the fact that the value of the manufactured product

according to the last census Is $578,815,000. this being more than twice

the value of the manufactured products of Cleveland, Detroit or Buffalo.

and oviT fifty per cent more than the total of St. I.K>uls. according lo the

report Just Issued by the Pittsburgh Industrial Development Commlsnlon.
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Ttio Dawson rimip Mnniil':ictiii-lnj; Compan.v is nn'nnging to liiiilil .1 mw

plmit at Barnesborci, I'a.. to cost about $o(Xp.0UO and to rmplo.v ficnii ."iiiii

to 1,000 people at the start. Among those intercsird are Alloinry

William F. Dill anrt William MePherson of Itarnesboro.

J. R. Davis & Sons of Ursina. I'a.. will shortly start nil tint- oir a :;.iMin

acre Iraet of timber at Cleveland City, .just acros.s the Maryland line.

A six-mile single track railroad will be built to connect with the .lenningx

roud, which will let the company out to the B. & O. at West Salisbury. Md.
The American Lumber & ManufacturinK Company reports a spbudiil

call for oak bill stuff and ihiek ash. Manager Brown of this de|iaitiiiiiii

says llial piici-s arc linn and ili'iiiaiul is vrry satisfaelory.

FOREST PRODUCTS EXPOSITION
CHICAGO COLISEUM APR,30-MAY9,

iNEWYOI^ GIPD CENTl^RALACE >Lff2i-30

'

r. 1:. Breliw

of-town busine

er & t'onipany

in hardwoods.

innounee that they arc getting a fine out-

Shipments are very good and prices are

On the Following Stock

Prices for Pro
82.000' 2" No. 2 Common r<iplar.
10,000' 1>4' No. 1 & 2 Qtd. Poplar.
20,000' 1x24" & up No. 1 and Panel

Poplar
40,000' 3" No. 1*2 Poplar
15,000' 4

" X 18 to 30" No. 1 & Panel
Poplar

30,000' 4" X 7 to 25" No. 1 & 2
Poplar

35,000' 5/8 X IS" & ap No. 1 &
Panel Poplar

117,000' 6/4 S. W. & No. 2 Common
Chestnut

38,000' 1 I 12" & up No. 1 & 2
Chestnut

58,000' 1" No. 1 Com. Chestnnt
47,000' 5/4 No. 1 Com. Chestnut

We Will Make Special

mpt Shipment:
58.000' 6/4 No. 1 Com. Chestnut
3G.000' 8/4 No. 1 Com. Chestnut
28,000' 4/4 No. 1 « 2 Com. Chest-

nut
41,000' 5/4 No. 1 & 2 Com. Chest-

nut
69,000' 6/4 No. 1 & 2 Com. Chest-

nut
12,000' 6/4 No. 1 & 2 Red Birch
19.000' 8/4 No. 1 & 2 Red Birch
86,000' 3" No. 1 & 2 Red Birch
6,000' 4" No. 1 £ 2 Red Birch

21,000' 5/4 No. 1 & 2 Cherry
10,000' 8/4 No. 1 & 2 Cherry
88,000' 4/4 No. 1 Common Cherry
19.000' 6/4 No. 1 Common Cherry
10.000' 8/4 No. 1 Common Cher.ry

The Atlantic Lumber Co.
70 Kilby Street, Boston, Mass.

Grant T. Stephenson
Constructing Engineer

Wood Distillation Plants for

Utilization o£ Wood Waste

WELLS, MICHIGAN

O.C.GALLOWAY
Manufacturer of

Wagon, Plow and Chair Stock
From

Oak and Hickory
Solicit
tills class of material LlHrCllQOn, AFK.

-< BOSTON y-
The Curtis & I'ope Lumber Company, Boston, will build a brick mill and

garage on Southampton street in this city, which Is close by Its lumber
yard.

John Clary, for many years well-known in the lumber tiade of Boston,

died at his home in Cambridge, Mass., Oct. G, at the age of eighty-six years.

Mr. Clary has not been engaged in business for many years. For the past

three years he h:is been suffering from paralysis.

.T. R. Booth, a well-known Vermont lumberman, recently met with a bad
accident at the mill in Ottawa. The mill was destroyed by fire a few
weeks ago. The other day Mr, Booth visited the old plant and while there

a heavy timber fell upon him and as a result his left leg was broken,

together with other minor injuries. Mr. Booth is eighty-six years of age
and is one of the veteran lumbermen of Vermont.
The large mill of W. H. Champlain at Rochester, N. H., was recently

destroyed by fire. The power house and a smaller mill were saved, together

with considerable lumber on the yard and loaded on cars ready for

shipment.

It is reported that Stetson Cutler & Co. have purchased a controlling

interest in the Van Buren Lumber Company on the St. John river. It is

said that the new owners will not assume control until the fall of 1914.

Frank II. Oodfi-ey. son of L. X. Godfrey, a Boslon lumb*'r dealer, was
married Oct. 16 to Miss Anna Jerome Townstnil of .\lbany, X. Y.

=-< BALTIMORE >-=

Through the arrest of George Heintz the originator of a number of

fires in lumber yards and woodworking establishments that have occurred

during the past few months has been discovered. Heintz confessed setting

not less than eight fires and is suspected of several others. He said in

his confession that he bore no malice against the owners of the places

fired and that be merely had an uncontrollable desire to see a blaze when-
ever he drank. He was held for the action ol: court.

Another one of the vessels to sail for South America with West Vir-

ginia spruce was the Italian ship Ascencione, which cleared here with
1,484,000 feet for Buenos Ayres, Argentina. G. Schiafflno & Co. were the

agents of the vessel.

Richard P. Ba'T. senior partner of Richard P. Baor & Co.. with offices

in the tower of the Maryland Casualty building, returned week l)efore last

from a trip to Europe, very much rested and eager to get back to business.

Mr. Baer sailed on Aug. 18 for London and came back on the Victoria

Luise. He spent about four weeks in the United Kingdom and two weeks
in Germany and Holland. Most of the time was devoted to recreation and
sight-seeing, thougti he also gave some attention to lumber. Mr. Baer
reports that he found the lumber trade abroad in the main sound and
healthy, but that the high ocean freight rates constituted a serious check
upon business. The ideas of the foreign buyers as to prices had gone up.

but the advance was not etjual to the rise in the freight rates, with the

result that exporters stood to get less for their shipments than before,

which precluded the idea of doing business. With the freight rates down,
Mr. Baer thought that the export movement would attain fair proportions.

Mrs. Baer went along on the trip and enjoyed it exceedingly.

Among the visiting lumbermen in Baltimore last week was R. W. Tewell,

of the Butters Lumber Company, Boardman, X. C. Mr. Yewell is in charge

of the shipping and office work at the mills, and states that the latter have
been forced to shut down because of high water, due to heavy rains, which
caused all of the rivers in that section to overflow. He reports that while

considerable lumber has been made, the orders have come in with sufficient

freedom to absorb the output, though some of the lower grades of cypress

are perhaps a shade easier than they have been. Tlie company makes
a specialty of while .gum. and Mr. Yewell says that it is having much
success with this wood, which is worked up into flooring and sidings, and
competes witli other hardwoods.

H. T. Snyder, with Mann & Parker. Inc.. Continental building, has just

returned from a trip south as far as Florida. He was away eighteen days,

spending four days of this time traveling, and he took up in that time

,
fifteen cars of lumlwr, largely ash. He reports that he found southern

mills with large stocks, one of them having about 1.5,000,000 feet and
another perhaps 10.000,000 feet, but that orders were being received In

sufficient number to take care of the production, though the quotations

appeared to be rather lower than they were sixty days ago.

The West Virginia Pulp and Paper Company of Luke, W. Va., has

won its suit against the Baltimore and Ohio Railroad Company and
obtained a verdict for .$45,314.17. The Pulp and Paper Company brought

action against the railroad for the destruction by fire attributed to sparks

from a locomotive of about 60,000 cords of pulp wood at Buchannon,
W. Va.. on April 10. 1910. and sued for .$150,000 damages, placing the

value of the wood at $8 per cord. The railroad company made a motion

that the plaintiff's testimony be excluded, but the court overruled this

motion with the result stated.

Levenson & Zenitz, Inc., have let the contract for the erection of a five-

story brick and concrete furniture factory, to be erected at 10 to 16 North
Frederick street, in the rear of the company's offices and show rooms, with

a frontage of 100 feet on Frederick street. 92 feet on Gay street, and a

depth of 165 feet.
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=-< COLUMBUS >•

At Eryaii. (.).. Ihv l.vllr l.unil.. r c.iiiii.any will imiIhi-kc Its plant and
erect several sheds to take earo or Its iiuTeasinj; business.

Tbe recently organized Columbvis Jobbers' and Manufacturers' Associa-

tion has established a tiafflc bureau under tlic charge of F. H. Hysell, an
expert in trafllc matters. It is claimed that Columbus manufacturers have
lost much in traftic matteis and It Is planned to give the memljers of thi'

organization advice and service on traffic matters.

R. W. llorton of the W. M. Itltter Lumber Company reports a good
demand for hardwoods both from factories and yards. He says trade is

about evenly divided iK'twoen the two sources. Prices are liolding up well

and the car shortage is not interfering with shipments to any great extent.

F. Everson Poweli of the Powell Lumber Company says that hardwoods
show some signs of weakening and the volume of business is falling off.

L. B. Schneider of John K. Gohey & Co.' says trade is ruling about the

same. The demand for liardwoods is fair. Prices are fii^m and no weak-

ness of any con.sequcnce is reported. Dry stocks are only fair.

J. A. l-'ord of the Imperial Luinlx-r Company reports a fair demand for

hardwoods, with prices holding up well.

W. B. Sissons of the Sowits Loach Lumber Company says trade in hard-

woods is good tor the si>;i-on of tlif yr;ir. rriccs :iie fair in every way.

=-< TOLEDO y-
The success of the Michigan workman's compensation act, which has

been in operation just one year from Oct. 1, was proven when Robert K.

Orr, who has charge of the law for the state insurance department, an

nounced that all employers operating undej- the state act would receive a

twenty per cent dividend and that for the ensuing year there would be a

reduction in rates amounting to sixteen and two-thirds per cent. Thi-

dividend will not be paid in cash, but may be applied on the premiums
for the coming year. Orr declared that 1,000 Michigan employers would
soon b4? operating under the state law. This is of especial interest to Ohio

operators owing to the discussion over the Ohio law. which is a political

Issue in this state.

"Business is still good with us," said President Booth of the Booth
Column Company. "While we are not flooded with orders as we weri-

earlier in the season, we are findin;^ time to catch up and still have enough
ahead to keep us going."

The Keasy Pulley Company reports that orders are still coming in .it

more than normal and the factory has all it can do to take care of the

business now in hand.

The total value of the estate of John M. Skinner, former president of the

J. M. Skinner Bending Company, is .$72,676.67, exclusive of real estate.

according to an appraisement recently filed in probate court by H. B.

Milmine, William Meyer and A. D. Perkins, appraisers.

•< INDIANAPOLIS >-=—
The People's Manufacturing Company li.is luM-n organizoil at Greenfield to

manufacture refrigerators. Frank Cook is president ; Marvin Fletcher,

secretary, and Roland Stuart, treasurer.

Swings, chairs and folding beds will be manufactured at Elkhart by the

Jacoby-Wiser Company, which has been incorporated with $73,000 capital

stock by Adelbert Jacoby, George L. Wiser and Mary E. Jacoby.

J. M. Studebaker, Sr., of South Bend, the last of the Ave brothers who
founded the concern now known as the Studebaker Corporation, was eighty

years old Oct. 10 Kmployes gave him a gold loving cup.

Melville W. Mix, Mishawaka. president of the Dodge Manufacturing
Company and of the National Veneer Products Company, has been nomi
Dated for mayor of that city on the Democratic ticket.

A planing mill and general lumber business will be conducted at Whitini:

by the newly organized L. Fischer Company, in which Magdalena Fischer.

G. J. Bad'T and F. J. Smith are interested and which has been incorporated

with an authorizi'd capitalization of .$2.5,000.

=< MEMPHIS >•

The plant of tin- F.-rguson & PalnnT Company. I'aducah, Ky.. which is

now beinii erected at Iloulka, Miss., Is nearing completion and will be in

operation within the uext few days. The mill has been in process of con-

struction for a number of months aud is up to date in every respect.

The new mill of Husse & Burgess. Inc., will be in readiness for opera-

tion before the end of the current month. This information is based on a

statement made by W. H. Rus.se, president of the firm. The plant will

have a dally capacity of oCOOO feet of lumber and it will represent iin

Increase of about fifty per cent over the old plant. The dismantling of

ihr old plant began in July and the new mill has l)een installed In some
: ing like record-bnaklng time. The firm has been having Its luml'er

wed at custom mills while the new plant was being installed, but it will

irtly be ready to resume its own cutting. Mr. Russe is a strong he

ver in the future of the hardwood market, declaring that he thinks the

Hook very good Indeed.

I'he Cookville Veneer Compan.v, which has Its main offlee at Cookville.

Tenn., and which has l)een operating a plant for the manufacture of aulo

rnol)ile spokes at Strongs, Miss., is jireparlng to Install another plant at

that point. The machinery has already been ordered and is now en route.

The fompany has a large quantity of hickory llmher In that ininmliate

Territory and thl.i Is being used cblelly for the manufacture of spokes.
The mill of J. W. Wheeler & Co. nt Madison, Ark., is closed down for

the present owing to tin- low stage of the St. Francis river. This firm
transports practically i.ll of Its timber by water and will not be able to
resume until the river rises materially.

J. W. Dickson, president of the Valley Log Loailing Company, has
recently returned from a business trip to Chicago and northern points,
lie found on his ri'turn that his company was reasonably busy with the
loading of logs on the Yaz(.» & Mississippi Valii-y line of the lilluols
<'ei<tral and ilii. .Mempbis-.Mavlanna cutoff on tbe St. Louis, Iron Moun-
tain & Southern.

IC I N C I N N A T ll
jHardwod Manufacturers and Jobbers |

I E. C. BRADLEY LUMBER CO. |
I HIGH GRADE WEST VIRGINIA HARDWOODS I
g (iOKKKK m 1I,I>I\<; ^

I
SHAWNEE LUMBER CO. i

IhARDWOODS, white pine and HEMLOCK a
g Sales Office—South Side Station—C. H. * D. R. R. ^

I
JAMES KENNEDY & CO., Ltd. |

I
OAK, POPLAR AND OTHER HARDWOODS

@ FIRST NATIONAL BANK BUILDING

I
The Kosse, Shoe & Schleyer Co.

1 WALNUT, OAK, AND OTHER HARDWOODS
S ICS-l-S C.4REW BUILDING

I OHIO VENEER COMPANY
1 Manufacturers & Importers FOREIGN VENEERS
M 2624-34 COLERAIN AVENUE

WE SELL SSSERVICE 99

in connection with a full line

OF

Oak, Gum, Poplar, and other Hardwoods

If you appreciate "service," in all

its details, write, wire or phone

THE M. B. FARRIN LUMBER CO.

CONASAUGA LUMBER CO.
MANUFACTURERS HARDWOOD AND PINE

FOURTH NATIONAL BANK BUILDING

Johns, Mowbray, Nelson Company
OAK. ASH, POPLAR & CHESTNUT

GUM AND COTTONWOOD

C. CRANE & CO.
MANUFACTURERS HARDWOOD LUMBER

1739 EASTERN AVENUE

DAY LUMBER & COAL CO.
Mfrs. YELLOW POPLAR and WHITE OAK

^ GUNKKAI. OirlCF—(LAV ( ITV. KV.

IrIEMEIER LUMBER CO.
ioAK, POPLAR, CHESTNUT
^ SUMMERS AND GEST STREETS
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Harris Manufacturing Company
Johnson City, Tennessee

^'Harris" Hardwood Flooring
and Lumber

=-< NASHVILLE y.

Bluestone Land & Lumber Company
MANtTACTlREKS

WEST VIRGINIA HARDWOODS
Soft White Pine, Oak, Poplar, Chestnut, Hemlock

Band Sanrcd Stock RIDGWAY
PENNSYLVANIA

MEMPHIS

^\ holesale Manafacturers and Exporters

RED GUM
SAP GUM

COTTONWOOD
CYPRESS

ASH
PLAIN OAK

Anr- J J Tf t QUARTERED OAK
All Grades ana J hicknesses ^ HICKORY

Me make a »pe<iaItT of mixed cars
of Sap and Ked Cum. One-haJf to
Two inche-. thick.

SOFT ELM
SYCAMORE

VANDEN BOOI=STmSON LUMBER COMPANY

Manofactarers Sontheni Bardwoods

RedQum aSpecialty
Memphis Tennessee

TIMBER ESTIMATES
GARDNER & HOWE

ENGINEEBS

Clarence W. Griffith ^'V^n^^T^' Memphis, Tenn.

^1 and::i^m0^sreifi red

poplar. i: ti ::

ALSOfULLYEQii^

Till' .*^tar lilook Mills, manufactur.rs of shuttle blocks, linvc started

operiillon. The mills have a daily output of about 3,500 pieces and employ

about twenty operatives. The plant is located at Charlotte avenue and

the Tennessee Central railroad. Jasper Hooper is in charge of the mills

and Is srcatly pleased with the manner in which business has started.

The mills tise dogwood and persimmon cxclusirely.

The National Oouservatiou Congress has appointed Dr. A. H. Purdue of

this city vice-president for Tennessee. Dr. Purdue announces that he will

at once organize a branch association for conservation of forests and other

resources.

The Leatherwood Lumber Company has been incorporated, with an

authorized capital stock of $1,000. W. W. Berry, N. 1'. I.eSueur, K. A.

Hail. E. A. Burr and R. W. Clawson are the Incorporators. The purpose

of the company is to manufacture lumber, buy and sell logs, cut logs and

do a general lumber business.

The Greeneviile Chair Company has been financially involved and a

general creditors' bill has been filed against th* company at Greeneviile,

Tenn. The company does a lar^e business, employing several hundred men,

and it i-? hoped will be able to adjust matters with creditors.

A new branch of the Lonisville & Xashville railroad, from Iron City to

Collinswood, is nearing completion. The new line will louch valuable

timberlands iu Wayne county yet undeveloped, and will result in some

important operations in hardwoods in that section soon. The road is

twenty miles in length.

Fred .1. Ro.vs. assistant manager of the Fullerton-Powell Hardwood
Lumber Company, South Bend. Ind.. and W. P. Sehmuhl, Evansvllle mana-

ger for the same company, were' in Xashville, having been to Wayne county

to inspect large timoer interests of the company.

-<, LOUISVILLE y.
Owing to the e.\trcmi ly dry weather which has prevailed during the

fall, as well as in the summer, forest fires have broken nut in some sec-

tions of eastern Kentucky and are doing great damage. The state forester

is organizing a patrol system which will limit the losses through pre-

venting fires.

Col. C. L. Walker, superintendent of the sawmill and veneer mill of

the Mengel Box Company at Hickman, Ky., is seriously ill with typhoid

fever.

S. M. Mapel & Co., Irvine. K.v.. have purchased a large tract of white

oak and poplar timber from Frank Park. It is located near Irvine. The
buyers will put a mill on the property at once and begin the manufacture

'if the lumber.

James B. McCreary, governor of Kentucky, has designated Nov. C as

arbor day and has issued a proclamation calling upon the people of the

state to observe the occasion. In his proclamation he said : "In the last

decade there has been great development along forestry lines in the United

States. The inauguration of forest management in the various national

forests, the activity of various states in public forestry, and the interest>

of private owners in tree-growing have resulfed in marked improvement

in everything connected with forestry. Every proper effort should be

made for the renewal of our forests, and the attention of all the people,

and especially the teachers and pupils of all the colleges and schools, is

called to the importance of planting trees."

The sawmill of the Ford. Ky., Lumber Company was burned recently

in a fire which destrojed many of the other buildings in the town also.

Very little manufacturing has been done at Ford, which is on the Ken-

tucky river, for some time, and it is not likely that the mill will be

replaced.

=•< ARKANSAS >

Ark., recently purchased

irgin hardwood timber in

$2.5.000 cash.

,\rk.. has received three

Fr.ink I'. Fee of the Fee-Crayton Hardwood Lumlx>r Compan.v, with

principal offices at Dermott. Ark., has returned to Arkansas after a tour

over the African timber belt, where he inspected the supply of timber in

that section.

The Grabt Lumber and Timber Company has recently purchased a

million feet of oak timber in the vicinity of Leola. Ark., which will be

worked up by the plaut at that place.

A. J. Tiplet and Tom Green of Forrest City

from E. V. Mills of Heth. Ark.. 1,500 acres of

the St. Francis river bottoms. The consideration

Francis Kiefer. forest supervisor at Harrison,

applications for the purchase of 6,000.000 feet of white oak timber in the

Ozark National forest reserve in Clebourne. Ba.\ter and Stone counties.

Arkansas. The lowest hid was $3.75 per thousand and the highest bid

was $4 per thousand. The minimum value placed upon this timber is

.<10.000. hut it is expected that the timber will bring probably double that

amount.
The classification work in the Ozark National forests has recently been

abandoned and the camps have been broken up and the men disbanded.

The classification plan was found to be impracticable after the work had

l»een attempted for several months. The expense was too great to be

justified by the results. For the past six years the service has been trying

to devise some way by which the land in the forests could be classifled. so

that that which was found better for agricultural purposes might he turned

over to the homesteaders. The classification plan was adopted. It was
very expensive and practicall.v the same procedure was necessary after the
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l^jDil »a- !il..l . u a- 1^ .mlxjdi^ in 111.- bll! • - • ' 11.

1906. which U now in force. It was aIs-j 1 jp
which had l*r«-n classified, would be taken it it

"-•js a part r.i the public domalc befort- ;.. ... -. .

atle o( It had been bomestt-aded. In view ot this tart aw.

jpens* entailer it was d-?cided after soTeral months work to

nd the men who have U<n engaged in this work and who art> • :^, . .

n classification are to be tised in exsmlnin; the claims as they are hied. ii

.\!) amendment to the articles of iocorporaiioo of tie Mllls-Shoaif C-^of-er

'. Illinois was filed with the secretary of state '

;

: lerants the company fifty years additional ii:.

ration in Arkansas.

:< WISC01s!SIl<S >-
Tde Wi. .1.111. >. nxi' iK-? 'jr^SD • .nir>an.v of Miiwauk-e : la
•enf<: to inc<jrr«:irate in the state of Illinois with :i >f

>10.0t"i. Max S.'baelke. Milwaakf^. is president, and El; re-

irr. T. I". Hume. 6C* South Dearborn street, Chicago, is r-pr-Hciauve
II the state of Illinois.

The Manitow-f«- Church FnmitTjre Company of Waukesha hss been
jtetl with $4<.>.000 capital stock. The Incorporators are Charles
. Rnby M. Sohuetze and Laura E. Schoetie- Charles F. ScbneiK-

. operated the Manitowoc School and Church Furniture Company
ID tue Old Toy factory baildio^ on Twenty-sixth street, at Manitowoc. Wis..

1>ot was handicapped by lack of capital. It is said that Chicago and
UUwaake« interests are assisting him in the new venture. The new
Watikesha plant is now in operation and it is expected that 100 or mor
men will be employed shortly.

i«peration.s will be commenced Xov. 1 by the newly incorporated Tom^
liawk Veneer & Box Company at Tomahawk. At the stockholders" meeting
Reinhard Meyer was elected president of the company: Julias Gromell.
Tice-president : W. H. McDermott. treasurer : Georje J. Sladek, secretary,

and Max Meyer, manager. Work of remodeling and improving the old

Xo. 2 mill of the Bradley company has been started. Treasurer McPermon
is a well-known Tomahawk man, having been identified with the local

lumber industry since 1S90.

Maple fiooring used in one of the assembly rooms in the Vatican palace

at Borne was turned out at the plant of the I. Stephenson Company.
Wells. Mich., and Maiinette. Wis.

The Hale-Mylr«a Company of Waosati. which has been logging at N-—

-

land. Forest connlv. for the past two years, has recently secured anoth-r
tract of timberland adjoining its holdings and will extend its logging

Toad on and into the timber. The tract contains 1.200 acres-

The OD<«rbilt Table Company has been organized at Juneau for the

manufactup "f tables, (re. The members of the new firm art J. R. Brown.
E. A. Buelke and H. F. Fisher.

The Pantzer Lumber Company of Sheboygan has filed an amendment to

Its articles of incorporation increasing the capita! stock from $50,000 to

$150,000. The company, it is stated, does not contemplate any changes at

present.

The Flambeau Lnml^r Company has concluded its sawing of the timber
n the Lac da Flambeau Indian reservation. For the past eighteen years

'.:e company has sawed several million feet at its sawmill at the village of

I_ic dn Flambea>i in Vilas county. ITie mill is one of the best equipped

in that section and ran continuously. The supply is now exhausted and
the mill will be dismantled. The loss of the mill will seriously affect the

little village of Lac du Flambeau. The village of Arbor Vita has also lost

a large industry, the Tawkey-Bisseli Lumber Company having concluded

workioz its planing mill after closing the sawmill about a year aco.

The Rriddis Lumber and Veneer Company has completed a 9.00*>.<>«H>.foot

cut at Park Falls after a continuous run of nine months. Operations will

again be resumed the latter part of December. The company is completing

Installing an automatic sprinkler system in its plant.

Fred Carney, a former wealthy lumberman of Marinette, has transferred

his beautiful residence property on Rivtrside avenue to the First National

Bank of Marinette to Si>cure loans for the Carney Lumber Company. The
Carney company formerly operated a sawmill at Owen SotuiL Ontario.

The operations of the company, extending over a period of ten .vears. were

iiisuccessful and the mill was closed about a year ago.

I- S. Barlier Jc Sons have besnn work on a broom handle and excelsior

:.i~tory. 40 by 100 feet at Butiemut. Wis.

E. C. Manger k Sons Company of Green Bay will erect an addition to

its casket factory to l>e nsi>d as a wrarehonse. Forty feet will t>e added

to the pr<-*»'nt warehouse and will l»e of frame construction.

Three additions have recently been completed to the I.«e Handle & Dowel

Company at Merrill. Two more stmcturvs, one 2-1 by .10 feet and the

r.thrr Ifi by 24 feet, are to be added. Xew machinery will more than

'•nble the capacity of the plant, and the storage capacity Is also l>elng

niarged.

Thi- Merrill Veneer Company has been forced to shot down for a time

because of a shortage of logs on hand. While the supply provided for this

season exceeded last year's supply, it is said that more orders and orders

f'T thicker veneer were responsible for the shortage. The plant will be

naWe to start ap again until a new supply Is received, probably until

-n.iW comes
New Richmond, which lost an important lombertng Industry when the

Willow River Lumber Company decided to locate at Hayward. is maklne

TheWhite Lake Lumber Co.
P'opl-. Ga. Bldg.. CHICAGO ILL

Northern and Southern Hardwoods

WHITE PINE
iji

CAR STOCK

• t, fr'ytr.pl W.

YELLOW PI.NE

. cr>

WE WANT TO MOVE AT ONCE
10 car* 4 4 No. 1 Com. Buswood
6 cars 4 4 No. 2 Com. Buiwood
3 car* 4 4 No. 3 Com. B«**wood

4 car* 12 4 L. R, So(t Elm
£CII<i M
your i»4tuiriii

Gum
Oak Elm

The^p« axe m^r
Wi can »:•-, f-jmif.-.

COTTONWOOD CVfKf--

Licking River Lumber
Companv

114 Dean Bldg.

FOR PRICES SouUiBend. Indiana

Saline River Hardwood Co.
Main Salt^ Ollice

Pine Bluff, .Arkansas

Manuiacturers of

Genuine Forked-Leaf White Oak

Red and Sap Gum
Red Oak and Ash

q We offer to the trade a remarkably SUPERIOR lumber
product.

5 Our TLMBER i< virfin fore»t growth of the hifhe»t

type.

fl Our .MILLS are new and produce accurately manufac-

tnred stock.

q Our LUMBER i« all KRAETZER-CLTIED—treated with

ateam under pressure directly from the *«w—insuring

quick drying to light weight, freedom from seasoning

defect* and stick-marking, splits and stain.

q KraeUer-cured lumber will "sUy where you put it."

q Dry kiln and oak flooring plant in connection.

q We solicit the inquiries and order* of critical and dis-

criminating buyer*.

O For ttraight car* of Yellow Pine, or mixed car* with

d»k Rooring. write LONC-BEUL LLMBER COMPA.NT.
Kanta* City. Mo.
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Mahogany and

Circassian

Lumber & Veneers

^ The largest assortment of finest figured

Mahogany Logs, Lumber and Veneers in

the country can be found at the Chicago

plant of C. L. Willey.

^ We are just in receipt of fifteen cars of

remarkably superior Circassian Walnut

Logs, large size, well-figured and of good

color, which are now being cut into

Veneers.

^ A visit or correspondence from discrim-

inating buyers of all varieties of fine Im-

ported and Domestic Cabinet Woods in

Lumber and Veneer is solicited.

^ You will not only find the Willey ware-

houses well stocked with a superb collec-

tion of Circassian, Mahogany, Vermilion,

Black Walnut and other fancy foreign

and domestic lumber and veneers, but

buyers are assured of prompt and pains-

taking service, and a quality of product

not usually obtainable.

^ To visit the plant take Blue Island Ave.

car at the postoffice to Robey Street.

C. L. WILLEY, Chicago
Largest Fancy Wood Veneer

and Lumber producing plant in the zvorld

:iu I'd'.irt t.. ri.'galn Ih.- mill. 111.- Willow l!iv._r nmciu i-.,.ntl,v Icist its

Ijlant at Now lUclimoml by liio. Iho loss being S7.'..(hmi, wUli $00,000
Insurance. It decided not to rt'build at Now Rlchmoud, :ind Iho plant of

the North Wisconsin Luniboi- and Manufacturing Company at Hayward
was puioliasod from Edward Hinos of Chicago. Tho Ilaywatd plant

Includes a watei- power and electric light plant and Is noaror the com-

pany's twchty-ycar supply of timber In Ashland and IJayiield counties.

Now that arransements for starling the Industry in Ilayward aii' about

completed, citizens of Now Ulchmond are making efforts tn n'^aln tho mill.

It Is said that they are offering a liborai bonus if tho mill is brouaht down
to their city.

The Hardwood Market

-< CHICAGO >
Continued quiet marks the local market. It Is really featureless as

far as atiy particular change over conditions two weeks ago is concerned,

although, contrar.v to tho situation for the last month or so. there is an
occasional member of the local trade who seems to occupy a position that

renders him decidedly optimistic. This does not mean that a tone of

optimism prevails, although local lumbermen are decidedly cheerful. In

fact, the frame of mind of most of tho lumbermen today offers an in-

teresting psychological stud,v. It offers a striking illustration of the good

effect produced by continued hope even though long deferred in its realiza-

tion. As a matter of actual tact, however, Chicago lumliermen are ac-

tually making a great many sales, the average sale being rather small in

comparison to the average sale of more normal seasons. In the aggregate,

the amount of lumber actually moving to Chicago consuming factoi'Ies and
yards is very fair.

As to prices, the local market Is still somewhat off. even oak being

several dollars below the market. Encouraging reports, however, coming

in from various sources indicating absence of any great amount of dry

stock at mill points seems to be haying a favorable impression upon the

minds of members of the Chicago trade, who can be said to be doing their

best to combat any further shading of hardwood values. The future of

the local situation, while still in doubt, gives promise of uuuh more satis-

factory conditions

=-< NEW YORK y.
The New York hardwood market shows some signs nf improvement,

—

nothing to cause any great excitement, but noticeable neverthidess. Hard-

wood men returning from trips to mill points report conditions at that

end as rather strong while the consuming markets show a better run of

orders, though for small quantities, and stocks on band still below nor-

mal. The range of prices is well held at a fairly high plane and no fall-

ing off is anticipated in any branch. It Is well recognized by buyers that

prices will not go off and their failure to buy in larger lots is not in ex-

pectation of a break in prices. There are some slight reductions quoted

in the hardwood flooring list but demand Is on the increase and a firmer

market will undoubtedly develop. Common and better chestnut and sap

gum are the slowest features of the market and these, especially the latter,

are subject to price cutting. The remainder of the list is firm.

--<, BUFFALO y
The hardwood trade is fair at present, but it lacks thi- activity of

some years at this time. The influence of the tariff iaw is said to be one

reason for this condition. Buyers are holding off to see just how the

tariff will affect them. Most of the business is in small lots and the

yards are doing something right along In mixed cars, for this market

is favorably located. The eastern centers are taking a good aggregate

amount of lumb.'r. Prices are not as strong as they were early in the

summer.
The plain oak demiinil i.s as usual the largest, although th^'re is some-

what less strength in this wood than some time ago. Mills have larger

amounts to offer and there is some price-cutting. Maple and birch are

doing fairly well. Brown ash Is another wood in pretty good demand.

Some CanadL-in hardwoods are coming in. but the amount is not greater

than ordinary. Lake hardwood trade is very small.

Talk is heard of a probable car shortage here this fall, but it is not

expected to be felt to any unusual extent by the hardwood trade. Buffalo-

lumbermen are generally quite well favored as far as car supply is con-

cerned, having ihe advantage of a number of railroads. Nobody has

had much trouble as yet in delays to inccming shipments.

-< PHILADELPHIA >
It is a recognizable fact that the general lumber busin.'ss is more or

less quiet, with the hardwood market steady. Consuming fartorles are busy

but are buying only in quantities to meet immediate requirements. Orders

naturally are small and hard to get. in consequence of which prices in

some lines are less firm than a fortnight ago. but there is little appre-

hension as to panicky conditions in the near future as the various dis-

turbing national hills are gradiially being settled, enaliiins the mereliant
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to adjust his business affairs accoidiniily. The money market Is tijjlil and

colleetlons are slow. Ituildlui; operations are delayed for lack oX.enjjJliil

ns the banks contlnne to curtail loans on these Investments. Ucporls on

the lulll stock sll nation show affairs well under control, with no fear of

a penernl slump In prices as the stock pile Is rather under than over

normal and would soon be depleted at the llrst rush for stnlT.

Oak holds steady; eheslnut Is fair; maple keeps a good reputation:

basswood. birch, elm and ash are In fair demand : poplar um hanciil :

mahogany and veneer acllve.

•< PITTSBURGH >
lUiylni: bai dropped off iimsi.l,r;ilily iliiriii'; llie past two weeks. Vanl

trade is winding up the season. Hardwood consuming factories are still

buying considerable lumber but not so much as In the summer. Railroads

have cut down their requisitions and are apparently waiting on the de-

cision of the Interstate Commerce Commission regarding their application

for a Ave per cent Increase in their rates. If this is granted whole-

salers here believe that there will be a sharp increase in railroad buying

of lumber. Prices on hardwood lumber, especially on oak and ash, are

high and firm. Some mnple is being sold nt higher prices than prevailed

in the summer.

=-< BOSTON >.=

Anrther uneventful two werks luis l>i en recorded in the Boston hard-

wood lumber market. For some time past dealers have been looking for

an Improvement in demand but they are beginning to be more or less

discouraged. The large bu.vers are operating only as they need supplies

and with prices on a high level it is not to be expected that the small

consumers will anticipate their wants. There Is no sign of any lower

values right away. All of the reports received from mill points indi-

cate that stocks of good lumber are in small sui>ply and that the man-

ufacturei'S are firm in their ideas for firm to steady prices. The retail

yards are doing a fair amount of business and are using up the stocks

of hardwood lumber that they have on band, yet cannot be induced to

buy far ahead of nearby wants. It is reported that there are fewer lots

of hardwood lumber being offered to consumers direct than was the case

a few months aso. The result is that buyers arc making more inquiries

from the wholesale dealers than they were.

Whitewood and gum appear to be the easiest In prices. Quartered and

plain oak are In very fair call and hold firm in price. Cypress has been

selling in a moderate way. Brown ash is firm. Walnut is in demand
with offerings small.

=-< BALTIMORE >=
The hardwood business has not been productive of important changes

during the past two weeks. Orders are coming in rather more freely than

might be supposed in view of all the circumstances, and prices are hold-

ing their own fairly well, though some casing off is said to have taken

place and there is some feeling of hesitancy among the buyers. It is the

effect upon trade genei-aliy which is reflected in the hardwood business.

No one yet knows just what effect the tariff will have upon commerce
and industrial activities and to what extent the demand will be stimulated

or retarded for manufactured goods. As a consequence everyone is hold-

ing off as much as possible. The currency situation also tends to create

uncertainty. Bankers are contracting their credits and the hardwood
men. along with others, find themselves obliged to handle their resources

with care. Money is more or less tight, and the range of transactions

is narrowed accordingly.

Notwithstanding the.se drawbacks, however, little complaint as to the

volume of business is heard among the hardwood men. There is no

scarcity of lumber, but the offerings do not indicate congestion, with the

exception of some divisions of the export business, where the available

stocks are far more liberal than could be desired. A decided reduction.

however, has taken i)lace even there, and a better feeling prevails. With
the ocean freights within reasonable limits, exporters would be in a posi-

tion to make shipments at a profit, while now the increase in the rates

during the year more than counterbalances the advances which forels"

buyers are willing tc pay. It is stated by the mill men that the excess in

production at the present time is below that of corresponding periods of

other years, and that they will enter upon the winter season, with its

checks upon the output, with smaller supplies than usual. This is regarderl

as an Indication favorable to an advance unless the conditions outsidr

the trade that have been alluded to should be of a character to counterai i

the inherent strength of the hardwood lumber market.

=-< COLUMBUS y-
While the season Is fast waning', still tlie demand for hardwoods in

this section Is steady. Factories and yards are good buyers and tie'

trade Is pretty evenly divided between tlie two sources. Prices are firm.

no marked weakness having appeared, and the outlook for the future Is

not bad.

Factories making furniture, vehicles and Implements are buying hard-

wood stocks steadily although their orders are not very large. Aut.i

mobile factories are buying wide sizes of poplar. Since building oprra

tions are continuing active, the demand from yards Is Incrensing althoui

they do not want large stocks because of the opproach of the stock-takhiL-

perlod. Dry stocks are rather light and this Is believed to be one of Die

improved
Dry-kiln, A
Machi

Triangle Brand
White Oak Flooring

Perfectly dried and worked

.Made from our own timber from
tine boundary, insuring uniform

.^ color and texture; manufactured
at our new hardwood flooring
plant.

Our Specialty
: Quarter-sawed White Oak Flooring

Tliicknesses: ii," and 13/16" Standard Widths
Iniiulriefi Solicited Quick Shipments Guiinuiteed

YELLOW POPLAR LUMBER CO., Coal Qrove, Ohio

Kentucky Lumber Company
MANUFACTURERS

POPLAR, PLAIN AND QUAR-
TERED OAK, RED AND SAP
GUM, ASH, CHESTNUT, BASS-
WOOD, HEMLOCK. WHITE PINE

Mills at

Bumside, Ky. Williamsburg, Kj

.

Isola, Miss.

Sales Office

Cincinnati, O.

WANT E D
All Kinds of High-Grade

HARDWOODS
S. E. SLAYMAKER & CO.

Represenlingr
WEST VIRGINIA SPRl'CE LUMBER CO.,

CasB, West Virginia.

Fifth Avenue Building,

NEW YORK

The Tegge Lumber Co.

High Grade
Northern and Southern

Hardwoods and Mahogany

Specialties
OAK, MAPLE, CYPRESS, POPLAR

Milwaukee, Wisconsin
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// TIIADIC .MARK \\

^ Kraetzer-Curcd lumber is susceptible

of being thoroughly air dried or kiln

dried in less than one-half the time or-

dinarily required for seasoning un-

steamed wood.

^ Kraetzer-Cured lumber does not case-

harden, check, end-split or stain, and
dries without warping or buckling.

^ Kraetzer-Cured lumber has a uniform
tone of color. Its working qualities are

greatly improved, and the beauty of the

flake on quarter-sawed stock is en-

hanced.

^ Kraetzer-Cured lumber dries out to

materially less weight than unsteamed
wood, ranging from 200 to 500 pounds
per thousand feet.

^ Kraetzer-Cured lumber will neither

shrink nor swell,' and the grain will not

raise when water stains are employed in

finishing.

^ Kraetzer-Cured lumber is not im-
paired in strength or quality by the

process.

^ Kraetzer-Cured lumber eliminates all

glue-joint troubles and "will stay where
it is put."

^ A list of manufacturers of Kraetzer-
Cured lumber will be supplied on appli-

cation.

Kraetzer-Cured Lumber is

produced by the use of the Kraetzer Preparator.

manufactured by

The Kraetzer Company
537 S. Dearborn St., CHICAGO

TRADE MARK

LUMBER

host foaturps of the Iradi'. Tlic car shortage is interferins with ship-

ments, especially from West Virginia points.

Oalc is one of the strong; points in the marlcet. The demand is good
for both f|iiar1er-sawed and plain oalc and for all grades. Chestnut is

also lirni and sound wormy is especially strong. Poplar Is moving fairly

wi'll although stocks are accumulating in that wood. Ash is in demand
;inil hasswood is also niovini; well. OtluT hardwoods are unchanged.

--<, CINCINNATI >.=

There is very little wrong with the condition of the hardwood market
unless it is the placing of orders in such small quantities. This manner
of buying has been in force for a numl)er of weeks and while the monthly
average is gaining graduall.v. the hand-to-mouth process continues. Tlie

market is steady and the best posted dealers believe that it will remain
so, gradually increasing until at least a normal stage of consumption will

be reached. Wood consuming factories obtaining supplies from tliis

market have lieon busy right along and there does not appear to be any
real reason for a fall-down in the business of these plants who claim to be

getting orders numerous but small in quantity and appear to he fol-

lowing out the same policy in purchasing rough lumber. They are carry-

ing very little stock of their own but are getting promptly what they need.

.\11 low-grade hardwoods sell readily at satisfactory prices, the best

sellers in Ihis class of material being gum, Cottonwood, poplar and bass-

wood. No. 1 common and beticr poplar is not doing so well but In spite

of light demand the price is well maintained. Red gum in upper grades

is probably slowest in movement of all hardwoods but a reaction is looked

for soon by dealers. Chestnut is gaining strength in No. 1 common and
Ijetter. and sound wormy is again in active demand. Ash is one of the

best sellers on the list, especially in thick stock. Plain oak, while more
plentiful than a few months ago, is still leading and all grades are in

demand at satisfactory prices. All grades of quartered oak except No. 2

common are moving satisfactorily, the latter as usual is in much less de-

m.ind.

=-< TOLEDO y
Activity continues on the Toledo hardwood niarkot and buying is con-

tinuous and fairly heavy although nothing in the speculative sense is

hoing done. However the building trades continue active, creating a lively

demand for hardwood finish and flooring and factories seem to be run-

ning along normally. Poplar seems to be quite active in the regular sizes

and plain oak is strong. Red gum is being used largely as a substitute

for other woods and continues to gain strength in this market, furniture

concerns being good patrons. The small home construction in Toledo has

been the heaviest ever known and strangers viewing the city are struck

with the large numl>er of neat little homes already built and now under

roustruction. These homes are all of modern construction and are finished

with hardwoods.
I'ricos are firm in all linos.

-< INDIANAPOLIS >
In common with a general improvement in industrial conditions through-

out the state, the hardwood industry has taken on more activity during
the last two weeks. The situation now is more satisfactory than it has
been for several weeks.

While prices have not changed materially, they have a steady tone

and the demand for hardwoods probably is close to normal for this

season of the year. The only discordant note is in the fact that car

shortage at the base of the hardwood supply, makes it difficult to obtain

shipments promptly.

All hardwood using concerns in the state, with the possible exception

of the automobile industry, are enjoying a large business, in some in-

stances bctler than it was at this time last year.

=-< NASHVILLE >=
The hardwood trade is holding up well in this market, with prices

about steady. The orders are small, but in the aggregate amount to as

much as for the corresponding time last year. There is little change in

the character of the demand. Oak and ash are in the greatest request,

with moderate demand for low-grade poplar and other lines. Chestnut
continues dull.

=-< LOUISVILLE y.
While business is not all that might be wished, the volume of trade is

nevertheless up to the average for this season of the year, and the out-

look is regarded as satisfactory. Comparatively little buying on a large

scale is being done, however, and this method of purchasing has resulted

in the larger operators feeling that there is insufficient support for the

market. Nevertheless, prices are being maintained well, and few lumber-

men believe that there is any reason why concessions should be made.
It is generally agreed that while the remainder of this year may see

only fair business recorded, the opening of 1914 will mark a resumption of

active trade, as the new factors in the general industrial situation will

have been adjusted by that time and permanently favorable conditions

will have been introduced into the situation. Quartered oak is a good
seller just now, and plain oak is continuing to move freely. Ash is still

going well, and cottonwood is also in fair call. Chestnut, poplar and
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hickory nri- ivpnrtPcl to be nitlicr slow, as a general proposition. Most
manufacturers linvi> confidence In the situation, and are bu^Jnpr ^og''

freely, expectins l" continue to opeinte as Ion? as weather conditions

> WISCONSIN -<=

While there is a temicncy on the part of hardwood consumers to buy
only enough to meet their present wants, the general activity in the build-

ing fleid all over the state has brought business up to a satisfactory point.

Wholesalers arc inclined to believe, however, that there will not be a

general buying movement for stocking-up purposes until after the first

of the .year. Tlie exception to this seems to be the average retail lumber-

man, who^s placing some fair sized orders, evidently with the belief that

prices will go much higher. The sash and door and interior finishing con-

cerns are inclined to proceed in a "hand-to-mouth" manner when it comes

to buying stocks, but the hardwood flooring manufacturers are well sup-

plied with orders and Tie in the marliet for stock.

The demand lor northern hardwoods is stronger and prices arc stiffen-

ing somewhat in this line as a result. Birch and maple continue to be

the leaders in the nnrtlurn woods, although both rock and soft elm and

ash are in good demand. Tpper grade basswood is inclined to be slow, but

low grade stuff is still selling well, due to the activity on the part of the

local box manufacturers. All low grade hardwood sells fairly well.

Southern oak is holding strong and reports from the southern mills

say that stocks of oak are light at these points. Both plain and quarter-

sawed oak are in good demand and prices are holding firm. The call for

oak from the furniture manufacturing concerns is stronger, as most of

these plants are now busy.

The supply of labor in Milwaukee and surrounding Wisconsin cities

is still far from large. Most local woodworking and furniture manufac-

turing concerns are able to secure enough men at this time, but the de-

mand for men to work in the woods is now greater than the supply.

Northern Wisconsin and upper Michigan logging interests are now en-

tering upon a busy logging season and the cut promises to be larger than

in recent years, due to the fact that business has been good during the

past year and stocks in first and second hands have been depleted. Camps
have been opened all over the lumber roiiiitry.

=-< GLASGOW >-
The timber trade of Glasgow and western Scotland continues on a very

quiet scale, new orders being very slow. The quarterly market reports

are now published and from the trade statistics just issued it is noted

that the total imports into the f'l.vde for the nine months to date ex-

ceed those for the same period of last year by about eleven per cent,

while the overhead consumption is less by about seventeen per cent.

The stocks remaining on hand are heavier by approximately nine per

cent but it is seen that the gain is more than accounted for by increases

in one or two particular Items such as pitch pine, waney pine, birch and

oak planks.

Storing is being resorted to in a few instances but brokers just now are

doing their level best to get goods cleared up on an ex quay basis. Taken
as a whole the movement into consumption is of a rather restricted nature.

The general tendency seems to be to keep stocks down as much as pos-

sible so that bu.ving in evidence is of a hand-to-mouth nature.

Not for a number of years has there been such a large output from the

shipbuilding yards for September as during the present month when
twenty-seven vessels of a gross tonnage of 78.453 tons were launched.

This big total makes up somewhat for the comparatively small output

last month which is exceeded by the present month by over 40.000 tons.

The total for the nine months to date stands at 484.SG6 tons as com-

pared with 472.706 tons for the corresponding nine months of last

year. Work continues brisk all over the Cl.vde yards and there is a pos-

sibility of the year lOlS heating the record of 1912.

=-< LIVERPOOL >.=

The trade position here is very quiet, though the landings have been

quite heavy. Prices have been much weaker in face of the heavy arrival.

The prices, in fact, of some items are pence lower than those existing a

few weeks ago. Almost every item is figured out on a lower basis, though

ash is perhaps the firmest feature. In prime grades quite a brisk trade

has been moving, though here again there are signs of a diminished output

and lower prices in the near future. The recent labor troubles in Ijlver-

pool are mainly responsible. Though the matter lasted only a few days.

it has seriously upset the railroads, and deliveries are moving vei^' slowly

to buyers. This makes prompt business exceedingly difficult and buyers

are not keen upon making purchases when their stock may be hanging

about the goods station for a month or more. There are some signs,

however, that this trouble is being somewhat eased. The mahogany posi-

tion seems to be clearing the state of mind of the rest of the trade.

While the Imports are still light, the demand has gone away to a very

considerable extent. Prices are just standing still at the moment with no

movement In either direction. The undertone of the market is. however,

decidedly weak, though much depends on the extent of the Import. The
stock is firmly held by brokers here and any decline in prices will not he

allowed to go much lower. The market is, however, just showing the

weak tone of the other branches of the trade and values are inclined to

go down In sympathy..

EXCEPTIONAL
MAHOGANY, CIRCASSIAN WAL-

NUT AND QUARTERED OAK

VENEERS
If a good veneer cutter can manufacture fair

quality veneers with antiquated machinery, what
can he do when given the latest and most efficient

equipment?

The Answer
is to be found in any of the stock produced at our
new mill, which is the last word in modern equip-
ment.
We have selected the finest logs on the mar-

ket, our men are experienced and capable, the
product speaks for itself.

See our samples and get prices.

Visit Our Plant
Any time you are in Chicago and want to see

the most modern veneer plant in existence today,
we will be glad to show you through our plant.

Fred W. Black Lumber Co.
2245 S. Fortieth Ave. Chicago, 111.

You Know Something

About the Land of

Last Supply
You know, of course, that the nearest source

of adequate lumber supply are the forests of

the west, the inter-mountain pines and the fir,

spruce, cedar and hemlock of the Pacific Coast.

In a broad sense, we are at the beginning of an
era of

Competitive Demand
for Western Timber

Mills of the South are exhausting their supply and
are seeking new locations.

Timber is disappearing from tlie market, but not so rapidly
now as it will on a constantly Increasing scale during the
next decade. Every tract taken olt the market decreases
the supply and increases the desirability and value of those
remaining.

The best go first. Investigate now.

James D. Lacey & Co.
Timber Land Factors

Chicago, III., 1750 McCormick Building
Portland, Ore., 1104 Spalding Building

Seattle, Wash., 1009 White Building
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WHY?
WHY do more than 380 of the most prominent and successful lumber manufac-

turers exchange nearly $30,000,000.00 of indemnity against fire loss at

Manufacturing
Lumbermen's
Underwriters

BECAUSE!
BECAUSE it is the oldest and strongest inter-insurance association among lumber-

men, being now in its fifteenth year.

BECAUSE $978,432.40 cash savings have been returned to members.

BECAUSE $856,831.32 cash surplus, owned entirely by the members, has been accu-

mulated.

BECAUSE $2,443,029.00 has been paid in losses under prompt and equitable adjust-

ments without resort to quibbling or technical controversy.

BECAUSE it was the first to settle lumb er losses on a market value basis.

BECAUSE the regular, frequent and thorough inspections given the plants of all

members help them to prevent fires, thus materially reducing both the

fire waste and the cost of indemnity.

FOR FULL PARTICULARS ADDRESS

Western Representative RankinBciicdic! Undcrwrilmg Co.

HARRY B. CLARK, Attorney in Fact,

Portland. Ore. KANSAS CITY, MO.
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Advertisers' Directory

NORTHERN HARDWOODS.

Ackland, D.. & Son
American Lumber & Mfg. Co

Buffalo Hardwood Lumber Co

Carticr-Holland Lumber Company..
Coale. Thoe. K., Lumber Company..

Cobbs AHitchelL Inc

CraiK. W. P.. Lumber Co
Curll, D. B.. Lumber Company..

East Jordan Lumber Company
EUas. G..4Bro
Ettabrook-Skeele Lumber Co

Flanner-Steger Land & Lumber Co.

Porman . Thos.. Company

Hayden & Westcott Lumber Co
Heyser. W. E.. Lumber Co
Holyoke. Chas

Kent, J. S.. Company
Klann, E. H.. Lumber Co
Kneeland-Bigelow Company. The

—

Licking River Lumber Company.
Litchfield. William E

Mcllvain. J. Gibson. <b Co
McLean. Hugh. Lumber Co
Uears-SIaytoD Lumber Company.
Miller. Anthony
Mitchell Bros. Company
Mowbray & Robinson Company —
Oelhafen Lumber Company....
Osgood & Richardson

Palmer & Parker Co
Parry. Chas. K., & Co

^awTer-Goodman Company
Scott i Howe Lumber Co
Standard Hardwood Lumber Co
Steams Salt & Lumber Company...
Stephenson, L. Company, The
Stewart. I. N.. & Bro

Struthers Cooperage Company
Sullivan. T. & Co

Taylor. W. R., Lumber Company
Tegge Lumber Co

VonPlaten Lumber Oo

Webster, George. Lumber Company.
White Lake Lumber Company...
White. Wm. H..Co
Wiggin. H. D
Williams. Ichabod T.. & Sons
Willson Bros. LumberCompany
Wistar. Underbill *. Nixon
Wood-Mosaic Company

Teager, Orson E
Toang. W. D..4 C»

POPLAR.

Andersoo-Tully Company
Atlantic Lumber Company
Day Lumber & Coal Company.

,

Farrin. M. B.. Lumber Com paiiy

Faust Bros. Lumber Company
Kentucky Lumber Company
Logan. J. M.. Lumber Co
Haphet & Shea Lumber Coavany...
Radina.X..W.. Ace

m

V'ansant, Kitchen & Co 6S

Whitson Bros. Lumber Co 12

Wood. K. E.. Lumber Company 11

Yellow Poplar Lumber Company 31-OS

SOUTHERN HARDWOODS.

American Lumber & Mfg. Oo 10

Anderson-TuUy Company 9

Atlantic LumberCompany 10

Baker-M atthews M fg. Co i«

Bennett* Wilte 7

Black, Fred W. Lumber Co 52

Bluestone Land & Lumber Co 48

liradloy. K. C, LimilxT Co 47

Buffalo Hardwood Lumber Co 66

Carrier Lumberi Mfg. Co 12

Coale. Thos. E.. LumberCompany... H
Conasauga LumberCompany 47

Crane. C..& Co <"

Curll, D. B., Lumber Company.. 10

Day Lumber & Coal Company.. 47

Dempsey. W. W 63

Salt Lick LumberCompany
Shawnee Lumber Company
Slaymaker. S. E., 4 Co
Soudhelmer, E., Company....
Standard Hardwood LuaberCo..
Stewart. I. N..& Bro
Sullivan. T.,& Co

Forman, Thos., Comcani ,

Harris Manufacturing Com-
pany

VandenBoom-Stlmson Lumber Co.
Vansant, Kitchen & Co
Vestal Lumber & Manufacturing Co.

Von Platen Lumber Co

Webster. George. Lumber Company.
White Lake Lumber Company. .

.

Whitmer. Wm.. & Sons
WTiitson Bros. Lumber Co
Wiggin. H.D
Williams. Ichabod T..& Sons
Willson Bros. Lumber Company
Wisconsin Lumber Company
Wistar, Underbill & Nixon
Wood-Mosaic Company
Wood. R. E.. Lumber Company

48

4s Kerry <]t Haason Flooring Co 62

6«j Mitchell Bros. Company 3

fifi Ransom, John B. & Co 9

66 Saline Itlver Hardwood Co 49

Salt Lick LumberCompany 63

Steams Salt & Lumber Coapany... 8

48 Stephenson. L. Company, The 62

OS Webster Lumber Co.. George II

fi White. Wm.H.. Co 68

62 Wilce. T.. Company. The 5

Yellow Poplar Lumber Company . 51.68

Young. W. D..4C0 3

WOODWORKING MACHINERY.

Elias. G..& Bro

Estabrook-Skeele Lumber Co.

Farrin. M. B.. LumberCompany 47

Farris Hardwood Lumber Co... 9

Faust Bros. Lumber Co 12

Flanner-Steger Land & Lumber Co.

Galloway, O. C
Garetson-Greason Lumber Co .

66

3 Nettleton. E. B.&Co 57

Osgood & Richardson.

Paepcke Lelcht Lumber Co.

Parry, Chas. K,. A- Co .

Radina, L. W.. 4C«i....

Ransom. J. B.. & Cq.

1« Cadillac Machine Co
12 Covcl Manufacturing Co
10 Gerlach. The Peter Co ,

12 Linderman Machine Co., Th*
10 Mershon. W. B.. & Co
4 Phoenix Manufacturing Co
10 Saranac Machine Company
11 Sinker-Davis Company
11 Westinghouse Electric di Mfg. Ca

66 Yeager, Orson E 66

Harris Manufacturing Co 48

Hayden & Westcott Lumber Co 4

Heyser. W. E.. Lumber Company... 7

Himnielberger-Harrison Lumber Co. 63

Huddleston-MarsB Lumber Co

Johns-Mowbray-Nelson Company .

.

47

Kennedy, James. & Co 47

Kent, J. S.. Company 10

Kentucky LumberCompany 51

Kimball* Kopcke 6

Klann. E. H.. Lumber Co 57

Kosse. Shoe iS: Schleyer Company... 47

Lamb-Fish LumberCo s

Licking River Lumber Company. 49

Litchfield. William E 10

' Little River LumberCompany 68

Logan, J. M., Lumber Co 6

Maphet & Shea Lumber Company... 6

Mcllvain, J. Gibson. <Sj Co 2

McLean. Hugh. Lumber Co 66

Memphis Band Mill Company... 2

Miller. Anthony 66

Mossman Lumber Company 4S

Mowbray <& Robinson Company 7

VENEERS AND PANELS.

Adams A Raymond Veneer Co
Ahnapee Veneer & Seating Co
Astoria Veneer Mills <& Dock Co....

Black, Fred W. Lumber Co
Central Teneer Company
Hoffman Bros. Company
Huddleston-Marsh LumberCo
Jarrell. B. C. . & Co
Knoxville Veneer Com pany
Maley. Thompson & Moftett

Company
Memphis Veneer & LumberCo
Ohio Veneer Company
Putnam Veneer and LumberCo
Rayner. J

Rice Veneer & LumberCompany...,
Veneer M,iniifactiirers' Company
Underwood Veneer Coapany
Walker Veneer & Panel Co
Whitson Bros, Lumber Co
Willey, C, L

Williams, Ichabod T,, & Sons..

Wood-Mosaic Company

LOGGING MACHINERY.

Baldwin Locomotive Wks
Clyde Iron Works 61

Fitz^ibbons & Krebs

Lidgerwood Mfg. Co U
Russel Wheel & Foundry Co

DRY KILNS AND BLOWERS.

Grand Rapids Veneer Works 62

Kraetzer Company, The 52

National Dry Kiln Company 69

Phila. Textile Mchy. Co 10

63 SAWS, KNIVES AND SUPPLIES.

Atkins. E. C. & Co
Covel Manufacturing Co.

Simonds Mfg. Co

MAHOGANY, WALNUT, ETC.

Astoria Veneer Mills <S[ Dock Co..... 64

Black, Fred W. Lumber Co 52

Kvansvillo Venter Company
Huddleston-Manb Lum ber Oo
Memphis Veneer & Lumber Co
Palmer 4 Parker Oo "
Puroell. Frank 63

Rayner. J 5

Struthers Cooperage Company
Willey. C.L 50

Williams, Ichabod T.. & Sons 12

LUMBER INSURANCE.

Central Manufacturers' Mut. Ins. Co.

Epperson. U. S

Indiana Lumbermen's Mut. Ins.Ca.

Lumber Mutual Fire Insurance Co..

Lumbermen's Mutual Ins. Co
Lumbermen's Underwriting Alli-

ance
Manufacturing Lumbermen's Un-

derwriters 54

Pennsylvania Lumbermen's Mutual
Fire Ins. Co

Uankin-Bencdict Underwriting Co. M

TIMBER LANDS.

Laoer. James D.,<bCo 52

Southern Railway 57

Spry, John C 5

TIMBER ESTIMATORS

Griffith, Clarence W «
McDonald. Thos. J 55

MISCELLANEOUS.

64

HARDWOOD FLOORING.

9 Carrier Lumber &. Mfg. Co.

Rlemeler Lumber Company 47 Cobbs 4 Mitchell. Inc

Eastman. S. L.. Flooring Co

Saline River Hardwood Co 49 Farrin. M. B., Lumber Comoany,

Astoria Veneer Mills* Dock Co
Childs.S, D,,&Co 57

Gerlach. The Peter. Company 57

Kraetzer Company. The 52

Lumbermen's Credit Association 4

Mechanical Rubber Company 60

.^tcphenson. Grant T 46

Westjnahoim Electric * Mfg. Go...
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CLASSIFIED

ADVERTISEMENTS

AJverliseuieuts will l)p inserted lu this sec-
tluD at ttio foUuwlug ratfKi

For one insertion 20c a line

For two Insertions 35c a line
For three insertions 50c a line

Fop four insertions 60c a line

Kiglit words of ordinary length make one liD*.
Heading counts as two lines.
No displiiy except the headings can be ad-
mitted.

Remittances to accompsny the order. No
extra charges for copies of paper containing
the advertisement.

EMPLOYES WANTED

LABORERS, WOODSMEN-

WANTED
by II. C. JOHNSON CO.. at

Kreetan, Mich.

WANTED SALESMAN
calling on Hardwood, Veneer and Woodworlsing
plants to carry profitable side line on commission.
State lines you carry. Address "BOX 91," care
Hardwood Rkcohd.

ASSISTANT MANAGER
Wanted tor Michigan hardwood operation, who
can later All responsible, well paid position
Preference given young man of good education.
Address "BOX 107 " care Hardwood Recokd.

EXPERIENCED HARDWOOD SALESMAN
wanted by lar:,'p manulooturer norrhcrn hard-
\voods ; liigb-gradc young man who understands
marketing hardwoods direct to consumer. Pre-
fer one who has had some jobbing experience
and has an acquaintance with factory trade in

territory around Chicago. Address
"BOX 100," care Hardwood Itixoia).

WANTED SUPERINTENDENT
for rotary vcuicr mill in tli./ Noilli. Address

"X. II.," lar'- Hardwumip Kecukd.

WANTED HARDWOOD SALESMAN
to handle our domestic sales, calling on buyers.
State territory you are familiar with. Address

Eo.\ .",48, Shreveport. Louisi.ina.

EMPLOYMENT WANTED

MAN OF WIDE EXPERIENCE
in the manufacture and sale of lumber and
veneers, thorough executive, cost and efficiency

expert, with best possible references, is open for

position. Address
"BOX ONE." care II.iedwood Record.

WANTED—EMPLOYMENT
When you want a salesman tor New York

state territory, write us. We can supply you
with a good man. EMPIRE STATE ASSOCIA-
TION of Wholesale Lumber & Sash & Door Sales-

men. Chas. Johnson, Sec'y, 96 Kirkland Ed.,

Rochester, N. Y.

LOGS WANTED

WANTED—BLACK WALNUT LOGS
000 cars good black walnut logs, lu" and up

In diameter, 6 ft. and up long. Will Inspect at

shipping point and pay cash.

<;i:o. W. IIARTZEI.L, Dayton. Ohio.

WAGON STOCK WANTED

I AM IN THE MARKET FOR

75 to 100 cArs of oak poles, bolsters, sand

boards, ereners, and reaches ; and hickory and

maple axles. Will inspect at sklpplog paiat, aad

pay cash. E. B. BROWN, 372 Bayae St.,

Rnffalo, N. Y.

TIMBER FOR SALE

FOR SALE—HICKORY
on 1400 acres in Wayne County, Kentucky, esti-

mated at i,000,000 feet. For further particulars

address

TENNESSEE HARDWOOD LBR. CO.,

Nashville, Teen.

TIMBER ESTIMATING

TIMBER ESTIMATES
Estimating Southern timber a specialty. Maps,

detailed reports as ta stand, quality and logging

conditions. Hare a few high-class prapertles

for sale. Can furnish best references.

THOS. J. Mcdonald,
East Tenn. Natl. Bank BIdg.,

EnoxTllle. Tean.

LUMBER FOR SALE

BUYERS OF HARDWOODS.
Do you want to get In touch with the beat

buyers of hardwood lumber? We have a list,

bowing the annual requlremenis In lumber,

ilmensloD stock and veneers suil panels of con-

sumers of those materials throughout the United

States and Canada. The service Is free to ad

vertlsers in the Ricoso. It will Interest yotL

Write us for further Information about oar "Sell

Ing Lumber by Mall System."

HARDWOOD RECORD, Ellsworth BIdg.,

Chicago.

FOB SALE—CANADIAN BIRCH
140 M' 4. 5, G, S. 10. 12 and lC/4.

THE BRADLEY CO.. Ilntnilton. Ont.

DIMENSION STOCK WANTED

WANTED—WAGON HANDLES
in carload lots. Must be 1" square in the rough,

lengths from 3 to 6 ft. Made from Oak, Hick-

ory. Hard Maple, Elm or Ash.

THE TOLEDO METAL WHEEL CO.. Toledo, O.

WANTED
Hard Maple and Beech Squares 42", 44",

48" long, plump 1" x 1". Must be clear and
straight. It you have any to offer write us.

Will take them dry or green.

THE COLUMBIA MFG. CO.,

New Philadelphia, Ohio

DIMENSION OAK

Plain and Quartered

Various sizes for chair and table factories.

Send to us for specifications and prices.

INDIANA QUARTERED OAK CO.

7 East 42nd Street.

New York.

WANTED
I-arge quantities l%xl?4xl9 clear oak squares.

THE NORTHERN CHAIR CO.,

Port Washington, Wis.

WANTED
Largi' quantities 11,4x4x20.

THE WISCONSIN CHAIR CO.,

Port Washington, Wis.

LUMBER WANTED
|

WANTED ROCK ELM
"i carloads 10'4x("i and wider 10'—lU'.

3 carloads 3x6 and wider. 10'— 16'.

We can ship fresh from the saw. Inspect at

point of shipment. Terms cash less 2%.
THE BRADLEY CO., Hamilton, Ont.

WANTS RED AND WHITE OAK
,\ Canadiiin marufncturini^ roruijany is in the

Tiiarket for a quantity of plain rod and white

and quarter-cut white oak. 3/4 to S/4. and will

contract for entire cut in these woods in No. 2

common and better grades from either small or

large mills. Send particulars of quantity and
where located, and best price f. o. b. cars at

shipping point. Address
"BOX 109," care Hardwood Record.

WANTED
100.000 feet 4/4 sound wormy Chestnut.

S. BURKHOLDER LBR. CO., Crawfordsville, Ind.

: MACHINERY FOR SALE

FOR SALE
1 No. 46 Berlin Twin Matcher and double Sur-

facer. 30"x6".

1 No. 114 Berlin Inside Moulder and Matcher,

15"x6".

1 H. B. Smith 8" Moulder or door sticker.

Will be sold cheap for cash, for immediate
shipment.

For further particulars inquire of

YELLOW POPLAR LUJIBER CO.. Coal Grove, O.

DIMENSION STOCK FOR SALE

FOR SALE
Hardwood Squares and Hardwood Dimension,
Birch, Maple, Beech, White Ash, Brown Ash,

Poplar and Elm.
Send us specifications and we will quote

prices. RAY LUMBER CO.. Ray, Maine.

FOR SALE
50,000 feet clear hard maple and beech squares,

6/4x6/4—18" to 48" lengths.

THE WOLF-LOCKWOOD LUMBER CO.,

Grand Rapids, Mlcb.
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TIMBER LANDS FOR SALE

VALUABLE TIMBER LANDS AND MILL

FOE SALE

The estate of J. V. Stevens, recently de-

ceased, left about 1950 Acres of Valuable Timber

Lands In Belvldere. Vermont, wblcb Is now

offered for sale at a low valuation.

Estimated stumpage 12 to IG million feet,

about equally divided between bard and soft

woods. Much of the Spruce is virgin timber

of Qrst quality. The hardwood contains a large

amount of choice old growth Birch and Maple.

The lowest price ever placed upon this prop-

erty by Mr. Stevens was $40,000. but the entire

property Including new Mill, substantially built

and up to date, with steam and water power,

tenement houses. &o., will be sold for $35,000.

Terms, $10,000 down balance easy terms.

Mill seven miles from either Boston & Maine

or Central Vermont R. R. station at Cambridge

Junction. Excellent road with very little up

grade.

Three other adjacent tracts of Timber Lands,

aggregating with the above about 12.000 acres

and having an estimated stumpage of 50 to 60

million feet, are in the market and taken to-

gether constitute one of the largest and best

spruce and hardwood lumber properties in Ver-

mont.

For further particulars, address

<\ S. rAGi:. Hyde Park, \t.

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES

TRUSTEE'S SALE
OF

PHILADELPHIA VENEEE & LBE. CO.,

INC.

on W.-diifsilay, Nov. 5. I!H:!, at L' :.;ii o'clock

1'. M.. on our premises in Knoxville. Tonn., we
will otlQr at public auction our entire plant and
property formerly occupied and used as a sawmill

and manufacturing site in the city of Knoxville.

Tean.. with shipping facilities over two lines

of railroad, riant contains about (en acres of

land and having located thereon one two-story

office building, one sawmill, one brick boiler and
engine room, one single and one double brick dry

houses, one elgar box mill, one brick boiler

bouse, three warehouses and one blacksmith shop.

In the list of machinery is one ISxISCi Bates

Corliss engine—225 II. I". : one i;xl2 Mundy.
single cylinder, single drum engine, with boiler,

one 18 H. I'. Backus gasoline engine, and other

valuable machinery.

The sale will be made in three ways : First,

the maihinery. equipment and personal property

will be oCfered in separate parcels and as a

whole, then the real estate, machinery and
equipment, including the Bates Corliss engine,

will be offered as a whole.

The plant and property will be open to In-

spection every day between now and the time of

sale. For further information address

PHILADELPHIA VENEER & LL'.MItER CO.,

INC., or AKERS AUCTION CO., Knoxville,

Tenn.,
TRUSTEES.

rini,AI»EI.riIIA VENEICU & LBR. CO., inc.

100,000,000 FT. 3TUMPAOE AND
Land mill. Tlinli-r onsist-; ..f N. C. pine,

cypress, poplar, gum, oak and ash. Mill Is y ft.

Filer & Slowell, complete, -.vlth 2",<. miles R. R.

I'rice $l.'i5,no0. WrKo for particulars. This is

the biggest bar-.;aln In the South.

,1, I'. .MUI.IIEUIN. Ailgusln, V.n.

MISCELLANEOUS

OAK, POPLAR, ASH
and all sther hardwoads. In all grades and thick-

nesses, csn be readily ssid It advertised In the

Wanted and For Sale section of Hasowood Rbo
OBB. If yen have a large stock yoa want to

sell try a few lines in this department and
see what a lot of inquiries they will bring too.

CHICAGO
E. H. KLANN LUMBER CO.

Cottonwood, Gum, Oak, Ash, Cy-

press, Yellow Pine, Dimension Stock

819 FISHER BLDG. BAR. 1187

Osgood & Richardson
935 Peoples Gas BIdg.

NORTHERN AND SOUTHERN
HARDWOODS

to Attnf: LAMBI ISH LUMBER CO.

Factory Lumber
GRAY'S HARBOR SPRUCE
SOFT YELLOW FIR
WESTERN SOFT PINE

DIRECT MILL REPRESENTATION

E. B. Nettleton ""cH^c'aS'^-

A T«oe«r a*a(« U th* kotwvr to T«o««r UMr'i
>r7»&n. Thii"7^k«rBrmDd"T«B-

a»u(^ ) • atMl K»af« ibkt will Mtitfy

IMLV>IVE, W»k«upU>
oitr Pric«ool7|l 98d«lii

ow, *^%j. A

ffoodUwa A<*. PhoQ* H

For s«le by HARDWOOD RECORD,
637 S. Dearborn St., Chlcaco, III.

50 CENTS EACH.

CHICAGO

The Logical Location

for Wood-Working
Factories

ny
e scarcity of timber In your local-
i ever increasing demand for higher
ong employees, doubtless you find

It difllcuU In your present location to realize
the profits you once made.

If you are manufacturing furniture, car-
riages, automobile part.s. barrels and boxes,
cratej; or any product that requires wood,
the Southeastern Stales of Virginia, North
and South Carolina. Georgia. Florida. Ala-
bama, .Mississippi, Tennessee or Kentucky
offer numerous excellent openings for any of
these lines ut business. The greatest supply
of oak. gum, ash. walnut, hickory, pine and
other timbers are obtainable in nearly every
section of the Southeast.

Power is furnished at very reasonable rates
while labor Is plentiful at a very favorable
wage scale. Labor troubles are practically
unknown In the South.
Along the Southern Ry.. Mobile & Ohio

R. R. and CJeorgla Southern & Florida Ry.
are many cities and towns olferlng liberal

Inducements for the location of new Indus-
tries. We can put you In touch with these
parlies If you will express a desire.

V. Ririf.VRDS
ind Industrlul .\Ke

SOUTHERN RAILWAY
I 31),'). Washing!

MAKE BOX SHOCKS
LOOSE BARREL STAVES

of I i 111,1 <(iiiilil.> iinil III IinM-l ( ..-I

I-r..iii (•,.r.l«,.M,l. .<l,il,,, Mr "th. r K-.. -. W.isle
l.y llie t M' ..t (.erliM'h Mueliinery.

The Peter Cerlach Co., Cleveland, O.

(I The Gibson Aluminum Tally Boole CoTer

and Tally Tickets are now employed by

more than 2,000 lumber manufacturers,

dealers and consumers.
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American Forest Trees
By Henry H. Gibson Edited by Hu Maxwell

"AMERICAN FOREST TREES" is a comprehensive work, of more than seven hun-
dred pages, iUustrated by more than one huntlred full page pictures of forest types of tree

growth, and hundreds of minor pictures.

It answers every question worth asking about the infinite variety of forest growth in this

country, and the utiHzation of these woods in lumber and other forms. The opinion of an
expert on this work is:

"AMERICAN FOREST TREES" is the foremost contribution that has ever been made
to American forest and lumber literature.

The price of this work is Six Dollars ($6.00) net. It will be sent on receipt of price, pre-

paid, subject to return and refund of payment if it does not prove satisfactory.

The very complete character of this work, may be judged by the index following :

African mahogaDy
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•leBved magootla. 494
oik 295. 319
tr« 531
>k 292
irleif ash 418
trwood 400. IW3
_ 5B2
TOOd S95
•TltK 698

698
pint 19. 703

r-twlK plDe 703
637

•mber 325
biKbark 346
Bugar pine

700
»le pine
od
r<lT poplar 682
loe pine 6S
tt pine 43
af aerTlce 452
af willow 496
«Ted pine
lat

incks pine.
alk vlllo

63
55

471
j-aw pine 65

llr 165
red flr 185

Qd ipruce pine... 51
aaple 435
rfllow 496

637

niie willow 472
b cjpress 178

661
Ocent flr 164

any 463. 547
any birch 565
Ineel 701
ore 685
nita 663

•ny

.Netlle tree _

New Enfcland tioxwood. 523
Newcastle tborn
New .Mexican locust.... 537
New .Mexican pinon....
Noble flr 157
Nootka cypress 121
Nortb .American red
spruce 127

North Carolina pine... 49
North Carolina sbagbark
hickory 37(1

Northern cork elm 385
Northern spruce pine... 19
Northern white cedar.. 97
Norway pine 61
Nutmeg hickory .374
Nutplne 28. 33. GS. 704
Nuttall willow 472

oak 308
berry 451
law 459

pine 45. 55
spruce 133

Ite 5."i9. 562
in Cottonwood. 667, 669
tn elder 700

ladrona 663
mulberry .... 514

in palmetto 692
tn persimmon .... 517
n pinon.. .19. 33, 704
in walnut 351
in white pine.... 19
IX basswood 639

562
•pecles 695
ri willow 473
r nnt 356, 363
r nut hickory 383
ollre 620
orange 511. 620
e yucca 693
•ey cypress 141
•ey pine 69
elm 391
maple 435

i« oak 297
ain alder 582
ain ash. .411, 4.'i4, 675
• in balsam... 151, 168

iain birch 580
I ain cedar Ill
, ain elm 399
1
ain hemlock 195
lain holly 64.'i

'In iry 506
lain Juniper 99
rain laurel 505. 529
'ain mahogany. 199. 465
lain raacblneel... 697
;«ln maple 435. 441
ain pine 25
lain spruce 135
ain white oak 213
Ty 513
berry 508
tree .529

' oak 297

I wood 608
' 'berry 699

I

vcone pine 704
'leaf Cottonwood

.

' 667. 889
'»leaf crab 453
'ileaf willow 498

Oak-barked cedar
Obispo pine
Ohio buckeye 649.
Oldfield birch
Oldfleld pine
Old man's beard
OUretroe
One-berry
One-seed .juniper
Opossum wood
Opuntlas
Oregon ash
Oregon balsam
Oregon crabapple
Oregon flr

Oregon maple
Oregon oak
Oregon pine
Oregon white oak
Oreodaphne
Oreroup oak 217,
Osage appletree
Osage orange
Osier willow

Pacific coaat oak
Pacific yew
Pale-leat hickory
Palmer oak
Palms .'

Palmetto ]

Palo bianco
Palo Terde
Paper birch 665.
Paper mulberry
Paradise-tree
Parry nut pine 19,
Parry pinion
Parry's spruce
Patten's spruce
Peach oak
Pea-flower locust
Peawood
Pear haw \]
Pear thorn
Pecan 357,
Pecan nnt
Pecan tree
Persimmon
Pessimin
Pigeonberry 452,
Pigeon cherry
Pignut 356. 361,
Pignut hickory
Pig walnut
Pin cherry
Pine
Pink locust
Pin oak 208, 247.
Pinon 19,
Pinon pine 28.
Pin thorn
Pitch pine... 43, 45, 49,

111

Polsi iTy
Poison laurel
Poison oak
Poison sumach
Poisontree
Poisonwood 697,
Pond apple
Pond cypress
Pond pine
Poorfield pine
Poor pine
Poplar 487,
PopIar-IeaTed birch
Popple 487,
Poppy ash
Possum haw
Possum oak
Possumwood
Port Orford cedar
Post cedar 103.
Post locust
Poat oak
POTerty birch
Powcohlacora
Price oak

Pricklecone pine 69,
Prickly ash
Prickly pine
Prickly apruce
Prlnce'8 pine
Puget Sound pine
Pumpkin ash
Pumpkin pine
Pumpkin-tree
Punk oak
Purple buckeye ....049.
Purple dogwood
Purple haw
Pyramidal magnolia. 4S1,

704 .Shingle cedar
699 Shingle oak,.
52 Shin oak
138 I Shoepeg maple

.301, 319
,206, 286

433

Rattlebox
Ked alder
Red ash
Redbark flr

Redbark pine
lied bay
Red-berried elder
Ked birch
Red-bract dogwood
Redhud
Red cedar 91.
Red elm 393,
Red flr 157, 164,
Red gum
Red haw 457, 459,
Redheart hickory
Red hickory
Red ironwood
Red larch
Red locust
Red maple
Red mulberry
Red oak

....259, 286, 277, 2S0,
Red pine 61,
Red plum
Red BllTer flr

Red spruce
Ked thorn
Red titl

Red willow
Redwood
Retama
Rhododendron

289

ash
River birch 565,
River Cottonwood
Rock chestnut oak
Kock elm 380,
Rock maple
Rock oak
Rocky Mountain juniper

Rocky Mountain oak...
219.

Rocky Mountain white
pine

Rose bay
Rosemary pine 49.
Royal palm
Rum cherry
Rusty nannyherry

Sadler oak
Saffron plum
Salad-tree
Sandbar willow
Sand Jack
Sand pine
Sapwood pine
Sargent palm
Sarvice
Sassafac
Sassafas

Sassafras
Satlnleat
Satin walnut
Satinwood
Savlce 451.
Savin
Saxifrai
Scalybark hickory
Scarlet haw
Scarlet maple
Scarlet oak
Schott cactus
Schott yucca
Screwhean
Scrow-pod
Scrub oak 220. 247.
Scrub pine 37. 57.
Seaside alder
Second growth
Servlceberry
Service-tree
Shadberry
Rhaghark hickory. ..355,
Shasta red flr

Shawneewood
She balsam
Sheepberry 699,
Sheepbnflh
Sheep laurel
Shellbark 358.
Shellbark hickory

70 Short-flower mahogany.
169 I Shortleaf pine 49
423 Shortieaved pine 57
*" ShortBhat 49

Shrub willow 498
Sierra hrownhark pine. . 67
Silktop palmetto 692
Silky willow 472
Sllverbeil tree 601.604
^'iTer flr 159. 163. Ifl.')

Sllverleaf willow 471
Sllrer-leaved maple 429
Silver maple 429
Silver pine 145
Sliver spruce 136. 145

423
I

Silvertop palmetto 692
164. Single leaf pinon 19, 701
75] Single spruce 130

831. Sir Joseph Bank's pine. 70
700

I Slash pine 45. 4'J. .'..',

6771 Sitka alder 692
Sitka spruce l.^.s

Skunk spruce 130
Slippery elm... 380. 391
Sloe
Small buckeye 649. 662
Small fruit mountain ash 454
Small-leaf elm
Small-leaf horsebean..
Small laurel
Small pignut 346
Small pignut hickory
Small white birch. ..
Smooth cypress
Smooth-leaf willow .

Snowdrop-tree 601. 603
169 .' Soapberry
621 I Soap tree 465
165 ; Soft maple 429
127 ' Soft pine
458 Softwoods
502 \

Soledad pine 64
496 : Sonora ironwood 56R
181 Sophora 555
549 Sorrel-tree 507
507 ' Soulard crab 454
423) Sour gum 337. 339. 507
577 j

Sour gum bush 507
667

I

Sour tupelo 339
241

;
Sourwood 607

385
i
Southern basswood 639

427 .Southern mountain pine. 52
241 I Southern red Juniper. . . 94

Southern red oak 265
Southern white cedar... 103
Southern yellow pine... 43
.Spanish bayonet 693
Spanish dagger 693
Spanish moss 256

507 Spanish oak. . .260. 277, 289
Spanish red oak 289

692 Sparkleberry 508
Spice tree 529
Spoon-hutch 507
Spoonwood 505
Sprlngwood 7
Spotted oak... 266, 271, 320
Spruce 127. 169
Spruce pine

45, 49. 61. 67, 187
Spruce-tree 187
Stackpole pine 151
Stagbush 699
Staghom sumach 697
Star-leaved gum 325
Stave oak 205
Stiffness of wood 11
Sting-tongue 699
Stinking ash 445
Stinking buckeye 651
Stinking cedar 201,202
Stinking savin 202
Strength of wood 11
Striped maple 447
Stone-seed Mexican pinon 33
Stump tree 547
Sugar ash 445
Sugarherry ...403,405.406
Sugar maple 427
Sugar pine 19, 31
Sugar-tree 427
Sumach 696
Summer haw 458
Summerwood 7
Sunflower-tree 700
Sun loving pine 704
Sunny slope pine 704
Swamp ash 416. 422
Swamp bay 531
Swamp cedar 103
Swamp chestnut oak... 229
Swamp Cottonwood 687. 869
Swamp hickory 361. .t75

B.54 Swamp holly 646
605 Swamp laurel 405
357 Swamp magnolia 495

aple 429. 433
I

Swamp oak . . .226. 249.
Swamp poplar
Swamp aaaaafras
Swamp Spioisb oak
Swamp (upelo
Swamp white oak.. 217.
Swampy cbeatnut oak..
Sweet bay
Sweet birch 665.
Sweet crab
Sweet gum
Sweet locust
Sweet magnolia 481.
Sweet scented crab . . .

.

Switch-bud hickory
Sycamore 397.

801
I
Western larch
Weatera plum
Western red cedar
„ 115. 118,

'tern aerviceberry .

.

Tamarack 79,
Tanbark oak 241,
Tassajo
Tear-blanket
Texan ebony
Texan red oak
Texas ash
Texas buckeye
Texas cottonwood ..667,
Texas flowering willow.
Texas redbud
Texas umbrella-tree ...
Thick shellbark
Thomas elm
Thorn apple
Thorn bush
Thorn locust
Thorn plum
Thorn tree
Thorny acacia
Thorny locust
Three-leaved maple....
Three-thorned acacia...
Thunderwood
Thurber cactus
Tideland spruce
Tisswood
Titi 502.
Toothache-tree
Torch pine
Torchwood
Tomlllo
Torrey pine
Tough bumella
Tourney oak
Trask mahogany
Tree huckleberry
Tree myrtle
Tree palmetto
Tree yucca
Trident oak
Tuck-tuck
Tulip poplar ...
Tulip-tree
Tupelo
Turkey oak ....

673

649

459

641

445

229 Western ahellbark
241 Western spruce

Western sumach
Western walnut
Western white flr

Western white oak
Western white plie. . .

.

„ 19. 25,
Western yellow pine...
Western yew

607 West Indian birch
West Indian cherry
Weymouth pine
Whiskey cherry
Whistlewood
White alder
White Alaska blrcb
_ 565.
White ash 409. 422.
White bolsam 159,
White bark
Wbitehark maple
Whitebark pine 19,
White basswood
White hay
White birch. . .665. 679.
White buttonwood
White cedar ...97, 103,
White Cottonwood
W'hite elm 379, 385,
Whiteheart kickory
White hickory. 357. 381.
White flr 159. 183.
White Ironwood
White laurel
Whiteleaf oak
White locust
White mangrove
White maple 433,
White mulberry
White oak

. .205. 208. 213. 223,
White pine 19, 51,
White poplar 675.
White spruce. .130. 135.
White stem pine
White thorn
White titi

White walnut 356.
White wUlow

oQQ
I
Whltewood

Sflwickup ..,

Ill I
Wild apple

29» Wild black cherry
Wild cherry 613.

487 ""' ""'"

Umbrella tree. 481. 484,
Upland hickory
Upland willow
Utah Juniper

Valley mahogany
Valley oak
Valparaiao oak
Vauquellnia
Vine maple
Virgllia
Virginia pine
Virginia thorn

Wadsworth oak
Wafer ash
Wahoo

. .385. 399, 492, 499,
Wahoo elm
Walnut
Walnut-tree
Washington haw
Washington palm
Washington pine
Washington thorn
Water ash 422. 424,
Water beech
Water birch 677,
Water hitternut
Water elm
Water hickory
Water maple . .429. 4.33.

Water oak ...295. 319,
Water Spanish oak
Water white oak
Weeping dogwood
Weeping oak
Weeping spruce ...136,
Weeping willow
W'estern birch 585,
Western black willo*..
Western catalpa
Western cedar ....115,
Western choke cherry,.

tern dogwood
Western hemlock
Western hemlock flr

Western hemlock sprnce
We.itern Juniper

249

Wild china
Wild cinnamon .

Wild crab
Wild date
Wild lilac

Wild lime ... .

Wild olive-tree .

Wild orange . .

.

W'ild peach . ..

.

Wild plum
Wild red cherry,
WI1.^ r..^.. 1— ^

502
357
472

..487. 667. 701
637
454
613
619
485

W'ild rose bay
W'ild sapodilla

... Wild tamarind ... '

547 ]
Wild thorn .'

55
I

Williamson's spruce.
460 Willo-

225
Willow-leaf cherry
Willow oak .279
Wing elm ...
Witch elm ...
Witch hazel ',',[

Wood laurel
'*' *

Woolly oak ....!!!!!''

Yellow ash ...'.'.".'

Teilow bark oak '.

Yellow basswood .

.

Yellow birch 585,
Yellow buckeye .

.

Tellotr buckthorn ..."
Y'eilow-hutt oak
Yellow cedar ...'.'.'.Vis'
Yellow chestnut oak..."
Yellow cottonwood ....
Yellow cypress

526 ;
Yellow flr ins'

249 ) Yellow. leaf willow... .'

195
J
Yellow-flowered cucam-

472 1 her-free
579 Yellow locust 635
496 Yellow oak 247
476

I

Yellow pine .... '43'
118 Yellow plum
618 Yellow poplar ... 4gi'
525 Yellow ipruce "

193 Yellow-wood
193

;
_ 511, 683. 898. :

645
646
653
271
637

Address Book Department, HARDWOOD RECORD
537 South Dearborn Street Chicago, Illinois
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Broom Handle
CHUCKING AND BORING MACHINE

It rounds end of handle and bores small hole in other end
automatically at same time. Capacity, 45,000 handles in ten
hours. All the operator has to do is to keep the handles fed to

the machine. Used by the largest producers. Write for de-
tails and price.

CADILLAC MACHINE CO.
Makers of Handle Makers Tools. CADILLAC. MICHIGAN

ELEPHANT
RUBBER BELTING

AIR DRILL AND AIR TOOL

307 W. Randolph Street,
ESTABLISHED 1882

HOSE
STEAM
WATER
SUCTION

EXTRA QUALITY

Reoommended for hard servic*
and guaranteed to do the work

SELLING AGENTS
CR4NE C0HP4NY - • 4LL BRANCHES

STiNDtRD EQUIPMENT CO., MOBILE, «Lt

ILB4NV MILL SUPPLV CO., tLBANV, Bt.

THE MECHANICAL

RUBBER COMPANY
(Chlcaao Rubber W»rk»)

CHICAGO

Wire Stitching Machinery

Crates, Veneer and Resawed Lumber
Boxes, Also Wire and Metal Bound Boxes,

FRUIT PACKAGES, BASKETS,
FIBER SHIPPING CASES, PAPER
BOXES AND SPECIAL PURPOSES
ASK FOR CATALOGUE

Manufactured by

SARANAC MACHINE COMPANY
lENTON HARBOR, MICH., U. S. A.

We make all styles of Kiln Trucks
and Transfer Cars. They are

roller bearing, steel or malleable
iron wheels. We have one con-

tract for twelve hundred of these

trucks, with eight-inch wheels.

Always a large stock of

material on hand. Can
make prompt shipment.

The National Dry Kiln Co.
Indianapolis, Ind.
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J^^achir\GS for

oporatiorv
CLYDE IRON WORKS

Come with us before you buy and see for your-
self how CLYDE LOGGING MACHINES
will cut your costs and increase your capacity
after they have been installed on your opera-
tion. Our machines are our best advertisement.

CLYDE IRON WORKS
Manufacturers of Machines for Every Logging Operation

Head Office and Factory: DULUTH, U. S. A.

BRANCHES: New Orleans, La. Savannah, Ga.

Chicago, 111. Portland, Ore. Seattle, Wash.

/Machines for

operotiorv
CLYDE IRON V^ORKS

Phoenix
6 ft. Pony

Band Mill

Will cut 30,000

feet of 1" lumber
in 10 hours and
cut it good.

Nearly 200
of these
mills sawing
wood in the
U. S. A.

PRETTY GOOD

RECOMMENDA-

TIOHJSH'TIT?

MODERATE PRICE

PHOENIX MFG. CO.
EAU CLAIRE WISCONSIN

OLD RELIABLE

Stiuidftrd rerf.Mtrd Itiind ItchU

cCiUt^e^

Scatesvllle,
N. C.

March 31, 1913.

Gentlemen: We
have had the
Standard Per-
fected Band
Resaw In oper-
ation for about
sixty days. We
nnd the ma-
chine very sat-
Isfactory. It haa
ample capacity
to handle any-
thing In the
planing milt
line and Is head
and shoulders
above anything
we have ever

Wm. B. Mershon Sz Co.
SAOIINAW MlCI-f.
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VENEERS AND PANELS

Ahnapee Veneer & Seating Co,
HOME OFFICE, FACTORY AND VENEER MILL, ALGOMA, WIS.

VENEER AND SAWMILL, URCHWOOD, WIS.

We manufacture at our Blrcbwood plant single ply veneers
of all native northern woods and deliver stock that is in
shape to glue.

From our Algoma factory, where we have specialized for
twenty years, we produce panels of all sizes, flat or bent to
shape, in all woods, notably in Mahogany and Quarter-Sawed Oak.
We make no two-ply stock, and do not employ sliced cut

quartered oak. Our quartered oak panels are all from sawed
veneer.

Every pound of glue we use is guaranteed hide stock. W«
do not use retainers. Our gluing forms are put under pow-
erful screws and left until the glue has thoroughly set.

If you seek a guaranteed product that is the best, based on
results accomplished by most painstaking attention and study
of every detail, combined with the use of the best stock and
an up-to-date equipment, our product will appeal to you.

If you are a "price buyer" we probably cannot interest you.

OUR SPECIALTY

Highly Figured Quarter-Sawed White Oak Veneer

PuTiNAM Veneer & Lumber Co.
H. I. CUTSIINGER. Gen'l IVIsr.

ROACHDAUE, IIND.

Custom Mill Work, Storage, Inspection
ON

Foreign Fancy Woods, Mahogany, Cedar, Circassian
We receive the logs, store or warehouse them, manufacture them into lumber, cut or saw veneers, pile and store the pro-
duct, and ship via any railroad. Also furnish inspection returns on logs or lumber. Can furnish accommodations and econ-
omies which it is impossible to secure elsewhere. We always have on our yards parcels of plain and figured African,
Mexican and Cuban Mahogany, Circassian Walnut and Cedar logs, placed here for sale by direct foreign shippers, from
which advantageous purchases can be made.

Astoria Veneer Mills & Dock Co. Long Island City, New York

y eneers and l^anels with a Jy^eputation
YX/'E manufacture Veneers in all the native woods and for all purposes. Also Built-up Panels

in native and foreign woods—three and five-ply—and have established a reputation for

furnishing high-grade material. Send us your inquiries and orders and become one of our
satisfied customers.

Underwood Veneer Co, Wausau^ W^is.
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17/^15 O A I 17 Veneer Plant of The Maley,
r yJS\ O/VLilL Thompson & Moffett Co.

Open bids will be received at the office of Charles T. Grcve, Referee in Bankruptcy, 22 Carew Building,
Cincinnati. Ohio, at 3 p. m., on the 19th day of November, 1913, for the plant of The Maley, Thompson &
Moffett Company, including lot, building and machinery, a description of which follows:

Location—N. E. Corner Eighth and Evans streets, Cincin-
nati, Ohio.

Dimensions of Lot—465 feet by 303 feet.

Main Building—Reinforced concrete floor 120 feet by 190
feet.

Machinery—One Smith, Meyer & Schnier 8 ft. Band Saw
Mill, complete, with log Turner—Steam Nigger—Gang
Edger Trimmer and Electric Driven Slab Saw and Filing
Machinery and Log Derrick.
One 12 ft. Hayes \'cnecr Slicer and Grinder.
One 8 ft. Capital Veneer Slicer with Grinder.
Three Smith, Meyer & Schnier Veneer Saws, Steam
Feed.
One Clement Band Resaw.
One Towsley 24-inch single surfacer.
'One Fay & Egan Self Feed Rip Saw.
One Reliance Direct Connected Electric Drive Cut-off Saw.
One Smith Veneer Drier with Automatic Engine Drive.
Complete Dust collecting system with separate concrete
Dust House.
Tools and Equipment complete.
Log Derrick, hand power.

Each machine is directly driven by separate motors of
varying capacities.

Power Plant—One-story brick and concrete 30 ft. by 55 ft.

Engine Room,—One St. Louis Corliss Engine 22" by 48"
about 500 H. P.
One Allis-Chalmers 250 K. W. Generator A. C. Switch
Board, Exciter, etc.

Boiler Room—One-story Brick and Concrete 36 ft. by 48 ft.

Two Mcllvain & Spiegel Boilers.
One Brownell Boiler with pumps and complete equip-
ment.

Stable, Blacksmith Shop, Lumber, Shed, etc.

Whole appraised at $100,000.00.

The real estate is subject to an annual ground rent of
$1,947.00, payable quarterly, with privilege of purchase
for $34,000.00, Purchaser to assume ground rent.

Bids to be taken:
1. On the real estate, plant and machinery as an entirety.
2. On the real estate and plant separately.
3. On the machinery separately.

Terms cash, with twenty days in which to examine the title, buyer to pay all taxes due and payable after date of
sale. Right reserved to reject any or all bids. Sale subject to confirmation by the Referee at a meeting of the creditors
to be held at the said office on the said date.

Peck, Shaffer & Peck and
H.\RRY L. Gordon,

Attonicvs for Trustee.

Ch.^rles T. Greve,
Referee in Bankruptcy.

Fr.\n"k H. Sh-^efer,

Trustee in Bankruptcy.

Hoffman Brothers Company

Sliced and Sawed, Quartered
and Plain Red and

White Oak
Walnut Cherry Ash Maple

Let ui Send You Our stock List FORT WAYNE, IND.

CIRCASSIAN MAHOGANY

Logs VENEERS Lumber
WE IMPORT WE MANUFACTURE

All Thicknesses of Mahogany
Ready for Shipment

RICE VENEER & LUMBER CO.
GRAND RAPIDS, MICH.

READY TO LAY
Dimension Stock cut to your sizes in

1/20 Sliced Quartered Oak and Mahogany

MATCHED, JOINTED AND TAPED
We also manufacture a full line of high-

grade, rotary-cut veneers, making a spe-

cialty of exceptionally fine poplar.

ADAMS & RAYMOND VENEER COMPANY
Established 1869 Indianapolis, Ind.
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BUFFALO!
The Foremost Hardwood Market of the East '

I. N. Stewart & Bro.
SpecialtieB

Cherry and Oak
892 Elk Street

Standard Hardwood Lumber Co.

OAK, ASH and
CHESTNUT

1075 Clinton Street

a. EUIAS <& BRO.
HARDWOODS
White Pine, Yellow Pine, Spruce.
Hemlock, Fir, Lumber, Timber, Mill-
work, Boxes, Maple and Oak Floorins

>S5=101S EUK STREET

BUFFALO HARDWOOD LUMBER GO.
We want to buy for cash

OAK, ASH AND OTHER HARDWOODS
All grades and thicknesses.

Will receive and inspect stock at shlppinK point.
Branch yard, MemphiSt Tenn.

940 Seneca Street, BUFFALO

Hugh McLean Lumber Co.
OUR SPECIALTY:

QUARTERED
WHITE OAK

940 ELK STREET

T. SULLIVAN & CO.
SPECIALTIES:

Gray Elm, Brown Ash
Pacific Coast Fir and Spruce

2 ARTHUR STREET

ORSON E. YEAQER
SPECIALTIES;

Oak, Ash and Poplar
932 ELK STREET

ANTHONY
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A Fine Opportunity to Dispose of

Narrow, Short and Low GradeOak
'I'd the iial< IuiiiIht iiiaiinliicturLT wlm accu-

imilatcs c()nsi(Ici"al)k' nak liniil)L'r that can

not be sold unless tlicy put a ])iicc on it that

is so low that tliere's nn money in it, there

is now offered a line onnnrtunitv to dis-

N)se oi llii^ hnnl)i-r hy iiiakin^' it up intn

lak llooriii;^' scpiares lii<e tlie illrslralion.

"hese squares are jointed to>.'etlier without
luc on tlic

Linderman Automatic Jointer

Gluer, Clamper and Sizer
S(]uarc<l to the c.xacl wiiUli. A sliiii.i;lil tini.uin; aiul gruovc is tluu cut ••u llic lu.i >iiles and ends.

The demand for llicsi- tloorinK sqiiaris is i^rcatly in excess of tlu- present output. Still there

arc several Soutliern niannfaoturers making these flooring; squares.

One New ^ork tirin wants a good many car loads of the Linderman Kloorins Squares. The
prices it offers will net you. delivered New York City, practically as nuicli as you are ni'ttinjjr from

the better grade of oak lumber.
Write today for further information and we wdl aive you the detads of the market, manufac-

turing costs, etc. You're not obligated in any w.iy in askinu; for particulars. \et it might be of

value and wi>rtli your consideration.

Linderman Machine Company
MUSKEGON, MICHIGAN

New York City Woodstock, Ont. Knoxville, Tenn.



Manufacturers Old-FashionedVansant, soft

Kitchen 6 n^ar
Company

5-8 and 4-4

in Wide Stuck,

Specialty

Ashland, Kentucky

KASTEF*^ RJCPRESCNTATIVi; Jokn L. Cvekraa
eOl W. llStk StTMt. N«w York City

FOR DISCRIMINATING BUYERS wanting a Clear Board for first class shelving and other similar pur-

poses there is nothing that will surpass our CLEAR HEMLOCK. It is bright in appearance, light in

weight and is odorless and durable. We make it in 6", 8", 10" and 12" widths, as also 13" to 20" wide.

In addition to this, we have all other grades in Hemlock Boards. Also you should try the soft quality of our Smoky
Mountain Chestnut. In No. 1 Common and Better grades we can supply it 60% 14' and 16' lengths. The widths

are most desirable and the manufacture perfect. Also we have a nice assortment of S/g" Panel Poplar 28" to 36"

and 35" to 44" wide or can be assorted in widths as may be desired. This is the genuine soft yellow Smoky Mountain

Poplar. Also do not forget we are in position at all times to cut to order high grade Poplar, Ash and Maple.

WE SOLICIT THE BUSINESS OF DISCRIMINATING BUYERS FOR ALL
HIGH GRADE SMOKY MOUNTAIN HARDWOODS AND HEMLOCK

LITTLE RIVER LUMBER COMPANY Townsend, Tenn.

W. H. White Company
Boyne City Lumber Company

Mills and General Office: BOYNE CITY, MICH.

Sales Office: BUFFALO, N. Y.

STOCK DRY— STANDARD GRADES— BEST
MANUFACTURE— CAR OR CARGO SHIPMENTS

WE OFFER

All Kinds
OF

Hardwood and Hemlock
Lumber

Hardwood
Flooring, Lath

AND

Dimension Stock

YELLOW POPLAR
MtNUFlCTUKERS OF BIND SIWED

POPLAR
QUARTERED OAK
PLAIN OAK
CHESTNUT
BASSWOOD

SPECIALTY
QUARTER SAWED

WHITE OAK

Goal Grove, Ohio, U.S.A. LUMBER CO
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Advertisers" classifiw directory follows Readino matter
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Gentlemen

:

We sell Lumber, especially Hardwoods.

We manufacture almost all we sell—we
are first hands.

Our delivery points are scattered and
prompt shipments our aim. Get in touch.

We'lldo you good.

J. Gibson McUvain & Co.
1420 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia

For Quick Shipment
5 cars
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We plead "GUILTY"—Our present facil-

ities will not supply all the panels our increas-

ing trade calls for, but we are not sacrificing

quality in order to increase output.

We are making a specialty of door and wainscot

PANELS, H", 5/16", Ya"; Plain and Quartered Oak,

Birch, Yellow Pine, and Mahogany.

.\lso Stile and Rail veneers in these woods, cut to

your widths; Vs", 3/16", %". And, 1/28", 1/24",

1/20", 1/16", wide veneer for panel faces in Oak,

Circassian Walnut, Mahogany, and Birch.

Core veneer and crossbanding.

LUMBER—
Mexican, Honduras. East India, Prima Vera, and

Cuban Mahogany. Tenn. Red Cedar. All

thicknesses.

HlDDLESTON=MARSH LIMBER CO.

2254 Lumber Street, Chicago, 111.

J. RAYNER
iiiiiiMiW^

ALL WOODS
0:;:0SEHD^.FOR STOCK LIST

Estabrook-Skeele Lumber Co.
MANUFACTURERS AND DEALERS IN

Maple, Birch, Elm, Basswood, Ash
And Other Northern Hardwoods

In the Market for Round Lots of Hardwootf
WRITE US BEFORE SELLING

Fisher Building, ...
•PHONE HARRISON 198-4

CHICAGO

SAVE YOUR MONEY BY USING THE

D 17 V\ ROOl^ Published Semi-annually
rxL-jLy DWvyJV in February and August

It contains a carefully prepared list of the buyers •f lumber in

car lots, both among the dealers and manufacturers.

The book indicates their financial standing and manner of meet-

ing obligations. Covers the United States, Alberta, Mani-
toba and Saslcatcliewan. The trade recognizes this book as

the authority on the lines it covers.

omnlzcd Collection Department is also opeiated aid the same is o>en to

rou. Write for terms.

Lumbermen's Credit Assn.,
ESTABLISHED

l«7t

MeitUii nil Paitr.

Hayden & Westcott Lumber Co.
SPECIAL RAILROAD DEPT.
Hardi/voods n Softwoods

823 Railway Exchange Bailding, Chicago. HI.

n
For items of Hardwood Stock or Hardwood

Machinery, you will find it advantageous io

write our advertisers. Get in touch

!

CHOICE BIRCH AND MAPLE—10.500 ACRES
I offer the above tract of best quality and
splendidly located timber in Ontario, ten miles

from Sault Ste. Marie, Ontario, a town of

25,000 population. Will cut 90% birch and
maple. Estimated by George F. Beardsley,

cruiser of Grand Rapids, Mich. Location and
mill site on deep water. Can ship either by
water or rail. Lands in fee simple—no crown
dues, no export restrictions. Close to Amer-
ican Soo. Easy logging. Reasonable price and terms.

William H. Ranson, Saull Ste Marie, Mich.

A floor to adore
For thirty-three years Wilce's Hardwood Floar-

Ine has hecii among the foremost on the market
iirid because it stands today "unequaled" Is th*

• ^t evidence that its manufacturer has kept
ilreast of modern methods and the advanced a»-
iiiands of the trade. To convince your.sclf of th«
uhove statements, try our iiolished surface floor-

irii:. toriKucd and crooved, hollow t)acked, with
miilclKMl ends and holes for blind nallinr—youll
liiid it reduces the expense of laying and poUahinx.

l)ur Huukitt t»lU aU ahuul Uariticvoit riocrinf
i%4 hoie to oar* (or it—aito prtc——onrf it fr»t

The T. Wilce Company
a2nd and Throop Sta. CHICAGO, ILL.
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KNOXVILUE
Famous for Finest Type of Poplar. Oak and Cheatnut

VESTAL LUMBER AND MANUFACTURING CO.
KNOXVILLE, TENNESSEE.

QUARTERED WHITE OAK
OUR SPECIALTY

MANUFACTURERS OF

QUARTERED WHITE OAK. PLAIN OAK. POPLAR. WALNOT & TENNESSEE RED CEDAR LUMBER
BAND MILLS AT VKSTAU A SUBURB OF KNOXV1L.LB1. SOUTHERN AND LOUISVILLE & NASHVILi-B RAJUlOAr*

J. M. UOGAIN
LUMBER QO.
MANUFACTURERS AND WHOLESALERS
HARDWOODS AND PINE
POPLAR A SPECIALTY

Main Office and Yards: Knoxville
Branch Offlco and Yard;

Bank aad McLean Aye., Cincinnati I. M. ASHER. Mgr.

We Want Orders for the following Dry Stock:

WHITE OAK—Plain or Quartered.

RED OAK—Plain or Quartered.
CHESTNUT BASSWOOD
POPLAR WHITE PINE

Always carry large well
assorted stock of all

kinds of Hardwoods.

CAN SHIP ON SHORT NOTICE.

Kimball & Kopcke
Knoxville, Tennessee

Manufacturers and Shippers of

Appalachian Hardwoods
OAK OUR SPECIALTY

IMapbct <St SheaLumber Co.

)VIanufacturers
and Wholesalers

OFFICE: 703-705 HENSON BUILDING
Yard: Middlebrook Pike anc

Lonsdale Car Line

WE WANT TO MOVE
3 cars 4/4 No. i Common Poplar, 7" & up
2 cars 4/4 Clear Sap Poplar, 7" & up
1 car 4/4 Select Poplar, 7" & up
1 car 4/4 1 & 2 Red Oak, 10" & up
1 car 4/4 1 & 2 Chestnut
1 car 4/4 No. 1 Common Chestnut

We manufacture: YELLOW POPLAR,
OAK, CHESTNUT, WHITE AND YEL-
LOW PINE, HEMLOCK BARK, ETC.

BAND AND CIRCULAR BULLS—EAST TENN.
MOUNTAIN VIRGIN HARDWOOD STUMFAGB

"THE VERY BEST"
ASH, BUCKEYE,

RED BIRCH, CHESTNUT, GUM,
RED OAK, WHITE OAK, PINE,

POPLAR and WALNUT
Knoxville Veneer Co.

p. B. RAYMOND, General Manager, Knoxville, Tenn.
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GOOD
GRADES LUDiNcTrbN

HARDWOOD SPECIALISTS

PROMPT
SERVICE

Look over this full

assortment of dry

stock for prompt
shipment.

When you order be

sure to specify

LOWER PENINSULA

SOFT GRAY ELM

The wood that made
Michigan famous.

Dry Soft Gray Elm

40M 4 4 FAS.
55M 6 4 FAS.
35M 8 4 FAS.
40M 12 4 FAS.
35M 4 4 No. 1 Com.
45M 6 4 No. 1 Com.
25M 8 4 No. 1 Com.
40M 12 4 No. 1 Com.
25M 10 4 No. 1 Com.
& Btr.

17M 16 4 No. 1 Com.
& Btr.

Thick Kim, Shoninft Method of Pilins

CTPii § SALT & LUMBER CO. LuDINGTON,MlCH.

BAND SAWN HARDWOODS
WE PRODUCE OUR OWN STOCKS

Cottonwood—Red and Sap Gum
Our Specialties:

Oak Tliree Ply Red Gum Panels

A Feiv Items Wc Want To Move
9 cars 4/4"

8 cars 4/4"

5 cars 4/4"

7 cars 5/4"

2 cars 3/8"

3 cars 5/8"

4 cars 3/4"

5 cars 4/4"

X 13" to 17" Cottonwood Box Boards.

X 13" to 17" Ists & 2nds Cottonwood.

X 18" to 22" Ists & 2nds Cottonwood.

x6" to 12" Ists & 2nds Cottonwood.

x6" & Up Ists & 2nds Sap Gum.
x6" & Up Ists & 2nds Sap Gum.
X 6" & Up Ists & 2nds Sap Gum.
X 6" & Up Ists & 2nds Sap Gum.

4 cars 4/4" x 13" to 15" Ists & 2nds Sap Gum.
3 cars 6/4" x 6" & Up Ists & 2nds Sap Gum.
5 cars 4/4" x 6" & Up Ists & 2nds Red Gum.
4 cars 6/4" Log Run Soft Maple.

5 cars 12/4" Log Run Southern Elm.

5 cars 4/4" Ists & 2nds Plain Red Oak.

3 cars 4/4" No. 1 Common Plain Red Oak.

1 car 4/4" No. 2 Common Plain Red Oak.

WRITE US FOR PRICES

ANDERSON-TULLY COMPANY
Memphis BOX SHOCKS and VENEERS Tenn.
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NASHVILLE
CELEBRATKU FOR HIGHEST TYPE TIMBER QROWTH, FAULTLESS MANUFACTURE AND GOOD GRADES

Farris Hardwood Lumber Co.

Successors to

Cherokee Lumber Company

Manufacturers
Hardwood Lumber

NASHVILLE
TENNESSEE

SECURE BETTER PRICES

AT LESS SELLING COST BY REACH-
ING MORE CUSTOMERS. HARDWOOD
RECORD PUTS YOU BEFORE THEM

ALL TWICE A MONTH.

ASK US ABOUT IT

We will name very attractive
prices on a few cars of each of the
following items:

4/4. 6/4. 10/4 and 12/4 1* and 2» Poplar
4/4 and 8/4 Sap Poplar.
154". m" and 2%' No. 1 Common Poplar.
4/4 No. 1 and Panel Poplar In widths of 12 to 17-, 18 to 23"

and 24" and up.
4/4x18 to 17" Poplar Box Boardi.
4/4 la & 2« Basswood or Linn—very nne
8/8, 4/4. 5/4, 10/4 and 12/4 la ft 2b Qtd. W. Oot.
4/4. 6/4. 6/4 and 8/4 No. I Common Qtd. W. Oak
6/4 la ft 2i Qtd R, Oak.
4/4, 5/4 and 6/4 No. 1 Common Qtd. R. Oak.
«/4 aid 10/4 li ft 28 Hickory.
4/4. «/4, 10/4 and 12/4 No 1 Common Hickory.
4/4, 8/4, 8/4, 10/4 and 12/4 No. 2 Common Hickory.
4/4 la ft 2s Chestnut, also 6, 6 and 8/4.

4/4 No. 1 Common Chjstnut.

John B. Ransom & Co.
MANUFACTURERS OF

Hardwood Lumber
Nashville, Tenn.

IP VniT WAIVFT THE BEST SYSTEM OF ACCURATELY TALLYING AND
ir IV/U VYillll RECORDING LUMBER SHIPMENTS OR RECEIPTS

YOU WILL BE INTERESTED IN

The Gibson Tally Book
This system of tallying lumber is employed by more than two
thousand lumber producers, jobbers and wholesale consumers,

and is available for tallying lumber, logs, flooring, dimension
stock and all other commodities.

Makes three original tallies without the use of loose carbon sheets.

New Catalogue showing twenty-six various forms of tickets sent

free on request.

Talli; Book Dept., HardWood 'Bjecord, Chicago
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No, sir, this is not the sun rising ahove the far distant hilltops. It's just another

shining" example of

Atkins Always Ahead
It's ATKIXS IXSERTED TOOTH CUT OFF SAW—McLFIAN PATENT. The biggest sensation

in the Saw \\'iirhl tor vears. The smoothest, fastest cutting Saw you have ever seen. People say they are

"worth four" ordinary S?.ws.

If you use cut-ofif saws, then >'ihi will want to know about this one. If you are proud of your equip-

ment and ambitious to use the very finest of everything, then you will want one or more of these Saws.

Write the nearest address below and let us tell vou what thev will cost and what tlicv will do.

ATKINS ^^ SAWS
If you use Band, Circular, Lross-cut, or any other kind of Mill Saws, you will be interested in hearing

what we have to say about ATKINS SILVER STEEL.

If you use Machine Knives of any type whatever, you should know why Atkins Machines Knives made
of Atlas Steel will prove the most economical for you.

If you conduct a filing room, then you certainly should investigate Atkins Saw Fitting Tools, Atkins

Ideal Swage—which is unquestionably the finest in the world—Pribnow Swage Shapers, and a thousand

and one things used about the filing room.

Come To Us With Yonr Saw Troubles
Let us know your problems, if }'ou have any. Perhaps we can offer some
solutions. Get in touch with the SILVER STEEL SAW People. It may pay.

E. C. ATKINS ^ CO., Inc.
The Silver Steel Saw People

Home Office and Factory, Indianapolis, Ind. Canadian Factory, Hamilton, Ont.
Machine Knife Factory, Lancaster, N. Y.

Branches carrying complete stock in the following cities. Address E. C. ATKINS & CO., Inc.: Atlanta, Chicago,
Memphis, Minneapolis, New Orleans, New York City, Portland, Ore., San Francisco,

Seattle, Vancouver, B. C, Sydney, N. S. W.
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The

Newest
Hoosier
Band
Saw Mill
We have been building

band mills for thirty-

five years and this New
Hoosier Band Saw
Mill represents the ex-

perience of these years.

The simplest mill in

construction and the

easiest kept in order.

"" ^ " We build this mill in three

sizes, 6, 7 and 8 ft. The
widest saw the 6 ft. mill

will carry is 10"; the 7 and
8 ft. mills will carry 10, 11

or 12" saws. This mill is

built in a substantial man-
ner and embodies all that

is latest and best in Band
Mill design. The base is

of the heavy extension pat-

tern and is so constructed

that it does not overhang the foundation bat extends completely around the mill. By
means of the construction of the column the upper wheel runs in the center of the mill and

is supported both above and below the mandrel. The bearings are long and are chain

oiling.

The tension device has roller bearings and is very sensitive and durable. The upper guide

is raised and lowered by power and is nonbreakable. The lower guide is so arranged that

it can be opened quickly. The roll back of the saw is power driven.

The 6 ft. mill will split a 48" log and lay down a 30" board between saw and column: the

7 ft. will split a 54" log and lay down a 36" board, the 8 ft. will split a 57" log and lay down
a 42" board.

The Sinker-Davis Co., Indianapolis, Ind.

Makers of Hoosier Saw Mill Machinery
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We Will Quote Unusually Attractive Prices

On the Following List ot Band Sawn Poplar:
3 cars 1" Is & 28.

2 cars IM:" Is & 28.

5 cars 2M:" Is & 28.

S cars 3" Is & 2s.

2 cars 1" Wide Box.
3 cars 1" Narrow Box.
4 cars 1" tSaPH & Selects.
1 car IH" Saps & Selects.
2 cars IMr" Saps & Selects.
2 cars 2" Saps & Selects.

WE HAVF A SPT.ENDI
QUARTERED RED AND

8 cars 1" No. 1 Commo
2 ears 1V4" No. 1 Ct
2 cars IMi" No. 1 Common.
2 cars 2" No. 1 Common.
5 cars 2V2" No. 1 Common.
B cars .•)" No. 1 Common.
4 curs 1" No. 2-A Common.
,<i cars 1" No. 2-B Common.
6 cars 2" No. 2 A & B Common.
1 car 'iVj" No. 2 A & B Common.
1 car 8" No. 2 A & B Common.

Faust Bros. Lumber Co.
SAI.KS OI-KICK
CHICAGO, ILL.

MAIN OFFICE
PADUCAH, KY.

Miiin <MII<'e, I'lunt iinil Varils

MOUND CITY, ILL., adjoining Cairo, 111.

CHICAGO OFFICE—1423 Monadnock BIdg.

Hardwood Lumber
ALL GRADES AND THICKNESSES

Oak and Ash Our Specialty

VENEERS Sawed, Quartered White Oak

Standard for 37 Years
^

Covel Saw Machinery
The machine shown will automatically
sharpen band resaws from l" to 6"

wide, and it is not necessary to touch
the saws after they come off the
machine.

COVEL MFG. CO., Benton Harbor, Mich.

OAK FLOORING

Kiln-

Dried

Polislied

& MFC. CO.
3A RDIS
- MI55. -

Hollow

Ft> Backed
and

Bundled

! i^*.
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Review and Outlook

General Market Conditions

IN
ADDITION TO OTHER UNDESIRABLE INFLUENCES,

trade conditions in general throughout the past two weeks have

been affected more or less by a further circumstance, namely, the

political agitation which has been fairly keen pretty generally

throughout the middlewestern and eastern states. In New York

especially there has been a fight which will go down in history as

of extreme importance to that community. The importance of the

struggle was so fully recognized that it engaged the close attention

of the entire community with the result that it had some direct

bearing upon actual business conditions. However, New York was

but one instance of the many cases where politics has had its effect,

so that in the aggregate it can be said that the political turmoil

has added to the general uncertainty of the business situation. How-

ever, this influence is now a thing of the past and one more reef has

been safely essayed so that the ship of business is now a little nearer

to the safe harbor of normal business conditions.

To say the least, reports are conflicting as to the general economic

condition of the country, business conditions in a broad way and the

lumber business specifically. Such men as J. J. Hill, former presi-

dent of the Great Northern Railroad and well-known as a leader in

a big business organization, have issued statements comparatively

recently tending to indicate that the very trend of business is wrong,

and that until we get headed in the right direction we cannot hope

for much more encouragement. On the other hand, we have prom-

ising reports from other industrial leaders and excellent statements

from various communities as to building operations and probable re-

turns. For instance at Memphis it is stated that bank clearings ex-

ceeded the clearings for October, 1912, by over $2,000,000, and that

actual shipments of cotton and prices received were most gratifying.

We are warned, however, by those who are prone to affect a thor-

ough understanding of the deeper phases of business in general that

the recent developments in Mexico must be taken into account, and

that they will have a grave effect upon the progress of commerce

in this country. It is stated that in the event this country were

drawn into a conflict with Mexico it would cost a million or two

dollars a day, which would have to come from the people, with the

result that there would be less money available for ordinary business

and industrial activities. Unquestionably a conflict of this sort would

be an expensive one, but Hakdwood Record is of the opinion that

it would not have any very material bearing on the financial situation

of the country. In fact it is altogether likely that provision has

already been made to finance any effort of intervention that might

be made, without disrupting business.

Generally speaking, there is not much change in the aspect of the

country 's condition, and this can also be said of the lumber business.

The positions of the various woods continue to be about the same as

they were two weeks ago, and the demand from the various sources

is about in conformity to demand as last reported. It is unques-

tionably a fact that the comparative scarcity of money and the in-

disposition on the part of the bankers to finance industrial and busi-

ness propositions at a reasonable rate of interest is being felt in

building circles. This is especially true of speculative building, such

as flat buildings, two-family houses, etc., which of course really does

have a direct and noticeable effect upon the lumber business as far

as building lumber is concerned.

It is unquestionably true that buying is off, but hardwood men as

a general thing are not reporting the same condition as are concerns

manufacturing and dealing in building lumber alone. In fact, as

far as values are concerned hardwoods continue to offer a solid front.

Prices have not improved nor are they likely to improve in the im-

mediate future, but with the present condition of stocks at the rnUls

and the entire likelihood that this condition will continue indefinitely,

there is no reason to beUeve that mUlmen will make any further

concessions.

In the South favorable operating conditions have allowed the mill-

men to secure a very nice assortment of stock, but nowhere is there

any report that the supply is at all a justification of alarm, and in

fact, it is fairly generally reported that the actual amount of lumber

on hand is not above normal.

The recent reports of the two northern associations offer excellent

proof that stock conditions at the northern miUs continue to be en-

tirely in accordance with the desires of northern operators. A fur-

ther proof is seen in the complaints of the wholesale element that

thoy cannot secure the stocks they want at the prices they are will-

ing to pay, which would indicate without much chance of doubt that

there is nothing remotely resembling a condition of panic among
northern operators.

Recent developments aiming toward an organization of the gum
interests, and facts brought out at the recent conference of gum
manufacturers, has had a favorable effect upon the gum situation.

As heretofore reported, it was developed at the conference that the

actual stock on hand was aflfc nearly as alarming in its total quan-

tity as was expected. TIm 'prospects of an organization, the pur-

pose of which would be the broadening of the demand for gum, has

had a still further favorable effect upon the holders of red and sap

gum, and it is highly probable that with the definite orgaBizntion,

that in all likelihood will be effected on the fifteenth of this month,

actually a fact, the position of this most excellent wood will be still

further strengthened. It is off now, Imt the feeling is slightly more
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optimistic regarding the future prospect of gum than it has been

for some little time.

In oak there has been a reall}- noticeable improvement in the lower

grades, without any corresponding weakening of the upper grades.

The better grades of oak are still slightly off, but there is no logical

reason to believe that there will be any further weakening.

The lower grades of gum, Cottonwood and poplar are seemingly

having an excellent call from the box makers, who seem to be doing

an active business.

Without being unduly optimistic, it is safe to say that the last

two weeks have brought forth no new developments that could be

used as excuses for the belief that the lumber business is in any

worse shape than it was two or three weeks ago. It is true that

promised renewal of activity has not yet begun to materialize, but

it is also true that no further stagnation has been noted and the

policy seems to be a waiting one with the multitude of small orders

and without any apparent tendency on the part of the buying trade

to commit itself to the purchase of any large blocks of stocks. It

is entirely likely that this situation will continue to be predominant

for some little time to come.

The Prophecies of James J. Hill

JAMES J. HILL, THE VETERAN EAILKOAD BUILDEE, and

a specialist in statistics, sounded a note of caution, if not of

warning, in a speech delivered at a recent meeting of bankers in

Chicago. The point in the leading paragraph of his address was

that "less than a year's subsistance stands between man and starva-

tion." To prove his point he quoted figures showing production and

consumption of wheat, and he showed that the margin of safety, on

the face of the returns, is small.

There is nothing new in this. The world has had only one year's

supply of food ahead at a time since the earliest records of civilized

man. Barbarians and savages seldom have that much, and often

food for only a day or two. It took extraordinary exertion in the

time of Joseph for the Egj-ptians, on the most fertile land in the

world, to grow enough grain in one year to last two. The farmers,

considered for all countries, have never produced much surplus of

grain, and they are not doing it now. It is not necessary that they

should. There is no occasion to lay by vast stores of food, beyond

the year 's needs. It would deteriorate, mildew would attack it,

worms would infest the granaries, and nothing would be gained in

the end. We expect seedtime and harvest to continue. If some

great extraraundane catastrophe, like the Glacial Age, should blast

the land and upset nature, we would all have to die anyhow, whether

we had an extra supply of wheat laid by or not, but this state of

affairs is not anticipated.

The famines of ancient times and of the middle ages were due

to lack of transportation facilities rather than to universal, or even

a, very general, failure of crops. A rainless season in a certain re-

gion brought famine because supplies five hundred miles away were

entirely inaccessible. That cannot happen now. Grain can be car-

ried half way round the world without prohibitory increase of price.

There is no immediate cause for alarm on account of threatened

drought or because of exhaustion of soil of farm lands.

If the ordinary sources of fertilizers and the nitrate beds of

South America should prove inadequate, the by-products of coke

ovens, the saving of which is now well understood and extensively

practiced, will meet much of the need for fertilizers; and if that

fails, the fixation of atmospheric nitrogen has no limit, as far as

science can predict. Grain crops cannot fail, through sterility of

land, as long as the earth has an atmosphere, for exhaustless stores of

fertilizers are procurable there. At this time a vast hydroelectric

plant for the fixation of nitrogen is under construction in the

anterior of Iceland. Fertilizers made from arctic air will enrich

the wheat fields in any part of the world. The same work can be

carried on in all countries that have water power, and it is being

carried on in many places—at Niagara Falls, in the Southern Ap-
palachians, in Italy, and elsewhere. The specter of universal famine

has no excuse to stalk abroad in these days.

There appears to be really more demand for serious thought in

considering the second warning or caution given by Mr. Hill, when

he said that the people are spending too much money; cities and
corporations are recklessly going in debt, and enterprises—some of

which do not deserve the name—are being over-capitalized; stocks

are sold and bonds issued with inadequate security, and speculation

is reckless. Wall street, according to Mr. Hill's figures, sold new
securities in 1912 to the amount of nearly $7,000,000 for every busi-

ness day in the year. The bankers who listened to the address were
warned of rocks ahead unless the course of speculation was not

speedily directed into safer channels. Overbonded business was
pointed out as one of the country's greatest perils, and the speaker

insisted that this condition is growing worse at such a rate that the

limit of safety in many quarters has been passed. His si)eech was
largely wanting in optimism, and was pitched somewhat in the key

of the "Lament.it Ions of Jeremiah" sounding warnings to the reck-

less and headstrong inhabitants of Jerusalem. Let it be hoped that

Mr. Hill's predictions will not prove as true as Jeremiah's did.

Cover Picture

THE PICTURE ON THE COVER of this issue Hardwood Record
shows a fine example of the installation of a Kraetzer Prepara-

tor at the plant of C. L. Willey, Chicago. This api)aratus has been

previously discussed in Hardwood Record.

There is a growing interest on the part of manufacturers in the

use of this equipment for steaming green or partially dry lumber

under pres.sure to insure its quick and accurate seasoning. With the

increased number of installations in various parts of the country

there is a growing popularity of lumber treated by this method.

Users of all varieties are fast learning that they can kiln-dry

Kraetzer-cured lumber product in less than one-half the time re-

quired to kiln-dry unsteamed wood. Besides that, the treatment

insures uniform tone, absolute freedom from stain and seasoning

defects, lighter weight and very much improved milling qualities.

The equipment here pictured is employed in handling walnut,

Vermillion and black walnut, but in other Kraetzer Preparators at

lumber manufacturing plants in various parts of the country, red

gum, tupelo, cypress, red oak, white oak, beech, birch, maple, syca-

more, elm and other varieties of wood are successfully handled. The
apparatus is just as efficacious in handling soft woods as it is in

hardwoods.

The equipment here shown has a capacity of handling well to-

wards 100,000 feet of lumber in ten hours. It constitutes the latest

and most efficient process known for the quick and accurate season-

ing of all varieties of lumber.

A Logical Method
THE LUMBER TRADE has felt that the efforts of the railroads

to effect a horizontal increase of five per cent in the general

freight rates of the country would work a gross injustice upon them

because it appeared from reports that it would be very difficult to

combat such advances. The reason for this difficulty would have been

the fact that such advances as originally proposed were to have been

general and without any consideration of different classes of com-

modities. The Interstate Commerce Commission, however, has seen

the wisdom of passing upon the question of the advances on the

individual commodities and has suggested that the railroads file sup-

plements of the existing tariffs advancing specific rates as they de-

sire, following which the commission will investigate the reason-

ableness of each proposed advance rather than of the general ad-

vance.

It is reported that the railroads are now filing such supplements

and that numerous advances on lumber rates have already been filed.

It is assumed that all lumber rates in the country are to be included.

The wisdom of such a course is readily seen when it is learned that

the Interstate Commerce Commission will suspend these tariffs pend-

ing hearing upon each. If the time of suspension is too short to

get around to a consideration of the total number of individual

tariffs a further suspension will be granted on such tariffs as have

not been considered, which will be long enough to cover a period

sufficient to go over the elitire matter in this individual way.

It can readily be seen that the ultimate decision as handed down

by the commission, will be based on a much fairer consideration of
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the question than if the general advances were taken up as a single

question, and conditions in one industry forced to apply on other

industries. It is a well-known fact that some industries in some

sections of the country can much better stand increases in freight

rates than can other industries located in other parts of the country.

Shippers can feel even more secure in their position because of the

fact that Attorney Louis E. Brandeis has been delegated to represent

them. He will cooperate with representative shippers in preparing

such arguments as they wish to present. It is suggested that be-

cause of the possibility of overlooking the matter of suspending

some of the advances, shippers themselves protest to the commission

asking for such suspensions on specific tariffs which will be ordered

immediately without protest. This of course is merely a formality.

Thus the shipping contingent of the country, including the big

interests in the lumber business, will be assured of a fair and im-

partial trial of the question of the advancement of freight rate?.

Of Paramount Importance to the Lumberman
WHILE THE NATIONAL CONSERVATION CONGRESS orig-

inally started with the purpose of conserving the timber re-

sources of the country, it has spread to such proportions that the

average lumberman considers it to be of rather too wide a scope to

be of direct importance to him. The congress as it now exists em-

braces the conservation of many resources other than the actual

timber of the country, but the conservation of the timber has been

considered of such paramount importance that a special forestry

committee has been maintained and special thought is given at each

congress to work out the problems directly affecting the future

supply of timber and other conditions that have an intimate con-

nection with the forests of the country.

It is announced that in order to give ample time for the presenta-

tion and discussion of sub-committee reports, the forestry committee

of the fifth National Conservation Congress will start its sessions at

the New Willard hotel, Washington, D. C, on November 17, a day

ahead of the opening of the congress itself. The forestry commit-

tee meetings will be working forums to add to the findings of the

ten sub-committees and results of work along these lines should be

interesting to every lumberman and forester because they have a

direct bearing on their industry or profession.

Considerable interest is being manifested by lumber manufacturing

associations in the conservation congress, and in fact several of

them have at recent conventions delegated individuals who will be

sure to attend the various sessions of the congress at Washington.

The purpose of arranging for the advance meeting of the forestry

interests is two-fold. In the first place by so doing the various ques-

tions pertaining to the conservation of the forests, the creation of

perpetual timber supply, and the complete development of water

power will have a discussion conforming to the importance of those

questions. On the other hand, by completing such discussion before

the regular sessions, lumbermen and foresters will not be compelled

to miss other sessions of the congress.

With this interest in their welfare shown by those in charge of

the National Conservation Congress in evidence, lumbermen should

consider that the workings of that highly important organization

should be of sufficient interest and value to them to warrant at least

giving it their moral support.

Another Indication of Efficient Work
THE FACT HAS BEEN DEPLOEED on the part of the lumber

trade that the Census Bureau, because of lack of suflScient funds,

will not continue the compilation of lumber statistics. The loss of

such statistics while probably not effecting any direct hardship on the

lumber trade, would be a distinct loss to that branch of the busi-

ness body of the country.

The National Lumber Manufacturers' Association has accom-

plished a great many important things in the past, of direct value to

the trade that it represents. It now comes to the front and an-

nounces that it has arranged with the Bureau of Statistics of the

Department of Agriculture to continue the work of gathering sta-

tistics with such coopcrntion as the associations affiliated with the

National Lumber Manufacturers' Association can give.

According to the plan the gathering of statistics will be even

imtre trtrfiiplete than it, has been in the past as reports will be asked

from all sawmills in the country doing a commercial business, but

not to include as many of the unimportant mills as were covered

by the census' report. It is hoped that by close co-operation the

reports will be gotten out several months sooner than they were issued

by the Census Bureau.

Thus is seen another instance proving to the lumber trade the

value of efficient association work.

Securing the Architects' Support
r\S ANOTHER PAGE IN THIS ISSUE of Hardwood Recced
^^ is published an account of a banquet that was given at St.

Louis a few days ago by the Lumbermen's Club of St. Louis, at

which there were in attendance by special invitation seventy leading

architects. The idea was conceived by a prominent lumberman of

St. Louis that by getting in direct personal touch with the architects

and endeavoring to show them the real condition of affairs as applied

to wood and the various substitutes of wood, a change of sentiment

could be effected which would react to the lasting benefit of the

lumber business. The sentiment as expressed by the architects both

during and after the gathering was ample proof that the meeting

was not only thoroughly justified but was also a complete success.

The value of this gathering, however, does not lie so much in the

mere fact that it occurred but rather in the fact that it offers a

highly valuable suggestion to the numerous other organizations

representing the lumber trade in various committees throughout the

country. It is true that the meeting was directly in the interests

of yellow pine but it is equally true that the same beneficial effects

could be had by inaugurating a similar idea in the interests of

various other domestic woods.

It is unquestionably a fact that to win the co-operation of the

architects of the country would mean creating a much more com-

prehensive idea of the value and proper uses for forest products.

It might prove entirely feasible to expend a portion of the money
now available for genera! advertising purposes for just this kind of

propagandist work, which would insure getting directly in touch

with the architects themselves and placing before them just the

kind of information which the trade is endeavoring to put into their

hands through other means. Unquestionably, also, such a method

would make a more profound impression upon the architect than

would the issuance of the same information in a more indirect way.

It is certainly an idea worth trying out more fully.

A Promising Congressional Visit

A LARGE COMMITTEE of Congress, to some extent self-

appointed, win soon visit the southern Appalachian region to

study the question of buying land to establish forest reserves. Such

lands have been bought on a small scale under the terms of the

Weeks law; but the funds for making the purchases have been some-

what grudgingly furnished by Congress, and many senators and

congressmen have been lukewarm in their support of the whole

proposition. A visit of two or three dozen national lawmakers to

the region where the land purchases have been made will unquestion-

ably result in good. Many congressmen are only slightly acquainted

with the southern mountain ranges and cannot fully appreciate the

questions involved in the purchase of forest lands in that quarter.

Their growing interest in the subject is evident from their purpose

of paying an extended visit to the region where they can study the

problems at first hand.

Under the strict interpretation of the Constitution, forest lands

could not be bought for the purpose of conserving the timber supply;

but such lands may be acquired to protect or improve navigable

streams. It is on that ground that the purchases are made. Every-

body knows that the protection of growing timber, and the securing

of future supplies, are important results which will follow the prac-

tice of forestry methods on the high southern mountains; but if that

were the only result expected the lands could not be bought with

money appropriated by Congress.

The protection of the lower courses of the navigable rivers will

follow the improvement of forest conditions near the sources of the
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streams. A good soil cover stores water in time of storms, and pays

it out slowly afterwards, causing a steady flow lower down. Good

cover likewise checks excessive washing of soil and sand into the

streams, and the consequent formation of bars to interfere with

navigation. These matters have been so widely discusFed tlirougli

the press and in speeches and lectures that they ;ire now very gener-

ally understood.

Purcliases thus far made in New England and the Soutli iiiuli'v the

Weeks law include very small areas in comparison with the wliole

region that ought to have jirotecticm against excessive cutting of

timber and destructive burning. Fortunately, many holders of timber-

land are giving their property protection. They lumber intelligently

and guard as well as they can against fires. This is a valuable assist-

ance to the government in what it is doing. Many lumbermen, on

the other hand, care nothing for the land and are interested only

in skinning it to the last sapling, and then leaving it a prey to fire

and storm. It is land of this clas-s that is being purchased under

the Weeks law. Forests will be restored where possible, and in years

to come these tracts will bear merchantable timber; but if they are

left to the uicic'ics of fire ami storm, after the lumberman has done

his worst, tlie futmc will lind them barren rocks or gullied gravel

piles.

Many interesting things will come to the attention of the congres-

sional visitors when they make personal examination of the wild

lands among the mountains.

Some Startling Figures

IT HAS BEEN AXXOl'XCED by the proper authority that the

manufacture of freiglit cais during the year lUl.'i will be far

below the manufacture of such cars during 1912. It has been

argued by the railroads that they needed funds to be derived from

the proposed increases in freight rates, and it also has been

argued on the other hand by shippers that such demand for

increases were arbitrary and uncalled for. The facts, however,

regarding freight car construction would indicate there is some

truth in the assertions of the railroads.

According to report, the number of freight cars manufactured

during 1913 will not aggregate over 100,000 as ag(iinst 23.5,000

during 1912. According to the same report, up to September 30,

1913, there were but ,88,000 freight cars finished, and the indica-

tions are that there will not be any great renewal of activity in

freight car manufacture during the remainder of the calendar

year.

Of course, with the decreasing use of wood in freight car con-

struction this condition does not have the important bearing on

the lumber business that it would have had formerly. Nevertheless

it offers a significant situation as far as general conditions are

concerned.

Slowly Winning the Fight
FOREST FIEES are not to be feared in any part of the East

during the remainder of this season, and thereis little danger in

the West. The autumn rains have wet the woods, and. the winter

snows will soon fall. The season's record is ready to close, and the

showing is excellent. Fire fighting in the woods is coming to be

as well organized as the saine business in cities. Progress has been

rapid during the past few years. The first thing learned is preven-

tion. That is really the most important part, though it is less

spectacular thnn the fight against the flames when they have once

gained headway.

The battle is a good deal more than half won by simply being

ready for it. From one end of the country to the other missionary

work has been going on. That portion of the public which uses the

forests for business or pleasure has been instructed how to lessen

danger. Camp fires are not to be carelessly left burning; live

matches and cigar stumps must not be thrown aside where there is

possibility' of starting a fire ; farmers who clear land or burn trash

are cautioned that care must never be relaxed ' in the handling of

necessary fires; locomotives operating in the woods must have spark

arresters; and all other known dangers are poiiited out. These are

the precautions taken in advance.

The second stage in readiness is to have a trained force of fire

fighters, and a system of attack and defense. In spite of all pre-

cautions, fires will start, and they must then be controlled and extin-

guished. Remarkable results have been achieved along that line.

No great fire got far Ijeyond control the pa.st season, though bad

conflagrations of short duration occurred in California.

Success is not due to chance. Some seasons are drier than others,

and fires will then be more diflicult to control; but all summers and

autumns are dry enough to make fires formidable if effective measures

are not taken in advance to prevent and control them.

Every forested region in the United States is now organized or

is organizing to handle the fire hazard. I.ess is being done in the

South than in the North and West ; but even in the South a great

deal is being done to lessen injury by fire. The advocates of better

protection there are slowly overcoming the erroneous belief prevalent

in that region that slow fires in a flat country do no damage.

W^hen the figures representing losses during the season of 1913 have

been collected it is believed that the showing for the whole country

will demonstrate the great value of organized effort at fire fighting,

backed by public sontinicut.

A New Thought Applied

THE DISCUSSION OF THE "CONFLICT" between capital

and labor has been so conspicuous in recent years that the gen-

eral public has been led to believe that the world was in imminent

danger almost of a physical encounter between the so-called work-

ing classes and the other factors of modern society. There is no

question but that the relations between that branch of society which

I)roduces by physical effort on the one hand, and the branch which

produces by mental effort on the other hand, constitutes one of the

greatest problems which this and other countries have to face now
and will continue to face for years to come.

Nevertheless considerable encouragement is seen as the years go

by in the promulgation and application of advanced ideas looking

toward a natural and equitable settlement of industrial questions and

a satisfactory adjustment of the relations between capital and

labor.

One of the most important of these steps is seen in the creation

of the Commission en Industrial Eelations which was authorized by-

act of Congress in 1912. The creation of the commission did not

cause the comment that it justly deserved at the time, probably be-

cause it was considered, like so many other accomplishments of our

National body, to be but an accomplishment on paper. However,

recent developments indicate that this commission is actually con-

stituted on a basis which will ultimately effect a much more compre-

hensive knowledge of the conditions as affecting relations between

the two great bodies of the industrial world, namely the employers

and the employes in the industries.

The first meeting of the commission was held at Washington, D.

C, last week and preliminary arrangements were perfected for the

active inauguration of investigations- which will start the fii-st of

the • year. The matter is brought more closely to the lumber trade

because of the announcements that the fourth branch of the work
will include lumbering. • This will be in charge of B. M. Manley,

formerly of the department of labor. Mr. Manley 's work will be

the investigation of unskilled labor, floating labor in lumber camps,

and will also include the activities of the Industrial Workers of the

World.

That the work of the commission is designed to actually accom-

plish something is seen by the fact that it already has at its disposal

$100,000 to begin on, and the probability of securing $400,000 in

addition. According to the specifications of the law a
,
preliminary

report will be issued within one year after the" investigation is be-

gun, and a complete report will be published within two years from
the beginning of the work.

The commission as appointed by President Wilson represents three

classes, namely, the public, the employers and the employes. On the

commission are seen the names of individuals prominent in work
pertaining to the industrial welfare of the country. Its purpose

should unquestionably result in many suggestions and changes of

great benefit.
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Peru Pertinent and Impertinent

What councilors attend my ways?
What ministers are these?

Shall I not pause a while to praise

Mine ancient friends the trees?

The Voice of the Trees

For me the hcech Intones her vows
I'pon the darkening air.

And when the stars arc In her bouglis

I hear her voice in prayer.

ew buds shall break on boughs of gray.

And flower and fruit be rife,

—

"e are the resurrection : yea,

Hchold, we are the life '.

"

The glory of the elm I know.
The maple's Joy is mine :

In winter silences I grow
In kinship with the pine.

"Though all our wealth of green and gold

Be withered and brought low ;

Though ne lie helpless in the cold,

Kntonibcd In ieo and snow.

The councilors upon my ways,
.My ministers are these.

Wherefore I pause a while to [iralse

Mine ancient friends the trees.

—Iliihrrt Gilbert Welsh, in the American itngazine.

The Logical Thing to Do

Hardwood Manufacturer: I'm going to stand pat on my hand and will call any bet you

Within the Law
"A cat sits on my back fence every night and

he yowls and yowls and yowls," complained a
young lawyer's client. "Now, I don't want to

have any trouble with Neighbor Smith, but

this thing has gone far enough, and I want you
to tell me what to do."

The young lawyer looked as solenra as an owl.

and said not a word.

"I have a right to shoot the cat, haven't I ?"

"I would hardly say that," replied the young
lawyer. "The cat docs not belong to you. as 1

nnderstand It."

"No, but the fence does."

"Then." concluded the light of the law, "I

think It safe to say you have a perfect right to

tear down the fence."

—

Ercrybody'it.

Telling the Good News
.Mrs. Youngma—"And so my baby got thr

prize at the baby show? I knew be would. It

couldn't have been o'therwlse."

Old Bachelor (one of the Judges)
—"Yes.

madam, wc all agreed that your baby was the

least objectionable of the lot."—,Vcic VoiA:

Wevkfii-

What Is an Oyster?

"Now." asked the teacher, "who can tell me
what an oyster Is?"

Sllcnie for a moment, while small brows were

knit !n strained cfTorf at remembrance. Then
little Tommy's facial muscles relaxed and eagi'r-

ly ho raised his hand.

"I know:" he triumphantly announced. ".Vn

oyster is a flsh built like a nut."— i'ier//'<'"///'/i.

Posted
You seem to be very intimate with the Dig-

bys. I didn't know you had met them."

"I haven't met them. 1 patronize their dress-

maker."

—

Judge.

Error Discovered
The teacher had wrltiin on the blackboard the

sentence. "The toast was drank In silence," and

turned to her class for them to discover the

mistake.

Little Bennic Sheridan waved his hand fran-

tically, and, going to the board, scrawled the

correction : "The toast was ate In silence."

—

Everybody's.

Especially
Moralist—"The outsider who buys stocks Is

a gambler, pure and simple.

Ticker—"Especially simple."

—

.tiidi/i.

—19—
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Utilization at German Sawmills

T(, aji Anifii,:ii.

intciostt'd in a moro

complete utilization

of tlip raw products

of our forests, a

study of utilization

at German sawmills

is most interesting.

It is said tliat in

( 1 (' r ni n n y f r o m
n i n e t y -four t o

u i n e t y s i X ]i o r

cent of the

tree on the

age is u t i 1 i

even stumps

grulilied out

used for fuel

wluile

aver-

/. e d
,

being

and

and

tar along Tilth the

faggots from the

smallest branches,

whereas it has been

estimated by the

United States For-

est Service that we
use only about forty

per cent of the

average tree thai is

felled in the woods.

Of course, the

obvious explanation of this discrepancy between American and Ger-

man utilization is the diifcrenee in market conditions—wood is so

scarce and consequently prices are so comparatively high in Germany
that practically speaking, nothing goes to waste and no wood is too

far distant from market to find an attractive price. Aside from this

explanation, the Germans must be given credit for studying their

market more carefully and using machines and methods that Ameri-

cans will come to use sooner or later. AltLough observations of their

closer utilization may be largely suggestive in their present applica-

tion to American conditions, yet, America is pas.sing through very

much the same economic environment that the older nations of Europe

passed through two or tluee luindred years ago and it can take ad-

vantage of and jirrifit by many of their close practices which its cou-

A CTTTINC AIM:A in (JKlt.MA.W NOTE THE CO.Ml'LETE UTILIZ.^TION OF ALL AVAILAHLI-
.MATEHLM.. AND THE ( 'OIH'ARATIVELY .SMALL SIZE OF THE TIMBER BEING CIT.

.iiiiiiiis will soon
liiake ]iosslblc.

It has often been

;ui open question in

this country as to

whether the ultimate

mill will be a large

or a small one and

which will secure the

better and more

complete utilization.

In Germany, the

small mill is the

rule and there is no

evidence that it

will increase in

size. The mills would

correspond roughly

to our mills having

a capacity of from

30,000 1 (30,000

board feet per day

and the great ma-

jority would have

the smaller capacity

or less. For ex-

ample, • the largest

null in Bavaria and

jirobably one of the

largest in Germany
cuts about 16,000,000 feet a year, which means a daily capacity of

about 64,000 board feet when running two hundred and fifty days

a year.

Practically every house and building in Germany is largely con-

structed of stone, brick, or concrete, so that construction and build-

ing timbers are not much in demand. The majority of the product

therefore goes into interior trim, sash and door stock, flooring, box

boards, furniture, cooperage, fencing, railway sleepers, and a great

variety of minor lines of utilization. For the majority of these

uses, therefore, they demand well sawn stock. Consequently the gang

saw is the rule, with a very narrow kerf and the minimum amount of

wood going into sawdust.

Wood is very expensive ami labor cheap in Germany so that Ger-

IN MOST YARDS LUMBER FROM SELECT LOGS IS PILED SEPA-
RATELY AND BOARDS KEPT TOGETHER JUST AS THEY

I CAME FROM THE LOGS. IN THIS WAY FANCY
GRAINS CAN EASILY HE MATCHED.

-20—

ELECTRIC CUT-OFF SAW FOR CUTTING TREE LENGTHS INTO DE-
SIRED SIZE AT THE MILL. THE SAW^ WORKS BACK AND

Foltril ON V TROLLEY AND SAVES UNNECESSARY
WASTE IN TRIMMING.

j



LOG ROLLWAY AT A LARGE BAVARIAN SAWMILL. NOTE HOW
ROUND AND SYXLMETRICAL THE LOGS ARE.

man machines are built to save lumber and power, whereas American

machines are built to save labor. Our machines are built to turn

ont enormous quantities of product at our sawmills; on the other

hand German machines turn out quality of product. German machines

are frequently constructed and fitted to serve a variety of purposes

whereas American machinery is intended to turn out one product and

to do that quickly. German machinery in turn ordinarily lasts for

a long time whereas ours is not expected to last more than from

fifteen to twenty years or so.

It is gratifying, however, to see the amount of American machinery

in use in Europe. At the above mentioned Bavarian mill, several

of the pieces were of American make. In fact the only band saw-

mill in the whole Black Forest region, and one of the very few in

Germany, was fitted with machinery made by an American manufac-

turer. Another interesting fact in connection with these small sawmills

is the great variety of products that are usually turned out. Many
of these are by-prodi'cts of the main output and would frequently

be sent to the "hog" or burner in this country.

Contrasted to American conditions, small logs are the rule.

This is explained by the fact that under any system of scientific

forest management, it does not pay to wait until trees become of

large size before they should be cut. The "financial rotation," as

it is called, permits of the growth of trees just large enough to be

utilized for saw-logs and not left long enough in the woods for the

compound interest charges to nullify the dividends. This means

therefore rather knotty and low-grade lumber.

Long timbers or tree lengths are also the rule. On many opera-

tions twenty-three feet (seven meters) is the minimum log length.

The advantages explained in connection with this procedure are that

the logging and transportation to the mill are more economical, the

long logs can be better sawed to the desired length at the mill, and

there is no loss in trimming. Loggers in this country commonly

allow from three to six inches for abrasion in transportation and

trim at the mill. In many of the German mills, logs are cut to the

even desired length and there is no trimming done at all. Long

lengths are also barked before shipment. It is said that bark con-

stitutes an average of ten per cent of the total material in a log.

In the case of Norway spruce, beech, and oak, the bark is used for

tanning purposes. The bark of other trees is used for fuel.

Another important phase of utilization at German sawmills is

the universal practice of sawing closer than is the custom in this

country. That is, only an eighth or a sixteenth of an inch is al-

lowed for dressing, and stock intended for a variety of uses is never

allowed to be sawed one inch in thickness, when three-quarters or

five-eighths will suffice. Of course different standards of measure-

ment are used in Germany (metric system) but this is offered as

exemplary of the manner in which they study their market and then

saw accordingly.

As mentioned before, there are hardly ever any trimmings which

in this country go to the "hog" or are sent to the burner. Edgings

THE METHOD OF PILING IN GERMANY IS PRACTICALLY THE
SAME AS THAT IN USE IN THIS COUNTRY.

are used for handles of all kinds, chair rounds, novelty and toy

stock, etc., and are seldom used for fuel. The wooden top industry

is very important in Germany and toys are exported to America

as well as to every European country. The center of this industry

is in Xuremburg in northern Bavaria. Slabs are utilized largely for

boxboards, veneer cores, short stock, fuel, novelties, etc. Sawdust

is sold for fuel and is utilized for making paper and wood alcohol

and for general packing purposes. In covering practically every

producing region of Germany, the writer failed to see a refuse burner

and it is doubtful if there is one in the whole country. Practically

all of their ties are sawed, which saves the enormous waste prevalent

with our hewn tics. The German railway specifications are also very

economical in that in cross section, ties need not be rectangular as

is the case with American ties. The upper side can be as narrow as

five or six inches as long as the base or lower face is at least ten

inches in width. By this means, many logs are made to yield two

ties instead of one, as with our railroads.

A very interesting feature of their sawmills is that hydro-electric

or even steam power supplied with coal is utilized in many cases in-

stead of using sawdust and refuse for fuel. Scarcely a single horse-

power in the form of falling water in the mountains is allowed to

go to waste with the consequent result that a great economy is in-

troduced. It is said that the first sawmill in Germany was run by

direct water power as early as 1322.

In grading, rules formulated and adopted by lumber associations

similar to those in this country are prevalent. They are based on

dimensions and defects in the same manner as with our own lumber

associations. All lumber cut from certain butt logs is piled together

for special uses such as matched veneers, furniture stock, and fancy

panel stock. In almost every lumber yard it is a common sight to

see these boards from the select logs piled one on top of the other

just as they occurred in the log. The result is much better prices.

Most of the oak from the famous Spessart region is piled in this

way, and for fancy veneers and cabinet work, especially fine large

trees are said to bring from $500 to $1,000 on the stump.

In Germany wood is sold by the cubic unit rather than by the

board foot and it is probable that in the future Americans will adopt

the same method. One is somewhat surprised at the amount of

lumber seasoned wholly in the open or under sheds. Although con-

siderable is kiln-dried, not as much is put through this process as

one would naturally expect.

Since Germany 's forests produce only four principal species,

American and other foreign woods are largely used.

At several of the mills visited, many intensive lines of utilization

were developed. For instance, at one mill, besides the usual lumber

and box board product, there were special machines for turning out

broom handles, wooden shoes, implement stock, cooperage, furniture

stock, ties, and excelsior, and in addition there was a Boucherie

timber treating plant to prolong the life of telephone and telegraph

poles.
'^'- C- B.
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The Lumbermen s Round Table
KILLING THE GOOSE AGAIN?

The roiiiarUs ijiioti'il hiTi>\vitl> 111113- l"^ regardod as prcjuJiccil,

because they come from a buyer of walnut. Nevertheless, they
are perhaps worth repeating.

"Lumbermen are exceedingly poor business men," said this

authority. "They don't know when they are well off. They
have killed many a good thing by trying to squeeze an abnormal
profit out of it and by rushing the price up so fast that buyers
were simply driven in desperation to the use of some other wood.
Take the case of poplar—a tragedy, you might almost call it.

Had the people chiefly interested in the production of poplar
taken pains to keep the price down to the proper figure, they
would not now be struggling to find an outlet for this splendid

wood.

"The walnut situation is the same way. The lumbermen are

so determined to get what seem to me to be e.\cessive prices for

their logs and lumber that they have caused buyers both here

and abroad almost to withdraw from the market. The result,

of course, has been a reduced demand, a lowering of the price

and a glutted market.

"Some day, perhaps, the lumbermen will realize that it is to

their interest to keep prices steady, not too low nor yet too high;

the happy medium combining encouraging the demand and securing

a legitimate profit."

HELPING TO PAY THE PIPER
"I am glad to see that there is an excellent prospect of the

producers of red gum forming an association which will have
charge of the advertising of that commodity, as well as handle
other matters of general interest," said a well-known member
of the trade recently. "The cypress manufacturers' association

has done great work along this line, largely because it has in-

cluded practically every manufacturer of any consequence. This
has resulted in the cost of exploiting the wood being shared by
everybody interested and in a position to profit. Red gum, on
the other hand, has been advertised by a comparatively small

number of manufacturers; and withput debating the merits of

general advertising for lumber, it must be conceded that it was
a little too much to ask these concerns to foot the bills, whereas
everybody in the business was able to profit by the results. The
association will at least enable the cost of maintaining such a

campaign to be properly distributed."

•THE COST OF SELLING LUMBER
Do you realize that it costs almost as much to sell hardwood

lumber through traveling salesmen as it does to saw the lumber
in the first place?

This may sound like an extravangant statement; yet the books
of a well-known concern, which operates mills as well as whole-
sale yards, and has a big corps of salesmen, most of whom are

considered top-notchers, show that this is pretty nearly the case.

It costs the company $1.70 a thousand to sell lumber through
several of its men. Some of them sell for less, of course, and
the average is below the figure quoted. It costs but $1.90 a
thousand to saw the stock, this including the actual expense of

manufacturing, exclusive of loading into the mill, yarding, etc.

The figures are not mentioned to give the idea that selling ex-

penses are excessive; but simply to impress upon the lumberman
the fact that since it costs so much money to dispose of lumber,

that feature of his business ought to have as much attention as

any other, including the actual manufacture of the stock. But
few see anything except the sawmill end of the business.

QUARTERING RED OAK
Lumbermen who take the trouble to analyze the difference in

values between quartered red and .quartered white oak and be-

tween plain red and plain white oak sometimes wonder how any
quartered red oak manages to get on the market at all. It is

of course true that most red oak is sawed plain; but some mills
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have managed to pile up a fair amount of quartered stock with-

out actually going to the expense of manufacturing it in that

way. The apparent anomaly is explained by the fact that they

cut the log straight through, without turning, the result being

that the center boards are quartered, as far as figure is con-

cerned, though the conventional method of quartering was dis-

regarded. With the expense of manufacturing reduced by this

method, making quartered red oak may become profitable, after

all, though, obviously, comparatively little is piled up except at

a mill with a very large production.

BY-PRODUCTS OF HARDWOODS
A concern has been formed at Jackson, Ky., for the purpose of

manufacturing wood alcohol, acetate of lime, cliarcoal and tar

products from beech and hard maple. The business will be con-

ducted under the name of the Kentucky Wood Products Company,
Kennard Eagon, manager. An investment of $35,000 is being

made in a sawmill to cut up cord-wood for the ovens, as well as

lumber from the better class of timber acquired; in the ovens

themselves, which are two in number and fifty-two feet long,

and in the other equipment needed.

This is the only concern of the kind in Kentucky and other

sections of the central southern hardwood belt, and the business-

like way in which the concern is planning its work indicates that

the pro.iect has been carefully thought out and has been found

to be practicable. The company, by the way, will use some mill

refuse in its operations, showing that there is opportunity to

manufacture valuable by-products from certain hardwoods, at

least. It would be of great benefit to the trade to have com-

mercial chemists put to work on the proposition to determine

whether it would not be practicable to operate by-products at

hardwood mills, as is being done in connection with yellow pine

and other softwoods.

ONE ADVANTAGE OF THE RIVER
A hardwood man was complaining to one of his friends in the

business of the big demurrage bills he was having to pay on

ears of logs which remained on his track for an unusually long

period because of the crowded condition of his yard and the im-

possibility of unloading promptly.
'

' This car service proposition is getting to be a pretty big

item," he said. "It is running between $150 and $200 a month,

and I would like mighty well to get rid of it.
'

'

"For the first time," said the other manufacturer, slapping

his thigh, '
' I feel that operating a river mill has compensations.

I had never thought of it before, but I certainly have an advan-

tage at that point, because I can let my rafts or barges lie in

the river as long as I please, and not pay a cursed cent for the

privilege. '

'

Perhaps this is the silver lining of the river mill cloud.

COMMON SENSE BADLY NEEDED
In these days of scientific management one could easily believe

that everything had been done that common, ordinary horse-

sense could dictate; otherwise, why drag in the professors with

their higher mathematics and scientific formulae?

But a little observation here and there shows that the trade

as a whole stands more in need of the application of practical,

sensible methods that everybody knows all about than of sensa-

tional stunts which have the advantage of novelty.

This thought was impressed recently by seeing a big lot of

beech lumber lying beside a railroad station in a southern state.

The owner of the lumber had purchased a big lot of logs sev-

eral months before, paying a high price in competition with
other concerns. Then, applying a little scientific management,
and thinking to save freight and handling charges, he had in-

stalled a portable mill on the timber tract and had cut up the

logs as the trees were felled. The lumber was hauled to the sta-

tion to be loaded into cars, and as it was expected to ship it
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green, the stock was biilUoil down instead of being put on sticks.

It has been there now^ for four or five months. Apparently the

owner of the lumber has been so busy studying out scientific

methods for use elsewhere that he has forgotten all about the

stock piled up down in the country. It has checked and split

and done about everything else imaginalde, and some of the

boards are even stuck together with the sap which has oozed
from their sides.

Perhaps scientific management should not be blamed for this

sort of criminal waste. But certainly a little common sense and
a little less effort to do the unusual would have helped mightily
here.

^yK!y.';:au/to>o^<^x>x;X/{cacei^^

Philippine Timber l^eivs

I

The Bureau of Forestry iu the Philippine Islands issues a quar-

terly news letter to acquaint the public with what is being done.

Major George P. Ahern is director and W. F. Sherfesee, assistant.

The commercial relations between the United States and the

islands become closer from year to year. The export of Philip-

pine lumber to this country is not yet large, but it is increasing,

and steps have been taken to put the business on a satisfactory

basis.

In consultation with representatives of the various lumber com-

panies and with the principal wood-using bureaus of the govern-

ment, a tentative set of grading rules has been drawn up. These

rules will be used provisionally by the Bureau of Supply to try

how far they can be applied. The adoption of a set of rules for

the grading of Philippine lumber will mark a long step in ad-

vance. Their need has been felt for many years, but it is only

now that co-operation between the principal parties concerned

has made it possible to formulate them.

During the fiscal year which closed on June 30, 1913, the forest

revenues exceeded the expenses of the Bureau of Forestry by

$82,000.

An increasing number of visitors from the United States and

Europe are looking into the possibility of securing large and reg-

ular shipments of Philippine lumber, particularly for special pur-

poses for which the available supply of woods formerly used has

become exhausted or seriously depleted. The use of Philippine

woods for veneers has attracted special attention and a trial

shipment of several species has been made to Europe for veneer

purposes. Other shipments have been arranged for and will soon

be made. Small shipments have also been made by private firms

to the United States for built-up panels stock and for wagon and

wheel material.

Ranger Luis J. Reyes has recently completed a report on the

musical instrument industry in Manila. All of the shops were

visited and answers to a complete series of questions have been

compiled giving full data on the kinds of wood used for instru-

ments, the sources from which the material comes and the special

fitness of certain species for given parts of instruments. Inci-

dentally Mr. Reyes has been of assistance to Mr. Fischer in ob-

taining the co-operation of a prominent instrument maker in in-

stalling a comprehensive exhibit at the coming Philippine Expo-

sition. This is only the first of a series of such studies to be

taken up by Mr. Reyes. He is now engaged in investigating the

sculptors', picture-frame makers' and carvers' shops. He has

also compiled tables showing the provinces from which all of the

more important commercial woods of the Philippines have been

reported, together with their dates of flowering and fruiting. This

will be used in connection with ma]>3 of the archipelago show-

ing the distribution of the various species.

On September 24 the director of forestry sent out advertise-

ments for a proposed twenty-year exclusive license agreement (or

concession as it is popularly called) for a forest tract on the

south shores of Pangil Bay, Lanao District, More Province. The
tract embraces approximately 100,000 acres mostly of virgin tim-

ber. The more prominent species on the tract are yacal, gui.io,

white, red and other lauans, apitong, tanguilo and lumbayao. The
area is unusually rich in desirable species and presents an ex-

cellent opportunity for a prospective lumberman who has an ex-

port trade in view.

Bids will be opened in the office of the director of forestry in
Manila at noon on December 10. Among the minimum require-
ments are an output during the first two years of approximately
2,000,000 cu. feet of timber; not less than 1,320,000 cu. feet per
year during the third and fourth years; and not less than 2,600,-

000 eu. feet during the fifth and each subsequent year. A min-
imum capital of $30,000 United States currency must be imme-
diately available for the prosecution of the work. Such informa-
tion concerning this tract as has been acquired by the Bureau of
Forestry can be secured either upon application at the offices

of the Bureau of Forestry in Manila or at the Bureau of Insular
Aft'aiire, Washington, D. C.

F. P. Williamson, vice-president of the Port Banga Lumber Com-
pany at Zamboanga, reports that his company has recently in-

stalled a small Fay & Egan sticker, 6x24. It has turned out
some beautiful flooring which is verj' popular locally. There is

also iu transit an "American" edger which will be put in place
at once.

G. E. Carpenter has returned from the United States on a short
visit but almost immediately left once more for America in con-
nection with a million-foot order which the company is confident
of securing.

The North German Lloyd Steamship Company loaded cargo at
Port Banga on August 27. The lumber is billed to London on a
through bill of lading being transhipped at Singapore. This trade
is growing steadily as a result of constant efforts. Mr. William-
son also reports that other lumber companies of Mindanao are also

shipping to London, which is very gratifying and holds out prom-
ises of a bright export trade for the future.

The Insular Lumber Company is now sawing about 60,000 board
feet per working day. An eleven by fourteen inch compound
geared yarder from the Washington Iron Works has been received
and is set up in the woods. Six new Seattle steel logging cars
have also been added to the company's equipment. The new ex-

port drying shed is under way. They are about two miles of track
ahead in the woods. A five year contract has recently been signed
by which a firm in the United States agrees to take all export
stock manufactured by the company.

Several visitors from Europe and the States have recently com-
plained of the poor quality of manufacture found in some of the
lumber from the Pliilippines. It is very important that all ex-

port stock should be well manufactured, because one shipment of

poor material will hurt not only the individual shipper but the

entire export trade. It is much easier to gain a bad name than

to live it down.

Forest Taxation
The tax laws in most states do not recognize forests as a crop to

be perpetuated, but act to destroy the timber resources for the en-

richment of the present to the poverty of the future. Trees are the

longest-lived crop that grows, yet the easiest to kill by unreasonable

taxation. Annual crops catch the tax once, and are then turned

into money; but the growing forest crop is hit yearly for half a

century before it makes any return to its owner. Two states, Penn-

sylvania and Louisiana, have this year enacted forest taxation laws

based on correct principles, and other states are agitating similar

legislation.
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The Exports of Red Gum
Latest statistics sliow that red gum is exported tu twenty our ruuii

tries direct from tlie United States, and from those I'orcigu centers

the wood is distributed to probably as many other countries, liecords

of final destination are not kept by customs officials, and from the

nature of the case it would be next to impossible to do so. However,
a study of consular trade reports, coming from all parts of the

world, shows that the wood is making its appearance in many places

not named on export lists.

Several names for the wood are in use, and unless one is familiar

with these, he might not recognize red gum when it is mentioned.

Satin walnut is a common term for it in England, France and Italy.

There is no commercial wood in the world properly called by that

name; consequently red gum is not so designated in order to palm it

off as something else. The name appears to have been bestowed sim-

ply for convenience of trade. The wood's resemblance to Circassian

walnut doubtless suggested part of the term, and its soft shades and
delicate appearance were responsible for the term satin.

In England the names hazel, hazelwood and hazel pine are heard.

These names nearly always mean red gum, though sometimes other

woods are given the same names. They are based on red gum 's

botanical relationship with hazel. It is as close akin to the common
witch hazel of this country as one cousin to another.

Eecords of exports group as one all woods commonly called gum,
though some of them are only distantly related botanically. Among
these aj-e black gum (Nyssa sylvatica), water gum (Nyssa hifiora),

sour tupelo (Nyssa ogeclie) and the common tupelo (Nyssa aquatica).

These ought not be confused with red gum, for they belong to a

different family of trees—the dogwood family—and the wood need

never be mistaken for red gum. This explanation is made because in

export statistics all gums go in together, though on the other side

of the sea there is little likelihood that any jjurchaser will accept

any lumber of the Nyssa group as the genuine red gum. The fact is,

most of the exports are red gum.

Lumbermen are well aware that two grades or kinds are known
in trade, "sap gum" and "red gum." That distinction applies to

the lumber only, not to the standing tree. The tree is always red

gum, but when converted into lumber the light-colored sapwood is

"sap gum" and the darker heartwood is "red gum." Some trees

are largely sapwood, others are principally heart.

The first important exports of red gum were as paving blocks.

They went to London. They were extensively advertised as having

been seasoned by a special process. The seasoning had been accom-

plished by girdling the trees and leaving them standing for a year or

two. The paving blocks had a good run for a time, but Australian

woods finally drove them out of the London Tuarket and probably not

one could be found in that city now.

The most important demand for red gum in Europe comes from

manufacturers of furniture in Belgium, Germany, France, Italy and

England. Americans generally have not yet come up with the Euro-

peans in manufacturing the highest classes of red gum furniture.

Across the sea it has largely taken the place of Circassian walnut

—

which is, botanically, the same tree that produces the English, French

and Italian walnut wood of commerce. It is generally understood

that a good deal of the so-called Circassian furniture that reaches this

country from Europe is red gum, and that much of the home-

made product falls in the same class. It is unfortunate that a

wood as beautiful and valuable as red gum must go disguised in

order to reach the most profitable markets.

The accompanying table gives the exports of red gum for 1912.

Figures of former years for comparison cannot be conveniently given,

because until recently gum was not separated from other species in

trade statistics with foreign countries. It is believed that exports

are increasing, and value is increasing also. Well-informed men

have expressed the opinion that before many years red gum will be as

valuable as white oak. Seasoning troubles, which once caused much

prejudice against this wood, are rapidly disappearing in this country.

ail. I llirv .-iim tu have cca.su.l ulioll.v in Imhuih:-. .Shipiiionts \\hich

leave Anieriean shores are largely in the form of sawed boards:

EXI'OISTS OF liED GU.M LUMBEIt, 1912
Vest illation Fcct.B.M. Value

Austria-Hungary 91,000 5 2,593
Belgium 7,139,000 190,196
Ucnraaik 1.58,000 4,208
rriince 4,245,000 119,145
Germany 4,082,000 110,252
Italy 7,198,000 201,659
Netherlands 2,958,000 82,069
Norway 1 69,000 4,710
PortiiKiil 183,000 5.202
Spain 2,752,000 7S,()45

En;,'lai,(i 21,954,000 00.-|,4.V,t

Scollanil 050,000 18,030
Ireland 1,082,000 31,750
Canada 5,016.000 152,998
Mexlei) 92,000 2,582
Argentina 40,000 2,944
Uruguay 43,000 2,412
South Africa 3,000 142
French Africa 05,000 1,869
Portuguese Africa 3,000 140
Egypt 531,000 15,275

Rkc.\pitui.atiox

Europe 52,722,00(1 .$1,466,669

North America 6,008,000 155,580
South America 83,000 5,356
Africa 602,000 17,426

Total 59,415,000 $1,645,031

The cut of the red gum lumber in the United States, according to

the latest available figures, is 582,967,000 feet yearly, and its total

value at the mill is given at $7,059,730, or an average of $12.11 per

thousand feet.

The exports foot up 59,415,000 feet, or a little more than ten per

cent of the total cut. The invoice value of exports is $1,645,031, or

over twenty-three per cent of the total value in the mill yard of all

the lumber produced. It appears, therefore, that the export lumber

is worth more than twice as much per thousand as the average of

the whole output. This is to be expected, because much of the better

grades is exported and the lower grades remain at home.

The foreign market for red gum is a wide field for study, and

there can bei no question that it can be made a profitable field. The
wood is finding its way into new regions in spite of difliculties that

arise from the vicissitudes of trade. There are a good many things

to which exporters might well give careful attention. This can be

no more clearly illustrated than by quoting from a recent report by

United States Consul W. S. HoUis, at Beirut, Syria. That is not a

very important place, as far as American lumber is concerned, but

conditions there may be supposed to resemble conditions in a good

many other places where markets for American lumber are begin-

ning to open. For that reason, what the consul says is worth more
than passing notice

:

The principal American wood imported into this city is red gum wood.

There are no brokers in Beirut that represent .\merican lumber exporters,

and only one firm buys direct from that country ; two others buy indi-

rectly. As there is no direct steamship service to the United States,

American lumber is usually shipped to Hamburg, where it is trans-

shipped. The one firm importing directly from the United States complains

that delay in executing its orders has seriously hampered its business.

American red gum lumber has been used to a considerable extent during
the past few years by the Beirut furniture manufacturers, who, however,
have purchased most of their supplies of this particular quality of wood
from sundry importers thereof located in Alexandria, Egypt.

Two years ago a Beirut wholesale importing house succeeded, after

spending a lot of time in correspondence, in coming to an understanding
with an American lumber exporting house, and thereafter imported a

considerable quantity of this lumber, which was shipped from Memphis,
Tenn., to Beirut, via New York and Hamburg. The terms arranged and
agreed upon were payment of seller's draft with shipping documents
attached upon tlie arrival of the goods. The iirst order filled under this

arrangement was a shipment of red gum wood, valued at .$800, all of

which was intended for consumption in sundry furniture manufacturing
shops in Beirut.

It took this first shipment five months to reach its destination, while
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tlio last sliipmonl. viilmil at iflXKI, wliicli \v:is oiiIciihI last Jaiuiaiy. lias

not yot nrrlvid liori>. Much of this delay in slilpment occurs tlirongh the

lunilM>r iH'lng liausshippod nt Ilambure, and the Beirut Importer feels lliat

It the Memphis shipper had an oneieetle forwarding agent in New Yorlt or

in New Orleans, who would lake the trouble to have the lumber shipped
direct to some Mediterranean port, such as Naples, Genoa, or Trieste, for

transshipment, it would arrive here much quicker. The trade with Syria

in red gum and in other cabinet woods is one which is capable of consider-

able expansion, as almost all wooden furniture used here is made locally,

where cabinetmakers I'eceive, on an average, but eiglit.v-one and onc-lialf

ccnt.s per day. Moreover, the climate here, together with the rough han-
dling that furniture receives whenever it is moved, makes the life of an
ordinary piece of wooden furniture comparatively brief; and this helps to

keep up tile demand for new furniture.

The American hard and semi-hard woods are already qnite popular with
Beirut cabinetmakers, and if they could be assured of prompt deliveries

and of reasonable prices, they would no doubt use these woods much more
largel.v than they do at present. The firm is anxious to do more business

In American cabinet and furniture woods, and would be glad to receive

quolations, prices, and samples from reputable American shippers. The
firm is a member of tlie American Syrian Chamber of Commerce, and can
handle correspondence in English, rrospective shippers to Syria can get a

great deal of valuable information relative to credits, banking arrange-

ments, drafts, etc.. by applying to a New York lirm whose address and
that of the Beirut importing house referred to are obtainable from the
Bureau of Foreign and DomeKtlc Commerce, Washington, D. C.

The red gum lumber exports to foreign countries do not include

the whole of this \yood that leaves the shores of the United States.

Box sliooks and slack cooperage stock draw heavily upon red gum,
but precise figures cannot be quoted because statistics are not kept
in a way to show various woods separately.

The trade in red gum lumber with South America is very small.

The whole continent in the course of a year does not buy as much
as one steam tug will carry. Africa takes seven times as much as

South America. Oceania buys none. That is a hard market to reach

under existing conditions. So is Asia. With the opening of the

Panama canal an enormous field will be open to the shippers of this

wood. The market will include the whole west coast of the two
Americas from Cape Horn as far north as anyone may want to go.

On the other side of the sea it will embrace China and the other

countries of ea.stern Asin : An^trnli-i and the numerous islands of

the Pacific ocean.

y;;»^;^t/i^:;:;;v^;^:;:^:L^ia^^iaao>i^i>5^!!;t^i^;i^i;^^

The little town of Cornwall, on the bank of the St. Lawrence river

in northeastern Ontario, sends .$2,000 a year into the United States

to buy the choicest hickory that can be found between Arkansas and

New England; and when the hickory arrives it is carefully stored

until the stormy weather of winter sets in. About that time a small

troup of Indians, from eight to a dozen, arrive at Cornwall from the

back country where they spent the summer in idleness. The hickory

billets are turned over to them, and they begin their winter work of

whittling lacrofse sticks. By the time the warm days of spring call

the children of the wilderness back to the wild, they have reduced

the hickory to the finished product, and they depart for the frontiers,

leaving others to put the sticks on the market and collect the cash

from the sales.

That is said to be the only lacrosse-stick factory in the world, and

the work is done wholly by Indians. The product is sold in the

United States, England, New Zealand, Australia, but mostly in

Canada. Doubtless white men could master the art of making the

sticks if they would set about it, and perhaps other than Indiaa?

have made a few sticks at times; but the industry has always been

in the hands of Indians. They claim to possess the secret of giving

the proper and peculiar curve to the stick, and weaving the lattice

or net of thongs just right. They have handed the secret down from

generation to generation, until today the last spot on earth where

the sticks are made is at Cornwall.

It is claimed that the game originated in that place. That is

claiming more than can be proved. It may have originated there,

for all anybody knows to the contrary; but if it did, it had spread

far and wide a long time ago. It originated among the Indians,

but no man knows when. The name now applied to it is French,

but that is not the original name. Probably there were as many
original names as there were Indian tribes who played the game.

One of the names in use 150 years ago was '
' baggatiway. '

'

At the present time the game is played in accordance with strict

rules, and in a scientific manner. The sticks are four or five feet

long, curved at the end, with a net of leather thongs or catgut,

forming a loose pocket in which the ball is scooped up from the

ground and carried in a horizontal position. The ball is of hard

rubber, about three inches or less in diameter. It must not be touched

by hand or foot while the game is being played. The goals consist

of posts at each end of the course. The course may be two or three

hundred yards, and up to half a mile. The game consists in putting

the ball past the goal. The game is now usually played with twelve

on each side, but the number is optional. There is abundant oppor-

tunity for rough play; and the police are sometimes obliged to stop

scrimmages in which the sticks are used like sabers to whack every

opponent that comes within range. Tlu- li.-ill is thrown with great

force from the net on the stick, and wliizzes down the field like a

small cannon ball.

The game is popular in Canada, and is occasionally played in the

United States. It is regularly seen at the Indian school at Carlisle, Pa.

The sticks are kept for sale in Chicago; but it is said that the last

game was played in that city four or five years ago.

No wood except hickory will stand the strenuosity of the game.

The sticks are rough in appearance. They have none of the grace

and fine polish of a golf stick or tennis racket, but look "home
made," which they are.

The game was played by the Indians of Canada and far south in

the present territory of the United States. It was popular with

Sioux Indians also. The wide region over which the Indians were

acquainted with it indicates that its origin was very long ago—
earlier than we have any history in America.

It is now possible to make it a rough game, but it was far worse

the way the Indians played it when they had the whole thing to

themselves. Instead of twenty-four persons engaged, as is the

custom now, there were formerly small armies. The traveler Catliu

in 1763 saw 600 Indians in one game, and they kept it up for hours.

Such a game was little less bloody, and no less exciting, than a

Eoman gladiatorial show.

A rubber ball is now used, and it is dangerous enough when slung

from the net several hundred feet down the field; but such a ball is

a toy compared with what the wild Indians used in their fierce games.

Thqir softest ball was a round knot cut from a chestnut oak or some

other hardwood tree. They generally used round stones the size of

a baseball. In Canada and in the northern part of the United States

they found exactly what they wanted in the glacial gravel beds.

They picked round, smooth granite pebbles weighing from one to

two pounds. These were hurled with all the velocity that the stoutest

warriors could impart. One might as well be struck with a cannon

ball as with such a stone slung from the net of a lacrosse-stick.

The apparatus with which David knocked out Goliath was harmless

in comparison. In the excitement of the game the Indians paid little

attention to the lists of dead and wounded. It was part of the play.

It is significant that, as far as history shows, the Indians played

the game only in the region where hickory was obtainable. It was

the "indispensable wood" then as it still is. No other could endure

the strains, twists, knocks and jerks of the wild games of the natives

when they slung stones and oak knots down a half-mile field. Today

the last remnants of the Indians who still make the sticks send from

Canada into the United States to procure the wood which their

ancestors used centuries ago.
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Fir Wood Distillation

Editor's Note

The rapid advance in w.iod distlllntlim fm- loumurciiil puiposPB Indltatis that much of the forest and mill
waste will bo utilized in tlu' inar lulure by that means. The followlui; article Is descriptive of methods and
products successfuliv liandled on tlie racitle cuast, where two or threi- wihhIs thus far meet the demand. There
Is no apparent ri'ason why tlii' Held may not hr I'nlarRi'd to include unmy wools in various ports of the country.
The article was prepared for Haiii)W(h>d Uei-ohu liy Huron II. Sniltli. assistant euralor. Division of DendroloBy,
I'ield Museum of Natural llistorv. Thicaiio. who personally invesilKatecl the distillation work on the Pacific coast.

The iirobleiu of waste in a sawmill remains a large one despite

the many improvements and inventions of today. The refuse

burner or clump pile has long been a source of dissatisfaction to

the manufacturer, and he has progressively saved odds and ends

from the flames. Lath, shingles, edgings, made-up boards from

ground wood, alcohol, and wood-pulp are some of the numerous

by-products that have been

saved.

With all the saving of waste,

the manufacturer has still had

to pocket a very small profit

or indeed a deficit in the

square timber that came from

the very heart of the log. Usu-

ally these pieces are so full of

knots as to place them in a

grade lower than the cost of

mantjfacture.

A good solution to this prob-

lem has taken place on the Pa-

cific coast at Linnton, near

Portland, Ore., in the estab-

lishment of the Oregon Wood
Distilling Company. This heart

piece of timber is the very

thing it wants because it is so

full of pitch. Destructive wood
distillation seems to have found

its proper place in utilizing

sawmill waste there. In the

East, wood distilling plants

have been cutting their own
trees and using timber that

might well have been manufac-

tured into lumber. Destructive

wood distillation is not so well

developed in the United States

as it is abroad, particularly in

the Scandinavian peninsula;

but with our great supply of

waste wood it seems reasonable

to suppose that wood distillates

may rival coal tar products in

variety and usefulness.

The Oregon Wood Distilling

Company is a pioneer on the

coast and is manufacturing a

goodly number of products and

acquiring a good market. In all, they number some twentv-four

different products, but the company markets, at present, only

about a third of that number.

Since the company possesses all the niaehiuery of wood disiilla-

tion, it also distills balsam from the western balsams or firs.

This it buys from farmers and gathers at $17.50 a barrel, and it is

obtained by tapping the trees as for maple sap, except that in this

case it is a hit or miss proposition. If a ring-shake or seam is

tapped, a single tree may flow a barrel, if not, only a bucketful

may be obtained. The balsam thus secured is really superior to

Canada balsam, and, purified, is marketed as Canada balsam. The
bulk of this product, however, is distilled and yields a turpentine
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of the first (|uality—the finest in the world. It is of the "laevo-

rotatory " type in contrast to the "dextro-rotatory" type, and is

sold for medicinal prescri|itions, in which market it readily brings

$2.50 a gallon. The violet odor peculiar to turpentine is absent

from it, being replaced by the fragrance of the freshly cut tree.

The turpentine thus obtained is so clear as to be almost a blue

white. The residue of this dis-

tillation process is fir resin,

which is a solid and is highly

]irized in making varnishes and
.-izing for paper, etc. It is

elastic and flexible, not brittle

as so many resins are.

The main work of this plant,

however, is the manufacture of

distillates of Douglas fir. The
plant is quite near the sawmill

of Clark & Wilson, and the

heartwood of the fir is all light-

ered down to it on the Willa-

mette river.

The heartwood of Douglas fir

is unsuited for regular clear

lumber because of its seams,

cracks, dotiness and pitch. All

such wood is reduced to 4 by 6

inch blocks and hoisted into

retorts, about eight cords to a

retort. Distillation is then

started by intense heat. After

it has progressed a certain time

the gas of distillation is turned

into the furnaces for fuel. The
first thing to come over the re-

tort is steam turpentine of

about .87 degrees specific grav-

ity. This is used as a painters'

medium and is yielded in quan-

tities of from one-half to four

gallons per cord, depending on

the amount of pitch in the

wood. Following this a black

substance is driven over, which,

when separated out, is a tar

of an excellent quality suited

to medicinal purposes. The last

part of all to come over from

the retort direct is fir oil, a

heavy oil of .96 degrees specific gravity, which contains a large

percentage of "turpineol. " "Turpineol" was analyzed out by

Professor Benson of the University of Washington, at Seattle,

and is a highly useful product in medicinal uses and in the arts.

The destructive distillation combination that has remained in

the retort, is transferred to the still and there separated into

its various products and degrees of density. At a temperature

below and up to 150 degrees centigrade light oils are driven oflf.

These are a mixture of turpentine, methyl alcohols and very small

portions of other things. This product is sold as number 2 tur-

pentine or preferably used in combination with a later product

for a trade product. The tar oil of this distillation could be

l)F STILLS AT WDItK ( 'i >.\ VEKTI M
VARIOIS COMMEKCIAL ((LMMUDITIES
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useil to iimko a later

product. T li o

heavier thin tar oil

next separateil is

used extensively in

ui e d ic i n a 1 work,

making salves, ce-

rates, linamenta-

iici'ous applications

tor stock diseases.

i>tc. -V coars^er fir

tar rcsnlts from
this still that is ail

iniralily adapteil to

tarring ropes, ship-

handlers' uses, etc.

I'he fir pitch from

this still is the
finest grade of pitcli

obtainable and is

used for caulking.

roofing, etc. Being

quite stiflf, yet elas-

tic, it excels any

other pitch known

for caulking seams

iTi boats. It will

10] slightly with a

-rain and yet will not soften under ordinary temperatures. It has a

MTV glossy refractory surface and is tasteless.

I'nder the trade name "fir oil" the light oil and tar oil pre

viouly mentioned are combined and make practically a non

weathering .nedium for paints. \ further concentration and com
bination is sold under the name "orwood" for shingle stains

and contains some fir creosote. It is much used in Cali

fornia where the bungalows are sheathed entirely with shingles

The heaviest oil obtained from this still is "firoleum," which
- rich in creosote and is u?od on the coast in a creosoting process

iur wood paving blocks. Being more fluid than the usual creo-

soting products on the market, it penetrates the wood cells much
more readilv and furnishes a longer wearing surface.

THE LAST riiODITT OF WOOD DISTILLATIOX.
FUEL FOR FITSXACE TO

The last product

of the process in

this still is pyro-

ligneous acid. This

is the ordinary

pyroligneous acid
but with a fir odor.

It is a strong dis-

infectant and is

used on poultry ex-

tensively on the
i-oa<it. It h.is no

cffeit whatever on

the fowl, but kills

the vermin on them

and in the coops.

It is used in a con-

centrated form un-

der the trade name
' ' orwood fruit

spray, '
' and with-

out injuring the

bark, kills moss,

San Jose scale, and

insects.

The remainder

left back in the re-

tort is, of course,

charcoal, a very ex-

cellent grade, and the pieces look like ebony replicas of their former

.selves—the spring and suinmerwood of the annual ring is as distinct

as formerly, knots and saw marks are all preserved. At the time the

writer visited the plant, it was about one hundred carloads oversold

in California, where it went to the chicken ranchers, who grind it and

mix it with chicken feed to make the hens lay. The final product of

this nature is the dust of charcoal which is used in filters and by

wholesale manufacturing druggists.

It is hoped that this description of the products of destructive

wood distillation will iutcrest others, who may engage in a lessen-

ing of our tremendous wood waste—waste that is raw material

for some very valuable distillates—waste that could be had

almost for the asking, waste that may make some one wealthy.

ITS RA.NOE OF TREES EXTENDS FROM
FEED FOR FOWL

\'C'K^'^^^^^>s^;io:c>^v>!^t^y^c;i'yl^:A^ ^!^.^>:^^::Il>i^^s:c)LM^)K>^.^s^?;'

Sane Forest Fire Protection
Editor's Note

Tht' loUowing report was read li.v .1. S. llickok. chief warden of the Forest P'iro rrotective Deijartuii^nt of the
Michigan Hardwood Manufacturers" Assochit'ion. before that bod.v at its regular quarterly meeting at Detroit, on
Oct. 22. It is herewith presented in the belief that it offers suggestions of inflnite value in the furiuation of a
definite forest protective policy, and in the further belief that protection against forest fires is coming to be real-

ized to a greater degree each year as one of the most necessary provisions in connection with modern logging opera-
tions involving vast investments in high-priced stumpage.

In re|iorting on our second year's work of protecting the remain-

ing forests of lower Michigan against forest fires, I am pleased to

say that whatever success we have attained in controlling fires, thus

limiting the possibility of tremendous loss, is largely accounted for by

the painstaking and careful work of your wardens and the co-opera-

tion of the j)Cople and the press within the fire zone.

When this department was organizeil, a little less than two years

ago, we entered a field of endeavor wholly untried in this locality.

We set out determined to win in the battle against fire and the great

havoc of fire damage from which the upper part of lower ilichigan

had suffered for so many years. We were advised by many thai,

the elimination of disastrous forest fires could not be accomplished,

that fires had swejit the country for generations and would continue

to do so for years to come. At the very out.set we encountered the

careless use of fire in a large degree and ignorance of the law al-

most beyond belief. Fires had be<-ome so prevalent during the

summer months that a season without them would have been marve-

lous, indeed. With the elimination of carelessness, the chief cause,

resulting in the .safety to residents of the forest area, it is reason-

able to expect a keen interest in the "no forest fire" idea and we
may anticipate that before many years, destructive fires will become

a condition of the past, remaining only as a matter of history.

In our report of one year ago, our records showed an exceedingly

small loss to members of this association during that year and, while

it becomes necessary to report a somewhat heavier loss this year, at

the same time we realize that we have passed through a season, the

possibilities of which were very favorable for heavy losses had not

prompt action been taken during critical periods. The season of

1912 was notable for an excessive amount of rainfall, the dry weather

being of short duration and devoid of high winds.

The fire season of 191.'! was characterized by a dry and healed at-

mosphere accompanied by winds of great velocity, these conditions

continuing for periods of from two to three weeks. Although the

slash and forest lands were extremely dry and at times maiiy fires
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were in evidence, ne Iccl safe in saying that our losses would have

been of no consequence liad we been spared the sweeping gales whi«h

every one ki)ows makes fire control a very difiicult problem. The past

summer, when compared with those of other years, doubtlesb proves

to the satisfaction of all concerned, that faithful and alert patrol

of forest areas is productive of a great saving in fire losses. In the

past years, with the possibilities of destruction being no greater

than the present year, millions of dollars in property losses have be-

come a matter of record.

The character of the work taken np this year has been along the

same lines as during the season- of 1912. Throughout the summer a

very comprehensive patrol system has been maintained; also syste-

matic arrangements for locating, reporting and fighting incipient

fires have been carried out. The splendid and cordial co-operation,

accorded this department by the residents, timber owners and oper-

ating lumbermen, is the predominant factor in the protective move-

ment. The charge of indifference that formerly was made against

residents and lumbermen is no longer well founded in the majority

of instances. The general public has discovered it pays to prevent

and extinguish fires. They have come to realize that the remaining

stands of virgin forests are a public resource in the taxes they pay,

as a minor consideration, and in the wealth they eventually distribute

throughout the community, as the more important matter. Town-

ship officers have learned that the constant patrol feature, in con-

nection with the educational system of our department, is entirely

responsible for the reduction of fire fighting costs and the preserving

of the tax value of timber lands in each township. And we are

pleased to report that the majority of supervisors and township

boards are desirous of co-operating with us in every way possible.

We must confess we hardly e.xpected this co-operative spirit to be-

come so pronounced in the second year of our effort in forest pro-

tection.

Buring 1912 many of the settlers, living in close proximity to for-

est lands, were non-committal in their views relative to "no forest

fires." These same residents this year are imbued! with the pro-

tective idea and have been of material assistance in keeping down

the fire loss by being careful in the use of fire and by giving prompt

assistance in extinguishing and reporting those which the occasional

careless person had allowed to escape. In recording the able co-

operation we have rccei\ed we wish it were possible to say that this

applied to every individual. However, we can not at this time or

doubtless any time in the future say that every man has learned the

lesson of absolute care. Eighty per cent of our people today are

careful but, in all probability, eternal vigilance shall be the price

we must pay in keeping the other twenty per cent in check until

the majority of these become educated in the ways of careful men.

Your wardens have spent considerable time and effort in laying

before the several supervisors, throughout the patrol area, our co-

operative plan for the destruction of accumulated slash, the detail

of which we gave in a previous report. We are pleased to be able

to say at this time that the idea is meeting with the hearty support

of all and will be tried out during the spring of 1914. The slash

problem has been given much thought by this department, and to put

in action a plan whereby we shall remove at least fifty per cent

of the danger from this source will materially reduce the hazard

to forests and their products. The money which will be saved by

townships in fire fighting costs, and the menace to settlers and tim-

ber owners thus removed is a large incentive to all concerned to

take hold of the work and make it a success.

During the patrol season, three violations of the fire law were re-

ported to this office, backed by affidavits of convicting evidence. In

each case, we investigated these reports and found that the parties

were guilty of gross carelessness and, without doubt, convictions

could have been secured had these cases been taken to court. How-

ever, this department decided on a plan of leniency in handling

first offences, where no malicious intent is shown, which we believe

will be of more benefit to the cause than would be gained through

prosecution. In each of the cases cited, the prosecuting attorney

was interviewed and the evidence submitted for his consideration.

The request was made that the party be brought before him and

lectured on tlic careful use of fire with the understanding tliat the

present charge should stand against the party and a warrant for

his appearance would be issued upon satisfactory evidence of any

further violation. Your chief warden was present at each of these

hearings and was given the privilege of outlining the aims and methods

of this department. We explained that we did not wish to injure

anyone financially or otherwise but must insist on every person

using fire with care. We made the liberal offer to take charge of

and assume all responsibility of any future slash parties might wish

burned and we are convinced that, in each case, we made a friend to

the cause wc represent. We believe the method adopted in the above

cases has an educational value paramount to a trial by court with

a fine attached. However, we wish to have it understood that second

offences will be looked upon as malicious and when the evidence of

the origin of fire is forthcoming a warrant will be asked for and the

case prosecuted to the limit of the law.

Between the dates of April 20 and October 10, 299 fires were dis-

covered by your wardens and prompt measures taken to extinguish

same. In every case the cause was investigated and the area burned,

together with damage, if any, was carefully estimated. A full and

complete report was then made in writing and forwarded to this

office. Your men are instructed to make a careful study of each

fire attended by them and learn, il possible, the origin.

If we desire to apply a remedy we must know the cause in order

that we may try to prevent a repetition in the locality where fire

occurs. The fires investigated resulted from tlie fullowing causes:

Railroad locomotives 89
Settlers lOG
Fishermen careless with camp fires 8

Campers careless with camp fires 2
Berry pickers careless with matches and camp fires .n

Smokers careless with pipes and matches 41

Boys playing with fire 4

Los: loaders throwing cinders 4
Traction engines throwing sparks 3

Lightning 3

Fern pickers careless with matches 1

Dynamite 1

Probably malicious .3

Unknown 29

Total 209

Thirty-five thousand nine-hundred acres, principally slash lands,

were burned over during the season. Less than one per cent of the

area burned was in green standing timber, fires being checked or

headed in another direction before reaching timber line.

Loss TO Pkopeeties

Pcllston district—Hemlock logs and wood ^ $ 35.00

Onaway district—Cedar posts and logs, pulpwood, ties, hardwood
logs and wood 1,571.52

Springvale district—Chemical wood 20.00

Wolverine district—Set of camps, bark, ties, posts, logs, shingle

bolts and hardwood tie-cuts 1,120.00

Johannesburg district—Cedar posts and poles 74.00

Deward district—Hemlock logs, bark and cordwood 1,593.18

Mancelona district—Damage to 230 M standing timber 460.00

'V^'exford district—CJieraical wood 74.00

Total $4,947.70

The loss, here reported, we believe may be considered small when

compared with other seasons now past. The burning of 35,900 acres

was especially dangerous as the area was covered with a highly in-

flammable material and the fire, at times, was driven by the onrush

of heavy gales of wind which materially enlarged the possibility of

loss, especially so when the large amount of harvested timber sub-

ject to the hazard of fires is considered.

We are pleased to report there is much interest being shown in

the movement against forest fires by the management of the fol-

lowing named railroad companies: The Michigan Central, Grand

Rapids & Indiana, and the Boyne City, Gaylord and Alpena. These

roads have and are still making a great improvement in locomotive

screens and they have instructed their employes to use every precau-

tion against the spread of fires set along the right-of-way. For your

information and in justice to the above named railroad companies,

we submit the following comparisons:
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Season of 1012
Michigan Ceotral Italln-ay used screen with 15/64 inch opening.

Grand Kapids & Indiana used screen with 15/C4 Inch opening.

Boyne City, Gaylord & Alpenn used screen with 14/G4 Inch opening.

Total fires set by iocomolives was US. which is Co per cent ot the total

niimbor ot all fires recorded.

Season of 1913

In the latter part ot the season the Michigan Central installed screen

with a 12 04 inch opening In place ot the old screen.

In the latter part ot the season the Grand Rapids & Indiana Railway

Company installed screen with a 12/64 inch opening In place ot the old

screen.

Boyne City. Gaylord & .\lpena engines came out In the spring equipped

with perforated plate with an opening ot 11.04 by IVt Inches.

Total fires set by locomotives was S9, which is 30 per cent ot the total

number o£ all fires recorded.

It is noticeable at a glance tliat there is a great improvement be-

ing made in railroad equipment. The indications are that a large

percentage of the locomotives operating in the fire zone are now
using screens with 12/64 inch openings with the exception of the

Pore Marquette Railway Company which, so far as we are able to

learn, is not making any changes but is still using 15/64 mesh screens

in the front end of its locomotives. We appreciate the efforts the

railway companies are making to cut down the number of fires set

by their engines and we trust that next season we can report even a

smaller percentage of fires chargeable to railroad equipment.

The time to have a definite understanding of terms of sale is

when an order is placed—not after shipment is made.

Conversion of Logs Into Veneer
The figures on veneer production for 1905 show that 181,146,000

feet of material, log scale, were converted into veneer that year. The

output comprised 1,108,518,000 square feet of veneer, made from

fifteen kinds of wood, listed by name, and certain others which were

figured in the total but were not named separately.

Recent statistical returns give the veneer cut in log scale only, but

the early reports gave the log measure and also the superficial

measurement of the product. Veneer, as is well known, is thin

lumber. It is cut from a little more than a quarter of an inch in

thickness to less than oneonehundredth of an inch. A log which

would make 500 feet of lumber one inch thick will be good for several

times that many feet of veneer, surface measure.

It wiU perhaps surprise those who are not acquainted with the

actual production of veneer that the average output of surface feet

is so small compared with log scale. The census reports for 1905

and 1906 give the log scale and also the surface measure of the

veneer produced from the logs. The following table gives these

figures for all the veneer reported in the years 1905 and 1906:

1905 1906
Sq. ft. veneer per Sq. ft. veneer per

Wood 1.000 ft. log scale 1.000 ft. log scale

Red gum 4.700 5.667

Yellow pine 3,234 4,000

White oak 7.160 6.327

Maple 6,850 10.300

Cottonwood 2,75s 3,711

Yellow poplar 5.785 7,966

Basswood 7.283 4,779

Birch 10,200 8,170

Elm 10,958 7,630

Tupelo 5,752 5,024

Red oak 6,253 7,526

Beech 13,400 7.500

Ash 8,797 5.700

Walnut 12,279 13,121

Sycamore 2,500 3,990

This shows that on an average for that year 1,000 feet log scale made

6,000 superficial feet of veneer.

The average thickness of the veneer is not given, consequently the

percentage or ratio of log scale to the output of veneer cannot be

ascertained. The thinner the veneer, other things being equal, the

more superficial feet will result from the conversion of 1,000 feet of logs.

That is, a log will make more superficial feet of veneer one-twentieth of

an inch thick than of one-tenth inch. The foregoing table does not,

therefore, furnish a basis for estimating how much veneer of a

given thickness a thousand feet of logs will make. What it does

show is that, averaged for the whole country that year, the ratio was

one to six. That included rotary cut. sawed, and sliced. The rotary

cut amounted to 1,842,818,000 feet, the sawed and sliced to

225,276,000.

Where material is perfect, or nearly so, there is comparatively

little waste when logs are converted into rotary or sliced veneer.

The core of seven inches, or thereabouts, is the largest item, and

this is often saved by sawing it in crate stock or other small dimen-

sions. But perfect logs are scarce. Knots, shakes, frost cracks, dote,

and other defects greatly reduce the output from the average run of

logs going to the veneer mill, and breakage in otherwise perfect

sheets still further reduces the output. Some experienced veneer

manufacturers consider a waste of twenty-five per cent very low.

There is no average thickness for veneer. If an average were

calculated for one year, it would not hold for any other year. Some
thicknesses represent much more of the output than others. This

may be shovm by quoting extracts from the reports of manufac-

turers in 1909, which was a year of very complete returns, being

the decennial census year. The table which follows shows the amount
of every thickness produced, both rotary cut and sliced or sawed.

The figures are all log scale, since the superficial measurements are

not given in the reports for that year.

Sliced or sawed, feet

3,500.000

2.624.000

48,000

500.000

1.967.000

908.000

2,100,000

2,172.000

750,000

723,000

374,000
200,000

13,000

4,886,000

Thickness Rotary cut. feet

5-16 inch and over 26.150,000
1.3-42 Inch 200,000
9-32 inch 3,597,000
1-4 inch 52,044.000
7-32 inch 1,313.000
1-5 inch 13.563.000
3-16 inch 95.402,000
1-6 inch 12,163,000
5-32 inch 7,255,000
2-13 inch 155.000
1-7 Inch 9.842,000
1-8 inch 58.000,000
1-9 inch 10.294.000

1-10 inch 10.590.000
3-32 inch 618.000
1-11 inch 225,000
1-12 inch 9,348,000
1-14 inch 285,000
1-15 Inch 78.000

1-16 inch 37,355,000

1-17 inch 185,000

1-18 inch 2,106,000

1-20 inch 17,328.000

1-21 inch 25,000

1-22 inch 1.909.000

1-24 Inch 2,472,000

1-26 inch 186,000

1-27 inch 206,000

1-2S inch 1 .706.000

1-30 inch 13.866.000

1-32 inch 998.000

1-33 inch 1.065.000

134 inch 129.000

1-36 inch 270,000

1-50 inch 1.000

1-100 Inch

1-110 inch

Total 390,929.000 45.052,000

The very thin veneer, one-one-hundredth of an inch in thickness,

or less, was all Spanish cedar, and presumably was used by cigar bo.t

makers. The thinnest rotary cut veneer was maple, one-fiftieth inch

thick.

505,000

16,68a000

15.000

1.527,000

15,000

:.264,000

!.592,000

436.000

135,000
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Keeping Tab on Car Movements
Lack of system is (iiii> nf tin' iiii.st geiioi-iillv notrcl faults in

tbe offices of lumbermen the extent of whose business is sufficiently

great to suggest the adoption. of reasonable methods of jirevent-

ing errors and loss.

Cases are on record of cars being shipped out without a jiroper

record being made and without an invoice being sent to the cus-

tomer. These capes have been uncovered by accident. There

are plainly many others, not located, which have been handled in

this way, to the' material loss of the lumber company.

If a business. is small, and if the owner of it is on the job all

the time, the chances of serious errors are slight; but when the

concern has grown to such a point that the memory of the head
of the establishment cannot contain all of its details, the opportu-

nity for loss is considerable.

A leading wholesale hardwood concern has recently adopted a
checking system for keeping tab on cars, which seems to be

worth general adoption. The svstem is used in connection with

shipments from its local .vard, and also with reference to ship-

ments from the several mills which it is operating. The plan has

the advantage of simplicity, and yet seems to provide an abso-

lute check.

The basis of the record, of course, is the tall.v. Turning in

the tall.v of the inspector is followed by making out a shipping

ticket, in duplicate, containing the results of the tally. These

shipping tickets are numbered consecutively, consecutive num-
bering, in fact, being the basis of the entire s.vstem.

The sheets of the salesbook are also numbered, its numbers
corresponding with those of the shipping ticket. The entry in

the salesbook, in addition to containing the facts shown on the

shipping ticket, likewise indicates the price at which the lumber
was sold, and the books of the concern are posted from this

record.

In the case of the local yard, the duplicate of the shipping

ticket is not needed particularly, but where the shipment was
made from a distant mill, the duplicate is kept on file at the mill

for the information of the superintendent.

The bill of lading is issued in triplicate, as usual, and the car

number and other information are entered in a book used for

that purpose exclusively. The entries are numbered, the numbers
corresponding with numbers printed on the bill of lading itself.

This is the entire s.vstem. Xow let us consider how it works
and what conditions it is calculated to take care of. In the first

place, the use of consecutive numbers furnishes a "flag" or

warning by which any lost or omitted record can be indicated.

For instance, if the person in charge of the salesbook notices

that one number is missing, the local yard or the outside mill,

as the case may be, is called on to supply the missing number.

On the other hand, the salesbook is checked against the bill

of lading book, and it is determined that an entry for the sales-

book, which, remember, is the basis for the ledger charges, has

been made to correspond with every car shipment indicated by
the bill of lading book. The use of the consecutive numbers on

the latter insures the proper entry of every car, for in the event

of failure to turn in the bill of lading used for this purpose, its

absence is immediately noted. The use of consecutive numbers
and duplicates means that a lost record will be noted, and that

it can be rewritten without inconvenience.

Another feature of the bill of lading book which is worth
noting is that provision is made for handling shipments which
are not made in the routine way. For instance, if a car of lum-

ber is purchased at one point, shipped to another for drying and
then reshipped direct to the consignee, there is a possibility of

the record being incomplete and inaccurate by reason of the tie-up

at the kiln, or the suspension for any reason whatever at any
other point. To take care of this, the bill of lading book, con-

taining the ear number and other information, carries a special

indication that the movement is incomplete, and that a further

—30—

record must hv itklIo of its final disipiisiticni. Tliis provcnts the

item from being lost track of, and insures attention being called

to the status of the situation.

The head of the concern which has adopted the s.vstem referred

to said that the checking arrangement was not made simply be-

cause of a craze for "system," or to introduce red tape into the

office. He explained that actual experience had demonstrated

the need of some such protection, and that it was furnished for

that reason only.

"We know of two cars which got awav from us prior to the

time we put this s.vstem into use," he said. "Oue we located

because the customer wrote to make a complaint about some fea-

ture of the shipment. That called attention to the omission of

the record and enabled us to get track of it. In another case J
the customer was simply honest enough to call our attention to

the fact that no invoice had been sent, enabling us to make an I
investigation and determine the car which had escaped the proper 1
record.

"Take the bill of lading question, for example. No car is ,

shipped without a bill of lading being made out, of course; but

when unnumbered Jjads are used, it frequently happens, or at

least can easily happen, that in case of a 'jam' in the office, %
someone will hurriedlv nialse out the bill without referring it to

the proper partv for entry. The result is that the car is sent on

with no record behind it. This cannot happen under our system.

Then again, tally-sheets may become lost and no salesbook record

be made. In that event the entry in the bill of lading book

gives us the clue and enables us to ascertain the information

we need.

'
' It might be supposed that the introduction of a system of

this kind has been accompanied by an increase of work. On the

other hand we have found that in most cases it has cut down
the amount of labor required. Heretofore frequent copying, by

hand, was necessary to have the proper records made. Now,
with a loose-leaf system installed, the facts can be written on

the t.ypewriter, copies made at the same operation, and time

and labor saved. It must be remembered that the smaller the

number of clerical operations, the fewer the chances for mistakes

of that kind to be made."

Another feature in connection with the checking operation is

keeping tab on wagon business. In the big wholesale yard or

sawmill, where carload business is the principal item, wagon hauls

are likely to be overlooked if close attention is not given them.

Even in retail yards, where wagon business is the only kind of

trade handled, it is well-known that unless a systematic method

of checking this business is provided for, wagons will get out

without being recorded and the lumbermen will be able to make
no charge.

For this reason it is desirable that the same sort of record,

in general, be used for wagon-load hauls as for carload move-

ments. That is to say, a ticket, in triplicate, with consecutive

numbers appearing, should be used. The yard office man of

course keeps one of the tickets; one is sent to the customer with

the wagon, and the other goes to the office. Here again the sim-

plicity of the scheme and the fact that the tickets are consecu-

tively numbered operates to call attention to an omission.

It is possible, of course, for a careless driver to leave without

thinking to get the ticket, or for a careless clerk to wait until

all of the loads intended for a certain customer are sent out, be-

fore making up the tickets; but if the concern insists on every

wagon being ticketed, and if its customers become accustomed

to receiving a ticket for each load—an arrangement which is a

protection to them as well as to the seller—arrangement will soon

become a matter of routine to evervbody in the yard, and will

be taken care of accordingly. The s.vsteras referred to have been

designed for the purpose of preventing innocent mistakes, but would

also serve as a check on dishonest employes. G. D. C, Jr.
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m'nnfinfni
Red Gum

ITS HISTOBY, STAND AND CUT

The i>eoi'li> of the United States are beginning to take inven-

tories of natural resources. Formerly that was not done, because

it was uustomary to consider that all-bountiful nature would go

on forever supplying the necessities if not the luxuries of life

to the fortunate inhabitants of this country. People are begin-

ning to learn better. They now understand that a natural re-

source may be compared to a checking account in a bank : it must be

taken care of or it will not last in-

definitely.

Timber belongs in that class, and

red gum may be given special con-

sideration because it has reached a

prominent place in the country's

industries. That position has been

attained quite recently. The oaks,

pines, yellow poplar, walnut, and

many other woods ^ere well known
long before the general public had

heard of red gum: but when once

it had attracted attention its cap-

ture of a large market quickly fol-

lowed. Inquiries are frequently

made as to the length of time the

jum supply will last. The answer

• lepends upon the available quan-

tity, and the rate of cutting.

The range of red gum begins in

the Northeast in Connecticut, and

follows a fairly straight line south-

westerly to Missouri, and from

there the boundary of its range

veers sharply toward the south to

Trinity river, Texas. This tree is

found in all the states south and

southeast of that line; that is, in

the southern states. The largest

stands are in the lower Mississippi

valley. Estimates based on statis-

tics collected by the Bureau of Cor-

porations place the total stand of

this wood in the United States at

about 50,000.000,000 feet, board

measure. In amount it is equal to

about one-fourth of all the oaks in

the country; two and a half times

the hickory: three times the ash:

one-fifth more than cypress; nearly

three times the maple; many times

the elm; and except the oaks, it

exceeds in amount any other hard-

wood, or group of hardwoods in the

United States. In fact, it is esti-

mated that one-eighth of all the

hardwoods of this country is red

:jum. It is, therefore, apparent that

it is a timb>?r of great importance.

The next question is how much is cut annually; for, if the avail-

able quantity is known, the rate of cutting will determine the

probable time it will last. The figures on lumber output, compiled

by the Bureau of the Census and the Forest Ser\nce, give the

following cut of this wood by states.

Tf-nn.sst-./ G8,27G.000
>llssuurl 59,230.000
Kentucky 22,246.000
.South Carolina 15.117.000
North Carolina 12,.'i96.000

iDdiana 12.206.000
.Alabama 10.816.000
Texas io.r.09.000

\'irL'inia Hi.445.00o

West Virginia l'.2ii2.iXKi

Maryland l.SSO.OOO
Oklaboma 1.34T.00O

Ohio 1.092.000
Pennsylvania 880.000
Florida 737.000
New Jersey .353.000

Delaware 274.000

Total 582.967.000

The above is the red gum lumber
output. It is by no means the whole
'iemand for this timber. Veneer
manufacturers cut 133,175,000 feet,

log scale, a year and the makers of

slack cooperage produce 416,000,000

red gum staves. A considerable

quantity goes into railroad ties, and
other articles. It is safe to say

that the total cut of red gum for all

purposes at present does not fall

short of 1,000,000,000 feet a year.

This enormous drain will not ex-

haust the supply now available in

less than half a century. By that

time stands now yonng will be al-

most; ready to cut. if the growing
trees are given a chance.

Ked gum is sold in all the lead-

ing markets of the United States.

I omplete figures showing the quan-
tity going into all the states an-

nually are not available, but as far

as they are to be had they are given

in tlie table which follows. All are

government figures except those for

West Virginia which were supplied

for the State Geological Survey, by
A. B. Brooks:

AxxiAL USK OF Red Gim by Stjites

Stale Fe<?t B. M.
lUiuois 121.794.5S0
Arkansas 100.186.000
Missouri 95.064.00O
Kentucky 65.500.000
Tennessee .50.027.000
\ iririnia 31..594.290
N rth Carolina 26.tS7:f.0OO

Texas 24.994.000
Michigan 21.404.000
Alabama IS.666.000
Mississippi 15.942.000
Ix>uisiana 1,5.193.000
Iowa 4.845.000
Wisconsin 3.497.000
Maryland 3.133.000
West Virginia 1.950.000

FOREST GROWTn OF KED GUM

Florida
\'ermont
lallfornia
New Hampshire
.Maine
Massachusetts .

.

992.000
238.000
237.000
142.000
58.000
45.000

CiT OF Red Gcm by States is 1911

State Feet B. M.
Arkansas 195.828.000
Mis.sissippi 103.186.000

State Feet B. M.
Illinois 5,209.000

Georgia 3.120.000

Total 602.374.870

Red gum is a wood entirely different from black gum and tupelo.

These three trees are generally spoken of commercially as being

closely linked but there is no justification for such an assumption

either from a botanical or a lumberman's standpoint. Nether black

gum nor tupelo gum commands anywhere near the important position

of re<l gum. Its nearest relative among the trees of this coimtry is

the small and worthless witchharel. If they were human beings

they would be rated as first cousins. Good trees, as well as worthy

people, sometimes have very shabby relations.
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1^orthem Lumbermen Meet
The fall quarterly meetiug of the Northern Hciiilook and Hard-

wood Manufacturers' Association was held at Eau Claire, Wis.,

October 29, where the members of the association were guests of

the John H. Kaiser Lumber Company and the New Dells Lumber

Company. The treasurer's report showed a balance on hand of $3,-

7b8.i3. The condition of the association was discussed in the report

of the secretary, E. S. Kellogg. He said that the usual number of

reports upon proposed logging operations this winter indicate about

the same hemlock input as last winter, but quite an increase in

hardwood logging.

The reports upon woods wages show an increase of about five per

cent over 1912, or about the same increase that 1912 showed over

1911. Following is the schedule:

Avcrasp woods wages per month including l>oard at present compare as

follows wiUi reports in October, 1911 and 1912 :

1913 1912 1911

Choroboys 29.90 28.50 26.00

Uoadraen 30.80 29.10 27.40

Swampers 31.00 29.30 26.40

Cookees 32.80 30.80 29.00

S.nwyers 34.30 32.90 29.80

Barnmen 35.00 34.50 31.90

Hookmen 35.60 34.20 31.30

Teamsters 35.80 34.20 31.40

Top Loaders 39.60 37.80 34.80

Blacksmiths 59.25 55.90 56.50

Cooks :
67.50 66.50 64.75

Engineers 68.88 68.20 73.00

Indications point to a good supply of laborers, but it is thought

that the cost of feeding them will be greater than last year. Beef

in particular is higher, but a suggestion was offered that soups,

dumplings, and other things that a good cook could prepare might

partly take the place of beef.

The Industrial Commission, with free employment offices at Mil-

waukee, Oshkosh, La Crosse and Superior, has supplied a good many

woodsmen, and it is said that with the benefit of previous experience

and records which are being compiled, these offices are now able to

supply a better grade of labor than when they were first opened.

Arrangements are practically completed for the establishment of a

fifth free employment office by the Industrial Commission which

will be located in Wausau, so firms whose operations are easily ac-

cessible from' that point will doubtless be able to get considerable

help through the new office.

The association has subscribed for forty-five shares of stock in

the Forest Products Exposition Company, and an appropriation for

the exhibit of $2,500 was made to be expended by the advertising

committee, if mutually satisfactory to the Michigan association

which has appropriated a like amount. It is proposed that the two

associations join in making an exhibit.

It was recommended that the association become a member of the

National Conservation Congress which meets in Washington, D. C,

November 18-20. The membership fee is $25, and the principal

advantage to lumbermen would consist in giving them a voice in

many important conservation matters that will be before the public

from time to time, some of which vitally concern timber interests.

Trade conditions were reported excellent for northern hemlock and

hardwoods, and there is no indication of a coming change for the

worse. Building operations have been good, and there is no danger

of an over supply of lumber in Wisconsin and Michigan.

Cut and shipments, Oct. 1, 1912, to Sept. 30, 1913 :

Cut Shipped

Hemlock ''X).n63.0no 400.514.000

Ash r,06C,000 8,742,000

Basswood <7,044.000 53,536,000

Birch . . .
.^

85,374.000 99.869,000

Elm ! 26,070,000 30.559,000

Maple 80.850,000 83,540,000

Oak 3,119,000 3,268,000

All hardwoods 328,551.000 314,155,000

Reports upon log input and woods wages have been received from

seventy representative firms throughout Wisconsin and northern

Michigan.
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The log input of the reporting firms last season ami tlie logging

planned for this winter compare as follows:

Hemlock Hardwood I'ine

M Feet M Feet M Feet

Lo?ged 191213 341,551 232,473 76,733

Expect to log 1913-14 351,800 271,950 07,252

Feet

Logged 1912-13—an kinds 650,777,000

Expect to log 1913-14—all kinds 691,002,000

An address describing methods of kiln-drying lumber was given

by H. D. Tiemann of the United ^tates Forest Service. Mr. Tie-

mann is the inventor of a dry-kiln, the patent for which has been

dedicated to the public. His address began with well-known facts

that:

Lumber must be dried before used.

Lumber when seasoned is in a condition it has never been in before.

Drying lumber is not simply the evaporation of moisture but a material

change in an interwoven structural material.

Kilns are not all giving complete satisfaction as indicated by the inqui-

ries we receive from all parts of the country.

Speaking of the structure of wood he said that it was similar to

honey comb, the difference being that the cells were longer. Water

is in wood in two conditions—one from the water filling the cells

and the other imbibed water in the fibre of the cell walls. The re-

moval of water from the cells of wood makes no change in the struc-

ture, but removal from the cell walls changes the wood and causes

shrinkage and also makes it stronger.

He said that the chief objects of drying lumber were (1) to re-

duce the shipping weight (2) to reduce the quantity of stocks in

the yards; (3) to improve the quality of the woods, especially hard-

woods; (4) to prepare lumber for the uses to which it is to be put.

Mr. Tiemann said there are three types of kilns, first, the dry air

type, which is now becoming obsolete ; second, the moist air system

of which there are many kinds, and third, superheated steam kilns.

In the average kiln as used at present actual loss in the stock

varies from one to three per cent, due to checking, warping, etc.

With some woods, such as gum, it goes as high 'as thirty per cent or

more. Air drying lumber does not invariably produce good lumber

chiefly because no control can be exercised over conditions afl'ecting

the seasoning. With proper kiln construction drying can be better

controlled and proper kiln drying saves the loss that comes from air

drying. Lumber proper kiln dried will not absorb as much moisture

as air dried lumber, thus eliminating much of the liability to shrink

or swell. In drying lumber in kilns care should be taken that evapo-

ration from the surface is not faster than transfusion from the in-

terior. If the surface is dried too rapidly checking or case hard-

ening will result and then the interior of the wood will cheek. In

proper kiln drying three things can be accomplished: (1), the control

of humidity which is one of the most important things in a kiln;

(2), the control of temperature—soft woods are less affected by high

temperature than hardwoods, and (3) the control of circulation.

The control of humidity, circulation and temperature f:re necessary

to the best work in drying lumber.

The advertising committee reported that the publicity campaign

had brought highly satisfactory results. More than 1,400 replies

had been received from the birch advertisement alone, chiefly from

architects, builders, contractors, and carpenters. The committee

closed its report with the following pointed paragraph

:

Some members have expressed themselves as believing that the remark-

able firmness in hemlock prices and the advance in birch prices this year

in the face of adverse conditions elsewhere in the lumber industry have
been due to our advertising campaign. AYhile we do not feel like claiming

such large results in so short a time we do believe that our advertising

appropriation has been fully Justified, and that it should be regarded not

as an office expense, but as a judicious investment which is bound to have

a most beneficial effect in the sale of our products.

W. J. Kessler, chairman of the insurance committee, then read

the following exhaustive and instructive report:

Beport of Committee on Insurance

Your committee on insurance has. within the brief time that has been

allowed, gone into the raatt'-r of fire insurance as thoroughly as possible.
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Tbo subject of fire iDsurnncc tn relation to lumber risks is a deep and
intricate one, and realizing fully how very uninteresting a mass of sta-

tistics and flRures on this subject would be to a meeting of this kind, we
bare aimed to eliminate as much of that kind of matter ns possible.

During the Investigation which this committee has carried on, quite

a number of our members were consulted, and it is very surprising to

learn that the question of Are insurance rates appears to be a proposi-

tion quite foreign to their Interests, they apparently being satistled to

pay the rates Imposed, with the evident feeling that these rates arc so

tixed and invulnerable that there Is no recourse.

For the purpose of a little enlightenment for a number of the mem-
bers, and by a special request, the committee will ask your kind indulgence

while it treats on the elementary principles of insurance.

First, we will take up the question of rate making. The question has

been asked us how are these lumber rates made. All fire Insurance

rates In Wisconsin are made by what Is known as the Wisconsin Inspec-

tion Bureau, under an analytical system of rate making Icnown as the

Dean schedule. This assumes a certain standard risk and makes addi-

tions for defects in construction and hazards from occupancy and expo.suro

and gives credits for advantages in construction and five protection.

These chKrgcs and credits are made by percentages upon a basis charge.

This basis charge is a d.'flnite number of cents per §100 of insurance,

and a basis table is adopted for the state, which provides for different

basis rates, for the various cities, classified according to size. Are pro-

tection and other conditions affecting fire hazard. The adoption of this

basis table and classiflcatlcn of the cities is a matter of individual judg-

ment of the person applying the schedule, and it has been shown in

adopting this schedule for Wisconsin at the time of the introduction

of the Dean schedule, an attempt was made to approximate as nearly as

possible the existing rates.

In this state a local hoard of underwriters or an association of local

agents in any city or village are authorized by statute to establish and
maintain rates therein. This statute enacted in 1S97 specifically pro-

hibits all other attempts to establish or maintain rates, and these local

boards are the only rate making establishments recognized by our law.

The practical operation of these boards, as developed from testimony in

the investigation which our legislature of 1911 ordered, is of some
interest. The cities of Milwaukee, Madison and Superior have boards
which employ their own expert raters and operate independently of the

Wisconsin Inspection Bureau, through which the estimates of rates for

the rest of the state are made. The Wisconsin Inspection Bureau, which
Is located at Milwaukee under the management of H. C. GrilBng, makes
surveys and so-ealled estimates, and these estimates are sold to the

different companies and furnished to their agents as required. Variations

from these estimates are comparatively rare. Where variation has been

made from these estimates it was done in favor of a large insurer, to

meet mutual or other competition from outside of the members of the

board.

The testimony referred to is practically unanimous that there is no
competition whatever between agents representing local boards or be-

tween companies whose agents are members thereof. There have been

Instances where agents of established companies outside of the local

boards have written risks in a city at a rate lower than the board rate.

It is claimed that when this has been discovered the local boards have
demanded of the companies taking such risks that the same be cancelled

and that such cancellations have been made. There is in these instances

a direct clash between the representatives of companies, and agents who
seek to maintain rates, and of the insured who seek the lowest rates.

With the local agents authorized by law to co-operate in making and
maintaining rates to be charged by them, and with no appeal from such
action, it is not to be wondered that insurers, whose premiums are

sufficiently large to warrant attention to the subject, protest and seek

Insurance outside of the local agents, and often from companies not

authorized to transact business in this state.

The problems of fire insurance rates are under scrutiny, not only in

Wisconsin but in many other states. Our present system of regulating

the business of the insurance companies seems to be at fault. There
seems to be an increasing public demand that the state shall take this

subject In hand and make a thorough investigation. The proposition,

however, is so large that it will be some time before the legislature can

handle this problem intelligently.

The field of supervision has extended to the question of the cost of the

Insurance, and the possibility of the reduction both in our fire loss and
In the expense of distributing that loss. The property destroyed Is the

smaller part of the loss for which fires are responsible. The expense of

the Insurance is almost equal to the loss which it distributes. The cost

of maintaining fire departments and other fire protection is not much
less. Worst of all, the business of fire insurance appears to be so

conducted as to tend toward Increase rather than decrease of the fire

losses. The business of Insurance and the amount of money handled
increases as the loss increases. The agents of the companies who are

best acquainted with the property Insured arc paid a percentage on the

premiums they collect. The higher the risk of loss and consequent
premium the higher the payment to the agent. The greater the volume
of premiums the greater the business and consequent chance of profit

to the companies. It is a credit to the companies and agents alike that

In spite of this condition, a movement for fire protection has been pro-

moted by the companies and Joined In by many of the agents.

It is, however, too much to expect tliat the activities of the com-
panies or their agents shall extend towarcl comprehensive future plans
for the practical elimination of flrc waste, and consequent reduction in

the business of insurance, such as has been brought about in the Euro-
pean countries. This must be accomplished by Intelligent action by the
state. The agitation over the question of fire insurance rates has re-

sulted in legislation in quite a number of the states. Our legislature of
1:111 ordered an investigation into matters relating to the business of
flrc insurance and prevention of fires. The committee which was appointed
by the legislature has held a number of meetings and taken a lot of
testimony in various cities throughout the state. This committee Is

required to make its annual report with its recommendations on or
before Dee. 1 of this year. Its work has not progressed to a point where
any definite conclusion has been reached, and any statement of con-
clusions should be deferred until the committee report is made. We
have already referred to .some of the findings of this committee, which
comes to us as advance information.

Some time ago Mr. Kellogg gathered some very interesting statistics

on flre insurance rates from the members of this association. The rates

paid by our various firms show a great disparity and range from $1.50 to

$6.70 on sawmills, from 90 cents to S6.30 on planing mills and from
$1.10 to $3.60 on lumber yards. Some of the lower rates, of course,

being preferred risks, such as sprinkled mills, well protected lumber
yards, etc. In another report which Mr. Kellogg published, and which
touches a vital part of the subject before us, is the ratio of losses to

the premiums paid. From information which our secretary procured
it was not possible to segregate intelligently sawmill risks, planing mill

risks and lumber yard risks, for the reason that in a number of instances
these risks were combined. The forty-two firms reporting show a total

loss ratio for a period of ten years of something like twenty-three per cent.

It is amusing indeed to compare these figures with the figures that the
old line companies submit. Replies have recently been received from
some twenty-five or thirty of these old line companies, in which they all

invariably claim that their Wisconsin experience with lumber risks has
been most unsatisfactory, and that their loss ratio runs from sixty to

seventy per cent. Giving them the benefit of all doubt in this matter,

and recognizing fully that in the compilation of these figures they
group not only lumber but other woodworking hazards, this committee
is inclined to doubt the correctness of their statistics.

Of course this feature must be taken into consideration in the com-
parison of these loss ratios, the figures which Mr. Kellogg has compiled
and which show a loss ratio of twenty-three per cent can be justly termed
preferred risks, while those of the old line companies undoubtedly include
a great many poor risks. The sawmill away back in the woods, without
any flre protection whatsoever, is a poor risk. When they have a fire

their loss is generally total and their loss forms a very important factor
in the loss ratio of the old line companies.
The question which Is before this association, and which has been

given to this committee to solve, is "Can we reduce our present appar-
ently exorbitant fire insurance rates?" We believe that if this matter is

intelligently handled, quite a material reduction may be effected. It is

useless for us as individuals to attempt to batter down the rates of the
old line companies, operating under the so-called board rates. The
proposition must be handled collectively. Your committee recommends,
first, co-operation with the National Lumber Manufacturers' Association,
which is now actively engaged on this very same proposition. In a
recent interview with Secretary Rhodes we were informed that the
National association has in view the formation of an inter-association,

national in its scope, to be composed entirely of lumbermen. The Na-
tional association first had under advisement the project of taking over
one of the now existing inter-insurance associations, but this plan has not
been taken to very kindly, and a feeling seems to be manifest everywhere
that this business of insurance Is distinctively our own business, and
that it should be handled and managed by the lumbermen themselves.

Mr. Rhodes advises us that interest in this proposition is very intense,

particularly in the West, and that this proposition will soon be developed
into something tangible.. You of course will understand that in an
inter-insurance association, such as the National association is to form,
only a certain percentage of your risk can be safely handled. Perhaps
the limit of liability accepted by such an association will not be over
twenty-five per cent. The balance of your risk will still have to be
placed elsewhere.

Here we wish to lay before you the remedies proposed by Mr. Holt
of the George H. Holt Company, Insurance expert of Chicago, who ad-

dressed our convention at the Green Bay meeting in ,Tuly. We were
unable to form any comprehensive idea of Just what Mr. Holt's plans

were from his address at our July meeting, but in several interviews
which we have had with Mr. Holt since his plan seems to be that we
should purchase our insurance collectively. Mr. Holt seems to be very
confident that the board rates of the old line companies can be reduced.

He appears to have a very comprehensive and, the committee believes,

an entirely feasible plan for bringing the necessary pressure to bear.

He proposes first to make a thorough field Investigation of all risks

which may desire to lend their support to such a movement. The plan
calls for a couple of expert raters to visit our various plants and study
the hazard which surrounds them, and then classify these various risks,

such as class "A," class "B," etc. '

Working in conjunction with a committee empowered to place all of
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oui- insurnm'O collccllvcly Mr. Unit beUevps that an ImpiTssion may be

made on the old lino companies and that u material rediietion in rates

can Ix' effected. Should tln' old line (ompanies see lit to Ignore our

request for lower rates. Mr. Holt claims that he can place the entire

line with good, responsible outside companies, ranking a distribution that

will he entirely safe and satisfactory, at rates materiall.v less than the

old line stock company rates. .Mr. Holt thinks that the expense c.r

placing the insurance In this manner nut.v be about one per cei'it of tin'

premiums paid.

The plan of forming an Inter association of our own, composed n(

members of our association only, .your committee hardly believes feasible.

We question viry seriously wiiether we can interest enough of our mem-
bers in such a movement to make it practical. Such a movement must
have a large support to make a reasonably safe distribution of the risk.

We do not see any conflict hetwec^n :Mr. Holt's plan and the proposed

National Inter-insurance organlzatinn which as mi'inliei-s of the Xnllonal

association we desire to encourage.

When the National association has formed Us Inter insuran.e depart

ment and we wish to avail ourselves of the benefits of that plan, we can

cancel enough of our insurance to turn over to the National uiovemint

as much as it may be willing to accept.

The grading comniitt^-c recommended the manufacture of hard-

wood hearts of beech, birch, elm and maple into ties, believing there

was a more profitable market for thcin in that form.

The following standard sizes of hiniber were reeoiiiinendpcl by tlie

enmniittee;

I'm:, i: Sti i r l!..rcMi

l.eii;;ths: 1, i;. s. '.i. Hi. l:.'. II, KJ, l.s, -I'l and :;4 fei't.

Widlhs: 1, (i. .V. in Miid 1- inch. .% inches thick.

I'.ip.HitlS, liOt'OH

I.en.sclhs: 4. 0. s. 1 ci. l-j, H. l(i and 18 and lid feet.

Widths: -I. (i. K. Ill and I'J inches, 5/16 inches thick.

lliacsSED I.f.MRKR

i'iecp Sluff, Sl.SlIv

1%X3?4, l%x5%, ]%x7%, VJl.v^iyi. l%xll-%,',.

Boards SIS, 13/1(! inch thick.

Flooring, celling, sbipiap, drop siding.

Widths: rji/i, aVi, IVi. OVi and ll^d inch face.

Standard thickness 13/10 inch.
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Kiln^Dried Hardwoods
If you were operating a planing mill, small furniture factory or

doing any other work that lequired at times the use of thoroughly

kiln-dried hardwood, and should find yourself wanting some of this

thoroughly dried stock, would you know where to turn to get it or

have any idea where to look for it?

This question was brought to mind quite recently by a man who

was contemplating making a feature of kiln-dried hardwoods for

market. He had not thought of it as an entirely new enterprise,

but owing to a certain circumstance he found himself with surplus

kiln capacity and was making a study of the possibilities of han-

dling hardwood and making a feature of offering kiln-dried stock.

Did you ever" search through the advertisements of a lumber

paper with this idea in mind? If you did you have realized that it

is seldom met with. Kiln-dried stock is a fairly common phrase

in yellow pine because the larger mills make a strong feature of

kiln-drying. Hardwood mills, on the other hand, fight shy of the

<lry kiln and leave their customers to do the kiln-drying, confining

themselves largely to air drying. You can find dry stock—air-

dried stock—advertised, and now and then kiln-dried hardwoods,

but the instances are few. A thorough search through the current

numbers of two lumber papers, one of which was Hardwood Eecord,

brought to light two instances of kiln-dried hardwood being featured

in the advertising. There is another incidental mention of kiln-

dried haidwood flooring, but in the issue of the Eecord examined

there was only one instance among all the advertised hardwood

where kiln-dried stock was featured in the advertising. Perhaps

there are more mills and yards prepared to furnish kiln-dried stock,

but only one instance of advertising this fact was found.

All this brings with it the other question of how much of a

market could be found or how great an advantage gained through

the handling of thoroughly kiln-dried hardwood. There are un-

doubtedly many of the smaller users of hardwood who are not

well equipped with dry kilns and would appreciate a convenient

source of supply where they could get thoroughly kiln-dried stoclc

for their work.

A specific instance of this kind comes to mind now of a planing

millman who had a small dry-kiln equipment which he used to

more thoroughly dry quite a lot of his finish, including both pine

and hardwood. He found, however, that he couldn 't successfully dry

.quartered oak in this kiln, and at times he was seriously worried

over this matter. He had even gone so far in an instance as to

refuse to bid on some job of millwork specifying quartered oak

because he was not in a position to do the thorough drying neces-

sary to make the .job as good as it should be. There had been

some trouble with work in which the oak was not thoroughly dry

when put up and it was found after experiments that it was imprac-

tical to thoroughly dry quartered oak with his equipment. He was

cojifrontid witli the proposition of either finding some place where

he could buy thoroughly kiln-dried quartered oak as he needed it or

passing up jobs involving this kind of material.

There are perhaps many other planing millmen in just the same
position and it is likely that among the smaller users of hardwoods

there are times when it would be decidedly advantageous to the user

to buy his hardwoods already kiln-dried.

The question is whether or not there are enough of these to

justify more featuring of kiln-dried stock. It is an interesting

question which would perhaps bring varying answers to the minds
of different people. It may set some men with hardwood yards to

thinking and figuring over the possibilities of making a feature of

kiln-drying as well as assembling and making up mixed cars. It

ma,y set some millmen to figuring on the advantages that might ac-

crue from putting in a dry-kiln equipment and preparing to furnish

their customers with kiln-dried slock. Anyway, it is an interesting
question that the hardwood trade may well give consideration to,

and it is a fairly safe gamble that we will see more of it in the

future, more featuring of kiln-dried stock in the hardwoods. Surely

there is a chance for those who are prepared to furnish it to gain a

little in the way of special trade by featuring this in their adver-

tising, since it need not cost any more than to feature band-sawed

stock or use any other feature lines in the advertising space.

Logging in Memphis Territory

The movement of logs to Memjihis during the past fortnight

has been on a somewhat smaller scale. The amount of logs along

the right of way of the railroad is reported comparatively small

and this is the explanation for the decreased receipts. The low

stage of the river has also been a factor, the arrivals by water

having been comparatively small. It is noteworthy, however, that

weather conditions throughout this territory during the past ten

days have been much more favorable for logging operations, with

the result that the outlook is considered better for an adequate

supply of logs for the winter. It is recognized, however, that

weather conditions will play an important part in determining

whether or not there will be enough timber prepared before tho

advent of real winter weather to meet the requirements of mills

at Memphis and elsewhere in this territory.

Comparatively little is heard regarding the shortage of cars.

There are some complaints from non-competitive points in Mis-

sissippi, Arkansas and Tennessee where it is impossible to get

enough empties and where the railroads are slow in moving cars

after they have been loaded. As a general proposition, how-

ever, it may be noted that the situation is far better than usual

in respect to the number of empties available and the prompt-

ness with which these are moved after they are loaded.
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The Mail Bag

Any reader »1 HARDWOOD RECORD desiring t» communicate
with any of the Inquirers listed In this section can have the ad-
drettes »n written request to the Mall Bag Department, HARD-
WOOD RECORD, 537 South Dearborn Street, Chicago, and referring
t» the number at the head of each letter and enclosing a self-
addressed stamped envelope.

B 593—When Is Kiln-Dried Lumber Dry?

Cinciminti. i).. Oit. .".il.—Kdlinr llAKiiwniiii Hkcohd : Wi' havi' lipon

kiln (IryinK four oars of oak pi'r imintli fur tlic Inst jpar and have given

alh of tile oak ilriod the Identical treatment, and have suecessfully used

tbi.s lumber for making trim, base, etc., and it has been perfeetl.v satis-

factor.v. Not Ions ago. however, we placed in our kilns a car of 1-incli

plain oak, and in the same kiln we had some l-iuch plain oak for makint;

Into base, etc. The stocks were put in the kiln at the same time. The
carload referred to was shipped to a customer and he claims tliat it is

iiot properij- kiln-dried. All the oak dried at the same time worked

up In a most satisfactory manner. How can we determine whether tin-

lumber was properly kiln dried or not V Ll'.mbkk CoMi'.tNY.

The writer of the above letter has been referred to the "Mail

Bag" article. "B 591," on I'age .'51) in issue H.a.rdwooI) Kecokd,

October 25, for complete answer to his inquiry.

—

Kditor.

B 594—Seeks List Hickory Handle Manufacturers
Mi'rioian. -Mi>s.. Oct. J.".— K.iliicir II..ki)w.>.ii. Kiorciiu. : Will yuu kinill.v

send us a list of hickory handh' uianin'a.tnrcrs and vi'ry much oblige'.'

I.l'.MKPUt COMI'.WV.

The above correspondent has been supplied with a list of hickory

liandle inamifaeturers.-

—

Editok.

B 595—Wants 5/8 Quartered Sycamore
I'hiladelphia. I'a.. Oct. 24.—Editor ll.Miiiwoiiu Riaoiiu : We have a

demand for lOO.dOU feet, of ."i/8 quartered sycamore, log run. Can you

give us the name of anyone likely to have this stock?

LUMBKR COMIWNY.

The writer of the above letter ha.s been advised that it is doubtful

if this quantity of % quartered sycamore is in stock anywhere in

the United States. He has been supplied with a brief list of pro-

ducers of this wood. Any others interested in the inquiry can have

the address on application.

—

Editor.

B 596—Seeks Oak Dimension
Meridian, Miss.. Oct. 30.— IMil. r ll.u:i.wipnii I!kimiiu>: We arc in the

market for several cars of 4 to T inches wide, ,") feet (5 inches long, and

1x2%. 10% feet long, one face clear white oak dimension. ("an .von

advise where we can purchase li'f Lumber Comi'any.

We have supplied the above inquirer with a list of oak dimension

producers. Any others interested in the iiupiiry can liave the ad

dress on application.

—

Editor.

B 597—Wants Market for 2-Inch Black Walnut
Omaha. Neb.. Nov. I.— Kiiitor IlAiunv.im. l!i,i .iiui : If possible, please

advise us names of concerns who buy :;" black walnut. Thanking you in

advance for any information you can give us along this line, we are.

Any concerns interested in 2" black walnut can have the name of

this company nhou application.

—

Editoi;.

B 598—^Wants Market for IxlO-Inch and Up Prime Plain White Oak
Cincinnati, o., (Jot. .31.—Editor Hardwood Record: We manufacture

eoDsiderable l".tlO" and up prime iilain white oak, and are writing you

to SCO If .vou can put us in toiuh with bu.vers of this stock.

Anyone interested in buying material as above offered, can liave

the address on application.

—

Editor.

B 599—Two Corrections

A recent issue of H.\rd\vood Kkcord contained notices of the in-

corporation of the below mentioned concerns. These concerns have

discovered errors in statements made, according to the following

letters

:

Plsgnh Forest, X. C, Oct. 27.—Editor Hardwood Record: In your

i.-isiic of Oct. 10, page 39, .vou had a notice of the incorporation of the

I .irr Lumber Company, stating that same is incorporated at ,f2,"),0ilo

nihorized, of which $2, ,100 has been subscribed. This company is iiicor-

I
orated at .f2.50.0OO. all of which has been subscribed for, and we will

very much appreciate it If you will make this correction in an early

issue of your paper. Cark Lu.mber Company,
Per Louis Carr.

Ilendersonville. N. C Oct. 20.—Editor ILvrdwood Record: In a recent

number of your paper Just received b.v us, we notice a mention of the

incorporation of the .1. It. Willson Lumber Company We notice that you
have made an error in naming the Incorporators. We iieg to advise that
the olHccrs are as follows: E. E. Willson, nitslnn tli. Pa., president:
Alexander Willson, Pittsburgh, Pa., vice-president; .T. 1: Willson, Hendcr-
sonvilic, N. C, secretary and treasurer and general iii:inagcr. Capital
stock, $25,000. Place of business, Ilendersonville, .N. c
eial line of builders' supplies and does a wholesale and i

mill business. Kindly note the correction. "Willson" is

"U's" as we are .>^cotcIi-lrisIi. .1. It. Wii.i.sox Lisiiu:

liy .7. It. Willson. secretary

B600—Wants Oak Rim Strips

Woodstock, (int., Nov. li.- Eilitor Hardwood Riccoki.

know if you can give us the names and addresses of responsible partii

who get out white and red oak rim strips. Wi' are in the market for
T.j.OOo good strips.

Handles a gen-

itl and planing

lied with two
COMPANY,
nd treasurer.

Kindly let us

The writer of this letter has been supplied with a short list of
manufacturers of the goods it seeks. Others can have the iKime and
adilross on application to HARDWOOD Record.—Editor.

v'.'cy.H:<sm^a^TO.\^m}t'i*mi>tlSiTOai^^

Clubs and Associations

Fall Meeting of North Carolina Forestry Association
The regular fall nn eting of the North Carolina Forestry .Associa-

tion was held in the Cbaniber of Commerce rooms in Raleigh at 10:30,
Sept. 30. .\lthough the attendance was not large, several important
matters were transacted. The question of appointing delegates to the
National Conservation Congress in Washington was taken up and dele-
gates selected. Great care was exercised in selecting delegates who
would attend, and a full representation of the association at the con-
gress Is confidently expected.

A resolution was adopted requesting the council of state to plant
so far as is consistent with the scenic effect and with the plans of the
council, a full collection of native North Carolina trees on the capitol
grounds and the grounds of the governors mansion. This matter has
since been brought to the attention of the council of state and it has
expressed its willingness to accede to the request of the association.

It was unanimously decided that the next annual convention of the
association be held in some central town in the western part of the
state. Heretofore, all meetings have been held in Raleigh and. for this
reason, many of the western people, who are or should be interested,
have been unable to attend. It was also decided that in connection
with the meeting some side trip or other form of entertainment be ar-

ranged. It is prob.able that the next meeting will be held in .isheville,

toward the end of March or early in April. It is hoped that a side
trip through the white pine plantations of tlie Biltmore Estate or
through the conservative logging operations of the Carr Lumber Com-
pany on I'isgah Forest, may be arranged.

One of the principal objects of the meeting was to urge upon the
legislature the importance of extending the stock law all over the state.

The association has always stood firmly for the elimination of the open
range conditions and has steadily advocated a state-wide stock law. As
a large proportion of those in attendance were directly interested in

the stock law measures being considered by the special session of the

legislature, an earlj- ad.iournment was taken to permit the members to

appear before the special legislative committee in charge of these bills.

Largely as a result of this campaign, headed by the indefatigable en-

thusiast. H. F. Keith of Wilmington, and strongly supported by the
agents of the United States Department of -Vgrlculture, in charge of

tick eradication work in this state, the legislature just adjourned has
enacted a series of local bills extending the stock law over four more
whole counties and parts of six others, and providing for elections on
the stock law question in at least five additional counties. This is most
encouraging; and if the present campaign can be kept up (and we in-

tend to keep it up) Mr. Keith believes that within four years the whole

state will be under this law.

Big Gathering Planned at Memphis
'I'lie Lumbermen's Club of Meiupliis is again lo play the role of host

to at l<'ast two lumber organizal Ions, and possibly three, at a date to

Ir' arranged in the near future. It was dellnitely decided at the meeting
of the club Nov. 1 that invitations would l)e extended to the Lumber-
men's Club of Louisville and the Nashville Lumbermen's Club to attend

the annual banquet of the local organization, and if the date can be so

arranged as to include the new red gum association, which is to be for-

mally launched here Saturday, Nov. lo, this function will be held on the

evening of the latter <date.

The entire arrangements. Including the extending of the invitations, the

fixing of the date and the character of the entertainment to be accorded,

have been placed in the hands of the entertainment committee, of which
F. K. Stonebrnkcr is chairman. This committee has been given carte

blanche and has lieen assured that there will be plenty of money forth-

coming to take care of any expense Incurred, with the result that the

members of the club and the visiting Inmbcrmen may expect something
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far out 111 ilh oidinnry. The Lumbermen's Club of Slempbls bas a

nation Willi', inli'cd cvin an International, reputation as a host and
tbose wbo knew the personnel of the entertainment committee feel sure

that this reputation will be enhanced rather than diminished by the fea-

tures arranseil for this occasion.

The Lumlirfmen's Club of Memphis did not have an annual banquet

during the i)«st year and after it was decided to extend the invitations

already rol'ifred to. it was deemed best that this function should be

made the b»sis of the entertainment features. The members of the club

who attend this banquet will pay for their own plates, but an outside

fund is being arranged to take care of all other expenses in connection

wJth tills function and the raisins of the money in question is in such

good baiiijs that there is no doubt that there will be plenty of funds
forthcnniing. There will be plenty of good things to eat and drink and
there will likewise probably be either a cabaret show or a theatrical per-

formance to add to the gaiety of the occasion. The exact date has not

been Uxed and it cannot be definitely settled until the committee has

heard from the clubs at Nashville and Louisville with reference to

whether or not \ov. 15 will suit. It is hoped by lumbermen here that

that date can be arranged in order that the new gum organization, to be

formally launched that day, may be started oil under the most auspi-

cious circumstances possible. If Nov. 13 can be used it is expected that

there will be from 300 to 400 lumbermen here and that lumber history

along certain lines will be written in red letters.

The meeting on Nov. 1 was attended by about eighty members and
was one of the most enthusiastic held thus far this season. Very little

business was transacted, aside from the foregoing, but the members were
in a happy frame of mind and entered heartily into the spirit of the

occasion.

The river and rail committee reported that it was continuing the work
assigned to it by 'the club, while the membership committee reported one
new applicant. Three new members were elected, as follows : Associate

—

Eugene Woods. Woods Lumber Comp.tny, Millington, Tenn : active

—

C. K. Tustin, local manager of the T. B. Stone Lumber Company, Cin-

cinnati, and G. E. Bockendorf, who has charge of the local interests of

the Long-Knight Lumber Company, Indianapolis.

The club took no definite action regarding representation at the fortb-

coming National Conservation Congress to be hold at Washington,
Nov. 18-20.

Definite Plans for Gum Association

Lumber interests at Memphis are looking forward with much pleasure

to the adjourned meeting of the red gum conference which is to be held

Nov. 15 at the Hotel Gayoso. It was practically decided at the meeting
held here Oct. 18 that a permanent red gum association would be formed
and a committee was appointed to draft a constitution and by-laws,

agree upon a name for the organization and fix the date and place for

the holding of its meetings. This committee held an important meet-

ing following the adjournment of the conference and a number of the

members of this committee met in St. Louis Saturday. Nov. 1. to fur-

ther discuss the work assigned to them. It is anticipated that this

committee will have its report ready to submit Nov. 13 and that the

new organization will be formally launched at that time.

It cannot be stated that the conference has had any perceptible effect

so far on the market for red gum. It is noteworth.v, however, that the

discovery that there was onl.v a moderate amount of red gum on sticks

bas had a wholesome influence on holders, making them rather firmer in

their views. The conference has meant a great deal to Memphis because

of the widespread interest here in the welfare of red gum and it has
been a subject of much discussion among lumbermen as well as in other
business circles. The Business Men"s Club has asked to be allowed to

assist in boosting red gum in every way possible and it is probable that
this organization will be given an opportunity to do so. It is suggested
that a publicity campaign will be waged in the near future, in order that

the market for red gum may be broadened, and in this event particular

attention will be paid to the foreign situation. It is felt that there is

a wide field for the use of red gum among foreign consumers of southern
hardwoods and some of the red gum manufacturers believe that pub-
licity work in this quarter will result in splendid returns.

The committee appointed at the last red gum conference to secure
the names of all the manufacturers of gum in the country has been
quite busy. A letter has been sent out to all the manufacturers whose
names have been obtainable but, for fear that some might have been
missed, M. B. Cooper, chairman of this committee, has asked that a
copy of the letter mailed to manufacturers be published in Hardwood
Record so that every manufacturer might have an invitation to attend
the meeting Nov. 15 and participate therein. The letters follows :

Are you a red gum manufacturer? If so, come to Memphis on Nov. 15
and absorb some of the "get together" spirit that has pervaded the ranks
of the gum manufacturers as the outcome of our preliminary meeting Oct.

18, where an annual production of 220,000,000 feet'was represented.

Our next meeting is called for the purpose of perfecting a permanent
organization and we need your support.

Tou may not realize now what an organization of this kind can do
for you, but you do know that the big slump in gum prices is unwar-
ranted as compared with the market on other woods, and that some-
thing should be done.

We know what organization has done for other woods, and the same

can be done for gum, but not unless we receive the hearty co-operation
of I'very producer, whiiher large or small.

If you have a neighbor producing gum, we appoint you a committee of
one to personally Invite him to attend this meeting, for the more repre-

sentative our organization the more quickly and surely will we get results.

The meeting is called for Nov. 13, 10 a. m., at Hotel Gayoso, Memphis,
Tenn., and the committee will appreciate a note from you advising that
you will be present.

riease bring to this meeting for statistical purposes a careful state-

ment of your gum production for twelve months ending Oct. 31, 1913.
I'lease keep the red and sap iiroduction separate, as well as the amounts
used for your own consuiniition in the way of box sliooks, etc.

Philadelphia Golfers Active

The rhlladelphia Lumbermen's Golf Club, through the courtesy of
Joseph 1". Comegys, played Its game for October on the links of the
Sprlnghaven Country Club. After several days of unpropitiotis weather,
the day broke clear and cold for the season, but with oxygen filled lungs
the golfers entered into the game with keen vigor. There was more
than the usual interest, as two big prizes, one presented by the New
York Lumber Trade Journal, the other by ex-President Frank Buck, were
to be awarded. The game was divided into seven foursomes and was
played on a course which was in excellent condition. The regular monthly
prizes fell as follows : F. A. Benson and John H. SchoCeld tied for first

and second prizes, each having a score of 83 net. A toss-up gave the
first prize, a pair of golf shoes, to Mr. Benson : the second, a set of golf
balls, went to Mr. Schofield. Eli B. Hallowell and William P. Shearer
tied for third prize with a net score of 84. Mr. Shearer, by a toss-up,

won a pair of golf gloves.

At G :30 a sumptuous dinner was served, after which the regular busi-

ness meeting was in order. In the absence of both the president and
vice-president, Frank Buck, ex-president of the club, presided. With
the exception of a vote of thanks to Joseph P. Comegys and the Spring-
haven Country Club nothing of special interest came up. Ben C. Currie
of Currie & Campbell, last year's secretary of the club and recently
elected treasurer, having made the best net score of the season, was
awarded the Buck prize, a superb 400-day hall clock, six feet in height,

and having made the greatest number of points of the season, he also
won the New York Lumber Trade Journal prize, a handsomely designed
silver cup, standing eighteen inches high. Mr. Currie was overwhelmed
that his friends should have been so munificent, but there was a general
rejoicing at his deservedly good fortune, as the popular Ben has from the
beginning talcen a profound interest in the club and been indefatigable in

his efforts to promote its success. He was called upon for a speech, but
for once the fluent Ben was speechless, his heart was far too full for
utterance ; all ho was equal to was : "Boys, what will you have V"—and
they had. It is needless to say the closing scene was one of high good
cheer and merriment supreme. It was decided at this meeting to have
one more game in November and it was left to the executive committee
to decide as to the grounds. F. A. Benson has offered those of the Phila-

delphia Athletic Club,

Enlisting Architects in Behalf of Lumber
A world-wide movement to induce architects to give lumber the. prefer-

ence in their specifications was the object of the largest banquet the
Lumbermen's Club of St. Louis ever held. It was given at the Mercantile
Club Tuesday evening, Oct. 28. There were approximately ISO guests and
members present.

The club had as its guests, on this occasion, over seventy prominent
architects from St. Louis, Kansas City and other cities, and they were
shown the advantages in the use of lumber over substitutes.

The movement was suggested by Julius Seidel, one of the largest retail

lumbermen in the city. The movement was discussed with the members
of the club, and it was derided to have an architects' night. It was
planned to have them addressed by leading lumber manufacturers who'
would show certain things as to the supply, cost, durability, adaptability

and other advantages in regard to lumber.

Capt. J. B. White and R. A. Long, both well-known lumber manufac-
turers from Kansas City, were the speakers from the viewpoint of manu-
facturers and Julius Seidel of St. Louis from that of the retailer.

Following the banquet President Thos. C. Whitmarsh, after a short

preliminary in which he said there would be no business transacted, said

the club was specially honored by having such well-known and prominent
lumbermen as Capt. White and Mr. Long present. He stated that the

architects were the ones the club wanted to talk to about lumber products.

They did the planning of buildings. He wished to assure them that the

supply of lumber was not exhausted and that prices were not too high.

He urged the yellow pine people to advertise in the newspapers in order

to offset the publicity given vo substitutes for lumber.

Capt. White then said that there was no cause to be alarmed over the
lumber situation. He declared that there was one-half as much lumber in

the United States today as there was 100 years ago. With reforesting

the lumber supply would never give out in this country. He stated in the

course of his remarks that there was no substitute for lumber, that the

architects should help mould public sentiment to know the various uses

of the various woods, that they should educate the user not to search for

substitutes, but to use the best wood for the purposes required, that the

great talk of the increasing cost of lumber was a story started and main-

tained 'oy the substitute competitor.
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Mr. Long neit addressed the meeting, tlic substance of his remarks

being that the local architects should give lumber the preference In their

speclOcatlons.

Mr. Seldi'I was the last speaker. He argued that there was a bountiful

supply of lumber and said that It should be used more dlscrlmlnatcl.v

than In the past if this country wishes to continue to prosper. He urged

architects not to draft their plans so as to require the mill to cut the

lumber of other than regular stock dimensions.

Exposition Flans Progress

At the headquarters of the Forest Products E.\posltlon In Chicago

reports arc being received from all sections of the country. Including

Important Canadian points, indicating the liveliest Interest In and gen-

eral support of the big undertaking. The prospectus, containing floor

plans of the Coliseum at Chicago and Grand Central Palace, New York,

and rules and regulations governing the exhibition, are being distributed,

also posters for display in the offices and plants of every branch of the

wood industry and sticker-seals for application to mail correspondence.

In the "foreword" of the prospectus is the significant statement : "The

assurance is conveyed that the rules and regulations have been prepared

with the welfare of the greatest number of exhibitors and the ultimate

purpose of the exposition in mind," evidently with the purpose ot antici-

pating any individual objections to seemingly arbitrary restrictions or

reservation of executive authority. To those familiar with the prepara-

tion and conduct of industrial expositions and general displays, this is a

wise plan and provides a chart for the avoidance of future complications.

Manager George S. Wocd is authority for the statement that the sub-

sidiary organizations forming the National Lumber Manufacturers' Asso-

ciation are proceeding enthusiastically and In careful deliberation with

plans for their respective and joint displays, and many organizations and
Individual concerns are making preparations for more or less elaborate

individual displays. This applies to the affiliated products and by-

products of the industry. Secretary J. E. Rhodes, of the National Lum-
ber Manufacturers' Association and the Forest Products Exposition Com-
pany recently returned from a trip through the Southeast and reported

activity among the lumber and manufacturing interests in that section

in preparing for the exposition.

Emphasis is being laid on the essential value and importance of an
active display with actual demonstration as the keynote of the exposi-

tion. This argument is based on the effective and lasting impression of

showing not only the basic material and Its various forms and develop-

ments, but the methods employed in production, describing eloquently the

story of the wood industry from start to finish in efficiency, possibilities

and permanency.
"The Forest Products Exposition is essentially the clearing house and

shop window of the wood industry in all its phases and possibilities,"

said Manager Wood, "and In such relationship has no connection with

or cognizance of any trade differences, conti-oversles or complications.

There is no politics, factional distinction, individual Interest or special

division to be considered. Entire freedom of action has been given the

management with this policy fully authorized and endorsed, and any
assumption to the contrary or indicated expression of the management or

any controversial phase of the industry is unmerited.''

Southern Traffic Bureau Active in Kate Matters

The Southern Hardwood Traffic Bureau, through a special committee,

has adopted resolutions protesting against the horizontal advance of five

per cent in general freight rates, as propo.sed by the railroads operating

north of the Ohio river. This action has been taken in order that the

railroads may have formal notice of the attitude of this organization,

which, directly and indirectly, handles more hardwood lumber and hard-

wood lumber products than any organization of its kind in the country

—

about 80,000 cars a year. A thorough examination into the reasons for

the advance and the necessity therefor will be made by the bureau and,

If It cannot be shown that the advance is justified, the railroads will en-

counter the active opposition of this organization in this effort to realize

the $42,000,000 increase In revenue represented. The committee, through

which the resolutions were drawn, is composed of the following well-

known lumbermen of Memphis : George D. Burgess, chairman of the

bureau, chairman ; James E. Stark of James E. Stark & Co., J. W. Mc-
Clure of the Belgrade Lumber Company, C. D. Ilendrlckson of the C. D.

Hendrickson Lumber Company, and S. M. Nlckey of the Green River

Lumber Company.
The railroads have already filed notice with the Interstate Commerce

Commission regarding this proposed increase and the Southern Hard-
wood Traffic Bureau has adopted these resolutions in order that both

the carriers and the commission mav be apprised of its attitude. It is

believed by the bureau that the other roads of the country are planning

to follow the lead of those north ot the f)hlo and the question Is therefore

one of vital Interest to every man engaged in the hardwood trade. The
resolutions are quite similar to those recently adopted by the Lumber-
men's Club of Memphis.
The adoption of these resolutions marks the beginning of one of the

greatest traffic battles ever staged In this country. The lumbermen are

willing that advances should be made It they are regarded as abso-

lutely necessary, but they are unalterably opposed to any advance of five

per cent without regard to the merits of the controversy as affecting

their particular interests. It Is estimated that such an advance would
cost the members of the bureau approximately $300,000 additional In

freight alone, and J. H. Towushend, general manager of this organi-
zation, has already begun collecting data to be used in preventing
unnecessary or unjustifiable advances In lumber rates in connection with
this general raise in freight cost. He Is backed by the entire member-
ship of the organization, as well as by. the Lumbermen's Club of Mem-
phis, and, when the case comes to a hearing at Washington, there will

be the largest attendance of hardwood lumber ever witnessed from the
South.

The Southern Hardwood Traffic Bureau, In behalf of the Andcrson-
Tully Company of Memphis, has filed a petition with the Interstate Com-
merce Commission through which a lower rate is sought on box shooks
and other products from Vicksburg, XUss., to certain points in Texas. It

is directed against the Vicksburg, Shreveport & Pacific and other roads
and the reduction sought amounts to about five cents per hundred pounds.
'I'here are alleged Irregularities and discriminations which arc sought to
be removed.

The bureau Is also seeking, through J. R. Walker, counsel for this
organization at' Washington, an amendment to the recent decision of the
Interstate Commerce Commission covering rates on shipments of cotton-
wood and gum from the main line of the Southern Railway In Missis-

sippi. It would seem that the railroads are taking advantage of techni-
calities and that, while they are willing to base their shipments south
from the main line of the Southern Railway, they are basing northbound
shipments from the extremities of branch lines instead of from the
main line.

The bureau is waging an active campaign for new members with a
view to bringing the membership to 100. Two new firms have identified

themselves therewith, as follows: The John Dulweber Company, Cin-
cinnati, with mill at Morehead, Miss., and the Ward Lumber Company,
Chicago, with mill at Sunflower, Miss.

Conservation Congress Membership
For the first time in the history of the National Conservation Con-

gress opportunity is offered to associations and individuals to become
members of the organization. Heretofore the congress has been a
purely delegate body. The importance of its work, however, has made
it necessary to establish a regular membership. Many applications for

membership heretofore could not be granted because no provision had
been made for it, but that has now been done. It is expected that a
large working memership will be enrolled when the congress assembles

in Washington, Nov. lS-:;o. Individual membership Is one dollar a
year, life membership $2."). supporting membership $100.

Chicago Cluh Endorses Building Project

Wednesday evening, Nov. u, the members of the Lumbermen's Club
of Chicago gathered at the club rooms for a business meeting and social

function. The meeting was called especially for consideration of the

proposed lumbermen's building, and the matter before the club was the
consideration of whether or not it was wise for the club to move from
Its present quarters into the proposed quarters In a building to be erected

by the McCormick estate. After discussion the question was put to the
membership and it was practically unanimously voted that the members
of the club were in favor of moving to the new quarters when they are

completed. This meeting was in accordance with provisions of the by-

laws which state that any such project shall be placed before the club

membership for its approval before being referred to the board of trustees.

This favorable vote will mean that the matter is referred back to the
board, which will have authority to act.

The plan Is to devote the entire third floor of the proposed building at

the corner of La Salle and Madison streets to the Lumbermen's Club and
Lumbermen's Association. This would mean that the club would occupy
about 7,000 square feet ot space, an increase of half over the present

space. The dining room would bo enlarged and the owner of the building

would install a grill room, which would be conveniently arranged for

dumb waiter connection with the restaurant. The club quarters would be

enlarged and Improved in every way and the benefit that would be de-

rived from location In the Lumbermen's Exchange building would un-

doubtedly be very great as a majority ot the local trade would have their

offices located in that building.

The only obstacle In the way has been the matter of expense. The
present club expenses for maintenanccr amount to about $11,800 annu-

ally. Ot this $7,000 Is for rent. The present income is almost equal

to expenditures and Is derived mainly from dues of two hundred resi-

dent members and one hundred and twenty-five non-resident members. It

is believed that the necessary amount of space can be rented for $7,000,

although additional expenses will be Incurred In janitor services, light,

interior walls, etc. It is figured that the fixed Increase In expense will

be $2,800. It is hoped to meet this increase through an increase In the

membership ot the club. The proposed arrangement would unquestionably

not only Increase the membership but would mean greater Interest In the

club Itself and greater patronage of the club dining room. The club In

the new quarters would unquestionably be more attractive to out-of-town

members, as they could there meet practically all of the local trade, or at

least be In closer touch with them on account ot being In the some
building.

With the favorable action taken by the club, the success of the build-

ing project Is practically assured. George J. Pope, chairman of the

building committee, stales that the McCormick estate has granted to

that committee additional time In which to secure the necessary amount

of floor rental. It requires now only a few thousand feet more floor
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space to make llie project a ceitainty. Mc. Pope made the interest Ing
observation that lumbermen would be securing practically the entire

benefit of an investment ot about $2.2r)0,000. He states that the real

estate value represented is approximately Ifl.OOO.OOO. while the cost

of the building will be $1.2r>0,000. Lumbermen will have practically the

entire be'neflt of this total investment as there will be no restrictions or

disadvantages which they would not feel had they linanced the entire

project themselves. In addition they will be relieved ot all such Tinancial

troubles and will not be bothered with bond issues or anything of the

sort. Thus it can be seen that the project, if carried through, would be

immensely to the advantage of the Chicago lumber trade. Those who
have not already taken space should surely get Into coramunieatlou with

some member of the building committee as quickly as possible In order

that they may secure satisfactory location in the building.

The business meeting of the club was followed by an enjoyable stag

affair, which was fairly well attended. It was carried off with the usual

snap for which these functions, gotten up by the entertainment com-

mittee of the club, are noted. Tlu' entertainment was ot a vaudeville

nature. It was the first of the November functions listed, the next to

be ladles' night, being an evening of ."iOO for members and guests.

This will take place on November 12. On November 1S> there will be an

informal dance for members and guests, while November 21) will be the

date of nii-n's night, when auction l)ridge will be indulged in. Jlembers

will be allnwed to bring guests to that affair also.

With the Trade

To Build Mill at Dyersburg, Tenn.

Ihe I'rice-ltuhl l.umh. r (.ouipiiii.v has purebasid a tract ul' laud iu

Dyersburg. Tenn., which will be used as a site for a big band mill. The
machinery has already been ordered and the construction of the neces-

sary buildings is under way. This firm, which has been only recently

organized, will make a specialty of hardwood lumber. Grant S. Trice,

who recently lost a mill by fire at Norwalk. O., is the ruling spirit in

the new company. He decided that it would be more advantageous to

rebuild the mill at Dyersburg than at the old location. Although spe-

cial attention will be given to hardwood lumber a planing mill will be

operated and building material of various kinds will be prepared for

the mai-ket. The plant is to be one ot the largest of the kind in that

part of the country.

Starts Business at Memphis
The II. D. .\lliMi I,n?!ih.'r Company is tiic iatist additiim to the hard-

wood hiinbi'r industry of .Memphis. It is headed by II. D. Allen, who was

until recently manager of the southern office of the Greble-Sine Lum-

ber Company. He took charge of the Memphis business of this firm

when Mr. Greble went to Chicago to look after the northern end, follow-

ing the death of Mr. Sine. The new firm will handle lumber at wholesale

and is identified with the Allen-Newman Lumber Company, which Is

operating a mill at Pinkney, Ark., but which has its offices in Memphis.

Although Mr. Allen is quite a young man he has had a wide and thorough

experience in the Inardwood business, having been successively employed

by the Three States Lumber Company, the Paepcke Leicht Lumber Com-

pany, the Ford & Johnson Chair Company, the \V. D. Reeves Lumber

Company and the Greble-Sine Lumber Company.

Michigan Concern Will Cut Out

The operations of the R. G. Peters Salt & Lumber Company at East-

lake. Slich., will be completed the present season and the company will

close its plant at Eastlake. The timber resources of this concern are

exhausted, and with the cutting of the last log the mill will shut down

and operations of the salt block will be suspended.

The company is under the receivership of the Michigan Trust Com-

pany of Grand Rapids and imder the direction of the t'nited States court.

Under other circumstances the company might continue the purchase

of timberlauds tributary to its operations, but this is not likely with the

receivership in effect.

The R. G. Peters Salt & Lumber Company is one of the best known
concerns in western Michigan. The business was founded by E. G. I'eters,

who began operations in a small way at Manistee forty years ago. He
put all his resources into buying lands and his titles extended from

Manistee to Cadillac and beyond. The entire tract has been stripped

ot its forest and so at the close ot the present season there will be

nothing left for the mill to cut.

Death of Isaac Stephenson, Jr.

Isaac Stephenson, Jr.. a nephew of Senator Isaac Stephenson, and son

of Robert Stephenson, was found dead in his berth on a Chicago &
Northwestern railroad train arriving at Milwaukee, Wis., on Oct. 28,

en route to Chicago. The death was supposed to be directly due to heart

failure.

Mr. Stephenson had been manager of the Ludington-Van Schaack &
Wells Company of Louisiana tor about fifteen years. He erected and

had in entire charge the mill and operations of that company from the

time of its inception up to its sale to the Long-Bell Lumber Company
last year. Mr. Stephenson's health had not been good for some little

lime. |.-iir this nasuu he was l.d 1.. tr\h-r from artic wurk. After

disposing of the properly he returmil to his (,ld bunn' in .Menoniin.-e.

Mich., where ho lived with a married daughter.

Mr. Stephenson was well liked for Ills many pleasing cpmlllies. He was
fifty-four years old.

New Band Mill Warren Ross Lumber Company
Till- new l>iiiid mill c.f lb.' Warn^n Itc.ss Limdii-r < '..iii]jiniy ai James-

town. N. v.. is rcporled to be about completed. This conci-rn does an
extensive business in hardwoods and the mill now being erected will be

for the i>urpose of sawing cherry and mauogany, of which this concern

has made a specialty for a number of years. The manufacture of Amer-
ican hardwoods is a consideration that may come up at some future date,

but is not in mind at present.

To Manufacture All Kinds of Hardwood Flooring

J. C. Alfrey of Crawl'orilsvilli'. Ind.. aniinnn( is tlinl tin- hardwood
flooring business wliich hi' starled about three nionibs ago has been

progressing nicely. Mr. Alfrey says that he has been merely filling the

demand on tlio part of the local trade, but that he is now making exten-

sive arrangements whereby he will increase the capacity of his plant

about four times over the present capacity, and will then be in a position

to ship straight or mixed cars of hardwood flooring in oak, maple and
beech of various kinds and grades on the general market.

Mr. Alfrey and his fatlier have been directly connected with the lumber

and Hooring business for a great many years in Indiana, and their-

product should find a ready sale.

Meeting National Lumber Manufacturers' Credit Corporation

Tni- annual mi'.'Iin..' "f lb' Natbmal I.ulnb.'r .Maniifacturrrs' Cr.^dit

Corporatiou was held at thi' offices of the corporation at .Norfolk. Va.,

recently. The National Lumber Manufacturers' A.ssociatiim, which is the

only stockholder, was represented by C. I. Millard. W. P. Roper, E. R,

Baird and Secretary J. E. Rhodes. R. H. Downman of New Orleans was
elected president of the corporation. The directors were also elected.

It was decided to liold the next annual meeting of the stockholders at

the offices of the company at Norfolk, the first Wednesday of June and
that thereafter the regular annual meetings shall lie held on that day

each year. Regular members of the executive committee were also

elected, and in addition to R. H. Downman as president the following

oflScers were elected : W. E. DeLaney, Cincinnati, vice-president ; J. A.

Freeman, Pasadena, Cal.. treasurer, and J. E. Rhodes, Chicago, secretary.

Peytona Lumber Company Building New Mill

The new mill of ihe I'cyti.na Lumlur <onipany. Iliiniinulnn. \V. Va., is

soon to be opened at Dicovilie. Logan county. \V. \:\. The mill will be

equipped with an eight-foot band saw and will manufacture hardwoods
entirely. Occoville is ninety miles from Iluniington on the Chesapeake

& Ohio railroad. The output of the new mill will be marketed from the

I-Iuntiugton olbt e.

Fire Bacon-Underwood Veneer Plant

The veneer plant of the Haeon-Underwood Veneer Company at Jlobile,

Ala., was partially destroyed by flre on Oct. 14. with the resulting loss

of between .?33.000 and .$40,000. The flre consumed the office buildings.

dry-Ui'ns and lumbei- stocks.

Change of Headquarters
The ilanslield Hardwood Lumber Company of Slireveport. La., an-

nounces that lieginning with Nov. 1. its general offices have been at Winn-
fieid. La. The Shreveport quarters have been maintained for the last

Ihree years and were established there after the concern moved from
Mansfield, where a hardwood mill is located. The company has main-

tained a liardwood mill at Winnfield for the past three years and plans

to erect another mill at that point. Hence this change of headquarters.

To Start Business at Ashland, O.

Harry Vanosdell, Henry Vanosdell and Fred Edwards and W. D. Han-
ville recently purchased the lumber y&rd formerly occupied by C. S.

Garetson at Ashland. O. These three men have incorporated a concern

to be known as the U. V. & E. Company, which will make a specialty of

hardwood for manufacturing purposes.

Harvester's Suit Nears Close
The suit for the dissolution of the International Harvester Company

seems to be nearing an end. Opposing counsel appeared at the L'nited

States district court at St. Paul on Nov. 3, for the final struggle in

the government suit to dissolve the company as a monopoly in violation

of the Sherman anti-trust law. Both the government and the Harvester

company had on hand formidable arrays of counsel.

Edward P. Grosvenor. special assistant to Attorney-General Reynolds,

in opening the final arguments asked for dissolution in such manner as

to prevent effectively a possibility of two or more of the disintegrated

parts coming into ownership of two companies having common stock-

holders. He pointed out that under the "rule of reason" the Supreme
court has held other companies unlawful that smother competition and
monopolize trade.

Attorney E. A. Bancroft of Chicago, in speaking for the Harvester

company, said that there was no proof sustaining six of the seven charges

contained in the government's brief, and alleged that five of the seven

charges had been dropped out of the case and had not been mentioned.

Mr. Bancroft said that there are more than 2,000,000 farmers who had
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buu);lit niiii'hlui'S of the lutiiniiMonnl IlaivestiT Compiiny. lie kiiw

surcastlc In Ills referi-ni-cS to the suit as a dellvoianeo of llu< fainior

from cociTlon aiul monopoly and stated that the farmers liavo showed no

disposition to eonslder themselves victims. Ho stated that the sovern-

ment has taken the position that It Is the size of a business whlcli the

Shemiau antitrust law puts a limit to, and stated that the Kovernment
really had shown no client In Its suit against the Harvesti'r company,

lie insisted that there exists and has existed nhsohite openness In the

harvesting machine field, and that that field cannot be clo.sed or monop-

olized.

October "Blue-Book"

The <Utol«r i-isue of tlw •'lllue I!ook," published by the .National

Luuibi^r .Manufacturers' Credit Corponitlon at St. Louis. XIo., has been

delivered to its suliscrlbers. The publishers have taken all pains to make
the information ciuitained. which covers a classified list with capital and

pay ralinjjs of all manufactures. whole.salers and retail dealers in lumber

as well as factories which buy lumber in carload lots, as accurate as

possible.

Pertinent Information

Appeal in Eastern Betailers' Case

The aiipeal fruui the decision .if tbo New York district court in tlie

eastern retailers' case was argued before the Inited States supreme

court at Washington on Friday, tict. 24. and concluded on Mondaj-, Oct.

27. A. It. Cruikshank was heard for tlie Eastern States Ketail Lumber
Dealers' Association and Herbert I. Ta.vlor. special counsel for the rhila-

delpbia organization: II. Carroll Todd, was heard for the government.

Mr. Cruikshank opened the arguinent with a history of the case to

date and the decision of the district Court from which he took the appeal.

He showed that the manufacture^,; located far from the centers of trade,

was not the real producer, as the' term is used by the consumer, claim-

ing the i-ctaller, with tlie lunilter stored in his yard, is the producer.

He explained the position of the retailer and his very presence in any

community as essential as the drug store. Taking up the system of

issuing olBcial lists, he pointed out that the reporting of names for the

list was voluntary and any action of any retailer upon receiving the

report was entirely voluntary : that the retailer was at liberty to Ijuy

of the scalper or refuse as he saw fit. This point was thoroughly estab-

lished l)y the testimony of all the witnesses called who knew anything

about the subject. Counsel stated that the New York court erred in

holding that any interference with competition was restraint of trade.

Counsel argued that applying the rule of reason to this case the de-

fendant associations must be acquitted of any wrongdoing, as all they

had done: was a reasonable effort at protecting their own business.

Mr. Todd, for the government, claimed that the acts of the defendants

really amounted to boycott and were therefore in violation of the Sher-

man act. lie cited the Danlairy Hatters' ease, where the court held

for the first time that a workingmen's strike, where there is a boycott

attachment, violates th" Sherman law. He stated In siibstance that he

did not pretend to back up the decision of the court that ail inter-

ference with competition Is restraint of trade.

Mr. Taylor followed for the Philadelphia association and pointed out

very clearly the difference between a combination to circulate informa-

tion and one in restraint of trade. He attempted to distinguish the

position of rhiladelphiu from that of the other associations to the ad-

vantage of I'Miladelphia.

The court listened to the arguments with great attention and asked

many (|uestions. which was to be expected In view of the great amount
"f pr'nted evldemc and briefs. A f\ill liench was present.

Denmark Beclassifies Gum Imports

Tile National Lumber i;x>;orters' Association is able to claim the credit

for another result whereby the dilBcuitics in the way of shippers of lumber

to foreign countries are overcome, this being a successful appeal to Den-

mark ti> .securi' a recia.sslficatlon of gum. Denmark, along with other

European countries, had put gum in tlie .same class with valuable cabinet

woods, assessing the higher rales of duty on such woods. The exporters,

of course, objecti'd as gum is one of the native woods, and through the

.National Lumber Exporters' Association oHlccrs. the matter was brought

to the attention of the Agricultural Iiepartment at Washington. Tlie

Agricultural Department communicated with the Slate Department, and
the latter, through tlie American minister to Copenhagen, brought the sub-

ject to the notice of the DanLsh government, with the result that word
has Just been received of a cornctlon of the classification. Gum going

Into Denmark, therefore, will be taxed at a low rate. The letter advising

the association of the action taken reads as follows ;

Adverting to previous correspondence, and with special refi^rence to

your letter of .Mav 14. ini.'i. concernin;; tin- Danish customs classification
of the Importations of red gum luinher. the department is in reci'Ipt of
a despatch from the American Legation at Copj-nhagen stating that n
note had bien received by the Legation from the foreign ofllce to the
effect that the Danish government, after a re-examination of the (piestion

of the tariff classification of red gum lumber, has arrived at the conclu-
sion that the lumber in question should be classified with native lumber

and not. as has heretofore iK^en the ease, with foreign lumber of superior
(luallty, and that the neces.sarv orders have bi'en given in order that red
gum may be subject in the future to the lower tax.

Similar representations made to Norway recently have also resulted

In an aliatement of the regulations complained of by the National Lumber
Exporters' Association, while In the case of Sweden, the organization was
advised that no tariff is Imposed upon imports of lumber at all. Some
time ago a satisfactory understanding with Hussia was reached. The first

appeal of the kind was made to Haly some j'oars ago and the outcome was
entirely acceptable to the exporters. Why European customs authorities
should single out gum for such discrimination is somewhat m.vstlfying

unless it be assumed that the designation of the wood as satin walnut
serves to create the imiiresslon In the minds of the customs offlciais who
have no prnclical knowledge of lumber that gum must be a choice wood.

Prospects for Active Logging in Wisconsin
Lumlier camps In norlliern Wisconsin are In need of labor, according to

Edward Enimerson of Chiijpewa Falls, who lias returned from a tour

of the camps. Every department in the camp has Increased wages this

season, sawyers, for example, being paid $4.'> or an Increase of $."1. In

some cases the camps are running with only half enough mi'n. All

the old camps of the various lumber companies are opened and new ones

are being erected. The coming winter will lie a busy one in logging

circles. It Is expcclcd that the cut in Sawyer county will reach the

120.000,000 mark this year, which is far in excess of the usual cut but
small as compared with the cut fifteen years ago. Tliere will be about
seventy-five camps opened, which will require from 5.000 to 0.000 men.
The timber to he cut is hardwood, hemlock and pine. Among the larger

concerns the following are included :

Kaiser Luruber t^'ompany of Eau Claire, operating on Thornapple and
Flambeau rivers, 25,000,000 feet, to be sawed in the recently acquiretl old

Daniel Shaw Lumber Company's mill at Eau Claire. The New Dells Lum-
ber Company of Eau Claire, operating near Kennedy, 15,000.000 feet, to

be shipped to Eau Claire. The Hines Lumber Company. Chicago, operat-

ing north and south of both Winter and Draper in the recently purchased

old We.verhaeuser holdings, 25,000.000 feet, to be shipped to Tark
Falls. The Blakedale Lumlier Company, Couderay, operating on the

Couderay Indian reservation, 5.000,000 feet, to he sawed at mills there.

The Alpine Lumber Company. Grand liapids, near Couderay, ] 0.000,000

feet, to be shipped to its mill at Atlanta. The Frank Carter Company.
Menomonie, G.000.000 feet near mills at Lona Spur, Winter and Draper,

where they will be sawed. Horel & Horel plan to cut 5.000.000 feet near

Indian Post on the west fork of the Chippewa river and land at Crooked

Rapids for shipment. The Rice Lake Lumber Company. 25.11011,000 feet for

mills at Rice Lake, will cut on east fork of Chippewa river and on the

Flambeau, and the Hammond Ch.mdler Lumber Company will cut 5.000^00

feet at the former place and ship from Winter to the Rice Lake mills.

New Kates on Rough Material in Arkansas
On Thursday. Oct. SO, the Railroad il'oruniission of .\rkansas issued an

order establishing a new rate on rough material, which is welcomed by

the lumber and timber interests. Tlie new rate, which applies to rough

lumber, staves, flitches, bolts and logs in car load lots, is made at two

cents per hundred pounds for hauls of twenty-five miles or less, and
increases one-quarter of a cent for each additional ten miles up to 400

miles, which takes a rate of eleven and one-quarter cents. The order,

which becomes effective on Nov. 10, was made after lengthy hearings had

been held, at which both the railroad representatives and those represent-

ing the lumber interests had been heard in full.

The consideration of the rates came up upon application of the rail-

roads for permission to raise the old rates. At the hearing the shippers

argued that the old rates were too high, and should be lowered instead

of increased. In view of these facts the lumbermen are viTy much elated

over their victory.

Will Experiment With Fireproof Paint

Tests of alleged fireproof paint will soon he made by Howard V.

Weiss, director of the Forest Products Laboratory at Madison, Wis.,

and by Herman Von Schrenck, a well-known St. Louis chemical engi-

neer. This will be done as the result of a conference In Chicago, Oct. 20,

between representatives of the Forest Service. National Lumber Manu-

facturer.s' Association and the Educational Bureau of the Paint Manu-

facturers' Association of the Tnited States. It the tests prove .satis-

factory it is the purpose to patent the paint In order to guarantw its

purity. The paint may lie applied elthci- with a brush or by dipping.

Forest Fires in North Carolina

.Joseph S. Iloliiics. forester of the .North Carolina (ieoiogbal and Eco-

nomic Survey, has published a bulletin In which he gives statistics In-

tended to prove that the state loses large sums annually for the want

of better methods of combatting fires. The loss last year was about

$1,500,000, and much of It was due to fires which might have been pre-

vented If the people had been properly organized and Instructed. This

is the situation in many states. The time to attack a forest fire Is be-

fore it lieglns. Mr. Holmes is one of the most aggressive and progressive

state foresters In this country. He Is always pounding away on the

subject of tree growing and forest protection, and if North Carolina

does not come out of the wilderness of conservatism and take high rank

among progressive states It will not he his fault.
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A Book on Logging

A book contniniug nearly six luiiidi'cd pages has been Issued from
the press of John Wiley & Sons, of New Yorl< and London, the well-

known publishers of standard books on all phases of forestry, logging,

and lumbering. The author of the work is Ralph Clement Bryant, pro-

fessor of lumbering in Yale University. The book was prepared for

use as a textljook in forest schools, but its usefulness will not stop

there, for it is valuable to the operator in the woods, to the sawmill
man, and to the timber owner. It is not only a textbook for the stu-

dent bat it is a readable, interesting, and instructive treatise for all

who work in the woods or with forest products. It covers the field

more thoroughly than any other single book.

After a very full discussion of forest resources, timber ownership,

commercial tree species, timber insurance and timber bonds, the subject

of logging is taken up. Beginning with labor, camps and tools, the

discussion follows the various operations, such as felling the trees, meas-
uring the logs, transporlation from forest to mill, skidway and storage

Bites, aud all else that the practical operator should know. In the mat-
ter of log transportation nlone, the following topics indicate the scope

of the discussion : "Hand logging and animal snaking," "sleds and
sled hauling," "wheeled vehicles," "power skidding," "aerial tramways,"
"timber slides and chutes," "forest railways."

The construction and operation of the logging railroad is an inter-

esting subject which the author handles from the engineer's and the

practical man's standpoint, separate chapters being given on "inclines,"

"motive power and rolling stock," and "loading and unloading log

cars."

Water transportation is treated no less fully than is transportation

by land. Chapters under this heading are "floating and rafting," and
"flumes and sluices." Another valuable chapter gives a summary of

logging methods in speciflc regions. The minor industries, which in-

clude turpentine orcharding and the harvest of tan bark, are given a

prominent place.

The appendix is a veritable encyclopedia of useful information for

the logger and lumberman, and consists of terms used in logging, log

rules and tables of cubic contents, log grading rules, wage lists, stump-

age values, and estimates of standing timber in many of the states.

The book is illustrated with 133 pictures of scenes, processes and op-

erations. Numerous books and reports are cited for the guidance of

persons who may want fuller information on particular subjects.

It was inevitable that such a book as this should appear, because

there is a genuine demand for it. It will not displace any other work
on the subject, but will occupy a place of its own. The author states

in his preface that the work was prepared tor forest schools, but it is

a safe prediction that the largest buyers will be lumbermen, from the

lumberjack to the largest operator. The price is 313.50 net.

Lidgerwood Overhead Skidders

The Lidgerwood Manufictiiring Company of OG Liberty street. New
York, has issued bulletin 54, setting forth the merits of the latest

improvements in overhead skidders, as they have been developed by us-

age with the large timber of the Pacific coast. This logging device is

the result of constant improvement during twenty-seven years, since it

was first used in southern cypress swamps. Its field has been enlarg-

ing ever since, and logging by that method is now common in all im-

portant timber regions. By its employment, logging can be done on

tracts where horses and oxen cannot go, and. where the construction

of steam roads would be expensive i£ not impossible. Overhead skid-

ding lands the log more cheaply and in better condition than it can be

done in any other way. The logs are brought in with one end sus-

pended, or it necessary, they can be carried bodily through the air.

The apparatus is operated by a crew of from nine to thirteen men.

The Future Cut of Southern Pine

Yale University has published a bulletin dealing with the future

possibilities of shortleat and loblolly pine in the South. The study was
made on a large tract in Arkansas and Louisiana, and the conclusions

apply particularly to that locality, but with certain modifications they

may be applicable in many parts of the South. It is claimed that for

a period of one hundred years a tract should produce 150 feet, board

measure, per year, under forest management. Part 1 of the bulletin

was written by Herman H. Chapman, jjrofessor of forest management

In Tale. A second part, dealing with utilization of timber with a view

to reducing waste to a minimum, was written by Italph C. Bryant, pro-

fessor of lumbering.

Triangular Crossties

The Great Northern Railway has been experimenting with three-sided

ties. A considerable number have been in use for some time and the

result is said to be satisfactory. As far as saving timber is concerned

there will be no economy, since the new style tie contains as much
wood as the old. The upper face is twelve inches. The claim is made
that the shape cau.ses the piece of timber to imbed itself in the ballast

more firmly, and it is less liable to hocome loose and roll about as the

trains pass over.

Connecticut Forest Study
Yale University has published a bulletin by Ralph C. Hawle.v, as-

sistant professor of forestry in that institution, on "a working plan

for the woodlands of the New ll.i\en Water Company." The interest

of the public in this matter is due to the methods employed and the

results attained in scientific forestry. Whatever proves to be practical

on the tract of 8,000 acres in Connecticut may be safely undertaken on
a larjter scale where conditions are similar. The work has been in

progress about twelve years, aud the bulletin gives the result up to the

present time.

An Excellent Arbor
E. C. Atkins & Co., Inc. of Indianapolis have just secured a patent

on a sliding sleeve arbor for use ctn automatic saw sharpening machines.

The machine insures the proper finish in both the face and back of the

tooth, no matter how irregular (he feed s>t the machine may be. It

satisfactorily overcomes the burning of saw teeth, which hardens the

metal, renders the tooth brittle, causes it to crumble in the cut, making
it impossible to properly swage.

The accompanying illustration shows the arbor In position and attached

to the head of a Hanchett machine. A Covel saw or any standard gum-
mer can also be used in connection with this arbor, or it can be made of

proper specifications for any grinding machine.

The upper or inside spring may be removed and the hub holding tht

grinding wheel adjusted to any desired distance from the stationary

collar, thus giving an automatic grinding action. This hub may be placed

against the collar, which will give a stationary grind on back of tooth.

The lower spring is held in place by two small jam nuts, which regu-

late the pressure on the spring. At no lime will the wheel grind into

AI'KIN8 .\.\ V SLIDING SLEEVE ARBOIt

the face or back of the tooth so as to injure it. After adjusting, its work

will require no supervision from the filer, so there is no possibility of

injuring the saw tooth.

It is stated in the instructions that should the feed finger fail to bring

the tooth up to the Correct position, the lower spring releases the grind-

ing wheel sufliciently to prevent burning. It the feed finger brings the

tooth to position too quickly, the upper spring releases the grinding wheel,

thus preventing injury to the tooth.

The arbor is furnished complete with all attachments and wrenches

for adjusting the collar to any standard automatic saw sharpening or

grinding machine.

The Smithsonian Annual Report

Those who are interested in keeping up with the latest advance in

scientific investigation will read with profit the annual report of the

Smithsouiau Insiitutlon, Washington. D. C. for 1912. It is a volume of

780 pages, with numerous illustrations, and its scope is indicated by a

partial list of the special articles it contains : The Year's Progress in

Astronomy : Tlie Spiral Nebulae ; The Radiation of the Sun ; Molecular

Theories and Mathematics ; The Connection Between Ether and Matter

;

Experiments with Soap Bubbles ; Measurements of Infinitesimal Quanti-

ties of Substances : Latest Achievements in Chemical Industry ; Holes in

the Air ; Recent Great Eruption of the 'Volcano Stromboli ; The Glacial

and Post-Glacial Lakes of the Great Lakes Region ; Applied Geology ; The
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Relation of Paleobotany to Geology : A Trip to Madagascar : The Fluctu-

ating Climate of North America : Ants and Their «uests : Expedition to

the South I'olc : The Slnal rrohUm ; ami nmn.v ..lliers.

Help Wanted
Veneer manufacturers are necessarily In the habit of buying lu con-

siderable quantities their veneer logs from selected trees picked up In

small gr'iups In different parts of the rural sections. The men who do

the work of collecting and shipping these logs are usually not overly

equipped in the matter of the tlner points of modern schooling, nor are

their business communications usually suitable ns models for commer-

cial school courses. A fair example of this type of communication Is

shown lu this connection. This communication was received on a postal

card. (Kemember that it was a postal card iu reading the text) :

"In (Jlosi iind 2 Rl of Ladtn Ood 1 Mor Car to r..ode there ar

17 Logs Wood like to have the Money for the lodlng."

It is Interesting to cote that the most clearly defined section of the

communication Is that referring to the remuueration requested.

Utilizing Dogwood Waste
The cuttings from billets constituting the raw material in shuttle man-

faclure arc small nieces, but a way has been found of putting them

to use lu the manufacture of knife handles. The smallest of such are

known In the trade as "scales" ; that is, the sides of pocket knife han-

dles. Expensive foreign woods are frequently Imported for this class

of articles ; but dogwood answers the purpose nearly as well. It is not

diflicult to stain or dye the wood any desired color. Most of the shuttles

used by textile mills in this country arc of dogwood cut in the south-

ern states, from Virginia to Florida, and west to the Mississippi river.

A New Clothes Stick

A genius with an inventive turn d' mind has invented a clothes stick

for manipulating laundry In the wasli tub. He will go a long way if

he has s-omething better than the sawed-off broom handle which has

been used time out of mind In agitating the wash during the critical

period which it spends In the boiler. If the new stick is not made of

wood, lumbermen will have just cause to complain of the dangerous in-

roads of substitutes.

Tbe Shoe Last Trade
America is not supplying the whole world with shoe lasts, but is fur-

nishing lasts to a large portion of the world. They go to all the lead-

ing countries. Even China, where the usual kinds of shoes are not

much worn, is a regular customer of American shoe last factories. Most
lasts are of maple. It Is popularly supposed that large quantities of

beech are used In this business, but statistics do not show it. The
quantity is very small. Xo lasts are made of soft woods, but "forms"

and "trees" are manufactured of basswood, yellow poplar, and various

other species. These are used In making ru!)ber boots and shoes, and

tor Inserting In shoes to hold them iu shape when not in use.

Austrian Wainscot Oak

.-Vmerlcan oak competes with Austrian oak in the European markets.

The London Timber Trade Journal says that a remarkable state of af-

fairs exists in Slavonia, the region which supplies some of the best

Austrian oak.

On the one hand, there is a slump, while on the other there is a rise

in prices The really first-class lots, from which the export material,

such as wainscots, squares, etc.. Is produced, show a steady advance,

but in the forests where material of lower quality is to be found there

has been a decided, drop in prices. The most important point Is the

fact that the production of sawed wainscot, which was decidedly re-

duced laft .vear, will be still more curtailed this year. Firms which

previously produced sawed wainscots in large quantities are being pushed

out of the market, as the forests suitable for making that class of

wainscots are being held by firms who are selling the wood in the

round to Germany. Consequently, a great reduction is to be expected

in the production of sawed wainscots, and it is almost certain that no

large quantities of this wood will appear on the market next year. The

general opinion Is that wainscots will rise In price, and even should

one or two merchants have a larger quantity on hand, which thev could.

It so disposed, sell at the old prices, there is no doubt, on account of

the absolutely small stock, that a rlsr will be the result.

Canal's Effect on Trade

The revolution in transportation ol the world, which will follow the

completion of the Panama canal, is proving a subject of increased interest

In Japan, according to a recent issue of Trade and Transportation.

From the standpoint of distance the new trade route opened by the

Panama canal will place Japan in a much better position than she occu-

pies today. The course from Yokohama to New York, Japan's great silk

and tea market, will he shortened by some 3,500 miles, as compared with

the route by way of Suez, and for steamers maintaining a speed of twelve

knots this will mean a saving of about twelve days. For ports south-

ward from New York the distance will, of course, be still further reduced,

while by way of Suez Increases the distance. Thus, from Japan to all

points south of New Y'ork there will be a saving of from 3,300 to 5,700

miles as compared with the Suez route, and the saving In time will be

from nine to twenty-six days, according to the size and speed of the

steamer.

For Japan's more Important exports, however, the route by Suez Is too

slow to he of practical utility, and such goods ns tea and silk have to

be sent overland to eastern America by way of San Francisco and
Seattle. At present this reduces the time but greatly Increases the cost.

Japan, therefore, looks upon the new route as calculated to bring

about a radical change In trade with the United States and a change on
the whole favorable to herself. Trade with America has In the last few
years shown a remarkable development.

Out of a total volume of 961,000,000 yen In trade last year, some 231,-

000,000. or about 30 per cent, represented trade with the United States.

The figures for exports and Imports stand as follows : America, 231,000,-

000 yen : China, 150,000,000 yen ; Britain. 130,000,000 yen ; India, 120,-

000.000 yen : Germany, 08,000,000 yen ; France, 49,000,000 yen.

It is therefore evident that America occupies the first place In Japan's

foreign trade, and of this 142,000,000 yen represents exports. The
changes anticipated from the opening of the Panama canal will therefore

prove of supreme importance to both countries.

In other respects American exports to Japan would bo anfecled favor-

ably as against those of Europe. At present Japan draws a great volume

of her Imports in steel rails, iron and steel plate, pipes, and so on, from
Europe ; but the new route will probably turn this order to America.

The same will likely prove true of cars, engines and freight wagons.

In regard to leather, paper and petroleum the future is supposed to

favor exports from America.

The Brittous Rejoice

Some of the business men In England are just now congratulating

themselves on what they term Great Britain's diplomatic victory over

the United States in the matter of tolls at Panama. The President is

quoted as saying that he has come to the conclusion that the British

contenion has been correct "that free tolls for American shipping arc

a violation of treaty obligations, " and the conclusion is added that the

"administration is confident that It will now be able to secure the re-

peal of the clause." It the outcome proves as satisfactory to our

cousins in Great Britain as they anticipate, there will be no occasion for

thera to carry out their threat to build a canal of their own.

Repairing School Furniture in London

The London school board maintains a shop for the purpose of repair-

ing school furniture. This shop has been In operation ten years or more.

For some reason, which has not beeu explained, repairs are growing

smaller and fewer, and in order to keep the shop busy, the men were

recently set to work making new furniture. That cour.sc did not meet

with approval from the authorities, and an order was passed that the

shop should confine Itself exclusively to repair work.

British Columbia's Timber

David F. Wilbur, United States consul at Vancouver, British Columbia,

recently supplied the government with Interesting figures In degard to the

timber resources of that province. The total wooded area is placed at

100,000,000 acres, and the quantity of timber at 300.000,000,000 feet.

The area Is large, but the total stand Is less than many have supposed.

The state of Washington alone contains a third more timber than the

whole of British Columbia. The present annual sawmill cut In that

province is not one-third that of Washington. It fact, it is approximately

the same as that of Arkansas. The annual growth is estimated to exceed

the cut five fold.

The province has organized a forest service and has it in good working

order. .-Vn export tax of one dollar a thousand feet is charged on timber,

but there are exceptions. The export tax brought in $35,225 last year,

from a total ot 53,280,000 feet shipped. More than half of the total

exports was western red cedar.

British Columbia mills are unable to sell their low-grade lumber In the

United States because of the taritf. and It is shipped across the Rocky

mountains to the prairie regions of Canada. Here it comes In competition

with lumber shipped from the United States. In 1912 the Imports from

the United States into the prairie region ot Canada amounted to $3,309,-

958.

This competition Is keenly felt In British Columbia, and was referred

to in the provincial forester's report as follows :

"The total quantity of the lumber Imported into British Columbia's

field ot trade In the first ten months of 1912 was 257.053,000 feet. The

average price of this lumber was from $11.07 to $11.44 per 1,000 feet,

which shows that the market could have used the low-grade lumber from

the British Columbia mills. As the direct result of this importation

from the I'nited States, approximately 250,000,000 board feet of timber

were left lying in the woods ot British Columbia or went to the in-

cinerators.

"The importation ot American lumber was 15.8 per cent greater In 1012

than iu 1911. The imports of American cedar In particular have In-

creased most rapidly, being 381 per cent greater in 1912 than in 1911.

This choking of the natural market with foreign low-grade material Is

seriously impeding the development ot forest conservation In British

Columbia. The .Vmerlcan manufacturer pays no duty on his sawmill

machinery. He produces lumber more cheaply than it can l)e produced

In Canada. On the average there is a larger proportion high grade limber

in the United Slates than in Canada; a larger percentage ot uppers and

clears Is produced than Is possible In British Columbia. The American
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Our Corps of Inspectors
Intelligent! Highly Trained!

Conscientious!

Is assurance that you will get what your or-
der calls for when you buy Gum from us.

Himmelberger-Harrison
Lumber Company

Cape Girardeau, Missouri

St. Francis Basin
HARDWOODS

Band Sawn ^
Geo. C. Brown & Company

Proctor, Ark.
(1 Hour from Memphis on C. R. I. & P. Ry.)

manufacturer makes a profit on the uppers and clears and can afford to

realize on the low-grade stock at a low price.

"This is not the case in British Columbia. Both in the interior and on

the coast conservative logging would produce a large amount of low-

grade material. But the trouble is that the British Columbia millman
can not sell his low-gi'ade material ; the British Columbia logger can not
sell his low-grade logs, therefore the low-grade lumber goes into the
burner or is used for fuel, and the low-grade logs stay in the woods."
The British Columbia lumber exporters are looking forward with in-

terest to the completion of the Panama Canal, expecting that it will

largel.v increase the lumber exports of the province, as the shippers of

British Columbia lumber will be enabled to land their product at Atlantic

coast ports for about one-half the present rate overland by railroad, and
also cheaper than the Pacific coast states, on account of transportation
on other than American vessels.

Oak Leaves as Silkworm Food
The leaves of the white mulberry tree have been regarded as the only

possible food for silkworms for generations. Even the red mulberry
has been tried and found wanting. Worms which fee* on leaves of any
other tree than the white mulberry produce silk of a quality so inferior

that it has little chance in the marltet. At least, such has been the

understanding of silk dealers in this country.

However, that belief seems to have been not well founded. Recently

U. S. Consul Julean H. Arnold of Cheefoo, China, investigated the silk

industry of Shantung province, and was surprised to find that the

Chinese were feeding the worms on oak leaves and were manufacturing
the product into pongee silks, for which that part of China is noted.

Between fifteen and sixteen thousand men are engaged in the industry.

In that part of China practically the only wheeled vehicle known is

the wheelbarrow, of which thousands are in use. They carry as much as

2,000 pounds, but in that case a donkey pulls while the coolie pushes.

The silk trade in that region is said to be steadily increasing, though
modern improvements have scarcely made any inroad upon the people's

ways of working.

Building Operations for October
Building operations are fluctuating this season from month to month.

In August the comparison with August last year was unfavorable. In
September the showing was favorable. In October the pendulum swings
back to the other side. The statements of building permits issued by 56
cities and received by the American Contractor, Chicago, reach a total

valui- of .<4.j,004.11i;. as i-om|iared with S;.j:;,1(!7,Si)(I f..r (ictuber, 1!)]2, a

decrease of 14 per eenl. Twenty-three cities, liowever, report gains.

.\mong the more notable of these are Albany, with 114 per cent gain:

t'edar Itaplds, 130 per cent: Chattanooga, 55 per cent: Columbus, 72 per

cent: nallas. SO per ci'nt : Kansas City, 72 per cent: I'eorln, 92 per cent;

I'Htsburgh, 71 per cent: Toledo, 115 per cent.

The tabulation for the first ten months of the year also makes an
unfavorable showing when compared with the splindld conslruction work
of last year.

Seattle in October issued building prruiii

Comparisons In detail are as follows:
October,

city. 1913.
Akron » 4ll."t.425

Albany 781.«(15
Atlanta 338.:i40
Baltimore «!>7.(!0(i

Buffalo 1.347.000
Cedar Rapids 4»0,000
Chattanooga 89,470
Chicago 9.314.100

590.005
519,435
252.225
241,703
212,452
15.5,385
257,863
608.605
573.048

'city 1,540,705
Lincoln 89,037
Los Angeles 1,701,550
l.oiiisville 332,580
^t,.lM h.-..iter 149.022
Ahiiil.liis 196,990
Milvviukee 1,210,123

.polls 1,240.950

<;rand Rapids
Hartford
Indianapolis

li. Ih.- valii.
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compniiy will ocrupy uu ucif of «iound iind Imve 000 feet uf Iraik (or

swltililiiK and will carry In stock about 125 cars of hardwood lumber

from West Virginia mills.

=-< CHICAGO >•

The stln-La^-^r Veneer Company is the style of a recently organized

concern which will do a general lumber and veneer commission business

at Chicago. Sidney Austin and William Eager are the Incorporators.

IIeadi|uariers are In the Steinway building.

J. C. Knox of Cadillac, Mich., secretary of the Michigan Hardwood
Manufacturers' Association, stopped at Chicago last week on his way to

Eau Claire, Wis., where he attended the meeting of the Northern nemlock

& Hardwood Manufacturers' Association.

George E. Eosler of the Foster-Latimer Lumber Company, Mellen, Wis.,

and H. B. Goodman of the Goodman Lumber Company, Goodman, Wis.,

spent several days in Chicago following their attendance at the meetinu-

of the Northern Hemlock & Hardwood Manufacturers' Association at Eau

Claire.

William Hopkins of the New Kiver Lumber Company, Cincinnati, O .

was in Chicago several days of last week.

M. L. Pease of the Galloway-rcase Company, Poplar Bluff, Mo., spent

most of this week with the local trade on business.

C. H. Barnaby of Greencastle, Ind.. president of the National Hardwood
Lumber Association, was in Chicago last week in conference with Frank

I". Fish, secretary of that association.

F. W. Hanley of the WiUiamson-Kuny Mill & Lumber Company, Mound
City, 111., spent most of last week with the local trade.

James F. McSweyn, president and general manager of the Memphis
Band Mill Company. Memphis, Tenn., spent Wednesday and Thursday

of last week with the local trade.

II. C. Ilossafous of Dayton. O., prominent as a veneer manufacturer,

was In the city a couple of days last week.

G. H. Evans of the G. II. Evans Lumber Company, Chattanooga, Tenn.,

spent several days of last week in Chicago on a business trip.

W. W. Gillespie has sold his interest in the veneer concern of Houghton
& Gillespie, to his former partner, T. E. Houghton.
Hakdwood Kecokd is in receipt of a postal card from R. S. Bacon of

the R. S. Bacon Veneer Company, North Ann street, Chicago. Mr. Bacon

has been making an extensive trip abroad investigating the source of

supply of Circassian walnut. He wrote from Tiflis, in the province of

Trans-Caucasia, Russia, which is in the heart of the Caucasus mountains,

from where comes the Circassian walnut of commerce.

H. C. Miller of the Hardwood Mills Lumber Company, Chicago, left

on Thursday of last week for a two weeks' hunting trip in Wisconsin.

He went directly to Merrill, from where he struck out into the countr.v.

He is equipped for deer hunting and anticipates an enjoyable vacation.

Thomas McFarland of the Thomas McFarland Lumber Company, Cairo.

111., was a recent visitor to the local trade.

-< PHILADELPHIA >
Charles K. Parry of Charles K. I'arry & Co., sole selling agents for the

Carolina Spruce Company. Pensacola, N. C, recently returned from an
extended stay at the plant, with the report that they are cutting 90,000

feet of spruce and hardwood a day. Mr. Parry says the logs they are

turning out, especially in chestnut, oak and ash, are of the highest grade
and the best they ever marketed. Mr. Parry also visited their plant in

Selma, N. C, where they are shipping short and long leaf pine, of which
they have a cut ahead which will keep t'oem busy for the next five years.

The Whiting Lumber Company reports more liberal orders recently with
business keeping fairly steady on the whole. No decided improvement
in trading is anticipated until the disturbing local and national questions
are settled.

Robert Vt. Schofleld of Schofield Brothers, owners of the Saltkeatchie

Lumber Company, Schofield, S. C. who recently returned from their

mill, says they are pushing their plant to full capacity getting out ex-

'ellent stock, among which is some fine poplar and cypress. Mr. Scho-
field says business is only fair at this time, but they have many large

orders on hand which will keep them busy for some time.

J. H. Campbell of Currie & Campbell reports business spasmodic and
prices weak. They are cutting lumber every day at their mill, but are
not inclined to force it on the market.

Frederick S. Underbill of Wistar, Underbill & Nixon says they are
feeling the potent changes in the administration, but there is nothing to

denote a panicky condition in the near future. Orders are booked right
along, but it requires more hustling to get them as buyers are conservative.

William r. Shearer of Samuel H. Shearer & Son reports business run-
ning along fairly well, with perhaps a shade of Improvement. He does
not look for normal trading until the various disturbing political ques-
tions are settled.

Frank T. Rumbarger, well-known lumberman of this city, has joined the
selling staff of the Thomas E. Coale Lumber Company.
The Frackvllle Lumber & Supply Company, Frackville, Pa., was recently

chartered under Pennsylvania laws, capitalized at $5,000.
The Current River Lumber Company, New York, was Incorporated under

Delaware laws. Capital $100,000.
Application was made recently by the Pacific Timber Company to change

its name to the California Timber Company, with a capital stock of
$500,000.

RED CUM
I Leading Manulacturers i

Baker-Matthews Manufacturing Co.
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Horace G. Ilazai-d of the lliiton-Duilne Liiiiilior Conipiin.v says business is

a little brighter, but prices are still Irregular. lie is liopctul oi: a
stronger market when the cold weather sets In.

F. W. Unkel says the unsettled prices make selling more difficult at this
time and competition keener. Buyers are not disposed to go beyond
actual requirement.

E. H. Cathrall, seventy years old. a well-known Uimlierninn, died Nov. 2.

He retired from active business some years ago, bc'ing suocoi'dcd by his son
E. H. Cathrall, Jr.

I FOREST PRPDUCT3 EXP05ITIGN
CHICAGO COLISEUM APR,30-MAY9
NEWYOI^ 6IPDCENTRALRALACEMAY21-30

Grant T. Stephenson
Constructing Engineer

Wood Distillation Plants for

Utilization of Wood Waste

WELLS, MICHIGAN

^ Fitzgibbons & Krebs Patent Ele-

vated Traveling Derrick propels itself

on 28-ft. gauge track.

^ No guy wires.

^ Write to O. M. Krebs, Mallory

B:-^nch, Memphis, Tenn., or to P. F.

Fitzgibbons, Chattanooga, Tenn., for

pamphlet fully illustrating and explain-

ing the derrick.

Also ask for list of users.

=< NEW YORK >.=

liatiou will beThe annual meeting of tb'- N' w York Lumber Trade
held at headquarters on W'ednesda.v, Nov. 12.
The Empire Stale Forest I'roducts Association will hold its annual

meeting and dinner in Xew York, Nov. 13. This association Includes
nearly all of the lumber manufacturers of northern New York and some
of the pulp and paper interests. It has had a good Influence on forestry
legislation in the state. The meeting will be held in the rooms of the
Merchants' Association, Woolworth building.

Vicegerent Kammer is working hard on the Hoo-IIoo concatenation to
be held Nov. 14 at Lisenweber's. A good class of kittens is assured.
The Astoria Veneer Mills & Dock Company has lately Installed a new

seven-foot- Clark band mill. The company Installed this additional equip-
ment to take care of spe/cial requirements of the trade during the active
period for log importations. The log pond has been enlarged to accom-
modate 3.000,000 feet of logs in storage.

H. L. Black, known 1o the local hardwood trade through former con-
nections, is sales representalive in this section for Caflish Brothers, James-
town, N. Y'. Mr. Black's headquarters are at the Monticello hotel, 35
West Sixty-fourth street. II. W. Ailing, sales manager of the company,
spent several days in town during the fortnight.

The A. Sherman Lumber Company, wholesaler of hardn-ood lumber and
flooring, will handle the output of the Redwood Manufacturers' Com-
pany of San Francisco, in local and Long Island, eastern Pennsylvania,
New Jersey and New England territory.

E. S. Foster, for many years a figure in New York hardwood circles,
is president of a new corporation known as the Woodbury-Foster Lumber
Company. W. II. Woodbury, Asheville, N. C, is treasurer. The com-
pany operates a hardwood mill on the Southern railway and will have
an assembling yard at Asheville with dry kilns and planing mill. The
company will specialize in dressed stock, dimension, moulding, trim, etc.,

in addition to rough lumber business. Mr. Foster is located at 81 East
One Hundred and Twenty-flfth street, selling office.

L. H. Street, selling representative for Clark Brother.?, sawmill ma-
chinery house, Olean, N. Y., was a recent visitor to New Y'ork. He reports
good business and has made several sales in the metropolitan district.

George H. ISeeves, prominent lumberman and box manufacturer of
Brooklyn, died Oct. 25 at his home in Greenport, L. I. He was 75 years
old. His entire business career had been in the lumber and box business,
dating back to 1870.

A. C. Tuxbui-y, head of the A. C. Tuxbury Lumber Company, Charleston,
S. C, and the Northern Lumber Company, North Tonawanda and New
York City, died at his home in Montclair, N. J., Oct. 28. He was well
known in the hardwood trade of New York.

=•< BUFFALO y-

The Automobile Club of Buffalo held a Hallowe'en celebration on Oct.

29 and the lumbermen were largely represented among the several

hundred who took part in the festivities. The committee in charge was
headed by I. N. Stewart as chairman, and among the other members
were O. E. Y"eager, C. Walter Betts, J. B. Wail and A. W. Kreinheder.
The clubhouse and grounds were decorated appropriately for the occasion.

According to Edward N. Smith of Watertown, who delivered an ad-

dress at the state waterways association meeting at Albany on Oct. 31,

the water power of New York state developed to its full capacity would
give employment to 3,000,000 persons and support a population of

12,000,000. He argued for the adoption o£ the proposed amendment to

the state constitution permitting the flooding of state forest lands for

the construction of storage reservoirs. /
The hardwood firm of I. N. Stewart & Bro. has been dissolved, Hugh

A. Stewart retiring and I. N. Stewart continuing the business, in which
he has been interested for twenty years. H. A. Stewart has gone to the

Pacific coast, where he will probably engage in lumber business.

W. K. Jackson of Jackson & Tindle, who recently returned from a busi-

ness trip to Michigan, is now spending some time at his new timber tract

in northern Ontario.

Hugh McLean has returned from a short vacation trip to Gatineau
Elver, Canada. While away he attended the wedding of his niece. Miss
Edith McLean, daughter of Angus McLean of Montreal, to Dr. A. L.

Gilday of that city.

S. B. Taylor has returned from a long trip to the lumber centers south

of the Ohio, where he found business decidedly quiet. He considers the

difficulty to have been an overbuying of stock late last season.

Alfred Swanson has been spending some time in Pennsylvania lately,

looking after the shipping of hardwoods for J. M. Briggs & Co. He has
also been doing some pheasant hunting during the past month.

B. F. Ridley of Davenport & Ridley, has been spending a good deal of

time during the past month in Pennsylvania, shipping chiefly basswood

and maple, for which tlie yard has a fair demand.
The Standard Hardwood Lumber Company has been getting In some

oak, chestnut and poplar lately and reports that there has been a very

fair demand for hardwouds in general.

Miller, Sturm & Miller are getting in fair-sized stocks of oak, chestnut

and maple and state that business, while not very active, is better than

it was during the summer.
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=-< PITTSBURGH >-=

ll.'iiry \aiiosil.ll. I'rod E.lwar.H an.l \V. Ii, Uanvill.' liav lioiinlit tli.>

liaiTt'lsiiu lumber yard at Asblaud, U., aud will run it under Ibo uauio

of tbe II. V. & E. Company.
The C. r. Caugliey Lumber Company, aceording to Manager S. A.

Eeaman. Is doing well this fall. It has cut out Its original operation In

Butler county, but has recently secured another nice tract of hardwood
timber there, also an operation in Center county, Pa., and one In West
Virginia.

Jos. \V. Cottrell is doing a fine business In mining stock from the

branch offlee at Uniontown. Pa. He has a splendid lot of mixed hard-
woods available for this purpose.

The engagement is announced of A. Adclman, president of the Adel-

man Lumber Company, and Lillian Adelman of New Jersey. The wed-
ding win probably take place late this winter.

The Freehold Lumber Company has added a new salesman and is work-
ing the Ohio trade very hard at present. Sales Manager Uobcrt Gannon
is not at all discouraged over the outlook, as business is coming right

along.

The Duquesne Lumber Company broke all records in October for ship-

ments from Its big plant at Braemer, Tenn. President A. Rex Flinn spent

a few days at that plant last week.
Butl'llng operations in Pittsburgh in October made a substantial gain.

The total for last month was 2f>4 projects, amounting to $1.3G2,.387, os

:iiparcd with $797,'J00 in 0>tob.;r. i:'!:;.

-< BOSTON y-
riie Perry Lumber Company has been organized in Eastport, Me., with
apital stock of ?10,000. Ambrose S. Blanchard of Eastport is president

and treasurer.

Swain & Baggs have organized at Berwick. Me., for the purpose of

carrying on a wholesale lumber business. Charles B. Swain of Medford.

Mass., is president, and Francis G. Baggs of Bingham, Mass., is treasurer.

Both Messrs. Swain and Baggs are well known in the lumber trade in

Boston.

Thomas Alfred Wilson, manager of the Wilson Lumber Company, Con-
cord, Mass., was married Oct. 25 to Miss Bessie Alice Hunt, daughter of

Mr. and Mrs. George W. Hunt.
The final certificate of dissolution of the States Lumber Company, New

Haven, Conn., has been filed. This certificate states that the assets of

.the company have been divided among the stockholders.

The Lincoln County Lumber Company of Bath, Me., has been reorgan-

ized under the name of the Bath Box Company. Arthur J. Dunton has
been elected president and Wellington Moore treasurer.

Fred A. Crossman of Kingfield, Me., is reported to have opened a new
woodworking plant at Rochester, N. H. He is located in a part of the
building occupied by the' Rochester Lumber Company.

Elmer E. Doc, who for several years has been manager of the E. L.

Chandler Lumber Company, Orleans, VI., has been elected a director of

the Parker-Young Company and the Rickford Lumber Company, two well-

known Vermont lumber companies.

The E. O. Lake Lumber Company, Boston, was recently Incorporated

with a capital stock of .$50,000 by Elmer O. Lake, Carl E. Milliken

and Belmont Emerson.

=-< COLUMBUS >•-

The Churn & Washer Company of St. Marys, O., has taken over the

plant and patent rights of the Easy Washing Machine Company.
A movement is on foot among business men's organizations and archi-

ls' societies in Ohio to have the Ohio Industrial Commission, which has
ki-n over seven state departments, take up tbe matter of having supervi-

1 11 over state buildings. It is claimed that the law creating the Indus-

trial Commlssiop gives it power to take over the regulating of state build-

ing. In case the courts do not uphold that view of the matter, steps will

be taken to have it passed at the next session of the Ohio legislature.

The Celina Hardwood Company of Celina, O., has been organized with

a capital of ?10,000 with the following officers : J. E. Raudebaugh, presi

dent; A. R. Hunter, vice president; O. J. Myers, secretary, and E. Bour
He. treasurer. The new company will be located on the Cincinnati

rthcrn railroad near Celina.

The King Lumber Company of Canton, O., has been incorporated with a

capital ef $25,000 to handle lumber by W. E. King, J. M. Beck, Geors.-

H. Walker, and H. E. Andress.

Tbe announcement is made that George H. McMuUen & Co., a newly
' -anized concern, has taken over the handle business formerly conduclod

• Jeorgc U. McMuIlen.
The Brecce Manufacturing Company of Portsmouth, O., manufacturim,-

rims and spokes, is considering plans for the erection of a large dryiui;

house near its present plant.

The David Lumber Company of Toledo, O., has gone out of busines.s.

At East Liverpool, O., the East End Lumber Company has recently

started in business.

The Wood Lumber Company of Lorain, O., contemplates making a num-
ber of radical changes in Its plant. One of the changes will be the In-

stallation of twenty?one individual motors, each of which will operate a

separate machine.

The Indiana Board and Filler Company of Decatur, HI., has purchased

Harris Manufacturing Company
Johnson City, Tennessee

'^Harris'' Hardwood Flooring
and Lumber

Bluestone Land & Lumber Company
.MANVI-ACTrRERS

WEST VIRGINIA HARDWOODS
Soft White Pine, Oak, Poplar. Chestnut, Hemlock

..... _ Band Sawed Stock RlnnW/AVMILL FACILITIES KIDUWAY
COMPLETE PLANING PENNSYLVANIA

MEMPHIS

AVhoIesale Manufacturers and Exporters
RED GUM

SAP GUM
COTTONWOOD

CYPRESS
ASH

PLAIN OAK
All Grades and Thicknesses ^^^Tr^^ ^'^'^

\Ve^make a speoialty of nnixed cars SOFT ELM
SYCAMORE

VANDEN BOOM^STIMSON LUMBER COMPANY

Manofactorers Sontbern Hardwoods

RedQum a Specialty
Memphis Tennessee

TIMBER ESTIMATES
REPORTS INCLUDED

TOPOGRAPHICAL, MAP, DETAIL ESTIMATES 4 WRITTEN REPOl

GARDNER & HOWE
ENGINEERS

Clarence W. Griffith °°^'^t« .ui""!^"' *'— p'-'s Te-

/

Manufacturer
plain and quartered^
and white oak, ash,

j

and poplar. :: :: :

'/
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till' plant aud good will of llio UiikiT Kj!i; t'ase Companj- of I'lbaua, O..

which will be operated under the same name In the future. The considera-

tion was between «40,000 and $-iO,000.

The Cambridge Furniture Company of Cambridge, O., organized some

time ago by D. B. Garry, has Just about completed its plant, which will

soon be placed In operation. It expects to manufacture household furnl

ture only.

The JefTrey Manufacturing Company of Columbus, O., has Issued a well

illustrated catalogue showing Its various styles of labor saving machinery

for use in the lumlirr industry. The catalogue is attracting considerable

attention.

iC I N C I N N A T If
iHardwood ManufacturTS and JobbTsj

RIEMEIER LUMBER CO.
OAK. POPLAR, CHESTNUT

SCMMEK8 AND GEST STREETS

E. C. BRADLEY LUMBER CO.
HIGH GRADE WEST VIRGINIA HARDWOODS

GOEKKE BUILDING

SHAWNEE LUMBER CO.
i

HARDWOODS, WHITE PINE and HEMLOCK
Salfs Office—South Side Station—C. H. A D. B. B.

JAMES KENNEDY & CO., Ltd.
OAK, POPLAR AND OTHER HARDWOODS

FIBST NATIONAL BANK BCILDING

The Kosse, Shoe & Schleyer Co.
WALNUT, OAK, AND OTHER HARDWOODS

103-4-6 CAREW BUILDING

OHIO VENEER COMPANY
Manufacturers & Importers FOREIGN VENEERS

2624-S4 COLERAIN AVENUE

POPLAR SPECIAUSTS
We have always made a distinct specialty of Poplar,

Rough and Milled. Have 3,000,000 feet nice, dry

stock at Cincinnati now, and some at our mills.

CAN WE SERVE YOU?

THE M. B. FARRIN LUMBER CO.

CONASAUGA LUMBER CO.
MANUFACTURERS HARDWOOD AND PINE

FOURTH NATIONAL BANX BUILDING

Johns, Mowbray, Nelson Company
OAK, ASH, POPLAR & CHESTNUT

GUM AND COTTONWOOD

C. CRANE & CO.
„ MANUFACTURERS HARDWOOD LUMBER
M 1739 EASTERN AVENUE M

I DAY LUMBER & COAL CO. I

I Mfrs. YELLOW POPLAR and WHITE OAK i
g GENERAL OFFICE—CLAT CITY, KY. M

Aaron L. Ivels.j. unc of llu- oldest luuibir dealers uf Toledo, died

reccntl.v at the ace of nlncl.v-one years. Hie came to Toledo in 1850 and six

years later started in the lumber business with Nathan Keeve.

it. W. Ilorton, salis manager for the central division of the VV. M.

Hitter Lumber Company, reports a good demand for hardwoods from both

dealers and manufacturing plants. He says prices arc well maintained

and the prospects for the future are good. Dry stocks are light.

Dealers are only buying what they want for Immediate needs.

=-< BALTIMORE >-=

Georgi' Kssolmann, niruiul'ailun r of iihliin- frames at Sharp and West
streets, Baltimore, whoae place was Imrned ovit last spring, has decided

to discontinue business. The plant has been taken over by Milton Bosley,

who was superintendent of the plant under Mr. Esselmann, and there Is to

lie no change In the general method of conducting the establishment.

The It. E. Wood Lumber Company reports an excellent run for its saw-

mill plant in Tennessee during October, the returns showing that the

mill, which is a seven-foot band, turned out upwards of 900,000 feet of

hardwoods during the month. It was the l>est record made there.

Wllliaiu Akers of the William Akers Lumber Company of Atlanta, Ga.,

was in Baltimore ten days ago In the course of a business trip. He
spoke conservatively about the tnide situation.

I'rcsident Fred Arn of the National Lumber Exporters' Association has

appointed as delegates of the oiganlzadon to the annual meeting of the

National Conservation Congress : Itichard I'. Kaer, Ulchard P. Baer &
Co., Baltimore; J. M. D. Heald, I'rice & Heald, Baltimore; Ilarvey M.
Dickson, Uickson Lumber Company, Norfolk, Va. ; R. J. Camp, the Camp
Manufacturing Company, Franklin, Va., and R. J. Darnell, R. J. Darnell,

Inc., Memphis, Tcnn. it is hoped that all of the delegates will be able

to attend, as much interest is expected to attach to the proceedings.

George Grauer, eighty years old, lumber and wagon manufacturer at

.'!26 Belair avenue, died on Oct. 23 at his home on ICrdman avenue, of a

strolte of paralysis sustained the previous Saturdaj-. Two sons, Henry and
George, and two daughters survive. Mr. Grauer came to the United
States from Germany when he was fifteen years old, and has contributed

much to the development of the section in whic'h his yard is located.

< INDIANAPOLIS >-

G. W. Bennett, formerly in the lumber business at Logansport, has
taken a position with the Hotel Severin, Indianapolis.

On suit brought by Wertz and Amos, hardwood dealers of Edinburg,

William F. Pell has been appointed receiver for the Schoentrup-Worden
Rack Company, Shelbyville.

The death of James L. Barley of the Haas, Spencer and Barley Hard-
wood Company, Vincennes, and manager of the Barley and Spencer Lum-
ber Company, Marion, occurred at his home in Marion on Oct. 23. Mr.
Barley was sixty-two years old and had wide business interests. A widow,
one daughter and three sons survive.

On Oct. 26 the Indiana Hardwood Flooring Company and the B. D.

Brooks Lumber Company, together with the Sattley Machinery Company,
suffered a loss of about $15,000 from lire. A building and machinery
owned by the B. D. Brooks Lumber Company, but occupied and used by
the two other concerns, were destroyed.

A general lumber business will be conducted at Jasonville by the newly
organized Harris Lumber Company, .which has been incorporated with an
aulhorized capitalization of $25,000. Those interested in the company
are Curtis Harris, Alfred Harris and Blanche 0. Baker.

Sheriff Theodore Portteus has sworn in two hundred prominent busi-

ness men to serve as deputy sheriffs in connection with the Indianapolis

street car strike. Among them are James T. Eaglesfield of the Eaglesfleld-

Stewart Company and Eaglesfield & Shepard hardwood concerns ; Harry
C. Atkins, Fred C. Gardner and Nelson A. Gladding of E. C. Atkins & Co.

and O. D. Haskett of the Burnet-Lewis Lumber Company.

---<, MEMPHIS y-
The Gayoso Lumber Company is installing a hardwood mill here which

will have a capacity of about 40,000 feet per day. The mill was pur-

chased from the Fair-Crittenden Lumber Company a short time ago and
although it has been used slightly it is in first-class condition. The
Gayoso Lumber Company owns a large amount of timber in Tunica county.

It has been bringing the logs to Memphis and having them cut at custom
mills. As soon as its own mill is installed, however, which will be about
Jan. 1, it will do its own sawing. The firm has also increased its yarding
capacity to take care of the output.

The big new double band mill of Russe & Burgess, Inc., has been com-
pleted and was placed in operation a few days ago. This mill has a dally

capacity of about 50,000 feet, which is an increase of approximately fifty

per cent over that of the mill which was dismantled In July.

Business conditions here, taken as a whole, are quite satisfactory. Bank
clearings during October broke all records in the history of this city, ex-

ceeding last year by more than two million dollars. While the big sales

of cotton at unusually high prices account for a considerable portion of

this increase, it is pointed out that lumber interests have made a sui)-

stantiai contribution through the increased business done during October
this year as compared with the same month ^D 1912.
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The Yazoo anil Mississippi Valley road has hogiin work on the big yards

to be established at Nonoonnah and on the shops wbleh are to be located

at the same point. The Yazoo and Mississippi Valley road Is a most Im-

poriant factor in the hardwood lumber Industry in this city and section

as 11 handles a big portion of the timber from the Mississippi valley tc.

this city and as it also plays an Important part in the handling of export

sliipmeuts by way of New Orleans. Lumbermen are. therefore, very mucli

Interested In the Increased facilities which will result from the work now
under way. It Is estimated that it will involve a total of $r>00,000.

=-< NASHVILLE >•=

UarUr & OTonnor are havliiu installed near .Sparta, Teiiu.. a new
plant for the cutting of shuttle blocks and dimension stuff of dogwood.

hickory and oak. The plant of the company will be on Rural Uoute No. 3

in a section well timbered with hickory, dogwood and oak, which has not

been developed. The Arm expects to have the plant In operation about

the middle of November.
Olln White has been appointed vicegerent for the Middle District of

Tennessee of the Order of Hoo-Hoo, succeeding Charles M. Morford, who
has held the position for the past year. Mr. White is manager of the

local interests of Wistar, Underbill & Nixon of Philadelphia, and has

resided in Nashville four years. lie is a prominent member of thi'

Nashville Lumbermen's Club, a director of the local Board of Trade, and a

live wire.

Building permits for the month of October in the city of Nashville called

for Improvements to cost $73,490, compared with $65,518 for the corre-

sponding month of 1012.

It is probable that the Nashville Lumbermen's Club will carry its

grievance as to milling in transit, and also the question of "policing

logs" to the Interstate Commerce Commission. The transportation com-
mittee, of which A. B. Ransom is chairman, has been authorized to take

action. Local shippers want such privileges as are accorded other cities.

An attorney representing Evansville and Louisville on similar complaints

appeared l>efore tiie local club, and made a proposition to have Nashville

join those cities, and if the committee deems it wise this will be accepted.

The car shorlagc in southern territory has been steadily growing more
serious. Lumber shippers have been feeling the effect of the shortage

to some extent, but not as greatly as some other industries. Railroad

officials have been almost begging shippers and consignees to co-operate

in prompt loading and unloading: of curs, in order to relieve the situation.

=-< LOUISVILLE >=
The annual meeting of the Louisville Hardwood Club will be held at

the Seelbach hotel Nov. 11. This meeting will conclude five years of work
on the part of the club, which has met over 250 times during that period.

The present officers of the organization are Edward L. Davis, Edw. L.

Davis Lumber Company, president : D. E. Kline, Louisville Veneer fJills,

vice-president : C. M. Sears, Edw. L. Davis Lumber Company, treasurer,

and G. D. Crain, Jr., secretary.

Lumbermen took a prominent part in the hearing of the complaint of

the Louisville Board of I'rade against the Louisville & Nashville railroad.

Involving the switching regulations of the road, which have been the

source of much criticism. Among those who testified were T. Hoyt Gamble
of Gamble Bros., whose plant is at Highland Park, a suburb of Louisville :

J. W. Odcn of the Oden-EIliott Lumlwr Company, Birmingham ; G. F:.

Evans, Chatt.inooga ; John F. Frey of the Frey Planing Mill Company.
Louisville, and others. The general line of the testimony was to the

effect that on account of the L. & N.'s switching rules many lumbermen
were unable to buy to advantage on other lines ; that unreasonable delays

intervened between the shipment and delivery of the lumber, and that

Industries isolated on L. & N. switches suffered loss and inconvenience
on this account. The hearing was continued until Nov. 20 after the evi-

dence for the complaint had been completed.

Robert V. Board, the new president of the Kentuclcy Wagon Manufac-
turing Company, one of Louisville's leading woodworking industries, was
formerly in the lumber business at Hereford, W. Va.
Edward L. Davis, the local hardwood man, has returned from Canada,

where he took a vacation and indulged in bis favorite sport of hunting.
Mt. Davis has the reputation of being the best shot In the hardwood
business.

J. V. Stimson & Co., the Owensboro. Ky., sawmill operators, developed
an Interesting idea in connection with a display at the "Made-lnOwens-
boro" exposition held the last week in October. A mountain, chalet was
made of log slabs with the bark on, the root being covered with autumn
leaves. The interior was finished in native hardwoods, forty varieties

being represented. The display attracted wide attention.

Louisville was represented at the recent red gum conference in Mem-
phis by Harry E. Kline, superintendent of the Louisville Veneer Mills.

Mr. Kline does most of the log buying for the local concern, which is

prominent In the manufacture of figured gum veneers and panels.

.Nov. G, arbor day in Kentucky, was celebrated particularly at Frank
fort, addresses being made by the Governor and others. The arboretum,
planted at Frankfort last year, was shown to be In a flourishing condition,

containing about 120 varieties of trees native to Kentucky. It Is one of

the few^ establishments of the kind in this country.

State Forester J. E. Barton has appointed most of the men who will

be used as patrolmen in connection with protecting the forests from

EXCEPTIONAL
MAHOGANY. CIRCASSIAN WAL-

NUT AND QUARTERED OAK

VENEERS
If a good veneer cutter can manufacture fair

quality veneers with antiquated machinery, what
can he do when given the latest and most efficient

equipment?

The Answer
is to be found in any of the stock produced at our
new mill, which is the last word in modern equip-

ment.
We have selected the finest logs on the mar-

ket, our men are experienced and capable, the

product speaks for itself.

See our samples and get prices.

Visit Our Plant
Any time you are in Chicago and want to see

the most modern veneer plant in existence today,

we will be glad to show you through our plant.

Fred W. Black Lumber Co.
2245 S. Fortieth Ave. Chicago, 111.

Saline River Hardwood Co.
Main Sales Oilice

Pine Bluff, Arkansas

Manufacturers of

Genuine Forked-Leaf White Oak

Red and Sap Gum
Red Oak and Asti

*i We offer to tbe trade a remarkably SUPERIOR lumber
product.

^ Our TIMBER is virgin foreat growth of tbe bigbeit

type.

^ Our MILLS are new and produce accurately manufac-
tured stock.

q Our LUMBER is all KRAETZER-CURED—treated witb

steam under pressure directly from the saw—insuring

quick drying to light weight, freedom from seasoning

defects and stick-marking, splits and stain.

fl Kraetzer-cured lumber will "stay where you put it."

Q Dry kiln and oak flooring plant in connection.

q We solicit the inquiries and orders of critical and dis-

criminating buyers.

CI For straight cars of Yellow Pine, or mixed cars with

Oak Flooring, write LONG-BELL LUMBER COMPANY,
Kansas City, Mo.
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WRITE US Gum
Oak Elm

lf)N\V<)OI) CYPnESS
1 I IJMTIKK UIMKNSION

V( AMOKK VKI.I.OW PINE

Licking River Lumber
Company

114 Dean BIdg.

POR PRICES South Bend. Indiana

TheWhite Lake Lumber Co.
Peoples Gas Bldg., CHICAGO, ILL.

Northern and Southern Hardwoods
CAR STOCK

WHITE PINE YELLOW PINE
High Quality—Prompt Delivery

WE WANT TO MOVE AT ONCE
10 cars 4/4 No. 1 Com. Basswood

6 cars 4/4 No. 2 Com. Basswood

3 cars 4/4 No. 3 Com. Basswood

4 cars 12/4 L. R. Soft Elm

You Know Something
About the Land of

Last Supply
You know, of course, that the nearest source

of adequate lumber supply are the forests of

the west, the inter-mountain pines and the fir,

spruce, cedar and hemlock of the Pacific Coast.

In a broad sense, we are at the beginning of an
era of

Competitive Demand
for Western Timber

Mills of the South are exhausting their supply and
are seeking new locations.

Timber Is disappearing from the marlict. but not so rapidly
now as it will on a constantly increasing scale during the
next decade. Every tract taken ofif the market decreases
the supply and increases the desirability and value of those
remaining.

The best go first. Investigate now.

James D. Lacey & Co.
Timber Land Factors

Chicago, III., 1750 McCormick Building
Portland, Ore., 1104 Spalding Building

Seattle, Wash., 1009 White Building

lire during the ilani,'ir ptiiud, which will end about Jan. 1. He has

secured Ihe co-operation of large mine operators in eastern Kentucky,

and tliey will maintain patrols for the same purpose. A forestry associa-

tion is to he estahlislwd shortly in Kowan luiinty by leading timber

=-< ARKANSAS y
I'hc' old Garctson-Groason iiardwood mill at Kilgore, Ark., which has

lain idle for several months, will again be put in operation In a few

days. A new manager has been placed in charge, and the machinery is

being repaired. This plant is located on the Prescott and Northwestern

railroad, about two and one-half miles west of Blevlns. It is thought that

it will be ready lor operation in about two weeks.

That Ilarrisburg, Ark., is to have a new cooperage plant is now assured.

Bott Brothers, who operate cooperage plants at Alexandria, Mo., and

Warsaw, 111., and who also operate a stave plant in Ilarrisburg, visited

the last mentioned town recently and made a proposition to the town
whereby Bott Brothers would establish an up-to-date cooperage factory at

Ilarrisburg If the citizens of the tOA-n would raise a certain sum as a

bonus. The bonus has been raised, and it is now assured that the new
plant will be built and operated.

On Oct. 28, forty suits were filed in the Ouachita County Circuit Court

against the T. S. Graygon Lumber Company of Finns, Ouachita county,

Ark., charging the mill with having violated the ten-hour labor law by

compelling its employes to work eleven hours per day. The suits were

filed by Deputy Prosecuting Attorney L. B. Smead, who will be assisted b?

R. K. Mason, attorney lor the mill employes. The penalty prescribed by

the law Is a fine not less than $25.00 and not more than .$200.00 lor erfch

offense. T. S. Grayson, president of the company, states that 11 he has

violated the law it was through ignorance. Attorney Mason states that

the main purpose ol the suits is to stop the practice of overworking the

men.

There now seems little doubt that the strike which was made by the

members of the Coopers' Union at Paragould some weeks ago will soon

terminate in a complete victory for the manufacturing employers. The
employes went on the strike to obtain recognition of their organization by

the plant owners, not having any kick to make against wages, hours and

treatment. Tliis demand lor recognition was denied the union, and the

plants were temporarily closed down. J. C. Clary, commissioner ol labor

statistics oi Arkansas, and his deputy, M. J. McMahon, went Irom Little

Rock to Paragould in an effort to settle the difficulty. The strikers finally

reduced their demands to the recognition by the companies ol a grievance

committee, which should at all times handle the grievances ol the em-

ployes. Even this was relused by the plant owners, who declared that they

would remove the plants Irom Paragould belore they would deviate in any

manner Irom the manner in which they had operated the plants before

the strike.

About the hardest and the most telling blow that was dealt the employes

came last week when a statement was given out over the signatures of

some fifty or sixty business men of the town in which the strikers were

condemned in the matter, and declaring that those business men would not

loan money or extend credit to the strikers further. It is believed the

men will go back and that the plants will be operating as before within

another week.

> WISCONSIN <=
The Success Stave and Heading Company, Athens, has been incorpor-

ated with a capital stock ol $15,000. William L. Erbach, William C.

Klann and A. C. Rietbrock are the incorporators.

The Rusk Box and Furniture Company, Hawkins, has filed an amend-

ment to its articles of incorporation increasing its capital stock Irom
$17,000 to $35,000.

The Quinlan Timber & Log Company, Soperton, has been incorporated

by M. J. Quinlan, John V. Quinlan and H. E. McGraw. The capital stock

is $50,000.

The Ventilated Closet Seat Company, Wausau, has been incorporated

to manufacture principally a new patent closet seat. Max Tisch, F. O.

Crocker, Samuel Livingston and others are interested. Capital, $15,000.

Work has been started on the new plant of the recently incorporated

Manitowoc Church Furniture Company at Waukesha. Reinforced concrete

will be used throughout the building, which will be 60 by 400 feet in size.

The concern is operating a temporary plant.

The latest achievement of the Forest Products Laboratory at Madison

is a commercially successful process ol drying wood lor vehicle stock

material. The kiln has been perlected and is being used to dry wood to be

used by vehicle manulacturers. In curing wood by artificial heat, manulac-

turers have never been successful because uneven drying caused checking,

warping and other losses. Many w^oods which possess qualities for vehicle

construction are discarded because they can not be successfully dried.

Many of the discarded timbers are now being successfully used in vehicle

construction after drying in the new humidity regulated kiln. The variety

of woods which can be used will tie increased as the kiln iij perfected. The
new process will aid all manufacturers, particuiarly those using expensive

timber. The initial cost ol curing by the new method is slightly in excess

ol that of the old process, but the saving in material will more than offset

this increased expense ol curing. The laboratory recently succeeded in

making wooden shingles fire-resistant by the use ol chemicals and is now
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wtirklug OQ rcdviilns tho cost of operation of the process wlilcli cost Hftccn

dollars per ihousand. BotU of llie processes when made commercially avail-

able will 1)0 of Immense Importance to the lumber trade.

The Racine Stool Manufacturing Company, Racine. Is making Improve-

ments to Its plant to double Its capacity and take care of the ever Increas-

ing business. A new power plant is under construction and will be equipped

with two loO-horsopower boilers, a modern engine and a new generator.

The Sawyer-Gocdman Company. Marinette, Is about to start up the No. 1

mill which was closed for some time. Two new boilers have been Installed

and a new resaw. which will Increase the output, Is being placed. The
additional po*er is needed for the resaw.

The Automatic File & Index Company, Green Bay, Is erecting a large

addllion which will provide for G.OOU feet of additional Hoor space. The
building is of friime construction, covcrtd with sheet Iron, and measures
40 by 30 feet. It will be two stories and basement. Additional machinery
will be lns<alled. A new dry kiln and furnace room were recently com-
pleted. A veneer department is being considered and will probably be in-

stalled In spring.

The Menasha-Ncenah Lumber Company. Menasha, Is rushing the work of

erecting its new office and large lumber sheds adjoining the Noith-Western
tracks at Commercial street. The sheds will be arranged to form a hollow
square, and will have a large capacity.

The Kaukauna Lumber Company, Kaukauna, Is awarding contracts for

erecting- a new mill to replace the burned structure. Work has been starfcd

on the concrete foundation by a local contractor. The building will

measure 64 by 80 feet and be one story high. White sandstone, brick walls,

concrete floor, steel truss and composition roofing will make it absolutely

fireproof. It will be completed this month.
The i;dward Ilines I-umber Company, which owns 300,000,000 feet of

timber near Winter, Wis., has Opened several camps in that district.

Over 200 woodsmen have been placed at work. The logs cut this winter

will be decked and left until it has been decided at which mill they can

be sawed into lumber most advantageously.

William Merik has opened a woodworking shop in the old Pankratz mill

building at Sturgeon Bay and will manufacture various kinds of wooden-
ware articles and cabinets.

The Merrill Woodcnware Company, Merrill, Is erecting a new fireproof

dry-kiln just south of the factory. It will be 25 by 105 feet, of concrete

and tile construction, with tile roof and iron supports. The company
Is enjoying splendid business. The plant will probably not be closed down
for repairs this year as these were taken care of during the summer.
The Badger Basket & Veneer Company of Burlington has requested the

Business Men's Association to extend the time for first payment of the

plant occupied by it and erected by the association. When the concern

located in that city five years ago the association furnished the funds

to erect the plant. One-third of the amount was to be repaid within five

years and the remainder at the end of seven years. Because of improve-

ments contemplated, such as a new veneer drying plant, additional shed

room, sprinkler system for fire protection and additional machinery, the

company asks to have the first payment deferred until the entire amount
is due. The company is now progressing nicely and is continually in-

creasing its capacity and the number of employes so that the business men
are confident that their money Is safely invested.

The handle plant of L. S. Barber & Sons, at Butternut, is about com-

pleted and ready for operation. A concrete structure, 42 by 100 feet, has

been completed and the machinery is now being placed. A feature of the

drive is having the shaft and pulleys under the floor and bringing the

belts through it to the machines, thereby eliminating much danger to the

workers. Broom handles will form the first product, the capacity being

about 7,000 daily. Other lines will be added later.

One of the strangest cases that has been brought before the Wisconsin

Industrial Commission is that of a claim of the administrator of Nils

XUson against the John M. Kaiser Lumber Company of Eau Claire. The
memorandum on a report blank reads : "The death of Nils Nilson, em-

ployed by the John M. Kaiser Lumber Company, Eau Claire, was caused

by a porcupine derailing a handcar." Nilson was employed by the lumber
company and was riding on a handcar with three others. The car hit a

porcupine and threw the men off, Nilson being killed instantly when his

head struck a tie. The administrator has filed a claim. A brother and
sister of Nllbon living In Norway are dependent upon the deceased for

support, it is claimed. A legal battle doubtless will be fought in which
the activity of one porcupine promises to play a leading part.

Lumbering circles are Interested in the announcement of the new rail

road company, the Minneapolis, Merrill & Marinette Railway, which
has been formed in northern Wisconsin. A line will be built from Merrill

east to Antigo and from Merrill north to Athens. It will provide addi-

tional facilities for the many lumber concerns in that section, as it will

pass through many of the large timber tracts.

George U. Buckstaff. retired lumberman. Civil war veteran and former

state senator from Winnebago county, passed away at his home in Osh
kosb recently at the age of sixty-seven years. Mr. Buckstaff was a native

of Canada and came to Wisconsin in 1.S50. With his father and brother

be was interested in lumbering for some time before the Civil war. After

big return he was interested in the Buckstaff Brothers & Chase lumbering
concern for twenty years. The business, which confined its operations

principally to the Wolf River district, was wound up in 1.S8T. and Mr.

Buckstaff retired because of ill health. He Is survived by a son, George

K. liuckstaff, one sister and a brother, all of Oshkosh.

Lalttt
Improved
Dry-kiln, &
Machi

Triangle Brand
White Oak Flooring

Perfectly dried and worked

Made from our own timber from
one boundary, insuring uniform

yL\ color and texture; manufactured
at our new hardwood flooring

plant.

Our Specialty : Quarter-sawed White Oak Flooring
Thicknesses: )«" and 13/16" Standard Widths

Tour Inquiries Solicited Quick Shipments Guaranteed

YELLOW POPLAR LUMBER CO., Coal Grove, Ohio

Kentucky Lumber Company
MANUFACTURERS

POPLAR, PLAIN AND QUAR-
TERED OAK, RED AND SAP
GUM, ASH, CHESTNUT, BASS-
WOOD, HEMLOCK, WHITE PINE

Mills at

Bumside, Ky. Williamsburg, K}

.

Isola, Miss.

Sales Office

Cincinnati, O.

SAWYER GOODMAN CO.
MARINETTE. WIS.

Mixed Cars of Hardwood, Bass-

wood, White Pine and Hemlock,

Cedar Shingles aad Posts

We make a specialty of White Pine Beveled Siding and

White Pine Finish and Shop and Pattern Lumber

The Tegge Lumber Go.

High Grade
Northern and Southern

Hardwoods and Mahogany

Specialties
OAK, MAPLE, CYPRESS, POPLAR

Milwaukee, Wisconsin
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^ Kraetzer-Cured lumber is susceptible

of being thoroughly air dried or kiln

dried in less than one-half the time or-

dinarily required for seasoning un-

steamed wood.

^ Kraetzer-Cured lumber does not case-

harden, check, end-split or stain, and
dries without warping or buckling.

CJ Kraetzer-Cured lumber has a uniform
tone of color. Its working qualities are

greatly improved, and the beauty of the

flake on quarter-sawed stock is en-

hanced.

^ Kraetzer-Cured lumber dries out to

materially less weight than unsteamed
wood, ranging from 200 to 500 pounds
per thousand feet.

^ Kraetzer-Cured lumber will neither
shrink nor swell, and the grain yvill not
raise when water stains are employed in

finishing.

^ Kraetzer-Cured lumber is not im-
paired in strength or quality by the

process.

^ Kraetzer-Cured lumber eliminates all

glue-joint troubles and "will stay where
it is put."

^ A list of manufacturers of Kraetzer-
Cured lumber will be supplied on appli-

cation.

Kraetzer-Cured Lumber is

produced by the use of the Kraetzer Preparator,

manufactured by

The Kraetzer Company
537 S. Dearborn St., CHICAGO

TRADE MARK

Iroifeer-'cure f

)

0\d cOlumber «JL/

W.sl.y Wulls. agod fuity-lwo, son of A. B. Wells, ami a m-phew of John
\V. Wells. .Menominee lumberman, was killed on Oct. 31 at Whiteflsh.
Mont,, when his automobile \va.s struck by a train. Wells was In charge
"I' the Somers Lumber Company at Kalispell. The body was brought to
.Menominee for Interment.

-V report from Catawba states that one of the largest and most Impor-
laiit deals In the history of that place was made when the saw and plan-

itij; mills of the lied lilrch Lumber Company were disposed of to the Beyer-
.Morner Lumber Company of Prentice. The deal Includes the sawmill,
planing mill, machine sliops, lumber sheds and all the land occupied by
the extensive plant. The Beyer-Morner Lumber Company has been engaged
in the lumber business at Prentice for many years. C. G. Beyer, the

senior member of the firm, owns and operates a mill at Worcester station,

just north of Prentice. The Beyer-Morner company has large timber
holdings In the vicinity of Catawba and will undoubtedly bring many of
tile logs to the newly acquired mill to ho manufactured into lumber.

=-< ST. LOUIS y
During the mouth of October the receipts of lumber at St. Louis were

1.S.030 cars. In October last year the receipts were 16,295, or a gain

during Octolwr this year of 1,735 cars. Shipments of lumber by rail last

October were 11,310 cars. This October the shipments were 11,998 or a

gain this year of 688 cars.

Frank Liebke of the C. F. Liebke Hardwood Mill & Lumber Company
reports 'hat he received a big shipment of ash a few days ago.

This sliipment, approximating one million feet, will be sawed by the St.

Louis mill. The company Is now operating its mill fourteen hours a day
In order to catch up on orders.

W. W. rjing^* of the Garetson-Greason Dumber Company Is In Chicago on
business this week. Before leaving he said that business was quite satis-

factory, nie company's mills In the South are all running but some time
has been lost on account of the scarcity of logs that it could not get to

the mills from the woods because of heavy rains. This year the rains

have been heavier than for many years.

E. W. Siumer, sales manager of the Lothman Cypress Company, recently

returned from a selling trip. He said conditions in the East, where he
has been traveling, were quite good and lumbermen were very optimistic

over the prospects for tlie fall.

E. II. Luehrmann of the Chas. F. Luehrmann Hardwood Lumber Com-
pany reports an improvement In business. He is well pleased with the

volume of business now being done. A great many inquiries are coming
in, the principal demand being for oak and gum, with quite a lot of ash

being sold.

W. E. Barns. E. C. Robinson, S. H. Fullerton, C. A. Antrim and C. E.

.lennlngs have been appointed delegates to the Fifth National Conservation

i.'ongr.'ss to be held at Washington, D. C. on Nov. l.S-20.

The Hardwood Market

< CHICAGO >•

Locally the condition is not satisfactory, but it can be safely stated

that nothing has developed during the last week or ten days that could

be used as an indication of any condition that would justify unusual

apprehension. The local trade has been promising itself an early renewal

of activities and it is disappointed in the postponement of return to

normal conditions. It Is very probable that local lumbermen will have

'

to prepare themselves for further disappointment in this line, although

tlie local trade is not justified In assuming an unusually pessimistic atti-

tude. Orders have been hard to get and when they are secured they are

not of entirely satisfactory proportions. These conditions mean, however,

that the securing of business requires greater eiTort. but it unquestion-

ably Is there for the right man to secure.

Local wholesalers are complaining somewhat on account of the close

adherence to a satisfactory level of values on the part of northern mill-

men. They say they cannot realize a fair profit from transactions in

northern stock. It Is to be hoped that this condition of sale will eventu-

ally affect the state of mind on the part of the trade which prevails with

the operators themselves. The price-cutting method has not evidently

developed any further than it had several weeks ago. although most of

the hardwood stocks being offered in the local market are below what they

should be worth.

=-< NEW YORK y-
The hardwood market Is still moving on a small volume of business.

The much-looked-for Improvement has not yet materialized and some of

those who were most optimistic a few months ago are turning thg other

way. This does not mean that there has been any bad break—prices have
been well maintained.—but a little more snap to the market would work
a vast difference. Reports are that stocks at mill points are not large but

dealers here do not seem to fear a shortage. The volume of business

does not exceed that done In September. Poplar Is in fair call but chest-

uul and gum are slow.
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=< BUFFALO y
The liaiHlwood trade has lieeu laih.r i|iiiet of lal.-, with sales largely in

mixed ears, ill whieh a iJiiiul)er of vvouds are moving in fairly good shape.

Tile total business for OetolxT made a fair showing with most yards,

tliough some found it less than a year ago. Stocks here are in quite

good assortment and the lavorable location of the market makes it a

favored loeality with eastern buyers, who for the most part are anxious

to get the lumber delivered to them very promptly. There Is very little

tendency to buy stocks ahead. Trices are generally holding steady.

The demand covers about the usual woods, with oak holding a promi-

nent place. It does not bring quite the strong ligures of a few months
ngo, but lately there has been much steadiness to the market. Quartered
oak is not nn»ving very fast, but tlie upper grades are doing quite well,

and the prediction is made that before very long it will take the place

of such expensive woods as mahogany to n large extent. Ash, birch and
maple are among the best sellers and fair stocks are moving. Poplar is

not doing luueh. eXi'cpt in the lower gr;nl(>s. where the demand is good.

•< PHILADELPHIA >
Kepints from the haiilwoud uiulc vary aecording to character of sales.

and although there are signs of weakening in values in some lines, prices

on the whole are well sustained. Furniture factories and most of the

other wholesale consuming industries continue busy, with favorable out-

look as to winter trading. Buying, however, is still conservative. Build-

ing work has advanced somewhat but the bulk of the extensive work
planned probably may not materialize until the money market is easier.

Local yardmen are all relying mainly on their stock and evidently looking

for lower prices, a change which does not seem imminent judging from the

reports by those who have recently toured the mill districts. Many
of the eastern cities are in the throes of desperate local political struggles.

which, combined v\'ith the alarming Mexican situation and the much dis-

cussed currency bill in Congress, are having a disturbing effect on the

commercial and financial market. The conservative merchant does not
dare predict a return to settled normal conditions before next spring at

the nearest.

Among the hardwoods oak, both red and white, continues unchanged
from a fortnight ago. In high-grade chestnut there is a slight improve-
ment of late, and No. 3 common sound wormy chestnut has been increas-

ingly active : poplar in most grades is stronger ; there is no change in

basswood : high-grade ash is scarce and in good call ; birch and beech
hold steady place : there is ni* woakcniug in hickory ; mahogany and

=-< PITTSBURGH >•=

Hardwood matters are in very good shape here considering the big
slump in prices of other lumber stocks, noticeably yellow pine and hem-
lock. Hardwood prices are holding firm. Oak is bringing the best price
for years. Medium-grade hardwood needed for piling and railroad opera-
lions is selling at a good figure. Furniture demanded is lighter than some
time ago but prices hold well. Low-grade hardwood is being cut, especially
in mining stocks. Demand, however, is big along this line so that the
size of the orders helps to make up the deficiency in price. Hardwood
mills in Tri-State territory are running nearly or quite to capacity and
stocks are not piling up to any great extent. Yard trade is falling off,

due to the close of the season. Some trouble is reported in getting cars
on branch line railroads.

< BOSTON y-
There has been very little change in the market for hardwood lumber.

The cutting up trade is using a fair amount of lumber every week, but so
far as demand goes, the average buyer is making purchases in a very
conservative manner. There arc some buyers who believe that the firm
and high prices of the past few months cannot continue much longer,
but the reports from dealers who have visited the producing centers of
late Indicate anything but weakness. Some of the largest manufacturers
of hardwood lumber report that they have been doing a little larger busi-
ness of late. Stocks of desirable lumber at mill points are very small as
compared with past seasons.

The demand for plain oak holds good, but from some places the offerings
have been a little larger. Quartered oak is very firm with a good demand
from most buyers. The call for birch and maple is fairly large. Brown
ash has been attracting a fair demand. Offerings are not large and prices
hold firm. There is some talk of a car shortage but so far lumber dealers
say that their shipments from the mills have been delayed very little on
this account.

=< BALTIMORE >.=
It does not appear that the hardwood trade has made any special head-

way during the past. two weeks. As far as surface indications go, decided
quiet prevails, though the members of the trade somehow always manage
to' come ont fairly well at the end of a given period. It is much the
same with prices, which fluctuate to sorae extent and reflect the uncertain
feeling- in the trade. The movement should have been decidedly active
by this time, but as a matter of fact, the sellers never feci quite sure Just
where the business Is to come from, though In the end the orders ulti-
mately turn up and maintain the average fairly well. Whatever the

OAK BUYERS
If
Increased timber supply makes us

one of the largest oak producers in the

country.

If
Our white and red oak timber is of

a quality that enables us to guarantee

to properly meet your requirements for

anything in this line. We can supply

large quantities, running strongly to 14'

and 16' lengths—a good proof of the

character of the timber.

][ We are ready to cut red or white,

quartered or plain, 3/8" to 8/4", and will

carry in stock a complete assortment of

all thicknesses.

j[ All our lumber is made with the most
perfect machinery obtainable—band
saws used throughout our mills.

^ We pride ourselves on the character

of our edging, trimming and piling,

which insures straight, cleanly-made

lumber, uniformly dried.

jl In these days of quick shipment you
are interested in prompt delivery. Our
extensive organization and facilities

from the tree to your yard, place at your

disposal the most perfect lumber deliv-

ery service in existence.

U We would like to explain further why
we can please you, and if you are in the

market for anything in southern hard-

woods now, would appreciate your

writing us today.

PAEPCKE LEICHT LUMBER COMPANY
GENERAL OFFICES CHICAGO. ILLINOIS
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GENERAL VIEW OF MAIN SAWMILL PLANT,
'o bands ana tour resaws. Dally ten-hour capacity 150,000 feet.

LAMB-FISH LUMBER COMPANY
Band Mill and General Offices: Charleston, Miss., U. S. A.

THE LARGEST HARDWOOD MILL IN THE WORLD. ANNUAL CAPACITY, 40,000,000

CABLE ADDRESS—"LAMB." Codes Used—Universal, Hardwood, Western Union, A. B. C. 5th Edition, Okay

STOCK LIST- Dry Lumber on Hand November 1st, 1913
3/8"

F.\S Qtd. Wh. Oali, « " & Up 20,000
FAS <|t(l. Wh. Oak. 10" & L'p
No. 1 < <.in. ((tcl. Wh. Oak, 4" & Cp 20,000

1. <(l(l. Wh. Oak, 3" * IJp
< Ir

FAS n, Wh. Oak, fi" & Up 20,000
N.I. 1 (run. Wh. Oak. 4" & Up 20,000
FAS I'l. K. Oak, fi" & Up
No. 1 < oni. K. Oak, 4" & Up
No. :i ( oni. R. * Wh. Oak
K.-,l A W h Oak fore Stock
Mliit.- Oak Itri.lKP I'lank
White Oak ( r.isshiK I'lank
Mixed Oak Itridte Plank
.Mixed Oak ( rosHiiij: Plank
FAS (|. |{e<l (.um. 5" & Up
No. 1 ( om, ((. Ked (ium, 4" & Up
FAS Fiir'd Ked tiuni, 6" & Up 30,000
No. 1 Com. FiB'd Red Gum, 4" & Up. . . 5,000
F.4S PI. Red Gum. 6" & Up 200,000
No. 1 Com. Red Gum. 4" & Up 85,000
F.\S Sap Gum. fi" & Up ' 30,000
F.\S Sap Gum, 13/lT'
FAS Sap Gum, 18" & Up
FAS Sap Gum (Stain), 13" & Up
Sap (inm Box Boards, 13/17"
No. 1 Com. Sap Gum, 4" & Up 25,000
No. 3 Com. Sap Gum, 3" & Up 50,000
F.VS Tupelo, 6" & Up
No. I Com. Tupelo, 4" & Up
F.\S C.vpress, 6" & Up
Sel. ( > pre.-is, 6" & Up
No. I Shop Cypress, 5" & Up
FAS Ash, fi" * Up
No. 1 ( om. .4sh, 4" & Up
laiK Run Elm

1/2"
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(rouble may be that keeps tbe trade In a state of uneiTialnty or even

ot apprehension, the cause is not In any way associated with the direct

demand for hardwoods, but must bo looked for in another direction. There

can be little doubt that the unsettling effect of the tarllT, followed by the

currency discussion bear ii;uch, If not all, of the responsibility for the

unsatisfactory state ot afTairs. With leading bankers making very pessi-

mistic predictions in ease the currency bill becomes a law, and with the

power of the government to impose its will upon Congress so plainly mani-

fested In the tariff act. it is not surprising that hardwood men, along

with all others in business, should hold back.

Notwithstanding all these drawbacks, the Inherent strength of the hard-

w^oods cannot be entirely overshadowed. It shows itself in the continu-

ance of a good movement at price levels that encourage the millmen espec-

ially. The producers state that they have been able to lay aside smaller

stocks than usual against the deflclency of the winter, and they are

not in the least disturbed over the prevailing state of affairs. In the

main the quotations are acceptable, and while Items here and there show
a measure of recession, no real slump is to be noted in any direction.

The interest In stocks shown especially by buyers in the North keeps

up, and a very considerable cumber of orders has been taken. It does

not appear that the aggregate of the movement Is smaller than that for

the earlier portion of the year, and at least in point ot quantity hard-

woods make a good showing. Oak has eased off in some of the grades,

with chestnut a little lower, while gum and basswood are among the

relatively active sellers. The export situation Is still affected by the

high ocean freight rates, which exceed the advance the foreign buyers are

willing to make on stocks, so that the e-xportcrs are still handicapped.

Meanwhile, however, stocks on the other side are being reduced, which

is desirable and promises well for the future. In the main the tone of the

export trade is improved.

=-< COLUMBUS >•

The hardwood trade in Columbus and central Ohio has been fairly

active during the past fortnight despite the approach of the semi-annual

inventory period. Both factories and yardmen are buying and the volume
of business is pretty evenly divided between the two. Prices generally

are well maintained and the outlook for the future is not considered bad
at all.

One of the worst features of the trade is the increasing car shortage,

which is delaying shipments somewhat, especially on some of the southern

roads. Even worse than the car shortage, however, is the lack of motive

power and terminal fatuities which is delaying the movement of tbe

equipment on hand. The effect of the car shortage is to maintain prices

where other conditions might tend to decrease them.

Factories engaged in manufacturing furniture, Implements and vehicles

arc the best buyers of hardwoods. Automobile concerns are buying the

wide sizes of poplar faster now. Dry stocks In the hands ot mill owners
are light which tends to maintain prices. Retailers' stocks are also light

and the policy of yardmen Is to buy only what is desired for immediate
needs.

Oak, both quartered and plain, Is strong and the volume of trade Is

satisfactory. Both red and white oak are selling readily. Chestnut is also

strong, especially sound wormy. There is a better demand for poplar,

especially the lower grades. Basswood and ash are in good demand and
other hardwoods are unchanged.

-< INDIANAPOLIS >•

There has been a fairly active demand for hardwoods during the last

two weeks, the only discouraging feature being the fact that automobile

concerns have not been buying to any extent. Automobile companies
throughout the city and state are suffering from lack; of working capital,

due to credit limitations placed by banks. Four automobile companies
now are in the hands of receivers.

Furniture and vehicle manufacturers report an excellent business, equal

to. If not better, than that of this time last year. Hardwood prices are

holding their own in this locality and while there has been some incon-

venience from car shortage, this has not affectf-d the trade seriously.

=•< MEMPHIS >.=

The hardwood market continues steady but the volume ot business Is a

little disappointing. The demand In some lines Is active but general

buying is not aggressive and lumber is not moving as freely as was antici-

pated. There is a free movement In the lower grades of Cottonwood and
gum. The box factories continue to do a large business and their needs
are quite full, with the result that prices arc well maintained. There
is likewise a good call for the lower grades of oak which are also bring-

ing relatively good prices. Offerings are not heavy. The upper grades
of oak have not eased much as to prices but the demand is only fairly

active and the movement is but moderate. Sap gum Is moving well and
prices arc held Arm. Red gum shows a better tone but no actual advance
has followed the recent conference held here. However, the disclosures

made at this conference regarding the comparatively small stocks on
sticks have caused holders to go a little more slowly in offering their

red gum. Much interest attaches to the adjourned meeting of red gum
manufacturers to be held here Nov. 15, at which time a permanent organi-

zation will be effected and it is expected that steps will be begun at that

time looking to a decidedly broader market for this wood.
Ash is selling well In all grades. Cypress Is going all right In shops

Mahogany and

Circassian

Lumber & Veneers

^ The largest assortment of finest figured

Mahogany Logs, Lumber and Veneers in

the country can be found at the Chicago

plant of C. L. Willey.

^ We are just in receipt of fifteen cars of

remarkably superior Circassian Walnut
Logs, large size, well-figured and of good

color, which are now being cut into

Veneers.

^ A visit or correspondence from discrim-

inating buyers of all varieties of fine Im-

ported and Domestic Cabinet Woods in

Lumber and Veneer is solicited.

^ You will not only find the Willey ware-

houses well stocked with a superb collec-

tion of Circassian, Mahogany, Vermilion,

Black Walnut and other fancy foreign

and domestic lumber and veneers, but

buyers are assured of prompt and pains-

taking service, and a quality of product

not usually obtainable.

^ To visit the plant take Blue Island Ave.

car at the postoffice to Robey Street.

C. L. WILLEY, Chicago
Largest Fancy Wood Veneer

and Lumber producing plant in the world
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WANT E D
All Kinds of High-Grade

HARDWOODS
S. E. SLAYMAKER & CO.

R«pre«entine:
WKST VIRGINIA SPRUCE LUMBER CO.,

Cass, West Virginia.

Fifth Avenue BuiMinKi
NEW YORK

Mutual Fire Insurance
Best Indemnity at Lowest Net Cost

Can Be Obtained From

The Lumber Mutual Fire Insurance Company,

The Lumbermen's Mutual Insurance Company,

Boston, Mass.

Mansfield, Ohio.

$126,000.00
In Savings DIVIDENDS Returned

This Year to Policy Carriers of

The Lumbermen's
Underwriting Alliance

Possibly there is no good reason why
YOU were not among these beneficiaries.

If it is a matter of eligibility, and you

feel that your plant does not at present

comply with all requirements, confer

with us anyway. Let us see if it cannot

be brought up to an acceptable standard

at no greater cost than will be justified

by the prospective saving on insurance

rates.

U. S. Epperson & Company
Attorney and Manager

1101 R. A. LONG BLDG. KANSAS CITY

.inii tliorc is a fair call for sulfCts but the uppur gracli-s are rather slow.

Kxport business Is quite up to the average for this time of the year. The
' iir situation is interfering comparatively little with lumber deliveries.

=-< NASHVILLE >-=

The hardwood situation in I he local market has shown some improve-
ment the past weelf. There is a good demand for both plain and quar-

tered oaks. Ash and hieltory come in for numerous calls. The low
grades of poplar are selling, while chestnut is selling in only moderate
way. Although business is not up to the greatest expectations of mem-
liirs of the trade, it is of sullicient volume to Iteep the mills in this dis-

trict running at about the usual capacity. Tlie box business and flooring

trade are about up to the normal.

=-< LOUISVILLE y-
Though the election played a comparatively slight part in influencing

liusiness this year, the lumber trade has picked up somewhat as to senti-

ment, at least, as the result of the passage of Nov. 4. Business men
invariably feel the effect of the election activity, which results in public

attention being distracted from business to the matter of current interest,

and with this factor out of the way trade should be quick to resume
larger proportions. Business is not so active at present as hardwood men
would like to see it, though it is probably true that the demand for
oak, ash and other woods used in factory work is more active than for

softwoods, the principal use of which is in construction operations, as
this class of work has been slumping for some time. Quartered white oak
is the one best bet at present, quartered red being in small supply and
plain oak being less active than heretofore, though a good quantity of

all grades is moving. Low-grade poplar is active, and sound wormy
chestnut is well cleaned up. Cottonwood is selling well, and ash continues
strong.

=-< ST. LOUIS y-
The local hardwood trade has been tairly good during the past few

weeks. The majority of the orders have been small but they made up
in the aggregate. The consumers are buying in a hand-to-mouth way,
getting only what they absolutely need for immediate requirements.

Reports from the South are to the effect that the weather in that section

has been exceedingly bad for logging and sawmill operations. The heavy
rains have put the woods in very bad shape and have compelled suspension

of operations because there v/as no available timber on hand for cutting.

The larger mills have fared the best in this respect as they have had
logs in their yards, but if the weather continues as It has for any length

of time, their supply will be exhausted also. From present indications

there will be a serious shortage of timber in some sections before the late

fall and early winter rains give way to severe cold weather. Stocks in the

hands of manufacturers are of fairly good proportions. They have more
dry lumber on hand than they have had for some time, but as this is in

strong hands, it will probably be held for better prices. Plain sawed white

oak, red quartered oak, choice red gum and ash are in moderate demand.
Poplar is more active than it was and Cottonwood shows improvement.
Prices are more firm.

-<, MILWAUKEE y
The hardwood market is somewhat firmer, due evidently to the fact

that stocks, in some instances at least, are getting into strong hands.

Business is beginning to ease up somewhat, due to the fact that building

operations are not quite so active. Wholesalers, however, feel that trade

will be fairly good from now until about Christmas, when conditions will

be dull until after the first of the year. Stocks in most lines are light

and this is expected to keep the market steady.

News from the northern Wisconsin lumber country say that logging

operations are opening up on a larger scale than usual and that the output

will be heavier this season. The luml>er business has been good during the

past season and stocks have decreased to the point where it will be neces-

sary that most of the lumber companies saw more logs this winter.

The local sash and door and interior woodworking concerns are inclined

to buy carefully and are placing orders only for what lumber they abso-

lutely need. Stocks on hand at all these plants are light and a good

business is bound to develop from this source later in the year. The
furniture manufacturers are getting some good orders, and most of these

people are buying rather liberally. The farm implement plants all over

the state are entering upon an active season and are in the market for

hickory, ash, oak and other hardwoods. Business with the farm imple-

ment people has been good throughout the past year and the output at

all the factories will have to be much larger in order to meet the demands
of Jobbers and retailers.

Building operations in Milwaukee during the month of October showed

a slight gain. About 362 permits were issued, representing an invest-

ment of 51,214,638, as compared with 423 permits for buildings to cost

$1,187,766 during the corresponding period in 1912. Building Inspector

Harper is confident that the high record of last year will at least be

attained before Jan. 1.

Maple, birch and elm seem to be in leading demand among the northern

hardwoods. More maple for flooring purposes than is arriving in the

local market could be utilized just at the present time. Plain and quar-

tered oak and ash are holding the top among the southern woods.
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Advertisers* Directory
NORTHERN HARDWOODS.

AcklanU. I).. ^: Sun 57

American Lumber & Mfg. Co... 12

Buffalo HariUvood Lumber Co. .

.

67

Cartier-Holland Lumber Co 2

Coale. Thos. E. Lumber Co 12

Cobbs & Mitchell, Inc 3

Craig. W. P., Lumber Co
Curll, D. B., Lumber Co 12

East Jordan Lumber Co 63

Ellas, G. & Bro 67

Estabrook-Skeele Lumber Co.. 5

Flanner-Steger Land & Lumber
Co 4

Forman, Thos., Co 6;s

Hayden & Westcott Lumber Co 5

Heyser, W. E., Lumber Co 7

Holyoke, Chas 12

Kent, J. S., Co 12

Klann, E. H.. Lumber Co 57

Kneeland-Bigelow Co., The 3

Licking River Lumber Co 48

Litchtield, William E 12

McIIvain, J. Gibson, & Co 2

McLean, Hugh, Lumber Co 67

Mears-Slayton Lumber Co 4

Miller, Anthony 67

Mitchell Bros. Co 3

Mowbray & Robinson Co 7

Palmer & Parker Co
Parry, Chas, K.. & Co 66

Sawyer-Goodman Company 49

Scott & Howe Lumber Co 7

Standard Hardwood Lumber Co. 67

Stearns Salt & Lumber Company 8

Stephenson, I., Company, The.. 63

Stewart. 1. N., & Bro 67

Struthers Cooperage Company.

.

63

SuUivan, T. & Co 67

Taylor, W. R., Lumber Company 12

Tegge Lumber Co 49

VonPlaten Lumber Co 63

Webster, George, Lumber Co... 13

White Lake Lumber Company.. 48
White. Wm. H., Co 6S

Wiggin, H. D 13

Williams. Ichabod T.. & Sons.. 14

Willson Bros. Lumber Company. 12

WIstar, Underhill & Nixon 12

Wood-Mosaic Company 13

Yeager, Orson E 67

Young, W. D., & Co 3

POPLAR.

Anderson-Tully Company 8
Atlantic Lumber Company
Day Lumber & Coal Company.

.

46

Farrin, M. B., Lumber Company. 46
Faust Bros. Lumber Co 14

Kentucky Lumber Company 49

Logan. J. M., Lumber Co 6

Maphet & Shea Lumber Co 6

Radina, L. W., & Co 7

Vansant, Kitchen & Co 68

Wood, R. E., Lumber Company. 13

Yellow Poplar Lumber Co 49-68

RED GUM.

Anderson-Tully Company 8
Archer Lumber Company 43

Baker-Matthews Mfg. Co 43
Brown, Geo. C. & Co 42

Brown, Mark H.. Lumber Co.. 43

Farrin. M. B.. Lumber Co 46

Garetson-Greason Lumber Co.. 66

Hlmmelberger-Harrison Lumber
Company 42

Kentucky Lumber Company.... 49

Lamb-Fish Lumber Company... 52

Licking River Lumber Company 48

Miller Lumber Company 43

Mossman Lumber Company 45

Paepcke Lelcht Lumber Co 51

Saline River Hardwood Co 47

Sondheimer, E., Company 45

VandenBoom-Stimson Lumber
Company 45

Wisconsin Lumber Company. ... 4

SOUTHERN HARDWOODS.

American Lumber & Mfg. Co... 12

Anderson-Tully Company 8

Archer Lumber Company 43

Atlantic Lumber Company
Baker-Matthews Mfg .Co 43

Bennett & Witte 7

Black, Fred W., Lumber Co 47

Bluestone Land & Lumber Co.. 43

Bradley, E. C, Lumber Co 46

Brown, Geo. C, & Co 42

Brown, Mark H., Lumber Co.. 43

Buffalo Hardwood Lumber Co.. 67

Carrier Lumber & Mfg. Co 14

Coale, Thos. E., Lumber Co 12

Conasauga Lumber Company... 46

Crane, C, & Co 46

Curll, D. B., Lumber Company. 12

Day Lumber & Coal Company.. 46

Dempsey, W. W 13

Elias, G., & Bro 67

Estabrook-Skeele Lumber Co... 5

Farrin, M. B., Lumber Co 46

Farris Hardwood Lumber Co... 9

Faust Bros. Lumber Company.. 14

Flanner-Steger Land & Lumber
Company 4

Garetson-Greason Lumber Co.. 66

Harris Manufacturing Co 45

Hayden & Westcott Lumber Co 5

Heyser, W. E., Lumber Co 7

Himmelberger-Harrison Lumber
Company 42

Huddleton-Marsh Lumber Co.. 5

Johns-Mowbray-Xelson Co 46

Kennedy, James, & Co 46

Kent, J. S.. Company 12

Kentucky Lumber Company.... 49

Kimball & Kopcke 6

Ivlann, E. H., Lumber Co 57

Kosse, Shoe & Schleyer Co 46

Lamb-Fish Lumber Company. 52

Lieking River Lumber Co 48

Litchfield, William E 12

Little River Lumber Company.. 68

Loyan, J. M., Lumber Co 6

Maphet & Shea Lumber Co 6

McIIvain, J. Gibson, & Co 2

McLean, Hugh, Lumber Co 67

M-.-mphis Band Mill Company... 2

Miller, Anthony 67

Miller Lumber Company 43

Mossman Lumber Company 45

Mowbray & Robinson Company. 7

Nettleton, E. B., & Co 57

Paepcke Leicht Lumber Co.... 51

Parry, Chas. K„ & Co 66

Radina, L. W., & Co '

7

Ransom, J. B.. & Co 9

Riemeier Lumber Company 46

Saline River Hardwood Co 47

Salt Lick Lumber Company 66

Shawnee Lumber Company 46

Slaymaker. S. E.. & Co 54

Sondheimer, E., Company 4S
Standard Hardwood Lumber Co. 67

Stewart, I. N.. & Bro 67

Sullivan, T., & Co 67

Vanden BoomStimson Lbr. Co. . .

.

45

Vansant. Kitchen & Co 68

Vestal Lumber & Manufacturing
Company 6

Von Platen Lumber Company.. 63

Webster, George, Lumber Co... 13

White Lake Lumber Company.. 48
Whitmer, Wm., & Sons 12

Wiggin, H. D 12

Williams, Ichabod T., & Sons.. 14

Williamson-Kuny Mill & Lumber
Company 14

Willson Bros. Lumber Company 12

Wisconsin Lumber Company. ... 4

Wistar, Underhill & Nixon 12

Wood-Mosaic Company 13

Wood, R. E., Lumber Company. 13

Teager, Orson E 67

VENEERS AND PANELS.

.\dams & Raymond Veneer Co.. 65

Ahnapee Veneer & Seating Co.. 64

Astoria Veneer Mills & Dock Co 64

Black, Fred W., Lumber Co... 47

Central Veneer Company 65

Evansville Veneer Company
Hoffman Bros. Company 65

Huddleston-Marsh Lumber Co.. 5

Jarrell, B. C, & Co 63

Knoxville Veneer Company 6

Memphis Veneer & Lumber Co.

.

65

Ohio Veneer Company 46

Putnam Veneer and Lumber Co 64

Rayner, J 5

Rice Veneer & Lumber Company 65

Underwood Veneer Company 64

Willey, C. L 53

Williams, Ichabod T., & Sons... 14

Williamson-Kuny Mill & Lumber
Company 14

Wood-Mosaic Company 13

MAHOGANY, WALNUT, ETC.

Astoria Veneer Mills & Dock Co 64

Black, Fred W., Lumber Co... 47

Evansville Veneer Company
Huddieston-Marsh Lumber Co.. 5

Memphis Veneer & Lumber Co. 65

Palmer & Parker Co
Purcell, Frank 66

Rayner, J 5

Struthers Cooperage Company.. 63

Willey, C. L 53

Williams, Ichabold T,, it Sons. 14

HARDWOOD FLOORING.

Carrier Lumber & Mfg. Co 14

Cobbs & Mitchell. Inc 3

Eastman, S. L., Flooring Co 63

Farrin, M. B., Lumber Company 46

Forman, Thos., Company 63

Harris Manufacturing Company 45

Kerry & Hanson Flooring Co.. 63

Mitchell Bros. Company 3

Ransom, John B., & Co 9

Saline River Hardwood Co 47

Salt Lick Lumber Company.... 66

Stearns Salt vt Lumber Company 8

Stephenson. I., Company. The.. 63

Webster. George. Lumber Co.

.

13

White, Wra. H., Company 68

Wilce. T., Company, The 5

Yellow Poplar Lumber Co 49-68

Young. W. D., & Co 3

WOODWORKING MACHINERY.

Cadillac Machine Company 60

C'ovel Manufacturing Company. 14

Gerlach, The Peter, Company.

.

87

Llnderman Machine Co.. The..
Mershon. W. B.. & Co
Phoenix Manufacturing Co
Saranac Machine Company 62

Sinker-Davis Company 11

Westinghouse Electric &
Mfg. Company 60

LOGGING MACHINERY.

Baldwin Ixicomotive Works.... 61

Clyde Iron Works 62

Fltzgibhons & Krehs 44

Lidgerwood Mfg. Company 13

Russel Wheel & Foundry Co 61

DRY KILNS AND BLOWERS.

Grand Rapids Veneer Works I

Kraetzer Company, The t

National Dry Kiln Company t

Phila. Textile Mchy. Company.. 1

SAWS. KNIVES AND SUPPLIES.

Atkins. E. C, & Co 10

Covel Manufacturing Company. 14

Simonds Mfg. Company

LUMBER INSURANCE.

Central Manufacturers' Mut. Ins.

Company 54

Epperson, U. S., & Co 54

Indiana Lumbermen's Mut. Ins.

Company "*

Lumber Mutual Fire Insurance

Company ^
Lumbermen's Mut. Ins. Co 54

Lumbermen's Underwriting Alli-

ance 54

Majiufatturing Lumbermen's
Underwriters

Pennsylvania Lumbermen's Mut.

Fire Ins. Company 54

Rankin-Benedict L'nderwriting

Company

TIMBER LANDS.

I^cey, James D., & Co 48

Southern Railway 57

Spry, John C 5

TIMBER ESTIMATORS.

Griffith. Clarence W 43

McDonald, Thos. J 56

MISCELLANEOUS.

Astoria Veneer Mills & Dock Co 64

Childs, S. D.. & Co 57

Gorlach. The Peter. Company.. 57

Kraetzer Company. The 50

Lumbermen's Credit Assn 5

Mechanical Rubber Company... 62

Stephenson. Grant T 44

Westinghouse Electric & Mfg.

Company 80
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CLASSIFIED

ADVERTISEMENTS

Advertlsi'im^nts will In- Inscrled lu tlile sec-
tion at tlji- folloivluf inti-si

For one Insertion 20c a line

Fop two Insertions 35c a line

For three insertions 50c a line

For four insertions 60c a line

KIglit words of oidlimry length make one lln».
Heading counts aa two lines.
No display except tbe headlnea can be ad-
mitted.

Remittances to accompany tlie order. No
extra diaries for copies uf paper containing
the advertisement.

EMPLOYES WANTED

WANTED DEPARTMENT MANAGER
^lan who is thoroiifihly familiar with jobbing

northoru hardwoods, to talie care of department
on salary and commissioA basis. Also one in

same capacity for southern hardwoods, except-

ing gum. Address "BOX 110," care Hardwood
Kecohd.

EXPERIENCED HARDWOOD SALESMAN
wanted by lar^e manufacturer northern hard-

woods ; high-grade young man who understands

marlieting hardwoods direct to consumer. Pre-

fer one who has had some jobbing experience

and has an acquaintance with factory trade in

territory around Chicago. Address

"BOX 100," care Hardwood Record.

WANTED HARDWOOD SALESMAN
to handle our domestic sales, calling on buyers.

State territory you are familiar with. Address
Box 348, Shreveport, Louisiana.

EMPLOYMENT WANTED

MAN OF WIDE EXPERIENCE
in the manufacture and sale of lumber and
veneers, thorough executive, cost and efiBciency

expert, with best possible references, is open for

position. Address
"BOX ONE," care Hardwood Record.

WANTED—EMPLOYMENT
When you want a salesman lor New York

state territory, write us. We can supply you
wltli a good man. EMPIRE STATE ASSOCIA-
TION of Wholesale Lumber & Sash & Door Sales-

men. Chas. Johnson, Sec'y, 96 Klrkland Rd.,

Rochester. N. Y.

LOGS WANTED

WANTED—ASH LOGS
21" and over in diameter, IG' long. Must be

straight grained, sound and free from linots.

J. RAYNER, Ft. Houston St.. E. R.,

New York City.

WANTED—BLACK WALNUT LOGS
500 cars good black walnut logs, 10" and up

In diameter, 6 ft. and up long. Will inspect at

shipping point and pay cash.

GEO. W. HAHTZBLL, Dayton, Ohio.

TIMBER FOR SALE

FOR SALE—HICKORY
on 1400 acres in Wayne Cgunty, Iventucky, csti-

nuitcd at 1,000,000 feet. For further particulars

address

TKNNESSEE HARDWOOD LBR. CO.,

Nashville, Teen.

WAGON STOCK WANTED

I AM IN THE MARKET FOE

7S to 100 cars of oak poles, bolsters, saad

boards, ereners, and reaches ; aid hickory and

maple axles. Will Inspect at sklpplac poiat, and

pay cash. K. B. BROWN, 372 Bayat St.

Bnffalo, N. T.

TIMBER ESTIMATING

TIMBER ESTIMATES
Estimating Southern timber a specialty. Mapa,

detailed reports as to stand, quality aad log^e
conditions. Hare a few hlgta-claas properties

for sale. Can furnlsk best references.

THOS. J. MCDONALD,
East Tenn. Natl. Bank Bide.,

KnoxTllIe. Tenn.

LUMBER FOR SALE

BXTTEBS OF HARDWOODS.
Do yon want to cet In touch with the beat

Duyers of hardwood lumber? Wo haye a Hat,

showing the annual reqolreaenti In lamber,

dimension stock and reneen and panels of con-

sumers of those materials throaeboat the United

States aad Canada. The serrlco is free to ad

rertlsera In the Bncoso. It will Interest yon

Write us for further Information about ear "Sell

Ing Lumber by Mall System."

HARDWOOD RECORD, Ellsworth Bldg.,

Chicago.

FOR SALE—CANADIAN BIRCH
140 M' 4, 5, 6, S, 10, 12 and 16/4.

THE BRADLEY CO., Hamilton, Ont.

BASSWOOD BOX LUMBER
We have 500 M ft. of good No. 3 Michigan

basswood for sale ; largely 4/4 thick. Will make
good box lumber. We can ship dressed or re-

sawed any thickness. GOODWILLIE BROS.,
651 Otis Bldg., Chicago.

DIMENSION STOCK WANTEDn
WANTED

Hard Maple and Beech Squares 42", 44",

48" long, plump 1" x 1". Must be clear and

straight. It you have any to offer write us

Will take them dry or green.

THE COLUMBIA MFG. CO.,

New Philadelphia, Ohio

WANTED—HARD MAPLE SQUARES
50", 56", 02" and 66" long, cut 2% by 2%

and 3 by 3. Must be straight grained, free

from knots and other defects. Delivery this

winter. THE J. H. STILL MFG. CO., LTD.,

St. Tliomas. Ont.

WANTED TO BUY
It. Ml Gum Sciuaros 2"xL'"xi;7"—34", 36" &

44" long. Quote cash prices f. o. b. mill.

DUIILMEIER BROTHERS, Cincinnati, O.

DIMENSION OAK

Plain and Quartered

Various sizes for chair and table factories.

Send to us for speclBcatlons and prices.

INDIANA QUARTERED OAK CO.

7 East 42nd Street.

New York.

WANTED
Large quantities l%xl%xl9 clear oak squares.

THE NORTHERN CHAIR CO.,

Port Washington, Wis.

WANTED
Large quantities H4x4x20.

THE WISCONSIN CHAIR CO.,

Port Washington, Wis.

LUMBER WANTED

WANTED ROCK ELM
5 carloads 10/4x0 and wider 10'—16'.

3 carloads 3x6 and wider, 10'—16'.

We can ship fresh from the saw. Inspect at

point of shipment. Terms cash less 2%.
THE BRADLEY CO., Hamilton, Ont.

WANTS RED AND WHITE OAK
A Canadian manufacturing company is in the

market for a quantity of plain red and white

and quarter-cut white oak, 3/4 to 8/4, and will

contract for entire cut in these woods in No. 2
common and better grades from cither small or

large mills. Send particulars of quantity and
where located, and best price f. o. b. cars at

shipping point. Address
"BOX 109," care Hardwood Recobd.

WANTED
100.000 feet 4/4 sound wormy Chestnut.

S. BURKHOLDER LBR. CO., CrawfordsvlUe, Ind.

LUMBER WANTED.
Quote delivered Philadelphia, Pa., on

2 cars 8/4 sound wormy & 2 Com. Chestnut.

1 car 4/4 sound wormy & 2 Com. Chestnut.

1 car 6/4 No. 2 Common Poplar.

3 cars 4/4 Box White Pine.

Shippers to invoice direct. Name prices on
any stock you desire to move.

CHARLES C. CROSS, Philadelphia, Pa.

WANTED TO BXTY
2 cars 4/4" Log Run Butternut.

DUHLMEIER BROTHERS, Cincinnati, O.

DIMENSION STOCK FOR SALE

FOR SALE
Hardwood Squares and Hardwood Dimension,

Birch, Maple, Beech, White Ash, Brown Ash,

Poplar and Elm.
Send us specifications and we will quote

prices. RAY LUMBER CO.. Ray, Maine.
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BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES

100,000,000 FT. STUMPAGE AND
band mill. TImbor consists of N. C. pine,

cypress, poplar, gum, ouk and ash. Mill Is 8 ft.

Flier & Stowcll, complete, wllh 2 Mi miles K. R.

Price $135,000. Write for particulars. This Is

the blqgest barsaln In the South.

.1. 1'. MfMIKUIN. .\iii;usi:i, Ga.

MISCELLANEOUS

OAK, rOPLAR, ASH
aa4 all atber hardwtsds, 1b all ^adea and thick

neasea, can b« readily said It adrertlsed In tli«

Wanted aad Far Sale sectloa of H.1BOWOOD Bbc-

ou. If Ten hare a large stock 70a want to

<ell tT7 a few llnea In this department and

see what a lot of Inqulrlea the; will bring tou

For aale by HARDWOOD RECORD,
637 8. Dearborn St., Chlcaso, ni.

SO CENTS E^CH.

The Logical Location

for Wood-Working
Factories

With the scarcity of timber in your local-
ity and the ever increasing demand for higher
wages among employees, doubtless you And
It difficult In your present location to realize-
the profits you once made.

It you are manufacturing furniture, car-
riages, automobile parts, barrels and boxes,
crates or any product that requires wood,
the Southeastern States of Virginia. North
and South Carolina, Georgia, Florida, Ala-
bama, Mississippi. Tennessee or Kentueliy
offer numerous excellent openings for any of
these lines of business. The greatest supply
of oak, gum, ash. walnut, hickory, pine and
other timbers are obtainable in nearly every
section of the Southeast.
Power is furnished at very reasonable rates

while labor Is plentiful at a very favorable
wage scale. Labor troubles are practically
unknown in the South.
Along the Southern Ry., Mobile & Ohio

R. R. and Georgia Southern & Florida Ry.
are many cities and towns offering liberal
Inducements for the location of new Indus-
tries. We can put you In touch with these
parties If you will express a desire.

M. V. RICHARDS
Land and Industrial Agent

SOUTHERN RAILWAY
ngton, D. C.

GIBSON
TALLY BOOK

This three-throw tally ticket cover is made
from aluminum, and accommodates four tally

tickets—44x8.^ inches in size.

Folds compactly to less than one-fourth inch

in thickness and fits side or inside coat pocket.

Gives large area of four tickets for compli-

cated tallies, or straight grade can be made
on one page.

Accommodates any form of tally ticket desired.

Special, patented, triplicate tally tickets supplied,
printed on waterproof paper with carbon backs. Tallies
made on these tickets arc unalterable. Their use en-
ables the inspector to retain triplicate, and forward
original and duplicate. Duplicate designed to be
attached to invoice.

These tally books are perfection for durability*
covenience, accuracy, and for systematizing the inspec-
tion and measurement of lumber

PRICE LIST

Alun Tally Covers, each - - $ 1.00
Tally Covers, per dozen - - 10.00

Patented IripUcalc Tally Tickets (stock form)
per 1,000 10.00

Sinele sheet manila (stock form) Tally Tickets,
per 1,000 4.00

Specimen forms of Tally Tickets mailed on applica-
tion. Covers sold on approval to responsible concerns.

Manufactured by

Hardwood Record
537 S. Dearborn St., CHICAGO

CHICAGO
E. H. KLANN LUMBER CO.

Cottonw^ood, Gum, Oak, Ash, Cy-

press, Yellow Pine, Dimension Stock

819 FISHER BLDG. HAR. 1187

Factory Lumber
CRAY'S HARBOR SPRUCE
SOFT YELLOW FIR
WESTERN SOFT PINE

DIRECT MILL REPRESENTATION

COUNTERFEIT CHECKS |
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American Forest Trees
By Henry H. Cibson Edited by Hu Maxwell

"AMERICAN FOREST TREES" is a comprehensive work of more than seven hun-
dred pages, ilhistrated by more than one hundred full page pictures of forest types of tree
growth, and hundreds of minor pictures.

It answers every question worth asking about the infinite variety of forest growth in this
country, and the utilization of these woods in lumber and other forms. The opinion of an
expert on this work is:

"AMERICAN FOREST TREES" is the foremost contribution that has ever been made
to American forest and lumber literature.

The price of this work is Six Dollars ($6.00) net. It will be sent on receipt of price, pre-
paid, subject to return and refund of payment if it does not prove satisfactory.

The very complete character of this work may be judged by the index following :

African
AllantUi
Alaska cjprus 121

622Alleghany sloe .

Alligator iunipei
Alligator-wood 825
Almondleaf willow 471
Aloe-leaf yucca 693
Alpine fir 166
Alpine larcb 88
Alpine spruce 195
Alpine western spruce.. 190
Alpine whitebark pine.. 37
Alternate-leaTed dog-
wood 526

AlTord oak 220
abili! fir. 16,1

American apple 553
American arborritae 97
American asb 400
.\merican crab 453
American fringe 700
Amc.ican bolly 643
American larcb 80
American linden C37
American planertree. . .. 397
American smoke-tree. . . 697
.\ndromeda 526
Angelica-tree 676
Ant's wood 696
Apple baw 4.')9

ArborTitEB 97
Arizona cork fir 154
Arizona cypress 142
Arizona madrona 663
Arizona palm 693
Arizona nine 705
Arizona spruce 135
Arizona sycamore 610
Arizona white oak 21S
Arrow-wood .. 507
Ash-leaved maple 445
Aspen 667. 675
Aspen-leaf 675
August plum 621
Bald cypress 139
Balm of Gilead.l4o, 667. 673
Balm of Gilead fir 145
Balsam

133, 136, 151. 166.673
Balsam fir 145,151, 159
Balsam poplar 673
Baltimore oak 205
Banana 640
Baretta 699
Barren oak 316
Barren scrub oak 2S3
Bartram oak 322
Basket elm 393
Basket oak 208, 229
Basket willow 472
Basswood 637
Bat-tree 494
Bayberry 698
Bay poplar 337
Bay-tree 629
Beaded locust 555
BearberrT 646, 698
Bear oak 315
Bearwood 698
Beaver-tree 49n
Bebb willow 471
Beech 625
Beetree 637
Bell-tree 601
Bellwood 602
Berlandier ash 418
Big buckeye 649
Big bud 363
Big-bud hickory 363
Bigcone pine 68
Bigcone spruce 172
Big Cottonwood 667
Bigelow willow 472
Big hickory nut 363

Big laurel 494
Bigleaf laurel 507
Bigleaf maple 439
Big pine 31
Big shellbark 369
Bigtree 175
Big white birch 5S3
Biltmore ash 424
Birch 66.1

Bird cherry 619
Bishop's pine 69
Bitter cherry 616
Bitter hickory 361
Blttcrnut 367
Bittcrnut hickory 361
Bitter pecan 361. 37.t

Bitter walnut 361
Bitter waternut 374
Bitterwood 676
Black ash. 415, 416, 423, 445
Blackbark pine 75
Black birch 565, 577, 5S0
Black calabash 475
Black cherry 613
Black Cottonwood

667, 669, 679
Black gum 159. 331
Black haw 460
Black hickory

364. 367. 690. 699
Black ironwood
Black Jack
Black jack oak
Black larch
Black limetree 637
Black locust 535. 541
Black mangrove 68S
Black maple
Black mulberry 513
Black oak. 259, 260, 271, 277
Black olivetree 088
Black pine... 63, 67. 70. 73
Black poplar 681
Black slash pine 35
Black sloe 021
Black spruce 129
Black thorn 439
Blacktree 688
Black walnut 343
Black willow 469
Black wood 688
Bleeding-heart tree 500
Blister pine 145, 151
Blue ash 417. 422
Blue beech 627
Blue birch 565. 577. 585
Blue blossoms 698
Blue dogwood 526
Blue elder 700
Blue jack oak 285
Blue myrtle 698
Blue oak 205. 213. 226
Blue spruce 136
Bluet 508
Bhiewood 700
Bodark 511
Bodock 511
Bog spruce 130
Bois d'arc 511
Bois inconnu 403
Bottom shellbark 369
Bow-wood 611
Boi elder 445, 601
Box oak 223
Box white oak 223
Boxwood 623
Bracted fir 1.57

Brash oak 223
Brewer oak 220
Bristlecone fir 171
Bristlecone pine 19. .38

Broadfruit yucca 693
Broadleaf maple 439
Broadleaf willow 472
Broom hickory 367
Brown ash 423
Brown hickory 367
Brown pine 43
Buckeye 649

Buckthorn bumelia
Buckwheat-tree ...
Bullace plum

51)2

621
Bull bay 494
Bull pine 49, 75
Bumwood 697
Burning bush 499
Burnwood 502
Bur oak 211
Bustic 696
Butternut 349
Buttonball 607
Buttonwood 607

Calico-bush 505
Calicowood 601
California bay-tree 529
Calitorni
Californi
CalifornI
Californi
Californi
Californii

. black oak
blue oak 229
box elder. . . . 447
buckeye. .649, 651
chestnut oak. 313
coffee

645

307

California fan palm
California hemlock

spruce
California holly
California juniper
California laurel ...529,
California live oak
California nutmeg 201
California olive 529
California post cedar... 109
California red bud 549
California red fir 164
California sassafras 529
California scrub oak.... 237
California swamp pine.. 69
California sycamore ... 609
California tanbark oak.. 313
California walnut 351
California white oak 249
California white pine... 6*
Canada plum 621
Canadian Judas tree 548
Canadian red pine 61
Canoe birch 583
Canoe cedar 116
Canoewood 487
Canotia 009
Canyon birch .580

Canyon live oak 308
Carolina cherry 020
Carolina hemlock 703
Carolina pine 49
Carolina poplar 667
Cascara buckthorn 698
Cascara sagrada 698
Catalpa 475
Catawba 473
Catawba rhododendron.. 507
Cat spruce 130
Cedar 91, 97, 109, 118
Cortar elm 380. 392
Cedar pine 57
Ccreuses 893
Chalky leuca?na 562
Chapman oak 208
Chattahoochee pine 202
Check pine 70
Checkered-barked Juniper 111
Cherry birch 665,580
Chestnut 631
Chestnut oak 241, 313
Chickasaw plum 622
Chihuahua pine 76
Cliinaberry 665
China-tree 664
Chinquapin 634
Chinquapin oak 247
Chittamwood 602
Cholla 691
cigartree 476
Cinnamon bark 70!

CI a ,"i37

Cliff elm 385
Cockspur 439
Cocoa plum '

Coffeebean
Coffee-berry 698
Coffeenut 547
Coffeetree 54
Colorado blue spruce... 13'

Common catalpa 475. 47.
Common thorn 459
Cornel 523
Coral bean
Coral sumach
Cork-harked Douglas

spruce
380. 3So. 399Cork el:

Cork pine. .

.

Corkwood .

.

Corky elm..
Cottou gum.
Cottonwood .

Cotton-tree .

Coulter pine
Cowlicks
Cow oak 229
Crab 4.33

Crab apple 453
Crabwood 701
Crack willow 472
Creeping pine 37
Cuban pine 45
Cucumber 481
Cucumber-tree 4S7
Cur nt-tr

apple
451
640

. . . 445
70, 139

. .. 643

646

Cust
Cut-
C.vpress '.

.

Dfihoon holly . .

.

Darling plum
narlinfrton oak..
Date plum
Deciduous holly
Deer tongue 507
Delmar pine 64
Desert Juniper 705
Desert wHlow 477
Devil's claw 544
Devil's tongue cactus.. 694
Devilwood 700
Diffger pine 75
Dilly 606
Doctor Rum 097
Do<:woofl 523
Double tir 151
Double spruce 130
Douglas fir 169
Douglas spruce 109
Douglas-tree
Dofl

Drummond maple
Duck oak...
Durand oak.

166

208
Dwarf
Dwarf chestnut oak 247
Dwarf cvpress 184
Dwarf juniper 705
Dwarf maple 442.446
Dwarf marine pine 69

rf rose bay 507
Dwarf ach

stretch it.

Dwarf
Dyer's oak 271
Ebony 517
Elder 700
Elderleaf ash 416
Kraory oak 2.38
Engelmanu oak 231
Engelmann spruce 135
English cornel 526
English dogwood 526
English hawthorn 460
European alder 592
Evergreen bucktliorn. . . 69R

1 Hard mapl
Evergreen cherry 620' Hard pine 43. 61

False acacia 535
False box-dogwood 523
False mahogany 531
False shagbark 346
Faoleaf palm 093
Farkelberry COS
Fat pine 43
Feather-coned red flr... 157
Feather-leaf 97
Fetid buckeye 651
Fetiil yew 202
Fighting wood 199
Finger-cone pine 25
Fiv balsam 151
Fire cherry 619
Fi rewood 502
Fir pine 145
Florida asb 412
Florida basswood 039
Florida boxwood 501
Florida buttonwood OSS
Florida cat's claw 53S
Florida mahogany 531
Florida maple 435
Florida pine 43
Florida torreya 202
Florida yew 201
Flowering ash 700
Flowering cornel 523
Flowering dogwood 523
Flowering willow 477
Forked-leaf blackjack... 283
Forked-leaf onk 217. 2,S3

Forked-leaf white oak.. 217
Four-winged halesia 601
Foxtail pine 19. 38, 39
Fragrant crab 453
Fraser fir 151
Eraser umbrella 481. 495
Fremont cottonwood.G67. 670
Fremontia 400
Frijolito 554
Fringe ash 412
Fringetree 700

Gambel oak 214
Garden wild plum 622
Georgia oak 267
Georgia pine 43
Giant arborritae 115 I

Giant cactus 693!
Gigantic cedar 115

1

Glaucus willow 472
Glossyleaf willow 496
Golden cup oak .308

Golden fir 164
Goldenleaf chinquapin.. 633
Gooseberry 508
Gooee plum 621. 622
Gopherwood 553
Gowen cypress; 184
Grand fir 163
Gray birch 585
Gray elm 380
Gray pine 75
Great California fir 103
Great laurel 494. 505
Great western larch 86

Hardshell ^
Hardwoods ....'.

Hardy catalpa...
Haw
Hawthorn
Healing balsam fl

Hart leaved tUor» ti

Heart pine
Heaitwood
Heavy pine
Heavy-wooded pine.

.

Hedge -

Hedge-tree 1
Hemlock I
Hemlock-spruce. 187. 1,1

Hercules' club 67 1
Hickory i
Hickory elm I
Hickory oak I
Hickory pine 3 I

Hickory poplar 4
High-ground willow Oil
Hlgl)land oak 9
Hog haw «
Hog plum 62 «
Holly a
Holly-leaf cherry fl

Honey locust. . .535. 54 8
Honey-shucks locust.
Honey pod
Hooker's oak
Hooker willow
Hoop ash 4
Hooptree
Hop hornbeam
IToptree
Hornbp

ebean
Horse chestnut. .,

Horse plum ....

.

Huajillo
Hucklelierry . . .

.

Huckleberry oak.

Incense cedar
Indian bean
Indian cherry
Indian pear
Indigo thorn . . .

.

...22:Ji

"595."a

ash
Greenbark

Gregg ash 411
Guyacon 608

32--

Gyminda 49

Hackberrv 403
Hackmatack SO. S6
Hack-tree 4n3
Hairy balm of Gilead.. 674
Hardbark hickory 363
Hardback 59.'

427
03

ood
Iowa crab
Iron oak
Ironwood

501. 502. 559,
696

Ivy 31

Jack oak 31

Jack pine I

Jamaica dogwood. . .52'fil

Jeffrey pine 1

Jersey pine (

Joewood 2
Josbua-tree ^
Judastree W
Juneberry 41

Juniper
. .70. 91. 99. 109. lliTj

Juniper-bush I

Juniper cedar •

Juniper-tree <•

Kalmla 30

Kenai birch 56!»
Kiognut M
Klngtree i

Knobcone pine «
Knowlton bornbeani. . .•
Koeberl ini a •
Lancelcnf alder M
Lanceleaf Cottonwood. _

66 W
Lancewpod I"

Larch 7lH
Largu buckeye M
Largeleaf umbrella. 48:*;
Large poplar

JJ
Largetootb aspen. . .66'W
Laurel 494. 505. Wj
Laurel hay J
Laurel cherry W
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II le«Te-l magnolia. 494

ood 595
•Tltip 898

ess
plnr 19, 703

-twii pine 703
637

mtwr 335
ibasbark 346
rac«r pjae 23
wtlnnt 351
Ik 253. 313
pine 55

B35
lie pio* 73
d 700
dy popl»r 6S2

pine 6S
J pine 43
S ierTlce 452
.f willow 498
tred pine

Nettle tn 4o;!

It 63
icks pine 55

lie

cent fir

. 661

. 164

ny 463". 547
nj birch 565

Ik 30S
erry 451
' 459
pine 45. 55
sprnce 133

e 559. 562
I Cottonwood.667. 669
1 elder 700
1 madrona 663
I tnulberry .... 514
1 palmetto 692
1 persimmon .... 517
I plnon...l9. 33. 704
1 walnut 351
1 white pine. ... 19
t basswood

England boxwood
Newcastle thorn 459
New Meilcan locust 637
New Mexican plnon.... 28
.Noble flr 157
Nootka cypresa 121
North American red
spruce 127

North Carolina pine 49
North Carolina sbasbark
hickory 376

Northern cork elm 385
Northern spruce pine.
Northern white cedar
Norway pine 61
.Nutniec hickory 374
Nutpine 28. 33. 68. 704
Nuttall willow 47:

Oak-barked cedar 11
Obispo pine 6!

Ohio buckeye 649, 651
Oldfleld birch 5S5
OUiaeld pine 48
Old man's beard 700
OllTetree 337
One-berry 403
One-seed juniper 99
Opossum wood 601
Opuntlas 694
OreKon ash 421
Oregon balsam 166
Oregon crabapple 454
Oregon flr 163
Oregon maple 439
Oregon oak 235
Oregon pine ...
Oregon white oi

Oreodaphne . .

.

OTercup oak . .

.

Osage appletree
Osage orange .

.

Osier willow .

.

Prioblecone pine 69. 704 Shingle cedar 115
rnckly ash 699 Shingle oak 301.319
Prickly pine 52 Shin oak 208,286
Prickly spruce 136 ' Sbuepeg maple 433" pine 70

I

.Short-flower mahogany.
Puget Sound pine 169 . Shortleaf pine
'^umpkln ash 423 Shortleared pine.

'" Shortshat

235
529

.217. 223

235

562

473
pedes .

.

1 willow
not 356, 363
nnt hickory 363

lire 620
range 511, 620
yucca 693
y cypress 141
y pi:

>lm 391
maple
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Westinghouse Motors form the Reliable

Drive for Wood=Working Plants
AFTER Westinghouse motors are properly in-

stalled in a wood-working plant, the only
attention they require is an occasional cleaning,

inspection and lubrication. Beyond this, there is

nothing to be done.

They are ready to start any moment they are wanted and they

keep the machines they drive in continuous operation until the

power is shut off. They are very rarely out of commission for

repairs. Their life is very long; some of the first Westinghouse
motors are still in successful operation.

Such reliability is the result of long experience in design,

thorough study of operating conditions, and great care in manufac-
ture. These factors combine to make Westinghouse motors more
reliable than the service conditions, for which they are intended,

require.

machines, these motors must be properly installed. Westinghouse service takes care of

giving full information on the installation of Westinghouse motors in any plant.

To receive full assurance of motor reliability, specify "Westinghouse Motors."

Westing:house Electric & Mfg. Co., East Pittsburg, Pa.
Sales Offices in all Large Cities.

Of course

Broom Handle Machinery
Lei us tell you about our STEEL TUMBLERS FOR DRY-

ING AND POLISHING BROOM HANDLES. This system is

rapidly supplanting all others. More economical; less time required

for drying; no polishing afterwards; greater per cent of straight

handles turned out.

Steel Tumbler for

Drying and Pollsti-

Ing Broom Handles

CADILLAC MACHINE COMPANY
Complete Line of Broom Handle Machinery

CADILLAC, MICH.
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Kiln Truck

We make all styles of Kiln Trucks
and Transfer Cars. They are

roller bearing, steel or malleable
iron wheels. We have one con-
tract for twelve hundred of these

trucks, with eight-inch wheels.

Always a large stock of
material on hand. Can
make prompt shipment.

The National Dry Kiln Co.
Indianapolis, Ind.

Baldwin Geared
Locomotives

are built for severe service on steep grades, sharp
curves and uneven tracks.

They are symmetrical in construction, with cen-

tral drive and gears of selected material.

Further particulars will be

gladly furnished on request

THE BALDWIN LOCOMOTIVE WORKS
PHILADELPHIA, PA., U. S. A.

Cable Address:—"Baldwin, Philadelphia"

Branch Offices:

New York, N. Y.. Hudson Terminal; St. Louis. Mo.. Wrijht Builiiing;

Chicago, III.. Railway Exchange; Portland, Ore., Spalding Building;
Richmond, Va.. Travelers Building.

RUSSEL LOGGING CARS

Years of Hard Service Have Demonstrated Russel Cars to be Supe-
rior in Quality and Construction. Built for any Capacity Desired

RUSSEL WHEEL AND FOUNDRY CO. DETROIT, MICHIGAN
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When the price of lumber is low
it's a good time to consider cutting down your
logging-costs with

m'^k&h CLYDE LOGGING MACHINERYop<?i'o"tiorv
CLYDE iraON vrORKS

The cheapest logging in the U. S. is done with
CLYDE machinery. We want to prove this

to you by taking you to some operations similar to your
own where CLYDE logging machines are used.

CLYDE IRON WORKS ts.^

"Manufacturers of Machines for Every Logging Operatiiin"

Head Office and Factory: Duluth, U. S. A. 'K^hif7s~lhi
gyp IV lo^AirvA

Branches o p <? i- a t i o n
T ^1 • r. , T-. ,

CLYDE IRON WORKS
New Orleans, Savannah, Houston, Chicago, Seattle, Portland dui„,k ,H.nn,.oi. ui*

Wire Stitching Machinery

Crates, Veneer and Resawed Lumber
Boxes, Also Wire and Metal Bound Boxes,

FRUIT PACKAGES, BASKETS,
HBER SHIPPING CASES, PAPER
BOXES AND SPECIAL PURPOSES
ASK FOR CATALOGUE

Manufactured by

SARANAC MACHINE COMPANY
lENTON HARBOR, MICH.. U. S. A.

ELEPHANT
RUBBER BELTINa

AIR DRILL AND AIR TOOL

HOSE
STEAM
WATER
SUCTION

EXTRA QUALITY

Reoommended for hud serric*
and euaranteed to do the wvrk

SELLING A&ENTS
CRINE COMPANY • • ILL BRIMCHES

STlNDtRB EQUIPMEHT CO., MOBILE. kU
klUHl MILL SUPPLT CO.. ILBtNY. 01.

THE MECHANICAL

?mco-^^^ RUBBER COMPAMY
(Chicago Rubber Warfcs)

307 W. Randorph Street. CHICAGO
ESTABLISHED 1 SSe
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VENEERS AND PANELS

Ahnapee Veneer & Seating Co.
HOME OFFICE, FACTORY AND VENEER MILL, ALGOMA, WIS.

VENEER AND SAWMILL, BJRCHWOOD, WIS.

We manufacture at our Birchwood plant single ply veneers
of all native northern woods and deliver stocic that is in

shape to glue.

From our Algoma factory, where we have specialized for
twenty years, we produce panels of all sizes, flat or bent to
shape, in all woods, notably in Mahogany and Quarter-Sawed Oak.
We make no two-ply stock, and do not employ sliced cut

quartered oak. Our quartered oak panels are all from sawed
veneer.

livery pound of glue we use is guaranteed hide stock. We
do not use retainers. Our gluing forms are put under pow-
erful screws and left until the glue has thoroughly set.

If you seek a guaranteed product that is the best, based on
results accomplished by most painstaking attention and study
of every detail, combined with the use of the best stock and
an up-to-date equipment, our product will appeal to you.

If you are a "price buyer" we probably cannot Interest you.

y eneers and l^anels with a J\eputation
"ll/'E manufacture Veneers in all the native woods and for all purposes. Also Built-up Panels

in native and foreign woods—three and five-ply—and have established a reputation for

furnishing high-grade material. Send us your inquiries and orders and become one of our

satisfied customers.

Underwood Veneer Co. Wausau^ Wis,

OUR SPECIALTY

Highly Figured Quarter-Sawed White Oak Veneer

Putnam Veneer & Lumber Co.
ROACHDAUE, IIND.

H. I. CUTSIINOER, Gen'l Mgr.

Custom Mill Work, Storage, Inspection
ON

Foreign Fancy Woods, Mahogany, Cedar, Circassian
We receive the logs, store or warehouse them, manufacture them into lumber, cut or saw veneers, pile and store the pro-
duct, and ship via any railroad. Also furnish inspection returns on logs or lumber. Can furnish accommodations and econ-
omies which it is impossible to secure elsewhere. We always have on our yards parcels of plain and figured African,
Mexican and Cuban Mahogany, Circassian Walnut and Cedar logs, placed here for sale by direct foreign shippers, from
which advantageous purchases can be made.

Astoria Veneer Mills & Dock Co. Long Island City, New York
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VENEERS AND PANELS

READY TO LAY
Dimension Stock cut to your sizes in

1/20 Sliced Quartered Oak and Mahogany

MATCHED, JOINTED AND TAPED
We also manufacture a full line of high-

grade, rotary-cut veneers, making a spe-

cialty of exceptionally fine poplar.

ADAMS & RAYMOND VENEER COMPANY
Established 1869 Indianapolis, Ind.

CIRCASSIAN MAHOGANY

Logs VENEERS Lumber
WE IMPORT WE MANUFACTURE

All Thicknesses of Mahogany
Ready for Shipment

RICE VENEER & LUMBER CO.
GRAND RAPIDS, MICH.

Hoffman Brothers Company

Sliced and Sawed, Quartered
and Plain Red and

White Oak
Walnut Cherry Ash Maple

Let Di Send You Our Stock Li.t FORT WAYNE, IND.

Hardwood Record's
strongest circulation is in the region 'vhere

things are made of wood—WISCONSIN,
MICHIGAN, ILLINOIS, INDIANA,
OHIO, PENNSYLVANIA, NEW YORK
and the East. It's the BEST sslIcs

medivim for ha.rdwood lumber.

Memphis Veneer & Lumber Co.

Memphis, Tenn.

Mahogany Veneer
1-8, 3-16 and 1-4-in. door stock.

1-20 and 1-16-in. sawed mahogany.

Sawed Veneer in the following

Quartered White Oak,
Quartered Red Oak,

Plain Red Oak,
Yellow Poplar,

White Ash and
Quartered Red Gum

Memphis Veneer & Lumber Company
Memphis, Tennessee
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Carolina Spruce Co,
M AN I VACTU R E R S

Spruce & Hardwood

LUMBER
Afi7/s.Pensacola.N.C. Capacity 90,000 ft. per day

Charles K. Parry & Co. !"a',^d xll"."^ b&": Philadelphia

GARETSON-GREASON LUMBER CO.
1002-1005 Times BIdg. ST. LOUIS

MANUFACTURERS

Four Mills

Frank Purcell %Ta.'^

Exporter of Black Waliiut Logs

FIGURED WALNUT IN LONG WOOD
AND STUMPS

Salt Lick Lumber Co.
SALT LICK .... KENTUCKY

MANUFACTURERS OF

^^Oak Flooring

Complete stock of %' and 13/16" in all

standard widths

A Prominent Veneer Man says:

^ "I believe your new service showing the exact require-

ments of the Veneer and Panel Trade to be highly accu-

rate, and a necessary part of the office equipment of any

progressive veneer or panel factory."

^The same information would cost you thousands of"

dollars. The cost of our service is a small fraction of that.

^ Ask your competitor to tell you how it has helped him,

and then write us for details.

HARDWOOD RECORD, CHICAGO, ILL.
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BUFFALO
The Foremost Hardwood Market of the East

ANTHONY



Manufacturer! Old-FaskionedVansant, soft

Kitchen & n^p..
Company

S-g and 4-4

in Widt Stuck,

Specialty

Ashland, Kentucky

eASTU*^ REPRESENTATIVE, Joka L. C*ekrma
60 X W. llStk Straat. N«w York City

FOR DISCRIMINATING BUYERS wanting a Clear Board for first class shelving and other similar pur-

poses there is nothing that will surpass our CLEAR HEMLOCK. It is bright in appearance, light in

weight and is odorless and durable. We make it in 6", 8", 10" and 12" widths, as also 13" to 20" wide.
In addition to this, we have all other grades in Hemlock Boards. Also you should try the soft quality of our Smoky
Mountain Chestnut. In No. 1 Common and Better grades we can supply it 60% 14' and 16' lengths. The widths
are most desirable and the manufacture perfect. Also we have a nice assortment of 5/^" Panel Poplar 28" to 36"

and 36" to 44" wide or can be assorted in widths as may be desired. This is the genuine soft yellow Smoky Mountain
Poplar. Also do not forget we are in position at all times to cut to order high grade Poplar, Ash and Maple.

WE SOLICIT THE BUSINESS OF DISCRIMINATING BUYERS FOR ALL
HIGH GRADE SMOKY MOUNTAIN HARDWOODS AND HEMLOCK

UHLE RIVER LUMBER COMPANY Townsend, Tenn.

W. H. White Company
Boyne City Lumber Company

Mills and General Office: BOYNE CITY, MICH.
Sales Office: BUFFALO, N. Y.

STOCK DRY — STANDARD GRADES— BEST
MANUFACTURE— CAR OR CARGO SHIPMENTS

WE OFFER
All Kinds

OF

Hardwood and Hemlock
Lumber

Hardwood
Flooring, Lath

AND

Dimension Stock

YELLOW rOPUUt
MINUFICTUKERS OF BIND SiWED

POPLAR
QUARTERED OAK
PLAIN OAK

CHESTNUT
BASSWOOD

SPECIALTY
QUARTER SAWED

WHITE OAK

Cot! Qrofa, Ohio, U.S.A. LUMBER CO
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Gentlemen

:

We sell Lumber, especially Hardwoods.

We manufacture almost all we sell—we
are first hands.

Our delivery points are scattered and
prompt shipments our aim. Get in touch.
We'll do you g:ood.

J. Gibson Mcllvain & Co.
1420 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia

For Quick Shipment
5 cars 4 4" Is & 2s Q. W. O.
3 cars 4 4" No. 1 Com. Q. W. O.
3 cars 4 4"' Clear Q. W. O. Strips, 4 to 5}^".
1 car 4 '4" Clear Q. W. O. Strips, 21^ to 3ii".

}2 car 4/4"' Clear Q. W. O. Strips, 1 H to 2".

4 cars 4/4"' Is & 2s Plain W. O.
3 cars 4/4"' No. 1 Com. Plain W. O.
4 cars 4/4 " Com. & Bet. Q. R. O.
2 cars 4/4"' Is & 2s Plain R. O.
7 cars 4/4" No. 1 Com. Plain R. O.
2 cars 4 4 " No. 2 Com. Plain R. O.
2 cars 5/4 " Is & 2s Plain R. O.
1 car 5/4 " No. 1 Com. Plain R. O.
4 cars 3/4 " Is & 2s Plain R. O.
5 cars 4/4 " Is & 2s Plain Red Gum.
7 cars 4/4 " No. 1 Com. Plain Red Gum.
3 cars 4/4 " Is & 2s Qtd. Red Gum.
1 car 4/4 " No. 1 Com. Qtd. Red Gum.
2 cars 5/4" Is & 2s Qtd. Red Gum.
1 car 5/8" Is & 2s Plain Red Gum.
4 cars 4/4 " Is & 2s Sap Gum.
3 cars 3/4"' Is & 2s Sap Gum.
3 cars 4/4"' Is & 2s Cottonwood, 6" to 18".
1 car 4/4" Is & 2s Cottonwood, 13" and up.
8 cars 4/4"' Cottonwood Box Boards, 13 to 17".
2 cars 4/4" Cottonwood Box Boards, 9 to 12".
2 cars 4/4"" Cottonwood Box Boards, 9 to 10".
7 cars 4/4" No. 1 Com. Cottonwood.

Immediate Attention to All Inquiries

Memphis Band Mill Company
Memphis, Tenn.

ICf Cartier = ftollanb ^
y3( Unmhtv Company y3(

"A Real Opportunity"
Just look over the following items of Specially

Manufactured Furniture Stock. Band Sawed,
Perfectly Edged and Trimmed

:

80,000' 4/4 End Cured Winter Sawn White
Maple

5,000' 5 4 End Cured Winter Sawn White
Maple

5,000' 6 '4 End Cured Winter Sawn White
Maple

10,000' 8 4 End Cured Winter Sawn White
Maple

40,000' 5/4 Selected No. 1 & Better Birch

250.000' 1x4 & Wider Pine Crating (857^ 6"

& over)

®
A Postal Card Will Bring Prices That

Will Warrant Your Orders

iU i r h i g a n ®
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M I C H I a A N
FAMOUS FOR HARD MAPLE AND GREY ELM

BASSWOOD
We Offer for Prompt Shipment

1 X 4 Clear Strips 150 M
1x6 I's and 2's 150 M
1 X 7 and 8" I's and 2's 24 M
1 X 3 No. 1 Common . 35 M
1 X 4 No. 1 Common 50 M
1 X 5 No. 1 Common 50 M
1 X 6 No. 1 Common 90 M

Nov. 15, 1913

COBBS & MITCHELL, Inc.
Sales Departmeiit

CADILLAC MICH.

W. D. YOUNG & CO.
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Doesn't It Look Good To You?

MICHIGAN. GRAND RAriDS: Stow & Dnvls Furniture Company :
tables

.

Gooige A Davla. buyer ; 40.000 feet 4/4 basswood ; 15,000 feet 4/4 red

blrcb 30.000 feet 4/4 sound wormy chestnut; 30.000 feet 4/4 cull gray

elm: 30,000 feet 4/4 and 8/4 mahogany; l.'5,000 feet 4/4 and C/4 liard

maple ; 20,000 feet 5/4 and 6/4 Boft maple ; 23,000 feet 4/4 plain red oak ;

7,1,000 feet 4/4 plain white oak : 200,000 feet 4/4 quartered white oak

20 000 feet 4/4 poplar; 50,000 feet red gum, all thicknesses. Dlmensioi

stock : Buyers of 3x3—30 oak squares. Panel stock """"•= "' r..n'

quartered oak and mahogany table tops.

Speolmra of one of II

iDTulved in Hard wood K(
ing annual requireniente
Fanels emplo.veU by \vl

wood manufacturing <<

the United States and C

e thousands •f patented tabbed Index cards
cord's <'op.vrighted Inforraation Service, sliow-
for Lamber, Dimension Steele, Veneers and ILLINOIS \
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iMiiifMiiii
ALL WOODS

A floor to adore
For thirty-three years Wilce's Hardwood Floor-
has been among the foremost oi. the market
because it stands today "unequaled" is the
evidence that its manufacturer has kept

reast of modern methods and the advanced d».
mands of the trade. To convince yourself of th«
above statements, try our poUshed surface floor-

ing, tongued and grooved, hollow backed, with
matched ends and holes for blind nailing—you'U
find it reduces the expense of laying and polishing,

Oiir Bookltt tell* all about Bardu>oo4 Ftoorint
an4 how to car* for it—al*o price*—and i* fret

The T. Wilce Company
22nd and Throop Sts. CHICAGO, ILL.

#7

OUR DOUBLE BAXD MILL—HUTTIG, ARK.

^Why WcCan Give "Value Received"

We own one hundred thousand acres o( the best virgin
Southern Hardwood timber.

We operate large band mills at Huttlg, Ark., and Deer-
ing. Mo.

We cut FORTY MII.LION feet of hardwoods annually and
carry 15,000,000 feet IN STOCK.

We sell only stock cut on our own mills and so can GUAK- ^^^
.\NTEE the quality of EVEKI' shipment.

J^
'

We ship high grades that increase the size and percentage
of vour cuttings, reduce factory costs and
shrink the waste pile. Therefore:

We can S.4VE TOC MONET on every shipment of oak, ash,
gum. elm, cypress, tupelo, hickory, cottonwood.
sycamore, soft maple and dimension.

LET US PROVE THIS ON YOUR NEXT ORDER

Wisconsin LumberCompany
Harvester Bldg. CHICAGO

CHOICE BIRCH AND MAPLE-10,500 ACRES
I offer the above tract of best quality and
splendidly located timber in Ontario, ten miles

from Sault Ste. Marie, Ontario, a town of

25,000 population. Will cut 90% birch and
maple. Estimated by George F. Beardsley,

cruiser of Grand Rapids, Mich. Location and
mill site on deep water. Can ship either by
water or rail. Lands in fee simple—no crown
dues, no export restrictions. Close to Amer-
ican Soo. Easy logging. Reasonable price and terms.

Wniiam H. Ranson, Sault Ste Marie, Mich.

SAVE YOUR MONEY BY USING THE

D 17 pv D /^/^l/' Published Semi-annually
r\l-uLJ D\J\Jl\. in February and August

It contains a carefully prepared list of the buyers ^f lumber ia

car lots, both among the dealers and manufacturers.

The book indicates their Boancial standing and manner of meet-
ing obligations. Covers the United States, Alberta, Mani-
toba and Saskatchewan. The trade recognizes this book as

the authority on the lines it covers.
A well orranized CollectiOD DepartmcDt is also operated lad the same is oyeo to

Tou. Write for terms.

Lumbermen's Credit Assn.,
ESTABLISHED

1I7>

Meilisa This raftr.

Estabrook-Skeele Lumber Co.
MANUFACTURERS AND DEALERS IN

Maple, Birch, Elm, Basswood, Ash
And Other Northern Hardwoods

In the Market for Round Lots of Hardwootf

WRITE US BEFORE SELLING

Fisher Building, • - CHICAGO
•PHONE HARRISON 1984

Hayden & Westcott Lumber Co.
SPECIAL RAILROAD DEPT.
Hardivoods :: Soltivoods

823 Railway Exchange Building, Chicago. 111.

n
For items of Hardwood Stock or Hardwood

Machinery, you will find it advantageous to

write our advertisers. Get in touch

!
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KNOXVIUUE
Famous for Finest Type of Poplar, Oak and Cbeataut

VESTAL LUMBER AND MANUFACTURING CO.
KNOXVILLE, TENNESSEE.

QUARTERED WHITE OAK
OUR SPECIALTY

MANUFACTURERS OF

QUARTERED WHITE OAK. PLAIN OAK. POPLAR. WALNIIT & TENNESSEE RED CEDAR LUMBER
BAND MILLS AT VKSTAL. A SUBURB OF KNOXVILJJB!. SOUTHERN AND LOUISVILLE! & NASHVILLE RAILROAD

J. M. UOOAIN
LUMBER CO.
MANUFACTURERS AND WHOLESALERS
HARDWOODS AND PINE
POPLAR A SPECIALTY

Main Office and Yards: Knoxville
Branch OfJlce and Yard:

Bank aad McLean Are.. Cincinnati I. M. ASHER. Mgr.

We Want Orders for the following Dry Stock:

WHITE OAK—Plain or Quartered.

RED OAK—Plain or Quartered.

CHESTNUT BASSWOOD
POPLAR WHITE PINE

Always carry large well
assorted stock of all

kinds of Hardwoods.

CAN SHIP ON SHORT NOTICE.

"THE VERY BEST"
ASH, BUCKEYE,

RED BIRCH, CHESTNUT, GUM,
RED OAK, WHITE OAK, PINE,

POPLAR and WALNUT
Knoxville Veneer Co.

p. B. RAYMOND, General Manager, KnoxvUle, Tenn.

Maphct <St SheaLumber Co.

jNIanufacturcrs
and Wholesalers

OFFICE: 703-705 HENSON BUILDING
Yard: Middlebrook Pike anc

Lonsdale Car Line

K^OXTlLLe, ceisfN.

WE WANT TO MOVE
3 cars 4/4 No. i Common Poplar, 7" & up
2 cars 4/4 Clear Sap Poplar, 7" & up
1 car 4/4 Select Poplar, 7" & up
1 car 4/4 1 & 2 Red Oak, lo" & up
1 car 4/4 1 & 2 Chestnut
1 car 4/4 No. 1 Common Chestnut

We manufacture: YELLOW POPLAR,
OAK, CHESTNUT, WHITE AND YEL-
LOW PINE, HEMLOCK BARK, ETC.

BAND AND CIRCULAR MILLS—EAST TENN.
MOUNTAIN VIRGIN HARDWOOD STUMPAGE

Kimball & Kopcke
Knoxville, Tennessee

Manufacturers and Shippers of

Appalachian Hardwoods
OAK OUR SPECIALTY
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GOOD
GRADES

TIT" 71 T^T\T
LUDiNCrfoN

HARDWOOD SPECIALISTS

PROMPT
SERVICE

Look over this full

assortment of dry

stock for prompt
shipment.

When you order be

sure to specify

LOWER PENINSULA

SOFT GRAY ELM

The wood that made
Michigan famous.

^ _
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We Will Quolc Unusually Atlractive Prices

On the Following List ot Band Sawn Poplar:

IH «
I Vi"

No. 1 Com
1 Ci1'/," N<i

IV/' 1 Commoo.
1. 1 Common.

5 cars 2'/y No. 1 Common.
fi cars S" No. 1 Common.
4 curs I" No. 2-A Common.
:t cars 1" No. 2-B Common.
fi cars 2" No. 2 A & li Common.
1 car 2>^" No. 2 A & R Common.
1 car X" No. 2 A & B Common.

G cars 2Vi" Ih & 28.

;l cars S" 19 & 2s.

2 cars 1" Wide Box.
3 cars 1" Narrow Box.
4 cars 1" Sans & Selects.
1 car 1V4" Saps & Selects.
2 cars I'/j" Saps & Selects.
2 cars 2" Saps & Selects.

WR HAVK A SPT.ENDID STOCK OF PI-AIN AND
QUARTERED RED AND WHITE OAK. ALL GRADES

Faust Bros. Lumber Co.
SAl.KS Ol'I'KE
CHICAGO. ILL.

MAIN OFFICE
PADUCAH, KY.

OAK FLOORING
hAPDWOOD LUMBEP <»\

Kiln-

Dried V^

Polished "^^^^^

& MFC. CO.
5A RDIS
Sw MI55. ^

Hollow

?b> Backed
and

Bundled

Mill n<<'. l-Jant and Yards

MOUND CITV, ILL., adjoining Cairo, III.

CHICAGO OFFICE—1423 Monadnock Bldg.

Hardwood Lumber
ALL ORAL) US AND THICKNESSES

Oak and Ash Our Specialty

VENEERS Sawed, Quartered White Oak

i
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Review and Outlook

General Market Conditions

CONSERVATISM IS THE KEY-KOTE of lumber buying at pres-

ent in all classes and varieties of lumber. In southern pine, of

course, the condition can be said to be more than conservative, and in

fact, decidedly slow, but in hardwood the former description describes

the situation accurately. The most pessimistic note seems to come

from the East, where are located several prominent exporting cen-

ters, this tone being the reflection of poor conditions prevailing in

all stocks of export shipments. This condition is a reflection of

two causes abroad, one being over-stocks in British markets, an in

fact in markets generally throughout the continent. This over-

stock condition is the result both of easing of demand and of

overshipments. In Germany, where a considerable market usually

lies for American lumber products, the economic crises which that

country has been passing through on account of recent conflicts

has resulted in a scarcity of available funds and a general letting

up in business activity. It is encouraging, however, to note that

in no case is there any tendency to consider the situation as of a

panicky character, there being simply the same feeling of con-

servatism that is apparent pretty much all over the United States.

In this country there has been very little change since the last re-

port two weeks ago, with the exception that sawmill operators in the

Memphis territorj- and all through Arkansas are in a much more

favorable frame of mind regarding log supply, as the opening up of

excellent logging conditions means that they will be able to keep their

mills running in good shape. In fact, there are very few shut-downs

due to a scarcity of logs, those mills which are down being stopped

because of a necessity for overhauling and general repair work.

It continues to be a fact that nowhere at the mills either north or

south is there any too much lumber, and also because of the fact that

buyers have been going slowly, stocks in consumers' hands continue to

be of moderate proportions. In spite of this condition, however, the

general run of hardwood stocks is not selling up to normal market

values, even oak being shaded somewhat. This may not be the result

entirely of reduction in the total consumption of hardwood lumber.

The conservative buying that prevails, resulting in the placing of small

orders, means that hardwood firms must necessarily put more effort

into the securing of each order, and while the aggregate amount of

lumber moved might be pretty near to normal conditions, the result

of this strenuous seeking of business means that salesmen are more

apt to shade prices than they would be if the same amount of lumber

were moving in a smaller number of larger orders.

As stated, oak is off in some quarters, although it could be truth-

fully said that this condition prevails more with the weaker houses

than it does with the bigger manufacturers of suflScient strength to

hold their prices. In fact, some of the big oak mills of the country

are realizing consistently satisfactory prices for their lumber.

Gum has felt a slight stimulation on account of the recent organiza-

tion of gum manufacturers and the facts which developed at the recent

gum meetings showing that gum stocks are not in as serious a shape

as had been thought. Following the first meeting there was a more
firm tone noted on quotations on red gum, but this sentiment did not

crystallize into any uniform shape until after the formal organization

of the association and the outlining of plans for improring the gum
market. The lower grades of red and sap gum are in a more favorable

condition than they have been, while sap gum generally speaking, is

slightly stronger.

With but normal stocks prevailing at northern mills, and in fact in

some cases stocks below normal, no particular apprehension is felt in

those quarters although there are rumors of quite a little price buying

in northern hardwoods.

The general business situation continues to be affected by various

political causes, chief among them being the rather slow progress and

unsatisfactory status of legislation looking toward the making over of

the currency system of the country. The banking element continues to

maintain its hesitant position regarding money loaned, and as a result

collections continue to be poor, and industrial and speculative depart-

ments are held back.

The imminence of the semi-annual inventory season is also having

some effect on trade, and this can be said as truthfully of lumber, and

probably more truthfully than of almost any other commodity.

On the whole the general indications are that business men are

simply marking time until they are able to more fully analyze the

prospects for 1914, and shape up policies which will be in conformity

with conditions and circumstances that will prevail at that time. The

conditions which probably are causing this uncertainty more than any-

thing else are the matters at Washington relative to legislation, the

uncertainty of the Mexican situation, the lack of definite ideas as to

how the recent changes in tariff will affect business in this country,

the proposed general advance of freight rates, which would mean rais-

ing the prices of all commodities, and the general disposition to hold

up pending some definite information as to how the many new poli-

cies and ideas as advanced by the administration at Washington will

eventually pan out.

Landed at Last

THE COVER PI-CTITJE which illustr.ites this number of Hard-

OD Record may not suggest the title, but the fact is well ex-

pressed, because the abnormal trunk now growing on land once

stood in water. The tree is the mangrove. The picture was made

in South Florida.
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Many insects begin their lives in water and end them on land,

but few plants do it. The mangrove is an exception; but it is the

exception only in exceptional cases. Ordinarily the mangrove is a

water tree. It is planted in water, grows from a seed designed by

nature to take root in the bottom of shallow water; and millions

of the trees near the low^ shores in southern Florida never stand

anywhere but in water. fThey fringe the dismal shores of ponds and

banks of rivers in dense masses, rising usually from ten to twenty

feet above the water's surface. The trunks under such circumstances

range from one to four inches in diameter.

Their branching habits are peculiar, and resemble those of the

banyan tree of India, though mangrove and banyan are not closely

related. After the stem has _obtaiued its start and has developed a

small crown of branches, aerial roots put in an appearance. These

spring from the branches and hang down like rope ends, slowly in-

creasing in length untU their tips touch the mud at the bottom of

the water. There they anchor. A single small tree may have dozens

of such roots, each an inch in diameter and ten feet or more in

length. They look like slender props placed to sustain the tree's

limbs. The shores of some of the tidal estuaries in South Florida

are so thickly fringed with growth of this kind that it is almost im-

possible to make a landing from a boat. These fringes often stand

in water from one to three feet deep.

When the trees increase in size they are apt to careen, and the

tangled mass then defies efforts of man and of most animals to

penetrate. The stems are stronger and more elastic than the

toughest hickory. In time of storms, waves sometimes sweep in from

the sea and beat and maul the mangrove thickets for days, and

scarcely a branch or trunk is broken.

The mangrove is a land builder. The thickets collect sediment

and drift, and in course of time the water is displaced and the

thicket stands on land which is dry most of the time. The tree is

not in the least discommoded by the change. In fact, it usually grows

faster after it gets out of the water. The largest trees are on

land, and they quit sending down roots from the limbs; but those

already established continue to grow. Some of them attain diame-

ters of several inches, while the main trunk grows to a diameter of

two feet or more. The picture shows such a tree that has been a

long time on land and has outgrown most of its aquatic habits.

Mangrove wood is exceedingly heavy. Dry logs rolled into water

sink like stones. This adds to the tree's value as a land builder; for

when trunks fall they do not float away, but sink to the bottom where

they assist in collecting sediment and debris, and the mass gradually

rises above the surface of the water to form flats and islands.

Destruction or Conservation
A WRITER ON WOOD TURNING couples this statement and
*^ advice : "In the wood turning business there are but two

grades, good and poor. Send to your customers the good grade, to

your fireman the poor."

If the manufacturer of products of the lathe were the only person

concerned the policy might be good from his selfish standpoint, for

it would raise the price of his output. The prospective buyer who

could not afford to pay the price could go without the article; but

this is not in accord with the spirit of conservation which now is

abroad in the land. Forward-looking lumbermen and all wood manu-

facturers are trying to lessen the activities of the waste burners at

their factories. It is devoutly hoped that the time will speedily

come when the smoke of the burner will ascend no more, and when

the last board-end, the last truckload of shavings, and every shovel-

ful of sawdust can be put to some good purpose, with profit for all

who handle them. The tendency is to decrease, not to augment the

profitless ash heaps when fire has burned the waste from wood-using

factories.

It would be pretty hard at this day to go back to the custom once

prevalent in white pine sawmills where the best went to market and

the rest went into the river or into the fire; yet that is what is

advocated as the policy of wood turners. It has been demonstrated

many times that some industries can make money from materials

which others throw away. Progressive manufacturers are searching

for means of carrying such utilization still further. If there are

buyers for turned stock of low-grado material, such material should

be sold then, and not burned. It is a short-sighted policy which

would destroy part in order to get a better price for what is left.

The better plan is to devise means of getting profit on all. This

usually results when one industry uses all of its material that wUI
pay, and turns the remainder over to some other industry to convert

into other commodities.

The Income Tax
THE INCOME TAX came so suddenly that little time was given

the public to analyze and comprehend its terms. It was a case

of leaping first and looking afterwards, and the leap having been

taken, the business men of the country are beginning to look. The
prospect is not reassuring, according to an address delivered a

few days ago by Levy Mayer before the Chicago Association of

Credit Men. He declared that when the income tax has been added

to the taxes levied for state, county, and municipal purposes, the

total rate will exceed that of any European country whose people are

loaded with taxes to support enormous standing armies, and navies

of corresponding size.

The law is clumsy in construction, bewildering in its details. Law-
yers are uncertain of its meaning, and cannot intelligently advise

their clients on certain questions which have already come up. De-

cisions of courts will be necessary to settle points which ought to

have been made so plain that any one could understand them. The
more the law is studied after its enactment, the more apparent be-

comes the fact that it was not studied before its passage. It betrays

the work of theorists who are always strong on generalities and

deficient in particulars; who pile up deck loads totally out of

proportion with ballast, and who put to sea without regard to

storm signals.

Mr. Mayer suggests that there should be a department at Wash-

ington to draft and write the laws. Experienced men could at least

formulate laws which could be understood and applied. One of the

blunders of the income tax act has already become widely known; it

relates to the tax on the income of married persons. The makers

of the law supposed they were favoring marriage, but as a fact

they discouraged that step by an extra tax on married people, both

of whom have taxable incomes.

No protection is given in case of an absconding collector who
runs off with his employer's money. The latter must pay the income

tax on what he lost.

The analysis has just begun. Every day brings to light new
crudities and eccentricities. In some instances, it is claimed, it will

cost bankers two hundred dollars to collect twenty dollars tax from

their clients and turn it into Uncle Sam 's strong box. The govern-

ment compels citizens to collect this tax without pay. In some in-

stances it would be cheaper for them to pay it out of their own
pockets than to try to collect it. It is a similar case to that in

Irving's Knickerbocker History where the judge ordered each litigant

to give the other a clear receipt, and compelled the constable to

pay the costs.

There has been little or no opposition to the income tax on prin-

ciple. The criticism appears to be directed wholly against the kind

of law and the manner of its enforcement. It has been denounced

as impracticable in its present form, and the only remedy seems

to lie in amendments.

Another Convert

THE NEW YORK TIMES, in an issue of recent date, gives

further evidence of change in sentiment on the part of the

more intelligent and fair-minded editors of the daily press regarding

the justice of substituting the steel car for wood. This issue con-

tains an editorial entitled "After Steel Cars—What?" The article

quotes from the Sague report on the use of steel cars in the United

States for diminishing fatalities as follows: "It must be acknowl-

edged that the wheel weights now being used upon both cars and

locomotives in the United States are so great as to be entirely with-

out precedent in railroad history, and the combination of speed and
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heavy wheel weights, together with the extremely severe track con-

ditions frequently met in winter operations in this country, often

produce conditions which are most difficult to meet."
The editorial then comes out point-blank with the following state-

ment: "This means simply that steel cars not only fail to prevent

railway accidents,—in the nature of things, they could not prevent

them,—but because of their weight causing rails to spread and break

and the difficulty of stopping the heavier trains in emergencies, they

actually increase the danger of collision and derailment." The edi-

torial then goes on to outline wherein the railroads are weak and
to point out the real cause for the many fatal accidents on the rail-

roads of this country. It says that steel cars are a poor make-

shift and cannot replace the vigilance, loyalty and devotion that

should be demanded of the railway operatives. It is needless to say

that with the proper attention given to these conditions the ratio of

accidents in this countr.v would soon bo reduced to such a low figure

that the public would have no special interest whatever in the type

of cars in which they were riding and would not make the extrava-

gant and foolish demands which they are reported to be making,

which, if ultimately granted on a general basis, would mean the entire

replacement of substantially built wooden cars by another typo of

car concerning which there is absolutely no proof of its right to

CJcist.

A Questionable Policy

IT IS REPORTED THAT MANUFACTURERS of furniture and
•I other similar articles in which veneer is utilized have decided

that their best interests are not

served through the use of the

word '
' veneer '

' in explaining

the construction of their goods.

It is claimed by these people

that the use of the word "ve-

neers" gives to the public mind
the impression that there is

something shoddy in the con-

struction of the article in ques-

tion, and that it will not stand

up to the test of time, and that

it is really but a poor imita-

tion of something that ought to

be better.

Having convinced themselves

of this fact, they announce,

it is reported, that they will

endeavor to substitute for "ve-
neer" the words "reinforced

wood," contending that veneer

is really reinforced wood in

that the piano, table top or other article in which veneer is

used is really made of several layers of veneer, one reinforc-

ing the other. This, of course, .is true, but it is extremely doubt-

ful if the establishment and maintenance of such a policy will be

of any benefit to them or to the furniture manufacturers and
other handlers of furniture, and it is practically certain that it

would be anythipg but a benefit to manufacturers of veneer. If

such a plan really exists, it would seem that it would be to the best

interest of the veneer and panel concerns of the country to investi-

gate in order that their products may not be forced to sell under
false colors before the eye of the general public.

It is true that with the average individual the word "veneer"
is synonymous with "inferior quality," and in fact this word has

become established as an expression for almost anything which, while

it appears all right on the surface, is really not of much real value.

That a properly constructed panel is really stronger in many cases

than the solid lumber, and that the employment for face panels

of high-grade veneer offers a much greater variety of figure, is too

generally recognized among those interested in the handling of
lumber and veneers to need any argument, but evidently the public
has not come to realize that this is true, and it is certainly not a
good thing for the veneer trade to let this misconception continue or

to allow without protest any such campaign as is suggested that
will rob veneer of its identity.

A''encer is coming to command more and more popularity, but such
popularity should be founded on a proper understanding of its

value, purpose and application and not upon any false pretenses

such as are being suggested as alrove noted.

Important Precedents Established
A DECI8I0X WAS RENDERED on Novembtfr 17 by Special
*» Master .1. C. Wallace in the famous Arkansas reparation case

at Little Rock, Ark. The decision stated that the consignee is enti-

tled to the rebate for excessive freight charges and as a result manu-
facturers and wholesalers have entered formal appeal to the federal

court. However, the special master will be unable to file a complete
list of settlements. Hence there is no probability of the ease being
ready for the appeal for some little time.

About $300,000 will be paid back to the consignees on the basis of

this decision, unless an appeal is sustained. This is the amount of

excess freight paid, which constitutes about one-third of the amount
of the statute rate, which continued in, force while the injunction of

the railroads against the state rates was pending.

The question of reparation was brought to an issue with the filing

of a pica of intervention to collect rebates on shipments made by
the Wisconsin-Arkansas Lumber Company of Walco, Ark., on ship-

ments within the state. At the same time the East Arkansas Lum-
ber Company, one of its consignees at Paragould, Ark., filed a similar

plea of intervention, in which it claimed that the consignee was
entitled to a rebate.

UNSOLICITED TESTIMONIAL = The decision as rendered

would establish the fact that

shipments in transit are the

property of consignee, and that

the real price of an article was
the price f. o. b. mills to which
the amount of freight to any
destination was added.

The court held that the con-

signee was not only the owner
of lumber while in transit, but
really paid the increased rate

on it at the increased price of

delivery. This condition, ac-

cording to the decision, was not

affected by the fact that mills

in some instances made conces-

sions which amounted to ab-

sorbing part of the amounts
themselves, the court ruling that

in this case thev acted on their

iH. I. OTaUricf) Hanb Co.

SHAWANO, WISCONSIN

November 17, 1913.

Hardwood Record.
537 South Dearborn Street,

Chicago, Illinois.

Gentlemen:
Yours of the 15th Instant with reference to increasing

the circulation of your publication, received. Your pub-
lication should be in the hands of every hardwood oper-

ator or timber owner. I would not be without it even
if I had to pay more than the subscription price. En-
closed find check to cover renewal of our subscription

to 1915.
Yours truly,

M. J. WALLRICH LAND COMPANY,
By M. J. Wallrich, Pres.

own volition, not being compelled to make such concessions.

Are You Aware
T-'HAT THERE IS USED in the United States over six.times as

* much wood per capita as is used in Germany and over twelve

times as much per capita as is used in England, and that we are

using in this country today about twice as much wood per capita as

we did fifty years ago?

These figures might appear somewhat of a surprise to the lumber
trade in view of the much lamented increase in the use of substitutes

for wood for various i)urposcs. The lumber trade has been rather

startled by the remarkable progress made in the field of wood sub-

stitutes and, being fully alive to the situation, is preparing in various

ways to combat its progress. We should not figure, however, that

because we use six times as much wood as they do in Germany per
capita that we possess any more complete understanding of the work-
able qualities of wood and its adaptability to different uses or that

the lumbermen of this country Ii.ave been any more progressive in

marketing their product than have the lumber producers of Germany
and England.

As a matter of fact, it is all a question of economics, and it may
be said that these figures have some significance as an indication
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ul' a possible eoiulilion to prevail iu the lutuic. The use of any

commodity is dependent upon its adaptability for specific purposes as

combined with its relative value as compared to other commodities

of equal adaptability.

The fact that but one-sixth of the amount of wood per capita is

used by the Germans does not necessarily indicate that those thrifty

people could not secure more wood if they wanted it, but rather that

they have found substitutes which servo their purposes and which

they can secure at a less cost. The use of other materials than wood,

such as stone and brick, in house construction in Germany does not

signify that that type of architecture is specially preferred, but

rather because of economic consideration it is the style of construc-

tion best suited to the purpose.

It is a well-known fact that native-grown lumber in Germany com-

mands excessively high prices as compared to lumber used in this

country produced from our native forests. Also, the cost of importing

foreign-grown lumber, added to the value of the lumber itself, means

that the ultimate cost of foreign lumber to the German consumer is

high. The whole question, however, really hinges on the fact that

domestic lumber within the boundaries of the German empire is not

plentiful and hence commands a high price. It is not likely that

conditions such as exist in Germany today will exist in this country

for a good many years to come, but that we are working toward that

same end is undoubtedly true. Therefore the logical course to follow

would be the employment of more detailed merchandizing methods

looking to the gradual increase in the closer utilization of our trees

and more detailed attention to specific lines of consumption for

diiferent grades and varieties of lumber in order that each grade and

kind of wood may be put to the use for which it is best adapted,

thereby insuring the fullest possible profit to the lumber trade. This

condition will come about as a gradual evolution, and it is encourag-

ing to note the tendency even now shown on the part of American

manufacturers to put such methods into practice.

An Intelligent Safeguard

THE BROADCAST ADVANCES in freight rates which the rail-

roads announce and which have been generally suspended by the

Interstate Commerce Commission pending investigation have undoubt-

edly had some effect in retarding the placing of orders "for shipment

during the next few months. The fact that the increase would mean

advance in price of from five per cent up in selling price of lumber

has unquestionably resulted to a degree at least in effecting a more

hesitant spirit on the part of the buyers w^ho desire shipments some

time after orders are placed. This uncertainty as to possible change

in value in various commodities has made necessary the employment

of such means as vrill successfully overcome this excuse on the part

of the buyers for further holding off in their purchases for 1914. In

this connection a prominent "Wisconsin firm has evolved an idea which

appears to be most excellent.

This company is now stamping all quotations for delivered ship-

ments with the following words: "On account of pending advances

in freight rates this quotation is .based on present rate of cents

per hundred pounds for prompt shipment and subject to any increase

of rate on acceptance for deferred shipment."

Seeking Independence of America

A LONDON TEADE PAPEE rejoices in the prospect of ex-

tending Eussian railways into the Caucasian timber region in

order to bring out logs to supply some of the markets of western

Europe. It is claimed, '
' Europe would be rendered more inde-

pendent of America for mahogany and walnut." It is not easy

to see in what way the mahogany supply will be affected by the

building of railroads into the mountains of western Asia, since not

a stick of mahogany grows in that region. Neither is it apparent

how there can be competition with America in walnut, because the

kind of walnut growing in Caucasia is not found in America. The

Asiatic species is the Circassian walnut which has never been an

active competitor of black walnut of American growth, because of

the great difference in cost between the two woods and also because

of difference in color. If there is to be serious rivalry between

woods of Caucasia and those of the United States, the competition

will lie between Circassian walnut and red gum. Though tlie later

is much cheaper than the walnut from Asia, the figure schemes of

the two are so similar that a considerable quantity of the wood
passing as Circassian walnut is red gum from Tenessee, Arkansas,

or some other southern state. No matter how many new railroads

are built into the timber regions of Caucasia, there is no possibility

of bringing out enough walnut to have an appreciable effect on

the quantity of red gum sold in Europe. There can be no compe-

tition in price, and as to figure, the gum, if well selected, can hold

its own any day and anywhere.

Car Statistics

THE AMEEICAN EAILWAY ASSOCIATION in Bulletin 155A
gives its usual figures on car surplus and shortage.

On November 15, 1913, the total surplus of cars as reported was

46,059, as against surplus on November 1 of 38,276. Comparison of

figures for November 7, 1912, at which time the total surplus was

19,897 cars, would indicate that there is some little laxity in ship-

ments this year as compared with November of last year. This

suggestion is more or less borne out by comparison of shortages, as

on November 15 of this year there was a shortage of 23,407 cars,

as against a shortage of 71,156 cars on November 7, 1912. On
November 1, 1913, the shortage was 40,118 cars.

Where Were the Lumbermen?

ADAILY CONSULAE EEPOET contains an account of a buUd-

ing exhibit which was held at Glasgow, Scotland, the early part

of October. The report says that the exhibit was very elaborate and

embraced almost every conceivable article required for construction

and fittings of almost every class of building. It is interesting, then, to

note the description of the various . materials and appliances noted.

This description starts out with concrete mixing, concrete blocks,

brick machines, drain and pipe cleaners, and the different kinds of

instruments used in surveying and mapping work. Under the head

of building material are listed marble, brick, cement and ornamental

interior finishing of mosaic and cement work. Then come the

plumbing exhibits, embracing all the latest and most modern plumb-

ing supplies. The next exhibit was of interior finish, and, according

to report, included electric and gas devices for heating, stoves, ranges,

private telephone apparatus, carpets, rugs, matting, draperies, and,

finall}', at the end of the list, furniture.

It is significant that the only mention made of any commodity in

any way related to lumber was the one word '
' furniture. '

' It would

seem that the members of the lumber fraternity located in Scotland

are even more remiss than their American brothers in the matter of

adequately exploiting their products, for, while American lumbermen

have been rather delinquent as to adopting modern methods, it would

seem that the Scottish lumbermen overlooked an opportunity that

confronted them, whereas the members of the American trade have

simply not had the opportunity and heretofore have not created it.

Important to Northern Operators

ON THE OCCASION OF THE EECENT MEETING of the

Michigan Hardwood Manufacturers' Association E. S. Kellogg,

secretary of the Northern Hemlock & Hardwood Manufacturers' As-

sociation, made the interesting observation that the tendency on the

part of northern operators would be to hold very firndy to prices

during the coming year because of the fact that there is promised

an increase in logging costs of from twenty-five cents to one dollar

a thousand. It is probable that the reason for this is two-fold. On
the one hand the lumber jacks are demanding and receiving better

wages then ever, and on the other hand they are actually being

housed and fed in comparative luxury when are considered the con-

ditions under which the lumber jack existed in former days.

In addition to this the various necessities for logging operations

have gone up in price proportionately. That the seriousness of the

situation is understood and that it is realized that steps must be

taken to effect some sort of a favorable change is seen in the fact

that sometime during the present month there will be a conference

of representatives of loggers in Michigan and Wisconsin, who will

get together at Green Bay.
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Pert, Pertinent and Impertinent

Good Advice

Old Settler—Young man, go slow! Remember, it took four hundred years to build the oak you are destroying in ten minutes.

Even the Bull Knew
The New York girl, spending licr vacation in

the country, was compiaining to the farmer
about the savage way the buil regarded her.

"Weil," said the farmer, "It must be on account
of that red blouse you're wearing."

"Dear me," said the girl ; "of course I know
It's awfully out of fashion, but I had no idea
a country bull would notice It '."—Xcw York
World.

Logical

Aunty—"Dtow many commandments are there,
Johnny?"

Johnny—"Ten."
Aunty—"And It you broke one,' what would

happen?"
Johnny—"Then there'd be nine."

A Dreadful Possibility

When Aunt Elvira takes the train.

She always has a vision.

(She's -told me, time and time again)
Of being in a collision ;

She doesn't seem to feel much dread
And fear of being mangled,

Of broken bones, a broken head.
Of being burned or strangled.

"I always think." she says to me,
"That 'twould be dreadful shocking

If folks should pick nic up and see
A big hole In my slocking!"

So Aunt Elvira takes her yarns
When plans arc made for starting.

And darns and darns and darns and darns.
Before she risks departing.—Oracc McKinstry in Judge.

No Danger of Fuming
The London Timber Trade Journal is author-

ity for the story going the rounds of the papers
of a certain Yorkshire firm's advent into the
hardwood business after having dealt for years
in tile softwood line. Having purchased a quan-
tity of oak, one of its salesman called upon a
cabinetmaker and offered him the logs. The
buyer promptly put the question. "Will they
fume?" "Not the slightest danger." replied the
expert ; "in fact, we are prepared to give you a
guarantee that they won't."

Only the Half
. Maiden .\unt—"Venice at last ! One-half of
the dream of ray youth is now fuKilled."

Niece—"Why only half, auntie?"
.\unt (sighing)—"I contemplated going to

Venice on my wedding tour."
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^ Red Gum Manufacturers Organize "^
Following the first gathering of prominent manufacturers of red

gum which took place at Memphis several weeks ago, it was confi-

dently predicted by those actively participating in the meeting that

at the second meeting which was called for Saturday, Xovember 15,

at the Hotel Gayoso, Memphis, a permanent organization would be

perfected. That the predictions of these men have proved correct

—

that such an organization is now an actual fact—can rightly be the

cause of considerable satisfaction to the gum interests of the coun-

try. The formation of such an organization, considering the impor-

tance of this most excellent domestic hardwood, and further con-

- sidering the extremely unsatisfactory conditions which have been

prevailing in its market for some little time, has come to be deemed
an absolute necessity. With the increased facilities which will be fur-

nished for gathering statistics as to condition of stock supply, reason-

able values, specific information as to treatment and uses and proper

methods of publicity, the condition of the gum market should be very

materially improved during the next few years.

As stated, the meeting was held at Memphis on Saturday. Novem-
ber 15. There were in attendance between fifty and sixty men
prominent in the manufacture of gum lumber. The various pro-

posals and reports of committees were well received, and while the

entire attendance was not secured for membership, those hesitating

nbout signing their names were held back not because of non-belief

in the possibilities and good to be derived from the association,

but by other conditions that made it necessary for them to postpone

such membership.

The meeting was called to order by temporary chairman W. E.

DeLaney of the Kentucky Lumber Company, Cincinnati. J. AV.

McClure of the Bellgrade Lumber CompanVj Memphis, was tem-
porary secretary, elected at the first meeting, and the session opened
with a reading of the minutes of that meeting by Mr. McClure.

Following Mr. McClure 's report, M. B. Cooper read a report of

the attendance committee. Mr. Cooper read the names of 700 gum
producers who were invited to attend the session, and stated that

the object has been to secure the small operator for membership,
as weU as the large operator.

Following Mr. Cooper's talk, cards were passed around on which
were listed the amount of gum produced by each manufacturer
present. These cards when handed in and the information tabu-
lated, developed the fact that the production of those in attend-
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ance aggregates about 154,360,000 board feet of sap gum, and

71,054,000 feet of red gum, making a total production for those

present of 225,414,000 feet. It was further developed that 21,-

341,000 board feet is used by manufacturers for their own con-

sumption in boxes and various other ways. Additional information

covered figures submitted by firms who were interested in the propo-

sition, but were unable to attend. These figures developed a pro-

duction of 3,788,000 feet of sap gum and 650,000 feet of red gum,

a total in addition to above figures of 4,528,000 feet. There were

represented at the meeting producers of 7,180,000 feet of gum
lumber in addition to those listed at the first report.

Following the issuance of these statistics, the committee on by-laws

reported. E. A. Lang of the Paepcke Leicht Lumber Company,
Chicago, read the constitution and by-laws as framed by the com-

mittee appointed at the first meeting.

The name of the association is The Gum Lumber Manufacturers'

Association, and its objects and purposes are to secure a full under-

standing of conditions surrounding the gum industry in «the terri-

tory covered by mills operated by members of the association, and
also to adopt such measures as will provide for improved methods
of manufacture and marketing. It is also the purpose of the

organization to disseminate such information as will tend to promote
the general welfare of gum manufacturers.

The membership is open to any person, firm or corporation en-

gaged in the manufacture of gum lumber, the initiation fee being $25.

The dues are to be assessed by a committee, and to be paid in

twelve monthly installments not to exceed fifteen cents per thou-

sand feet log scale, based on the annual production of the mem-
bership. It is provided that the minimum dues shall be -$50. Power
is given the secretary and treasurer to pass one or more monthly
assessments when suiEcient funds are in the treasury. The usual

arrangements are made as to delinquents and resignations.

It is provided that a reg^ar annual meeting for the election of

oflScers shall take place each November, and that semi-annual meet-

ings shall take place in May on due notice. The president is also

authorized to call special meetings.

Article 5 of the constitution is devoted to the nominating of
oflScers and the manner of their election and appointment.

Article 6 has to do with the holding of meetings. The board of

directors has the power to hold meetings at such time and place

as it may think proper, and to select a chairman of the board of
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directors, to appoint committees from the membership of the board

of directors, or of the association ; to receive money and dispose

of same, and to de^se and carry into effect such measures as it may
deem proper. In ease of vacancies in the directorate or in any of

the official offices, same shall be filled by the board of directors

at any meeting.

Article 7 is given over to the discussion of the duties of the

various officers.

Article S specifies that the attendance at any regular or called

meeting of twenty members of the association in good standing

shall be regarded as a quorum.

Article 9 states that the board of directors shall be authorized to

amend the by-laws, while article 10 concludes with the statement

that the articles may be amended at the annual or semi-annual meet-

ings of the association by a majority of the members present, but

no amendment shall lie considered at any such meeting unless writ-

ten notice shall have been given to the membership by the secretary

at least thirty days previous to such meeting.

The bylaws follow the usual form in connection with procedure

of meetings and the administration of the officers of the association.

They provide in addition that the president shall appoint standing

committees with power to act subject to ratification of memliers at

the next following called or special meeting, as follows:

Committee on membership; committee on assessments; committee

on finance; committee on technical research; committee on com-

plaints; committee on form of price list; committee on advertising;

committee on enter*^ainment.

Following the reading of the constitution and by-laws, they

were taken up section by section, and discussed in detail.

While a discu.ssion developed as to the amount of initiation fee

to be levied, a $25 fee was finally decided upon, as a larger fee

would lie apt to keep out the smaller manufacturer.

Another section that was discussed was that giving the committee

on assessments power to assess members for money needed by the

organization. It was finally decided to estimate the annual cut of

each member and assess him what was deemed necessary, said

assessment not to exceed fifteen cents per thousand feet log scale,

and to be paid monthly in advauce. This money is to be collected

by the secretary and given over to the treasurer.

Another point brought out was the discussion of a $.50 minimum
assessment of those whose estimated cut at the estimated rate would

fall below that amount annually, it was finally decided that the

cut should be based on log measure.

The constitution and by-laws were adopted as amended.

Leaders in the discussion as to various features of the constitu-

tion and by-laws were: S. M. Xickey. E. A. Lang, Thonjas W.
Fry. B. F. Dulweber. W. K. Hevser and C. L. Harrison.

Following the adoption of the constitution and by-laws, the next

order of business was the signing of applications for membership,

which resulted in the enrollment of thirty-one members to start

with.

The committee on nominations appointed by temporary-chairman

W. E. DeLaney. then reported. The following officers and directors

were recommended:

Pkesidext—C. L. Harrison, Himmeltjerger-Harrison Lumber Company.
Cape Girarde.Tu. Mo.
First Vice-Presidext—J. W. McClure. Bellgrade Lumber Company.

Memphis. Tenn.
Second Vice-President—F. E. Gary. Baker Lumber Company. Turrell.

-irk.

Theascrer—S. M. Xickey. Green River Lumber Company, Memphis.
Tenn.

Directors were recommended as follows:

KOR the two \H\S period
F. B. Robertson. Anderson-Tully Company, Memphis. Tenn.

F. R. Gadd. Wisconsin Luml)er Company. Chicago. 111.

E. A. Lang. Paepcke Leiclit Lumlier Company. Chicago. 111.

Thomas W". Fr.r. Charles F. Luehrmann Hardwood Lumber Company,
St. Louis. Mo.

DIRECTORS Ftin OXE YEiR
II. B. Weiss. George C. Brown & Co.. Proctor. Ark.

M. B. Cooi>er. Three States LudiIht Company. Memphis. Tenn.

L. I'. HuBiisc. Lamb-Fish Lumber Compan.v, Charleston, Miss.

W. C. Bontur. .L 11. Bonn.-r & Sons. Hetb. Ark.

These officers and directors were elected as recommended.

President Harrison then addressed the meeting. He spoke of

the object of the association and the various conditions which have

led up to its formation. He clwelt upon the good to be derived,

stating that the main benefits will be the establishment of uniform

selling plans, a more staple and higher level of prices, and the

general education of the consumer as to the value of gum. He
then spoke of the necessity of having a competent secretary, dwelling

upon the duties, necessary (jualifications and the possibilities to be

realized by the association from the employment of such a mau.

President Harrisou then reviewed the work done by the cypress

and birch associations and went into detail as to the excellent

results they had obtained. He pleaded for a close co-operation

between the officers and the membership in order to develop the

fullest efficiency possible for the association.

President Harrisou was followed by the vice-presidents, J. W.
IfcClure and F. E. Gary, and by Treasurer S. M. Kickey, and

Director F. B. Robertson, all of whom spoke encouragingly of the

possibilities of the new organization.

Following these talks the meeting adjourned.

The following standing committees were appointed for the en-

suing year:

AssEss-viE.NT C11.MMITTEE—J. W. McCInre. chairman: E. B. Xorman,

M. H. M.'tssee. E. A. Lan;:, W. E. H.vde.
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I'loinr. chairman ; W.
DeLancy. J. A. Hempbill,

Perkins,

Watroud.

Robertson, chairman ;
Gary, J. M.

Membership Committee—
Mark H. Brown, H. W. Baker
J. C. Stunkle. L. James.
Finance Cummittee—F.

Pricbard.

TECHXiCiL Resejlbch COMMITTEE—R. M. Carrier, chairman ; W. A. Gil-

christ, L P. DuBose, Fred K. Conn, C. D. Hendrickson.

Complaints Committee—W. C. Bonner, chairman : W. H. Chapman.
H. L. McGhee, J. F, McSweyn. W. L. Crenshaw, B. F. Dulweber.

Following is a list of the initial membership:
Bayou Land & Lumber Company. Liudsey. Miss.

E. Sondheimer Company. Sondheimer, La.

Lansing Company, Parkin, Ark.

McLean Hardwood Lumber Company. Memphis. Tenn.

J. H. Bonner & Sons, Quigley, Ark.
Chapman & Dewey Lumber Company. Memphis. Tenn.
Taylor Brothers, Lunstord, Ark.
Fischer Lumber Company, Kewanee, Mo.
J. TV. Wheeler & Co., Madison, Ark.
Moore & McFerren. Memphis and Ros.';. Ark.

Alexander Brothers, Belzoni. Miss.

Lamb-Fish Lumber Company, Charleston. Miss,

Crenshaw-Gary Lumber Company. Richey, Miss.
Baker Lumber Compan.v. Turrell. Ark.

Himmelberger-Harrison Lumber Company. Cape Girardeau, Mo.
H.vde Lumber Company. South Bend. Ind.

D. T. McKeithan Lumber Company. Columbus. O.

Paepckc Leicht Lumber Company, Chicago, 111.

Carrier Lumber & ilanutacturing Company. Sardis. Miss.

George C. Brown & Company, Proctor, Ark.
Bellgrade Lumber Company, Memphis, Tenn.
Three States Lumber Company, Memphis. Tenn.
Green River Lumber Company. Memphis. Tenn.
C. D. Hendrickson Lumber Company, Memphis. Tenn.
Wisconsin Lumber Company. Chicago. 111.

Anderson-Tully Company. Memphis. Tenn.
Chas. F. Lnehrmann Hardwood Lumber Company, St. Ix)nis. Mo.
The John Dulweber Company. Cincinnati, O.

Kentucky Lumber Company, Sulligent, Ala.

Mark H. Brown Lumber Compan.v. Mounds, Ark.
Louisville Veneer Mills, Louisville, Ky.

Following is the list of concerns represented at the meeting, but

not as yet signed up as members:
Archer Lumber Company. Helena. Ark.

Baker-Matthews Manufacturing Compan.v. Sikcston, Mo.
J. E. Bell Lumber Company. Lambert. Miss.

Bennett Hardwood Lumber Company. Memphis. Tenn.
W. P. Brown & Sons Lumber Company. Louisville. Ky.

H. W. Darby, Holcomb. Miss.

W. W. Gar.v, Inverness, Miss.

D. H. Hall Lumber Company. Xew Albany, Miss.

J. F. Mclntyre & Sons. Inc.. Pine Blurt, Ark.

May Brothers. Memphis. Tenn.

Memphis Band Mill Company. Memphis. Tenn.
Moorhead Manufacturing Company. Moorhead, Aliss.

Richland Parish Lumber Company. Louisville, Ky.
Sunflower Lumber Company. Clorksdale, Miss.

James Thompson Lumber Company. Vincent and Mounds. .Ark.

VandenBoom-Stimson Lumber Company. Memphis, Tenn,

J. W. Wardlow. Pocohontas. Miss.
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Expert View of Export Conditions
.Tohn L. Aleock. of John L. Alcoek He Co.. Baltimore, ild., returned

last week from a six weeks ' trip to Europe and talked interestingly

about market conditions on the other side. He went over strictly for

business and gave aU of his time to a study of the situation in the

different countries visited, which included the United Kingdom, Ger-

many and France. Mr. Aleock is a close observer and liis opinions,

therefore, possess exceptional value. Speaking of the United Kingdom,

he said that the trade was quiet, with prices relatively low because of

large accumulations there. Stocks of lumber and logs had been going

forward in such volume that the buyers had come to look for an easing

off and had delayed placing orders in the expectation that this could

be done on a lower basis. In addition, the requirements had not been

especially large, so that the general effect was to depress values. Fur-

thermore, American woods were encountering a greater competition

from the woods of other countries. Japanese oak, Mr. Aleock found,

was entering the British markets in increased volume and was held at

prices that made it a serious competitor of American oak. It was of

a good white color, singularly free from pin worm holes, .and found

much favor. The invasion by this Japanese oak would have to be

taken into account by the American shippers in their calculations.

The trade in Germany had been and continued unsatisfactory, the

demand being restricted and the buyers being indisposed to place

orders. Germany had gone through something of a financial crisis

within the past six or eight months. That country. Mr. Aleock ex-

plained, had financed the war of Turkey with the Balkan countries,

which took larger sums out of the country, this money being withheld

from other channels into which it would hare gone but for the needs

of the Ottoman Empire. Furthermore, the outcome of the conflict

made it very doubtful if any of the loans would ever come tjack, thus

further straining the resources of the country and causing the bankers

to draw in wherever they could. Something like a real monetary

stringency had prevailed in Germany, credits were narrowed and enter-

prises generally found themselves on short rations, so to speak. The

buyers were not in a position to place orders for lumber with the same

freedom as before, and the effect generally had been unfortunate. In

addition, there is a large supply of logs in Germany. Mr. Aleock

stated that while he was in Hamburg not less than 18,000 walnut logs

were on the market, a number greater than almost at any previous

time. More or less congestion also prevailed in other centers, and the

outlook was anything but bright. In France, trade was better, and

values had been less unfavorably influenced there than almost any

where else. The improvement, however, did not exceed moderate pro-

portions and left room for gain. Mr. Aleock spent a busy six weeks

while away, but the frequent change of scene and other things proved

of decided benefit to him, and he came back feeling in fine shape.

About the simplest way to increase the capacity of a single band

hardwood mill making lots of boards is to add a resaw.
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Some Fallacies of the Forest
ARTItLi; ONE

I au a man (iiid his way tlirougli a forest by noting the moss on

trees and the roughness of the barkf

Some men may do it sometimes, but no man can all the time.

It is widely believed that this art is one of the first things the

woodsman must learn, and that until he learns it he must be regarded

as only an amateur in woodcraft, a sort of novice who has no busi-

ness out of sight of blazed trails. Books that tell about pioneers on

the wooded frontiers, and hunters in the pathless wilderness, are.

filled with allusions to finding courses by observing the rough sides

of tree trunks, the moss, and the length of branches on one side of a

tree, compared with the other side. This alleged forest lore has

been repeated and ground in so long that by a sort of common con-

sent people accept it as true.

There is just enough thread of truth in it to tie a little argument

on the affirmative side of the question. A good many people are

firmly convinced that travelers who know how can take their course

any direction they please through the woods by following the signs

of the trees. Generally this is not possible, but in restricted locali-

ties and under peculiar conditions it may be done.

The theory that the trunks of trees indicate the points of the

compass is based on the supposed (not real) fact that the bark is

always roughest on the north side of a standing tree, that there is

always more moss on that side, and that limbs which grow toward

the south are longer and larger than those on the north side. If

this were true, a little skill and experience in interpreting the signs

would be all that would be needed to enable one to travel in any

desired direction through unbroken forest.

This cannot be done. The best woodsman, caught in a fog in a

strange region where the features of the landscape afford no hint of

directions, is liable to lose his bearings utterly. This often happens on

a cloudy day when there is no fog. The experience of almost every

woodsman whose acquaintance has covered extensive regions, will

verify this. The rough sides of tree trunks have often failed in the

time of need, and the moss and the long limbs were either not to be

seen or appeared on too many sides of the same tree.

First, consider the rough bark. There is no question that bark is

often rougher on one side than on the other, and the roughness

appears to be due, in part at least, to a diminution of light on that

side. The tree's side facing north receives less light than the south

side, if other things are equal, and this has led to the assumption

that the north side of a tree is roughest. The observation of a

few instances where it proves to be so is apt to be accepted as

settling the whole matter in the affirmative beyond the peradventure

of doubt.

It was stated in the preceding paragraph that the rvile will hold
'

' if other things are equal. '
' Eight there is the key to the whole

situation—the weak place in the theory. Conditions vary within

the widest limits. Take for example a forest in the eastern hard-

wood region, where the woods occupy a flat or nearly flat area, and

the forest is mature, the trees old. Here the tree canopy is even.

the light comes in regiJarly from the south, and falls on all trunks

nearly alike. Such is an ideal situation, and a woodsman in that

forest would probably be able to foUow any desired course by

noting the rougher northern sides of the trees. To that extent the

theory might work.

Take a forest spread up and down the steep sides of mountains,

deep in ravines, on the brinks of cliffs and ledges, and on level

tracts. The roughest bark is found on any side of a tree, wherever

shade is deepest. It may be on the south side, if a ledge or clump

of trees cuts off the light, and an open space on the other reflects

surrounding light in. This often happens, as any woodsman has

noticed many a time if he has used his eyes. A tree in the edge of

a thicket may get most of its light on the east, or west, or even on

its north side, and the roughest bark would be on the most shaded

side. The trunk that leans sharply nearly always has its roughest

bark on its under side, no matter whether that is east, west, north,

or south.

Trees of a whole tract often lean sharply in one direction, due
to the prevailing direction of the strongest winds. This is most fre-

quent in regions exposed to sea winds, but it occurs also on moun-
tains. Trees thus thrown out of plumb by prevailing winds develop

rough bark on the sides opposite the wind, though that might be

west or east as well as north or south. It is apparent that a woods
man who should try to use the roughness of bark under these cir

cumstances as a compass to shape his course, would box many a

compass before he would reach his destination.

These are not all of the troubles likely to be met in attempting
to maintain the theory that the rough side of the tree can lead any
sure or particular way. Forests are not always dense. They are often

so open that light falls on the ground abundantly. Try to put

the theory into practice there, and note the result. Try it among the

mesquite, ebony, ratama, and cat's claw along the Eio Grande in

southern Texas. Search as you may, not one particle of difference

in the appearance of bark can be detected on the north, south, or

any other side of those sun-baked trees, unless a chance instance

where some unusual condition prevails. The reason is (probably)

that the whitish, semi-naked soil reflects so much light that the

twisted and deformed trunks in the Kio Grande forest receive about
as much light on one side as on another. It would, of course, be

impossible to apply the theory there.

Test it at another point on the United States map. In southern

Florida, in the same latitude as the Eio Grande forests, there are

dense stands of hardwoods called '
' hammock lands. '

' Instead of an
open growth like that of Texas, it is so close that few trunks are

ever touched by the sunshine. They grow in perpetual shade. The
result is the bark is the same on all sides. There are no rough and
no smooth sides, and plainly no woodsman could shape his course

by any such charaeteristcs.

Examples might be multiplied. The dense forests of the northern

Pacific coast have no more roughness on one side than on another.

High mountain trees, where the exposure is great, are apparently

not influenced in the least by southern exposure, though sometimes

the bark on one side is much rougher than on the other, due, in

many instances, to beating hail in time of storms. Trees on some
of the exposed crests of the Sierra Xevadas and the Eocky Moun-
tains have little or no bark on the sides where the prevailing winds

have full sweep and drive hail almost with the velocity of bullets.

It is apparent, therefore, that no dependence can be placed in the

condition of bark on trees to indicate any particular direction. Lo-

cal conditions govern. No general law will apply. Some hunter,

whose whole experience was circimiscribed within a few miles,

might have found out how to shape his course by the bark of trees in

that particular locality, and woodsmen within bounds little larger

might do it; but it is not possible that such limited experiences

can be expanded into a general law applicable to the forests of a

continent, or even to a single state without numerous exceptions.

The moss and the long southern limbs of the trees have not been

discussed. Both are unreliable guides in striking a course through the

woods. A good deal of what is called moss on tree trunks is not

moss at all, but it is not necessary to stumble over trifles.

In some forests it is possible that a north and south course might

be laid by noting the presence of moss on one side of the trunk and

its absence on the other; but such an experience would be rare. The

same laws govern it that control the roughness of the bark on a

certain side of a trimk; but usually an additional factor must be

considered—dampness. Moss will grow where moisture is right, with-

out much regard to the difference between sunlight and shade.

This makes moss even less reliable than bark as a guide. In a par-

ticular region where the habits of the prevailing moss is well known,

it might be some help in laying a course, but outside of that district

it would be useless.
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iloss ou trees is no more universal than rough bark is. Sometimes

it exists, sometimes not. Where it is not found, it is, of course,

unavailable as a guide in shaping a course, and where it is abundant

it may be equally useless. In Louisiana the so-called Spanish moss

covers tlie trees completely. There is no difference as to the sides

of trees. Xorth, south, east and west all get it alike. The same

observation holds for the greenish-yellow moss that clothes the for-

ests on some of the far western mountains. The points of the com-

pass apparently have nothing to do with its abundance or scarcity.

In the nortliern and eastern hardwood regions—that is, east of the

Mississippi river—many people refer to lichens as moss. In some

localities these seem to prefer the north sides of trees, but in other

places no preference whatever appears to be shown. A person who
would guide his course by this sign would as likely as not travel

toward every point of the compass in course of a day in the woods.

"Large limbs pointing south" are likewise a delusion. Possibly

the limbs on the southern side of trees average a little larger than

those on the north side, but tlie differences are so slight and the

exceptions to the rules so many that no practical advantage can be

taken of the fact, if it really is a fact. Limbs and tree tops grow
and lean toward light and open space. If these prevail on the

southern side, the largest branches will likely grow there; but open

space on the north and thickets and shade on the southern side,

will induce the largest limbs to develop on the north side. Any
woodsman knows that if two trees grow close together with open

space all round, they will have few limbs on the sides facing each

other, but long ones on the sides opposite. Points of the compass

have little to do with it. Local conditions control. Frequently the

prevailing wind has more influence than all other forces combined.

If the prevailing w'ind is from the south, the longest limbs will point

north, away from the noonday sun; if the wind is from the east,

the dominant branches will point west. This is one of the com-

monest sights on the Atlantic coast, w'hile on the Pacific coast iu

California where the full sweep of the sea winds strikes standing

trees on their western side, their largest limbs extend toward the

east. There is a certain mountain in California so situated in rela-

tion to surrounding mountains that its summit is swept almost con-

stantly by south wind. The trees have scarcely a limb on their

southern sides, but stand like Hag poles, with what few branches

they have whipped out towards the north like streamers. In the

southern Appalachian mountains the abnormally-developed one-limb

character of the Fraser fir attracts attention of most people who
travel through the high regions where it grows. These uncouth,

overgrown branches are liable to point in any direction—straight

north as often as straight south.

It ought to be apparent, therefore, that it is time to revise some'

of the old-time misconceptions of nature's guideposts in the forests.

If there is any sure way of knowing north, south, east, or west by
reading signs on the trees,, some one ought to have made the dis-

coverv known before this time.
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Measurement of Shrinkage

It is a matter of eonmion observation that wood shi'iuks when it

dries, but not equally in all directions. Shrinkage is due to the fact

that while the cell walls grow thinner in drying they shorten imper-

ceptibly. Other things being equal, the thicker the walls of the

wood cells, the greater their shrinkage, but this applies only to dif-

ferent portions or specimens of the same species and cannot be used

in comparing unrelated woods. For instance Osage orange is one of

our hardest, heaviest and densest woods, yet its shrinkage in volume

from a green to an oven dry condition is less than half that of some

of the hickories.

If one takes an exact cube of green wood so cut that two of the

faces represent cross-sections, two radial, and the other two tangential

surfaces, and dries it out completely, he will find that while there

has been little if any alteration in the length of the piece—that is,

longitudinally or parallel with the fibers—the other dimensions have

changed, the tangential shrinkage or in direction of the rings of

growth being considerably greater than that along the radius—often

twice as great. This is quite different from the behavior of a com-

paratively homogenous substance such as metal or concrete, and ex-

plains why shrinkage is so often followed by checking and splitting.

Thus if one saws a complete section off the end of a green hardwood
log and allows it to dry it will probably split to the center and in

time a large V-shaped opening will appear. Upon subsequent soak-

ing this cleft wm close up. If shrinkage were uniform the section

would merely grow smaller upon drying.

This question of shrinkage has a very important bearing on the

use of wood. When squares are cut or staves made from green

material it is necessary to allow for shrinkage, otherwise the final

dimensions may be so small that the pieces wiU have to be culled.

If wood once shrunk would remain in that condition one of the

greatest ills of which wood is possessed would not exist. But the

cell walls absorb water readily not only in liquid form but also from
the air. Wood dried at high temperature "works" less than air-

dried material, even after it is brought back to an air-dry condition.

No matter to what degree of dryness wood may be brought in the

kiln it is important that at the time of manufacture it should contain
approximately the amount of moisture it wUl normally have in use.

The U. S. Forest Service has made a great many shrinkage
measurements in connection with the tests on the strength values

of woods. The results obtained are for use as average working

values rather than the basis for detailed study of the principles

involved. A common method of making the tests is to take from

each ibolt two specimens one inch thick, four inches wide and one

inch long. They are taken close together so that the results from
the two wiU be comparable. One of the specimens is cut with its

width in the radial direction and is used for the determination of

radial shrinkage. The other has its width in the tangential direction

and is used for tangential shrinkage. The specimens are carefully

weighed and measured while in a green condition ; they are then air-

dried and afterward oven-dried at a temperature of 212 degrees F.,

until a constant weight is obtained, when they are again weighed

and measured.

To determine the shrinkage in volume the test specimens are sub-

merged in water both before and after drying. The exact amount

of water displaced by the blocks is measured, and corresponds to

the volumes of the material. In the following table the results of

the measurements on twenty hardwoods are given, the species being

arranged in the order of their volumetric shrinkage beginning with

the greatest.

Shrinkage in Volume of Twenty Haedwoods teom Green to Oven-Dry
Condition

Radial Tangential
Volume, shrinkage, shrinkage,
per cent, per cent, per cent.

1. Big shellbark hickory (Uicoria laciiiiosa) . 1S.3 7.7 13.2

2. Pignut hickor.v (H. glabra) 18.2 7.2 11.6

3. Mockernut hickor.v (H. alba) 17.7 7.7 10.9

4. Swamp white oak (Quercus platan oides) . 17.7 5.5 10.6

5. Yellow birch {Betula lutea) 17.0 7.9 9.0

6. Shagbark hickory (Hicoria oiata) 17.0 7.2 10.6

7. Beech {Fagus americana) 16.5 4.6 10.5

8. Post oaU {Quercus minor) 16.0 5.7 10.6

9. Slippery elm {V!mus pubesceiis) 15.5 5.1 9.9

10. Black oak (Quercus velutina) 15.1 4.7 9.5

11. White oak (Quercus alba) 15.4 5,3 8.8

12. Basswood (Tilia americana) 14.5 6.2 .S.4

13. Sugar maple (Acer saccharum) 14.3 4.9 9.1

14. Hackberry (Celtis oceidentalis) 14.0 4.2 8.9

15. Bed oak (Quercus rubra) 13.8 4.0 8.3

16. Sycamore (Platanus oceidentalis) 13.5 5.0 7.3

17. White ash (Fraxinus americana) 12.6 4.3 6.4

18. Tupelo (iVi/sso aquatica) 12.4 4.4 7.9

19. Osage orange (Toxylon pomiferum) . . . . 8.9 — —
20. Honey locust (Olediteia triaeanthos) .... 8.6 — —
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'rill' average householder, the home-builder, or the |)asser-by glanc-

ing casually into the modern show window of the up-to-date depart-

ment store sees in the attractive and ofteutime beautiful interior

decorations the handsome pieces of furniture, the luxuriously faced

jiiano, or in the highly artistic window ornamentation merely a

beautiful exposition of something which for all he knows might

liave grown from the ground or fallen from the sky in exactly the

form in which he sees it. It is natural for us all to accept things

as we see them. We board luxuriously appointed Pullman trains

HI..\rK \V.\LNUT LOGS AND BUTTS ON YARD OF FRANK PDRCELL
Of KANSAS CITY. MO.

feeling that they have come into being somewhat in the nature

of the various creations which Aladdin produced by a simple rub ou

his magic lamp. We accept all these things as our just due feel-

ing that we of the twentieth century naturally merit all of the

good things, conveniences and the luxury that are provided for us.

And as a general thing we do not even stop to analyze the possible

processes of production of the many beauties and comforts that

we can enjoy or that are placed at our disposal.

This is probably true more in connection with the many beautiful

and highly useful articles made from wood than of any other class.

We are used to sitting in chairs when we wish to rest during the

<laytime, and to lie in beds when we want to sleep at night. We
have always eaten our meals at tables and generally speaking have

built our bouses of wood, but we' accept all these things merely as

something which is simply there for us to use.

It should be interesting for the layman to delve into the many

steps which have been pa-ssed through, for instance, in creating a

beautiful bedroom suit made from mahogany, a handsome chair

made of oak, or a .beautiful dining room table of walnut. The aver-

age individual has absolutely no conception of the many sources

of supply of these various woods, nor as to the manner or form in

which they were gotten from the woods and turned into the raw-

material from which the finished article is made. He might have

an exceedingly limited working knowledge of some of the processes

going into the manufacture of furniture, but going beyond that

into the manufacture of lumber or veneers, he is entirely at sea,

and when you go even further ami ask him what he knows as to

the method of selecting the beautiful walnut and the mahogany in

the IngP. and the pains necessary in getting them from the woods,

he understands about as much of what you are talking as he would

if you were discussing Perry's data issued in proof of his discovery

of the North Pole.

Considerable has been written as to the way in which mahogany
is gotten from the woods, the way the trees are located and felled,

and the way hewn logs are gotten down to the waterways, and

from there to the ocean. Very little has been said, however, regard-

ing the painstaking work necessary in selecting the raw material

and producing the beautiful pieces of furniture made of our own
domestic walnut. Ten or fifteen years ago walnut in furniture,

stair work and interior trim was considered the height of fashion

and luxury, but possibly because of the inability of the wood finishers

at those times to create the bright, cheerful finishes which the

average home-builder now demands and possibly also to a degree

because of the increasing prices of walnut, this most desirable

wood gradually lost its popularity until up to a few _vears ago it com-

manded but a vei'y small proportion of the prestige which it for-

merly enjoyed.

Of late years, however, considerable advancement has been made
in the matter of finishing walnut. In fact, in a great many cases

the old, sombre pieces of walnut furniture which when properly

put together will last practically forever, have been brought down
from the attics and refinished with the modern idea of cheerfulness,

and bright beauty in mind. As a result, a more complete realiza-

tion has come as to the possibility of creating a renewed demand for

household articles made from this wood dressed in its more modern
attire.

Furniture manufacturers, piano men, and those contracting for

SOMK Illlilir.y-FIGURKD BLACK W.\LNTJT BUTTS ON YARD OF
FRANK PURCELL, KANSAS CITY, MO.

handsorhe show window displays have been venturing further and

further into the use of walnut with the proper finish, and in fact

some of the productions of the highest type of furniture in Chicago

and other markets are displayed more and more frequently in bed

room suits, dining room suits and in fact in some cases in living

room suits, made of walnut throughout.

The character of the wood used in the ordinary run of various

types of household furniture does not necessitate any unusual effort

as far as the selection and manufacture of the wood is concerned.

As a general thing the logs are picked up by men and concerns who
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make a business of buying walnut logs in small lots and disposing

of them to concerns who manufacture them into lumber and veneers.

For this purpose the ordinary run of plain walnut is used without

any special regard to ligure or curl. The wood used for this purpose

is merely in the form of logs and is sold as such, and from them

manufactured into lumber and veneers for furniture and similar

purposes. However, there is a splendid demand which is never

([uite taken care of for this wood in the more luxurious form, and

that is the wood with the beautiful mottle; the so-called tigured and

curly walnut which commands excellent prices and is highly thought

of for all character of high-class cabinet work. In fact it is difficult

to tind any character of wood growth which shows a more beautiful

surface when properly finished than this highly figured curly stock.

It is in this line of work that the walnut log men take the greatest

pride. In fact it is necessary that these men have a wide and

varied experience that they may make a success of the accumulation

and disposal of curly and figured stock.

While the plain wood is gathered and sold merely in the form

of logs, the curly and figured stock on the other hand is almost

always secured from the sources of supply in other forms. The

figure and the curl are the result of natural freaks in the growth

and formation of the wood. As a general thing instead of being

found in the logs, they are found in the stumps or in the '

' burls,
'

'

which to the layman in the ordinary form present an appearance

about as attractive as an ultra-mature tree toad.

The experienced walnut man, however, quickly determines whether

or not such a '
' butt " as he calls it will develop figure or curl, when

he has gone so far as cut the tree. He takes great pride in his

ability to tell in a general way just what character of figure each

stump that he selects will develop in the veneer or lumber. It is not

to be inferred from this that the walnut man merely goes through

the woods, looks at the walnut tree, and is able to ascertain exactly

for what use it is best suited. As a matter of fact there are usually

but one or two trees in every hundred cut which develop any figure

worth while that will justify their being placed in the class of

tiKured walnut.

The work of selection of tigured butts is exceedingly tedious, and

when the walnut man discovers one which he considers marketable,

that is, a butt that shows that it possesses a strong suggestion of

ligure or curl, he has it shipped to his assembling yard. Here it is

split and the bark and sapwood trimmed off pretty closely to the

heartwood. In the figured stock the sapwood is of no commercial

value. Various methods are used to preserve the butts after they

have been prepared in this way to minimize checking and other

deterioration. In this connection one of the oldest of the walnut

asemblers of the country, Frank Purcell of Kansas City, Mo., says

that after he has split sfid trimmed his butts he buries them in

sawdust immediately, which procedure keeps them in a most excellent

condition for an indefinite period.

The veneer manufacturer is a man interested in the purchase of

these fancy butts, and as soon as he hears of any special offerings he

makes a journey to the assembling yard and makes his purchases.,

The butts are then shipped to the veneer plant, where they are

sliced up into the required veneer which is further matched up in

the piano manufacturer 's panel plant for high-grade piano facing.

As suggested, the proper selection of walnut in the stump is really

more of an art than a cold-blooded business proposition. A man has

almost to be born to this work and to pass through years of training

in order that he may be able to recognize the beauty he is seeking

when he finds it. There are not many men in this country who are

able to produce in this way, and among the ibiggest handlers of

walnut today, Mr. Purcell ranks probably as one of the most expert

from whom the big veneer people buy their butts. In this connection

are shown two photographs which do rather poor justice to some

of Mr. Purcell 's selections. The true beauty of the walnut butt is

not developed to the eye of the average mortal until it is opened

up in the form of veneer. Hence, the camera is a poor means of

conveying to the average individual an idea of what a walnut butt

really looks like. However, these illustrations will give an idea as

to the manner in which these butts are treated after their arrival

at the assembling yards in preparation for their further manufac-

ture into high-grade veneers.
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The Lumbermen s Round Table

ADVANTAGES OF SALESMEN
Houses which have assumed the somewhat heavy expense of send-

ing traveling salesmen out on the road to sell lumber sometimes won-

der, especially when business is coming in rather easily, whether it

is worth while to maintain an organization for sales purposes in the

field. But when trade is draggy, and when it takes real salesman-

ship to move the stock, the boys on the road are the very backbone

of the business. If getting orders is like pulling eye-teeth, it's

certjjin that the traveling man, commg into personal contact with

the consumer, can come closer to achieving this difficult dental opera-

lion than the chap who has to depend on cold type for expression.

'
' T don 't know what we should have done recently without our

salesmen," said the head of a large hardwood concern recently.

"Our mail business has fallen off to practically nothing, ,but in spite

of this the men on the road are still sending in the orders. Eight

now they're our best asset."

THE OPTIMIST AND THE PESSIMIST

Everybody has heard the definition of the pessimist as the man

who sees only the hole in the doughnut. That simply indicates that

the way one looks at things determines the way things are—as far as

the individual is concerned.

A lumberman sat in his office recently, chewing his nails and look-

ing moodily at the rather cheerless outlines of his airtight heater.

"Nothing doing," he growled. "Never saw business so dull. I

don't believe anybody is cutting up lumber any more."

Just half a dozen blocks from him was another hardwood man,

whose smile was not of the made-to-order variety. He looked cheer-

ful, talked cheerfully, and in fact was cheerful.

' Oh, everything is all right, '
' he said.

'

' Business is good with

us. Sold seventeen cars last week, which is pretty good for a young

house like ours. It's just a case of getting out and hustling for the

orders, that's all.
'

'

Disregard the hole in the business doughnut and consider only the

light and appetizing circumference. It's there, all right.

STUDYING OUTPUT OF LOGS

A sawmill man who iias had more than average experience said

recently that one phase of the business which is rather neglected is

comparison of the results of manufacturing given lots of logs, not

only as to footage, but grade.
'

' The only way to tell whether a bunch of logs was a good buy, '

'

he pointed out, " is to cut them up, figure the output as to grade and

get at the value of the product accordingly. If the sawmill man fails

to do that, he is never in a position to tell his buyer whether to go

ahead on purchase in a certain territory or whether he is to stay off.
'

'

The importance of this proposition is appreciated when it is

remembered that the percentage of low-grade is constantly ascending,

and that the millman must keep in touch with the changes in this

respect, in the timber he is buying in order to know whether he

can purchase at current rates and have a margin for profit.

That is to say, if records for one section for a certain period

indicate that the mill is getting twenty per cent of firsts and seconds,

sixty per cent of No. 1 and No. 2 common and the remainder lower

grades, it is important to know whether those percentages still hold

gnofl on logs from the same territory.



HARDWOOD RECORD ^
THE LOG BUYER'S OBSESSION

• Tue trouble with most log buyers I bave known,'' declared a

hardwood manufacturer," is that they are obsessed with the idea

that their worth to the concern employing them is determined by

the quantity of logs which they buy. In other words, they are con-

stantly striving to get footage, without regard to much else. The

result is that the log man not infrequently purchases timber which

the owner of the mill would have turned down. Poor judgment, you

may call it; yes, but poor judgment induced by the overwhelming

desire to make a showing in feet.
'

'

If it is true that the log buyer is obsessed with this idea, the only

way to get rid of it is to make it perfectly plain that his compen-

sation is to be fixed not with reference to the quantity of logs

purchased, but altogether with reference to the desirability of the logs

secured and the profitableness of those logs when put through the

mill. Of course, it is hard to tell in advance whether an apparently

sound log will cut up into good lumber; but, in general, if the buyer

looked first to the q^iestion of ultimate profits, fewer lots of second-

rite logs would be picked up at firstrale prices. ^
The trouble is, to be entirely frank, that the millman hires the

log buyer to get material with which to keep his plant in operation,

and finds fault if he doesn't do it. With this situation confronting

him, it is quite natural for him to lapse into the error of putting

quantity before quality.

THEORY VERSUS PRACTICE

One of the best known hardwood salesmen in the East gets most

of his business, according to his friends, on account of his ability

as a conversationalist and his knowledge of furniture design. He
calls on a manufacturer, makes himself interesting, gives him a few

ideas about s'yles he has picked up from reading or observation, and

incidentally pureiiades him to accept a carload or two of lumber.

This method has its advantages, especially from the standpoint of

those who believe iu "service," and in giving something other than

t)ie goods in return for the business of the customer. But, on the

other baud, it exposes the solicitation of the salesman of this type

to attack from the man who gets down to brass tacks, quotes prices

that look better than the other fellow 's, and simply convinces the

buyer that he should have the order.

"Give me first and foremost," said a lumberman, "the man who

knows hardwoods, who can walk through a factory and see just what

the consumer wants. The only way to please a customer is to sell

him lumber he can use to advantage; and the theorist, who has had

no practical experience at the business end of a rule, is badly handi

capped in selling the stock of the hardwood lumber-yard."

DO THE INSPECTORS KNOW THE RULES?
The statement was recently made at a gathering of lumbermen that

most inspectors, in the yards of sawmill men and jobbers, are not

technically informed as to the grading rules. This sounded like a

case of stretching the long bow at first, but the speaker went on to

explain that he had tested tiie matter out.
'

' I w ent into the yard the other day, '
' he said, '

' and asked the

insjicctor how he had graded a board he had just turned over.

" ' It 's a No. 1 common, ' he said.
,

" 'Why?' I .isked him. '

•
' ' Why, I can just look at it and see that it is, ' he said.

'

' I found most of the other men the same way. They had a

rough, rule of thumb idea as to grades, but when pinned down for

a reason, tbey could not analyze the proposition and tell exactly why
a given board was No. 1 common instead of a first and second

or a No. 2.

"After that I gave orders that the inspectors study the rules,

stating that any one who failed to show proper knowledge would

be fired. In a little while you could see them getting down and

marking off the boards to figure cuttings, and studying the lumber

from the technical standpoint. Such knowledge is absolutely neces-

sary, and it is surprising to find how many men who are regarded

as good inspectors are without it.
'

'

'
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The W^hite Mans Burden
Domingo L. Diaz, one of the forest rangers in the Philippine

Forest Service, has taken up the '
' white man 's burden '

' of which

Kipling speaks, and is overseeing a large number of the unfortu-

nate "twilight people," "half devil and half child."

In the United States the forest rangers deal with all sorts of

wild animals from weasels to grizzly bears, destroying those that are

harmful, protecting those that are beneficial; but the forest rangers

in the United States have no wild people to look after.

It is diflferent in the Philippines. The hardest part of the ranger's

work there is often connected with the people who live in the woods.

Mr. Diaz's work is along that line. He is responsible for the well-

being of a thousand or more negritos scattered like rabbits through

the woods. Centuries of warfare and cruelly under Spanish rule kept

these people savage. They considered every man 's hand against

them, and they were against every niau. The Spaniard's civilization,

such as it 'va.s, never reached them, and the Americans, when they

came into po.ssession, took up that part of the "white man's bur-

den," and they are trying to carry the burden with ju.stice and

humanity.

The following extracts are from a recent report by Ranger Diaz

who finds himself in charge of scattered bands of these wild men:

"No form of local government has over been enjoyed by these

people and without sonic such form of organization it would be

impossible for them to be protected against the injustices of the

surrounding people and against their own vices and defects. These

conditions did not please the Secretary of the Interior and the

Director of Forestry, for after the last visit of the first and the

frequent visits by the latter, iboth being acquainted with the existing

conditions among negritos, they asked me to take the necessary steps

in the formation of a plan of government for these negritos.

'

' The oflScers of the Bataau forest were pleased to write a plan

of government for them, under the recommendation of the Secre-

tary of the Interior, which is being followed and no doubt will

change the aspect of the deplorable situation of the tribe, opening

to them a new era of moral and material progress.
'

' The form of government is essentialy paternal, and the man in

charge of the negritos assumes many of the duties and powers of

a government council. The principal object is to help the negritos

in the establishment of a local government and to make them a

self supporting people. To carry out this work it has been considered

best to first establish two schools where will be taught elementary

agriculture, weaving and other convenient industrial work which

will serve as a fountain of resource for them although special at-

tention will be given to instruction in practical agriculture.

"It is planned to build the school house in the center of a twenty-

tive-acre tract of land which will serve as a nursery for plants which

will be distributed to all the neighboring negxitos and at the same

time will be a garden where the students may do their planting, and

grow such products as will be needed in feeding the students at

school. In addition to this large garden, every family will be allowed

to occupy and cultivate eight acres and with similar areas of other

families will form the jurisdiction of a permanent settlement.

"A negrito with his family can clean and cultivate several acres

of land and being planted with permanent crops such as coffee,

pineapple, cacao, bananas or kapoe in combination with rice and

corn, ordinary crops of a farm, their lands will become improved

and the desire to seek a new home will Se reduced to a minimum.

If the Philippine Bureau of Forestry can carry- out the policy out-

lined the results in twenty years will amount to more than was
done for the bushmen in three hundred years under Spanish rule.
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The Export of Oak Lumber
.\loro tliiin forty ooiiiitrics, sihialcil in :l11 nf tlio five eoiiliiunits

into wliii'li the world is divided, roocive oak lumber from the United

States. In addition, tlie islands of Oceania draw supplies of this

wood from America. The amount sent away from this country last

year, to find markets in every climate of earth, was 2i;2,2()6,000 feet,

wortli $9,.'):?9,413.

ICo classes of oak are recognized iu export statistics, as far as

species are concerned. The liroad divisions, white oak and red

oak, are not even made; nor is aci'inint taken of dimensions. The

bare fact is given that so much ii;ik hinibcr is exported to such a

j"ountry, and its value is shown.

It is a matter of common knowledge, though not found iu statistics,

that most export lumber is white oak; but there are a number of

kinds. The most common white oaks in the export trade are the fol-

lowing: The common white Oak whicli grows in the wliole eastern

half of the United States; post oak, which occupies practically the

same range as the common white oak; bur oak, common in the

northern and central states as far west as Minnesota and Kansas,

but not abundant in the South; overcup oak, known in the South

as forked-leaf white oak; chestnut oak, found from New England

to Alabama ; oow oak, common and of good quality in the Middle

South.

Probably most of the red oak that goes abroad is the common

northern red oak, and the abundant southern or Texas red oak,

though there are a dozen other species of red oak which are occa-

sionally cut for lumber, and some of it may find its way abroad

in small amounts.

The following table gives the exports of oak lumber of all kinds,

but not oak logs or staves:

ExroiiT OF Oak I.tmhkb. ItirJ

Destination ^
• Feet B. M. Value

Austria-Hungary 13,000 .$ 520

Belgium 31.5-18,000 1,284,778'

Denmark l.-tsi.ooo 63,318

France 3.04.-),ooo 161,451

Germany 8.s(^0,00o 368,261

Italy so:;,000 31,996

Netherlands S.Diic.ooo 401,541

Norway SOO.OOO 33,844

Portugal 42,000 1,865

Spain 1.338.000 52,740

Sweden 3.30.000 13,79"

England 87.136.000 3,675,693

Scotland 8,432.000 375,910

Ireland 1.5.-i2,000 59.433

Bermuda 2.000 163

British Honduras 1.000 30

Canada 57,504,000 2,334.230

Guatemala 11.000 1,192

Honduras 4,000 159

Nicaragua 34.000 1,220

Panama 314.000 14,989

Mexico 1,115,000 39,566

Miguelon 4,000 145

Newfoundland 36,000 1,625

Danish West Indies 2.000 155

Argentina 5.500.000 397.961

Bolivia 10.000 1.284

Brazil 45,000 3,025

Chile 485,000 37,935

Colombia 1,000 49
Peru .. 202,000 14..'583

Crugukv' .'.'.
.

.' 342,000 26.061

Turkey in Asia 2.00(1 110

Australia and Tasmania 1.097.000 90.438

New Zealand 197.000 17,075

French Oceania 5.000 717

British South Africa 297,00o 20.178

Portuguese Africa 12.000 841

Egypt 8.0OO 535
IjEC.VriTfl.ATION

Europe 1.55.036.000 6.525.147

North America 59.027.000 2.393.474

South America 6.585.000 480.898
Asia '. 2,000 110
Oceania 1,299,000 108.230

Africa 317,000 21,554

Total 222.206.000 ,'?9,529,413

—26—

Tile export of oak logs, rcjunii or liewcd, is not iucliuled in the

above figures. Approximately L',000,UOU feet of round oak logs leave

American ports yearly for distant lands, and a considerable, though

unknown, quantity of hewed oak timbers. It is probable that the

square timbers exceed the round logs. Of round logs in the export

trade, oak amounts to only about one-third as much as walnut.

Little information is to be had concerning the uses to which oak

lumber is put in foreign countries. It is evident that the uses are

many, for tlie wood reaches so many ports that commodities must

differ greatly. It is known that furniture, house finish, parts of

m.aehinery, vehicles, railway cars, and ships take mucli of the oak.

Flooring is an important place filled by this wood in some countries

;

but its use as tongued and grooved flooring is not large. It is worked

itito jiarquet floors where woods of dark and light colors are cut to

geometrical forms to ju'/nUice patterns, borders, and the like. In sudi

work white oak is used to contrast with dark woods like mahogany
and teak.

American oak naturally meets with many rivals among the oaks

of other countries; but the two most often in evidence are the Sibe-

rian or Japanese oak, and the European oak in England and on

the continent of Europe. The Japanese oak is successfully com-

peting in California, Washington, and Oregon with .American oaks,

because, on account of water transjiortation, it can be delivered

at a lower price. The European oak passes in trade by sever;il

names, among them being English oak and Austrian oak.

This is the most stubborn rival that American oak encounters in

Europe. It is a wood of splendid quality and of fine figure, but it

is expensive, and so far as price is concerned, American oak can

beat it in most foreign markets. European oak, when brought to

America, costs from $1.50 to.$400 a thousand feet, and the cost of

similar grades in Europe are not much less.

Fine American oak can be laid down in the principal markets of

Europe at half these figures, or less; and since it is the equal of the

native oak in all essential characteristics, it is natural that it should

crowd European oak from many places formerly held iby that wood.

Europe buys twice as much American oak lumber as all the rest

of the world, and Canada is the next bfist market. England and

Canada are the two best customers for this wood, and together they

buy sixty per cent of all the oak lumber exported from the United

States.

Wood Imports and Exports for September
The imports and exports of foiest products during September,

1913, are shown in the following lists which are abridged from sta-

tistics compiled by the Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Commerce.

IjIroKTS

Briar root and ivy. .$ 14.013

Spanish cedar 1,082,000 feet 58,454
Mahogany 7,339,000 feet 516,451
\n other cabinet woods 138,827
Round log's 9.393.000 feet 96,823
Pulpwoods 127,076 cords 982,879
Rattans and reeds 81,547
Other unmanufactured woods 41,964
Lumber 97,707,000 feet 1,872,049

Lath 67,528.000 185,181
Shingles 58,048,000 157.965
All other lumber 156,367
Chair cane or reed 56,836
Furniture 82,847
Wood pulp 1,951,646
All other manufactured woods 336,947

Total imports ,$6,690,796

Exports
Hewed and sawed timber 41,165,000 feet 824.575
Lumber 213,654,000 feet 5,080,697
Furniture 625,323

Total exports ,$9,244,221
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Ontario''s Wood-Using Industries
^4

A \fiv i-uinploto ;iiul i\ull iiir(.;iica n-iHiit lias bi'i'ii iiuMislii'il at

Ottawa by tlie Canadian Uovernniout Printing Bureau on the wood-

using industries of Ontario. It was I'ouipiled by R. G. Lewis and

W. (iny H. Boyce, under directions of R. H. Campbell, Director of

Forestry, and is supplemented by a summary issued some time ago.

The indu.strial conditions and forest resources of Ontario are much

like those of Minnesota, Wisconsin, Michi<;an, Ohio, Pennsylvauia,

and New York, and for that reason the report should have particular

value on this side of the international boundary. The certainty that

the new tariff measure will pass Congress and receive the President' s

signature adds an interest to whatever our Canadian neighbors are

doing in the line of manufacturing lumber or other forest jiroducts.

There will be free trade in many articles and a reduction in duty on

most or" the others, and there is no doubt that trade will be turned

into new channels in a number of particulars. Whether the Can-

adians will buy more from us than they have bouglit heretofore, or

pay more for their purchases; or whether they will sell us manufac-

tured articles or raw material more cheaply than we have been able

to buy them in the past, remains to be seen; but in the meantime

business men will study trade relations between the two countries

with more care than has been customary in recent years. The

breaking up of old trade habits is bound to cause new alignments.

The report recently published includes statistics collected from 1,200

firms engaged in various kinds of wood-manufacturing. Thirty-six

separate industries are listed and are presented with considerable de-

tail. The annual demand for wood aggregates 807,456,000 feet board

measure, at an average cost of $23.73 jier thousand, and a total cost

of $19,161,384. Thirty-four separate species of wood are listed,

besides numerous otiiers which are considered as groups only. White

pine, which apparently includes Xorway pine, leads all other woods in

quantity, and is twice as much as any other in total cost. The finest

remaining stands of white pine in the world are in Ontario, though

the quality is not superior to this wood in the Lake states. The
average value of the white pine delivered at the Canadian factories

is $25.60, which is from three to eight dollars higher than the aver-

age cost of this wood at factories in Vermont, New Hampshire,

Massachu.setts, and Michigan. It would not, therefore, appear rea-

sonable that any change in tariff laws will enable buyers of white

pine in this country to get it any cheaper in Canada. However, that

is one of the problems to be worked out.

The wood used in next largest quantity is spruce at an average

cost of $14.21. This includes pulpwood, which is the largest item

at $12.4.5 per thousand feet. Maple is employed in larger amount
than any other hardwood, and at an average price of $21.13. The
average cost of this wood at New Hampshire factories is $20.73, in

Michigan $17.53; consequently there is little likelihood that maple

logs or lumber will come from Canada into the United States, because

commodities do not usually move from a region of high value to a

region of low. Elm in Ontario costs the factories $23.52, and in

Michigan $22.98. The difference is small, but is in favor of manu-
facturers in the Lake states. Ash is about a standoff between the

two countries. In Ontario it costs $35.05, in Xevv Hampshire $33.17,

and in Michigan $39.47. Hemlock, the third in quantity of the

softwoods bought by Ontario manufacturers, costs $16.34 in that

province, $14.98 in New Hampshire, and $13.31 in Michigan. On-

tario has large amounts of hemlock timber, but judging from the

prices manufacturers are jiaying for it on the Canadian side of the

line, there is small likelihood that hemlock logs or lumber will be

shipped to factories in the United States.

It holds with mo.st of the important woods whicli are used for

manufacturing purposes in Ontario and en this side of the line, that

this wood costs more in Ontario. Following arc examples in addition

to those given above:

Post In Cost In

Wood

—

Michisan dntnrlo
Basswood $20.79 %'ri.''l

Balsam 11.OS 1-1. L'3

Cli.-snmi -L'.rj7 28.77

Doughis lir 37.eo 42.05

Oottonwoiid 30.83 51.00

Tamarack 13.91 18.89

Sycamore 26.41 34.81

The difference in cost for all of these woods is sufficient to bar

their shipment as raw material across the line into the United States

in large quantities.

The average cost of all the wood used in Ontario is slightly above

the average in Michigan, ijut the difference in the average cost for

a number of industries is decidedly in favor of Michigan. That is,

the Michigan manufacturers are able to buy their material for less

than it can be bought in Ontario. Among such industries are the

following

:

Cost of wood Cost of wood
Industry

—

in Ontario In Michigan
Boxes .1S18.53 $15.25

Flooring 24.86 18.94

Vehicle supplies 52.13 34.27

Musical instruments .'(8.22 34.37

Cars 33.12 25.18

Handles 29.99 13.3G

Woodenware 17.86 15.62

Sporting goods 37.48 30.49

Laundry appliances 28.84 23.93

Ships and boats 45.60 44.08

In a few industries the cost of raw material appears to be in

favor of Ontario as compared with Michigan, which is shown as

follow s

:

Cost of wood Cost of wood
Industry

—

in Ontario in Michigan

Sash, doors and blinds $24.59 $27.78

Furniture 30.59 41.13

Agricultural implements 35.43 38.99

Coffins 23.84 31.10

The manufacturing of wood is much more highly developed and

concentrated in Michigan than in Ontario. Michigan's area is only

one-fourth that of the Canadian province, but its annual output of

manufactured forest products is more than fifty per cent greater,

both in feet and in cost of materials.

Ontario procures eighty-two per cent of its raw material at

home, and four per cent of the remainder from other Canadian prov-

inces, while less than fourteen per i-ent is imported from foreign

countries. Most of the imports are drawn from the United States.

In speaking of the increasing cost of certain woods the report says:

"The scarcity of wood and its rapidly increasing price is being

felt by every industry using wood. In the case of some of the hard-

woods, such as white oak and hickory, the native supply is practi-

cally exhausted with the exception of odd trees and groups of trees

in farmers' woodlots. The prices of these two species have increased

at an alarming rate and even in the United States where the bulk

of the supply comes from, a shortage is being felt and the center

of supply is constantly shifting to new regions. It is probable that

the price of each kind of wood will continue to increase until it equals

or exceeds the cost of growing that particular wood in the forest."

The policy which Ontario should pursue is clearly and forcibly

explained in the following paragraph:

"A forestry policy for the province, which has as its aim the

management of forest lands to produce a steady supply of wood is

the only solution of the problem of how to perpetuate the wood-using

industries of Ontario. Canadians cannot count on foreign countries

to supply them forever. The economic balance of exports and im-

ports must be insured by the growing of trees adapted to this climate,

and in sufficient quantities to supply the local demand and provide

a surplus for exiiortation to other countries. There are millions of

acres of land in Ontario that are unfit for agriculture and still are

suitable for growing forests. Such land should be withheld from

homestead entry and managed as forests. In some parts of the

province large areas of deserted farmlands are found, and lands

that are not suitable for growing crops but which are being held

bv farmers who are too poor to move to more fertile regions."



"I see by the papers," said the veteran veneer iii.ni, us In-

slid back in his chair, planted his crossed feet on top of the table

opposite him and thrust out his stogie at a dangerous angle,
'

' that a new veneer mill is to be started in the Ohio valley, and

will be equipped with four saws. I know of a concern further

south which has beguh the manufacture of sawed veneers, and

has put in two or three saws. A company which had the mis-

fortune to lose its mill by fire some time ago apparently has not

profited by its opportunity, for it is going back in with four

saws to be kept going on oak veneers. And a company which

is manufacturing lumber in Arkansas has been attracted by the

apparently easy money in veneer manufacture and has been look-

ing around for one or two second-hand saws with which to man-

ufacture thin stock."

"That is very interesting," remarked his visitor, "but rather

pointless. What's the answer?"

"Just this," said the veneer man, taking his feet down from

the table and his stogie from his mouth with a single motion.

"We are getting too many saws for the veneer market to take

care of. I happen to have equipment for making any kind of

stock the consumer may want. We'll give him sawed stock if he

wants it, slice-cut if he prefers that, or rotary veneers if they

will serve his purpose. Consequently I don't believe I am pre-

judiced one way or the other on the subject. But I am con-

vinced that some of us are going to find it rather hard to sell

sawed veneers at a profit before very long.

"Good sliced stock has always constituted the bulk of the

business in figured oak veneers. It has with us, and I suppose

with other members of the trade as well. There are a certain

number of consumers who appreciate the fact that sawed veneers

can't be beat, and that the material is much more likely to be

sound and to remain without defect during the entire period of

its use than sliced stock, the fibers of which may have been

ruptured in cutting, and which consequently may not give per-

fect satisfaction. But the difference in quality is so slight that

only the top-notchers are willing to pay the considerable difference

in price which is entailed by the increased cost of manufacturing

sawed stock.

"With the market thus limited, and with those already in

the field never having had any difficulty supplying the demand,

it is a question as to how enough business is to be created to

keep all these new saws busy. '

'

'
' Changing the subject, '

' interposed his visitor, '
' have you

ever found much of a demand for gum veneers for erossbanding

purposes?'

'

"We make some gum stock for that purpose," replied the ve-

neer man, "but frankly I do not believe that gum can be suc-

cessfully substituted for poplar in this connection. In the first

place, gum is not so easy to handle as poplar, and the chances

of trouble are not desirable, even though with proper handling

gum crossbanding will give satisfaction. But poplar is so easy

to work with and is so thoroughly dependable that there is little

question as to which is the more desirable.

"I have always had a leaning toward poplar, and while I

know that it has been displaced in a good many industries in

favor of gum, cypress and other cheaper woods, it has always

been a question of price rather than quality. At least that is

my view of the matter. But in the veneer business the difference

in cost between poplar and gum crossbanding is so slight, amount-

ing to between $1 and $2 a thousand, that it hardly pays to

risk the experiment of using an iudifferent substitute in order

to save this relatively small amount. '

'

"What are you getting ready to do out there?" inquired the

caller, noting preparations for construction work in the yard of

the veneer plant.

"We're going to build a new steaming vat," said the veteran

manufacturer. "Our old one is getting leaky, and we need a
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big^'iT capacity, anyhow, so we an going to jiut in a new tank.

We have been considering cutting out wood and substituting con-

crete. Wood is all right, because it's cheap and answers the

purpose, but it makes repairs necessary and doesn't last as long

as one would like. With concrete, however, you build but once.

Where have I heard that phrase before? If I can work out plans

which will not require too much of an outlay, I think I shall

use cement instead of wood."

"By the way," interposed the other, slyly, "I believe you
are heartily in favor of wood office furniture instead of steelt"
"Oh, certainly," replied the veneer man. "It's not only a

question of self-interest, but wood is handsomer, lasts just as

well, looks a whole lot better and protects the contents from fire

just as efficiently as most of these tin boxes they 're putting

out. '

'

"Very good, sir," was the retort; "but don't you think it is

rather inconsistent to boost the use of your own product ill

office equipment and then give the boot to the product of some
other lumberman when it comes to building a steaming vat?"
"Inconsistency your grandmother!" was the somewhat heated

reply. "My buying a few dollars' worth of lumber isn't going

to help the business very much, while patronizing the cement

trade to the extent of a few barrels won't enable them to pay
many dividends. I figure it's up to me to get the best for my
individual work, without regard to its possible effect on the

trade at large. That may be a selfish view to take of it, but we
must necessarily look at business propositions from that angle."

Seeing that it was politic to direct the conversation along

other lines, the caller asked what the manufacturer had heard

about the use of veneers for wall-paper.

"The idea is an excellent one," he replied, "and I have seen

some beautiful results secured in this way. The material used

in this class of work is little more than paper, some of it being

cut 120 to the inch. It is laid over a base of composition or

other material, and takes an excellent finish. Most of the wall-

paper dealers carry lines of paneling, so-called, for use by those

who want to get the effect of a wood finish without going to the

expense of ha,ving the entire interior trim of the real article.

By the use of a cheap base of the kind I mentioned, covered with

a thin face veneer, one is able to get a very attractive interior

at a most reasonable price. However, the idea has not been in

use long enough for final results to be stated. I don't really

know whether the novelty can be said to have become a staple

as yet or not, but I have heard of some veneer houses, especially

those cutting mahogany on a large scale, having sold a good deal

of stock to wall paper manufacturers for use in this way.

"And that reminds me," he continued, with a ghost of a smile,

"of a unique suggestion which was made in one of the trade

journals. I thought at first the writer of the article must be

'kidding' his readers, but as far as I was able to determine the

suggestion was made in all seriousness. It was that in order to

eliminate the troubles of the finishing-room, and to determine

whether defects appearing later were due to the veneer or the

varnish, the veneers be finished before they were laid! If one

were disposed to treat such an idea with any degree of serious-

ness, of course, it would be proper to ask what he meant by the

term veneers: What thickness, for example, between a fourth

and one one-hundred-twentieth of an inch? Certainly no one

would attempt to finish a sheet of veneer cut in the latter dimen-

sion, and even with thicker stock it is quite evident that the re-

sult of finishing it would be to make it draw up into a regular

gutter. Without wishing to call anybody names, I must say that

it certainly took a good brand of dope to produce an idea of

that kind."

Just then the mill clerk came in a with a batch of cost sheets

showing the day's operations.

"I believe that the veneer interests, including the panel men,"
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said the observer, "are doing more real, sure-enougli practical

work along the lines of cost accounting than any other set of

Diuiiufiu-turcrs in the country."

"True enough,'' replied the veueer man; "and yet, strange to

relate, xve still find people selling their stock for less than it

costs to produce it, and others refusing to find out what the cost

of production is. it's a Ion;; way to the millennium, after all."

G. D. C, .Ir.

^^ Ko:^t^s»Jg;i^Jlk:>^li;K>^t^i^>M;ui;tm^:io/^^^

l>ecay of wood is caused by fuiigub, and without fuujjus there

.11 be little decay. Scores and probably hundreds of kinds of fungus

are concerned in the rotting of various woods and under different

circumstances; but the present article will consider less than half

a dozen kinds, and only those which are well known to most people

who cut oak trees and manufacture the wood into products. In order

to still further restrict tlie inquiry, only those kinds of fungus will

be considered which affect the heartwood of oak trees whUe they

are still living, and which produce results that are easily seen and

which greatly lessen the value of the wood.

When a woodsman cuts an oak tree and finds the heartwood in a

state of decay, he cannot possibly make a mistake if he lays his loss

to the work of some species of fungus that in some manner has

found its way to the interior of the trunk. It may not make much

difference whether the particular name of the destroying organism

is known or not, its effect is the most important matter, when meas-

ured by dollars and cents. It may, however, be of some assistance

to be able to detect the signs of such decay before the trees are cut;

and in a good many instances this can be done very accurately,

though in other cases it is much more difficult.

It is quite generally known that fungus of every species and kind

is a plant of a low order. There are thousands of kinds. In fact,

there are so many kinds that no botanist in the world pretends to

know them all. Specialists in that branch of botany spend years

in fields and woods, and are constantly finding kinds unknown before.

It is impossible, and fortunately unnecessary, for the business man
to do more in this field than to get acquainted with the few kinds

of fungus which directly concern his particular branch of business.

The lumberman who works in the woods can easily do this, and he

may turn his knowledge to account in a number of ways. So various

are the forms that almost every person knows a few. Mushrooms

and toadstools are best known, because they are large, plentiful, and

easily recognized. A common sight in the woods is a shelf-like growth

on old stumps, logs and living trees. This is the fruiting body of

fungus, the outward, visible portion, while the roots are hidden

within the wood. The terms "fruit" and "roots" express the

facts in a general way; but to be scientifically precise, other terms

would have to be used. Under present circumstances, however, this

is unnecessary.

A prevalent defect in oak trees is commonly called white heart-rot.

It is caused by a fungus known as "false-tinder," but among bot-

anists it is called Fames igniarkts. It is designated tinder because

when flint and steel were the usual methods of striking fire, before

the invention of matches, the tinder or punk was. often made
of this fungus. The outer rind was pared off, and the remainder was

boiled in lye, dried, and pounded to soften it. Sometimes it was

boiled with saltpeter.

False-tinder is a shelf-like growth on the trunk of the tree, re-

sembling a horse's hoof. There are other kinds of fungus which

produce shelf-like growths, and some of them might be mistaken

for this one; but after a person has made a few examinations there

will be little iikelihood that mistakes will be made. The tinder

fungus grows on living trees principally, while most of the others are

found on dead trees or on logs and stumps.

This fungus is probably the most widely-distributed plant of the

whole vegetable kingdom. It grows all over the world, wherever

there are trees in considerable variety. There may be localities

where it is not found, but its range is known to be world-wide, and

that can be said of few other plants. Climate has little to do with

its spread.

Almost every hinilicrTiian or dealer in fore.st products is acquainted

w itli the effect of tinder fungus. It produces the white heart-rot

so common in timber. The shelf which grows on the outside of the

tree is a result, not the cause of the heart-rot. Decay is usually

pretty well advanced before the hoof-like shelf appears. This out-

side growth is the fruiting body of the fungus that is rotting the

tree's interior. The fruiting body must develop on the outside of

the trunk, but the real damage is done inside where decay spreads up

and down the trunk.

The seeds of fungus are called spores. The shelf on the trunk

produces them by thousands from its underside. They are too small

to be seen except as a cloud of dust. The individual spores are in-

visible under ordinary circumstances. They are carried long dis-

tances by the wind, and unless they come in contact with a wound

or injury in the trunk of a tree they cannot grow. They may lodge

on a tree's bark, but it is believed that they never grow in the bark;

when the spores happen to enter a wound made by the break-

ing of a dead limb, they find a growing place. Hair-like roots,

called hyphs, are quickly developed, and they penetrate the wood,

growing inward untU they reach the tree's heart, and there they

begin to spread up the trunk and down.

That is the origin of the white rot which the timber cutter so

often finds. He may see no sign of it on the outside of the trunk,

but encounters decay in the heartwood. Sometimes one shelf occurs,

sometimes there are several. The first one usually shows itself at the

opening of the wound where the fungus found entrance to the tree 's

interior. This is generally the stub of a broken limb, as already

stated.

Tinder fungus attacks heartwood only at first, but in advance

stages of decay the sapwood may become affected also, and the rot

may finally reach the bark, and the death of the tree speedily fol-

lows. Death always follows an attack by this enemy. White heart-

rot is an incurable disease. As far as known there is absolutely no

hope for a tree when the thread-like roots of tinder fungus once in-

sinuate themselves among the fibers of its heartwood. It is like

leprosy in its slow, sure work. Death may be a long time in coming,

but it is certain. The tree decays more and more each year. In

the early stages most of the trunk is suitable for use; but in course

of time the disease spreads from branches to roots, and the un-

sightly growths on the trunk- tell that not only is the tree's doom

sealed, but the wood has become worthless.

It is believed that tinder fungus never attacks young trees. They

must be old enough to have developed heartwood. Neither does it

fix itself on a perfectly healthy tree. It cannot do so, because it

must enter through a wound. Trunks without breaks in the bark

are safe; but let an injury show itself, and there is the point of

danger. Much of the beech of northern Louisiana falls a victim

to the tinder fungus which enters through stubs of dead and broken

limbs. In some localities mills make little effort to saw beech logs

because so few of them are worth sawing.

This fungus determines the length of life of many trees. It is

the disease which ultimately kills them. The proper course is to cut

trees as soon as the first evidence of the disease appears. If that

is done, some of the wood may be saved. It is generally not prac-

ticable to do this under forest conditions. It would cost more to

go about a large tract, picking out diseased trees and cutting them,

than the timber thus saved is worth. The chief saving, however,

would consist in preventing the spread of the disease to other trees.

White heart-rot is not the only disease that destroys the valuable

wood of living trees. Another is known as red heart-rot. It is

produced by a growth called sulphur fungus (Polyporus sulphurevs)

on account of its yellow color when mature. It develops on tree
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trunks in much the same way as that which causes white heart-rot;

but the shelf or fruiting body is quite different in appearance. It

is one of the most conspicuous funpri found in the forest. The

growth develops as a series of shelves, from two to twenty or more,

overlapping on© another. The shelves are sometimes fairly well

separated and distinct; at other times they are so close together as

to form a mass five or six times as large as a coeoanut. When these

shelves are young their upper surfaces are bright orange red, with a

deeper red at the edges. Their upper surfaces are very moist, some-

wh!}t hard, and when bruised, they turn brown. The whole growth

is soft and fleshy when young, and when squeezed, a clear, yellowish

juice exudes. The fungius becomes harder as it grows older, and

at maturity is brittle. It has by that time assumed the sulphur

color which gives the name by which it is generally known. This

fungus is edible, and is in the class of valuable mushrooms and is

eagerlv sought. Various tribes of hungry insects have also dis-

covered that it is good to eat, and if musliroom hunters do not

quickly gather it, insects do.

The wood user's interest in sulphur fungus has little to do with

its eating qualities, but relates to its destructive effect on timber.

It is a heartwood enemy, the same as the tinder fungus, but not so

exclusively. It flourishes on dead wood as well as living; but what

it does to dead timber is not directly interesting to the man who

deals with live trees.

This fungus attacks many trees, conifers as well as hardwoods.

It is particularly destructive of oak. The decayed wood in the trunk

looks like reddish-brown charcoal, hence the name red heart-rot.

There are various degrees of discoloration, depending upon the species

of tree attacked. It i§ darker in most species of oak and lighter in

walnut and chestnut. It frequently appears in maple, alder, locust,

apple and pear. It is widely distributed in the United States and

Canada, as well as in Europe. The decayed wood is characterized

by cracks which radiate from the center like spokes of a wheel, and

also run round with the annual rings. These cracks develop as the

wood is destroyed, and are due to shrinkage as the wood decays. The

cracks are not open but contain sheets of fungus, resembling thin

leather. These sheets consist of masses of interwoven threads of

fungus. If a piece of the wood is shaken or struck, fine dust falls

out, and leaves a skeleton of sheets and cross-sheets of fungus. The

dust that falls out is brown and brittle. It is reduced to fine pow-

der when rubbed between the fingers.

The decay caused by sulphur fungus is easily recognized by the

peculiarities described. In oak the broad medullary rays are the

last part of the wood to fall to pieces. As with white heart-rot,

young trees are exempt, for the probable reason that they have

little or no heartwood, and also for the reason that very young

trunks have few* wounds through which the spores or seeds of the

fungus can enter. In almost every instance the disease begins in

the tree's crown. This is shown by the number of spike-topped trees

in old' forests. They die at the top first; but the decay works its

way down through the heartwood the whole length of the trunk,

and finally reaches the ground and finishes the destruction of the

trunk.

The fruiting bodies appear on the outside of trunks after decay

has made considerable progress, and they develop in the latter part

of summer. They do not last long, because the swarms of waiting

insects pounce on them and devour them in a few days, but not until

the millions of spores have fallen out to be borne away on the wind

to infect other trees within a radius of miles. The quick destruction

of this parasite explains why nobody ever sees an old shelf of it

on the side of a tree, as in the ease of tinder fungus.

It seems to be a saprophyte as well as a parasite—that is, it

lives on dead and decayed woods as well as on the living. Sulphur

fungus flourishes on old logs and decayed stumps. It is oftener seen

there than on the trunks of living trees, probably because it is closer

to the ground and more apt to be noticed. It sometimes grows where

logs or stumps have so completely decayed as to be little more than

heaps of reddish dirt. It is probable that the fungus does not start

new growth in such places, but that the fruiting bodies that appear

come from old threads which ramified through the trunk while the

tree still had some life in it. and continued to grow after the trunk

decayed and fell.

The lumberman's direct interest in tlie fungus ceases when it has

ruined the tree; but the insideous parasite still has power for harm;

for every fruiting body that develops a yellow mass on stump or

rotten log throws off clouds of spores to float away and find lodg-

ment in the trunks of trees.

Xo remedy is known. The cutting of diseased trees, as in tho

case of tinder fungus, lessens the danger by reducing the uumber

of centers from which new contagion will spread. It is to the timber

owner 's interest to cut and use trunks as soon as signs of disease

are noticed, for some of the trees may still be unaffected, and the

loss will not be total.

There are many other kinds of decay which affect living trees.

Some are well known, others arc observed only by specialists. The

latter kinds are not of particular interest to the user of wood because

they are not prevalent; but others cause much loss of timber. One

such is piped rot, which is especially destructive of oak and beech.

There is difference of opinion as to what fungus produces it. Xo
growths appear on the outside of the trunk. The effect within ig

well known, and causes much loss, particularly among the hardwood

forests of the Mississippi valley.

The heartwood of diseased trees has a mottled appearance, and

as far as reported, the sapwood is never affected. There are irregu-

lar, smaU, pocket-like patches of white fibers, separated by small

areas of wood which retains almost its normal color. These white

areas first appear lens-shaped, but they gradually become longer until

they run together, and in course of time, as the disease progresses,

there is a series of irregular white lines extending lengthwise with

the wood. The small 'cavities often become filled with reddish-brown

threads of fungus. In its last stages the diseased wood is composed

of loose masses of white fibers mixed with brown threads, and en-

closed by thin, unaffected layers of wood.

This rot may be easily distinguished from all other diseases of

deciduous trees on account of the speckled appearance of the affected

wood. It attacks trees of all ages, provided they have heartwood.

The spores are supposed to find entrance through wounds, such as

are caused by the breaking of dead limbs. In oaks the disease gen-

erally appears near the tops, and in chestnut near the ground where

it seems to originate in the dead wood of old stumps from which

the chestnuts have sprouted.

A disease of oak commonly called soft-rot is due to a fungus

known as poJyporus obtusus. The fruiting body is hoof-shaped and

nearly pure white when young, but turns darker with age. It never

remains long on a tree trunk because insects soon destroy it as they

do sulphur fungus. The usual mode of entrance into the trunk is

through the hole made by some boring insect. The fruiting body

generally grows at the opening of the hole. The threads of fungus

follow the opening until they reach the heartwood and they then pene-

trate the solid wood both up the trunk and down, and in course of

time what was solid wood is reduced to a soft mass. Deterioration

is rapid. Trunks sometimes break and fall in a single year. The

diseased wood in its last stages turns almost white, but it does not

have the shrinkage cracks so common with some of the other rots

which attack heartwood.

Injury from this disease is somewhat lessened by the fact that its

worst attacks are made upon trees which are not very valuable, such

as rellow and scrub oaks.

Imports From Haiti

During the year 1912 Haiti exported to the United States 335,-

353 pounds of lignum-vitae and 848,100 pounds of logwood. The

former is made into bowling balls and bearings for wheels, but the

logwood has its principal use as coloring material. The intensely

black pigments in the pores of the wood are extracted, purified, and

prepared for use as dyes. The substance is then known in trade as
'

' extract of logwood. '
' The name logwood was given it originally

because the shipments reaching England were in log form, and had

no particular name.
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ISfew Farmers'' Alliance ISfeeded

ARTICLE FOLK

The farmer is generally supposed to be a man predisposed to form

alliances and he has found many of these alliances highly advan-

tageous. There are openings for alliances in other directions that

will prove to be no less profitable. One such association is three-

cornered, and includes the farmer, the lumberman, and the paint

store, with the wood-preserving plant considered as an adjunct of

the paint store.

Few expenditures that the farmer can make in paint for his

wooden buildings pay better than a judicious investment. The profit

is two-fold. It pays in money saved, and it pays also in tlie im-

proved appearance of the buildings. The wood lasts longer and it

look" better, both of which are valuable considerations.

There was a time in the rural districts of the country when a

painted residence was a rare sight, and no one expected to see a

painted barn, corncrib, or smokehouse. Paint was costly and wood

was cheap. It was less expensive and more convenient to put up a

new building when the old had rotted down than to lengthen the

service of the old buOdings by painting them once in ten or twenty

years.

A change has gradually taken place. Those who had houses of

sawed lumber began to use paint when they felt they could afford

it; and among the fairly well-to-do. the unpainted residences are

now found principally on the frontiers or in remote settlements.

The trouble is, many a farmer imagines that he cannot afford to

paint his house, though he is amply able to do so if he would prop-

erly consider the matter. Houses of that kind can be seen in nearly

all parts of the country, even along the lines of railroads in old-

settled communities, and they are more numerous in interior settle-

ments somewhat removed from through routes of travel. It seems

to be a characteristic of many farmers that the further they are

removed from the sight of the traveling public the less inclined they

are to fix up their premises. The prevailing idea with many seems

to be that nice houses are chiefly to please the eye of outsiders.

That view is proper as far as it goes, but it is very narrow.

Log houses and log barns are now scarce in this country. Most

that remain were built a long time ago and are serving their time

and will disappear a few years hence. In the old settled parts of the

country the log house is practically extinct. A few are stUl built

on the frontiers. Log buUdings were never painted. It would be

of doubtful economy to paint them if they were still being built.

But all buildings constructed of sawed lumber should be kept painted,

except the very cheapest and the roughest.

It is argued by some that the lumberman "s interests are inimical

to the interests of paint stores, because the lumberman wants to sell

as much of his product as possible. whUe paint preserves wood, and

the more use of paint, the less call for lumber for rebuilding and

repair. No progressive lumberman takes any such narrow view as

that. He has no desire to see buildings rot down in order that he

may sell lumber to build more. Experience has taught him that it

is not the farmer who lets his buildings go to pieces for the want

of paint who is the profitable customer of the lumber yard. Such

a fanner is apt to be a makeshift man, living from hand to mouth.

The fanner who paints his buildings and takes care of them is

the man most frequently in the market for more lumber. He is

able to buy because he has taken care of his property and has derived

a profit from it. Paint is to a large extent the visible index to the

farmer "s prosperity, progressiveness, and intelligence. Rightly or

wrongly, the farmer is judged by the appearance of his buildings.

If a lumber seller goes out to look for customers among farmers,

he will not fool much time away about the premises where the un-

painted ramshackle buildings tell a story of stupidity and stinginess,

but he will go to the place where the buildings look prosperous.

Paint adds immensely to appearances, but its real value lies in

its preservative properties when applied to wood. . Aside from al!

questions of vanity or commendable pride, buildings ought to be

painted. It pays well to do it. The man who buys lumber for out-

side work owes it to himself to use paint. Otherwise he is not getting

the most out of his purchase. Billions of feet of as good lumber

as ever grew have rotted in this country. That lumber would still

be giving good service had it been protected by paint. Every friend

and advocate of wood is interested in seeing it placed where it will

give the best possible service, and treated in a way to insure it.

Lumbermen would not sell a foot less material than they do if every

board that goes from the mill were made to last twice as long as it

does. There are so many ways to use wood that those who have

found it profitable in one place will continue to buy it for service in

some other capacity.

When wood is exposed to the elements, as in the case of weather-

boarding, it will last three or four times as long if protected by
paint, and sometimes the increase is ten fold. In the eastern states

there are houses of which painted weatherboarding has been in place

much more than a century. A case to the point is the Washington
mansion at ilt. Vernon. That has lasted more than 150 years with

no visible sign of decay. Such long use affords a striking contrast

with the rapid deterioration of house siding and other lumber exposed

without paint to the influences of ordinary weather conditions.

The modern farm that deserves the name of up-to-date exposes

very little lumber in an unpainted condition, in the buildings from
the largest to the smallest. The residence, the bams, sheds, grana-

ries, and even the poultry houses, are painted. Decay is powerless

to work much harm to the buildings belonging to such a plantation.

Tet that is precisely the place where lumbermen find their best

market. What is bought in the way of lumber goes into additional

buildings and not to replace or repair the old.

Another class of material goes to the well-regulated farm. It is

posts rather than sawed lumber. Posts and other parts of fences

are occasionally painted, but it is not customary on the ordinary

farm. In many instances it would be profitable to do so; but the

fencing material that goes to the farm is generally rather rough

stuff, and sufScient paint to cover it would be quite expensive.

Preservative treatment applied to th'e posts is preferable to paint.

It suits conditions better. The life of the post is doubled, unless

it happens to be a wood that lasts a long time in its natural condi-

tion. Decay of fence posts costs the farmers of this country large

sums yearly. Benewals are expensive in both money and labor. The
post problem is becoming a serious one. In most wooded regions

there is plenty of post material of kinds that decay quickly when set

in fences, and little of the lasting kind.

Preservative treatment, for posts of that kind, acts like paint on

weatherboarding. Woods of poor lasting properties, such as beech,

sycamore, elm. and pine, can be made durable without excessive cost.

By that means many a farmer can procure posts on his own land, or

in the neighborhood, and will not be under the necessity of paying

freight charges on material from a distance.

The tendency of the times is to make farm timbers last longer.

Formerly little thought was given to that side of the matter. There

was plenty to be had and loss from decay was lightly considered,

ilany farms were little else than rotting heaps for enormous quan-

tities of forest material; but a change is taking place and it deserves

to be encouraged.

Cost of Not Using It

The preservative treatment of timber is a potent factor in con-

servation, since it reduces the consumption and makes inferior species

available. At present about twenty per cent of the crossties, but

less than one-third of one per cent of the lumber used, is treated.

The boy's definition of salt was: "Something that makes some-

thing taste bad when you don't put it on." The same definition,

with a slight change, would apply to wrood-preservation: some-

thing that costs most when you don't use it.

—31—
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Oak Flooring and the Retailer

A great deal has been written about the care and handlinj; ul'

oak flooring after it leaves the retail yards, but very little has

been said to educate the retail dealer in the proper storing and

handling. In a great many yards oak flooring is handled very much
like dressed rough lumber, stored in sheds that are ojieu at both

ends, thereby exposing the flooring to such an extent that it absorbs

moisture from both ends, thus swelling the face anywhere from a

thirty-second of an inch to one-sixteenth. When the floor layers

receive flooring in this condition, it readily can be seen what an

imperfect floor it will make. The floor layer and the dealer are

always prone to blame the poor condition of the floor on the manu-

facturer. They seem to overlook the fact that all hardwood flooring

will absorb moisture, and oak flooring is no exception.

In Kansas City a short time ago, 2500 feet of oak flooring was

laid in a beautiful home and after the job was completed there

appeared quite a number of unsightly cracks, mostly toward the

ends. The dealer and the contractor blamed this condition upon

the manufacturer of the flooring. He and a chief inspector trav-

elled 500 miles to investigate this case. After spending a little

time at the dealer's yard, they found the oak flooring stored within

a few feet of a large opening in the warehouse and upon meas-

uring many of the pieces, it proved that they were swelled about

one-sixteenth of an inch from the original manufacture. The period

was during the winter season and practically the only protection

that this flooring had was an ordinary' roof and the rear iboarded.

The contractor, instead of keeping this flooring in a dry place in

the house where it was to be used, for at least ten days, immediately

laid it with the aforesaid results. After explanation to the archi-

tect, who was a broad-minded man, he agreed with the manufacturer

that the direct trouble was in the abuse of the flooring by the

improper housing given it by the retailer.

The above case is cited to point out the fact that the retail dealers

should have better accommodations for the storing of oak flooring.

The most modern retaU yards have a certain portion of their ware-

houses divided oft", double boarded and steam heated. Steam heat

is very essential in the middle and northern climates during the win-

ter season to keep the flooring in normal condition. The expense of

this additional care is very trivial compared with the benefits derived.

Floor layers and contractors will invariably trade with a yard that

keeps the flooring in a good condition during the winter season.

The modern retailer should be in a position to give advice to con-

tractors and floor layers when it is necessary.

In Ithaca, N. Y., some time ago an eight-inch brick wall was

bulged out to the extent of two inches. After investigation, it

proved that it was done by the oak flooring, which was abused by

too much water being used in scrubbing the floor. Usually in a case

of this kind, the floor will bulge upward about in the middle, but

in this particular case it was found that nails were used very gen-

erously on an oak sub-floor.

Not long ago the writer was called upon to look at a beautiful

oak floor that was very badly abused by the contractor who laid

the sub-floor with apparently green stock, which shrank to such a

degree that it opened up unsightly cracks in the top flooring. This

was revealed by measuring the sub-floor from the under side in the

cellar. The sub-floor should be reasonably dry and laid diagonally.

Boards of about six inches wide are preferred and should not be

put down too closely—at least an eighth of an inch should be

between each board. All thicknesses of oak flooring should have a

sub-floor. Many jobs are- badly damaged by improper sub-floors,

especially where three-eighth-ineh oak flooring is used.

Atmospheric conditions peculiarly affect oak flooring throughout

the season, and with this in mind, it surely would pay the retail

dealer to give it more care, so that when the contractor calls for it

for laying it will be in the proper condition for use.

The modern dealer in catering to the consuming oak flooring trade,

would find it more profitable and advantageous to purchase in

straight carlots. The cost is much less, besides assuring the arrival
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uf the flooring in better condition, it is just as important these

days to carry a good stock of the various grades, faces and thick-

nesses in oak flooring as it is in yellow pine or sash and doors.

The dealer who keeps a good supply of hardwood flooring of the

various kinds on hand will find it to his interest to get more trade

and is in a much better position to serve his customers than the old-

fashioned dealer who buys two or three thousand feet at a time.

There are many dealers neglecting hardwood flooring by not car-

rying a sufficient quantity for their prospective customers and not

pushing it by way of newspaper advertising in their respective towns,

or by talking it to architects and contractors. W. L. Clafpey.

Reducing the "Working" of Wood by
Kiln-Drying

A great source of annoyance to all woodworkers and users is the

tendency of the material to shrink and swell with changes in

atmospheric conditions. This is due to the fact that wood sub-'

stance is hygroscopic—that is, it attracts or absorbs moisture from
the air. Increase in the moisture content of fairly dry wood
causes it to swell, and drying out causes it to shrink. This prop-

erty of wood can be reduced, but not entirely eliminated, by sub-

jecting wood to boiling, steaming, prolonged soaking, or exposure

to high temperature.

To determine just what effect kiln-drying has on the subsequent

moisture condition of wood as compared with simple air-seasoning,

a number of tests were conducted by the Forest Service in co-oper-

ation with the Yale Forest School. The test specimens were of two
sizes, 2x2x6 inches and 2xliAx30 inches. Three sets of seven pieces

each were taken for each of three species, and for each of the dif-

ferent temperatures used. One set was simply air-dried and used

as a check (C) with which to compare the other two sets of that

series. Another set (A) was first air-dried for about a year, then

kiln-dried, and finally placed aside with the check specimens to air

for a year or more. The third set (B) of the series was soaked

from the green condition for the same length of time that the

other sets were air-dried, was then kiln-dried with the second set

and placed in the air with the others. The airing took place in the

open under a shed on the north side of a building where they were
protected from sun and rain. The comparative tests were all made
at the same time which adds to the reliability of the results.

A comparison of the water content of the pieces that were kiln-

dried first with that of the pieces that were only air-dried showed

that in no case did the kiln-dried material absorb as much moisture

as the other.

For example, air-dried and water-soaked red oak blocks were

kiln-dried at maximum temperatures of 145°, 170°, 212°, and 274°.

They were then exposed to the air for a year or more and their

avorage moisture content at the end of that time determined. The
results were as follows: At 145°, previously air-dried (A), 7.6

per cent; previously soaked (B), 9.6 per cent; check specimen, air-

dried only (C), 12.4 per cent. Similarly for the other tempera-

tures the figures were: At 170°, (A) 10.6, (B) 10.6, (C) 12.4; at

212°, (A) 9.4, (B) 9.5, (C) 12.0; at 274°, (A) 8.9, (B) 9.9, (C) 12.6.

From these figures, each of which is an average of seven tests, the

reduction in hygroscopieity due to kiln-drying appears to be a per-

manent change by some fundamental change in the wood sub-

stance.

The degree of dryness attained, when strength is of prime import-

ance, should not exceed that at which the wood is likely to remain

in use, but where reduction of the hygroscopic properties of wood

are of first consideration it should be carried to as great a degree

as possible and subsequently brought back to the condition under

which the wood is to be used by exposure to the air for some time

before the lumber is manufactured.

• The wise lumber buyer looks not at price alone or too much, but

also at how the stock offered will fit his needs.



W^"^European Dock JMeasurements Unfair
Tiioie Mif iiKinv qiu'sticins wljii'li tlio experienced exiiorter takes

iuto consideration in figuring up at the end of his year whether he

has derived a reasonable profit from his efforts and investment in

foreign trade. The long distance between seller and buyer in the

case of export shipments makes it necessary that in order to insure

satisfaction on both sides and fair treatment of all parties concerned,

uniform and practical methods should govern in all phases of such

I'lireign shipments.

One of the features which the lumber exporters have been most

opposed to is the practice prevailing on the part of the foreign dock

companies in connection with the measurement of import shipments

of lumber. A great hardship is worked upon exporters because of

the practice on the part of the dock people abroad to make their

measurements on a purely theoretical and technical basis, without

regard for a practical method as accepted by the lumber trade

throughout all the lumber-handling sections of the globe. This has

to do with the measurement of thickness, the dock people ruling that

a board that is a sixteenth inch scant on the thinnest edge must

take the next thickness below what it was marked.

A recent issue of the Timber Trade Journal of London contains

a fair exposition of this matter in the form of an interview given to

that paper by a prominent American lumber shipper. His statement

is as follows:

'
' More than a year ago a committee of the National Lumber Ex-

porters ' Association, with headquarters at Baltimore, U. S. A., com-

j)Osed of representative hardwood shippers, visited London, and had

conferences with the liardwood section of the Timber Trade Federa-

tion regarding the technical manner in which the dock companies

measured all parcels of American hardwoods landed in the London
docks. Shippers have nearly always had shortages on shipments

measured by the dock companies on account of the technical manner

in which the thickness is taken, whereas shipments going overside into

lighters for buyer's wharf and measured by the buyers seldom

showed a shortage. The principal reason of these shortages is that

the thickness, as taken by the dock companies, is not taken in a

I'lactieal way. Por instance, take one inch and thicker quartered oak,

hich wood always shrinks more on the heart edge than on the sap

• Ige, and for which no accurate allowance when sawing can be

illowed, as timber from one tree shrinks more than from another.

Icing of different texture. The dock companies, when finding a

piece one-sixteenth inch scant on the thinnest edge (always the heart

edge), put such a piece down to the next thickness. Supposing the

. goods happened to be 1^,4 inches by 10 inches and up quartered white

oak, with a value, say, of 5s. 9d. per foot cube, every piece one-

sixteenth under l'/4 inch at any place would bring the piece down

to 1x10 and up, at a %-alue of, say, os. 6d., thus not only reducing the

contents, but also reducing the value.

"At the various committee meetings with the hardwood section of

the Timber Trade Federation, those present being mostly the London
timber brokers, no support was given the American shippers, the

reason being stated that the brokers of the hardwood section of the

Timber Trade Federation could take no action without the merchants

being present to discuss the matter and vote on same, and at the last

meeting it was stated that it was not possible to get the merchants

suflSciently interested to discuss the matter, and therefore it was
regretted tliat present methods could not be changed.

"It must be obvious to merchants engaged in importing American

hardwoods to London that the dock companies' measurement is too

technical, for when these same merchants measure the goods at their

wharves there is very seldom a shortage, but if measured by the

dock companies there is invariably a shortage. This does not seem

fair to the shipper. At the several meetings it was explained by

the American committee that it is impossible to manufacture lumber

so uniform as to have each piece dry the exact thickness it was

originally cut for, the reason being the different texture of the various

logs, one shrinking more than another in the drying; therefore, as

all the markets in the United Kingdom, as well as on the Continent,

measure Ajuerican lumber from a practical point of view, including
the London timber merchants when measuring at their yards, and
as the dock companies' measure is the only technical measurement,
and as the Timber Trade Federation would not come to the relief
of the American shippers, the matter was referred to the mem-
bers of the National Lumber Exporters' Association for action,
seventy per cent of whom agreed to sell in London only on the
basis of measurement, these being according to conditions asked
for at the conference between the Timber Trade Federation and
the National Lumber Exporters' Association committee, as follows:

'In taking the thickness of all American lumber, same to be taken one
loot from the thinnest place.

•In case not more than ten per cent In plain oak ami twenty per cent
In quartered oak one inch and thicker should be one-sixteenth scant In
thickness and three-quarter inch and thinner one thirty-second scant In
thickness, no notice is to be taken and the parcel as a whole is to be
considered full thickness.

•Wlicic shipments are found by the dock company to have the super-
flcial contents marked on each piece in figures, such figures must stand,
or alternatively, any pieces with the measurements of which the dock com-
pany disagrees must be laid aside for Inspection.

•Where the variation in measure does not amount to one and one-half
per cent, no claim for shortage is to be made, provided the wood is meas-
ured full board contents.'

"It was suggested by some of the members of the Timber Trade
Federation at the conferences that if these points were agreed to,

American shippers would cut their timber specially for the London
market, sawing it thinner for the London market alone, so as te

reap this benefit. Anyone who has been in the States and is familiar
with the workings of an American band mill, and who is at all prac-

tical, must know that this could not be done.

"Eegarding the IV2 per cent difference in measure provided for,

this is only a reasonable difl'erence that any two measurers might
make in measuring the same parcel, and is reasonable inasmuch as

no measurer can say he is absolutely infallible, and that his measure
is absolutely correct. In a car of 1 inch boards of 12,000 feet super
ficial the difference is only 180 feet superficial. It does not mean
that every car of American hardwoods will be 1% per cent short

of London measure, but it does mean that if a greater difference

than this does not exist, there is no basis for claim.

"Another point is that no credit is ever given the shipper by the
buyer when the parcel shows an overplus, and this does happen, per-

haps, fairly often, except when measured by the dock companies.

"Tn view of the above decision, it would be well for importers

whose contracts contain these conditions, and who intend having the

goods measured by the dock companies, to notify the dock companies
so that measurement can be taken in accordance with contract. It is

a pity that the hardwood section of the Timber Trade Federation of

London and the National Lumber Exporters' Association do not act

more in harmony, as much good would result in exchange of practical

ideas from time to time.
'

' Hardwood forests in the States are rapidly becoming depleted,

and conditions in producing and marketing must naturally change
from time to time, and unless importers are prepared to lend a help-

ing hand to shippers as conditions change, it naturally forces ship-

pers to protect their interests as best they can without the help of the

importers, which is to be very much regretted. '

'

Good Work Spreading
Forest fire associations among timberland owners, by publicity and

systematic organization, are materially reducing forest fire losses.

The work begins in the neighborhood and extends to the nation. The
government's provision whereby it supplies money for fire-fighting in

states which provide money for the same purpose, is helping the

work more than almost any other one thing. It is not so much the

actual amount of money spent by the government as it is the spread

of the right ideas among the people. A majority of the forested

states have organizations which are doing effective work in forest

protection and education.
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The Fifth Conservation Congress

The fifth annual meeting of the National Conservation Conj;ress,

which met in Washington, U. C, Nov. 18, considered numerous topics,

but the subject of chief interest to lumbermen and workers in wood

was covered by the reports of ten subcommittees appointed by the

general forestry committee. The reports were made to tlic congress

and called forth discussion during several hours.

The publicity committee, of which E. T. Allen of Portland, Ore.,

was chairman, suggested that the various forestry associations and

Tvorkers should take measures to acquaint the public with what is

being done, because (he success of all great movements depends on

popular approval. The i)ublic is interested, and it may lie counted

on to back \ip a cause that is on the right track.

The committee on state forest policies in its report outlined the

general features of laws which should be in force. The state forest

service should be free from politics, and the spoils system should

have no room in it. Workers who prove themselves efficient ought

to hold their places without annoyance from job hunters. Civil service

regulations should be in force. The forestry work ought not be under

the control of boards or commissions composed of men who are not

acquainted with the work, otherwise the real workers are liable to

be hampered instead of helped, l^y meddlesome interference. William

T. Cox of Minnesota was chairman of this committee.

The report on lumbering was presented by R. C. Bryant, chairman

of the committee. The purposes of the report were to furnish a

basis on which to calculate cost and stumpage values; explain how

scientific management can be employed in lumber operations; recom-

mend standard values for log and lumber measurements; and set

forth the advantages of forest engineering.

The committee was unable to submit a report satisfactory to itself

because the time had been too short and the means inadequate to

collect data on which to base the report. Less than five per cent of

the lumbermen replied to the request sent them for information, and

the committee had no appropriation to pay for field work. For these

reasons the report was chiefly suggestive, and indicated lines along

which it may be profitable to conduct future work. It was pointed

out that though lumbering is one of the oldest American industries,

it is still undergoing rapid change in methods.

The committee on forest utilization answered critics who are accus-

tomed to blame lumbermen for waste in woods. It was declared that

a market for forest products equal to that in Germany would result

in as close timber utilization in the United States as exists in Ger-

many. Five principal conditions make for closer utilization, and these

are: Ready markets, cheap transportation, good timber, efficient

management, and proper equipment. Of these the lumberman can

control only the last two. Nothing can be saved unless there is a

market for it, and the difference between no waste and large waste

is the difference between being near and far from market. Trans-

portation charges enter into a decision as to whether the mill should

be near the timber or near the market, and often determine whether

material will be utilized or thrown away.

The ever-recurrent problem came up again in the convention: What

shall be done with the cutover land? A report by the committee

on forest planting, of which Earle H. Clapp is chairman, brought the

matter before the convention. According to that report at least

$65,000,000 are lost annually because denuded forest lands remain

unproductive. The problem of reforestation should be met squarely

by entering upon a comprehensive plan covering at least a fifty-year

period. Such a plan should include federal and state activity, federal

aid for states, and state aid for counties, cities, and towns, and the

encouragement of private planting. At the same time forest planting

is not usually attractive as an investment to the small private owner.

Therefore, the long-time nature of the investment makes planting

most fer^sible for federal, state, or more local governments, or for

long-lived corporations. There are, however, many examples of

successful plantings though the area planted each year is very small

in contrast to the millions of acres which require reforestation. It

is particularly pointed out in the report that one of the first require-

ments is to make sucli ]jlauting investments safe from loss, especially

from fire. Organized fire prevention and control have minimized

losses from this source. Adequate fire protection is bound to come

if extensive planting is undertaken, because the investment will

require such protection.

There was a report on the fire situation by a conmiittee of which

C. .S. Chapman of Oregon was chairman. While forest fires in the

United States have taken a yearly toll of seventy lives and $2.^,-

000,000 in property, the greatest advance in forest work in this

country has been along the lines of fire prevention. "There are now

ten patrolmen," continues the report, "where there was only one

five years ago. During the past five years there has been an increase

of over .3,000 per cent in the area of private land jiatrolled against

fire.
'

'

The committee specially condemns the so-called "light-burning"

theory advocated by certain timber owners in California saying that

it is not only unpractical from a financial standpoint, but causes

destruction of young timlier and makes for carelessness with fire on ,

the part of the public.

The subject of forest taxation is an ever fruitfid field for discus-

sion in conservation congresses and meetings of like kind. It was

brought up by the report of the committee which had that subject

in hand. The systems of forest taxation in this country are not

uniform, but they are generally wrong, according to the findings

of the committee. Present methods tend toward forest destruction

rather than perpetuation; tout the ideal system would stimulate the

owner and the community to bring about the greatest production,

best protection, and fullest utilization. Such a policy tends toward

the principle of a tax on yield.

The report of the committee on forestry took a stand in favor of

more practical training of foresters, or rather more foresters with

practical training, and fewer with only theoretical training. "Too
many schools are turning out professional foresters and not enough

are teaching forestry to the layman, '

' was the way the committee

stated the case, and added: "It is much as if with too many med-

ical schools there were not enough schools teaching hygiene and sani-

tation. The great need at the present time is better facilities for

secondary forestry education, an education which wUl ultimately

reach every man who has to do with the growing of timber or its

harvest. Conti'asted with the overcrowded field of technical education

of the highest order, the field of secondary education is almost unlim-

ited, and in comparison with large interests involved, almost un-

touched."

U. S. Forester Graves, in his address, laid special emphasis on the

fact that forestry in its larger aspect is a problem for the government

rather than for the individual. It should be taken up by federal,

state, and municipal governments.

Underlying the forestry problem are two fundamental considera-

tions which should be emphasized and reiterated untU thoroughly

driven home. One is its public character. The public has a peculiar

interest in the benefits of forestry. Both in the matter of a con-

tinued supply of forest products and in that of the conservation of

water resources the public welfare is at stake. In each ease purposes

vital to the prosperity of the country can be accomplished only with

the direct participation of the public. Private owners will secure

results only on a limited scale in the long run on their own initiative.

It takes too long, from fifty to two hundred years, to grow a crop of

timtier trees. Most private owners in face of fire risk, bad tax laws,

and uncertain future markets will not make the necessary invest-

ments.

Mr. Graves quoted Secretary of Agriculture Houston's instructions

which set forth his forest policy, as follows:

"Establish permanent boundaries. Classify your lands; segregate

the agricultural land and fix right limits for what is needed as pro-

tective and productive forests. Develop permanent policies based on

full recognition of lasting public interests, and settled forestry prac-

tice fitted to the individual needs of each forest and locality. Study
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I'lliiR'Uiy ; make aiiv iliaiiKi's iioiesj-arv I'ur this imiposo. but imiko

no changes that arc not c-learly I'alled for in the publie interest,

t'arry out your plans for the development and increasing use of the

forests: but above all, make each forest work for community up-

building and local as well as general welfare. We must always have

iu mind the men and women who are building up a new country and

laying the foundations lor ]irosperous. thriving commonwealths. We
must try to study their needs and see where and how the forests can

help them. But we must not cease to guard effectively against the

evils of private privilege and mjonopolistic control of resources now

the property of the public."

The chief contest of the congress was precipitated by a report from

the water powers committee. There were, first and last, three re-

ports presented. One by tlie majority, another by the minority, and

a third as a compromise. The third was finally adopted. The debate

on these resolutions developed into a contest between the state's

rights forces on the one side, and their opponents on the other. The

i.irnier demanded what amounted to a surrender on the part of the

,'iivernment of all its forest, mineral and grazing lands to the states

in which they lie; and this would give the water power sites and irri-

gation projects to the states individually.

The other side of the controversy included those who insisted that

the government should hold what it has and administer it for the

t'enefit of the whole peojile, thereby guaranteeing that this valuable

property would not fall into the hands of speculators who are seeking

private gain at the exjjense of the pnblic.

The debate was sharp and vigorous, and when the vote was taken

the result showed a substantial victory for the opponents of the

state's rights forces. The vote stood -134 for federal control, l.")l

against.

The election of ofiScers resulted as follows:

I'ltEsiDENT—Cliarles Lathrop Pack, reelected.

VicE-PnesiDE.NT—Mrs. Emmons Crocker.

Executive Sechet.vuy—Thomas R. Shipp, reelected.

Uecording Skcbetakv—N. C. McLeod (a new ofBcc).

TitEASLUEU— Dr. Honr.v S. Drinker.

The congress adopted a series of resolutions on forestry in sub-

stance as follows:

The Congress deplores the luck of uniform State activity in forest work
and urges the crystallization of an effort in the lagging States to secure

the creation of forest departments.
liecommendations for liberal appropriation In all States for forest Are

prevention and close cooperation by State officers with the Federal and
private protective agencies.

An annual appropriation by Congress for the continuation of the Weeks
law for Federal cooperation with the States.

Simplifying and shortening the process of purchase under the Weeks
act.

That Federal troops be made systematically available for controlling

forest fires.

Commending the work of the Federal Forest Service and urging Con-
gress to make liberal provision for such work and to combat any attempt
10 bri'ak down its efficiency.

Kecommendations to the State legislatures to secure moderate taxation

for forest lands and taxation upon forest crops only when the crop is

harvested.

Suggestion to forest owners to study and emulate the many cooperative
patrol associations and endorsing every means of bringing lumbermen and
the public more closely together.

Commending the work of Philippine Forestry Bureau and endorsing the
proposed Forest Products Exposition.

The invitation extended by San Francisco to hold the congress in

that city in 1915 during the Panama Exposition was accepted.

I. W. W. Pronounced a Failure
A close study of the methods and organization of the Industrial

Workers of the World by Professor K. F. Hoxie of the University

of Chicago has convinced him that that organization, instead of

being the grim, brooding power generally pictured in the popular

imagination, is a body utterly incapable of strong, efficient, united

,'^ctiou or the attainment of results of a permanent character. Accord-

ing to Professor Hoxie, the I. W. W. is weak not only in membership

and organic unity but possesses no financial resources in the slightest

degree adequate to advance and maintain its proposed organization

of the working classes or to consistently carry on any united assault

upon capital. Professor Hoxie says that the first significant fact

revealed by the eighth annual convention of the organization, held iu

Chicago in September, and iby its whole history, which claims as its

mission the organization of the whole working class for the over-

throw of capital, has failed utterly in its efforts to attach itself

jiermanently to any considerable body of men representing any section

of American workers.

Professor Hoxie, in his article on the subject in the Journal of

Political Economy, says that the I. W. W. must depend for the bulk

of its membership on the least capable, least developed, lowest trained

and poorest paid of American workmen. To this may be added an

element made up of irresponsible atomists who are so constituted that

they accept as a direct challenge any evidence of authority. It is, of

course, an admitted fact that no American workman of any intel-

lectual capacity and constructive mind will knowingly affiliate him-

self permanently with an organization of revolutionary character such

as is the I. W. W., as long as there is a chance of bettering himself

through the gradual and legitimate development of improved systems

of working rules and conditions.

Professor Hoxie 's statement that in spite of eight years of organiz-

ing effort and unparalleled advertisement, the official roll of the con-

vention indicated that its present paid-up membership does not exceed

14,000 men, surely offers a decided measure of satisfaction to

those employers who have been most active in opposing the teach-

ings of this altogether un-American organization. His conclusion

that viewing the situation in a reasonable light shows that the In-

dustrial Workers of the World as a positive social factor is more
an object of pathetic interest than of fear, is unquestionably based

on an intimate knowledge of the possible developnionts tluougli this

orgauizatiou and surely should convince employers throughout the

country that they need not be unduly apprehensive in a general

way as to any far-reaching or lasting results that might come
through its activities.

Experience Appreciated
It has been said of the veneer industry that there were too

many irresponsible manufacturers turning out veneer for the good

of the more legitimate manufacturers. On paper the veneer business

figures out to offer an astonishingly real opportunity of returning

dollars for cents invested. It has been the custom among those not

conversant with conditions in the business to figure that if a lumber-

man can make so nuich jirofit out of a log, a \eueer man should

certainly make a profit equal to the lumberman's profit multiplied by

the niunber of times a sheet of veneer would be contained in a one-

inch board. This has been the theory, as stated, of some of the

irresponsible element, but it is gratifying to note the decreasing

number of such concerns engaged in the veneer business and the

corresponding increase of the efficiency of the better established

concerns.

That this condition has been realized by veneer consumers is given

occasional proof, and in this connection the following letter received

by a prominent manufacturer of established reputation from a large

consumer of veneers is offered as evidence of this sentiment on the

part of the consuming trade:

Oct. 1.3, 1913.

Referring to your quotation of the 29th ult. (the same being for 7/32
gura veneer) we wish to have you advise us as to whether you manu-
facture this stock In your works at , or whether you are merely
selling agents for another concern. We ask this for the reason that we
would have confidence in such stock as you would manufacture. Our
experience has been with some of the other mills, that they do not know
their business and we would not care to take in any stock from a mill

that Is passing through the experimental stage and would probably give

us interior stock. a tt> aAn Easy Answer
An exchange devotes nearly a column of its valuable space in

commenting on the disappearance of the bootjacks which at one

time are said to have numbered ten million in the United States

and which are now so scarce that many people do not know what a

bootjack is. It is claimed that their disappearance is wrapped in

mystery, since nobody can find out where they went. There is no

mysterv about it. The answer is easv: they were thrown at cats.
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The Mail Bag

Any reader •f HARDWOOD RECORD desiring t* communicate
with any of the Inquirers listed In this section can have the ad-
dreises an written request to the Mall Bag Department, HARD-
WOOD RECORD, 537 South Dearborn Street, Chicago, and referrlnf
to the number at the head of each letter and enclosing a self-

addressed stamped envelope.

B 601—Seeks White Ash Logs and Walnut
London, E. C, Nov. .').—Editor II.\riiwood Uecord : We sliall lie gliul

If jou could Uindl.v assi.st us in fmdln;;; some reall.v llrst-elass norlhern

white nsli loRS ns we have a eonsiderable demand for these, but li.nve

failed so far in (Inding a reliable souree.

At the present moment we are prepared to plaee an order by wa.v of

a sample for 300 logs, 11 inches and up. These must be first class in

every respect, white logs suitable for veneer purposes, and must be abso-

lutely without brown streak. This specification is one which w-e find

difficult to fill, but we can assure you there is a very cdnsiderabli' trade

to be done.

We also have a good demand for black walnut flitches, bluish black

color. 4/S inches thick. 10 inches and up wide by 8 feet and up long.

These are also required for veneer purposes and must be absolutely sound

In every respect.

Of course we are aware that these are difficult to obtain but our- buyers

in turn would not object to pay a reasonable price. At the same time, if

you could favor us with a list of first-class veneer manufacturers of all

kinds of wood, we should be very pleased as we have an opportunity, pro-

viding the prices are right, of disposing of some very large lines of veneer

of all kinds. .

The above English importing house lias been advised that "north-

ern" white ash logs are pretty nearly an unknown quantity, and

especially the character of logs it desires, and that the character of

black walnut flitches asked for are still more difficult to obtain. How-

ever, it has been referred to manufacturers of white ash and black

walnut who possibly can supply these requirements. Anyone inter-

ested may have the address on application.

—

Editor.

B 602—Rules for Scaling Logs

Lanes Bottom, W. Va.—Editor Hardwood Recokd : Will you kindly

send me a book of rules on scaling logs? I have tried different placea

to get them, but have failed so far. Co.mpany.

The above correspondent has been advised that as far as we know-

there is no book of rules published on the scaling of logs. However,

some years ago the writer prepared in connection with some lumber

estimating tables a set of tables showing the scale of logs of different

diameters on sundry log scale measurements, and the inquirer has

been referred to the publishers of this booklet.

—

Editor.

B 603—Seeks Pacific Coast Manufacturers of Japanese Oak Logs
Dkumoit, Auk., Nov. S.—Editor Hakdwood Record ; Can you furnish us

the names and addresses of firms on the Pacific coast who are importing

.Japanese oak logs and sawing them there?

Lumber Company
Hardwood Record has advised this firm of the names of certain

companies in this line and would appreciate any further information

that any of its readers can f;ive.

—

Editor.

B 604—Wants Basswood Drawer Bottoms
Sr. Paul, Min.n., Nov. 20.— Editor Hardwood Record: Wc are in the

market for 2,000 pieces of Hx20x21i/2" basswood drawer bottom stock

which we want for use now. ' .

Hardwood Record has referred this concern to a panel manufac-

turer who may be in a position to get out this stock. Others inter-

ested can write this oflice.

—

Editor.

B 605—^Wants Market for Short Pieces Quartered Oak
CoLCMBCS, O., Nov. I.J.—Editor Hardwood Record: We produce a num-

ber of short pieces in quartered oak. running in narrow widths vipwards.

These develop in cutting chair stock as well as ends of boards which are

too short for specific cutting. It seems to us that there should be a mar-

ket for this short and narrow stock. Can you help us find it?

Lumber Company.

Tliis concern has been advised that there is a possible market for

this stock in the form of chair backs and table tops if it will

ascertain the requirements of manufacturers of those lines and cut

its stoclv accordingly.

—

Editor,

B 606—Wants to Buy Plain Red Oak
KoRT William, Oxt., Nov. 14.—Editor Hardwood Record: Can you

put us in touch with oak shippers who will be willing to take contracts

to supply IxJS and 1x10 plain red oak with one clear face? Stock would

have to be A 1 for working to base. .

The aliove company lias been supplied with a short list of manu
f'acturers who possibly can get out this stock.

—

-Editor.

B 607—Wants Oak Squares

I'liiLAUELi'iiiA, I'A., Nov. 14.—Editor Hardwood Record: We are in

rhe market for delivery in Philadelphia, for clear oak s(|uares, bright sap,

no defect, in the following sizes: 2>/j"x2>/j"-30". 3"x3"-25". 3"x3"-29",

:!"x3"-30", 3"x3"-6' and up No. 1 common and better, 4"x4"-0 feet No.

1 common and better.—the last two Items to be graded on National Hard-

wood Lumber Association rules. We can take them either to be cut to

oriler ami ImIcI nn sticks till dry or, if dry, tor immediate shipment.
- LUMRKR Company.

B 608—Wants Pecan and Dogwood
C'HicoPEE, Mass., Nov. 9.—Editor Hardwood Record : Kindly advise

the manufacturers of pecan and dogwood.
Lu.MBER Company.

The above concern has been given a list of manufacturers of pecan

and dogwood. Others interested can have the necessary information

on writing iliis office.

—

Editor.

B 609—Liverpool Concern Wants Oak
LivERi'OuL, England, Nov. 4.—Editor Hardwood Reiord : Friends of

ours are open for both white and red oak in No. 1 common and No. 2

common, in thicknesses of %", Va", %", %" and 1". A mixed car first

and seconds white oak %" and %" or %", %", and %". A car of white
oak squares 21%"x3%"x2i/4", should be full size and perfect on arrival

here. .

Those interested in this inquiry should address this office.

—

Editor.

B 610—Wants to Market Red Cedar
Knoxville, Tenn.. Nov. 10.— Editor Hardwood Rechkd: One of our

sawmill men has a tract of timber, three or four hundred acres, on which
there is quite a lot of red cedar for which he wants a market. We would
thank you if you would give us the names of some concerns who handle

Tennessee red cedar in the log or post and also cut into inch boards, as

we will be able to furnish within the next few months several cars of

each.
^

Lumber Company.
This company has been supplied with the necessary information.

Others interested may have the address upon application to this

office.

—

Editor.

B 611—Wants Information on Hardwood Pa-ving Blocks
Thomson, N. Y.. Nov. 10.—Editor Hardwood Record : Looking over

ime of the recent issues of your paper the writer noticed articles concern-

ing the ultilization of hardwood in the manufacture of creosoted paving

blocks. If you have any further data or details regarding the manufac-

ture of these articles, we will be pleased to have same if at your dis-

posal. Lumber Company.
This concern has been advised that the use of hardwood for paving

purposes is still decidedly in the experimental stage. The wood

paving block industry was built on the basis of pine and fir blocks,

and it has been rather difficult to get a favorable hearing for hard-

wood blocks. The main experiments along this line so far as actually

Introducing the blocks is concerned have been made by the Chicago

Creosoting Company of Chicago. The United States Forest Service

lias conducted actual experiments as to the possibility of using hard-

woods and has found that they are readily adapted to use for paving

purposes.

The Chicago Creosoting Company has found that maple makes the

best of these blocks and it is understood that birch has been success-

fully used. Stock for paving block purposes should be gotten out in

the form of i" planks 5"-10" wide and S feet up in length.

—

Editor,

B 612—Wants Oak Flooring Strips

Washington, D. C, Nov. 10.—Editor Hardwood Record : We would
appreciate if you would advise us the names of two or three concerns who
manufacture %" oak flooring strips dressed on two or four sides but

not tongued or grooved. —

.

An3'one interested in this inquiry may have the name upon appli-

cation.

—

Editor.

B 613—Manufacturers of Oak liOgs on Pacific Coast

A short time ago Hardwood Record received an inquiry requesting

the names of firms on the Pacific Coast importing .Japanese oak logs,

sawing them there. Hardwood Record asked tlie Forest Service office

at San Francisco. Cal., for this information and has received the fel-

lowing reply:

San Francisco, Cal., Nov. 18.—Editor Hardwood Record : Five firms

on the Pacific Coast are engaged in the Japanese oak trade. These are :

Emerson Manufacturing Coinnany. Portland, Ore.
Western Hardwood Lumber Company, Los Angeles, Cal.
White Brothers, Fifth and Brannan streets, San Francisco, Cal.
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Kilward 1". .Vielmiis & Tn., Inc.. 5ii4 Braniiaii stroot. San Francisco. <.'al.

K. A. Howard & Co.. 'Jli Howard street, San Francisco. Cal.

I understand tbat recently Japan has developed the sawmill Industry
to such au extent that few logs are being shipped at the present time,

.lapanese oak lumber running from 1 Inch up In thickness is the prin-

cipal product. I believe this Is due to the fact that the Japanese have
made a prohibitive price on logs in order to compel users of Japanese
oak In this country to purchase the manufactured article.

I understand that the price of logs delivered In San Francisco runs from
J.Si.oO to ?40 per thousand feet. I am unable to give you the amount
of lumlx^r manufactured by the Emerson Manufacturing Company and
the Western Hardwood r.umbcr Company, but I believe the others listed

handle about 5,000.000 feet annually. C S. Smith.
.\ssistant IMslri.t Fur.'ster.

Clubs and Associations

Meeting New York Forest Products Association

The Empire State Fore-<t I'roducts Association, composed of nearly all

the prominent up-state lumber and paper manufacturers, held Its annual
meeting at the headquarters of the Merchants' Association, Woolworth
building. New York, Xovember 13. A banquet at the MeAlpln in the
evening closed the convention of this organization which has shown
such an active interest in conservation of natural resources of the Kmpire
State.

The following officers were elected to serve for the next year :

President—Frank L. Moore, Watertown. N. Y.
Vice-Pbesident— E. J. Jones, Bradford, Pa.
Secretary and Tre.\slrer—H. J. indwell, Carthage, X. Y.
Directors—Rufus U Slsson. Potsdam, N. Y. ; G. P. Gould. Lyons Falls,

\. Y. : Charles F. Moore. New York Citv : Ferris L. Jleigs, Xew York City ;

F. B. Wilder, Carthage, X. Y. ; E. J. Jones, Bradford, Pa. ; Frank A. Cut-
ting, Boston. Mass.

The meeting occupied part of the forenoon and all the afternoon. There
were addresses on all the qiiestions of conservation by prominent public

officials and members of th<- lumber and iiaper industry.

Instructive Meeting Philadelphia Exchange

The regular monthly meeting of the Philadelphia Lumbermen's Exchange
was held in the evening of Xovember 6, President Benjamin Stoker in

the chair. These evening meetings which were only tentative have proved
a positive success as the augmented attendance bears witness, and there

is no talk of a return to the long time afternoon session. A supper of

fine appointment was served at 6 :30 on the flrst floor of the building, after

which the meeting was called to order in the exchange rooms. After
the reading oi the minutes,' a communication from the National Rivers and
Harbors Congress was read requesting the exchange to send delegates

to represent the exchange at the eleventh annual meeting of the congress,

to be held at the New Willard hotel, Washington, D. C, December 3, 4
and .'">. A resolution directing the president to appoint delegates as
requested was adopted. 'Frederick S. fnderhill of the railroad and trans-

portation committee then read the report of his committee, and offered

the following resolution, which was adopted ;

Whereas. The improvements in South Philadelphia, in accordance with
plans defined by the Department of Public Works, are of such great benefit
to the city, such as the removing of grade crossings, amplifying dock
facilities, etc.. leading to vast developments in the down town district, be it

Resolved, That the Lumbermen's Exchange of Philadelphia recommend
to councils the favorable consideration of the plans proposed by the
Department of Public Works, and particularly recommend the extension
and operation of the Belt Line Company, as set forth in Article 16.

Mr. T'nderhili. as chairman of the committee representing the exchange
at the fire prevention convention, then read an Interesting report of the

work accomplished by that body, after which in conformance with the

previous announcement of President Stoker, that as a new and interesting

feature of these meetings, instructive talks on the methods of business
In the past and those emploj-ed at the present time would be given by
experienced lumbermen for mutual enlightenment. Robert G. Kay, presi-

dent of the Kay Lumber Company, and also an ex-president of the ex-

change, was called upon for something concerning the wholesale lumber-
men. Mr. Kay was listened to with much Interest as he tackled the ques-

tion, whether the wholesaler should or should not sell to the consumer.
He maintained that no wholesaler should sell direct to consumers, and
ciuwlitlons and price satlsfactor.v, no retailer ought to buy direct from
the manufacturer. He gave instances where the retailers went to the
manufacturer and brought low-grade lumljer cheaper than wholesalers

could buy It. and then sold It at very little profit to contractors and
builders. According to the old methods when prices were fixed, Phila-

delphia wholesalers and retailers, and retailers of New York and New
.Jersey sold Virginia spruce and made money. The wholesaler and retailer

should make more money on the capital Invested, and a square deal should
be the foremost rule of every member of the exchange.

William C. MacBrlde. president of the Ilaney-WTiitc Company, spoke
in behalf of the retailer. At the start he said he believed every Philadel-

phia retailer should buy of the Philadelphia wholesaler, and that the

former could afford to pay the latter a little more money. He dwelt on
the methods of selling, delivery and collections, and especially referred

to the great work done by the credit bureau system established by the

exchange. He said there ought to 1« a better return of profit on the
amount of money Invested in the lumber business. If the competitor wants
to sell his goods at a loss let him do it, but don't Imitate him ; the man
who sells cheap has to make It up some way or he goes broke. Refcrrrlng
to the exchange, Mr. SlacBride said the average high business standing
of the members should be a source of pride to every member.

Herbert N. Casson, vice-president of the H. K. McCann Company, New
York, who attended the meeting as the guest of Owen M. Bruner of the
Owen M, Bruner Company, gave the boys an Interesting talk on the pre-
vailing methods In trade. As to the disposition of the retailer In all lines

of trade to buy direct from the manufacturer as stated by Mr. Kay, Mr.
Casson humorously compared It to jumping over each other's backs or
playing at leapfrog. He took issue with the manufacturers trying to
eliminate the wholesaler or jobber, which he regards as a farce. The
manufacturer does away with the jobber, then he puts on a manufac-
turer's agent to handle his goods ; the manufacturer's agent then becomes
the jobber, and the manufacturer is just where he was before. Mr.
Casson urged association work, and deplored price cutting as a big mistake.
His remarks were much appreciated by all present, and a vote of thanks
were extended, after which the meeting adjourned.

Annual National Chamber of Commerce
The Chamber of Commerce of the United States will hold Its annual

meeting at Washington, D. C, at the New Wllliard hotel, February 11,

12 and 13. The National councilors will meet previous to the general
session for the purpose of approving of the efforts of the Chamber during
the past year, and to make program arrangements for the convention.
This meeting will take place on Tuesday. February 10.

Louisville Club Elects Officers

On Wednesday. Xovember li;, the Louisville Hardwood Club met in

annual session for the purpose of electing new officers and transacting
other business. Edward L. Davis, retiring president, was nominated for
reelection, but requested that his name be left off the slate, stating that
he considered a single term long enough for the services of any one
person. He in turn presented for nomination Stuart K. Cecil, secretar.v

and treasurer of the Booker-Cecil Company. Mr. Cecil was elected by a

decided majority when the ballot was cast.

The new president is one of the youngest men in the lumber business
in Louisville, being only twenty-nine years of age. He is a graduate of
Princeton of the class of 1906. His start in the lumber business was
in connection with the Xorman Lumber Company of Louisville, with
which concern he was identified until the Booker-Cecil Company was
organized about two years ago. Mr. Cecil, in spite of his comparative
youth, is slated as having the ability to make an excellent presiding
officer.

H. E. Kline, superintendent of the Louisville Veneer iUlls, was elected

vice-president, succeeding his father, D. E. Kline, president of tliat con-
cern.

C. M. Sears was elected treasurer of the club for the sixth succeeding
term.

G. D. Crain. Jr., was reelected secretary.

In Appreciation
The building committee of the Lumbermen's .\ssociation of* Chicago sub-

mitted a report on the progress of Its work In connection with the pro-

posed Lumbermen's building to the board of directors of that associa-
tion at Its meeting held on November 10. It was shown that the commit-
tee has already signed up for 40,000 square feet of floor space, and has
immediate prospects of securing some ."i.OOO square feet additional.

The board recognizing the many business sacrifices that the committee
has made in working for the success of the building project, adopted the
following resolutions

:

Resolved, That this board of directors tender its sincere thanks to tlie
building committee for Its untiring efforts and business sacrifices in work-
ing to secure a building that will be of great credit to the lumber trade
of Chicago, and be it further

Resolved, That a vote of thanks be tendered Hardwood Record, Amer-
ican Lumberman. The Lumber World Review and the Southern Lumber-
man, through the committee, for their great assistance and for the
generous manner In which they have given publicity.

It was further resolved that a copy of these resolutions he sent to the
I)apers referred to.

Annual Meeting of Lumber Exporters
Hardwood Record Is in receipt of an annouuci luent from the National

Lumber Exporters' Association stating that the fourteenth annual meet-
ing of tliat organizjition will be held at Chicago January 22 and 23, 1914.
Seemingly no definite plans have been made as to program and specific

location of the convention lieadquarters. but It is anticipated that further
announcements will be forthcoming shortly stating more specifically what
the exporters have in mind.

National Limiber Manufacturers Retain Dr. Von Schrenck
II is announced that Ihe National Lumber Mannl'acturers' Association

has retained Dr. Hermann Von Schrenck of St. Louis as technical engineer
of the association. To him will be referred all technical matters concern-
ing the mechanical and chemical problems regarding lumber and its treat-

ment. Dr. Von Schrenck Is too well known In the lumber trade to need
any Introduction. Ills new connection with the National Lumber Manu-
facturers' .Xssoclation will materially stn^ngtben tbat association in the
authoritative positlou It now holds in connection with the lumber industry.
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National Association Inspection Records
TIlP Ki-on-ttl (if llic Nntlnnal llMrihvi."il l.uriili.T Assnciaticm duiini; the

last seven years is boltt'i- illiisti-aled by (Hunparisou of Hniircs on inspec-

tion as eomi)lled by the secretary tlian l)y tlio mere biill« growth of the

nssoL'lutlon. These ngures show the total number of feet of lumber passed

vipon by the Inspeetors of the association each fiscal year from 1004 to

1015. Thoy are as follows;

Keet.
Year enillng May, 1005 9r),822,93ri
Year elidini: Mav. 11)06 97,Ga4.S48
Yeai' . liilhm Mav, 10(17 12:1180,828
Year eiidlnw ,riinr, I'.iOS 100.908,01:!
Year .iMlinL- .liiiic. 1009 100,287.0«1
V.av .leiiiii: ,hiii.', I'.llO 11:H,7.1«,4,''i4

Y.:ir rridiii:; Mav. 1011 112,0:!.-), 170
\,-jv .Tidl-ii; ,11111. •. I!i12 132,844, 2.')0

Year et.ilm;; .lun.. lOi:! 179.933,391

The Inspection done by the inspection bureau for the month of October.

1913, showed a total of 14.101,471 feet inspected, which is a slight reduc-

tion from October. 1912. The worlc of the salaried inspectors is prac-

tically the same as that performed in October last year. liut the fee

inspectors at lake ports in Michigan did less than a year ago, which is in

part due to unfavorable weather conditions. The total number of feet

inspected by salaried inspectors was 8.292,706 feet and by fee inspectors

3.808,705. The total of reinspection.s as performed l)y the chief inspector

and assistants was 223.785 feet.

Election Baltimore Exchange Pending
The new ticliet of the Kaltimore I,umber E.xchange, to be voted tor on

the evening of December 1, is out, having l>een put up by the nominating
committee, and so far no signs of an insurgent movement are in evidence.

It seems a foregone conclusion, therefore, that the regulars will bo suc-

cessful. The make-up of the ticket is somewhat of a departure from the

past few years, inasmuch as some of the younger meml)ers of the trade,

who have not heretofore held official positions, have received recognition,

and altogether, the list has elicitated favorable comment. The ticket is

as follows :

PUKSIDENT—Ridgaway Jlerryman.
Vice-President—Rufus K. Goodenow of the Canton Box Company.
Teeasurek—Luther II. Gwaltney of the American Lumber Company.
Managing Coiu.mittee—Lewis Dill. Lewis Dill & Co. ; Edward P. Gill,

William D. Gill & Son : Rufus K. Goodenow ; William M. Burgan : Theo-
dore Mottu. Theo. Mottu & Co. : H. Rowland Clapp. J. H. Thieme.ver Com-
pany : Parker D. Mix, Surrv Lumber Company : George E, Waters, Geo, E.
Waters & Co. ; Henry Suchting, W. E. Suchting & Sons. Inc. ; John L.
Alcock. John L. Alcock & Co. ; J. Clay Gilbert. J. L. Gilbert & Bro. Lumber
Compan.v. and Henry D. Di;pyer, H. D. Dreyer & Co.

The annual meeting of the exchange will be held, as usual, at the
Merchants' Club on German street, and after the transaction of business

a dinner will be served.

Meeting Lumbermen's Club of St. Louis
The Luml)ermen's Club of St. Louis held a business meeting Tuesday

afternoon. November 11, in the club rooms, at which there was a large

attendance. Several important matters came up. The following resolu-

tion, recommending that Congress pass proper legislation to improve the
Mississippi river to prevent annual floods was passed :

Whereas.' The Democratic. Republican and Progressive parties In their
1912 platforms declared that flood protection of the lower MissLssippi
river and the reclamation of its alluvial lands was a national obligation,
and
Whereas, We believe these declarations should be enacted into legis-

lation, and
Whereas, We believe the protection of this vast area from floods caused

by the drainage from thirty-one states of the Union, and its reclamation
will benefit the whole nation, and is a work of such magnitude that it-

Justifies separate treatment ; therefore be it
Resolved, That this association urge upon Congress the immediate

adoption of legislation for flood protection and reclamation of this sec-
tion of our country.

The Forest Products Exposition to be held at Chicago, April 30 to

May 9, 1914, and in New York. May 21-30, was indorsed.
President Whitmarsh appointed the following delegates to the National

Conservation Congress : W. E. Barns. E. C. Robinson, S. H. Fullerton.
C. A. Antrim, C. M. Jennings and Dr. Hermann von Schrenk.

Capt. J. B. White and R. A. Long of Kansas City, Mo., and Julius
Seidel of St. Louis were thanked for their addresses given at the banquet
of the club on October 28.

It was announced that the next monthly meeting of the club would be
held on December 9. and that it would be ladies night. The annual elec-

tion will also be held at that time. Two nominating committees were
selected. The one appointed by President Whitmarsh was made up of

P. F. Cook, C. M. Jennings and George R. Hogg. The one nominated from
the floor was composed of Guy Fulton. Hendrick Folinie and G. P. Shehan.

Annual New York Association

The annual meeting of the New York Lumber Trade Association on
November 12 brought out a large number of the local trade. About 115
members, wholesale and retail, sat down to lunch in the association rooms
preceding the meeting. It was a record attendance and fixes the place
of this annual event in the routine of the market.

President Perrine called the meeting to order at 2 :30. The chief

business was the report of the trustees, which covered in detail the work
of the organization for the past year. The report stated that the mem-
bership now Includes ninety-five retailers, eighty-three wholesalers, and
eighteen nonresidents. ITie credit system which has been in force is

pronounced .salisfaetor.i , and ha'* been of great assistance to the members
in carrying on business.

The bureau of standardization of the Board of Estimate and Appor-
tionment of the city of New York has been in conference with a committee
of this association representing the different kinds of woods with reference

to petting up a set of specifications to govern the city departments in

their purchases of timber and lumber. The committee has met the repre-

sentatives of the board a number of times and has agreed on a set of

rules which it is hoped will \x approved as being a fair and equitable

.standard, and which will eliminate the troubles and difficulties in grades

in dealing with the city departments.

The association presented arguments before the building committee
of the l^evr York board of aldermen, against proposed changes in the

building code which would tend to restrict the use of wood In tall build-

ings of that city.

The legislative committee of the association has carefully scrutinized ail

bills coming before the legislature at Albany, and has taken necessary

measures for amendment of such as appear inimical to the interests of

the association.

Labor troubles during the past year have been few and of little conse-

quence. An employment bureau is maintained for the benefit of members.
The government suit against tlie association is now in the United

States Supreme Court where arguments have been submitted on briefs.

The government won a technical victory in the lower court, hut the

judgment did not dissolve the l^astern States Retail Lumber Dealers'

Association, or an.v of the associations, and will not materially interfere'

with the work of the Lumber Trade Association. The trustees express

confidence that the final judgment will be favorable.

The election of olBcers resulted in the re-election of the old encum-
bents, with Charles Grosskurth and George H. Storm elected to the

board of trustees. The officers are : President, Russell Johnson Perrine ;

first vice-president. John F. Stee\es ; second vice-president, Frederick W.
Starr ; treasurer. Charles F. Fischer.

After the election Attorney Cruikshank addressed the meeting. He
reviewed in detail the case of the govei-nment against the eastern retail

associations and expressed the hope and belief that the decision of the

Supreme Court, before which body the case now is, would be favorable

to the defendants.

Of special interest was the unanimous vote to hold a dinner this year.

For different reasons the last two years went by without this affair and
the spirit shown when the question came up assures the success of this

year's banquet. It is hoped that the grand ball room of the Hotel Bossert

will be ready for the lumbermen, and no other body can more appropriately

christen the new banquet hall of the handsome hotel built by the late

Louis Bossert. who was a prominent figure in Metropolitan lumber circles.

Last Match Philadelphia Golfers

By courtesy of E. W. Swenk, F. A. Benson and others, the Philadel-

phia Lumbermen's Golf Club, held its last game of the season on the

links of the Athletic Club of Philadelphia at Manoa, Delaware County,

on November 11. The day was cold and bluster.v, but what is wind and
weather in the nostrils of the husky athlete. Twenty-four golfers formed
into six four-somes and the competition was a lively one. After the

game an elaborate dinner was served, which was followed by the business

meeting with Pri'sident Eugene W. Fry in the chair. W. P. Shearer, with

a net score of 84, won first prize, a silk umbrella : J. E. Troth was awarded
second prize, a stick pin. for a score of 87 net. and H. G. Parker, who
made his first winning as a golfer, bore off third prize, a box of hand-

kerchiefs, score 89.

Memphis Club Entertains

The entertainment committee of the Lumbermen's Club of Memphis
made excellent work of the job of putting up a suitable and interesting

program and line of refreshments for the visiting clubs of Nashville

and Louisville, which clubs visited Memphis on Friday, November 14. In

addition to these distinguished visitors. Memphis also entertained on that

day a great many of the conferees at the meeting of the red gum manu-
facturers which was held on the following day, Saturday, November 15.

The committee was aided by excellent weather and had provided all

sorts of interesting features. The guests were met at the Hotel Gayoso
at 10 o'clock Friday morning with automobiles and were given a ride

over the Memphis boulevard system, returning to the Country Club for

luncheon. At this function there were over sixty visiting lumbermen in

attendance, but their wants were fully taken care of. During the

luncheon the cars waited at the Country Club and took the visiting lum-

bermen back to the hotel.

The annual banquet of the Memphis club was held in the evening at the

Gayoso hotel, and including the members and out-of-town guests there

were over two hundred in attendance. In addition to a most excellent

menu, the entertainment committee had arranged for orchestral enter-

tainment and also had provided excellent vocal talent. The orchetsra con-

sisted of ten well played Instruments, while on the vocal program were
Mrs. E. E. Greenwood Warden, soprano : Miss Aileen Shea, contralto

:

Giordano Pellonari, tenor, in addition to an excellent male quartet.

Following the usual lumbermen's gastronomic efforts. President J. M.
Pritchard of the Memphis Lumbermen's Club asked Max Sondhelmer of

Memphis to say something, and suggested that he propose a toast. Presi-

dent Pritchard gave as his excuse for calling on Mr. Sondheimer the
fact that that worthy gentleman would be apt to have something to say
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anyway at soino time durins; llic ivi'iiins. anil lie proposed to j;lve blm a

leRitimnte excuse.

Mr. Sondhelmer responded warmly and proposed that those In attend-

ance drink a toast to the lumber business, summarizing the Idea of the

toast with the exprcssod wish that •something might be dolnc pretty

soon." and it is nwdless to say that with one accord the vlsltlnK and

resident lumlHrnicn drank this toast standing.

President I'rltchard then called on various local and visiting celebrities.

Including W. U. Conley and C. P. J. .Mooney, editors of Memphis dailies :

John Tuthers. secretary of the Husiness .Men's Club ; C. K. Hnvls. Louis-

ville lumberman ; W. K. Del.aney. Cincinnati, president of the Ilardwooil

Manufacturers' Association of tlie United States : Frank F. Fish, secretary

of the National Hardwood Luuilier .\ssoclation, Chicago, and James Haird

of Nashville.

With the Trade

Death of A. W. Mowbray

Hardwood Kkcori> regrets to announce the sudden death of Albert W.
Mowbray, vice-president of the Johns-Mowbray-Nelson Company. Cincin-

nati. O. Mr. Mowbray was taken 111 Sunday nigbt. November 9. while at

t;reenville. Miss., on business In the interest.* ot his company. He devel-

oped double pneumonia and died Saturday night, November l.'i. The inter-

ment was at Peru, Ind., the place of Mr. Mowbray's birth.

Mr. Mowbray was a son of Mr. and Mrs. W. E. Mowbray and is survived

by a widow, Mary C. u daughter. Nellie, aged three, and son, Albert. Jr..

aged one. His parents are also still living and reside in Peru. The
deceased is also survived by three brothers, Fred W. of the Mowbray &
Robinson Company, Cincinnati, O.. O. Ralph, professor of languages. Chi-

cago Vniversity, and Merrill of Chicago, and by two sisters. Miss Clara

Mowbray and Mrs. Stella Tretier. Peru. Ind.

When Mr. Mowbray was seventeen years old he went to work with the

Mowbray & Robinson Company, and starting in at the very bottom by

diligent work and ambitious effort acquired an intimate knowledge of all

departments of the hardwood business. After leaving the employ of the

Mowbray & Robinson Company he spent several years as an inspector,

buyer and salesman for different hardwood concerns. Two years ago,

spccificaUy. November I'O. 1911. be witli Walter E. Johns and Coleman C.

Nelson organized the Johns-Mowbray-Nelson Company, which concern

started business as a wholesaler and manufacturer of hardwood lumber

with offices in the Provident Bank building, Cincinnati. The expansion

of the firm's interest necessitated enlarging facilities, and several months
ago the offices were moved to the newly equipped yards at Eighth and

Horn streets, Cincinnati. The company's affairs were just rounding Into

goo'd shape and promised to result in an unusual success, when Mr. Mow-
bray's untimely death occurred.

Jobn H. Marble, Commerce Commissioner, Dies

John IT. Marble, who has been prominently connected with the admin-

istration of the affairs of the Interstate Commerce Commission for years,

died at bis home in Washington, D. C. at 6 o'clock Friday night. Novem-
ber 21. His death came unexpectedly and was the direct result of uraemic

poisoning.

.Mr. .Marbles career has been a highly liouorable one and his excep-
tional qualities and abilities have enabled him to handle with pronounced
success the varied and Intricate affairs ot the Interstate Commerce Com-
mission.

In connection with this body he has become well known to the big
lumber interests of the country, and has been highly thought of by the
shipping interests because of his absolute fairness In th<' way he han-
dled matters.

W. E. Heyser in New Enterprise

One of the most important lumber enterprises launched in this sec-

tion recently is that of the Issaquena Lumber Company, which has been
organized to operate a big hardwood mill at Issaquena. Miss. The in-

corporators are W. E. Heyser of the W. E. Heyser Lumber Company.
Cincinnati. Weaver Haas, at one time local manager of the interests of
W. E. Heyser Lumber Company, and James L. Pierson, an experienced
logger and timberman. The plant consists of a band saw and resaw and
the company has already secured control of al»ut 65,000,000 feet of
timber. Logging operations have begun on a large scale. The company
is capitalized at .$100,000 and the entire output of the new plant will

he handled by tlie W. K. Heyser Lumber Company, with head(]uarters at

t'incinnati.

Meeting of Creditors

Tlie announci'ment has just been received from Charles T. Greve.

referee in bankruptcy, in charge of the defunct Maley, Thompson &
Moffett Company. Cincinnati, ot a meeting of the creditors which is to

be held in the offices of the referee, -2 Peru building, Clnmnnati, Decem-
ber 5, at 1 o'clock p. m. There will be taken up at this meeting the

consideration of offers for the purchase of the assets of the company,
and also matters with relation to the distribution and allowance of com-
pensation and declaration of dividends, and all matters with relation to

the compromise of claims in favor of and against the estate of the bank-

rupt.

Creditors are directed to have all matters in controversy ready for

consideration at that meeting.

Buffalo Concerns in Receivers' Hands

On November T2, the Blue Grass Lumber Company. Inc.. and the Empire
State Hardwood Lumber Compan.v. Inc., both with main offices in Buf-

falo. N. Y., tiled petition in voluntary bankruptcy before Judge Hazel in

the Federal court and pending the appointment of trustee, Messrs. Roland
Crangle and Frank Gibbons, l)oth ot Buffalo, were appointed receivers for

the respective companies.

Early in November at a called meeting of stockholders and directors of

the two companies it was decided to call a meeting of creditors and the

above action was determined upon at said creditors meeting on November
21. C. M. Clark of Cincinnati, who has for the past few weeks been in

Buffalo representing some large stockholders in the South, looking into

the affairs of these companies in the capacity of temporary vice-president,

was asked at this creditors meeting to allow his name to be presented to

the court for the position of receiver, but he declined.

It is understood the affairs of the Blue Grass Lumber Company and

the Empire State Hardwood Lumber Company are badly involved and

the liabilities will be far in excess of the assets. The Blue Grass Lum-
ber Company handled western pine and the Empire State Hardwood Lum-
ber Company dealt largely In hardwoods.
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New Handle Factory

It is aimomKcd al CnuvrDidsvill.'. Iiul.. Iliai V. 11. Haas has nnuh-

(k'flulle arranKi'mcnts auil Is aliiaily on«asi'd in llii' wurk of oi^auizIuK
a handle manufaeturins concern in tlia( city. If present plans are carried

out the new factory will be in operation witliin a few weeks. The plant

will manufacture handles fur spades and shovels.

The new industry will be located at the old Eversoii mill at Crawfords
ville, which mill will continue in operation as In the past, but the

buildlufis and eriuipment will be remodeled throughout. Mr. Haas is

planning to make a considerable expenditure for remodeling buildings and
installing new machinery and equipnienl. This work has already lein
started and the entire remodeling will he completed williin a slmrt time,

when it is expected the mill will be in operation.

New Plant at Ijttle Bock
Sandberg Brothers of Chicago, maiiufaclurers of interior trim. sash.

doors, etc, have decided to erect a plant at Little liock. Ark. The com-
pany will construct its mill on the property owned by the l'"actoria Land
Company, and will have two acres of land adjacent to the Iron Mountain
railroad. This tract is immediately adjacent to that recently purchased
by the Slimmer Manufacturing Company, also of Chicago. The ni'w jilant

win give employment to about fifty men to start with.

As to the reason for moving the company ascribes this policy lo iIh'

saving it will effect In the cost of raw material. This is another in

stance illustrating that northern remanufactnring concerns are awaken-
ing to the fallacy of the position of having their raw material shipped
long distances to them, and resliippin^- the finished product in many
cases to points close to the towns ficm which ilie raw material was si'nt.

Buys Mississippi Timber
The Merrill Timber Company of Pittsburgh. Pa., recently closed for the

sale of 10.000 acres of hardwood and pine timber in Madison county.
Mississippi, to the Crosby-Bonds Lumber Company, Brookhaven, Miss., and
J. T. Toney of Ilazlehurst, Miss. The consideration was $350,000.
The purchasers are planning the immediate erection of two sawmills

on the property. The pine mill will be operated by Mr. Crosby, while the
hardwood mill under Mr. Toney will have his jurisdiction. It is also

planned to construct twelve miles of railroad into the timber connecting
with the Illinois Central railroad at Canton.

William H. White Company in Financial Trouble
Petitions have been tiled to have the Michigan Trust Company of De-

troit, Mich., appointed receiver for the William H. ^^Tiite Company of
Bo.vne City, Mich., and the Boyne City, Gaylord & Alpena Railroad, with
headquarters in that city also. The meager information available states
that the liabilities are $2,000,000, but that the assets are greater than
the liabilities.

This company has probably been caught by the same financial strin-

gency that has embarrassed various other large operating concerns dur-
ing recent months.

Price & Hart Dissolved
The name of Price & Hart, for over a quarter of a century one of the

best known in the domestic and export hardwood trade, was stricken from
the list of local firms when Walter T. Hart, proprietor, aunounci'd his

retirement. Mr. Hart has other interests which take his attention in the

future. ITie firm of Price & Hart was established by the late Ernest M.
Price and Mr. Hart in the 'SO's and has always held a high place in the
trade. Mr. Price was one of the organizers of the National Lumber
Exporters' Association and had served as president for several terms.

The firm was the second to join the National Wholesale Lumber iJealers'

Association. Price & Hart have always done a large export tr.nrte in thin

poplar and ash and plain and quartered oak.

Elwood .lones. for seventeen years with the firm, will take up the
business under his own nami', with headquarters at the old stand, 18
Broadway. His long association with Price & Hart well fits him for the

enlarged responsibilities, and his many friends are congratulating him in

his new role.

Pertinent Information
Bill to Compel Through Bills of Lading

Oflleials of the Southern Hardwood Trathc Bureau and shippi-rs of

hardwood lumber In general are very much Interested in the bill which
has been introduced into Congress by K. D. McKellar of the Tenth Ten-
nessee Congressional District, and which has for Its purpose the com-
pulsory issuance of through bills of lading by the railroads on export ship-

ments of lumber. Congressman McKellar points out In his comment on
the bill that the railroads have been delivering exports of hardwood lumber
to the ports under one contract and that these cargoes have been sent
across the water under other contracts with the steamship companies,
with the result that there has been unnecessary dela.v and expense at
the ports where charges of every kind have been piled up. He says that,

under the terms of his measure which has already received the endorse-
ment of the committee on Interstate and foreign commerce. It will be
necessary for the railroads to issue through bills on export shipments of

lumber and that the steamship companies will have to transport such

shipments Immediately after thi'ir arrival in New Orleans or other ports.

In drawing this bill Mr. .McKellar has been in close (ouch with officials

and other members of the Southern Hardwood Traffic Bureau whose In-

terests are vitally airected by the bill of lading subject, with particular

refi-rence to through bills. Tennessee lumbermen export a large amount
of lumber every year and it is estimated that a big saving will result If

the railroads are prohibited from billing export shipments of lumber to

New Orleans and other ports on local ladings. The bill, as drawn, fol-

lows :

Section 1. That in all cases where any freight or commodity Is offered
lo a common carrier to be transported by It to some port of the United
Slates and thenn I.v "tc.im-liip mrrler to a foreign ii^it, -.-nrh initial
carrier is hereh\ iv,|iiii-..l t.i i-^n. :i iIumul;]! I. Ill i.f hulir.j in-^.x i.liii^' for
shipment of sueli ini^lii ,,i- r,,inin.„lil \ ir.Mn the p.,int "I .IIimi^ l.. eom-
mon carrier lo iumi "I de^i in.n i .ind all sieaiuship eajii. i~ (|e^i-llaled

ill <ii,li hill ..I lading shall p.'ilorm and carry out such e,,i, tract ol car-
ri:i-- (Mil led into by such initial carrier under penalty of not being per-
iiiiiid ir. ii^e the ports of the United States should It be guilty of non-

Section 2. That where any freight or commodity is offered to any
ctirrier for siiipment to any part of the United States ttnd thence to any
foreign port, such Initial carrier and the steamship company are required
to receive and transport all such freight or commodity on terms of
e(|uality. and no discrimination shall be made by either initial carrier or
sleaniship carrier in the prompt acceptance, shipment and delivery of any
Mile commodity over any other commodity.

Si'ction 3. That violation of this act shall be punishable by fine of not
less than $,")nO or more than .fl.OOO for each separate offense.

Plans Definite Policy on Bate Advance

Secretary .1. E. lihodes of the National Lumber Manufacturer.s' As.socl-

ation has issued a statement covering the progress of the generally desired

horizontal increase of freight rates. As announced previously in Hard-
wood Kecord, all proposed advances to have beome effective November 15

have been suspended until March 12. 1914, the hearing having been slated

to begin yesterday, November 24, at Washington. About 22.000 amend-
ments of tariffs have been filed and as they are not yet classified It will

not yet be possible for Mr. Rhodes to issue a list of the lumber rates

affected, which action, however, he purposes to take up as soon as possible.

The statement contains suggestion that the railroad committee of the

National Lumber Manufacturers' Association is anxious to learn to just

what extent the lumber manufacturers of the country are willing that that

committee .should represent them in this matter. The committee according

to the statement is willing to represent the lumber interests but will not

do so without specific authority. The statement then outlines the status

of the situation, stating that all lumber manufacturers are in favor of the

railroads deriving more net revenue ; many are in favor of the advances in

lumber rates provided rates on other commodities are also advanced

:

many are unwilling to consent to advance in lumber rates without first

knowing what other rates are to be advanced and to what extent ; some
are opposed to any advances on lumber rates on the ground that they are

relatively higher than on other bulk commodities ; many feel that this

whole subject should be taken up by the National association and that the

railroad committee, upon which all of the affiliated associations are repre-

sented, shoitld announce a definite policy to be pursued : and many believe

that because all lumber rates of the country are involved thus it becomes
a subject of national Importance and should be taken up by one body.

The statement requests that all members of the association affiliated

with the National association communicate with their respective secreta-

ries as to their views on the matter and state that if it is thought best to

delegate to the railroad committee of the National association authority

to represent all of the affiliated associations, the committee will desire

active co-operation from those associations. Further, the committee will

not oppose advanced rates on lumber unless that is the desire expressed
by the majority of the combined membership.

Michigan Lumber Bates

The proposed advance In the rates on lumber In carloads between
points in the lower peninsula of Michigan and from points in the lower
peninsula of Michigan to all territory has been suspended by the Mich-
igan Railroad Commission and the Interstate Commerce Commission until

March 12, 1914.

The situation in lower Michigan covering lumber rates is somewhat
different from that in other competitive lumber producing territory,

for the reason that for the last twenty years lumber rates have been
checked-in on a basis In many cases less than sixth class and especially

does the proposed increase basis made by the cancellation of the old

lumber commodity rates and the application of the new proposed sixth

class basis make the advances to Important consuming points, where the

heav.v tonnage Is moving, not five per cent but in many cases ten, fifteen

and eyen thirty-three and one-third per cent.

Owing to the non-uniformity of basis for class rates in the lower
peninsula of Michigan, the Michigan Railroad Commission some time ago
asked the railroads to revise their class rates, putting them on a more
uniform basis, which if put into effect as proposed will make quite a dif-

ference in the alignment of the lumber rates and for that reason the

new rates are not meeting with the approval of the lumber shippers. It

Is true there are some points where the present rates are not disturbed,

others where a slightly less rate will be applied under the new basis than

under the old. but if we take into consideration the proposed advanced
rates to where the tonnage is moving at the present time, there Is an

undue advance which should not be allowed. Then on interstate traflic

rates to basing points in Wisconsin, upper Michigan and Minnesota have
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been aJvanciHl about twenty iht cent and no corresponding advance bas
been made (rom competing territory In upper peninsula of Michigan and
Wisconsin to same destinations, therefore the proposed advances have
been protested and it will be up to the railroads to show the reasonable-

ness for such advances.

It Is expected that the Michigan Kallroad Commission will not take

Immi.'dlate action on Mlchlcan rates until It is known how the Interstate

Commerce Commission will rule on the interstate rates. It might be

well to state that lumbermen in many localities are of the opinion that

the present basis on lumber In comparison n-lth other commodities, taking

into consideration the loading and unloading being done b.v shipper and
consignee, the heavy tonnage per car, small proportion of loss and dam-
age claims, a large portion of the lumber carried In flat or gondola cars,

should take a basis less than sixth class In ofllcial dassincailon territor)'.

The railroads in lower Michigan s'eem to have taken advantage of the

proposed change In rates, cancelling all of their commodity tariffs, issu-

ing new ones or letting the classlficutlon take care of the rates, which
means an advance of from five per cent and running as high as t\yenty

per cent, so taken as a whole the shippers of Michigan will not re-

ceive a uniform live per cent advance, but will be obliged to take care of

a considerable higher rate and it appears that as soon as shippers do
awake to the actual siluallon many more protests will Ik* tiled.

Court Decision Favors Open Shop
The decision of the Federal Dlsfrict Court in session in this city in the

case of the non-union trim manufacturers against the United Brotherhood
of Carpenters and Joiners of America, the Master Carpenters' Association

and the Manufacturing Woodworkers' Association resulted In a victory

for the open shop and the trim manufacturers. The case has been before

the courts for over two years and is considered one of the foremost
labor cases ever brought in the courts of the country. The case was
known as the Irving & Casson case. Irving & Casson are manufacturers
of artistic wood trim, with headquarters in Boston. They had the con-

tract for some of the interior flnisb in the Cathedral of St. John the

Divine and one of the new halls of the Military Academy at West Point.

They have always conducted an open shop in the manufacture of their

trim and it was proven that the union had entered into a combination
to prevent them from selling or installing their product outside of Massa-
chusetts : that in pursuance of such conspiracy the company was placed

on the "unfair list" : was threatened with sympathetic strikes on the

above mentioned jobs and in other ways intimidated. The decision in

this CISC, by Judge Ward, makes permanent the temporary injunction

previously rendered and goes even further, for the court held that the

defendants also violated the Sherman anti-trust law, and the anti-trust and
penal law of the state of New York, which makes any and everybody to

the alleged agreement a criminal conspirator and opens the way for the

complainant to recover treble damages for injury proven to their business.

This latter side to the question is of special interest because Louis
Bossert & Sons, trim manufacturers of Brooklyn, have a similar case

now pending In the courts and have filed a suit tor $200,000 for damages
to their business through strikes, boycotts and other practices under
this agreement.
The case of the Paine Lumber Company and other non-union manufac-

turers of trim against the same Carpenters' I'nion and their agreements,

was dismissed and Injunctions denied. Judge Mayer, in this case, held

that the complainants did not show that they were singled out for attack

or that they had suffered differently than the public at large, therefore

any offence committed against them was a public offence and only public

officials could prosecute. Judge Mayer agreed with Judge Ward that this

combination resulted in restraining- competition between manufacturers
and operated to restrain interstate commerce and violated the Sherman
anti-trust and state business law. On the other hand be found that he
could not grant the Injunction in the Paine case because that might be

sought legally only at the instance of the United States or the state of

New York.

Wisconsin Compensation Act Fails to Work
Kmployers In general are interested in the decision of the Wisconsin

.Supreme court In the case of Henry Miller vs. the city of Milwaukee.

.Miller, a poor man aged sIxty-sIx years, was working for the city in the

street department and his foot was run over by a steam roller. It was
badly crushed and the great toe was amputated. For over two months
the old man could not leave his bed and for more than five months could
not work. A doctor attended to him for over ninety days, the time fixed

by the compensation act. The law requires the emplo.ver to furnish med-
ical attention at the time of accident and for ninety days after and
failing to do so "seasonably" is liable for the medical expense, also that

slity-flvc per cent of the wage shall be paid weekly. The city waited
forty-eight days before it sent a doctor and did not pay the wage re-

quired. The charge for medical services was $222. The Supreme court

decision criticized the medical charge as excessive, but allowed nothing.

The commission had decided that the city had not furnished a doctor

".ieasonably" and made allowance for ninety days. Tlie court held that

the city of Milwaukee acted strictly within its legal rights. This leaves

the Injured employe to pay the debt as best he can.

"One of the most humane provisions of the workmen's compensation
act, as we have understood It. has been swept away," declared Chairman
f^harles H. Crownhart of the Industrial Commission, commenting on
the decision. "The great success of the act for two years Is made abor-

tive. None but the educated or the cunning will obtain the benefits sup-
posed to have been conferred by the people's legislature upon the mass
of honest tollers. This I know : The law ought to be as we have all be-
lieved and practiced. If Insurance companies and employers follow the
decision of the court, nothing less than a calamity will have befallen
the workmen of Wisconsin ; but I am convinced that neither Insurance
companies nor employers will take advantage of this decision. Employers
win not take advantage because they are generally honest, and the dis-

honest are not fools. The thing for us all to do Is to see that the law
Is amended at the earliest opportunity so that it can not again be
obstructed.' Fourteen thousand men are Injured every year in the In-

dustries of Wisconsin. To deal with this number of men In a practical
manner must be the aim of the employers, the insurance companies and
the industrial commission. An.v system that hedges the workman in an
intricate system of legal procedure will be distressingly unfortunate for
all concerned." '

,

Small Arkansas Roads Protest New Bates
The Arkansas Railroad Commission recently made an order, effective

.November 10, fixing a flat rate on rough materials, as reported in a
previous Issue of H.\rdwood Recohd. The rate is to apply on rough
lumber, bolts, flitches and logs In carload lots, and is based upon the
following scale : Two cents for the first twenty-flve miles, and Increasing

one-quarter of a cent for each ten miles up to three hundred miles. On
November 6. the commission issued an order excepting a number of the
smaller roads in the state from the decisions of the new tariff, allowing

them to come in on November 17, and show why the rate should not
be applicable to their roads. At the meeting on the morning of November
17, however, the hearing was not completed, but was deferred until

January 12. The managers of the small roads had already filed with
the Arkansas Railroad Commission applications to be permitted to use a
higher tariff than those rates set out in Standard Freight Distance Tariff

No. 3, which was reissued l>y the Arkansas Railroad Commission on July

IS o£ this year.

Cooperage Strike in Arkansas Unchanged
The conditions existing at Para'-'ould. Ark., on account of the strike

of the members of the Coopers' Union at that place, remains unchanged.

The manufacturers are tenaciously holding to their original position,

willing to concede nothing to their employes, because, as they say, the

men have no real grievance. About the only contention that is now
being made by the strikers is that they be permitted to deal with their

emplo.vers through a committee. The continued disagreement and strike

is seriously affecting the business interests at Paragould. Many of the

business men have been drawn into the controversy, and are taking

sides either with the manufacturers or the strikers. A number of

prominent business men have openly derided the strikers^ in their con-

tention over this matter, which they regard as of little consequence.

These business men are in hearty sympathy with the manufacturers,

and are .saying so iu spite of the fact that tliey are being bojcotted by

members of the union and friends of the strikers.

J. C. Clary, commissioner of labor statistics of Arkansas, has under-

taken to settle the contention between the employes and employers. In a

letter which he recently addressed to the manufacturers, he suggested

that an arbitration committee be selected, to be composed of two men
representing the stave manufacturers, and two men representing the

strikers, which four men should select a fifth, lie proposes to submit all

questions to this arbitration committee, also allowing the committee the

privilege of making investigation of all matters leading up to the strike,

and that each side agree to abide by the finding of the committee. So

far no reply has been made to Mr. Clary's letter by the manufacturers.

Suggestion for the Woodlot Owner
.V prominent school of forestry suggests the following method to be

employed by woodlot owners in estimating their standing timber

:

1. Count all the trees in a circle 118 feet across.—one-quarter acre.

2. Select a sample tree as nearly average as you can.

3. Determine how much of the tree you can saw in sixteen-foot logs

(eight feet counts as half a log).

4. Add the top and bottom diameters inside bark and divide by two.

This will give you the average diameter of the used length.

5. Square this average diameter. Subtract 60. multiply by .8 and you

will have the contents of an average sixteen-foot log.

6. Multiply by the number of logs In a tree and then by four times

the number of trees on your plot and you will have the approximate con-

tents of that aero in board feet.

The Circular 'Versus the Trade Paper

"Printers' Ink" In a recent Issue hit at the root of a common mistake

In modern merchandising. The article was quotetl from an interview

with an agency solicitor who. in view of preparing a trade circular, made

a tour of the retail trade In the line to which the circular was to be

devoted. He stated that some of the retailers he saw were getting fifty

and sixty circulars a da.v—most of which went to the floor and were later

swept out unopened. This particular expert stated that he had had some

experience as to the waste of dealers' literature before but that the con

dltlon today surpasses anything heretofore. He stated that the dealers

are being frightfully over-drcularlzed.

This condition, of course. Is one noted among the retailers In other

lines than lumber but It nevertheless must be true to perhaps a less
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marked degree In conncclion with the lumber business because of the ehilm

made, in behalf of the circular, of "exclusive attention." The article

compares the cost of setting out this plan of advertising literature with

the cost of conservative advertising In the right trade paper mediums iind

scores a point In behalf of the tradb press, stating that it represents iin

organized medium of publicity, compared to n clearing house or publle

market. The article points out another phase of the slluiitlon whleli

II.\ni>wuon Record ha.s maintained for years.—namely, that the growth
of the advertising section of a trade paper does not militate against its

elBciency but has the direct reverse effect in that because of the growth of

the advertising section the revenue of the paper increases and hence

affords a means for Improving Its prestige and jiower through improvement
in general character of the publication. The article goes on to say that

dollar for dollar. Idea for idea, the opportunities for cashing In are much
greater In the trade press than in the trade circular.

This opinion, coming from such an impartial medium as "Printers' Ink,"

should at least eommand the attentli>n of those lumbermen who are inter-

ested In modern ideas of merchandising.

Warns Against the General Use of Catalpa

The New Vork Slate College of Forestry suggests thai diiring the past

fall numerous inquiries have been coming in regarding the value of hardy
catalpa for planting in central and northern New York. Many land

owners have been induced to plant this tree because of statements regard-

ing its rapid growth and durability, and without doubt much planting has

been done that will result in failure.

The hardy catalpa is a native of river bottoms in the Middle West,
where under favorable conditions it makes exceedingly rapid growth. The
wood, after thorough seasoning, is very durable when used as fence posts

or wherever it comes In contact with the soil. Because of its rapid

growth and durability and because of. the ease with which nurseries propo-

gate it from seed, it has been exploited very widely throughout the coun-

try. The college of forestry believes that it has been too widely planted

in New Vork state. The hardy catalpa is a specialized forest crop requiring

good soil and more eare than the ordinary farmer or land owner can give it.

If one is willing to devote two or three acres of good agricultural soil to

this catalpa and cultivate once or twice a year for the first three or fo\ir

years as well as to prune it annually so as to force the trunk to make
a clean upright growtht it will probably give fence posts in as short a

time as any other tree in the state. However, it is not good policy to

plant land of any agricultural value to trees.

To Prevent White Ants from Attacking Wood
The Bureau of Entomology, through its Branch of Forest Insects uuder

the charge of Dr. A. D. Hopkins, has been conducting experiments with
woods treated iby various methods to determine how they may be pro-

tected from ln,iury by our native white ants. Experiments are also under
way to determine the immunity or relative resistance of various native

.md tropical species of untreated wood to white ant attack.

The specialist in charge of these experiments has submitted a report
on the treated and untreated woods, which have been subjected to attack
from white ants for from live to twelve months. Yellow pine stakes

charred by burning for about five minutes were attacked at the end of

one year, and this treatment only delays attack. Yellow pine stakes

impregnated by the "open tank" method, with coal tar and wood creo-

sotes ; dipping and brush treatments with wood and coal tar creosotes

:

and stakes treated by two closed cylinder pressure processes with several

different creosote compounds were not attacked at the end of one year.

Untreated alternating check stakes were attacked by white ants.

An examination of test blocks, showed that after being buried in the

ground with infested logs for nearly six months, some of the blocks

impregnated with parafline wax were attacked by white ants while wood
treated with chlorinated naphthalene was not attacked. Untreated teak,

greenheart and peroba test blocks—all tropical woods—were not attacked,

while untreated white and red oak. sugar maple, birch, and red gum were
attacked and more or less seriously damaged.

The Ginseng Craze

The American consul at Hongkong has made a report to this govern-

ment on the ginseng situation which may be construed as a warning to

persons who expect to get rich raising this root so highly prized by Chinese.

The buyers on the other side of the sea refuse to pay as much for the

cultivated article, and they are experts when ginseng is to be graded.

They want the wild article, although they do not refuse to buy the garden
product, but take it at a lower price.

"An idea among American growers which should be dispelled," says the

consul, "is that ginseng is like any other root product which can be grown
and marketed at so much per pound—so long as the root is firm and sound
.and free from mold and decay the better price will be paid for the firmer,

larger, sounder root. Such is distinctly and definitely not the case. The
value of ginseng is a matter of estimation ; certain varieties in certain

shapes and in certain conditions are esteemed the more highly. Into

the determination of value enters not so much any actual virtue of the

root—as a matter of fact the root in any shape and of any quality has
very little real medicinal value—but what the Chinese regard as virtues,

giving the root medicinal power.

"The central theory of the use of ginseng decoction is that it combines
in itself the virtues of nature—wind, water, woods, the elements, and
wild nature generally. Hence, the gnarled, twisted wild root is the ideal

quality of the I'oot, and any domesticated or cultivated variety Is merely
a substitute. This substitute ought to be as near like the wild as possi-

hle. If the root grows In the shape of or seems to bear some resemblance,

even by severe stretch of the Imagination, to some animal. It has Increased

virtue in the trade. For this and similar reasons it is necessary that the

small head of the root Joined to the rest of the root by a small nick shall

remnin a part of the product. Breaking off such little heads reduces the

value of the root In this market by fully half, as a rule, 'nie root should

he packed so as to prevent such breakage. Koot to be acceptable should

at least I>e rough and wrinkled, with the roughness running around the

root In circles or spirals."

Cultivated roots are smoother, more shapely, than the wild, and this

veiy quality cuts their value In half. Market quotations at Hongkong
in .September of this year ranged from ^11. .«2 to ,118.64 for the wild root

and $-..50 to $3.04 for the cultivated.

"Tile above prices are for recognized grades," continues the report.

"Most American ginseng is received here ungraded and a large portion

of it grades as refuse at .$0.90 to $2.88 gold per pound. On the other hand,

extra fine wild ginseng would now bring $18 to $28.80 gold per pound.

All the foregoing prices are simply comparative, but illustrate the course

of the market."

Woods Colored by Burying
Some of the maiuifacturers of furniture and interior finish in Germany

have discovered that certain woods may be given an attractive and dur-

able color by burying in the earth. The woods which thus far have
shown the best results are oak. elm. birch and spruce. The process con-

sists in taking green wood and burying it in soil with which lime and'

other materials have been mixed, where it is left buried five months or

more. By that time a tine color has been imparted, and the wood is used

without paint or stain. It has likewise undergone a process of seasoning

and it shows little tendency to warp or check.

VM'it>Wi>!BiM3iC::WWMItTOlSi<3^^^

Hardwood 'News Notes^

<, MISCELLANEOUS >-=

The C. B. French Cabinet Cdinpany. of llrooklyu. .\. Y.. has increased

its capital stock to $50,000.

It is reported that at Lexington. X. C, the Piedmont Lumber and Fur-

niture Company is organizing.

The Nagle Cabinet and Show Case Company has been incorporated at

Jersey City, N. J., with $25,000 capital.

The Mitchell Hardwood Lumber Company of Mitchell, Ind., is reported

to have increased its capital stock to $25,000.

The Massachusetts Novelty Company has been incorporated at Boston,
Mass. This company has $3,000 capital stock.

The Kirkham-JIattson Company recently began business in Ovid. Mich.

The company will manufacture interior finish.

The Foster Chair Company has started business at Huntington, W. Va.

This is an incorporated concern with $75,000 capital.

The Henderson Brothers Lumber Company has incorporated at Clarks-

burg, W. Va. This concern has a capital stock of $10,000.

The Florida Show Case Company has been incorporated at Tallahassee,

Fla. The company has an authorized capital stock of $15,000.
The Crossett Hardwood Lumber Company has been incorporated at

Wilmington. Del. This concern will have a capital stock of $500,000.
The Sluskogee Wagon Wood Company is the style of a new concern at

Muskogee. Okla. The company is incorporated and capitalized at $.50,000.

The Marion Bench and Cabinet Company has been incorporated at
Marion. Ind. The company will manufacture the lines of goods as shown
in its title and will operate with an authorized capital stock of $30,000.
The Appalachia Lumber Company of Columbus, O., announces that

after November 24 that concern will occupy suite 1914 in the Union
Central Life Building, Cincinnati, O. The officers of this company are
.T. S. Walker, president : D. H. Moul. vice-president and general manager,
and W. I.. Cortelyou. secrotarv and treasurer.

=-< CHICAGO >-

E. E. Taenzer of the E. E. Taenzer Lumber Company, Memphis, Tenn.,
spent several days of last week in Chicago.

The Lumbermen's Association of Chicago is holding a meeting today,

November 25, as Hardwood Record comes from the press. The meeting
will be in the form of a regular luncheon and business session to be held
in the main dining room, first floor of the LaSalle hotel, at 12 :30. The
meeting is to be addressed by Harry A. Wheeler of Chicago, president of

the Chamber of Commerce of the United States.

Frank Purcell, the walnut man of Kansas City, Mo., spent several days
of last weet in Chicago on business. Mr. Purcell has for years been
widely known as one of the most expert handlers of high-grade walnut in

the country. In speaking of the foreign market in walnut, Mr. Purcell

said there is reason to believe that present prohibitive ocean freight

rates will not hold as strongly as at present, and that the now slack
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cunditioDS abroad will In- iimteiliill.v liupiovi'd wilhlii the course of a

few months.

i:. E. rickrcl and S. G. Hascall. president and vice-president, respec-

tively, o( the rickrel Walnut Company of St. Louis. Mo., were prominent

visitors In the local market durln;; several days of last week.

(i. von Platen and XI. .7. Kox of the Von I'latcn Lumber Company, Grand

Knplds and Iron Mountain. Mich., were In Chicago several days of last

week on business.

W. T. Culver of the Stearns Salt & Lumber Company. LudlnRton, Jlich..

spent a few days in Chicago recently.

A.L.Dennis of the A. L. Dennis Salt & Lumber Company, Grand Kaplds,

Mleh.. was one of the prominent visitors to this market last week.

K A. Dlgglns of the Cummer-DIeglns Company and Murphy & Dlgglns,

Cadillac. Mich., spent sevi>ral days In Chicago recently.

.1. V. Stlrason of Hunllnsburg, Ind., and his brother, D. 0. Stlmson of

.1. V. Stlmson & Co., Owensboro, Ky., spent several days together in

Chicago recently.

.7ohn I'enrod of the Tenrod Walnut & Veneer Company, Kansas City,

Mo., returned several days ago from an extensive trip to the Caucasus

Mountains, with R. S. Bacon of the R. S. Bacon Veneer Company. Chicago.

Mr. Penrod returned to Kansas City via Chicago, where he stopped over

for several days.

George W. Hartzell of Dayton. ().. was in this city several days of last

week.

A. Schmidt & H. Heidt, the walnut men of Cincinnati, O.. were in this

city together for several days recently on business.

The Lumbermen's Club of Chicago held an informal dance at the club

rooms. Wednesday evening. November 19. The special feature of the

entertainment was the presence of Miss Ruth Stonehouse, who gave

instructions in the various new dances which have become such a rage

recently.

James C. West, president of the Midland Lumber Company, Parkerslmrg.

W. Va.. was in Cliliaso nn business Wednesday of last week.

William Clancy, president of the Lumbermen's Credit Association.

Chicago, has just returned from a trip to New York, where he went with

his New York manager. Walter P. MacCabe. Mr. MacCabe succeeds the

late Arthur E. Day.

H. T. Below of the Below Lumber Company. .Marshfleld. Wis., was in

Chicago for a couple of days last week.

.1. A. Xewlln. engineer in timber tests at the government laboratory at

Madison, Wis., spent several days in Chicago last week in various box

factories collecting data to be used in connection with investigations of

strength and efficiency of packing boxes. Mr. Newlin is a farmer as well

as an engineer and went from Chicago to his Indiana farm t^ spend a

short vacation and build a barn.

The Progressive Lumber Company of Chicago is reported to have in-

creased its capital stock to $30,000.

It is reported at Chicago that the Chicago Embossed Moulding Company
hjs sustained an involuntary petition in bankruptcy.

=-< NEW YORK >.=

=-< BUFFALO y-

X decision rendered in Brooklyn recnily in the case of the govern-
ment against the defunct Maley, Thompson & Moffet Company, Cincinnati,

was adverse to the lumber company. The government charged under-

valuation on a quantity of mahoganj lumber brought from Havana in

December. 1009. The court decided 1.148 feet subject to forfeiture.

M. S. Cooper, representing the Precious Woods Handling Company.
Ba.vonne and New York City, is on a business trip to Europe. He will

visit the principal foreign markets, giving special attention to the veneer
and log branches. This company uses a large amount of this class of

stock.

B. P. Salmon, manufacttirers" agent handling a complete line of mill-

work, has taken oftices in the new Woolworth building. He represents
the M. B. l-'arrin Lumber Company. Cincinnati: I'ream City Sash & Door
Company. Milwaukee: the Sells Lumber & Manufacturing Company. John-
son City, Tenn. : the G. A. Clark Company, S.vdney, N. Y., and the Crandall
Panel Company, Brockton, N. Y.

The Stevens-Eaton Company has made arrangements for and is now
ready to ship mixed cars of hardwoods from stock In the yards at Elkins.

W. Va. This arrangement follows the trend of the present market which
seems to be for immediate needs almost entirely. Mr. Stevens, head of

the company. Is on a business trip to the West coast.

S. E. Slaymaker. head of S. E. Slaymaker & Co., has purchased a sum-
mer home In Pennsylvania. It is known as Honeywood farm and is said

to be a model in the state. The property is near Sunbury and includes

forty-five acres. A large house and outbuildings are on the land. Mr.
Slaymaker Is negotiating for an additional tract of adjoining land con-

sisting of 100 acres.

New York Hoo-Hoo turned out in good numbers November 14 when a

concatenation was held at Rlsenwebers Circle hotel. About forty kittens

were on hand and the class of candidates kept the working nine busy. A
beefsteak dinner was served after the ceremonies had been performed. A
number of prominent out of town Hoo-Hoo were present, including

Supreme Scrlvenotor W. M. Stephenson of St. Louis.

E. M. Vestal of the Vestal Lumber and Manufacturing Company, hard-
wood operator of Knoxville. Tenn.. was a visitor to New York during the

fortnight. He made the trip with a party of friends by motor car.

I. II. Wall of the liniTalu llarchvo.nl Lumber Company, and Walter
Laldlaw of the Toronto olHce of the R. Laldlaw Lumber Company, have
lately been spending some time In a hunting trip In Canada.

Charles Perrln of Blakeslee, Perrin & Darling, has returned from the

South, where he spent almut ten days calling on hardwood mills with
which his Qrui has contracts.

The National Lumber Company finds a very fair demand for flooring in

both oak and maple, with some trouble In getting stock on account of a

growing scarcity of cars at the mills.

G. Ellas & Bro. have been quite busy handling lumber received by lake,

mostly white pine and hemloik. Three vessels arrived In October and one
large cargo within the past two weeks.

Miller, Sturm & Miller have lately been getting In a nice stock of

quartered oak, for which there is a fair demand, although general hard-

wood trade Is not very active.

I. N. Stewart states that there is now relatively more demand for chest-

nut and poplar than for some time in this market and that plain oak is

not quite as active as it was.

T. Sullivan & Co. arc getting in a lot of brown ash, which is selling

in good shape at present. There is also said to be a very fair demand
for maple, and October hardwood trade was satisfactory.

O. E. Yeager calls the hardwood trade fair this month, although not as

active as some time ago. The demand at the yard includes qimrtered

oak to a fair extent, also plain oak and poplar.

The Hugh McLean Lumber Company says there is quite a shortage of

oak logs in the Memphis district at present. Trade in quartered and
plain oak at the local yard is fair.

Anthony Miller finds hardwood trade rather quiet for November,
though he is moving a fair amount of several hardwood stocks. The yard
has not been getting in much lumber of late, but has a good supply.

A. J. Chestnut has lately been spending considerable time in New
England, looking after mill interests in which he is interested. IJe

reports a fair demand for hardwoods. .

The barge Pende!!, bound up for lumber, in tow of the steamer Wyo-
ming, broke away from her and is now ashore at Harbor Springs, about

fifty miles above Port Huron. It was the Intention ot the owners. Hamil-

ton H. Salmon & Co., to load her at Munising for the Buffalo yard, but

she will not be in shape to take another cargo this year.

H. A. Stewart, who severed his connection with the Arm of I. N.

Stewart & Bro. some weeks ago. with the intention ot locating on the

Pacific coast in the lumber business, reports from Portland, Ore., where
he will look about for some time before taking up active business.

J. N. Scateherd has been spending some time lately at the Batavia hard-

wood doormill. which his firm controls. Business is good with the mill,

but orders are not very far ahead.

< PHILADELPHIA >
J. E. Troth of the J. S. Kent Company says business is no worse than

a fortnight ago, and the total of small orders averages up pretty well. He
does not look for any important change until spring.

W. A. Jackson of the Jackson-Wyatt Lumber Company, reports a

slightly increased activity, but prices are still erratic. No positive better-

ment is looked for until after the holidays.

W. J. Mingus of Mingus & Rutter says business is spasmodic and
hard work is required to sell goods at this time. Prices are not as bad as

might be expected.

Among the prominent citizens named by Mayor Blankenburg to repre-

sent the city at the Fifth National Conservation Congress, held in Wash-
ington. D. C. on November 18. 19 and 20. was the well-known hard-

wood lumberman. Emll Guenther of the Guenther Lumber Company, who
is a great admirer and friend of the mayor.

Fire visited the plant of the Kensington Wood-turning mill, 1939 East

York street, on November 13. The damage is estimated at .flO.OOO.

The Pearson and Ludascher Lumber Company is constantly increasing

its already large lifmber sheds and mills in preparation for the handling

of west coast woods via the Panama canal. It recently filled an order for

.500.000 feet of shortleaf pine for shipment to South America. The plan-

ing mill of this company is reported one of the most modern of Its kind

in the country.

The Floyd Lumber Company has engaged Harry Snowden, formerly

with the Itobert W. Higble Company. New York, as salesman to look after

the metropolitan territory.

At the last meeting of the Philadelphia Wholesale Lumber Dealers'

Association It was decided that a dinner be held at Kugler's restaurant,

on November '21. to which all the salesmen in the employ of the members
be Invited. This is a uew social feature which bids fair to meet with

much favor. On this occasion Herbert N. Casson ot New York, whose
reputation as an Interesting speaker on trade matters is well known,
addressed the diners on efflelent salesmanship.

The famous Sawdust Club of the Union League, composed of lumber-

men who ar> also members of the league, will hold Its annual banquet
nn December 1 L'.

.< BOSTON y-
The directors of the Connecticut Valley Lumber Company. Boston, have

voted to pay the normal Income tax ot one per cent on the first mortgage
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six pel- eenl bonils ol tln' compnuy due lilS."!, of whicli there are ¥l!,4ir).iiU0

outstanding.

John E. Ray has become general manager of the Annis Grain &
Lumber Company of Londonderry, N. H. He succeeds D. F. Perkins, who
IS a part owner in tlie business.

The .1. R. Brown Company, Wallinjrford, has been incorporated, to deal

in lumb<M-. with a capital stock of .fS.OOO. The incorporators are J. R.

Itrown, lieorge S. Wiko.x and C. 11. Cheney, all of Wallingford.

The storehouse of the IE. C. Wood Company, Westfleld, Mass., has been

liadly damastd by fire, causing considerable loss to building and lumber

stored therein.

H. W. Eaton, well-known Maine lumberman, died at his home in St.

Croix. Me., a few days ago. Mr. Eaton was formerly of the firm of Eaton

Brothers, but retired from active business about twenty years ago.

The Keadsboro Chair Company has been organized to manufacture and
sell chairs and other wooden furniture. The incorporators are William

H. Pritchard, North Adams, Mass. ; Charles H. Keith, Greenfield, and

Charles A. Boyden, Brattlelwro, Vt.

The mill of Gilbert M. Bradford at Williamsburg, Mass., has been

destroyed by Are.

A petition was filed for the dissolution of the C. H. Annable Lumber
Company. Springfield. Mass. The petition was signed by the president. C.

H. Annable. who states that the company has no liabilities and that the

property has been sold and divided among the shareholders. No reor-

ganization is planned.

The Colonial Lumber Company, Boston, has been organized with a

capital stock of $350,000. The Incorporators are Grafton D. Cushing.

Ira G. Hersey, Walter F. Dixon, J. Randolph Coolidge, 3rd, and Jnhn
Butfum.

=-< PITTSBURGH >-=

II. F. DomholT, president of the Acorn Lumber Company, is in .New

t >rleans on a business trip. The hardwood business of the Acorn com-

|j!iny has been very satisfactory until very recently.

The Johnson-Davies Lumber Company started another hardwood mill

in Butler county. Pa., last week. Its plants there are now cutting 25,000

feet a day.

G. M. Chambers, sales manager of the Kendall Lumber Company, spent

a few days in Donora, S. C, recently looking over the operation which
the Kendalls recently took over from the old Thornwood Lumber Com-
pany.

.1. N. Woolett. president of the Aberdeen Lumber Company, finds some

4^
WALNUT

Walnut for Export
Thirty years ' experience in the handling of

walnut logs for export enables me to furnish
guaranteed prime quality stock.

1 ail] cdust.-iiitiv ill close personal touch
witli tlie source of su]pply of export walnut
logs ami know exactly what I am getting at

all times. In fact, a number of the best for-

eign houses are taking up my logs on my own
reconiiiiendiition.

My supply enables me to fill orders of any
size ill carluarl lots without delay.

Highly Figured Walnut
As a result of close personal supervision of

log purchases my stock of highly figured wal-
nut in long wood and stumps contains only
the choicest in figure and curl that can be
found.

All this stock is carefully selected to take
care of a discriminating demand.
My figured stumps are all dressed closely

and when shipped are practically in shape for
the knife.

Youwill lose nothing bv trying me on your
next inquiry.

FRANK PURCELL
=^=^=:^^= Kansas City, Mo., U.S.A.

slowing down In the gum and cottouwood business. Manufacturers are

not inclined to figure on next year's lumber, he says.

E. II. Shreincr, president of the E. H. Shreiner Lumber Company, made
quite a long trip among Canadian manufacturers this month. He finds

money there unusually tl^ht and lumber buying slow in consequence.

The Pittsburgh Lumbermen's Club will give a vaudeville and moving
picture entertainment at the German Club House on Craft avenue, the

evening of December 3, at which all the wives of the members are

expected to be present.

The Thorny Creek Lumber Company of this city has completed Its

organization with a capital of $323,000 to operate In Pocahontas county,

W. Va. The members are D. C. Willis. S. A. McMullen, G. W. Eisenbeis,

S. Bally, .Tr., H. M. Landis, all of Pittsburgh.

The Nushaum Chemical Company of Bradford, Pa., has taken over all

the timbcrland of the Quintuple Oil Company amounting to about 3,700
acres. This will give it enough timber for its operations for eight years.

.1. !•;. Ast of the Mutual I,uml>er Company reports no let-up in buying
of good hardwood. He finds manufacturing trade fair and predicts a good
year in 1914.

The West Penn Lumber Company had in October by far the best month
in its hlslory. It has a splendid line of trade with the big corporations

and industral concerns of Pittsburgh.

I. F. Balsley of the Balsley & McCracken Company spent a few days
in the eastern market lately. Orders are coming mighty slow but after

all the trade is not half bad with this concern.

E. V. Babcock of the Babcock Lumber Company is being warmly con-
'

gratulated on all sides for the aggressive part he took in the recent

election of Joseph G. Armstrong as mayor of Pittsburgh. Mr. Balicock

is chairman of the Business Men's Committee of 100 which clinched Mr.

Armstrong's election.

=-< BALTIMORE >-=

George Ileintz. who was arrested several weeks ago on charges of having

set fire to a number of lumber yards and woodworking establishments in

South Baltimore, pleaded guilty when arraigned in court, and was held for

au examination as to his sanity. Within the period of a few months last

spring and summer, Heintz, it is alleged, started a number of fires, one

place being set ablaze not less than four or five times.

While the Baltimore Lumber Exchange did not make an exhibit of

lumber and other wood products at the exposition arranged in connection

with the Maryland Week at the Fifth Regiment Armory last week, the

State Forestry' Bureau has made an interesting and instructive display of

the timber resources of the State, showing cross sections and veneers of

the different w'oods to be found in the State, and giving much other

valuable Information.

The property of the Walbrook Mill and Supply Company, at Clifton

and Braddlsh avenues, in the northwestern section of the city, has been

purchased by the Independent Casket Company, heretofore located on
Calvert street, and will be occupied shortly by the purchaser. The affaii-s

of the Walbrook Company have been in process of readjustment within the

year.

Railroad men to the number of 125 were in Baltimore last week to

attend the eighth semi-annual meeting of the Railway Development Asso-

ciation, an organization formed to discuss and promote the development
of the territory through which the railroads represented by the memhiTs
run. The Association represents about 200,000 miles of road, and is

doing much in the way of co-operation to attract settlers for vacant farm
lands, and to encourage the development of natural resources. A number
of the members made addresses on topics connected with the work of the

organization.

=-< COLUMBUS >-

The report of the city building inspector tor the month of October
shows that there were 271 permits issued for the month, having a valua-

tion of .fSOO.OOo as compared with 264 permits and a valuation of

$341,983 in October, 1912. For the first ten months of the year 1913
the number of permits issued was 3,687, with a valuation of $4,667,088,
as compared with 2,369 permits having a valuation of $4,269,843 for the

first ten months of the year 1912.

The Lowellville Lumber Company of Lowellville. O., has been incorpor-

ated with a capital stock of $15,000 to deal in all kinds of lumber. The
porators are O. L. Jacobs, M. A. McLure. B. M. Campbell, H. H. Jacobs,

Orrin Jacobs and Edward Jacobs.

The Bueyrus Lumber Company, just incorporated, of Bucyrus, O., with
a capital of $100,000, will take over the business of the White Lumber
Company, Coutler & Co. and the VoUrath Mill. Seventy-five men will be

employed and yards will be maintained as the distributing yards of the

company.
The H. R. Allen Company has employed S. M. Marks, formerly with

the Nicola, Stone & Myers Company of Cleveland, to travel southwestern
Ohio.

There is a big building boom in the cities and towns along the Ohio
river in the southeastern part of the state. This is especially true at

Yorkville and Tiltonsville, north of Martins Ferry, 0. Included in the

building boom are a numlwr of large manufacturing plants.

It is reported on good authority that Cole & Crane of Cincinnati,

extensive lumber dealers, have purchased the lumber mill of the Ivory &
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lluntinglon l.unilxn- Company, loiutod on I'lseon Cieck, W. Va., anil will

i[iovc llif plant to Mason County, Ky.

If. \V. Ilorton of thi W. M. Hitter Lumber Company says there Is a

pretty good demand for hardwoods both from factories and yards. I'ai

torles are the best buyers at this tlmi'. Conierns making furnituir

Implements and vehicles are in the market for small orders. Prices ai-c

pretty well maintained and no cutting of au,v consequence is reported.

The car shortage is interfering with shipments to a certain extent.

J. K. Cobey of John R. Uobey & Co. says the hardwood trade i.s

holding up well and prices are as good as could be expected.

J. A. I'ord of the Imperial Lumber Company says tliere is a good demand
for hardwoods at this time. The recent storm cut off the supply to a

certain degree.

A. 1". Mavis of the A. C. Davis Luml)er Company says there is a good

market for all varieties and grades of hardwoods with prices holding up
,11.

=-< TOLEDO y
I'he Toledo Bending Compauy reports that business has been dull for

some time past. The call for wagon rims has fallen off and the trade in

automobile rims has not improved sufliciently to offset the slow wagon
wheel demand. It is believed that conditions will be greatly improved

when automobile wheels have beeu standardized, a condition to which this

concern Is looking forward at an early date.

The Toledo Carriage Woodworking Conipanj reports business a tritli-

off Just at present, hut declares that spring prospects are looking line.

I'resident L. E. (Jottshall of the Gottshail Manufacturing Compan.v

has Just returned from a trip to Chicago where he went to purchase

equipment for the new band mill to be erected by the concern in Kultuii

county. The Gottshail Manufacturing Company recently purchased several

hundred acres of virgin hardwood forest, a commodity hard to find in ilir

state of Ohio at this date.

We are holding our own." was tln' statement issued by the Skinmr
Bending Company. "Wagon rims are a little slow but the big demand for

buggy wheels has more than made up for the short demand in wagon
business. We are selling about all the goods we can turn out and there

is no indication of a slump." This concern operates in territory covering

a radius of 500 miles of Toledo.

Aaron L. Kelsey, one of the old-time lumber dealers of Toledo, doing

business when Toledo was but a struggling Tillage and the surrounding

country covered with a rich growth of the finest kind of hardwood lumber.

died at his Summit street home here recently. He was aged ninety-one

years, lie came to Toledo in 1S.50 and was at first interested in lake

navigation. He formed a partnership with Nathan Keeve in 1856 and for

thirty .vears conducted a lumber business here, leaving his son, H. Reeve

Kelsey, to carry it on after his retirement. The firm is now one of the

most Important lumber concerns in this section and is known as Kelsey &
Freeman. Mr. Ivelsey was instrumental in bringing the Milburn Wagon
Works to Toledo.

W. T. Hubbard, a prominent Toledo hardn-ood man, reports business a

little dull Just at present, with oak holding firm both in demand and price.

Mr. Hubbard has a full line of hardwood stocks and is prepared to take

care of all orders with which his concern is favored.

The Auglaize Furniture Company has been organized at New Bremen,

O., with a capital stock of $G0,000. The incorporators are Julius Boesel,

F. W. Bruns. Henry Dierker, F. W. Creber and Louis Huenke. This con-

cern replaces the Klanke Furniture Company whose plant was destroyed by

Are, the concern locating at Piqua, O.

The Geo. B. Bice Company of Wapakoiuia. O.. has been incorporated for

SIO.OOO. The incorporators are : L M. Hi.-e. r. E. Bice, L. A. Pice.

a. G. Blee and Geo. W. Ozias of P:iyi..ii

•< INDIANAPOLIS >•

The Mitchell Hardwood Lumber Comiiany. Milcliell. Ind., has increased

its capitalization $10,000.

About $500 loss by fire was caused a few days ago in the drying bouse

of the Indianapolis Sawed Veneer Company.
The finished veneer warehouse of the Roberts & Conner Company at

New Albany was damaged about $3,.500 by fire recently, whicb originateil

Id an adjacent Hour mill.

Incubators and refrigerators will be manufactured by the newly organ

Ized People's Manufacturing Company at Greenfield, which has been Incoi

porated with $2.").000 capital stock. Those Interested are J. A. Johnscm,

W W. McCole and Homer Smith.

The city council has passed a new building code in which it is reguind
that all Interior trim, doors, window sashes, etc.. shall be of metal in

fireproof buildings and all structures more than ninety feet high must !>•

fireproof.

With an authorized capitalization of $100,000, the Goshen Sash and Dour

Company has been organized and incorporated at Goshen. The principal

stockholders are Henry R. Whltmer, Mary L. Whitmer and J. M. Farrell

Some Interesting data in regard tn the local hardwood industry li:i-

been compiled as follows: The National Veneer and Lumber Company li.i^

an output of 4.000.000 feet of quartered oak veener annually; the Interlnr

Hardwood Company uses 2,000,000 feet of hardwood lumber annually In

the manufacture of flooring; the Central Veneer Company manufactures

•'),000,000 feet of oak and mahogany veneers a year; the IndlanapolH

Sawed Veneer Company turns out 4.000,000 feet of oak and mahogan\

Harris Manufacturing Company
Johnson City, Tennessee

''Harris'' Hardwood Flooring
and Lumber

Bluestone Land & Lumber Company
.MANUrACTt'RKRS

WEST VIRGINIA HARDWOODS
Soft White Pine, Oak, Poplar, Chestnut, Hemlock

Band Sawed Stock RIDGWAY
PENNSYLVANIA

MEMPHIS

Wholesale Manufacturers and Exporters
RED GUM

SAP GUM
COTTONWOOD

CYPRESS
ASH

PLAIN OAK
All Grades and Thicknesses ^^^^j^Y^'^'^

ake a Bpecialty of mixed cars SOPT £LM
a. One-half to

VANDEN BOOM=STIMSaN LUMBER COPANY
Nanafactnrers Sonthero Hardwoods

RedQum a Specleilt>^
Memphis Tennessee

TIMBER ESTIMATES
REPORTS INCLUDED

TOPOGRAPHICAL MAP. DETAIL ESTIMATES & WRITTEN REPORT

GARDNER & HOWE
ENGINEERS

CI c c W C 1 p^ ,
** Men phis Tenn

ufacturers|
plain and quartered red|

and white oak, ash, Quti^
and poplar. :: :: :: jII

FULLY EQUIPT DIMENSION PLJ
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(Leading Manufacturers)

OUR SPECIALTY

St. Francis Basin Red Gum
WE MANUFACTURE

Southern Hardwoods= Gum, Oak and Ash==
J. H. Bonner & Sons

MillN and Offlrr.

IjrlGLKY. ARK.
ntolHcp and Telfurapli OIHie.

HETH. ARK.

Send your inquiries for

RED CU
and other

SOUTHERN HARDWOODS

W. W. GARY, INVERNESS,

MISS.

ARCHER LUMBER COMPANY
HELENA, ARKANSAS

Manufacturers of

HARDWOODS
SPECIAL ITEMS THIS MONTH

PLAIN RED GUM QTRD. RED GUM

248,075' 4/4 Is & 2s. 7,716' 4/4 Is & 2s

402,222' 4/4 No. 1 C. 12,235' 4/4 No. 1 C.

79,645' 6/4 No. 1 C. 6,219' 6 4 Is & 2s.

47,288' 8/4 Is & 2s. i
26,805' 6/4 No. 1 C.

ST. FRANCIS BASIN RED GUM
BAND SAWN

4/4 1st & 2nd 150,000

4/4 No. 1 common 200,000

6/4 No. 1 common 175,000

8/4 1st & 2nd 25,000
4 4 Com. & Belter quartered . 90,000
5/4 Com. & Better quartered . . 5,000

6/4 Com. & Better quartered . . 10,000

Dry, fine average widths 75'^ 14 and 16 ft.

Geo. C. Brown & Company
«« M. «„l, 1 hour from Memphis
Proctor, Ark. on c. r. i. & p. Ry.

venwr a jeai- ; Ibe KaKlesfifUl-Stewart Company manufactures l.iOO.UOO

square feet of parquetry and wood mosaic flooring a year ; the Adams &
Raymond Veneer Company has an output of 85,000 feet of rotary and

sliced veneers a day.

=-< NASHVILLE >=
Tiie Xashvilli- Manufacturers' .\sso(ialion has opened a porman.'nt-

ixhlblt of Nashvlllo-made products In a live-story building on Third

avenue In the central part of the city. The N'ashvll'e Lumbermen's Club

has an attractive exhibit of hardwoods and products, giving a very com-

prehensive idea of the industry in this section. There are about 400

manufacturers In the city, with about 100 represented In the manufac-

turers' building.

The Coosawater Lumber Company is the name of a strong lumber

company that has been organized at Cookeville, Tenn.. with authorized

capital stock of S;25.0no. The company has been incorporated by 3. C.

McDearman, .1. .\. Lambert, John J. Gore, I). H. Morgan and S. A. Morgan,

and will do a general business of buying, selling and sawing lumber.

The Greeneville Chair Company, which has Ijeen manufacturing 1.000

chairs daily, and recently operated by a receiver, has closed down. It Is

thought that the company has been sold under the receivership and reor-

ganized. It employs about 400 men.

The Milne Chair Company has recently installed a plant at Chattanooga

at a cost of about $200,000. The company was formerly located at Cleve-

land, Tenn.. and had a disastrous Are. after which it was decided to

remove to Chattanooga.

.\hout fifteen members of the Nashville Lumbermen's Club, and also

members of the Louisville Hardwood Club went to Memphis November 14,

and were royally entertained tor the day by the members of the club

there. The southern clubs have been having a series of social meetings

the past year, which have accomplished much in bringing about more

cordial business relations.

George X. Welch of Monterey has recently moved with his family to a

handsome suburban home purchased near this city. Mr. Welch is head

of the Monterey Barrel & Heading Company, a wealthy concern, and has

large lumber and timber interests.

.Tohn B. Ransom, Jr., and Thomas R. LeSueur of John B. Ransom & Co.

have gone to Lee county, Arkansas, where they will spend a week or two

duck hunting.

Korest fires were recently discovered on the Tennessee-Kentucky line.

and were extinguished by T. G. Ford, Warden of Bell county, Kentucky,

with the aid of a volunteer crew. The Kentucky Forestry Department has

been active in efforts to prevent forest fires, and claims that the slopes

of Tennessee and Virginia are a constant menace to forests of Kentucky.

The City Board of Commissioners of Nashville has made a request of

the officials of the Louisville & Nashville Railroad and Nashville, Chatta-

nooga & St. Louis Railway to appear and show cause why they should not

grant more satisfactory switching privileges in local terminals to the

Tennessee Central Railroad. The Tennessee Central entered Nashville

eight or ten years ago, and the old lines have charged such high switching

rates as to make joint business almost prohibitive. The action of the

commissioners will be watched with interest by lumber shippers as well

as nil others. The case is set for hearing November 25.

--<, MEMPHIS >--

Stiritts Brothers of Illinois have purchased seven hundred acres of tim-

berland in Poinsett county. Arkansas, and will install a mill tor the

development of the timber thereon. .\s soon as the land has been cleared

it will be sold for agricultural purposes.

The Lumbermen's Club of Columbus. Miss., has perfected organiza-

tion, with the following officers : D. F. McCullougb, president of the

Columbus Lumber Company, president : Thomas Robertson and G. M.

Flynn. vice-presidents : C. H. Hale, secretary. A committee of three has

been appointed to arrange for quarters for the new organization.

J. T. Willingham. president of the Tennessee Manufacturers' Associa-

tion, and C. C. Gilbert, secretary of th.it organization, will attend the

big meeting of the manufacturers of the Mississippi valley to be held in

Chicago December 3 under the auspices of the Illinois Manufacturers'

Association. Mr. Willingham, who is president of the Memphis Coffin

Company, is one of the most prominent manufacturers in this part of the

South. There are a number of prominent lumber firms identified with

the Tennessee Manufacturers' Association, including the Anderson-Tully

Company and other prominent woodworking concerns. The Tennessee

Manufacturers' Association Is seriously considering the appointment of

a secretary to look exclusively after export trades in view of the early

opening of the Panama canal. His duties would be largely with the

Latin countries of South America with which some business in lumber

and lumber products has already been worked up. It is believed that

this would greatly increase this business and that it would be a good

thing for manufacturers of hardwood lumber and lumber products, and

lumber interests are pleased with this prospect.

The Helena and Southwestern Railroad Company has taken out a

charter under the laws of Arkansas for the purpose of building a rail-

road from West Helena to the tlmberland holdings of the Chicago Mill

and Lumber Company. The latter firm is back of the railroad, which Is

capitalized at SflOO.OOO. The Chicago Mill and Lumber Company is com-

pleting a big hardwood mill, veneer pla Qt and lK)x factory at West
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Heleoa and the road Is planiu'd prlninrll.v lo aid In tin- development of

the timbir to he nsed In this plant.

J. II. Townsend. Keneral nuiua^er of tile Southern Hardwood Trallir

Bureau, lias returne<l from I'hkaKO. where he went to appear heforr

the Interstate Commerce Commission In the case of the .\nderson-Tiill.v

Company against the Vlcksburs; Slireveporl and Pacltle Railroad Involv-

lag a rate of twenty oents per biindri'd on box material from Vleksburt

to Port Arthur, Tei. The bureau tiled a petition with the commission

asking that the rate he made fifteen eenis instead of twenty cents. It

the bureau Is successful in securlnir a lower rate from Vlck.sburp: to

points In Texas efforts will he made by that body to secure rates from

Memphis to all destinations in the Lone Star state. Harry Anderson,

attorney of record, and \V. II. Morgan, secretary-treasurer of the Ander-

son-Tully company, accompanied Mr, Townshend to Chicago.

The railroads west of the Mississippi river have announced an advance

of from one to five cents per hundred pounds on shipments of hardwood
lumber from points in the Memphis territory to Canadian destinations,

effective January 1. The Southern Hardwood Traffic Bureau has already

protested against the proposed advances and it is expected that the com-

mission will suspend the higher tariffs until a hearing has been held

The railroads both east and west of the Mississippi river in September.

1912, filed higher tariffs covering the same destinations but the bureau

was successful in defeating the higher rates. The present advance dilTers

from that proposed in the previous instance in the respect that this was
attempted only by the roads west of the river. The eastern lines have
not given anj intimation as to their course.

Price & Norrls are constructing a mill at Yazoo City, Miss., for the

purpose of manufacturing shuttle blocks for export. The plant will be

in readiness for operation within the next few weeks. Dogwood and
persimmon are largely used for the manufacture of these blocks and the

owners of the mill have secured the timber rights on about 10.000 acres

of land. Mr. Price has been operating a mill at Hattiesburg but has

decided on Yazoo City on account of the better timber supply. Prac-

tically all of the output is exported and it will amount to from 2,000,000

to 2,500,000 blocks annually.

The Hines Lumber Company has purchased the shingle mill of Mingle

& Hearn at Trezevant, Tenn,. and has leased this to Goodwin & Scott.

who will operate it in future. A considerable quantity of cypress tim

ber was included in the transfer and the lessees will develop it.

A plant for the manufacture of barrel hoops will be established at

Greenwood. Miss. It is to be owned by Messrs. Myers and Swauk. They
have selected this location on account of the abundance of elm timber in

that territory. The average capacity will be about two carloads a week.

The F. T. Dooley Lumber Company has completed the installation of

yards on the same ground formerly used by the Dooley-Stern Lumber
Company and has erected an office building and other accessories. The
firm will remove to the new office shortly. The F. T. Dooley Lumber
Company is engaged in handling lumber at wholesale.

=< ST. LOUIS >-=

W. W. Dings of the Garetson-Greason Lumber Company is out on the

Pacific Coast on a recreation trip. He will be gone for two or three

weeks.

C. L. A. Beckers withdrew from the Beckers-Schnelle Lumber Company
on November 1 and the Schnelle Lumber Company has succeeded to the

business at the old stand.

E. W. Blumer, sales manager of the Lothman Cypress Company, is up
in Michigan on a business trip for the company's Oshkosh sash and door

factory.

F. C. Harrington of the Thos. E. Powe Lumber Company has returned

from a business trip in the East. He says he fouAd trade conditions

fairly satisfactory and believes business will be quite active in that

section before a great while,

R, A. Uooton, president of the Hooton Hardwood Lumlier Company, is

at the St. Louis office of the company and will remain here until the first

of the year. He came up from New Orleans where he has been consider-

ing a 12.000-acre hardwood lumber deal. R. U. Fletcher, the local

manager, is down in Texas on a business trip.

President F. H. Smith of the Lumbermen's Exchange has named as

delegates to the National Conservation Congress the following members
of the Exchange : Charles E. Thomas. Thomas & Proetz Lumber Com-
pany ; William Lothman of the Lothman Cypress Company, and George

E. W. Lnebrmann of the Chas. F. Luehrmann Hardwood Lumber Com-
[lany.

The following gentlemen are the delegates named by President Smith
to represent the Exchange at 'the National Rivers & Harbors Congress :

Thos. E. Powe, Thos, E, Powe Lumber Company : J, L. Scheve, Krcbs-

Scheve Lumber Company : F. 3. Liebke, C. F. Liebke Hardwood Mill &
Lumber Company, and J. R. Massengale.

R. F. Krebs was made chairman together with T. E. Powe and A. W.
Johanning to represent the Exchange as the committee to make recom
mendatlons to the Board of Freeholders that Is to draft a new city

charter.

The following resolution was passed at a meeting of the Exchange helei

November 15 :

Whereas, The Interests of the shippers and receivers of lumber and
ties of this state would be very much furthered by the establishment of
an office of the Public Service Commission of Missouri in St. Louis, in

RSB GU,
I Leading .Manufacturers)

OurCorps of Inspectors
Intelligent! Highly Trained!

Conscientious!

is assurance that you will get
what your order calls for

when you buy Gum from us

Himmelberger-Harrison Lumber Company
Cape Girardeau, Missouri

Baker-Matthews Manufacturing Go.
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l^aefer-cure f

)

// TF.AI.K .MAI;K \\

^ Kraetzer-Cured lumber is susceptible

of being thoroughly air dried or kiln

dried in less than one-half the time or-

dinarily required for seasoning un-
steamed wood.

^ Kraetzer-Cured lumber does not case-

harden, check, end-split or stain, and
dries without warping or buckling.

^ Kraetzer-Cured lumber has a uniform
tone of color. Its working qualities are

greatly improved, and the beauty of the

flake on quarter-sawed stock is en-

hanced.

^ Kraetzer-Cured lumber dries out to

materially less weight than unsteamed
wood, ranging from 200 to 500 pounds
per thousand feet.

^ Kraetzer-Cured lumber will neither

shrink nor swell, and the grain will not
raise when water stains are employed in

finishing.

^ Kraetzer-Cured lumber is not im-
paired in strength or quality by the

process.

^ Kraetzer-Cured lumber eliminates all

glue-joint troubles and "will stay where
it is put."

^ A list of manufacturers of Kraetzer-
Cured lumber will be supplied on appli-

cation.

Kraetzer-Cured Lumber is

produced by the use of the Kraetzer Preparator,

manufactured by

The Kraetzer Company
537 S. Dearborn St., CHICAGO

TRADE MARK\.x

ewre
LUMBER

lii.v is lociilud tho
ntiiig a very large

:ih-cil. That the I'ubl

ilqiiiirli'i-s of nuuiorous lumber and lie linns.
l>iuil invf'Stinent ; be It Hereby
Service rommission Is urged to locate such

In St. Louis for tlie convenience of both the Commission and tlie

iH:niiy inien-slcd lumber and tie tirras mentioned; and be it further
l!'s,,h:il. 'I hat a copy of these resolutions he furnished the newspapers

;iii.l ihai (.III.]- business bodies of the city be requested to cooperate in the
l.i-.i. .11 iiiL; ..I Ibis otlice.

rhi' Mi-<si.iirl Intrastate Rate Committee of the Exchange held a me.'t

ill;; \\i.(in.-sil;iy afternoon, November 12, in the rooms of the Exchani-'e

This ciiiiiiiiiiti.e is composed of two yard dealers, two tie firms and two
nianufactur.'rs out in the State, all of whom are members of the

ICxchange. W. F. Woerner, Public Service Commissioner of Missouri,

attended the meeting as an invited guest There was a general discussion

in regard to the troubles of the lumbermen of Missouri in securing the

full value (if the new rates, which the United States Supreme Court in a

recent decision upheld as valid. These were laid before Mr. Woerner, who
told till' committee that there was a careful investigation l)eing made
and tliat the attorney for the Commission was familiarizing himself

with all the facts and would secure a more thorough compliance with
ih.' law from the railroads. Specific information of law violations will

I..' furnished the Commission hy the Exchange.

=•< LOUISVILLE y.
The trip of the Louisville Hardwood Club 1o Mi'mphis, November 14,

provided an unusually eii.ioyable occasion, the Memphis Lumbermen's
Club entertaining the Nashville and Louisville lumbermen with marked
hospitality. Memphis was even more of a lumber town that day than
usual, on account of the visiting clubmen being there, while a red gum
meeting and a cooperage convention likewise brought to town a lot of

people interested in forest products.

It is probable that the Louisville Hardwood Club will celebrate a

"ladies' night" in the near future. On previous occasions when ladles

have been at club meetings the enjoyment has been sufficiently keen to

justify a repetition of the event.

Hughes Moore, heretofore engaged in the wholesaling of yellow pine

and other woods used for building purposes, has joined the sales depart-

ment of the W. P. Brown & Sons Lumber Company. This concern is now
making some yellow* pine at its Fayette, Ala., mill., so that the acquisition

of Mr. Moore is regarded .is a wise stroke.

W. H. Vanderbilt, formerly with E. J. Darnell, Inc., of Memphis, and the

Grand Rapids Veneer Works, has become assistant superintendent of the

Louisville Veneer Mills.

A good demand for dimension stock is reported by the C. C. Mengel &
Bro. Cnmpan,v, whose business in this direction is handled by Emmet Ford.

The dimension mill is l>eing run up to capacity right along.

The Ohio river rose sufficiently last week to make some of the lumber-

men on the Point wonder whether they were in for another flood, but cold

weather stopped the rise before it was anywhere near the danger line.

The engineers of the city are trying to figure out a practicable plan for

fllling in the Point so as to eliminate flood danger, and the lumbermen in

that section are hopeful that their efforts will amount to something.

K. W. Hobart and W. E. Chamberlain, with Hobart & Co. and John M.
Woods & Co.. respectively, were Boston lumbermen in the Louisville

market recently.

Prospects with interior finish manufacturers are good, most of the

hardwood men i-eport. This seems to indicate that 1914 will make up
for the poor business done in this line during the current year.

=-< ARKANSAS >-=

riie Kansas City Hardwood Flooring Company, which erected a large

plant in the Little Rock factory district during the summer months, Is

now operating under tuU sway. The plant was completed and began

operations in September of this year, but not until recently has it been

able to run with a full force. They are now turning out about 3.5.000

feet of finished products daily.

Mr. Phillip Slimmer of the Slimmer Manufacturing Company of Chi-

cago is at present in Little Kock to superintend the construction of the

new factory buildings which that concern is building in Little Rock's

Factoria Addition. This plant will be pushed with the greatest possible

speed to completion, when it will be used for the manufacture of book-

cases, china cabinets and like commodities.
On November 11 the Little Rock Handle Factory filed a certificate of

surrender of charter with the Secretary of State of Arkansas.
The Chess & Wymond Stave Company of Mountain View. Ark., has

recently installed two big stave mills in the country southeast of that

town. The company is employing a large crew at each of these plants,

and will work there throughout the winter.

According to report received in Little Rock on November 15, Federal

Judge Sanborn, sitting at St. Paul. Minn., on Friday, Novemlwr 14.

refused to issue a temporary restraining order against the Railroad Com-
missioners of Arkansas, to prevent them from enforcing the flat rate on
rough material. Mr. W. W. Wilson, President of the Arkansas Stave
Manufacturers' Association, was advised of this ruling by telegram.

Stirritts Brothers have recently purchased a 700-acre tract of hardwood
timber in the northwest portion of Poinsett county, and will erect a

large sawmill as soon as the machinery can be shipped in. They pro-

pose to open up the land for agricultural purposes as fast as the timber
is removed.
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I'.cptaiu \V. 1.. Ulack. ..i Mui... Ark., i.ii Novomboi' H. louikil ami .sliipii.il

what is regarded as proliably tUe most valuable carload of hickory timlier

that has been shipped out of Arkansas this season. Captain Black

specializes In high-grade straight .srain material which is especiall.v

valuable for golf sticks, poles and shafts. He also makes a specialty oi'

hickory carefully selected for use as spokes In racing automobiles.

Batesville, Ark., is suffering from a temporary wood famine. Tin

Mount Olive Stave Company, which is the largest dealer is wood ami

fuel at that place, has announced that its supply is completely exhaustd

at present, and it will not be able to get a further supply for some tini.

Most of the teams and wagons In the community are being used at

present to haul the cotton products Info market.

=-< WISCONSIN y-
The C. F. Kade Manufacf uriii^- ("..mpany at riynioutb has been placed

in operation. The new company has begun the manufacture of offlce

furniture and fixtures in a nio<lern woodworking plant, whicli was built

a few years ago and for some time occupied by the defunct riymouth
Veneer Company.
The White Wagon Works Company, Sheboygan Falls, is contemplating

the erection of a three-story warehouse, 50x100 feet, just south of its

present factory building at Walnut street and Broadway, this fall.

At ihc recent annual meeting of the stockholders of the Phoenix Chair

Company, Sheboygan, the following were elected directors : Francis

Williams, president : A. C. Hahn, secretary and treasurer ; Mrs. Bridget

Blackstock and W. H. Churchill of Milwaukee. Mr. Williams succeeds

the late T. E. Blackstock as president.

A new sawmill will he erected at Malvern, a little Wisconsin village

south of Rhinelandor on the Northwestern line, by the Wausau Land
Company. The plant will !>:' modern in every respect and will employ a

large number of men. It is said that the concern has sufBcient standing
timber in that locality to maintain the operation of the mill for ten years.

Heavy logging oijerations will be carried on during the coming winter.

The advent of the new industry has been a boom for the little village and
a large number of residences will be erected for families of the employees.
The American Floor Surfacer Company, a Green Bay corporation, has

filed an amendment to its articles of incorporation changing its name to

the Northern Floor Surfacer Company.
The Red Birch Lumber Company of Catawba has been taken over by

the Beyer-Morner Lumber Company of Prentice. The new owners have
taken possession of the affairs and properties of the Catawba concern.

The Advance Car Mover Company, located at the foot of .Tohn street

in Appleton. has purchased the material and equipment' of the Wagner Car
Mover Handle Company of Anawa. which will be removed to Appleton
and installed in the Advance company's plant. The equipment consists
of gauge lathes and planers, and the material comprises 8,000 unfinished
handles. Richard Miller, owner of the Advance company, has closed a

deal for 10,000 feet of hard maple which will be used in the manufacture
of car mover handles and handles for cant hooks and similar tools. The
concern formerly purchased its finished handles from the Wagner com-
pany.

The Thompson-Spier Lumber Company of Menominee, which recently
made heavy purchases of timber along the Milwaukee road in the Ontona-
gon district. Is installing camps and planning for a big cut this winter.
The company expects to cut about 10,000,000 feet which will bo shipped
to Menominee by rail for sawing.

The Flambeau River Lumber Company. Ladysmlth. has finished its

season's cut and Is now closed down until spring. The emplo.vees will

not be idle, however, as there Is sufficient work about the yards and in

the logging camps of this concern.

The Bekkedal Lumber Company, which has a government contract to

cut timljer from the Couderay Indian reservation, lias finished its season's
cut at the new mill at Eddy creek. The mill will be overhauled and saw
Ing resumed about the middle of January. The company still has eight
years to run.

The .Tohn H. Kaiser Lumber Company. Eau Claire, has finished its cut
and will cease operations for about six weeks to make repairs. The
mill has been running oontlnuousl.v for the past eleven months during
which 22,000,000 feet of lumber were cut and $1.')0,000 paid out In wages.

T. A. & L. P. .lohnson. Merrill lumber contractors, have secured a
large logging contract from the Mortenson Lumber Company of Wausau.
They have started operations at Rehultz's Spur where they will cut

2.000.000 feet. The contractors report little difficulty in securing suffi-

cient men, despite reports of many loggers that were short handed.
.1. W. Hannegan of Olenwood City will operate a lumber camp near

Hannibal, in Chippewa county, this winter. The outfit has been shipped
to the scene of operation and work Is In progress.

Fire did considerable damage at the plant of the Wisconsin Chair Com-
pany, at Port Washington, November 17, The damage to the stock.

machinery and building will reach $10,000. which Is fully covered by Insur-

ance. Defective electric wiring is given as the cause of the blaze.

The G. W. .Jones Lumber Company. Appleton, is preparing to put in

a normal supply this winter and has a big camp in operation. Accord-
ing to G. W. ,Tones. though the demand for lumber Is not ver.v heavy at

present the lumber Industry In the woods will not be slack this seasou.
The Jones company has a new 240-acre timber site in Forest county
from which It expects to make a large cut.

EXCEPTIONAL
MAHOGANY, CIRCASSIAN WAL-

NUT AND QUARTERED OAK

VENEERS
If a good veneer cutter can manufacture fair

quality veneers with antiquated machinery, what
can he do when sjiven the latest and most efficient

equipment?

The Answer
is to be found in any of the stock produced at our
new mill, which is the last word in modern equip-

ment.
We have selected the finest logs on the mar-

ket, our men are experienced and capable, the

product speaks for itself.

See our samples and get prices.

Visit Our Plant
Any time you are in Chicago and want to see

the most modern veneer plant in existence today,

we will be glad to show you through our plant.

Fred W. Black Lumber Co.
2245 S. Fortieth Ave. Chicago, 111.

Keep a Weather
Eye on Timber
That calm which niaiu' times has preceded

A Storm of Timber
Buying

Today envelopes the timber market.

We can afford to wait, as we have waited many
times in the past, for this change.

Can you?
Anticipate next year's bulge in prices by buying

now. Those who have acted on that advice never
have had reason to re.eret the action.

Current conditions favor the buyer; soon they may
change to conditions which favor the seller. Let the
logic of today guide you.

James D. Lacey & Co.
Timber Land Factors

Chicago, III., 1750 McCormlck Building
Portland, Ore., 1107 Spalding Building

Seattle, Wash., 1009 White Building
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The Mcniishn WoodPii Wave Company, folliiwlna Its lUstDin of several

ynnrs, will do no ln^'(•lnl: of Its own this winter but will huy loRS at

points on the Soo line. It will stock up sullklently to keep the plant In

operation thniUKhout the year.

The J. S. Stearns Lumber I'ompany "I Washliuru will operate four

logging camps this winter to keep the blK sawmill In that city running

a full day shift throughout the year and prohahly for part of a night

run. One camp will he at Squaw Bay In Raylleld county, another on

Oak Island of the Apostle group aud two in northiTn Michigan.

The Klambeau Itlver Lumber I'ompany will operate three camps of Its

own. on" north of Little Falls, another near Itig Falls and a third at

the confluence of the Flk and Klamheau rivers In I'rlce county. This

concern will also huy logs either on the railroads or the Flambeau.

Ailam Dol)ry of Green Bay. a pioneer lumberman of Brown county,

died after an Illness of two years, aged sixty-nine years. He came Into

the lumlHi-lng district at the age of sixteen years Mud soon after estab-

lished a sawmill. He built up a large business and retired eight years

ago. Ills widow and six children survive him.

David 11. Ferguson, pioneer lumberman of the Chippewa Valley, died

at St. Joseph's hospital In St, I'au! recently. He was one of the found-

ers of the Kanlel Shaw Lumber Company. His wlf<' and one daughter

survive.

Frank 1-.. Wilson, a logger of Antlgo. has filed a voluntary petition in

bankrupliy in the Initod States District court at Milwaukee. He claims

liabilities In amount of ,«;6.:<40..'!(i with assets of only ,$170. Of the

assets he claims an exemption of .fl30.

Edward Ilines. head of the nines lumber Interests, of Cblc.-igo. was a

recent visitor at V.nii Claire. Mr. Hines was a guest at the meeting of

the Lumbermens Association at the Eau Claire club and discussed freight

rates and the contemplated increase, giving some vahial>Ie information.

FOREST PRODUCTS EXPOSITION
,

CHICAGO COLISEUM API1.50-MAY9

I NEWYORK GRAND CENTRALPALACE MAY21-30

'

On the Following Stock We Will Make Special

Prices for Prompt Shipment:
82,000' 2 " No. 2 Common Poplar.
10,000' Hi" No. 1*2 Qtd. Poplar.
20,000' 1x24" tt. up No. 1 and Panel

Poplar
40.000' 3" No. 1 & 2 Poplar
15,000' 4 " I 18 to 30" No. 1 & Panel

Poplar
30,000' 4" I 7 to 25" No. 1 & 2

Poplar
35.000' 5/8 X 18" & up No. 1 &

Panel Poplar
117,000' 6/4 S. VV. & No. 2 Common

Chestnut
38,000' 1 I 12" & up No. 1*2

Chestnut
58.000' 1" No. 1 Com. Chestnut
47,000' 5/4 No. 1 Com. Chestnut

58,000' 6/4 No. 1 Com. Chestnut
36,000' 8/4 No. 1 Com. Chestnut
28.000' 4/4 No. 1*2 Com. Chest-

nut
41.000' 5/4 No. 1*2 Com. Chest-

nut
69,000' 6/4 No. 1*2 Com. Chest-

nut
12.000' 6/4 No. 1*2 Red Birch
19,000' 8/4 No. 1*2 Red Ulreh
86.000' 3" No. 1*2 Red Birch
6,000' 4" No. 1*2 Red Birch

21,000' 5/4 No. 1*2 Cherry
10,000' 8/4 No. 1*2 Cherry
88,000' 4/4 No. 1 Common Cherry
19.000' 5/4 No. 1 Common Cherry
10,000' 8/4 No. 1 Common Cherry

The Atlantic Lumber Co.
70 Kilby Street, Boston, Mass.

Grant T. Stephenson
Constructing Engineer

Wood Distillation Plants for

Utilization of Wood Waste

WELLS. MICHIGAN

11 Is sail! that .Mr. lllnes transacted business matters with (>. 11. Ingram
and also invi stlgated the method of cutting and drying lumber al the

Kaiser Lumber Company plant.

The government sawmill at Neopit was compelled to shut down for a

short time owing to the fact that the lure of the deer trails was so

powerful an attraction for the members of the crew employed. With
the opening of the deer bunting season absentees from their places be-

came so numerous that the operation of the mill was seriously inter-

fered with and it was decided to suspend work for a short tlmi'. Neces-

sary repairs were made to the mill during this time.

The Milwaukee road has made application to the railroad commlssiou
of Wisconsin for a certificate of public convenience and necessity to

build a branch line from .Merrill nortli about thirty miles into the lum-

bering district. The Soo line and the Northern racllic road are work-

ing on surveys for extensions into the northern Wisconsin territory.

Wm. Smiley & Son, Minneapolis, Minn., who recently purchased the

machine shop and foundry formerly owned by the V. C. & C. A. Stanley

Company at Eau Claire, have resumed operations. The concern is making
easting and doing other foundry work for lumbering and other concerns

in that section and expects lo add a line of tractors and other machinery
in the spring.

The .\. E. White .Machine Works have produced the first of the new
swage shapers. which were an original invention of Mr. White and have
been Improved upon during the past few years. The concern Is located

at Eau Claire and manufactures saw swages and swage shapers which
tind a ready market in all the saw mills and some factories in that city.

as well as in all sections of this countr.v and Canada.

The committee of business and laboring men of Crandon has taken

an active interest in the affairs of the Wisconsin Fruit Package Com-
pany of that city which i.s in bad financial ways. The local claims

against the concern aggregate about If20.000 : outside accounts amount
to about $3,000, and there is a mortgage indebtedness of $12,400. The
assets are placed at $35,000. Local creditors have signified their will-

ingness to take stock for their claims and outsiders have been asked to

do the same. This would permit the plant to be operated and pay ofT

its claims, as local capital ,'ould be interested to run the plant and a

new organization be perfected under new management. To declare itself

bankrupt would result in paying off very little of the concerns debt

from the sale of the assets. S. A. Gifford. vice president of the First

Xafional Hank of Craudon. beads the Citizius' Committee.

The Hardwood Market

< CHICAGO >•

Conservative buying continues to mark the condition of local lumber
affairs. It is not true that there has been any especially unfavorable

change during the last two weeks in the condition of the lumber business

in Chicago, and there is no indication that there will be any marked
change in the near future either for the better or worse. The condition

heri' is more or less typical of conditions in other hardwood consuming
sections, and is chiefly characterized by the number of small orders which

are being picked up by dint of close application to business.

Yellow pine, of course, is way off and the effect of this slump has been

seriously felt by handlers of hemlock. It has not as yet had any sijecial

effect upon hardwood, although of course this condition with any particu-

lar type of lumljer is apt to have some effect upon lumber in general,

although the present rather unsatisfactory condition in the local market
is due to other causes.

The same r.?lative position of the various standard hardwoods continues

as heretofore, with oak as usual heading the list both as to sales and,

generally speaking, as to prices, although it is a fact that oak lumber

is not up to the real market value.

There seems to be a slight improvement in sap gum and in the lower

grades of red gum. but the better stock in red gum is still considerably

off. There is some little strengthening in the tone of this wood, how-

ever, since the formation of the Red Gum Lumber Manufacturers Asso-

ciation, and since the publication of the information brought out at the

red gum meetings.

Local furniture factories are not any too optimistic, although they are

reported to be doing a good business. The box trade locally is in good

shape, and calls for a lot of lumber.

The interior finish people are now running along in a fair way, but

are not doing the business that they desire. The proximity of the semi-

annual inventory season is having its effect locally as well as in other

irkels

.-< NEW YORK y-
The New York hardwood market shows no changes in prices on lumber

but some oak flooring items are advanced. Clear maple flooring is off

$1.00. The demand for lumber is better at this writing but no rush of

orders Is looked for until after the first of January. Buying is still

confined to actual needs and with the approaching inventory season the

yards are not expected to lay in any large stocks. The present demand

would indicate move activity in consuming channels. Oak, ash, birch and
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maple nro best iu (Iem.in<l. Chestnut and gum are weak. The gum market
Is still unsettled with great variance In quotations. There seems to be

no eontrolllni; factor In the sum situation, local conditions at iiilll points

vMrylni; so that quotations show 1; rUllcuIously wide rauKc.

=< BUFFALO y-
The hardwood market lias not been active during the past two weeks,

but there is about as much lumber selling now as at that time. It Is

mostl.v ml.\ed-car business and covers a good many woods. There has
been no ear scarcity here to speak of, so that shipments could be made
with satisfactory promptness. Prices are holding about steady, although
they are not as high as they were earlier in the year. Some lumber Is

being bought in Canada since the taking off of the duty and prices arc at

present not quite so high there as in some competitive sections In this

i-ountry.

The demand has boon improving In chestnut and poplar, according to

some dealers, and they report that the plain oak demand Is not so strong

as It has been. Quartered oak is looking up some and the better grades
are now in quite fair demand for the season. Maple and birch are doing
about as well as for some time. I'oplar in the lower grades is selling

pp^tty wt^Il. nllboutrh the supply hero is small.

-< PHILADELPHIA >
Judging from the various reports throughout the trade, the business

situation continues without salient feature as to an advance or serious

retrogression. Although buying is apathetic all along the line a good many
small orders are booked, which in the aggregate make a fair average.

The volume of trading, however, is far below anticipation for this time of

the year. Lumbermen apparently accept conditions as the legitimate

result of the new administration and its policies and preserve a wise
tronquillity. Furniture factories continue busy and box makers are run-

ning full time, but buying continues on a hand-to-mouth basis. Builders
find money a little easier and are rushing work during the favorable

weather. Yard men report fair suburban trade, but have ample stock to

supply Immediate wants. From reports on stock pile at the mills it is

evident there will be no unusual accumulation, in consequence of which
prices will be well sustained.

Among the various woods the relative positions of a fortnight ago arc

well maintained. Oak. although easing off a little, heads the list : quar-

tered oak remains firm : poplar holds its old position ; ba.sswood is in good
call ; chestnut is not as strong as in last report : ash, birch and maple
are steady, and gum is making new friends. The low grade of all hard-

woods is moving freely.

=-< PITTSBURGH >=
There is a pretty confident tone to the lumber market here. The steel

business is slowing down. Operations are going on at from sixty to

eighty per cent capacity, with gradual reductions every week. Nobody
looks for much improvement in this line before February 1. With steel

concerns and also with other big industrial corporations it is regarded as

a readjustment period and pending a better insight into next year's busi-

ness lumber buying will be comparatively quiet. There is a nice line of

business going around, although it is spott.v. Also, there are some very

good inquiries out for next year on contract bills. Hardwood buying,

while conservative, has kept up mighty well and prices except in a very

few lines are firm at existing quotations.

-< BOSTON y-
There has been a moderate voUime of new business reported in the

hardwood market during the past two or three weeks. Most of the

buyers in this section are not willing to anticipate their wants. There
Is beginning to be a feeling that general business will not be good for

several months, which ma.v bo one reason why buyers of hardwood lumber

are not ready to replenish their stocks in more than the moderate way
they are now doing. So far as prices are concerned we can find no
evidence of sellers trying to sell larger lots by the reduction of values.

Practically all the manufacturers of hardwood lumber are as firm in

their ideas of values as they have been during the past few months.

Offerings of desirable lumber do not appear to be any larger and until

the mills show some anxiety to make sales it is' doubtful if prices will

be any lower. A shortage of cars is making itself felt in some quarters

but trouble from this is not serious at the present time. The call for

quartered and plain oak continues of fair volume. Prices are steady at

least. P.rown ash has had a fair demand and offerings are not large.

Veneers are in moderate demand at firm prices.

-•< BALTIMORE >=
The hardwood trade is in the main rather uneventful. Dealers as well

as millracn had expected decided activity by this time, but buyers show
more or less conservatism. Stocks in the yards indicate that the move-
ment lia.-i not been of extraordinary proportions and some pressure is

felt with regard to prices. Values appear to have eased off instead of

going up, and the current month is not quite up to the preceding one in

point of activity. Chestnut in particular appears to have felt the slow-

ing up and the quotations have sagged until they are about bock where
they were before the rise during the year. Oak is also somewhat lower,

but has not been affected to such an extent as chestnut. At least, the

disinclination of the buyers to take up stocks has stimulated the sales-

men In Iheir efforts, and their determination to get business may account
for the seeming freedom of the offerings. Gum, basswpod and some other
woods are In moderately good shape, with little or no change in the
range of values, and with the inquiry quite good.
The situation Is, of course, Influenced hy the general conditions in busi-

ness. Commerce Is waiting on Washington, with its program of trust
busting, currency reform and other measures which the Administration
is trying to put through. When once this legislation is completed a
revival in business may be expected. But while the uncertainty lasts,
bankers are drawing in their credits, money is tight and in other ways
the lumber trade, along with other.s, is made to feel the effect of the
agitation.

JC I N C I N N A T
jHardwood Manufacturers and Jobbers

i

I DAY LUMBER & COAL CO.
I Mfrs. YELLOW POPLAR and WHITE OAK
M GENERAI, OFFICE—CI.AV CITY. KY.

Iriemeier lumber CO.
OAK, POPLAR, CHESTNUT

8UMSIERS AND GEST STREETS

i

E. C. BRADLEY LUMBER CO.
I

HIGH GRADE WEST VIRGINIA HARDWOODS
I

GOERKE BCILDIXG

j

SHAWNEE LUMBER CO.
I

HARDWOODS, WHITE PINE and HEMLOCK
i Sales Office—South Side Station—C. H. A D, B, R,

I

JAMES KENNEDY & CO., Ltd.

I

OAK, POPLAR AND OTHER HARDWOODS
FIRST NATIONAL BANK BUILDING

The Kosse, Shoe & Schleyer Co.
WALNUT, OAK, AND OTHER HARDWOODS

103-4-5 CAREW BUILDING

OHIO VENEER COMPANY
Manufacturers & Importers FOREIGN VENEERS

2624-34 COLERAIN AVENUE

POPLAR SPECIALISTS
We have always made a distinct specialty of Poplar,

Rough and Milled. Have 3,000,000 feet nice, dry

Stock at Cincinnati now, and some at our mills.

CAN WE SERVE YOU?

THE M. B. FARRIN LUMBER CO.

CONASAUGA LUMBER CO.
MANUFACTURERS HARDWOOD AND PINE

FOURTH NATIONAL BANK BUILDING

Johns, Mowbray, Nelson Company
OAK, ASH, POPLAR & CHESTNUT

GUM AND COTTONWOOD

IC. CRANE & CO.
j

I MANUFACTURERS HARDWOOD LUMBER |
& 1739 EASTERN AVENUE
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Mahogany and

Circassian

Lumber & Veneers

^ The largest assortment of finest figured

Mahogany Logs, Lumber and Veneers in

the countr}' can be found at the Chicago

plant of C. L. Willey.

^ We are just in receipt of fifteen cars of

remarkably superior Circassian Walnut

Logs, large size, well-figured and of good

color, which are now being cut into

Veneers.

^ A visit or correspondence from discrim-

inating buyers of all varieties of fine Im-

ported and Domestic Cabinet Woods in

Lumber and Veneer is solicited.

^ You will not only find the Willey ware-

houses well stocked with a superb collec-

tion of Circassian, Mahogany, Vermilion,

Black Walnut and other fancy foreign

and domestic lumber and veneers, but

buyers are assured of prompt and pains-

taking service, and a quality of product

not usually obtainable.

^ To visit the plant take Blue Island Ave.

car at the postoffice to Robey Street.

C. L. WILLEY, Chicago
Largest Fancy Wood Veneer

and Lumber producing plant in the zvorld

The export business Is auother factor In the prevailing quiet. Stocks

abroad are either heavy, so that prices rule low, with the foreign buyers
holding off because of their restricted needs, or the economic conditions

are such as to check the movement, which is notably the case in Ger-

many. As a consequence, much less lumber Is going abroad, the exports
are curtailed, leaving more lumber to be disposed ot In the domestic
markets. StlH, the export outlook Is not discouraging, and some indica-

tions ot Improvement have been noted lately. The narrowed shipments
liave caused a reduction in supplies, and a l)ottcr tone prevails.

=-< COLUMBUS >--

Despite the severe storm which visited Ohio about the 10th of Novem-
ber, the hardwood demand in all sections has held up well during the past
fortnight. Trade has not slumped as much as might be expected under
the circumstances and in fact since the weather has improved an Increased
demand is reported from certain lines. The tone of the market is good
in every respect and the prospects for the future are believed to be good.

Both factories and yardmen are buying hardwood stocks, but the former
is the best customer at this time. Concerns engaged in making furniture,

vehicles and implements are buying steadily and other lines of manufac-
turing are also in the market. Factories are not accumulating stocks but
arc buying only what they desire for immediate needs. The retail demand
is fair, although orders are generally small. As in the case of factory
purchasing agents, yardmen are not inclined to increase their slocks at
this time. They are approaching the semi-annual inventory period and
also the winter season. Yard stocks are only light in all parts of the
Buckeye State.

The car shortage is interfering with shipments to a certain extent and
some delay is caused, especially from the hardwood fields of West Vir-

ginia. Mill stocks are not plentiful and this fact is taken as an indica-

tion that prices will continue firm at the levels which have prevailed
for some time.

Oak, both quarter-sawed and plain, Is in good demand and prices are
ruling firm. There is also a good demand for chestnut, especially sound
wormy. Ash and basswood are moving well at fair prices. Poplar is

increasing in strength and the movement of the lower grades is one of
the features. Other hardwoods are unchanged.

=-< CINCINNATI y-
While there appears to be no change for the better in the hardwood

situation it certainly is holding its own. Prices remain firm and dealers
are not alarmed over the present dullness. Inquiries come frequently
and the request is for almost every item on the list. Dealers reply with
stiff quotations preferring to get the price or hold the stock, being con-
fident of a better market soon. This is based on the known fact that
stocks are low in the hands of consumers and none too heavy at mill

points. Buying is still in small quantities and many mixed cars are
shipped. Wholesalers who conduct yards are buying only about the
amount equal to shipments and are content to keep stocks up to present
size and let the future take care of itself. All low grades suitable for

box making are in good demand, the box makers being very busy.

Plain oak in all grades is moving well and quartered oak in common
and better is in good request. Dry ash in thick stock seems to be in

greatest demand and chestnut in common and better shows a better call

than for some time while sound wormy is in much better request than
for many weeks. Sap gum is doing very well again in most grades but
red gum iu upper grades is very slow. The low grades of both sap and
red gum move fast. Oak flooring is in fair demand but prices are not

as strong as they might be. Poplar, except in low grades, is not doing
very well but dealers in this wood are holding prices firm and fully ex-

pect to see this wood return to favor especially in bevel siding. The
encouraging feature is the frequency of the small orders and month after

month the volume has shown up fairly well, which is at least encour-

aging.

=< TOLEDO y
Business is not especially rushing in Toledo just at present, although

conditions are fairly normal considering the weather and the season of

the year. Yards are all well filled in this section and lines are not
broken. Prices in general are holding fairly firm, although there seems
to be a tendency on the part of ash and red and sap gum to weaken,
following the trend of yellow pine, which is sadly downward. Oak l3

holding its own and plain oak continues a leader on the local market.

Prices in oak are holding firm with no downward tendency. There is a

decided car shortage here, although it is affecting coal and grain much more
than lumber. Shipments are coming in slowly from the southern mills.

There is a fair local demand from the building trades and a seasonable

call from furniture and Yehicle factories.

< INDIANAPOLIS >-

The local hardwood business has continued to be comparatively steady

during the last two weeks. Industrial conditions generally are gradually

adjusting themselves throughout the state. Normal conditions are ex-

pected to prevail in most lines of business by January 1.

The industrial field has been passing through a critical situation

during the last three months on account of credit limitations arbitrarily

fixed by bankers. This has necessitated an increase in capitalization by
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many concirns. The process of iDcreasing capital lias gone abcad slowly.

The automobile industry has suffered most seriously, but Is now getting

on its (<<et again.

Hardwood prices remain luichnngod. There Is no large buying, but the
Tolume of trade is approximately the same as it was at this time last

year.

=< MEMPHIS >.=

The hardwood miirkct li.io lontiiui. s tii;iUhy. There Is hardly as

much business as some mombeis of the trade anticipated but shipments
are going forward at a fairly steady rate and there Is no particular accu-

mulation of dry stock. Manufacturing operations are being conducted on
a liberal scale which is accepted as evidence of the faith of lumber manu-
facturers here in the future of the hardwood market. There Is a con-

tinued active demand for the lower grades of cottonwood and gum and
sap gum moves without dllllculty at full quotations. Red gum Is perhaps
a little more firm but the volume of business has shown no particular In-

crease. There is a good call for the lower grades of plain and quartered
oak. The higher grades are perhaps a shade easier. Ash is in good re-

quest and a great deal of this Is Iwing delivered green. Cypress sells

readily In shops but selects are only moderately active while the upper
grades are reported slow. The car shortage has become a little more
serious and lumbermen are claiming, owing to the enormous movement
of the cotton crop, that there is more difficulty in securing cars and also

In having them moved promptly after they have been loaded. However,
this condition applies more forcibly to mills outside of Memphis than
to those in this city. Export business is showing some tendency toward
expansion and all together the volume of business compares quite favor-

ably with the average for this time of the year.

^-< NASHVILLE >.=

The hardwood tmde is quiet in this market, though dealers insist that

business is up to about the same volume as at this time one year ago.

The shipments being made are small, though numerous. Oak continues
the best seller, and there is some demand for all of the leading native
hardwoo<ls. Oak flooring plants are handling moderate volume of busi-

ness. The box trade, which has been slow, is reported some better.

Furniture factories are buying about the normal amonnt of hardwoods.

=< LOUISVILLE >-
November promises to end as a fairly Kood month, and will certainly be

up to the mark of the corresponding month of last year While business
has not been rushing, the manufacturers and wholesalers have managed
to keep busy, practically all orders received being for immediate delivery.
iV'rers are ordering only as they need stock, but consumption is going

lil at such a steady pace that the total volume of trade handled has
1 entirely satisfactory. Quartered white oak is the leading item

ill present, quartered red being so scarce that ,even the occasional calls

for it can hardly be filled. Upper grade plain oak is selling better at

present than the low-grades, but all items are moving fairly well. Chest-
nut, poplar and hickory are dull, though some calls for thick poplar have
l)een noted recently. Sound wormy is a good seller in the chestnut line.

Cottonwood is fairly active. Red gum is selling somewhat better, though
prices, especially on firsts and seconds, are badly off.

=-< ST. LOUIS '>•-

There has been a slight betterment noticeable in the hardwood trade
during the past few da.vs, although business on the whole is not up to
the general average done at this period of the year. Nearly all the
Items on the list are being called for. Plain white oak still has the lead
Id demand. Quartered red oak, choice red gum and wide poplar are
more in request than they were a short time ago. Prices are stiffening
np slightly. An improvement in ash is also reported with better prices
prevailing. Cottonwood. In both upper and lower grades is increasing in
demand. The requests for other Items are fairly satisfactory.

^-< MILWAUKEE >-=

While business in the hardwood market is holding up fairly well, trade
is not so active as it will be after the opening of the new year. Were
It not for the fact that building operations are keeping up unusually
well for this season of the year, trade would not be nearly so satisfac-
tory as It Is. While ninety-seven of the leading cities of the country
experienced a falling off in building operations of fifteen per cent during
the month of October, as compared with the corresponding period in lOli;.

Milwaukee showed a gain of two per cent over October, 1912. General
building operations have been showing a consistent gain this year.

There is a tendency on the part of retailers to order only enough to
meet their present wants, but wholesalers say that stocks are light In
most retail yards and that It will be necessary for dealers to order more
heavily cfter the first of the year so that they may get their stocks in
readiness for the spring trade. The -local sash and door and Interior
finliibiDg concerns are buying only enough to meet their present wants.
but the building activity means that most of these plants are being kept
fairly busy. Stocks on hand with most of these concerns are light,
another reason why business should take on new life after .January 1.

Prices are holding firm, pretty sure proof that holders of stocks have
confidence In the future.

TheWhite Lake Lumber Co.
Peoples Gas Bldg., CHICAGO, ILL.

Northern and Southern Hardwoods
CAR STOCK

WHITE PINE YELLOW PINE
High Quality—Prompt Delivery

WE WANT TO MOVE AT ONCE

Send us
your inquiries

10 cars 4/4 No. 1 Com. Basswood
6 cars 4/4 No. 2 Com. Basswood
3 cars 4/4 No. 3 Com. Basswood
4 cars 12/4 L. R. Soft Elm

Gum
Oak Elm
COTTONWOOD CYPRESS

FlKNITtKE DIMEN.SION
SYC.VMORE YELLOW PINE

PO R PRICES

Licking River Lumber
Company

114 Dean Bldg.
South Bend, Indiana

Saline River Hardwood Co.
Main Sales Ollice

Pine Bluff, Arkansas

Manufacturers of

Genuine Forked-Lcaf White Oak
Red and Sap Gum
Red Oak and Asti

q We offer to the trade a remarkably SUPERIOR lumber
product.

tj Our TIMBER is virgin forest growth of the highest
type.

^ Our MILLS are new and produce accurately manufac-
tured stock.

q Our LUMBER is all KRAETZER-CURED—treated with
steam under pressure directly from the saw—insuring
quick drying to light weight, freedom from seasoning
defects and stick-marking, splits and stain.

Q Kraetzer-cured lumber will "stay where you put it."

Q Dry kiln and oak flooring plant in connection.

Q We solicit the inquiries and orders of critical and dis-
criminating buyers,

*I For straight cars of Yellow Pine, or mixed cars with
Oak Flooring, write LONG-BELL LUMBER COMPANY,
Kansas City, Mo.
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GENERAL VIEW OF MAIN SAWMILL, PLANT.
Equipment two bands and four resaws. Dally ten-hour capacity 150,000 feet.

LAMB-FISH LUMBER COMPANY
Band Mill and General Offices: Charleston, Miss., U.S. A.

THE LARGEST HARDWOOD MILL IN THE WORLD. ANNUAL CAPACITY, 40,000,000

CABLE ADDRESS—"LAMB." Codes Used—Universal, Hardwood, Western Union, A. B. C. 5lh Edition, Okay

STOCK LIST- Dry Lumber on Hand November 1st, 1913

FAS Qtd. « h. Oak, fi" & Up SO.OOO
FAS <|td. \\h. OiiK. 10" & Up
No. 1 (Dili. <itd. \Mi. Oak, 4' & Up 20,000

l(t<l »Wi. Oak, 3" * Up
Slrii>.

Com. strips. :[--i',^"
FAS I'l. Wh. Oak, <;" & Up
No. 1 Com. Wh. Oak, 4" & Up.
F.AS PI. K. Oak. 6' & Up
No. 1 Com. R. Oak. 4" & Up. . .

No. :) Com. K. & Wh. Oak
K.il & «li. Oak Core Stock...
Whit.' Oak Itriclge Plank...."..
\Miili- Oiik < rosslnit Plank

sre Plank
Mi Ml Oa Pla

«(. H.d (.iini. ,-.•• & Up
No. 1 ( oiii. «(. Kcd (ium, 4" & Up
l'.\S liK'd Kid Oiim, B" & Up 30,000
No. 1 Com. FlK'd Kcd Gum, 4" * Up. . . 5,000
FAS PI. Red Gum, 6" & Up 300,000
No. 1 Com. Red Gum. 4" & Up 85,000
F.VS Sap Gum, 6" & Up 30,000
F.\S Sap Gum, 13/17"
l\,s Sap Gum, 18" & Up
F.\s Sap Gum (Stain), 13" & Up
Sap Gum Box Boards, 13/11"
No. 1 Com. Sap Gum, 4" & Up 25,000
No. 3 Com. Sap Gum, S" & Up 50,000
FAS Tupelo, 6" * Up
No. 1 Com. Tupelo, 4' & Up
FAS Cypress, «" & Up
Sel. Cypress, 6" & Up
No. 1 Shop Cypress. 5" & Up
FAS Ash. 6" & Up
No. 1 Com. Ash, 4" & Up
Log Run Elm

1/3"
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There is a feelins in the trade that If nnythlug like a uornial busiuess

Is received after the holidays, stoeks will tie rather badly broken tor the

spring rush. The suppl.v of northern hardwoods seems to be espeeiall.v

light. News from the Wisconsin lumber country says that the cut this

winter will lie large, but of course new stocks will not be available for

use before next April or May. The demand for hardwood flooring is

strong and plants turning out this line are more than bus.v. Birch ami

basswood are selling well, although the demand is not so strong as for

maple. Low grades of northern woods are getting low in many instances.

Plain \cd oak and quartered white oak seem to be the leading sellers in

southern hardwoods.

=-< ARKANSAS >-
inarkr vodsuniewhar imprc

what thi y have hvru for the past several months, and the manufaeUn-ers

arc taking a more optimistic view of the outlook. The continued dry

weather during the past three weeks has enabled the operations in the

woods to proceed. The unusually heavy rains during the month of Octo-

ber in this State made the conditions very unfavorable for woods opera-

tions, and rendered the logging men unable to get at the timber for

sawing. Believing that it woula be impossible to successfull.v operate

logging in the bottoms during the rest of the winter season on account

of the heavy condition of the ground, and realizing the short condition

of the supply at the mills, the millmen were somewhat concerned. How-
ever, they are now taking advantage of the fair weather, and are laying

in a supply of logs at the mills for winter sawing. The continued dry

weather has also materially benefited the lumber industry in Arkansas

in that it has enabled the farmers to pick I heir cotton and harvest the

rice crops. Both of these staple crops had suffered considerably by

reason of the excessive rains in October, and money was rather scarce

among tae farmers. Now, in spite of the somewhat damaged condition

of the cotton and lice crops, these staples are being garnered, and con-

verted mto money The volume of business, although not altogether

satisfactory as yet, is greatly increasing, and fair prices are being main-

tained.

=-< GLASGOW y.
The timber trade of tliis section durinu' the p.ist month has been some-

what dull although, compared with the past three months, there is a

little mere animation being displayed, the tendency, however, being re-

stricted to the supplying of immediate wants. The movement from the

storage yards is nil but plenty is going into store. Of course the imports

Just now are far in excess of requirements, hence storing is being resorted

to. However, if bu.vers are the least inclined to purchase, the brokers

are doing their level best to meet with their views. This Is giving the

merchants the upper hand, a policy not for a moment to be considered.

at least from the shipper's point of view, because if the merchant gets

his say in the matter prices will not increase and certainly not retain the

present level.

The freight situation caused quite a stir a few days ago when it was
currently reported that freights were "going back." This is the case for

cargo freights, although fixtures have been conspicuous by their absence,

but liner freights still keep as before. This is the result of shippers re-

quiring to make yearly contracts.

As indicated above recent arrivals have been fairly numerous. The
steamship "Madura" from New Orleans arrived with a cargo of assorted

hard and soft woods comprising chiefly oak hoards and mahogany boards.

hazel pine, whitewood and cottonwood and pitch pine lumber, California

and sugar pine as well as Louisiana red cj"press. The deckload consisted

of some 500 logs pitch pine, about half of which are reported to be sold.

The bulk of the oak boards are being stored and also the mahogany boards,

otherwise the shipment has sold fairly well. In the last few New Orleans

shipments staves have been coming in in large quantities and the bulk

largely of consignments. In all eases the staves have had to bi^ stored

and it cannot be understood why shippers will insist on sending the con-

signment lots, which comprise pipe and Canada butts when there is no
outlet for them.
The steamship "Tapton," under charter Newport News and Baltimon'

to Glasgow, has arrived and this shipment comprises mainly railway

and wagon oak planks, oak boards, walnut planks, walnut logs and
whitewood boards in addition to maple flooring on contract. The bulk of

the oak boards and wagon oak planks, chiefly 12"x5" and 12"x3M!", ore

being stored.

A large quantity of hickory boards which came in on contract by th^'

previous Baltimore steamer have been rejected by buyers on account of

quality.

The Montreal liners arriving have been bringing in large quantities of

birch plank and pine deals, the bulk of which have gone into store. The
steamship "Ella Sayer" from Parrsboro, N. S., has arrived with a full

cargo of Canadian spruce amounting to 1,400 standards. Very little of

this has been sold and practically all is being, stacked. The drop in

freights will have a very adverse effect on this cargo.

Klga spruce still continues to come in and the latest arrival Is the

"Nord" witli about thirty different parcels for various bu.vers. Thi^<

shows how easy it is for small buyers to get separate bills of lading of

their own and thus spoil brokers' chances of sale.

At the recent mahogany sale in Liverpool 2,000,000 feet sale measure
are repoited to have b(-cn sold.

Triangle Brand
White Oak Flooring

Perfectly dried and worked

Made from our own timber from
^\ one boundary, insuring uniform
,U\ color and texture; manufactured

at our new hardwood flooring
plant.

Our Specialty: Quarter-sawed White Oak Flooring
Thicknesses: H" and 13/16" Standard Widths

Inquiries Solicited Quick Shipments Guaranteed

YELLOW POPLAR LUMBER CO., Coal Qrove, Ohio

Kentucky Lumber Company
MANUFACTURERS

POPLAR, PLAIN AND QUAR-
TERED OAK, RED AND SAP
GUM, ASH, CHESTNUT, BASS-
WOOD, HEMLOCK, WHITE PINE

Mills at

Bumside, Ky. Williamsburg, Kj

.

Isola, Miss.

Sales Office

Cincinnati, O.

W A N T E D
All Kinds of High-Grade

HARDWOODS
S. E. SLAYMAKER & CO.

Representing:
WEST VIRGINIA SPRUCE LCMBEB CO,,

Ca§8, West Virginia.

Fifth Avenue Building,
NEW YORK

The Tegge Lumber Co.

High Grade
Northern and Southern

Hardwoods and Mahogany

Specialties
OAK, MAPLE, CYPRESS, POPLAR

Milwaukee, Wisconsin
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WHY?
WHY do more than 380 of the most prominent and successful lumber manufac-

turers exchange nearly $30,000,000.00 of indemnity against fire loss at

Manufacturing
Lumbermen's
Underwriters

BECAUSE!
BECAUSE it is the oldest and strongest inter-insurance association among lumber-

men, being now in its fifteenth year,

BECAUSE $978,432.40 cash savings have been returned to members.
BECAUSE $856,831.32 cash surplus, owned entirely by the members, has been accu-

mulated.

BECAUSE $2,443,029.00 has been paid in losses under prompt and equitable adjust-

ments without resort to quibbling or technical controversy.

BECAUSE it was the first to settle lumber losses on a market value basis.

BECAUSE the regular, frequent and thorough inspections given the plants of all

members help them to prevent fires, thus materially reducing both the

fire waste and the cost of indemnity.

FOR FULL PARTICULARS ADDRESS

Western Representative RankinBciicdict UndcFwriling Co.

HARRY B. CLARK, Attorney in Fact,

Portland. Ore. KANSAS CITY, MO.
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Advertisers* T>irectort;

NORTHERN HARDWOODS.

Ackland. D., t<: Son
American Lumber & Mfg. Co. .

.

Buffalo Hardwood Lumber Co. .

.

Cartler-Holland Lumber Co
Coale, Thos. K. Lumber Co
Cobbs & Mltcbell. Inc
Orals, W. P., Lumber Co

East Jordan Lumber Co
Elias. G. & Bro
Estabrook-Skeele Lumber Co..

Flanner-Steger Land & Lumber
Co

Forman, Thos., Co
Hayden & Westcott Lumber Co
Heyser. W. E., Lumber Co
Holyoke, Chas

Kent, J. S.. Co
Klann, E. H., Lumber Co
Kneeland-Bigelow Co.. The
Licking River Lumber Co
Litclitield, William E
Mcllvain, J. Gibson, & Co
McLean, Hugh, Lumber Co
Miller, Anthony
Mitchell Bros. Co
Mowbray & Robinson Co
Palmer & Parker Co
Parry, Chas, K., & Co

Sawyer-Goodman Company
Scott & Howe Lumber Co
Standard Hardwood Lumber Co.
Stearns Salt & Lumber Company
Stephenson, The I., Company...
Stewart, I. N., & Bro
Struthers Cooperage Company..
Sullivan, T. &. Co

Taylor, W. R., Lumber Company
Tegge Lumber Co
VonPlaten Lumber Co
Webster, George, Lumber Co...
White Lake Lumber Company.

.

White, Wra. H., Co
Wiggin, H. D
Williams. Ichabod T., & Sons..
Willson Bros. Lumber Company.
Wistar, Underbill & Nixon
Wood-Mosaic Company
Teager, Orson E
Young, W. D., & Co

POPLAR.

Anderson-TuUy Company
Atlantic Lumber Company
Day Lumber & Coal Company.

.

Farrin, M. B., Lumber Company.
Faust Bros. Lumber Co
Kentucky Lumber Company
Logan, J. M.. Lumber Co
Maphet & Shea Lumber Co
Radina. L. W.. & Co

Vansant. Kitchen & Co
Wood. R. E.. Lumber Company.
Tellow Poplar Lumber Co 55-

RED GUM.

Anderson-Tully Company
Archer Lumber Company
Baker-Matthews Mfg. Co
Bonnfr, .T. 11., & Sons
Brown, Geo. C, & Co
Brown, Mark H., Lumber Co..

Farrin. M. B.. Lumber Co
Garetson-Greason Lumber Co..
Gary, W. W

Hlmmelberger-Harrison Lumber
Company 47

Kentucky Lumber Company 55

Lamb-Fish Lumber Company. .

.

54

,
Licking River Lumber Company 53

I

Miller Lumber Company 47

I

Mossman Lumber Company 45

, Paepcke Leicht Lumber Co

i Saline River Hardwood Co 53

Sondheimer, E.. Company 45

' VandenBoom-Stimson Lumber
Company 45

Wisconsin Lumber Company.... 5

SOUTHERN HARDWOODS.
' .American Lumber & Mfg. Co... 11

Anderson-Tully Company 8

Archer Lumber Company 46

Atlantic Lumber Company 50

Baker-Matthews Mfg. Co 47

Bennett & Witte 7

Black, Fred W., Lumber Co 49

Bluestone Land & Lumber Co.. 45

Bonner. J. H., & Sons 46

Bradley, E. C, Lumber Co 51

Brown, Geo. C, & Co 46

Brown, Mark H., Lumber Co.. 47

Buffalo Hardwood Lumber Co.. 67

Carrier Lumber & Mfg. Co 12

Coale, Thos. E., Lumber Co 10

Conasauga Lumber Company... 51

Crane, C, & Co 51

Day Lumber & Coal Company.

.

51

Dempsey, W. W 9

Elias. G., & Bro 67

Estabrook-Skeele Lumber Co... 5

Farrin, M. B.. Lumber Co 51

Farris Hardwood Lumber Co... 9

Faust Bros. Lumber Company.. 12

Flanner-Steger Land & Lumber
Company

Garetson-Greason Lumber Co.. 9

Gary, W. W 46

Harris Manufacturing Co 45

Hayden & Westcott Lumber Co 5

Heyser. W. E., Lumber Co 7

Hlmmelberger-Harrison Lumber
Company 47

Huddleton-Marsh Lumber Co..

Johns-Mowbray-Nelson Co 51

Kennedy, James, & Co 51

Kent, J. S., Company 10

Kentucky Lumber Company. ... 55

Kimball & Kopcke 6

Klann, E. H., Lumber Co 59

Kosse, Shoe & Schleyer Co 51

Lamb-Fish Lumber Company. 54

Linking River Lumber Co 53

Litchfield, William E 10

Little River Lumber Company.. 68

Logan, J. M., Lumber Co 6

Maphet & Shea Lumber Co 6

Mcllvain, J. Gibson, & Co 2

McLean, Hugh, Lumber Co 67

Memphis Band Mill Company... 2

Miller, Anthony 67

Miller Lumber Company 47

Mossman Lumber Company 45

Mowbray & Robinson Company. 7

Nettleton, E. B., & Co 59

Paepcke Leicht Lumber Co....
Parry, Chas. K., & Co 9

Radina. L. W., & Co 7

Ransom, J. B., & Co 9

Riemeler Lumber Company 51

Saline River Hardwood Co 53

Salt Lick Lumber Company 9

Shawnee Lumber Company
Slaymaker, S. E., & Co
Sondheimer, E., Company
Standard Hardwood Lumber Co.
Stewart. 1. N.. & Bro
Sullivan, T., & Co
Vanden BoomStlmson Lbr. Co
Vansant. Kitchen & Co
Vestal Lumber & Manufacturing
Company

Von Platen Lumber Company..
Webster. G^jorge, Lumber Co...
White Lake Lumber Company.

.

Whitmer, Wm., & Sons
Wiggin, H. D
Williams, Ichabod T., & Sons..
Williamson-Kuny Mill & Lumber
Company

Willson Bros. Lumber Company
Wisconsin Lumber Company. , .

.

Wistar, Underhill & Nixon
Wood-Mosaic Company
Wood, R. E., Lumber Company.
Teager, Orson E

51 Stephenson. The I., Company.... 66

55 Webster. George, Lumber Co.. U
45 White, Wm. H., Company 68

67 Wilce, T., Company, The 5

67 Yellow Poplar Lumber Co 55-68

67 Young, W. D., & Co 3

45

WOODWORKING MACHINERY.

Cadillac Machine Company 63

Covel Manufacturing Company. 12

'1 Gerlach, The Peter, Company.. 59

53 Llnderman Machine Co., The..
10 Mershon, W. B., & Co 63

10 Phoenix Manufacturing Co 62

12 Saranac Machine Company 62

Sinker-Davis Company. . :

12 Westinghouse Electric &
10 Mfg. Company

10

VENEERS AND PANELS.

Adams & Raymond Veneer Co.. 65

Ahnapee Veneer & Seating Co.. 64

Astoria Veneer Mills & Dock Co 64

Black, Fred W., Lumber Co... 49

Central Veneer Company 65

Evansville Veneer Company
Hoffman Bros. Company 65

Huddleston-Marsh Lumber Co..

Jarrell, B. C, & Co 65

Knoxville Veneer Company 6

Memphis Veneer & Lumber Co.

.

Ohio Veneer Company 51

Putnam Veneer and Lumber Co 65

Rayner, J 5

Rice Veneer & Lumber Company 65

Underwood Veneer Company 64

Willey, C. L 52

Williams, Ichabod T., & Sons... 12

Williamson-Kuny Mill & Lumber
Company 12

Wood-Mosaic Company 11

MAHOGANY, WALNUT, ETC.

Astoria Veneer Mills & Dock .Co 64

Black, Fred W., Lumber Co... 49

Evansville Veneer Company
Huddleston-Marsh Lumber Co..

Memphis Veneer & Lumber Co.

Palmer & Parker Co 10

Purcell, Frank 44

Rayner, J 5

Struthers Cooperage Company.

.

Willey, C. L 52

Williams, Ichabold T., & Sons. 12

HARDWOOD FLOORING.

Carrier Lumber & Mfg. Co 12

Cobbs & Mitchell. Inc 3

Eastman, S. L., Flooring Co 11

Farrin, M. E., Lumber Company 51

Forman, Thos., Company 66

Harris Manufacturing Company 45

Kerry & Hanson Flooring Co.. 66

Mitchell Bros. Company 3

Ransom, John B., & Co 9

Saline River Hardwood Co 53

Salt Lick Lumber Company.... 9

Stearns Salt & Lumber Company 8

LOGGING MACHINERY.

Baldwin Locomotive Works....
Clyde Iron Works 63

Fitzgibbons & Krebs
Lidgerwood Mfg. Company 11

Russel Wlieel & Foundry Co

DRY KILNS AND BLOWERS.

Grand Rapids Veneer Works 7

Kraetzer Company, The 48

National Dry Kiln Company 62

Phila. Textile Mchy. Company.. 10

SAWS, KNIVES AND SUPPLIES.

Atkins. E. C. & Co
Covel Manufacturing Company. 12

Simonds Mfg. Company

LUMBER INSURANCE.

Central Manufacturers' Mut. Ins.

Company
Epperson. U. S., & Co
Indiana Lumbermen's Mut. Ins.

Company
Lumber Mutual Fire Insurance
Company

Lumbermen's Mut. Ins. Co
Lumbermen's Underwriting Alli-

ance
Mfljiufacturing Lumbermen's
L'nderwriters 56

Pennsj'Ivania Lumbermen's Mut.
Fire Ins. Company

Rankin-Benedict Underwriting
Company 56

TIMBER LANDS.

I..acey, James D., & Co 49

Southern Railway 59

Spry, John C 8

TIMBER ESTIMATORS.

Griffith. Clarence W 45

McDonald, Thos. J 58

MISCELLANEOUS.

Astoria Veneer Mills & Dock Co 64

Childs. S. D., & Co 59

Gerlach, The Peter, Company.. 59

Kraetzer Company. The 48

Lumbermen's Credit Assn 6

Mechanical Rubber Company. .

.

62

.Stephenson. Grant T 50

Westinghouse Electric & Mfg. i_

Company
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ADVERTISEMENTS

Advorllsomonts will tif InsiTted In this sec- 1
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CHICAGO
E. H. KLAIVIV LUMBER CO.

Cottonwood, Gum, Oak, Ash. Cy-

press, Yellow Pine, Dimension Stock

819 FISHER BLDG. HAR. 1187

Factory Lumber
GRAY'S HARBOR SPRUCE
SOFT YELLOW FIR
WESTERN SOFT PINE

DIRECT MILL REPRESENTATION

E. B. Nettleton ""cSfc'AS'r

COUNTERFEIT CHECKS

Two Piece
Oeomethcal
B«r1er Coin

Uiant*. then
iMltAtlon Isn't

DMdkle.
temple It jou

S ». CBILDS
i CO.
cUctIo

We a'e* make
Tlma Checks
BVe&oll«Kad

MAKE BOX SHOOKS
LOOSE BARREL STAVES

Of Finest Quality and at Lowest Cost
From Cordwood. Slabs, or Olher Forest Waste

by ihe Use of Gerlach Machinery.

The Peter Gerlach Co., Cleveland, O.

The Logical Location

for Wood-Working
Factories

with the scarcity of timber in your local-
ity and the ever Increasing demand for higher
wages among employees, doubtless you find
It difficult in your present location to realize
the profits you once made.

If you are manufacturing furniture, car-
riages, automobile parts, barrels and boxes,
crates or any product that requires wood,
the Southeastern States of Virginia, North
and South Carolina. Georgia. Florida. Ala-
bama. Mississippi, Tennessee or Kentucky
offer numerous excellent openings for any of
these lines of business. The greatest supply
of oak. gum, ash. walnut, hickory, pine and
other timbers are obtainable in nearly every
Rection of the Southeast.
Power is furnished at very reasonable rates

while labor is plentiful at a very favorable
wage scale. Labor troubles are practically
unknown In the South.
Along the Southern Ry., Mobile & Ohio

R. R. and Georgia Southern & Florida Ry.
are many cities and towns offering liberal
Inducements for the location of new Indus-
tries. We can put you In touch with these
parties If you will express a desire.

M. V. RICH.\RDS
I-^nd and Indnstrial Agent

SOUTHERN RAILWAY
Room 305. Washington, D. C.

MISCELLANEOUS

OAK. POPLAK. ASH
and all ctber bardwoods. In all ^ades and tbick

DPssea, can be readll; said It adTertlsed In tbr

Wanted and For Sale section of Habdwood Beo
oai>. It yon bare a large stock ;ou want ic

sell try a few lines In tbls department and
see wbat a lot of Inquiries tbey will bring tou

For sale by HARDWOOD RECORD,
537 S. Dearborn St.. Chicago, 111.

50 CENTS EACH.

WANTED—HARDWOOD LUMBERMEN—
to try the Gibson Tally Book. The three-throw

aluminum tally ticket cover accommodates any
form ot ticket desired. The use of the special

triplicate tally ticket supplied, printed on water
proof paper wltb carbon backs makes tallies un-

alterable. For durability, convenience, accuracy

and tor systematizing the Inspection ot lumber
the Gibson tally method can't bfe beat.

Special forms of tally tickets mailed on appli-

cation. Covers sold on approval to responsible

concerns. IIAUDWOOD RECdRD.

S37 So. Dearborn St.. Chicago.

GIBSON
TALLY BOOK

This three-lhrow tally licket cover is made
from alummum, and accommodates four tally

tickets—4ix8i: inches in size.

Folds compactly to less than one-fourth inch

in thickness and fits side or inside coat pocket.

Gives large area of four tickets for compli-
cated tallies, or straight grade can be made
on one page.

Accommodates any form of tally ticket desired.

Special, patented. tripUcatc tally tickets supplied,
printed on waterproof paper with carbon backs. Tallies
made on these tickets are unalterable. Their use en-
ables the inspector to retain triplicate, and forward
original and duplicate. Duplicate desiened to be
attached to invoice.

These tally books are perfection for durability,
covcnience. accuracy, and for systemalizine the inspec-
tion and measurement of lumber

PRICE LIST
Aluminum Tally Covers, each - - S 1.00
Aluminum Tally Covers, pcrdozen - - 10.00
Patented triplicate Tally Tickets (stock form)

per 1,000 10.00
Single sheet manila (stock form) Tally Tickets,

per 1,000 4.00

Specimen forms of Tally Tickets mailed on applica-
tion. Covers sold on approval to responsible concerns.

Manufactured by

Hardwood Record
S37 S. Dearborn St., CHICAGO
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American Forest Trees
By Henry H. Gibson Edited by Hu Maxwell

^'AMERICAN FOREST TREES" is a comprehensive work of more than seven hun-
dred pages, illustrated hy more than one hundred full page pictures of forest types of tree

growth, and hundreds of minor pictures.

It answers every question worth asking ahout the infinite variety of forest growth in this

country, and the utiHzation of these woods in lumber and other forms. The opinion of an
expert on this work is:

"AMERICAN FOREST TREES" is the foremost contribution that has ever been made
to American forest and lumber literature.

The price of this work is Six Dollars ($6.00) net. It will be sent on receipt of price, pre-

paid, subject to return and refund of payment if it does not prove satisfactory

The very complete character of this work may be judged by the index following :

African mabogany
AilHiitlius
Alaska cyprus
Alaska pine
Alder
Al(;aroba
Allpglmny 6loe
Alligator .luiUper
AlUgator-wood
Almondleaf willow
Aloe-leaf yucca
Alpine flr

Alpine larcb
Alpine spruce
Alpine western spruce..
Alpine whitebarU pine..
Alternate-leaTed dog-

wood
Alvord «ak
Amabllls fir

American apple
American arborritie. . .

.

American asb
AmericaH crab
American fiiuge
Amv.-ican boU.v
American larch
American linden
American planertree. . .

.

American smoke-tree. .

.

Andromeda
Angelica-tree
Ant'>; wood
Apple baw
ArborTitse
Arizona cork fir

Arizona cypress
Arizona madrona ..,..'.
Arizona palm
Arizona pine
Arizona spruce
Arizona sycamore
Arizona wbite oak
Arrow-wood
Ash-leaved maple
Aspen 667,
Aspen-leaf
August plum

Bald cypress
Balm of Gilead.145, 667,
Balm of Gilead flr

Balsam
135. 136, 151. 166,

Balsam fir 145,151,
Balsam popla
Baltimore oak.
Banana
Baretta
Barren oak
Barren scrub oak
Bartram oak
Basket elm
Basket oak 208.
Basket willow

Bat-tree
Bayberry
Bay poplar
Bay-tree
Beaded locust. ..

Bearberry
Bear oak
Bearwood
Beaver-tree . . .

.

Bebb willow . . ..

Beech
Beetree
Bell-tree
Bellwood
Berlandier asb .

.

Big buckeye ....
Big-bud
Big-bud hickory.
Blgcone pine . ..

Bipcone spruce.

.

Biff Cottonwood,

.

BIffelow willow .

Big hickory nut.

BiK laurel
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mtlDOlla. 494
295. 318

531
292

S'OOd 400. B«

J!. Ki 895
»MW 698
, 68S
L>1D« 19, 703

ri
wl» pine 703

J 637

U»»rk". '.'.!"!.' S46
nr ploe 25
lUnt 851
:

253. S13
plM 55

e pine 73
.' 700

T poplar 6S2
; Jbn 68
plM 43
•errlce 452
willow 498
ed'plne 63

63
it ploe 65
t willow 471
w ploe 65
r 165
wl flr 165
Bprace ploe... 51

lie 435
How 496

637

le willow 472
CTPK88 178
.: 661

Bt Ur 164

y
;!!'.!'.'.'.

'.463'. 547
J birch 565
!«l 701
e 685
:« 663

439
T 701

696
k 308
nj 451
T 459
pine 45. 55
•pruce 133

559. 562
eottonwood.667, 669
elder 700
midrona 663
mulberry .... 514
palmetto 692
persimmon .... 517
plD0n...l9, 33. 704
walnut 351
white pine 19
basswood 639

502
««le9 695

lllow 473
: 356. 363

not hickory 363
620

ange 511. 620
yncca 693
cypress 141
pine 69
1 391

laple 435
297

a alder 592
ash.. 411, 454. 075
balsam... 151. 166
birch 580

1 cedar Ill
1 elm 399
a hemlock 1B5
1 holly 645
1 Iry 506
1 Jnnlper 99
1 lanrel 605. 529
I raahoKany.lSS. 465
1 macblneel. . . 697
1 maple.... 435. 441
1 pine 25
1 ipmce 135
1 white oak 213

51S
nj 608
«• 529
«» 297

rad 69S

I

erry 899
one pine 704
!af Cottonwood.

J 687. 86»
wt crab 453M willow 496
]lDm 821
poplar 897
•k 219

-Nettle tree 403
New ICDKlaDd boxwood. 523
NewcaHtle tliorn 459
Nt'w Mexican locust.... 637
New Mexican plnon.... 28
Noble flr 157
Noolka cypress 121
North .\merlcaD red
spruce 127

North Carolina pine 49
North Carolina sbagbark
hickory 376

Northern cork elm 385
Northern spruce pine... 19
Northern white cedar.. 97
Norway pine 61
Nutmeff hickory 374
Nutplne 28. 33. 68. 704
.N'uttall willow 472

Oak-barked cedar Ill
Obispo pine 69
Ohio buckeye 649. 651
OldOeld birch 5S5
Oldfleld pine 49
Old man's beard 700
Oliretree 337
One-berry 403
()ne-seed juniper 99
Opossum wood CO!
Opnntias 694
Oregon ash 421
Oregon balsam 166
Oregon crabapple 4."4

Oregon flr 163
Oregon maple 439
Oregon oak 235
Oregon pine 169
Oregon white oak 235
Oreodaphne 529
OTcrcup oak 217. 223
Osage appletree 511
Osage orange 511
Osier willow 496

Pacific coaat oak 235
Pacific yew 199
Pale-leaf hickory .345

Palmer oak 310
Palms 691
Palmetto 691
Palo bianco 406
Palo verde 556
Paper birch 565. ."183

Paper mulberry 514
Paradise-tree 678
Parry nut pine 19. 704
Parry pinion 703
Parry's spruce 136
Patton's spruce 196
Peach oak 313
Pea-flower locust 535
Peawood 602
Pear haw 459
Pear thorn 459
Pecan 357. 373
Pecan nut 373
Pecan tree 373
Persimmon 517
Pessimln 517
Pigeocberry 452. 526
Pigeon cherry 610
Pignut 358. 361. 367
Pignut hickory 367
Pig walnut 361
Pin cherry 619
Pine 19
Pink locust 555
Pin oak 208. 247. 301
Pinon 19. 28
Plnon pine 28. .33

Pin thorn 459
Pitch pine... 43. 45. 49. 63
Planertree 397
Plane-tree 607
Plum 621. 622
Poison dogwood 697
Poison elder 697
Poison ivy 505
Poison laurel 50."'

Poison oak 697
Poison sumach 697
Polsontree 697
Poisonwood 697. 701
Pond apple 640
Pond cypress 141
Pond pine 57
Poorfleld pine 49
Poor pine 51
Poplar 487. 873
Poplarleared birch 585
Popple 487, 675
Poppy ash 424
Possum haw 846
Possum oak ,320
Possumwood 517
Port Orford cedar 123
Post cedar 103. 109
Post locust 5.15

Post oak 223
PoTcrty birch 585
Powcohlflcora 355
Price oak 315

Pricklecone pine 69. 704
Prickly ash 699
Prickly pine 52
Prickly spruce 136
Prince's pine 70
Puget Sound pine 169
Pumpkin ash 423
Pumpkin pine 19
Pumpkin tree 160
Punk oak 320
Purple buckeye 649. 652
Purple dogwood 526
Purple haw 700
Pyramidal inaenolla.4Sl, 496

Quaking asp 675
(Juininetree 699

nattiehox 601
lied alder 589
Red ash 423
Uedbark flr 164
Itedbark pine 75
Kcd bay S31
Ked-herrled elder 700
KeJ birch 577
P.ed-braet dogwood 526
Redbud 548
Red cedar 91. 109
Red elm 393, 399
Red fln 157. 164, 169
Red gum S25
Red haw 457, 459. 460
Redheart hickory 3.57

Red hickory 363
Red ironwood 700
Red larch 80
Red locust 535
Red maple 433
Red mulberry 513
Red oak

259. 265. 277, 280. 2S9
Red pine 61. 169
Red plum 621
Red sllrer flr 165
Red spruce 127
Red tliorn 458
Red titl 502
Red willow 496
Redwood 181
Retama 549
Rhododendron 507
River ash 423
River birch 565, 577
River Cottonwood 687
Rock chestnut oak 241
Rock elm 380. 385
Rock maple 427
Rock oak 241
Rockr Mountain Juniper

124
Rockr Mountain oak. .

.

219. 226
Rockr Mountain white

pine 703
Rose bay 507
Rosemary pine 49. 55
Roral palm 692
Rum cherry 603
Rusty nannyberry 700

Sadler oak 220
Saffron plum 696
Salad-tree 548
Sandbar willow 496
Sand Jack 286
Sand pine 46
Sapwood pine 75
Sargent palHl 692
Sarrlce 451
Sassafac 655
Sassafas 655
Sassafrac 655
Sassafras 655
Satlnleat 696
Satin walnut 325
Satlnwood 699
Savice 451. 452
Savin 91
^axlfrax e.W
Scalybark hickory 357
Scarlet haw 457
Scarlet maple 433
Scarlet oak 277
Schott cactus 694
Schott yucca 693
Screwbean 562
Screw-pod 562
Scruh oak 220. 247. 283
Scrub pine 37. 57. 70
Seaside alder 592
Second growth 357
Serriceberry 451
Serrlce-treo 451
Shadberry 451
Sbagbark hickory. -.355. 357
Shasta red flr 165
Shawneewood 476
She balsam 151
Sheepberry 899, 700
Sheepbush 554
Sheep lanrel 60.^

Shellbark 358. 357
Shellbark hickory 369

i

Shingle cedar
Shingle oak 801,
Shin oak 208.
Shoepeg maple

I
Short-flower mahogany.
:sh»rlleaf pine
Sbortleared pine
Shortsbat
Shrub willow
Sierra brownbark pine.

.

Sllktop palmetto
Silky willow
Sllverbell tree 601.
Silver flr 159. 163.
Sllrerleaf willow
Silrer-leared maple
Sliver maple
Silver pine

;" Silver spruce 136.

I
Sllvertop palmetto

;
Single-leaf pino'n 19.
Single spruce

. Sir Joseph Bank's pine.
; Slash pine 45. 40.
1 Sitka alder
Sitka spruce
Skunk spruce
Slippery elm... 380. 391,
Sloe
Small buckeye 649.
Small fruit mountain ash
Small-leaf elm
Sraall-Ieaf horsebean...
Small laurel
Small pignut
Small pignut hickory...
Small white birch
Smooth cypress
Smooth-leaf willow - . .

.

Snowdrop-tree 601,
' Soapberry
I Soap-tree
: Soft maple
;
Soft pine 19.
Softwoods
Soledad plae

: Sonora Iroawood
' Sophora
:
Sorrel-tree
Soulard crab

.Sour gum 337, 339,
,
Sour gum bush
Sour tupelo
Sourwood
Southern basswood

I

Southern mountain pine.
' Southern red juniper. .

.

Southern red oak
Southern white cedar...
Southern yellow pine...
Spaaish bayonet
Spanish dagger
Spanish moss
Spaiish oak... 260. 277.
Spanish red oak
Sparkleberry
Spice-tree
Spoon-butch
Spoonwood
Springwood *...
Spotted oak... 266. 271.
Spruce 127.
Spruce pine

45. 49. 61. 67.
Spruce-tree
Stackpole pine
Stagbush
Staghorn sumach
Star- leaved gum
Stave oak
Stiffness of wood
Stlng-tongue
Stinking ash
Stinking buckeye
Stinking cedar 201.
Stinking savin
Strength of wood
Striped maple
Stone-seed Mexican pinon
Stump tree
Sugar ash
Sugarberry ...403. 405.
Sugar maple
Sugar pine 19,
Sugar-tree
Sumach
Summer haw
Summerwood
Sunflower-tree
Sun-loving pine
Sunny-slope pine
Swamp ash 418.
Swamp hay
Swamp cedar
Swamp chestnut oak...
Swamp Cottonwood 667.
Swamp hickory 361.
Swamp holly
Swamp laurel
Swamp magnolia
Swamp maple 429.

Swamp oak ...226. 249. 301
.Swamp poplar 669
Swamp sassafras 495
Swamp Spanish oak.... 301
Swamp tupelo 337
Swamp white oak.. 217. 229
Swampy chestnut oak.. 241
Sweet hay 6:n
Sweet birch 565. 5S«
Sweet crab 4.53

Sweet gum 325
Sweet locust 541
Sweet magnolia 481,495
Sweet scented crab .... 453
Switch-bud hickory 307
Sycamore 397. 607

Table mountala pine... 52
Tacamahac 673
Tamarack 79, 80
Tanbark oak 241,271
Tassajo 694
Tiar-bianket 690
Texan ebony 538
Texan red oak 205
Texas ash 411
Texas buckeye 649
Texas Cottonwood -.667. 669
Texas flowering willow. 477
Texas redbud 549
Texas umbrella-tree . . . 465
•Ihick shellbark 369
Thomas elm 385
Thorn apple 459
Thorn bush 459
Thorn locust 541
Thorn plum 459
Thorn-tree 541
Thorny acacia 541
Thorny locust 541
Three-leaved maple 445
Three-thorned acacia... 541
Thunderwood 697
Thurber cactus 694
Tideland spruce 133
Tisswood 602
Titi 502. 526
Toothache-tree 699
Torch pine 55
Torcbwood 699
Tornillo 562
Torrey pine 64
Tough humelia 69G
Tourney oak 315
Trask mahogany 466
Tree huckleberry 508
Tree myrtle 698
Tree palmetto 691
Tree yucca 693
Trident oak 292
Tuck-tuck 157
Tulip poplar 4S7
Tulip-tree 4S7
Tupelo 337
Turkey oak 283. 28G

Umbrella tree. 481. 484. 526
Upland hickory 357
Upland willow 2S5
Utah Juniper 706

Valler mahogany 466
Valley oak 249
Valparaiso oak 308
Vauquellnia 466
Vine maple 441
VIrgilia 547
Virginia pine 55
Virginia thorn 460

Wadswortb oak 225
Wafer ash 699
Wahoo

.-3S5. 399. 492. 499. 699
Wahoo elm 399
Walnut 343
Walnut-tree 343
Washington haw 460
Washington palm 693
Washington pine 193
Washington thorn 460
Water ash 422. 424, 445
Water beech 607
Water birch 577, 5S0
Water bitternut 375
Water elm 380
Water hickory 375
Water maple ..429. 433. 435
Water oak ...295. 319. 320
Water Spanish oak 301
Water white oak 217
Weeping dogwood 526
Weeping oak 249
Weeping spruce ...136. 195
Weeping willow 472
Western birch 665.579
Western black willow.. 496
Western catalpa 476
Western cedar ....115. 118
Western choke cherry.. 618
Western dogwood 525
Western hemlock 193
Western hemlock flr 193
Western hemlock spruce 193
Western juniper 118

Western larch
WesterB plum
Western red cedar

115. lis.
Westera serviceberry .

.

shellbark
spr

Weste _ _
Western walnut
Western white flr

Western white oak
Wesiera white plae

10. 25.
Weslera yellow pine...
Western yew
West Indian birch
West Indian cherry
Weymouth pine
Whiskey cherry
Whistiewood
White alder
White Alaska birch

565.
White ash 409. 422.
White balsam 159.
White bark
Whitebark maple
Whitelmrk pine ....19.
White basswood
White bar
White birch... 565. 579.
White buttonwood
White cedar ...97. 103.
W'hite Cottonwood
White elm 379. 385.
Whlteheart kickory
White hickory. 357. 361.
W'hite »r 159. 163.
White Ironwood
White laurel
Whlteleaf eak
White locust
White mangrove
White maple 433.
White mulberry
White oak
^ ..205. 208. 213. 223.
White pine 19. 51.
White poplar 875.
White spruce.. 130. 1,35.
White stem pine
White thorn
White titi

White walnut 355.
White wUlow
Whitewood ...487, 667.
W'ickup
Wild apple
Wild black cherry
Wild cherry 813.
Wild china
Wild cinnamon '.[[

Wild crab
Wild date
Wild lilac

Wild lime
Wild olive-tree 337*.
Wild orange
Wild peach
Wild plum
Wild red cherry [.[
Wild rose bay
Wild sapodilla '.

Wild tamarind
Wild thorn
Williamson's apruce.'!!!
Willow
Willow-leaf cherry'.!!!'
Willow oak 279
Wing elm
Witch elm
Witch hazel !!!
Wood laurel
Woolly oak

Yaupon
Yaupon holly
Yellow ash !!
Yellow bark oak
Yellow basswood
Yellow birch 565.
Yellow buckeye
Yellow bnckthora
Yellow-butt oak
Yellow cedar ng
Yellow chest»ot oak...
Yellow Cottonwood
Yellow cypress
Yellow flr 163.
Yellow-leaf willow
Yellow-flowered cncnm-

ber-tree
Yellow locust 535!
Yellow oak 247
Yellow pine 43
Yellow plum
Yellow poplar 481
Yellow sprue*
Yellow-wood
^ 61). 663, 698.

Address Book Deparfment, HARDWOOD RECORD
537 South Dearborn Street Chicago, Illinois
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Phoenix
ft. Pony

Band Mill

cut 30.000

f 1" lumber

hours and

good.

Nearly 200
of these
mills sawing
wood in the
U. S. A.

PRETTY GOOD

RECOMMENDA-

TION, ISN'T IT?

MODERATE PRICE

PHOENIX MFG. CO.
EAU CLAIRE WISCONSIN

Wire Stitching Machinery

Crates, Veneer and Resawed Lumber
Boxes, Also Wire and Metal Bound Boxes,

FRUIT PACKAGES, BASKETS,
FIBER SHIPPING CASES, PAPER
BOXES AND SPECIAL PURPOSES
ASK FOR CATALOGUE

Manufactured by

SARANAC MACHINE COMPANY
BENTON HARBOR, MICH., U. S. A.

ELEPHANT
RUBBER BELTING

AIR DRILL AND AIR TOOL

HOSE
STEAM
WATER
SUCTION

EXTRA QUALITY

Recommended for hard servic*
and guaranteed to do the work

SELLING AGENTS
CRtNE COMPANY • 4LL BRANCHES

STINDIRD EQUIPMENT CO., MOBILE. ALA

ALBANY MILL SUPPLY CO., ALBANY, GA.

THE MECHANICAL

RUBBER COMPANY
(Chicago Rubber Werks)

307 W. Randolph Street.
ESTABLISHED 1882

CHICAGO

Kiln Truck

We make all styles of Kiln Trucks
and Transfer Cars. They are

roller bearing, steel or malleable

iron wheels. We have one con-

tract for twelve hundred of these

trucks, with eight-inch wheels.

Always a large stock of

material on hand. Can
make prompt shipment.

The National Dry Kiln Co.
Indianapolis, Ind.
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s ( innlnr Kilisav

Avoid Liability
And risks of tnaiminjj

your employees. Use

our Power Feed Band
Ripsaw

WM. B. MERSHON & CO.
SAGINAW, MICHIGAN

BUTTING SAW
J-or

Flooring Fa.ctories

For cutting out defects and making square and
smooth ends for end=matching machines. Used by
the largest producers. Write for particulars and prices.

Marwjfactvired by

C&.dilldwc Machine Co.
CADILLAC. MICH.

When the price of lumber is low
it's a good time to consider cutting down your
logging-costs with

fe;"/&?a CLYDE LOGGING MACHINERY
The cheapest logging in the U. S. is done with
CLYDE machinery. We want to prove this

to you by taking you to some operations similar to your
own where CLYDE logging machines are used.

CLYDE IRON WORKS
"Manufacturers of .Machines for Every Logging Operation"

Head Office and Factory: Duluth, U. S. A. A\acKinGs for
ovoiy 10|<^|!^in^

Branches o p g a t i o r>

»T ^N 1 r\ 1 TT ^. . ,^ . -r^ . . CLYDE IRON WORKSNew Orleans, Savannah, Houston, Chicago, Seattle, Portland D-,um .n.r,„.,„,. v.k
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VENEERS AND PANELS

Ahnapee Veneer & Seating Co.
HOME OFFICE, FACTORY AND VENEER MILL, ALGOMA, WIS.

VENEER AND SAWMILL, BIRCHWOOD, WIS.

We manufacture at our Birchwood plant single ply veneers Every pound of glue we use is guaranteed hide stock. W«
of all native northern woods and deliver stock that is in do not use retainers. Our gluing forms are put under pow-
shape to glue. erful screws and left until the glue has thoroughly set.

From our Algoma factory, where we have specialized for „ ^. ^ guaranteed product that is the best, based on

S^i/.'.iL^n'^t n^n^i^iv^in^M/hLf
'

H'o'irW ^I .V'Li^ ^""I's accomplished by most painstaking attention and study
shape.. nail woods, notably m Mahogany and Quarter-SawedOak

^^ ^^^^>{ combined with the use of the best stock andWe make no two-ply stock and do not emp oy sliced cut
up-to-date equipment, our product will appeal to you.

quartered oak. Our quartered oak panels are all from sawed "t^ u m f i h kf j

veneer. If you are a "price buyer" we probably cannot interest you.

Custom Mill Work, Storage, Inspection
ON

Foreign Fancy Woods, Mahogany, Cedar, Circassian
We receive the logs, store or warehouse them, manufacture them into lumber, cut or saw veneers, pile and store the pro-
duct, and ship via any railroad. Also furnish inspection returns on logs or lumber. Can furnish accommodations and econ-
omies which it is impossible to secure elsewhere. We always have on our yards parcels of plain and figured African,

Mexican and Cuban Mahogany, Circassian Walnut and Cedar logs, placed here for sale by direct foreign shippers, from
which advantageous purchases can be made.

Astoria Veneer Mills & Dock Co. Long island City, New York

y eneers and l^anels with a Jti^eputation
"IIT'E manufacture Veneers in aH the native woods and for all purposes. Also Built-up Panels

"
in native and foreign woods—three and five-ply—and have established a reputation for

furnishing high-grade material. Send us your inquiries and orders and become one of our

satisfied customers.

Underwood Veneer Co. W^ausau, Wis,

For Veneer and Panel Manufacturers
Your Consumers' Lists Cost You BIG MONEY
We can save it all and relieve you of all the detail and effort necessary to

tabulate consumers' wants. Our Card Index System of those wants,
just out, is the result of systematic effort. It is endorsed by your competitor.

Can You Afford to Give Him that Advantage?
HARDWOOD RECORD CHICAGO
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VENEERS AND PANELS
OL-'R SPECIALTY

Highly Figured Quarter-Sawed White Oak Veneer

PUTPMAM VeINEER & UUMBER Co,
H. I. CLJTSI."NGKR. Gen'l Mirr

B.
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i

BUFFALO
The Foremost Hardwood Market of the East

ORSON E. YEAQER
SPECIALTIES

Oak, Ash and Poplar
932 ELK STREET

ANTHONY



Manufactiirers Old-FashionedVansant, soft

Kitchen & ^^Xiar

Company
5-8 and 4-4

In Wide Stock,

Specialty

Ashland, Kentucky

EASTERN REPRESENTATIVE, John L. Cochran
601 W. 115th Street, New York City

FOR DISCRIMINATING BUYERS wanting a CI

poses there is nothing that will surpass our CL
weight and is odorless and durable. We make

In addition to this, we have all other grades in Hemlock

Mountain Chestnut. In No. 1 Common and Better grad

are most desirable and the manufacture perfect. Also we

and 36" to 44" wide or can be assorted in widths as may be

Poplar. Also do not forget we are in position at all times t

ear Board for first class shelving and other similar pur-

EAR HEMLOCK. It is bright in appearance, light in

it in 6", 8", 10" and 12" widths, as also 13" to 20" wide.

Boards. Also you should try the soft quality of our Smoky
es we can supply it 60% 14' and 16' lengths. The widths

have a nice assortment of y^" Panel Poplar 28" to 36"

desired. This is the genuine soft yellow Smoky Mountain

o cut to order high grade Poplar, Ash and Maple.

WE SOLICIT THE BUSINESS OF DISCRIMINATING BUYERS FOR ALL
HIGH GRADE SMOKY MOUNTAIN HARDWOODS AND HEMLOCK

LITTLE RIVER LUMBER COMPANY Townsend, Tenn.

W. H. White Company
Boyne City Lumber Company

Mills and General Office: BOYNE CITY, MICH.

Sales Office: BUFFALO. N. Y.

STOCK DRY — STANDARD GRADES— BEST
MANUFACTURE— CAR OR CARGO SHIPMENTS

WE OFFER

All Kinds
OF

Hardwood and Hemlock
Lumber

Hardwood
Flooring, Lath

AND

Dimension Stock

YELLOW POPLAR
MtNUFiCTURERS OF BAND StWEO

POPLAR
QUARTERED OAK
PLAIN OAK
CHESTNUT
BASSWOOD

White

Oak
Flooring

SPECIALTY
QUARTER SAWEID

WHITE OAK

Goal Grove, Ohio, U.S.A. LUMBER CO
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Gentlemen

:

We sell Lumber, especially Hardwoods.

We manufacture almost all we sell—we
are first hands.

Our delivery points are scattered and
prompt shipments our aim. Get in touch.
We'll do you good.

J. Gibson Mcllvain & Co.
1420 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia

For Quick Shipment
5 cars 4/4" Is & 2s Q. W. O.
3 cars 4 4" No. 1 Com. Q. W. O.
3 cars 4 4" Clear Q. W. O. Strips, 4 to S]^".
1 car 4/4" Clear Q. W. O. Strips, 2 4 to 3Ji".
M car 4/4" Clear Q. W. O. Strips, 1 ij. to 2".

4 cars 4/4" Is & 2s Plain W. O.
3 cars 4/4" No. 1 Com. Plain W. O.
4 cars 4/4" Com. & Bet. Q. R. O.
2 cars 4/4" Is & 2s Plain R. O.
7 cars 4/4" No. 1 Com. Plain R. O.
2 cars 4/4" No. 2 Com. Plain R. O.
2 cars 5/4" Is & 2s Plain R. O.
1 car 5/4" No. 1 Com. Plain R. O.
4 cars 3 4" Is & 2s Plain R. O.
5 cars 4/4" Is & 2s Plain Red Gum.
7 cars 4/4" No. 1 Com. Plain Red Gum.
3 cars 4/4" Is & 2s Qtd. Red Gum.
1 car 4/4" No. 1 Com. Qtd. Red Gum.
2 cars 5/4" Is & 2s Qtd. Red Gum.
1 car 5/8" Is & 2s Plain Red Gum.
4 cars 4/4" Is & 2s Sap Gum.
3 cars 3/4" Is & 2s Sap Gum.
3 cars 4/4" Is & 2s Cottonwood, 6" to 18".
1 car 4/4" Is & 28 Cottonwood, 13" and up.
8 cars 4/4" Cottonwood Box Boards, 13 to 17".
2 cars 4/4" Cottonwood Box Boards, 9 to 12".

2 cars 4/4" Cottonwood Box Boards, 9 to 10".

7 cars 4/4" No. 1 Com. Cottonwood.

Immediate Attention to All Inquiries

Memphis Band Mill Company
Memphis, Tenn.

ICf Cartier = J|oUanb /tj^

yj( Humtier Company )U^

"A Real Opportunity"
Just look over the following items of Specially

Manufactured Furniture Stock. Band Sawed,
Perfectly Edged and Trimmed :

80,000' 4/4 End Cured Winter Sawn White
Maple

5,000' 5 4 End Cured Winter Sawn White
Maple

5,000' 6/4 End Cured Winter Sawn White
Maple

10,000' 8 4 End Cured Winter Sawn White
Maple

40,000' 5/4 Selected No. 1 & Better Birch

250,000' 1x4 & Wider Pine Crating (85% 6"

& over)

A Postal Card Will Bring Prices That
Will Warrant Your Orders

IGuitngton
M i r h t g a n

<0c
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FLANNER-STEGER LAND & LUMBER CO.
( 2 CARS 5/4 X 12" & WIDER 1st & 2nd BASSWOOD

\A/AMTT?n XO MnVT7 nTTTrif 4 CARS 3" ROCK ELM BRIDGE PLANKWAWli^D— lU MUVil. yUH^K-^ goo.OOO FEET NO. 3 HEMLOCK
( 100,000 FEET 4/4 BOX COMMON BIRCH

SEND US YOUR INQUIRIES
MILLS:

BLACKWELL, WISCONSIN
GENERAL SALES OFFICE

1704 STEGER BLDG., CHICAGO, ILL.

Hayden & Westcott Lumber Co.
SPECIAL RAILROAD DEPT.
Hardwoods :: Softwoods

823 Railway Exchange Building, Cliicago, IlL

^
For items of Hardwood Stock or Hardwood

Machinery, you will find it advantageous to

write our advertisers. Get in touch

!

SAVE YOUR MONEY BY USING THE

D C" pv D/^/^l/' Published Semi-annually
i\l--iLJ Lj\JkJl\. in February and August

It contains a carefully prepared list of the buyers .f lumber in

car lots, both among the dealers and manufacturers.

The book indicates their financial standing and manner of meet-

ing obligations. Covers the United States, Alberta, Mani-
toba and Saskatchewan. The trade recognizes this book as

the authority on the lines it covers.
A welt oreanized Collection Department is also operated and the same is open to

you. Write for terms.

Lumbermen's Credit Assn.,
ESTABLISHED

I ITS

HcDtiu This Paier

If you want to reach the wholesale consumers of hardwood lumber throughout the

United States, a HARDWOOD RECORD advertisement will do it for you.

If you want to reach the hardwood manufacturers of the United States, a HARDWOOD
RECORD advertisement will do it for you.

The HARDWOOD RECORD represents high-class, special, class circulation, with a

minimum of waste circulation.

Ask any HARDWOOD RECORD advertiser for experience on resuUs.
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KNOXVILLE
Famous for Finest Type of Poplar, Oak and Cbeataut

VESTAL LUMBER AND MANUFACTURING CO.
KNOXVILLE, TENNESSEE.

QUARTERED WHITE OAK
OUR SPECIALTY

MANUFACTURERS OF

OUARTERED WHITE OAK. PLAIN OAK. POPLAR. WALNUT & TENNESSEE RED CEDAR LUMBER
BAND MILO^ AT VKSTAU A SUBURB OF KN OXVTLLE. SOUTHSmN AND LOUISVILLE! & NASHVILLE RAIUIOAD

B. §. MIZNEB.

J. M. UOGAIN
LUMBER CO.
MANUFACTURERS AND WHOLESALERS

HARDWOODS AND PINE
POPLAR A SPECIALTY

Main Office and Yards: Knoxville

Branch Offlc

Bank and McLean Ave., Cine

and Yard:
nati I M ASHER. Mgr

We Want Orders for the following Dry Stock:

WHITE OAK—Plain or Quartered.

RED OAK—Plain or Quartered.

CHESTNUT BASSWOOD
POPLAR WHITE PINE

Always carry large well
assorted stock of all

kinds of Hardwoods.

CAN SHIP ON SHORT NOTICE.

Kimball & Kopcke
Knoxville, Tennessee

Manufacturers and Shippers of

Appalachian Hardwoods
OAK OUR SPECIALTY

IMaphct& SheaLumber Co.

jVIanufacturers
and Wholesalers

OFFICE: 703-705 HENSON ,BUILDING
Yard: Middlebrook Pike anc

Lonsdale Car Line

K)SfOXVlLLe, Ce|S[N.

WE WANT TO MOVE
3 cars 4/4 No. 1 Common Poplar, 7" & up
2 cars 4/4 Clear Sap Poplar, 7" & up
1 car 4/4 Select Poplar, 7" & up
1 car 4/4 1 & 2 Red Oak, lO" & up
1 car 4/4 1 & 2 Chestnut
1 car 4/4 No. 1 Common Chestnut

We manufacture: YELLOW POPLAR,
OAK, CHESTNUT, WHITE AND YEL-
LOW PINE, HEMLOCK BARK, ETC.

BAND AND CIRCULAR MILLS—EAST TENN.
MOUNTAIN VIRGIN HARDWOOD STCMPAGE

"THE VERY BEST"
ASH. CHESTNUT,

RED OAK, WHITE OAK, PINE,

POPLAR and WALNUT

Knoxville Veneer Co.

p. B. RAYMOND, General Manager, Knoxville, Tenn.
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CIN C I NNATI
THE GATEWAY OF THE. SOUTH

RED GUM
Write us when you want BONE DRY stock

High Grade Fine Widths Good Lengths

BENNETT & WITTE
224 West Fourth St. CINCINNATI, O.

DOIN'T NVORRV
If your stock is not soft in texture,

even colored and well manufac-
tured, you can get stock that is

Tlif Mobray & Robinson Company
CINCINNATI, OHIO

Manufacturers of Plain and Quartered Oak and Poplar

MILLS YARDS
Quicksand, Ky. MAIN OFFICE Cincinnati, 0,

Viper, Ky, CI NCI NNATI, OH lO g^^he'ste^'N Y,
West Irvine, Ky. Brooklyn, N, Y,

W. E. HEYSER. President WEAVER MASS. V. President

BENJAMIN BRAMLAGE. Sec'y & Treas.

The W. E. Heyser
Lumber Company

MAIN OFFICE & YARDS
Winton Place

- Cincinnati, Ohio
BRANCH YARDS AND MILLS
West Virginia, Mississippi, Arkansas & Kentucky

12,000,000 ft. High
Grade West Vir-

ginia and Southern

Hardwoods in

stock at all times.

Shipments made
direct from our

own yards and
mills in straight or

mixed cars.

SEND US YOUR INQUIRIES

117 VniT WAMT THE BEST SYSTEM OF ACCURATELY TALLYING AND
ir lUU VYAlll RECORDING LUMBER SHIPMENTS OR RECEIPTS

YOU WILL BE INTERESTED IN

The Gibson Tally Book
This system of tallying lumber is employed by more than two

thousand lumber producers, jobbers and wholesale consumers,

and is available for tallying lumber, logs, flooring, dimension

stock and all other commodities.

Makes three original tallies without the use of loose carbon sheets.

New Catalogue showing twenty-six various forms of tickets sent

free on request.

Ta//^ Book Dept., HardWood 'Rjecord, Chicago
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GOOD
GRADES LUDiNCrfoN

HARDWOOD SPECIALISTS

PROMPT
SERVICE

Look over this full

assortment of dry

stock for prompt
shipment.

When you order be

sure to specify

LOWER PENINSULA
SOFT GRAY ELM

The wood that made
Michigan famous.

Dry Soft Gray Elm

40M 4/4 FAS.
55M 6 4 FAS.
35M 8/4 FAS.
40M 12/4 FAS.
35M 4 4 No. 1

45M 6/4 No. 1

Com.
Com.
Com.
Com.
Com.

25M 8/4 No. 1

40M 12/4 No. 1

25M 10/4 No. 1

& Btr.

17M 16/4 No. 1 Com
&Btr.

ne Method of Piline

(n~Hi §TEARNS
SALT & LUMBER CO. LuDINGTON.MlCH.

Band Sawn Hardwoods
WE PRODUCE OUR OWN STOCKS

Coltonwood-

Our Specialties:

Oak Three Ply Red

Red and Sap Gum

A Few Items We Want To Move
7 cars 4/4" 1st & 2nds Red Gum.

15 cars 4/4" No. 1 Common Red Gum.
5 cars 6/4" Ists & 2nds Sap Gum.
5 cars 4/4" Select Yellow Cypress.

7 cars 4/4" No. 1 Shop Yellow Cypress.

8 cars 4/4" x 13" to 17" Ists & 2nds Cottonwood.

5 cars 5/4" x 6" to 12" Ists & 2nds Cottonwood.

9 cars 4/4" x 13" to 17" Cottonwood Box Boards.

4 cars 4/4" x 18" to 21" No. 1 & Panel Cottonwood.

1 car 3/8" No. 1 Common Qtd. White Oak.

2 cars 1/2" No. 1 Common Qtd. White Oak.

10 cars 6/4" Log Run Soft Maple.

7 cars 4/4" Ists & 2nds Plain Red Oak.

9 cars 4 '4" No. 1 Common Plain Red Oak.

WRITE US FOR PRICES
ANDERSONTULLY COMPANY, Memphis, Tcnn.

BOX SHOCKS and VENEERS

TWO SPECIALTIES
FINELY FIGFRED QIAKTKRKI) KKI) GIM FOR MAHOGAXV OR

tIR« V.SSIAN FINISH AND
FINELY FIGITRED EVEN COLOR ((I'ARTER-SAWN WHITE OAK

Write for
obtaii

booklet hov
ood

G. H. EVANS LUMBER COMPANY, Chattanooga, Tennessee

HARDWOOD RECORD'S
strongest circulation is in the reg;ion where things are made
of wood—WISCONSIN, MICHIGAN, ILLINOIS, IN-
DIANA, OHIO, PENNSYLVANIA. NEW YORK
and the East.

IT'S the BEST SALES MEDIUM for HARDWOOD LUMBER

U^ If_ You Knew
What our BULLETIN SERVICE was doing

for ^our competitor in the lumber business, youd

not onl^ rvant the service yourself, but YOU'D
HAVE IT.

Let Us Tell You About It.

Hardwood Record Chicago
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The

Newest
Hoosier
Band
Saw Mill
We have been building

band mills for thirty-

five years and this New
Hoosier Band Saw
Mill represents the ex-

perience of these years.

The simplest mill in

construction and the

easiest kept in order.

We build this mill in three

sizes, 6, 7 and 8 ft. The
widest saw the 6 ft. mill

will carry is 10"; the 7 and
8 ft. mills will carry 10, 11

or 12" saws. This mill is

built in a substantial man-
ner and embodies all that

is latest and best in Band
' Mill design. The base is

of the heavy extension pat-

tern and is so constructed

that it does not overhang the foundation but extends completely around the mill. By
means of the construction of the column the upper wheel runs in the center of the mill and
is supported both above and below the mandrel. The bearings are long and are chain

oiling.

The tension device has roller bearings and is very sensitive and durable. The upper guide

is raised and lowered by power and is nonbreakable. The lower guide is so arranged that

it can be opened quickly. The roll back of the saw is power driven.

The 6 ft. mill will split a 48" log and lay down a 30" board between saw and column ; the

7 ft. will split a 54" log and lay down a 36" board, the 8 ft. will split a 57" log and lay down
a 42" board.

The Sinker-Davis Co., Indianapolis^ Ind.

Makers of Hoosier Saw Mill Machinery
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LOUISVILLH
THE HARDM^OOD GATEWAV^ OF THE SOUTH

Do you buy at the lowest price

or in the best market ?

OHREWD hiisiness men have learned that one dollar will

^ usuall_v purchase just ahout one hundred cents' worth of

material or service. They know that the chronic harg-ain-

hunter may secure some mighty low prices once in a while,

and also that he gets stung- on some pretty cheap merchan-
dise just al)i)ut as often.

The wise plan is to seek the best market, where you may
be sure of getting- full value for your money; and where there

will be no question about service, about responsibility, about
making good on errors of any kind.

Such a plan is not only safe for the buyer, but likewise

enables him to save energy, often spent in worr3dng over a

poor purchase, in the more important details of his business.

The Louisville Hardwood Market is Headquarters for

-Plain and Quartered Oak, Ash, Poplar, Hickory, Cottonw^ood,

Guni; for Veneers and Panels; for everything, in fact, in the

hardwood line. We want your business on this basis: full

value for your money, and a square deal always.

W. P. Brown & Sons Lumber Co.
Norman Lumber Co.
Anderson Veneer & Sawmill Co.
Edward L. Davis Lumber Co.

Louisville Veneer Mills
North Vernon Lumber Co.
Booker-Cecil Co.
Stemmelen Lumber Co.

Kentucky-Indiana Hardwood Co,

J:
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We Will Quote Unusually Attractive Prices

On the Following List of Band Sawn Poplar:

8 cnrft 1" Is & 28.

2 cars ivy Is & 2s.

S cars iV^" Is & 28.

3 cars 3" Is & 2s.

2 cars 1" Wide Boi.
3 cars 1" Narrow Boi.
4 cars 1" Saps & Selects.
1 car 1Va~ Saps & Selects.
2 cars IVi" Saps & Selects.
2 cars 2" Saps & Selects.

1" Nil i <:<

I "4" No. 1 ft
cars I'/j" No. I Co
cars 2" No. 1 Common.

I cars ZV'" No. 1 Common.
; cars 3" No. 1 Common.
cars 1" No. 2-A Common.

; cars 1" No. 2-B Common,
i cars 2" No. 2 A & B Commpn.
car SVy No. 2 A & B Common.
car 3" No. 2 A & B Common.

ID .STOCK OF PLAIN AND
WHITE OAK. ALI, GRADE.S

Faust Bros. Lumber Co.
SALES OFFICE
CHICAGO. ILL.

MAIN OFFICE
PADUCAH, KY.

Standard for 37 Years
;^

Covel Saw Machinery
The machine shown will automatically

sharpen band resaws from l" to 6"

wide, and it is not necessary to touch
the saws after they come off the

machine.

COVEL MFG. CO., Benton Harbor, Mich.

OAK FLOORING

Kiln-

Dried

HAPDWOOD LUMBER <y\

& MFC. CO.
3A RDIS
^ MI55. -

Polisiied ^^^^^

Hollow

f^ Backed
and

Bundled

Main Ullii'c, I-luiil uiid Yards

MOUND CITY, ILL., adjoining Cairo, 111.

CHICAGO OFFICE—1423 Monadnock Bldg.

Hardwood Lumber
ALL GRADES AND THICKNESSES

Oak and Ash Our Specialty

VENEERS Sawed, Quartered White Oak

! ^*.
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General Market Conditions

CONFLICTING EEPOETS coueerniiig the general conditions in

the lumber business throughout the country make it very dif-

ficult to arrive at any accurate analysis of the lumber market. From

some quarters come the most optimistic reports indicating that mills

are sold practically up to the saw, these reports coming from points

both in the Xorth and South. On the other hand, these statements

are offset by reports of a much more unsatisfactory nature, indi-

cating that there is more lumber at the mills at some points than is

desired, while from the consuming centers representatives on the

ground are really complaining very seriously regarding the general

state of affairs.

Considering the matter from the mill viewpoint, it is really true

that quite a number of mills are undoubtedly sold up on their stock

and are selling right up to the saw at present. In fact, one large

southern hardwood mill concern, which is typical of the Indiana and

Kentucky mill sections, states that this will be the biggest year in

its history, and this concern has seen some pretty big years in the

past. Then again, there is a class of mills whose reports show that

while they are not sold up to the saw, the total aggregate volume

of orders is equal to normal at this time of the year, and they are

maintaining a fair level of orders as compared to cut.

Then there is the third group—mills whch are actually accumu-

lating lumber, but it is very gratifying to note that in the majority

of such cases these accumulations are in very strong hands and are

really being held because the owners of stocks are not willing to let

them go at below what they believe the lumber is worth. It is to be

hoped that this course will prove w'ithin the next month or two to be

wise. It is deplorable that the hardwood mill trade as a whole is

not in a suflSciently strong position to follow the same policy, as

such a policy, if carried out, would unquestionably react favorably

upon both the buyer and seller. As it is now the buyer is constantly

shopping for lumber, perhaps in some cases believing that he will

get cheaper lumber if he waits. The result is that both the buy-

ing and selling ends are somewhat demoralized, neither one follow-

ing its regular course, which necessitates great expense in selling

and great uncertainty in buying, without the usual satisfaction on

either side.

As is usually the case in dull times, the buyers as a whole are

showing a tendency to be much more technical in their inspections

and as a result there are more than the ordinary number of kicks.

It is also a fact that collections are poor. If there were no other

indication, the slowness with which this ofiSce is receiving checks

would indicate that the lumber trade generally is not getting its

share of cash any too quickly.

AS suggested heretofore in this column, the nub of the whole

.

situation is undoubtedly the attitude of the banking element of the

country regarding loans, as there continues to be absolutely no ap-

parent indication of the fundamental weakness in industrial or trade

conditions. It is not likely that the proposed administration cur-

rency bill will have any effect directly in itself upon the business man,

and it is problematical as to whether or not it would really hurt the

banker.

We heard constantly when the postal savings bank was proposed

that if it were actually put into operation the banking system of

the country would be completely demoralized, and the country would

go to ruin. That the exact opposite has resulted is pretty generally

known. Bankers are now predicting the same results if the ad-

ministration currency bill is passed, and it is logical for the layman

to
^
draw the same conclusions regarding this measure that he has

drawn from the conditions surrounding the postal banks.

The average business man is pretty well convinced that the main

thing is to get this administration currency legislation accomplished

and at least try it out. It is of course possible to amend it if it

proves utterly incapable of taking care of situations that might de-

velop. There is apparent a noticeable expression of resentment on

the part of the business man toward the banking element for its

attitude regarding the administration measure, and the business man
wants non-interference of this measure so that it ms-y be passed at

the earliest possible moment, and he seems to be willing to take the

consequences of any dire results that might ensue.

President Wilson 's recent expression on the trust question, in

which he stated that the object of the administration's course is not

to over-throw all combinations but simply to definitely define the

workings of the Sherman anti-trust law, is already showing a good

effect.

It is probable that with this currency measure and the trust regu-

lations definitely shaped up, the main disturbing factor will eventu-

ally be hesitancy resulting from recent tariff revisions. As to that

question, any changes that might have been effected have certain!}'

not been broad enough in their character to have a permanently de-

terring effect upon business in general.

Getting back to the lumber business, the stock condition is strong

as suggested even with tlio weak condition of buying.

It is generally reported from export sections that the export busi-

ness has been more active during the last week or two than for some

little time. The general situation of the different woods is not ma-

terially altered, quartered oak being a strong item, with plain oak

perhaps a little weaker throughout the country but not exceedingly so.

It is pretty generally stated that offerings of gum lumber are a

little firmer as the result of the recent incorporation of the gum as-
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sociation, but tliis cotulition lias not yet definitely resiilteJ in a firmer

market. It phoujd be borne in mind generally tliat the present level

of market values may seem a little less nnsatisfactory if it is realized

that these values, generally speaking, compare unfavorably with the

unusually high level of values that was in evidence before the present

break occurred. i

Probably the best policy is to stand pat as far as possible with

the idea of sizing up the trend of conditions for the first of the

year, as there are good indications in many sections. There is nothing

really weak in stock conditions in the North, as any large stocks are

in strong hands in that section. The same is true of the South. In

the Memphis territory there is of course (]uitp a little lumber, but the

indications are that there will not be ;iiiy iiinluc c|u;uititics manu-

factured during tju' coining winter.

Above High Water
RAl.N'S JJAY DKSCKM) and Uouils iiuiy rise, but tlicic is small

likelihood that the swinging bridge featured in the cover picture

of this issue of H.vkdwood Record will be in danger of disaster. It

is stretched from hill to hill, and the stage of the water beneath it is

of little moment. The structure is not even hung from cables above,

as the custom is with suspension bridges, but the cables run beneath

the bridge's floor. There appears to be nothing to protect the struc-

ture against the force of the wind, and the real danger apparently

comes from wind rather than water. At any rate, a person whose

brain is not proof against dizziness has little business on the bridge,

even when the air is as serenely e.ilni as it appears to have been when

the camera caught the object.

The jihoto is from the rich collection at the Field Museum of

Natural History, (.'liicago. The location is at Granite Falls, in the

state of Washington. It might be presumed that this is a summer

resort and the bridge is one of the attractions, and belongs in the

class with aerial railways, shooting the chutes, and threading the

labyrinth ; but such is not the case. The bridge was built for business,

not for show or amusement. It is the creation of an ingenious west-

ern lumberman who had a lot of shingle bolts on one side of the river

and wanted them transported across to the other side. He figured

that it would be easier to stretch cables from bluff to bluff across the

river than to grade a road down to the stream, build the bridge low

down, and grade a road up the opposite bluff. The western man has

a certain dash about him which is not afraid to take short cuts to the

end sought. The bridge is a sample.

It looks like a risky place for a footman, and passage across by a

mule might be thought an impossibility; yet the bridge was made for

mules, not footmen. A track is laid and a light car, loaded with

shingle bolts, makes many a journey a day. The artist did not suc-

ceed in catching the mule at the moment the picture was snapped, but

nevertheless the level-headed mule is a regular traveler across. He
has never yet fallen off, and, of course, he never will more than once

;

for if he falls, his fall may be compared to Mulciber's in Paradise

Lost: "From morn till noon he fell."

The river and the forests might be mistaken for a scene among

eastern mountains. Hardwoods are mixed with the conifers, but the

western hardwoods are usually of small value compared with those of

the East.

The Tap Lines Win Out
THE COMMERCE COURT on November 20 handed down a de-

cision repudiating the previous decision of the Interstate Commerce

Commission regarding the status of the tap line railroads. The

former decision of the Interstate Commerce Commission was directly

against the tap lines while the recent decision of the Commerce

court is, as stated, directly the opposite.

Briefly, the basis of the decision was the expressed belief of the

court that service performed by the tap line road for a certain shipper

owning that road in full or in part, must necessarily be classed as

interstate commerce when similar service performed for other shippers

is so considered. The court also suggested that it may in some cases

be held that the tap line is merely an adjunct to the plant in the

service that it performs, but that as soon as similar service performed

outside is adjudged interstate commerce, that service as performed

for the proprietary shipper must come under similar classificatiuii.

^Tbe court in making the decision admitted that such a ruling

might give the opportunity for practices that are not legally correct,,

but stated that this ruling is based entirely upon the legal view-

point that the Interstate Commerce Commission must necessarily

formulate regulations that will prevent such evils ratlier than cutting

off the revenues of the carrier.

Thus this long-standing controversy is brought, to a succes.sful

culmination, agreeable to the interests owning such lines.

The State's Rights Contest

Till-; DOCTRINE OF STATE'S RIGHTS came to the surface

for a few hours during the Conservation congress in Wash-

ington, and then disappeared. It was the old question, whether

the water. powers, irrigation projects, forests, coal and other nat-

ural resources situated on government land, and whether the land

itself should be turned over to the states in which those resources

lie. In that event the government would get out of the land

business; national forests would be things of the i>ast; reclama-

tion projects would change hands; the Alaska coal fields would

be thrown open to speculators; and certain states would come
into possession of billions of dollars worth of property which be-

longs to the whole people.

The fight on the floor of the irrigation congress was extremely vig-

orous for a short time; but when a vote was taken the majority

against the measure was overwhelming. Thereupon some of the state 's

rights delegates denounced the convention.

There are no politics in the state's rights question now. It

is a business proposition, and party lines have nothing to do-

with it. The charge has been many times openly made that

large private interests are active in the fight to get those vast

resources out of government control, and turn them over to cer-

tain states. At any rate, the state's rights fight, regarding that

property, did not wax warm until after the government adopted

the policy of administering those enormous properties for the ben-

efit of the whole people, instead of selling them or giving them

away in such a manner that they fell into the hands of specu-

lators.

The contest was carried to the Conservation congress by state's

rights advocates, for the prestige it would give them if they

could win. A victory for them there would have been the first

step toward carrying the fight to the United States Congress.

There are a few men in that body who have made it known that

they would be glad to espouse the fight for state control, which

in most cases means private or corporation control of natural re-

sources. It is a safe guess what the stand of the American people

will be on this question, if an opportunity is ever given them to

express themselves.

Wood's Opportunity

THE VIGOR AND ENERGY displayed in the interest of the

Forest Products Exposition scheduled for Chicago and New York

next spring guarantee success so far as bulk of exhibits and number

of visitors are concerned. That is only a portion of the success

possible. The purpose of the exposition is to increase the use of

wood, or at least to hold the ground which it now has.

The fight is against substitutes. There is no disguising this fact.

Wliatever ground has been lost by wood, if any has been lost, has

gone to the multitudes of substitutes and makeshifts which in recent

years have been pushing to the front with remarkable vigor in well-

planned campaigns to capture markets. Manufacturers of forest

products must meet their rivals and fight to retain what is now held,

and to recover any ground that has been lost.

Something may be learned by studying methods followed by manu-

facturers of substitutes when they place their products on exhibition.

The man with something of metal to sell, or of cement, asbestos or

any other material which is to be substituted for wood, does not

content himself with showing to his prospective customers a crude

mass of the material which he uses ; but he shows the finished product,

so that its appearance when ready for use, and in use, may be judged.

If it is metal, he exhibits a panel of ceiling, or a partition, a filing
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oabinet. a uart whoel, or nliatcver lie lias in the niarkrt. ]f lie is

substitutiiii; asbi'stiis or slate roofing for wood, ho shows the liiiished

shingle or the eoiiiplotv roof, and not a block of the eriule material. If

he is nianiifactiiring a cement floor whicti he is offering as a competitor

of wood, he is not apt to roll out a barrel of cement and invite his

prospective customers to look at it; but ho shows them the most

perfect floor he can make, and endeavors to create in them a desire

for something like it.

That is advertising and it is the kind that counts. Those who have

iiioditics made of wood ought to follow the same course. As
MS practicable, the finished article should be exhibited. An oak

scantling and an oak plank will not attract half the attention that

will be ilrawn to a. line table, cabinet, picture frame, or some other

of a hunilrod finished articles that might be made from the plank

xml scantling. A pile of clear lumber will interest) only the man
who is in the market for lumber; but if made up, it will attract

scores of jicople who would not look a second time at the rough

lumber.

There is no question as to which will bring best results. The
approaching exposition is an invitation to the public to come and

see what >vood is good for, how wide is its range of uses, and how
well it meets all practical requirements. This end cannot be attained

unless a pretty complete line of manufacturing is carried out. Rav,-

material, exhibited in bulk, will not bring the desired result. Of
«ourse, the most that can be expected of an exhibitor is that he

•will show in the best possible way the commodity which he has for

«ale. If that is done, the exposition as a whole will be a success.

Wood will be shown superior to the host of substitutes which are

«ndeavoring to force their way into markets long held by wood.

This will be the first time that a special exposition in the interest

of forest products has been held, and it will attract wide attention.

For that reason a great opportunity will be wasted if the best possible

«lmH ing is not made.

Architects and Furniture Dealers

THE COXTEOVEESY between furniture dealers and architects

concerning the advantages and disadvantages of built-in furni-

ture is not a lumberman 's fight. lie will sell the wood, no matter
whether the sideboarlls, cupboards, bookcases, and window seats are

fcuilt in when the house in built or bought separately afterwards. It

will take about the same amount of lumber in one case as in the other,

the difference, from the lumberman's standpoint, being in the pur-

chaser—whether it is the furniture factory or the planing mill which
fills the architect's or the builder's orders.

A considerable change is taking place in the interior finisli of

bouses, particularly in cities. Permanent fixtures are gradually taking
the place of movable furniture. The bed that disappears in the wall

was one of the first innovations to encroach directly upon the domain
«f the furniture manufacturer. The excuse for the innovation was
the need of saving space in crowded apartments. Built-in book-

shelves and cupboards always had a standing, but the idea has lately

been carried farther than ever before, and the.se necessities and
luxuries are being multiplied. The unmovable sideboard came next.

Architects took advantage of the opportunity, and popularized the

annovation by making it harmonize with the interior finish of the

Tooms much better than was possible if the sideboard were purchaseil

ready made and set in place. The icebox follows the same course,

and is hidden away in a corner where it is not much in tlie way and
18 almost out of sight.

The window seat has not yet put the davenport out of business, but
furniture dealers are afraid it will. Ilatracks and clothes presses are
in the same list. A furniture .journal recently predicted that the time
would soon come when about the only furnishings a family would need
to buy when moving into a new house would be a few chairs and rugs.

The custom of including much of the furniture in the permanent
finish of houses is only following a practice which had long prevailed
in other quarters. Banks, stores, saloons, and many offices are equipped
with permanent fixtures, which constitute tlie kind of furniture needed
m carrying on the particular line of business intended. The manu-
facture of such fixtures is a large industry in this country.
The architect suggests many advantages of fixed furniture for resi-

liences. Its harmonious effect is oiic of them. Its cheapness and
convenience are others, because there are no moving bills to pay or

damages to make good when families come and go. On the other

hand, the furniture manufacturers and dealers are not without argu-

ment on their side. They charge fixed furniture with being insanitary,

and they protest against the monotony when looking at the same
objects and the same arrangement year in and year out. The privi-

lege of buying new things, when the old have grown tiresome, is

denied. Clieapness of the permanent furniture, they say, is more ap-

parent than real; for its cost is figured in the rent, or in the price if

the house is sold.

Humanitarianism Pays
THE NEW TIIOCCHT situks to api.ly nowadays as much to

methods of handling labor and in getting the highest eflSciency

from them as it does to the mere installation of modern equipment.
Various ideas have been tried out with more or less success in this

connection, but one which promises to be unnsually successful is being

put into operation by a large southern veneer concern located at

Louisville, Ky. For years the management of the Kentucky Veneer
Works, the concern in question, has been bothered each holiday sea-

son by the countless requests of small advances of five or ten dollars

to tide over the employe during the holidays. These advances were
not only annoying but in many cases resulted in actual loss to the
company.

For some little time this concern has been working overtime several

days in each week and the idea was suggested by the mill foreman
recently that in order to induce the men to remain satisfied under
the overtime conditions and at the same time to successfully take

care of the advance money requests, the workmen be asked to allow

the company to hold up all overtime pav-meuts, the company to agree

to add ten. per cent in each case to the amount of overtime due on

, the payday before Christmas. The idea not only took immediately
but the men have been doing their utmost to make the overtime pile

up. In some cases quite a nice sum is already due to the better paid

men and before Christmas comes around the aggregate held in trust

will be quite considerable. However, this concern figures that it is

more than breaking even on the arrangement, besides avoiding all

the annoyance and apprehension of loss that was formerly experienced

under the old methods. The idea seems entirely a feasible one and
it might be that it could be successfully carried out by other concerns.

Forestry for Laymen
r^ XE OF THE COMMITTEE EEPOETS submitted to the recent
^^ Conservation congress in Washington contained the following

pointed conclusion: "Too many schools are turning out professional

foresters, and not enough are teaching forestry to the layman." This

criticism of American forestry schools was doubtless not intended to

be as sweeping as it seems. It is a criticism of omission rather than
commission; a charge that this branch of education in America is

growing lopsided by developing the theoretical at the expense of the

practical. It may be inferred that the remedy lies in more education

for the man who owns timber and cuts lumber, and less catering to

that branch of forestry which deals with tree planting, estimating

the yield a hundred years ahead, studying the habits of dominant and
tolerant species, and numerous other phases of the science, which are

interesting but not very important in this country now. In other

words, the point of the criticism seems to be that there are too many
men who know why and too few who know how.

A concrete case will illustrate what the committee probably had in

mind when it made the report. A timber company in the Lake states

employed three graduates of three high-class forest schools and sent

them, each to a different camp, to oversee the log cutting. Instruc-

ticms were to bank the ash, basswood, and elm logs separately. It

turned out that not one of the foresters could separate the logs ac-

cording to species, and all were thoroughly .mixed at the dump. These
young men could have formulated a plan of management for a planted

forest, according to the books, from tlie seedbed to the final harvest

eighty years in the future; but that was not the problem that faced

them when they went into the Michigan woods. They had been thor-

oughly drilled in European methods, but not in the practice of the

woods where they worked on their first jobs.
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A " liiyman forester," such as the committee recommended in its

rojiort, would have known ash from basswood. He might not be thor-

oughly grounded in such technical books as "Schlich's Manual," but

he would make good at a sawmill. He would recognize the commer-

cial timbers ; could tell good from bad ; could cut logs without unnec-

essary waste, build roads, throw rough bridges across streams, haul

and skid the logs, saw the lumber, stack it intelligently, would know

when it w-as dry enough to ship, and would have some ideas on the

subject of markets. In addition to this, he would be able to plan fire

protection, and could fight fire, and look out for a future stand of

trees, as far as his circumstances might allow.

These accomplishments may be acquired partly in schools, partly in

practice. The man so trained is not a substitute for the professional

forester, but an assistant. The complaint appears to be that the

forestry schools :ire turning out too many bosses and not enough

workers.

The South
APliOMlNENT SOUTllliKNEU now rosidiug at Memphis, who

has made a distinct and enviable place for himself in the business

and political world by sheer perseverance and force of character,

states that the number of real, live, native-bo^n southern hustlers is

co.mparatively small. This statement coming from a true-born son

of the South is especially convincing and merely backs up the opinion

of most northerners getting closely in touch with general conditions

in the southern states.

It can be safely said that the development of the South has come

through the shrewdness, business ability and hustle of northern busi-

ness pioneers wiio have had the courage to undertake the opening up

of the tremendous resources of that section of the United States.

One sees constantly the steadily increasing influence which the North

is having on the southern development, and even a casual study of

the personnel of the business element in the southern states shows

that beyond doubt the statement referred to is correct.

The same man made the statement that the South will never really

begin to develop until such time as it awakens to a realization of the

possibilities of manufacturing its own raw material. Some time ago

Hardwood Kkcord pointed out that it seemed a foolish policy to pay

high freight cost on veneer logs, veneer and'imported furniture woods

from southern points to northern furniture manufacturing sections.

and then to pay a further heavy charge for hauling the finished

product back to southern markets. This condition is true not only

of lumber, veneer and other products of the forest, but it is true

in many of the other lines wherein raw materials are derived from

the southern field, shipped to the North for refining or manufacturing

into the ultimate product, and then reshipped to the southern mar-

kets in the final form.

The tremendous development that would unquestionably result

immediately upon the application of a new system in the southern

states is beyond estimate. The establishment of one furniture

factory, for instance, in a southern city would mean the employment

of a large number of operatives, who would not only maintain them-

selves but their families in the community wherein they were em-

ployed. If this idea were carried out as far as feasible in this

particular line, the number of new homes which would be built and

furnished in the South would offer a tremendous field for the sale

of various products going into homemaking and maintenance. This

result would be multiplied hundreds of times over by the establish-

ment of similar remanufacturing establishments using the various

other natural resources found in that part of the country.

The ultimate result would not only be a great economic strength-

ening of the southern states, but would mean an equalization of the

burden of maintaining mankind throughout the country. Instead of

the impractical '
' back to the farm '

' cry, which is constantly being

forced into the ears of the city workingman, who would in ninety-

nine cases out of a hundred make absolute failures as farmers,

the cry might w-ell be "go to the South where you can continue in

your present line of eflort, probably under much more favorable

conditions than now surround you '

'

Whatever may have been responsible for the astounding develop-

ment in the South, it is to be hoped that the element making for

that development will persevere until it has secured a still further

develojiiiK'nt that will embrace the conditions suggested.

An Excellent Selection

T^IIE ELECTION OE JOHN M. PRITCIIAKD of Memphis, Tenu.,

•*• to the secretaryship of the newly organized Gum Lumber Manu-
facturers' Association, speaks well for tlie wisdom of the members of

the board of directors and officers of that organization. Mr. Pritchard

comes into his new duties well equipped in everj' way to carry them

through to a successful conclusion.

It cannot be denied that the most important feature of an organi-

zation of this character is that it secure the services of a secretary who
is thoroughly competent to not only carry on the routine work, which

is really the small part of the association's efforts, but to so exploit

the purposes and ideas of the organization that the entire trade will

come to realize that it cannot afford to withhold membership.

Then, too, there are other very important matters which will come

under Mr. Pritchard 's direct supervision, such as the preparation of

the exhibit for the Forest Products Exposition, which exhibit will

offer gum manufactui'ers the very opportunity they have been looking

for, and also the matter of successfully broadening tlie general mar-

ket for gum along other lines as previously outlined.

The Gum Lumber Manufacturers' Association is starting under

auspicious conditions, and now that it has secured the services of one

so well equipped to successfully handle the office of secretary, it is

entirely within bounds to predict that within the near future this

will become recognized as one of the most important and efficient

organizations in the country.

It is interesting to note also that at the recent meeting of the board

of directors, a definite policy was adopted putting the association on

record as being entirely neutral regarding its relations with other

lumber organizations.

Some Valuable Suggestions

THE PAPER READ by Henrik C'ronstrom of Kaukas Fabrik, Fin-

land, before the members of the National Veneer & Panel Manu-

facturers' Association, which met at the Auditorium hotel, Chicago,

on December 9, contained some mighty valuable suggestions that could

very well be given due consideration by American veneer and panel

manufacturers.

Mr. Cronstrom's paper described the veneer industry as it is carried

on in Russia, where it has attained large proportions. His outline of

the processes in vogue in that country indicates that their methods

are 'entirely different in a great many cases from the methods em-

ployed by American manufacturers. It must be confessed that Mr.

Cronstrom's close comparison of the results obtained by the two

methods would not in all cases indicate that American methods are

the best, although it is probably a fact that they are best adapted to

American conditions. However, his paper was full of suggestions

covering different phases of the process of veneer manufacture.

Of particular interest is Mr. Cronstrom 's detailed description of

the process of steaming logs under pressure, and the most excellent

results that are gotten thereby. This suggestion is entirely worthy

of the fullest consideration on the part of American manufacturers,

and, inasmuch as it has been conclusively proven that the very highest

type of results can be gotten through the steaming of lumber under

pressure after sawing, it is reasonable to suppose that equally satis-

factory results will be secured by the employment of Mr. Cronstrom's

suggestions.

This paper was but one of the many which were invaluable to mem-
bers of the veneer and panel association. The close attention that

was given to all the papers read and the excellent attendance that

was maintained throughout the business sessions, would indicate that

the results of this last meeting will prove to be greater than the-

results of almost any previous meeting of this organization. It is

yearly proving of more and more value to its members, and there is

no reason why it should not eventually expand to embrace the entire

veneer and panel industry, so that uniformity of all methods of

manufacture, merchandizing, accountings, etc., will be accomplished,

with the resultant benefit to the entire veneer and panel industry.
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Pert^ Pertinent and Impertinent

li 1 were lirok>>. ili'iid lnokc. .vnii kuow.

Jlollier o' mint-.

I know how I could pick up somo iloir^li.

Mother o' niinp :

1 would pick up a wrestling star or so.

Just hire a hall and slve a show.

And the public would come acinss. I kno

Mother o" min<'.

Another Way Out
(Willi Apol<ij:iis lo Uiuljard Kipling i

Or. If all those I owe were hounding me.

Mother o' mine.

And collectors simply would not let me be.

Mother o' mine.

I'd pick up some lad with a good, stiff punch.

In the white hope game we'd clean up the bunch.

And thus I could still fight shy of free lunch.

Mother o' mine.

l'"or this gay old world is ever the same.

Mother o' mine

;

The rose smells as sweet under any name.

.Mother o' mine

:

And he who for riches and good eats yearns

Tan easily cop what another earns

.\nd still he a man "for a' that." says Burns
Miillicr o' mine.

TWO VIEW-POINTS OF THE HARDWOOD LUMBER SITUATION

It depends somewhat on how you spend your tin

A Gentle Knock

"That girl has pretty hair." remark. 'd the

young man.
"Yes," said the damsel he was witli. "and

she has some at home that is even prettier." —
Courier-Journal.

Busting Loose

"I love to go Into a 10 cent store."

"Why so?"

"Even a man with a dollar hill can bust into

one of those places and buy recklessly. "—Courier-

Joumal.

Making the Children Spell

Joseph 1". Tumulty, sicntnry to Tresldent

Wilson, tells of a former member of the .lersey

City board of education who. upon a visit to one

of the schools, took a reader from the teacher's

band and addressed the nearest little girl.

"My dear, can you spell "eggpit?'
"

The little girl didn't recognize the word.

was willing to take a chance, so she said :

"E-g-g-p-I-t."

"Erroneous—can anybody else spell It?"

Inquisitor asked, looking over the room.

Other children tried. Some spelled It

one g, others with two t's. Still wrong.

but

member of the board had his big finger on the

word and knew. He turned to the teacher.

"Of course, ma'am, you know how to spell it?"

The teacher blushed and confessed that, while

she was not familiar wMth the word, she would
expect it to be spelled as it sounded—"e-g-g-

p-l-t."
'

"Not familiar with it !" roared the guardian of

the public instruction. "Not familiar with it

—

it's right here in the book !"

The teacher looked and saw the word—Egypt.
—.Minneapolis Morning Tribune.

Taking No Chances

A little city boy could not be persuaded to visit

the farm and people could not understand why.

At last he took a friend into his confidence and

said that he had heard about the threshing

machines th^y had on the farm— "And," said

he. "it's bad enough by hand."

No, Indeed!

The old lady stopped outside the mirrored

compartment and belligerently faced the hoy in

buttons.

"Well, I declare ! If you think for one min

lite that I'm goln' to pay my good money for

that pig-sty with a foldin' bed. you're mist.iken.

I suppose you think that just because I'm

from the country "

"Get in. ma'am." returned the boy in disgust.

"This is not your room. It's the elevator."

In Bostonese.

A New York man in ISoston was overtaken

by hunger late one night. He entered a quick

lunch restaurant, perched himself atop of a
stool, and said to the waiter : "Sinkers and
coffee."

"Sinkers? Sinkers?" said the waiter. "To
what do you refer, sir?"

"Sinkers are doughnuts in New Y'ork," the

customer explained.

"Oh. I beg your pardon." replied the waiter.

"Here we always refer to them as submarines."
—yew York Tribune.

Cheap Enough

"Last evening a beautiful girl sat beside me
ut a dinner and whispered that she considered

me the cleverest man she had ever met."

"What was the result?"

"It cost me .$4 for a taxi."

—

Chicago Recont-

Hcrald.
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A Trip to the Caucasus
Editor's Note

H. S. Bacou ol' the R. S. Bacon Veneer Company. Cbleueo, 111., and John N. Pernod of tbe Pernod Walnut & Veneer
Company. Kansas City. Mo., returned about two weeks ago from a most Interesting visit to the bonie of the Circassian
walnut, the Caucasus mountains. In the province of Trans-Caucasia. Russia.

Mr, Hacon and Mr. Pernod made the trip to consult with their foreign representative, Henry Hoffman of Batum.
Mr. rioffman does a largo business in nssemliling (Circassian walnut logs for distribution throughout tbe world. Mr.
Bacon has been kind enough to supply H.Miiiwinpo Hicidun with a slory of bis trip and a number of first-class photo-
graphs Illustrating tbe character ot the country and Its inhabitants.

The land which produces the Circassian walnut tre

.•;illed the "Cradle of Civilization."

Mt. Ararat, upon which Noah's ark rested,

is only a tew miles from Tiflis, now the capi-

tal of Russian Trans-Caucasia and formerly

the capital of the Georgian kingdom. It is

quite jTobalile that history has made a slight

mistake and that the famous dove brought

back a walnut leaf and not an olive leaf, as

the walnut grows on higher ground.

The trip to the Caticasus begins when the

steamer leaves Constantinople for Batum, and

we were fortunate in catching the Austman

Lloyd steamer, "Stamboul, " a very comfort-

able ship. The view- of Constantinople from

tlie out-going ship is most picturesque. We
pass the old walls, the government buildings,

the palaces of the Sultan, and the forts that

command the Bosphorus. On both sides of

this narrow waterway rise beautiful hills, and,

wherever a house can hang on, is a Turkish

home. I don 't believe there is another ten

miles of more beautiful scenery in the world

than the Bosphorus. The first stop of any

importance is Samsoun, where the boat spends

the entire day discharging its cargo into small

lia.s been aptly boats. The Turks do not believe in improvements and there are no

docks on the entire Turkish coast. We went ashore and after

wandering around most filthy streets we
finally saw the sign in English, "Expert
Leaf Tobacco," and here we found four

Americans who buy seven million dollars

worth each year of Turkish tobacco for

American cigarettes. We were received like

long-lost brothers and enjoyed a delightful

dinner at their comfortable home. If we
had not gone ashore, I would say that Sam-
soun was a most beautiful city, with its

white and pink houses against the soft green

of the mountains as a background. After

close contact with the dirt and stench of the

narrow streets one forgets its beauty and

remembers only its vileness. In the streets
^

of Samsoun are many queer little wagons
with no seats. The Turks sit cross-legged

on the floor. It 's a common sight to see a

fat Turk, probably weighing two hundred

and fifty pounds, riding on a patient donkey

scarcely larger than a good sized dog.

On a hill behind Samsoun one can plainly

see the ruins of the ancient city of Amysos
CHIC.\GO. mentioned in the Bible as the land of the

^n
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Hittitos. A wonderful old Greek fortress stands fairly well preserved

ou top of a high hill to the east. It was built about four hundred

years before Christ and made of stone so largo that modern engineer-

" IBiS.\__3>'i._5^.,

iNi; iir IlMllMANNS l.iH. lAKI'S l;\ll \1

ing skill would be taxed to place tlieiii there. How the amient >ui-

. eded will remain one of the secrets of his-tory.

It was a funny sight to see a Turkish barber at worU on his

iiL-tim who sits anywhere in the

street and is shaved without the

help of soap or water.

Tribizonde is- the last stop be-

fore Batum. Here the Caravans

started for the interior of Persia

in the year 401 B. C. The fa-

mous retreat of Xenophon and

his ten thousand Greeks ended

here. Here he reached safety

and found supplies for his ex-

hausted troops after a march of

1,500 miles through hostile coun-

try.

The Caucasian mountains are

located at the extreme south-

east corner of Europe, in Russia

and form a solid wall, seven

hundred miles long and extend-

ing from the Black sea to the Caspian. These mountaias are from eight

to sixteen thousand feet high and in the entire seven hundred miles.

only two passes are known. The Caucasian mountains have been a

barrier between Europe and Asia since the world began and army

after army has gone to pieces against them. On the north slope of

the Caucasian range, are the Steppes of Russia, with a climate about

like Dakota and from this region comes the well-known Cossack. In

a distance of about seventy miles the climate is entirely changed and

the south side of thei-e same mountains enjoys a sub-tropical climate

and here grow olives, oranges and palms.

The history of the Caucasus begins in tradition with Thargamos, a

great grandson of Japhet, son of Xoah, and later this land was the scene

of the Greek Argonautic expeditions. It was near Batum that Jason

found the Golden fleece and slew the dragon that breathed fire from

his nostril.'. The people in the beginning were Argon tribes. Alex-

ander the Great and his army conquered part of the Caucasus and

Pompey's Roman legions later held the coast, after which came the

Byzantine Empire. Then for a long period the Mongols from across

the Caspian sea under Tamerlane held the plains and coast and in

turn were driven back by the Arabs who controlled in the eighth

century. Venetians, Persians, and Turks each in time, held more or

less of this historical part of the world, but through all these changes,

the Georgian kingdom remained a natiim from 302 B. C. until the

beginning of the nineteenth century, more than two thousand years.

During all this period the invading army held the coast and parts

of this country, but the native had only to return to his mountains

^
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wild growths of walnut forests. The best trees for veneer purposes

come from the district of Gooda-oot and Sukhum, one hundred to

two hundred miles north of Batum and from the shore line back

twenty miles or more. The best colored wood grows high in the

mountains and in some cases apparently out of solid rock. The trees

growing in such places are small but of a very fine color, with

strong light and dark contrast.

The trees growing in low places

are larger and more free from

defects, with less color, mostly

brown, similar to Turkish wal-

nut.

I was able to get a good pic-

ture of one of Mr. Hoffmann's

producers, a genuine Circassian.

TJhe revolver and long knife are

always in evidence and the Cir-

cassian gentleman is most care

ful of his dress and quite a

dandy. The costume is never

complete without the knife and

revolver. Across the breast are

two diagonal rows of cartridges,

a relic of former grandeur. The

laws forbid real cartridges, so

all now wear wooden imitations

with inlaid silver or carved bone

tops. These producers go back

in the country districts to small

villages, buy a few trees from

one man and a few from another,

sometimes only one tree being

bought. The logs are collected

and hauled by oxen or water

buffalo to the nearest stream

and as soon as the logs are dry

enough to float, they are sent

down to the coast. Very often

there is no stream and the logs

are hauled miles over the rough

mountain roads. Small sailing

vessels carrying about fifty tons

bring the logs to Batum or Poti,

where the exporters receive and

sort them. The day we reached

Batum, a small ship was unload-

ing, the boat could not get

nearer the beach than one or

two hundred feet, so the logs

were thrown overboard and two

men up to their arm pits in

water, tied ropes around them

while twelve or fifteen men
pulled them out on the beach.

It would seem a very slow and

expensive process, but labor is

cheap (about seventy- five cents

per day), and time is never con-

sidered when '
' east of Suez. '

'

The burls have been in great

demand for many years and are

practically exhausted. Burl

hunters now go across the Caspian as far as Bokhara. It is necessary

for a log buyer to speak several languages or dialects for the manner
of speech changes in almost every section. The gentlemen in this

picture, with almost no education, speak four languages and many
dialects. It is easy to see how difficult it would be for any Ameri-
can to travel and secure logs from the natives.

The logs arrive in Batum just as they are felled, with bark and some-
times limbs on them, and it is here, in the sorting and trimming

THE BE.\rTii'Tr. i;i:(iU(:iAN hh.vd, the milit.\ry pass main-
tained ACROSS THE CAUCASUS BY RUSSIA.

yards, that the wondciful adze men do such beautiful work. . It is a

study to watch them hew and adze these logs. They never seem to

make a miss cut and the log when finished looks as though it had been

planed. A large ]icr lont of the log is wasted as most of the sap has

to bo cut off and many thousands of feet have thus gone into

(•hi]ps. Ill these yards work Turks, Armenians, Persians and Tar-

tars, all with long knives, often

to the outsider, apparently ready

to kill each other; but, I under-

stand, not much quarreling and

very little fighting occur. The
Turks are very devout and stop

work at certain hours, wash face,

bands and feet, go through their

prayers right on a log or any-

where they happen to be—it

makes no difference to them how
many spectators they have.

One of Mr. Hoffmann 's yards is

in the Turkish part of Batum
and entirely surrounded by Turk-

ish homes, and a poorer class of

people it is hard , to imagine.

The women seemed industrious

and were quite often about the

yard drying clothes on the logs

iir picking up chips for the fire.

Their faces were always covered

with a black mask or shawl, not

even their eyes showing. It is a

mortal sin for any man other

than their husbands to look on

their faces, and they guard them

most carefully.

Circassian walnut has been

u.?ed locally for many years and

some of the oldest furniture is

made of solid walnut. The work-

manship is crude and as cabinet

makers the Circassians do not

excel. Batum is the principal

port for exporting walnut, and
while some logs are sold in

Europe, America now takes a

very large percentage. The gov-

ernment imposes a heavy export

duty on all shipments and this,

together with the high freight,

forms a very considerable part

of the cost. Add to this the

fact that the exporter njust buy

entire lots from the producer

and often has to receive logs he

launot ship. These poor logs are

an entire loss for there is no

market in Batum for inferior

logs or lumber. It can readily

be seen that these conditions

will cause Circassian walnut to

remain one of the most expensive

of woods.

The scenery of the Caucasus

is wonderful. There can be no more beautiful coast than that of

the Black sea with the snow-capped mountains that rise majestically

from the water. This old country has many wonderful advantages

and some day its natural beauty and resources will advance it to a

great place among the sights of the world. Then Switzerland and the

Canadian Rockies will have to take second place among the famous
scenic countries.

Many strange and interesting sights are seen on the streets of

I'REETS OP BATUM.



1. IIAI!H(II{ (>1- KATUM, SUH'I'IM; I'ciINT KuU CIUCASSIAN WALNTT. 2. THK BOSl'llolMS- KlUoriC ON ONK SIDH. ASIA ON THE
(p'HIEU. .'{. TOWER OF GAI.KTA AND I'EnA. CONSTANTINO I'LE. 4. WATER WHEELS KINNINd MODERN MOTORS FOR LHiHT-
INi;. .-,. LOOKIXO NORTH FROM BATrM INTO THE CUtCASSIAN COUNTRY. l!. TVIMCAL TURKISH TOWN ON BI.AOK SEA,

SIIiri'INC POINT FOR TURKISH WALNUT. 7. TRADITIONAL iMOHAMMEDAN WINE CASK—CLEANLINESS NOT A I'RE-

REQUISITE. 8. SAMSOUN IIARHHR SHOP—NO SOAP OR WATER USED
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Batum. Moliauiinei.lan pilgrims from Bokhara cross tbe Caspian on

their way to Mecca, some of them with beards, teeth and finger nails

dyed a carrotty red. Queer looking home-made carts, constructed en-

tirely of wood, even with wooden pegs for nails, and pulled by the

water buffalo, are common in this section. The Russian regiments

all singing as they march are most entertaining. Falcons are still

used by hunters and we saw several returning after a day's hunting,

with a good supply of small birds. A funeral procession in this land

has some features that seem odd to an American. Four men carry

the lid of the coflin on their shoulders, and following them arc six men
carrying the cotlin with the deceased plainly, in view of all. Wine
is made in the country districts and brought to Batum in goat skins,

pig skins and sometimes o.xskinf. I am told they are not always too

sanitary. Queer looking little victorias which are called droskies are

ever present ready to take you on a gallop most anywhere in Batum
for twenty-five kopecs, which is equal to about twelve and a half

cents in our money. Batum has a fine boulevard and bathing beach

and every day there is "September Morn." The beach for men and
women is separated only by about two hundred feet of air, not even

a wire fence. Mot a batli lioufo in sight and both men and women

undress on the beach and take their bath, "au uaturel"—not a

bathing suit on the entire beach.

I noticed men both at Batum and Tiflis with strings of bead.s in

their hands or around their necks. I thought it was something like

a rosary and had some religious significance, but I found out that

it was worn only by men who did not smoke and was used as a play-

thing to keei) their fingers busy.

The Kussian calendar is fourteen days behind ours and it seemed

strange to arrive in Batum as we thought on October- 2 and find out it

was September 18. Batum was part of Turkey until 1878, when the

treaty of Berlin gave it to Kussia and since then the Russians have

made wonderful improvements and built a new Russian town with

paved streets and fine parks.

The old or Turkish Batum remains unchanged with Mosciues,

bazaars and coffee shops. Everything is done in the most crude way,

just as it was done in the time of Christ. The Mohammedan does

not want new civilization and says that when Mohammed returns to

earth they want him to find everything just as he left it and he

probably will unless woman suffrage extends tn Turkey and the

ladies get a chance to change things.

\ygoi.v;aoa^;>^'.;g.yxeo^:>tiiati>.'TO5t;^^ aM.i^Hyx 'W^iVi'a'.

Talk to Gum Manufacturers
Editor's Note

The following communication, although somewhat riiili

iiiti'i-ior finish manufacturer, who. owinp to unsatisfactory
hnviiig secured gum that was seasoned in a satisfactory lii

The writer has noticed that a gum manufacturers' association has

been formed for the purpose of furthering the sales of gum, and

educating the consumers of lumber up to the desirability of gum as

a substitute for other woods.

The millstone around the neck of gum is substitute.

"So other wood occupies this undesirable position.

Is oak a substitute? Is ]ioplar? Is ash? jS'o; tliey stand uu

their own merits.

The very name, ''gum," carries a Ijurden of o]iprobrium.

This probably applies more particularly to the domestic trade; but

at that, the exports of gum for 1912 (60,000,000 feet), were pitifully

small, representing only the good end of the cut of eight or nine

ordinary mills.

The writer's first introduction to gfum was in 1888. At that time

considerable effort had been made toward introducing gum on its

merits; and quite a number of architects were impressed enough with

its beauty, and what was still more appealing, its low ]irice, to

specify it for interior finish.

The results, however, were discouraging and disappointing. The
material was restless" and tried its best to leave the wall to which it

was nailed and crawl around the room.

How much of the gum you are shipping today is as straight as

poplar?

The writer 's first view of gum was of a pile of base blocks, about

fifty in number, whose dimensions were I%"x3i4"-^"". These blocks

had warped from 14" to %", and were so very crooked that the

dimensions are vivid to this day in his memory.
This trait showed up everywhere, and gum got so black an eye that

no one wanted it at any price. Persistent salesmen occasionally per-

suaded reluctant consumeis to try it and only incurred the enmity of

the customer afterward.

Of course better methods of production and better methods for

re-manufacture came with the years; but today, gum is being used

principally be^'ause other woods have gone so high in price that it

is cheap enough to permit of its use.

Would gum be used to any extent today if poplar, basswood, birch,

etc., were at the same "jirice level?

What a humiliating position for a beautiful and honest wood ; tlie

bulk of it used only because it is cheap!

This beautiful wood a substitute when it ought to hold its head

high and point to its surpassing i|nalitiesl

ill. is printed without comment. It is written by au
•xpciience with gum, twice abandoned its use ; but latterly,
iini'i', has become an enthusiast over it.

(let away from the word "substitute."

Fine every man in your employ who uses this word a thousand
dollars.

('onsigu this word, once for all, to the limbo of oliliviou.

You are selling a wood that is superior to jioplar. to liasswood. to

birch and the rest of the close-grained woods.

Suppose you could ship gum of any width (Iio.v boanls iiicliuled)

that is as straight and flat as poplar.

Couldn't .your salesman talk enthusiastically on the following points

as compared to ordinary poplar:

Perfect as to being flat and .straight.

Stronger by far.

Can be brought to a smoother surface; consequently will take a

better polish in finishing.

Will not split as easily.

Comes in more desirable widths and lengths.

Is '

' springier. '

'

Is harder; therefore is not so easily marred or dented.

That it has a far richer and more pleasing appearance.

That it has more character and "life."

Suppose you could ship gum that will lioJcl its shape after it is fin-

ished, better than ordinary poplar.

That the tendency to come and go under varying atmosijlieric con-

ditions is almost entirely eliminated.

That the tendency to warp and twist is gone.

That it can be kiln-dried in less time.

Th.nt it will not shrink appreciably in kiln-drying.

That it will not case-harden in kiln-drying.

That it will increase the capacity of the customer's kiln.

That it is a thoroughly dependable and honest wood.
That it will not rot or decay as easily; therefore has a longer life.

And then, could not your salesman end up with :
'

' And it 's a

bla.sted shame that I'm quoting you this price."

Suppose that besides, you could effect an economy of from three

to four dollars per M in the production of this kind of gum, and in

addition reduce your investment in slowly drying lumber by anywhere
from .$10,000 to $25,000, wouldn't this interest you.'

Why not put gum '

' on the map '
' as the lumber ?

Quite a number of your neighbors are producing this kind of gum.

Every producer and user of "Kraetzercured " lumber is cognizant

of these facts. A Re-manufacturer.
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Minnesota s Wood-Using Industries

Miniio-iita is one of the latest states tu piihlisli .-i rc|>urt of it.><

wood-using inilustries. The report comes from the press of the State

Forestry Boanl at St. Paul, and is haiulsomely printetl, adequately il-

lustrated, and its apiiearauce creates a favorable impression.

The field work on which the report is based was carried out by

John T. Harris, statistician iu the United States Forest Service; and

a chapter on the state's timber resources has been added by William

T. Cox, forester for Minnesota. It is, therefore, a work done under

a co-operative agreement between- the federal government and the

state of Minnesota. Its purpose was to collect data on the uses of

woods by factories. The output of sawmills did not fall within the

scope of the investigation. It is an account of what becomes of

lumber after it leaves the sawmills, or so much of it as may be con-

verted nto products by further manufacture. Lumber and timbers

used in the rough for building purposes are not included.

The state is rich in both softwoods and har.dwoods. The former

predominate in quantity, the latter e.xcel in variety. The last

primeval forests of white pine in the United States are iu Minnesota.

The areas where this valuable softwood is found contain large

amounts of Norway or red pine, jack pine, spruce, tamarack, and

lesser quantities of other softwoods. Further south in the state are

situated the hardwood forests. The regions where timber of this

type abounds in largest quantity are known as the '
' Big Woods. '

'

Clay soil prevails there and the land is being cleared for agriculture

as the stands of timber are removed. The principal hordwood mills

in Minnesota are situated in that region.

The state forester estimates the value of Minnesota's timber re-

sources at .$975,000,000, which does not take into account the pros-

pective value of second growth which will be cut in future years.

The state 's area is 84,282 square miles, of which 5.637 are water,

and 52,000 forest. There are 8,000 lakes. These are rapidly silting

up; 2,000 former lakes have already disappeared, and it is predicted

that 3,000 others will disappear in the next fifty years.

The annual demand for lumber for further manufacture is 958,-

025,398 feet, as is shown by statistics in the report. Approximately,

125,000,000 feet of this consists of hardwoods, of which nearly half

is made.up of birch and basswood, but twenty-three other hardwoods

are listed. The total number of woods reported is forty-five. The

accompanying table lists these woods, together with amount of each

used, and the average cost of each.

.Sc.MMARV OF Woods Used .^xni-ai.i.t in Minnesota

Feet b. m.

White pine 463,208,450

Norway pine 169,192,979

Jack pine 65,241,422

Spruce 46,312,000

Tamarack 31,575,301

Birch 30,780,044

Basswood 24,278,769

Douglas fir 19.597,271

Balm of Gllend 13,118,000

Red oak 12,773,189

W^hlte oak 12,487,106
Hemlock 10,004,168

Sitka spruce 9,457,020

Aspen 8,236,500

Balsam fir 7.491.600

Sugar maple 7,414,287

White ash 5,342,189

Shortlcaf pine 3,480,647

"White elm 2.984.337

Western -white pine 2.227,000

Cottonwood 1,594,519

Western yellow pine 1,533,800

Chestnut 1,041,850

Western red cedar 943,231

Black ash 938,403
Kcd gum 872,880
Western hemlock 872,600
Yellow poplar 821,187

<:jT)ress (bald) 819,862

Cost per

1,000 feet

?16.31

15.74

13.91

16.45

15.91

21.76

15.30

25.72

15.15

36.71

42.47

12.22

22.40

12.77

15.08

26.92

32.30

.31.61

18.08
29.18

26.17

29.53

24.08

27.00

29.58

29.10

15.41

54.07

36.14

i-""si™f i""" .;'H,.7.;:i lio.ui
t-'ork elm 504.604 1S.33
Mahogan,- 481,405 152.47
.Northern white cedar 350,000 13.71
Silver niiiple 339.532 22.05
Hickory 244,400 56.42
Black walnut 161,639 104.08
Cherry (l)lnck) 155,540 92.96
Redwood - 135,505 27.12
Butternut 120,000 35.61
Sugar pine 75,000 40.00
Western iareh 61,249 30.09
Spanish cedar 5o!oOi) 35.00
Beech 20,000 22.00
Circassian walnut 15.00U ,300.00
Post oak 10.000 40.00

Total 958,025,398 $17.58
The raw material docs not all roach the factories in the form of

lumber, .though most of it does. Some arrives as bolts and billets,

and some as saw logs. In the latter case the whole process of manu-
facture from the log to the finished product is carried out in the

same e.staVjlishmont.

Twenty important and many minor industries in Minnesota use

wood is some form as raw material for further manufacture. The
smallest industry which is separately considered in the report is boat
building which demands only 107,000 feet of lumber a year; the
largest is planing mill products with a total demand of 667,021,508

feet. The others range between, as is shown in the accompanying
industry table. The total cost of all reported raw material was .$16,-

844,033. Approximately 133,000,000 feet, of the total of P.i^.nnn,-

000, was grown in the state.

SUMMARY OF WOODS USED BY INDUSTRIES OF MINBESOIA
Quantity used Avera¥;p Total Grown in Grown out

annually cost cost .Minnesota Minnesota

Induscries Feet li. m. Per cent 1,000 ft. factory Feet b. m Feet b. m
Planing mill products 657.021.508 09 62 $15,70 $10,473,303 652,097,508 14,924,000
.Sa^h doot, blinds and gen-

eral miUwork 99,346,475 10.37 26.22 2,604,539 64,900,4.';7 34 4.39 0.18
lioxes and crates 77,854,600 8.13 13.26 1,032,674 61,690,700 16 163 900
(ar construction 29.519,111 3 08 23,17 683,889 4,351,668 25.167 443
Woodenware and novelties. 26,703,17(1 2 79 17.19 458,917 15,733,523 10,969.647

Purniture 9,875,448 103 28 59 282,373 2,411,560 7,463,888
I'ixtures 7,178,986 75 35 65 255.941 2,542,000 4,636,986
Vehicles and vehicle parts 6,940.700 . 72 34 37 238,577 .380,400 6,560 300
Paving materials 6,425,000 67 17 88 113,600 6,425,000
.Miscellaneous 5,926.000 .62 23 72 140,577 3,&I0,000 2,286,000

.\gricultural implements... ,5,823,600 61 31.71 181,654 2.,551,100 3,272 500
Gates and fencing 4,570,000 .48 19.95 91,170 4,570,000
Refrigerators and kitchen

cabinets 3,850,1100 40 28.08 108,100 375,000 3 275,000
('a.sliets and coffins 2,864,000 :» 25.85 74,030 1,459,(X)0 1405 000
Tanks and silos 1,898,800 .20 24 32 46,172 735,800 1,163|000

Dairymen's, poulterers' and
apiarists' supplies 1,165,000 12 21 65 25.220 400.000 765,000

Handles 430,000 04 12 80 5,500 400,000 30000
Musical instruments 280,500 .03 43.45 12,188 27,000 253 500
Trunks and valiaes '245,500 1)3 26 18 6,427 137,.'>00 108,000
Rnals and sliip building . 107,000 01 57.78 6,182 24,000 83,000

Tulal . 9.58,025,398 lOO 00 $17 58 $16,844,033 825,059,196 132,966,20

The waste problem in the woods and at the mills is still serious in

.Minnesota. No such headway as Iowa has shown has been made in

solving it. The latter state wastes little, because sawdust, bark,

chips, and all kinds of wood scraps and refuse find market near the

place of production. Wood is scarce in Iowa; but in Minnesota it

so plentiful that waste finds little sale except in the towns of larger

size. In the forests, where most sawmills and many factories are

situated, nobody will buy what can usually be had for the asking.

Consequently, large amounts of refuse material go to waste, which

could be sold at a profit in more thickly settled regions. It cannot

be profitably shipped where markets exist, because transportation

charges are prohibitive on that class of material.

The lumber statisical department of the government seems to

have lost quite a string of sawmills in compiling figures of the

lumber cut in 1912.

Borrowing money and running in debt are t'wo familiar roads to

trouble, yet without these business would shrink more than it ever

baa in panic times.
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The Lumbermen s Round Table

THE PRICE AND THE SALE
Just at this time, nheu trade is seasonably quiet, aud businets uoii-

ditions are likewise affected by such important faetors as the proposed

currency revision, it may be well to quote the wise saying of a leader

in the hardwood field on the subject of cutting prices:

"The dealer who resorts to a reduced quotation in order to close

a sale," he said, "seldom does himself any good, but only disturbs

the market. Under ordinary conditions reducing prices does not

stimulate the demand, but simply means taking the available business

with a reduced margin of profit. It is the exceptional buyer who

will order a car that he doesn't need simply to get a bargain; and in

most cases when a sale is made at a cut price, it could have been

made at the standard quotation just as well. It takes a little more

salesmanship to handle a buyer without yielding to the temptation

of reducing prices; but who wants to be a mere order-taker?"

SHALL IT BE QUANTITY OR QUALITY?
The uld debate between sawmill iiiou on the subject of cutting the

lumber for quality or quantity still comes up occasionally, and some

pretty good points can be scored on both sides. It is true enough

that conditions have changed radically in recent years, with the

growing scarcity of hardwood timber and the constant advance in

price. This advance has proceeded more rapidly than that on labor,

so that if there were ever anything in the argument that it is worth

whUe to sacrifice a little in output in order to improve the grade, it is

all the more cogent now.

The happy medium is the only solution of the problem. Nobody
wants his sawyer to waste an unreasonable amount of time turning

over the log and figuring out 'how he can cut it so as to make the

most lumber ; nor does the average millman like to see a slambang

run that turns out stock in unusual quantity but kills the grade. The

sawyer who can keep the production up and not overlook any bets in

the way of increasing the percentage of firsts and seconds is a real

jewel, and is generally appreciated, and he realizes that both features

of his work are important.

At the same time, it is porobably true that in the small mill the

quality end of the argument ought to be given first place, while in

the large one, with big overhead expenses facing the operator, the

only way out is to keep the production up to a high mark.

EXCHANGE OF CREDIT INFORMATION
A number of local lumber clubs have endeavored to make use of

the information which their members possess regarding credits by

exchanging data on this subject. The plan usually decided upon

is similar to that used by the general organization, that is, the secre-

tary or other executive of the association keeps in his office a list of

firms upon which reports have been made, and at the same time main-

tains a file of letters and other written information upon which the

reports are based. The latter feature is of particular importance,

because it has been pointed out that the only danger to which a club

exposes itself in transmitting information regarding the credit or

general desirability of a customer would result from the distribution

of reports which axe not backed up by evidence in the form of letters

from its members. Legal advice on this point is to the effect that

when a list of names is sent out, with the specific purpose for which

it is to be used—credit information—noted upon it, and with sufficient

data in the office of the organization supporting the report, no trouble

with the authorities need be anticipated.

DON'T TAKE AN UNEARNED DISCOUNT
In connection with the point noted above, the growing tendenc}-

on the part of members of the trade to exchange credit information,

lumbermen and others should remember that deducting a discount from

a bill after the discount period has passed makes them legitimate

material for inclusion in a list of undesirables. This is as bad as

being slow or uncertain in paying, unfair in grading and measuring,

having a poor rating or possessing any of the other disqualifications

for dealing with other business concerns. Houses which are irre-

proachable otherwise, from a credit standpoint, frequently acquire a
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\cry undesirable reijutatiuji aiiiijuy tin- liude just by virtue of trying

to get something to which they are not entitled in the form of un-

earned discounts; and tlie concern w'hich is as jealous of its reputation

in this regard as it ought to be will not run the risk incident to taking

the alluring two per cent when it isn't entitled to it. The victim

of such a deal may accept the check and say nothing, but sooner or

later the act, if repeated, will be a business indictment the terms of

which are generally familiar.

ARE YOU A SPECULATOR?
\\'licu a cotton sjiiuuer takes a contract to deliver 100,000 pounds

of cotton yarn between now ami next May, tor example, he im-

mediately covers his requirements by purchasing 100,000 pounds of

cotton, plus a fixed percentage for waste. He declines to speculate

in what the market is going to do in the intervening months, but

assures a profit on his manufacturing operations by getting the cotton

at the price basis he used when he quoted the buyer of yarns for May
delivery.

A lot of lumbermen are in the habit of making contracts with con-

sumers to supply lumber during the ensuing twelve months at a given

price without having bouglit the logs which are to be used in manu-
facturing the lumber to be delivered on that contract, or otherwise

anticipating the situation and avoiding a loss in the event the price

of lumber—aud logs—should go up. The lumberman may object that

it is impracticable to buy logs that far in advance of manufacture,

and it would be bad business to carry more than three or four months'

supply ahead. If so, why make contracts?

Isn 't it true that the chief reason why contracts are broken by sellers

as well as buyers—the latter side of the situation has been discussed

pretty often, so there is no need of going into it here—is in order to

avoid a loss brought about by an unfavorable change in the market
situation? That being the case, the contractor ought either to make
sure that his costs will not be excessive, by buying or contracting for

timber ahead of time, or quit making agreements which he may not

be able to fulfill.

"I won't sell anybody lumber for delivery more than three months
ahead," said a leading member of the trade not long ago. "To get

a contract involving large blocks of lumber it is necessary to sell

at current prices, or lower; hence when you make a contract of that

kind, you are simply wagering on the market remaining stationary

or declining. In view of the general tendency of hardwood values for

years past, the odds are against the seller. Besides, if the price goes
down, you run the risk of the buyer wriggling out of his contract.

For these reasons I have passed up the annual contract as a poor
form of salesmanship."

TELEPHONE AND TELEGRAPH
'

' One of the best ways to get an order, '

' said a lumber salesman
who is wise to most of the wrinkles of the selling game, "is to use
the long-distance telephone. Frequently I have missed getting busi-

ness, and then called up from my next stop to offer the buyer a
special proposition of some kind. He is naturally impressed with the
fact that I regard the proposition as important, or I wouldn't be
using the 'phone, and not infrequently I land him, That involves

getting the confirmation by mail, but ordinarily isn't diflicult.

"

In the same connection the head of the collections department of
a well-known concern said recently that the use of a wire to a de-

linquent customer will have more effect than anything else. It shows
the debtor that the lumber house is in earnest, and that the account
must be given attention.

"Don't use the telephone on cases of this kind, howevef, " advised
the collection expert. "The man who owes you can tell his tale of
woe so easily over the 'phone that it 's hard to insist on action, while
the cold, crisp message of the telegraph makes a response necessary."

If that car shortage could be made to curtail lumber production
instead of delaying shipments it would have a good influence on
the market and profit the manufacturers.
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^hiri Remarkable Wood Preservation
Nature's work haa nuin's beaten ti> a stamlstill. A saiiiplc of

wood preservation, discovered at La Hrae, near Los Angeles, Cal.,

proves this. The modern timber engineer thinks he is doing pretty

well if, by the use of oils and poisons, he ran lengthen the life of

wood two or threefold; if he can add ten or twenty years to the

period a log will last.

Generally speaking, it is nature's way of working to destroy the

old and use the material in building something new. The ]ioet ex-

pressed it :
" The granite rocks disorganize to feed the hungry

moss they bear." Decay, the world over, is simply a process of

preparing material for a new creation. Forests have been rotting

since and before the carboniferous age, and the process still goes on,

yet there is no decrease in the

amount of forest. Nature is no

miser, hoarding away valuable

things, but believes in use. Yet,

occasionally, nature becomes a

miser and saves something by

"withdrawing it from circula-

tion." In the damp woods of

Washingtou and Oregon instances

are well known where fallen tree

trunks, buried in moss, have re-

mained sound several hundred

years. Cedars lying in the bot-

toms of New Jersey swamps have

still longer records. But the

periods during which these have

been preserved are brief indeed

when compared with the record

of a piece of redwood tree found

in a natural deposit of asphaltum

in southern California.

Asphaltum is supposed to be a

product or a by-product of pe-

troleum. It exists in veins and

ledges, nearly as hard as stone,

as in the "uintaite" of Utah,

and the "manjak" of the Bar-

badoes; as lakes of the consist-

ency of pitch, as in Venezuela;

and as deposits of various sorts,

on the surface of the ground or

beneath it, in many parts of the

world.

During the present year some

remarkable finds have been made in asphaltum deposits at La Brae,

near Los Angeles. A pit has been unearthed which has been termed

"the prehistoric animal trap," because it was filled with bones of

extinct animals, embedded in the asphaltum. The discovery is at-

tracting wide attention from scientists, and in some ways it is the

most remarkable ever made in the world. The circumstances under

which the bones are found indicate that ages ago a pool or well of

soft asphaltum existed there, with an opening at the surface of the

ground, and that animals in their wanderings through the region

ventured on the surface of the treacherous tar, sank, perished, and

accumulated at the bottom. Thirty tons of skeletons have already

been taken from a pit fifteen feet in diameter, and the bottom has

not yet been reached.

Not only is the quantity of bones remarkable, but the kinds are no

less so. Among them is the three-toed horse, the buffalo, giant sloth,

elephant, camel, mastodon, saBer-tooth tiger, and others. They have

not yet found the skeleton of the neolithic man, but they are looking

for it. More saber-tooth tiger skeletons have been taken from that

pit than have been found in all the rest of the world up to the pres-

ent time. The evidence seems conclusive that beasts of prey fre-

quented the place to feed on animals which had stuck in the soft

B s.jyi/i.

STKUCTUKES OF ANCIENT AND MODERN REDWOODS COMPARED
The LaBrae redwood on left, moderu redwood ou right. A A. medullar.v

rays; B B. summerwood. The common wood cells are perpendicular. The
small circles on the cell walls are openings connecting one cell with an-
other. Through these the sap of living wood circulates. The ancient
and modern woods are drawn on the same scale, considerabl.v magnified.
Note the fineness of structure of the LaBrae specimen compared with the

asphaltum, and were themselves caught in the treacherous magma and

perished with the victims on which they had attempted to feed.

Judging by the enormous collection of bones, the trap may have

been at work hundreds of years. It caught more beasts than were

ever seen in any menagerie froni'Eome's coliseum down to Barnum's

day.

The famed and beautiful valleys of Los Angeles had different in-

habitants then from those there now. Huge mammals, both her-

bivorous and carnivorous, must have been appallingly abundant. The

buffaloes were larger than those of today; the giant sloths were

capable of devouring vegetation in amounts to equal the work of the

hippojiutamns in the sudd fields of the Nile, and the size of the-

skeleton of the three-toed horse

seems to identify it with what

scientists have called '
' the forest

horse, " " the fleetest quadruped

that ever lived on earth. '

'

The man who deals in wood will

be interested in what the pit con-

tains in his line. A hint as to

what trees then grew on the Los

Angeles hills is interesting. A
log was found standing on end in

the midst of the bones. A small

piece of the wood has been ex-

amined for Hakdwood Eecord,

and it bears witness to many
things calculated to inspire seri-

ous thought.

How old is it ? No man knows.

Its geological age has been de-

termined within certain limits,

but this cannot be expressed in

years. It has come down from

early pleistocene time, if its age

is judged by the company in

which it was found. Though that

time is recent, as the epochs of

geology and astronomy are reck-

oned, it belongs in unrecorded

antiquity, measured by human
history. Man may have been, and

probably was, on the earth when

the log found lodgment in the as-

phaltum where it has lain ever

since, but there is no sure way

of determining the time in years. It was before the close of the

Glacial age, perhaps before its beginning. The time antedates the

intrusion o'f the fields of ice from Canada, which pushed southward

two thousand miles, reaching within five hundred miles of the Gulf

of Mexico.

It is probable that the presence of polar ice so far south—which

period or periods must have lasted several hundred thousand years

—

drove the sloths, camels, and other tropic animals out of what is now

the United States, or froze them to death. If the La Brae animal

trap ceased to gather in prey before the ice invasion from the north,

an age of 500,000 years seems conservative for the log in the as-

phaltum pit.

An examination of the wood under the microscope reveals several

most interesting facts. It is of the sequoia genus, an evergreen, cone-

bearing tree with thick, stringy bark. It is closely related to the

present day "redwoods" and "bigtrees" of California. It is

probably an extinct species, but its near relationship is obvious. The

exceedingly slow growth is remarkable. The annual rings are so close

together that the naked eye cannot distinguish them. From ninety to

one hundred of them are required to measure an inch. The only

modern trees matching that in slowness of growth are those found
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iit or above the snow line on mountains, or in tlie far north. It

requires about 600 years for such a tree to reach a Jianieter of one

foot.

The cellular structure of the La Brae redwood is very siniihir to tli;it

of the modern tree, but the cells of the former are much smaller. Tlio

Micomiianying drawing shows the two woods side by side. The right

half is redwood from the region north of San Francisco; the left

half is the redwood from La Brae. The cells of the latter are about

une-tcnth the size of the modern wood. Their actual size may be

judged from the fact that several million of them could be i)ackcd in

the space of a cubic inch.

The drawing shows a radial section—cut from the heart toward the

bark. Though the ancient wood is amber-colored, the thin- shaving

shown in the drawing is so transparent that objects may be seen

through it. as if it were glass; yet the minute pits or holes in the

i-ells, through which the sap circulated when the tree was living, are

ulcar-cut and distinct. Compare the delicate texture of the La Brae

wood with that of redwood, as the illustration shows them side by side.

Redwood is exceedingly fine gi'ained, yet when it is compared with

the ancient specimen, it looks like carpet alongside of lace.

The wood is not petrified, as Arizona's prehistoric logs are; nor

carbonized, as most woods are which are found in lignite beds; but it

is as fresh and natural as if it had grown a few years ago. It is a

sample of perfect wood preservation. The cells, when highly magnified

and seen in cross section, show that a slight compression has taken

place, which is not surprising in view of their being weighted down

by tons of asphaltum for half a million years. The effect of the com-

j)ression is seen in the slightly rhombic instead of squarish contour

of the cells in cross section. However, the resin cells, bordered pits,

and even the tori (little trap doors which opened and closed the

perforations of the cell walls) are perfectly preserved.

Chemical forces have not been wholly idle during the vast ages

during which the sequoia log lay in the bottom of the asphaltum pit.

This work was done inside the cavities of the "food" cells—those in

which the tree's surplus of food was stored. Their contents have

been chemically changed, as is evident in a considerable density and

darkness of color in the contained material. Change is apparent

also in the failure of the wood to respond to chemical tests to which

the modern sequoia wood responded readily. The test for tannin is

one.

Globules of resin are visible in the vertical wood parenchyma or

resin cells. This proves the wonderfully enduring properties of this

resin. It has been soaked in asphaltum during hundreds of thousands

of years, and remains unchanged, or only slightly changed.

The wood seems to have about the hardness of California redwood

of the present time. In that remote period sequoia grew 400 miles

farther south than any grows now. Its presense in southern Cali-

fornia, which is now a region of little rain, is proof of profounil

climatic changes since then, because sequoias belong in a damp, cool

climate, wholly different from the present climate of .southern Cali-

fornia.

The most ints-resting feature of all remains for nicntuin. It is

i-onnected with the wood's preservation. Of cdiu-M', timlier that is

sluit away from air cannot decay, and the most remarkable thing is

not the fact that the wood was preserved, but in what the microscope

reveals inside the cells. The tree was apparently alj-eady dead, and

decay had attacked it before it was buried in the asphaltum. The

evidences of this are the threads of fungus visible within the cells.

Fungus is the agent, the cause, of wood decay. The microscoiie re-

veals these minute threads, which are as small as spider webs. They

are seen in the position in which they penetrated wall after wall of

the cells, working their insinuating way through . the w-ood. Their

activities came to an abrupt end. This may be presumed to have hap-

pened when the log sank in the tar-like substance and took its place

among the skeletons in the bone pit where modern explorers have

unearthed them.

During the unmeasured ages which have passed since then, the

delicate fungus threads have been preserved so perfectly that they

seem to have ceased their activities only an hour ago. During that

time stupendous changes have occurred on the face of the earth. Tee

from the north descended thousands of miles, "grinding like the

mills of Ciod, " crushing mountains into fragments, filling valleys,,

thanging the courses of rivers, making and destroying lakes, shearing

the summits from peaks, and excavating to the foundation rocks of

the continent. Whole races of animals have been swept away. Forests

were destroyed, and have crept back inch by inch during unrecorded

time. Climates have changed and seasons have shifted. Following

all this came the transformations due to man's presence since history

began. Yet, untouched by any change during that vast time, the

delicate threads of fungus—so delicate that a breath would break

them—have lain at rest, among the fibers of the wood which was

equally well preserved, to be brought to light again after five hundred

thousand years, to give man a glimpse into nature's laboratory, and

a hint of the matchless perfection of her work.

Further Evidence Wanted
It is claimed for Dr. Jfartin Kleinstueck of Germany that he

has discovered a method of coloring wood in a few hours while

the tree is still growing. The process is not minutely described;

but the explanation offered is that a dye is fed to the tree's

roots and is carried to all parts of the trunk, limbs and even the

leaves in a single day, and that the color so imported is perma-

nent.

In the absence of further piroof that this can be done it is

well to be slow about believing it. There is nothing new in the

mere fact that coloring matter can be introduced through the

roots of certain plants, and that the flowers, leaves and other

fibres will change color. Florists have long turned the trick to

their profit; but in their case the stem and foliage so colored are

living tissue. Sap circulates through all parts and carries the dye

with it.

The coloring of the wood of a tree is a different proposition.

It might work so far as the leaves and sapwood are concerned,

though even that is doubtful in case of a large tree. It is not

explained in what ijianner and through what channels the coloring

matter is to reach the heartwood. That part of the trunk is dead

to all intents and purposes. Sap does not circulate through it.

The water contained in the fibers is practically stagnant. What
movement it has is exceedingly slow and irregular. It is not

apparent, therefore, how dyes entering through the tree's roots

can find their way to the heartwood in the short space of one day

or even of hundreds of days. Of course if it has been done, the

fact can be accepted and theories must yield; but until it has

been demonstrated it is safe to remain a disbeliever.

The claim does not stop with the living tree, but it is asserted

that coloring matter may be injected into logs and will penetrate

to every part in a few days. Another doubt is due here. Shavings

and thin jiieccs of wood may be so colored; but difficulties in-

crease in geometrical ratio as the pieces increase in size, and

when they attain log dimensions it is practically impossible to

force the liquid to the center within a brief period, unless a

method has been discovered greatly superior to anything yet put

in practice by timber treating engineers. Their great problem is

to secure penetrations for the fluids intended to preserve wood.

Umlcr pressure of a hundred pounds per square inch of surface

a In;; as small as a railroad tie will not receive oil to its center,

umler ordinary conditions of treatment. A pressure of a hundred

pounds per inch, during four or five hours, may give a penetration

of less than one inch. Much depends on the woods. Some are

more easily penertated than others.

Dr. Kleinstueck promises to write a book on the subject of

coloring woods by his process. If he has accomplished what is

claimed he has something valuable, but it is as well to wait a

while before becoming excited.

The well balanced business man is the one who keeps the right

proportion of horse sense and science in his working mixture.

We profess to learn by mistakes, but it is the other fellow's

mistake we prefer to learn by while it is our own that would really

teach us the most.
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Comhined Saw and Veneer Mill

The s;nvinill uiili mmh.t i-uttiii),' ina.-liiiies ;iil.lf<l. "Iiilc ict lli,'

usual thing in the hardwooil imliistrv, is found so tri-quent ly these

lays that it can hardly be ealled a new thing or a novelty. Quite a

number of the hardwood sawniillin); plants ereeted during the past

few years in the South have im ludeil veneer eutting with sawniilling.

There are two combinations of this kind made. One is the combina-

tion of' veneer sawing with sawniilling, and the other is i-ombiniug

rotary veneer rutting with sawniilling.

The first eombination of this kind taken up with was that of

\eneer sawing, and usually the pnijiosition involves working with

high-grade oak which will produi-e good quartered Hitches. The

veneer saws are useil to work these Hitches into .(uartercd veneer

for face work. There are a few instances where veneer saws have

been used in combination with sawmills for making thin lumber,

sueh as cigar box and panel stock from poplar, cottonnood and

gum. I'sually, though, the more important eombuiations of veneer

sawing and sawniilling involve the working of oak, and the veneer

saws are used to reiluce the finer quartered oak stock to face veneer.

Where this idea is carried out the veneer saws really become a part

nf the sawinill and mark an e.Ntendiiig of the work of reducing logs

finer marketable products by the process of sawing.

.^onie mil's in reducing to ^hin lumber instead of fine thin veneer

follow the process of resawing instead of turning to the veneer sans.

For example, one may find a hardwood mill equipped with one big

mill band saw, one big resaw and further along a smaller or regu-

lation size resaw. Here the big saw cuts flitches thick enough for

two boards; these go through the big resaw and those boards which

it is desired to resaw again and reduce to thin lumber go through

the second resaw. To some extent this process is taking the place

of the former method of making thin lumber by producing heavy

flitches on the mill saw and then working them into thin lumber on

the veneer saws. The resaw will do nuieh more work in the same

length of time.

For the hardwood sawmill working mixed hardwoods, and esijecially

those where considerable quantities of sap or white gum are involved,

there comes a combination of veneer cutting with sawniilling in

which rotary veneer machines are used. Where the veneer cutting

end of the business assumes much magnitude it puts the millnian

to figuring his sawing on a different basis.

One man talked to recently who was operating a mill in which

the veneer cutting department had grown fully as large if not larger

than the sawmilling end itself, was lamenting his troubles. He said

it was almost impossible to make the sawmill pay a profit when he

figured cost as it shoulil be figured.

He had a modern mill with resaws to facilitate the work of

reducing timber to boards and every convenience for handling both

logs and lumber and it looked like he ought to be making lumber

about as economically as it is practical to make it.

He explained, however, that his trouble came from the fact that

most of his be.st logs went to the veneer mill and as a result he was

operating his sawmill mainly on low-grade logs and the resultant

low-grade lumber would not average high enough in price to pay

any kind of a profit. In other words, he felt at times that the

veneer mill was robbing him of his best sawmill profits, by taking

the higher grade logs, especially in gum. His timber consi-sted of a

mixture of hardwood, including gum as an important item. Along

with it was oak, ash, some cypress, sycamore and elm.

.\bout the only really high-grade, high priced lumber that he was

able to get from the mill was oak. He was not cutting oak on

the veneer machines but cutting box shooks and plain veneer from

sueh woods as gum and sycamore so that he had some fine oak for

quartering as well as jilain and rough oak, and his main complaint

was that his best gum went into the veneer mill and the low-grade

gum cut in the sawmill was really cut at a loss because the entire

product was low-priced lumber.

He was figuring in this instance from the sawmill standpoint alone,

and not taking into consideration the question of whether the rotary

MiiiMT iii.-icliiiics uiTi- gi'tling more out of the giiii' than it would

be practical for him to get out of them with the sawmill.

Good red gum that shows figure may be worked advantageously

in the sawmill, and the chances are the average sawmill man will

get more out of high-grade red gum in the form of lumber than if

lie worked it on a rotary veneer machine, especially if he were to

turn it into plain veneer and box shooks on the veneer machine. To
make the high-grade red gum into face veneer and fine stock is a

different thing, a thing not usually done with the rotary cutting

department of the sawmill. It belongs to the class of veneering

known as fine veneering, and is best handled at plants where they

specialize in face veneer. There they get more out of it than the

sawmill man does, but usually where plain veneer making is done

as a side issue or in connection with sawmilling the. better plan is

to work the high-grade reil gum logs into lumber.

In white gum or gum that runs largely to sap it is a difierent mat-

ter. The .sawmill working this class of gum is likely to accumulate

quite a stock of upjier grades and find more trouble in realizing

I he price that should be had for white and sap gum that runs above

No. 1 common than it will have in finding a market at current prices

for the lower grade stock. Here is where the veneer mill combina-

tion comes in. There is an enormous demand for thin stock in plain

wood of this kind for furniture panels, drawer bottoms, for box

shooks in single ply and for built-up box panels, and it is here that

in the modern scheme of things the veneer cutting machine helps

out in the proper utilization of timber.

It is a pretty safe bet that in the instance where the inillman was

coin]daining that his sawmill department was having a hard time

to make money iiccause the veneer mill was taking his best gum
logs, if he had taken the returns from the veneer mill in conjunction

with those of the sawmill he would have found that the veneer mill

was getting more for that high-grade sapwood than he would have

been able to get for it cut into lumber. In other words, the final

results from the entire plant in the way of net returns were better

flora this eombination than if he had worked the gum and sycamore

into lumber.

Another opportunity in utilization furnished by the veneer depart-

ment was easily apparent from the quantity of blocks or short

lengths that were coming in. There were many short blocks, evi-

dently made short originally because the timber was crooked or

because good short lengths could be secured between heavy knots

and burls along the trunk of the tree and thus there was obtained

for the veneer mill lots of timber that would have been left in the

woods had the sawmill alone been depended upon for working it up.

This should not be taken, however, as an argument in favor of

cutting short blocks voluntarily for the' veneer department, for long

logs arc better and more economical in the veneer mill as well as in

the .sawmill and ordinarily logs for the veneer mill shcnilil be cut as

long as it is practical to handle them. The advantage is in thw

saving of timber and in it lieing easier to cross-cut them to length

with the drag saw of the sawmill than with the hand cross-cut in

the woods. Perhaps the greater advantage is in saving timber.

Stock cut to block lengths in the woods checks in the emls and three

or four or even six inches must be allowed for trimming with the

score knives on the veneer machines to get sound stock, whereas

if the blocks are freshly cut from the log at the veneer mill this

end trimming allowance can be reduced to one-half or even one-

fourth of what is required when the blocks are cut to length in the

woods. The only advantage in the short block idea is the chance it

offers to cut out and utilize timber in the woods that will not make

the longer logs. This is often ()uite a decided advantage, however,

and the rotary veneer mill enables the loggers to glean many a thou-

sand feet of timber that would otherwise go to waste.

Why buy a machine for ripping lumber and then push the lum-

ber through by hand? Let power do the feeding as well as the

driving of ripsaws—it is better, and eventually cheaper.
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Uses of Port Orford Cedar
Editor's Note

Scientists liiive searched In vain fur aatisfactorv explanation oC some oi natures slrangs doings, one of wliicli
consists in lilding a valuable tree species in some obscure -ind restricted corner of tlio world where It attains ex-
tremely hlsli development but appears to be totally unable to extend its range in any direction beyond the limits
set by tUe inexplicable and inexorable lint: "Hitherto sbnit tbou come but no further." There seems to be noth-
ing in the geography, geology, situation or climate constituting a barrier against the spread of the species Into
new areas, yet it never crosses the line set for it by some mysterious agencj'. Such a tree is the Port Orford cedar
of the Northwest I'acillc coast. It occupies its grou'nd so vlgbrouslv that it excludes most other trees, yet it has
remained in the same place as far back as there is any botanical record. Huron H. Smith, dendrologist of the Field
Museum of Natural History, recently made a study of this interesting tree in its native home. The following article
from his pen, written for Haudwood Uecord, deal's chiefly with the commercial side of this species.

Little has been written in timber journals concerning Port Orford
cedar (Chamaccyparis lawsoniana) , because the tree has such a lim-

ited range as to be endemic. Not a stick of it is found north of
Coos bay, southern Oregon, not even on the north shores of that bay.
W'hile it ranges as far south as the mouth of the Klamath river in

northern California, it is scattering there, and is abundantly found
only north of the Rogue river and on the Oregon coast, forming
between there and the mouth of the Coquille river a nearly continu-

ous forest belt, twenty miles long.

The wood of this fastidious

tree deserves much attention

from manufacturers desiring

special qualities. Sargent says

of the wood that it is light, hard,

strong, and very close-grained,

abounding in fragrant resin,

very durable in contact with the

soil, easily worked, and capable

of taking a good polish. It is as

light as basswood or box elder;

harder than western spruce;

stronger by a ninth than white

oak. It is closer grained than

red cedar.

The fragrant resin which the

wood contains is far superior to

that of any other wood of North
America, its nearest kin in odor,

and indeed in family, being the

Alaska cj^iress (Chamaeoyparis

nootJcatcnsis) which grows in the

coastal region northward. Its

delicious odor, however, when the

wood is cut iu the mill, is so

strong that the mill cannot con-

tinue to cut it for longer than

five days at a time. It ' has a

strong and injurious effect on

the kidneys of some of the work-

men, soon incapacitating them
for labor.

The wood takes an excellent

polish. It is very durable both

in the water and in the soil. In

the Oregon forest a spruce tree

seven and a half feet in diameter ,

was found growing on the fallen stem of a smaller Port Orford

cedar, the roots extending like the claws of a parrot around each

side of the log, and locking together underneath. The spruce was
at least 400 years old, and the cedar is today as sound as any of

the green trees that stood by it. The peculiar specimen was put on

exhibition in the forestry building of the Lewis and Clark Exposi-

tion at Portland, where it may be seen today.

The aromatic oil seems to preserve this wood from decay. This

oil makes it burn very readily, too. The writer, in stopping for din-

ner out in the country at Coos bay, actually saw the housewife go

to the spring for her kindling, take a chunk from under its weight,

wipe it off with her apron, and touch a match to a splinter that

flamed like a torch.
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Vessels built of this wood on Coos bay over forty years ago are

still as sound as when launched, and are doing excellent service up

and down the Pacific coast. The wood is much sought after for

construction of speed motor boats. In fact the Smith mill at Marsh-

field, Ore., is now cutting the timber from this species for Sir

Thomas Lipton 's next cup challenger. He always has them built

of this wood.

The odor of the wood is an absolute safeguard against moths and

insects when it is used for closets, presses, and wardrobes. The odor

of clothes kept in them is more

agreeable and delicate even than

that of camphor wood. The only

other timber in the world that

has a similar character is the hi-

no-ki {Chamaeoyparis obtusa),

found extensively in Formosa

and Japan. It is the sacred tree

of Japan, and all Shinto temples

in that country are built entirely

of it. Most of the lacquer work

of the higher type is done on

this wood.

Port Orford cedar is cut for

commercial purposes by only

three or four mills: C. A. Smith

of Marshfield, Ore., who cuts it

in a special mill; the Randolph

Milling Company, near Bandon,

Ore.; and the Coquille Milling

Company, on the Coquille river

in that state. It is worth about

eighty dollars a thousand now

for carpenter stock, and should

not be used for engineering pur-

poses, as it is too rare, and other

woods will answer as well for

that purpose.

Ranchers and small operators

cut a good deal of this choice

wood into four-foot bolts, for

which they receive about $28 a

thousand feet, though paid by
'

J
the cord, and ship it to block

"
I match factories. About the only

important factory left manufac-
^

! :

- \ M \ i: 111 i\ii: '.
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turing these block matches is

that of Zan Brothers in Portland. The Alaska or block match,

called
'

' stinkers '
' by the loggers, is probably more used on the

Pacific coast and in Alaska than any other type of match. It has

been in use many years, and in some regions to the practical exclu-

sion of all others.

They are sulphur matches, and will not easily blow out in the

wind ; and if dropped into the river they can be subsequently

dried out with no impairment of their igniting quality.

As the blocks come to the match factory they are cut up into

slices the thickness of the match length. One end is cut very

smooth, as it is steamed and cut with a razor-like microtone knife.

The other end is crumpled and crushed, the fibers being matted

together to keep the matches in a block. Then the blocks are put
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through an automat-

i c a 1 1 y - f e d thin

stamping knife that

cuts the thickness

of the match all

one way. The sec-

ond time it is fed

at right angles to

these cuts, and is a

lilook of matches,

all but the igniting

end.

The blocks are

separated into

pieces of a suitable

size to be grasped

in the hand, and are

lai(. top end down
on a hot plate, so

that the action of

the heat separates

each match from
every other one.

Then Chinese labor

is engaged to dip

them for about a

quarter of an inch into a bowl of hot sulphur. As soon as they are

sufficiently dried, the tips are dipped into a pan of heated phos-

STU-HUR CORNER IN A PORT ORFORD BLOCK MATCH FACTORY

nearly as valuable on the West Coast as

wich Islands.

phorus, either red

or blue colored as

may be desired, and

the matches when

dried are broken

into squares and

packed about 1,200

in a box which is

sold at retail for

five cents.

The western lum-

ber jack would be

lost without h i s

block matches
which are his in-

separable compan-

ions everywhere.

The rainy season

there never means a

lost supply of

ruined matches as is

the case elsewhere

when other kinds of

matches are used.

Thus we see that

Port Orford cedar is

the cocoanut is to the Sand-

<5y.<:L<y>:o:;^v.\y..i:;k/^o^o;idi*^v;i^:;iw;;j>ii^;i^

Red gum is a plain wood and a figured wood. Much of it

has no figure, as the term is commonly used, and some that is

figured is used for ordinary purposes where the figure adds noth-

ing to its value. The total annual cut of red gum, including

lumber and veneer, is not far short of 750,000,000 feet, board

measure. There is no way of determining exactly how much of

this is used in a manner to display the figure and how much is

used without any purpose of such display; but it is a safe guess

that ninety per cent of it either has little figure or that no

attempt is made to turn such figure to account.

The annual cut, as given above, is in board feet. That is, the

measurements are taken on the basis of boards one inch thick.

But about 130,000,000 feet are veneers. If this were stated in

surface feet the measurement would be nearer 1,000,000,000 feet,

because the sheets of veneer are thin, and several of them must

be laid one upon another to equal the thickness of an inch board.

Much of the figured gum is used in the form of veneer, and

though it may not amount to ten per cent of the whole cut, it

covers a great deal of surface. Figured wood, therefore, is

much more in evidence than is indicated when its total quantity

is expressed in board measure. One board foot, when converted

into veneer, may cover eight or ten surface feet of furniture or

interior finish.

Red gum's figure is not primarily due to contrast of annual

rings, as is the case with most of the pines, and with such hard-

woods as ash and chestnut; nor is it secured by exposing medul-

lary rays, as in quarter-sawed oak, though a certain variety of

appearance is secured by quarter-sawing red gum. Its figure is

peculiar. It is due to the deposit of chocolate-colored and light

red material in the wood. To a certain extent these deposits

run at haphazard; that is, they do not follow annual rings or

medullary rays, but are dispersed irregularly. On the other hand,

certain patterns reoccur at intervals, so that when a large sur-

face of figured wood is examined, it is found that certain pleasing

features are repeated in a way to suggest a sort of rule or law.

The name red gum is due to the color of the heartwood. This

color is due to minute grains of pigment in the medullary rays

chiefly, though the grains are found in the vertical fibers also.

When the sapwood changes to heartwood as the tree advances in

age, the coloring matter finds lodgment in the dead material con-

stituting the interior of the tree. This process is common with

most woods. The dark color of the interior is caused by deposits

of pigment in and among the cells. It does not lodge in the sap-

wood, for the supposed reason that the circulation of water

there is active and washes the substance out; but activities

practically cease in the heartwood, and such solid substances as

find their way there will remain.

The stains which produce the figure in red gum seem to be

different from the coloring matter spoken of, since figure occurs'

in the sapwood as well as heartwood, while the red which gives

the wood its name is in the heartwood only.

In addition to the coloring matter of the heartwood, and the

stains which produce the figure, there is a gum present in minute

globules in the vertical pores and the medullary rays; but since

this gum appears to have little to do with the color or figure, its

functions need not be considered here.

There is great difference in the amount of heartwood in differ-

ent trees. Some have little, others a large proportion. Soil and

situation appear to be influential factors. Trees on low, wet

ground often contain much more sapwood, in proportion to size

of trunk, than trees on dry ground; but this rule is not universal.

Old trees have more sapwood than young. This law rules most

tree species. It was once believed that if red gum trees were

girdled and killed and were left standing a year or more, the

quantity of heartwood increased; but that opinion was not well

founded and it is no longer held.

Red gum is remarkably free from disease while the tree is alive.

Its remarkable immunity has been attributed to the great period

that it has been on earth. It flourished on the Pacific coast in

Tertiary time—nobod.v knows how many million years ago. Its

survival during such immense periods is attributed to its ability

to resist disease, by which process it gradually became immune.
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'riiou}?h tlie living tree resists attack, not much ciui lio il.-iimoil t'(ir

tlie wood after the tree dies. It is only nioderate in its resistiuicc

to decay.

The fiK"rc .-nid tlic t.\\tiir<' of red ;.'Uiii have iiiadi' it tlie most

satisfactory siibstituto in the world for Circassian walnut, ilncli

has been said on the subject and much remains to be said. Per-

lia|is the most pointed thin;; that ouj»ht to lie said is that the

time should speedily come when red {.'um will stand on its own

merits and will uot pass as a substituti' for anything;; but that

time has not yet come, and it is ajipropriate to spe.-ik (d' this

wood as it is used at present.

(Circassian walnut, for which figured gum is so often a substi-

tute, is an Asiatic wood (Jurilans rcpia). Its original home, as its

name indicates, was Cireassia, a region of western Caucasus, now
in<lnded in the Russian government of Knban and Chernomorsk,

lyinj; between the Blaek sea and Kuban river. In a circular by

Suilworth and Mell, of the United States Forest Service, issued

.lanuary 2o, 1913, it is stated that Circassian walnut's range

extends ea.stward to northern India and northern Burma. It has

lii-cii widely twtended by ]daiiting, which began in Europe before

till' Christian era, ami may lia\e been as early in India and China.

This is the tree which bears the nuts of commerce known as

Knglish, French and Italian walnuts. They all come from the

same tree, though it is known by different names.

The Circassian walnut wood that reaches this country comes

from Cireassia, and to a less e.xtent from northern India. The

]danted trees of Europe furnish wood of a lower grade, and little

of it reaches the United States, and when it is sold to European

manufacturers it is not called Circassian, but English, French,

Italian, or Austrian walnut.

There is not enough Circassian walnut to meet the demand,

even at the high price asked for it. It is brought at great expense

from the mountains where it grows. When it reaches seaports

or railroad stations it sells by the ton at prices averaging about

$1G0 a thousand feet, log scale. Freight and middle men's profits

add nuu'h to this before it gets to the consumer.

The quantity reaching the United States is not definitely known,

because it is imported simply as "cabinet wood" and is not re-

ported separately; but ' the Forest Service has published such

statistics of manufacture as have been compiled, from which it is

estimated that approximately 2,000,000 feet of Circassian walnut

reach the Ignited States yearly.

A tour of observation among large furniture stores in any

American city will show much Circassian walnut, or what pretends

to be, in evidence. It is the same in New York, New Orleans,

Chicago, and all over the country. A little figuring will show

that 2,000,000 feet a year is totally inadequate to make all the

"Circassian" furniture that is being sold. In addition to furni-

ture, large quantities are demanded for interior house and office

finish, fixtures for stores, banks, saloons and offices, church fit-

tings, and musical instruments. To make all of these commodi-

ties, the 2,000,000, feet of Circassian walnut a year must suffice, or

substitutes must be used.

There can be only one conclusion: nundi that passes as Cir-

cassian walnut is something else, and that "something else" is

in most cases red gum.

The imitation is so exact in figure and color that it will tax

the knowledge of most people to tell the true from the false.

This applies not only to the ordinary purchaser who buys a bu-

reau or finish for an office, but it applies in many cases to the

<lealer. Sudworth and Mell say in the circular already referred

to: "Although it is easy for expert buyers to recognize true Cir-

cassian walnut logs, it is often difficult to distinguish the wood

from some of its substitutes when they have been skilfully stained

and finished. Chief among the woods w-hich resemble Circassian

walnut in general appearance is the so-called satin walnut, tassel

wood, or red gum of the United States, the wood of which has

been sold as Circassian walnut, both for furniture and for interior

finish. The wood from butt logs of red gum is often handsomely

veined and mottled, and is strikingly similar in general appear-

ance to Circassian walnut."

K.xiuMts have worked out keys and explanations to assist in

detecting red gum when used as an imitation of Circassian wal-

nut. The keys are adequate in the hands of an expert who un-

derstands the structure of woods and can use a microscope; but

to any one else the keys are of little use because too diflicult for

ordinary use. The arrangement and size of the pores of the twO'

woods are much alike. They are so nearly the same that it is

doubtful if that tost .alone can be relied on to distinguish one

wood fiiini the other. The color alone is equally unreliable as a

means of identification, after the finisher has been at work. There

is a difference in luster—sometimes the difference is in favor of

the walnut and sometimes of the gum. The only feature in which

the walnut is always superior to the gum, as far as figure is cou-

cerneil, is \fi the burls and the crotch wood. No imitation, except

the work of the brush, can make gum look like walnut in that

particular.

The two woods are thus brought together in a wide and useful

field. The one has been a prince among eastern woods for two

thousand years; the other was, until recentl}', a mere plebeian

among western woods; but now they have come into competition

that was not made possible by the eastern wood descending from

its high place, but by the western wood rising to the level of its

princely rival.

Memphis Logging Conditions Not Promising
There has been favorable weather throughout the greater por-

tion of the Memphis territory during the past fortnight and

good progress is rejiorted with logging work. There are complaints

that the amount of timber prepared for shipment in the delta

proper along the entire line of the Yazoo and Mississippi Valley

road has been smaller than usual. This raises the question as

to whether or not there will be an adequate supply of logs for

the winter because the proportion of log receipts at Memphis
coming from the Yazoo & Mississippi Valley line is unusually

heavy. Every effort is being made to take advantage of present

favorable conditions and to prepare as much timber as possible

for later use. AVhether or not these efforts will be successful de-

pends largely upon the character of weather for the next few

weeks. Winter is already at hand and doubt is expressed as to

whether or not it will be possible to make much further headway.

Owing to the very heavy movement of cotton to Memphis over

the Illinois Central and Yazoo & Mississippi Valley lines, as well

as over the other roads entering this city, receipts of timber by

rail have been somewhat smaller than during October. This de-

velopment was to be expected, however, as the maximum move-

ment of cotton always precludes prompt handling of other traffic,

including lumber and logs. It is fortunate for lumber interests

that, with the lull in rail receipts, there has been a rather de-

cided increase in the amount of timber brought to this city b.y

water. The stage of the Mississippi and its tributaries has been

decidedly more satisfactory during the past fortnight and a great

deal of timber heretofore unavailable has been brought out. It

has likewise been fortunate that the big movement of logs to

Memphis during October left the mills well supplied for the pres-

ent, with the result that there has been practically no stoppage

of manufacturing operations here as a result of the decrease in

timber receipts.

Car Statistics

The regular report of the American Railway Association on car

surpluses and shortages shows that on December 1, 1913, the total

surplus was 67,466 cars, as against the surplus of 46,0.59 on November

1.5. The sur-,Jus on November 30, 1912, was 26,135.

The total shortage on December 1 of this year was 10,212. as against

the total shortage on November 15 of 23,407. The shortage on

November 30, 1912, was 62,536. From these figures it can readily be

seen that combined with greater attention to the matter of taking

care of shipments, the slackening up in trade is being felt by the

railroads.
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The Russian Veneer Industry

crs" AssocintioD. lieli

iinqufstiunably oik-
anrt vory wrll meiits
States.

Editor's Note.
:i paper n-iul on December !i liel'oie the nn'e
at tbe Auditorium hotel. Ohica
r tlie most Interesting and valuable' paiiers that liav
eloso reading on the part of- anyone interested in the

e tbe meetlnu' of the National Veneer & Panel Manufactur-
by Ilenrik fronstroni of Kaukiis Kabrlk. Finland. This is

lieen read before this association,
and panel Industry of the United

The writer has been in the Uuitivl States

since the beginning of this year, to study the

veneer industry, and especially the difference

hetwoen the nietlio<ls and niaehinery employed
here and in Russia, and has been requested by
one of the honored members of tlie National

Veneer & Panel Manufacturers' Association

to furnish, on this occasion, a short account

of Russian veneer manufacture. Being
under many ol)ligations for the courtesy and

great attention that have been bestowed on

nie during my visit in American veneer fac-

tories. 1 have not wanted to refuse complying

with the request, but am glad if I can in this

way reciprocate in a small measure for the

great favors extended to me. I wish, how-

ever, to state right in the beginning that 1

am not an e.xpert in any way on the Russian

veneer industry, although 1 am somewhat ac-

quainted with it.

In order to give the clearest possible picture

of this industry, as far as is in my power, I

will furnish first a brief account of the manu-
facture itself, from beginning to end, and

then make a small comparison between that

method and the one employed in the United

States in those points where they deviate from each other and can be

compartd. and will then give some figures in regard to the size of the

production in an average factory, number of machines used, number
of employes ami finally the cost of production.

The logs are cut from December to March and transported to the

factory in winter by rail, but in summer often by water, being made
to float along with logs coming from lighter trees, to keep them

from sinking. The logs are carefully stored away at the factories and

are kept in water-basins during the warmer season. This prevents

splitting and change in color, anil the logs are therefore, when work

on them begins, quite as fresh as if they had just been cut.

Imme<liately before cutting, the logs are steamed under pressure

for about six hours. This steaming must be done with much care.

The pressure rises .slowly from to 1.5 pounds per square inch. All

condensation must be drained from the boilers so the logs do not lie

in the water. This is very important. After the steaming the logs

are carried as quickly a.s possible to the veneer-lathe.

Then follows the most important process after cutting: Glue

spreading and drying. This is somewhat different in different fac-

tories. In most of them the veneer is carried direct from the veneer-

lathe to the glue spreaders. Some factories, however, will first pass

the veneer through a so-called wringer, to squeeze out a part of the

water through the pressure. This tends to reduce considerably the

time of the actual dr.ving process. This operation will often remove

from twenty five per cent to forty per cent water, hence it is easy

to sec that the expense of the drying is reduced to quite an extent.

Some factories now use even a hot air drying machine for this pur-

jpose. The main thing is, however, that this pre-drying—where it is

done— is never a complete drying, but has for its purpose only a

.somewhat lower presence of water in the veneer; hence, practically

speaking, it is still in a wet condition when it reaches the glue-rollers.

When the wet veneer goes through the glue rollers it imbibes not

only the glue itself, but at the same time the materials that make it

waterproof. The glue covered veneer comes then into the so-called

glue press, where it is submitted to a high pressure between steam

heated plates. In this press, where the veneer is held a longer or

;ti;cim. k.mkt.s
IIXL.VXD.

shorter time, depending u|«)n its thickness,

the largest part of the moisture which is in

the logs is removed. From this press the

veneer is introduced into the so-called dry
press where it dries off and cools off quite

thoroughly.

When a veneer for export is to be produced,
without special designation of its purpose, the

only thing still to do is to cut the veneer into

the desired sizes, which is done in a so-called

clipper for sizing, and to carry it through a
ser;i]ier, whereupon it is ready for export.

With several factories, however, a part of
the veneer is treated somewhat further, by
sawing it into ready plates for tea boxes,

chocolate, ash trays, etc. In these cases the

ajipearanee of the veneer is often changed by
letting it go through coloring machines, imi-

tation machines, smoothing machines, etc.

This is the general way of manufacture
told as briefly as possible.

If we now want to make a comparison be-

tween this method and the one employed in

the United States we have to remember that

in an ordinary factory in Russia, there is

worked in the main only birch and alder three-
ply veneer of a thickness of 4, 5 and C millimeters, that is about 5/32",
6/32" and 7/32", while most factories here send out a highly finished

product for different purposes. A comparison, if it can be made at

all, must limit itself therefore to certain leading features of the
process.

Moreover, the writer wishes to call the attention of his audience
to the fact that his knowledge of the American veneer industry was
gathered during the visits that he has had occasion to make to fac-

tories in this country, and it cannot therefore be complete. Hence,
it is quite clear that he will be guilty of errors in the following, for

which he wishes to apologize beforehand:

First, as to the way in which the logs are kept in storage at the

factories, the writer thinks he has noticed that in most factories in

this country the logs are kept all the year round on dry ground, while

most Russian factories keep the logs in water-basins or tanks during
the warm season. The former method is without doubt a disadvan-

tage to the American factories. In spring, when the sap begins to

rise in a growing tree, the same thing will happen also in a freshly

cut stem. This causes a change of color in the wood, and makes it

brittle, and this is especially the case with the birch tree. In fact

as the logs are kept longer on dry ground, they will deteriorate in

other ways—by cracking, etc. As is known, a fresh stem can be kept
in water almost an indefinite time without any great change.

We now come to what is perhaps the mo.st important ilifference be-

tween the two methods—the boiling, cooking or steaming of the logs.

The American factories cook the logs for twelve to twenty-four hours

in open water reservoirs or tanks. The Russians steam the logs for

six hours in closed boilers under pressure. The purpose of the steam-

ing is, of cour.se, to render the logs sufficiently soft and tough for

cutting. This purpose is attained in both methods; perhaps the wood
gets a little softer through cooking in water. But is something else

not likely to take ])lace with this steamingf We shall see. In

steaming according to the American method, the logs will take up

in themselves more water, so that they will contain practically a

higher proportion of water than will some fresh lumber that is treated

in the Russian style. .Ml this water will then have to be evaporated
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by means of the drying process. How does this compare with the

Russian style? Through the stewing in steam, under pressure, a

large amount of the water is driven out of the log; the higher the

pressure which is used, the more water is removed. Still, the pres-

sure should not be raised to more than fifteen pounds, for otherwise

the wood will get too dry. There is, therefore, in this method less

water left to be evaporated, following our drying. But something

else will happen when this steaming under pressure is used, that is,

the sap-cells of the wood are caused to burst, the pores are opened,

aud the largest part of the sap and foreign matter wliich is locked

up in the pores is driven out.

As before stated, this steaming must be done with care, the pres-

sure being increased slowly. An increased pressure from the start

would destroy the structure of the wood. The main thing is to ob-

tain from the process a product that is soft enough for cutting, with

open pores, free from sap and containing less water than before

damping.

A gentleman in the United States, who is thoroughly acquainted

with the veneer industry, told the writer that he has met with trouble

in attempting to dry maple veneer in a drying-machine with steam-

heated plates. The difficulty consisted in that from the interior of

the wood a sap came oozing, which stayed on the outside and formed a

sticky mass. He then tried to steam maple logs without pressure,

before the cutting. The result was that the drying in the plate-

dryer could be undertaken. What can we learn from this practical

example? In the first place, that though steaming in water a large,

even perhaps the largest part of the sap remains in the wood. In

the second place, how easily the sap can be driven out by contriving

a pressure in the cells inside, for there, as in this example, a wet

veneer strip is placed between two hot plates; where the temperature

is over 212 degrees, the water which is in the wood changes direct

into steam, and a pressure results, which drives out the sap. In the

third place we see from this example that even through steaming

without the least pressure, a part of the sap can be withdrawn. Still,

steaming without pressure carries with it one disadvantage that each

veneer man has experienced, namely—that the steaming does not work

evenly through the whole mass of the wood.

But why is it that the removal of the sap is such an important

matter? Because, in the first place, as everybody knows, sugar sap,

resin, and similar substances, are extremely hostile to every glueing.

We cannot glue together maple veneer, when the exterior is covered

with a coat of sticky sap. In the second place, getting rid of the

sap plays undoubtedly a considerable part in producing waterproof

veneer, as we shall see farther on.

As far as the cutting itself is concerned, that is done in Russia in

the same way as here, aud with machinery about the same ; still there

is a little difference. Sometimes a lathe with a movable knife is

used, that is, the knife moves forward and backward parallel with

the cutting edge. As we know, it is easier to cut wood when the

cutting edge moves in the direction toward the fibers of the wood.

Moreover, a smoother cut is obtained. In fact, this is a principle

which has come to be employed with almost all woodworking machines.

A veneer-slicer is known to be built on the same principle. Why
then should this principle not also be followed in a veneer lathe?

It is true that the machine gets more complicated, but it should be

remembered that such a machine need not be used for rough center

work stock, but rather for the best face veneer. Moreover, the

knife in such a lathe retains its sharpness quite a while.

As to the drying and glueing, which then follows, the main dif-

ference consists in this, that according to the American method the

veneer is first dried and then glued, while the Russian process is just

the opposite. We shall see farther on what can happen in the two

instances. When the drying is done in the American way, the pores

in the wood are closed more or less, the surface becomes sometimes

somewhat case-hardened; at other times, glossy. When this veneer

passes through the glue-spreaders, the main part of the glue stays

on the surface. A small part crowds into the wood, as the moisture

of the glue opens the pores somewhat. What happens when the Rus-

sian method is followed? When the wet or only slightly dried veneer

goes through the glue-spreaders, the pores are open, and not alone

this, but are also free from sap. The waterproof glue penetrates

into the pores and is absorbed by them.

When this veneer is tlien placed under high pressure between steam

heated plates, the glue is pressed very strongly into the pores. In

this way even the larger i)ortion of the water which enters the wood

and glue turns into steam and goes off at the same time, carrying

with itself part of the glue, whereby the pores are filled even more.

Inasmuch as the external strata in three-ply are usually very thin,

it will be seen that these are almost entirely impregnated.

It might be thought that this process works slowly and is expen-

sive. The fact is that it is slower than the American process, but

there is still another circumstance which should be taken into ac-

count. First, we see that while the American veneer contains per-

haps forty per cent to fifty per cent water before the drying, the

Russian contains not much more than half this amount. There is

therefore so much less water to be evaporated. If we, however, study

the principle of the drying itself closely, we find that two entirely

different principles come into play. Without further going into de-

tails on this matter, it might only be stated that according to the

principles employed in the American plan, a sufficiently large heat

is applied to the wood—such an amount as will cause the entering

water to pass into water vapor, then the air is heated sufficiently to

be able to take up this moisture and finally this moist air is gotten

rid of in a mechanical way by blowers, etc., which requires power.

Another principle for the drying is that to convert the water which

passes into the wood into steam direct. For this purpose no air is

needed. It is this principle that is employed in the Russian method.

It would lead us entirely too far to show here in detail which

method takes more steam. One fact is while the Russian factories get

along with only about half the amount of steam that is employed by

the American ones, still they employ more steam at the time of steam-

ing the logs. Moreover, there are obtained in Europe at least two

glue presses with steam heated plates for the same prices as are paid

here for a blower dryer. Everything being normal, the capacity, with

glue presses of this kind, is about 180 cubic feet for ten hours, or

if we take for example 5/32 3-ply = 13,-500 square feet. If any

one should want to characterize in a short, perhaps somewhat exag-

gerated way, the difference between the American 3-ply and the

Russian waterproof 3-ply, this could be done, according to the writer 's

opinion, perhaps in the following manner: The American 3-ply con-

sists of three strata of wood glued together and the glue which is

between the strata has entered only to a small extent into the wood
itself, the pores of which are partly filled with dried or solidified sap,

hence the moisture is easily absorbed through the outer stratum and

dissolves the glue. The wood fibre or the skeleton itself of the wood
is, as will be noticed, not materially attacked by the moisture, but

it is the pores that imbibe the water, which causes the wood to swell,

destroying the glueing and breaking apart the wood itself.

Russian 3-ply on the other hand consists of three strata of veneer

glued together, and the waterproof glue which is employed is to a

large extent driven into the pores of the wood which are empty and

free from foreign matter so that the whole face of the wood is

made waterproof. It is clear without further explanation that 3-pl.v

must become much more capable of withstanding the moisture.

If the American veneer would be glued with waterproof glue one

would obtain, of course, a more or less waterproof product, but this

would still be not of the same kind as the Russian, because the wood

itself would continually be susceptible to moisture.

It might still be said that every Russian veneer factory has a well-

equipped laboratory for the examination of glue, etc. The writer

has not noticed anything of the kind in the American factories.

A Russian factory of middle size is built for about 210,000 cubic

feet of veneer per year. This is about a carload of twelve tons a

day. Of this there are only about 10,000 cubic feet unglued in dif-

ferent thicknesses. The material is divided about as follows

:

Cu. ft Sq. ft.

4 mm. = r>/a2" = 50% of all glued veneer = 100.000 = 7.500.000
r, mm. = a/KZ" = 30% of all glued veneer = 60.000 = .^,600.000
6 mm. = 7/32" = 15% of all glued veneer = 30.000 = 1.500,000
Thicker 5% of all glued veneer = 10.000= 3.30,000
Unglued different thicknesses 10.000 = 600.000

Total 210.000 13,530,000
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Of every thickness tlierc are about sixty per cent first quality ami

forty per cent second quality gooils. To make up this production the

following number of machines are employed:

."i hollers for the stonmin;! of the logs.

.'( to 4 Inthes. depending upon the thickness of logs.

.'! to 4 clippers.
L' glue spreaders.
•-' glue presses.
t dry presses.
1' stock cutting machines.
I to 1' scrapers.

The number of employes in such a factory is about 70 men, or for

tHO shifts, 140. In ease of jiart of the veneer being worked thor-

oughly there is to be added one betnuudiine (coloring machine), one

smoothing machine, one imitation machine, five or six circle saws.

These require for two shifts 30 men. The total crew employed in

this way is about 170 men.

To obtain an idea about the cost of production in such a factory

the total expense for the main operation is divided over the whole

number of cubic feet of finished veneer. In the United States all

calculations are based on square feet, hence the expense has also been
reduced to this basis, but we should remember that these figures can-

not be absolutely correct, but are only an average because the cost

of production, of course, is somewhat different with different sizes.

The following figures are not gotten up in a theoretical way, but are

taken from results obtained in practice.

Co.st of production is as follows:

Average Average
per cub. ft. per sq. ft.

Wood .31.60c 0.496c
I-ahov 13.00c O.205c
•'lue 12.60c 0.198c
.\dmlnlstration. interests, insurance, up-kcep 19.83c 0.311c
Freight to England 9,10c 0,139c

Total 86.13c i.349c
Market price about $1,04 1,627c

The market differs of course, but depends upon the preceding fig-

ures and on an average a profit of .278c per square foot may be added.

!v-:>Ki.'t%w.H^>isi^JiWi>tTO»;*wsi:;<mi>-^

The eighth annual meeting of the National Veneer & Panel Manu-

facturers' Association was held at the Auditorium hotel, Chicago, on

Tuesday and Wednesday, December 9 and 10. The regular business

session, election of officers and banquet took place on December 9,

Following the routine opening of the meeting. President Jarrell

read a very able paper. The paper is printed in full as follows:

Address of President

I have now bei-n .vour official head for two years, and I am gratified

to say that our menihers have been loyal to the organization during that
time," and that while the membership has not increased to the extent I

had hoped, general conditions of the organization are now more stable
than ever before. I'nder the able leadership of their chairman, the
various clubs afliliated with our organization are in a healthier and more
compact condition than formerly, and during the past year some of the
clubs have practically doubled in membership, and there are more veneer
and panel mills today interi»sted in associational work than at any time
in the history of the organization.
The able addresses delivered at our various former conventions on

practical subjects vital to the interests of every manufacturer have had
much to do with the continued interest in the association, and have been
the cause of many good hard dollars being placed in the pockets of those
of our members who profited by the information secured from those ad-
dresses. I feel that it is a distinct loss to any manufacturer who fails

to take advantage of the opportunity of attending our meetings, and,
as one of the most profitable programs has been prepared for our edifica-

tion and instruction at this time, no one should permit himself to miss
bearing anv of the addresses.

During the' time I have served you as president, I have given much
of mv time, and the best thought of which I was capable, to the work,
and, 'with your other oflicers, have endeavored to evolve some workable
plan by which those manufacturers of veneers and panels, who have not
in the past become interested in our work, could be induced to attend
our meetings, but with mediocre success. I have observed that it is an
easy matter to secure the active support of practically every representa-
tive of any manufacturing concern who attends any of our sessions : in

fact, I believe that seeing and hearing what is done here will convert to

our way of thinking, the most obdurate, anti-associational manufacturer
in the country, and I give fair warning to anyone who doubts this state-

ment, that he" had better stay away from our sessions if he does not want
to join us.

.\s has been said before, the work of our association in its conven-
tions is educational, and the program committee has endeavored to have
everv problem that confronts manufacturers, from the felling of the trees
to the completed veneers and panels, covered by experts in their respec-
tive lines, in such a way as to cause our members to learn how produc-
tion can lie increased, quality of output improved, and cost of manu-
facture lessened. You who have been regular attendants of the sessions
In thi- past know how much success has attended the committee's efforts,

anil how prnfitable the addresses have been to you individually.
I sometimes think we should endeavor to stray from the beaten path

that was made by the officers and directors In the past. Into new and
untried methods, but after more mature deliberation I have reached the
conclusion that we are attaining quite as much success along the lines

that have been followed heretofore, as could be hoped for, under existing
conditions, and that the thing for us to do is to continue our efforts

along the same old lines. Keeping everlastingly at it has brought success
to you In your factory work and just to the extent of the energy, effort

and thought we put in our work here, will our efforts be successful.
It is a well-known fact that quite a good many manufacturers are sell-

ing veneers and panels without reference to cost of manufacture, and the
great variation in prices is appalling. It is gratifying to note, however,
the number of such manufacturers is decreasing, and will continue to
decrease Just to the extent that our association can secure their co-

operation.
There arc times when the demand for goods proves to be exceptionally

heavy, and without any apparent cause Inquiries dwindle and almost
cense. None of us likes to have his iKniks free from orders, and when
times of depression arrive, and we find it will probably be necessary for
the output to be reduced somewhat, we feel an almost uncontrollable
desire to reduce prices, even down to cost of production, rather than
curtail, or close down our plants for a time. One .selfish, thoughtless
manufacturer, with an eslablisbed reputation, can rob Innocent brother
competitors of trade thev have worked long and hard to establish, by
quoting ruinous prices just in order to keep his mill going six full da.vs

In the week. How much better for the Industry would It be for the out-

put to be regulated by the demand rather than for it to be continued at
the highest notch, and the prices regulated by the output.

There is another factor that I believe is to a certain extent responsible
for this condition, and that is salesmanship—or rather lack of sales-
manship—on the part of some of our traveling men. It is too often true
that a young man is sent out from the office to interview the trade and
book orders, who has no interest whatever in maintaining prices, but on
the contrar.v, will immediately go to the lowest limit allowed bv the
manufacturer in his desire to land the order as easily as possible. There
are no shrewder men in the business world today, than those who buy
and sell, or use. veneers and panels—the middlemen and the consumers—and unfortunately some of them are unscrupulous, and often tell fairy
tales regarding quotations said to have been made hv well-known manu-
facturers, and our salesmen swallow the bait, hook and all, I feel cer-
tain that if manufacturers who now give to their salesmen so much
latitude in price cutting, will instill into them more fully the idea that
sales are to be made at the highest possible prices, for' the quality of
goods offered, one of the einrent evils of the industry will be well on the
way to a permanent si.liitinii. It goes without saying that this indite-
mc'jit is tc. .ipply Miih In ilhi-e sjI, smen who are guilty, and is not in the
slii;lilrsi iiir.:i,nin iiM.iHliil ,i~ :i rcilection ou the large majority,

1 •11" ul.HJ to ipii. ilii jiiii.ri- .if our members during the last few
months iiiciir.ite :i liraltliy r. unlit i. ill of business, and there appears to be
no reason why we should not all receive a satisfactory share of orders
during the next few months, and at living prices. The panickv feeling
that seemed to be gripping the country a short time ago has disappeared
to a large extent, and I hope it has been chased to permanent oblivion.

In view of the very disastrous floods along the Mississippi river and
its tributaries during the last year or so, and the great damage that
was done the plants of many members of our association, we should
strongly advocate some more positive system of river regulation that
wnl relieve the nation of these recurring disasters than has been used
by the government in the past.

At this time the people as a whole are more interested in building
flrst-class country roads than ever before, and as no class of manufac-
turers can be more directly benefited by general road improvement than
will members of our organization, I feel that every possible encourage-
ment should be given to this great work, not only as an organization,
but as individuals. We all would like to be philanthropists, and. like the
poor, we have country roads always with us, all of which roads are
more or less abominable. The assistance we give in this work is philan-
thropy of the purest type.
The car shortage, while not so severe as last year, is being felt to a

marked extent in certain sections. This condition promises to continue
until the railroad companies largely increase their orders for new cars,
keep their present rolling stock in better condition, and bring their
tracks up to a higher point of efficiency. It is claimed by the roads
that these improvements, which are so vital to the business interests of
the countr.v, cannot be made without an increase in revenue, hence the
movement which is receiving the endorsement of many of the large manu-
facturing plants, trade organizations, and chambers of commerce through-
out the countr.v, leading toward a general advance in freight rates.
While I feel the present rates charged tor transporting goods manufac-
tured by our members are as high as they should be, when the service is
taken into consideration, I believe it positive assurance could be given
by the railroads that the increase in revenue would be put back into
equipment and tracks, and the service correspondingly improved, we
could heartily approve of the proposed blanket increase of five per cent
in rates on all articles, always assuming, however, the rates now charged
are fair and equitable, on the present hasis.

One of the cr.ving needs of the present time, in my opinion, is govern-
ment regulation of track scales, and a standard of efficiency and accurac.v
below which no road shall be permitted to go. I am sure our members
lose thousands of dollars every year, paid for freight on excess tonnage,
because railroad scales are so often inaccurate. Cars now in use are
larger than was the case a few years ago. arc much heavier, and the ton-
nage capacity has been practically doubled. Track scales, which were
quite large and strong enough then but are now entirely too small and
light, are in a great many instances still in use, I am reliably informed
that some extensive efficiency tests were made a sliort while ago, and not
more than ten per cent of the scales so tested weighed accuratel.v. and I

am sure you will bear me out in the statement that errors In scales weight
are almost Invariably agtilnst the shipper, I etirnestly recommend that
the bill introduced in Congress by Kepresentalive Williams of Ohio, for
government control of railroad track scales, be endorsed by our organiza-
tion.

There Is no question but that the use of veneers and built-up panels
is greater today than ever before, and that new avenues are constantl.v-
belng opened up for their entrance and use. The idea that veneers and
goods manufactured of veneers are inferior has l)een superseded by the
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kniiwlKlKi' ilmt fill- (|iialllv. Iifiiiilv iiml ullllty. pioilmls of tlir mills
npivsiMiiiil lull' tiKhiv imist lir usi'd. I'lcJiullcT iipilnst ciTtnln woods
tliiit foriiicilv well' lonsiili'i'ocl practically woi'thli'ss lias almost cntlnly
(llsiippcanil. ' iiiid hnvcMs as a rule arc willing to pay lair prlcis for

satlsfactorv sti>ck. aiid arc always suspicious when al iiiiill^ lou .|iiota-

tions arc liindc hccausc ilicv arc afraid tlic quality Is n..i <>] i" -Miidard.
In almost every Instance the Intensive price cutters ai. ih.-. w h.. <'on-

sldor tlic time and nionev spent in attendinj; our ass..( i:ii imh uki lines.

to be usel,—.|v e\]iended. aurl who coutlnuc to operati' in a Ullnd. hap-
hazard «ri\ uiil I an Inslyhl into cost values and modern methods.

It is iliiv . I;!..-, .ii luanni'aeturi'rs we arc so anxious to rcadi. and your
officers have I n . iideavorhiK to t:et them to attend at least one of our
meetings, so thev lan see sve dc'slre to take nothing away from them,
but on the contrary, are oltcrlnK them something valuable on u sliver

platter.
One vear ago our association hecame an active memlier of the fhaniher

of ronimercc of thi' fnlted States of America. TlH-..n-li ili. . curtesy
of the secretary of that organization tie' various hnlh'iin ml ii!

i

ji.llca-

tions Issued have heen si-nt t<i me as w.^ll as to our v^mI'I : i.liled
representative. I have had .x-iasi.ni. i limfciv. to i ..,,,. what
familiar with the work of tli linn niiii nii.l I li.li. i. n is destined
to Ije the mouthjileci' of the l.ii-n, m .iM in w .1 iiiiiLiMn. 1 fully

endorse Its high-class methods ol - n m.i .h .iniiininj information.
It certainly rellects the sentinu-ni- i iii. .r.-.<\. ~t ini.ll.it- of husincss
nii'n and organizations throughout lie 1 iiitnd states.

I wish to call vour especial atlenticm to the fact that every member
of each dub allillated with onr association should he an active member
of this b(Mlv. 1 regret to rejiort such is not the casi\ It should be
borne in mind that without thi- National asMieiafioii. -nc.evsrni club
work cannot possibly be carried <ui. and lliat since it i- .ii,v,.inti l\ neces-

sarv for this organization to continue, and Ihat tini'. in. ..ii;iin ex-

penses attached to our work which sliould be born |ii:in> hy all manu-
facturers benelltcd. I rec(unmend that memliership in the clubs be made
contingent upon membership in the parent organization.

As this is the annual meeting of th.' assoiiation. election of officers

and directors will be held at tin' proper time. I.i't me urge each of you
to be present at the election and take |)art in it.

Will not each of vou assist in making this the licst meeting in onr
history'' The only way this can be done is for all to take active part in

our deliberations and discussions.

Secretary K. H. Defebaugli then reported orally. The gist of his

suggestion was that it is up to tlie members to maintain tlic high

standing of the organization and to keep it on a footing which will

result in great lienefit to them. He also stated that it is logical that

an organization that has given them really material benefit in its

present state of development can be of incrpasing liclp with increased

development of its efficiency.

Secretary Defebaugb then read the report of tlic treasurer which

showed a favorable balance on hand.

President .Tarrell then appointed the various standing eoniniittees.

Next in the order of business was a paper by Z. Clark Thwing of

the Grand Rapids Veneer Works, Grand Bapids, Mich., on "Scientific

Drying. '
' ilr. Thwing was not present and had not submitted the

paper.

The president then called upon J. B. B. Stryker of the Perkins Glue

Company, Lansdale, Pa. Mr. Stryker read a very interesting paper

on "Comparison of Veneer and Panel Factories at Home acd

Abroad." This paper was based on first-hand information that Mr.

Stryker secured on a recent trip he made through the Continent, in-

troducing Perkins glue. The paper will be carried in full in the

December 25 issue of H.\rd\V()od Eecokd.

Replying to a question, Mr. Stryker said that the mills of France

and Germany are gradually going into the manufacture of veneers

and panels for the trade. He also stated that in England the veneer

and panel plants are not particularly progressive, and that he consid-

ered that to be an excellent opportunity for marketing Ainerican prod-

ucts in the event that import regulations and freight charges are

favorable.

Stanley L. Wolfe of the United States Forest Service spoke to the

members on "Utilization of Waste in Veneer and Panel Factories."

Mr. Wolfe has recently l)een assigned by the United States Forest

Service to a study of this question pertaining to the veneer and panel

industry, under direct supervision of the recently inaugurated office of

industrial investigation.

Mr. Wolfe said that he has been working on this for several months,

but does not consider that he has sufficient data compiled to warrant

his making very definite assertions regarding conditions of waste in

connection with the veneer and panel plants. He, however, made

some very interesting suggestions that were well received by those in

attendance. He outlined the classes of waste as he has found them in

his investigation, which come through inefficient handling and methods

of waste of material. He stated that waste through inefficiency in-

creases waste in material. He also said that the most difficult part of

hi^ research is to determine definitely whether a certain feature that

apparently constitutes waste material is really a waste or is rather an

economical handling of offal.

.Mr. Widfc stated tliat in connec-tion witli the rotary ]irocess lie

found it difficult to arrive at definite conclusions in his investigation,

but that the sawing and slicing methods offer simpler conditions.

He said that his investigations had convinced him that the greatest

waste usually accompanies a sawing operation; that he estimates the

waste in rotary work to be from twenty to fifty jier cent, while thi^

waste in the .sawing is from forty to fifty per cent.

Mr. Wolfe made a suggestion that was well taken by those iu at-

tendance, to the effect that logs should be piled to prevent rapid sea-

soning, and that log yards should be kept absolutely free from decay-

ing bark and other refuse, as the spores from fungus decay are rajiidly

carried from such decaying material to sound logs, which are in turn

injured. He said that the log poml is the best jireventive of rotting.

Mr. Wolfe then went on to make specific suggestions as to utiliza-

tion of .small waste pieces in various kinds of veneers, but inasmuch

as it has never been determined whether or not the utilization of such

pieces in this way would return a profit over the extra co.st of han

dling, his suggestions are not here given.

He made some interesting suggestions regarding cimijietitive fuel

value of wood waste and coal w'hich indicate that, considering this

waste on the value of the original log, the same fuel value cannot lie

.

gotten from the money value represented as can be secured from the

.same money value of coal.

The session then adjourned for a buffet luncheon which was served

in the convention hall.

The afternoon session was opened with a short talk by Charles F.

Hatfield, secretary of the San Francisco-Panama Exposition. Mr.

Hatfield outlined the work going on in preparation of the exposition

and told of plans for accommodating visitors. He said that the actual

construction on the 900 acres would represent an .$80,000,000 invest-

ment.

James L. Foord, chief inspector of the Hartford Steam Boiler In-

spection and Insurance Company of Chicago, then gave a talk on

boiler explosions and their causes, which talk was fully illustrated

with stereopticon slides illustrating various explosions, showing in

some cases photographs of features which caused them. Mr. Foord

advocated the use of wrought iron in boiler work instead of cast iron.

He also strongly recommended the use of a butt-strap boiler instead

of the lap-seam boiler and strongly deprecated the use of continuous

seam boilers.

Howard S. Young, assistant secretary of the association, was asked

by President Jarrell to give a talk on the history of the organization.

He read a very entertaining paper outlining the past accomplishments

and showing the development that has led up to the present efficient

organization.

He specially emphasized the fact that the geueral organization is

really the father of the clubs, and that therefore the members of the

clubs should all recognize the debt they owe to the general association

and should not hesitate to join its ranks. He emphasized the possi-

bility of getting specific benefits through close attendance at the asso-

ciation meetings.

President Jarrell then gave an instance of the monetary benefit

which his company has received from the reading of a paper on insur-

ance presented at the last meeting. He said that his company has

contracted for a sprinkler system which has decreased its insurance

rate by eighty per cent, which decrease he figures will pay for all

past and future expenses, and then leave a good margin of jirofit.

B. W. Lord, who at the last meeting was elected delegate to the

Chamber of Commerce of the United States, talked vigorously of the

wide scope of this organization's activities. He said it was absolutely

not a lobbying proposition, but purely an institution acting as the

business man 's mouthpiece at Washington.

Henrik Cronstrom of Kaukus Fabrik, Finland, read an interesting

and highly instructive talk on the Russian veneer industry, which is

printed in full in another section of this issue of H.\bdwood Record.

D. E. Kline reported for the special committee on measurement

and inspection of veneer logs. Mr. Kline confessed that this commit-

tee is very much up in the air as to just how to proceed, as it is a dif-

ficult thing to detennine specifically just what a veneer log is in the

first place, and on the other hand there is such a variety of informa-
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tion and i^pciial ri><niirfiiients loiiiaiHlid lor the various factions in

the association, that it is practicallv impossible to arrive at any very

definite or valuaMe roni'lusion.

President Jarrel then I'alled for reports of the various standing

lomniittees, but only the membership committee was ready to report

at the regular session. This connnittee reported seven new appliea-

tions for membership as follows: Merrill Veneer Company. Jlerrill,

Wis.; Carolina A'enoer Company. Biltmore, N. C. ; Central Veneer

Company. Huntington. W. Va. ; CarroniAri-harena Company, Luding-

ton. Mich.: R. S. Bacon A'eneer Company, Chicago, 111.; Warren

Veneer & Panel Company. Warren, Pa.; Spring Valley Spoke, Stave

and Heading Company. Spring Valley, Wis.

The meeting, which was attended by aliout sixty veneer and panel

men. then adjourned.

A sumptuous dinner was served in one of the club rooms of the

hotel at ti:.30. there being a full attendance. Before the dinner was

started President ,Iarrel called for reports of committees, which were

not submitted at the regular session.

For the constitution and bvlaws committee B. W. Lord offered a

resolution to the effect that the executive committee hold meetings at

least every sixty days. The committee reported that it is its belief

that results could be gotten only through some executive body like the

executive board, and strongly urged the adoption of the resolution,

which was effected.

Following the report of the auditing committee, the resolutions com-

mittee handed in a resolution on the death of A. E. Hoffman of the

Hoffman Brothers Company, Fort Wayne.
The nominating committee then reported, recommending the election

of the following officers:

PnicsiDENT—B. \V. Lord. Cliloago Vcnccr Company, Burnslde, Kv.
First Vu-k-I'resident—A. E. Gorbam, Gorbam Brothers Co'mpany.

Mt. Pleasant. Mich.
Sei-ono VicePheside.nt—C. IT. Barnard. Central Vcnccr Companv. In-

<liann|iolis. Ind.
Tiinio VriK-PRESiDE.NT— I., p. Groirman, St. Louis Basket & Box Com-

pany. St. I»uis. Mo.
Secret.vrv and Treasurer—E. II. Defcbauch. CliicaKo.
Assistant Secret.vrv— II, S. Youn;;. Indianapolis. Ind.
Directors—\. K. Crandall, I>. K. Kline. It. ^•. Dayton. S. B. Anderson.

The association then decided to continue its membership in the

Chamber of Commerce of the United States, and reappointed H. W.
Lord special delegate.

"v;v/:>>.},>^>^>:^:,:^:/^Mll;t»^i^:/^^<:>t^i^^^i;i^i^!<^^K!/V>!;i;;:<iW

The Mail Bag

B 613—Seeks Canary Wood
Pbilndelpbin. Pa.. Xov. 22.—Editor Hardwood Record : Can you tell

mc where I can got canar.r wood in the lo;; and in %" Iwards?

The above has been advised that "canary wood" is the term

(juite frequently applied to yellow poplar or whitewood, and is

the only wood bearing this name I know anything about. He
has been supplied with a brief list of producers of poplar.

—

Editor.

B 614—Seeks Water Film Logs

Kniixville. fenn.. Vvl. 1.— ICditor Haudwudd Record; I wish to make
a contract with a reliable firm for Ui.iinO feet of water elm logs per day
for .1 period of five years. I would like to have quotations based on

r. O. B. price. Best of reference as to financial standing is supplied.

Anyone interested in marketing water elm logs can have the

aildress of above correspondent on application.

—

Editor.

B 615—Seeks Broom Handle Blanks and Machinery
Aurora. Inil., I pmi-. li.— Kilitci- IIakpwc "lO Hkiiird: Will you be kind

enough to send us the names of a few parties who furnish blanks for

broom handles in large quantities. .\lso should like to have the ad-

dresses of one or two broom bandle machinery manufacturers.

The above inquirer has been supplied with a brief list of manu-

facturers of broom handle blanks, and manufacturers of broom

handle machinery. Any others interested can have the address

on application.

—

Editor.

B 616—Seeks Commission Salesman in the East
Blrminghiim. Ala.. Dec. ."..— lOditor I1a1[|>W(kiii Hkcokd : We will be

glad to have you give us the names of reliable hardwood commission men
in Boston, Baltimore and New York City. We manufacture large quanti-

ties of poplar, especially 6/4 thicknesses. .

The writer of the above correspondence has been given a brief

list of competent commission men in the territory mentioned. Any
others interesterl in the inquiry can have the address on applica-

tion.

—

Editor.

B 617—Seeks Trip Log Car Stakes

Phillips, wis.. Dec. 3.—Editor IIarkwood Kecord: I'an you give me
the names and addresses of firms manufacturing either patented trip log

car stakes or the chainless log car stakes? I desire to get in communica-
tion with tbe manufacturers and satisfy m.vself as to the best appliance
before pnrchaslng. ,

The above correspondent has been supplied with names of one

or two manufacturers of patented log car stakes. Any others

interested can have the address on application.

—

Editor.

B 618—Complains of Work of Inspectors

Columbus. O., Nov. 20.—Kditor IIaiiI'Wi.iH) Kkcoko: Your page 2."> item

In regard "Do inspectors know thc> riil.s." Is timely and touches lightly

the boldest leak in the hardwood game today. Tbe writer sells around
one hundred carloads per month of standard hardwoods, and sees many

so-called "surveys" by mill inspectors. It's nothing to find fifty per cent
of a car off what invoice and mill inspector's tally call for. Tbey slop

over both ways and get complaints on tbe below grade, and no mention of

the above grade.

The writer Just returned from Pennsylvania, where he had a complaint
report on a car of •">/4 No. 1 common, which report showed it Jo contain
346 feet No. .1 common, 1,G94 feet No. 2 common. Upon reinspection he
found more No. .3 and No. 2 than reported and around 2.000 firsts and
seconds. Not fifty per cent of mill inspectors can throw ninety of the
boards into rule.s the association books specify, nor can they go through
same car log run and come within ten per cent variation of themselves on
grades. Incompetent inspection costs lumber manufacturers and con-

sumers on an average $1 to S2 per thousand on their whole cut. nut few
of them know it. .

The foregoing communication comes from a thoroughly expe-

rienced and reliable hardwood jobber, and is published without

comment.—Editor.
B 619—Seeks Three Inch White Ash

New York. N. Y'.. Nov. 29.—Editor Hardwood Record : Can you put
us in touch with any mills in Michigan or Wisconsin who can take care of

an order for 3" firsts and seconds white ash?

Lumber Company.
The foregoing inquiry is from a leading New York jobbing

house, and the writer has been advised that there is compara-
tively little .?" white ash produced in Michigan and Wisconsin at

present. He has lieeu referred to two or three possible sources of

supply in that region, and has also been given a list of southern

manufacturers of white ash who very likely can take care of the

order. Any others interested in the inquiry can have the address

on application.

—

Editor.

B 620—Seeks Plain and Quartered Thin White Oak
Detroit. Mich.. Nov. 29.—Editor HARnwoon REicmn : We are in the

market for a considerable (juantity of :;/.s and 7 HI No. J common and
better in plain white and quartered white oak. We shall be glad to have
quotations on a considerable quantit.v of this material, each grade
separately priced.

I.fMBER COSIPANV.

The above inquiry is from a foremost Detroit house. Anj'one

interested in suppl.ving this concern 's wants can have the address

on application.

—

Editor.

B 622—Seeks Quartered Sycamore
Pbiladelphia, Pa.. Nov. 24.—Editor Hardwood Record : Can you inform

us where we can procure 5/8 quartered sycamore' No. 1 common and better

in carload lots? ,

The above inquiry is from a leading Philadelphia manufacturing

house. Anyone who can supply this wood is invited to communi-

cate with Hardwood Record so tliat his address can be supplied

to the inquirer.

—

Editor.

B 623—^A Correction
Hardwood Record submits the following self-explanatory letter:

Cincinnati. ().. Dec. :t.—Editor Hardwood Record: I notice in the New
Y'ork news of your issue of November 2.'> yon state that the forfeiture

case of the government vs. The Maley. Thompson & MofTett Company
on the seizure of mahogany lumber in 1909 was decided In favor of the
government.

This Is not true. The facts In the case are that the evidence was
submitted in tlie Federal court in Brooklyn by l)oth the government and
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the defemlnnts and the Koverniiu'iit bad so very llltlc I'vidcnco that the

judge took till' case from the Jury and decided In favor of The Mnley,

Thompson & Moffett Company. I hope you will correct this error in

your next Issue.

The amount of lumber Involved in this case was something like 30,000

feet and the defendants admitted from the very beginning that there was
about SOO feet that was up grade, which of course, was entirely due to

the difference in Judgment of the inspectors. I wish to state that not
only this case was won and taken from the Jury, but a previous case

of a similar nature was won some two years ago before a New York
Federal Judge, In which case the Judge Instructed the Jury after the evi-

dence was in that in the event they found tor the government, he would
lie compelled to set the Judgment aside on account of the fact that the

evidence did not justify such a decision.

The Malev, Thompson & Moffett Company,
E. W. Robblns.

B G24—Wants Three-ply Maple and Birch

ilcTkiincr. X. Y.. Dec. 2.—Editor IIakdwood Record: Will yon kindly

send us the names of some manufacturers of built-up veneer, who make
.'{-ply maple and birch? We use about 200,000 feet a year.

This concern has been given tlie names of several companies wliieh

turn out this line of goods, and others interested can have the name
and address on ap|ilicatinn to tliis office.

—

Editor.

'C«0'.\a3ia5MtW^.'J!t-»OTtM!KW5Wi4Jt^^
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Clubs and Associations

Northern Loggers Hold Session

The first jrr'ncral meeting of the logging superintendents of Wis-
consin and northern Michigan ever held convened at Green Bay on
Saturday, December 6. with an attendance of more than seventy. The
meeting was the outcome of a brief discussion of logging methods and
camp management which took place at the quarterly meeting of the

Northern Hemlock and Hardwood Manufacturers' Association at Eau
Claire, Wis.. October 29. In his opening address President Hamar of

that association gave a very interesting and instructive resume of

logging methods in the North. Speaking of costs of logging, he offered

tigures for a set of camps compiled for 1S92-3, showing an average cost

of eighteen cents per day per man for food. He stated that it now
costs the average lumberman double this amount. Mr. Hamar said that

be believed the conditions of those earlier periods are gone forever and
that the present day loggers of the North must face new conditions.

He stated that the two most serious problems are increasing cost of

labor and increasing cost of feeding men. He stated that increase in cost

of supplies is here to stay, but that cost of labor can be reduced by
increasing its efficiency through the employment of cost sheets, daily

reports of logs sawed and skidded. He said that every camp with eight

or more saw gangs should have a saw boss who will not only increase the

work hut save timber. He said that it is common to find fourteen and
sixteen foot shaky butt hemlock logs that shpuld have been long butted

or cut twenty feet so that when the shake is cut off in the mill there

will still remain sound sixteen foot lumber instead of short stuff. He
said that hardwood is frequently cut sixteen feet where eighteen foot

logs would save two feet of timber and clean the trees up to the crotch.

Mr. Hamar also suggested that a camp of the same size should have
a barn boss whose sole duty it would be to supervise the feeding and
general care of the horses.

Regarding methods of logging Mr. Hamar said that these must be

determined entirely by conditions in different territories. He said that

while steam skidders are best in some places, skidding by team is un-

questionably best in others and that the logger should use his own good

Judgment.
George N. Harder, general manager of the Rib Lake Lumber Company,

then outlined the work he is accomplishing through the use of a steam
log hauler or traction engine log hauler. He recommends this type of

hauling where the distance is five miles or greater, but sa.vs it is not

economical for shorter distances. Mr. Harder figures that the engine is

good for forty miles a day and that while be bad never worked his

machine to full capacity, the maximum haul has been 150,000 feet of

logs and fifty cords of bark on a seven-mile haul. The average load was
fifteen loads of logs, approximately 80,000 feet, and three loads of bark
aggregating thirty cords.

E. S. Hammond, one of the oldest of the northern loggers, now
located at Rice Lake, Wis., although unable to attend, sent in a mighty
interesting paper on the management of woods help. Because of lack of

space this paper will not be published until the next issue of Hakdwood
Record. The gist of it. however, would indicate that Mr. Hammond
believes that the best way to handle woods employes is to treat them as

squarely as possible as long as they will allow such treatment and when
they refuse to be governed fairly to give them some of their own medicine.

the dose being at least twice as large as that administered by the men
themselves.

I.aiiiunt Rowlands d the ('. .\. (;ooilycar Lumber Company stated that
his company kept an accurate inventory of all foodstuffs used in the
camp at Blue Bill, Mich,, and submitted a record of the material consumed
during one year by an average of luO men. The record showed that the
cost per man per day was $.3611. He said that adding to this the
wages of cooks and assistants and dlstriliutlng the entire cost of feed

ing men over the days of productive labor made the cost for board for

each active day about sixty-five cents per man.
W. E. Hallenbeck of the Girard Lumber Company of Dunbar, Wis.,

read a paper on the steam ground skidder. Mr. Hallenbeck expressed
the belief that steam skidders are only In their infancy. He spoke
very enthusiastically of steam skidding as compared to skidding by
horses. He said that his experience was that with a railroad laid out
1.200 feet apart to accommodate horse skidding an enormous amount
of work was necessary to lay the tracks. He said that the grading of
such branches together with the cutting and clearing of right of way.
Including laying of steel, surfacing, etc., cost about .fl,500 a mile in the
average northern country. This does not take into account ties, steel,

spikes, bolts, etc. He figured that this mile track with a skidding
width of 1,200 feet for a team gang gives 145 or 150 acres containing
on an average in the North approximately 1,500.000 feet of logs, from
which it will be seen that the railroad cost $1.00 per thousand. With
the skidder Mr. Hallenbeck figured that twice the ground would be

covered with a less cost for labor.

Air. Hallenbeck closed his talk with a description of work done in

railroad building with a ditch digger for railroad cuts and grading. He
said that a crew of five men and one team built a mile of grade in heavy
soil with a great many boulders, average cuts, figuring a fourteen-foot
crown to allow a steam skidder to go through cuts, for $425.00, including
stump pulling.

Following Mr. Hallenbeck, J. W. Gleason of the Goodman Lumber
Company of Goodman. Wis., came to the defense of the horse with a
paper that gave many excellent hints as to the proper care of stock In the
woods. This paper also will be carried in a later issue because of lack
of room in this. Mr. Gleason added that each team of horses in bis
operations logs 1,000.000 feet of lumber yearly for his company.

George H. Holt of Chicago was unable to attend the meeting, but sent
a paper that gave some mighty interesting and valuable suggestions.
Mr. Holt said that the idea of collective buying of fire insurance has
already been launched. He then said the same idea might be utilized

in the purchase of materials for camps. He said that this method would
not only greatly reduce the cost of logging operations, but would stand-
ardize materials and processes and statistical records. He said that
wages mean nothing as a test of or guide to efficiency apart from the
record of the product resulting from such wages. He said that the
total cost of logging in a camp is of little value unless it is known
whether there has been efficiency in one department and waste and
inefBciency in another. He said that because practically all of the
problems facing the loggers in the North are similar, the opportunity for

collective service and standardization is apparent.

Mr. Holt then said that the logging camp is a deplorable example of

waste of material and labor coupled with the crippling of the energy
which it is designed to protect and maintain. He said that while
loggers have used a certain degree of intelligence in feeding their

animals, they had conducted a debauch for their men. He said that
standardization would cover the duties of camp cooks, rations for various
meals and days of the week, accounts, forms used in organizing and con-

ducting logging operations, purchase of supplies, equipment and apparatus,
keeping track of condition, location and quantities of supplies, and
checking waste. The last two effects which such an association of log-

ging interests would have would be the maintenance of a standard of

quality and supplies and a means of easily getting rid of second-hand
equipment.

H. J. Beckerle. in charge of the Wisconsin Free Employment Office,

then described that organization, after which a general discussion fol-

lowed as to labor supply which is now more abundant than last summer.
Woods wages would seem to range from $26.00 to $35.00 per month with
board and means whereby camps may be made more sanitary and at-

tractive. The general discussion took concrete form in motions by
Lamont Rowlands and R. B. Goodman for the appointment of two
committees to report at the annual meeting of the association

to be held the later part of January. One committee was created for

the welfare work and the other for standardization. The former com-
mittee will go into the best means of improving camp conditions while

the other will work for a uniform system of reports covering all systems
of logging operations.

After suitable resolutions, the meeting adjuurned.

An Instructive Meeting
The last of a series of welfare conferences to be held under the auspices

of the welfare committee of the Yellow Pine Manufacturers' Association

was held at the Marion hotel in Little Rock on December 9. The con-

ference was arranged for a general get-together meeting, but special

attention was given to the discussions of such subjects as "Community
Betterment," "Industrial Hygiene" and other discussions looking toward
the general welfare and greater efficiency of labor at the lumber mills, as

a result of improving the working, living and leisure conditions of the

employes.
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Mill ownor:?, iucUidlnj; yellow ])iuo and hardwood manufacturers,
togelhor with employes, were especially Invited to attend this conference.

In the carrying out of the program the welfare committee was assisted

liy the Young Men's Christian Association.

The program for the Little Rocl£ meeting was as follows:

Mornltis session, 10:30 o'clocic, J. Lewis Thompson presidlnir ; openln;;
luidress, J. Lewis Thompson. Houston ; "Community Hygiene in Sawmill
Towns and Camps and Its Relation to Treventive Medicine," Hr. Morgan
Smith, secretary State Board of Health ; "Emergency Work in Mill and
Hospital." Dr. J. E. Sparks, Crossett ; discussion.

Afternoon session. 2:30 o'clock, Charles K. Towson presiding: "Pro-
iii..tion of S;ivings and Thrift." C. A. Buchner, Mlllvllle : "The Em-
pl.iver's Interest in I'ublic Schools," Trof, George B. Cook, state superin-
tendent public education ; "Welfare Work in the Logging Camp." Levi
Wilcoxon, Crossett : brief reports on welfare work being done : discussion.

Evening session, 7 :30 o'clock, H. H. Foster presiding : "The Church
ill the .Mill Town and Logging Camp." Rev. J. W. Workman. .Malvern:

.i:ress of Welfare Work in the Nation." Charles R. Towson, secretary
-trial Department Interii:iiional Committee Y. .M. C. .\.. New York.

Hardwood Manufacturers ' Association Meeting
I'resident W. E. DeLaney has announced that the twelfth annual meet-

ing of the Hardwood Manufacturers' .\ssociation of the I'nited States

will be held at the Gayoso Hotel, Memphis, Tenn., January 21 and 22,

1014. In taking the convention to Memphis this time the association

is invavling the heart of the hardwood producing country. The con-

ventions in 1910, 1911, 1912 and 1913 were held at Cincinnati for the

reason of th:it city being located on the border line between the large pro-

ducing section in the South and the principal consuming markets in the

North and East. The meetings were held at Cincinnati for the purpose

of bringing the convention closer to the consumer, and all conventions

held in Cincinnati were marked by a large attendance of consumers.

A special invitation will be extcndetl this time to the consumer, who
Is alwa.vs a welcome addition to these interesting meetings.

Memphis is probably the most readily accessible meeting point that

could he selected for the hardwood convention from the standpoint of the

producer, as it is estimated that over ninety per cent of the hardwood
producers are within one night's ride. The officers of the association

are now at work on the program.

Indiana Manufacturers to Meet
The Indiana Hardwood Lumbermen's .Vssociation announces through

Secretary C. H. Kramer tliat the ue.xt annual meeting will be held at

the Hotel Denison. Indianapolis, on Wednesday, January 14. The usual

plans are being made for entertainment and other features.

Van B. Perrine of Fort Wayne is president of the association. Bedna
Y'oung of Evansville vice-president, James Buckley of Brookvillc, treas-

urer.

Memphis Club Candidates in Lively Campaign
The current week promises to be one of marked activity in lumber circles,

not with respect to the amount of lumber manufactured or sold but with
regard to the amount of energ.v and enthusiasm expended by the gentle-

men who have been named as candidates for officers and directors of

the Lumbermen's Club of Memphis and the various members of the trade

who are backing the different candidates.

There was a special meeting of the club at the Hotel Gayoso on Satur-

day, December 6, called for the purpose of allowing the nominating com-
mittees, appointed a week ago. to name its candidates and, with the

report of this committee, the campaign was declared on in earnest. There
were more than seventy members present at this meeting and enthusiasm
ran high. Immediately following adjournment the candidates and their

supporters started to work and. in addition to personal calls, there were
telephone messages, special delivery letters and other means used to

secure votes. The campaign will last only a week but it will lose nothing
in intensity because of the brevity thus imposed.

J. D. Allen, vice-president of I. M. Darnell & Son Company, heads the

blue ticket, while his opponent is S. M. Nickey of the Green River Lum-
ber Company and the Nickey Brothers Hardwood Company. Both men
are well known and both have large personal foUowings. Both have done
efficient work in behalf of the club and both have determined that they
will put forth everj' possible effort to secure the highest office in the gift

of a club which has not only a national but an international reputation

as the most active and aggressive as well as the most important local

luraljer organization connected with the entire lumber trade. The cam-
paign, however, will be equally warm for the other offices and there is

every indication that there will be no cessation of vote-gathering until

the final ballot Is cast at the Business Xlen's Club building ne.tt Satur-

day evening. The full tickets follow :

Reds
President—S. M. Nickey. Green River Lumber Company.
FiEST Vice-President—Ralph May. May Brothers.
Second Vice-Pke.sident—J. R. Blair. Crittenden Lumber Company.
Secretaht-Treasirer—C. G. Kadel. r. F. Stone Lumber Company.
Directors—R. M. Bennett, Bennett Il.iidwood Lumber Companv': R. H.

Darnell. R. J. Darnell. Inc.; O. M. Krebs. McLean Hardwood' Lumber
Company.

Bldes

President—J. D. Allen. I. M. Darnell & Son Company.
First Vice-President—R. J. Wiggs. R. J. Darnell. Inc.
Seiond Vice-President— F. G. Smith. Mossman Lumber Company.
Secretary-Tre.isi:rer— C. G. Kadel. P. F. Stone Lumber Companv.
Directors—C. c. Dickinson. E. SomllieimcT Comoany : T. E. .Tones.

F. T. Dooley Lumber Company; J. F. .McSweyn, Memphis Baud -Mill
Company.

After the nominating committee had made its reports, the various
candidates were called upon and responded briefly, arousing much enthu-
siasm and bringing forth a great deal of applause. All of the candidates
declared that they would win and. If their earnestness could be taken as
a safe criterion, a miracle would have to be performed to prevent the
club from having two sets of officers. Experience has proven, however,
that only one set may be elected and a miracle is hardly likely—C. G.
Kadel, candidate for secretary-treasurer, to succeed himself, Is the only
one who Is certain of election and he is taking life quite easy in the
knowledge that his office is safe without personal effort on his parf. The
others will have to hustle and there is nobody who realizes this more
than the gentlemen themselves. These elections arouse unusual interest

every year and serve to keep enthusiasm up to that high state which Is

productive of good results and which has been an important factor in the
successful career of the Lumbermen's Club of Memphis.

There will be no regular meeting of the club next Saturday afternoon.
Instead the election itself will bo held in the evening, during which re-

freshments will be served. The names of the officers of election will be

announced later. In the meantime the membership of the club rests

confident in the knowledge that, no matter which candidates are finally

selected, the affairs of the organization during the coming year will be in

strong hands.

Meeting of Cincinnati Clut
On the night of December 1 the Lumbermen's Club held one of the

most enthusiastic meetings of the year. The occasion was the regular
monthl.v meeting which the entertainment committee arranged for at

the German village of the Wiedemann brewery which is one of the most
ideal places in this section to hold a stag meeting of this kind. The vil-

lage was especially built for such affairs and the menu, consisting of
broiled beefsteak and pitcli potatoes, was enjoyed immensely by all of

the sixty members present and many of those who had not visited the
place before were profuse in their praise of the novel dinner and sur-

roundings.

After the dinner was disposed of and while the trimmings direct from
the wood kept flowing right along, President Hagemeyer called the meet-
ing to order. After the usual formalities—such as reading of minutes
and reading of communications—was disposed of. the question of assist-

ing the Mississippi River Lev.v Association in securing the much needed
appropriations tor the proper protection of property along that waterway
was taken up and resulted In Walter Quick of Riiliey. Halsted and Quick
being sent as a club delegate to Washington to be on hand and lend all

possible assistance and to see personally the congressmen from this dis-

trict and urge upon them the importance of giving the measure their

support. Another matter of much importance taken up was the re-in-

spection of lumber when in dispute, the question having arisen over a

decision of the arbitration committee, part of which involved some in-

spection over which the club has no control. Further developments are
looked for in this matter at the meeting in January. ,

The approaching holidays with their festive occasions must have been
in the mind of James Zoller of the Talbert-ZoUer Lumber Company, as
at the close of the meeting he arose and apparently voiced the sentiments
of all present in causing the entertainment committee to receive instruc-

tions from the chair to make the January meeting a "special" affair and
as many suggestions were made to the experienced entertainment com-
mittee, it is needless to say that the next meeting will be well attended.

Fhiladelpliians Hear Interesting Sales -Talk

The Philadelphia Wholesale Lumber Dealers' Association inaugurated
a new feature when it gave a b.anquet at "Kuglers" on November 21, to

which it invited all the salesmen of the members to be present to listen

to a lecture by Herbert V. Casson. vice president of the H. K. McCann
Company. New York, the well-known discourser on business ethics, on the

subject of efficient salesmanship. After a dinner of sumptuous appoint-

ment at :30 p. m.. at which one hundred diners sat down. President

Owen M. Bruner of the Owen M. Bruner Company, introduced F. Ashman
Souder of E. .\. Souder & Co.. who explained that the object of the gather-

ing was to give the men an opportunity to hear a comprehensive and
instructive lecture on the most efficient and successful salesmanship, and
also to enable the members and their men on the road to become better

acquainted. Mr. Souder then gave some interesting and laughable ex-

periences of salesmen he had known, after which Mr. Bruner introduced

Mr. Casson and prepared his hearers for a cyclonic, whirlwind talk on a

subject.

Mr. Casson began by saying that there were essentially two men
in a business, the boss and the salesman. The first looked after the work-

ing of the business—the other got the business. In regard to lumber
selling he said he had never talked to a bunch of salesmen before who
traveled without samples and who sold goods they never saw. As no two
thumbs are alike, he sai'', so no two men talk alike. It is merely a matter
of personality in selling lumber, and If you get the order you must be

able to make the bu.ver believe all you tell him. To be a good salesman

.vou must be a man of character. Selling goods is a line by Itself;

Inventors and manufacturers know nothing about selling goods. An
inventor has an idea, he creates and he sticks to this idea ; the manu-

facturer has no idea of his own, but uses that of another, and manu-
factures the goods. He looks Inward all the time, while the salesman

looks outward—has to watch the other fellow. Now, the salesman Is

Just as Important ns the inventor or the manufacturer ; he has Just as
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imicli ycnius. KiKlory nfter fnclmy has ,ioar diiwii for iii>iii of tlif right
kind of .siilesmcn to sell the coods. There Is ii Mg dllTerenec In siilos-

mcn : one will sell ten dollars' worth of stuff to anolhi'rs one dollur's

worth. It's the luittin;: of the floods neross to the buyer that tells, and
none can make k>'"<1 unless be a|>|>lles proper salesmanship—uses as little

eui-rgy as posslhle, trys to land his man with the least enemy and the
fewest words, and wonis only that lit the case.

Mr. Casson said .vou must study y(Uir man ; hefiire Kolnj; Into his

place of business, walk up and down before the house and think out
what *oii want to do. As an illuslration. when .von build a house you
have a blueprint to go by. and so should yon be pri'pared when you
approach your man. IlnndliUK nuMi, Mr. t'asson said. Is a profi'sslon. an
art— a wonderful one, Knjrineers an<l locomotivi' builders have plans and
directions for carryinir on their work, while the lumber salesman has
nothing but his iiersonai efpilpment to convince and lu'lng over his man,
and man is the most complex pieci- of machinery in the world.

The first essential In a salesman Is to be able to listen, a difflcult Job
at times, as a salesman naturally wants to talk ; hut many orders have
been hooked by being sood listeners. Then, never arjiue with a customer.
If he says the world is Hat. let him have it that way: what's the
rtilTere;ice'; Kvery man has a sroueh : study his firouch : he has some-
tliinu' on top he wants to set out—wants to tell it to somebody— let him
u'cl it olf. Why. that's what we c'^t married for—to have someone to

syuipathl/.e with u.s—someone to whom we can tell all our troubles.

Never go head on to a man. which often kills .your chance of settinft an
order. Co with him not against him— it makes a lot of dlCCerence. There
are two kinds of handles to a man : lind out which handle moves your
man and take hold of it. If a man's name is Hrown. don't <'aM bim
Smith ; if you are not sure of his name don't talk to him. To get a man s

name wrong is like hitting him in the face with a wet towel.

Mr. Tasson then save some valuable advice as to effecting sales. lie

said he went Into a store recently and asked for a grey necktie : the

ftoy in charge brought out a brow'n and several other colors in rotation.

Sir. Casson kindly gave the lad this advice: "If a man knows what he
wants. let him alone—If he doesn't, then it's time to show him some-

thing else. (!et him interested in something that will appeal to him :

for Instance, tell him that here is a tie which is just the color of his

.eyes—that fellow I'll wager will sell six ties instead of one." Yon can
sell better to the eye than the ear. Carry a pad with figures of your
article on it : tlie eyes follow the pad and there Is something to interest.

.\nother piece of advice of Mr. I'asson was not to start talking lumber
riglit away—get around to it gradually. Insurance men are the best

salesmen— tlie.v talk to .vou about yourself : the.v will bet you you wont
die in twenty years : you bet you will. Those fellows have the statistics

and know—they are talking to you from your own point of view, and
they will get your policy in the end. "There has always been a great

cry of suppl.v and demand talk." went on Mr. Casson. "whidi is a lot of

nonsense. Why the Widsbach people some time ago found that a limit

to sales in New York had been put at 27.000. when in one yc>ar they

.lumped to SloO.OOO—talk about supply and demand : it's good salesman-
ship, not demand that is neefled. Selling a man what he wants is easy,

but true salesmanship is knowing how to handle your man. Salesmanship
is an expansive art : all .lobs eventuall.v get stale. You slide into old

routine work and when you arrive at that stage you must needs wake
up and make a fresh start. Be a person, not a habit : take joy in your
work, don't l"t it get into mere grinding. Study your work as you would
a problem." Mr. Casson said that some years ago farmers did their

daily task, had some cows, some horses and stables for them, a kind

of house for themselves to live in and ahout .$30 over at the end of the

year ; later on somebod.v comes along and digs down sixty or seventy feet

and finds oil. and thr Standard Oil Company is formed and several

hundred million dollars worth of oil is realized. The farmer was satis-

fied to live on the surface and to die poor. Y'ou must dig down—don't

stop satisfied with the old routine and ever.vda.v dope. Keep studying.

keep digging.. A 'certain deep digger is curing a ham b.v electricit.v in

two hours instead of thirt.v days. Mr. Casson advised his hearers to

study the trees and the many uses that can be made of the wood. ITe

felt sure the lumbermen knew less than they should of the nature and
utilit.v'of trees.

He brought up the subject of cutting out the middleman by the manu-
facturers, which he enlarged upon at the last Lumbermen's Exchange
meeting. Don't sell your output to one concern, he advised. (!)ne Roe-

buck went to a manufacturer and asked him if he would sell bim his

entire output and take 12 per cent on the goods. The manufacturer was
delighted—it was a dream he bad been waiting for. A year went around.

Roebuck informed him he could not pay over seven per cent and a better

grade of goods must In- made. etc.. etc. The manufacturer could not

meet the demand, so there was only the alternative to sell out at forty

cents on the dollar, as the salesmen and customers of course were gone.

As to the salesmen's earning power. Mr. Casson said that it .vou don't

-earn three times your pay you will be tired. The first third is your

salar.v. the second is for costs, rent. etc.. and the third for the boss. A
'fellow has an accident on a railroad, bis friends set him up in a 'cigar

store. He knows nothing about the business—he sells five cigars for a

quarter, is much elated and takes one for himself and smokes it. and b.v

so doin^ smokes up the profit. To help the bouse in cutting cost is part

of a salesman's duty. Don't talk price to customers, is Mr. Casson's

admonition

—

talk goods. Learn from the automobile salesman—you

never hear him say anything about price'. He just talks up his machine
and the price is palil without a murmur. lie a booster, feel oui your
pi'ople—be like a rubber l)all which the harder you knock the higher
It will bounce. Meit your nu'n with a smile: optimism will help sales.

Never have any Impossibles on your list. Rub the labels off I he door
marked impossible anil bring those fellows over. No man knows what
he can do until he tries. Why. In San Krancisco the earthcjuakt m-.iiiv

every cripple in town get up and run two miles. The survival of the
fittest is the rub' In this world, and the fittest is going to win. II is .said

the peopli- inherit the rarth, but .vou may rest assured Ihe man who goes
nfter It is going to g.'t it. Mr. Casson advised the employers to en-

courage their men- to give them a pat on the back—If they seli more,
then pay them more. It will help a lot toward Increasing sales.

When .Mr. Casson was through talking. .losepb I". Comegy.s macii' a

motion that a vote of thanks be given to Mr. Hruner and tin- livi-

directors of the association for bringing Mr. Casson to rbiladelphia. ami
to Mr. Casson for Ills most interesting and instructive address. I'.otb

were heartily tendered.

Speeches l)y .1. Randall Williams, ,Ir.. .1. Randall Williams & Co.:

Robert (!. Kay. Kay Lumber Company: Thomas H. Ilanuucr and T. Philip

Hammer, T. K. Hammer Lumber Company: .John ,1. (luivinen, I'roducers'

Lumlu'r Company, aiul A. J. Lev.v, Korest Lumber Company, were made
relative to the advantage of the conferring together of employers and
employes. In behalf of the salesmen this get-together social dinner was
highly approvi'd and it was suggested tliat much Ijetter results would be

obtained if the employers would consult more at length with the sales-

men—get :i little <-!uunray. so to speak. The wholesalers made reply

tliat the ev<'ning function in ipiestion was about on the Ihu' suggested,

and liopcil for many repetitions in lb.- future.

Annual Baltimore Exchange
•I'll.' annual m etlug of tlir Ilaltiiunrr Lumber Kxcb.-inge which was held

oil li.-ccinber 1 at the Miichauts' Club proved to be exceptionally en-

joyable and interesting. it was productive to a pronounced degrei' of

the feeling of good fellowship and co-operation, and it w'as distinguished

for the reading of yearly reports that afforded much encouragement to

the membership, apart from the di-lightfiii menu served at the banquet
following the business session, and II tlier social features connected

with tile event.

It was stated, for instance, in the report of the retiring president,

Theodore Mottu. that the quantity of lumber inspected by the inspectors
of the exchange during the past year was larger than for preceding
years, and that the bureau was coming to l)e more and more recognized

as observing the highest standards and as deserving to the fullest extent
the confidence of the trade, Onl.v one reinspection was ordered during the

entire year, which shows to what extent the lumbermen of Baltimore
and others have come to rely upon the official inspection.

The i)roceedings opened with the retiring president calling the mem-
bers to order and asking Secretary L. II. (Jwaltney to read the minutes
of the last meeting, in September. Mr. Owaltney then, as treasurer of

the exchange, read his report, which sliowed that the year from Novem-
ber 30. 1012. to November ,10. 1!>1:>, had ended with a balance in the

treasur.;'. and with an increase in the membership, the report being

approved with expressions of satisfaction.

.Mr. Mottu then called H. Rowland Clapp to the chair, while be pre-

sented his annual statement, which set forth among other things the

following, applicable to the hardwood trade :

At the beginning of the year trade eunilitions generally were in exeep-
tionall.v good shape, and we" all tbouglit tliat a banner year was before us.
Lumber was very hard to get: the mills all tlircieub tlie South were busy
running night and day to keep up with their orders; cancellations were
frequent, and yon seldom, if ever, got more than a minimuiii ear. Trices
were ver.v firm: in fact, everything looked good and we all predicted good
business. Early summer brought a great change.' and very suddenly we
were confronted with a condition exactly the opposite, which, unfortunately,
has continued up to this ti'me. Now you do not have to wait lor shipments:
your mail is full of circulars offering lumber of all kinds at any old price;
there is no acute car shortage, and tin- supply is far in excess of the de-
mand. This. I believe, is applicable to all producing seel ions.
The inspec-ticai liureau, I am pleased to state, has had excellent sup-

port frciin Ihe nieiiibers during the .year, ^^'itb an open seascui. lumber has
arrived freely, and oin inspectors have all been kept busy, c'ven with the
increased niiml»'i. having added three men in the spring. In 11112 the
bureau counted 07, 111111,0110 feet of Virginia and North Cariilina pine, and
12.000.0011 f|.|-t of cither kinds of lumber. In Ifii:'. we ccimied 7ii.O(i0.000
feet of Virginia and North Carolina pinc\ and i:;,Onii.i feet of other
kinds of lumber, showing an increase in 101:; over liilj of about i:! per-
cent. This is indc>ed very gratifying, and I am sure that you will all con-
tinue to support this important bramb c.f our Kxeliange.
The export trade during lOlM has bi'C'ii eonduc-led under varying condi-

tions. In .Tanuar.v ocean freight rates on iuiiilier advanced from twent.v-
five to thirty per cent, and on logs twenty-live to 70 per cent. Notwith-
standing the extra cost of transporting luiiiber there was a good demand,
with strong values during the first cpiarter, and these conditions might
have continued, but owing to the open winter and consequently the non-
interference with timbering operations in the interior, supplies assumed
extraordinary proportions, and soon a surplus of stock was in evidence,
which made values much depressed : and during the summer months, al-

though the demand was well up to previous years, the shippers had to
accept lower prices on account of the free suppl.y. By our local exporters
I am advised that the supply has been largely reduced, and that there is

now a fair opening for all classes of hardwoods in the European markets,
but that the shippers should realize that it is useless to send abroad large
consignments of unsold lumber and that with a careful study of the needs
of the foreign markets the export trade can be profitably and satisfactorily
worked. The demand for our lumber and logs, and the favorable situation
of Baltimore, together with the advantages offered by ocean sailings from
this port should bring to u.s our share of the business.
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lUir memhtTslilp f4ir Ilu* year shows a net Kiifn of one. the mtniluT of
rai'Uihrrs at Hils limr Itelnj? sevonly-tliiTe.

1 tliaiik yon for ili.' loyal siipimrt llinl vou have kIvoii mr (luiini; llie

two years that 1 liav.' Iiail the honor or servlns; you as presUh^nt. anil while
I rearet exeeeillnj;ly Hull tlios.- have not he. 11 years of very many aehleve
nienls. I trust that our exeliance Is at least none the worse off fiu' having:
addetl my name to its list of fornu'r I'xeentives.

The report of the harilwooil Insgieetlon eommlttee. which was read by

the secretary, reported an increase In the quantity of hitrdwood litiuber

lns|H'Cted. through the exchange Inspectors, and with creater elllclcnc.v

than in previous year.*. The helief was expressed that the close super-

vision of inspe^tors work by the chief Inspector had done much to

remove cause for complaint. The total (luantlty of lumber Inspected

during the year was li;.t»"7.ril7 feet. Tite committee also announceil that

tile exchan;re Inspection was now ijoverned by the IPKt rules of tln'

.National Hardwood IjiuiIht .Association. .lobn I.. .Mcock is clialrmnn nt

the ci>mir.lttee. with .). .1. Ividil aiui .l.iines .1. I.annon ;is the other

memliei's.

The reiiort of Hie chief Insp.'ctor. .1. (;. (feanier, showed the total

quantity of lumln>r Inspected, the dllTcient kinds of woods included in

the work of the lns|)ectors. and the inspection for etich month of the
exchange yeai. wliich runs from DecemlHT 1 to Xovembi'r I'.O of the fol-

lowlnt; year.

The ticki't nanie<l by the nominating committee, which was presented

by II. Howland ('la|ip as the regular ticket, as published In the last issue

of Il.ntnwi)i>i> KKiciitn, was put throush on motion by tlie secretary cast-

Inp the ballot, no opposition having di'veIoi)ed. One circumstance about
It is the slender representation of the hardwood trade. With the ex-

et'ption of .lohn 1.. .Vlcock as a member of the managinK committee, there
Is no hardwood man on it. Uldgaway Merryman. the new president, is

entraKed in handlins; .North Carolina and other yellow pine. He has had
a long ex|)erlence in (•xchange liusiness. however, and it is confidently

ex|)ected that his administration will prove very satisfactory. Mr.
Merryman. when conducted to the chair by Henry ('. JIatthews and Wil-

liam .\I. Hurgan. madi' a neat little speech, in which he expressed thanks
for the honor conferred, declared liis diffidence in following such a

capable predeci'ssor as .Mr. Mottu, mikI then asked the earnest co-operation
of the meml)ershiii to the iiid that the usefulness of the Exchange might
lie Increased.

This ended thi- l>usiness session, and the members adjourned to the

bamiuet hall on tile lower floor, where an elegant menu, including such
well-known delicacies as mallard duck. tiTiapin. o.vsters on the half shell.

In addition to salad a la Merryman, made in honor of the new president,

Mumra's extra dr.v. etc.. were served at handsomely decorated tables,

while an orchestra discoursed music, .\fter the feast a vaudevilh' enter-

tainment was given. .Miout ninety i)ersons sat down at the tables, and
the utmost good feeling prevailed.

St. Louis Exchange to Hold Annual
Tile following letl.M- wliich speaks for itself, lias lii'en s.'ut out to the

niemliers of the St. Ixiuis I.uinlierincn's i:.\chauge. by riesident I''. 11.

Smith, notifying the members of the annual dinner which will be hild on
December IG probably at the Mercantile t'lub.

The annual meeting and dinner of the laimberman's Kxchnnge will lie

held on Tuesday. Deceml)er 16. .\t this meeting a brief yet interest iniz

account of one of the most memorable years in the entire 'liistory of tlie

exchange is to be given. The exchange' has more members, has a wider
acope and is doing more to boost the city and to protect the interests of the
trade than for a great many .years. IVissibly a fifteen minutes' talk of
business conditions and prospects will be given. Nominations of officers

for the ensuing year will be made. The meeting will sit liown at ti ::jo

p. m. and a sjiace will be left near the door for any who may be a few
minutes late. Ililp establish the enviable record of being on time.

.V nimilier of out-ofiown members are expected, and every indication
points to a verv profitable meeting which will close around o'clock or at
the latest '.< ::iii o ilock.
We have been starting things all the y.-m-. Now Id's get together for a

grand wind-u|) of the year.

Montlily Meeting Philadelphia Exchange
The regular monthly meeting of the I-umbermen's Exchange, preceded by

a supper, was hi'ld on the evening of December 4. President Benjamin
Stoker in the chair. For the evening's entertainment and instruction Mr.
Stoker was successful in securing .1. I'rank IJeschant. manager Sheldon
School, Chicago, III., to give a lecture on "How to get business and
realize a fair profit." The strongest point in Mr. Deschant's address was
business efficiency. He pronounced this a great era for business educa-

tion : psychologists are writing, he said, for the edification of the business

man. He dwelt largely on conventional, statute and fundamental laws
which arc essential for carrying out the proper and scientific business

mi'lhods. "Science of business is science for service and he who profits in

business serves best." quoted Mr. Doschant. He mentioned four factors in

business to be considered ; first, the man who sella the goods : second, the

goods; third, the customer, and fourth, the sale or close of deal. Kvery
man's value Is based on his individuality. The less watching he needs,

the more valuable his service. "What is the cause of so much necessary
supervision?" he asks. "Errors." There are two kinds of errors, omis-

sion and commission. Fundami-ntai inti'lleet comprises thought, memor.v
and imagination. There are two Imiiortant points to consider In efficient

selling—doubt, the negative, and faith, the positive. Doubt in your
house, your goods or the buyer will cause loss of sale every time, where
faith in these will often win the day. Then the will comes In : you are

what your will makes you. Talk goods and not price, Mr. Deschant

advised, and try 10 add iiolnts to encourage the sale when price is ques-
tioned ; be detennlned to gel a man to do what you want him to do.
Having another engagement. .Mr. Deschant was obliged to be as concise

as possible. A rising vote of thanks was tendered him for much valuable
and interesting information.
The meeting then went Into session, .\fter the reading of the minutes

of the previous meeting. Frederick S. rnderhlll. chairman of the com-
mittee representing the Exchange at the National (Conservation Congress,
read a very interesting and detailed reiiort of the meeting. It was
announced at this meeting that the exchange bad become a memlier of the
Chamber of Commerce of the Tnited States of America, which will hold
its annual meeting in the New Wlllard hotel. Washington. D. ('.. Eebruary
11, 11: and i:t, 1914. It was decided Ity the board of directors of the
exchange that the presidents of the exchange liereafter will be the repre-
sentatives to attend all of tin annual meetings of that body.

Chicago Association Hears Able Address

On Tuesday. .November li.'i. the Uimbermen's .Association of Chicago
held a very enjoyable luncheon in the main dining room of the i.aSalle
Hotel. Following a pleasant half hour for luncheon. President MacLeod
called the meeting to order and introduced Harry A. Wheeler, president
of the Chamber of Commerce of the United States. .Mr. MacLeod paid a
fitting triluite to Mr. Wheeler's accomplishments.

Mr. Wheeler's talk dealt with the value of association work. He
asked if tliose present ever realized that organizations are the natural
result of economic changes. He said that there is no spasmodic or-
ganization into chambiMS of commerce, trade associations, etc.. but that
such bodies are formed when there appears to tie a dire necessity as a
result of the constant revolution in economic conditions. He .stated

that in countries where the high condition of development exists, such
organizations are most common, while in undeveloped countries there is

no need for them. He said tliat they are the result of evolution from
certain conditions to a finer and more lofty condition of affairs requiring
a greater effort on the part of the poinilation to maintain such a high
level. He then traced the usual development of the highly specialized
modern business organization from the periodic gatherings of men repre-

.senting any one body of liusiness up through the various specialized
a.s.sociations which have finally resulted in the present efficient and
nation-wide association.

lie said there are two classes of organization, one lieing the com-
munity association and the other the trade or liusiness association. The
first are those organizations which have for their purpose the u|ibullrting
of a city or other municipalit.v. and on the other hand the trade or
business associations have as their purpose the furtherance of the
interests of any particular club of business men.

Mr. Wheeler stated that these two forms of organizations are more
fully and widely develbped in the United States than anvwln-i Ise on
the civilized globe. He said that King George chartered the first

chamlier of commerce of New York City, but that only during the last
dicade lias this association been efficient. It accomplished little

because there was no set purpose for specific accomplishment.

Mr. Wheeler stated that no one organization is all-sufficient in it.self.

liut must eventually find lodging in some other organization of a some-
what broader scope and that eventually the train of associations will
lead up to tlie formation of an international chamber of commerce.

Mr. Wheeler then touched upon the purpose of the reorganization of
the various lumber associations of Chicago which was effected some time
ago. He stated that the main duty of the present a.ssociation is to fri'e

the city from the stigma of previous sliarp practices.

He stated that the trend of modern business has taken it well beyond
individualism and that the present-day business unit is the group. He
instanced the death recentl.v of various men holding enormous responsi-

bilities of the business of the nation and stated that as a proof of the
passing away of tlie Individual control we have the spectacle of the
enormous business interests of this country proceeding calmly and un-
ruffled because of such events. He said that in business life the man
who rubs eliiows with his fellow men. gaining their ideas, is the man
who makes the biggest success in life and that this idea applies par-

ticularly in association work. He stated that the Chicago association

should secure for members ail creditable firms and then should go about
the task of reforming those not now considered eligible for membership.

Mr. Wheeler then reviewed tiie history of the organization of the as-

sociation of which he is president. He said that 4ii0 bodies of business

men have joined since April. 1012. and that these associations represent

an individual mi'inbership of 2.">().(l0n.

He stated that the real reason for the necessity that now exists for

business men to have to make their infiuence felt in the government of

the country Is the fact that the character of this country Is changing
from agricultural to industrial. He said that last year the industrial

production of tlie country was .f.'O.ono.OOn.dOO and the agricultural pro-

duction .fO.diiO.ddO.nnO. He stated that the big problems are now In-

dustrial rather than agricultural.

In speaking of the tariff changes in effect. Mr. Wheeler said that it is

not thi' tariff which Is |iald on any imiiort which afTects the price of a

foreign commodity, but rather local conditions. Speaking of increasing

cost in production. Mr. Wheeler stated that the non-producing element and
extravagance are increasing wages above ail else and that coincident with
this Increase In wages there Is no Increased earning power offered.
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The speaker then entered a strong plea for tlie elimination o£ tariff

discussion from the political arena and the promnluatlon and maintenance
of a common-sense method of scientifically settUns the various qnestions

affected hv the tariff. He said that tariff ruptions cannot \\<' endured

to \vorl< the thing out to a logical end.

Mr. Wheeler reviewed the currency activities in Congress. lie said

that under any law. but few business men will suffer because the banlts

will protect themselves. Init that the business men's problem Is to liuow

whether or not currency legislation will give flexibility and stability to

our currency. lie stated that we will always have periodical panics

and that laws should Ijc sulllclent to cover these unusual conditions.

Mr. Wheeler said that following trust legislation will come social

legislation and there will be n wave of new thought demanding more
Intelligent tariffs, wise currency laws, the acceptance of the advice of

business men in regard to trust legislation, and the study of social evolu-

tion. He said that the Chamber of Commerce of the I'nlted States stands

for these things and spealis for the business man to the government,
seeking a hearing with the government.

Following Mr. Wheeler's talk. F. I>. Brown, ex-president of the associa-

tion, responded for the lumbermen. President MacLeod then brought

up the question of affiliating with the National Chamlier of Commerce.
E. A. Thornton moved that such afiiliatlon be effected. 'I'lie nmticiu was
carried unanimously.

President MacLeod then presented C. R. Henderson of the University

of Chicago, president of the United Charities, who spoke appeaiingly for

the support of the association in the work of his organization. He told

of the purpose and organization of the United Charities and at the con-

clusion of his talk a committee was appointed to secure subscriptions

from the members of the trade in Chicago.

E. A. Thornton then reported for the building committee and Charles

Wescott for the membership committee, after which the meeting ad-

journed.

Meeting Northwestern Hardwood Association

Tlip Nortliwestern Hardwood Lumbermen's Association met at Minne-
apolis on December 2. Tliis was the twenty-fifth meeting of the or-

ganization. The sessions were held at the West Hotel and were fol-

lowed b.v a banquet and a theatre party in the evening.

President F. A. Nolan was unable to attend the meeting and in his

absence Vice-President A. S. Bliss took the chair. Mr. Bliss reviewed

general market conditions, expressing as his opinion that conditions in

the Northwest are in good shape.

Treasurer C. F. Osborne showed a satisfactory balance in the treasury.

Mr. Osborne was followed by Secretary J. F. Bacon.
Following reports of the arbitration committee, railroad committee and

of J. T. Jones on the proposed lumber schedules for Minneapolis, the

secretary read letters of regret from otBcials of the National Hardwood
Lumber Association stating that they could not be in attendance.

The feature of the meeting was the general discussion of the conditions

of the general market.

Nashville Club Fights for Milling-in-Transit Privileges

The Nashville Lnmliernien's Club held a meeting in that city on

Tui'Sda.v, December 2, at which the most important question was the

report of the transportation committee, which recommended that com-

plaints against the Louisville & Nashville Railroad be put into the hands
of John R. Walker of the Lumbermen's Bureau of Washington. The
complaint has to do with discriminations with the Louisville & Nashville

and Nashville. Chattanooga & St. Louis railroads in the matter of

milling-in-transit privileges on lumber.

It is claimed that these privileges are not granted to Nashville, but are

granted to competitive points with the resulting harmful effect upon
Nashville shippers.

John M. Pritchard Elected Secretary of New Gum Association

Lumber interests in Memphis are very much pleased witli the fact that

John M. Pritchard of the John M. Pritchard Lumber Company. Memphis,
has been elected secretary of the Gum Lumber Manufacturers' Association

b.v the board of managers, which met in Chicago at the Lumbermen's Club
on Saturda.v. December 6. Much pressure has been brought to bear to

secure the consent of Mr. Pritchard to accept the position. He has been
discussed therefor as the most satisfactory man available ever since the

association was launched and those members of the board, including John
W. McClure. are congratulating themselves upon the fact that Mr. Pritchard

has. at much personal sacrifice, indicated his willingness to serve. The
position of secretary Is regarded as distinctly the most important in the

organization of the association, as the work of that body will be carried

on largely through his efforts. The association has mapped out a big piece

of work, namel.v, th.at of placing red gum on the market to much better

advantage than heretofore, and. with Mr. Pritchard in charge, it is

believed that the members of that organization will have ever.v reason to

be glad of the fact that he is to act in that important capacity.

Mr. Pritchard came to Mempliis five or sis years ago from Indianapolis.

Ind., and in that brief period he has not only worked up a lucrative busi-

ness but he has also firmly intrenched himself in the friendship of every

man connected with the lumber industry. He has served the Lumbermen's
Club of Memphis as president during the current year and has made an
able and efficient ' official. Besides his official connection with the Lum-

bermen's Club of Memphis, he has been for a number of years prominently

identified with the National Hardwood Lumber Association as chairman
of the inspection rules committee. On the occasion of the recent banquet
tendered by the Lumbermen's Club of Memphis to the Nashville and
Louisville lumbermen and the delegates to the red gum conference. Secre-

tary Fish of the National association said that if there were any one

man to whom that organization owed more than to anybody else, that

man was John M. Pritchard. His friends regard the eulogy of Mr. Fish

as thoroughly merited on the part of the recipient and are predicting that,

as secretary of the Gum Lumber Manufacturers' Association, he will,

through his ability and efficiency, not only serve the organization well, but

Increase the high regard in which he is already held by all who know
him.

It is announced that headquarters for this organization will be main-

tained at Memphis. John W. McClure, first vice-president of the associa-

tion, was chairman of tlie committee appointed to select headquarters.

It has been regarded as practically certain from the time the new organiza-

tion was first discussed that Memphis would be made ofliclal headquarters

not only because of its prominence as a lumber manufacturing center and

Its fitness as a result of being at the head of gum production in the

United States, but because it was convenient for all those interested In the

gum business to reach. One of the first steps to be carried out by the

secretary will be to canvass with a view to securing as a member of this

organization every firm that produces gum lumber. Following this there

win be an educational campaign in behalf of this lumber which is ex-

pected to ver.v greatly increase the outlets therefor. Particular efforts

will be made to build up a big foreign trade in red gum through a cam-
paign of instruction that will open the eyes of foreip;n consumers of

southern hardwoods to the beauty and utility as well as the relative

cheapness of this particular lumber.

At the meeting of the officers and board of directors of the gum lum-

ber association, held in Chicago, as above noted. President C. L. Harrison

slated that the board entered enthusiastically into the business of getting

the work of the association under way.

In addition to the election of Mr. Pritchard as secretary, and the selec-

tion of Memphis as headquarters for the association, the board transacted

other business.

A resolution was unanimously adopted as follows :

Where.vs. The Gum Lumber Manufacturers' Association desiring the
fullest understanding of the conditions surrounding the gum lumber in-

dustry, and desiring the full co-operation of all gum lumber producers,
realizes that its position as regards association matters should be known,
therefore be it

Resolved, That the Gum Lumber Manufacturers' Association hereby de-

clares its complete neutrality with all other lumber associations.

A committee was appointed to arrange for a gum exhibit at the Forest

Products Exposition. - Details of this exhibit will be carefully worked out

so as to show the adaptability of gum for various purposes.

Permanent offices will be In the new Bank of Commerce and Trust

building. Memphis, the temporary offices in that building being in rooms

008 and 909.

Annual St. Iiouis Lumbermen's Club

A banquet and soiree, in addition to the regular monthly meeting and

annual election of officers of the St. Louis Lumbermen's Club, took place

at the Mercantile Club, Tuesday evening, December 9. The wives, daugh-

ters and sweethearts of the members participated and enjoyed not only

the entertainment but also the business portion of the meeting.

An elaborate dinner was served to nearly two hundred persons, from

7 to 9 o'clock, during which there was a cabaret performance. About 9

o'clock the regular business meeting of the club and the election of officers

took place. After 9 :30 the cabaret performance was resumed and con-

tinued until 11 o'clock, when there was dancing until a late hour.

.\t 9 o'clock President Whitmarsh called for order and after the reading

of the minutes of the previous meeting gave his report for the year.

The president said he has had the support of all of the members ; that

there had been no friction in the work of the-association. He told what
the club had done and what its purpose is, namel.v, to create friendship

and advertise St. Louis as a lumber center. He also suggested what
should he done b.y the coming administration in the way of increasing

the membership.
The reports of the secretary and treasurer and the chairmen of the

various committees were then given.

The secretary stated that sixty-five new members were received ; that

the club had 680 visitors from June 1 to Nov. 30. He also told of the
progress of the various features that have been inaugurated, and outlined

the various functions that have taken place during the first .year.

The election of officers concluded the business part of the programme
and resulted as follows :

President : John A. Rebels. St. Louis Lumber Company.
First Vice-Phesidext : Thos. W. Fry, Chas. F. Luehrmann Lumber

Company.
Second Vice-President : C. G. Schilling. W. T. Ferguson Lumber Com-

pany.

Treasurer : C. P. Jennings, Berthold & Jennings Lumber Company.
Secretary ; C. A. Pier.

All the ladles attending were presented with dainty little souvenirs in

the shape of several varieties of small children's figures, mounted on little

maple pedestals.
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With the Trade

F. T. Dooley Lumber Company Incorporated

Tho r. T. liooloy Lumbor Company liiis been Incorporatod at Memphis

durint; the past few days willi a capital stock of ?20,000. K. T. Dooley

Is president. \V. L. Crensliaw vice-president and T. E. Jones secretary and

treasurer. Mr. Dooley entered tlie lumber business on his own account

following the dissolution of the Dooley-Stern Lumber Company, in which

he was a partner. With the incorporation he has purchased the yards of

his former partners and is now usinn tho.se. The yards have a capacity of

from l.OOO.ono to 3,000.000 feet of lumber. An office building has been

erected on the yards and the Arm has removed to this from the Randolph

buildins. W. L. Crenshaw is president of the Memphis Hardwood Floor-

Ins Company and is one of the officers of the Crenshaw-Gary Lumber
Company. He is also identified with otlRT lumber and wood-worliing

•enterprises in this section. Mr. .Tones was formerly employed by the

C. B. Dudley Lumber Company. Mr. Dooley has been Identified with the

lumber business here for a number of years and brings to his new enter-

prise quite a wide e.xperionce.

Eiel Lumber Company Incorporated at Memphis
The Riel Lumber Company has been incorporated at Memphis with a

capital stock of $30,000. W. L. Crenshaw and F. E. Gary of the Cren-

shaw-Gary Lumber Comp-iny are among the incorporators. Geo. F. Reil,

for a number of years associated with the Paepcke Leicht Lumber Com-
pany, from whom the new firm takes its name, is also one of the prin-

cipal stockholders in the new enterprise.

Business Changes Announced

The Croft Lumber Company of Clarksburg. W. Va.. has announced the

election of J. Gibson Mcllvain of Philadelphia, president to succeed

J. H. Henderson, who resigned to organize with his brother the Hender-
son Brothers Lumber Company of Clarksburg. W. Va. The Croft company
has removed its sales office from Clarksburg to Alexander, W. Va., and
has appointed J. W. Sullivan general manager at the Alexander mill.

The Henderson Brothers Lumber Company will occupy offices in the

Empire building. Clarksburg.

Furniture Factory at New Bremen

At a recent meeting of the directors of. the Auglaize Furniture Com-
pany it was decided to erect a furniture factory at New Bremen, O.

The building will consist of one story and will be erected near the site

of the Klaukc factory. Work will be commenced at once, and will con-

tinue through the winter whenever the state of the weather permits.

Receiver for Hardwood Company

Paul Johnson has been appointed receiver for the .\tlanta Hardwood
Company of Atlanta, Ga. A petition bad been filed in the Superior Court
surrendering the charter. The company was incorporated some time ago.

and was thought to be In good condition. A slow market and other

difficulties are said to have caused the company to surrender its charter.

Large Sale of Hardwood
A sale of the hardwood timber on a 23.000 acre tract was recently

consummated near Bristol, Va.. for !f2."0.000 by Charles F. Hagan. trustee

of the estate of his father, Patrick Hagan. The sale included the timber
only, and the land with its underlying coal was reserved.

Patrick Hagan was once the largest land owner in Virginia. He
bought hundreds of thousands of acres of southwest Virginia lauds at

ten cents per acre. Some years ago he sold to the Virginia Iron, Coal
& Coke Company a boundary of 114,000 acres for $114,000. This prop-

erty is now estimated to be worth several millions of dollars. Mr.
Hagan thought at the time that he was getting a big price.

Lumberman's Son Brings Glory to Cornell

W. IL Fritz. Jr.. son of W. H. Frllz of W. H. Fritz & Co.. a young
athlete and member of the Cornell football team, has in a day become
famous, having played end and half back for Cornell in the Pennsylvania
vs. Cornell game on Thanksgiving day. when the Quakers were defeated.

It was through his admirable work in Ihese positions that his team won.

Earl Palmer Entertains

Earl Palmer of Ferguson & Palmer, formerly of Paducah. Ky., but now
operating In Mississippi, recently organized a party of unusual interest.

which was composed of quite n number of men prominent in hardwood
lumber circles. Those attending came by special Invitation from Mr.
Palmer to visit the company's operations in the neighborhood of New
Houlka, Miss., about 110 miles soutiieast of Memphis. The guests were
met at Memphis with special car which took them to New Houlka, where
they were well entertained. While the trip was ostensibly a sight-

seeing tour, most of the guests carried their hunting equipment with
them and are reported to have had some successful shooting. The party
spent the entire time with headquarters in the special car, utilizing it as

their sleeping and eating quarters.

Death of A. E. Hoffman
At the lime of the recent death of A. K. lIolTman of the lIolTman Brothers

<"ompany. Fort Wayne, Ind., information was not available on which

II.vHDwooD Recoiid could base story of Mr. Hoffman's life. llArtuwoOD

1:ecord believes, however, that the trade will appreciate a short sketch

ef Mr. HolTman's career In the lumber business.

He was born In IKW In the country near Newburg, N. Y. His parents.

Mary and Nathan E. Holfman, died when Mr. Hoffman was a boy, leaving

him, three brothers and three sisters, all under age, to shift for them-

selves. The young family moved to Frederick. Md., about IS.'iO, where

the boys earned a living in various ways. A. E. Hoffman shortly Iwfore

the war loft the rest of the family and went to Fairmount, then in

Virginia. When the war broke out ho enlisted in the Confederate array

and served with distinction all through the war. .\t the close of the

conflict the brothers and sisters were pretty well scattered, but A. E.

Hoffman came to Indiana and was impressed with the possibilities of

hardwood development. He succeeded in interesting two of his brothers.

J. K. and W. H.. and they started a mill in 1SG6 at Oswego. Ind. Two
years later they moved to Fort Wayne, Ind.. on account of the railroad

which had come in there. Since then he and his brothers and those

associated with him have always been identified with the lumber busi-

ness. While they almost always had mills at different points in the

country, the old mill at Fort Wayne has been in continuous operation

and is still running. This mill is somewhat interesting as being the

place where the three Hoffman brothers built their first experimental

band mill, this being the first band mill in the United States to saw a

carload of lumber. They manufactured 'band mins for fifteen or twenty

years under their patents, but confined most of their attention to oper-

ating their own plants.

Mr. HoUman was married in 1S71 to Emma Freeman of Fort Wayne.

They bad one daughter, who died in 1910. During the whole course

of his life Mr. Hoffman and the company with which he was identified

stood as models of integrity and honesty and he leaves vacant an honored

place in the hardwood industry of the country.

The business of the Hoffman Brothers Company will continue un-

affected by his death, as the firm had been incorporated a number of

years ago and the active management has been in the hands of younger

members of the family.

Death of Sigmund Heineman
On November 26. in the Presbyterian Hospital in Chicago, occurred the

death of Sigmund Heineman of Merrill. Wis., in his sixty-second year.

He was born in Germany. He became a citizen of Lincoln count.v. Wis.,

in 1880. and engaged in the mercantile, banking, land and lumber busi-

ness. He was a Mason, Elk, Odd Fellow and a member of tho Jewish

church.

Pertinent Information
Lmnber Cut and Shipments

The National Lumber Manufacturers' Association has sent out a report

showing the cut and shipments of lumber, by specified numbers of mills,

for each month from November. 1012. to October, 1913, both inclusive.

The showing is as follows :

No. of Mills M Feet-
Reporting.

November, 1912
December, 1912 ....
January, 1913 ....
February. 1913 ....
March, 1913 ' i-*

i
April, 1913 80i 1

Ma.v, 1913 721 1

June, 1913 <0o 1.

•luly. 1913 -583 1

August. 1913 fi94 1

September. 1913 758 1

October, 1913 726 1

Totals 13

Comparisons, month with month, by takin;

month in 1912 and in 191

692
70,5
71.'>

Shipped.
1,091,800
919.400

1.019,200
994.800

1,212.800
l,l(!.->,-.00

',(1,000

1.07 500

No. of
Mills.

January 629
Februarv 620
ilarch 029
April 629
May 629
June 636
July '>.'i6

.\ueust 573
September 598
October 593

Totals

are shown below :

—Cut, M Feet—
1912.
683,100
804,500
856,200
94.5,400

1,100.200
1.118.600
1.084,400
1,139.700
1,072,300
1,139,100

1913.
889.200
849,800
994,400

1,064,900
1.231.600
1.117.100
1.085.100
1.107.400
1.069,400
1,051,400

,626,200

the same milli

Shipments,
1912.
805.000
888.500
970.000

1,028.400
1.140.700
1.073.700
1.192,700
1,180,500
1,037.400
1,072,300

1.088.600
1.154,100
1,127,100
1,162.800

13,242,600

lis for the

M Feet.
1913.
987,600
923,900

1.059,100
1.006,100
1.131,700
990,600
978,000

1,045,000
980,400

1.042,400

9,944.500 10,400,300 10,299,900 10,144,800

Feet.

Decrease in cut during October, 1913, under October, 1912.... 87,700,000
Decrease in shipments during October, 1913, under October,
mi" 30,900.000

Excess cut over shipments during October. 1912 65,800,000
Excess cut over shipments during October, 1913 9,000,000
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New York Aldermen Still Oppose Wood Trim

The i.iilldin).' .Dinmltl r llic l)"iii(l cif Mlrln-rni'ii hi'ld nn.itlwr liciii-inj;

on tbt' pi'oposod new cudv on Di-ccmlitT ;;. The commitlct'. (ir rather its

thaiiman Alderman llerbst. is nialdUK a strong effort to liave a favorable

report on tlie code prepared anti submitted to tlie whole t>ourd. 'I'o date
only five sijinatures are allixed to tlie report, a sixlli lieint' n ipiired to

nialii' a majority.

At the last hearini; (he woml triiii, tireproof wuml. ;ind th.- iiimlu-r

Interests \vere present in . niimbi'rs lo record the opposition to llie new
provisions which prohibit the nse of wood trim in l>uildin);s l.'iO leet

and over hisih. Tlie ol)Jcctions of the lumber interests have at two
previous hearings l)een L'lven in detail and as noted in these columns the

stand of the metal trim men was shot to pieces. It was lb(>U):ht the

wood trim case was so stroni; and so eloquently stated th.nt the code

would be changed in committee an<l the fact that no changes have iH'en

made and this latest attempt to get a majority report on the code Is

taken In some (juarters as sustaining the charge that special interests

are being favored. The wood trim mi'U do not charge this, liut it has

been pointed out that the niet;il trim business is praitii-ally a incui"i)oly

In control of all patents, I'te.

It is thought by many that the report im the code will go ovit to tlie

new board of aldermen, but no slacking of interest will Vu: shown by the

lumber and wood trim interests.

Building Operations for November

Building operations for \i.veml«-r. :is sbmvii in the olHeial slati-ments

of permits issued from li.'l cities received by Tin- Aiinrican Cuiiliai Inr.

Chicago, reach a total value of .f3K,0(i(},52.'5, compared with ,$."rJ,7(>S.li.">4

for November last year, a decrease of 28 per cent. This is the sharpest

decline yet experienced in any one month this .year, and no doubt represents

to some extent the holding back o£ plans, especially since active con-

struction work is not normally brisk during the next two or three months.

A few cities, however, show improvi'ment. Wichita comes to the front

with a gain of 402 iX'r cent. Wllkes-Barre scores 100 per cent on the

right side. Peoria forges ahead to tlie extent of 95 per cent. St. Joseph
takes credit for a 44 per cent advance. Hartford gains 207 per cent. Cedar
Rapids 170, Dallas 17."i, Columbus HI per cent, and Manchester 81 per cent.

For eleven months this year the building operations of these cities have
a total of *.5G6.742,.8.")r., compared witli !f(i44,102,2n3 for the corresponding

period last year, a loss of 12 per cent. Comparisons in detail arc as

follows :

City. v.ns.
Akron J 173.13.')

Albany 277.855
Atlanta 278.904
Baltimore 012.7!m
Boston 1,003,225
Buffalo 580.000
Cedar Rapids 497,000
Chattanooga 38,610
Chicago fi.490,700
Cincinnati 457,050
Cleveland 1,241, (!40

Columbus 398.770
Dallas 876,(>15
Daylon 111,975
Denver 155,129
Des Moines 108,990
Detroit 1,769,900
Duluth 204,073
East Orange 117,303
Ft. Wayne 102,150
Grand Rapids 275,384
Harrisburg 84,800
Hartford 1.070,845
Indianapolis 479.711
Kansas City 934,072
IJncoln 145,023
Louisville 184,910
Manchester 150,234
Memphis 211,2(11
Milwaukee 1.711,300
Minneapolis 820,990
Nashville 78,940
Newark "^49,371
New Haven 214.475
New Orleans 139.716
New York

—

Manhattan 4.121.737
Bronx 41«.(!14
Brooklyn 2.30(1,4 1.-,

Total 6,847,7116
Oakland 414,226
Omaha 268, 'iDO

Paterson 81,0,S0
Peoria 184,60,',

Philadelphia 2,026, .^65

Pittsburgh 698,617
Richmond 281,399
Rochester 649,.=i75
St, Joseph 132.515
St. Louis l.n73.64R
San Antonio 102.800
Scranton 156.625
Seattle 387,790
Shreveport 89.350
Sioux City 11H,1-J7
South Bend l'!i -,_.-,

Springfield n !_•.-.

Syracuse Is_;;;;i,

Toledo _^:; :,:,.-.

Topeka ;:.-, ;:'is

Washington r, iin:;:'.

Wichita _'l^:::.ii

Wllkcs-Barre JIi', tjs
Worcester 29!t.6S8

Total $38,066,523

1912
397.980
443,828

1.238.281
6S.S71

3,;

836.
178.00(1
118.185

7.625.000
526.145

1.230.812
247.987
318.250
593.078
318,010
136,915

1,548,085
39,5,115
199,505
165,635
240,240
57,480

269,475
700.085

1.638.965

25s!f>3(l

82801
.588,50.-,

1.643.605
707.645
2.56,958
706,806
321,328
197,980

9,354,655
2,013.243
2.420,074

13. 787. 971;
987.294
323.600
103.982
94.835

1.919.880
694.329
3,58.044
9(iS. 503
02.122

1.079.423
2(;i.813
1.54.2(10

403.31(1
87.520

1(18.835
62.350

215,150
396,810
272,270
74,240

810,867
42,300

101,396
736.904

Arkansas Flat Bate Adjusted
The controversy over the Hal rate on rough luiiterial. wbieb was occa-

sioned by the order of the l{ailr(jad Coyiniissiou .,f Arkansas, wliieli

became effective on November 10. has been teiniinated to the sati-faeiion

of both the shippers and the railroads.

The Arkansas Kallroad Commission, after Inaring the arguments of

both the shipper.s and carriers on November 20, decided to repeal its order

In regard to the tlat rate on rough material, and issue a new order in

lieu thereof, fixing the rates agreeable to l)otb parties. The" former rate

as fixed by the C'oiumissi<m provided foi a charge on all forest products
of two cents per hundred weight for the first twenty-five miles of Ihe

haul and increasing one-(|unrter of a cent for each additional ten miles.

Tiu- new rate, under the order Issued on November 20, provides that rough
forest products be carried for two cents for the first twenty-five miles
with an increase of one-half cent for each additional twenty-five miles
thereafter. The order provides also thai the shipper shall sign a contract

to reshlp at least twenty per cent of Ibe intake over the original carrier's

line. No bond, however, may be exacted b.v the carrier to this effect, a

simple contract being thought sufflclent. Kepi'esentatives of the railroads

aiul numerous shippers were present at the meeting of tlie Commission.

Highest Court Upholds Kentucky Kates
The Suiirem.- (-(,(1^ at W.isliinL'ton. li, C. on 1 1. mber 1. handed

down an .,pinion denying tlie I>>uisvill.> & N.isbvllle Kailroad Company
an injunction against the rate-making powers of the Kentucky State
Railway Commission. Justice Hughes read the opinion in which the
eiilire court concurred, and liy virtue of which interstate rates made by
the Kentucky State Commission may be upset by railroads only when
I hey .-ire iiroved to be eontiscatory.

Hemlock and Hardwood Cut and Shipment
R. S. Kellogg, secretary of the Northern Hemlock and Hardwood

Manufacturers' Association, reports that hemlock production in October

was ten per cent less than In September and the hardwood cut fifteen

per cent less tlian in the preceding month. Hemlock shipments in

October practically equalled shipments in September, while hardwood
shipments increased nine per cent over the previous month.

The summary of reports for the last twelve months shows that during-

this period hemlock shipments have exceeded the cut b.v three per cent

and that hardwood production has been six per cent greater than ship-

ments. The production of hemlock and hardwoods combined has exceeded

shipments li.v one per cent since November 1. 1012.

Reports from 72 firms give these totals for October;

Sawed Shipped

Ifassw(
Beech

21 270 21 762

Itireh
IClm .

Maple
Oak .

Mixed

•''.47"
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=-< CHICAGO >
The Ueci'inlMr calendar oi the l.timbernnn's I'lub of C'lilcaiio shows

that there Is listed ii stns vaudeville for December 13 and an evening of

dancing for December 17. Miss Ruth Stonebouse will ngaiu teach the

new dances on the latter date.

n.vRDWooD Uecori) acknowledges receipt of a handsome calendar—the

first for the year l',)14—which was sent by the Wood-Mosaic Company
of New Albany, Ind.

H.tRDwooD Record Is also in receipt of a boftklet containing report of

the paper on "Closer Utilization of Timber," as submitted by the com-

mittee on forest utilization at the recent conservation congress at

Washington.
C. B. Allen, manager of the veneer department of the Anderson-TuUy

Company. Memphis, has been spending several days on one of his peri-

odical trips to the local market.

W. B. Burke of the Lamb-Fish Lumber Company. Charleston, Miss.,

accompanied by Mrs. Burke, has been spending quite a little time in

Chicago recently and on Sunday last left for Charleston after having

been In the city for about two weeks.

As noted elsewhere in this Issue, a meeting of the board of governors

of the Gum Lumber Manufacturers' Association was held at the Chicago

Lumbermen's Club on Saturday. December 6. Among those present

were E. A. Lang. F. R. Gadd. S. M. Nickey, T. W. Fry, W. W. Dings,

M. B. Cooper. II. B. Weiss. W. B. Burke, C. L. Harrison, John M.
Pritchard, J. W. McClure. W. A. Gilchrist. Most of these men have
already left the city and returned to their respective homes.

E. D. Galloway and M. ' L. Pease of the Galloway-Pease Company.
Poplar Bluff. Mo., and Saginaw, Mich., have been spending several days

with the Chicago trade.

Geo. n. Chapman of the Northwestern Lumber Company, Stanley, Wis,,

spent several days of last week In Chicago.

F. J. Nichols of the Nichols & Cox Lumber Company. Grand Rapids.

Mich., was in town on a selling trip several days of last week.

O. P. Hurd of Cairo, 111., spent several days In Chicago last week In

conference with his brother. J. S. Hurd.
J. C. Knox, secretary of the Michigan Hardwood Manufacturers' As-

sociation, stopped off In Chicago Monday of this week on his way back

to Cadillac after having attended the logging conference at Green Bay.

The last Issue of the Lumbermen's Club News, dated December, being

volume 1. number 3. Is a mighty entertaining sheet. It contains a raft

of Interesting stuff having to do with the business and personal affairs

of members of the club.

The H. C. Heinemann Furniture Company has started business at

Chicago with S2.5,000 capital stock.

The United Sash and Door Company has started business in Chicago
with a capital stock of .$.5,000.

Haughton & Gillespie of Chicago have changed the firm name to the

Haughton Veneer Company.
The Binder Frame Manufacturing Company of Chicago has been or-

ganized with an authorized capital stock of $10,000.

The Windsor Folding Bed Company of Chicago has changed Its name
to the Windsor Furniture Company.

The Schwartz Picture Frame Company has been incorporated at

'liicago with .$.5,000 capital.

It is learned that J. T. Phillips of the Diamond Lumber Company.
Green Bay, Wis.. Is now convalescing after a severe attack of typhoid

fever. Mr. Phillips Is away for a two weeks' rest with his brother.

Max L. Pease, Poplar Bluff. Mo., vice-president of the Galloway-

Pease Company, whose headquarters are at Saginaw. Mich., was In

Chicago December 2.

Nels Duebolra. sales manager for the Scott & Howe Lumber Company,
Oshkosh, Wis., was a welcome caller at Hardwood Record oflSce Decem-
ber 2.

J. S. Stearns, president of the Stearns Salt & Lumber Company,
Ludlngton, Mich., was among the visitors to the local trade Demember 9.

=-< NEW YORK >.=

suit against the Long Island Railroad Company and his daughter, Miss
Pauline Darnell, $10,000. The suit was brought following an accident
In October. 1911, when a Long Island train ran down an automobile,
killing .Mrs. Uarncll and another daughter and Injuring Miss Pauline
Darnell.

Wm. II. Russe of Memphis, Tenn., prominent hardwood lumber operator

and ex-president of the National Hardwood Lumber Association, was a

visitor to New York during the fortnight. In company with Mrs. Russe
he was on a shopping tour.

J. C. Kaul of the Kaul Lumber Company, hardwood manufacturers of

Birmingham, .^la.. was a New York visitor recently.

The South American Hard Woods Company has been incorporated in

New York by Geo. H. Hill. Medellin, Colombia. South America ; F. O.

Altinger and E. H. Vines of New York. The company will deal In im-

ported hard and fancy woods, and control vast tracts of timber In South

.America.

F. C. Price, for many years Identified with the tropical hardwood busi-

ness In this city, has been appointed representative here of the Grand
Rapids Veneer Works. He Is located at 17 West Forty-second street.

The Magara Wood Working Company, office this city and plant at

Mlddleport. N. Y.. has filed a petition In bankruptcy ; liabilities $.52,600,

assets $67,200.

The Lockhart Piano Company has filed a petition in bankruptcy : liabili-

ties $29,700, a.ssets $14,400.

R. J. Darnell, Memphis lumberman, was awarded $11,000 damages in

=< BUFFALO >=
An order has been issu.-d hy .ludgo Hazel iu Federal Court directing

Roland Grangle, receiver of the Blue Grass Lumber Company, to show
cause why money collected on certain accounts should not be turned over
to the Manufacturers' Finance Company of Baltimore. That concern
makes claim to certain assets of the lumber company under an assignment
for loans. The affairs of the Blue Grass Lumber Company and the
associate Empire State Hardwood Lumber Company are in a tangled
condition on account of the loss of part of the books. One Buffalo bank
Is a creditor to the extent of $42,000.
The Jamestown Panel & Veneer Company sustained a loss of several

thousand dollars by fire, as well as water on November 30. The beat set

off about twenty-five sprinklers and the veneer plant as well as two floors

of the Nelson Company, manufacturers of dining-room tables, was flooded.

The fire was caused either by spontaneous combustion or defective
wiring.

FOREST PRPDUCT5 EXPOSITION
CHICAGO COLISEUM APR.30-MAY9

,
NEWYORK GRAND CENTRAL RALACE M^2I-30

OUR SPECIALTY— CRATING STOCK
WE MANUFACTrUE

GUM, MAPLE AND OAK
PL.ANING MILL FACILITIES

Kentucky Vcnccr Works
HIGH-GRADE—WELL-.MANUFACTURED

Vcnccrs
IN SAWED AND SLICED QUARTERED
WHITE OAK AND QUARTERED RED GUM.
OUR ROTARY CUT GUM AND POPLAR
CROSSBANDING VENEERS ARE EXCEP-
TIONALLY GOOD.

Louisville Kentucky

Grant T. Stephenson
Constructing Enjgineer

Wood Distillation Plants for

Utilization of Wood Waste

WELLS, MICHIGAN
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The City Lumber Company, lir)4 Soiioea street, bns started Into tbe

general lumber business, both wholesale and retail. A stock of hard-

woods and oak flooring will be carried. Manager Charles H. Shepard

states that a pretty good local trade In lumber has been developed since

the start several weeks ago. The yard adjoins that o£ the National

Lumber Company.
T. Sullivan & Co. report a good demand for brown ash as crating

lumber. The yard has bSen receiving good supplies of hardwoods lately

and the available piling space Is well taken up.

Frank T. Stillivan. manager of the yard of II. II. Salmon & Co., has

irCINCINNATI!
Hardwood Manufacturers and Jobbers !

C. CRANE & CO.
MANUFACTURERS HARDWOOD LUMBER

1739 E.4STERN AVENUE

DAY LUMBER & COAL CO.
Mfrs. YELLOW POPLAR and WHITE OAK

GENERAL OFFICE—CLAY CITY. KY.

RIEMEIER LUMBER CO.
OAK, POPLAR, CHESTNUT

SUMMERS AND GEST STREETS

E. C. BRADLEY LUMBER CO.
HIGH GRADE WEST VIRGINIA HARDWOODS

GOERKE BUILDING

SHAWNEE LUMBER CO.
dHARDWOODS, white PINE and HEMLOCK

Sales Office—Soath Side Station—C. H. & D. R. R.

JAMES KENNEDY & CO., Ltd.
OAK, POPLAR AND OTHER HARDWOODS

FIRST NATIONAL BANK BUILDING

The Kosse, Shoe & Schleyer Co.
WALNUT, OAK, AND OTHER HARDWOODS

103-4-5 CAREW BUILDING

OHIO VENEER COMPANY
Manufacturers & Importers FOREIGN VENEERS

2624-34 COLERAIN AVENUE

ARE YOU ALIVE
to the "Service" (in all its details) you

can secure from us on Oak, Gum, Pop-

lar and other Hardwoods?
BETTER GET IN TOUCH WITH US

THE M. B. FARRIN LUMBER CO.

I CONASAUGA LUMBER CO.
I MANUFACTURERS HARDWOOD AND PINE
^ FOURTH NATIONAL BANK BUILDING

I Johns, Mowbray, Nelson Company
I OAK, ASH, POPLAR & CHESTNUT
W' GUM AND COTTONWOOD

lately been at lliirbur lifauli. near Port Ilurun. to look afd-r tlie com-
pany's barge Pcndell, wliich went ashore there.

The Batavla door mill in which the Scatcherds are interested is tilling

a large rush order for mahogany and other hardwoods tor tbe interior

work of the new Lord & Taylor building in New York.

B. P. Ridley of Davenport & Ridley, has been spending considerable

time in the South lately, looking after hardwood stocks which are being

shipped to the Buffalo yard.

Blakeslee, Terrln & Darling report the hardwood trade as fair and
better than it was two mouths ago. Plain oak and poplar are among
the woods selling fairly well.

R. D. McLean has returned from a week's business trip to Canada.
The office reports the hardwood trade fair, but sales are not expected

to be at all active until after inventory taking among bu.vers.

Homer T. Kerr reports that the sawmill at St. Mary's, Pa., with

which he Is connected has shut down for the present in order to put
all the activities into cutting logs, preparatory to starting up about
February.

-< PHILADELPHIA >
Frank R. Whiting, president of the Whiting Lumber Company, reports

a varying activity. Buying is only from hand to mouth. He looks for

comparative quiet until after stock-taking. The hardwood situation he
pronounces well controlled. There will be a scramble for stock, he thinks,

with the first advance in buying.

The Croft Lumber Company of Alexander, Va., announced recently that

J. Gibson Mcllvain. of J. Gibson Alcllvain & Co., Philadelphia, had been

elected president of the company to succeed J. H. Henderson, who with

his brother, Milton J. Henderson, has formed a wholesale lumber firm

which will occupy the old Croft quarters in Clarksburg, W. Va The
Croft concern has moved its sales office, which will be under the direct

supervision of J. W. Sullivan, general manager of the mill, to Alexander.

Eugene W. Fry, lumberman, and president of the Philadelphia Lumber-
men's Goll Club, has been recently appointed a delegate by Governor
Tener, to represent Pennsylvania at the National Rivers and Harbors
Congress. Mr. Fry was also elected a vice president of the Atlantic

Deeper Waterways Association, at their recent convention in Jacksonville.

Horace A. Reeves, Jr., says he is getting a few orders right along, and
last months' sales totaled up fairly well. Sharper hustling Is necessary

now, he says, and there is nothing on the surface at this time to deter-

mine tbe outlook.

J. U. Holloway of the Imperial Lumber Company says business is spotty

and hard to get. -\s to outlook they simply are hopeful.

It is announced that A. B. Adams of the Brown-Bates Company will

look after sales in the mining region hereafter.

F. A. Dudley of the Sterling Lumber Company confirms the general

trade report of a strained activity. There is nothing new from a fort-

night ago, and no improvement looked for until after January 1.

Nathan B. Gaskill of Nathan B. Gaskill and Sons, Inc., in regard to

the lumber situation, says we are simply marking time, waiting patiently

for a sign to go ahead.

W. H. Fritz of W. H. Fritz & Co. says there has been very little

change if any in trading for the last two weeks and that none Is antici-

pated before the end of winter.

The Federal Clay, Coal and Lumber Company, Wilmington. Del., ob-

tained a charter under Delaware laws November 22, capitalized at

$200,000.

=-< PITTSBURGH y-
The Marquette-Kerr Lumber Company, capital $25,000, has been organ-

ized at Toungstown, O., by H. L. Marquette, Willis E. Kerr, Carry Kerr,

Grace D. Williams, and ElizalMth Marquette.

The Henderson Brothers Lumber Company is a new concern with offices

in the Empire building at Clarksburg, W. Va., which is of much Interest

to Pittsburgh wholesalers. The president is J. H. Henderson, for many
years with tbe Kendall Lumber Company of this city, and lately presi-

dent of the Croft Lumber Company of Clarksburg.

William Schuette & Co. report a fair volume of business. Yard buying

Is, of course, pretty slow at present.

The C. P. Caughey Lumber Company is cutting a large amount of

mine stock and railroad ties from its hardwood timber tract in Centre

county, Pennsylvania. Manager S. A. Seaman of this company, announces
that business in both these lines is good.

J. M. Bemis & Son, of the old lumber firm of Bemis & Vosburg, have

sold their big timber holdings in Texas and other western states for

about $1,000,000. They were bought by Mr. Bemis fifty years ago for

$10,000.

The Aberdeen Lumber Company has established a cypress department

which is bound to be a winner. President J. N. Woollett has secured for

manager of this department Fred J. Davenport, formerly of the Cypress

Selling Association of New Orleans. President Woollett is in the South

this week on business.

The Kendall Lumber Company has made a change in its Philadelphia

office putting Otto C. CIuss in charge in the Real Estate Trust building

in that city. At its branch office at Columbus, O., Wade Heimrich is now
manager.
W. D. Johnston, president of the American Lumber & Manufacturing
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Company, relurned home this week from a three weeks' trip to the Paclflc
coast. The American reports an excellent business In hardwoods.
The J. C. Donges Lumber Company, of which J. C. Donges has been

the active head for several years, will shortly incorporate under a Penn-
sylvania charter. His associates will be L. K. Martin, K. T. Rossell and
J. A. Lager.

The first annual banquet of the Pittsburgh Lumbermen's Club was held
at the German Club House on Craft avenue on the evening of December 3.

Dancing, a line banquet, and a splendid moving picture show entertained
the iSO retailers and their wives who were present. The club is a very
active organization and its officers are ; President, E. M. Dieboid ; vice-
president. W. H, Williams ; treasurer. Walter Ahlers : secretary, E. A.
Dieboid.

=-< BOSTON y-
The Colonial Lumber Company. Boston, has taken an office on Milk

street. The company was incorporated here a few weeks ago.
The plant of the White Mountain Freezer Company, Nashua, N. H.,

has been damaged by fire. The blaze was confined to the company's
large dry house, which at the time of the fire was well stocked with
lumber. The building damaged was erected about a year ago and was
credited with being one of the most modem dry houses in that section.
Abraham Recht. a large builder in Lynn, Mass., has filed a petition

In bankruptcy. The liabilities are given as $67,615 and the assets are
estimated at $53,775.

C. L. Barr of Philadelphia, Pa., has been a recent visitor in the Boston
marker.

=< BALTIMORE >=
Among the visiting lumbermen here the latter part of November was

W. L. McCormick, who came in the interest of some of the large manu-
facturing interests in Washington state on a kind of inspection tour in

order to study the advantages offered by the various Atlantic ports.
with a view to selecting one that might be made the central point tor
shipments of Paclflc coast lumber when the Panama canal is opened.
The plan would be to concentrate all of the shipments east at one point,

and from there distribute the lumber over the interior and along the
seaboard. Mr. McCormick expressed himself as being very favorably
Impressed with Baltimore because of this city's location midway between
north and south, and in an admirable position tor reaching every part of
the territory.

Among the creditors of the Peabody Building Company and its presi-

dent, James T. Miller, who were adjudged bankrupt in the United States
court here November 25. were a number of lumber firms, with amounts
running as high as $3,000 and $4,000. The company has been carrying
on construction work in the northern part of the city and has found prop-
erty moving slowly of late.

A. O. Thayer, mill manager for the Magazine Hardwood Sawmill
Company, near Mobile, Ala., which is owned by Richard P. Baer & Co.,

of Baltimore, is here on a vacation and will spend several weeks in the

Monumental city. Mr. Thayer e.xpressed the belief that the hardwood
situation had presented a fairly favorable aspect.

Another visiting lumberman was George D. Burgess of Russe &
Burgess, Inc.. Memphis. Mr. Burgess came to Baltimore to attend the
funeral of his father-in-law, J. D. Earl.v. who was for years cashier of the
Commercial and Farmers' National Bank here, but retired in 1805. Mr.
Burgess gave an encouraging view of the lumber trade in the Memphis
section. He said that while there had been an easing off in some of

the woods, the first drop was generally the most pronounced, and that
Indications gave rise to the belief that a rebound might occur before long.

=< COLUMBUS >•-

The Contractors' Association of Portsmouth, O., has been incorporated

for the purpose of promoting the interests of contractors and building

material men in that citj*. The corporation is not for profit, thus no
capital stock is provided for. The incorporators are A. ,T. Reitz, Otho
D. Foster, William Creelbaum, William J. Tritscheller and Henry H.
Eaps.

J. P. Madigan of Cleveland Is one of the incorporators of the Perry
Coal and Lumber Company of Lexington, Ky., which has a capital of

$1,500,000. The company will develop mines and oil lands and manu-
facture lumber. M. J. Berry of Columbus Is also interested In the

compan.v.

The Niles Auto & Machine Company has leased the building formerly
occupied by the Sykes Lath and Roofing Company at Niles, O.

The Economy Lumber Company of Marion. O., has been incorporated

with a capital stock of $10,000 to buy and sell and deal In lumber. The
incorporators are J W. Jacoby, A. L. Payne, Pride Tossey, S. H. Delong
and D. F. Maples.

The Kirkpatrick Lumber Company of Cincinnati, 0., has started in the

wholesale business.

-Vt Logan. 0.. there is a dearth of houses and efforts are being made
to supply the demand. The scarcity is caused by the large number of

employes which came into the city recently. A number of new manu-
facturing concerns opened there.

The annual meeting of the Union Association of Lumber, Sash and
Door Salesmen will be held at Cincinnati February 8, 4 and 5 In con-

WALNUT
Walnut for Export

Thirty years' experience in the handling of
walnut logs for export enables me to furnish
guaranteed prime quality stock.

I am coiistautly in close personal touch
with the source of su[)ply of export vralnut
logs and know exactly what I am getting at
all times. In fact, a number of the best for-

eign houses are taking up my logs on my own
recommendation.
My supply enables me to fill orders of any

size in carload lots without delay.

Highly Figured Walnut
As a result of close personal supervision of

log purchases my stock of highly figured wal-
nut in long wood and stumps contains only
the choicest in figure and curl that can be
found.

All this stock is carefully selected to take
care of a discriminating demand.
My figured stumps are all dressed closely

and when shipped are practically in shape for
the knife.

Youwill lose nothing bv trying me on your
next inquiry.

FRANK PURCELL
^^^^^=^^= Kansas City, Mo., U. S. A.

MATHEWS STANDARD

Gravity Lumber Conveyer

Made all .-Jteel. ball bearing rolleri
oupled together and assembled to forn
ver which lumber, tloorlng, dimension
3ur per cent grade. Ad.1ustable .lacks
ne and secure proper grade. Light.
teen In successful use for past ten ye;

elpt of Info
nd to be

talog.

eight foot
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(Leading Manulacturers)

St. Francis Basin Hardwoods
100,000' 4 4 " Ists & 2nds Plain White Oak

100,000' 6 4" No. 1 Common Red Gum

Band Sawn Bone Dry
75 per cent. 14 and 16 feet long

PROMPT SHIPMENT

Geo. C. Brown & Company
Proctor, Ark. 1.%":^^^^":%'.

OUR SPECIALTY

St. Francis Basin Red Gum
WE MANUFACTURE

Southern Hardwoods
Gum, Oak and Ash =

J. H. Bonner & Sons
Mills and Office.

OUIGLEV. ARK.
I'ostofflce and Telegraph Office,

HETH, .4BK.

WE OFFER THE FOLLOWING

Band Sawn Stock
600,000 ft. 4 4 Common & Better Sap Gum
200,000 ft. 4 4 Common & Better Red Gum
250,000 ft. 5 4 Common & Better Red Gum
75,000 ft. 6 4 Common & Better Red Gum
50,000 ft. 8 4 Common & Better Red Gum
This stock contains a good percentage of 14'

and 16' lengths and is of excellent widths

W. W. GARY, Tsr
HARDWOOD LUMBER AND LOGS

ARCHER LUMBER COMPANY
HELENA, ARKANSAS

Manufacturers of

HARDWOODS
SEND US YOUR INQUIRIES

We can furnish your entire

reqviirements in Hardwoods .

OUR SPECIALTY — RED GUM

noctlou with the .inuiial convention of the Ohio Ret-iii Ijumber Dealers'

,\ssocintion. .7. S. Iln.vward is president of the orynnization.

In the month of November was recorded the greatest volume of business

for any November sinie the city building department was opened. The
e.vcess of Noveml>er, 1013, over November. 1912, was $150,783. The
total value of permits granted this month by the department was
s.i'iv 77(1. The business of the department for the first eleven months
"1 iliK year over that of a similar period in 1912 has increased by

s:,,".s,iij(]. The total to December 1 has been $5,075,8.')0. The number of

1913 buildinK permits so far has been 3,749, compared to 2,534 issued in

a similar length of time last year.

The Dwight Hinckley Lumber Company of Cincinnati has announced
that Harry W. l'"agin, formerly of Fagin & Kirlcpatrlck, has become a

stockholder in that company and at a recent meeting of the board of

directors was elected vice-president.

The next two or three months will see the beginning of the largest

building operations Columbus has been fortunate enough to witness for

many years past. The prospects for building in Columbus in 1914 and
1915 are better than they have been for years, considering the v.nlue of

the buildings and the improrement thereby to the city. The architects

are just beginning the plans for these buildings in some instances and

in others the drawings are nearing completion. But that these great

improvements are to be made is certain, the aggregate cost of the seven

buildings being about $3,000,000.

F. ir. lIiTilman of the F. H. Herdman Lumtier Company of Zanesville,
,

C. died reci'utly after a short illness.

L. B. Schneider of John R. Gobey & Co. says that conditions in the

hardwood trade are remaining about the same. Prices are firm and
.shipments are coming out better.

Secretary Benbow of the Sowers-Leach Lumber Company says trade is

rather quiet although prices are holding up well.

Manager Hodil of the Virginia Lumber Company says that the hard-

wood trade is holding up well and prices are firm.

R. W. Horton of the W. M. Ritter Lumber Company reports a little

slowness in the past week due to the intervention of the Thanksgiving
holiday. He says the factories are still the best buyers although yards

are buying a little. The car supply appears to be spotty ; some places

are being well provided while others have a scarcity.

.T. A. Ford of the Imperial Lumber Company says the weather has been
against an active movement in hardwoods. Prices are Just about the

same and the demand is fair. There is an improvement in the car supply.

George P. Morgan of the Mercereau Lumber Company of Parkersburg,

W. Va., and E. M. Bonner of the Diamond Lumber Company of the same
city were in Columbus recently on business.

=-< TOLEDO y
President W. S. Booth of the Booth Column Company has just returned

from a trip to West Virginia where he purchased 300,000 feet of poplar
and a car of oak lumber. Mr. Booth states that business has been
splendid with his concern this year, which far exceeded the business of

last season. Next week this concern will begin operating its plant but
eight hours a day which will be continued until the first of January when
the annual inventory will be taken. Following this the plant will again
run full time.

The Toledo Bending Company reports business a trifle dull just now,
orders coming In more slowly. As this is the "off time" for this class

of business it leaves conditions about normal.
The Skinner Bending Company reports a fair business, orders beginning

to come in more slowly, however, both in the bending and wheelbarrow
departments. While prices have a tendency toward depression, this is

believed to indicate only a slow demand and a desire on the part of a

.sood many concerns to unload what stock they have on hand, in an
effort to turn their w-ares into ready money.

Blood poison resulting from the infection of a small boil behind one
of his ears caused the death during the last week of Howard M. Smith,
prominent Toledo lumberman, well known to the trade throughout this

section. Mr. Smith's father operated the first sawmill ever located in To-
ledo in the early days \^'hen this section was rich in fine hardwoods.
These sawmills finally developed into the pioneer lumber yard of Toledo
under the title of the W. H. H. Smith Company. During the past three
years Mr. Smith has been conducting an office business in Toledo. He
leaves a wife, three daughters, a son and a brother.

< INDIANAPOLIS >
The Clinton City Lumber Company of Clinton has increased its capital

from $20,000 to $50,000.

.\fter a shut-down of four weeks (or repairs, the Udell Works, manu-
facturers of ladders and furniture, has resumed operations with a full

force of employes.

Building operations in the city last month aggregated $479,711 as

compared with $700,085 for November, 1912, the decrease being due
largely to labor difficulties.

The McDonald Lumber Company has been organized at Clinton by
Eugene McDonald, M. M, Scott and .\ustin Jackson and has been incorpo-

rated with an authorized capitalization of $20,000.
John Hughes, who was identified with the hardwood trade in northern

Indiana for many years, died at the home of his daughter in Fort Wayne
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a few days ago. He was sixty-flve years old and retired from busluess

recently after having been In the lumber trade at Iluntlngton.

Judge Albert B. Anderson of the United Stales court In this city has

appointed Edward C. Dissell receiver for the Ilanna-BinckenrldKe Com
pany of Fort Wayne on a petition tiled by several creditors asking that

the company be adjudged bankrupt.

Members of eighteen building trades' organizations have walked out on

all building projects where any brick work Is under way. The troul>ie is

a Jurisdictional strike caused by a determination to prevent brick layers

from doing Inside marble work. The brick ia.yers arc not members of llie

.\merican Federation of Labor with which the marble setters and othii-

building trades are Identltied.

Since December 1 a large number of teamsters and chauffeurs In tin'

city have been on strike dt'niandlng a uniform wage scale and shorter and
uniform hours. .VII hauling was suspended two days because of acts of

violence that met efforts to operate trucks. The excellent protection being

afforded by the police, however, has encouraged many concerns to resume

deliveries. The police are proceeding on the theory that law and order

must be maintained and have very promptly responded to all complaints.

dispersing mobs as fast as they have formed. Normal conditions are

rapidly returning and It is thought that within a few days there will be

little danger of trucks and drivers being molested. Threats are being

made that a general strike of all labor organizations will be called.

=-< MEMPHIS y-
The Chickasaw Cooperagu iJoiupaiiy lias ircently purchased a mill which

will be installed at McGehee. Ark. This firm is engaged in the manufac-
ture of heading and staves and tight barrels. It has extensive holdings

in the territory tributary to McQchee and the new mill will be installed

for the development of these. On the strength of this launcliing into the

sawmill end of the business Walker L. Wellford, secretary and treasurer

of the company, has made application for membership in the Lumbermen s

Club of Memphis.
A large delegation is in Washington urging federal control of the levees

through the adoption of the Ransdeli-Humphreys bill which is now pending

before congress. There is no section of the country more directly inter-

ested in this proposed legislation than the Memphis territory. The floods

of the past several years have brought disaster throughout the upper
Mississippi valley and owners of lumber and wood working enterprises

throughout the territory tributary to Memphis have suffered heavy loss

as a result of the breaks in the levee system. Every business organization

in this city and section, including the Lumbermen's Club of Memphis, sent

delegates to the Washington conference. The belief is very strong here

that it Is Impossible to control the floods through the state and private

levee boards and that the United States government is the only power
having sutBclent capital at Its disposal to cope with a situation of such

vast import.

The Moro Land & Timber Company has made application to do business

under the laws of Arkansas. Its headquarters are at Moro. .\rk. The
certitieatc sets forth that the company proposes to invest $20,000 in

Arkansas and that one of its chief expenditures will be involved in thc

erection of a sawmill at Bono, Craighead County.

R. J. Darnell. Inc.. has failed to secure an injunction from the supieme
court of Mississippi restraining the railroad commission from putting into

effect a new log rate on the Balesvillo-Southwestern which tiiis firm has

leased from the Illinois Central railroad for the development of it| timber

resources in that section. The lumber firm set forth that the new rate

was practically confiscatory and. theref<;re, in violation of the constitution

of the United States. The supreme court, however, has suggested the

wisdom of testing the now rates by actual experience and. from tlie

decision, It is apparent that the complainant will have to submit to this

verdict at least for the time being.

=-< NASHVILLE >=
The Nashville Veneer Company has been Incorporated with an author-

ized capital stock of $1.">,000. A. B. Ransom of John B. Ransom & Co.

has been elected president, and Wm. R. Drlnkard of Indianapolis is

general manager of the new company. The company has taken steps to

start up a plant in West Nashville immediately, and is now operating

two saws. It Is expected that the business will be enlarged greatly at a

later date.

The Hudson Lumber Company at South Pittsburg, Tenn., has bein

carrying on heavy operations In red cedar lumber and timber. The com-
pany has recently closed contracts for about 1,000 carloads of red cedar
In Rutherford, Bedford, Coffee and other counties, to be delivered at onci'.

The receipt of these shipments will give the company about .!,000 carloads

of red cedar on Its yards, valued at more than $100,000. This lumber is

being convi'rted Into material for the Eagle Pencil Company, and Is said

to be as tine quality as can be secured at this time. The company
employs about l.iO men In its plant. It Is now making arrangements to

secure electric power from Hales Bar on the Tennessee river. The
development of the water power of Tennessee at the cost of many mil-

lions of dollars and Introduction of hydro-electric power promises to do
much in the matter of power for manufacturing plants.

Tlie Moore Lumber Company of Creencvllle, Tenn., has filed a volunlary
petition In bankruptcy.

J. G. Collier has added a sawmill to his stave factory plant at Erin.

( Leading Manufacturers i

OurCorps of Inspectors
Intelligent! Highly Trained!

Conscientious!

is assurance that you will get
what your order calls for

when you buy Gum from us

Himmelberger-Harrison Lumber Company
Cape Girardeau, Missouri

MILLER LUMBER
Marianna, Arkansas

CO.

We offer for shipment during the next six

months, at the rate of a car or two per
week, 25 to 50 cars No. 1 and No. 2 Common
Gum SIS 9 16" thick. We are also in posi-

tion to furnish for prompt shipment 4 4 to

8, 4 1st & 2nd and No. 1 Common Red Gum.

YOUR INQUIRIES SOLICITED

All band sawn stock, good percentage 14 and 16' lengths. Modern
equipment backed by 25 years' practical experience Is our guarantee
of proper handling of your orders. We also manufacture other hard-
wood lumber and box shocks.

Baker-Matthews Manufacturing Co.
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Harris Manufacturing Company
Johnson City, Tennessee

^'Harris'' Hardwood Flooring
and Lumber

Bluestone Land & Lumber Company
MANtTACTUBEBS

WEST VIRGINIA HARDWOODS
Soft White Pine, Oak, Poplar, Chestnut, Hemlock

Band Sawed Stock RIDGWAY
PENNSYLVANIA

MEMPHIS

Wholesale Manufacturers and Exporters
RED GUM

SAP GUM
COTTONWOOD

CYPRESS
ASH

PLAIN OAK
Aiir- J J Tk- I,

QUARTERED OAK
All (jrades ana 1 hicknesses ^ HICKORY

We make a specialty of mixed cars
of Sap and Red Gum, One-balf to
Tn-o inelies tliick.

SOFT ELM
SYCAMORE

YANDEN BOOl^STIMSON LUMBER COMPANY

Maonfactorers Sootbein HaNwoods

AsH a
Memphis Tennessee

TIMBER ESTIMATES
REPORTS INCLUDEH)

TOPOGRAPHICAL MAP. DETAIL ESTIMATES & WRITTEN REPORT

GARDNER & HOWE
ENGINEERS

Clarence W. Griffith ""V^tZ'BuniilT"' Memphis, Tenn.

Tonn., and will also dovote attintloa to tlie general lumbir trade.

The Greonevllle Chair Company, Greeneville, Tonn.. which has been In

the hands of a receiver for some time, has been sold by order of the court

to Mr. Lutz of Lenoir. N. C, for $.35,000. This will pay about twenty-

flve cents on the dollar to creditors. The company operated a large plant,

and Mr. Lutz. who has had experience in the business, announces his

intention of reorganizing the company and resuming business at an early

date. The plant emplo.ved about 400 men.

Nashville commercial bodies have started a movement to consolidate.

Ofllcers and directors of more than a dozen associations met December 4

and endor.'.ed the plan. E. M. B'oster, president of the Board of Trade,

presided, and E. S. Shannon was secretary. Many prominent men spoke

in favor of the movement, including Chas. M. Morford, president, and
Hamilton Love, former president of the Commercial Club. It is probable

that the Nashville Association of Commerce will be formed, with a mem-
bership of 3,000 or 4.000. similar to the plan now In vogue In Chicago.

The Lumbennen's Club and other associations will be subordinate depart-

ments and will have their officers and organizations. The Board of Trade.

Commercial Club and Business Men's Association will probably be

absorbed. It has been recognized for several years that greater work
could be accomplished for the city by united effort. The presidents of the

various organizations were appointed a committee to perfect plans for

consolidation.

The Cumberland River Improvement Association held its annua! meet-

ing and re-elected W. E. Myer. Carthage, Tenn., president, and E. S.

Shannon, Nashville, secretary. The association is composed of men pro-

moting the work of improving the Cumberland, and the outlook was
reported bright to secure the completion of the project so as to give

navigable water all the year round from Nashville to the Ohio river and
also for several hundred miles above Nashville. It is believed the com-

pletion of this work will be a greater advantage to the city in the matter

of securing transportation rates than a new trunk line railroad.

=-< LOUISVILLE >=
Recent forest tires in eastern Kentucky have caused so much damage,

in spite of the fact that they were vigorously fought by the county fire

wardens appointed by the state forestry department, that J. E. Barton,

state forester, has written to all of the railroads in the state calling their

attention to the law requiring them to use spark arresters and pointing

out their liability for damages in case they cause the destruction of timber

by fire.

The Louisville Hardwood Club is preparing for an active season's work.

Important topics to be discussed In the state legislature, which starts its

bi-ennial session at Frankfort next month, will be taken up before then

by the club. The questions to be considered are reform of the state tax

system, adoption of a workmen's compensation law and the extension of

the powers of the state railroad commission. President S. R. Cecil has

appointed the following committees

:

Publicity and Pkogram—Edward L. Davis. G. D. Crain. Jr.. and
Stuart R. Cecil.
Entertainment—T. M. Brown, D. E. Kline and John Churchill.
Finance—C. M. Sears, T. M. Brown and A. E. Norman.
By-Laws—D. E. Kline, C. J. Frank and August Kahler.
Membership—P. G. Booker, R. F. Smith and Smith Milton.
Transportation—A. E. Norman, HerV>ert Bauman and Edwin Norman.
Logs—H. E. Kline, Edward S. Shippen and Charles Platter.

Rapid progress is being made in completing the new plants of the

Wood Mosaic Company, which is rebuilding a sawmill at Highland Park,

a Louisville suburb, and a veneer mill, sawmill and flooring plant in New
Albany. Ind. The local mill will have a capacity of 35.000 feet a day,

while that in New Albany will cut 20,000 feet a day. The veneer saws

will turn out 25.000 feet a day and the flooring factory 40,000 feet a day.

The complaint of the North Vernon Lumber Company, which has a

sawmill in Louisville, was heard here last week by a representative of

the Interstate Commerce Commission. The complaint was that the rate

from Dyersburg. Tenn.. where the company has a mill, to North

Vernon, Ind., where the headquarters of the company are located, is

greater than from Dyersburg to Cincinnati, though the haul is much
shorter. The Illinois Central and the Baltimore & Ohio are the defend-

ants in the complaint.

Hines & Norman, a Louisville legal firm which has handled a number
nt lumber traffic cases, appeared in the complaint of the Commercial

ilub of Metropolis. 111., against the Illinois Central and other roads before

the Interstate Commerce Commission recently. The chief question in-

volved is rates on lumber from the South to Metropolis.

The Broadhead-Garrett Lumber Company of Winchester, Ky., has pur-

chased a tract of timberland in Perry county, and will erect a large mill

on the property, which is only a short distance from Hazard, on the

Lexington & Eastern.

•< ST. LOUIS y
During the month of November the receipts of lumber at this center

were 14.432 cars. In November last year the receipts were 13,980. or a

gain during November this year of 451 cars. Receipts by river this year

were 28.000 feet. La.st November they were 43,000 feet, a falling off this

year of 15,000 feet. Shipments of lumber by rail in November this year

were 11,730 cars, against 9,203 cars last November, a gain this year of

2.527 cars. River shipments for Noveml>er this year have not yet been

compiled.
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WRITE US Gum
Oak Elm
COTTONWOOD CYPRESS

Kl KMTIKE DIMENSION
SV( AMOKK VEI.I.OW TINE

Licking River Lumber
Company

114 Dean BIdg.

ROR PRICES South Bend.

TheWhite Lake Lumber Co.
Peoples Gas Biag., CHICAGO, ILL.

Northern and Southern Hardwoods
CAR STOCK

WHITE PINE YELLOW PINE
High Quality—Prompt Delivery

WE WANT TO MOVE AT ONCE
50 M ft. 8 4 Ists & 2nds Hard Maple

75 M ft. 8 4 No. 1 Common Hard Maple

5 cars 4^4 No. 3 Common Basswood

1 car 12 4 Log Run Soft Elm
Send u»
your inquiries

EXCEPTIONAL
MAHOGANY, CIRCASSIAN WAL-

NUT AND QUARTERED OAK

VENEERS
If a good veneer cutter can manufacture fair

quality veneers with antiquated macliinery, what
can he do when given the latest and most efficient

equipment?

The Answer
is to be found in any of the stock produced at our
new mill, which is the last word in modern equip-
ment.
We have selected the finest logs on the mar-

ket, our men are experienced and capable, the

product speaks for itself.

See our samples and get prices.

Visit Our Plant
Any time you are in Chicago and want to sec

the most modern veneer plant in existence today,

we will be glad to show j'ou through our plant.

Fred W. Black Lumber Co.
2245 S. Fortieth Ave. Chicago, III.

M. L. Pease, vice-president of the Galloway-Peasc Company of Poplar

Bluff, was a visitor at the Lumbermen's Exchange a few days ago.

W. P. Anderson, vlcc-prcsldint of the Gideon-.Vnderson Lumber & Mer-
cantile Company, Is back from his buntlni; trip to northern Michigan.

He was one of a party of some twelve or fourteen which killed quite a

lot of game and deer and had a good time generally. Mr. Anderson says

he never had a better time In his life and It has done him a world of

good.

G, E. Breece, president and general manager of the West Virginia Tim-
ber Company, Charleston. W. Va., was In St, Louis for one day last week
and called at the headquarters of Hakdwood Record. He came up from
the mills of the company in the South. He visited in town, the mills In

Arkansas Cit.v. Ark., Monroe, La., and Baskin, La. He says they are all

doing a splendid business but have been handicapped somewhat by the

scarcity of cars.

W. W. Dings of the Garetson-Greason Lumber Company is back from
a short trip to the Pacific coast, where he went on business. He visited

Los Angeles. Sacramento. San Francisco and stopped at El Paso, on his

way home, and while he stepped over Into Old Mexico for an hour or two,

he did not tarry long.

Harry Graus. a box manufacturer, will receive $13.").000 by the terms
of a settlement made In litigation between Mr. Gaus and thlrty-flve In-

surance companies. The terras were announced a few days ago, In the

St. Louis Circuit Court.

Mr, Gaus recently obtained a verdict for $60,000 in a suit for damages
he brought against the chief of the St, Louis Fire Prevention Bureau and
the thirt.v-flve insurance companies for false arrest. He sued for $.500.-

000, alleging he had been arrested at the instigation of the defendants

who investigated a (ire which destroyed the box manufacturing plant of

Henry Gaus & Son several months ago. Mr. Gaus also sued the companies

for insurance on the burned plant and verdicts for S102.000 had been

returned in his favor. .\ll the litigation has been appealed.

John H. Johanning. president of the Johanning Lumber Company, died

last week of arterio sclerosis. He had not been actively engaged In busi-

ness since 1910, partly due to the illness which caused his death. Mr.

Johanning. who was seventy-six years old, had been a resident of St.

Louis since 1847, coming from Germany when ten years old. He was
educated in private schools in St. Louis and became a clerk In a planing

mill in 1857. Later he became a partner in the business and the firm

'was known as Philibert & Johanning Manufacturing Company. He estab-

lished the present firm in 1887.

=-< ARKANSAS >
The strike of the coopers at Paragould, .\rk., is still on, with no indi-

cations of either side weakening or showing any disposition to com-

promise the differences. Some time ago the strikers proposed to arbitrate

all questions of difference, but this proposal was refused by the mill

owners, and now the strikers are refusing to submit the proposition to

arbitration, and are also making an additional demand for increased

wages. The mills show no disposition to change their former attitude in

regard to the situation.

Contracts have already been awarded by the forestry office at Harrison,

Ark., for the sale of two large tracts of white oak timber in the Ozark
National Forest. The contracts cover 1.100.000 feet standing in Baxter

county. Ark., at a price of $.?.S0 per thousand feet, or a total value of

$4,180.00: also 1.600.000 feet in Cleburn county at $3.75 per thousand
feet, or a total value of $6,000.00. By these two sales about $1,000.00

will be added to the good roads fund of the Ozark National Forest, most
of which will be available for expenditure during the next fiscal year.

A certificate of dissolution was filed in the offlce of the Secretary of

State of Arkansas, on November 23, by the Clarendon Boat Oar Company
of Clarendon. Ark.

Articles of incorporation were filed In the office of the Secretary of

State of Arkansas, on November 21, by the McDonough-Thoits Company
of Hot Springs. The company is capitalized at $20,000, and will do a

general manufacturing and stave business. The incorporators are William

McDonough, A. T. Thoits and Tom Thoits.

It has been announced that the Bentonville Cooperage Company has

purchased the Keller Wagon Factory property at Joplin, Mo., including

nine acres of land. The purchase price was $10,000. The cooperage

company proposes to move a part of its factory from Bentonville, Ark.,

to Joplin, Mo„ about April 1. 1014. It proposes to continue the manu-
facture of slack barrels at Bentonville, hut the tight barrels will be

manufactured at Joplin, where enlarged facilities and additional ma-
chinery will be Installed.

The final step in a case of long standing was taken on November 23, at

Fort Smith, when the United States District Judge Frank A. Youmans,
granted the application of W. W. Keys of Eureka Springs to sell the

I'a.vetteville Wagon Wood and Lumber Company of Fayetteville, Ark., for

which Mr. Keys is trustee. This company went into the hands of a re-

ceiver several years ago. It was capitalized at $40,000. .\t the making
of this order the attorneys for the New Hawley Company of Omaha, Neb,,

holders of $40,000 worth of the company's bonds, opposed its being made,

but were overruled by the court. The Hawley Company recently lost a

suit In which they sought to have these bonds declared preferred claims

against the bankrupt estate.

.\rticles of incorporation of the Washington Handle Company of New-
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Saline River Hardwood Co.
Main Sales Ollice

Pine Bluff, Arkansas

Manufacturers of

Genuine Forked-Leaf White Oak

Red and Sap Gum
Red Oak and Asti

q We offer to the trade a remarkably SUPERIOR lumber
product.

Q Our TIMBER is virgin forest growth of the highest

type.

<I Our MILLS are new and produce accurately manufac-
tured stock.

^ Our LUMBER is all KRAETZER-CURED—treated with

steam under pressure directly from the saw—insuring

quick drying to light weight, freedom from seasoning

defects and stick-marking, splits and stain.

^ Kraetzer-cured lumber will "stay where you put it."

^ Dry kiln and oak flooring plant in connection.

Q We solicit the inquiries and orders of critical and dis-

criminating buyers.

CI For straight cars of Yellow Pine, or mixed cars with

Oak Flooring, write LONG-BELL LUMBER COMPANY,
Kansas City, Mo.

f Fitzgibbons & Krebs Patent Ele-

vated Traveling Derrick propels itself

on 28-ft. gauge track.

^ No guy wires.

Q Write to O. M. Krebs, Mallory

Branch, Memphis, Tenn., or to P. F.

Fitzgibbons, Chattanooga, Tenn., for

pamphlet fully illustrating and explain-

ing the derrick.

Also ask for list of users.

enstle. Ind.. have lx>n lilwl with tile Setivtary of Stat.-. Tli.- company
win npenite a biancli mill at IIopp, .\rk.

Tlir Arkansas LumlicTmen's Clul> held its annual meeting at the llaiion

Hotel In Little Ito< k on December 9.

The protriam was prepared by President .T. !•'. Mclnlyre of Pine Bluff,

and Secretary W. .T. Orossman of Forrest City. The Lumbermen's I'lub

has i;rown at a steady rate throughout the year and now has a very

creditable membership. This club originally was composed very largely

lit hardwood luml)ermen, but the yellow pine men have durinc the past

few nionlhs become enthusiastic over the idea and are placing their mem-
berships with the club. At a recent meeting of the club, which was held

in I'lne Hlud". many of the yellow pine manufacturers sent In their appli-

cations for membership. .T. F. Mclntyre of J. F. Mclntyre and Sons,

hardwood mill operators at Pine Bluff, was re-elected president of the

organization.

A report from Washington, D. C, dated November 22, states that the

Interstate Commerce Commission has ordered a cancellation of the pro-

posed increase in rates on lumber from points on connecting lines of the

Santa Fo Railroad In Texas, Louisiana and Arkansas to Santa Fc des-

tinations in northern Missouri, extreme western Kansas and northern

Oklahoma upon tlie uround that they are not .iustifled.

=< WISCONSIN >=
The Kneeland-llcl^urg Lumber Company of rhillips is having a nevy

electric lighting system installed in its big sawmill so that sawing opera-

tions can bo carried on throughout the night. This will double the

capacity and provide emplo.vment for 200 additional men.

The John Schroeder Lumber Company of Milwaukee has finished its cut

for the season Mt the big sawmill at Ashland. The cut this year has

been up to the average, operations having: been carried on throughout
the summer. The mill is closed now on account of ice in the log pond
but will be opened early in spring.

William Marik of Sturgeon Bay has purchased a large site. 400 l)y 100
feet, on the south end of the island mill propert.v and formerly occupied

by the Pankratz Lumber Company. The office building will be converted

into a factory which is being equipped to manufacture woodenware
articles and furniture. The site has water frontage and side track

facilities. An addition is contemplated shortly.

The Ellison Lumber Company has closed its sawmill at Hawkins after

a ten months' cut and will resume operations about January 1, by which
time it is expected to have enough logs at the mill to start up. This con-

cern will operate two camps this winter and is planning to put in about

the same amount of timber as last season.

The Bell Lumber Company of Minneapolis. Minn., has established a

resident agent at I'hillips. M. J. Bell of that concern hafi closed a deal

with the KneelandMcLurg Lumber Company of Phillips for its cedar cut.

He will buy cedar from other loggers also.

The fJagen Lumber & Cedar Company of G.tgen has filed articles of

incorporation with the secretary of state at Madison. The capital stock

is placed at $125,000, and the incorporators are F. H. Piehl, S. S. Miller

and H. L. Reeve.

The Holt Lumber Compan.v of Oconto is constructing a railroad near

Townsend. The line runs east from that city into the company's large

timber holdings and will provide connections with the market.

The hub plant of .\ndrew Kaul of Merrill has resumed operations after

a short shut down, -\ccording to present indications the plant will have

a steady run from now until next fall.

Construction work has been started on the new plant of the Eureka
Cooperage Compan.v. at ^lenasha. This concern has been running in the

glass factory but now requires a new- factory. The new plant is located

near the Milwaukee road's right-oi-way on Depere street.

The Tomahawk Veneer & Box Company of Tomahawk, which was re-

centl.v organized l>y Max Meyer and others as noted in a recent issue,

will soon begin operations. The planing mill of the Tomahawk Lumber
Company was turned over to the new company on October .31, when It

ceased operations. New machinery has been purchased and is now being

installed, the planing mill building has been fully enclosed, dry kilns for

veneer have been built, new side tracks laid and hot water tanks installed.

W, H. McDermott. treasurer of the company, is closing additional con-

tracts for logs for the factory.

The plant of the Phoenix Manufacturing Company of Eau Claire is

busy on a large number of machinery contracts, most of which are for

use in the lumbering industry. The Namekagon Lumber Company of

Namekagon, Wis., will soon have its new carriage and trimmer and other

machinery completed to start operations at least early in spring. A
heavy single band saw-mill is being manufactured for W. W. Peck of

North Troy. Vt., and another will be sent to Newburn. N. C. Two log

haulers and five gasoline tractors are in the course of construction. The
Conradson semi-automatic lathe will soon be ready to be put on the

market.

To meet the rapid increase in the demand for their product Blum
Brothers of Marshfield. will increase their facilities to manufacture cheese

boxes. The improvements will consist of a second story to the present

building, doubling the floor space, which will be used for putting the boxes

together.

.\t a recent meeting of the department heads of the United Refrigerator

and Ice Machine Company of Kenosha, details of plans for handling the

company's rapidly increasing business were discussed. The Viking Re-
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frlaiTator Compnny of Kansas City was recently taken over by tills con-

cern. A recent order came from a large firm In Moscow, Russia.

Harry E. Friend, president of the Plilllp Goerres Cooperage Company

of Milwaukee, was talten to tile Emergency liospital December 5. after

IxToinlng unconsdons on the street. Mr. Friend was wallilng down Grand

avenue when he suddenly sank to the ground unconscious, his head strik-

ing violently the cement .'iidewalk. Doctors at the hospital could not de-

termine what had caused the attack, but believe it was a fainting spell.

Mr. Friend sustained a slight concussion of the brain. He Is forty-flve

years of age.

II. I.. Gardner, manager of the Rice Lake plant of the Marinette-Green

Pay Manufacturing Company, was accidentally shot while hunting with

a party of friends near .Vshhind. He was just stepping Into the cani|i

when a stray shot struck him, penetrating his abdomen. He was imme-

diately taken to .Vshland but efforts to save his life were without success.

Mr. Gardner was forty-eight years of age and is survived by his wife

and three children.

Plans are materializing for the construction of an intenirban railroad

In Door county with a terminal at Sturgeon Kay. The proposed line will

be run to Liberty Grove and eventually to Green Ba.v. It is planned to

construct tracks of standard type so that steam railroad cars can be

switched onto the line and carried to points along the new route. The

cars will be electrically driven, but the overhead trolley system will be

displaced by gas motor generators individual for each train. The fact

that the line will be connected with the steam roads is of interest to the

lumbering industry of northeast Wisconsin.

R. F. LeMire will erect a planing i,iill at Federal Dam. Wis.

T. A. Brenner is planning to open up the Langlll sawmill at Eagle

river about the first of the year.

The director of the Forest Products L.iborator.v. Madison, has called for

hids on the machinery and equipment now installed at the Forest Labora

tor.v at Wausau. Wis. A motor generator set. .500 h. p. direct current

motor, starters, switchboard, a No. 3 Griulds centrifugal pump and one

rotary suction pump are included.

The Hardwood Market

-< CHICAGO >•

.\ featureless continuance of the inactivity of the past couple of weeks

is alwnt all that can be said in a description of present market conditions

In Chicago. It is not likely that the local market is any more seriously

affected by the laxity in business than is the market in other sections, but

a fair share of pessimism is apparent. This, of course, does not mean
that there is not a good deal of business done in Chicago, for there is.

However, it continues to come with difficulty and as a rule those concerns

making the greatest effort are the ones getting the majority of the busi-

ness.

Of course quietness in the lumber market is to be expected at this time

of the year, but the present condition is considered as rather below

normal.

Of the various consuming lines, the box factories are probably taking

the greatest quantity of lumber, comparatively speaking, but other lines

are not talking very optimistically. The taking of inventory is having its

full cffe<^. which, coupled with other circumstances peculiar to the present.

Is effecting the undesirable result noted.

Generall.v speaking the low grades of all hardwoods are in the best de-

mand, while uppers in the standard hardwoods maintain the same rela-

tive position that the.v have occupied for some little time.

Quartered oak shows the greatest strength with perhaps a little mon'
easing off in plain oak, although this is not really a definite condition.

It is reported that there Is some little strengthening in the gum market,

although this strengthening has not yet assumed the importance of raising

the general level of prices.

^< NEW YORK >-=

No changes in market conditions uvr not. il :ii this writing and until the

new year is ushered in few ciianges. if any. are looked for. Tlic volum'/

•of trading is low but on a fairly firm basis. The price situation is satis-

factory under existing conditions. The hardwood flooring market is in

good shape at firm prices. Tlie only unsteady feature is in gum which is

quoted at a great range of values. There seems to be no knowledge of

what stocks arc available at mill points, some claiming shortage ami
"Others an overproduction. This is refiecte<l in wholesale prices. Yartl

stocks here are only fair and it is not likely that orders for stocking up
will be placed till after the day of reckoning on 1013 as a year for tradiu:;.

=< BUFFALO y
The hardwood trade is cini. t and ~to.ks arc heing taken only as buyci>

need them for their Iminediate use. The reason given for this is tli-

taking of inventory and that usually liegins to be a factor about tlii^

time. Whatever lumber is wanted is wanted quickly and this suits tli'

local yards, which have the stock and the supply of ears to make prompt
<3ellvery. Prices are holding pretty steady, although not as firm as they

Triangle Brand
White Oak Flooring

Perfectly dried and worked

Made from our own timber from
one boundary, insuring uniform
color and texture; manufactured

at our new hardwood flooring

plant.

Our Specialty : Quarter-sawed White Oak Flooring
Thicknesses: Js" and 13/16" Standard Widths

Your Inquiries Solicited Quick Shipments Guaranteed

YELLOW POPLAR LIMBER CO., Coal Grove, Ohio

Kentucky Lumber Company
MANUFACTURERS

POPLAR, PLAIN AND QUAR-
TERED OAK, RED AND SAP
GUM, ASH, CHESTNUT, BASS-
WOOD, HEMLOCK, WHITE PINE

Mills at

Bumside, Ky. Williamsburg, K} .

Isola, Miss.

Sales Office

Cincinnati, O.

SAWYER GOODMAN CO.
' MARINETTE, WIS.

Mixed Cars of Hardwood, Bass-

wood, White Pine and Hemlock,
Cedar Shingles a.id Posts

We make a specialty of White Pine Beveled Siding and
White Pine Finish and Shop and Pattern Lumber

The Tegge Lumber Co.

High Grade
Northern and Southern

Hardwoods and Mahogany

Specialties
OAK, MAPLE, CYPRESS, POPLAR

Milwaukee, Wisconsin
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^ Kraetzer-Cured lumber is susceptible

of being thoroughly air dried or kiln

dried in less than one-half the time or-

dinarily required for seasoning un-
steamed wood.

^ Kraetzer-Cured lumber does not case-

harden, check, end-split or stain, and
dries without warping or buckling.

^ Kraetzer-Cured lumber has a uniform
tone of color. Its working qualities are

greatly improved, and the beauty of the

flake on quarter-sawed stock is en-

hanced.

^ Kraetzer-Cured lumber dries out to

materially less weight than unsteamed
wood, ranging from 200 to 500 pounds
per thousand feet.

^ Kraetzer-Cured lumber will neither

shrink nor swell, and the grain will not

raise when water stains are employed in

finishing.

^ Kraetzer-Cured lumber is not im-
paired in strength or quality by the

process.

^ Kraetzer-Cured lumber eliminates all

glue-joint troubles and "will stay where
it is put."

^ A list of manufacturers of Kraetzer-
Cured lumber will be supplied on appli-

cation.

Kraetzer-Cured Lmnber is

produced by the use of the Kraetcer Preparator,

manufactured by

The Kraetzer Company
537 S. Dearborn St., CHICAGO

TRADE MARK

cure
LUMBER

wprc some weeks aso. The furniture trade Iins been doing pretty well

lately, eonslderlnfr tbc season, and there Is a fair demand for flooring.

I'laln oak is not as stronc as it was. nor docs quartered oak show
quite so much strength, lirown ash and elm are moving fairly well and
the demand for various kinds of crating lumber has been quite good at

most yards. There Is no great amount of two-inch Is and lis in plain

white oak here and the demand for it is good. .Maple is moving well

in most grades, and flooring In that wood, as well as In oak, is in

seasonable demand.

-< PHILADELPHIA >
The hardwood business remains without important change from a fort-

night ago. .\s the volume of trading is made up in small orders, which
necessitates some little concession in prices, it costs more to sell goods
under present conditions. Although furniture and box factories are keep-

ing fairly bus.v, buying is of a hand-to-mouth order. Building work
shows a little more life owing to a more literal extension of loans by the

banks and work is being rushed while the favorable weather lasts. As
many houses close their fiscal year at the end of vDecemher, the stock
vacancies will not be filled until after taking olT the balance sheet. Ac-
cording to reports from the mills, no unusual quantities of hardwood arc

found anywhere, and the far-seeing merchant realizes that at the first

advance of trading there will be a scramble for stock and that considerable

more money will have to be paid than at the present quotations.

Oak has apparently eased off a little. Ash, chestnut and maple ate

among tho bnst snllers. rtirch is r\inning easy and poplar is holding its

=-< PITTSBURGH >-=

The hardwood business here is slowing down gradually like all other

branches of the lumber business. It is chiefly a liquidation of stocks.

Yards are reducing their stocks to the lowest possible point In order to

take inventor.v. Manufacturers are not buying stock beyond January 1.

This means that their present supplies will very soon be exhausted and
it is certain that new buying will have to be started by these concerns

early in 1914. Prices on hardwood are holding up fairly well. The ten-

denc.v among all buyers is to go slow and to wait if possible until next
year's business prospects are revealed a little more clearly.

^-< BOSTON y-
There has not been any change worth.v of lengthy comment in hard-

wood lumber conditions in this section of the country during the past

t\^'o or three weeks. While a good active business has been expected for

this time of the year, it has not developed and now dealers do not antici-

pate any material increase In volume of orders until after the stock-taking

period is over, which will not be until after the middle of January at

least. The large manufacturing consumers of hardwood lumber are not

willing to anticipate their wants in more than a moderate way. The great

firmness with which prices have been held right along has tended to check
speculative buying and now buyers are waiting to find out how general

business opens up after January 1 before doing a great deal in the line

of buying.

No serious difficulty has been experienced from a. shortage of cars and
none is expected now.
Although the general demand for hardwood lumber is only moderately

active, prices are well held in most cases. There has been some plain

oak offered from a few southern mills at slight concessions. The reason

given for this is that the raillmen wished to dispose of their holdings

before the winter set in. Quartered oak has held firm under a quiet call.

Sound wormy chestnut has hiid a fair call of late. The call for white-

wood, one inch Is and 2s is quiet, but for the poorer selections there is a

fair volume of business reported.

=-< BALTIMORE >-=

The year is drawing to a close with the hardwood trade only in part

satisfactory. The expectations entertained during the first few months
have not been realized, the tendency of late having been distinctly down-
ward, and the situation at present being such that much uncertainty pre-

vails as to the future. Values have sagged instead of going up or at least

being maintained at the old level, while the demand is Influenced adversely

by a want of confidence in conditions generally. The buyers hesitate be-

cause they are not sure as to what developments the near future may
bring forth, while the sellers are disposed to push business, and in not a

few instances feel impelled to hold out concessions. Salesmen are on
the road in great number, and the absence of anything like a scarcity of

lumber prompts intending purchasers to be very deliberate about placing

orders on the ground that they may be able to get further inducements.

l?'rom the Memphis section comes information to the effect that red gum
went off not less than $8 per 1.000 feet in almost a single turn. Values
in other directions have been better sustained, to be sure, but the entire

list is not so strong as it was sixty days ago, and a feeling of doubt assails

the trade. It is to be said, however, by way of an offset that in the opinion

of some of the best hardwood men, the first recession will likely prove the

most serious, and that a rebound is anticipated, so that when the business

settles down upon what might be termed a permanent basis, the difference

between the current range of values and that which obtained some time
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!ii;o will Dot be Inordinately great. In this section oak Is cnsler. of course,

like elsewhere, though the decline has not assumed formidable proportions.

I'histnut Is affected perhaps .soniewhat more and has about gotten back

to where It stood before the rise took place In the late sprInK, with sound

worm;- still In better request than durlnj; the previous period of <|uiel.

Ash and other woods also had to be shaved, or at least the sellers con-

cluded to do so as a means of stimulating the movement. Stocks In the

hands of the consumers arc large enough for running needs. Some or

th.; yards are even carrying big assortments, and tliey buy ouly to keep

up the selection. The mills continue to operate at capacity because of

the close approach of the holidays, when the shut down Is expected to bo

of longer duration than usual. Severe weather also Is In prospect, and

the manufacturers desire to be prepared for a protracted suspension. It

likewise remains to be said that the accumulations at this time are smaller

than In most other years Just before winter, and no real congestion pre-

vails. Furthermore, the outlook for a good foreign business is fairly

encouraging. Stocks on the other side have been reduced, and greater

interest Is being shown l>y the foreign buyers. Instances are reported of

advances olTered or obtained by shippers, and the outlook is considered

in the main encouraging. Certainly llio foreign situation lias undergniie

an appreciable improvement.

=-< COLUMBUS >•

Despite the general let-up in business in this section, the hardwood

trade is holding up well in every way. The volume of business shows a

falling off. but prices have not decreased to any appreciable extent and

the tone of the market Is satisfactory. On the whole the trade is fair for

existing conditions and an improvement after the first of the year is con-

fidently expected.

Building operations have been very active during the fall as is shown
by the report of the city building inspector. The weather has been fairly

good and operations will be active until stopped by cold weather. I'ropara-

tlons are being made for an active building season in the spring.

Buying is being done i)oth by factories and yardmen. Factories arc

the better customers at this time. Concerns engaged in making furniture,

implements and vehicles are in the market for larger stocks. Retail stocks

are only fair and dealers are not disposed to increase them at this time

in view of the approach of the semi-annual inventory period.

The car shortage has interfered with shipments to a certain c^xtent.

Most shippers recently report an improvement in the car supply and ship-

ments are coming forward more promptly as a result. Mill stocks arc only

fair and most of the hardwood mills are fairly busy.

Both plain and quartered oak are in good demand with quartered stock

the stronger and prices continue firm all along the line. Dry stocks are

not plentiful. There is a good demand for chestnut, especially sound

wormy. Poplar is moving better and as a result accumulated stocks arc

being reduced. The lower grades of poplar are moving the best. Asb is

selling well and the same is true of basswood. Other hardwoods are un-

changed.

=-< CINCINNATI y-
The marketing of hardwood Iiimlier just at lliis time is quite a serious

problem, but not so impossible as some dealers seem to think. Judging from

the many complaints that are heard on the street. It is true that demand
is none too good and what business is obtained is going to the hustlers,

the men who ar> on the Job constantly and hunting for business. Prices

hold firm in most items and will without doubt remain so. The box

factories are busy and are using most all kinds of low-grade hardwoods
suitable for that purpose at fair prices. Plain oak is a good seller in all

grades, the lower grades probably selling the best. Sound wormy chestnut

is In good request and No 1 common and better is selling a little better

than a few weeks ago. Poplar remains dull except in No. 2 and No. 3

common, which sells readily at satisfactory prices. Ash is still the leading

hardwood and is in excellent demand, thick stock being much sought

after. Inquiries are fair and while buying is in small quantities, numerous
orders are being received from consumers and from the large wholesale

yards and the monthly amounts seem to total up pretly well. Dealers

here are buying an amount of stock Just about equal to shipment.?, being

content to keep stocks up to present size, but not caring to load up heavily.

It is the general opinion that business is bound to be better after the first

of the year.

=< TOLEDO >=
so far as price is couceined

L'cm to have affected the hard-

demand Is a little quiet just

ms and partly to the season

The hardwood market is holding up wel

and the low trend of yellow pine docs not s

wood market in the slightest degree. The
at present, due partl.v to weather conditii

of the year, which always Is a little quiet. The general condition of Ihi'

market, however, seems healthy. The factory demand has been very good

thus far. Plain oak, ash and hickory are the leaders on this market.

Basswood Is a bit quiet Just at present, the demand being light, Shipmi nts

have been a little slow from the South and this is attributed by local

dealers to delays along the road, due to short motive power, rather than
to a car shortage. Toledo yards are pretty well stocked up and there

win be little buying Iwfore the first of the j-ear. Conditions generally tiv

all that could be expected at this season of the year and thus tar tin-

outlook for spring business Is good.

OAK BUYERS
jf
Increased timber supply makes us

one of the largest oak producers in the

country.

f Our while and red oak limber is of

a (lualily ihal enables us to guarantee

to properly meet your requirements for

anything in this line. We can supply

large quantities, running strongly to 14'

and 16' lengths—a good proof of the

character of the timber.

^ We are ready to cut red or white,

quartered or plain, 3/8" to 8/4", and will

carry in stock a complete assortment of

all thicknesses.

^ All our lumber is made with the most

perfect machinery obtainable—band

saws used throughout our mills.

][ We pride ourselves on the character

of our edging, trimming and piling,

which insures straight, cleanly-made

lumber, uniformly dried.

If
In these days of quick shipment you

are interested in prompt delivery. Our

extensive organization and facilities

from the tree to your yard, place at your

disposal the most perfect lumber deliv-

ery service in existence.

^ We would like to explain further why
we can please you, and if you are in the

market for anything in southern hard-

woods now, would appreciate your

writing us today.

PAEPCKE LEICHT LIMBER COMPANY

GENERAL OFFICES CHICAGO, ILLINOIS
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GENERAL VIEW OF MAIN SAWMILL, PLANT,
'o bands and four resaws. Dally ten-hour capacity 150,000 feet.

LAMB-FISH LUMBER COMPANY
Band Mill and General Offices: Charleston, Miss., U. S. A.

THE LARGEST HARDWOOD MILL IN THE WORLD. ANNUAL CAPACITY, 40,000,000

CABLE ADDRESS—"LAMB." Codes Used—Universal, Hardwood, Western Union, A. B. C. 5th Edition, Okay

STOCK LIST-
:i,'8"

liil & Zna <ltcl. nil. Oak. «" & up. . 4«.(Hm
1st Jt 2nd C(ld. Wli. (Ink. 10" JC up
1st & 2nd (Jtd. Wli. Onk. 12" & up
No. 1 Com. Qtd. «h. Oak, 4" up 20,000
>"o. 1 Com. Qtd. Wh. Oak, 6" up
CIr. Q. \V. Oak Sap Strps., 2'/--5%"
1st & 2nd n. Wh. Oak. «" & up 20.000
No. 1 Com. I'l. Wh. Oak, 4" & up 24,000
1st & 2nd Plain K. Oak, <i" & up 40,000
No. 1 Com. Plain R. Oak. 4" Jt up. . . . 2;f.000

No. 3 Com. Red * « h. Oak, :i" & «p
Red & Hh. Oak Core Stock
1st & 2nd <(td. Red (ium, 5" & up
No. 1 Com. «ltd. Red (ium, 4" & up
1st & 2nd Fie. Red (ium, fi" & up 80,000
No. 1 Com. FiK. Red Gum. 4" & up. . . S.OOO
1st & 2nd PI. Red (ium, 6" & up 200,000
No. 1 Com. PI. Red (ium. 4" * up 85,000
1st & 2nd Sap (ium, fi" & up 30,000
1st & 2nd Sap (ium, 13-17" & up
1st & 2nd Sap (ium, 17" & up
1st & 2nd Sap (ium Stain, 13" & up
Sap (ium Bx. Boards, 13-17"
No. I Com. Sap (ium. 4" & up 25,000
No. 2 Com. Sap Gum. 3" & up 50,000
1st & 2nd Tupelo Gum, 6" & up
No. 1 Com. Tupelo Gum, 4" & up
1st * 2nd Cvpress, 6" & up
Seleet Cypress, fi" & up
No. 1 Shop Cypress, 5" & up

Dry Lumber on Hand December 1st, 1913
1, 2"
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.-< INDIANAPOLIS >
The loral liiirdw.xul iiiMiicrt Hm^ iKiinrali.v 1 1 inii.i dmliix tlio last two

nveks. Very little local business has bitu Joiie. llrst because of tlic strike

of teamsters and second because of the Jurisdictional strike of bulldlns;

trades which has practically put n stop to building operations.

Purlns; the teamsters' strike hardwood luiuber concerns have made
little effort to make local deliveries, but have made out of town deliveries

as usual, because the curs could be loaded at the yards or plants. Prices

appear to be holding their own nnd it is thought that when the labor

troubles are finally settled there will be a rush for business, for a short

time at least.

Kumlture plants are having a good run and automobile factories are

showing a little more actlvit.v than they have been showing for some

=•< MEMPHIS >=

The bardwoiui market here continues in a hcalth.v position. There is some
dlsjippointment over the fact that business is not more active, but it is

quite up to the average for this time of the year. Furthermore, prices are

pretty well maintained and there is no decided accumulation of hardwood
lumber in any direction, certainly not enough to cause any forced selling.

The lower grades are, as a rule. In rather more active demand than the

hicrher. This has been a phase of the situation which has continued for

some time, but there is nothing to Indicate any change therein. Th- lower
grades of cotton«»ood and gum are both in active request. The box manu-
facturers continue to do a large lousiness and their needs are therefore

quite full, with only moderate offerings. Sap gum in the upper grades, too.

is a ready seller. Red gum is showing a rather better tone, but there has
been very little change otherwise as a result of the recent launching of

the Gum Lumber Manufacturers' Association. There is a fair call for

the higher erades of Cottonwood. Ash is selling readily in all grades and
much of this is being delivered green. Prices are firm. There is quite a
good movement reported in the lower grades of plain and quartered oak,

while the upper grades are in but moderate request at the moment.
Cypress sells without difficulty in shops, while there is a fair business in

selects. The upper grades, however, are moving rather slowly and prices

are none too steady at this writing. There is a good export business in

southern hardwoods and, while some of the manufacturers in Mississippi

and .\rkansas are having difficulty in making deliveries on account of car
shortage, the local enntin^'ent is li.ivinir little or no trniihlf ninng this

line.

=-< NASHVILLE >=
The hardwood lumber trade has been quiet in the Nashville market the

past week. The business for November will prol)abl.v fall short of the

same month last year, though dealers expect to wind up the year with
a better showing than for 1912. Prices rule about steady, and dealers

take an optimistic view of the future outlook. Oaks are in demand and
some sales are being madf' of otlier hardwoods.

=< LOUISVILLE y.

'Seasonably quiet" is the general report as to conditions in the local

hardwood market. .V normal amount of business is being done for this

season of the year, and in view of the excellent prospects for 1914 no com-
plaints of consequence are being heard. The probability of the currency
legislation being gotten out of the way shortly is a cheering indication,

while other general factors seem to be more favorable than heretofore.

There Is no oversupply of lumber either at the mills or in the hands of
consumers, and consequently, the market, regarded from a technical stand-
point, is in a strong position. Prices are being well maintained, a few
concessions on plain oak being about the only changes reported. Generally
speaking, lumbermen are getting as much for their stock as heretofore.

regarding the present lull as temporary, and, as stated, purely a normal
development which recurs cver,v year at this season. Quartered oak is'

probably the most active power. Sound wormy chestnut is in good
demand. Rome sales of thick poplar have been made lately. Cottonwood
Is quiet. Hed gum is showing Improvement.

=-< ST. LOUIS y-
There is only a seasonable demand f"i- iKinhvood lumber, but while the

orders have been small and for prompt delivery, they aggregate quite an
amount. According to reports from the producing territory, while fine

open weather has stimulated logging operations, because of the heavy
movement of cotton, log shipments to mills have been restricted and some
of the mills have been compelled to restrict their operations. Taken as a

whole, the manufacture has been prett.v steady and stocks of lumber have
been added to right along. Quartered oak continues to be the item best In

demand with ash and lower grades of Cottonwood and gum following.

Plain oak Is also a pretty good seller, but It Is not quite so active as it

was, except when prices are made satisfactory to the buyer. I'rices

are more stead.v, on the whole, than they were. Cypress is In fair demand,
but like otlier Items, the buying Is in small lots and for Immediate de-

livery. Prices remain about the same as they were and arc low enough
to induce buyers. Considerable buying Is looked for shortly.

Mahogany and

Circassian

Lumber & Veneers

^ The largest assortment of finest figured

Mahogany Logs, Lumber and Veneers in

the country can be found at the Chicago

plant of C. L. Willey.

^ We are just in receipt of fifteen cars of

remarkably superior Circassian Walnut
Logs, large size, well-figured and of good

color, which are now being cut into

Veneers.

^ A visit or correspondence from discrim-

inating buyers of all varieties of fine Im-

ported and Domestic Cabinet Woods in

Lumber and Veneer is solicited.

^ You wnll not only find the Willey ware-

houses well stocked with a superb collec-

tion of Circassian, Mahogany, Vermilion,

Black Walnut and other fancy foreign

and domestic lumber and veneers, but

buyers are assured of prompt and pains-

taking service, and a quality of product

not usually obtainable.

^ To visit the plant take Blue Island Ave.

car at the postoftice to Robey Street.

C. L. WILLEY, Chicago
Largest Fancy Wood Veneer

and Lumber producing plant in the world
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WA NT E D
All Kinds of High-Grade

HARDWOODS
S. E. SLAYMAKER & CO.

Repreflentingr
WKST VIKGINIA SPRUCE LCMBEB CO.,

Cast, Weat Virginia.

Fiftli Avenue BuIIdinKi

NEW YORK

=-< ARKANSAS >=

Mutual Fire Insurance
Best Indemnity at Lowest Net Cost

Can Be Obtained From

The Lumber Mutual Fire Insurance Company,

The Lumbermen's Mutual Insurance Company,

Boston, Mass.

Mansfield, Ohio.

$126,000.00
In Savings DIVIDENDS Returned

This Year to Policy Carriers of

The Lumbermen's
Underwriting Alliance

Possibly there is no good reason why
YOU were not among these beneficiaries.

If it is a matter of eligibility, and you

feel that your plant does not at present

comply with all requirements, confer

with us anyway. Let us see if it cannot

be brought up to an acceptable standard

at no greater cost than will be justified

by the prospective saving on insurance

rates.

U. S. Epperson & Company
Attorney and Manager

1101 R. A. LONG BLDG. KANSAS CITY

Till' iiiaiHifiiftm-iTS nro laiiiy well pleased wiUi tlip present conditions

of the cenenil hardwood m.irl<et. Tlie Ijeautltui weatlier during tlie past

several weelis lias been very favorable to the timber men In the woods.

Good weather has not only been favorable to the lumbermen, but also to

the farmers, and they liave taken advantage of it for picking their cotton

and gathering their rice and other grain crops. The moving of these

staple products is placing more money in circulation, and the general con-

ditions have a tendency to strengthen the lumber market. There are some
complaints on account of the shortage of cars, but the condition Is not

nearly so unfavorable as has been experienced at this season in former
.vears. The present conditions indicate that a heavy spring trade will be

had, and every one is expecting a Arm market from now on, with gradual

advances.

=^ MILWAUKEE >-=

The continued activity in the building field all over Wisconsin has

resulted in the hardwood business holding up much better than is tisually

the case at this season of the year. Stocks are light in the hands of

retailers and the factory consamlng trade, so that the continued demand
from the building source naturally results in the placing of fairly good

orders. Buyers are inclined to take only enough to meet their present

wants, but these" orders, necessarily placed, are resulting in a total busi-

ness which is highly satisfactory.

Building operations during the month of November amounted to

$1,711,300, as compared with a total building investment of $1,643,605

during the corresponding month a year ago. Up to December 1 the total

building investment amounted to $12,975,096, while during the corre-

sponding period in 1912 the investment reached the total of $14,646,592.

During 1912, however, permits were issued for one structure to cost

$2,200,000 and another to cost $1,600,000. Nearly $2,000,000 of this

gain has been made up and it the present favorable weather continues

this year's record will not be far behind that of 1912.

Wholesale lumbermen are confident that increased activity In trade

may be expected soon after the opening of the new year. Retailers will

then be ready to place larger orders, in anticipation of the spring busi-

ness, while the factory interests will then have completed their annual
inventories and be in a position to order more freely. There is no denying

the fact that stocks arc light in most hands and that a shortage will be

experienced in most lines before the spring trade can be satisfied.

The supply of northern hardwoods seems to be especially restricted

and it is in this line that the shortage of dry stocks will surely be ex-

perienced next spring. The supply of birch and maple seems to have been

concentrated in strong hands and predictions are being made that higher

prices in this line may be experienced later. Basswood is not so strong,

although most other lines are holding their own. The supply of southern

hardwoods seems to be larger with receipts increasing. Plain oak is in

leading demand. Prices are about holding their own, although buyers are

finding conditions a little more favorable for them than has been the case

in several months.

Nothing in the nature of a car shortage has been experienced in Wis-
consin this year, due to the efforts of the state railroad commission and
to the watchfulness of the average shipper in aiding in the prompt handling
of cars. Wholesalers have been endeavoring to impress upon dealers the

fact that now is the time to place their orders for stock while there is a

plentiful supply of cars and before the railroads have their lines congested

and tlieir schedules displaced by possible storms.

=-< LIVERPOOL y-

Trade in Liverpool has been rather slack during the past month,
largely owing to the continued depression. Some of this has been caused

by the suspension of one of the largest firms of timber brokers. The
effect on the timber market, however, has not been extensive as there is

little stock coming to the market as a result. Nevertheless the effect

has been unsettling, and a very rosy view of the market cannot be held

out. Even such stock as prime ash, which as a rule sells so well, is

moving at lower figures. In fact buyers are rather uneasy at the heavy
stocks of ash held, and exporters are advised that on no account should

any shipments be made to this port without definite orders. Several car-

loads, which shippers have foolishly sent on consignments, have recently

been greatly sacrificed.

The hickory market on the other band is better, and some recent ship-

ments have sold well. Good prices have been obtained also for some
stocks left over from last season, which were yarded because the price

offered was not equal to shippers' ideas.

The mahogany market is noticeably weak. Prices showed a consider-

able depreciation at the last sales and there was a marked opinion in

favor of lower prices. Birch is a good spot owing to the shortage of

stock, though the present supply of dry wood is the cause of many com-
plaints. Without question the quality is not equal to the standard of a

few years ago. Maple is rather scarce but oak is very much overstocked.

One Liverpool firm reports that it has never seen oak in all grades in

such a weak state. There are more wagon oak planks in stock today than
has been the case for many years, and shippers should especially beware
'of consignment shipments.
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Slaymaker, S. E., & Co 68

Sondheimer, E., Company 50

Standard Hardwood Lumber Co. 71

Stemmelen Lumber Company... 11

Stewart, I. N.. & Bro 71

Sullivan, T., & Co 71

Vanden Boom-Stimson Lbr. Co. ... 50

Vansant. Kitchen & Co 72

Vestal Lumber & Manufacturing
Company 6

Von Platen Lumber Company.. 70

Webster, George. Lumber Co... 13

White Lake Lumber Company.

.

51

Whitmer, Wm., & Sons 12

Wiggin. H. D 12

Williams, Ichabod T., & Sons.. 14

Williamson-Kuny Mill & Lumber
Company 14

Willson Bros. Lumber Company 12

Wisconsin Lumber Company 5

Wistar, Underbill & Nixon 12

Wood-Mosaic Company 13

Wood, R. E., Lumber Company. 13

Teager, Orson E 67

VENEERS AND PANELS.

Adams & Raymond Veneer Co.

.

69

Ahnapee Veneer & Seating Co.. 68

Anderson Veneer & Sawmill Co. 11

Astoria Veneer Mills & Dock Co 68

Black, Fred W., Lumber Co... 51

Central Veneer Company 69

Evansville Veneer Company
Hoffman Bros. Company 69

Huddleston-Marsh Lumber Co.. 5

Jarrell, B. C, & Co 69

Kentucky Veneer Works 45

Knoxville Veneer Company 6

Louisville Veneer Mills U
Memphis Veneer & Lumber Co.

.

69

Ohio Veneer Company i 46

Putnam Veneer and Lumber Co 68

RasTier, J 5

Rice Veneer & ^.umber Company 69

Underwood Veneer Company. ... 68

Willey, C. L 57

Williams, Ichabod T., & Sons... 14

Williamson-Kuny Mill & Lumber
Company 14

Wood-Mosaic Company 13

MAHOGANY, WALNUT, ETC.

Astoria Veneer Mills & Dock Co 68

Black, Fred W., Lumber Co... 51

Evansville Veneer Company
Huddieston-Marsh Lumber Co.. 5

Louisville Veneer Mills U
Memphis Veneer & Lumber Co. 69

Palmer & Parker Co
Purcell, Frank 47

Rayner, J 5

Struthers Cooperage Company,. 13

Willey. C. L 57

William.s, Ichabod T., & Sons.. 14

HARDWOOD FLOORING.

Anderson Veneer & Sawmill Co. 11

Carrier Lumber & Mfg. Co 14

Cobbs & Mitchell. Inc 3

Eastman, S. L., Flooring Co 13

Farrin, M. B., Lumber Company 46

Forman, Thos., Company 70

Harris Manufacturing Company 50

Kerry & Hanson Flooring Co.. 70

Mitchell Bros. Company 3

Ransom, John B., & Co 9

Saline River Hardwood Co 52

Salt Lick Lumber Company 9

Stearns Salt & Lumber Company • 8

Stephenson, The I., Comaany.... 70

Webster. George, Lumber Co.. 13

Wllce, T., Company, The 5

Yellow Poplar Lumber Co 53.72

Young, W. D., & Co 3

WOODWORKING MACHINERY.

Cadillac Machine Company 67

Covel Manufacturing Company. 14

Gerlach, The Peter, Company.

.

61

Llnderman Machine Co.. The..
Mershon, W. B., & Co
Phoenix Manufacturing Co
Saranac Machine Company 67

Sinker-Davis Company 10

Westinghouse Electric &
Mfg. Company 66

LOGGING MACHINERY.

Baldwin Locomotive Works 65

Clyde Iron Works 66

Fitzglbbons & Krebs 52

Lidgerwood Mfg. Company 13

Russel Wheel & Foundry Co 65

DRY KILNS AND BLOWERS.

Grand Rapids Veneer Works 9

Kraetzer Company, The 54

National Dry Kiln Company 65

Phila. Textile Mchy. Company.. 12

Standard Dry Kiln Company.... 67

SAWS, KNIVES AND SUPPLIES.

Atkins, E. C, & Co 64

Covel Manufacturing Company. 14

Simonds Mfg. Company

LUMBER INSURANCE.

Central Manufacturers' Mut. Ins.

Company 58

Epperson, U. S., & Co 58

Indiana Lumbermen's Mut. Ins.

Company 58

Lumber Mutual Fire Insurance
Company 58

Lumbermen's Mut. Ins. Co 58

Lumbermen's Underwriting Alli-

ance 58

Majiufacturing Lumbermen's
Underwriters

Pennsylvania Lumbermen's Mut.

Fire Ins. Company 58

Rankin-Benedict Underwriting
Company

TIMBER LANDS.

Lacey, James D., & Co
Southern Railway
Spry, John C 5

TIMBER ESTIMATORS.

Griffith, Clarence W 50

McDonald, Thos. J 60

MISCELLANEOUS.

Astoria Veneer Mills & Dock Co 68

Childs, S. D., & Co 61

Gerlach, The Peter. Company.. 61

Kraetzer Company. The 54

Lumbermen's Credit Assn 4

Matthews Gravity Carrier Co... 47

Mechanical Rubber Company. .

.

67

Stephenson. Grant T 45

Westinghouse Electric & Mfg.

Company 66
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CLASSIFIED

ADVERTISEMENTS

AdvprtlsenifUts will ho lUHertod lu this sco-
tlunul till' foMowlinj niH's:

Fopone insertion 20c a line
For two insertions 35c a line
For three insertions 50c a line
For four insertions 60c a line

Eight words of onllnftry lougth makuODe Un*.
rieadlug couutK us two lines.
No displny except the beudlDgs can be ad-
mitted.

Remittances to accompany the order. No
extra charges for copies uf paper containing
the advertisement.

EMPLOYES WANTED

SUPERINTENDENT VENEER
nnil panel plain. Will so(,n injuiii. smviirs
high-class, experienced supei'intendent for old-
established house of foremost reputation. Ad-
dress, with detailed information concerning ex-
perience, age, reputation, etc.,

"BOX 121," care Hardwood Record.

THOROUGHLY EXPERIENCED
pine crating and hardwood salesman for Chicago
and vicinity wanted. Good opportunity for a
hustler.

Address "K0.\' IL'O," care II.ir.DwooD Record.

WANTED—AN EXPERIENCED
Sawmill foreman to handle a single band and
resaw mill located in Wisconsin. Must be expe-
rienced in millwright work, and capable of
handling men. References wanted as to char-
acter and ability. Address

"BOX 111," care Hardwood Record.

EMPLOYMENT WANTED

MAN OF WIDE EXPERIENCE
in the manufacture and sale of lumber and
veneers, thorough executive, cost and efficiency
expert, with best possible references, is open for
position. Address

"BOX ONE," care Hardwood Record.

WANTED—EMPLOYMENT
When you want a salesman for New York

state territory, write us. We can supply you
with a good man. EMPIRE STATE ASSOCIA-
TION of Wholesale Lumber & Sash & Door Sales-
men. Chaa. Johnson, Sec"y, 96 Kirkland Rd.,
Rochester, N. Y.

LOGS WANTED

WANTED—ASH LOGS
21" and over In diameter. 16' long. Must be
straight grained, sound and free from knots.

J. RAYNER, Ft. Houston St.. E. R.,

New Y'ork City.

WANTED—BLACK WALNUT LOGS
500 cars good black walnut logs, 10" and up

in diameter. 6 ft. and up long. W'lU Inspect at

shipping point and pay cash.

GEO. W. HARTZELL, Dayton, Ohio.

c WAGON STOCK WANTED

I AM IN THL MARKET FOE

76 to 109 cars of oak poles, bolsters, sand

boards, ereners, and reaches ; and hickory and

maple axles. Will inspect at aklpplne palat, and

pay cash. E. B. BROWN, 372 Bayas St.,

Rnffalo. N. T.

TIMBER ESTIMATING

TIMBER ESTIMATES
Estimating Southern timber a specialty. Maps,

detailed reports as ta stand, quality and laggiog

conditions. Hare a few bigb-class prapertles

for sale. Can furnlsb best references.

TH08. J. Mcdonald,
East Tenn. Natl. Bank Bldg.,

EnozTllle. Tean.

LUMBER FOR SALE

FOR SALE
and ready for immediate shipment, twenty cars

8/4 and 4/4 log run white maple, excellent

quality. ALLEN & STODDARD, Groton, N. Y.

BUYERS OF KABDWOODS.
Do you want to get In touch with the beat

buyers of hardwood lumber? We have a list,

showing the annual reqnlrementg in lomber,

dimension stock and veneers and panels of con-

sumers of those materials throughout the Bnlted

States and Canada. The service Is free to ad-

vertisers In the BicoBO. It will Interest yon.

Write as tor farther Information abont onr "Sell-

ing Lumber by Mall System."

HARDWOOD RECORD, Ellsworth Bldg.,

Chicago.

BASSWOOD BOX LUMBER
We have 500 M ft. of good No. 3 Michigan

basswood for sale ; largely 4/4 thick. Will make
good box lumber. We can ship dressed or re-

sawed any thickness. GOODWILLIE BROS.,
651 Otis Bldg., Chicago.

FOR SALE—BONE DRY
" cars 4/4 quartered white oak seat stock.

1x4x10%", Ix4%xl6", lx4Hxl9".
Also

1 car green mixed oak squares, 2x2x18" & 19".

E. W. PRATT, JR., Hopkinsville, Ky.

For Sale—8,000 pieces oak, 1,850 pieces yel-

low pine 3x3%x4'5", 1st & 2nd, and clear drv
stock. JACOB HAISH COMPANY, DeKalb, 111.

FOR SALE.

One hundred and twenty-five million of bar
wood. Address

"MIcniO.iN," care Hardwood Record.

DIMENSION STOCK WANTED |

WANTED
Hard Maple and Beech Squares 42", 44",

48" long, plump 1" x 1". Must be clear and
straight. If you have any to offer write oa.

Will take them dry or green.

THE COLUMBIA MFX3. CO.,

New Philadelphia, Ohio.

WANTED—HARD MAPLE SQUARES
.'"lO", 50", 62" and 60" long, cut 2% by 2^^ and
;!x.'!. Must be straight grained, free from kuots
and other defects. Delivery this winter.

THE J. II, STILL MFG. CO., LTD.,
St. Thomas, Ontario.

WANTED TO BUY
lied Gum Squares 2"x2"x2T"—34", 36" &

44" long. Quote cash prices f. o. b. mill.

DUHLMEIER BROTHERS. Cincinnati, O.

WANTED—DRY HICKORY
piecfs l"xr'x4S" Ion;:, cut from second or me-
dium growth hickory, absolutely free from knots,

gnarls and bark, and must be straight-grained

the entire length. Address
"BOX 124," care Hardwood Record.

WANTED

DIMENSION OAE

Plain and Quartered

Various sizes for chair and table factories.

Send to us for specifications and prices.

INDIANA QUARTERED OAK CO.

7 East 42nd Street,

New York.

LUMBER WANTED

WANTS RED AND WHITE OAK
A Canadian manufacturing company Is In the

market for a quantity of plain red and white

and quarter-cut white oak, 3/4 to 8/4, and will

contract for entire cut in these woods in No. 2

common and better grades from either small or

large mills. Send particulars of quantity and

where located, and best price f. o. b. cars at

shipping point. Address

"BOX 109," care Hardwood Record.

WANTED TO BUY
2 cars 4/4" Log Run Butternut.

DUHLMEIER BROTHERS, Cincinnati, O.

LUMBER WANTED.
Quote deliverrd riiiladelphia. I'a., on

2 cars 8/4 sound wormy & 2 Com. Chestnut.

1 car 4/4 sound wormy & 2 Com. Chestnut.

1 car 6/4 No. 2 Common Poplar.

3 cars 4/4 Box White Pine.

Shippers to invoice direct. Name prices on

any stock you desire to move.
CHARLES C. CROSS. Philadelphia, Pa.

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES

FOR SALE.
Well-equipped small band mill. Good box

proposition. In good fruit country. Sycamore
cheap. Terms. .Vddress

"BAND MILL," care Hardwood Record.
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CHICAGO
E. H. KLANIV LUMBER CO.

Cottonwood, Gum, Oak, Ash, Cy-

press, Yellow Pine, Dimension Stock

819 FISHER BLDG. HAR. 1187

Factory Lumber
CRAY'S HARBOR SPRUCE
SOFT YELLOW FIR
WESTERN SOFT PINE

DIRECT MILL .REPRESENTATION

MISCELIANEOIS

OAK. POPLAK, ASH
aad all atber biirdw**dB, la all grades and tbick

neiaet, can be readllj said If adrertlaed Id tb«

Wanted and for Sale sectloa of Hiaowooo Rac
OBB. If Ton bare a large stock 700 want to

ell trj a few lines In tbls department and

see what a lot of Inquiries tbej will bring rou

If you want to get in touch

with 2000 Live Wire
Buyers of Hardwoods

it will pay yiju tu find out about
the Hardwood Record's

BULLETIN SERVICE
One man, who uses the service

gives it credit for earning annu-

ally $10,000 for him.

Write for pamphlet

—

"Selling Lumber By Mail"

It will prove a revelation to you.

HARDWOOD RECORD
(Bulletin Depl.)

537 So. Dearborn St.,

CHICAGO

For *j.Ie by HARDWOOD RECORD,
637 S. Dearborn St.. Chicago, III.

50 CENTS EACH.

WANTED—HARDWOOD LUMBERMEN-
to try the Gibson Tally Book. The three-throw
aluminum tally ticket cover accommodates anj
form of ticket desired. The use of the special

triplicate tally ticket supplied, printed on water
proof paper wltb carbon backs makes tallies un
alterable. For durability, convenience, accuracy
and for systematizing the Inspection of lumber
the Gibson tally method can't be beat.

Special forms af tally tickets mailed on appll

cation. Covers sold on approval to responsible

concerns. OARDWOOD RECORD,
G37 So. Dearborn St., Cblcagn.

GIBSON
TALLY BOOK

This three-throw tally ticket cover is made
from aluminum, and accommodates four tally

tickets—44x8^ inches in size.

Folds compactly to less than one-fourth inch

in thickness and fits side or inside coat pocket.

Gives large area of four tickets for compli-
cated tallies, or straight grade can be made
on one page.

Accommodates any form of tally ticket desired.

Special, patented, triplicate tally tickets supplied,
printed on waterproof paper with carbon backs. Tallies
made on these tickets are unalterable. Their use en-
ables the inspector to retain triplicate, and forward
orieinal and duplicate. Duplicate designed to be
attached to invoice.

These tally books are perfection for durability,
covenience, accuracy, and for systematizing the inspec-
liou and measurement of lumber

Patent applied for on covers. Copynehted. 1910
Triplicate Tally Tickets patented.

PRICE LIST
Aluminum Tally Covers, each - - $1.00
Aluminum Tally Covers, per dozen - - 10.00
Patented triplicate Tally Tickets (slock form)

per >.000 10.00
Single sheet manila (stock form) Tally Tickets,

per 1,000 4.00

Specimen forms of Tally Tickets mailed on applica-
tion. Covers sold on approval to responsible concerns.

Manufactured by

Hardwood Record
537 S. Dearborn St., CHICAGO
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American Forest Trees
By Henry H. Gibson Edited by Hu Maxwell

'AMERICAN FOREST TREES" is a comprehensive work of more than seven hun-
dred pages, ilhistrated by more than one hundred full page pictures of forest types of tree
growth, and hundreds of minor pictures.

It answers every question worth asking about the infinite variety of forest growth in this

country, and the utilization of these woods in lumber and other forms. The opinion of an
expert on this work is:

"AMERICAN FOREST TREES" is the foremost contribution that has ever been made
to American forest and lumber literature.

The price of this work is Si\ Dollars ($6.0U) net. It will be sent on receipt of price, pre-
paid, subject to return and refund of payment if it does not prove satisfactory.

The very complete character of this work may be judged by the index following :

Acacia
African mahogany
Ailantbus
Alaska cjprus
Alaska pine
Aldor
Algaroba
Alie^'liany sloe
Animator .luuiper
Alligator-wood
Almondleaf willow. . .

.

Aloe leaf yucca
Alpine ar
Alpine larch
Alpine spruce
Alpine western spruce.
Alpine whitebarlc pine.
Alternate-leaTed dog-
wood

Alvord oali
Amabilis fir

American apple
American arborTitae. .

.

American crab
American fringe
Ami^.ican holly
American larch
American linden
American planertree.

.

American smoke- tree.
Andromeda
Angelica-tree
Ant'.^ wood
Apple haw
ArborTitae
Arizona cork fir

Arizona cypress
nadrona

Arizona palm
Arizona pine
Arizona spruce
Arizona sycamore
Arizona white oak
Arrow-wood
Ash-leaved maple
Aspen 667,
Aspen-leaf
August plum
Bald cypress
Balm of Gilead.145. 667,
Balm of Gilead fir

Balsam
135. 136, 151. 166,1

Balsam fir 145,151,
Balsam poplar >

Baltimore oak
;

Banana
Baretta
Barren oak

,

Barren scrub oak
Bartram oak
Basket elm
Basket oak 208. :

Basket willow .

Basswood I

Bat-tree -

Bayberry i

Bay poplar ;

Bay-tree 1

Beaded locust !

Bearberry 646, i

Bear oak
;

Bearwood i

Bearertree .

Bebb willow -

Beech i

Beetree )

Bell-treo (

Bellwood j

Berlandler ash i

Big buckeye (

Big-bud ;

Big-bud hickory l

Bigcone pine
Blgcone sproce :

Biff Cottonwood (

Bigelow willow 4

Big hickory nut i

Big laurel
Bigleaf laurel
Bigleaf maple
Big pine
Biff shellbark
Eigtree
Big white birch
Biltmore ash
Birch
Bird cherry
Bishop's pine
Bitter cherry
Bitter hickory
Bitternut
Bitternut hickory
Bitter pecan 361.
Bitter walnut
Bitter waternut
Bitterwood
Black ash. 415, 416. 423.
Blackbark pine
Black birch 565. 577.
Black calabash
Black cherry
Black Cottonwood

667. 669.
Black gum 159,
Black haw
Black hickory

364. 367. 696.
Black ironwood
Black Jack
Black Jack oak
Black larch
Black limetree
Black locust 535,
Black maogrore
Black maple
Black mulberry
Black oak. 259. 260. 271,
Black ollTetree
Black pine... 63. 67. 70.
Black poplar
Black slash pine
Black sloe
Black spruce
Black thorn
Blacktree
Black walnut
Black willow
Black wood
Bleeding-heart tree
Blister pine 145,
Blue ash 417,
Blue beech
Blue birch 565. 577,
Blue blossoms
Blue dogwood
Blue elder
Blue Jack oak
Blue myrtle
Blue oak 205. 213,
Blue spruce
Bluet
Bluewood
Bodark
Bodock
Bog spruce
Boia d'arc
Bois inconnu
Bottom shellbark
Bow-wood
Box elder 445.
Box oak
Box wh ite oak
Boxwood
Bracted flr

Brash oak
Brewer oak
Bristlecone fir

Bristlecone pine 19,
Broadfrolt yucca
Broadleaf maple
Broadleaf willow

m hickory ;

Brown ash
ni hickory ;

BrowB pine
Buckeye i

Bucktiiorn bumelia
Buckwheat-tree
Bullace plum
Bull bay
Bull pine 49.

;\'ood

Burning busb
Burnwood
Bur oak
Bustle
Butternut
Buttouball
Euttonwood

Cabbage palmetto
Cabbage-tree
Cactus
Cajeput
Calico-bush
Calicowood
California bay-tree
California black oak . . .

.

California blue oak
California box elder....
California buckeye. .649,
California chestnut oak.
California coffee
California fan palm....
California hemlock

spruce
California holly
California juniper
California laurel ...529,
California live oak
California nutmeg
California olive
California post cedar...
California red bud
California red fir

California sassafras ....
California scrub oak....
California swamp pine..
California sycamore . .

.

California tanbark oak,.
California walnut
California white oak
California white pine...
Canada plum
Canadian Judas tree
Canadian red pine
Canoe birch
Canoe cedar
Canoewood
Canotia
Canyon birch
Canyon lire oak
Carolina cherry
Carolina hemlock
Carolina pine
Carolina poplar
Cascara buckthorn
Cascara sagrada
Catalpa
Catawba
Catawba rhododendron .

.

Cat spruce
Cedar 91. 97, 109.
Cedar elm 3S0.
Cedar pine
Cereuses
Chalky leucxna
Chapman oak
Chattahoochee pine
Check pine
Checkered-barked Juniper
Cherry birch 565,
Chestnut
Chestnut oak 241.
Chickasaw plum
Chihuahua pine
China berry
China-tree
Chinquapin
Chinquapin oak
Chittamwood
Cholla
Cigartree
Cinnamon bark
Cinnamon oak
Clammy locust

Cliff elm
Coekspur
Cocoa plum
Coffeebean
Coffee-berry
Coffeenut
Coffeetree
Colorado blue spruce...
Common catalpa 475.
Common thorn
Cornel
Coral bean
Coral sumacii
Cork-barked Douglas

spruce
Cork elm. 3S0, 385,
Cork pine
Corkwood
Corky elm
Cotton gum
Cottonwood 667,
Cotton-tree
Coulter pine
Cowlicks
Cow oak
Crab
Crab apple
Crabwood
Crack willow
Creeping pine
Cuban pine
Cucumber
Cucumber-tree
Currant-tree
Custard apple
Cut-leaved maple
Cypress 70.

Dahoon hollv
Darling plum
ITarlington oak.
Date plum
Deciduous holly
Deer tongue .'.

Deln pin
Desert Juniper
Desert willow
Devil's claw
Devil's tongue cactus..
Devllwood
Digger pine
Dllly
Doctor gum
Dogwood
Double flr

Double spruce
Douglas fir

Douglas spruce
Douglas-tree
Down-cone
Downy basswood
Downy-cone subalplne

fir

Downy poplar . .

.

Drooping Juniper.
Drummond maple
Duck oak

and
Dwarf ash
Dwarf chestnut oak....
Dwarf cypress
Dwarf Juniper
Dwarf maple 442.
Dwarf marine pine
Dwarf rose bay
Dwarf sumach
Dwarf walnut
Dyer*9 oak
Ebony
Elder
Elderleaf ash
Emory oak
Engelmann oak
Rngelmann sproce
English cornel
English dogwood
English hawthorn
European alder
Evergreen buckthorn. .

.

Evergreen cherry

False acacia
,

False box-dogwood ,

False mahogany
False sbagbark
Fanleaf palm ,

Farkelberry
Fat pine
Feather-coned red fir...
Feather-leaf
Fetid buckeye
Fetid yew
Fighting wood
Finger-cone pine
Hr balsam
Fire cherry
Firewood
Fir pine
Florida ash
Florida basswood
Florida boxwood
Florida buttonwood ....
Florida cat's claw
Florida mahogany
Florida maple
Florida pine
Florida torreya
Florida yew
Flowering ash
Flowering cornel
Flowering dogwood
Flowering willow
Forked-leaf blackjack...
Forked leaf oak 217.
Forked-leaf white oak..
Four-winged halesia . . .

.

Foxtail pine 19, 38,
Fragrant crab
Eraser fir

Eraser umbrella 481.
Fremont cottonwood.667.
Fremontla
Frijolito
Fringe ash
Fringetree

Gambel oak
Garden wild plum
Georgia oak
Georgia pine
Giant arborvltae
Giant cactus
Gigantic cedar
Glaucus willow
Glossyleaf willow
Golden cup oak
Golden fir

Goldenleaf chinquapin .

.

Gooseberry
Goose plum 621,
Gopberwood
Gowen cypress
Grand fir

Gray birch
Gray elm
Gray pine
Great California fir

Great laurel 494,
Great western larch

ash

Hardshell
Hardwoods . .

.

Hardy catalpa.
Ha

Greenbark acacia

Gumbo limbo
Gum elastic
Gum stretch It

Gum-tree
Gymlnda
Hackberry
Hackmatack 80.
Hack-tree
Hairy balm of Gilead..
Hardbark hickory
Hardback
Hard maple
Hard pine 43. 61,

Hawthorn
Healing balsam
Hart-leaved thora. ,,
Heart pine
Heartwood
Heavy pine
Heavy-wooded plae..
Hedge
Hedge-tree
Hemlock
Hemlock-spruce. 187,
Hercules' club t
Hickory
Hickory elm
Hickory oak ,

Hickory pine
Hickory poplar. .

.

High-ground wUloir
Highland oak ,

Hog haw
,

Hog plum t
Holly

,

Holly-leaf cherry..,.,
Honey locust. . .535, S
Honey-shucks locost..
Honey pod
Hooker's oak
Hooker willow
Hoop ash 4i

Hooptree
Hop hornbeam
Hoptree
Hornbeam 61

Horsebean
Horse chestnut
Horse plum
Huajlllo
Huckleberry
Huckleberry oak ,

Incense cedar
Indian bean
Indian cherry
Indian pear
Indigo thorn
Inkwood
Iowa crab
Iron oak S9

Ironwood
501. 502. 559. 5M
696

Ivy

Jack oak
Jack pine u^
Jamaica dogwood...Si
Jeffrey pine
Jersey pine
Joewood ,

Joshua-tree
Judae-tree
Juneberry
Juniper

..70, 91, 99. 10>, 11

Juniper-bnsh
Juniper cedar ...,
Juniper-tree

Kalmla ,

Kenal birch
Klngnot ,

KIngtree I;

Knobcone pine WJ
Knowlton hornbeam,. V)
Koeberllnla •
Lanceleaf alder M
Lanceleaf cotton«oo<3 _

6(£
Lancewood
Larch 1 If
Largw buckeye ^
Largeleaf umbrella. 4! •
Large poplar JT
Largetooth aspen...WJ}
Laorel 494, 505. 5C •
Laurel bay 9
Laurel cherry •

il
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.l.,T«-l masnolla. 4M
1 k 295. 319

i 2S2
Cif asb 418
|,Md 400. Ma

Zi"..'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'. 595
«,tn 698
r 69S

Ulne 19. 703
«"«P'°e

;

™3

i)«r v.!'.;.!;;:; 323
(bark 346
;mr ptne 25
loot 351

253. 313
line 55

535
pine 73
." 70O
poplar 6S2
pine 68
pine 43
•errlce 452
willow 496
d pine 63

63
ca pine 55
willow 471

r pine 55
165

d fir 165
ipruce pine... 51

le 435
low 496

637

> willow 472
cypress 178

661
It flr 164

'!.'! !!'.'.
'.'.463'. 547

blrcb 565
!l 701

855
I 663

439
701
696^
308

ry 451
459

)lne 45. 55
•prace 133

5.59. 562
Cottonwood. 667. 669
Ider 700
fnadrosa 663
mulberry .... 514
palmetto 692
jeralmmon .... 517
plnon. . .19. ?-^-. 704
tralnat 351
white pine 19
basswood 639

.162

<les 695
lUow 473

Dt 356. 363
nt hickory 363
e 620
nge 511. 620
occa 693
cypress 141
pine 69
• 391
pie 435
Mk 297
alder 592
a«h..4n. 454. 675
balsam... 151. 166
birch 580
cedar Ill
elm 399
hemlock 195
holly 645
Iry 506
lonlper 99
lanrel 505. 529
maboKany.199. 463
machlneel. . . 697
maple.... 435. 441
pine 25
spruce 135
white oak

513
ry 608
•e 629
Ic 297

a 898
rry 899
» pine 704
if Cottonwood

.

687. 66»
If crsh 453

Ki.f willow 498
» om 821
l» poplar 8S7
• Ilk 219

-Nettle tree 4ii:t

.New EnBland boiwood. 523
Newcastle thorn 459
New .Mexican locust.... 537
Neu- Mexican plnon.... 28
Noble flr 167
Nootka cypress 121
North American red
spruce 127

North Carolina pine 40
North Carolina shagbark
hickory 37fl

Northern cork elm 3S.%

Northern spruce pine... 19
Northern white cedar. . 07
Norway pine 81
.N'utmeK hickory 374
Nutpine 2S. 33. 68. 704
Nuttall willow 472

Oak-barked cedar Ill
Obispo pine «!)

Ohio buckeye 649. 651
Oldfleld blrob o.^S
Oldfield pine 40
Old man's beard 700
OUretree 33T
One-berry 403
One-seed juniper 99
Opossum wood 601
Opuntias 694
OreEon ash 421
Oregon balsam 160
Oregon crabapple 454
Oregon fir 163
Oregon maple 439
Oregon oak 235
Oregon pine 160
Oregon white oak 235
Oreodaphne 529
OTercup onk 217. 223
Osage appletree 511
Osage orange 511
Osier willow 406

Pacific coast oak 235
Pacific yew 199
Pale-leaf hickory 345
Palmer oak 310
Palms 691
Palmetto 691
Palo bianco 406
Palo Terde 556
Paper birch 565, .">S3

Paper mulberry 514
Paradise-tree 676
Parry nut pine 19. 704
Parry pinion 703
Parry's spruce 13G
Patron's spruce 196
Peach oak 313
Pea-flower locust 535
Peawood 602
Pear haw 4.59
Pear thorn 459
Pecan 357. 373
Pecan nut 373
Pecan tree 373
Persimmon 517
Pesslmin 517
Pigeonberry 452, 528
Pigeon cherry 619
Pignut ...358, 361, 367
Pignut hickory 367
Pig walnut 361
Pin cherry 619
Pine 19
Pink locust ."iSS

Pin oak 208. 247. 301
Plnon 19. 28
Plnon pine 28, 33
Pin thorn 45»
Pitch pine... 43. 45. 49. 63
Planertree 397
Plane-tree 607
Plum 621. 622
Poison dogwood 697
Poison elder 697
Poi.'ion lyy 505
Poison laurel 505
Poison oak 697
Poison sumach 697
Polsontree 697
Poisonwood 697, 701
Pond apple 640
Pond cypress 141
Pond pine 67
Poorfleld pine 49
Poor pine 51
Poplar 487. 673
Poplar-leared birch 585
Popple 487. 675
Poppy ash 424
Possum haw 648
Possum oak 320
Possumwood 617
Port Orford cedar 123
Post cedar 103. 109
Post locnst 535
Poet oak 223
Porerty birch .585

Powcoblscora 355
Price onk 315

I'riikleeone pine 89. 704
Prickly ash (JUS)

Prickly pine .'•-

Prickly spruce I'M
Prince's pine 70
Puget .Sound pine 169
Pumpkin asb 423
Pumpkin pine 19
Pumpkin-tree 160
Punk oak 320
Purple buckeye 649. 652
Purple dogwood 526
Puriile haw 700
Pyramidal magnolia. 4S1. 496

Quaking asp 675
Vulnlnetree 699

IJnttlebox 801
Hod alder 589
lied ash 423
Uedbark flr 164
Kedbnrk pine 75
l!id bay 631
Heil-berrled elder 700
lu-d birch 577
lied-bract dogwood 526
Itedbud 548
Ued cedar 91, 100
lied elm 303. 399
lied flr 157. 104, 109
lie.l gum 325
Red haw 457. 459. 4110

Reclheart hickory 357
Red hickory 303
Red Irouwood 700
Red larch 80
Red locust 535
Red maple 433
Red mulberry 513
Red oak

259. 283. 277, 2S0. 289
Red pine 61. 169
Red plum 621
Ued sllTer flr 165
Red spruce 127
Red thorn 458
Red tltl 502
Red willow 496
Redwood 181
Retama 549
Rhododendron 507
Riyer ash 423
River blrcb 565. 577
River Cottonwood 667
Rock chestnut oak 241
Rock elm 380. 385
Rock maple 427
RiKk oak 241
Rocky .Mountain Juniper

124
Ri/Ckr Mountain oak...

219. 220
Rocky Mountain white

pine 703
Rose bay 507
Rosemar.v pine 49. 55
Royal palm 692
Rum cherry 603
Rusty nannyberry 700

.Sadler oak 220
Saffron plum 696
Salad-tree 648
Sandbar willow 496
San.l Jack 286
Sand pine 46
Sapwood pine 75
Sargent palm 692
Sarvice 451
Sassafac 655
Sa.ssafas 655
Sassafrac 655
Sassafras 655
Satinleaf 696
Satin walnut 325
Satlnwood 699
Sarice 451. 452
Savin 91
Sailfrax 6.55

Scalybark hickory 357
Scarlet haw 457
Scarlet maple 4.3S
Scarlet oak 277
Scbott cactus 694
Schott yucca 693
Screwbean 562
Screw-pod 562
Scrub oak 220. 247, 283
Scrub pine 37. 57. 70
Seaside alder 592
Second growth 357
Serrlceberry 451
Service-tree 461
Shadberry 451
Shagbark hickory. ..355, 357
Shasta red flr 165
Shawneewood 476
She balsam 151
Sheepberry 699,700
Sheephnsh 554
Sheep lanrel 50.'.

Shellbark 358, 357
Shellbark hickory 389

Shin
aple

j
short-fluwer mahogany.

. Sliortleaf pine
Shortleaved pine
Sbortshat
Shrub willow
Sierra brownbark pine.

.

Sllktop palmetto
Silky willow
Sllverbell tree 601.
Silver flr 159. 163.
Silverleaf willow
Silver-leaved maple
Silver maple
Silver pine

.silver spruce 136.
I Sllvertop palmetto
;
Single-leaf pinon ....19,
Single spruce

. Sir Joseph Bank's pine.
! Slash pine 45. 49.
I Sitka alder
Sitka spruce
Skunk spri

.380, 391, 4011Slippery
Sloe
Small buckeye 049.
Small fruit mountain ash
Small-leaf elm
SmalMe.if horsebean...
Small laurel
Small pignut
Small pignut hickory...
Small white birch
Smooth cypress
Smooth-leaf willow
Snowdrop-tree 601.

i Soapberry
1 Soap-tree
; Soft maple
; Soft piue 19.
' Softwoods
'. Soledad pine
: Sonora Irenwood
. Sophora
Sorrel-tree
Soulard crab

,
Sour gum 337. 339,

;
Sonr gum hush
Soiir tupelo

: Sourwood
Southern basswood

I

Southern mountain pine.
I Southern red Juniper. .

.

Southern red oak
Southern white cedar. .

.

Southern yellow pine...
Spanish bayonet
Spanish dagger ....
Spanish moss
Spanish oak. ..260. 277,
Spanish red oak
Sparkleberry
Spice-tree
Spoon-hutch
Spoonwood
Springwood
Spotted oak. ..266. 271,

Spruce-tree
Stackpole pine . .

.

Stagbush
Staghorn sumach..
Star- leaved gum-.
Stave oak
Stiffness of wood.

.

Sting-tongue
Stlnkii

45. 49, 51. 57. 187

ash
Stinking buckeye *

Stinking cedar 201. !

Stinking savin ;

Strength of wood
Striped maple i

Stone-seed Mexican plnon
Stump tree i

Sugar ash ^

Sugarberry ...403. 405. 4
Sugar maple 4

Sugar pine 19.
Sugar-tree 4

Sumach i

Summer haw 4

Summerwood
Sunflower-tree "i

Sun-loving pine "

Sunny-slope pine 7
Swamp ash 418. 4

Swamp bay f

Swamp cedar 1

Swamp chestnut oak... S

Swamp Cottonwood 667. 6
Swamp hickory 361. 3

Swamp holly e

Swamp laurel 4
Swamp magnolia 4
Swamp maple 429. 4

Swamp poplar
Swamp sasaafras
Swamp Spanish oak
Swamp tupelo
Swamp white oak.. 217.
Swampy chestnut oak..
Sweet bay
Sweet birch 505,
Sweet crab
Sweet gum
Sweet locust
Sweet magnolia 481,
Sweet scented crah
Swltchbud hickory
Sycamore 397,

Table mountain pine...
Tacamahac
Tamarack 70,
Tanbark oak 241.
Tassajo
Tear-blanket
Texan ebony
Texan red oak
Texas ash
Texas buckeye
Texas Cottonwood ..667.
Texas flowering willow.
Texas redhud
Texas umbrella-tree ...
Thick shellbark
Thomas elm
Thorn apple
Thorn bush
Thorn locust
Thorn plum
Tliorn-tree
Thorny acacia
Thorny locust
Three-leaved maple ...

.

Three-thorned acacia...
Thunderwood
Thurber cactus
Tldeland spruce
Tisswood
Titi 502.
Toothache-tree
Torch pine
Torchwood
Tomillo
Torrey pine
Tough bumella
Tourney oak
Trask mahogany
Tree huckleberry
Tree myrtle
Tree palmetto
Tree yucca
Trident oak
Tuck-tuck
Tulip poplar
Tulip-tree
Tupelo
Turkey oak 283.

Umbrella tree. 481. 484.
Upland hickory
Upland willow
Utah Juniper

Valle.y mahogany
Valley oak
Valparaiso oak
Vauquellnla
Vine maple
Vlrgilla
Virginia pine
Virginia thorn

Wadsworth oak
Wafer ash
Wahoo

. -.385. 399. 492. 499,
Wahoo elm
Walnut
Walnut-tree
Washington haw
Washington palm
Washington pine
Washington thorn
Water ash 422. 424,
Water beech
Water birch 677.
Water bltternut
Water elm
Water hickory
Water maple . .429. 433.
Water oak ...295. 319.
Water Spanish oak
Water white oak
Weeping dogwood
Weeping oak
Weeping spruce ...136.
Weeping willow
Western birch 565.
Western black willow..
Western catalpa
Western cedar ....115.
Western choke cherry..
Western dogwood
Western hemlock
Western hemlock fir....
Western hemlock spruce
Western juniper

Western larch
Weateri plum
Western red cedar

115. 118,
tern servlceberry .

.

Wester
Wester

Western walnut
Western white flr

Western white oak...
Western white pine....
„. 10. 25,
Western yellow pine...
Western yew
West Indian birch
West Indian cherry

r

"

Whist le'wood"
White alder
White Alaska birch

._. 585.
white ash 409. 422
White balsam 159.
White bark
Whitehark maple .

.

Whltebark pine ... 19
White basswood '

White bay
White birch.. .565. S'V.
White l.uttonwood
White cedar .. .97, 103
White Cottonwood .

.

White elm ....379. 385.
Whiteheart ilckory .

.

White hickory. 357. 361.
White fir 159. 163,
White Ironwood . ..
White laurel ...
Wbltcleaf aak '.'.'..',

White locust ]',

White mangrov* ..*."'
White maple 433"
White mulberry ..

White oak

„h,;-203. 208. 213. 22'3;

^^'«« pine 19. 51.White poplar 675.

wu!I' spruce. .130, 1.35,
White stem plae .

White thorn ...
White titi

White walnut 335!
^„„ White willow

69S ^hltewood ...487. 66'7',

693 '
"''<i apple

292
I

^''''' black cherry
Wild cherry 6x3.
Wild china
Wild cinnamon .

Wild crab ....
Wild date
Wild lilac .

Wild lime
Wild olive-tree".
Wild orange . .

.

Wild peach . ..

.

Wild plum
Wild red cher^;
Wild rose bay

'

._, Wild sapodllla ..
441 i

Wild tamarind '

547 j
Wild thorn

55
I

Williamson'a spruce!
460

I

Willow
Willow-leaf cherry!

225 ; Willow .""" Wing elm '

"

Witch elm
Witch hazel ..
Wood laurel .

.

Woolly oak ..

469
620
295
399
399

Yaupon
Yaupon holly
Yellow ash .

Yellt
Tell(
Telli
Yelloi

^ bark oak .

' basswood .

• blrcb
' buckeye
' bnckthom
'butt oak .

.

Yellow ceda
Yellow chestnut o'ak.T."
Yellow Cottonwood .

__ Yellow cypress
528 Yellow fir 163
249 1 Yellow-Ieaf willow. ..
195 1

Yellow flowered cncnm'-

496
I
Yello ___
Yellow pine !!!T43!

Yellow poplar ..'..'.4'8'l!
Yellow pmce
Yellow-wood

., 611. 663, 'eb's'.

Address Book Department, HARDWOOD RECORD
537 South Dearborn Street Chicago, Illinois
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Why Worry About Saws— When
We Can Bring You Sure Relief?

HERE'S A BIG
KICK ON THAT

'/M LAST ORDER

It's our business to supply you with Saws tliat will save you worry— that will run
longest with least re-titting—that will make good in every sense.

Vou ha\'c enouo'li to think about anyway. Why be bothered with Saws that crack and lose their

points and teeth and tensiim? A\'hy stop to change S'lws Dttener than necessary? Keep tlie wlieels .ynini,^

ATK IN S ^^eH SaWS
It's the ([uality of SILVER STEEL that gives us the adxantaye. It's the careful scientific handlintj

frdin start to finish—the "know how" that means better jirofit to vcui if \(.iu use ATKINS SILVER
STEEL SA^\•S.

Right now is the best time to trv

Atkins Band Saws, Circular Saws, Gang, Drag, Edger or any other kind of Saws

Atkins Cross Cut Saws
are great wurrv savers. Don't be prejudiced. Dim't stand in ^(lur own light. Gi\'e us a chance to make
good with vou and dnn't let anvbodv tell vou that ATKINS "SI L\T-:R STEEL SEGMENT GROUND
CROSS CUT S.WN'S won't make good, ^'ou're the boss. Try it for yourself.

BUY THEM THROUGH YOUR DEALER OR JOBBER. SPECIFY ATKINS SILVER STEEL.
IF YOU CAN'T GET THEM IN THIS WAY, THEN WRITE TO THE NEAREST ADDRESS BELOW

E. C. ATKINS (a CO., Inc.
The Silver Steel Saw People

HOME OFFICE AND FACTORY, INDIANAPOLIS, IND. CANADIAN FACTORY, HAMILTON, ONT.
Machine Knife Factory, Lancaster, N. Y.

Branches carrying complete stocks in the following cities. Address E. C. ATKINS & CO., Inc.: Atlanta, Chicago,
Memphis, Minneapolis, New Orleans, New York City, Portland, Ore., San Francisco,

Seattle, Vancouver, B. C, Sydney, N. S. W.
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Kiln Truck

We make all styles of Kiln Trucks
and Transfer Cars. They are

roller bearing, steel or malleable

iron wheels. We have one con-

tract for twelve hundred of these

trucks, with eight-inch wheels.

Always a large stock of

material on hand. Can
make prompt shipment.

The National Dry Kiln Co.
Indianapolis, Ind.

Baldwin Geared
Locomotives

are built for severe service on steep grades, sharp

curves and uneven tracks.

They are symmetrical in construction, with cen-

tral drive and gears of selected material.

Further particulars will be

gladly furnished on requc::

THE BALDWIN LOCOMOTIVE WORKS
PHILADELPHIA, PA., U. S. A.

Cable Address:—"Baldwin, Philadelphia"

Branch Offices:

New York, N. Y.. Hudson Terminal: St. Louis. Mo.. Wright Buiiding:

Chicago, lii., Rajiway Exchange; Portiand, Ore., Spalding Building:

Richmond, Va., Travelers Building.

THE RUSSEL COMBINED SKIDDER AND LOADER IN OPERATION

Russel Logging Cars are built to stand severe

service, of any capacity desired or to suit any
length of log.

Logging Economy
will interest you

The most convincing proof of any
machine's efficiency, next to a per-

sonal trial, is the expression of those

who have used them.

We shall be pleased to furnish you
with the proofs or the names of the

operators who will be glad to show
you the machines in operation.

The Russel Combined Skidder

and Loader has demonstrated itself

to be superior in design and con-

struction. The great decrease in

cost and increased efficiency of log-

ging is bound to appeal to the

operators.

Russel Wheel & Foundry Co., Detroit, Mich.
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When the price of lumber is low
it's a good time to consider cutting down your
logging-costs with

AVacKines for

opGi'QTiorv
CLYDE IRON -WORKS

CLYDE LOGGING MACHINERY
The cheapest logging in the U. S. is done with
CLYDE machinery. We want to prove this

to you by taking you to some operations similar to your
own where CLYDE logging machines are used.

CLYDE IRON WORKS
"Manufacturers of Machines for Every Logging Operation"

Head Office and Factory: Duluth, U. S. A.
Branches

New Orleans, Savannah, Houston, Chicago, Seattle, Portland

AVachines for
evc?ry 1 o ,>^ i rv^
opGrotiorv
CLYDE IRON WORKS

Westinghouse Motors form the Reliable

Drive for Wood=Working Plants
AFTER Westinghouse motors are properly in-

stalled in a wood-working plant, the only-

attention they require is an occasional cleaning,

inspection and lubrication. Beyond this, there is

nothing to be done.

They are ready to start any moment they are wanted and they

keep the machines they drive in continuous operation until the

power is shut off. They are very rarely out of commission for

repairs. Their life is very long; some of the first Westinghouse
motors are still in successful operation.

Such reliability is the result of long experience in design,

thorough study of operating conditions, and great care in manufac-

ture. These factors combine to make Westinghouse motors more

I

reliable than the service conditions, for which they are intended,

require.

Of course, like any other machines, these motors must be properly installed. Westinghouse service takes care of

this detail by giving full information on the installation of Westinghouse motors in any plant.

To receive full asaarance of motor reliability, specify "Westinghouse Motors."

Westinghouse Electric & Mfg:. Co., East Pittsburg, Pa.
Sales Offices in all Lar£:e Cities. w
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Broom Handle
CHUCKING AND BORING MACHINE

It rounds end of handle and bores small hole in other end
automatically at same time. Capacity, 45,000 handles in ten

hours. All the operator has to do is to keep the handles fed to

the machine. Used by the largest producers. Write for de-

tails and price.

CADILLAC MACHINE CO.
Makers of Handle Makers Tools. CADILLAC, MICHIGAN

Wire Stitching Machinery

FOR

Crates, Veneer and Resawed Lumber
Boxes, Also Wire and Metal Bound Boxes,

FRUIT PACKAGES, BASKETS,
RBER SHIPPING CASES, PAPER
BOXES AND SPECIAL PURPOSES
ASK FOR C A T A 1- O O U E

Slanufacturcd br

SARANAC MACHINE COMPANY
ENTON HARBOR. MICH.. U. S. A.

If You Are Looking
For a Dry Kiln

that will realize your ideal of what your dry kiln

should be. give us the opportunity to prove—to

demonstrate, solely at our risk, under a legally-

bindins guaranty—that the kiln you are looking for is

The Standard DryKiln
"The Right Kiln for Hardwoods"

We furnish estimates free of charge—you incur no
obligation whatsoever. Write us for fully descriptive

illustrated catalog. \\'Ii\ nut now?

THE STANDARD DRY KILN CO.
1559 McCarty Street Indianapolis, Indiana

ELEPHANT
RUBBER BELTING

AIR DRILL AND AIR TOOL

307 W. Randolph Street,
ESTABLISHED 1882

HOSE
STEAM
WATER
SUCTION

EXTRA QUALITY

Reoommended for hard service
and guaranteed to do the work

SELLING AQENTS
CRINE COMPINY • • ILL BKINCHES

STtNDtRO EguiPMEHT CO., MOBILE, ILt

tLBiNY KILL SUPPLY CO., ILIINY, SI.

THE MECHANICAL

RUBBER COMPANY
(Ctilcago Rubber W*rk«)

CHICAGO
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VENEERS AND PANELS

Ahnapee Veneer & Seating Co.
HOME OFFICE, FACTORY AND VENEER MILL, ALGOMA, WIS.

VENEER AND SAWMILL, BJRCHWOOD, WIS.

We manufacture at our Birchwood plant single ply veneers
of all native northern woods and deliver stocic that is in

shape to glue.

From our Algoma factory, where we have specialized for
twenty years, we produce panels of all sizes, flat or bent to
shape, in all woods, notably in Mahogany and Quirter-Sawed Oak.
We make no two-ply stock, and do not employ sliced cut

quartered oak. Our quartered oak panels are all from sawed
veneer.

Every pound of glue we use is guaranteed hide stock. We
do not use retainers. Our gluing forms are put under pow-
erful screws and left until the glue has thoroughly set.

If you seek a guaranteed product that is the best, based on
results accomplished by most painstaking attention and study
of every detail, combined with the use of the best stock and
an up-to-date equipment, our product will appeal to you.

If you are a "price buyer" we probably cannot interest you.

y eneers and l^anels with a Jts^eputation
VX/'E manufacture Veneers in all the native woods and for all purposes. Also Built-up Panels

in native and foreign woods—three and five-ply—and have established a reputation for

furnishing high-grade material. Send us your inquiries and orders and become one of our

satisfied customers.

Underwood Veneer Co. Wausau^ Wis,

OUR SPECIALTY

Highly Figured Quarter-Sawed White Oak Veneer

PuTiNAM Vbinebr & Lumber Co.
ROACHDAUE, IIND.

H. I. CUTSIINGER. Oen'l Mjjr.

Custom Mill Work, Storage, Inspection
ON

Foreign Fancy Woods, Mahogany, Cedar, Circassian
We receive the logs, store or warehouse them, manufacture them into lumber, cut or saw veneers, pile and store the pro-

duct, and ship via any railroad. Also furnish inspection returns on logs or lumber. Can furnish accommodations and econ-
omies which it is impossible to secure elsewhere. We always have on our yards parcels of plain and figured African,

Mexican and Cuban Mahogany, Circassian Walnut and Cedar logs, placed here for sale by direct foreign shippers, from
which advantageous purchases can be made.

Astoria Veneer Mills & Dock Co. Long Island City, New York
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BUFFALO
The Foremost Hardwood Market of the East

T. SULLIVAN & CO.
SPhX-IM.TIKS:

Gray Elm, Brown Ash
Pacific Coast Fir and Spruce

2 ARTHUR STREET

ORSON E. YEAQER
SI'IX-IAI.TIRS

Oak, Ash and Poplar
932 ELK STREET

ANTHONY



Manufacturers Old-FashionedVansant,
Kitchen 6

Company
5-8 and 4-4

in Wide Stock,

Specialty

Soft

Yellow
Poplar

Ashland, Kentucky

EASTERN REPRESENTATIVE, John L. Cochran
601 W. n5th Street, New York City

Little River Lumber Company

w
TOWNSEND, JENN.

E are now cutting Hardwoods and Hemlock out of big smooth clean prime logs and we give

special attention to the making of stock that is hard to make and is required in heavy thick-

nesses and special widths and lengths. We have now a couple of cars of 6 4 x 10" and wider good

tough No. 1 Common & Better Smoky Mountain Ash, mostly better than No. 1 Common and runs

up to 24" wide and is ready for prompt shipment. Also Clear Hemlock in all widths and Hemlock in

all grades.
We Continue to Solicit the Business of

Discriminating Buyers of Higli Grade Smolcy Mountain Hardwoods and Hemlocl(

What could be more acceptable as a Christmas gift to your friend in the lumber or veneer

business, or in any line connected with forest products, than a copy of "AMERICAN
FOREST TREES"? This beautifully illustrated and bound volume contains, as you

know, every bit of practical information worth knowing regarding American forest trees.

In addition it is absolutely above criticism in the matter of technical correctness; in short,

an absolutely authoritative publication written in the practical man's language.

In order to insure the volume being delivered on time, write immediately to HARD-
WOOD RECORD, 537 South Dearborn Street, Chicago, 111., enclosing remittance.

Price $6.00, prepaid.

YELLOW POPLAR
mNUFlCTURERS OF BIND StWED

POPLAR
QUARTERED OAK
PLAIN OAK

CHESTNUT
BASSWOOD

SPECIALTY
QUARTER SAWED

WHITE OAK

Coal Grove, Ohio, U.S.A. LUMBER CO
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Gentlemen

:

We sell Lumber, especially Hardwoods.

We manufacture almost all we sell—we
are first hands.

Our delivery points are scattered and
prompt shipments our aim. Get in touch.

We'll do you g:ood.

J. Gibson Mcllvain & Co,
1420 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia

For Quick Shipment
5 cars
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LOUISVILLE
THE HARDW^OOD GATEWAY OF THE SOUTH

Not a Christmas Gift—But

Mighty Good Value for the Money
The slocks listctl bcluw consist oi lumber that Louisville concerns desire to move
at this time, and are exceptional values. Buyers will find the lumber well up to the

average as to width and length, and well manufactured in every respect. Write to

ihc individual companies for details and prices.

W. p. BROWN & SONS LUMBER CO.

100,000 feet 6/4 Is and 2s pWui White Oak
100,000 feet 5/4 is and 2s plain Wliite Oak
150,000 feet 4/4 is and 2s plain White Oak
100,000 feet 2" common Hickory
75,000 feet 6/4 No. 1 common Poplar

75,000 feet 8/4 No. 1 common Poplar

100,000 feet 4/4 is and 2s Chestnut
150,000 feet 4/4 No. l common Chestnut

BOOKER-CECIL COMPANY
25,000 feet 4/4 10" and up Is and 2s plain Red Oak
60,000 feet 4/4 No. 1 common plain Red Oak
25,000 feet 4/4 Is and 2s Quartered White Oak

1 50,000 feet 4/4 No. l common Poplar— all widths
separated

50,000 feet 8/4 No. 1 common Poplar

40,000 feet 4/4 clear sap Poplar, 7" and up

STEMMELEN LUMBER COMPANY
40,000 feet 4/4 No. 2 common plain white Oak
5,000 feet 4/4 No. l common and better sound
wormy Oak

50,000 feet 4/4 No. 1 common Quartered White Oak
30,000 feet 4/4 IS and 2s Quartered White Oak
3 5,000 feet 4/4 No. 2 common Quartered White Oak

ANDERSON VENEER & SAWMILL CO.
20,000 feet 5/S common and better Quartered White

Oak Veneer Stayboards
20,000 feet ;^" common and better Quartered White

Oak Veneer Stayboards
18,000 feet 4/4 IS and 2s Quartered White Oak
60,000 feet 4/4 No. 1 common Quartered White Oak
20,000 feet 4/4 clear quartered White Oak Strips

27,000 feet 5/4 No. 1 common Quartered White Oak
800,000 feet 1/20" sawed Quartered White Oak

Veneers
3/16", 1/4" and 1/3" 3-ply gum built-up panels for

drawer-bottoms, case and glass-backs, any quantity

We can furnish lumber kiln-dried through a

Grand Rapids moist-air drier

EDWARD L. DAVIS LUMBER CO.

100,000 feet 4/4 is and 2s plain Red Oak
3 00,000 feet 4/4 No. 1 common Plain Red Oak
100,000 feet 4/4 is and 2s quartered White Oak
50,000 feet 8/4 No. 1 common Ash
20,000 feet 8/4 No. 2 common Ash
20,000 feet 6/4 'No. 2 common Ash

NORTH VERNON LUMBER COMPANY
24,000 feet 8/4" is and 2s Ash
60,000 feet 5/8" is and 2s Poplar, 7 to 17"

3 5,000 feet 5/8" Is and 2s Poplar, 18" and up
70,000 feet 5/8" No. 1 common Poplar
90,000 feet 5/8" No. 1 common plain White Oak
90,000 feet 5/8" No. 1 common plain Red Oak
40,000 feet 5/8" No. 1 common quartered White

Oak, 10" and up
5 5,000 feet 4/4" Cottonwood Box Boards

KENTUCKY-INDIANA HARDWOOD CO.

175,000 feet 4/4 No. 1 and No. 2 common plain Red
Oak

12,000 feet 6/4 common and better plain Red Oak
10,000 feet 8/4 IS and 2s nlain Red Oak
20,000 feet 8/4 No. 1 common plain Red Oak
35,000 feet 4/4 Is and 2s plain White Oak
20,000 feet 4/4 sap and better Poplar
3 5,000 feet 6/4 and 8/4 log run Hickory

NORMAN LUMBER CO.

(Mills at Holly Ridge, La.)

300,000 feet 4/4 is and 2s Sap Gum
200,000 feet 4/4 No. 1 common Sap Gum
150,000 feet 4/4 Is and 2s Red Gum
300,000 feet 4/4 No. 1 common plain Red Oak
100,000 feet 4/4 No. 1 common Poplar
50,000 feet 4/4 Is and 2s Poplar

VENEERS WITH "THE FIGURE"

QUARTERED OAK—SAWED AND SLICED
MAHOGANY CIRCASSIAN WALNUT
FIGURED GU.M QUARTERED SYCAMORE

THE LOUISVILLE VENEER MILLS

m
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Estabrook-Skeele Lumber Co.
MANUFACTURERS AND DEALERS IN

Maple, Birch, Elm, Basswood, Ash
And Other Northern Hardwoods

In the Market for Round Lots of Hardwootf
WRITE US BEFORE SELLING

Fisher Building, - CHICAGO
•PHONE HARRISON 1984

A floor to adore
For thirty-three years Wilce's Hardwood Floor-

ing has been among the foremost on the market
and because it stands today "unequaled" is the
best evidence that its manufacturer has kept
abreast of modern methods and the advanced de-
mands of the trade. To convince yourself of the
above statements, try our polished surface floor-
ing, tongued and grooved, hollow backed, with
matched ends and holes for blind nailing—you'll
tind it reduces the expense of laying and polishing,

Ow Bookl4i teiU all about Hardwood Flooring
mnd hoio to core for it—aUo prioet—and i* fr0€.

The T. Wilce Company
22nd and Throop St*. CHICAGO, ILL.

/
OUR DOUBLE BAND MILL—HUTTIG, ARK.

Why We Can Give "Value Received'

We own one hundred thousand acres of the best virgin
Southern Hardwood timber.

We operate large band mills at Huttlg, Ark., and Deer-
ing, Mo.

We sell only stock cut on our own mills and so can GUAK-
ANTEE the quality of EVERY shipment.

We ship high grades that increase the size and percentage
of your cuttings, reduce factory costs and
shrink the waste pile. Therefore:

We can SAVE TOO MONEY on every shipment of oak, ash,
gum. elm, cypress, tupelo. hickory, cottonwood,
sycamore, soft maple and dimension.

LET US PROVE THIS ON YOUR NEXT ORDER

Wisconsin Lumber Company
Harvester Bldg. CHICAGO

CHOICE BIRCH AND MAPLE—10,500 ACRES

I offer the above tract of best quality and
splendidly located timber in Ontario, ten miles

from Sault Ste. Marie, Ontario, a town of

25,000 population. Will cut 90% birch and
maple. Estimated by George F. Beardsley,

cruiser of Grand Rapids, Mich. Location and
mill site on deep water. Can ship either by
water or rail. Lands in fee simple—no crown
dues, no export restrictions. Close to Amer-
ican Soo. Easy logging. Reasonable price and terms.

William H. Ranson, Sault Sle Marie, Mich.

SAVE YOUR MONEY BY USLMG THE

D C" pv D^(^1^ Published Semi-annually
t\ILiLJ DKJkJl^. in February and August

It contains a carefully prepared list of the buyers »i lumber in

car lots, both among the dealers and manufacturers.
The book indicates their financial standing and manner of meet-

ing obligations. Covers the United States, Alberta, Mani-
toba and Saskatchewan. The trade recognizes this book as

the authority on the lines it covers.
A w«ll organized Collection Departmeot is alio operated iid the Hme It open to

Tou. Write for terms.

Lumbermen's Credit A88n.,"^ri"°

Heitl» Tlili P>»er.

Hayden & Westcott Lumber Co.
SPECIAL RAILROAD DEPT.
Hardivoods :: Softvyoods

823 Railway Exchange Building, Chicago, 111.

^
For items of Hardwood Stock or HjU"dwoocl

Machinery, you will find it advantageous to

write our advertisers. Get in touch

!
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KNOXVIULE
Famous for Finest Type of Poplar. Oak and Cbeatnut

VESTAL LUMBER AND MANUFACTURING CO.
KNOXVILLE, TENNESSEE.

QUARTERED WHITE OAK
OUR SPECIALTY

MANUFACTURERS OF

QU>RTEREO WHITE DM, PUIH M. POPUR. WiHIIT ii TENHESSEE RED CEDIR LUMBER
BAJJD MILLS AT VBSTAL. A SUBURB OF KNOXVILLB. SOUTHgRN AJ^D U>UlsVILLg & NASHVILUai ^XIHSSIE

J. M. UOGAIN
LUMBER CO.
MANUFACTURERS AND WHOLESALERS
HARDWOODS AND PINE
POPLAR A SPECIALTY

Main Office and Yards: Knoxville
Branch Office and Yard:

Bank and McLean ATe., Cincinnati I. M. ASHER. Mgr.

We Want Orders for the following Dry Stock:

WHITE OAK—Plain or Quartered.

RED OAK—Plain or Quartered.
CHESTNUT BASSWOOD
POPLAR WHITE PINE

Always carry large well
assorted stock of all

kinds of Hardwoods.

CAN SHIP ON SHORT NOTICE.

"THE VERY BEST"
ASH, CHESTNUT,

RED OAK, WHITE OAK, PINE,
POPLAR and WALNUT

Knoxville Veneer Co.

p. B. RAYMOND. General Manager. KnoxvUle, Tenn.

Mapbct& SheaLumber Co,

jVIanufacturcrs
and CQbolesalers

OFFICE: 703-705 HENSON BUILDING
Yard: Middlebrook Pike anc

Lonsdale Car Line

KNOXTlLLe, ceisfN.

WE WANT TO MOVE
3 cars 4/4 No. i Common Poplar. 7" & up
2 cars 4/4 Clear Sap Poplar, 7" & up
1 car 4/4 Select Poplar, 7" & up
1 car 4/4 1 & 2 Red Oak, 10" & up
1 car 4/4 1 & 2 Chestnut
1 car 4/4 No. i Common Chestnut

We manufacture: YELLOW POPLAR
OAK. CHESTNUT, WHITE AND YEL-LOW PINE, HEMLOCK BARK. ETC.

BAND AND CIKCCLAR MTLLS—EAST TENN.
MOUNTAIN VraClN HARDWOOD STCMPAGE

Kimball & Kopcke
Knoxville, Tennessee

Manufacturers and Shippers of

Appalachian Hardwoods
OAK OUR SPECIALTY
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GOOD
GRADES LUDiNcTrbN

HARDWOOD SPECIALISTS

PROMPT
SERVICE

Look over this full

assortment of dry

stock for prompt
shipment.

When you order be

sure to specify

LOWER PENINSULA

SOFT GRAY ELM

The wood that made
Michigan famous.

Dry Soft Gray Elm

40M 4/4 FAS.
55M 6/4 FAS.
35M 8/4 FAS.
40M 12/4 FAS.
35M 4/4 No. 1 Com.
45M 6/4 No. 1 Com.
25M 8/4 No. 1 Com.
40M 12/4 No. 1 Com.
25M 10 '4 No. 1 Com.
& Btr.

17M 16/4 No. 1 Com.
&Btr.

Thick Elm, Showine Jliiho.i

OTt. §TEARNS
SALT Cr LUMBER CO. LudingtohMich.

Band Sawn Hardwoods
WE PRODUCE OUR OWN STOCKS

Our Specialties:

Collonwood— Oak Three Ply Red

Red and Sap Gum •"'f^^d'ancPwh^r'* Gum Panels

A Few Items We Want To Move
7 cars 4/4" 1st & 2nds Red Gum.

15 cars 4/4" No. 1 Common Red Gum.
5 cars 6 4" Ists & 2nds Sap Gum.
5 cars 4/4" Select Yellow Cypress.

7 cars 4/4" No. 1 Shop Yellow Cypress.

8 cars 4/4" x 13" to 17" Ists & 2nds Cottonwood.

5 cars 5/4" x 6" to 12" Ists & 2nds Cottonwood.

9 cars 4/4" x 13" to 17" Cottonwood Box Boards.

4 cars 4/4" x 18" to 21" No. 1 & Panel Cottonwood.

1 car 3/8" No. 1 Common Qtd. White Oak.

2 cars 1/2" No. 1 Common Qtd. White Oak.

10 cars 6/4" Log Run Soft Maple.

7 cars 4/4" Ists & 2nds Plain Red Oak.

9 cars 4/4" No. 1 Common Plain Red Oak.

WRITE US FOR PRICES
ANDERSON-TULLY COMPANY, MemphisJcnn.

BOX SHOOKS and VENEERS

TWO SPECIALTIES
FINELY FIGURED QUARTEREn RED GCM FOR MAHOGANY OR

CIRCASSIAN FINISH AND
FINELY FIGURED EVEN COLOR QUABTER-SAWN WHITE OAK

Write for
obta

o(

G. H. EVANS LUMBER COMPANY, Chattanooga, Tennessee

HARDWOOD RECORD'S
Strongest circulation is in the region where thing;s are made
of wood—WISCONSIN, MICHIGAN, ILLINOIS, IN-
DIANA, OHIO, PENNSYLVANIA, NEW YORK
and the East.

IT'S the BEST SALES MEDIUM for HARDWOOD LUMBER

jgHpIf You Knew
What our BULLETIN SERVICE was doing

for your competitor in the lumber business, youd

not only Tvant the service yourself, but YOU'D
HAVE IT.

Let Us Tel] You About It.

Hardwood Record Chicago
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THE EAST
BOSTON NEW YORK PHILADELPHIA D

WM. WHITMER ®, SONS
INTORI'OnATKD

Manufacturers and Whole-

salers of All Kinds of

"If Anrbody Con,

We Can"

HARDWOODS
Wett Virginia Spruce and Hemlock
Long and Short Leaf Pine Virginia Framing

Franklin Bank Bldg. PHILADELPHIA

Willson Bros. Lumber Co.
MANUFACTURERS

WEST VIRGINIA
HARDWOODS

Oliver Building PITTSBURG. PA.

W. R. TAYLOR LUMBER CO.
Wholesalers and Manufacturers

CYPRESS, WHITE PINE, HARDWOODS AND HEMLOCK

1829 Land Title Building. PHILADELPHIA, PA.

Oak Bridge Plank cut to order
for QUICK SHIPMENT
W RITE FOR PRICE S

J. S. KENT COMPANY PHILADELPHIA

West Virginia Hardwoods
WHITEASH.WHITE OAK, POPLAR, CHESTNUT.Etc.

AMERICAN LUMBER & MFG. COMPANY, Pittsburgh, Pa.

WISTAR, UNDERBILL & NIXON
REAL ESTATE TRUST BUILDING, PHILADELPHIA, PA.

QUARTERED WHITE OAK
NICE FLAKY STUFF

H. D. Vv ICjCjIN BOSTON, MASS.

MANUFACTURER HARDWOOD LUMBER
Circular-sawed Poplar, Oak, Chestnut, Basswood, Maple

AliU at SluQe Coal Junction, West VIreinia

PALMER Si. PARKER CO.
TEAK MAHOGANY ebony
ENQLISn OAK »#rMCCne DOMESTIC
CIRCASSIAN WALNUT VENEERS HARDWOODS

103 Mediord Street, Charlestown Dist.
BOSTON, MASS.

1*7 fc^__„. U^.., to nil your orders for all kinds of IIARD-We ^nOW now woods, white pine, yellow PDfB,
SPRUCE. HEMLOCK, CYPRESS, HARDWOOD FLOORING.

Oive u« a trial.

THOMAS E. COALE LUMBER COMPANY
FRANKUN BANK BUILDING, PHILADELPHIA, PA.

PROCTORYENBERDRYERnREPROOf
UNPARALLELED SUCCESS

No
Splitting

Nor
Checking

N*
CloEfiDg

Nor
Adjuiting

THE PHILADELPHIA TEXTILE MACHINERY COMPANY
DEPT. L HANCOCK & SOMERSET STS. PHILA., PA.

WM.
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We Will Quote Unusually Attractive Prices

On tlie Following List ot Band Sawn Poplar:

I & 2ii

ciirn 1- 111 «
: rorn IV.-" I«

> cars 3" In A 2m.

: cars 1" Wide Box.
1 cam I" Narrow Box.
I rars 1" Saim & Solfcts.
1 car 1'/," SapH A Sriccla.

; cars IVi" Sa|i» * Selects.

: care 2" Sails & Scle

I
1" No. 1 Common.

I 1^" No. 1 Common.
I IM:" No. 1 Common.
1 2" No.. 1 Common.
1 ivy No. I <'i

1 :t" No. I Con
1 1" No. 2-A Ci
1 1" No. 2-B Co
I
2" No. 2 A & B Con
2%" No. 2 A & B Vi
.1" No. 2 A « B Co

WK HAVF
QUAItTIi

VV. A SPLENDID STOCK OF PLATN AND
liUED RED AND WHITE OAK. ALL GRADICS

Faust Bros. Lumber Co.
SAI.KS OFI-ICK
CHICAGO, ILL.

M.VIN OFFICK
PADUCAH, KY.
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Review and Outlook
General Market Conditions

THE GKXERAL COXDITIOX of the lumber market could prob-

ably be summed up in the statement that the sawmill trade as a

general thing, while having some little accumulation of lumber on

band, has come to the decision that as long as it has held off so far

it can continue to hold its stock pending some definite and more

favorable developments, while the consuming trade, on the other

band, continues its very hesitant buying policy, probably because in

the first place the closing of its books is imminent and a favorable

balance is desired, and on the other hand because the trade itself is

not any too certain regarding the market for its products, and is

also rather of the belief that something will occur to decrease the

cost of the raw material.

Nothing startling has developed in the last two weeks to give

substantial proof of the soundness of the policy of either faction of

the hardwood trade, that is the producers and the consumers, but it is

probable that both are based on a comparatively sound line of argu-

ment and that .iustification can be seen for either course.

There is unquestionably more lumber at mill points right now than

there has been for sometime, but as stated in previous issues of

Hakdwood Becord, the bulk of these stocks is in strong hands and no

imminent necessity has been seen of disposing of them at unreason-

able sacrifices. It is true that with the coming on of the holiday

season the roadmen are being called in. and with this condition in

effect those stock.s which the millmen are particularly desirous of

moving are probably being shaded a triile in order to find a ready

market, but generally speaking there is no increased tendency to con-

tinue the process of easing price levels, and there is no logical excuse

for so doing.

Business in general seems to be very favorably impressed with the

progress along the lines of currency reform, and more particularly

with the rumor that .Tames J. Hill will be the chairman of the Na-
tional reserve board. The passage of this measure should most assur-

edly mean the removal of the uncertainty and agitation which ha.s

been founded upon the assertions "of the banking element regarding
the measure. It is most surely subject to amendment where any pro-

visions arc found to be inadequate to take care of conditions prop-

erly, and bearing this in mind and the fact that the bill has been
drawn up and sponsored by some fairly brainy individuals, and hence
offers a reasonable surety of being at least logical, there is abso-

lutely no reason why the currency measure should cut any further

figure in business. As pointed out before, the business man's real

interest in the measure, so far as the average individual is concerned,
is limited to his fear of its effect upon the banker's disposition and
not upon the actual condition of currency in the country. Hence,

with the measure actually passed and the uncertainty removed, this

cause should be definitely removed as a possible disturbing factor.

The only further legislation that could reasonably assume a posi-

tion in the category of trouble-makers is that aiming at the large

business combinations, and President Wilson's expressed ideas along

these lines should mollify business very decidedly.

So far as the various factors in the consuming field are concerned,

there is nowhere any very marked down-in-the-mouthness, nor is

there on the other hand any undue disposition to become excited as

to the possibilities of marked increase in trade after the first of the

year. Conservatism continues in all lines and will unquestionably be

paramount for several months ahead. It is reasonable to predict

somewhat of an active call for lumber after the first of the year

because of the postponing of so many orders until inventory time is

over; but it is entirely likely that a great many of these orders are

not what could reasonably be called '
' new business,.' ' but rather

simply the taking up of postponed contracts for stock.

There seems to be some little additional hope in the foreign trade,

both because of the more evident opening up of inquiries and also

because of decreased freight rates. Offerings abroad, however, are

as a general thing not accompanied with any expressed intention of

shading prices in order to obtain increased business, as shippers gen-

erally are in comparatively strong position, and are not inclined to

sacrifice their stock at figures below what they think it is worth.

The various standard hardwoods continue in approximately the

same general position that has been felt for so long, the most evi-

dent condition being the more favorable call for the lower grades as

compared to the demand for the better end of the stock. Nothing
notable has occurred in connection with the markets for the woods
individually as they all seem to be about holding their own, both as

to actual call and market value. The demand for sound wormy chest-

nut continues to excite more or less interest, the call probably being

the result of increasing favor with which it is viewed by panel men.

Plain oak and quartered oak still lead the list and there has been

a marked strengthening in the market for ash and souud wormy
chestnut. Wide poplar is in very normal request and gum is not any
too well received.

It is a certainty that there has not been anywhere near the dis-

ruption in hardwood markets that the yellow pine men have suffered.

Pine is still in an undesirable position.

Taking the situation on the whole. Hardwood Record feels that in

wishing the trade a MERRY CHRISTM.4S and a PROSPEROUS
NEW YEAR it is not uttering an entirely irrelevant expression, but

feels that business in general can very well look with comparative

satisfaction upon existing and prospective conditions.
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Christmas on Turkeybone Mountain

TIIK COVEK IMC'TURli illustratiuj^ this issue of IIakdwood

Record is appropriate. It would bo appropriate without a

word of explanation, for it is replete with sii(;tjestions, and no

person who is ])Ossossod of the usual allotment of inia;;inatiou

would fail to give the picture a world of meanin},'. The air is

full of Christmas.

By comniou eonseiit snow is one of the essentials. Tlie snewless

country is a country where Christmas comes and jjoes without

kindling much enthusiasm, and it leaves little for memory to dwell

on or fancy to finish. No complaint on that score can be lodged

against the scene so delicatel/ outlined in the accompanying pic-

ture. Snow is shown in abundance, but not cut of proportion with

other phases of the scene.

It is plainly a northern haidwooil region which the canicia

caught in such artistic drapery. Timber of merchantable size is

not identiful, but that is a matter of minor imjiortance, because

there are people who go through forests without looking for timber,

and there are occasions when commercial questions are out of

place, and this is one of them.

Christmas and evergreens are usually associated, but is that

necessary? Take another look at the picture and see if anything

seems wanting. Not a pine, hemlock, spruce, fir, or cedar is

visible; yet, a more careful scrutiny will reveal an understory or

fringe of green leaves. They belong to the mountain laurel or

ivy. The new-fallen snow can find no lodging place on the smooth,

varnished leaves of this shrubby tree; and for that reason the

green foliage shows over the top of the snow, while all aljout and

above, the slender and leafless limbs of chestnut, basswood, and

birch bear their burdens of whiteness.

Some people think of a hardwood forest in winter as a cheerless,

uninteresting place; but that is an opinion acquired at a distance,

not from intimate association. If one knows how to observe and

is capable of appreciation, there is a world of interesting things

in a snowy wood. The habits of the various trees in such a situ-

ation is a theme in itself which can be studied to advantage at

no other time.

Does snow bend all trees alike? Does it break the branches of

all? Do all behave alike when the burden comes down from the

clouds in search of a lodging place? The common opinion among
the uninformed and the unobserving is that evergreens are much
more liable than are deciduous trees to be broken or fixedly dis-

torted by snow. Abstract reasoning leads to that conclusion, but

facts do not. Who ever saw a spruce, hemlock, fir, pine, or cedar

broken or permanently careened by snow? Who, that is acquainted

with northern hardwood forests, has not observed saplings of

beech, chestnut, hickory, ash, oak, elm, and basswood, bent over

in long parabolic curves while the burden of snow is on, and so

set in that position that they never again wholly regain their

perpendicular? Snow seldom strips limbs from large evergreens,

but frequently breaks those of leafless trees. The cottonwoods and
soft maples are sometimes literally wrecked by snow. Small needle-

leaf trees are often buried for weeks (and on high western moun-
tains for months) under piles of snow; yet, when the accumulation

melts, the little trees spring back again into their original positions

with an alacrity which seems to say: "Never touched me." The
leafless hardwoods so buried will probably never again stand erect,

but will develop permanent "sled crooks."

The cover illustration is from a photograph taken on Turkeybone
Mountain, West Virginia, by the Field Museum of Natural History,

of Chicago. It is one in a series of thousands of pictures of scenery

in all parts of America, which that institution is collecting as a
permanent record of conditions and scenes which are passing away.
It is fortunate that such records are being made, because all will

be changed in a few generations, and that left will give little hint

of the wild and exhilarating beauties of nature before man dis-

turbed it.

It may be remarked, since it is a Christmas occasion, that the

Christmas tree was not formerly, and now is only occasionally, a
feature in the rural festivities of those -mountain people. The

innovation came—so far as it has yet come—from the North.

To this day it has little foothold among them, outside the towns.

The country children still follow the custom which their grand-

parents followed, and hang their stockings by the "mantelpiece."

Such gifts as come mysteriously in the darkness go into the stock-

ings to be drawn forth a few hours later amidst excitement an<l

enthusiasm, by the early risers who swarm from their beds long

before the first gleam of day appears in the East. As a medium
of conveyance of eatable gifts from the donor to the recipient,

the Christmas tree is doubtless more sanitary than the stocking,

but the mountain children would vote unanimously for the stocking.

The change from the old to the new is not accidental or without J
cause. The tree was able to drive the stocking out only because

other changes were taking place in the customs of the people.

The ruling factor has been the stove or the furnace which has

supplanted the wide fireplace, the hearth, and the chimney. Stock-

ing-hanging was inseparably connected with the belief on the part

of the children that gifts came down the chimney in a pack carried

bj' a corpulent saint. It is apparent, even to the credulous mind of

a child, that no respectable saint can squeeze down a stovepipe

with a wallet on his back. Consequently, there could be no utflity

in hanging stockings by a stove or in front of a steam radiator, and

the Christmas tree came as a substitute for stockings, because the

former was not associated with any kind of chimney.

The tree is a mighty tame substitute for the stocking, as the

child views it. Of course, those who never tried the stocking

kuo%v no better. The tree's tinsel and tapers are a fraud, in the

opinion of children who have watched the dull glow of embers

blinking in the ashes during the long night before Christmas.

Revert again to the cover picture, in a serious way. It is a char-

acteristic representation of one of the few remaining regions where

stockings are still hung by the chimney on Christmas night. Many
of the homes in that region still have their wide fireplaces. Wood
is plentiful. Sermons on conservation of natural resources have

not yet been preached there. The people burn as much wood aa

they please. The only difference between an armful and a cord is

the labor of cutting and hauling; and the people have horses fof

hauling and axes for chopping it.

Why should they stop to figure out how many broom handles

could be made from a maple backlog? They roll it into the gener-

ous fireplace and think nothing of the orations of conservationists.

Neither do they calculate the number of spokes and ax handles a
cord of hickory "top-sticks" and "fore-sticks" is good for, but

pile them on; and though the blazes which go up that chimney

might not please Clifford Pinchot, they "look good" to the farailj

gathered round the hearth. The pinch of scarcity has not ya

been felt in the woodj'ards of that region, and until the pinel

comes, the fireplace and the chimney will roar with the flames ol

crackling chestnut, sputtering birch, hissing hickory, and ever

other wood which, by the grace of Providence, still grows abun

dantly on those everlasting hills.

The New Money Measure

I'T
IS APPARENT that the business of the country must adjusj

itself to a new system of banking. Time only will determia

whether the new law will do all the good predicted by its friendi

or half the harm prophesied by its enemies. The probability

that the sum of results will lie somewhere betwixt the tv

extremes. Tfie discussion of this measure since it fir

came before the country in ' concrete form affords a fid

example of how men will differ in their conclusions, thoufl

their reasonings are based on identical facts. That is neithJ

strange nor unusual. It has always been that way and probabl

will continue so for a long time. A problem in pure mathematia

is the only question that can be solved by educated men, and
of them arrive at exactly the same conclusion.

The money bill has been attacked by able men and it has bed

defended by others no less able. Experience will now take il

slow course, and history will give the final decision. Let it

hoped that those who predicted disaster to the country's finance

will prove to be mistaken. Now that the bill has become law,
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must join in bearing whatever burdens it may add, and all will

share in its benefits. However much men may havq mistrusted

the measure in the past, no man who is a friend of prosperity

wants the measure to prove a failure, since it has become the law

of the land.

Fortunately, there is a disposition to accept the measure in good

faith, .Tnd that will contribute a great deal to its ultimate success.

Comments on Kiln-Drying

THK AKTICLE OX PA(;K 2i oiititled "Scientific Lumber Dry-

ing'' contains much valuable and authentic information on

the structure of wood. Tne history of attempts at hastening the

(Irjing of lumber is also of considerable interest. The body of the

argument, however, seems to Hardwood Record to have too much
of what is familiarly known as a "punch.'' Usually the punch

contains a spice of exaggeration.

As to the merits of the type of kiln which the writer of the

article commends, H.\rdwood Record would raise no question.

Judging by the thoroughness with which the writer handles his

subject, he seems to be sure of his ground, but it is a fact that

all of the other methods are still in use and in numerous cases are

being successfully applied. No method achieves good results with-

out competent application.

The smoking process to-day is furnishing a fairly good article

of short leaf yellow pine; in fact, when reasonable care is exercised

a very rich color is attained.

The bake-oven kiln, or a modification of it, is being used with

reasonable success on western woods. The factor of humidity

must, of necessity, enter into its operation, for the moisture

extracted from the lumber must be taken up by the surround-

ing air.

It would seem that the temperature and humidity in a blower

kiln could be controlled by the speed of the fan, and in the con-

densing kiln temperature and humidity can be controlled by the

volume of colli "nater passed through the condensing pipes.

Kilns operated on the moist air principle, in which ventilation

and humidity are controlled by dampers, are doing good work.

The theory of the expansion kiln seems plausible enough, but is

a little too deep.

One point in the kiln-dryinig of lumber that seems of a good

deal of importance is not touched upon, and that is the piling

of the lumber. It does seem that the loosely piled load will dry

faster than the one that is closely stacked.

Isn 't the capacity of a kiln determined by the amount of dry

Inmber it delivers rather than by the number of feet that can be

crowded into it?

A Valuable Opportunity

A GOOD DEAL IS HEARD from time to time on the subject

of the inroads which substitutes are making on the uses of

wood. Lumbermen well understand that their business is menaced.

The manufacturer of the fiber box probably views the problem

with more concern t-han some of the others, because of his direct

competition with the fiber container; but most manufacturers of

wooden articles are aware that aggressive rivals are after the

business.
^

Talks, lectures, and articles in newspapers and magazines are

not always on the lumberman 's side of the question, and if they

were, he needs something more tangible than talk if he is to con-

vince the great body of wood users that substitutes are poor

economy. Object lessons are wanted. The opportunity to give

these lessons is coming. It is an opportunity which never came
before, nor was it ever before so greatly needed as it now is. It

is the Forest Products Exposition which will open in Chicago next

April and will follow in New York.

That exhibition has not been designed as a place of amusement.
It may lack some of the novelty devices and scenic effects which
nsnally draw crowds at great shows; but it has a serious purpose

which ought to attract. It will be educational. It will show what
no other exposition in the world has ever shown—the products of

the forests prepared for the needs and ])lcasures of man. Many

people have been led to believe that lumber has become scarce

and must soon fail to supply the country's needs, and that sub-

stitutes must be sought. That idea should be combatted. Timber
is not as plentiful as it once was, but lumber is still abundant,

and there is enough to supply the people, meet all their wants,

and some to spare. The only condition is that waste must be
lessened.

Let the exposition show how that is being done. Let it further

show that the warning cry against exhaustion in the near future

need alarm no one, provided available resources are wisely used.

Substitutes have made much of their headway because their manu-
facturers have been more aggressive than the manufacturers of

wood.

If the stress of circumstances crowds wood from places which
it once held, it should seek other uses. The search need not be

far or long. Demand exists, or may be created, for all the woods
which should be cut and marketed. The general public 's opinion

of the produ(;ts of the forest will become more favorable upon
more intimate acquaintance.

What the Conservation Congress Accomplished

AMONG THE FUl'KTEEN HUNDRED DELEGATES present

in Washington at the Fifth National Conservation Congress

were more foresters than had ever heretofore attended any similar

meeting in this country. The forestry work accomplished, as

evidenced by the twelve printed reports in pamphlet form pre-

pared under the direction of the forestry committee, is considerec?

by forestry experts and lumbermen to be the best work that up

to this time has been done for American forestry and lumbering.

These results alone would justify all the effort that has been made
and the presence in Washington of such a representative body
of men.

The adoption by the Conservation congress of the recommenda-
tions unanimously presented by its committee on water power
was a long step forward in the development of a definite govern-

mental policy, recognizing clearly the principle of Federal con-

trol; and also recognizing clearly the necessity of offering to the

investor opportunity to invest his time and money in the develop-

ment of water power under conditions which safeguard both thfe

public interest and his investment.

The committee on water power comprised ten men exceptionally

qualified by knowledge of this subject in all its aspects. Under
the able chairmanship of Dr. George F. Swain, president of the

American Society of Civil Engineers, it worked out and presented

not a mer: declaration of principles, but concrete and specific

recommendations which should be of great value to the govern-

ment in framing the legislation that is needed to convert the

present comparative inactivity in water power development into

a period of active conservation by use.

The fact that a committee comprised, not only of professional

experts of the highest distinction some of whom are actively asso-

ciated with the water power interests, but also such men as

e.xSecretary Henry L. Stimson, Gifford Pinchot and Lewis B.

Stillwell, was able to agree upon a definite and constructive pro-

gram and that this program received the emphatic endorsement of

the Conservation congress is a demonstration of the public spirit

of the committee and the ability of the congress to accomplish

effective and constructive work. All true conservationists will

hope that our national government will promptly enact the legis-

lation that is so greatly needed.

Testing Philippine Woods
MANUFACTURERS IN THIS COUNTRY arc constantly mak-

ing inquiries regarding the availability of woods of the

Philippine islands for furniture, finish, handle, vehicles and other

commodities, and it has developed that little is known on the

subject. Many inquiries have received short answers because all

information on the subject can often be embodied in a few words.

Announcement was recently made that arrangements had been

completed between the head of the Philippine forest service at

Manila and the director of the Forest Products Laboratorv at
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Madison, Wis., wiieroby tho island woods will be tried out. Sam-

ples of such as aro regarded particularly promising will bo for-

warded and they will be converted into veneers at tlio laboratory.

These will be put through seasoning processes to deterniiiie their

behavior in the kiln and alter they have been manufactured into

furniture.

The Philippine islands are rich in woods, both in kinds and

amounts. Some are beautiful, others extremely plain. Most are

very heavy, though a few are noted for their lightness. Woods so

richly figured as walnut and mahogany do not appear to be plenti-

ful. Dark colors prevail in most of the samples received in this

country. Some possess great strength and hardness.

Thus far tho woods from the islands have failed to get much

of a foothold in this country. One buyer seems to have waited

for another to do the first buying and trying out. A notion has

prevailed that the woods will give trouble in the seasoning

process, though there is little real knowledge on which to found

that opinion. That they will be hard to work is another opinion

which may be changed upon fuller knowledge. There can be no

question that exact intoi'uiation concerning the woods from beyond

the Pacific wiU bo appreciated in this country.

An Important Bill

A BILL HAS BEEN INTRODUCED in the House of Repre-

sentatives at Washington by Mr. Bartlett of Georgia and in

the Senate by Mr. Bacon of the same state, which may be classed

as important because, if passed, its effects will be far reaching.

The measure has the support of the American Federation of Labor,

and that organization is carrying on an active and aggressive cam-

paign to have the bill passed.- Its terms may be summarized as

follows:

It shall not be unlawful for persons employed or seeking emploympnt
to entpr Into any arrangements, agreements, or combinations with the

view of lessening the hours of labor, or of increasing their wages, or of

bettering their condition ; nor shall any arrangements, agreements, or

combinations be unlawful among persons engaged in horticulture or agri-

culture when made with the view of enhancing the price of agricultural

or horticultural products.

Tho obvious purpose of this proposal, in view of the well-known

attitude and declarations of its proponents, is to abolish civil or

criminal liability for the prosecution of a boycott by a labor

combination, to prohibit injunctive protection for employers or

non-union workmen during a strike, and to exempt labor organiza-

tions from the Sherman act. In an effort to give the measure

added political strength combinations of farmers are equally prom-

ised the benefits of its exemptions. The Federation of Labor

endorsed this measure in its conventions of 1912 and 1913, instructed

its executive committee to procure its immediate enactment without

change, and through that committee has presented these demands

to the President and Congress, and now by circular appeal, is

directing the organization of committees to wait upon senators and

congressmen in each state during the coming holidays and to procure

the sending of individual letters to representatives, demanding the

immediate passage of this measure without alterations.

Business men and workers should fully understand what this meas-

ure means and be ready to protect their interests.

Further Transgressions
AUTHOEITATFVE FOREIGN REPORTS that come from Liver-

pool are to tho effect that exporters are continuing to ship

round hickory on cousignment in the face of a very considerable

accumulation at that point. This report is deplored from the fact

that this policy is utterly foolish and based on anything but log-

ical reasoning. The consignment evil has been pretty thoroughly

exploited, and it is only fair to say that as a general business

proposition it is meeting with less and less favor, but it still

exists nevertheless, arid in this particular case it seems to be
rather flagrantly in effect.

It is to be hoped that the handlers of this very desirable product
will see their way'clearly in the not too far distant future to dis-

continue the employment of such policy in the interest of the

trade at large.

"And You, Too, Brutus?"

THE ILLINOIS COMMERCIAL MEN'S ASSOCIATION (L C. M.

A.) takes a lick at the lumberman in a circular recently sent out,

with pictures showing a bad train wreck and one where only one per-

son happened to be killed. It claimed that because a flagnuin failed

to do his duty, wooden cars were responsible for the loss of life in the

bad wreck. An attack on the lumberman's business from that quarter

was hardly to be expected.

The Eucalyptus Game

IT WOULD SEEM TO BE about time that California should take

a hand in the eucalyptus game that is being played on her credit.

The misrepresentations of the promoters have been exposed again

and again by Hardwood Record and by other lumber journals; but

the game goes on. California land is being hawked about the

East, under pretense that fortunes can be made in from ten to

twenty years by growing eucalyptus timber. The wood is adver-

tised as a substitute for and superior to oak and hickory; and the

claim is made that a plantation can be cut, milled, and sold at an

enormous profit in a few years.

Circulars boldly quote the Government as authority for the

preposterous claims of profit, notwithstanding the fact that the

United States Forest Service has warned the public against the

deceptive claims of the promoters. Hardwood Record published

a review, in its September 25 and October 10 issues, covering nine

pages, of the report made on eucalyptus for the Government by

H. D. Tiemann, who spent parts of two years in California making

a special study of this wood.

The report by the Forest Service clearly shows that the only true

claim for eucalyptus made by the promoters is that the trees grow

very rapidly. The Government report says the tree "is not suit-

able for lumber until it has passed an age of at least forty or fifty

years, and a diameter of three feet or more. '
' This warning is

repeated almost verbatim in another part of the Government report

which says that a tree "under two and a half to three feet in

diameter, and less than forty or fifty years old, should not be con-

sidered as a lumber-producing tree.
'

'

The reason why younger and smaller trees are worthless for

lumber is because the wood warps, shrinks, checks, splits, and

behaves so abominably that it defies the woodworker to do any-

thing with it.

This is a vital matter, and it is the point persistently ignored or

persistently misrepresented by the promoters of eucalyptus planta-

tions who claim that cuttings from young stands are good for

furniture, finish, handles, vehicles, and lumber. A statement was

said to have been made at the recent Land Show in Chicago that

"a eucalyptus tree six inches in diameter will sell for sixty dollars

for ax handles." Such a tree will not sell for sixty cents or six

cents for ax handles to any handle maker who knows his business

and knows the wood.

That is an extreme instance of misrepresentation. Most of them

are milder than that, but they are none the less intended to deceive

or, at least, they do deceive those who are not posted. Eucalyptus

grows very rapidly. The wood is valuable as fuel. Some old

trees—only a few—have produced fairly good lumber. That is

about as much as can be truthfully said of it. The promoters

quote and distort Government and other publications, using a line

or a paragraph here and there, to boom their land. Those who art

thinking of buying eucalyptus land should first ask the Forest

Service, Washington, D. C, for Mr. Tiemann 's report. Aftei

reading that, if they still want to invest in eucalyptus land, thej

have a perfect right to do so.

California owes it to her good reputation to look into the euoa

lyptus game as it is being played in the East. That state standi^

pretty high in the esteem of the people generally. It has so man};

valuable and honest resources that there is no excuse for foolinj

people into making investments there which will inevitably lead ti

disappointment.
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Pert, Pertinent and Impertinent

Made Up for It
Fay

: The Widow Dasliaway's hushanil didn't
leave her much when he died, did he?
Ray : No ; but he left her very often when he

was alive.

—

Philadelphia Hccurd.

High Art
"Great Scott, woman, are j-ou trying to ruin

me?'"

"Why. Henry ! you don't even know what I

paid for the gown."
"I know that any gown that looks as bad as

that one costs more than I can alTord to pay."

—

London Opinion.

Modem Translation

There is on the .South Side of Chicago a sum-
mer amusement park named, from the French
words "free from care." "Sans Soucl Park."
Two young men passed this park on a street

car recently. One of them evidently was a
stranger in the city, and his friend was showing
him about.

Said the stranger : "What does Sans Soucl
mean ':"

Mis friend readily replied : "It's from the
Spanish, and means 'I should worry." "

—

Every-
budy's.

Thoughtful Housemaid
"Mr. Bohr is in the parlor, miss."

"Tell him I'm out.
'

"Just as .vou say, miss, but he has a beautiful
box of candy with him."

Her Preference

Before the fire Christmas eve two old maids
were planning for the holiday.

"Sister Molly," said the younger, "would a
long stocking hold all you'd want for a Christ-

mas gift?"

"No, Elvira." said the elder, "but a pair of

socks would."

—

Philadelphia Public Ledger.
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Foreign Veneer and Panel Manufacture

The foll.nvHin pmui-
moetiDi; of tlio Natlnniil

based on first liaml Infoi

tors, nud offers a very c

Editor's Note.

Ill hv .] 1! li StrvkiT of the I'erkliis Clue Comijany. Lnnsdale. I'a., Ijelure tiie

ami I'aiiel Maniitacturers' Assoelatlon nt ChieaKD ou Decemher ». The artlelc is

wlileh Mr Sirvker gained through a trip to lluropeau panel manufacturing cen-

•n-ilve comparison of the methods employed both In this country and abroad.

I have been asked to make a comparison of American and Euro-

pean methods, as applied to the veneer and panel manufacturing

industry. While not a manufacturer of these products myself, 1

have eonie more or less closely in personal touch with factory con-

ditions, etc., in American and certain European countries, namely,

England, France, Austria-Hungary and Germany. So, if you will

pardon my presumption as an outsider, I will give you the conclu-

sions on this subject which 1 have reached as the result of

observation and conversation on the ground.

I fear that, in one respect at least, this paper will not be of

the help to my hearers which I desire it to be. This refers in

liarticulnr to the fait that in my visits to vtneer, panel, furniture

and kindred plants in Europe 1 observed but little having to do

with mechanical methods or preparation of veneer, stock, etc.,

or of construction which I can present to you as being an im-

provement on the methods of our American manufacturers.

However, it may be of some interest and doubtless satisfac-

tion for you to feel that this is 'the case.

When it comes to the question of the finished product we must

admit that much of it shows up e.xceedingly well, in fact, better

than ours.

The cutting of veneer aiiil the manufacture of panels, tops, etc.,

in Europe, dates back much farther than it does in the United

States, and this is only natural, the age of our country and theirs

being considered. However, today the United States leads Europe

in the number of plants in operation, the amount of output and

the general magnitude of the business. In France, for instance,

veneering has been done for hundreds of years, but, instead of

being carried on as they are now learning to do it, it was done

in a very small way indeed. Where veneered lumber was desired,

the small cabinet maker would cut his own veneer; the product

he then obtained should be more properly called by the name of

thin lumber. Two men were employed in the operation, the log

being placed with each end on a high saw-horse or platform, and

the veneer sawed off by hand, one man under the log and one

above, pulling the saw up and down much after the fashion in

which two-man cross-cut saws are operated in our timber camps

today. This method may even yet be seen in use in remote

localities over there.

Today there are some veneer and panel plants in almost all

the countries of Europe, Russia undoubtedly leading the list in

the number of plants being operated and the amount of produc-

tion, followed by France, Germany, Austria-Hungary and England

in the order named. Italy, Belgium and some of the other smaller

countries do something in this line also, but little is being done

in Spain, I believe. Russia ships her product to the other countries

of Europe, large quantities going to France, and to England par-

ticularly. Although I did not see the plant myself, I was told

on very good authority that one Russian concern had nine Amer-

ican veneer lathes in operation in its plant. Speaking of ship-

ments being made from one European country to another, as

freight rates are considerably higher over there than they are in

the United States, it occurred to me that England should offer

a good market for American manufactures. That country being

a free trade country, except on a very few commodities, and

with no duty on the commodities under consideration, it seemed

to me that a plant on the United States seaboard might be able

to do a considerable amount of business in England. Bear in

mind in this connection that all timber products consumed in Eng-

land must necessarily be imported from abroad, there being no

native timber supply in that country. I was greatly impressed

in Liverpool when I saw the immense stocks of mahogany logs

which were carried by the dealers in that city. For six or eight
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blocks along the river front mahogany logs were piled to a height

of twenty or thirty feet. These were in the yards of different

dealers and it was explained to me at the time that the logs were

auctioned off piecemeal to the highest bidder, the idea being that

in disposing of them in this manner the best ^trices would be

obtained, as each log would bring the most it was worth.

1 .judge the American manufacturer is most interested in methods

for obtaining better veneer and panels, or cheaper methods of

manufacturing them, or both, when they can be both obtained in

combination. As before stated, while much that is produced in

these lines in Europe shows up very well, it is not produced as

cheaply as it can be produced here, this in spite of the fact that

labor over there is much cheaper than here. The average Euro-

pean workman, while steady and conscientious in the carrying

out of his work, does not seem to admit of the speeding-up that

the American does.

As evidence that the American manufacturer is in advance of

the manufacturers of Europe, I would cite the fact that in the

largest and most progressive plants over there machinery of

American design and manufacture is in evidence almost every-

where—veneer lathes and appliances, trimmers, dryers, taping

machines, glueing appliances, sanders, scrapers and much machin-

ery of a kindred nature. I have been in a plant in England, for

instance, which is engaged in the manufacture of phonograph and

talking machine cabinets, and in furniture factories in Vienna
where I have seen so much American machinery on all sides that

it made me homesick. The hydraulic press has heretofore been

used to a less extent over there than it is here, but they are now
adopting it as time goes on, and those of American make seem

to again have the preference. Furthermore, in many instances

where machines are not American made, they are such a good

imitation that it seemed to me they were modeled as closely after

oiir own as it was possible to make them.

Naturally with so much American made machinery and appli-

ances in use in their plants their methods must rather closely

conform to our own, and it is on account of this fact that I am
unable to give you very much which may be of help to you. Dur-

ing the past few years I have known of numerous instances where
the Europeans have come to us for ideas and methods, but 1

believe it is a rare thing for us to go to them with the same
object in view. Although American made or modeled machinery
is so largely employed by them, the production of the average

plant, comparable with ours as to size, equipment and number
of men employed, falls considerably short of the production

turned out over here. In addition to veneer and panel plants,

I visited several factories engaged in quite different lines of

manufacture, and my impression gained thereby was that the

American manufacturer, given an equal investment of capital,

will generally turn out a considerably larger production. The
European manufacturer, regardless of the particular line of work
in which he is engaged, is very apt to give more attention to

details, and there is more time spent on details than usually pre-

vails in the average American plant.

They prepare their logs much as we do, usually boiling or steam-

ing them. The cutting of the veneer is the same, as is the sub-

sequent drying also. In Austria-Hungary and Germany the

alder is largely used for core stock. Five-ply work is usually laid

up in the same manner as here, but in Vienna, which in Austria

is considered as the home of fine furniture (and some beautiful

work they certainly turn out), I saw Circassian and mahogany
tops laid up three-ply, the veneers being laid on three-fourths-inch

or seven-eighths-inch alder cores, sometimes with the grain and

sometimes across the grain. I believe that the American manufac-
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tiirer usually considers that higli class work of this uaturo can

be done only by the use of erossbaiidiug. 1 should say that the

preparation of the veneer and the building up of same into panels,

tops, etc., in the white, was no better than here, but the finish they

put on their work in many cases excels ours. Labor being cheaper,

they can afforil to sjiend more time on this part of their opera-

tion. As one Austrian long in the business expressed it to me, "It

takes the human touch to get the right finish." While 1 am
unfamiliar with the materials generally used for finishing purposes,

both here and abroad, 1 understand that at some points iu the

' iiishing process they use materials little, if ever, used in this

Miintry. The deep appearing finish which they obtain, I consider,

IS very pleasing to the eye. Beech is used largely in France in the

making of panels, a.s it is a comparatively cheap wood in that

country. Today threeeighths-inch veneered panels are in demand

there for use in places where they before hnve been in the habit

of using thin, solid lumber, as much trouble was encountered

with the latter on account of splitting.

In Germany quite a business is maintained in the manufacture

and sale of "wood plates,'' as they call them. These are made

up three, five and seven-ply, being about three-fourths, one and

one-fourth and one and three-fourths inches thick, respectively.

These are made up to as large as six by twelve feet and sold for

various uses, such as beds of printing presses, billiard tables, etc.

The large sized plates are oftentimes bouglit by the users with-

out regard to the particular purpose for which the}- are to be

used, and they are then cut up into different sizes as required.

In London there is a panel factory which struck me as being

unique. In this plant there is not a single power driven machine,

the reason being that there is a law prohibiting the use of any

power driven machinery in the district in which the factory is

located. In making panels they place the center stock on the

floor and the glue is applied by hand with a large brush. This

plant presented an instance of modern and obsolete equipment

in that it had several hydraulic presses which were worked by

a hand pump, while, on the other hand, the glue was kept in condi-

tion by placing the bucket in which it was contained over a gas

flame. The method of handling resulted in a great deal of

blistered work, which was repaired by placing a wet cloth over the

blistered portion and then running a hot flat-iron over the wet

<loth until the veneer was stuck down.

In Germany I saw a veneer clipper, a description of which

may be of interest to some of you. It is built along the lines of

an ordinary veneer clipper, but it is very much more powerful

than those ordinarily used in the United States; the knife comes

down very slowly on an angle of somewhat less than forty-five

degrees. This machine clips the ends off from a whole flitch of

sliced veneers at one time and leaves so clean a cut that the ends

can be spliced into a perfect .ioint. It is used for cutting the

veneers to proper length and width, and also for jointing veneers

ready to splice. The splicing is done by young girls who tack

the edges of the veneer to a board and then stick a strip of gauze

tape over the joint. On the tops turned out by this concern

cross-banding and back veneers used arc nearly all one-twenty-

fourthinch poplar, with a very small proportion of such sliced oak

veneers as are not good enough for face stock. The face veneers

nsed are sliced one-twenty-eighth-inch black walnut and plain

sliced one-twenty-eighth-inch oak. AH five-ply work is glued in

two operations, that is, the core is first veneered with the cross-

banding and when this comes out of the bales in which it sets

over night it is put on sticks ami left to dry out for six daj.i. It

is then taken to the sander where about one-half of the cross-

banding is sanded off, thus leaving the cross-banding about ono-

forty-eighth inch thick when the face and back veneer are put

on. When this is finished it is left on sticks another six days

before the face and back veneers are sanded. Upon inquiry it

turned out that the main reason for gluing-up this five-ply stock in

two operations, and giving it the twelve days' drying out, was that,

inasmuch as the operators wished to lay up the veneer slightly

damp on the theory that it would lay flat, and cause less troiihlc in

splicing, there would be less likelihooil of the finished work

drying out and checking afterwards.

In Austria I saw a machine which to me was something new.

This was a miniature lathe, specially coustructe<l for the purpose

of turning down the cores from the large lathes. These cores, of

an original diameter of from five to six inches, were placed in

this small lathe, or "coffee grinder" as the owner of the plant

called it, and turned oft' until a core of only about one and one-half

or one and three-fourths inches diameter remained. The veneer

produced by this small lathe was naturally not of a quality suitable

for anything outside of core stock, to be used on the cheaper

grades of panels, etc., but for this purpose the veneer thus recov-

ered, and which ordinarily would have gone to waste as cores,

answered the purpose just as well as veneers cut from the original

log.

In making any sort of comparison whatsoever between Amer-

ican manufacturing' plants and methods and those of Europe it

should be remembered that, generally speaking, manufacturing

operations are carried on in this country on a much larger scale

than they are in Europe. Of course manufactured products of all

kinds are consumed in Europe, as a whole, in great quantities, but

these commodities are usually turned out from factories having a

smaller output than ours, the result being many factories with a

small output rather than a relatively smaller number of factories

w-ith larger outputs. This has a tendency to allow of much closer

supervision, wherein the personality of the workman or operator

can be made to enter. The wages paid in Europe vary more or

less for the same class of work in the different countries. Eng-

land undoubtedly heads the list in this respect, followed by Erance,

Germany, Austria-Hungary and Russia in the order named. It is

no uncommon sight over there to see the father and mother and

all the children working together in the same plant, but it struck

me as entirely new and novel to see women working as hod

carriers and railroad track laborers.

We are very apt to complain of high taxes, but as compared

to taxes in the most of Europe ours are exceedingly reasonable.

For instance, I was told by an Austrian manufacturer that the

government expected ten per cent in the way of taxes, based on

the net profits yearly realized from his business, and that they

were supposed to pay twenty-five per cent yearly of the gross

income realized from any property owned and rented by them to

other parties. In answer to my inquiry as to whether or not this

excessive rate of taxation was actually collected, and if not, what

was done about it, he smilingly replied that in Austria the citizens

paid their taxes the same as they did in America. As this gentle-

man had visited America on several occasions, I had nothing

more to say on the subject. I cite this instance in regard to the

rate of taxation simply in order that, when things seem to go

wrong, you may have the satisfaction of remembering that there

are other people who are not so well off as we are.

The sum total of the impressions which I received by reason of

coming in contact with the European conditicns and manufacturers

was that they would follow the lead of American manufacturers

so far as the veneer and panel business was concerned, and they

are quite willing, I believe, to acknowledge this fact. Further-

more, it liohonvps us to remember that they are very apt pupils.

Legal Point of Interest

In Kentucky a lumber dealer i^annot acquire a mechanic's lien

for materials furnished a contractor for use in constructing a build-

ing, unless notice is given the owner of intention to claim a lien,

immediately after the last item of materials is furnished. Presen-

tation to the owner of an order for payment given by the contractor,

together with an account of materials furnished for the building

will not operate as such notice. Nor does the fact that the owner

gives the lumber dealer a check for the amount called for by such

;hi order and account show such acknowledgment of indebtedness

on the part of the owner as makes him personally liable for other

materials. (Kentucky Court of Appeals, Wright vs. Monroe Lumber
('(iiiip.-uiy, Kil) Southwestern Heporter 7SS.)
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liSPAVE

Among the hardwoods of Central America there is one that has

quite recently attracted considerable attention. It is the espave,

or Anticnrdium rhirioairpn.i, wliicli is an evergreen tree belonginfj

to the same family as our sumac and poison ivy. It appears to

be a tree which is increasing in degree of

representation; at least there are parts of

Central America where the increase in its

numbers has been very perceptible, espe-

cially along the Bayano river in Panama,

where this tree attains its best develoji-

ment. Here, it is said, this species, which

is now being exploited, yields from 20,000

to 40,000 feet an acre. Its habitat is the

eastern slope of the continental divide and

sometimes is found at an elevation of 3,000

feet above sea level. The tree is usually

found in the dense forests, where the trunks

lengthen into tall cylindrical columns, often

without limbs for a distance of from forty

to sixlj' feet, reaching a total lieight of from
eighty to one hundred feet. A diameter of

from three to five feet breast high is noth-

ing unusual for a tree of this species.

The wood of the espave has generally

been used locally only for making kitchen

utensils and for fuel. Recent investigations

hiive shown that it is worthy of a higher

rank among the woods of Panama than

has hitherto been assigned to it. The wood
has a very pleasing texture and is light

brown at first, with a shade of yellow, but

will turn considerably darker upon exposure

to the light and air. It is moderately fine

but very cross-grained, which add to the

figure of the wood. The alternate streaks

of light and dark shades on a smooth radial

surface stand out very plainly and remind

one of mahogany, and for this reason the

wood is often called false or espave mahogany. It takes a fine

polish, and being of rather more than medium hardness and tough-

ness it has recently found applications to many purposes where
strength and elasticity are essential. It has been used for making
furniture aud cabinet work aud doubtless will sooner or later find

J,
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yellow poplar. In its structural characters it compares very favor-

ably with our magnolias and yellow poplar. When green or par-

tiallj- dry, it works very easily, but becomes considerably harder

when thoroughly dry. It takes an excellent polish and retains its

tolor indefinitely. It is moderately strong and tough and is durable

in contact with the soil.

Few woods in Porto Rico have found as many uses as the laurel

sabino. Its chief use now is for making furniture and it has also

been employed in finishing interiors of houses. While it makes
good wood for fuel and charcoal, it is too valuable for these pur-

poses. The comparative scarcity or restricted habitat of laurel

sabino makes the wood eminently a cabinet wood of peculiar value.

Its structural and meehauical qualities are nearly similar to those

of yellow poplar, and for this reason it is well adapted for at least

some of the uses for which its more abundant relatives are

employed.

^ro; '^;')il^^^il^.^^^Ai)tm^lim^t^rosl>a^>v>lli;!ws^^^i>^

Briar, a corruption of the French work "bruyere, " is the

common name of a small tree botanically called Erica arhorca,

which is a member of the heath family (Ericaccce), to which our

common trailing arbutus belongs. Briar is a term frequently ap-

plied to the diilVrout species of Smilax, but they are entirely

unrelated to the true briar bush or white heath as it is known by

the English-speaking people. It is particularly abundant in its

wild state throughout southern Europe, where it forms an im-

portant undergrowth in the mountain forests. It is said to grow

most luxuriantly and very abundantly among the trees and shrubs

forming what is called in France the "Maquis," which covers

the mountain sides. The tree varies in height from nine to twelve

feet and produces much of the wood used for making the so-called

briar-root pipes.

In the course of the last thirty or forty j'ears, since the briar-

root jiipes have formed such a large article of trade, the briar

trees have become the source of a lucrative industry, and Calabria

in Italy is today the center of this trade. Originally the chief

supply of briar-root came from France and is to this day com-

monly referred to in the trade as the "French briar." More than

fifty years ago the center of the industry was along the French

Riviera and the Ligurian coast in Italy, but the French briar is at

present practically exhausted. Formerly the supply came from

the department of the Landes and from the Pyrenees mountains

on the border line between France and Spain. It has long since

reached the Calabria district in southern Italy, and it is norv gen-

erally conceded that the material obtained from this region is of

admittedly superior quality. For a long time large quantities of

the Calabrian briar were shipped to the United States. The briar

root exported from Italy to the United States during 1905 and
1906 was valued at about .$100,000 and $125,000, respectively. Of
late years the Italian product is becoming scarcer and France

again supplies a considerable quantity, a large part of which is

used in the United States.

It is the root and not the trunk of this small tree that is em-

ployed for making pipes. The work of digging up the root is

carried on from October until the end of May. The roots are

thoroughly cleaned and trimmed and brought to the mill, where
they are cut by means of circular saws. They are from a few to

ten inches in diameter, but are never exported in the rough state.

After being cut up into small blocks they are placed in boiling

water for a period of from ten to fourteen hours, after which they

are thoroughly dried, and then put up into sacks and shipped into

this country, to be manufactured into briar-root pipes.

Briar wood is dark brown, very dense, close-grained, but compara-

tively light in weight, easily worked, and takes a very good polish,

which it retains. It is very strong, tough, and durable, and possesses

the quality of turning darker with age. It was thought at one time

that no other wood was so well adapted for making the best grades

of pipes. The American manufacturers began to look around for

native woods to be used in place of the French briar, and it was
soon found that the European heath tree is not the only plant

available for so special a purpose. The first native woods used

for making pipes on a large scale were the rhododendron and
kalmia or mountain laurel. Both of these plants have very large

roots, considering the size of the stems and crowns. Some of the

roots are a foot in diameter, and pipe makers have found that they
will serve as a splendid substitute for the French briar. Enormous
quantities of these roots are dug up every season in the mountains
of North and South Carolina, where these shrubs or small trees

attain their best development. The roots are shipped to pipe fac-

tories in the North and the finished product is usually sold as the

genuine French briar.

Apple wood and to a lesser extent black cherry wood are used,

but they are not so durable as the rhododendron and kalmia, or
ivy, as it is often called in the Carolinas. A small Australian
tree called ury {Halea leucoptera) yields a wood that is used
locally for making pipes, but it has not yet been introduced into

this country. L. Ij. D.

Junco, a New Source of American Hardwood
The junco is the missing link of the tree family. Restricted to a

single valley, that of the Rio Grande, in Mexico and Texas, this

tree, with its small crooked trunk bristling with thorns, is little known
to the outside world. It is popularly supposed to bear no leaves,

flowers or fruit, but it really bears aU three.

The minute leaves are scale-like, the flowers very small, and the

fruit is a tiny berry. It is the only known representative of its

family in all the world. It is not known that the junco ever grew
anywhere outside of the valley of the Rio Grande, or that it ever had
relatives close enough to claim kinship. Some trees, now nearly

extinct, had a wide range in past ages—the big trees of California,

for example, which grew all the way to the Arctic ocean. But the

junco so far as is known has always lived in one place and has

always been the same dwarfed, crooked tree that it now is.

Except as fuel, it has not been put to any use. Thousands of

cords might be cut in the valley of the Rio Grande, in Mexico and
Texas. Of late, however, the growing scarcity of hardwood has

called attention to the despised junco tree as a possible substitute

for some of the more popular woods, and the result is a surprise to

those who thought the wood had no commercial value. Clarence A.

Miller, Consul at Matamoras, Mexico, has called the attention of

the United States government to the good qualities claimed for it.

The wood sinks in water. In color it ranges from brown to black.

It receives a high and beautiful polish, fitting it to take the place

of such expensive woods as ebony and rosewood for small cabinet

work. The trunks are so short and crooked that only small pieces

of timber can be obtained from them. Few trunks exceed seven

feet in length and eight inches in diameter. The wood is said to

be admirably suited for the keys of musical instruments, jewel

boxes and other bureau cabinets, chess men, checkers, paper knives,

knobs and other small turnery, inlaid work, and indeed for almost

all iiurposcs for which costly foreign woods, in small pieces, are now
used.

Many of the trees, whose woods are familiar in the lumber mar-

kets, belong to large families. There are 250 members—they are

called species—of the pine family, and they are scattered all over

the northern hemisphere. The beech and the oak families have even

more members, and they, too, are widely scattered. The laurel has

over 900, the palm, 1,000, while the apple, counting the many varie-

ties, is said to have more than 3,000. But the junco is fighting its life

battle alone on the dry slopes of Texas and Mexico.
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Scientific Lumber Drying
Editor's Note

Tlie foIIowiiK." pnpor was read bv Z. Clni-k Tliwlnc ot tlio firaiul Hapids Vniiooi' Works, Craiid Itapids. Mich.,
iK'Tore tho inoctlii;; of the National Veneer and Panel Manufacturers' Associalion at L'bieago on December 10. Com-
ment on tills paper will be found on page 10 of this Issue.

A thorough unilorstamling of the fibrous and cellular construc-

tion of iumlior and its laws of growth is essential to a clear under-

standing of the correct and scientific i)rinciplcs of drying luml)cr.

Those who try to reduce lumber drying to a few definite rules and

practices fail to realize that every tree possesses individuality as

does every human being.

In other words, the range of variation between the white oak

of Michigan and the so-called delta or swamp oak of the Missis-

sijipi valley is so great that no general description or rules for

handling can be made to apply to both accurately. In the same

way there is a marked variation between the famous "cork"
pine of Michigan and Wisconsin and the present substitutes for

tho same in western pine of the Pacific coast. It is therefore

inevitable that any underlying principle governing the drying of

any particular kind of lumber must be applied with that judgment

and <liscretion that is prompted by the character, the locality and

particular variety of wood to be handled.

In general, commercial varieties of lumber have been divided

by scientific investigators into three groups.

First—non-porous. These are so called because a cross-section

of the wood under the microscope gives no indication of pores,

capillaries, ducts, or sap canals similar to the well-known sap canals

of the oak. In other words there is uniformity in the cross-section due

to absence of these canals, which sometimes makes it difficult to

identify even the annular growth rings. Under this head are

practically all evergreens or pines, technically called conifers.

Skcond—The diffuse-porous are intermediate between the non-

porous and the ring-porous below. In other words, the sap canals

are small and uniformly distributed throughout a cross-section.

They can be observed under the microscope in cross-sections that

have been well smoothed and prepared for inspection. Examples
of this class are the maple and gum.

Third—Eing-porous. This is the most easily described and dis-

tinguishable class for the reason that the sap canals are large

and grouped together in a conspicuous ariangement. Oak and
chestnut are typical of this class of woods. It is perhaps well in

passing to note that this last classification will be the most difficult

to dry because it lacks the uniformity in texture and solidity that

the two other classes possess.

The medullary or pith rays, which are most conspicuous in woods
like oak, are pockets containing food material for nourishing the

tree. They are practically on a radial line from the heart to the

bark of the tree. These pith rays are more or less perceptible in a

number of commercial woods but in no other case have they reached

the stage of beauty that they give to white oak when properly

quarter-sawn.

The growth rings of a tree are distinguished, not by the sap

canals, but by the difference in size of the sap cells between the

spring and summer growth. It is evident to any one that the

growth of the tree, which always occurs just under the bark, will

be more rapid when there is an adequate supply of water in the

ground, or in the spring time. It will be equally obvious that as

the season progresses into midsummer there w-ill be less and less

water in the ground and as a consequence growth will be limited

and the size of the sap cells will be greatly reduced. This may
be observed with the naked eye in the cross-section of nearly all

woods, and is very clear under the microscope.

The sap cells of a tree are to be distinguished from the sap

canals. The sap canal in oak trees, for example, is that open space

about the size of a pin through which free sap may move upward
from the roots to the trunk and branches above. The duets are

sometimes twenty to thirty feet long and have cross and transverse

connections with each other in order that they may continually
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carry the sap upward. Nature provides small check or flap valves

to prevent the sap from flowing downward.

The sap cells, strictly speaking, are part of the fiber of the wopd,

containing a limited amount of moisture, and are only from one-

sixteenth to one-fourth inch long. The sap cells also serve to carry
(

sap upwards and are provided with more frequent transverse con-

nections and cheek valves than are the sap canals. The sap cells

are long and narrow, shaped somewhat like ;in Imliaii canoe with

ends overlapping.

In longleaf pine the cells are unusuallj- long and there is encour-

agement to believe that this wood will eventually make a paper

that will rival the paper made from Canadian spruce, for toughness.

If you take a i^iece of jJaper and tear it carefully in such a way as

to rip the fibers, and examine the torn edge under a microscope,

you will observe short fine hairs which constitute the wall of the

sap cell and which are the valuable strength giving part of the

tree for either woodworking or the preparation of pulp for arti-

ficial wood products. It is evident, therefore, that the portion

of the wood to be preserved for useful ends is the fiber that

constitutes the cell wall.

It has been determined by experiment that in some instances,

notably in such woods as Cottonwood and spruce, the total mois-

ture content may be as high as 150 per cent; the greater portion

of which may be termed "free" moisture, forming the contents

of the sap canals. To render this more explicit: presuming that

the net weight of lumber when bone dry would be 100, the total

weight of the lumber when green would be 250, two-fifths of this

consisting of solid material and three-fifths moisture.

The cell moisture is the liquid contents of the cellular fibrous

structure of the lumber, which will consist of about 30 per cent

of the 150 per cent total moisture content.

Practically all the shrinkage that takes place in the drying of

lumber occurs after the "free" or sap canal moisture has evap-

orated and is caused by the contraction of the cell walls during the

removal of their contents.

In passing it may be well to mention that the part of the tree

that is most alive, or the part that is growing, is directly under

the bark. For this reason the heart of the tree always contains

less life than the circumference, in fact the heart of the tree is

the point at which death of the cell first occurs. The mere ref-

erence to the giant sequoias of California, which have famous hol-

low spaces in their centers, is sufficient evidence to show that life

and perfection in the heart of the tree is not at all essential to its

ultimate growth and development. On the other hand, it is a

well-known fact that the girdling of a tree, a little deeper than

the sapwood, will kill the tree. It is, therefore, evident that

the sapwood will always contain a greater amount of moisture

than the heartwood and will be subject to more shrinkage and

swelling in drying and will prove to be the strongest wood for

use where tensile strength is necessary. The heartwood, however,

will be the choice wood when it comes to the securing of rich

grain and color effects. This is partieularl}' noteworthy in the

red gums where the heart has a very rich color.

To go more directly to the subject under discussion—scientific

lumber dryilig—it will be interesting to call attention to the

various methods for drying lumber which have served woodwork-
ers and sawmills during the last hundred years, and show a dis-

tinct evolution from the crude to the refined. This evolution at

every step shows an increasing efficiency and growing comprehen-

sion of the treatment that is necessary to rapidly and safely

remove the moisture from the wood without injuring the fiber.

The first method of drying lumber is as old as the world—air-

drying in one form or another has been practiced since the first
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tree was cut down in the garden of Eden. There have been varia-

tions in the method of sawing, the method of piling and the length

I time the lumber has been exposed to the various climatic cou-

itions of the different locations. There is no denying the fact

that the process of air-drying is slow and fairly .safe, but always

accompanied by discoloration, warping and surface and end check-

ing. This is caused when the surface dries more rapitllj' than the

interior and a tension is set uji wliich produces internal strain

that either checks the outside of the lumber or honeycombs the

enter, e. g., oak will always have the surface checked in stock

one inch, or show honeycomb in two, three or four-inch thicknesses.

Other classes of woods, such as gum or pine, that grow in the

moist climate of the South, will show mildew or a fungous growth

of a rather bluish color and mottled character, which begins im-

mediately when an attempt is made to air-dry the stock and which

seriously reduces its valuc.^ The bluish color is always consid-

ered a selling defect in th^ yellow pines of the South, even when
used for structural purposes. It is therefore evident in woods of

this character that air-drying has its serious disadvantages.

The first attempt at artificial drying of lumber was the smoke
kiln which may be remembered by the old woodworkers of the

]iresent time. Its original form was that of a collection of boards

standing over a fire built in a hole in the ground. The boards were

placed on end, wigwam style, and the heat and smoke were sup-

jKiscd to dry the lumber. The smoke kifn in later form was a series

of brick arches in which fires were built and maintained by burn-

ing sawmill waste. The smoke and hot gases from these fires

passed through the lumber in the dry kiln and were supposed, by
means of heat, to evaporate and carry away the moisture in the

lumber. It is still used to a limited extent in out-of-the-way

] 'laces where modern progress has not affected the industry

to any marked extent. The lumber dried in the smoke kiln was
scorched and always discolored by smoke, and the fire hazard of

this smoke kiln was so great as to make it uninsurable. The
process was slow, the cost of operation enormous on account of

excessive labor required to tend the fires, and the resulting lumber
was dried so unevenly and by haphazard that satisfactory results

were never obtainable. A certain amount of moisture was re-

moved which reduced the shipping weight, but other than that, the

result of the smoke kiln was very unsatisfactory.

The next type in the development of the kiln was the bake-oven
kiln. This type has numerous varieties, but in every case involved

the introduction of heat into the kilns by means of steam in some
form of radiators or pipe coils. The air in the kiln passing over

the coils or radiators and circulating in through the lumber was
supposed to vaporize the moisture in the boards. The ventilation

in these kilns, and the circulation of heat in the same were matters

that received little or no attention, and, in fact, were even less

appreciated. In any event the improved results of the bake-oven

kiln over that of the smoke kiln previously known were so marked
that the enthusiastic advocates of these steam radiation kilns

thought perfection had been atttained.

It is of cour.se obvious that in the bake oven kiln there was
little or no control of drying conditions, except such control as

might come from the regulation of the heat when more or less

steam was admitted through the valve to the radiator or coils. No
attempt was made to introduce or control humidity, and kilns of

this type were usually built with no consideration for the build-

'":; material used, as to its durability, quality, tightness or

I -Illation.

It is therefore evident that the atmosphere in a bake-oven kiln

would usually be very dry and that there would be a serious tend-

ency to heat the lumber too quickly after inserting it in the kiln.

It was inevitable that lumber dried in this type of kiln would be
badly rrusted or casehardened. In other words, a shell of one-

eighth to one-fourthinch thickness would be formed' by the heat

on surfaces and edges of the board, and the center of the board
would be not appreciably affected by the heat, nor would the

center moisture be removed to any extent. We therefore have an
operation which is very similar to broiling beef steak, in which

the attempt is made to sear and seal the juice in the meat.

It is evident that this was exactly wrong in lumber and the

moisture left in the center would eventually cause difficulty either

by checking, honeycombing, warping, winding or twisting, and
would ruin any fine piece of woodwork. Another very good exam-
ple of crusting can be taken from the domestic experience of

baking biscuits or potatoes. It is a well known fact that when
they are placed in a hot oven of the kitchen range or gas stove

there is a crust formed on the exterior which seals the moisture in

the center, and the housewife will testify to the fact that the too

rapid baking of a biscuit or potato will leave a soggy center.

Another feature of this uneven drying, which makes bake-oven
dried lumber unsatisfactory for commercial use, is the fact that

lumber is over-dried on the outside and under-dried inside and is

always liable to change shape when it is planed, dressed, ripped

or resawed. The bake-oven kiln, therefore, has disadvantages
which are rapidly relegating it to the scrap heap, in the same way
that the old side wheel steamer is giving away to the more modern
stern propeller.

A modification of the bake-oven kiln that is in more or less use

today is the so-called blower kiln. This type of kiln offers more
possibilities of circulation than its predecessor, but it is at the

same time to be equally criticised for its exterior easehardening,

checking and interior honeycombing. It is perhaps easy to see

that in a blower kiln the rapid movement of so much air, as accom-
plished by the blower process, will inevitably tend to create an
excessive and extravagant fuel bill.

In other words, the air, which is forced rapidly over the heat-

ing coils in a blower kiln, will be moving at high velocity and
will be very thirsty or have a strong affinity for any form of

moisture. This will have two results: First, the air, because of

its velocity, will absorb only part of the moisture and do only

part of the work of which it is capable, meaning extravagance in

heat; and second, the air surrounding the lumber will always be
very dry, which will cause even more serious easehardening than
mentioned in the bake-oven kiln. The blower kiln has practically

no control either of temperature or humidity.

The blower kiln, because of its rapid absorption, however, has

a certain value in connection with the rapid surface drying of thin

veneers. The proper means of humidifying and control are still

lacking and an economical development along this line may be
expected.

During the last ten years there has been a rapid change of

front on the part of those interested in securing scientific and
accurate results in the use of lumber dry kilns. The rapid change
has been due perhaps partly to the general movement all over
the country toward a keener public consciousness and partly to the

more extended application of practical chemistry and physics to the

woodwork manufacturing trades all over the country. The modern
efficiency expert is another indication of the progressive spirit.

The first modification in lumber drying was the appreciation

of the fact that something must be done to decrease the costly

easehardening and its attendant evils. A less dry heat was thought
advisable, and it w-as not long before every manufacturer of dry
kilns was talking "moist air kilns." What was or was not
covered by the term "moist air" was hard to discover. Some
enthusiasts went so far as to boil their lumber, and from this

extreme some sawmills went to the opposite point and introduced
an open end one-fourth-inch 12.3-pound pressure live steam pipe
into the dry kiln. The result of the attempt to introduce moisture
in connection with lumber drying was, of course, beneficial and
there was a consequent reduction in the amount of easehardening.

Almost coincident with the discovery of the need of moisture was
the attempt to shorten the time of drying. It was perfectly

natural to conclude that as moisture decreased easehardening it

would permit quicker drying. The eagerness to hurry practically

offset the improvement caused by moisture and the aggregate result

was comparatively little actual progress. There was, therefore, a

woeful lack of understanding of another fact—that the more
rapidly you dry lumber the more carefully you must control the con-
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ditions of moisture, temperature and circulation. Again, however,

it was thought perfection had been attained and every concern

who had sold a foot of pipe for dry kilns advertised in bold head-

lines "moist air dry kilns will dry your lumber without degrad-

ing." Avoid such general statements. Tliey are misleading. It

is no more true that the haphazard introduction of moisture will

make efficient dry kilns than it is true that the haphazard method

of applying heat to the bake-oven kiln would produce elGciency'.

The terra moist air as applied to dry kilns, unless qualified by the

assurance of adequate control and regulation, has become so gen-

eral and indefinite that it is absolutely lacking in any real descrip-

tive force. The term is misleading and means nothing but the in-

troduction of a little artificial moisture in one way or another.

It bears no relation to the heat and ventilation which arc equally

important considerations.

It has remained for the last four or five years to develop a dry

kiln in which careful attention has been given to the control of

operation and to the three absolutely essential functions of lum-

ber drying, viz., humidity or moisture, temperature or heat, and

ventilation or circulation. Unless all these three elements are

carefully considered in the preliminary designing of the building,

the selection of the building material, the proportion of radiation

furnished and the type of ventilation, the results can be no other

than haphazard.

Two control methods are in general use today. These are the

so-called condensing kiln and the expansion kiln. The condensing

kiln has been designed on the basis of air recirculation—in other

words, the air in the kiln is circulating over and over and around

and around the lumber, and at certain regular intervals in this

circulation passes over cold water pipes or open water sprays

where some of the moisture is condensed from the circulating air.

The air thus relieved of part of its moisture passes on again to

• do additional duty in again absorbing moisture from the lumber

and yielding it to the condenser. If the moisture charged air is

exhausted from the kiln, instead of recirculated, and fresh air

is drawn in, it is obvious that nature will do, without charge, the

duty devolving on condensers in this type of kiln. The main-

tenance of temperature in the condensing medium is a very dif-

ficult matter. The cost of water used in condensers is excessive

and unnecessary. The corrosion and coating of pipes or spray

devices used for condensation will be a very serious item in run-

ning expense because there will be removed from the lumber large

amounts of acid and organic matter which will tend to rapidly

corrode any exposed surfaces. The tannic acid of oak and chest-

nut is especially harmful to the ironwork of any kiln wherein

humidity and heat are combined.

The control of circulation in a condensing kiln is uncertain as

there is no draft from the outside which can be depended upon to

pull, and the recirculation must rely upon the application of heat

only. The advocates of condensing kilns claim the advantage of

independence from outside conditions, but it is a grave question

if this is not a serious disadvantage. In other words, the con-

densing kiln attempts to do artificially what nature will willingly

do if given a fair chance.

The condensing kiln has been adopted by government depart-

ments for its experiments because it believes that it will serve to

control the conditions in the kiln more accurately than any other

method. They freely admit that it is an expensive type of kiln

to install, elaborate to operate and is so particular in its demands
for care and attention as to be impractical for the average wood-

worker who desires reasonably "fool proof" equipment.

The expansion Iciln is the latest development of the lumber dry-

ing art. In this kiln we have adequate control of the heat, humid-

ity and the circulation. Humidity control means that the water

vapor in the atmosphere of the kiln can be increased or decreased

at will. The lumber on entering the kiln can be immersed in a

hot fog W'hich will be an absolute safeguard against caseharden-

ing and its attendant evils. This hot fog, which is maintained to

a more or less degree through the entire drying process, is an

absolute preventive of fire in the kiln. It is impossible to light

a match or carry a lighted candle or lantern in this type of kiln,

as the fog is too dense to permit a flame to live. This fog, -when

properly combined with heat and pressure, may be forced into the

lumber in such a way that the free moisture can be rapidly

vaporized and the moisture contained in the cells can be heated

and expanded so that the cell walls will be opened, the check

valves loosened and the opportunity afforded for the removal

of all organic matter. To refer again to our analogy in the

kitchen; if a potato is steamed or boiled it will expand to the full

limit of its skin and usually crack or open tlie skin. At the same

time the steamed potato is drier at the center than the baked

specimen. Lumber with cells thus expanded and opened has lost

its power of contraction, because the sap cells are empty. Is it

not clear that lumber thus dried will not be shrunken and there-

fore cannot swell or change dimension appreciably after leaving

the kiln?

In absence of this hot fog, or in a bakeoven kiln, these sap cells

will be shrivelled up with contents dried to a granulated form.

This dried and shrivelled cell when exposed to moisture will again

swell. Consequently bake-oven dried lumber will shrink because

its sap cells shrivel and it will again swell because its shrivelled

cells will swell when exposed to moisture.

Let us think what this means to woodworkers. It means that

when the lumber is dried by the humidity or expansion process

the interior trim placed in a building will not show the usual

shrink or swell. Doors, wainscoting, bookcases and every part

of the handsome and expensive woodwork that is popular in the

up-to-date office and home could be made with imperceptible joints

and the elaborate arrangements designed by architects for conceal-

ing shrinkage and swelling in panels, frames and lapped joints

could be eliminated.

Think what it would mean to manufacturers of panels and glued-up

stock if they could know that the heavy centers would be uni-

formly dry and would not shrink or swell; if they could know
that the tendency to twist and warp when resawing was removed.

Think what it would mean in the cabiuei trade if case parts, drawers

and doors could be fitted snug and true, without the necessity and

expense of refitting; if parts could be fastened rigidh' together

without danger of changing from shrinking and swelling.

It means that woodwork which, because of its variable shrink-

age in different climates has been displaced by pressed steel which

has no change of dimension in moist localities, can again come

into its own, superseding this selfsame steel, which is subject to

such severe temperature expansion. The thoughts suggested by
this line are far reaching.

Another point in the expansion kiln is the fact that with con-

trolled circulation and temperature it will be possible to elim-

inate not only the shrinkage but also the degrading of the lumber

which has been one of the most wasteful features in a woodwork-
ing plant. Checking ends, surfaces and around knots and swirls

has been a serious source of loss. Not only has the checking been

expensive, but even more waste has been caused by the tools tearing

the surface in dressing. Degrading is eliminated because the

absence of shrinkage has removed the internal stress and strain

that causes all cheeking and honeycombing; the absence of case-

hardening has avoided the hard crust that dulls edge tools and

that leads to twisting and cupping when surfacing, ripping or

resawing, and that causes unnecessary labor cost. If the waste

caused by degrading in dry kilns could be computed it would be

found to reach an enormous sum—sufficient to pay annually for the

installation of dry kilns, built, equipped and operated on a scien-

tific basis.

The efficient ventilation of a dry kiln has been notoriously dis-

regarded by the practical woodworker. Apparently any inlet or

any outlet would be deemed sufficient, no matter where located,

or how large. It is obvious to those who have followed us that

effective circulation can never be obtained except by the admission

of fresh or dry air and the removal of the dead or saturated air

in accordance with natural laws. No practical man would think

of having an outlet for' saturated air at any height along the side
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of the kiln, because at such point the air will be taken out of the

kiln before it has done its full service absorbing moisture from

the lumber. It is, therefore, necessary to so design a kiln that

only the saturated oil will be drawn out. It is also a well-Unowu

fact that hot dry air as it absorbs moisture will gradually settle.

This compression caused by the settling of the air as it absorbs

moisture can be made useful for permeation purposes. It is not

difficult to see that the circulation in a kiln offers the most effect-

ive opportunity for control and efficiency in use of the fuel which

generates steam.

Perhaps a word of appreciation should be said in closing with

regard to the marked interest that has been shown in the lumber

drying art within the last two or three years. Woodworkers are

beginning to realize that the proper drying of lumber is of the

utmost importance to their success. The process of education and
comprehension has been slow, but it has been progressive and those

in a position to observe, realize that we are at the beginning of a

period of more rapid development in scientific lumber drying.

Instead of assigning the operation of the diy kiln without regard

to the intelligence of the operator, the time is rapidly approach-

ing when the kiln will be operated systematically, when the rec-

ords will bo more important than those of the watchman, when
the temperature and humidity of the kiln will be ,iust as closely

watched as the water column and the steam gauge, when the

lumber will be just as carefulh' tested as costs of manufacture

and selling are now computed.

\'^:;^:.v-:.v>:^:/.v>:^:/:v:>lO^^i.:<!;v:l^v^^&/V;^w:ai;^^^

The state of Florida has published a report of its wood-using

industries. The material was collected and the bulletin was

written by the United States Forest Service. Twenty-seven woods

are used for manufacturing purposes, but ten of these are supplied

by outside regions, so that the state is making use of only seven-

teen native grown woods. This is the more remarkable when it

is considered that the state has in its forests 165 woods of which

no use is reported for any purpose.

For one wood that goes to the factories, ten never appear there.

The report gives a list of 165 woods which are not named in the

output of factories. It is doubtful if any other state equals Florida

in the number of native species. However, many of them are

scarce, and the trees are small, so that the total amount of avail-

able timber is not as large as the number of species might indi-

cate. Some of the woods are hard, heavy and strong, with fine

colors and figure. The chief future uses will probably be found

in the manufacture of small commodities rather than in furniture,

flooring, finish and similar articles.

About ninety-seven per cent of all the material reported in

Florida is softwood, and longleaf pine greatly surpasses all others

combined in quantity. The following table shows the amount of

each wood used annually, and the average cost of each per 1,000

feet:

SiMMART OF Kinds of Wood Usf.d is Florida
Quantity used Average
annuall.v cost per

Common Name Feet b. m. 1.000 ft.

Longleaf pine ,')G.').3.'iO.S72 $ 11.66

Cuban pine 63.563,000 11.04

Loblolly pine 33,049,000 11.77

Cypress 32.838,727 17..'-.8

siiortUaf pine 10,775,000 11.60

Spanish cedar 10,189,208 24.95

Kvergreen magnolia 2,658,000 8.02

Red gum 992,000 11.55

White oalc 701,179 35.91

White ash 280,000 25.07

Sand pine 250,000 13.20

Yellow poplar 104,344 89.02

Hickory 103,500 32.90

Swoot magnolia 80,000 22.00

White pine 79,071 87.04

Mahogany 33,495 164.2!)

Black gum • 33.000 10.00

Live oak 32.000 59.00

Birch 28.000 70.71

Red oak 6.200 72.58

Sugar maple 5.000 30.00

Spruce 5,000 37.00

Uasswood 2,000 35.00

Madeira 1,600 168.75

Teak 1.000 225.00

Red cedar 500 44.00

Rosewood 100 400.00

Total 521,141,796 $12.41

The use of wood is not highly diversified in the state. Only
seven industries are of sufficient importance to be separately con-

sidered, and a number of others are grouped as miscellaneous.

Cypress is the only wood appearing in every industry. The table

which follows lists the industries, shows how much wood \9 used
annually In- each, and the average price paid for material:

StMMAUV OF WOOD.S USCD BT INDISTRIES IM FLORIDA
Quantity used Average

annually cost per
Industries Feet b. m. 1,000 ft

Plauing mill products 407,712.007 $ 11.64
Boxes and crates, packing 55,589,000 9.82
Sash, doors, blinds, and general mill work.... 35,856,500 18.49
Boxes, tobacco 9,616.235 21.93
Car construction 8,545,588 18.76
Miscellaneous 2,064,271 32.50
.Ship and boat building 1,591.100 :J8.38

Vehicles and vehicle parts 167,095 50.02

Total 521,141,796 S 12.41

The report sa3's that Florida is doing what other Gulf states

are doing; that is, cutting pine and cypress and leaving the rest.

These species are most abundant, and under present conditions

there is more money in them than in the smaller and more dis-

persed hardwoods; but the people of Florida should not lose

sight of the fact that they have a rare lot of hardwoods and that

there is a good market for them if pains are taken to reach that

market in the right way.

More than ninety-five per cent of the wood now passing through

Florida's factories is pine and cypress. These species are exploited

at the expense of all others. While they last they will make the

lumber business profitable, but when they are gone the wood-

worker's attention will turn to what is now being neglected—the

hardwoods.

Florida appears to be suffering more from forest fires than

most of the southern states. The fires are small and slow. They

do not attract much attention as they creep along among the

pine, but they get in their deadly work no less surely, though more

slowly, than the forest conflagrations which wipe out many square

miles in one stretch. The traveler in Florida, almost anywhere

outside the boundaries of the swamps, is soon accustomed to the

sight of long lines of fire which keep close to the ground. The
blaze ma3' not be more than a foot high, but when it has passed it

leaves every tree seedling dead. The saw palmettoes, which nearly

always cast a low shade to protect the ground, are scorched brown
wherever the fire touches them. They may sprout again the next

year, and tree seedlings may come up again, but the fire will fol-

low, and every visitation leaves the ground more barren. No
forests will stand fire indefinitely, and Florida's forests in every

part of the state are showing the results of burnings.

The report suggests that the numerous hardwoods, though their

average size is small, will attain an important place in the future
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as iiiatt'i-ial for the niaiiufai-turo of articles of small size. A tenta-

tive list is given of such commodities, few of which are now manu-

factured in the state. A list of 165 woods is also given, as pros-

|icctive sources of material for the following articles: Athletic

goods, balls, billiard cues, brackets, brush backs, canes, carved

ornaments, castors, chairs, clothes pins, curtain rings, dyewoods.

easels games, grilles, handles, inlay, insulator pin, knobs, mani-

cure sets marquetry, mathematical instruments, medicinal extracts,

musical instruments, pallettes, panels, parquetry, picture frames,

rulers, shuttles, small furniture, souvenirs, .spindles, sporting goods,

tovs trays, turnery, umbrella handles, veneer, and many kinds of

wooden ware.

<{:xaitiim^i^^imm\mmmmmm!m:m^

ProperHandling of Logging Horses
Editor's Note

Tlir following paper was read by J. W. Gloason of the Goodman Lumber Lompany. Goodman, ^ is., before

tbc nioctins of the AliclilKun and Wisconsin loggers at Green Hay on Saturday, December t.. the article Is here-

with printed m the belief that the horse as a logging factor will always be of importance either m connection

with tlie operations of steam logging machinery or where the employment of such methods is not practicable.

1 deem it a privilege and an honor of no small consequence to

lie selected to appear before this honorable body to discuss a ques-

tion that, no doubt, many of you have given considerable thought.

To the modern logging operation in Wisconsin and ^[ichigau the

horse is an absolute necessity. Good machinery is very important

but more important still is a good force of able-bodied horses.

Efficiency is the greatest requirement—a term which applies to

every branch of the logging game.

My experience has been that too little attention is given the

care and handling of horses in the lumber woods. In the old pine

days or before modern methods were known, horses were worked

during the winter months and turned out to pasture all summer

to recuperate. Everyone had the idea that they could not do any

logging unless they half killed their horses. A man was not con-

sidered a teamster unless he could make a team eat three bushels

of oats every day and could pound them on the head for eighteen

or twenty hours every day. There are more horses ruined by over-

feeding than by any other cause. In that respect the average

teamster of today is like the newly married young lady who, upon

entering the meat market, was asked: "How much steak do you

want?" she replied: "I don't know whether I want a pound or a

whole cow." The teamster does not know whether a horse needs

a quart of oats for supper or a whole bag full. To get the best

results, horses should be kept in good condition. Their teeth should

be gone over at least once a year by a competent veterinary. AVe

keep a man at each camp whose sole work is to look after the

horses. He feeds them three times a day; keeps the barns in good

sanitary condition; looks after the harnesses, in fact ever3'thiug in

connection with the horses, and he gets to know every horse. He
is the only one around the barns who has access to the oat bin

and the harness room. We find that by having one man in charge

who has gained his knowledge by actual exjierience we get better

results. It eliminates, to a certain extent at least, acute diseases

such as spinal trouble, cholic, etc., which are common among
horses. We buy the best oats and liay; feed bran only once a

week (Saturday night) and we do not feed any stock foods of any

kind whatever. We work our horses all the year around—or an

average of 300 days of ten hours each. Will give some facts and

figures to show what horses can accomplish if properly cared for

and handled.

We operate two camps, having twenty-four teams in the logging

service, or twelve teams in each camp. One team is used ft) haul

water to the horses and lunch to the men; one team is used for

railroad work exclusively. This leaves ten teams in each camp
tt do the skidding. They do not do any loading as we operate

two MeGififord loaders. The following includes the two camps or

twenty teams skidding 312 days, or 6,240 days for one team:

Logs, Doyle scale, number of pieces 228,349, 13,948,.'5.'50 feet, which
tallied over the trimmer board measure 21,090,562 feet; 12,578

cords of four-foot chemical wood (birch and maple) ; 1,754 cedar

telegraph poles and 8,569 cedar posts.

I will give you the different items of horse feed, etc., and what
they cost—in other words, what it costs us for horse flesh and
the amount of work done. AVe value the teams at $600 each or

$14,400. One thing we have learned by experience is that the

average life of a horse, in the lumber woods, when worked the

year around, is from four to six years, and one thing we do claim

is that to keep a man driving a team that is broken down is a-

waste of human energy, which is the most expensive commodity

that is used today in every successful lumbering operation. Human
energy and brains go hand in hand; no lumbering operation is suc-

cessful without both.

Depreciation, interest, etc., 2.t (ler cent $ 3,600.00

Oats consumed—11.305 bushels 4,809.37

Hay consumed— 106 tons 2,828.70

Bran consumed—12 tons 218.30

Veterinary services and medicine 221.00

*ll,707.:i7

These figures are absolutely correct for I made them myself.

Our company has the best accounting system under the sun. It

does not use the old debit and credit system; it just charges every-

thing and credits Bothing. We have a little accounting system of

our own in connection with the woods department: Supplies pur-

chased, supplies on hand, inventory every month, distribution of

labor, material, etc. We don't wait until the fifteen or twentieth

of the following month to see "where we aie at," for about that

time the general manager calls a fellow in "on the carpet" and

shows him a little slip of paper containing some figures, then he

straightens up in his chair and says: "John, it is costing too

much to log; too much to build railroads; too much to feed the

men, and this, that and the other thing are costing too much, '
' and

nine cases out of ten a fellow has to sit there like a bump on a

log, not knowing what to say, so the only way is to keep an accu-

rate tab on everj'thing as you go along and when you find that any-

thing is costing too much "cut it out" before the boss gets next

to it.

AvF.RAr.F. Cost of Logging pee M Fkom Nov. 1. 1912, to Nov. 1, 1913.

Doyle Scale, 12 Months
Sawing $1.10

Swamping 7.">

Slddding 1.28

Loading :!0

Tools and repairs 2.">

Depreciation, horses, equipment, etc 90
Roads and spurs l.od

Supervision overhead i-'.""

?5.S3

The average cost according to the general books for ten mouths,

everything included for the twelve months, Doyle scale, $5.94. The
difference between Doyle scale and lumber tally was forty-four

per cent, so that the net cost for the ten months was $4.13, lum-

ber tally over the trimmer.

We may not like them, but just the same we have to face and
complj' with workmen's compensation laws. So it pays to know
just what and when they are.

.\s a first aid to steam boiler efficiency when the colder weather

comes try a round of cleanliness—inside and out.

Conservation means one thing and preservation means something
else, but the difference is not always plainly seen by some.
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Some Fallacies of the Forest
ARTICLE TWO

Docs liii- ^in> iM-r go up or eMi ^-ii ilnwii iii ;i true? Does the

trunk I'outaiu more of it m summer tban in winter? Does it flow

upward in spring and down in the fall? Tbeso three questions are

really the same one asked in a slightly dift'erent way each time. Most
people will answer with a plain yes or no; and probably nine out of

ten will say yes.

The majority rules in politics, and if it ruled in the same way in

science, the question would be speedily settled. There is a pretty

broad difference between ruling and proving. Matters are ruled by

the ballot in politics; but in science they are proved, and until there

^ proof, nothing is settled. The vote of the whole world, or as much
• f it as cared to vote, was against Galileo, yet the question of the

movement of the earth was finally settled his way. Most people say

that a tree's sap goes up in the spring and comes down in the fall,

but is that really what happens?

It ought not take long to make a rough test. Are green logs any

lighter if cut in dead of winter than in the height of summer? The
s.'alcs fail to show it. If sununer cut logs weigh 10,000 pounds to

the thousand feet, log scale, the same kind of logs cut in winter will

weigh about the same. If the sap goes down in the fall the winter

logs ought to bo lighter by several thousand pounds, since it is well

known that green wood is nearly half sap.

The sap of a tree is not exactly the same thing to all people who
think of it; but the usual conception is that it is the liquid contained

in the trunk, leaves, and branches. That definition i.s accurate enough

for practical purposes. The water finds it way into the trunk through

the roots—with slight exceptions in some instances. The fine hairs

on the roots pull the water out of the soil and start it up the trunk

through minute vessels which constitute the structure of the wood.

It makes its way to the remotest branches.

It is an old and homely, though unscientific, saying that '
' what-

ever goes up has to come down." The water that goes up a tree

trunk comes pretty nearly being an exception. Of course, it comes

back to earth sometime, since it does not stay up the tree forever.

and does not go off into planetary space; but it does not come back

by the paths it followed in ascending.

The sap that goes up a tree is soil water. It contains certain

earthy ingredients in small amounts. Much of it enters the tree 's

leaves in summer, where a sort of chemical laboratory is at work, and

the water and whatever else it contains are used in manufacturing

food to build up the tree, add on new wood, and supply a reserve

for the time when the leaves will not be in the manufacturing busi-

ness, that is, the next winter.

In making this food, the leaves get rid of a lot of the water that

lame up from the roots. It passes out through minute openings in

the leaves and is evaporated, going into the air to be blown away.

Most of the wafer that goes in through the roots, passes out through

the leaves, and that is the last of it, as far as that particular tree is

foncorned. It "goes up" but it never "comes down."
Though most of the water escapes through the leaves and disap-

pears, the residue makes a longer or shorter downward journey in the

summer. The plant food manufactured in the leaves must be carried

to the places where it is needed and the remnant of the water is

utilized for this purpose. The starches, sugars, resins, etc., produced

in the leaves are carried downward through the trunk to be de-

yjosited just beneath the bark where they form the new lay^r of wood.

This new wood forms all the way from the roots to the twigs, and

the water or sap distributes the substances that produce it. A very

small part actually may return to the ground whence it came, and
to that extent the sap may go down, but even that small part does

not go down in the autumn, but in the summer, and most of it pretty

early.

The water, laden with food materials, that starts from the leaves

downward, nearly all disappears in the course of its journey. When
a particle of this water (which during its downward journey is prop-

erly calleil sap) gives up its load of starches and the like, it is no

longer of any use to the tree, and is gotten rid of by being forced

out through small holes in the bark, called leuticels. Quito a large

amount of water thus passes away. The lenticels of some trees are

conspicuous objects on the bark. Young birches and cherries show
their location by horizontal markings from half an inch to a couple

inches in length.

Tho circulation of sap in the trunk and branches of a tree is

chiefly through the sapwood and the bark. The interior or heart-

wood is practically dead, though it is always filled with water, more
or less. The amount of water which rises through a tree's trunk

seems to bo largely dependent upon the quantity the leaves can use

in their processes. The leaves generally have all they need, but

such is not always the case. In long periods of drought the roots

may fail to send up enough water to supply the leaves. In that case,

the leaves may wither or fall prematurely, and the tree's growth will

be retarded. At any rate, when the leaves fall, whether prematurely

or not, the water in the trunk practically ceases to circulate, although

some change from place to place occurs." It is certain that no gen-

eral retreat down the trunk to the roots takes place, such as is sup-

posed by those who speak of '
' sap going down. '

'

Gravity appears to produce little effect on the sap. At least, it

is not able to pull it down after the action of the leaves ceases to

pump it up. It is not much out of the way to state that when the

activity of the leaves ceases in autumn, whatever water is in the tree

at that time lies inert until the following spring when the opening

leaves again begin to lift the water by means of their billions of

little pumps, and the whole process begins anew.

Though the wood of a living tree contains a large amount of water

at all times, it does not usually flow out when a cut is made into the

wood; though certain trees, as maple and birch, lose a considerable

quantity of water if the trunk is cut in spring. That is popularly

supposed to be due to the "rising" of the sap. It does not appear

to be wholly certain just why the flow comes at that time, but it un-

questionably begins before the frozen soil about the roots has thawed

sufliciently to admit ground water to start up the trunk. The matter

can be tested by building a fire against the trunk of a maple tree in

dead of winter. As soon as the wood near the fire is thawed, sap

will flow from a wound. Pioneer settlers sometimes made small

quantities of maple sugar in mid-winter by building fire to warm the

wood, though the roots were frozen solid. Evidently the sap was

in the wood, and did not get there by rising from the roots after the

fires were built.

When weather is warm, leaves of nearly full size, and everything

favorable, water ascends the trunk of a tree quite rapidly. The rate

varies greatly, and many measurements have been made. Proof of

the quickness with which the water goes from the base to the high-

est branches can be had in early summer by girdling a vigorous

youug red oak, cutting entirely through the sapwood all round. In

a very short time the leaves begin to wither, indicating that the

water supply is failing. When hardwood trees are being cut while in

full leaf tho rapidity with which the failing sap supply is shown by

withering leaves is an interesting study. Some kinds show the effect

within a few hours, others do not wither for several days. The soft

woods, such as pine and hemlock, seem to feel the effect of a cut-off

in the supply only after many days.

When a tree in full leaf is cut down, the leaves go on pumping

water from the trunk and discharging it into the air, until the supply

in the trunk is reduced so low that the leaves can draw in no more

of it. Then they wither. Tho wood of a fallen tree can be partly

seasoned by leaving the trunk untrimmed for a few days thereby

giving the leaves time to draw tho water out of the wood. The

quantity thus extracted is measurable, but it is only a small per cent

of the total water in the trunk. As soon as the quantity is slightly

reduced, the leaves are no lon^jpr able to obtain any more.
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The processes by which the sap moves in a tree, and the forces

which cause it to do so, are subjects for controversy among botanists.

A[uch is known on the subject, but some things have not yet been

iDund out. In time of excessive drought the leaves on a tree may
wither though the trunk contains a large amount of water. The

trouble seems to be that the water in the wood has been slightly re-

duced in quantity, and the slight reduction is sufficient to upset the

function of the tree's circulating system, and the foliage dies of

thirst, almost in the immediate presence of water.

The movement of the sap is seen, therefore, to be an exceedingly

delicate and nicely balanced process. The greatest botanists never

tire of investigating its mysteries and hidden forces; and the gen-

eral opinion of these investigators is that a far-reaching discovery

is waiting for some one to make it known. Where is the pump in

the hair-like root of a tree that will start the water up a trunk a

hundred feet tall, and hold the tiny colimin of liquid and urge it up-

ward against a pressure three-fold greater than the earth's atmos-

pheret What sort of apparatus is it within the interiors of the

hollow cells and fibers from the bottom to the top of the trunk, which

keeps the water going up after the roots gave it a start? What

power have the microscopic orifices in the leaves that they are able

to draw water up against a force of gravity so great that the strong-

est suction pump on earth cannot overcome it? When the water has

arrived at the topmost leaf, what mysterious machine reverses the

direction of movement and starts the manufactured food back down

the twigs, limbs and trunk, working with gravity now instead of

against it as before?

These are some of the questions more easily asked than answered.

Some may dispute one point, some another; theory is pitted against

theory; but the undisputed fact remains that the sap of a tree cir-

culates by means and under the influence of forces not yet fully

understood.

'
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^ "You Cant Teach Us Anything''''

How many times do you hear that said? Just picture the man
whp says it ; the man who has grown gray in experience ; the ma4
who has won his way to success by sheer force and energy. Yet,

that is just what most men wUl say who read this, and they wUI
probably add, '

' It can 't be applied in the lumber business. '

'

In considering the progress of the lumber business in the last

few years it is safe to say that with but very few exceptions no

big ideas with a really broad bearing on the development of the

industry have been offered. Lumbermen themselves will admit the

truth of this statement. Lumbermen as a whole seem to be more

satisfied with present methods and less ambitions as to the develop-

ment of the industry to its fullest efficiency than the members of any
other large body of business men. The difficulty is that the oppor-

tunities otfered have been too alluring and the necessity for the

employment of advanced ideas has not been felt. The trade is

showing some evidence of the realization that the lumber business

of the future vrill not be the lumber business of the past and that

the education of the future lumberman will not be along the old
'

' rule-of-thumb '
' lines but will be the result of the incorporation

of the best points in other lines of industry with the sound practical

knowledge of the lumberman himself. This trait of seeking outside

for information and knowledge has never been strongly evident

among members of the lumber trade. A good illustration is seen

in the attitude of those attending lumber conventions. Generally

speaking there is a preference for talking with fellow lumbermen
with the hope of trading a couple of cars rather than to give close

attention at all sessions in order to secure ideas that will result in

the sale of many cars.

If you will think about it, and view the situation from an impar-

tial standpoint, you will find that some of the things that are needed
are: first, a country-wide advertising campaign; second, standardiza-

tion of grading (one set of rules instead of two) ; third, we need

some industrial and efficiency engineers in the lumber business and
these most of all, for when the efficiency idea is introduced, and
applied, the other things have to follow in order to keep up with it.

Honestly, now, do you think that lumber is manufactured at the

lowest possible cost today? The answer is no! Can the capacity of

a sawmill be increased without additional cost per thousand feet?

Yes! "But," you say, "these methods must take additional

machinery, and how can you say, with increased capacity I will

have a lower cost?" There is the meat and substance of it. Now
right here, we are going into economics, and from that, lead back to

the above statement.

Capital (not money, for that is only a medium of exchange) is

represented by machinery and materials of production. Now, pro-

duction is either direct or capitalistic. Prof. Meade of the Wharton
School of Finance illustrates this very nicely with a simple illustra-

tion: "A man requires drinking water. The spring is some dis-

tance from his home, but there are several ways in which he may
supply his daily wants. First, he may go to the spring each time he

is thirsty, and drink out of his hollowed hands. This is the most

direct way; but it is inconvenient, for he has to go to the spring

every time he is thirsty. And it is insufficient, for he can never

coOect and store any great quantity, such as he requires for various

purjjoses. Now he may take a log of wood, and make a paU to carry

his day's supply. This is capitalistic production, but indirect for

he has to make the pail. However, the result is greater and a

saving of time. Then there is the third way, in which he fells

a number of trees, splits and hollows them, lays them end for end,

and so constructs a tunnel, which brings a full head of water to

his cottage. Here, obviously, between the expenditure of labor

and the obtaining of the water, we have a very round-about way,

but the result is ever so much greater. The man need no longer

take his way from the house to the well, but a constant supply of

water is at his door. This is what is called highly capitalistic pro-

duction, although it is but a simple illustration. In the second

instance, it would be called production on a small scale, and in

the latter instance it would be called large-scale production.

With hardly any exception, lumber production today is compara-

tively on a small scale. No—don't take exception to that last

statement. It isn't the amount of feet per day that a man produces

in his mill—it is the amount he can produce if he applies the

economies of production. Most lumber production is practically on

a direct or small-scale production basis. Large-scale production

is indirect. The more indirect, however, the greater can be made
the efficiency, because of the increased number of operations and

the resultant greater division of labor, and thus, in the end, with

each man specializing (doing one thing and naturally becoming

proficient and working with greater dexterity), the greater will be

the output.

Getting back to the original question : You can increase your out-

put by going in for large-scale production and applying efficiency.

Usually more capital will be needed (machinery), which will result,

as we have said before, in the greater division and specialization of

labor, better routing, re-designing of sawmill machinery, but in-

creased output at practically the same operating cost means a lower

cost per thousand and a lower overhead cost per thousand—see it

now? You understand, of course, that all of the above relates to the

hardwood industry. A mighty good example of efficiency can be

seen in Louisiana, in a big yellow pine mill there which you prob-

ably all know.

With the increased efficiency, and the larger output, the more the

waste, but—here is one of the big losses—what are you going to do

about this waste? Is this ever-increasing item to be left alone, or

is it to be thought out? At the present day it seems, in view of the

conditions that exist, if it is left to the lumberman, it will never be
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thought out. It took a man in the Forest Service to think out the

destructive-distillation process. But this is not the only use for

the T%"aste. The greater the product the greater is the chance for

experimenting, but who will be the first to do it? It looks as if it

will be the same old story of each man waiting for the other. Hesult

—progress retarded.

The losses are not only in manufacturing. There are losses in

the handling from the mUl to the yard, then in the shipment, poor

systems which waste time, unintelligent handling of sales corre-

spondence, lack of tact and courtesy as well, but greatest of aU,

lack of study and the getting of a broad, all-seeing vie^vpoint—the

ability to "get out of the rut;" to look at your plant, your busi-

ness and the lumber business in general from the point of a cus-

tomer or a stranger, in another line. Lumbermen are too close to the

lumber business. They should go out with an open mind and talk

with men in other entirely different lines and visit other industrial

; lants making other products. That's the only way to get new

. leas that can be applied to the lumber business.

What do you know about labor conditions outside of your own

mill, and outside of what possibly Jim Smith or John Jones, the

other lumbermen in your vicinity, tell you? This means labor in

general, and it refers to the taking up of questions such as: What
man is best suited for this job? What class of foreigners are best

suited to other jobs? Upon what does a man's physical eflSciency

depend? What race of men are best suited for rough handling?

What race for the finer work and for this, that or the other thing?

These are questions that the ordinary lumberman will probably

laugh at, but do you know that in the biggest industries we have

today, the heads think so much of them that they employ specialists

to just interview men and fit them in jobs? Yes, just ordinary

labor. This means the making of a good organization.

Go into almost any sawmiU or any lumber operation and you'll

find that most of the men are paid the same wages. "Well, why
shouldn't they be?" you say. You pay a man either for what he

knows or for what he does (or at least you should). Now labor

is either mental or physical. It is almost impossible to divide the

line between the two, however, as even the most ignorant foreigner

puts a small amount of intelligence into his manual labor.

Applied to the lumber business there are many men around your

mill who have an unusual amount of brains and who are working

simply in an ordinary job. On the other hand in the jobs where

more brain-work is required, you probably have some men who

don 't use their heads as much as they do their hands. Don 't you

know that by putting the men who use their heads in the more

important positions and using the ordinary laboring man for the

job that doesn't require much head work, you can increase your

efiiciency in the plant? This fact should be kept in mind—use

skilled labor for the skilled work and use cheap labor for the

handling. In other words, get the basis of organization in this

way and when you get good results from your skilled men, speed

the work up ; the cheap labor you can duplicate if they do not

keep up in the handling.

In general, the lumber business must call a halt, recruit men from

outside with their knowledge of the specialized features of modern

business and industrial organization to work in with the lumber-

man's practical knowledge. Industrial and efficiency engineers are

needed most of all, and lumbermen must not stand in their own light

and say, "We never did it that w^y, " or "you can't teach us any-

thing. '

'

Efficiency is new to lumber, but is three or more years old to

other lines of trade. You watch the banking circles, in either times

of panics or booms, because you depend on them to some extent.

Yet, banking is a different industry. Why aren't you watching

other lines of trade as well?

The judgment day for the lumbermen is coming. A few will see

the light quickly—the majority will sit and wait.

The field of consumption of hardwood lumber narrows each day.

We have been content to sit by and let the cement people and the

steel people eat into our sales with their products. And they have

won their way by keeping abreast of the times, by using aggressive

advertising and other forces. The last of your car plants is going

over to steel, and soon there wUl not be a wooden ear manufactured

for any of the big railroads. The cement people are advertising

stronger than ever. Manufacturers of steel doors and interior steel

trim are every day strengthening their positions, and yet you lum-

bermen calmly sit by and wonder why sales are falling off ! In

this respect, much is to be done individually, but a stupendous task

is before us collectively.

Are you one of the " You-can't-teach-us-anything" kind, or are

you going to do your share individually and then collectivelj' as

weU? • H. E. S.

New Ocean Freight Rates
The ocean freight rates for the new year have been announced,

and in many instances lumber and log exporters have entered into

contracts for their shipments during 1914. In the main the rates

are the same as those that prevailed throughout the present year,

though some changes will be put into effect. These changes affect

hardwoods in particular, though all others are taken in. Under the

new tariffs from Baltimore and Xorfolk to ports in the United

Kingdom the rates on lumber IS" to 23" wide, and an inch or less

in thickness, will be about ten per cent higher than in 1913. On
lumber 24" and upward and for aU thicknesses and all kinds of

lumber, the increase is twenty-five per cent. The flat rates are the

same as those in force now. Exporters feel that the additions made

are not warranted by the situation, but they signed contracts to

prevent any possible impairment of the service. It was feared

that if the shippers generally held back, the steamship companies

might proceed to divert vessels to other ports, materially reducing

the sailings, and so curtailing the facilities for shipment that the

exporters would stand to lose more than they could possibly hope

to gain. It was this consideration that prompted entering into

commitments on the basis fixed by the steamship compsinies. The

expectation is that while the rates might and should have been

lower, they will not prove prohibitive, and that the general trend

of prices will put the exporters into a more favorable position than

that which they have occupied for months.

The statement of exports for November, compared with the

corresponding month of 1912, is not calculated to afford much
encouragement to the shippers except as an indication that stocks

abroad must be getting quite low, the period of recovery being

thus brought nearer. The statement shows that November must be

added to the other months of 1913 conspicuous for a shrinkage in

the forwardings to foreign countries, the total value of the exports

being only about half of what it was a year ago, when it was

$283,955, against $148,357 this year. Among the items in which

the shrinkage chiefly occurred, oak must again be counted well near

the top of the list, with oak logs also short and walnut shipments

much lessened, but with an actual increase in poplar, and in the

miscellaneous shipments designated as "all other kinds of lumber."

There was a hea\-y decline in the shipment of staves and headings,

the biggest item, however, being spruce from Wesl Virginia. Of this

wood not less than 2,568,000 feet was exported in November, 1912,

against only 13,000 feet last month. Among the comparative figures

are the following: 1913 1912
Quantity. Value. Quantit.v. Value.

Logs, Hickor.v 92,000 Ft. S2.6G0 71.000 Ft. $2,600

Logs, 0.nk 29.000 Ft. 1.145

Logs, Walnut 100.000 Ft. 6.7S1 163.000 Ft. 11,633

Logs. .\11 others 40.000 Ft. 1,900 23.000 Ft. 900
Lumber. C.vpress 10.000 Ft. 350
Lumber. Oak 1.S90.000 Ft. 62.434 2.99S.0OO Ft. 98.237

Lumber, Poplar 209,000 Ft. 67,722 193,000 Ft. 8.021

Lumber. Spruce 13.000 Ft. 525 2.568.000 Ft. 70.300

Lumber. All others 382,000 Ft. 16,902 300,000 Ft. 12.567

Shooks, Box 13.000 1.463

Shocks. All others 1,130 1,283 3.359 3.705

Stav<?s 24.926 1,790 152,745 9.640

Headings 13.080

All other lumber 20.420 3.867

Furniture 2,084 2,727

Trimmings 512

All other manufactures of

wood 2G.2S4 27.650
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Some Wrong Uses of Hickory
jj^ ^

^^/c ^-^

The most coiniiiou \vron<; uses ot Imkory lu'cur when it is ciiiployccl

wliero other less valuable woods lan fill the places as well or better.

It has long been a common jiraotice in some places to take the most

convenient wood, whether it was good or bad, and whether it was

suitable or not, and stick it in anywhere that it would answer. The

custom is not so common as it once was because niarkets are better,

and people have "more correct ideas on the subject; but hickory still

goes into wrong places.

It should never be made an ordinary timber. It is too valuable for

that; has too many special and particular places to fill, which can be

filled by no other wood as well. It ranks above all competitors for

certain purposes, and it is waste, extravagance, bad management and

poor judgment to degrade it to a level with inferior timbers by making

it serve in ordinary and common places with them or in their stead.

If it were so abimdant that everyone could have all he wanted, it

would be different; but that is not the case, and while some are prac-

tically throwing hickory away, others are obliged to pay high prices

to get what they want, or unwillingly substitute some inferior material

for hickory. The business is not balanced properly, or the hickory

would go to its proper markets, and cease filling common places which

almost any other wood might fill as well.

A specific bill of some of the particulars will illustrate this better

than it can be done by commenting on generalities and formulating a

lumberman's "ten commandments of shalt nots, " as g, guide to how

not to use hickory.

Small rural mills in the whole hickory region, which means practi-

cally the eastern half of the United States, cut hickory logs at hap-

hazard as they find them in the woods, and most of these logs are

ripped into lumber and, unless a special inquiry is made, that is the

last heard of this lumber. It seems to be "lost in the shiifde.

"

Three years ago Charles F. Hatch, of the United States Forest

Service, went to work to find out what was becoming of this lost

hickory. The study which he carried out was one of the most thorough

investigations of the kind ever made in this country. He visited all

of the leading hickory centers of the country, went into the woods

from Louisiana to North Carolina, spent much time at small mills,

watched the shipments of hickory, followed it to farms, factories,

mines, and wherever else it went, and obtained a stock of information

of the greatest value in locating the ultimate destination of the coun-

try 's hickory output. He studied right uses as well as wrong, and he

,

presented the most complete statistics ever compiled on the subject.

In the first i)lace, he found that the sawmill cut of hickory, as

reported by the Bureau of the Census, did not show much more than

half of the total annual output. The equivalent of 22,000,000 feet a

year is burned to smoke meat. The quantity cut for fuel, aside from

what is burned for meat smoking, amounts to hundreds of millions of

feet ; but the fuel figures were only estimates based on the best guesses

possible after studying the whole field. Nobody measures the hickory

that goes into eordwood, mixed with other species, throughout nearly a

million square miles of territory; but the total amount is enormous,

and the estimate that it equals in quantity the sawmill output of

hickory lumber is believed to be very eonservAtive.

As far as the practice of converting hickory waste .'nto fuel is con-

cerned, it is to be commended; it is a correct use. Topii, limbs, knottv

logs, and scraps that are good for little else, fulfill their highest des-

tiny when used as fuel ; but too often the eordwood cutter cares nothing

about anything except his immediate profit, and he splits the finest

hickory logs and stacks the billets with limbs, knots, and cuttings of

various inferior woods, and the whole rick goes to the woodshed at so

much a cord. Little the brick burner cares as he shoves into his kiln

the hickory pieces which would make axe handles, buggy poles, sucker

rods, or any other high-class procluct for wbich the bcs^t hickory is in

so great demand. Good split hickory—none better ever grew—is used

as smudge in smokehouses to keep skippers out of meat. Scraps would

make as good smudge, and many woods besides hickory will answer.

A bad practice, once firmly fixed, is hard to break up.

—30—

Tliu sc.-illiTcd condition of hickory timber is responsiljle for much of

this wrong use. Men are not generally pirates—using and destroying

without caring for the difference. They do not wantonly destroy, but

do it without thinking, and often because they cannot conveniently do

otherwise. Hickory is scattered. Forests of it do not exist. From

200 to 400 feet i)er acre is the limit in large areas. There is not

enough to pay the millman to handle it in any way except to let it

take its run through the mill with other logs, and go to the same

markets with other mill-run stuff. That is why so much hickory goes

to the wrong place. Specific instances where it has been found in

common use—wrong uses in every case—follow: Bridge floors, barn

floors and siding, grain doors, fences, piling, culverts, crossties, car

stock, mine i)rops, tramroad rails, cribs and wingwalls in dams in

streams, lagging for mines, and derricks for oilwells.

Hickory is strong but decays quickly when expos-ed to weather. In

many of the uses listed above it will not give as long service as the

most common and roughest grades of oak, and therefore is not as good

as they for those purposes. It is mighty poor policy to make bridge

floors of wood good enough for golf clubs, or build bridge piers of

stuff suitable for carriage poles or picker sticks.

Grain doors are the roughest, cheapest kinds of affairs. They are

used to set inside of box cars, across the doors, to prevent grain

from leaking out in transit. The cheapest lumber that will hang to-

gether, sap pine, sap poplar, buckeye or almost anything, will do.

Hickory is monstrously out of place in such situaticns. It is like

working a race horse in a mud cart where any old plug will do the

work as well.

Building fences of hickory is even poorer business, because when the

wood is alternately exposed in its raw state to rain and sun it not

only decays quickly but is liable to warp out of shape. Few worse

fates could befall hickory than to lay it as crossties. It is one of the

poorest woods for such a place, unless treated with preservatives, and

it is then no better than beech, maple, and elm. Fortunately the

railroads, simply as an act of self defense, discourage the use of

hickory for crossties, and doubtless this dislike for it causes some of

the wood to find its way into more appropriate places.

The most noteworthy instances of the employment of hickory as

mine timbers are reported among the coal operations in Pennsylvania.

Props and lagging are expected to remain in use only a short time and

are then abandoned in the worked-out portions of the mines. The

hickory rots, crushes, and the mine roof caves in, burying the useless

wood forever. Perhaps two or three months in such situations is all

the service it gives. Had it been made into single trees and pick

handles it would have remained serviceable for years, even in mines.

In the oilwell regions of Pennsylvania and West Virginia it is no

uncommon thing to see derrick floors made of two-inch hickory planks,

cut on a neighboring portable sawmill. The largest and best trees

go to that unworthy use as readily as scrub oak or knotty pine. The

millman rips out the planks, gets his price for them, and he has a

clear conscience; the operator pays the price, places the planks as a

mud-coated, grease-spattered floor, and his conscience is also clear.

Yet, that same operator will send all the way to Arkansas to buy

hickory sucker-rods thirty-five feet long, paying for them at the rate

of $200 a thousand feet; and at the same time he has better material

in his derrick floor for which he paid twenty dollars a thousand, or less.

Thus, in big business as well as small, hickory is sacrificed to mean

purposes. It is too good a wood for that. Every tree is needed by

the industries which put the material to its best use. The alarm of

scarcity has been sounded a long time, and it has been no false alarm,

though the country still has a large supply, but it is widely scattered.

The misuse of a tree here, and load there, and a cord somewhere else,

amounts to an enormous total. In short, it is not improbable that

more than one-half of the hickory cut from year to year is wasted by

being wrongly used; and this is the world-famed "indispensable

wood."
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Editor's Note
Finland and tbo New England states are competitors in the manufacture of spools, and together tbey supply

a large part of tlie world's markets. The material used in Finland is white birch [liettila alba) ; in New Eng-
land it is paper liircli ilKtiilu papjjiifera) . The trees are very similar and tla^ \\.>ciil uiiuh alike in apjiearauce and
grain. .Methods of man\ifacliiring differ. Henrik Cronstrom, who i^ a^-c.riaii.l wiili t\\r lar^-rst spnol factory in
Finland and probably tlie largest in the world, is traveling in tbr liiiird Siair, .^tndyiiig maiuilactiM-iiig " ma-
chinery and methods, and tlio article which follows is based on iiirnniiaiinii fnnnsli.il ll.uiiiwcain Kmoun by him
while in (.'hicago early in December. The establishment which he represi'nts is the Auktiebolaget Kaukas Fabrik,
Helsingfors, Finland. That city is about two hundred miles west of St. Petersburg.

The habits of the white birch of northern Europe resembles those

of the paper birch in America. Both are quick to take possession

of vacant land into which areas their winged seeds are carried by
wind. Some of the largest birch forests of Maine and the adjoin-

ing regions occupy ground laid bare by fires years ago. The white

birch of Finland is cut chiefly from stands which have taken

possession of abandoned agricultural land. The logs which go

to spool factories in Finland average a little smaller than those

which reach to factories in Maine. The Finland birch ranges

from diameters of four inches up to si.xteen, the average being

about ten.

Most of the large forests of Finland are within reach of naviga-

ble water in summer. In winter the severe climate closes all

navigation. The timber is cut in winter there, as it is in this

country, and is hauled to landing places where it can be loaded

on boats the following spring.

The logs are cut into lengths approximately six and a half

feet long. They are peeled as they are cut, but the peelers leave

narrow rings of bark on the logs, about an inch from each end.

It has been found that this prevents checking. The small checks

may appear in the ends of the logs and extend back until they

reach the band of bark, and they go no farther. Inch cuts from
the ends of the logs are thrown away, thus getting rid of discol-

ored wood and the cheeks.

The usual proportion of red heart in white birch trees appears

to be less than in the trees of paper birch. It is so small that

no effort is made to put it to use other than as fuel, while in this

country the red hearts are used for brush> backs and other

purposes.

The Finland spool manufacturer takes goodcare of the logs when
they arrive at the factory. They are carefully cobbed, and are

covered with temporary roofs, or they are placed under permanent
sheds, such as are shown in accompanying illustrations.

The logs are air-dried from one and a half to two years. Sap
staining gives little or no trouble. The cutting and peeling are

done when the weather is very cold, and before warm weather
the surfaces of the logs are too dry for fungus to gain lodgement.

It is found, however, that if logs are not peeled the wood is soon

damaged by stain.

The process of converting the log into spools differs radically in

MANNER OF I'lLING WHITE liMiCH SPOOL LOCS liHtDSEVE VIEW OF .MILL, VAIU), AND HARBOR
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Finland from the method used in this country. Here the logs are

sawed into squares which are seasoned and subsequefltly passed

through the lathes. No squares or bars are sawed in that country,

but the log is cut into bolts, or disks. Blanks the size of the spool

are cut out with a boring maeliine. The man who does the cutting

rejects knots, red heart and other defects, to the end that time

may not bo wasted in passing through the lathes the wood which

lould not be made into perfect spools.

The same operation that cuts the spool blank from the bolt of

wood bores its center. The hole facilitates the subsequent sea-

soning. Up to that point no kiln-drying is done, but the blanks,

which represent spools in the rough, are then sent to the kilns

where they remain until their moisture is reduced to ten or twelve

per cent. The spools are expected to remain at about that degree

of dryness in actual use. If made dryer before being passed

through the lathes the wood will subsequently absorb moisture from

the atmosphere and will swell out of proper shape. If not reduced

to that state of dryness, seasoning will continue after the spools

are finished, shrinkage will occur and the work will be unsatis-

factory.

Few kinds of woodworking are more exacting than spool making.

The spools must hold exactly the required number of yards of

thread. The looms and other machines which use them are

adjusted so delicately that the least variation in size causes trouble.

Two kinds of machines are in use for making spools after the

blanks have been cut, bored and properly seasoned. One is oper-

ated by liand and produces from 12,000 to 14,500 per day; while

the daily capacity of the automatic lathe is from 20,000 to 30,000.

The yearly output of the Ilelsingfors factory is 288,000,000 spools.

The use of birch for spools is not accidental. Few woods answer

for the high-grade spools. They are turned on the lathe at a speed

so high that many woods could not resist the centrifugal force

which tends to tear them to pieces. From 5,000 to 6,000 revolu-

tions a minute are required. Birch is very hard,, yet it does not

dull tools like many softer woods. That is an important consid-

eration.

Birch is cheaper in Finland than in this country. The average

cost there is usually under four dollars a cord; in Maine the aver-

age exceeds seven dollars.

The articles manufactured by the processes described in preced-

ing paragraphs are termed "yellow spools." The "white spool"

is for silk, and its process of manufacture is somewhat different.

The wood is cut in winter, the same as the other, but the work is

hurried through. The blanks are cut from the green wood, and

kiln-seasoning follows.

The supply of birch timber in Finland is large. There are still

primeval forests in that country as well as extensive stands occu-

pying land which was once under cultivation.

^icroiia^M;a!w^}OtTOKiroh>iTOa^^

WHEN CANCELLATIONS HURT
One of the principal faults of the business as at present con-

ducted is the tendency to cancel on slight provocation. Few
buyers regard themselves as bound by an order in case they find

they can do better elsewhere, and many a lumberman who has been

figuring on using a block of stock in a certain shipment, and has

declined other business because of it, has found himself holding

the bag when the buyer wires to cancel.

This is particularly .rough, however, on the dimension man, inas-

much as stock made up for one particular concern, according to its

list of cuttings, is obviously not suitable for somebody else. Yet

the irresponsible consumer now and then forgets this, and proceeds

to jump over the traces if he finds that he could save a few dollars

by having the work done somewhere else.

A concern in the dimension business was forced to call a halt

some time ago when a customer tried to wriggle, although the

order was already being put through the mill. It took a vigorous

lecture on the facts of the situation to make the buj'er understand

that the business had to stick.

CONVEYORS FOR THE VENEER MILL
A manufacturer of sawed veneers recently made a suggestion

which sounds good, although there may be some question as to its

practicability which only actual experience could indicate. His
idea is to get rid of the offbearers required for veneer saws at

present by substituting a belt conveyor which would take the

material from each saw and carry it to one man, who would be
charged with the duty of inspecting and handling it, or trimming
it if it were to be cut to any special dimensions.

"The offbearer is an expensive helper," said this manufacturer,

"and is often unreliable. Many a time I have had a saw tied up
because the helper didn't arrive at the mill after a holiday bout
with King Barleycorn. By substituting mechanical means of

handling the stock we would get rid of the offbearer and at the

same time do the work more cheaply than at present."

Veneer men who have considered the suggestion believe that it

is a good idea, but some of them are inclined to doubt whether it

would work out in practice.

FIREPROOF PLANTS GROW IN FAVOR
A lot of people in the lumber and allied lines have learned that

it pays to spend a little money to make the plant as nearly fire-

proof as possible, and many sawmills have been put up in the

South of late which are almost, if not quite, fireproof. Steel and

concrete are the favored materials, and while the original cost is

somewhat more than in the case of mill construction, the saving

accomplished through the reduction in insurance rates is in itself a

factor which makes the improvement a good investment, as a rule.

A veneer man in a southern mill town recently put up a plant

which is just about fireproof. It has concrete foundations and

floors, reinforced concrete walls, steel and concrete roof slabs and

a drj'house that is built of steel and concrete for the most part.

The manufacturer considered the whole proposition with the fire

insurance people, asking them to make suggestions as to the best

possible type of construction. When he had finished his building,

he asked the underwriters whether they regarded it as fireproof.

They told him it was.
'

' All right, then, '

' he replied, '
' I guess I '11 carry my own

insurance.'

'

This was rather "putting one over" on the insurance men, and

if it weren't for the danger of exposing large values in stock to

the fire hazard, such a course would probably be commendable.

As it is, the average business man, even though his building is

fireproof, usually finds it worti while to curry sonio insurance.

KEEP UP WITH THE PROCESSION
There is such a thing as being too deeply immersed in one's own

business. For instance, it is possible to be so interested in

manufacturing lumber as to overlook general developments which

relate to the lumber business just as much as to any other, and

are of importance to all.

A lumber organization in a middle western city recently decided

to have a number of outside speakers for the purpose of discussing

matters of current interest in that community. The speakers were

experts on their subjects, and opened the eyes of the lumbermen to

matters which, as they soon realized, were of vital importance to

the trade. For instance, until they had been addressed, the hard-

wood men did not know that they would probably be operating

under a workmen 's compensation law in the near future, not having

kept up with developments along this line; and various other legis-

lative matters affecting them and other employers were discussed,

giving them their first- inkling as-to the facts in this connection.

A good lumberman is a good business man generally; and every
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good business man is on the lookout for changes in the general

commercial situation which will affect him in any way. In addi-

tion to taking an active part in associaitons in his own trade, it is

well worth his while to belong to organizations of a general nature,

which have for their work keeping him advised of what is going on

in the lichl at large.

HARDWOODS IN THE ENGEAVING FIELD
Manufacturers of photo-engravings have called attention lately

to the fact that the use of sectional steel blocks as bases for plates

is becoming more popular in the printing business. This is a

matter of some general interest, because at present the engraver

supplies a wooden block which goes into the form and supports the

ugraving during the printing process. This is a rather important

•onsuming factor, also, for in view of the large increase in adver-

tising and publishing operations, the use of engravings has likevrise

been placed on a broader basis. The engravers say that wood is

not altogether satisfactory, and that steel is answering the purpose

better, the sections being made small enough to enable any size to

be provided. The situation seems to suggest investigation by those

interested in the continued use of wood, with the idea of finding

out the engravers' troubles and enabling him to dispose of them.

Cherry and birch have been used in this field for the most part.

ONE ADVANTAGE OF THIN STOCK
At least one advantage of making thin lumber is that it can be

put into the dry kiln as soon as cut, and shipped out promptly after

being dried. In other words, the time required for seasoning on
the yard is eliminated, and the turn-over of the capital invested can
be accomplished in a much shorter time. Of course, trade condi-
tions do not always permit the constant mo-.ement of stock from
the mill to the kiln to the car, but when this is the case the rapid
progress of the stock is in sharp contrast with the long tie-up of
green stock of thicker dimensions on the lumber yard. In the same
connection it is also to be noted that the concern which devotes
itself to making thin lumber usually manages to build up a reputa-
tion in this respect, so that when consumers think of thin lumber
they are likely to think at the same time of the concern which
devotes most of its attention to this business.

GETTING THE FALL LIST
One leading manufacturer of dimension stock has decided to

accept business only when the consumer is willing to give the
manufacturer his entire list of cuttings. In other words, this

concern figures that it can cut up the lumber to advantage only
when it has the entire list to work on, and that to try to get out
one or two sizes only, relying on orders from other sources to take
care of the waste, is poor policy. It seems, from the experience of
this company, that the business will gradually work itself out in

this way. Consumers who decide that the dimension idea is a good
one should be willing to turn all of their cutting operations over
to the mill, instead of using the plan only on sizes which are most
diflScult to get out.
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Under the J^ew Tariff
The tariff subject was worn threadbare a good many years ago.

Tariff talks are nearly always drearj', and digging for facts among
tariff figures is generally dry work. Still every business man in

the country should find something of particular interest in the first

month 's business under the new tariff law which constitutes the

first radical revision that we have had for some time. The figures

for the first month's imports and exports since the inauguration

of the new tariff have recently been supplied by the division of

statistics of the Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Commerce.

Some have talked of jokers here and jokers there in the tariff

bill, but the biggest joke of all has happened in connection with the

first month's business; or rather, the biggest joke of all is in the

fact that nothing happened. The figures show that notwithstand-

ing the talks of flooding this country with foreign goods, and the

stories by newspapers of every inch of bonded warehouse space

being taken to store goods awaiting the new tariff, and the reports

from various points of entry of extra help being put on to handle

the rush, October, 1913—the first month under the new tariff—came

near to being the smallest October for imports in three years.

The exact figures for October show a total of imports amounting

to $132,893,960. For October, 1912, the imports were $177,987,986.

For October, 1911, the imports were $132,605,751.

If we hadn 't had a new tariff law passed and if so many people

hadn 't said so many things about it and made so many predictions

about what would happen, these figures would just be mere dry

facts, and the total imports for the month of October would hardly

receive a second glance. It would be regarded as just a normal

month 's business with perhaps a little tendency to sluggishness.

But when we consider the things that were said and done by
various industrial interests, "it is to laugh." The lumber frater-

nity made its plea against free lumber, and made it strongly; the

beet sugar people maintained a press bureau at Washington with

which they put up all manner of pleas for their industry, and pre-

dictions as to disaster that would follow free sugar. The wool

people wooled around considerably, and on all sides and from every

direction came protest enough to make one think that letting down
the tariff wall would immediately bring such a flood of imports

that disaster would follow.

There were millions of dollars worth of goods brought in, of

course—that is usually the case, as our import trade runs into the

millions every month, but there were not any more millions than
usual, and as compared to the activities in the export trade or
import trade, was remarkably light. Moreover, while there may
have been millions of dollars worth of goods piled up in bonded
warehouses, there was probably nothing unusual in all this. A
little parenthetical note accompanying the statistics says that the
statistics for October, 1913, include entries under the tariff law
of 1913 beginning with the fourth day of the month. The entries

of the first three days of the month under the law of 1909, amounting
to approximately $13,665,000, are included with September totals.

This raises the question if people stopped bringing in goods under
the old tariff and were piling up, there should not have been any
appreciable amount of entries during these first three days. Tet
the figures show that the entries went on just about as usual.

If those who are given to waxing warm over tariff matters and
their effect on the business world will just take these statistics and
paste them in their hats where they can glance at them any time
they feel impelled to discourse on tariff and its influence on trade,

it should prove an effectual stop to spellbinding oratory on the

tariff in the future. These figures prove quite conclusively that while

the tariff may be a factor in business, there are many other factors

that have grown bigger, and the tariff itself has become so insignifi-

cant in its influence that the new law doesn't make even a ripj)le

in the flow (ft trade.

The thing about this report of international trade under the first

month of the new tariff that deserves serious consideration is our
export trade. Our exports for October, 1913, amounted to a total

of $271,558,726, which was not only the biggest October business

in three years but, as may readily be seen, it amounted to more
than twice the total of our imports for the same period. It is,

therefore, our export trade, especially the export trade in manu-
factured articles, that is the big factor in our industrial life.

What we need is to foster and continue the development of this

export trade for we have become a manufacturing nation requiring

a world's market. Our exports of manufactured goods have long

since passed the exports in foodstuffs in total value, and with the

steady enlargement of equipment and the increasing number of

industries the great thing to make the country prosperous in all its

industrial branches is a wide market and a bigger export trade.

J. C. T.
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The Mail Bag

Any reader of HARDWOOD R ECORD desiring to communicate
with any of the inquirers listed in this section can have the ad-
dresses on written request to the Mail Bag Department, HARD-
WOOD RECORD. 537 South Dearborn Street. Chicago, and referring
to the number at the head of each letter and enclosing a self-
addressed stamped envelope.

The .\.iti..n:il
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GcoiRO V. Masscy, E. F. Perry, secretary National Wholpsalc Lumbm-
DcaU'is' Association. James K. Mitchell, Mal)lon L. Savns;e, Goorce II.

Smith, Harry Walters and Uobcrt \V. Welsh. The occasion proved a

Jolly one. and a liberal How of wit and repnrt^ kept the giiests In roars

of laiit'liter throughout the tvenlnR. The committee to whom the suc-

cess of ihe entertainment is due Is composed of W. II. Smedley of the

Smedley Brothers i.'ompany. Frank Buck of estate ct Daniel Buck, and

Ualph Souder of Halloweli & Souder.

News of tbe Manufacturers' Association

Secretary W. II. Weller of ilu- llanlwond Manufacturers" Association

of the Inlted States recently returned to Cincinnati from a trip to

Memphis and Little Rock, where he went to make the preliminary

arrangements for the forthcoming twelfth annual meeting of the associa-

tion, which is to he held at the Gayoso hotel. Memphis, ,Tan. 21 and 22.

Mr. Weller makes the statement that jud.i;ing from the evidence he saw,

the coming convention will be one of the biggest and most successful ever

held by the association.

While in Memphis, Secretary Weller had a conference with R. M.
Carrier. Sardis, Miss. ; J. F. Mclntyre. Fine Bluff, Ark. : M. B. Cooper.

Memphis, Tenn., and Ralph May of Memphis, in which plans for the

meeting were discussed and definitely outlined. Mr. May assured Mr.

Weller that the Memphis lumbermen appreciated the fact that their town
has been selected for the convention, and are eager to do everything they

can to make the stay of the visitors at Memphis a memorable one.

. A committee is now at work on the entertainment, which will probably

be held on Ihe evening of January 21.

Hardwood Inspections in November
The official bulletin of The National Hardwood Lumber Association for

December gives the total inspections for the preceding moutli at 13,698.-

316 feet. Of this amount 7.972.484 feet were credited to salaried inspec-

tors, and 5,725. .S32 to fee inspectors. John M. Fritchard tendered his

resignation as chairman of the inspection rules committee, and it was
accepted. He has accepted the position of secretary of the Gum Lumber
Manufacturers" Association. A meeting of the board of managers has

been called for January 13. 1914.

Annual Arkansas Clvib

The first annual convention of tiie .\rkansas Lumbermen"s Club was
held in the travelers" rest room of the Marion hotel. Little Rock on
December 13. At this meeting officers of the association for the ensu-

ing .vear were elected as follows : C. A. Buschner, Freeman Smith Lum-
ber Company. Millville, Ark., president ; George W. AUport, Varner Land
& Lumber Company, Geridge, first vice-president ; A. W. Judd, Gates
Lumber Company. Wilmar, second vice-president ; W. J. Grossman, Forrest

City Manufacturing Company. Forrest City, secretary-treasurer ; O. O.

Axley, Southern Lumber Compan.v. Warren : Edwin Bower, Eagle Lumber
Company, Eagle Mills; L. A. Baudine, Wisconsin Lumber Company, Hut-
tig, trustees for the two year term.

All of these men, except Secretary Grossman, who was re-elected, hav-

ing served in the capacity of secretary-treasurer for the club since it

organized, are yellow pine men. The selection of all yellow pine officers

in the association was done at the suggestion of the retiring president.

J. F. Mclntyre of J. F. Mclntyre & Sons, hardwood manufacturers with
mills at Pine Bluff. An effort was made to re-elect Mr. Mclntyre to the

presidency of the Club for another year, but he stated very positively that

in his opinion, for the welfare of the organization, the officers should

alternate from year to year between the hardwood and the yellow pine

men.
The annual banquet was served in the evening to a large number of

members and visiting ladies and gentlemen. At the dinner Mr. Buschner,

the newly elected ijresident, presided, and as toastmaster called upon a

number of men for short talks. The occasion was a very enjoyable one.

Annual Dinner St. Louis Liunbermen's Exchange
The Liimbermen"s E.^change annual dinner li"l(l Tuesday evening Decem-

ber IG. at Fairst"s Restaurant, was one of the most enjoyable held for

several years. In addition to the local members present, several out-of-

town members were present. During the dinner there was a cabaret

performance.

After the dinner was finished, there was a brief business session held.

President F. H. Smith, presided, and after a few preliminary remarks, he

introduced K. A. Buschner. president of the Arkansas Lumbermen's Club,

who urged the lumbermen to unite in opposition to certain measures
adopted in southern lumber camps in regard to labor, by the Industrial

Workers of the World.
Following the talk. Secretary McBIalr read his annual report. In which

the year's work is reviewed. The total inspections of the year exceeded
6.00(1.001) ; a net increase of thirty firms in the membership was attained,

and a deficit at the beginning of the year of $200 was wiped out and a

substantial balance on the other side of the ledger was secured. A new
feature of the work for the year was the inauguration of a yellow pine

inspection service ; not only in St. Louis but in the yellow pine centers.

The hardwood j'ards in St. Louis got together In a co-operative movement
•and Issued two publications monthly. Tlic St. Louis Buyer is sent to

2,000 lumber manufacturers in the producing states and 5,000 copies of

the St. Louis Salesman are mailed to planing mills, furniture factories,

carriage and wagon factories, car builders, and other probable purchasers

In the consuming territory.

The report of the Traffic Committee of the exchange, of which Charles

E. Thomas was chairman, was then submitted and was unanimously
accepted. It staled that the Traffic Committee is opposing the proposed
five per cent advance on railroad rates, .so far as they apply to hardwoods.
The committctt does not believe that the lumber business, as a whole,

can stand any advances in freight rates on its product at the present

time, and is now paying its full pro rata of the revenue necessary to

conduct the mil reads of the country if they are conducted along econom-
ical and business like lines. It is claimed that If the value in dollars and
cents of a car of lumber is compared to a carload of cotton or sugar, or

other freight it will appear that the freight rates on lumber are much
higher in proportion than they are on some other commodities that are

often given preference in handling by the railroads, especially at certain

times of the year. Another thing to be considered is that the lumber
shipped In cars docs not burn up, nor is it so apt to be damaged In

transit as some other freights that take comparatively lower rates, all

things being considered, than lumber is compelled to pa}'.

The report continued by saying that the time may come when railroads

will be able to show that they are entitled to an advance in freight

rates so as to increase their general revenue, but this does not neces-

sarily menn that all rates should be advanced uniformly five per cent,

simply because the railroads need the money. It would be a great mis-

take to make one industry pay an advance, if that industry is already

paying a much greater rate on its freight in proportion to other lines

of business, and if that industry is struggling along and is compelled to

meet competition with substitutes, as the lumber business is at the

present time. Steel and concrete and fibre have and will continue to take

the place of lumber to a greater and greater extent, and the lumber
industry requires rates so as to encourage rather than discourage the

use of lumber. Doubtless there are numerous cases where the railroads

are entitled to a raise in rates, so as to increase their revenue, but the

raises should not be made on freight that is already paying more than its

proportion.

The committee further reported that it has succeeded in having the

advance rates to St. . Louis from the southwestern territory suspended

from time to time, and they are now suspended until July 1, 1914. These
rates, which carry on an average of from three to four cents advance per

hundred pounds to St. Louis on hardwood lumber, would' have taken

effect December 1, 1912, if it had not been for the work of the Lumber-
men's Exchange. The committee succeeded in raising considerable funds

to fight these proposed advance rates, which it now has in the hands of

Joseph A. Hafner as trustee for the funds.

Henry A. Boeckeler, chairman of the Missouri rate committee followed

with his report, which was accepted. The report is as follows :

This committee of the exchange was appointed by President Smith
after a general meeting held in September. Its work has been to investi-
gate thoroughly the operations of the intrastate rates as fixed by Statute
No. 3241 of Missouri and it is empowered to act—being, however, re-

quired to report back to the Exchange before taking any action which
might incur any expense. Its investigations thus far have brought to
light the fact thai the railroads are giving shippers the benefit of the
new law- except whore .a two line or more haul is involved. The law-
states that a continuous mileage rate shall be applied regardless of the
number of lines which carry a shipment. The railroads were instructed
by the Public Service Commission to obey this portion of the law but the
important ones have refused to do so and at a meeting of the committee
in the Exchange rooms attended by the Public Service Commissioner
Woerner. the committee was promised that .\rtorney Kc-an. for the Com-
mission, would begin work en this immediately and has furnished the
commission two instances of law violation on shipments of .\beles &
Taussig and the Gideon-.Vnderson Lumber Company. Nothing has been
dene, however, to date by ilii rnTiimi-sifin.

The final action Judge JIc I'h. r^..ii niarte necessary by the July decision
of the Supreme Court of the Iniiid States has been promised a number
of times. It was last promised fur Deceihber 5 and according to advices
received from the Public Service Commission is again promised for the
lotli. This decision has not yet been handed down and until it is nothing
can be done in the direction of proceeding in the collection of these rates.

Thos. E. Powe, chairman of the Public Affairs Committee, offered a
resolution urging immediate passage of the currency bill at Washington.

After considerable discussion it was passed.

The reports of the two nominating committees for officers during the

ensuing year were then received. The committee appointed from the floor,

composed of J. L. Benas. chairman, and Geo. Cottrell and Thos. E. Powe,
submitted the following slate :

Presii>knt— II. A. Boeckeler.
Vh-k-Prksidknt—F. 11. Smith.
Directors— E. H. Luehrmanu, Thos. E. Youngblood. T. J. Noser, F. E.

Sheldon, W. W. Milne, Chas. E. Thomas. G. E. Hibbard.
Aruitratiox—F. J. Liebke, L. Krug, J. A. Hemphill, Robt. Abeles, Jr.,

David O'Neall.

The committee appointed by the chair, and composed of R. F. Krebs,

chairman, Thos. J. Noser and A. R. Kingsvcrry, named the following as

their selection :
•

PRESID^:^•T— F. H. Smith.
\'ice-1'resident—H. A. Boeckeler.
Directors—W. R. Anderson. L. E. Cornelius. E. H. Luebrmann. W. W.

Milne, Thos. E. Powe, F. E. Sheldon. Franz Waldsteln.
Arbitration—J. L. Benas, E. W. Blumer, L. M. Borgess, C. A. Bowman,

R. V. Fletcher.

The election will be held at the rooms of the Exchange on January 2.

Following the nominations, the meeting adjourned.

Cincinnati Trade to Entertain

There is a combliwd effort on the part of all hardwood lumbermen of

Cincinnati to see that the visiting delegates to the convention of the Ohio

Retail Lumber Dealers' Association to be held here at the new Hotel
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Gilison, February 3, 4, and 5 are well taken care of and properly enter-

tained. It is expected that there will be close to one thousand visitors,

and a splendid meeting Is anticipated. Details of the entertainments and

tlie programme of the meeting have not as j-et been arranged jind due
notice will 1)0 given later.

There is a feeling of optimism among the hardwood dealers, the present

dullness not having any effect or redetiing a continued dullness. After

I he llrst of the year dealers are expecting a fair but not rushing business

after business opens up again. Conditions are right for this result, stocks

being low In the consumers' yards, and manufacturers of lumber with

fair stocks now on hand are running mills right along sharing in the

confidence in the market held by the dealers.

Meeting of Philadelphia Wholesalers

The Philadelphia Wbiilesale lAimber Dealers' .\ssociution, inaugurated

another social feature by inviting the retail lumber dealers and planing

mill firms In Philadelphia and vicinity to a dinner given .it "Kuglers," on

December 17. It was strongly emphasized that the dinner was not given

wllb the object of embarrassing the retailer, or in any way make him feel

obligated to buy from members of this association, but for the purpose of

bringing the wholesalers, the retailers and the planing mill men together

for mutual good, and ultimately fur the welfare of tie city. The guests

were given to understand that if the Philadelphia wholesalers do not sell

as cheaply or furnish as good material as could be found elsewhere, they

were Justifled in buying elsewhere. One hundred and twenty-two diners

sat down to a banquet which could have made suggestions to the famed
"Lucullus." -Vt each plate was a pamphlet giving a concise history of the

wholesale association, its direct purpose, and for general edification was
divided into short paragraphs.

"The members of tlie association know very well that they must be eco-
nomic and necessary agents in iho distrilintion of lumber.

'I'lii'v can surelv maintain )lii~ ^ipi > iiiacy in the patronage of their
friends." the retail dealers thrcMii;li ili^ ii.l\ .iiitage of their convenient loca-
tion, tlieir organizalion and sv^irm: ihrir established character, their
knowledge of sources of supi)l.v. I he cimsumption of the same, and their
lovaltv to established trade ethics.

"Bu.vers of lumber may absolutely rely upon the moral endorsement and
support of the association in any contract one of their members may
make."

It then gave the list of the members of the association.

The banquet room was handsomely decorated with the national and

state colors. The music was consigned to the efficient Jerry Shaw and his

orchestra. After cigars were passed around. President Owen M. Bruner

addressed the guests, telling of the advantages which the association

offers and of the efficient work of its committees.

The further conduct of the meeting was in charge of Robert G. Kay,

chairman of the committee on the dinner to the retailers. Mr, Kay
opened his speech by saying that this meeting had made him ten years

younger. He had met at the meeting old men and some younger men he

had not seen for years. "This is a get-together meeting," he said, "to

benefit them ail, and for the city of Philadelphia's welfare as well. We
want to do each other all the good we can, to work together to get the

great 1,700 foot dry dock brought to League Island, and also in behalf

of other great improvements now in prospect." Mr. Kay then introduced

Frederick S. Underbill of Wistar, Underbill & Nixon, who said in part

:

"Since you have received the invitation to come you have probably

several times raised the question as to why you were invited here and
wliat motives were behind the invitation. We want to assure you that

our motives are not altogether selfish, although we are frank to state

that we have a sincere conviction that benefits will come ultimately.

"The first essential point that we desire to emphasize is that where
there is such a strong representative community of retail merchants and
in the same community such a body of responsible, aggressive, wide awake
wholesale merchants it is self-evident that a substantially good and real

individual advantage to ail concerned is sure to result from a spirit of

mutual interest and co-operation.

"The second point is that every person here, because of his present

identification with the lumber trade, is interested in maintaining a per-

manent market for lumber. Regarding every item of lumber that you

handle the manufacturers of cement and other substitute materials have
been pouring into the ears of the architect underwriters, real estate men
and carpenters many points that are apparently convincing and the

result is that quite a number of these people already are altogether

against lumber or are prejudiced in favor of the substitute to the detri-

ment of lumber. If they are allowed to continue their missionary work
without any systematic, practical, coherent work on the part of those

who depend upon the lumber trade for a livelihood the result is surely

a menace to your interests and ours. We want you to know that we
propose to counteract this substitute propaganda.

"The third point and last that we will emphasize at this time is that

the members of this association have recognized the ethics of trade and in

seeking a market for their wares have fairly considered your welfare."

Mr. Kay then introduced Benjamin Stoker, of George W, Stoker & Son,

president of the Lumbermen's Exchange, as a retailer who buys ninety

per cent of his lumber in Philadelphia. Mr. Stoker said in part

:

"In the city of Philadelphia today we are represented by from sixty to

sixty-five retail yards. We employ from 1,500 to 2,000 people. We have
an investment of about ?10,000,000 in lumber of all kinds. We carry

about 100,000,000 feet of lumber ready for immediate delivery. We are

as necessary as the baker, the grocer or any other retail business. If we
should all conclude to close our gates for thirty days the business of our

elt.v, to a large extent, would be paral.Nzed, and so I have concluded that

we are somebody and our business is worth while, and yet, from a retail

point of view, present conditions seem to have us all aguessing and some
of us. I fear, agoing.

"Philadelphia has ceased to be a quaker village, has become a great

metropolis, the best and truest American city of them all and known
throughout the world as the city of homes and brotherly love, and we as

lumbermen, both wholesalers and retailers, have had our sluuo in the

making of it."

Herbert P. Robinson, of Mliler-Robinson Company, was next called

upon by Mr. Kay. Mr. Robinson said lie in llie past had depended on the

wholesaler to a great extent and had been much benefitted l)y the knowl-

edge obtained. He said he could not please all of the local men because

they come too fast. l''or complaint of wholesaler as to not getting enough
trade from the retailer Mr. Robinson gives for a reason that the lumber
merchant rarely calls on a customer. "We want to see the boss once In

a while," he said. "The local firms should trade with one another,"

was his opinion. "Although there were rarely any trouble or kicks

coming, it would be a better arrangement, for it is easier to make proper

adjustments and to settle with local men than with mills."

Mr. Kay wound up the evening with the oft repeated epigram "Live

and let live," adding "Let us help the men who help you." He reiter-

ated the explanation that the evening's affairs were for tlie exclusive pur-

pose of getting all the lumbermen in close touch for mutual as well as the

city's beuelil.

St. Louis Club Appoints Committees for 191-1

J. A. Rebels, the newly elected president of the St. Louis Lumbermen's
Club, has selected the following committees to serve during the ensuing

year: It is the purpose of the new administration to push the affairs of

the club along business lines to the fullest extent.

Entertainment Committee—R. J. Fine, chairman; W. W. Tilden, W.
W. Stephenson, Guy B. Fulton. Chas. Antrim.

Traffic Committee—T. C. Whitmarsh, chairman ; E. E. Eversuli, S. H.
Fuiierton, .1. W. Putnam, F. E. Sheldon.
Membership Committee—F. J. Riefiing, chairman; Otto Pfeffer, W. W.

Dings, B. B. Kennedy, J. E. Mink.
Akeitration Committee—Hans Wachsmuth, chairman; Chas. C. Curry,

.•\. F. Pendergrass, Carl Hoiekamp, R. T. Wintermann.
Statistician—W. F. Biedermann.
Publicity Committee—W. E. Barns, chairman ; Herman von Schrenk,

F. ,L Liebke, L. E. Cornelius, C. M. Jennings.
Legislation and Public Affairs Committee—E. C. Robinson, chair-

man ; Julius Seidel, C. W. Jurden, Geo. K. Smith, Stephen J. Gavin.

National Wholesalers to Meet at Buffalo

The Board of Trustees of the National Whobsale Lumber Dealers' Asso-

ciation met in New York, December 18, and decided on tlie date and place

for holding the next annual convention. The big meeting will be held

March 4 and o at Buffalo. N. Y., hotel or meeting place to be chosen later.

The association had invitations from many other cities, among others

Memphis, Philadelphia, Boston, Nashville, New Orleans and Colorado

Springs. Buffalo was chosen at this time because of its convenience of

location for members in the States and Canada, and furthermore it is

many years since this association met in Buffalo. As usual the meeting
arrangements and entertainment features will be under the direction of

the executive committee, the association acting as host at the dinner.

Forest Products Exposition Bulletin

Definite shape is taking the place of the preliminary generalities of

the Forest Products Exposition and within a short time there will ba

descriptions of proposed exhibits, the working plans of some of the

associations, companies and individuals, and the general program of the

great undertaking for the exploitation of American wood. In order to

insure the proper amount of demonstrating material showing the operative

working of the Forestry Service, a bill has been prepared for Congress to

appropriate the sum of $10,000 for the preparation and maintenance o(

an exhibit of the forestry division of the United States Department of

Agriculture at Chicago and New York. The management of the exposition

is in communication with public authorities and private concerns in the

Philippines and Panama, while a number of Canadian interests are study-

ing plans for active participation.

An effective argument in exploiting the Forest Products Exposition is

the personal discussion of the purpose, plans and progress as presented

by Manager George S. Wood or his representative at the various trade

conventions and meetings. During January and February Mr. Wood will

visit the principal meetings of the country in the various branches of the

industry, covering practically every point of the compass from Chicago
and making his home in a Pullman car. The active participation of

clubs and organizations, as well as the individual concerns, is being

developed along lines that promise successful results.

Many applications for space have been received at the headquarters in

Chicago, representing the general interest throughout the trade that is

being taken in this shop window of the industry. One of the difficulties

anticipated by the management at the outset was that of reaching the

people and interests whose participation would be essential to making up
a complete story of American wood, but the co-operation of associations

and concerns throughout the country has spread the news until nearly

every angle of the trade seems to have been reached, according to advice

received by the management. A number of the leading organizations do
not hold their meetings until January and February and while assuring
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cooperation and roiuosiutalion, tlioy have been tinahlc to take oCTicial

cognizance anil prepare physical plans. Manager Wood is urging upon all

prospective exhibitors the value of preparing their exhibits In portable

form as far as possible, not only for shipment from the original point to

I'hicago, but for facilitation of another rapid movement from Chicago to

Xew York.

The management expects to make arrangements for one and possibly

two sections of special freight train running on passenger schedule from
Chicago to Xew York, although the details of transportation arrange-

ments must be assumed by the exhibitor.

It is reported that no industrial exposition in years has slirred the

interest In the Kast as the Forest I'roducts Exposition, which Is significant

to the industry of a stimulated action in the right direction, especially in

view of the readjustment of trade standards and conditions with the

opening of the Panama canal. .

Southern Hardwood Traffic Bureau Increases Quarters
On lieoonilier It! the gDverniug lioiud of the Southern Hardwood Trallic

Hureau of Memphis decided to increase the working quarters to mor(>

adequately accommodate the constantly growing duties of that bureau.

A committee was appointed to decide upon enlarging the quarters, this

committee being composed of James E. Stark, Walter Darnell and C. I).

Ilendrickson.

The annual eltction of the bureau will be held on January 6 and the

president, vice-president and five dinctors will be chosen.

Memphis Club lUection

The annual election of the iillicors ot the Memphis Lumbermen's Club,

held Saturday, December 13, resulted in the choice of J. D. Allen, Jr., for

president ; Kalph May for vice-president ; C. D. Cadell, secretary ; T. E.

. I ones. O. M. Krebs and J. F. McSweyn, directors. The campaign for

election has been energetically carried on and the resulting vote showed
the keen competition between the blue and red tickets. In the presi-

dential election Mr. Allen on the blue ticket won out over S. M. Nickey.

his opponent on. the red ticket, by only five votes. Inasmuch as the red

ticket secured only two of the election, the result was a decided victory

for those sponsoring the candidacy of the blue ticket. Practically the

entire membership of 150 was in attendance and voted.

According to the usual custom, each of the newly elected officers and
directors made a speech following the announcements of the balloting in

each case. The next regular meeting of the club will take place January
10, when the newly elected officers will be installed.

F. E. Stonebraker was in charge of elections and was assisted by D. C.

Major and C. D. Hendriekson, who acted as judges. John W. McClure
and G. C. Ehemann were clerks.

Following the election the members were served with a buffet luncheon
and then followed the business session, during which a resolution was
passed extending to Senators Shield and Lea and Congressman McKellar
of Tennessee a vote of thanks for their efforts to secure for Memphis one
of the regional reserve banks which will be started under the new cur-

rency measure.

^^ Mt^iK:biii;:iBi.ji;;i^y.tiJiwtTOMS)t;i)tBJg)XiK»aiasi^^

With the Trade

Dailey and Allen Ltunber Company Starts Business at Pittsburgh

A new hardwood concern in I'iitslnir?;h is the Dailey & Alien Lumber
(Company at 020 Farmers' I'-auk liuildlng. Fred C, Dailey. senior mem-
ber of the company, was for several years an ail around lumberman in

Pittsburgh, before going to the Willson Brothers Lumber Company,
where he has been fourteen years and where he was a director the past

few years. He is one of the l)est known salesmen in Pennsylvania.
Robert Allen started as an office boy with Willson Brothers, and for

the last two years has been secretary of that company and also manager
of its trafUc and hardwood departmmt. He had quite an extended expe-

rience also as a salesman in the eastern market. The concern expects

to make a specialty of hardwood and is arranging to have one of the

best cypress agencies in this part of the country. It will also handle oak
flooring In particular, as that stock is much used but often very hard
to get in this district.

Boston Firm Prepares for Opening of Canal

Lawrence & Wiggin. hardwood dealers, Boston, have been very busy of

late making preparations to handle large quantities of Pacific coast

lumber upon the opening of the Panama Canal. They have purchased
a large tract of land In Charlestown on the water front adjoining to

$2,.">00,000 warehouse property in which this concern is interested. The
additional property will be used In part as a lumber yard. The new
purchase gives the company about twelve acres. The property contains

two and one-half miles of railroad tracks, and the wharf has five large

berths for vessels. The unloading of the lumljcr from the steamer will

be done by cranes, and the company states it will be able in this way to

unload 1,000,000 feet a day.

Lawrence & Wiggin are planning the largest wholesale lumber yard In

the East. It Is said they will carry a stock of fully 1.5,000,000 feet at

all times. They arc Interested In the recently organized steamship com-
pany to be known as the Boston-Pacific Steamship Company. Mr. Wig-

gin states that this company has twelve steamers that it can use in this

service. These steamers will bring lumber from the Pacific coast to
Boston and will go back loaded with a general cargo. The company will
be able to store merchandise in a very large way and to load direct to

the railroads for shipment west or south,

George G. Roberts Company to Open New Mill
The George (i, l!cil).rls ('..inuany of (icrn'us. Miss., a point about

twenty-five miles south of Mempliis on the Yazoo & Mississippi Valley
railroad, announces that it has in course of construction a band mill

that will be ready for operation about the first of February.
The plant will be equipped with a Smith, Me.ver & Schnier 8-foot mill

with a capacity of 3,"i,000 feet a day. In addition to this the company
is now operating a circular mill at the same point and turns out about
2.").000 feet of lumber per day. This company owns about 40,000,(WO feet

of oak and gum stuuipage within a reasonable distance of its mill
oi)eration.

Chicago Veneer Company Moves General Offices

The Chicago Veneer Company of Ilurnside. Ky., announces that it has
just moved its general ollices from Biirnside to Danville, Ky. This move
was made necessary on account of increasing business, and it is hoped
it will result in obtaining greater efficiency In looking after the wants of
the trade, and In facilitating the handling of the business.

The company's force is very pleasantly located in new offices, which are
thoroughly equipped with up-to-date equipment and modern oBice appli-
ances. The plant at Burnside is in full operation, ami tlie change in

offices will not cause any interruption whatever.

To Reorganize Furniture Factory
It is reported from Brenham, Tex., that there is a movement on foot to

re-open the Brenham furniture factory which has been idle for the past
few years. The plan is to reorganize a new company, raise the capital

stock, and install new and improved machinery for the purpose of manu-
facturing furniture from local woods. An option has been secured on the
plant.

Another Hines Purchase Reported
It is rumored that the Edward Hiues Lumlier Company of Chicago Is

figuring on buying the plant of the John H. Kaiser Lumber Company at

Eau Claire, Wis., and its holdings in Saw.ver county, Wisconsin. Mr.
Hines recently visited the Eau Claire plant to inspect it. While the

report is merely a rumor, it is given credence and it is stated that if the

deal goes through it will involve the exchange of $1,500,000, including

the plant and timberlands.

Wood-Mosaic Company Building Excellent Plant

In this connection is shown a cut of the new mill of the Wood-Mosaic
Company, which is being erected at New Albany, Ind. The former mill

was burned out on the first of August, 1913, and the plant is designed

along entirely different lines. The structure will be of brick, steel and
concrete throughout, and the fiooring will be a form of non-absorbent

paving. The mill will have a capacity of 25,000 feet of lumber ; 45,000

feet of flooring and 30,000 feet of veneer. The dry kiln will have a
capacity of 1,250,000 feet a month. It is expected that the mill will be

completed about the first of February, 1914.

The other mill of the company at Highland Park, K.v., will be built

for manufacturing himber only, and is also of concrete and steel con-

struction. The cost, including the double band mill and the battery of

dry kilns, will be $60,000.

The New Albany plant will cost. Including the modern electric power

plant, $150,000. It is expected to have this plant a model in every way.

The company has thirteen acres of ground and is going to plant grass

and shrubs around the office building, the drives, etc. This modern plan

will be carried out generally.

NEW PLANT OF THE WOOD-MOSAIC COMPANY, NEW ALBANY,
IND., IN COURSE OP CONSTRUCTION
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Cyrus 0. Shafer to Incorporate

Cyrus C. Sliafi-r of South Ilo'iil. Ind., an-

noiincps Hint bpgliininir wlUr.Iiiniiniy 1. 1014,

iiis business will be iuoorporalcd as tlie Cyrus

C. Slinfer Lumber Company. Mr. Sliafcr Is do-

sirous that It bo known that this diango will

in no way affect the operation or administra-

tion ot the biisln'ss as It is merely an ae-

knowledKmeut on his part of the enielent work
done by his assistants In the olJlce, and the

incorporation Is only a means of enabling them
to share in the company's proflts.

The capital stock will be $nOO.Oon. paid up.

and the only Interested parties In the orynn-

Izatlon aside from Mr. Shafer will be his

assistants, men who have been with him from
three to fifteen years.

The business of Cyrus C. Shafer offers a

striking Illustration of the successful results

to be attained through specializing. Ills busi-

ness has practically doubled each year. lie

iiarted In 18SI0 at Jlilford. Ind., with a capital

stock of $1,.")00, and twenty acres of timber,

lie owned there a sawmill with a capacity of

.",000 feet per day. Since that time, as stated.

Ills business has been increasing remarkably
every year, and the annual sales now aggre-

gate about $1,000,000.

The scope of the company has increased to

the extent that it has a number of receiving and distributing yards at
different points in the country, chief among which are the yards at
I'aii-o, 111., and Troy, Tenn. The Cairo yard is known as the main dis-

iributing yard. This yard has the advantage of being on three trunk
lines and of having four-tilths of a mile of private siding. The capacity
of this siding is ]0t» cars and it is not at all uncommon to have fifty

and sixty cars on the tracks at one time. This yard has a handling
capacity of 200,000 feet daily, and maintains a corps of twelve or thir-

teen inspectors under normal conditions. It may be remembered that on
April 28, 1913, the company loaded out from the Cairo yard forty-two
cars of heavy oak in a single shipment on a special train, this stock
being loaded on the two days of April 27 and 2S.

The Cyrus C. Shafer Lumber Company will carry as heretofore an
unusual assortment of stock, specializing in heavy oak and also handling
considerable quantities of ash, hickory and poplar, although it can take
care of orders for all other southern hardwoods.
Cyrus C. .Shafer is president and general manager of the new company

and .Jolin It. Shafer, his brother, secretary and treasurer.

Some Unusual Oak Veneer Logs

In this connection is shown a small part of the oak veneer logs on
the yards of the Fred W. Black Lumber Company, Chicago, which for

perfect symmetry, size and general soundness are altogether remarkable.
This company has been doing a big business in sawed oak, and is bringing
in some stock that is sure to give the firm a reputation for handling the
right kind of veneers.

The logs in question average forty-one inches in diameter, while
sixty-five per cent of them are thirty-two inches and up, and none are
under twenty-eight inches.

This picture shows but a small portion ot the log yard of the company,
but is reproduced herewith because it gives an accurate idea of the
remarkable roundness and the sound condition ot the logs. At the left is

cutis C. SHAFER. SOUTH BEND, IND.

to be seen a small corner of a large pile of

mahogany legs, which class of material this

company is constantly receiving,

Death of Hoyt H. Green

lloyt II. Green, sevc^nly-seven years old,

president of the American Hardwood Lumber
Company. St. Louis, .Mo., died last week In

Cleveland, O., at the home of his daughter.
Heath was due to the infirmities of old age.

Mr. Green retired from active business about
iwo years ago when his health began to fail.

hut still retained his interest in various enter-

l>ri.ses, among them the lumber company.

-Mr.* Green was born September 15, 183G, in

Coleraln, Mass. lie was educated In the pub-
lic schools. He entered his life's work. In

the foundry of Geo. W. Sizer & Co., in Cleve-
land. Later he went to the Mowry Car Wheel
Company in Cincinnati. Ue came to St. Louis
in 18oG. With his brother, D. P. Green, as a
partner, he started the firm now known as the
• Jreen Car Wheel Company. The firm was
known as D. P. Green & Co., until 1864, when
it was incorporated under its present name.

Shortly after he came to St. Louis Mr.
Green married Miss Julia Moore. Mrs. Green
died twelve years ago.

Mr. Green was also president of the Amer-
ican Hardwood Lumber Company, and vice-

president of the Williams Patent Crusher and • Pulverizing Company.
During tbe war he was a member of the Missouri Home Guard. He was
a prominent Mason and a member of the Mercantile and Kccreation clubs

in this city.

New Chair Factory Opened at Chattanooga
W. S. Milne of Chattanooga recently formally ojiini'd his chair factory,

the ceremony being witnessed by about nue huurlnd invited guests. The
factory is modernly equipped throughout and is furnished with complete
electric drive.

W. D. Young & Co. to Increase Plant
It is reported from Bay City, Mich., that \Y. D. Young & Co. are to

increase their capacity by the erection of a factory building for the pur-

pose of manufacturing the finished product for the Aladdin houses of the

Xorth American Construction Company. The contract will necessitate a
complete new equipment with special machinery for this particular work.
The new plant will he located adjacent to the flooring factory and will

be 115x400 feet, constructed on the unit plan with all modern appliances.

E. Sondheimer Company Pays in Full

It was reported that the E. Sondheimer Company of Memphis. Tenn.,

recently paid it.s creditors in full and that the business is returned to the

stockholders. The amount paid during the last two years aggregates from
$700,000 to .$800,000 with interest at six per cent. This getting back to

its former status by the Sondheimer company will undoubtedly be wel-

comed among the many friends of the principles of this concern.

Exceptional Yellow Pine for Veneering
In this connection is shown a photograph ot a carlo.td of unusual

yellow poplar which w.ts recently received at the plant of the Knoxville
Veneer Company, Knoxville, Tenn. The carload of logs, as seen, all came
from one tree and are altogether unusual in their fine symmetry and large

size. These logs will be cut into veneered door stock.

PART OF A SIIIl'MENT WHITE l).\K Vi:.\i:i:k L(m;S ON THE YARD
OF THE FRED W. BLACK LUMBER CO.MPANV, CHICAGO.

SOME YELLOW I>INE VENEER LOGS THAT ARE QUITE UNUSUAL
IN CH.UtACTER. RECEIVED BY KNOXVILLE VENEER

COMPANY, KNOXVILLE, TENN.
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Buys Virginia Hardwoods
A tract of 2.!,000 iiires of lianlwuoil timber In soiitlnvpstcrn Virslniu

was recently purchased by the Clinchfield Timber Corporation for the sum

of $::r>0.000. The deal carries with it only the timber Dights. while the

coai rights are reserved l)y the former owners, being valued at :$2.000,000.

East Jordan Lumber Company Loses Mill

At six o'clock on the afternoon of Wedni'sday. December 17. the hemlock

mill known as Jliil B of the East Jordan Lumber Company at East

Jordan. Mich., was totally destroyed by fire. The conflagration consumed

the mill structure and destroyed the circular mill with a band resaw.

The resulting loss was $20,000, of which Siri.OOO is covered by insurance.

The company announces that it already has under construction a larger

and more modern plant. Mill A will operate day and night until the

new mill is finished, but aside from this, operations will go on about as

usual.

Pertinent Information

Splicing a Sand Belt

There has been g:eat development iu late years in belt sand papering

machinery, and nearly every wood-working institution in the country is

now a user of some machinery, of lliis kind. But the development of a

sand belt for such machinery has not been what might be called success-

ful, inasmuch as the ordinary means for joining tliem left the belt

thicker at the joint than anywhere else, which Joint passes over the

work with a jerk, causing imperfections on work, and making the life of

a belt very uncertain.

A TOpans for cutting and perfecting a tapered or beveled joint has been

invented by the C. H. Driver & Kerr Company, 1322 Sixteenth street.

liacine. Wis. It is claimed that its machine takes a roll of material, cuts

Ihc tapered joints to the length of belt required, passing it on through

and re-rolling on a spool through which a rod can be run so that the

roll may be hung on brackets for convenience in handling. "When a

belt is wanted, all there is to do is to unroll to the joint, cut off and
iiment the tapered ends together, which makes a perfect belt with the

joint no thicker than any other point on it. The ordinary method has

been to measure and cut off a desired length from a roll of material, and

then glue a strip across the two ends, which, of course, left a joint.

A New Lumber Piling Jack
There is on tbo market a device which insures the piling of lumber of

all kinds without injury to its surface. It facilitates piling on account

of the ease and rapidity with which this work may be done. The device

1 onsists of a head on which are mounted a series of pointed teeth. These

being inclined slightly enable the lumber to be pushed upward along their

surface, but prevent it from slipping downward. The head may be

asily revolved in any direction. A spring attached to the side of a

head brings It to its origical position as soon as the board releases it,

so that the jack is always ready for instant action.

The heaviest and widest boards may be handled without danger of

marring their face or of splitting, as is apt to occur where a pointed

stick or post is used.

In the accompanying illustration Xo. 1 is to be attached to a squared

pole and inserted Ijetwecn the layers of lumber at any point desired.

No. 2 may be fastened to the top of a 1x4 post or to the upright of a

yard truck.

The jack is manufactured by E. C. .\tkins & Co., Inc., Indianapolis,

Ind.. and was r. ady f..r d.'livery aiif.ui N..v. 1.

Short Day on Saturday Unlawftil at Arkansas Mills

In the newspapers of the Southwest of late there has been a great

deal said by Arkansas State Labor Commissioner J. C. Clary, in regard

to sawmill npiraiors violating the law which provides against working

the employes for more than ten hours per day. Under the custom that

has grown up in the state, mill operators have heretofore worked their

men for ten and one-halt hours daily during the first five days of tlic

week. In order that the men might be able to get off two and one-halt

hours earlier on Saturday. This practice, Commissioner Clary contends,

is in violation of an Arkansas statute. Recently Commissioner Clary

called on Attorney General Moose for an opinion in the matter, and in

'O/:^.

THE MODEUX WAY OF SPLICING BELT SANDERS

reply Judge Moose said in part as follows : "You state that some of the

sawmills of the state have adopted the custom of compelling their em-

ployes to work ten and one-half hours five days in the week and seven

and one-half hours on Saturdays, which on the average make ten hours

a day tor the six working days. You ask whether that is lawful under

the provision of the act aforesaid. I do not think it is. Section 1 of

the act provides that ten hours shall constitute a legal day's work for all

classes of working men and laborers engaged in the operating and con-

structing of saw and planing mills in this state. If ten hours is a legal

day's work, ten and one-half hours is not legal.

"You will observe, too, that the act provides for a day's work, and not

a week's work. If it is lawful to work ten and one-half hours the first

five days, it is lawful to work fifteen hours the first four days of the

week and then compel the men to do nothing the remainder of the week.

You will also notice that In Section 3 of the act. it is provided that each

day's violation of this act or any part thereof shall be considered a sepa-

rate offense. The act provides that nothing therein shall prevent the

employer or employe from contracting for a less number of hours for a

legal day's work than is mentioned in Section 1. but it does not provide

that they may contract for a greater number of hours. So it is my
opinion that when the company operating the sawmill requires its

employes to work more than ten hours in any one day, it violates not

only the letter, hut the spirit of the act"
The millnien say that by this agitation Commi.ssioner Clary

is going to work a hardship on the employes rather than upon

the mill operators. They state that the practice of working
the men for ten and one-half hours per day for the first five

days and thereby allowing them to get off two and one-halt

hours earlier on Saturday, has grown up at the request of the

employes: that so far as the manufacturers are concerned they

would much prefer having six days per week on tlie uniform

time of ten hours. Tliey also state that if they are not to

work the repair men after the 6 o'clock whistle blows in the

evening, it will mean that the plant will have to be closed

down when repairs are necessary, and thereby the employes

will be forced to lay off. This, the mill men contend, is

harder on the emplo.ves who depend on their time for their

living than it Is upon the mill operators.

ATKINS LL'MBEK PILING JACK

'I'here may be fifty per cent ot waste in manufacturing
narrow hardwood and parquetry flooring but this product

helps helps save a lot that might otherwise be waste for the

mill man.
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Hardwood ^ews ISfotes

=< NEW YORK y-

=-< MISCELLANEOUS ">•-

Tlip Arkniisiis Ilipkory Cmnpnn.v lias hocii iucoi'ijoratod at MarvoU, Ark.
Till! concern lias a capital stock of $.'i,000.

The Coppos, Zook & Mutscliler Company of Nappaneo, Ind., announces
that Albert and Charles Mutscliler have withdrawn.
The l^elyh Handle Company has been Incorporated at Bridtjeporl. La.,

with a capital of fjiin.OOO.

The Maple Chair Company of Shandaken, N. Y., has sold out to the
Kulton Furniture Company.
The Foss Woodworking Company has incorporated at Cleveland. O.,

under that name, the capital stock being .flO.OOO.

The lludilleson Lumber and Supply Company has been Incorporated at
Huntington. W. Va.. with a capital stock of $50,000.

< CHICAGO >-

W. S. Sterrett, sales mauuger for the M. B. Farrin Lumber Company.
Cincinnati, spent several days In Chicago on business recently.

Frank Donnell, sales manager for Young & Cutslnger. Evansville, Ind.,
was In Chicago for a couple of days recently on a hurried business trip.

Henry Ballou, general manager of Cobbs & Mitchell. Inc., Cadillac.
Mich., was in Chicago for a few days of last week, accompanied by Mrs.
Ballou. The purpose of this visit was to take care of some necessary
shopping In connection with the Christmas season.

T. II. Dunlap of the Dunlap Lumber Company, Nashville, Tenn., spent
a few da.vs In Chicago recently.

F. W. Dugan of the Dugan Lumber Company. Memphis. Tenn.. spent
a few days of last week with the local trade on business.
Thomas McFarland. the hardwood man of Cairo, III., visited the local

trade recently.

Robert Maisey of Maisey & Dion, Chicago, left on December 17 for a
buying trip of several days' duration to mill points in southern Tennes-
see. Mr. Maisey said he expected to pick up several large quantities of
stock.

Uakdwood Record acknowledges a very handsome publication Issued
by the Northern Hemlock & Hardwood Manufacturers' Association,
through Its secretary, R. S. Kellogg. The booklet is designed to increase
the sale of hemlock, and judging from its character it should certainly
do so. Mr. Kellogg is to be congratulated.
The Lumbermen's Club of Chicago held another of its informal dances

at the club rooms on Wednesday evening, December 17. As at former
and similar functions, Miss Ruth Stonehouse was engaged to teach the
new dances.

Haedwood Record acknowledges the receipt of a very valuable book
entitled "The Tribulations of Tim Burr Owner." The pamphlet is well
printed and Illustrated with pen drawings, each showing a forest Are
scene, and the specific cause in each case. There is a verse in each of
the pictures which tells rather humorously of the cause of the Are. The
purpose of the book is to secure increased support for the Northern
Forest Protective Association on the part of timber owners in Michigan.
This association is located at Munising, Mich. Frank B. Wyman is

manager. The association aims to protect forests.

Hardwood Record acknowledges receipt of a Christmas greeting in the
form of a handsomely engraved and embossed card from the Tennessee
Oak Flooring Company, Nashville, Tenn.

E. C. Atkins & Co., Inc., the saw manufacturers of Indianapolis, have
gotten out their seasonable greetings with the usual individual touch
which this concern puts into all its publicity matter. The greeting is in
the form of an engraved announcement with the usual Christmas felicita-

tions in each envelope and enclosed the personal cards of N. A. Gladding
and Henry C. Atkins.

Hardwood Record acknowledges a handsome memorandum book bound
in leather gotten out by Williams Brothers Company, Cadillac, Mich.
The Gorham Brothers Company, panel manufacturers of Mount Pleasant,

Mich., have issued a very handsome calendar of a practical nature and of
pleasing appearance.
The Midland Lumber Company, Parker.sburg. W. Va., has maintained

Its reputation this year for the high character of the calendars which this

concern has been getting out for years past.

The John B. Y'ates Lumber Comjiany, Pennsboro, W. Ya., has issued a
very artistic calendar.

Russe & Burgess, Inc., Memphis, Tenn.. have expressed their season's
greetings to their friends in the trade by means of a pleasingly engraved
card.

The Regan Printing House of Chicago has just published a handsome
and exhaustive book entitled ".Vmerlca's Triumph at Panama," by Ralph
Emmett Avery. The book is a complete history of the construction of the
Panama canal from ocean to ocean, and affords the most beautiful photo-
graphs the world has ever seen.

Christmas greetings have been sent Hardwood Record by G. D. Crain.
Jr., Louisville, Ky., in the way of a beautifully engraved card expressing
his best wishes for Christmas and the New Y'car.

The Building Material .Men's Association of Westchester held its annual
meeting and election at White Plains on December 11. at which time a

good number of the members were present. John F. DInkel of the Dinkel

& Jewell Company, Tarrytown, was elected president, succeeding E. M.
Yerks, who had served several terms. Mr. Ulnkel has always been
active In the work of the association and an ardent supporter of all the

principles of trade organization. E. N. I..eete, Mount Kisco, was elected

vice-president; Robert Haviland and Tracy Cowen were re-elected treasurer

and secretary respectively.

The association will hold Its annual dinner at the Manhattan Hotel,

New York on January 27.

The association is co-operating with others in an effort to secure a

new lien law In New York.

The Acorn I,umber Company, hardwood wholesaler of Pittsburgh, has
opened an oflice at No. 1 Madison avenue, in charge of G. H. Trump.
As a result of efforts on the part of the National Wholesale Lumber

Dealers' Association the New Y''ork Central & Hudson Ulver railroad

lighterage rule has been changed in the following particular:

"Flooring, celling or other lumber stock (whether for export or local
(leliviiy), less than 4 inches wide, 1 inch thick, or commercially known
as "iiicb lumber." and 6 feet long, in either dimension, unle.ss in bundles,
and excepting joist and scantling."

Heretofore some lumber dressed to % was lightered at an extra

charge. Under the new rule such lumber will now be delivered In New
York lighterage free.

The new building code will not be reported to the Board of Aldermen
of the present administration. There is unquestionably some demand for

a new code that will assure more protection against Are, but it is

reassuring to note the failure of the latest effort, which was a very bad
makeshift.

< PHILADELPHIA >
Charles K. Parry & (_'o., owners of the Carolina Spruce Company,

Pensacola, N. C, report mill getting out some excellent stock, and that

they have over two million feet of hardwood on sticks. Within thirty

days they will cut only spruce and hemlock. Trade has kept up fairly

well, which Is attributed to the fact "that they are carrying certain grades
which are unusually scarce at this time. Mr. Parry is spending a week
at the mill sizing up the stock situation.

John W. Floyd of the Floyd Lumber Company, reports things moving
along satisfactorily for this time of the year. No decided change in the

situation is looked for until after the first of the new year.

Ralph Souder of Hallowell & Souder testifies to fair trading right

along. More or less of a business hiatus is to be expected during the

holidays. After January 1 a little more buoyancy is looked for.

Wistar, Underhill & Nixon are preparing for a holiday rest. Their
salesmen will all spend Christmas in their respective homes. Mr. Under-
hill says in some lines prices have been well sustained, in others there

has been some shading, but they are not disposed to disparage their

share of business. E. Wyatt Wistar is spending some time at their mill

in Sumter, S. C.

Owen M. Bruner of the Owen M. Bruner Company says business is

spotty, but a fair volume of trading is admitted for this time of the year.

The.v look for a more copious activity after the holidays. The company is

giving out a few handsome Maraschino white pine desk calendars as

souvenirs.

The D. B. Curll Lumber Company has no fault to find with conditions.

Mr. Curll says they have been able to place their goods right along and
have no unusual accumulation of stock at mills.

T. W. Noch of the Oregon Lumber Company, Baker City, Ore., while

visiting his mother here, is taking in the local trade, and has called at the

Lumbermen's Exchange. A. S. McGaughan, who makes his headquarters

at the Exchange rooms, is the Philadelphia representative of this western
concern.

Schofieid Bros., owners of the Saltkeatchie Lumber Company, Schofield,

S. C, and the Schofield, Lance Company, wholesale distributing yard.

Reading, Pa., report a fair volume of business right along for this time

of year. Frank E. and Robert W. Schofield and George F. Lance, Jr., of

the Reading branch recently visited Schofield, S. C. ; also made a tour

of all the mills in which they are interested. Frank E. Schofield says

everything Is moving along in good shape and there is no accumulation of

stock anywhere.
S. P. Bowers of the S. P. Bowers Company says business has not been

so bad considering present conditions and October w^as the best month
they ever had. Railroads are retrenching somewhat at this time, but It

is only a matter of time when they will come into the market and probably

pay more money for lumber than they could buy it for now.

=-< BUFFALO y
M. M. Wall has secured for Buffalo the next convrnlion of the National

Wholesale Lumber Dealers' Association, which will be held on March 4

and 5. It is expected that 500 or more lumbermen will come here for

the meeting. Mr. Wall, who is one of the trustees of the association.

was in New York about the middle of the month, to attend a meeting of

the board.

I. N. Stewart, who has been in the hardwood business at S92 Elk
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strwt for about twenty years, formerly as a member of Mead & Stewart,

and latterly as a member of I. N. Stewart & Bro., has sold out his yard

to O. E. Yeager, whose yard adjoins on the east. This Is one of the

most important business changes In the hardwood line in some time and

by It Mr. YcaKcr acquires a good sized general stocis of different hard-

woods, including oak. poplar and cherry. Mr. Stewart is now building an

apartment house In South Buffalo and may continue in this line of busi-

ness in future.

The planing mill formerly owned by the Joseph Metz & Sons' Company
which went Into bankruptcy, has been sold to 11. C. Tucker, a local

broker, who has not yet made known his Intention regarding the property.

O. K. Yeager will attend the meeting of the trustees of the National

Hardwood Lumber .Association in Chicago on January 15 and will carfy

an Invitation from Buffalo for the holding of the annual convention here

next June.

J. W. Welch, who is now in the hardwood business in Memphis with

his brother, is expected to spend the holidays in this city. "Jack" Wall,

son of J. B. Wall, Is also coming home from Alabama, where be has

been for several months.

James .\. White, president of the National Lumber Company, has been

looking after lumber business in Michigan, spending several days recently

in Muskegon and Boyne City.

Miller. Strum & Miller state that the hardwood trade is as good as it

was a month ago, though not active. The yard is selling fair hardwood
stocks, especially oak and maple.

Davenport & Ridley were elected members of the Buffalo Lumber Ex-

change at the last meeting of that organization. Mr. Ridley lately spent

a week in Tennsylvania on lumber business.

The last lumber cargo to arrive by lake this year was 450,000 feet of

maple for the yard of II. H. Salmon & Co. The vessel was detained

several days at Port Colborne by storms.

Hugh McLean is planning to visit the southern mills of his lumber

company in January. The Memphis mill is as usual closed down for

about a week over the holidays.

W. L. Blakeslee. of Blakeslee, Perrin & Darling, has returned from an

eastern business trip and reports the sale of a fair amount of different

hardwoods while away.

The Standard Hardwood Lumber Company reports that business Is

quiet, but it expects an early revival and a big year. The company is

bringing down hardwood lumber from its mills on the Cumberland by
barge and landing it at Burnside for shipment this way.

Taylor & Crate will carry out the improvement of their hardwood yard

at Black Rock in the spring, when they expect to put in a large amount
of stock.

--<, PITTSBURGH >.=

Geoi-gi^ I). Dul^arry. aged sixty-throe, for over thirty ypars leading

lumber dealer in Pittsburgh, died at his home at 5o21 Ponn avenue,

December 17.

The United States Steel Corporation has started work on shops and
also improvements at Oreenville, Pa., to cost $400,000. These are on
account of the Bessemer & Lake Erie Railroad which is owned by this

company.

The Retail Lumber Dealers' Association of Pennsylvania is working
hard on the program for its annual convention to be held at the

Monongahela House in this city February 11 .^nd 12. Secretary H. V. S.

Lord announces that the attendance at this convention already assured

will make it much the largest convention of its kind ever held in Pennsyl-

vania.

I. F. Balsley of the Balsley & McCracken Lumber Company finds some
very good manufacturing trade going around, although there is sharp

competition to get it. He has made several successful trips down East
this fall.

W. W. M'allaco. head of W. W. Wallace & Co., a well known lumberman
of Apollo. Pa., died December 15 at his home in that town. He was one

of the best known dealers in the Allegheny Valley and was a prominent
member of the Retail Lumber Dealers' Association of Penns.vlvania which
was represented at the funeral by Paul McCracken of Leechburg, Pa.

The steel concerns in the Pittsburgh district last week for the first

time in a long period reported an increase in inquiries. Many plants

and furnaces are starting up now and there is a general feeling that the

bottom has been touched and that business Is going ahead in good shape
after January 1.

The Pittsburgh-Buffalo Company, one of the biggest lumber buyers in

Pennsylvania, together with Its affiliated concerns, was placed in the

hands of receivers December 6. Fred R. Babcock of the Rabcock
Lumber Company was named receiver for the Pittsburgh-Buffalo Company.
It Is stated that in all probability creditors will be paid in full as the

members of the companies are estimated to be worth $11,000,000 more
than its liabilities.

The Allegheny Lumber Company, with a smaller sales force than last

year, has done $150,000 worth more business. It has paid eighteen per
cent in cash dividends besides adding largely to the cash surplus. The
company regards the outlook for 1914 as very promising.

The American Lumber & Manufacturing Company has had a very good

year In business, reporting about the same amount of lumber sold as in

1912. President W. D. Johnston is Inclined to believe that next year

will show a better all-around business.

J. N. Woolletl, president of the Aberdeen Lumber Company, has added

a new cypres^ department to his business and expects henceforth to make
cypress one of the leading lines In his trade. He has so successfully

bandied the gum and Cottonwood business the past few years that bis

dealings in cypress are already nssnred on a large scale.

^-< BOSTON y-
The Carroll & O'Kelly Company, Boston, has been incorporated to deal

in lumber. The capital stock is $10,000. J. P. Carroll is president and
John F. O'Kelly of Chelsea, Mass., is treasurer.

The tramp steamer Norhelm has arrived at Boston with a cargo of

656 logs of mahogany measuring ."iig.OOO board feet. This shipment

was unloaded at the yard of the Palmer & Parker Company, fancy hard-

wood dealers, Charlestown.

The plant of the Essex Wood Turning Company, Essex, Conn., which

has been operated for a long time by a receiver has been purchased by

Daniel T. Doane, who plans to operate it.

The table factory of David R. Jones, Merrimac, N. H., has been de-

stroyed by fire together with a large amount of lumber. The loss is

estimated at $10,000 with insurance of $2,000. Mr. Jones hopes to

rebuild.

=-< BALTIMORE >=
The annual meeting of the National Lumber Exporters' Association,

which will take place in Chicago on January 22 and 23, 1914, is to be

held at the Sherman Hotel, which will be headquarters. Secretary J.

McD. Price is now engaged in making preparations for the gathering,

getting reports in order and otherwise mapping out the program. It Is

yet too early to say just who will go from Baltimore, though John L.

Fine Hickory Hor Sale
Either in flitches, No. 1 core and up or over 3 million

feet in the stump. Average haul to railroad, 1}4 miles.

Rate to Chicago, 23 cents.

L. FOOT, Canton, Mississippi

FOREST PRPDUCT5 EXPOSITION
CHICAGO COLISEUM APR,30-MAY9

NEWYORK GRAND CENTRALPAUCE M^21.30

OUR SPECIALTY— CRATING STOCK
WE M.\XUF-\CTrKl-:

GUM, MAPLE AND OAK
PL.ANING .MILL FACILITIES

M. E. Leming Lumber Co. C.\PE GIRARDE.41",

Kentucky Vcnccr Works
HIGH-GR.ADE—WELL-.MANUFACTURED

Vcnccrs
IN SAWED AND SLICED QUARTERED
WHITE OAK AND QUARTERED RED GUM.
OUR ROTARY CUT GUM AND POPLAR
CROSSBANDING VENEERS ARE EXCEP-
TIONALLY GOOD.

Louisville Kentucky
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Alcoek. of .loliu L. Alcock & Co., is CPi-talu to accompany Mr. Price.

.\iiiong vl.siting lumbermen here during the past ten days were n. N.

Crowill. mannger of the Bee Tree Lumber Company, of Bee Tree, N. C. ;

II. S. Bond, of Beecher & Barr. Philadelphia, and Clyde Shoffner of

Uutton & Shoffner, Shclbyvllle. Tenn. All three were winding up their

biislnesi!) trips prior to the holidays.

The steamer Vedamare of the .Tohnston Line, which arrived here this

week from Liverpool, brought thirty-one mahogany logs destined tor Two
Itivers. Wis., and li)0 more intended for various other points. The logs

were consigned to the Adams Express Company and came from South
Africa, like other shipments received here during the past year.

IC I N C I N N A T l|
iHardwood Manufacturers and Jobbers!

I Johns, Mowbray, Nelson Company |
iOAK, ASH, POPLAR & CHESTNUT
M GCM AND COTTONWOOD

C. CRANE & CO.
MANUFACTURERS HARDWOOD LUMBER

1739 EASTERN AVENUE

DAY LUMBER & COAL CO.
Mfrs. YELLOW POPLAR and WHITE OAK

GENER.VI. OFFICE—CLAY CITY. KY.

RIEMEIER LUMBER CO.
OAK, POPLAR, CHESTNUT

SUMMERS AND GEST STREETS

E. C. BRADLEY LUMBER CO.
HIGH GRADE WEST VIRGINIA HARDWOODS

GOERKE BUILDING

SHAWNEE LUMBER CO.
]HARDWOODS, WHITE PINE and HEMLOCK

Sales Office—Sonth Side Station—C. H. & D. R. R.

JAMES KENNEDY & CO., Ltd.
OAK, POPLAR AND OTHER HARDWOODS

FIRST NATIONAL BANE BUILDING

The Kosse, Shoe & Schleyer Co.
WALNUT, OAK, AND OTHER HARDWOODS

103-4-5 CAREW BUILDING

OHIO VENEER COMPANY
Manufacturers & Importers FOREIGN VENEERS

2624-34 COLERAIN AVENUE

Kl LN-DRI ED OAK
and other Hardwoods are among our

111 a II y "specialties" which are so

satisfactory to others. Why not you?

MIGHT PAY YOU TO GET IN TOUCH
WITH US. IT HAS OTHERS

I
THE M. B. FARRIN LUMBER CO. I

I
CONASAUGA LUMBER CO. !

I MANUFACTURERS HARDWOOD AND PINE i
^ FOURTH NATIONAL BAN^K BUILDING M
ggl3MSiaaSM3ia3MM3EEH0raM0M3M2J0MMSEM^SJSMMSiaraM0iajii)

Iticlinrd P. Bacr, of Kkliard P. Baor & Co., was in New York and
other northern markets tills week taking about the last survey of the

year over these fields and looking up customers.

Norman James, of the N. W. .)ames Lumber Compan.v. returned the

latter part of last week from a trip of several months to Europe. He
went solely for recreation and si),'lit-seeiii(;, and had a very pleasant

journi'y.

=-< COLUMBUS y
The Ironton Lumber Company of Ironton, O., started operations recently

after beins In idleness for some time.

The Electrical Cigar Box Company has taken over the plant of the

Ironton Plow Company at Third and yine streets, Ironton, C, which

will be operated in the future as a cigar box concern. It is planned to

make about four thousand boxes per day.

The 11. D. Brasher Lumber Company of Columbus, O., has closed a deal

for the leasing of the three-story brick building at Fourth and Gay
streets which will be remodeled into storerooms and factory space. The
building is 62'/4 feet on Fourth street and 93% feet on Gay street.

At a recent meeting of the Columbus Manufacturers' and Jobbers'

Association it was decided to start an advertising campaign boosting

Columbus as a commercial center. The advertising will be done on a

broader scale than ever before attempted. Beginning January 1. 50,000

circulars will be sent out to prospective customers in ail parts of central'

Ohio.

The joint legislative committee named to investigate and report on the

plan to be followed in operating canal systems of the state has made a

report in which it takes a middle course. The report recommends the

enlistment of the federal government in an effort to determine the

feasibiiit.v of converting the canals into a cross state waterway system

between the Ohio river and the Great Lakes. The committee deems it

unwise for the state to try to use the canals for transportation purposes

at the present time.

The Gallon Lumber Company of Gallon, Ohio, has been awarded the

contract for the erection of a freight depot at Wadsworth, O.

In order to open an outlet for the protection of its mills in West
yirginia. the Wade-Fisher Lumber Company of Canton, O., has been

incorporated with a capital of $25,000 by A. Buckwalter, Frank Wade,

C. C. Fisher. Sarah Buckwalter and Rowenna Wade.
Arrangements have been completed for a "Madc-In-Columbus" exposition

to be held under the auspices of the Columbus Manufacturers' and Jobbers'

Association some time in June. 1914. It Is planned to exhibit all

Columbus-made goods in the downtown business section of the city.

In affirming the Common Pleas Court of Lawrence County in awarding

a .iudgment for damages to the W. G. Ward Lumber Company against

the Chesapeake & Ohio Railroad. Judge Thomas A. Jones, in the Lawrence

County Court of Appeals, ruled upon the liability of carriers. In his

opinion he declares that a consignment beyond the initial carrier's line

must be regarded as a through contract. The connecting carrier, he says.

is the agent of the original receiving carrier, and the receiving carrier is

liable for defaults of the connecting carrier. Railroads may, however,

exempt themselves from this special liability by contract.

W. M. Ritter of Columbus, O., the well known hardwood lumberman, is

coming into much prominence as a horseman. His chestnut saddle mare,

"Marie Louise," recently created a sensation at the Madison Square

Garden show in New York, winning a red ribbon in two of the biggest

and closest shows. Mr. Ritter now has one of the most select stables

of saddle horses in the entire country. The mare. Marie Louise, attracted,

so much attention that M. Feline, the noted French judge, who rode this

mare in the ring, declared her to be above some of the most famous

thoroughbreds in the East. She came from the celebrated Point Au View
stock farm at Maysville, Ky.
The Farmers Lumber Company of Canfleld, O.. has been incorporated

with a capital stock of $50,000 to deal in all kinds of lumber. The
incorporators are J. F. Harris, W. J. Harris, G. W. Harris, H. L. Weikart

and C. A. Welsh.
The nominating committee of the Columbus Builders and Traders'

Exchange has placed before the exchange the following ticket which will

be voted upon at the annual election in January : President. L. R.

Moor, B. M. Freeman ; first vice president. Stephen Stepanion. H. L.

Watson ; second vice president, W. H. Beckett, F. T. Whitacre ; directors,

five to be elected, William Piez, G. W. Mooney. H. E. Kunzman. Albert

Joyce. E. R. Clarridge. J. C. Davidson, E. Elford, L. G. Kallmerton,

David Lehman aud O. K. Kieble.

The Marquette-Kerr Lumljer Company of Y'oungstown. O., has been

incorporated with a capital stock of $25,000 to deal in lumber of all

kinds. The incorporators are William E. Kerr. H. L. Marquette. Carrie

Kerr, Grace D. Williams and Elizabeth Marquette.

The Foss Woodworking Company of Cleveland. O., has been incorporated

with a capital of $10,000 to buy and sell and deal in all kinds of lumber.

The incorporators are R. O. Crampton, W. W. Johnston, C. A. Davidson,

E. E. Nicols and H. J. Woodworth.
The Sandusky Lumber & Box Company has filed papers with the

secretary of state reducing its capital stock from $100,000 to $1,000.

C. W. Jaques of Ashtabula, O., representing the Pioneer Pole & Shalt

Company, has closed a deal with the officials of the Bacher Iron & Steel

Company whereby the latter concern takes over the plant on East Miller
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avenuf. It will lie fitted up for use of tlic now concern at once. Tlie

Bacher ("ompnny is n $100,000 corporation.

Fire of unknown orlKin completely destroyed the plant of the It. C.

Bowlus Saw and Finishing Mills at Latham, O., recently.

At .Tohnstown, O., J. H. Hodges has been succeeded by the ,Tohnstown

Lumber Company, recently Incorporated with an authorized capital of

$15.0(10.
'

.John F"rederiok Koss. a member of the Koss & German Lumber Com-

pany of Fostoria, O., died of pneumonia recently at the age of Ihirty-nlne

years. He held the title of yard superintendent of the concern.

The Cullen & Vaughn Company of Hamilton, O., has been incorporated

with a capital stock of $300,000 to deal In lumber and building supplies.

The incorporators are James K. Cullen, James W. Cullen, F. K. Vaughn,

S. M. IJnodman and W. E. Shepherd.

The (ireat Northern Lumber Company of Cleveland. O., has been in-

ciirpornted with a capital stock of $50,000 to buy, sell and deal in lumber

of all kinds. The incorporators are U. M. Austin, W. J. Austin and

Harold Ferguson.

The Hayward-McCready Lumber Company of Cleveland. O.. has Uciu

incorporated with a capital stock of $50,000 to buy, sell and dial in all

kinds of luniber. The incorporators are W. XI. Ockel, C. M. Smead,
William K. Kldd. F. D. Carson and E. S. Brubaker.

John R. (iobey of John R. Gobey & Co., reports a fairly good trade

in hardwoods with prices holding up well. He believes that business

will be good after the first of the year.

R. W. Horton of the W. M. Ritter Lumber Company reports a good
trade in hardwoods both from factories and from yards. He says the

factories are the best buyers at this time. Prices are firm and there is

no cutting of any consequence. Dry stocks are fairly scarce.

J. A. Ford of the Imperial Lumber Company reports a fairly good
demand for hardwoods with shipments coming out well, especially from
West Virginia sections.

The Sowers-Leach Lumber Company reports a fairly good market for

hardwoods, although there is a little slowness at this time which will

probably prevail until after the inventory period.

< INDIANAPOLIS >-=—==
Mr. and .Mrs. W. \\-. Kuighi have gun,.' to Leroy, N. Y.. for the holidays.

Mr. Knight is a member of the Long-Knight Lumber Company.
Tile Hoosier Veneer Company has been having a big run and was

obliged to work night and day for several weeks, but is now catching up
on its business.

A dinner to several hundred newsboys and messengers was given in

Grace M. E. Church on the evening of December 22 by S. P. Matthews.
resident manager of the South Arkansas Lumber Company.

Charles P. Henderson, president of the Henderson Motor Car Company,
has become vice-president of the Regal Automobile Company, Detroit, but
will act in an advisory capacity for the Henderson company.

Building operations in the city this year have shown a gain of a few
thousand doUers over those of 1912. Fireproof and frame construction
have shown substantial gains, while brick and concrete construction have
shown losses.

The eighteen building trades organizations that were on a sympathy
strike beginning November 24 returned to work on December 15 and
building operations have been resumed.
A sixteen story building is to be erected within the next few weeks

at the southeast corner of Washington and Illinois streets by the
Occidental Realty Company.

N. T. Keasey. well-known in hardwood circles and proprietor of a saw
and planing mill at Brazil, died at his home near that city a few days
ago. He was seventy-seven years old and is survived by a widow and
several children.

The Talge Mahogany Company is expecting the arrival of a large cargo
of mahogany logs from the west coast of Africa very shortly and follow-

ing the arrival of the cargo will have to work night and day for some
time. It Is expected.

At a meeting in this city December IG, a merger of the Indiana
Manufacturers' Bureau and the Indiana Manufacturers aud Shippers'
A.ssociatlon. undi'r the name of the Indiana Association of Manufacturers
and Commerce, was perfected. Among those who were elected to the
board of directors were C. H. Barnaliy. a prominent hardwood lumberman.
Greencastle : H. C. Atkins, president of E. C. Atkins & Co., Indianapolis ;

M. W. .Mix. president of the Dodge Manufacturing Company. Mishawaka,
and J. M. Heron of the Rex Buggy Company. Connersville.

=-< MEMPHIS y

r- The Glue Tbat Is Applied Cold -,

The weather has continued vi-ry I'avuialib' for logging oijerations in Ibis

territory during the past fortnight and reasonably good progress has been
made therein. The movement of logs by rail has increased somewhat and
there has likewise been .some increase in river receipts, with the result

that the mills have plenty of timber to keep them In steady operation.

There has been only a comparatlvily small amount of timber prepared for

shipment in the Mississippi delta and this is the prlncii)al complaint
made in reference to the logging situation. Manufacturing operations,

how<ver, have not been interfered with so far and, with the weather so

open, it is possible to continue wf)rk in the woods and possibly to gel

out a large amount of logs to prevent any serious lnterru|>tlon to milling.

William Pritchard, president of the Citizens Bank & Trust Company,

In Flush Vcnccrcd Doors
The chief consideration is tiniformly high-

grade glue. Manufacturers of this modern
type of door reahze that its development
has been retarded because the unavoid-

able lack of uniformity in other types of

glue makes it impossible to know how
long a door will stav in condilion. The

Use
( )f vegetable glue insures absolute uni-

formity because of the very nature of pre-

paring it and because every pound of our

raw material is rigidly inspected.

Vegetable Glue
Is also a rigid and permanent adherent;

will not blister in sanding; has no dis-

agreeable odor; will not deteriorate in

standing—for a week if necessary; and
can be applied cold without any heating

application of any kind in the glue room.

In addition, the average saving over

former glue bills has been twenty per cent

where vegetable glue is used.

A DOOR MAKER SAYS:

r~-^ MfClcary, ll'asJi., 9/30/13.
|

Perkins Glue Co..

South Bend, Indiana.

Dear Sirs:—// is now about a year since 'wc added i

veneer door department to our operations. Decidint)

on the glue which zcould give the best results, u'e con-

!

sidcrcd the most important matter in connection z>.'ith i

this nctc dct'artmcnt.

Investigation convinced us that your product Zi'as the

one ic'f 7>.vnled in order to turn out the most dependable i

doors and panels and it has been gratifying to find that I

it has given us loxu cost as zi-elt as superior quality.

Yours truly,

CHRHALIS FIR DOOR CO
By Geo. J. Osgoo

xniixiiinnixniiTTTXTTTTrm'

C U.
I

Perkins Glue Company
Originators and Patentees

805 J. M. S. Building, South Bend, Indiana

The Glie That Riims Absolutely Uniform
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Harris Manufacturing Company
Johnson City, Tennessee

'^Harris" Hardwood Flooring
and Lumber

Bluestone Land & Lumber Company
MANlII'ACTrRKUS

WEST VIRGINIA HARDWOODS
Soft White Pine, Oak, Poplar, Chestnut, Hemlock

Band Sawed Stock RIDGWAY
PENNSYLVANIA

MEMPHIS

Wholesale Manufacturers and Exporters
RED GUM

SAP GUM
COTTONWOOD

CYPRESS
ASH

PLAIN OAK
A,i r- J jTAt QUARTERED OAK
All Grades and 1 hicknesses ^ HICKORY

We make a specialty of mixed cars SOFT ELM
of Sap and Ked Gum, One-half to cv/" xiii/->or-
Two inches thick. SYCAMORE

YANDEN BOOM^STIMSON LUNBEH COMPANY

ManafactureFS Sootliern Hardwoods

>^sH
Memphis Tennessee

TIMBER ESTIMATES
REPORTS INCLUDED

TOPOGRAPHICAL MAP, DETAIL ESTIMATES & WRITTEN REPORT

GARDNER & HOWE
ENGINEERS

Clarence W. Griffith ""^,'^4?" BuiiSnIf"' Memphis, Tenn.

has purchased the interest of H. M. Wheeler in the firm of J. W. Wheeler

& Company, Madison. Ark. Mr. Prltchard and C. L. Wheeler will be in

icintrol of this firm In future. Headquarters will be maintained at

.Memphis but the mill will remain at Madison, Ark. There will be no

cliani^e in the personnel except as outlined above. J. W. Wheeler &
I'oinpany is a jiartnership, with the result that there will be no change

in olflcers. The mill of this firm found it necessary sometime ago to

close down on account of the low stage of the St. Francis river which
made it impossible to move out logs. The mill, however, has recently

rrsumed operations and has a good timber supply ahead.

The .lohnson-Tuslin Company has been formed here with ofBces in the

liandolph building. For the present it will engage in the wholesale

handling of hardwood lumber only but is arranging to take the cut of a
niimbfc'r of mills in this section. C. R. Tustin, formerly with the T. B.

.•^tone Lumber Company, the Gayoso Lumber Company and the Lamb-Fish
Lumber Company, Is vice-president and secretary. W. T. Johnson, of

Cincinnati, is president and treasurer. The company has a capital stock

of $l.'i,000. Mr. .Tohnson has been making his home at Cincinnati for a

number of years but shortly after January 1 will move his family to

Memphis.
John M. Smith, who has been in charge of the business of the W. P.

Rrown & Sons Lumber Company, Louisville, Ky., at Dickson, Tenn.,

announces that he will go into the wholesale handling of hardwood lumber

under his own name, with headquarters at that point. Mr. Smith has

been in charge of the business of this firm at Dickson for several years

and has been quite successful in the management of its affairs. He says

that the relations between himself and the firm have been extremely

pleasant and has made it quite clear that, while he will engage in the

hardwood lumber business, he will not be a direct competitor of the

W. P. Brown & Sons Lumber Company.
A. L. Foster, who was for a number of years assistant treasurer of the

J. W. Thompson Lumber Company at Memphis, has accepted the position

of traffic and sales manager for the Boeuf River Land and Lumber
Company, at Logtown, La. Since the dissolution of the J. W. Thompson
Lumber Company, Mr. Foster has been engaged in the life iijsurance

business. He brings to his position a wide experience in the handling of

hardwood lumber and also in the solution of traffic problems.

The Bentonville Cooperage Company has purchased the property on

which the Keller wagon factory at Joplin, AIo., was located for a con-

sideration of $10,000 and next spring will remove all of its tight

cooperage manufacturing equipment to that point. The machinery for

the manufacture of slack cooperage stock will be left at Bentonville.

More satisfactoty rates for handling both raw material and finished

product are responsible for the decision of the company to make this

change in its business.

The Mengel Box Company has purchased 3,300 acres of timberland near

Tiptonville, Tenn., from the Harris estate for a consideration of $112,500.

The sale was made in order to wind up the estate in question. The
purchasing firm will use the timber on the land in its box and veneer

plants at Louisville and elsewhere. This is the largest timberland transac-

tion in this section for sometime. The land was bought fifteen years ago

by J. C. Harris for $16,000. This represents an increase of about six

hundred per cent.

The Anderson-TuUy Company has purchased the Patton interests in the

Pafton-Tully Transportation Company. Following this transfer, C. E.

Patton has resigned and has been succeeded by W. C. Wilcox who will

have charge of the operations of this company. It will operate four tow
l)oats, which are engaged in the towing business, with particular reference

to the handling of logs and lumber. The boats are : Dolphin No. 3, Kit

Carson, Joy Patton and Satellite. In addition there are five derrick

boats, sixteen barges and a machinery boat. The company also owns a

dry dock on Wolf river for the repairing of boats operated by it as well

as by other firms in this section. C. J. Tully, vice-president of the

.\nderson-Tully Compan.v, has been one of the principal stockholders in

this transportation company for several years and the absorption of the

I'atton interests hy the .\nderson-Tully Company has created no particular

surprise.

The new mill of the Crenshaw-Gary Lumber Company at Richey, Miss.,

has been completed and placed in operation. There was one band mill on

this property when the interests of the Norton Lumber Company were

iilisorbed by the Crenshaw-Gary Lumber Company. The new mill will

I. ring the total output to approximately 70.000 feet per day.

The Memphis Shingle Company has applied for a charter. The capital

stock is $2,500. The incorporators are R. E. Montgomery, R. E. Mont-

gomery Jr., W. H. Burris, W. H. Lewis and W. T. McLain.

The Jorgenson-Bennctt Manufacturing Company has recently installed

a heavy band re-saw driven by a forty horse power electric motor. This

lii-m has been doing a great deal of work for the Memphis Siding and

Lumber Company and the increase in its equipment has been made in

order to take care thereof.

=< NASHVILLE >-=

Major Harry Burgess of this city. United States engineer in charge of

improvements on the Cumberland river, is responsible for the discovery

'if an important omission in a recent published statement of the timber

resources of the upper Cumberland river. The published statement

purported to give a statement of all timberlands In the upper Cumberland
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section, when as a matter of fact It only Included the timber on farms

classed as cultivated. Major Burgess shows that 600.000 acres of timber-

lands not classed as part of cultivated farms was omitted, which means a

vast amount of timber wealth, and a strong argument for the (iovernmont

to continue the improvement of the Cumberland, so as to give naviaation

at all seasons. The upper Cumberland river has lonff been an Important

source of supply for- the Nashville hardwood market, furnishing some

20.000.000 or 25.000,000 feet of timber and lumber annually. The timber

has been drawn upon heavily, and tliere is difference of opinion among
lumbermen as to how long the supply will last.

The Mengel Box Company of Hickman, Ky.. has made a big purchase

of land in Lake County, Tennessee. The company has closed a deal

for about 3.700 acres of land fourteen miles south of Hickman, known as

the famous .Tudge Harris property, and .said to be richly timbered. The
price paid for the land was .5112,.'i00. The purchaser will develop the

land and ship the timber to its plant at Hickman.
The Coosawattee Lumber Company, recently incorporated at Cookeville,

Tenn., with authorized stock of $25,000, announces that it will operate a

mill at Talking Rock. Ga., and develop some tlmberland in that section.

The Johnson-Tustln Lumber Company of Memphis, with authorized

capital stock of $15,000, has been granted a charter by the secretary of

state. Clyde Johnson. W. Toutsey, Robert E. Kreimer, W. Thomas John-

son and C. R. Tustin are incorporators.

Judgment for defendant was entered in the case of J. H. Vestal and
others against the Ducktown Copper Company, tried in the United States

Court at Chattanooga. Plaintiff sought to recover $37,500 for alleged

damage to timber on lands in Tennessee and Georgia by fumes from

defendants' copper plant.

The Consolidated Chair Corporation of Greeneville. Tenn., with author-

ized capital stock of $100,000, has been granted a charter by the secre-

tary of state. O. P. Lutz is at the head of the corporation. The com-

pany has acquired the big plant of the Greeneville Chair Company,
recently sold by court order in receivership proceedings, and will put

the plant into operation again.

John M. Smith, who for five years has managed the branch plant of

the W. P. Brown & Sons Lumber Company at Dickson. Tenn,. has resigned

his position to engage in the wholesale lumber business at Dickson on his

own account. Mr. Smith is one of the most successful lumbermen in this

section. His relations with the Louisville company were in every way
pleasant, but he deemed it best to enter business for himself.

The traflac committee of the Nashville Lumbermen's Club, of which A. B.

Ransom is chairman, has been authorized to proceed with a complaint

before the Interstate Commerce Commission against the Louisville &
Nashville railroad and other lines seeking to gain milling in transit

privileges granted to other cities.

Counsel for the Louisville & Nashville Terminal Company, controlled

by the Louisville & Nashville and Nashville, Chattanooga & St. Louis rail-

roads, has refused the request of the Nashville city commissioners to

grant more advantageous reciprocal switching privileges to the Tennessee

Central railroad. Counsel claimed that it would be unjust to require

their companies to turn their terminal facilities over to a competing

line. The city may carry the matter to the Interstate Commerce Com-
mission. Lumbermen and other shippers will watch the outcome with
much interest, as the granting of the privilege would be advantageous

to the shippers.

=-< LOUISVILLE >.=

The Louisville Hardwood Club has bad several important meetings

recently, outside speakers taking up most of the time and discussing

subjects of general importance. S. B. Lynd and A. T. Ford, local bankers,

spoke on the state ta.x system and prospects for its reformation, while

Philip S. Tuley, president of the Kentucky Manufacturers' and Shippers'

Association, made a talk on "Workmen's Compensation," with special

reference to the bills which will be introduced on that subject in the

state legislature next montli. The session begins January G. The
passage of legislation of some kind on this subject seems to be assured.

L. B. Finn, chairman of the state railroad commission, is to speak shortly

on the prospect of increasing the powers of the state railroad commission,

while R. A. McDowell, a well-known attorney, will tell the lumbermen
about the income tax.

The father of Stuart R. Cecil, president of the Louisville Hardwood
Club, and an officer of the Dooker-Cecil Company, died recently. He was
Dr. John G. Cecil, and was one of the leading physicians of the South.

T. M. Brown of the W. P. Brown & Sons Lumber Company has re-

turned from a business trip to New York. The company is considering

installing a planing mill In connection with Its sawmill at Fayette, Ala.

J. C. WickllCfe, secretary of the C. C. Mengel & Bro. Company, recently

returned from a trip abroad. Speaking of foreign trade conditions ho said

that business Is good in England, France and Scandinavia, but quiet in

Germany, Holland and Belgium. Tight money is the cause of the busi-

ness depression In the latter countries.

An examiner of the Interstate Commerce Commission recently heard

the complaint of the North Vernon. Ind., Lumber Company in Louisville.

The company complains that the rate on lumber from Dyersburg, Tenn.,

to North Vernon is greater than from Dyersburg to Cincinnati, although

North Vernon is an intermediate point, Frank Platter, president of the

company, conducted the case for the complainant.

WALNUT
Walnut for Export

Thirtv years' oxiierienee in the hamlliug of

walnut logs I'or export enables me to furnish

guaranteed prime quality stock.

1 am constantly in close personal touch
with the source of supply of export walnut
logs and know exactly what I am getting at

all times. In fact, a number of the best for-

eign houses are taking up my logs on my own
reoommendation.
My supply enables me to fill orders of any

size in carload lots without delay.

Highly Figured Walnut
As a result of close personal supervision of

log purchases my stock of highly figured wal-

nut in long wood and stumps contains only
the choicest in figure and curl that can be
found.

All this stock is carefully selected to take
care of a discriminating demand.
My figured stumps are all dressed closely

and when shipped are practically in shape for

the knife.

Youwill lose nothing by trying me on your
next inquiry.

FRANK PURCELL
=^z=^=^z= Kansas City, Mo., U.S.A.

MATHEWS STANDARD

Gravity Lumber Conveyer

Made all steel, ball bearing rollers, eight foot sections; easily

coupled together and assembled to form line of any required length,

over which lumber, flooring, dimension stuff, etc.. will travel on a
four per cent grade. Ad.1ustable jacks supplied to support conveyer
line and secure proper grade. Light, strong and easily portable.

Been in successful use for past ten years.
Prices quoted on receipt of Information as to lengths and widths

of materials, and total distance to be conveyed. Send rough sketch
showing requirement. Ask for catalog.

Main Offlcn and Faetorv
ELLWOOD CITY, PENN.

Branch Fiu'lorie

TORONTO. ONT.VRIO
LONDON. KNG1..\NI)
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(Leading Manufacturers)

ARCHER LUMBER COMPANY
HELENA, ARKANSAS

Manufacturers of

HARDWOODS
SEND US YOUR INQUIRIES

W'c can furnish your entire

re(|uircnients in Hardwoods

OUR SPECIALTY — RED GUM

St. Francis Basin Hardwoods
100,000' 4/4" Ists & 2nds Plain White Oak

100,000' 6/4" No. 1 Common Red Gum
Band Sawn Bone Dry

75 per cent. 14 and 16 feet long

PROMPT SHIPMENT

Geo. C. Brown & Company
Pm/^fni* A fir 1 hour from MempfiisrTOClOry MrK. on C. R. I. & p. Ry.

WE OFFER THE FOLLOWING

Band Sawn Stock
600,000 ft. 4 4 Common & Better Sap Gum
200,000 ft. 4 4 Common & Better Red Gum
250,000 ft. 5 4 Common & Better Red Gum
75,000 ft. 6/4 Common & Better Red Gum
50,000 ft. 8 4 Common & Better Red Gum
This stock contains a jjood percentage of 14'

and 16' lengths and is of excellent widths

w. w. GARY, "rr
HARDWOOD LUMBER AND LOGS

OUR SPECIALTY

St. Francis Basin Red Gum
WE MANUFACTURE

Southern Hardwoods
Gum, Oak and Ash =

J. H. Bonner & Sons
Mills and Office. Postofflce and Telegraph Office,
QIIGLEY, ARK. HETH, AKK.

Edwin Norman reccnlly roUirnod from a trip tu llii- sawmill of the
Norman I.iimlicr Company at Holly Kidgc. La., wbich is operated by
K. B. Norman. vUi-presldent of the company. The Louisville man wus
especially Interested in the operation of the Kraetzer proparator recently
Installed at Holly Itidge.

Jn order to get part of the Sliipp street yard of the W. P. Brown &
Sons Lumber Company, which It desires to use in building a boulevard, thi-

park commission of Louisville brought condemnation proceedings. .V jury
awarded the company $G,400 damages.

H. .1. Gates of tile Louisviile i'oint Lumber Company is driving a new
Cole touring ear. .Another new automobile In the local lumber fraternity
is the 1014 Hup of V. G. Booker, president of the Booker-Cecil Company.

Practically all of the Louisville mills are running, and are pretty well
stneki'd lip with lofjs. of wbieli there are plenty in the country.

=-< ARKANSAS >=
.\ecording to Mayor H. M. .Tackson of Paragouid, .\rk., the strike of

the coopers at Paragouid has about worn itself out. The mills have
maintained the same attitude throughout the entire proceedings, taking
the position that the strikers had no real grievance and refusing to

recognize the union's committee. -M the time the strike was made tlie

mills had very little work on hand, and were operating more as an
accommodation to the men than for their own benefit, by making up some
stock to be held and placed on the market when better prices were to be
liad. So when the strike occurred the mills were shut down to prevent
"perating at a loss. When, however, the operators were ready they
I'esumed operations by simply employing other men. and are now pro-

iciding with their work as if nothing out of the ordinary had happened.
The stave manufacturers at Jonesboro, in anticipation of a strike

nmong their employees similar to the one at Paragouid, discharged a large

Ti umber of their employees, and they will now, as the operations of the

plant require it, employ new men to take their places.

Another move has been made by the railroads of Arkansas, involved
in the rate litigation, in securing the appointment of a special master
to audit the claims to be made against the small roads in the state

which have been acquired by the Missouri Pacific system since the rate

litigation began several years ago. These roads, ten in number, are now
operating as a part of the Missouri Pacific system, but by reason of

the fact that they were independent roads at the time the rate question
arose it has been deemed advisable to have a special master appointed
for each of them.

.\cting upon the petition of the Iron Mountain attorneys. United
States District Judge Jacob Trieber on December 6 appointed Judge
.1. G. Wallace as special master for tliese roads. Judge Wallace is now
serving as special master for receiving and auditing claims filed against
the Iron Mountain & Cotton Belt lines. The small roads affected by this

are : Arkansas & Louisiana ; Mississippi Kiver, Hamburg & Western ;

Little Rock & Hot Springs Western ; Gurdon & Fort Smith ; Pine Bluff

iV: Western ; Brinkley, Helena and Indian Bay ; El Dorado & Bastrop

;

-Vrkansas & Southwestern.; Arkansas Midland.
Considerable activity is being manifested in railroad building in

.Arkansas at present. The De Queen & Eastern, which is owned by

Dierks Lumber Company interests, has a surveying party in the field

for the purpose of making several extensions along its line, and con-

struction will begin in the early part of next year. Other improvements
are being made by the Memphis. Dallas & Gulf and the Ashley, Drew &
Northern, and other small roads in the state. The Memphis. Dallas & Gulf

will extend its line into Pine Bluff. The Ashley, Drew & Northern, which
Is now operating between Crossett and Monticello, will also extend its

line into Pine Bluff. These lines, it seems, are fighting each other in their

efforts to arrange for crossing the free bridge across the Arkansas river

at Pine Bluff.

P.. Cinnamon of Batesville is planning to erect a stave mill near

Mountain Home. Several hundred acres of stave timber have been pur-

eliased by Mr. Cinnamon, and he proposes to manufacture them in that

vicinity for shipping out.

On December 11 R. N. Galbreath, president of the Cotton Belt Savings

Hank at Pine Bluff, tendered his resignation as receiver for W. A.

Mathen-s & Co.. of Fort Smith, one of the largest manufacturing con-

cerns in the South, which voluntarily went into a receivership about two
months ago. Tlie receivership was a.sked by the company because of

financial embarrassments, but it is said that it will soon be lifted. No
reason is given by Mr. Galbreath for his resignation, Chancellor W. A.

I'alconer of the Fort Smith court appointed W. A. Dale of Fort Smith
to succeed Mr. Galbreath.

> WISCONSIN ^=
The Larson Lumber Company has been incorporated at Bundy, with a

capital of $23,000. Ole Larson, Gustave Person, Albert Larson and
Gustave Nelson are the incorporators.

The Plymouth Chair Company of Plymouth has filed an amendment to

its articles of incorporation increasing its capital from $20,000 to $30,000.

The .\ppleton Land and Timber Company of Appleton has filed a notice

with the secretary of state for dissolving as a corporation.

The common council of Lake Geneva has decided on the use of creo-

soted block in the paving of Main and Broad streets, with sixty-four

foot roadways. The council decided that while creosote block is expen-
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sivo at tho outsot, it is the bost paving material on tlic niarl<ot. Tlie city

ot Milwaultee laid 50,333 yards of croosotod bloel; pavemi'nt during l'.ll'i,

according to statistics compiled. Tliis material was used on tlie principal

llioroughfare. Grand avenue, wliere other Iiinds of paving material have
been used with poor results in previous years.

,Iosi"pli Assenmachor of Hartford announces the opening of a box factory

in connection with his planing mill at 343 Branch street. He will manu-
facture various kinds of boxes and cheese molds.

The Xliller-Olcolt Lumber Company of Cumberland Is putting In a

surfacer machine, matcher, siding saw and a rip saw, to l>e operated hy
power from a gasoline engine, and will soon have the planing mill in

operation.

Kitzgil)bon Brothers of Monroe have awarded a contract for the erection

of an addition to their carriage factory. It will be of brick, three-story,

and measure 2G by 60 feet, costing $5,000.

The Curtis & Yale Company of Wausau has disposed of its No. 2 plant

to H. E. McEachron. The plant was formerly used in the manufacture
of wood products and screen goods until the quarters were moved to the

TOain i)lant on Clinton street. Since that time the plant has biou UM>\

liut it is said that some new industry will soon occupy it.

Sawmills at Oconto are being shut down for the season, as usual. The
Holt Lumber Company finished sawing at its mill and work was immo
diatfly started on overhauling the machimry and preparing for another
year's run to Iiegin after the first ot the new year.

A large transaction, involving $300,000 worth of stock in the Phoenix
Chair Company of Sheboygan has been consummated with the purchase
of the stock of the estates of T. M. BlacjkstocK and Mead by A. C. Hahu,
treasurer of the chair company. Tho concern operates one of the largest

cliair factories in the country and was founded by the late T. M. Black-
slock, who held the majority of the stock. The sale was made to settle

the estate of the late Mr. Blackstock. Mr. Hahn. the new owner, started

with the concern as a boy and he assisted Mr. Blackstock in developing
the business, later becoming treasurer. Francis Williams, representing the
Mead interests, has been president since Mr. Blackstock's death. The
Phoenix company is .Sheboygan's pioneer manufacturing institution, and
its plant, located near the North-Western passenger station, is one of the
largest in the city. During the past year the plant has been further
enlarged by the construction of a large brick warehouse.

The plant of the Great Northern Pail Company at Gillett was destroyed
l)y fire on December 5. The fire, of unknown origin, started in one of the
dry room departments at an early hour of the morning and had gained
such headway before the Are department arrived that the flames could

not be gotten under control. The stock and adjacent warehouses were
saved. The factory and machinery are a total loss, estimated $17,000,
l>ut are covered by insurance. As the plant included an electric lighting

plant which furnished the lights for the town, business was for a tinic

suspended. Smith & Murphy of Green Bay, principal owners, will rebuild

at once, replacing the destroyed structure with a modern one.

Alex E. McDdnald, aged seventy-three, millionaire lumberman and banker
of Chippewa Falls, died from hardening of the arteries after an illness

of several years, on December 17. He was interested in several lumber
companies and president of the Lumbermen's bank. One son, A. McDonald
of Portland, Ore., survives.

The Albrecht .Manufacturing Company of Kew-aunee is having a new
lumber shed erected in its yards east of the main factory. It will have
dimensions of 52 by 100 feet, with concrete foundation and be a double
deck, metal clad structure, with windows the entire length of the roof.

The Kewaunee Manufacturing Company is also erecting a large addition.

Melchior Eichert. a well-known retired lumberman of Wausau. died in

that city after a lingering illness, at the age of seventy-eight years. He
at one time conducted a sawmill near Rib Mountain, 'jut retired from
the lumber business fifteen years ago. He was a native of Germany, and
came to Marathon county thirty-three years ago. Besides his wife one
daughter survives him.

Louis Rueping. president of the Fond du Lac Table Manufacturing
Compan.v, head of several other large industries and prominent in local

financial and business circles, died at his home in that city following a

stroke of apoplexy at the age of seventy-four years. Mr. Rueping was
Ijorn in Germany and has been interested In Fond du Lac Ijusiness affairs

since 1854. He is survived by his wife, four daughters and one son.

T«'am track storage charges, which had been added to demurrage charges.

according to certain railroad rules, will be done away with in Milwaukee
on all railroad lines, according to well informed authorit.v. The rule is

important to lumbermen who ship logs and lumber by rail. The rate of

$1 a da.v demurrage per car and $2 a day per ear for team track storage

has t>een in force. The shippers held that this was in effect tripling

the demurrage charges and made a vigorous protest. Tlie rule caused so

much trouble and so many complications that the railroads decided to

discontinue it after January 1. The track storage item will be dropped,

which will mean a very material saving to shippers. The plan to extend
the rule to state shipments will no doubt be dropped also.

The Keith & Hlles Lumber Company of Crandon is in negotiations

with Messrs. Hines and Bennett, government Indian agents, for the sal<

of 2,500 acres of cut-over lands just east of Crandon upon which tin'

government will locate remnants of the tribes of Pottawottomie Indians.

now scattered over Wisconsin and Micliigan.

The Interstate Commerce Commission has handed down an order direct-

ing the Northwestern Railroad Company to make reparation to the T!uited

(Leading Manufacturers)

OurCorps of Inspectors
Intelligent! Highly Trained!

Conscientious!

is assurance that you will get

what your order calls for

when you buy Gum from us

Himmelberger-Harrison Lumber Company
Cape Girardeau, Missouri

Quartered Red Gum
Plain and Quartered Gum, Two Years on Sticks

4/4", 5, 4 ", 6/4" and 8/4" Thicknesses

3"»No. 1 Common
and Belter Soft Elm

Bone
Dry

Mark H. Brown Lumber Company
Hardwood Manufacturers Mounds, Ark.

Eleven Miles West of Memphis, Tenn,

MILLER LUMBER CO.
Marianna, Arkansas

We offer for shipment during the next six

months, at the rate of a car or two per

week, 25 to 50 cars No. 1 and No. 2 Common
Gum SIS 9 16" thick. We are also in posi-

tion to furnish for prompt shipment 4 4 to

8/4 1st & 2nd and No. 1 Common Red Gum.

YOUR INQUIRIES SOLICITED

All band sawn stocic. good percer
equipment backed by 25 years' prac
of proper handling of your orders,
wood lumber and box shooks.

age 14 and 16' lengths. Modern

Baker-Matthews Manufacturing Co.
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Mahogany and

Circassian

Lumber & Veneers

^ The largest assortment of finest figured

Mahogany Logs, Lumber and Veneers in

the country can be found at the Chicago

plant of C. L. Willey.

^ We are just in receipt of fifteen cars of

remarkably superior Circassian Walnut

Logs, large size, well-figured and of good

color, which are now being cut into

Veneers.

^ A visit or correspondence from discrim-

inating buyers of all varieties of fine Im-

ported and Domestic Cabinet Woods in

Lumber and Veneer is solicited.

^ You will not only find the Willey ware-

houses well stocked with a superb collec-

tion of Circassian, Mahogany, Vermilion,

Black Walnut and other fancy foreign

and domestic lumber and veneers, but

buyers are assured of prompt and pains-

taking service, and a quality of product

not usually obtainable.

^ To visit the plant take Blue Island Ave.

car at the postoffice to Robey Street.

C. L. WILLEY, Chicago
Largest Fancy Wood Veneer

and Lumber producing plant in the zvorld

Kefrlgorator Company (i£ Kenosha and establish a new schedule of freight

rates for the company between Kenosha and San Francisco.

Formal announcement has been made by Mr. and Mrs. Spencer Car-

penter of Menominee. Mich., of (he engagement of their daughter, Miss
Florence Lucella Carpenter, and Howard Stephenson, grandson of Senator
Isaac Stephenson, prominent lumberman of Marinette. The past genera-

tion of both families have been prominent In the lumbering Industry.

The date for the wedding has not been set.

A suit has been brought in the Wisconsin Supreme Court to test the

validity of the purchase by the state of land in Oneida and Vilas counties

for a forest reserve. Attorney General W. C. Owen argued for the con-

stitutionality of the state providing for the purchase, appearing for the

slate against .Tohn .S. Donald, secretary of state, who, to test the validity

of the purchase, refused to sign an order for the $90,000 the land cost.

The state then brought mandamus to compel him to authorize payment of

llie money.
A bulletin has been issued by the Wisconsin Industrial Commission

ilialing with Infections and their prevention, designed for the use of fore-

men, superintendents and wage-earners who are subject to the hazards of

modern industry. Reports show that in two years, ending September 1,

191.'!. nearly Ave per cent, or 721 accidents reported resulted in Infection.

The Wisconsin Fruit Package Company of Crandon, which was recently

noted as being in bad financial ways and in whose affairs a committee
of business and laboring men took active interest, has filed a voluntary
petition in bankruptcy in the United States District Court at Milwaukee.
The liabilities are scheduled at $65,588.22 and the assets at $36,025.57.

The plans of the committee were to get the creditors to take out stock in

amount of their claims and under new management run the plant and
pay off the claims. The liabilities are considerably more than first re-

ported.

The Hardwood Market

< CHICAGO >•

The Chicago trade is continuing to mark time in line with most of

the other large hardwood centers of the country, and there does not
seem to be any notable change in the situation or any definite or par-

ticular weakening of market conditions. This does not mean that Chi-

<-ago lumbermen are particularly optimistic, but simply signifies the fact

that they have come to accept conditions as they are at their face value,

and are making their plans accordingly.

The Chicago trade reports that it has no particular difficulty in picking

up mill stocks, but that there is no special tendency on the part of the

raillmen to shade their prices unduly.

The price level which has been in evidence in Chicago for some little

time continues without any marked change one way or the other. That
there is a still further easing off in gum, a change barely perceptible, is

reported in a tew cases, but this does not mean that the wood has
attained any less desirable position than it has occupied for some months
back.

Various consuming industries locally are not showing any astonishing

activity, and are continuing the policy of simply meeting their immediate
requirements in the matter of lumber. They do not offer any undue
encouragement as to trade after the first of the year, but it is reasonable

to suppose that with the opening of the new year's business a somewhat
increased activity will be felt.

The lower grades cohtlnue to be rather the strong factor in the market
with the various woods holding their same relative position that they have

occupied for the last few months.

--<, NEW YORK y-
The last weeks of 191.3 show conditions practically the same as have

prevailed for the past six months. The wholesale market is quiet and
the retail dealers are chiefly concerned with inventory. There is little

(piestion that stock-taking will show yards and factory trade with

smaller supplies than ordinarily, and there are some wholesalers who
expect the buying trade to show some snap, even if only for a brief

period, w-ith the turn of the year. It is not a question of price that has

kept buyers out of the market as it is generally felt that prices have gone

as low as possible. That general business will show improvement by

spring, or sooner, is the opinion of nearly all and with any improvement
in demand the market will become firm and values higher.

=-< BUFFALO y-
The hardwood trade has shown the usual tendency to the quiet that

comes around holiday time. Inventories are about to be taken and buyers

are holding off until about the middle of next month. Business at a

number of yards is reported to be a little quieter than ordinarily at this

time, but this is just as true of other branches of the lumber trade.

Dealers are expecting to see a fair amount of improvement next month,

and most of them expect the coining year to run along about as the

present one has, without much change in prices from those ruling now.

There is no particular activity to any especial hardwood at present.
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Flaln oak is not making up so lar^e u part of the business as it diil

earlier in tiie year, nor are prices quite so strong. Quartered al)oiit

holds it own. Poplar is not showing much movement, as the supply Is

quite large. Brown ash Is selling fairly well, while birch and maple are

still among the leaders. Low-grade stocks arc not plentiful here and
bring fair prices.

-< PHILADELPHIA >•

As must vi ihe luiiil)er firms close liirir risoal y<'nr on December .'il,

stock-taking will soon be in order, and the buying of new material sus-

pended until after the closing up of the year's business. Whatever
trading there may be will be confined to actual reyulrements. Reports
coming in from all sides testify to a conservative trading as the keynote
of the situation, but despite the many national and local disturbances the

aggregate business is admittedly better than was feared, and it is believed

that when the balance sheet Is completed there will be less disappointment
than was anticipated considering the constantly multiplying financial and
commercial problems. Dilatory tactics in the manipulation of national

questions in Congress will, it is believed, prolong the present state of

affairs, but that business will right itself and confidence be wholly re-

stored Is believed to be a not remote consummation. The hardwood
market at mill ends is in good hands and prices are in the main well sus-

tained. In the buying market there has been some little shading due to

the anxiety of some of the smaller men to get business. Quartered oak
leads ; sound wormy chestnut, elm, ash, and maple are steady ; plain oak
easier ; poplar lirm.

=< PITTSBURGH y-
The year 1013 is winding up with very good totals of business among

the hardwood firms. Indeed, it is probable that the total amount of hard-

wood sold this year by Pittsburgh concerns will be a little larger than in

1912. Most concerns are very well satisfied with the year's business.

There have been drawbacks, of course, but in the main hardwoods have
been so far in the lead of the average wood in the sales market that

hardwood wholesalers have little just cause for complaint. Prices of

hardwood have been a little soft in some lines the past few weeks. This

Is attributed to the inventory season, the lack of buying on the part of

the railroads and the general slowing down in industrial operations

throughout this district. All hardwood men here believe that the pros-

pects now for a good year's business in 1914 are better than they were a

year ago.

-< BOSTON y-
The general market for hardwood luinber has ruled rather quiet the

last few weeks, but this is generally the case at this season of the year.

Few buyers are willing during the latter part of December to make pur-

chases of any size unless they have an immediate outlet for the lumber
bought, as they plan to keep their stocks down to as low a point as pos-

sible during the stock-taking period. The demand for lumber during the

first week or two of January is also rather quiet as a rule, as buyers
wish to figure their stock sheets before placing orders. It is the con-

sensus of opinion that large buyers will find their stocks lower this year

than usual, as their buying has beeii restricted to small lots as a whole for

some time past. Prices of hardwoods are Just as firm excepting in cases

where some mill has a lot of lumber that it has been anxious to

tran.sfer to Some customer's books before the first of the year. There have
been fewer cases of this kind reported this year. Offerings as a whole are

not large. The call for quartered oak has ruled rather quiet and plain

oak has not .sold in large lots. Low-grade whitewood is in fair call.

Dealers in this market anticipate a good business after the turn of the

year.

.-< BALTIMORE y
With the approach of the end of tln' y.ai there is taking place a

gradual subsidence in the demand for hardwoods of all kinds, not because
any real weakening in the market has developed, but for the reason that

at this season the calls for stocks always lag, yards and consumers being
disposed to reduce their supplies as much as possible, in order that the

transfer to the new year may be at the lowest limit. The selling forces

are gradually being called in to spend the holidays at home, and the
attention is centered upon closing accounts and similar details rather
than upon supplementing selections. I'nder the circumstances, therefore.

It is perfectly natural that the movement should be characterized as quiet.

With this narrowing of the movement there has come also a lowering
of some of the quotations, and information received here is to the elTeci

that Nos. 1 and 2 oak has been offered in New York and other places at

concessions. Here and there a seller has larger stocks than he feels be
ought to carry, and he is thus iraijelled to hold out inducements in order
to effect a reduction. Chestnut is reported to be about holding its own,
with .some of the manufacturers asserting that they have made no reduc-

tions so far, but admitting also that the movement has been narrowed
and that a cut may be made. Sound wormy Is stated to be bringing
about the figures realized before the rise last spring, and to show up
quite well. The higher grades are stronger and in the main chestnut is

holding its own. Ash and other hardwoods are about slationary, witli

the Inquiry limited at this time, and the year ending in fair shape. The
lower grades of poplar are moving in moderate quantities only, but the

Grant T. Stephenson
Constructing Engineer

Wood Distillation Plants for

Utilization of Wood Waste

WELLS. MICHIGAN

On the Following Stock We Will Make Special
Prices for Prompt Shipment:

,000' 5 8\18' & up No. 1 &
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Start Somewhere
No i)i-oi)ositioii i-;iii l>o arcurately li<i;iirc(l out

unless a startiiifj ])piiit is first established.

Dill you ever encounter a nutn who jirot'essed

that Ik" was entirely satisficil with liis lumber

kiln drying results?

Will not even the expert tell you that occa-

sionally his lumber comes through his kiln just

riirlil—the next time it is too green—the next

time it is too dry—the next time that it is

checked, warped or honeycombed?
'riu>re is a reason for it.

Usually it is not the fault of tlie dry kiln.

How can it be expected that woods of vari-

ous texture, various thickness or at various

stages of air dryness can be subjected in a kiln

to the same heat, the same ventilation, the same
duration of time and accomplish uniformly sat-

isfactory result.s ?

It is an impossible proposition.

START SO:\IEWnEKE.
Start with lumber that is uniform iu texture

and dryness through and through.

The solution of all lumber-drying difflcultie

is the employment of

cure
LUMBER

TRADE MARK

Tliis is lumber treated with steam under pressure in

the Kraetzer Patented Preparator.
Lumber that has been treated in this apparatus is

fit for the kiln, whether it be 30 days old, 60 days old,

or six months old; is delivered without check, split, stain,

warp or other seasoning defects, and is of an uniform
and mellow texture and color.

This lumber can be satisfactorily kiln-dried in the
simplest form of a kiln in one-third of the time that,

ordinary air-dried lumber requires.

The kiln will deliver this lumber as it received it,

save for dryness.

Its milling qualities will be vastly improved, as also

its strength and elasticity.

The big loss in shrinkage will be avoided.

Furniture or interior finish made of Kraetzer-eured,
kiln-dried wood will hold its glue joints, stay where it

is put, and the shrinkage and swelling, even under vio-

lent atmosjiheric changes, is almost nil.

It will take filler and even water stains without per-

ceptible raising of the grain.

We will cheerfully supply thj names and addresses

of all lumber manufacturers who employ the Kraetzer
Preparator, naming the kinds of woods they produce.

Buy one car of steam treated lumber, handle it

through your kilns and into your finished product, and
you will be convinced that .i/ou cannot afford not to use
Kraetzer-cnred lumber.

The same desirable results can be achieved on ordi-

nary air-dried lumber with a Preparator as an adjunct
to your dry kiln.

The Kraetzer Company
537 S. Dearborn St., CHICAGO

better clusslflcations are nl)out as firm as could be expected, while the

Inquiry for extra wide stocks lias dropped to very sjnnU proportions, the

movement being almost suspended. No one, however, looks for any par-

ticular activity at this time, and there is a general tendency to settle

down and await the coming of the new year. Moreover, It Is to be said

that the volume of business has not narrowed to the point that might

have been expected, and that, all things considered, it is to be regarded as

satisfactory.

The export situation Is rather improved. To be sure, for the present

no extensive movement is in progress, but the feeling abroad is better than

It has been. Stocks of various kinds have been reduced to easily man-

ageable proportions, and the curtailment has assumed such decisiveness

that the buyers abroad arc beginning to show a more active interest In

the offerings. In many Instances advances over previous figures have

been realized, though the increase is not sulflciently pronounced to be

reflected In any marked expansion in the movement. Apparently the

consuming cap.acity of the foreign trade has been augmented, and a

further improvement may be confidently looked for. Drains in directions

that absorbed great sums of money have been stopped, and more normal

conditions are being restored in the financial circles, which should prove

helpful, among other activities, to tlie lumber trade.

=-< COLUMBUS >-=

While this is the usual slack season of the year, still the demand for

hardwoods during the past fortnight has been rather good. Buying is»

being done for delivery after the first of the year and generally speaking

the tone of the market is good. I'riccs are pretty well maintained at the

level which has prevailed for some time.

There is some cutting ot prices to force trade, but not much. Dry
stocks are not very plentiful and this tact is expected to help market con-

ditions. The car supply is not adequate for all purposes and shipments

are coming out much more promptly than has been the case for some time.

Buying on the part of factory managers is the best feature at this

time. While plants are not laying in a surplus of materials they are

buying what they need for immediate wants. Implement and vehicle

concerns are the best customers at this time ot the year. Furniture

factories are now waiting for the semi-annual show period.

Retailers are not Inclined to buy much in the face of the approaching

semi-annual inventories. Dealers' stocks are quite small and a better

volume of business is antitipated after the first of the .year. Building

operations which have been quite active during the year have ceased, to

a certain extent because of the inclement weather.

The demand for both quartered and plain oak is good and prices are

ruling firm in all grades and items. Chestnut is also strong, with sound

wormy the best grade. Basswood and ash are moving well and the same

is true ot poplar, which has been a little slow In previous months.

Other hardwoods are unchanged.

=-< CINCINNATI >-

Demaud fur hardwuuds is as goud at this time of the year as can be

expected, as the holiday period together with inventory times is not con-

ducive to producing any more business than is actually necessary from

bu.vers. There is no doubt that there will be very light purchasing at

least until after the first of the year, and many dealers are of the opinion

that there will not be much for the next three or four months. Prices

are holding firm and will likely continue so, there being no- reason for

any reductions. On the other hand, should there be the very good

demand which some dealers expect by the first of next February, there

is a good chance for obtaining better prices for a number of the hard-

woods. The worst that manufacturers and 4ealers are looking for is at

least a repetition of the hand to mouth purchasing that has been so much
in evidence during this year and although repeated orders have been

numerous to make up a fair monthly volume dealers would like and

fully expect to find buyers a little more liberal in the size of orders

placed. There has been a noticeable slowing down in the operations

of wood consumers, but this is not taken to mean that it is going to last.

There is a fair call for plain oak. and quartered oak is also in fair

request. The better grades of chestnut are not doing so well as several

weeks ago but the sound wormy grades are in good demand. There is a

very good sale for all kinds of low-grade hardwoods suitable for box

making, Cottonwood, poplar and gum being in excellent demand for this

purpose. Hardwood flooring is in good request and dealers are well

satisfied with the market conditions but prices obtainable for this stock

are not qnitn satisfactory.

-< INDIANAPOLIS >
Hardwood lumbermen are looking forward to the new year with con-

siderable optimism. While this year has not been what might be termed

a disappointment, it has been accompanied by many trade disturbing ele-

ments, and the volume of business has not exceeded that of last year.

Indications, however, seem to point toward a revival of business begin-

ning early in the new year. It is thought the financial situation will

clarify very shortly and that there will be a general revival of manu-
facturing interests.

The hardwood business at present is, of course, dull. The trade this

month probably has not been as good as that of last December. There is

no noticeable change In prices, however.
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=-< MEMPHIS >--

Th.The liarilwood innrkci li.r.- ..iuiimu.- r.ns.nialily aiti

some slowing down as tlu' time for tin- taklnvr ot Inventories arrives. Iiiit

this has not occasioned any surprise, helng reiiarded as an entirely normal

development. The outlook for the new year Is looked upon with Ineroas-

iiia optimism for the reason that the prospects are bright for the early

l.iissage ot the currency till and tor the additional reason that coull

ileucc appears to be InereasInK as a nsult of the more clearly dellned

altitude ot the Tnited States government toward combinations of capital,

alleged to be operating In violation of the Sherman antitrust law.

Money Is already beginning to get considerably easier and the com-

mercial and financial reports are generally of a more favorable tenor.

Tliere has been a steady run ot hardwood mills in this city and section

throughout the tall and, while there has been a little accumulation, there

has not been enough to bring about any pressure on the part of holders.

none ot whom seems willing to dispose of any of their stock at a saciiliee.

This means that prices are pretty well maintained.

The feature ot the southern hardwood situation is the continued

activity ot the lower grades which are. as a general rule, in relatively

better demand than the upper. This applies with striking force to

Cottonwood, gum. oak and cypress. Ash is In good demand in all grades

and the movement of other high grade lumber, while rather disappointing

In some respects, is reasonably large. Kxport business is fairly active.

Practically the entire hardwood trade of the South is looking forward to

Increasing active and more remunerative prices after the turn of thi>

=-< NASHVILLE >=
Business continues seasonalily quiet in tlie hardwood line. Shippers and

manufacturers report trade fully up to tlie average for this season of the

year, and while this means light business, conditions seem to be very

satisfactory. Lumbermen take an optimistic view of the situation, and

believe that there will be healthy business in 1914. Quartered and plain

oak continue the best sellers, with some business in poplar, ash. lu<kory.

chestnut and other lines.

=•< LOUISVILLE >=
Business is retjarded as up to tbe aver;ii;e I'm this season, the arrival of

the holidays naturally cutting down the demand for lumber to a minimum.

A fair number of orders have been received for delivery after the first

of the ,vear, and it is expected that the situation will show a good deal

ot snap as soon as tbe usual inventory period is over. The prospects are

regarded as fair, though few expect a big business during the first fen-

months ot the new year. With the currtncy bill out of the way, and with

the conclusion of the furniture exhibits, provided the latter turu out

well, trade should expand and the hardwood business be satisfactory in all

respect.s. The supply ot lumber in first hands is not abnormally large,

while stocks in the hands of dealers and consumers are light. Every-

thing seems to point to good business, therefore, if fundamental condi-

tions are favorable.

=-< ST. LOUIS >•-

The hardwood demand is quiet, 'as it usually is at this time of the year.

with the holiday and inventory season so close at hand. The orders

now being booked are for quick delivery and urgent needs. Consumers

are not doing any buying, as they are getting ready to close down their

plants according to their custom. For this reason, little can be said as to

conditions. Ash. quartired and plain oak, gum, poplar and cottonwood are

about the same as they have been for the past few weeks. Prices are

steady with few concessions being made to induce buying. The local

cypress trade is confined mostly to small orders for quick delivery. This

condition is prevailing more this year than is usually the case. Prices

arc steady and little or no trouble is being experienced by distributors.

in getting the prices asked when buyers want the lumber.

=-< MILWAUKEE >=
While the local hardwood bu.siness is naloially beginning to fall oB'.

due to the near approach of the holiday season, trade is decidedly better

than is usually the case at this time ot the year. Unheard ot building

activity for December has resulted in fairly good orders being placed by

the factory trade, even though business from this source Is now of the

"hand-to-mouth" variety. Stocks in first and second hands are light and a

brisk business seems assured soon after the opening of the new year.

.lust now. most of the manufacturers are busy with their annual inven-

tories and this work will consume most ot the time until after January 1.

Wholesalers report that there is a good deal ot inquiry concerning vari-

ous lines, a pretty sure proof that there are better things ahead. Birch,

maple and elm arc probably tbe strongest In the northern hardwoods,

while basswood is somewhat easier. Stocks are small at the northern

mills and there Is a general impression that present prices will be well

maintained. Some buyers are holding olT, evidently in the hope of meet

Ing with lower quotations, but wholesalers do not expect any decline

Plain oak Is holding steady In southern hardwoods, while prices on gum
are said to be higher. Kecelpts ot southern stocks are fair.

Building operations In Milwaukee soared over the million dollar mark
during the first wi'ek of December, wlilb- during the corresponding p.rlod

TheWhite Lake Lumber Co.
Peoples Gas Bldg., CHICAGO, ILL.

Northern and Southern Hardwoods
CAR STOCK

WHITE PINE YELLOW PINE
Hifjh Quality—Prompt Deliiery

WE WANT TO MOVE AT ONCE
50 M ft. 8 4 Ists & 2nas Hard Maple

75 M ft. 8 4 No. 1 Common Hard Maple

5 cars 4 4 No. 3 Common Basswood

i/our inquiries 1 car 12, 4 Log Run bott tlm

WRITE US Gum
Oak Elm
COTTONWOOD CYPRESS

rCKMTURE DIMENSION
SYC.\.MOKE YELLOW PINE

Licking River Lumber
Company

114 Dean Bldg.

POR PRICES South Bend, Indiana

Saline River Hardwood Co.
Main Sales Ollice

Pine Bluff, Arkansas

Manufacturers of

Genuine Forked-Leaf White Oak

Red and Sap Gum
Red Oak and Ash

^ We offer to the trade a remarkably SUPERIOR lumber
product.

fl Our TIMBEJl i* virgin forest growth of the highest

type.

^ Our MILLS are new and produce accurately manufac-

tured stock.

q Our LUMBER is all KRAETZER-CURED—treated with

steam under pressure directly from the saw—insuring

quick drying to light weight, freedom from seasoning

defects and stick-marking, splits and stain.

q Kraetzer-cured lumber will "stay where you put it."

Q Dry kiln and oak flooring plant in connection.

q We solicit the inquiries and orders of critical and dis-

criminating buyers.

«| For straight cars of Yellow Pine, or mixed cars with

Oak Flooring, write LONG-BELL LUMBER COMPANY,
Kansas City, Mo.
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GENERAL VIEW OF MAIN SAWMILL PLANT.
!0 bands and four resaws. Daily ten-hour capacity 150,000 feet.

LAMB-FISH LUMBER COMPANY
Band Mill and General Offices: Charleston, Miss., U. S. A.

THE LARGEST HARDWOOD MILL IN THE WORLD. ANNUAL CAPACITY, 40,000,000

CABLE ADDRESS—"LAMB." Codes Used—Universal, Hardwood, Western Union, A. B. C. 5th Edition, Okay

STOCK LIST- Dry Lumber on Hand December 1st, 1913

l8t & 2nd <llil. « h. Oak. 6' & up. . . . 46.000
1st & 2nd <Jtd. Wli. Oak, 10" & up
1st & 2nd Qta. Wh. Oak. 12" & up
N». 1 Com. <{ld. \\h. Oak, 4" up 20,000
No. 1 Com. (ltd. Wii. Oak, 6" up
CIr. Q. W. Oak Sap Strps., 2y2-5>4"
1st & 2nd PI. Wli. Oak, 6" & up 20,000
No. 1 Com. PI. Wh. Oak. 4" & up 24,000
1st & 2nd Plain K. Oak. 6" & up 40,000
No. 1 Com. Plain R. Oak, 4" & up 23,000
No. » Com. Red & Wh. Oak, 3' & up
Red & Wh. Oak Core Stock
1st & 2nd Qtd. Red Uui
No. 1 Com. (ltd. Red Gl
Ist & 2nd Fie. Red Gun
No. 1 Com. FiK. Red Gu
Ist & 2nd PI. Red Gum.
No. 1 Com. PI. Red Gun
1st & 2nd Sup Gui

1, 5" & up
im, 4" & up
:. 6" & up 30,000
m, 4" & up. . . 5.000
6" & up 200,000
1. 4" & up 85.000
up 30,000

1st & 2nd .Sap Gum, 13-17" & np.
1st & 2nd ISap Gum, 17" & up
1st & 2nd Sap Gum .Stain, 13" & up
Sap Gum Bx. Boards, 13-17"
No. 1 Com. Sap Gum, 4" & up 25.000
No. 2 Com. Sap Gum, 3" & up 50,000
1st * 2nd Tupelo Gum. G" & up
No. 1 Com. Tupelo tJum, 4" & up
Ist Jt 2nd Cypress, 6" & up
Select Cypress, 0" & up
No. 1 Shop Cj'press, 5" & up

ugh to ship with• Indicates stock dry
special grade, suitable for veneering over. Thi,

All Red and Sap Gum in grades of No.
be absolutely free from stain. Kraetzer-Curt

We have facilities for kiln-drying and surfa
specialize on.

45,000
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a yi^ar ago. pormits for only $l."i.'!.4rir» wortb of work wore granted. One
of the largest permits Issued during tlie month was taken out by the

Milwaukee school board for the erection of the new $400,000 Washington
high school. The building Inspector is conlident that the year's building

record will not be far behind the new high record attained in 101 1;,

when more than $15,000,000 was Invested in building here.

The mild weather, which has been experienced up to this date all over

Wisconsin, has worked havoc in the logging situation and unless there is a

change soon, the logging output is bound to be decreased. Not only Is

there no snow in the northern lumber country, but the ground is not

frozen, so that It is impossible to do any hauling or skidding. Lumber
companies and logging concerns went into the woods early last fall, but

operations have come to a standstill in most cases, as the woods are iilied

with cut logs, waiting to be moved and hauled.

Because' of the extra expense iu logging, companies are cutting wages.

Many men are naturally thrown out of employment as a result of the

unsatisfactory weather conditions and idle men are to be found in all the

larger cities, as well as in the lumber country. The monthly report of

the Wisconsin Free Employment Bureau shows that the general demand
for labor has decreased remarkably of late, while at the same time wages
have been cut. The report says that the lumber companies are cancelling

the:r orders for help because of the mild weather and the influx of the

unemployed.

=-< LIVERPOOL y.
The market position continues exceedingly quiet. The general conver-

sation at the various exchanges has been quite depressing and there seems

little prospect of an encouraging nature for the new year. Prices in

almost every direction run lower than at the beginning of this year,

though as far as shippers are concerned this fact has some compensation

In the lower sea freights now ruling. In fact, probably from their point

of view actual profits are running on a higher basis. Round hickory is

perhaps the firmest spot on the market but shipment without definite

orders is not recommended as some thousands of logs are on the way to

this port and this is bound to cause a severe slump. It is really incred-

ible that shippers can be so foolish as to ship stock like hickory on
consignment. If they stood out boldly, they could quite easily secure con-

tracts on a sound basis but as things are at present they ruin their mar-

ket by the suicidal policy of shipping on consignment in parcels which
frighten buyers away. In the early part of the season when markets are

bare they do gain advantageous prices but on the balance they lose

heavily. The same remarks apply to ash planks. In the middle of this

year good contracts were secured at very high prices. In the face of

this some shippers shipped a few cars on consignment and immediately

the bottom was knocked out of the market. If they had been held for a

few months probably good prices could have been secured but the financial

position of this market is such that no one can afford to hold stock. The
same remarks applied to wagon oak earlier in the year. The market has

now recovered considerably in the absence recently of consignment ship-

ments. The point is that the danger of consignment shipments gives no
encouragement to those prepared to make contracts for forward delivery.

These firms should receive every encouragement from shippers. Round
ash is a good spot at the moment though shipments should not be made
without orders. The mahogany position was decidedly weak at the last

sales held. General opinion favors a considerable reduction in value and
that stocks are^ too heavy. Buyers on the other side are strongly advised

to play the waiting game.

=-< GLASGOW y-
The timber trade in the West of Scotland continues quiet, only occa-

sional transactions of any consequence being reported. In shipbuilding
specialities there is a moderate amount of business passing, a steady
demand existing for Oregon pine, pitch pine and elm. The existing high
prices, no doubt, are not calculated to encourage heavy buying and apart
from that those taking stock at the end of the year are naturajly disin-

clined to purchase more than they have immediate use for. In packing
case material there is a little movement and there would be considerably
more if holders would show more disposition to meet buyers' ideas of

price, but this they appear disinclined to do, an indication of their belief

that values are likely to be maintained.
The Montreal season has now closed and the last arrival brought in a

large quantity of pine deals of which a considerable amount is being
stored. The S. S. "Mombassa" from New Orleans iirrived this week and
has the usual assorted cargo. The chief items include oak boards, hazel
pine boards, California pine strips, sugar pine, hickory and ash logs, pitch

pine decks.

So far discharge only Is in progress but it is understood that fair pro-

portion is sold on an ex-quay basis.

Staves of all kinds still play a prominent part In this steamer.
The freight market Is becoming bu.sier, as Indicated by the engagements

during the past week.
The last fixture will be for redwood and certainly there has been quite

a fair quantity of this sold within the past three months and by the time
the chartered vessel arrives the market will be In good shape.
The figures for the Clyde Shipbuilding are Just to hand and arc as

follows: 191.3, November, 68,902 tons; 1912, November, 68,488 tons;
lOi:^, .January to November, 62S.81G tons.

t atesl

Dry. kiln, £
Machinery

Triangle Brand
White Oak Flooring

Perfectly dried and worked

Made from our own timber from
one boundary, insuring uniform

olor and te.\ture; manufactured
at our new hardwood flooring

plant.

Our Specialty: Quarter-sawed White Oak Flooring

Inquiries Solicited Quick Shipments Guaranteed

YELLOW POPLAR LUMBER CO., Coal Grove, Ohio

Kentucky Lumber Company
MANUFACTURERS

POPLAR, PLAIN AND QUAR-
TERED OAK, RED AND SAP
GUM, ASH, CHESTNUT, BASS-
WOOD, HEMLOCK, WHITE PINE

Mills at

Bumside, Ky. Williamsburg, K] .

Isola, Miss.

Sales Office

Cincinnati, O.

WA N T E D
All Kinds of High-Grade

HARDWOODS
5. E. SLAYMAKER & CO.
WEST VIRGINLa''spRUCE LUMBER CO.,

^"^^ Avenue Bmldinj;,
Cass, West Virelnia. NEW YORK

The Tegge Lumber Co.

High Grade
Northern and Southern

Hardwoods and Mahogany

Specialties
OAK, MAPLE, CYPRESS, POPLAR

Milwaukee, Wisconsin
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WHY?
WHY do more than 380 of the most prominent and successful lumber manufac-

turers exchange nearly $30,000,000.00 of indemnity against fire loss at

Manufacturing
Lumbermen's
Underwriters

BECAUSE!
BECAUSE it is the oldest and strongest inter-insurance association among lumber-

men, being now in its fifteenth year,

BECAUSE $978,432.40 cash savings have been returned to members.

BECAUSE $856,831.32 cash surplus, owned entirely by the members, has been accu-

mulated,

BECAUSE $2,443,029.00 has been paid in losses under prompt and equitable adjust-

ments without resort to quibbling or technical controversy.

BECAUSE it was the first to settle lumb er losses on a market value basis.

BECAUSE the regular, frequent and thorough inspections given the plants of all

members help them to prevent fires, thus materially reducing both the

fire waste and the cost of indemnity.

FOR FULL PARTICULARS ADDRESS

Western Representative Rankm-Bciicdicl UndeFwrifing Co.

HARRY B. CLARK, Attorney in Fact.

Portland. Ore. KANSAS CITY, MO.
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Advertisers* Directort;

NORTHERN HARDWOODS.
American Lumber it Mfg. Co... Ill

Buffalo Hardwood Lumber Co. .

.

66

Cartier-Holland Lumber Co 2

Coale. Thos. K. Lumber Co 10

Cobbs & Mitchell. Inc 3

Craig. W. P., Lumber Co II

East Jordan Lumber Co 63

Flias. G. & Bro 66

Estabrook-Skeele Lumber Co.. 5

Flanner-Steger Land & Lumber
Co

Forman. Thos.. Co 63

Hayden & Westcott Lumber Co .5

Heysor. W. E.. Lumber Co 7

Holyoke, Chas 11

Kent. J. S.. Co 10

Klann. E. H.. Lumber Co 57

Kneeland-Bigelow Co., The 3

Licking River Lumber Co 51

Litchfield. William E 10

Mcllvain, J. Gibson. & Co 2

McLean. Hugh. Lumber Co 60

Miller. Anthony 66

Mitchell Bros. Co 3

Mowbray & Robinson Co 7

Palmer & Parker Co 10

Parry. Chas. K., & Co 9

Sawyer-Goodman Company
Scott & Howe Lumber Co 63

Standard Hardwood Lumber Co. 66

Stearns Salt & Lumber Company 8

Stephenson, The L. Company. . . 63

Stewart. I. X., & Bro 66

Struthers Cooperage Company..
Sullivan, T. & Co 66

Taylor. W. R.. Lumber Company 10

Tegge Lumber Co 53

VonPIaten Lumber Co 63

Webster, George, Lumber Co... 11

White Lake Lumber Company.. 51

Wiggin. H. D 10

Williams. Ichabod T., & Sons.. 12

Willson Bros. Lumber Company. 10

Wistar, Underbill & Nixon 10

Wood-Mosaic Company 11

Teager, Orson E 66

Toung, W. D., & Co 3

POPLAR.
Anderson-Tully Company 8

Atlantic Lumber Company 49

Day Lumber & Coal Company.

.

43

Farrin. M. B., Lumber Company. 43

Faust Bros. Lumber Co 12

Kentucky Lumber Company 53

Logan. J. M., Lumber Co 6

Maphet & Shea Lumber Co 6

Vansant. Kitchen & Co 68

Wood, R. E., Lumber Company. II

Yellow Poplar Lumber Co 53.68

RED GUM.
Anderson-Tully Company 8

Archer Lumber Company 40

Baker-Matthews Mfg. Co 47

Bonner, .1. H., & Sons 46

Brown, Geo. C, & Co 46

Brown, Mark H.. Lumber Co.. 47

Evans, G. H., Lumber Company 8

Farrin, M. B., Lumber Co 43

Garetson-Greason Lumber Co.. 9

Gary, W. W 46

Hlmmelberger-Harrlson Lumber
Company 47

Kentucky Lumber Company 53

Lamb-Fish Lumber Company... 52

Leming. M. E., Lumber Com-
pany 41

Licking River Lumber Company

Jliller Lumber Company
Mossman Lumber Company

Paepcke Lelcht Lumber Co

Saline River Hardwood Co
Sondheimer, E.. Company
V'andenBoom-Stimson Lumber
Company

Wisconsin Lumber Company

SOUTHERN HARDWOODS.

American Lumber & Mfg. Co...
Anderson-Tully Company
Anderson Veneer & Sawmill
Company

Archer Lumber Company
Atlantic Lumber Company

Baker-Matthews Mfg. Co
Bennett & Witte
Black. Fred W., Lumber Co
Bluestone Land & Lumber Co..

Bonner. J. H., & Sons

Booker-Cecil Company
Bradley. E. C. Lumber Co
Brown. Geo. C. & Co
Brown, Mark H., Lumber Co..

Brown, W. P., & Sons Lumber
Co

Buffalo Hardwood Lumber Co..

Carrier Lumber & Mfg. Co
Coale. Thos. E.. Lumber Co
Conasauga Lumber Company...
Crane, C, & Co

Davis, Edw. L., Lumber Com-
pany

Day Lumber cS: Coal Company..
Dempsey, W. W
Elias. G., & Bro
Estabrook-Skeele Lumber Co...

Evans. G. H., Lumber Company
Farrin, M. B.. Lumber Co
Farris Hardwood Lumber Co...

Faust Bros. Lumber Company..
Flanner-Steger Land & Lumber
Company

Foot. L
Garetson-Greason Lumber Co..

Gary, W. W
Harris Manufacturing Co
Hayden & Westcott Lumber Co
Heyser. W. E., Lumber Co
Himmelberger-Harrison Lumber
Company

Huddleton-Marsh Lumber Co..
Johns-Mowbray-Nelson Co
Kennedy. James. & Co
Kent, J. S., Company
Kentucky-Indiana Hardwood Co.

Kentucky Lumber Company....
Kimball & Kopcke
Klann. E. H., Lumber Co
Kosse, Shoe & Schleyer Co
Lamb-Fish Lumber Company.
Leming. M. E., Lumber Com-
pany

Linking River Lumber Co
Litchncld, William E
Little River Lumber Company.

.

Logan, J. M., Lumber Co
Louisville Veneer Mills

Maphet & Shea Lumber Co
Mcllvain, J. Gibson. & Co
McLean. Hugh, Lumber Co
Memphis Band Mill Company...
Miller, Anthony
Miller Lumber Company
Moasman Lumber Company
Mowbray & Robinson Company.

Nettleton. E. B., & Co
Norman Lumber Company
North Vernon Lumber Company

51 Paepcke Leicht Lumber Co
47 Parry, Chas. K., & Co 9

44 Ransom, J. B.. & Co 9

Rlemeier Lumber Company 42

Saline River Hardwood Co 51

Salt Lick Lumber Conipany 9

Shawnee Lumber Company 42

Slaymaker, S. E., & Co 53

44 Sondheimer, E., Company 44

5 Standard Hardwood Lumber Co. 66

Stemmelen Lumber Company... 4

Stewart, I. N.. cS: Bro 66

jy Sullivan. T., & Co 66

„ Vanden Boom-Stimson Lbr. Co.... 44

Vansant. Kitchen & Co 68

^ Vestal Lumber & Manufacturing

^y Company 6

^g
Von Platen Lumber Company.. 63

^^ Webster. George. Lumber Co... 11

White Lake Lumber Company.. 51

,g Whitmer. Wm., & Sons 10

^^ Wiggin. H. D 10

J,

Williams, Ichabod T., & Sons.. 12

^ Williamson-Kuny Mill & Lumber
.., Company 12

Z Willson Bros. Lumber Company 10

.. Wisconsin Lumber Company. ... 5

Wistar, Underbill & Nixon 10

. Wood-Mosaic Company 11

gg Wood. R. E.. Lumber Company. II

Yeager, Orson E 66

10 VENEERS AND PANELS.
42

42 -"^dams & Raj-mond Veneer Co.. 65

Ahnapee Veneer & Seating Co.. 64

Anderson Veneer & Sawmill Co. 4

Astoria Veneer Mills & Dock Co 64

g Black, Fred W., Lumber Co... 49

gg Central Veneer Company 65

5 Evansville Veneer Company....

8 Hoffman Bros. Company 65

42 Huddleston-Marsh Lumber Co..
^ Jarrell. B. C. cS: Co 65

Kentucky Veneer Works 41

Knoxville Veneer Company 6

41 Louisville Veneer Mills 4

9 Memphis Veneer & Lumber Co.

.

™ Ohio Veneer Company 42

'* Palmer & Parker Company 10

5 Putnam Veneer and Lumber Co 65
7

Rayner, J 5

_ Rice Veneer & Lumber Company 65

Underwood Veneer Company 64

42 Willey. C. L 48

42 Williams, Ichabod T., & Sons... 12

IQ Williamson-Kuny Mill & Lumber
4 Company 12

53 Wood-Mosaic Company II

6 MAHOGANY, WALNUT. ETC.
57

42 Astoria Veneer Mills & Dock Co 64

52 Black. Fred W.. Lumber Co... 49

Evansville Veneer Company
41 Huddleston-Marsh Lumber Co..

51 Louisville Veneer Mills 4

IQ
Memphis Veneer & Lumber Co.

gg Palmer & Parker Co 10

g Purcell. Frank 45

4 Rayner, J 5

Struthers Cooperage Company..
* Willey. C. L 48
" Williams. Ichabod T.. & Sons.. 12

66

2 HARDWOOD FLOORING.
^^ Anderson Veneer & Sawmill Co. 4
*' Carrier Lumber & Mfg. Co 12
** Cobbs & Mitchell. Inc 3

' Eastman. S. L.. Flooring Co II

57 Farrin, M. B.. Lumber Company 42

4 Forman. Thos.. Company 63

4 Harris Manufacturing Company 44

Kerry & Hanson Flooring Co.. 63

Mitchell Bros. Company 3

Ransom, John B., & Co 9

Saline River Hardwood Co 61

Salt Lick Lumber Company.... 9

Stearns Salt & Lumber Company 8

Stephenson, The I., Comnaay.... 63

Webster. George. Lumber Co.

.

U
Wllce. T., Company, The 5

Yellow Poplar Lumber Co 53.68

Young, W. D., & Co 3

WOODWORKING MACHINERY.

Butterworlh ,!ir Lowe 61

Cadillac Machine Company 61

Covel Manufacturing Company. 12

Gerlach, The Peter, Company.

.

57

Linderman Machine Co., The.. 67

Mershon, W. B.. & Co 61

Phoenix Manufacturing Co 60

Saranac Machine Company 60

Sinker-Davis Company
Westlnghouse Electric &
Mfg. Company

LOGGING MACHINERY.

Baldwin Locomotive Works....
Clyde Iron Works 62

Fitzgibbons & Krebs
Lidgerwood Mfg. Company 62

Russel Wheel & Foundry Co

DRY KILNS AND BLOWERS.

Grand Rapids Veneer Works 62

Kraetzer Company, The 50

National Dry Kiln Company.... 60

Phila. Textile Mchy. Company.. 10

Standard Dry Kiln Company.... 61

SAWS, KNIVES AND SUPPLIES.

Atkins, E. C, & Co
Covel Manufacturing Company. 12

Simonds Mfg. Company

LUMBER INSURANCE.

Central Manufacturers' Mut. Ins.

Company
Epperson, U. S., & Co
Indiana Lumbermen's Mut. Ins.

Company
Lumber Mutual Fire Insurance
Company

Lumbermen's Mut. Ins. Co
Lumbermen's Underwriting Alli-

ance
Majiufacturing Lumbermen's
Underwriters 53

Pennsylvania Lumbermen's Mut.
Fire Ins. Company

Rankin-Benedict Underwriting
Company 53

TIMBER LANDS.

Foot. L 41

Ijacey. James D.. & Co
Southern Railway 57

Spry. John C 5

TIMBER ESTIMATORS.

Grifflth. Clarence W 44

McDonald, Thos. J 56

MISCELLANEOUS.

Astoria Veneer Mills & Dock Co 64

Chllds, S. D.. & Co 57

Gerlach. The Peter. Company.. 57

Kraetzer Company. The 50

Lumbermen's Credit Assn 5

Matthews Gravity Carrier Co... 45

Mechanical Rubber Company. .

.

60

Perkins Glue Company 43

Stephenson. Grant T 49

Westlnghouse Electric & Mfg.
Company ,
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CLASSIFIED

ADVERTISEMENTS

AilverMsi'iuenls will Im^ Inserted In tbls sec-
tiun al tbi' foljuwlng nitt!.!

Forone Insertion 20c a line
For two Insertions 35c a line
For three insertions 50c a line
For four insertions 60c a line

KlKlit wordNof ordlnnrj- lougtb make one Una.
lleailliic counts as twu lines.
No dlspln}- except tlie Leadings can be ad-
mitted.

Remittances to accompany the order. No
extra charges for copies of paper containing
the advertisement.

EMPLOYES WANTED

SUPERINTENDENT VENEER
and panfl plant. Will soon require services

high-class. cxporienceU superiutendcnt for old-

established house of foremost reputation. Ad-
dress, with detailed Information concerning ex-
perience, age, reputation, etc.,

"BOX 121," care Hardwood Recodd.

WANTED—SALESMAN
to cover Canadian torritor.v with headquarters
at Toronto. (!ood opportunity for hardwood
salesman who can show results. Must have ex-
perience in working the territor.v mentioned.

W. E. IIEYSEU l.BR. CO.. Cincinnati, U.

WANTED.
Services of first-class hardwood salesman, to

cover Ohio and Indiana territory. Prefer one
who has had experience in the states named.
Good opportunity for hustler who can show re-

sults. \V. E. IIEVSEK LUlt. CO., Cincinnati, O.

EMPLOYMENT WANTED

MAN OF WIDE EXPERIENCE
in the manufacture and sale of lumber and
veneers, thorough executive, cost and efficiency

expert, with best possible references, is open for
position. Address

"BOX ONE," care Hardwood Record.

WANTED—EMPLOYMENT
When you want a salesman ror New York

state territory, write us. We can supply you
with a good man. EMPIRE STATE ASSOCIA-
TION of Wholesale Lumber & Sash & Door Sales-
men. Chas. Johnson, Sec'y, 96 Klrkland Rd.,
Rochester, N. Y.

SOUTHERN HARDWOOD LUMBERMAN
with twelve 5,^^rs' practical experience in sell-

ing end of business, both as traveling salesman
and ofhce correspondent, is open for engagement
beginning .Tan. ]."). Address A. G. STEIIMAX
19 N. Clark St., Chicago, 111.

WANTED—BLACK WALNUT LOGS
500 cars good black walnut logs, 10" and up

In diameter, 6 ft. and up long. Will inspect at
shipping point and pay cash.

GEO. W. HARTZELL, Piqua, Ohio.

c WAGON STOCK WANTED

I AM IN THE MARKET FOR

7B to 100 cars of oak poles, bolsters, sand

boards, ereners, and reaches ; aad hickory and

maple axles. Will Inspect at aklppiag paint, and

pay cash. E. B. BROWN, 372 Bayaa St.,

Bnffalo, N. T.

TIMBER ESTIMATING

TIMBER ESTIMATES
Estimating Southern timber a specialty. Maps,

detailed reports as to stand, quality and lagging
conditions. HaTe a few blgb-class prapertles

for sale. Can furnlsk best references.

THOS. J. MCDONALD,
East Tenn. Natl. Bank Bldg.,

KnoxTlUe, Tenn.

TIMBER FOR SALE

$15,000,000.00,

We have about flttecn million dollars' worth

of timberlands for sale. Write us what you
want. Dealers in timberlands, lumber yards,

mill machinery, mills for sale, arranging loans,

selling and exchanging cutover lands, and a gen-

eral real estate business. It .vou want to buy or

sell write us. THE JANESVILLE EXCHANGE.
Timber Dept., Janesville, Wisconsin.

LUMBER FOR SALE

FOR SALE
and ready for immediate shipment, twenty cars

8/4 and 4/4 log run white maple, excellent

quality. ALLEN & STODDARD, Groton, N. Y.

BUYERS OF HABDWOODS.
Da you want to get In touch with the best

buyers of hardwood lumber? We have a list,

hawing the annual requirements In Inmber,

llaenslon stock and reneers and panels of con-

sumers of those materials throughout the United

States and Canada. The service Is free to ad

rertlsers In the Bicobo. It will Interest yon
Write us for further Information about ear "Sell

Ing Lumber by Mall System."

HARDWOOD RECORD, Ellsworth Bldg.,

Chicago.

FOR SALE.
St. Frances Valley. Ark. ; band sawed red

gum, dry, choice stock, all grades. Inspection
guaranteed tinder National rules.

CRITTENDEN LUMBER CO., Crittenden, Ark.

For Sale—8,000 pieces oak, 1,850 pieces yel-

low pine 3x3%x4'5", 1st & 2nd, and clear dry
stock. JACOB HAISH COMP.iNY, DeKalb, III.

FOR SALE.
One hundred and twenty-flve million of hard-

wood. Address
'.'MICHIGAN," care Hardwood Record,

DIMENSION STOCK WANTED

WANTED
Hard Maple and Beech Squares 42", 44",

48" long, plump 1" 1 1". Must he clear and
straight. It you have any to offer write us.

Will take them dry or green.

THE COLUMBIA MFG. CO.,

New Philadelphia, Ohio.

WANTED—HARD 1VLA.PLE SQUARES
r.O", OG", G2" and GO" long, cut 2?i by 2% and
",\:i. Must be straight grained, tree from knots
and other detects. Delivery this winter.

THE J. H. STILL MFG. CO., LTD.,
St. Thomas, Ontario.

WANTED TO BUY
Red Gum Squares 2"x2"x27"—34", 36" &

44" long. Quote cash prices f. o. b. mill.
'

DUHLMEIER BROTHERS, Cincinnati, O.

WANTED.
Willow lumber and squares. White oak

luares. LEOPOLD DESK CO.,

Burlington, Iowa.

DIMENSION OAK

Plain and Quartered

Various sizes tor chair and table factories.

Send to us for specifications and prices.

INDIANA QUARTERED OAK CO.

7 East 42nd Street,

New York.

RAILWAY EQUIPMENT FOR SALE

WANTED
To sell railroad cross ties, white and red oak.

loaded separately. State price F. O. B. car

Xortork, Arkansas.

WILLIAMS, Marshall, Arkansas.

TIMBER LANDS FOR SALE

FINE TIMBER TRACTS.
We have a number of timber tracts for sale

in most all states at low prices and reasonable
terms. Have few I)argain tracts that are offered

for quick sale. Write us what you want, we
have it. THE JANESVILLE EXCHANGE,
Timber Dept., Janesville, Wis.

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY.
Wanted, partner and additional capital to

take active interest in going box concern, well
located in Central Wisconsin, having tour rail-

roads and satisfactory concentration rates on
lumber in, and the product out. No better loca-

tion in the state. Exceptional opportunity. Ad-
dress "BOX 125," care Hardwood Record.
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LIMBER WANTED

WANTED TO BUY
ciirs -I, 4" 1.02 I!\in Biittornut.

DUHLMEIER BROTHERS. Clncinnntl.

MISCELLANEOIS

OAK, POPLAE, ASH
and all atber hardwtads. la all grades and thick-

unset, can b« readllj said If adrertlsed 1b tli«

Wasted aad For Sale section of Hxbowoob Bbc-

0B>. If 70<] hare a lar^ stock 70D want to

•ell try a few lines In this department and

see what a lot of Inquiries they will bring you.

For aale hj HARDWOOD RECORD,
637 S. Dearborn St., Chlcaco, Dl.

BO CENTS EACH.

The Logical Location

for Wood-Working
Factories

with the scarcity of timber In your local-
ity and the ever Increasing demand for higher
wages among employees, doubtless you And
it difficult In your present location to realize
the profits you once made.

If you are manufacturing furniture, car-
riages, automobile parts, barrels and boxes,
cratee or any product that requires wood,
the Southeastern States of Virginia, North
and South Carolina. Georgia, Florida, Ala-
bama, Mississippi, Tennessee or Kentucky
offer numerous excellent openings for any of
these lines of business. The greatest supply
of oak, gum. ash, walnut, hickory, pine and
other timbers are obtainable In nearly every
section of the Southeast.
Power is furnished at very reasonable rates

while labor Is plentiful at a very favorable
wage scale. Labor troubles are practically
unknown In the South.
Along the Southern Ry., Moblli

R. R. and Georgia Southern & Fl
are many cities and towns oflfering lib
inducements for the location of new ln(
tries. We can put you In touch with tl

parties If you will express a desire.

Ohio

M. V. RICHARDS
id nnd Industrial Agent

SOUTHERN RAILWAY
Room 305, Washington, D. C.

GIBSON
TALLY BOOK

This iKree-throw tally lickel cover Is made
from aluminum, and accommodates four tally

tickets—44x81 inches in size.

Folds compactly to less than one-fourth inch

in thickness and fits side or inside coat pocket.

Gives large area of four tickets for compli-

cated tallies, or straight grade can be made
on one page.

Accommodates any form of tally ticket desired.

Special, patented, triplicate tally tickets supplied,
printed on waterproof paper with carbon backs. Tallies
made on these tickets are unalterable. Their use en-
ables the inspector to retain triplicate, and forward
orieinal and duplicate. Duplicate designed to be
attached to invoice.

These tally books are perfection ffir durability,

covenience. accuracy, and for systematizing the inspec-
tion and measurement of lumber

Patent applied for on covers. Copynehted, 1910.
Triplicate Tally Tickets patented.

PRICE LIST

AlumlnumTally Covers, each - - S 1.00

Aluminum Tally Covers, pcrdozen - - 10.00
Patented triplicate Tally Tickets (stock form)

per 1.000 10.00
Single shed maoila (stock form) Tally Tickets,

per 1,000 4.00

Specimen forms of Tally Tickets mailed on applica-

tion. Covers sold on approval to responsible concerns.

Manufactured by

Hardwood Record
'37 S Dearborn St., CHICAGO

CHICAGO
E. H. KLANN LUMBER CO.

Cottonwood, Gum, Oak, Ash, Cy-

press, Yellow Pine, Dimension Stock

819 FISHER BLJ)G. HAR. 1187

Factory Lumber
CRAY'S HARBOR SPRUCE
SOFT YELLOW FIR
WESTERN SOFT PINE

DIRECT MILL REPRESENTATION

MAKE BOX SHOCKS
LOOSE BARREL STAVES

Of Finest Quality and at Lowest Cost

From Cordwood, Slabs, or Other Forest Waste
by the Use of Gerlach Machinery.

The Peter Gerlach Co., Cleveland, O.

If you want to get in touch

with 2000 Live Wire
Buyers of Hardwoods

it will pay you to find out about

the Hardwood Record's

BULLETIN SERVICE
One man, who uses the service

gives it credit for earning annu-

ally $10,000 for him.

Write for pamphlet

—

"Selling Lumber fiij Mail"

It will pro\c a revelation to you.

HARDWOOD RECORD
(Bulletin Dept.)

537 So. Dearborn St.,

CHICAGO
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American Forest Trees
By Henry H. Gibson Edited by Hu Maxwell

"AMERICAN FOREST TREES" is a comprehensive work of more than seven hun-
dred pages, ilhistratcd hy more than one hundred full page pictures of forest types of tree
growth, and hundreds of minor pictures.

It answers every question worth asking about the infinite variety of forest growth in this
country, and the utilization of these woods in lumber and other forms. The opinion of an
expert on this work is:

"AMERICAN FOREST TREES" is the foremost contribution that has ever been made
to American forest and lumber literature.

The price of this work is Six Dollars ($6.00) net. It will be sent on receipt of price, pre-
paid, subject to return and refund of payment if it does not prove satisfactory.

The very complete character of this work may be judged by the index following :

Acacia 535
African luatioean; 463
Allnnthua 676
.\Iaska Cyprus 121

pinf 193
AUip
Ali:aroba 659
AllfRlianT
Alligator juniper
AlllBator-wood
Almonilleaf willow
Aloe leaf yucca
Alpine flr

Alpine larch
Alpine spruce
Alpine western spruce.
Alpine wbltebark pine.
Alternate-leayed doff-
wood 526

Alvord nak 220
Amabllls flr 165

ipple 853
irborTitae 97

37

nerlcan
nerican
nerlcan
nerlcan

larcb... 80
American linden 637
American planertree 397
American smoke-tree... 897
-Andromeda 626
AnKellcatree 676
ADf'i wood 696
Apple haw 459
Arborylta 97
Arizona cork flr 164
Arizona cypress 142
Arizona madrona 663
Arizona palm 693
Arizona pine 705
Arizona spruce 135
Arizona sycamore 610
Arizona white oak 218
Arrow.wood 507
Ash-leaved maple 445
•Aspen 667, 675
Aspen-leat 675
August plum 621
Bald cypress 139
" of Gllead.145, 667, 673

. 494

. 507

. 439

Balm of Gllead flr.
Bals.

.135.

Ban
205
640

Baretta 699
Barren oak 316
Barren scrub oak 2S3
Bartram oak .S22
Basket elm SK
Basket oak 208, 229
Basket willow 472
Basswood 637
Bat-tree 494
Bayberry 698
Bay poplar 337
Bay-tree 529
Beaded locust 655
Bearberry 646.698
Bear oak 315
Bearwood 698
Beaver-tree 495
Bebb wtllow 471
Beech 625
Beetree
Bell-tree
Bellwood
Berlandie
Blp buckeye

sh

Big bud
Big-bud hickory...
BIgcone pine
Biffcone spruce....
Big Cottonwood....
Bifelow willow ...
Big hickory nut..

.

637
. . . 601
...602
... 418
. .. 649
. .. 363
. .. 363
. .. 68
. .. 172

Big laurel
Biglcaf laurel .

Blglcaf maple .

Big pine 31
Big shellbark 369
Elgtree 175
Big white birch 583
Blltmore ash 424
Birch 565
Ilird cherry 619
Bishop's pine 69
Bitter cherry 616
Bitter hickory 361
Bitternut 367
Bitternut hickory 361
Bitter pecan 361. 37.">

Bitter walnut 361
Bitter waternut 374
Bitterwood 676
Black ash. 415. 416. 423, 445
Blackbark pine 75
Black birch 565, 577, 580
Black calabash 476
Black cherry 613
Black Cottonwood

607, 669, 679
Black gum 159, 331
Black haw 460
Black hickory

364. 367, 696, 699
Black Ironwood 700
Black Jack
Black Jack oak 291
Black larcb
Black llmetree 637

k locust 535, 641
k mangrove

Black maple 447
Black mulberry 5]
Black oak. 259. 260, 271, 277
Black ollvetree 688
Black pine... 63, 67, 70, 75
Black poplar 681
Black slash pine 55
Black sloe 621
Black spruce 129
Black thorn 459
Blacktree 68S
Black walnut 343
Black willow 469
Black wood 688
Bleeding-heart tree 500
Blister pine 145, 151
Blue ash 417, 422
Blue beech 627
Blue birch 565, 577, 585
Blue blossoms 698
Blue dogwood 526
Blue elder . . 700
Blue Jack oak 285
Blue myrtle 698
Blue oak 205, 213, 226
Blue spruce 136
Bluet 608
Eluewood 700
Bodark 51]
Bodock 511
Bog spruce 130
Bols d'arc 511
Bols Inconnu 405
Bottom shellbark 369
Bow-wood 511
Bor elder 445. 601
Boi oak 223
Box white oak 223
Boxwood 623
Bracted flr 157

h oak 223

502

Br
Bristleeone flr

Bristlecon© pine..
Proadfrolt yucca..
Broadleaf maple. ..

Broadleaf willow.

.

Broom hickory
Brown ash
Brown hickory

pine
. . 363 I Buckeye .

.

. .. 4.39

... 472

... 367

... 423

... 367

. ,

.

43
...649

Buckthorn bumell
Buckwheat-tree ..
Bullace plum
Bull bay 404
Bull pine 49, 75
Bumwood 697
Burning bush 499
Burnwood 502
Bur oak 211
Bustle 696
Butternut 349
Buttonhall 607
Buttonwood 607

Cabbage palmetto 691
Cabbage-tree
Cactus
Cajeput 529
Calico-bush 805
Callcowood 601
California bay-tree .529

California black oak 285
California blue oak 229
California boi elder 447
California buckeye. .649, 651
California chestnut oak. 313
California coffee 608
California fan palm 693
California hemlock

spruce 193
California hollv 645
California Juniper 112
California laurel ...529. 655
California live oak 307
California nutmeg 201
California olive 529
California post cedar... 109
California red bud 549
California red flr 164
California sassafras .... 529
California scrub oak 237
California swamp pine.. 69
California sycamore ... 609
California tanbark oak.. 313
California walnut 351
California white oak 249
California white pine... 67
Canada plum 621
Canadian Judas tree 548
Canadian red pine 61
Canoe birch 583
Canoe cedar 115
Canoewood 4S7
Canotla 699
Canyon birch 580
Canyon live oak 308
Carolina cherry 620
Carolina hemlock 703
Carolina pine 49
Carolina poplar 667
Cascara buckthorn 698
Cascara sagrada 698
Catalpa 475
Catawba 475
Catawba rhododendron.. 607
Cat spruce 130
Cedar 91, 97, 109, 118
Cedar elm 380, 392
Cedar pine 57
Cereuses 693
Chalky leucaena 562
Chapman oak 208
Chattahoochee pine 202
Check pine 70
Checkered-barked Juniper 111

385

547
547

spruce.

.

talpa 475, 477

Cllft elm ..

Cockspur .

.

Cocoa plum
Coffeebean
Coffee-berry
Coffeenut .

Coffeetree .

Colorado blu
Common
Common thorn 459
Cornel 523
Coral bean 554
Coral sumach 697
Cork-barked Douglas

spruce 169
Cork elm 380, 385, 399
Cork pine 19
Corkwood 423
Corky elm 309
Cotton gum 3.37
Cottonwood 667, 673
Cotton-tree 667
Coulter pine 68
Cowlicks

Crab
Crab apple ..

bwood
Crack illon

604

Creeping pine 37
Cuban pine 45
Cucumber 481
Cucumber-tree 487
Currant-tree 451
Custard apple 640
Cut-leaved maple 445
Cypress 70, 139

Dahoon holly 645
Darling plum 700
Darlington oak 295
Date plum 517
Deciduous holly 64R
Deer tongue 507
Deln

False acacia 535
False box-dogwood 523
False mahogany 531
False shagbark 346
Fanleaf palm 693
Farkelberry 608
Fat pine 43
Feather-coned red flr... 157
Feather-leaf 97
Fetid buckeye 651
Fetid yew 202
Fighting wood 199
Finger-cone pine
Fir balsan 151

538

pin 64

Cherry birch 565,680
Chestnut 631
Chestnut oak 241, 313
Chickasaw plum 622
Chihuahua pine 70
Chlnaberry 665
China-tree 664
Chinquapin 6.14
Chinquapin oak 247
Chlttamwood 602
Cholla 691
CIgartree 476
Cinnamon bark 701

. 286

. 637
Cin
Clammy locust

Desert Juniper 705
Desert willow 477
Devil's claw 544
Devil's tongue cactus.. 694
Devllwood 700
Digger pine 75
Dilly 696
Doctor gum 097
Dogwood 523
Double flr 151
Double spruce 130
Douglas flr 169
Douglas spruce 169
Douglas-tree 169
Down-cone 166
Downy basswood 639
Downy-cone subalplne

flr 168
Downy poplar 669
Drooping Juniper 705
Drummond maple 436
Duck oak 320
Durand oak 208
Dwarf ash 412
Dwarf chestnut oak.... 247
Dwarf cypress 184
Dwarf Juniper 705
Dwarf maple 442,446
Dwarf marine pine 69
Dwarf rose bay 607
Dwarf sumach 696
Dwarf walnut . .

.

Dyer's oak
Ebony
Klder
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202
if asli 41S
rood •00. B«J

j ib«r 32.'.

IlKbirk 346
ftr pine 25

pine.

T poplar 682
pine 68
pine 43
•errlce 452
willow 408

-Cd pine 63

•pruce pine... 51

eat flr 164

Nettle tree 403
New KnKland Iwrwood. 523
Newcastle tliorn 459
Ni'w Mexican locust.... 637
New Mexican plnou. ... 28
Noble flr 157
Nootka cjpreaa 121
Nortli American red
spruce 127

Nortli Carolina pine.... 49
North Carolina Bbagbark
blokorr 3711

.Northern cork olm 3S5
Northern spruce pine... 19
Northern white cedar.. 07
Norwaj pine 01
NutmCK hickory 374

Oak-barked cedar Ill
Obispo pine 69
Ohio buckeje 649, 651
Oldfleld birch 5^5
Oldfleld pine 49
Old man's beard TOO
OllTetree 337
One-bi'rry 403
One-seed Juniper 99
Opossum wood 601
Opuntlns 694
Orepon ash 421
Oregon balsam 166
tiregon crabapple 454
Oregon flr 163
Oregon maple 439
Oregon oak 235
Oregon pine
Oregon white oak 235
Oreodaphne 529
Orercup oak 217, 223
Osage appletree
Osage orange
Osier willow

Paclflc coaat oak 235
Pacific yew
Pale-leat hickory 345

oak
Pain

w 459
pine 45, 55
opruce 133

. 559. 562
cottonwood.ee7. 669
elder 700
madrona 663
mulberry 514
palmetto 692
persimmon .... 517
pinon.. .19, 33, 704

Inut
whli pin 19
basswood 639

562
pecles 695

r»nge 511. 620
yucca 693
y cypress 141

y pine .

^lm 391
laple 435
1 oak 297
In alder 692
n ash.. 411, 454, 675

151. 166

in hemlock 195
in holly 645
in Iry BOS
In Juniper
In laurel. .605 529

iahogany.109. 465
machlneel... 697
maple 435, 441

In pine 25
ipnace 135

In white oak 213

triT

297

'ood 698
berry 699
cone pine 704
leaf Cottonwood

.

867. 669
leaf crab 453
leaf willow 496
plnm 621
:e poplar 6S7
oak 219

Palmetto 691
Palo bianco 406
Palo verde 556
Paper birch 565, .'i83

Pappr mulberry 514

I'rlcklecone pine 68. 704 Shingle cedar 115
Prickly a»h 699. Shingle oak 801. 319
Prickly pine 52 Shin oak 208,286
Prickly spruce 138 Shuepeg maple 433
Prince's pine 70 Short-flower mahogany. \66
Puget Sound pine 169 . Shortleaf pine 49
Pumpkin ash 423 Shortleared pin

ipklu pine 19
umpkln tree 180
unk oak 320
urple buckeye 649, 652
urple dogwood 528

I'uriile ha 700
Pyr uidal maEnoll8.4Sl, 406

Rattiehox 601

lied alder
lied

Shortshat 40
Shrub willow 496
Sierra brownbark pine.. 67
Silktop palmetto 692
Silky willow 472
Sllverbell tree 601,604
SIlTer Br 159, 163, 16.-.

SlWerleaf willow 471
SilTer-leared maple 420

Siirer maple 429
pin 14;

spruce 136, 145

h 423
I
silTertop palmetto 6!12

Kedbark flr 184, Siugie leaf pinon ....19, 701
Kedbark pine 75 Single spruce 130
lied bay 531, sir .loseph Bank's pine.
Ued-berrled elder 700 ) giash pine 45. 40,

alder 592

lledbud 548
lied cedar 91. 109

Ited elm 303, 399
Red flr 157. 164, 169
Ited gum 3'25

lied haw 457, 459, 460
Itedheart hickory 357
Red hickory 3B3
lied Ironwood 700
Red larch 80
Red locust 535
Red maple 433
Red mulberry '13
Red oak

Sima spr
Skunk spruce 180
Slippery elm... 380. 391, 400

Small buckeye 649. 652
Small fruit mountain ash 454
Small-leaf elm
Small-leaf horsebean... 549
Small laurel 605
Small pignut 346
Small pignut hickory... 346
Small white birch .'585

Smooth cypress 142
Smooth-leaf willow

'59 2ti6 277 280 289 Snowdrop-tree 601. 603

Re'dpfne" '.....'. .61. 169 .Soapberry 4(!

Red plum 621 1 Soap-tree 465
Red slWer flr 165 : Soft map!
Red spruce 127

j
Soft pine

Red thorn 458 ' Softwoods
Red titi 502; Soledad pine 04
Red willow 496 ; Sonora Ironwood 56.**

Redwood 181 Sophora 555
Retama 649 Sorrel-tree .,

Rhododendron 507 ' Soulard crab
River ash 423 Sour gum 337, 339. 607
River birch 565, 577

|
Sour gum bush 507

Cottonwood 667 Sour tupelo 339
Rock chestnut oak. 241 I Sourwood 507

Swamp oak .

Swamp poiilar
Swamp sassafras 405
Swamp Spanish oak .301

Swamp tupelo 337
Swamp white oak.. 217, 229
Swampy chestnut oak,. 241
Sweet bay 531
Sweet birch 505, 580
sweet crab 4,53

Sweet gum 325
Sweet locust 541
Sweet magnolia 481,496
Sweet scented crab 453
Switch-bud hickory 367
Sycamore ..\ 397,607

52
673

ck 79. 86

49. 301
I

Western lar
660 ~"

Westeru red cedar
115. US. 708

Western servlceberry . . 452
Western ahellbark 369
Westeru spruce 133
Western sumacb 608
Western walnut

vhite flr.

Thite oak
nrblte pin

163
235

'blanket 699

Pin 19

28
33

thorn 459
Pitch pine... 43. 45, 49. 63
Planertree 307
Plane-tree 607
Plum 621. 622
Poison dogwood 697

elde
Pols ivy
Poison laurel
Pols,

607Poison sumach .

PolBontree 697
Polsonwood 607. 701
Pond apple 640
Pond cypress 141
Pond pine 67
Poorfleld pine 49
Poor pine 61
Poplar 487. 873
Poplnr-leaved birch 685
I'opple 487. 675
Poppy ash 424
Possum haw 648
Possum oak 320
Possurowood 517
Port Orford cedar 123
Post cedar 103. 109
Post locust .535

Post oak 223
Poverty birch 5S.'>

Powcohlacora 365

Rock maple 427 • Southern mountain pine
Rock oak 241 I Southern red Juniper.
Rocky Mountain Juniper

1 Southern red oak
124 Southern white cedar

.

Rocky Mountain oak... Southern yellow pine.
219. 226 Spanish bayonet

Rocky Mountain white _ Spanish dagger 693

Paradise-tree 676 I Uock elm 380. 385 I Southern basswood.
Parry nut pine 19. 704 " '

'"' ~ '

Parry pinion 703
Parry's spruce 136
Patton's spruce 196
Peach oak 313
Pea-flower locust 535
Peawood 602
Pear haw 459
Pear thorn 459
Pecan 357. .373

Pecan nut 373
Pecan tree 373
Persimmon 517
Pessimin 517
Pigeonberry 462, 526
Pigeon cherry 619
Pignut 356. 361. 367
Pignut hickory 367
Pig walnut 361

cherry 619

Prlc ak 316

pine 703
Rose bay 507
Rosemary pine 49. 55
Royal palm 692
Rum cherry 603
Rusty nannyberry 700

Sadler oak 220
Saffron plum 696
Salad-tree 548
Sandbar willow 496
Sand Jack 286
Sand pine 46
Sapwood pine 76
Sargent palm 692
Sarvlce 451
Sassafac 6.56

Sassafas 655
Sassafrac 655
Sassafras 655
Satlnleaf 606
Satin walnut 325
Satlnwood 699
Savlce 451. 4.52

Savin 91
Sailfrax 655
Scalybark hickory 357
Scarlet haw 457
Scarlet maple 4.33

Scarlet oak 277
Schott cactus 694
Schott yucca 693
Screwbean 562
Screw-pod 562
Scrub oak 220. 247. 283
Scrub pine 37, 57. 70
Seaside alder 692
Second growth 3.57

Servlceberry 451
Service-tree 451
Shadberry 451
Shaghark hickory. ..355, 3,57

Shaita red flr 165
Shawneewood 476
She balsam 151
Sheepbcrry 899. 700
Sbeepbush 554
Sheep lanrel 605
Shellhark . .• 368. 3.57

Shellbark hickory 369

sh moss 256
Spanish oak... 260, 277, 289
Spanish red oak 289
Sparkleberry 508
Spice-tree 529

Spoon-hutch 507
Spoonwood 506
Springwood 7
Spotted oak... 266. 271, 320
Spruce 127. 169
Spruce pine

45, 49. 61. 57, 187
Spruce-tree 187
Stackpole pine 151
Staghush 609
Staghorn sumach 097
Star- leaved gum 325
Stave oak 205
Stiffness of wood 11

Sting-tongue 609

Stinking ash 445
Stinking buckeye 651
Stinking cedar 201,202
Stinking savin 202
Strength of wood 11
Striped maple 447
Stone-seed Mexican pinon 33
Stump tree 547
Sugar ash 445
Sugarberry ...403. 405. 406
Sugar maple 427
Sugar pine 19. 31
Sugar-tree 427
Sumach 698
Summer haw 45S
Summerwood 7
SunBower-tree 700
Sun-loving pine 704
Sunny-slope pine 704
Swamp ash 416. 422
Swamp bay 531
Swamp cedar 103

Swamp chestnut oak... 229
Swamp Cottonwood 687. 669
Swamp hickory 361. .375

Swamp holly 646
Swamp laurel 495
Swamp magnoll
Swamp maple 429. 4.33

Texan ebony 538
Texan red oak 205
Texas ash 411
Texas buckeye 640
Texas Cottonwood ..667. 669
Texas flowering willow. 477
Texas redbud 540
Texas umbrella-tree ... 465
Thick shellbark 360
Thomas elm 385
Thorn apple 450
Thorn hush 450
Thorn locust 541
Thorn plum 450
Thorn-tree 641
Thorny acacia 541
Thorny locust 641
Three-leaved maple 445
Three-thorned acacia... 541
Thunderwood 607
Thurber cactus 694
Tldeland spruce 133
Tisswood 602
Titl 602, 526
Toothache-tree 690
Torch pine 55
Torchwood 600
Tornillo 562
Torrey pine
Tough bumel
Tourney oak 315
Trask mahogany 466
Tree huckleberry 50S
Tree myrtle 608
Tree palmetto 601
Tree yucca 603
Trident oak 292
Tuck-tuck 157
Tulip poplar 487
Tulip-tree 4S7
Tupelo 337
Turkey oak 283, 286

timbrella tree. 481. 484. .526

Upland hickory ,357

Upland willow 285
Utah Juniper 706

Valley mahogany 466
Valley oak 240
Valparaiso oak 308
Vauquelinia 466
Vine maple

19. 25. 70S
Western yellow pine... 67
Western yew 199
West Indian birch 676
West Indian cherry 820
Weymouth pine 19
Whiskey cherry 613
Whistlewood 637
White alder 591
White Alaska birch

565. 670
White ash 409, 422. 700
White balsam 150. 168
White bark 37
Whltebark maple 43«
Whitebark pine 19, 37
White basswood 6.39

White bay 495
White birch... 565, 679. 585
White buttonwood 688
White cedar . . .97. 103. 109
White Cottonwood 67»
White elm 379. 385. 397
Whiteheart hickory 363
White hickory. 357. 361. 367
White flr 159. 163, 166
White Ironwood 700
White laurel 495
Whlteleaf eak 273
White locust 5.35
White mangrove 688
White maple 433, 430
White mulberry 514
White oak

. .205. 208, 213, 223, 235
White pine 19. 51. 703
White poplar 675. 682
White spruce. .130, 1.33. I3ii
White stem pine 37
White thorn 459
White tltl 502
White walnut 365. 357
White willow 472
Whitewood ...487. 667, 701
Wickup 637
Wild apple 454
Wild black cherry 613
Wild cherry 613, 619
Wild china 465
Wild cinnamon 701
Wild crab 453
Wild date 693
Wild lilac 698
Wild lime 699
Wild olive-tree 337.601
Wild orange 620
Wild peach 620
Wild plum 621
Wild red cherry 619
Wild rose bay 607
Wild sapodllla 696
Wild tamarind 668

Virgilla 547 1 Wild th, .__
Virginia pine 55 1

Williamson's spruce 195
Virginia thorn 460 |

Willow 460

Wadsworth oak 225
Water ash 699
Wahoo

. .385. 399. 492. 499, 699
Wahoo elm 390
Walnut 343
Walnut-tree 343
Washington haw 460
Washington palm 693
Washington pine 193
Washington thorn 4G0
Water ash 422, 424, 446
Water beech 607
Water birch 577. 5S0
Water bitternut 375
Water elm 380
Water hickory 375
Water maple . .429. 4.33. 435
Water oak ...295. 319. .320

Water Spanish oak 301
Water white oak

Willow-Ieaf cherry 620
Willow oak 279. 205
Wing elm 399
Witch elm 300
Witch hazel 328
Wood laurel 505
W^oolly oak 31.^

Yellow
Tellow bark oak 271
Yellow basswood 637
Tellow birch 565. 571
Yellow buckeye 649
Tellow buckthom 608
Yellow-butt oak 271
Tellow cedar 118. 121
Yellow chestnut oak... 247
Tellow Cottonwood .... 667

cypress 121Yello
Weeping dogwood 528 I Tellow flr 163, 169
Weeping oak 249
Weeping spruce ...136. 195
Weeping willow 472
Western birch ,565.670
Western black willow.. 406
Western catalpa 476
Western cedar 115. 118
Western choke cherry. . 618
Western dogwood 625
Western hemlock 193
Western hemlock flr.... 193
Wester
Wester

Yellow-leaf willow
Yellow-flowered cucnm-

ber-tree 484
Tellow locust 5.35. 553
Tellow oak 247, 271
Tellow pine 43, 6S
Yellow plum 621
Y'ellow poplar 481. 487
Yellow spruce 127
Tellow-wood

61). 663. 698. 699
nemlock spruce 193 1 Tew 199.201
Juniper 118 I Tncca 093

Address Book Department, HARDWOOD RECORD
537 South Dearborn Street Chicago, Illinois
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A Thorough Try-Out

Kesav

BufCalo. N. Y.
Oct. 7. 1913.

Gentlemen:
As to your

1 Band
which

we Installed
at our mill In
Pe 1 1 s t o n ,

Mich., wish to
say that It

has Blven us
entire satis-
faction. We
consider t h e
machine has
had a thor-
ough try-out.
as we have
had It rewaw-

w h i <' h iKi
lj r e II kill
tlrietl.

Yours truly,

JACKSON
&

TINDLE.

Ideal Band Hesaw

Wm. B. Mershon & Co.
SAGINAW MICH.

ELEPHANT
RUBBER BELTING

AIR DRILL AND AIR TOOL

HOSE
STEAM
WATER
SUCTION

EXTRA QUALITY

Reoom mended for bard service
and guaranteed to do the work

SELLING AGENTS
CRIME COMPlNy - tU BfllNCHES

STiKDlRD EQUIPMENT CO., MOBILE, «L1

ILBiNr MILL SUPPiy CO.. ILBINV, Gt.

THE MECHANICAL

RUBBER COMPANY
(Chicago Rubber Warki)

307 W. Randolph Street,
ESTABLISHED 1882

CHICAGO

Wire Stitching Machinery

Crates, Veneer and Resawed Lumber
Boxes, Also Wire and Metal Bound Boxes,

FRUIT PACKAGES, BASKETS,
FIBER SHIPPING CASES, PAPER
BO-XES AND SPECIAL PURPOSES
ASK FOR CATALOGUE

Manufactured by

SARANAC MACHINE COMPANY
BENTON HARBOR, MICH.. U. S. A,

Kiln Truck

We make all styles of Kiln Trucks
and Transfer Cars. They are

roller bearing, steel or malleable
iron wheels. We have one con-

tract for twelve hundred of these

trucks, with eight-inch wheels.

Always a large stock of

material on hand. Can
make prompt shipment.

The National Dry Kiln Co.
Indianapolis, Ind.
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An Up-to-date Gross-Gutting Machine

BUTTERWORTH & LOWE
229 Huron Street Grand Rapids, Mich.

Broom Handle Machinery
Let us tell you about our STEEL TUMBLERS FOR DRY-

ING AND POLISHING BROOM HANDLES. This system is

rapidly supplanting all others. More economical; less time required

for drying; no polishing afterwards; greater per cent of ilraight

handles turned out.

Steel Tumbler for

Drying and Polish-

ing Broom Handles

CADILLAC MACHINE COMPANY
Complete Line of Broom Handle Machinery

CADILLAC, MICH.

1914
LET The Standard Drj' Kiln help to make

it your biggest business year—your most

profitable business year! Better drying

of j'our hardwoods will have a large bearing

upon the year's prosperity—and better drying

is what The Standard ^loist Air System will give

you.

We will guarantee both the quantity and the

quality of its results when applied to your

lumber. Write for the catalog. Address: The
Standard Dry Kiln Co., 15.59 McCarty St., In-

dianapolis, Ind.

'^'^^mH^

Phoenix
6 ft. Pony

Band Mill

Will cut 30,000

feet of 1" lumber
in 10 hours and
cut it good.

Nearly 200
of these
mills sawing
wood in the

H U. S. A.

PRETTy GOOD

RECOMMENDA-

TION. ISN'T IT?

MODERATE PRICE

PHOENIX MFG. CO.
EAU CLAIRE WISCONSIN
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n'l^YXn Lumber Dried As Never Before

I n ^ ! SEE THE DIFFERENCE

I '

GRAND RAPIDS DRY KILN

GRAND RAPIDS VENEER WKS., SOLE MFRS.. MICHIGAN

The CHEAPEST HARDWOOD LOGGING
IS DONE WITH

LIDG E RWOO D.
" CABl^E'VVfAY-S^J

h' Offices' -!•

ATT lie-,

-yj^ •. '^^'^i^^'^ K. "^^ ^1 CANADA-ALLIS CHALMERS BULLOCK LTtii

96 Liberty Street, New York Montreal Vancouver

SECURE BETTER PRICES
AT LESS SELLING COST BY REACHING MORE CUSTOMERS. HARDWOOD
RECORD PUTS YOU BEFORE THEM ALL TWICE A MONTH. ASK US ABOUT IT.

When the price of lumber is low
it's a good time to consider cutting down your

logging-costs with

CLYDE LOGGING MACHINERY/Machines for

oporotiorv
CLYDE mow VfORKS

The cheapest logging in the U. S. is done with

CLYDE machinery. We want to prove this

to you by taking you to some operations similar to your

own where CLYDE logging machines are used.

CLYDE IRON WORKS
"Manufacturers of Machines for Every Logging Operation"

Head Office and Factory: Duluth, U. S. A. j^acbXr^es for

Rranches operation
JDI dllLIlCS) CLYDE IRON WORKS

New Orleans, Savannah, Houston, Chicago, Seattle, Portland d.l.k «,o„.,o.. ui..
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VENEERS AND PANELS

Ahnapee Veneer & Seating Co.
HOME OFFICE, FACTORY AND VENEER MILL, ALGOMA, WIS.

VENEER AND SAWMILL, BIRCHWOOD, WIS.

We manufacture at our Bircbwood plant single ply veneers Every pound of glue we use is guaranteed hide stock. We
of all native northern woods and deliver stock that is in do not use retainers. Our gluing forms are put under pow-
shape to glue. erful screws and left until the glue has thoroughly set.

fw^n^v^v^^r. ^l^^TJ/^}^'l;.Zwl^t 7u .!,"« 'fi^J^^^ZVZ " yo" ««'' » guaranteed product that is the best, based on

.h,ni'i//ii w^n^t n^n?iiv in'^^/hLlv nHO ;rf.r ^I ,aXX r«ults accomplished by most painstaking attention and study

v&^ ^,[7n^ ^ n n^v ^.w^ .n^ H^^^ of ^vsry detail, combined with the use of the best stock and

« ^rf.T^Li n r^n\r\,r^^ li , ^f. , ^u^,
^ ^ "h »" up-to-date equipment, our product will appeal to you.

quartered oak. Our quartered oak panels are all from sawed "^ m ^ . k yy j

veneer. If you are a "price buyer" we probably cannot interest you.

Custom Mill Work, Storage, Inspection
ON

Foreign Fancy Woods, Mahogany, Cedar, Circassian
We receive the logs, store or warehouse them, manufacture them into lumber, cut or saw veneers, pile and store the pro-
duct, and ship via any railroad. Also furnish inspection returns on logs or lumber. Can furnish accommodations and econ-
omies which it is impossible to secure elsewhere. We always have on our yards parcels of plain and figured African,
Mexican and Cuban Mahogany, Circassian Walnut and Cedar logs, placed here for sale by direct foreign shippers, from
which advantageous purchases can be made.

Astoria Veneer Mills & Dock Co. Long Island City, New York

y eneers and Iranels with a JxeputatJon
TX/'E manufacture Veneers in aM the native woods and for all purposes. Also Built-up Panels

in native and foreign woods—three and five-ply—and have established a reputation for

furnishing high-grade material. Send us your inquiries and orders and become one of our

satisfied customers.

Underwood Veneer Co. Wausau^ Wis,

For Veneer and Panel Manufacturers
Your Consumers' Lists Cost You BIG MONEY
We can save it all and relieve you of all the detail and effort necessary to

tabulate consumers' wants. Our Card Index System of those wants,
just out, is the result of systematic effort. It is endorsed by your competitor.

Can You Afford to Give Him that Advantage?
HARDWOOD RECORD CHICAGO
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VENEERS AND PANELS
OUR SPECIALTY

Highly Figured Quarter-Sawed White Oak Veneer

PuTiNAM Vbineer & Lumber Co,
ROACHDAUE, IIND.

H. I. CUTSItNOER. Gen'l Mer.

CIRCASSIAN MAHOGANY

Logs VENEERS Lumber
WE IMPORT WE MANUFACTURE

All Thicknesses oi Mahogany
Ready for Shipment

RICE VENEER & LUMBER GO.
GRAND RAPIDS, MICH.

B.
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BUFFALO
The Foremost Hardwood Market of the East

Hugh McLean Lumber Go.
OUK SPECIALTY:

QUARTERED
WHITE OAK

840 ELK STREET

T. SULLIVAN & CO.
SPECIALTIES:

Gray Elm, Brown Ash
Pacific Coast Fir and Spruce

2 ARTHUR STREET

ORSON E. YEAGER
SPECIALTIES:

Oak, Ash and Poplar

932 ELK STREET

ANTHONY
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A Fine Opportunity to Dispose of

Narrow, Short and Low GradeOak
'I'o tliL- "ak lunil)(.i- manufacturer wliu accu- pcise of tins lumber bj- making it up into
mulatcs considerable oak lumber that can oak flooring squares like the iUustration.
not be sold unless they put a price on it that

is so low that there's no money in it. there These squares are jointed together without
is now offered a fine ijpportunity to dis- glue on the

Linderman Automatic Jointer

Gluer, Clamper and Sizer
sfiiiarcd to the exact witltli. A straight tongue and groove is then cut on the two sides and ends.

The deni.md for these flooring squares is greatly in excess of the present output. Still there
are several Southern manufacturers making these flooring squares.

One New York firm wants a good many car loads of the Linderman Flooring Squares. The
prices it offers will net you. delivered New York City, practically as much as you are getting from
the better grade of onk lumber.

Write today for further information and we will give you the details of the market, manufac-
turing costs, etc. You're not obligated in any way in asking for particulars, yet it might be of
value and worth your consideration,

Linderman Machine Company
MUSKEGON, MICHIGAN

New York City Woodstock, Ont. Knoxville, Tenn.



Manufacturers Old-FashionedVansant, soft

Kitchen & ^^X,ar

Company
5-8 and 4-4

io Wide Stock,

Specialty

Ashland, Kentucky

EASTERN REPRESENTATIVE, John L. Cochran
601 W. 115th Street, New York City

Little River Lumber Company
TOWNSEND, TENN.

TXT" E are now cutting Hardwoods and Hemlock out of big smootii clean prime logs and we give
"^ special attention to the making of stock that is hard to make and is required in heavy thick-

nesses and special widths and lengths. We have now a couple of cars of 6/4 x 10" and wider good
tough No. 1 Common & Better Smoky Mountain Ash, mostly better than No. 1 Common and runs
up to 24" wide and is ready for prompt shipment. Also Clear Hemlock in all widths and Hemlock in

all grades.
We Continue to Solicit t>ie Business of

Discriminating Buyers of High Grade Smoky Mountain Hardwoods and Hemlock

Mn Appropriate O^tft

What could be more acceptable as a Christmas or New Year's gift to your friend in the
lumber or veneer business, or in any line connected with forest products, than a copy of

"AMERICAN FOREST TREES"? This beautifully illustrated and bound volume con-
tains, as you know, every bit of practical information worth knowing regarding American
forest trees. In addition it is absolutely above criticism in the matter of technical cor-

rectness ; in short, an absolutely authoritative publication written in the practical man's
language.

In order to insure the volume being delivered on time, write immediately to HARD-
WOOD RECORD, 537 South Dearborn Street, Chicago, 111., enclosing remittance.
Price $6.00, prepaid.

YELLOW POPLAR
HINUFACTUKERS OF BAND SIWED

POPLAR
QUARTERED OAK
PLAIN OAK

CHESTNUT
BASSWOOD

SPECIALTY
QUARTER SAWED

WHITE OAK

Coal Qrove, Ohio, U. S. A. LUMBER CO
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We are prepared to ship promptly on

receipt of order

Hardwoods of All Kinds
from our Philadelphia Yard or direct

from our Mills.

Specialties

7 in. X 24 in. No. 1 Heart Split

Cypress Shingles.

5-8 Soft Yellow Tennessee
Panel Poplar 18 in. and over.

J. Gibson Mcllvain & Co.
1420 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

For Quick Shipment
5 cars 4/4 " Is & 2s Q. W. O.
3 cars 4/4" No. 1 Com. Q. W. O.
3 cars 4/4" Clear Q. W. O. Strips, 4 to S%".
1 car 4/4" Clear Q. W. O. Strips, 21^ to 3}i".

li car 4/4" Clear Q. W. O. Strips, 1 Vz to 2".

4 cars 4/4" Is & 2s Plain W. O.
3 cars 4 4" No. 1 Com. Plain W. O.
4 cars 4/4" Com. & Bet. Q. R. O.
2 cars 4/4" Is & 2s Plain R. O.
7 cars 4 4" No. 1 Com. Plain R. O.
2 cars 4/4" No. 2 Com. Plain R. O.
2 cars 5/4" Is & 2s Plain R. O.
1 car 5 4" No. 1 Com. Plain R. O.
4 cars 3 4" Is & 2s Plain R. O.
5 cars 4 4" Is & 2s Plain Red Gum.
7 cars 4/4" No. 1 Com. Plain Red Cum.
3 cars 4/4" Is & 2s Qtd. Red Gum.
1 car 4/4" No. 1 Com. Qtd. Red Gum.
2 cars 5/4" Is & 2s Qtd. Red Gum.
1 car 5/8" Is & 2s Plain Red Gum.
4 cars 4/4" Is & 2s Sap Gum.
3 cars 3/4" Is & 2s Sap Gum.
3 cars 4/4" Is & 2s Cottonwood, 6" to 18".

1 car 4/4" Is & 2s Cottonwood, 13" and up.
8 cars 4/4" Cottonwood Box Boards, 13 to 17".

2 cars 4/4" Cottonwood Box Boards, 9 to 12".

2 cars 4/4" Cottonwood Box Boards, 9 to 10".

7 cars 4/4" No. 1 Com. Cottonwood.

Immediate Attention to All Inquiries

Memphis Band Mill Company
Memphis, Tenn.

/tj^ CartieriloUanb }rf
y3( Unmhtv Company y3(

Mr. Consumer:—
High cost of living is the main question

with }ou toda}-. Our prices will relieve this

situation to some extent. May we quote you
on the following High Grade Stock?

60,000' 4/4 End Dried Winter Cut White Maple

3,000' 5 4 End Dried Winter Cut White Maple

3,000' 6 4 End Dried Winter Cut White Maple

5,000' 8 4 End Dried Winter Cut White Maple

30,000' 4 4 Firsts and Seconds Unselected Maple

46,000' 8 4 Selected No. 1 Common and Better

Maple
175,000' 4 4 Pine Crating (Wide Run)
150,000' 4 4 No. 2 and 3 Common Basswood

WE CAN SURFACE AS DESIRED

Sj u 5 t n g t n «

H i r h t g a n <&
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BASSWOOD
We Offer for Prompt Shipment

1 X 4 Clear Strips 150 M
1x6 I's and 2's 100 M
I x6 to 11" I's and 2"s 75 M
1x3 No. 1 Common 30 M
1 X 4 No. 1 Common 35 M
1 X 5 No. 1 Common 40 M
1 X 6 No. 1 Common 90 M

Jan. 2. l')14

COBBS & MITCHELL, Inc.
Sales Department

CADILLAC MICH.

W. D. YOUNG & CO.
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OUR DOUBLE BAND MILL—HUTTIG. RK.

^Why Wc Can Give "Value Received'

We operate large band mills at Huttlg, Ark., and Peer-
ing, Mo.

We sell only stock cut on our own mills and so can GUAR-
ANTEE the quality of EVERY shipment.

We ship high grades that increase the size and percentage
of your cuttings, reduce factory costs and
shrink the waste pile. Therefore;

We can S.-\VE YOU MONEY on every shipment of oak. ash.
gum. elm, cypress, tupelo. hickory, cottonwood,
sycamore, soft maple and dimension.

LET US PROVE THIS ON YOUR NEXT ORDER

WisconsinLumberCompany
Harvester Bldg. CHICAGO

Hayden & Westcott Lumber Co.
SPECIAL RAILROAD DEPT.
Hardwoods :: Soitu^oods

823 Railway Exchange Building, Chicago, 111.

^
For items of Hardwood Stock or Hardwood

Machinery, you will find it advantageous tc

write our advertisers. Get in touch I

A floor to adore
For thirty-three years Wilce's Hardwood Floor-

ing has been among the foremost on the market
and because it stands today "unequaled" is th*
best evidence that its manufacturer has kept
abreast of modern methods and the advanced d^
mands of the trade. To convince yourself of the
above statements, try our poUshed surface floor-

ing, tongued and grooved, hollow backed, witk
matched ends and holes for blind nailing

—

you'll
find it reduces the expense of laying and polishlnc.

Our Booklet tell* all about Bari%ooo4 Flocriitf
an4 hoic to oar* lor it—al*o pricet—and *» fr»*.

The T. Wilce Company
22nd and Throop Sts. CHICAGO, ILL.

FLANNERSTEGER LAND & LUMBER CO.
I 2 CARS 5/4 X 12 " & WIDER 1st & 2nd BASSWOOD

\A7ATVTT"Trn TO MOVTP mUCV ' 4 CARS 3" ROCK ELM BRIDGE PLANKWANIKD— iO MUVli gUlLK-j goo.ooo FEET no. 3 hemlock
100,000 FEET 4/4 BOX COMMON BIRCH

SEND US YOUR INQUIRIES
MILLS:

BLACKWELL, WISCONSIN
GENERAL SALES OFFICE

1704 STEGER BLDG., CHICAGO, ILL.
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VENEER
FOREIGN:

MAHOGANY, Mexican,
Honduras. East India, Cuban,
and African.

ENGLISH BROWN OAK
CIRCASSIAN WALNUT
STILE, RAIL ami PANEL FACES

in all tliu-kiU'S-e-.

DOMESTIC:
OAK, plain and quartered,

rotary cut, red and white.

GUM, figured and plain.

MAPLE, bird's-eve and plain.

POPLAR, BIRCH, ELM,
BASSWOOD,YEL.PINE

For faces, centers, backs, cross-

lianding and bottoms.

LUMBER
MAHOGANY,
CIRCASSIAN WALNUT,
AM. (lUacki WALNUT,
RED CEDAR.

PANELS
1/4", 5/16", 3/8", 3-ply and

5-ply ST.VND.VISn SIZES

HUDDLESTON-MARSH LUMBER COMPANY, 2252 Lumber S!., CHICAGO, ILL.

:,..:::..,...a:..::oR:Ay:NEIiiil

Wiiiiiiiliii
:: all:WOODS ::-:^^^

SEND FOR STOCK LIST /^^^^

'^v-CARROLL AVE. ASD SH^riiSm:^iS^:M
CHICAGO :

Estabrook-Skeele Lumber Co.
MANUFACTURERS AND DEALERS IN

Maple, Birch, Elm, Basswood, Ash
And Other Northern Hardwoods

In the Market for Round Lots of Hardwood
WRITE US BEFORE SELLING

Fisher Building, • CHICAGO
PHONE HARRISON 1984

Close Application
To the study of the source of supply, man-
tifacture and merchandising of

Circassian Walnut
has resulted in our carrying not only one
of the biggest but a remarkably well as-

sorted stock of that line of veneers, and
it is only logical that we can take care of

any order, no matter what the peculiarity

or proportions.

A member of our firm personally bought
a fine lot of mahogany logs at the Liver-

pool sales in October, which we are now
cutting. The natural supposition is that

this stock is right. Now ready for your
inspection.

R. S. BACON VENEER COMPANY
213-217 North Ann St., CHICAGO
IMPORTERS, MANUFACTURERS AND JOBBERS

Everything in X^eneer

CHOICE BIRCH AND MAPLE—10,500 ACRES
I offer the above tract of best quality and
splendidly located timber in Ontario, ten miles
from Sault Ste. Marie, Ontario, a town of
25,000 population. Will cut 90% birch and
maple. Estimated by George F. Beardsley,
cruiser of Grand Rapids, Mich. Location and
mill site on deep water. Can ship either by
water or rail. Lands in fee simple—no crown
dues, no export restrictions. Close to Amer-
ican Soo. Easy logging. Reasonable price and terms.

William H. Ranson, Sault Ste Marie, Mich.

v/E have; it
DOOR STOCK, CUT TO SIZE OR IN SHEETS.
POPLAR, GUM, BIRCH, BEECH, ASH, OAK. ELM,

MAPLE, BASSWOOD. PINE OR CYPRESS.
CROSSBANDING, FACES, BACKS, DRAWER BOT-

TOMS AND BACKING.
ROTARY CUT, PLAIN OR QUARTER SAWED

HARD MAPLE PIN BLOCK STOCK.
QUARTERED OAK, ETC.

BY THE CARLOAD OR L. C. L.

MILLION'S OF FEET ON II.\ND AT .\LL TIMES
WRITE US ABOIT IT

J. J.NARTZIK, 1966 to 76 Maud Ave., Chicago, 111.
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KNOXVIULE
Famous for Finest Type of Poplar. Oak and Cbeateut

:

VESTAL LUMBER AND MANUFACTURING CO.
KNOXVILLE, TENNESSEE.

QUARTERED WHITE OAK
OUR SPECIALTY

MANUFACTURERS OF

QUARTERED WHITE OAK. PLAIN OAK. POPLAR. WALNUT & TENNESSEE RED CEDAR LUMBER
BAJJD MILO^S AT VESTAL. A SUBURB OF KNOXVILJL^ SOUTHgRN AND LOUI3VIL,IJ! & NASHVILLE! RAILROAD

J. M. UOOAIN
LUMBER CO.
MANUFACTURERS AND WHOLESALERS
HARDWOODS AND PINE
POPLAR A SPECIALTY

Main Office and Yards: Knoxville
Branch omce and Yard:

Bank and McLean Ave.. Cincinnati I M. ASHER. Mgr,

We Want Orders for the following Dry Stock-

WHITE OAK—Plain or Quartered.
RED OAK—Plain or Quartered.

CHESTNUT BASSWOOD
POPLAR WHITE PINE

Always carry large well
assorted stock of all

kinds of Hardwoods.

ON SHORT NOTICE.

Kimball & Kopcke
Knoxville, Tennessee

Manufacturers end Shippers of

Appalachian Hardwoods
OAK OUR SPECIALTY

Mapbct& SheaLumber Co.
)Vlanufacturcrs
and Wholesalers

OFFICE: 703-705 HENSON BUILDING
Yard: Middlebrook Pike anc

Lonsdale Car Line

WE WANT TO MOVE
3 cars 4/4 No. 1 Common Poplar, 7" & up
2 cars 4/4 Clear Sap Poplar, 7" & up
1 car 4/4 Select Poplar, 7" & up
1 car 4/4 1 & 2 Red Oak, 10" & up
1 car 4/4 1 & 2 Chestnut
1 car 4/4 No. i Common Chestnut

We manufacture: YELLOW POPLAR
OAK, CHESTNUT, WHITE AND YEL-LOW PINE, HEMLOCK BARK. ETC.

BAND AND dRCULAB MTLLS—EAST TENN.
MOUNTAIN VIBGIN HABDWOOD 8TUMPAGE

"THE VERY BEST"
ASH, CHESTNUT,

RED OAK, WHITE OAK, PINE.

POPLAR and WALNUT
Knoxville Veneer Co.

p. B. RAYMOND. General Manager. KnoxvUIe. Tenn.
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C I N C r N NATI
THE GATEWAY OF THE. SOUTH

DOIN'T WORRV
If your stock is not soft in texture,

even colored and well manufac-
tured, you can get stock that is

T*lf Mobray & Robinson Company
CINCINNATI, OHIO

Minufacturers oi Plain and Quartered Oak and Poplar

KILLS
Quicksand, Ky.

Viper. Ky.

West Irrine. Ky.

MAIN OFFICE
CfNCINNATI, OHIO

YAKrS
Cincinnati. 0.
Detroit. Mich.
Rochester. N. Y.
Brooklyn. N. Y.

RED GUM
Write us when you want BONE DRY stock

High Grade Fine Widths Good Lengths

BENNETT & WITTE
224 West Fourth St. CINCINNATI, O.

W. E. HEYSER. President WEAVER HASS, V. President
BENJAMIN BRAMLAGE. Sec'y & Treas.

The W. E. Heyser
Lumber Company

MAIN OFFICE & YARDS
Winton Place
Cincinnati, Ohio

BRANCH YARDS AND MILLS
West Virginia, Mississippi, Arkansas & Kentucky

12,000,000 ft. High
Grade West Vir-

ginia and Southern

Hardwoods in

stock at all times.

Shipments made
direct from our

own yards and
mills in straight or

mixed cars.

SEND US YOUR INQUIRIES

A Prominent Veneer Man says:

^ 'i believe your new service showing the exact require-

ments of the Veneer and Panel Trade to be highly accu-

rate, and a necessary part of the office equipment of any

progressive veneer or panel factory.

'

flThe same information would cost you thousands of

dollars. The cost of our service is a small fraction of that.

^ Ask your competitor to tell you how it has helped him,

and then write us for details.

HARDWOOD RECORD, CHICAGO, ILL.
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GOOD
GRADES LUDiNcrrbN

HARDWOOD SPECIALISTS

PROMPT
SERVICE

Look over this full

assortment of dry

stock for prompt
shipment.

When you order be

sure to specify

LOWER PENINSULA

SOFT GRAY ELM

The wood that made
Michigan famous.

Dry Soft Gray Elm

40M
55M
35M
40M
35M
45M
25M
40M
25M
&

17M

4 4 FAS.
6 4 FAS.
8 4 FAS.
12 4 FAS.
4 4 No. 1

6 4 No. 1

8/4 No. 1

12/4 No. 1

10/4 No. 1

Btr.

16/4 No. 1

Com.
Com.
Com.
Com.
Com.

Com.
& Btr.

Tliirli Kim, Showing Method of Pilinsr

crk< STSALT & LUMBER CO. LuDINGTON,MlCH.

Band Sawn Hardwoods
WE PRODUCE OUR OWN STOCKS

Our Specialties:

Cottonwood— Oak Three Ply Red

Red and Sap Gum •"'l^^d'and^whur" Gum Panels

A Few Items We Want To Move
7 cars 4 4" 1st & 2nds Red Gum.

15 cars 4/4" No. 1 Common Red Gum.
5 cars 6 4" Ists & 2nds Sap Gum.
5 cars 4/4" Select Yellow Cypress.

7 cars 4/4" No. 1 Shop Yellow Cypress.

8 cars 4/4" x 13" to 17" Ists & 2nds Cottonwood.

5 cars 5/4" x 6" to 12" Ists & 2nds Cottonwood.

9 cars 4/4" x 13" to 17" Cottonwood Box Boards.

4 cars 4 4" x 18" to 21" No. 1 & Panel Cottonwood.

1 car 3/8" No. 1 Common Qtd. White Oak.

2 cars 1/2" No. 1 Common Qtd. White Oak.

10 cars 6/4" Log Run Soft Maple.

7 cars 4/4" Ists & 2nds Plain Red Oak.

9 cars 4 4" No. 1 Common Plain Red Oak.

WRITE US FOR PRICES
ANDERSON-TULLY COMPANY, Memphis, Tenn.

BOX SHOOKS and VENEERS

^T HARDWOOD RECORD is a differ-

^H
I

ent kind, and altogether better

^^Ll^ lumber newspaper than has hither-

to been published. This is made possible

by the loyal co-operation and support of the

hardwood element of the lumber industry.

If you are a subscriber you will agree.
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LOUISVILLH
THE HARDWOOD GATEWAV^ OF THE SOUTH

Do You Buy in Mixed
Gars?

II-'
\ uu prefer to buy cars containiiii;- a luunber of items of lumber, in-

stead <if I)uvini;' carload lots of eacli item, you will find that business

of ibis kind can be bandied to tbe l)est advantai^e in Louisville.

Tbe reason for tbis is first, tbat Louisville regularly handles a

greater number of hardwoods than any other market of consequence,

and second, tbat tbe stocks of the leading houses are interchangeable,

enabling cdoperative arrangements to be made in filling a car calling

for scarce or unusual items.

Tf vou want a few thousand feet of some item which you have had

a bard time getting, let one of the undersigned ship it to you in a car of

a staple connnodity. Tbe stock you want is here, all right; it is simply

a question of letting us know tbat you want it.

Incidentally, remember that 1914 is going to be a good year, and

that hardwood lumber is pretty sure to be worth a good deal more in a

few months than it is now. The bankers say that the new currency bill

will make for easy money, and if you want to make some easy money

on hardwoods, either for \onr own use or for resale, don't forget to

write to Louisville, Headquarters for Hardwoods.

Edward L. Davis Lumber Company Norman Lumber Company
(Mills at Holly Kidfc. I.a.)

Stemmelen Lumber Company Kentucky-Indiana Hardwood Company
LouisviUe Veneer Mills w. P. Brown & Sons Lumber Company

Booker-Cecil Company North Vernon Lumber Company
AndersoHjVeneer & Sawmill Company

B
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The

Newest
Hoosier
Band
Saw Mill
We have been building

band mills for thirty-

five years and this New
Hoosier Band Saw
Mill represents the ex-

perience of these years.

The simplest mill in

construction and the

easiest kept in order.

We build this mill in three

sizes, 6, 7 and 8 ft. The
widest saw the 6 ft. mill

will carry is 10"; the 7 and
8 ft. mills will carry 10, 11

or 12" saws. This mill is

built in a substantial man-
ner and embodies all that

is latest and best in Band
Mill design. The base is

of the heavy extension pat-

tern and is so constructed

that it does not overhang the foundation but extends completely around the mill. By
means of the construction of the column the upper wheel runs in the center of the mill and
is supported both above and below the mandrel. The bearings are long and are chain

oiling.

The tension device has roller bearings and is very sensitive and durable. The upper guide

is raised and lowered by power and is nonbreakable. The lower guide is so arranged that

it can be opened quickly. The roll back of the saw is power driven.

The 6 ft. mill will split a 48" log and lay down a 30" board between saw and column; the

7 ft. will split a 54" log and lay down a 36" board, the 8 ft. will split a 57" log and lay down
a 42" board.

The Sinker-Davis Co., Indianapolis, Ind.

Makers of Hoosier Saw Mill Machinery
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THE EAST
BOSTON NEW YORK PHILADE.LPHIA

J

WM. WHITMER ®. SONS
INCORI'OBATEI)

Manufacturers and Whole-

salers of All Kinds of

"If Anybody Cam,

Wo Cn"

HARDWOODS
Weal Virginia Spruce and Hemlock
Long and Short Leaf Pine Virginia Framing

Franklin Bank Bldg. PHILADELPHIA

Willson Bros. Lumber Co.
MANUFACTURERS

WEST VIRGINIA
HARDWOODS

Oliver Building PITTSBURG. PA.

W. R. TAYLOR LUMBER CO.
Wholesalers and Manufacturers

CYPRESS, WHITE PINE, HARDWOODS AND HEMLOCK

1829 Land Title Building. PHILADELPHIA, PA.

Oak Bridge Plank cut to order
for QUICK SHIPMENT
W RITE FOR PRICE S

J. S. KENT COMPANY PHILADELPHIA

West Virginia Hardwoods
WHITE ASH.WHITE OAK, POPLAR, CHESTNUT,Etc.
It In the market let us have your Inquiries and we will quote you

attractive prices, and guarantee to ship correct high grade

AMERICAN LUMBER & MFG. COMPANY, Pittsburgh, Pa.

WM.
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R.E.Wood Lumber Company
fl Manufacturers of \'ellow Poplar, Oak, Chestnut, Hemlock
and White Pine.

*I We own our own stumpage and operate our own mills

•I Correspondfnce solicited and inquiries promptly answered.

GENERAL OFFICES:
CONTINENTAL BUILDING. Baltimore, Maryland

IET us talk to you about the plain

I and quartered oak that made In-

diana famous. It's the kind we

make to-day.

Wood-Mosaic Co., New Albany, Ind.

BIRCH
AND

MAPLE

A few cars
in transit and

a large assort-

ment at the

mill. Write us.

New York OiSce

25 W. 42d St.

Geo. Webster Lumber Go.
SPRINGFIELD, MASS.

S. L. EASTMAN FLOORING CO.
SAGINAW BRAND

MAPLE FLOORING
SAGINAW, MICH.

For Prompt Shipment
Baaanrnod—100,000 ft. 6/4 No. 2 rommon t Better.
Soft Maple—25,000 fl. 4/4 & 8/4 Log Run SI. C. O.
White & Red Oak— 12,000 ft. I.og Run M. C. O.
Black Walnut—3,000 ft. Log Run M. C. O.

STRUTHERS COOPERAGE CO., Romeo, Michigan

No. 2 Com.

Tupelo Gun
or Bay Pop'i
100.000 ft. ^,

Log Run; w!
grade to su
purctiaser.

Ash
30.000 ft. 4,

No. 1 Com.

WE HAVE IT

W. W. DEMPSEY
Manufacturer and

Wholesaler of

HARDWOODS

Cypress
1 carload 4/4
Is & 2s. Clear.
2 carloads 4/4
Selects.
4 carloads 4/4
6", 8" and 10"
No. 2 Com.

Birch
50.000 ft. 4/4

BAND SAWED STOCK
A LINE BRINGS PRICE BY RETURN MAIL
General oaicei

joluistowii, Fb.
irew York Office

Ho. 18 BToadwmy

St^ If_ You Knew
What our BULLETIN SERVICE n,as doing

for ^our competitor in the lumber business, you'd

not only want the service yourself, but YOU'D
HAVE IT.

Let Us Tell You About It.

Hardwood Record Chicago

SAVE YOUR MONEY BY USING THE

DCpv D(^/^|/' Published Semi-annually
S\l-uLy Dv>/v>/rV. in February and August

It contains a carefully prepared list of tlie buyers ef lumber in

car lots, both among the dealers and manufacturers.
The book indicates their financial standing and manner of meet-

ing obligations. Covers the United States, Alberta, Mani-
toba and Saskatchewan. The trade recognizes this book as

the authority on the lines it covers.
A well oreaDized Collection Department is alio operated asd tbe same is epeo to

you. Write for terms.

Lumbermen's Credit Assn.,
ESTABLISHED

I (71

Mtatlu nis PsMr
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We Will Quote Unusually Attractive Prices

On ttie Following List of Band Sawn Poplar:
1" In * 28.

IVi" In & Sb

.r la * 2«.

I" Widv Box
V N Box.
. Sap« « Srlecls.

1V4" Sap" * SeltctH
lV-~ Saps & Selects

' Sapa & Selects.

IVt" No. I Comnion.
IVi" No. 1 (iininiiiii.
2" No. I Coinmon.
2'^" No. 1 Common.
:r No. I (-ummoii.
I" No. 2-A Comimiii.
I" No. 2-B rommon.
2" No. 2 A * B Ccim
2Vs" No. 2 A & B Co
3" No. 2 A & B Comn

WIC HAVF A SPLENDID STOCK OF PLAIN AND
QUARTEP.nD P.KD AND WHITE OAK. ALL GRADES

Faust Bros. Lumber Co.
SALK.S OFKICK
CHICAGO. ILL.

MAIN OKI-ICE
PADUCAH, KY.

Standard for 37 Years ^

Covel Saw Machinery
The machine shown will automaticalljr

sharpen band resaws from i" to 6'

wide, and it is not necessary tp touch
the saws after they come off the

machine.

Uew Frame OoMtniction.

COVEL MFG. CO., Benton Harbor, Mich.

OAK FLOORING

Kiln-

Diied

Polished

& MFC. CO.
5A RDIS

' MI55 -

Hollow

?^ Backed
and

Bundled

MOUND CITY, ILL., adjoining Cairo, 111.

CHICAGO OFFICE

—

1423 Monadnock Bldg.

Hardwood Lumber
.ALL GKAUHS AND THICKNESSES

Oak and Ash Our Specialty

VENEERS Sawed, Quartered White Oak
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Review and Outlook
General Market Conditions

Till-: NKW VKAK 18 TOO VOCXti to have .leveloped any ival iiuli

iMtioii i)f what is to route during; the next few months, but it can

lip .stated most emphatically that in spite of the conditions which

liie lumlper tiaile has lieen liattlinj; afjaiust for seveial months,

there pioliahl.v has never been more general feeling of hope or more

-Ulcere belief in the futnre of the liunber business. This opinion is

• it niprelv the expression of a feu nicinliers of the trade but is rather

the consensus of opinion as expressed bv a large number of the most

representative men in the business in various sections of the country.

The usual opinion is that beginning with the latter part of this

iniiuth or the early weeks in February there will be real evidence of

.1 change in the tone of general business of the country.

The two factors wlii.-li have played an important part in all mar

ket reports in all lines of Inisiiu'ss for the last feu iiioiitlis— iiainoly.

the tarill" and currency legislation—are of course statutes now duly

the law of the land, but it is nevertheless a fact that the influence

of these national (piestions is still being felt. Foreign manufacturers

are really just beginning to feel out the possibilities of trade in this

market and it will probably be some little tinu> before they will be

actively engaged in competition with domestic manufacturers and

then of course arises the prohlcni as to what the outcome of the

trade w;ir will be. It is really too early to form any definite idea

regardint; the direct effect of this proposed foreign invasion njion

the manufacturing interests of the I'nited States. Thus the real

effect of the tariff is a matter of the future rather than of the past.

Regarding the currency matter, tliis too is still in the throes of

tonnation but its proliable future elVect on business can be more

.dearly analyzed than .an the .H'ects of the taritf. 11 is really a

(|iiestion of merely working out tlii' details of the organization, as

the probable working out of the measure can be clearly seen in its

theoretic.-il form, which has been pronouiu'eil distinctly favoratile.

Another encouraging feature of the general situation is the rather

better tone which prevails in regard to export shipments. This is

more notably true of shipments from eastern centers tl from south

em jiorts. Fastern e.xporters state that the note of inciuiry as coming

from abroail is very favorable and is the result of a really distinct

shortage in all lines of hardwood stocks, which shortage must soon be

tilled. New Orleans and other southern exporters, however, say that

(Idle the -ituatioti promises well for the future if is not now in a

definitely settled state, the uncertainty as to ocean freight rates

»oem» to be hohling up the [ilacing of onlers and getting out of

shipments. However, generally sjioukingij (t can be said that the

export situation looks better than it has for some little time.

Locally, the hopes of the majority of the lumbermen are based

iipoM really i;ood iiidii'.-itions from the i-oiisuniing end and on favor-

able conditions uliich exist at the iiroducing end. The stock situation

at the mills continues to be in first-class shai)e and conditions now
existing in some of the southern producing sections ]ironiise any-

thing but an accumulation of .stocks. In the territory around Mem-
phis, for instance, the outlook for log supply for the coining few-

months is not at all encouraging, in fact it is stated that along the

right of way of the Yazoo & Mississipiii Valley the logs jnled along

the tracks aggregate not more than twenty-five or fifty per cent of

what was desin-d. It is ]iredicte<l that unless entirely unusual log-

ging weather |ints in an appearance during the next couple of months,

mills in the Memphis territory will not have enough logs to keep up

their output. Xortliern manufacturers are in a position somewhat

similar, as the extremely moderate weather and the alisence of snow

and freezing temperature has seriously retarded log hauling. ^lann

factnrers in other jioints are not so reftirded but. while they will

have their full run. the stock which they will m.-imifacture will all

be in strong hands and there will be no daiiyer of its teiidiiif; to break

the market.

Xo change of notable sigiiilic.Miire regarding the relative' popularity

of the various hardwoods has been rci-orded so far this yi'ar. nor

is there aiiytliiii>; that would parti. nhnly iiulii-ate a prospe.-tive

change in their rclati\c' staii.liug except rcg;ir.liiig the upper grades

of most of the more important spei-ies. A more favorable demand

will necessarily have a lifting effect upon the market for the various

grades of the different woods but it is quite likely that the liefter

end of the stock will be most noticeably affected as it is this par-

ticular kind of lumber whicdi has felt the recent depression most

severely. Tln'ii' h.ave not been any discouraging breaks in the market

in general, nor is there anything; to indicate any change other than

the strenutlieniiii; of pii.-es all alori^; tlii- line.

Trees Old and Young

WHO KNOWS THAT DK SOTO .li.l not teth.'r his mule to the

white oak sapling which is repr.'sente.l by the log on the

eight-wheeled wagon in the .-over pictnri' illustrating this issue of

lI.\RD\vooD KKt'ORD? Till' I lei' from wlii.h that log was cut was

probably growing in the Mississippi forests while the Spanish

explorer was seari hing his way westwar.l through a country then

unknown. He peiu'tr.-ite.l to the Mississipjii river, crossed it, only

to perish, an. I he w.-is bnrii'.l ben.'ath its nuubly waters, his body

being eudoseil in a h.dlow tree trunk ami loaded with weights to

sink it to the bottom. That was the first ami the most famous

coffin ever known in the Mississippi valley.

The enormous o:il< log shown in the pii-tnre was cut from a tree

four or live hnii.ln-.l v.'.-irs ol.l. ami wh.'ther r>e Soto"s cavalcade.
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niaile up of iiuMi, luiisos, ainl lio{;s, passoil that way or ikiI. the age

of thi' tri'o is proof that it was standiiiK at that icmmiIo time. It

was recently cut by the Carrier Liimlier and Mamifacturiiig Com-

pany of Sardis, Miss.

The scene wliieh the picture shows so well is a hanlwooil forest

and a log yard. Xo .softwooil is seen. The eqiiii)nient for hauling

and the character of the standing timber identify the place as

belonging in the South. Though oak is a leading feature of the

woodlands, it is only one of many trees which go to the mills in

that region. The logs on the dump furnish proof of that fact.

The size of the oak log on the wagon will attract most attention.

It is unusual but not phenomenal. Some trees increase in value in

proportion as they increase in size; others add to their value as

they grow in both age and size; while still others are most val-

uable, in proportion to size, while young. Bulk, therefore, is not

the only factor to consider in estimating the worth of a tree,

though usually it is the most important. When figured wood is the

basis of value, age is essential and size is desirable. This is illus-

trated by the oaks and black walnut. Colors, on which some of

the figures largely depend for their attractiveness, are deepened by

age. Size alone will not always do it; but handsome figure unac-

companied by good size is at a disadvantage.

Certain other trees do not increase in value with age, exccjit as

they grow in bulk. Some even deteriorate for certain uses as they

age. Hickory and ash are in that class. The wood of these trees,

after they have attained the size necessary to pro<luce the stock

required for vehicles, handles, and agricultural implements, does

not improve as centuries are added. In recoguition of that fact,

manufacturers often advertise that they use second growth hickory

and ash. That is, they cut their stock from small trees; for

"second growth." ivlien the term is so employed, cannot mean any-

thing else.

The young wood is bi'tter because it is tougher if not stronger;

and for many uses it is liked better because it is whiter. That is

particularly true in the manufacture of handles. Figured wood

adds little or nothing to a handle's value; in fact, it may be

objectionable. Buyers of woods for vehicles, implements, and

handles do not search for the largest ash and hickory to be found.

They may take such trees, but it is not because they prefer them.

The same rule holds fairly well for oak, and formerly was

almost iron bound in its application when oak was used for

wagon ni.iti'rial. Before large factories were in existence the old-

time village wagon maker went to the forest for his wheel and

axle stock. He either cut it himself or supervised the cutting and

was his own inspector. He did not select the oldest and largest

oaks, though such were plentiful. Those under two feet in diam-

eter—down to a foot—^suited him best. Brashness that comes with

age is absent from a tree of that size. The old-fashioned wagons

would look peculiar today; but they had lasting properties that

would compare with anything in the vehicle line now. The wagons

made at Conestoga, Pa., and at Newtown, Va., seventy-five or a

hundred years ago were famous in their day; and their fame was

due to the tough young oak in their wheels and axles. Every

piece was split out to insure against cross grain and knots.

The appreciation of mature oak is modern. The custom of

quarter-sawing made it popular. Figure and color are the chief

considerations. Two or three centuries added to the standing

tree give tone and class. Toughness is not essential or desirable.

The opposite is wanted. The wood must work easily, if the manu-

facturer of furniture and finish is to use it. Figure and color are

the essentials. It is thus seen that the oak is pre-eminently fitted

for one class of commodities while young and for a wholly different

class when old. Though the tree may stand five hundred years,

there is no time after it has passed a diameter of one foot, when

it is not exccliiMit material for one or more kinds of articles.

An Interesting Resume of Business

THE CHA:MBER of commerce of the United States has gotten

out some mighty instructive literature during its short existence.

One of its latest efforts is a compilation of trade analyses covering

the \arioiis sen ions of flic rountry from the Atlantic to the Pacific

coasts. In conni'ction with this written resinne is a chart to show-

graphically the aioas affected and the lone of business in the different

sections.

It is interesting to note that a vast bulk of the area of the coun-

try, including the entire western section and practically all of Texas,

is shown to rejiort "fair business" conditions. A very small area

is grouped imder the specification "poor," and this comprises a

small secti(m innncdiately adjacent to New York, mainly in New
.lerscy, part of eastern Pennsylvania, most of Kentucky, the south-

ern part of Tennessee, southern Mississippi, western Arkansas, Mis-

souri, most of Oklahoma, soutliern section of Kansas, and about one-

half or tlie cenlral portions ut North and Sontli Dakota and
Wyoming.

It is apparent that this unfavorable report emanates from the

agricultural sections of the country, mainly, and in view of the cash

returns from this year's crops, it is rather diflicult to reconcile these

conditions. It would indicate, however, that the actual cash received

liy the producer has not been what he had anticipated, and that the

l)ulk of the tdtimate price paid for agricultural products was realized

liy the links in the chain between the producer and the consumer.

-Maine and New Hampshire are shown as exhibiting good business

conditions throughout as are also West Virginia and Wisconsin. The
greater part of Montana is also shown in this category. Other states

reporting favorably are the northern part of Iowa, most of Alabama,

central Pennsylvania, northern Ohio and Indiana, western Tennessee

and northern Mississippi. This means that with the exception of

the Montana territory, all reports of really good business come from
the states east of the Mississippi and the white area shown which

iei)resents the sections reporting under this classification, really com-

jirises quite a little of the eastern half of the United States, and

offers a very substantial area in excess of the shaded portion repre-

senting poor business.

Thus it can be seen that with good reports and poor reports bal-

ancing with a slight balance in favor of the former, and with reports

of fair business i)redominating largel.v, the general idea of business

conditions is not discouraging at all throughout the country. It is

reasonable to suppose that the information gathered by the National

Chamber of Commerce is authentic. It is also probable that the

information has been in the process of collation for some little time,

and that since the beginning of this effort conditions have improved

somewhat. Hence, there is real reason to believe that the year 1914

will lie favorable to Inisiness in general.

Chicago Building Situation
REPORTS IN CIRCULATION in Chicago territory would indi-

cate that there is absolutely no hope for the building situation

in that city, but this expression is more or less belied by observation

in the various apartment sections of the city.

A casual survey of the residential districts shows there are innu-

merable flat buildings of all types being erected, which would indicate

that there is and will continue to be a good call for building materials

going into this construction. This of course is the type of building

that most affects the lumberman, for while the construction of of-

fice buildings may slacken in activity, the falling oft' in this line is not

unduly serious as the quantity of lumber there consumed as compared

to the consumption in the planning of flat buildings is, comparatively

speaking, not great.

Missouri Ouster Decision

RECENT PROCEEDINGS directly affecting the lumber ' trade

make it evident that the suggestions of President Wilson regard-

ing the ajijdication of the antitrust law might well be put into effect

on a nation-wide basis, and the entire matter confined strictly to

federal control. It may be remembered that the President has ex-

pressed himself as favoring only action which will clarify the issues

as set forth by the anti-trust law and that it is not the intention

of the administration to drastically revise the provisions of that act.

A recent issue of the sui)reme court of the state of Missouri, whereby

a large number of the most important yellow pine manufacturers in

H
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that state were fined heavily and (.'oninianded to remove their opera-

tions outside of the state limits, is surely evidence that some such

nutiunal regulations of trust questions would lie highly hoiiefii'ial.

This is particularly true inasmuch as it is very prohlpmatical if the

decision handed down is an entirely fair one. In fact, it seems that

it is really the close application of an obsolete law as compelled liy

a court which seems to have been rather biased in the question.

The principal charges on which the decision was ultimately rendered

^oemed to be the issuance of price lists, suggestions on the part of

members of the association regarding curtailment of cut, and the

maintaining of information regarding the various customers of tlie

pine association. While the ultimate ruling is very likely correct as

far as legal technicalities are concerned and as far as its conformity

to obsolete law is in evidence, it is certainly not a decision based on

real justice. Hence, while it obeys the law it does nut ;i|ppo.ir to

Im? a measure living up to the real purpose of the law.

While the defendants were unquestionably technically guilty of

the charges specified, it was proven beyond a shadow of a doubt that

the motives behind their various actions were- anything but motives

whicli should rightly lead to criminal prosecution. One of the most

prominent of the defendants said that in all their actions the yellow-

pine manufacturers had endeavored to conform closely to the re-

quirements of the law, but that it was impossible even for expert

lawyers to specify the strict legality of all actions considering the

very much invohcil character of present Missouri statutes reganling

these matters.

It is highly probable that with some real regulations of trust and

corporation conditions instituted by the federal government, justice

of a more real- i-haracter would l>e the result.

Buffalo and the National Wholesalers
GK.\.\TING THE RE.\SOXABLKXKS8 of the policy of shifting

the convention points for the important lumber associations, the

decision of the board of governors of the National Wholesale Lum-

ber Dealers' Association to hold the next annual meeting March u

and 6 at Buffalo, should meet with the entire approval of everyone

interested in that most worthy organization and its purposes. Not

only is Buftalo an entirely logical meeting place, for this association

in partliular. but it is a city which is amply able to take care of

the hundreds of visitors who will arrive, and it is further a city that

is noted for its live organizations of lumbermen and other business

men who will certainly take care of the entertainment features of

the convention in a style that will leave nothing to be desired.

Buffalo is a city which has made really remarkable strides of late

in the growth of its population and of its industrial and commercial

importance. As far as the lumber business is concerned it repre-

sents two very important branches of the industry, the rail ship-

ments and the cargo shipments. It is an important distributing point

for many large interests and, withal, its connection with the factors

related to the National Wholesale Lumber Dealers' Association ren-

der it an entirely logical point for that organization to get together

for its annual meeting.

The Forester's Annual Report
APKKTTV I'TLL SiNOl'^lS of the annual rcjioit of the

I'niteil States Forester will be found in this issiu-. It is

important not only on account of what it contains, but for wluit

it does not contain. There is not one word in it which can be

construed as a defense of, much less an apology for, the Forest

Service. Time was when half of the Forester's energy was used

in defense of his policies ami his work. Hai)pily, that is no longer

necessary, and all the resources of the Forest Service are employed

in pushing ahead. The storms of hostility which were so common
and so violent a few years ago have died in the distance, and, to

paraphrase Milton, critics "have ceased to bellow through the

vast and boundless deep." The solitary voice of opposition still

now and then raised, no longer disturbs the jdans and [irogress

of the work.

The report is a straightforward account of whal the Forest

Service has accomplished during the past year. It is a story of

progress along the whole line, with no interruption or setback any-

where. The sales of government timber during the year amounted
to 2,000,000,000 feet, in eighteen states, including Alaska. Most
of the sales have been made to strong companies which are able

to build railroads and carry on up-to-date development.

A prediction formerly heard with frequency has failed to come
true, it was feared that the government timber would be thrown
on the market in such large amounts that private timber owners
could not i-ompcte. In fact, there were not wanting men who
owned luj timber but who advocated that very policy for the

purpose of [iroviding lumber at or below cost to the people. That
is, they wanted the government to use its timber to smash the

lumber market. Such a course would have been the height of

folly, and a policy like that never had any advocates inside the

Forest Service or among sound business men outside.

Time is proving the wisdom of the course followed. No buyer

of government timber, as far as is known, has broken or disturbed

any market. Such buyers pay too much for their timber to dump
it |iromiscuously. They calculate as carefully as does the man
who buys timber from private individuals.

The result is the atmosphere has cleared. This is apparent in

the tone of the Forester's report from beginning to end. A well-

defined business policy has been inaugurated and there is no

apparent reason why it cannot be carried to the end, though that

end corres]ionds aiijiroximately with the end of time.

Give Justice Where It Is Due
I'T

HAS BKKX GRATrFYING to note the sentiment us expressed
' by the various lumber trade associations during the last few

months regarding the proposed horizontal increase of five per cent in

freight rates in the official classification territory. Practically with-

out exception clubs and associations are placing themselves on record

as desiring that the question be settled without partiality, and that

if it be demonstrated that the railroads would really feel the con-

tinuance of present freight rates, they be given the benefit of the

proposed increase.

Hardwood Record has contended since this question came up, that

the railroads' case is a logical one, and indeed not considering tech-

nical evidence, the vast array of figures and statistics which will un-

questionably be presented, the evidence as it exists is on the side of

the railroads.

It is not logical to suppose that the various big systems of the

country prefer to o|)erate short handed as to men and equipment or

that they would willingly run the risk of losses resulting from acci-

dents due to poor road beds and to imperfectly repaired rolling

stock. It^ is a|iparent, however, to all those in touch with actual

transportation and to those who do any amount of traveling on the

railroads, that the various systems of the country could very com-

fortably use an increased supply of rolling stock and motive power
as well as i)assenger equipment and .that the passenger's safety

would be very materially augmented by thorough repairs on the road

beds of a great many of the important lines, and that there are a

great many other very necessary improvements which should be made.

Thus it is reasonable to suppose that the railroads would make
these iiM|u-ovenients if they could, and it is hardly reasonable to be-

lieve th.it they are foregoing such expenditures merely to create an

object les.son which will assist them in securing the increases which

they desire.

.Vs the matter affects the Uunber business, the activity or inactivity

of the railroads has a great deal to do with the prosperity of that

branch of business in general. For instance: The first indication

of the jiresent la.xity in business was the beginning of the policy of

retrenchnu'nt on the jiart of the railroads, which condition caused a

general let-up in the demand for forest products. It is a known
fact that the railroads as customers of the lumbermen are far more
important than any other branch of the consuming industries, and

hence it is evident that it should be the policy of those merchandizing

forest products to give the railroads the benefit of the doubt, and

support them in their contention for advanced freight rates, at least

until it is conclusively proven that they are making such demand on

false pretenses, and that their recent policies have actually been the

result of a determiu;iliori to intimidate the public.
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That Ten-Hour Law in Arkansas

TIIK l,().\(i SIKI''KKIN(i LfMIIKK- HI sINKss s s t.i lie licai-

iiij; till' liniiit lliese iIhvb of ninny illnilvisi-d n|>|>li('alions of foil

oinl nnil state stntutes referriiij; tii tlie strict letter (if ttie law. Tlio

MissDiirians nre .just nlimit lieKmni'iK t" realize the import of the

recent ouster case, while from Arkansas comes the complaint of the

application of a law fjoverniu}; the workiuf; hours of \vorkin}{ men

H'liioli tlirentened for a time to set a numlier of the liijj operators in

that state in pretty serious trouble. However, the latest advices are

to the effect that nothiu); very serious in the matter of actual prose-

cution will result. The main effect will lie the discontinuance of the

plan which has been in effect for some little time among Arkansas manu-

facturers, which was instituted solely in the interests of the men

themselves. Thus by the insistence of the authorities on strict I'oni-

plian<-e to regulations reganling tlic tcn-liinir liinit for the working

day. the very class which the autlnpiitics ;irc trying to benefit are

being robbed of a provision which they have greatly appreciated.

The matter hinges upon the question of working ten hours ami a

half for five days in the week in order that on the sixth day employes

may be enabled to (piit at noon. This as set forth by those in charge

of the administration of the laws is a direct disobedience of the

strict letti'r of the law. and must be sfop[ied.

When the i|uestion was first seriously agitated a number of ]ironii

nent manufacturers were made defendants and were threatened with

severe tines. However, so far the result has been that only one con-

cern was fined and then on only two counts, for $2') on each. It is

the purpose of the authorities, according to their statements, simply

to enforce the letter of the law in the future rather than to ])rose

cute those who have in the jiast gr;nited this favor to their emiiloycs.

Unexpected Results

C i:\IOb'.\i. STATK.S ,i,m1 a iiu.nbcr of nations have laws for theJ purpose of conipen.sating employes who meet with accidents

while engaged in their orilinary work. These law^s have been in

ojieration ,a sufficient time to give an idea of their operation along

eertain lines. Some of them are bearing unex]iected fruit. For
example, it was generally suiqiosed that one of the first results of

such laws would be to decrease the number of accidents. It was
argued that employers vvoubl make comlitions as safe as possible,

for self-interest if for no other reason, ami thereby lessen ilaugei

to workmen. It was further supjiosed that employes would be

trained and instructed in the art of taking care of themselves;

and that ought to result in a decrease of accidents.

Kxpectatious have not been realized. One of the latest states

to be treated to surprise and disappointment is Washington. Coni-

jieusation for aicidents brings more accidents, ft has not lieen

charged that employes deliberately injure themselves in order to

collect Jiay for suffering and lost time; but somehow more aici-

dents occur. Possibly some are now reported which formerly were
not heard of. A pincheil finger or a bum|i on the back may seem
much more serious to a man if he expects ]iay for it than if he
does not. In Washington the reported accidents have increased
forty jier cent since the compensation law went into effect. If

results in that state stood alone, a number of explanations might
be offered; but (iemiany has had the same exjierience, and a recent

review says that the unfortunate feature is that cheating excites

neither public contempt nor loiideninatioii.

An instance is cited from rcionis in (icrmaiiy. Before there

was compensation for in.iuries, the average time of recovery from
a broken collar bone was from fifteen to forty days, depending
largely on the age of the patient. The young recovered more
quickly than those in middle life. Since pensions for the injured
went into effect in (iermany the average time required for recovery
from a broken collar bone is eight months.

It is to be regretted that laws intended to benefit deserving
unfortunates must be made a cloak to hide the false pretenses of
cheats. There are always plenty of peojde trying to get something
for nothing and they are quick to take advantage of every oppor-

tunity to accomplish their jiurpose. Pers<ins of that kind are 1 he-

greatest hindrance to real reforms and commendable charity.

The Year's Lumber Business in Chicago

Till-: i,r.Mi;i:i;MK.\"s assik iathin of iiii(A(;() has j.ub

lished statistics of the lumber trade in Chicago in li)i:i. The

cpiantity consumed iiroke all former records, though the amount re

shipped fell a little below that of lid'J. During the year just ended,

the city consumed l,859.4Hi>,ll)7 feet, compared with l.(i4.J,()S)4.947

feet last year. The reshipments in lill.', totaled !l4 1.«.'!. (1(10 feet,

and in 1912 they were 99().9ri().l)(l(l. The total amount of lumber in

the Chicago market in 191H. imduding what was consumed and what

was reshipped. was 2,801,31)3.1(17 feet, and in 1912 it was 2,()42,().")ii.

947. The gain is 158,640, KiO feet. The lake receipts were 204,-

31S.000 feet in 1913, which was nearly 20.000.000 less than in 1912.

Kail receipts were 2,536,958.000 feet in 1913, an increase of 150.-

858,000 feet over 1912. During the year 522.435,250 shingles were

used in Chicago, or reshi]iped, which was a gain of 25.000.000 over

1912. The liarilwood lumber on li:iii.| in i|iii;igii .-it the close of

1913 was about 100.000,000 feet.

Chicago's claims to prei-minent importance as a lumber center'

.nc pretty definitely established by these statistics.

Should Not Be Overlooked in Kiln-Drying

L.\S'r ISSCK IIakdwooii Ukciikd contniiierl an cNtensivc article

entitled "Scientific l.unilier Drying," and an editorial comment

on that .-irticlc in which the following statement was made: "It

does seem that the loosely piled load will dry faster than the one

that is closely stacked. Isn't the capacity of a kiln determined by

the amount of dry lumber it delivers rather than by the number of

feet that can be crowded into it?''

The writer of the article referred to criticises some of the sugges-

lioiis irinde in Hardwood RgroRD's editorial comment in the last

issue, but says that he is entirely in accord with the idea expressed

regarding the piling of lumber in the kiln. It is unquestionably a

fact that the great bulk of stress has been laid u[ion the mechanical

layout and actual ojieration of the various types of dry kilns as advo-

cated by the manufacturers of the different drying appliances now

on the market. It is also a fact that while in some cases the manu-

facturers of the different kilns of modern construction and design

have investigated pretty closely the technical side of lumber drying

as applied to the action of the different methods upon the wood itself,

they have not given as much thought to the arrangement of the

boards in the kiln during the drying jirocess.

It is conceded that any proper cheiuical or mechanical eft'ect which

kiln-drying has upon lumber is of vast iiuportance and cannot be

too closely sfudied. and the results too closely observed. On the

other hand, the arrangement of the Ijoards as they are put into the

kiln preparatory to drying is of almost equal iiuportance and can be

worked out along certain lines dependent upon actual rules of physics.

It is not necessary, however, to delve exhaustively into the physical

laws in order to arrive at proper methods in this particular.

The rush of work often necessitates crowding the kilns to their

capacity, and here is where the mistake is very often made. Misun-

derstanding as to the term "capacity" as applied to the dry kiln

in the editorial in last issue of Hardwood Record, is the keynote

of the whole truth. It is natural that the owner of a dry kiln wants

to get as much lumber through it in as short a space of time as pos-

sible, and he not only wants to get the lumber through, but wants

it to come out in the most desirable condition. Hence, if he specifies

a certain number of hours for certain species and thicknesses of

lumber it seems reasonable on the face of it to suppose that he will

get the biggest daily output from his kiln, observing his rules for

specific classes of- lumber, by loading his truck to the utmost capacity

on each load. Such, however, is not always the case as investigation

might disclose that by piling his lumlier more loosely he can dry it

more quickly and also more thoroughly, and it might very easily

work out that even were he getting good results from piling his

boards comparatively solidly, the saving in time on proper drying in

more loosely stacked piles might more than offset the additional

lumber dried in each truckload.
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Pert^ Pertinent and Impertinent

it«N.w V.'ik twit

Chicago for her pork.

Anil l>otb ^i-t back a mm
At moDey mad N rk.

In the Family
iiillv

And I'hiladflphia drowses.

ISoih tlInK their Joke.^i at ollini

Though living in !;la»s hons

l:iii lit disuslei- .strike a l)low

—

The cities stand together I

Ifivnis. "lis true, when skies arc blue.

They're one in stormy weather.

St. I.ouls sc-offs at ritlsburgli s snot.

But Pittsburgh holds her mvn.

Pausing to scan .Missouri's num.
Who always "must bo shown."

"i'wcre harder to withhold our .iest.

i>ur free, good natured joking.

Than for the west to take a rest

Or Pittsburgh leave off smoking.

EASY GOING AHEAD

So, Uncle Sam. do not mistake

Tby children's comments free ;

i>ur taunts and chaff are but a laugb,

All in a family.

---If. /(. I. ill tlir .Yfir VorA- Tiib

Not Even a Cent's Worth
"I Dtt'ifd Chollie a pinny for his thouglns.

"Did .vou get them 7"

"No. he was out of thoughts as usual."

- lioslun Kirninij Trnnifiniit.

The Dependable Sort

"To look at old .Mr. Crahson you wouldn't

think he bad a friend In the world."

"That's true, and yet he has a million of

them."

"Where?"
"In one of the local banks."

—Birmingham Aye-IIeratd.

Memory
Somebody of a psychological turn of mind once

a.sked Lord Roseberry. "What is memory?"
"Memory." Ftoseberry replied, iiromptly, but

.somewhat pensively, "memory is the feeling that

steals over us when we listen to our friends'

original stories."

--r.oiKl'jir TUBUS.
Bought It for Casli

Marks—"What did you gain In your deal with
Hrown?"

I'arks—"A great deal of respect for Brown's
business ability."—Boston Erenint) Trantcrlpt.

way tile nardwood situation looks to the majority

Be Happy
If yi.iu would be merry, and ba|»py aud gay.

.lust put on a smile and command it to stay

:

Hring up reserve forces, put them all into play.

Then just keep them busy the rest of the day.

And then the next day the smile will just come.

And you will hear music—the air will just hum ;

The folks all around you will quit looking glum.

And forget in their joy that lite ever was bua.

A Valuable Pointer
Ki.bi-rt r. Whituiir. the giuial prisident of

Win. Whitmer *: Sons u( Philadelphia, takes
iireat pride in his farm and stock. Just now
he has :i hunting dog, of the prowess of which
he speaks in glowing terms. 'The other day he
told the writer ot this article a story so excep-
tional that It inspired the composition of the
following :

Bob. Wbitmer has a "pointer,"
As you perbiips have heard.

.Vnd from the stories that he tells

It really is a "bird."

Kor if. when "pointing" a "Bob-White.

'

Vou turn It from the <|uail.

It casts one backward glance, and then—

•

/( "points it" irith its tail:

both ends of this dojr point

Remarkable if True

"Tbat case ot Wedderby's is the most remark-

able one I ever beard of."

"It is not so strange. Many another man
has stolen «o0.000 from a bank."

•'I know. But Wedderby didn"t lose It specu-

lating in stocks or spend it on a woman.""

That's AU
"Sure, Mr. Clancy, you've a foinc lot of sons."

"It's right ye ar.\ Mrs. Mulligan. I never

have to lift my hand to them except in self-

defense."
More to the Point

"Of course you favor an elastic currency."

"Yes," replied (Jrandpa Mintlicker: "but I"d

like to sec some o' that good old-fashioned elas-

ticity that 'ud enable a two-dollar bill to reach

all the way around a family market basket."

—

ir(i.s/iin.vtun 8tai:

Point of View
"The point of view makes a great deal of

difference." said the ready made philosopher.

"Yes," replied Mr. Chuggins. "When you are

walking you think every automobile is trying to

hit you. When you are driving a car you get an
idea that every pedestrian Is Insanely ambitious

to :;et run nvvr." - -^^'n)fhi»!lton stnr.
—19—
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Red Gum According to Regions
Tlic users ol n'.l huim ki iM't^inniny: to .stmly lliu jvHii.ns \\\n-iv

paitii'iilar kiinls ciiii In" jiriH-uicil. Tin- liotaiiists liiul diily iine red

•jiim ill this eouiitry. It grows from New York to Texas and

oec'urs in eoniinereial quantity in every southern state; but it is

the same tree everywhere, as I'ar as botanical tlifferenees go.

Not many deeades ago tlie wood whioh grew throughout the tree's

range was all considered to be alike. At any rate, no one had

noticeil ditl'erences between them. The popular opinion then was

that all gum was abominable, and if any differences cxistel it

was only a ditlereni'e in ilegree of abomination.

It is needless to say that oiiinions have undergone a radical

change, which is a n.-itinal result cii' ;in increase in knowledge of

the projierties of tin- wdimI. It was not long al'ter men began

to use it and to fin.l it suitable for many things that the discovery

was made that all gum is not of the same character and ([uality.

When that important fact was once understood, the next step was

a search lor the rc;;ioiis oi- districts where choice wooils of tln'

several kinds wcic I est dcvcldpcd. That investigation has riciw

V)een pretty thoroughly laiiicd out, and large ili'.-ilcrs in gnni

know where to go for the p.-nticular kinds which suit llieir ]iurposes.

All gum lumber is either sa|i or heart. That means, of course,

that it is cut from the colored heartwood or the pale sapvvood.

Combinations of the two are common in the same ]>ile of lumber.

Pretty- close grading is necessary to obt.-iin a sliijirncnt all heart

or all sap, because both kinds are cut from the same tree. How
ever, the region, soil, and situation have much to do with the

)ireponderance of sapvvood or heartwood in the output of a gum
mill. Some trees are nearly all sap, no matter how large ur how

old they may be; others have thin sapwood. It is not a niatter

of accident. It is believed to be largely a matter of soil. The

wootl of small trees—that is, those of from one to Jive or six

inches in diameter—are all sapwood. After that the colored

heartwood begins to appear in the center. Gradually, as the truidv

enlarges, the colored wood increases also; but there is always

a band or zone of greater or less thickness of sainvood.

The interesting point is that some trees do not develo|i nearly

so much heart as others. The sapwood in some is a long time

in changing into heart, wliile in others the change is fairly rapid.

The reason underlying the differences in the rate of change is

lielievcd to reside in the soil. Heart is nothing more than sap-

wood in which enough mineral substance has been deposited to

give it color—to Vill it and embalm it, as it were. This earthy

material comes from the soil. It is carried up by soil water and is

deposited in the iclls and other vessels of the wood.

The fact that some trees have a large proportion of heartwood

and others hardly any suggests that there is a difference between

the soils in which they grow. Experience has largely sustained

that view. Certain valleys, certain slopes, produce the trees

which have never developed much heart. Those with little sa]i-

wood come from fairly well defined localities also. Buyers who
want gum with little sap know pretty well where to go to get it.

It is a matter of experience, not of theory. A certain locality

produces timber of that kind and dealers know where to find it.

The gum-producing areas of the South are now tolerably well

understood by rlealeis. AVhen they want a particular kiii.l tlicv

do not need to hunt far.

The term "red gu7n " is the name of the tree. It does not

necessarily follow that lumber cut from that tree will be red in

color. That depends upon whether it is sapwood or heart. If it is

the former it will lack the red color, though it conies from the

red gum tree. Failure to l>ear that fact in miml has been the

cause of many misunderstandings and disputes. A buyer oiders

red gnm and expects it to be the red heartwood; but the seller

cuts it from the red gum tree, and considers that he iias filled the

order properly, even if the shipment contains much sapwood.

Figured gum is another kind that seems to run liy regions

and areas. It is largely independent—or seems to l>e independent

—20—

- of llij . i.n.iiti.Mis wlii.li .l,-\,'l,i|. licart\\.M„| ,,i i.iil t.. Ic\ clop it.

All large trees have sonic lieartwcod and some saji; but by no

means all of them have figure. It is abundant in some anil is

absent from others, without any known reason. In that respect

it is like bird's-eye maple. It hits .-nid misses. However, lumber-

men now know what regions to go to when they want figured

gum. It runs by areas, districts, and localities. It is nearly

absent from extensive tracts of fine gum timlier, and present in

others. Kxiicrieuce only f.m determine where to find it.

It is pr(d ably .-i rriattci' of soil. In f:n t, it is difficult to assign

figure in gum to any other c-ausc; but ii is not easy to explain

.just how the production of the figure is accomplished in nature's

workshoji inside the tree. Trri'gular deposit of coloring matter

produces the figure, but no one has yet explained why such irregular

distribution of the pigments takes place.

The deepest figures occur in the heartwood. Some suppose that

they do not take place in the sap; but many a figure—a 'watered
grain,'' as it may be called—begins on the sapwood before the

change to heart is accomplished. Jt wiinlil, therefore, seem that

till' ilcjiosit of the pigments which produce figure in gum are

inde]>enilcnt of those which ordinarily transform sapwood into

heart, though there is no reason to sujipose that the colors thi.ni-

selves are proiiuced by different materials.

.Many gum trees are figured in the butt logs and not farther

up the trunks. It is said that the figuring jirocess begins at the

ijiouud and works its way up the bole; but further investigation

ought to 1 e made before this can be stated as an established fact.

Pertain it is, however, that there is more figured gum in the lower

than the upper i«rt of the tree, though that cannot be said of

the formation of heartwood except in proportion as the lower

jiart of the trunk is larger and older than the ujiper portion.

The making of red heartwood and the forLuation uf fi;;ure seem,

therefore, to be due to independent processes.

It is well known that red gum's figure is fundamentally different

from the characteristic figures of oak, ash, and yellow pine. Oak's

figure, in ijuarter-sawed stock, is due to the medullary rays, with

certain modifications by rings of annual growth. The figures of

chestnut, ash, and the southern yellow pines are due almost wholly

to the rings of growth. Gum's figure is due to neither. The
shades and tones cross the rings in every direction, though they

sometimes follow them with some regularity; and medullary rays

have no visible effect. The colors ramify through the wood,

obeying no known law of growth or deposit of earthy niatter.

It is in this that gum's figure resembles that of Circassian wal-

nut. The latter, however, has a feature generally absent from gum.

It is a modification of the figure due to the rings of yearly growth.

The deposits of the pigments in the two woods appear to be much
the same.

A'o fact is lietter known than that the figure and texture of

Circassian walnut are influenced by soil and situation. Trees on

their native mountains near the Caspian sea yield the Circassian

wood of commerce; but the same trees trans]ilanted into Europe
will not grow the same class of wood, though some of the European
walnuts have had the benefit of L'.OOO years in that country.

liuni seems to follow the same law, whatever that law maj' be.

'I'liough led gum has been growing in this country since the Cre-

taceous age—some millions of years—there are large regions which
ilo not jiroiluce any figured wood worth mentioning. Only in

certain areas are the conditions right to develop it. Dealers have

learned where to look for figured woods of this species. The
gold miner cannot locate gold by studying geography, though

that may give him a few hints. He must go and dig. When
he .Hnils what he is looking for he stakes his claim. The searcher

after figured red gum does the same. He locates by exploration.

Some dealers are so well posted on the subject that it would
be possible for them to make a inapi of the re<l gum's range and
indicate the an'as where choice figured woods may be obtained.
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Till' iiiiiiual report of tlic Vnited States I'orcst Service, lor the

fiscal year emliii}; June '.W. J!)|;i. has lieeii imldishnl by Henry S.

Uraves, who is at the hca.l of the bureau. The report fills fifty-six

[irinteil i>ages, and enters minutely into the work already accom-

plished or planned for the future. A substantial increase in the

amount and value of timber cut from the national forests is .shown,

and a still greater increase in the amount and value of timber

sold, largely for future cutting. The gain in timber actually cut

was lo per cent over the preceding fiscal year; in sale receipts, 27

per cent; and in amount of timber sold, 167 per cent.

In 1913 the total sales amounted to more than 2,000,000,000 board

feet with a stumpage value of nearly $4,.500,000, as against less than

S00.000.il00 board feet with a stumi)age value of $1,600,000 in 1912.

The sales business of the year showed operations in eighteen

states, including Alaska, or in all states in which national forests

are situated, except Kansas, Nebraska, and North Dakota. The

largest sales were in California, followed in order by Oregon,

Montana, Washington, Arizona, Idaho, Colorado, Arkansas, Alaska,

and Utah. In actual cut of timber the order is somewhat changed

and the first ten states rank as follows: Montana, Idaho, Arizona,

California, Oregon, Colorado, Alaska. Washington, Arkansas, and

New Mexico.

It is pointed out that a large part of the proceeds will come in

slowly, because extensive improvements must be constructed before

cutting can begin, and because operations extend over a term of

years. In most large sales one or two .vears are required for

preliminar.v construction.

The increased sales were made up partl.v of relativeh" small

contracts for local uses, but many large contracts were let for

inaccessible areas whose product will be marketed in the principal

consuming regions of the United States. Twelve large contracts

were approved for an aggregate total of 1,-552,39S,000 board feet.

The most imj)ortant of these was a sale of 800,000,000 feet on the

Sierra national forest. California, consummated after two years

spent in estimates and negotiations. This sale well illustrates the

jiolicy pursued in developing inaccessible forest districts. Approxi-

mately seventy miles of railroad must be constructed into the

Sierra forest, together with a complete mill and logging plant.

Twenty-two .vears are allowed for the removal of the stumpage,

with provision for readjustment of the price at intervals of five

years.

Sales under similar terms were approved for 345,000,000 feet on

two other national forests.

The most significant of pending transactions are three proposed

sales of luiljiwood, two of which are in the Tongass national forest,

-Vlaska. The sale of 1.53,000,000 feet on the national forests of

South Dakota will e.xtend widely the local region supplied with

lumber from the national forests in the Black Hills.

The main causes of increase in timber sales were: The partial

recovery of the lumber market from the depression of 1909-11; the

policy of making large sales which has encouraged substantial com-
jianies to seek locations in national forests; and the general

stimulus to business in the West, due to prosjiective transportation

b.v the Panama canal.

First in demand is the white pine timber of northern Idaho, now
wiilely used to supplement the white pine forests of the Lake
States. Second only to this white pine is the demand for sugar
]iine in California ami for western yellow pine in California and
eastern Oregon and Washington.

The demand for Douglas fir on the northern Pacific coasi has
been less active on account of the enormous amount of private

.stumpage. There arc, however, increased sales in western Oregon
and Washington. The demand for western red cedar throughout
the Northwest, generally, is very active, both for poles and for

shingle stock.

Small sales, however, still form the great bulk of the transac-

tions, indicating the continued local character of much of the

business. As compared with 1912, the number of sales of a valua-

tion of $.500 and less increased 6.26 per cent.

There were 1,333 different sales in Montana, the largest number
of sales in any one state, this number being due to more than
1,200 small sales. In number of sales, Colorado, Idaho, California,

Arizona, Utah, New Mexico, Nevada, Oregon, and Alaska follow in

order.

In addition to the amount of timber sold there were given awav
121,750,000 board feet of timber, with a total value of about
.•(il92,000. This was disposed of under what are Known as "free
use permits," by which material is given free in limited quan-
tities to local residents, miners, and others engaged in developing;

homesteads or mining claims on the forests. Most of the timber
so given is dead, the proportion of dead timber being nearly three

times that of green.

In making its timber sales the Uorest Service has to keep in

mind a number of different problems; its aim can not be simply to

sell timber. It niu.st prevent losses by fire; must utilize the ripe

timber which can be marketed, and cut such timber so as to insure

the restocking of the land and a continued forest production; it

must sell ripe timber at the appraised market value as required by
statute so as to give a proper return to the i)ublic which owns it;

must prevent speculative holding of government timber and its

monopolistic control, and use it as far as possible to maintain
competitive conditions in the lumber industry.

Further, the national forests must provide for the requirements

of local communities and industries, including the free use of

timber and its sale at cost to settlers; make available for settlers

timbered lands of agricultural value and at the same time prevent

their speculative acquisition and encourage permanent and genuine
farming; and finalh', the forests should be made to return to the

government as soon as possible the entire cost of protection and
administration and to yield a revenue to the states which are

entitled by law to 25 per cent of all gi-oss receipts as an offset to

the loss of local taxes through government ownership.

Most of these aims require no discussion; others still cause some
comment.

For example: It has been urged that the government should,

through low stumpage rates, force timber upon the market and
thus reduce the price of manufactured lumber. The present policy,

however, can not be changed without a change in the law. No
such change is called for, sa,vs Mr. Graves. Sacrifice prices, unwar-

ranted by actual market conditions, would reduce the returns to

the public and to the states, but they would not reduce the price

of manufactured lumber to the consumer. In the United States

ninety-nine and one-half per cent of the timber cut comes from
private lands. Competition in production is exceedingly keen.

The mill capacity of the country is considerably greater than its

normal consumption of lumber. This creates a constant tendency

to produce more lumber than the market will take. During a period

of depression actual overproduction appears; stock on hand mounts
up; price concessions to attract purchasers fail to bring the hoped-

for acceleration of sales, and as returns fall below the cost of

proiluctiou curtailment is forced. From 1909 to 1911 many saw-

mills operated at un actual loss because carr,ving charges on their

indebtedness would not permit them to dose down. One hundred

and thirt.v mills in the two leading lumber-producing states were

altogether idle in 1909. So long as comjietitive conditions obtain

among manufacturers the lowering of national forest stumpage

rates would neither benefit the consumer nor appreciably affect the

supply of lumber on the market. One-half of one per cent of the

total cut is too small a fraction to have any influence on prices;

and although this fraction might be made several times as great

as it is by offering government timber at a merely nominal charge,

the effect wouhl be simply to throw money away to procure the

cutting of i)ublic timber in ))lace of private.

Local demands are invariably given preference in the disposition

—21—
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of timljcr, aii^l oii iiiiiiiy forests the futiie yield is resei\ eil for siub

neeils. Small «|ierators are preferred and encouraged as far as they

are able and equipiied to eiit and market the stnnipaye, the large

sales being restricted to inaccessible areas which siii;iil uiierators

can not exploit.

Problems concerning the most etfective utilization of national

forest timber are being studied. Such are the reduction of waste

through closer manufacture and the production of distillates or

other byiirodncts, the extracting of naval stores as an accessory

to lumbering, tlie use of inferior lumber species for the manufac-

ture of paper, and the promotion of new or more valuable uses for

particular species through preservative treatment. Ou'^ of the

most significaint of the recent developments in national forest sales

is the demand for various western species for the manufacture of

pulp an<l paper. The forest products laboratory has demonstrated,

through experimental runs of pulp and paper and tests of news

print in actual use, that many western conifers are well adapted

lo the manufacture of news print and other standard grades of

l)aper. These are particularly the red fir of California, the Kngel-

mann spruce and lodgepole ])ine of the Bocky Mountains and

northwestern states, and the Sitka spruce and western ln'nilo.k of

the northern Pacific coast and Alaskan forests.

Exceedingly valuable and practical results have also been

obtained through demonstration of the desirability of telephone

poles cut from the lodgepole pine and treated with preservatives

at the butt. The supply of western red cedar, hitherto the stand-

ard pole timber of the West, has become greatly diminished. In

consequence, market prices are high, particularly iu the Kocky

Mountain region, where the cost of long freight hauls must: be

added to the first cost of the timber. Tt has been shown that

lodgei)ole pine poles are stronger than cedar poles of the same

dimensions and, with preservative treatnu'ut, more duraide.

The increasing volume of timber sales carries with it increasing

costs to estimate the timber, to transact the sale, and to supervise

the cutting operations.

During the year timber cruising was extended over 3,8(57,627

acres of national forests. This work involves an estimate of the |
.standing timber, the most jjracticable methods of exploitation, the

extent and character of young growth, and other matters which

aft'oct manageuK'nt. A total of 17,512,342 acres of national forest

land, or about one eighth of the timber area of the country, has now

been cruised.

This cruising must be done before tind>er sales are made, to

settle questions of title, to determine what cutting is advisable,

and to fix the price. In fact, the expansion of the timber sale

business depends upon the ability of the Forest Service to estimate

and appraise the areas in demand. Timber estimates are the first

step not only in making sales, upon which the forest revenues

mainly depend, but also in the preparation of working plans for

the systematic development and use of all forest resources. This

phase of national forest administration is increasing in importance

as use of the forests increases. Systematic plans are now becoming

urgent on forests like the Coeur d'Alenc and Kaniksu, in the white

pine belt of northern Idaho, where the demand for national forest

stumpage is exceptionally keen; the Whitman in eastern Oregon,

which is supplying a large local lumber industry up to approxi-

mately its maximum capacity; the Ueerlodge in Montana, which is-

drawn upgn heavily for local mining timbers; and the Black Jlills

and Harney iu South Dakota, whose cut is rapidly increasing and

will soon approach the maximum amount that these areas can

produce. Working plans for such forests are being developed and

]ierfected as rapidly as practicable with present funds.

K'^TOgjimaiiij^iOTi^iOW^th>iiai'a^^^

No two woods are alike, and for that matter no two specimens

from the same log are identical. There are certain properties that

characterize every wood, but in any case they are subject to

considerable variation. Oak is a hard, heavy, and strong wood,

but some pieces, even of the same species of oak, are much harder,

heavier, and stronger than others. With hickory are associated

the properties of great strength, toughness, and resilience, but

some pieces are comparatively weak and brash and ill suited for

the exacting demands for which good hickory is peculiarly adapted.

Many woods have reputations for great durability, 3'et specimens

of them are constantly failing to live up to their reputed qualities.

It is evident, then, that woods should be chosen with due regard

to the uses to which they are to be put. Woods best for some
purposes are not adapted to others and the greatest economy of

material will result when materials are employed for the particular

uses for which thej' are suited. In grading rules in common use,

timbers and boards are sorted into classes according to defects.

This is good as far as it goes, though difference of opinion may
arise as to what is actually a defect. .

The use of wood must be taken into consideration in defining

defects. For instance, sapwood is di.scriminaited against in some
cases while in others the presence of heart is objectionable. Knots
are almost universally considered defects, yet in some instances the

presence of sound knots may not only do no harm but actually

help. For instance, knots have little if any appreciable effect on

the stiffness and compression of wood, may increase a beam's
resistance to longitudinal shear, and may produce pleasing decora-

tive effects in panels and furniture.

If strength is the prime consideration iu the choice of wood
material, it is not sufficient that the timber be free from visible

defects. Given two equally sound and dry pieces of the same
dimensions, of the same species, and possibly from the same log,

one of them may jirove a third stronger than the other. This

is due to the fact that wood is not a homogeneous material like

metal or concrete, but an intricate structure produced by growth.

Variation in the soil in which the trees grow, in the available

amounts of food, light, and growing space, as well as the vitality

and age of the trees will be reflected in the kind and quality of

wood produced. It is well known, for example, that swamp-grown
timber differs from upland timber; forest-grown timber from'

second-growth; slow growth from rapid growth. So many factors

enter into the production of wood that generalizations are likely to

be misleading.

Thousands of careful laboratory experiments have been made to

determine the strength and other properties of woods. These are

very valuable, indeed, and there is need for much more work along

this line. The results of such tests, however, prove the great

variability of woods even where selected specimens of the same
species are used. From such data average figures for strength,

elasticity and stiffness are obtained for use by architects and
builders in designing and construction. Yet the average wood, like

the average man, is not commonly met with. In making practical

use of such data the figures must either be low enough to include

the weakest pieces to be used, or what amounts to the same thing

—a factor of safety must be employed which will allow for the

variation in the material. The logical outcome is that if only the

best quality of wood is employed the structure will be stronger

than necessary, and a waste of good material will result.

As previously stated the grading rules for different species and
classes of timber are based entirely upon the number and character

of defects in the material. The results of exhaustive tests clearly

demonstrate that such rules are for the most part not eft"ective in

classifying structural timbers according to their strength. The
formulation of rules that will accomplish this result is beset with

difficulties. One is the lack of suflScient data as the basis for such

rules, though this is in a fair way to be overcome. Another is
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the wood-user's failure to appreciate the need for such rules.

With decrease in the Supply of virgin timber, the quality of timber

on the market steadily decreases, making revision of grading rules

necessary. The time seems sure to come when timber will be

i;raded not on defects alone but according to its strength, or with

s|ii'cial reference to the use to which it is to be put.

What are the factors upon which such rules could be based? If

strength is the feature most desired, it will be necessary to grade

mateiials with this end in view. How can the comparative

strength of woods be told by inspection? The answer is found in

the exhaustive tests that have been and still are being made on

woods of various kinds. Take two pieces of wood of tlie same
species and of equal weight, dryness and freedom from defects,

:iiid the stronger of the two is the one that contains the most wood
substance. Cottonwood is light because it contains so much air

space; hickory is heavy because it contains little air and much
wood substance. If a wood were solid, it would sink in water like

a stone.

If one piece of hickory, say, is stronger than another piece of

hickory because it contains more wood substance, and the more

wood substance it contains the heavier it will be, then the com-

parative strength of the two pieces can be inferred from their

respective weights. Within the same species, the heavier a wood
is the stronger it is. This, of course, can apply only when woods
are equally sound and equally dry. Green wood is heavier than

seasoned wood, but it is also weaker, unless as a result of improper

sca.soning the occurrence of checks and splits offsets the gain in

strength due to dryness. So often is the latter the ease that

strength values for structural timbers are usually based on green

material.

If kiln-dried or thoroughly airscasoued material of the same
kind is being graded, it is impossible to judge the relative strength

by the weight. With many different sized pieces this would be

more diflScult; with green wood it would be practically impossible.

Increase in the amount of wood substance means increased density

.ind this can, in a great many cases, be judged by the eye. This

i~ particularly the case in pines and other conifers. If you
• xamine a piece of southern pine, for example, you will note that

it is composed of alternate layers of light and dark portions. Try
them with your knife and see how much easier the light eoloreil

]portion cuts than the other. Try indenting them with your thumb
nail and note how much harder the dark colored band is. It

follows that the greater the proportion of this dark colored or

^nmmerwood a piece contains, the heavier, harder, and stronger

It will be, and rice versa. Hence in choosing a coniferous wood
for strength jdck material that shows to the eye to be the densest.

Wood that contains one-third summerwood may be classed as

dense wood.

Another way to determine the density and therefore the strength

• if material is by its resilience and resonance. Stril<e a piece of

.vood a blow with a hammer or similar blunt tool. If the hammer
shows a marked tendency to rebound without indenting the wood
it indicates resilience, which is a criterion of strength. Dense
wooils give out a clear, sharji tone when struck, thus affording

still another means of judging quality.

Some grading rules go farther than others and attcnijit to

classify woods according to the number of rings per inch as seen

on Cross section—in other words, upon the rate of growth. There

is no question but that rate of growth does affect the properties

of a wood, but it is not alwaj-s possible to state just what the

effect will be. It is quite frequently the case that in conifers

slow growth produces harder and stronger wood than rapid

-rowth. < 'onse(|uently wood showing not less than eight rings to

the inch is considered strongest. Such a rule is included in most
paving block specifications. In the case of wood cut from the

outer portions of large overmature trees the rate of growth is

slow, but the materia! is soft and comparatively weak. .Sapwood
tioni large western yellow pine trees resembles white pine and is

.sometimes marketed as such, Jt is evident, then, that iu conifers

ring width is by no means a criterion of thr quality of the wood.

With equal proportions of deuse summerwood, however, narrow-

ringed woods are usually stronger than wide-ringed, and are more
even-textured.

In the case of hardwoods the same rule holds that the greater

the pro[iortion of summerwood, the harder, heavier, and stronger
the material will be. It is also true that wood from the outside of
large, overmature trees is lighter, softer and weaker than that
from more thriftily growing specimens. Hardwoods may be
divided into two groups—one in which the large pores are col-

lected in well-defined rings or bands—the ring-porous woods like

oak, ash, (hestnut and hickory; the other in which the pores are

of much the same size and scattered rather uniformly throughout
the annual ring—the diffuse-porous woods of which poplar, gum,
maple and birch are common examples. In the diffuse-porous woods
there appears to be no definite relation whatever between the
width of ring ami the strength of the material, though a medium
rate of growth is usually stronger than very fast or very slow
growth. Here density of material is best evidenced by the appear-
ance, by the weight, and by the response to a blow of a hammer.

In the case of ring-porous woods wide rings are closely associated
with strength. Hence, if one is choosing oak or ash or hickory for

such exacting purposes as handles, spokes, tongues, shafts, and
such portions of furniture as withstand hard usage, he should
choose wood with wide rings. If, however, one wishes to use such
woods where ease of working, lightness, and reduced shrinking

and swelling are more important than strength and weight he
should select material showing as many rings to the inch as he can
find. Slowly grown, ring-porous woods contain much less hard-

wood fiber than rapidly grown woods of the same group, and
consequently have greater strength and hardness, but are also more
likely to cheek in seasoning and are more difficult to work. This
explains why "second growth" ring-porous woods are often pre-

ferred to forest grown material, as is the case in hickory for

handles.

In the hickory trade "second growth" has come to mean the

same as sapwood, the grades being based largely on the color of

the wood. It is quite easy to see how this condition may have
come about. The term "second growth" is usually applied to

young timber growing iu rather open stands, therefore growing
rapidly. Such trees contain a very large proportion of sapwood,
in some eases may be all sap. The wood being harder, stronger

and tougher than that from old trees growing slowly in the forest,

a natural preference arose for the second growth timber, and as it

is white in color, the desirable properties came to be associated

with the color and not with the ring width and density of the

wood, as it should.

Other things being the same, sapwood and heartwood are equal
in strength and toughness. Very often, however, other things are

not equal. Heartwood, being at the center of the tree, is more
subject to defects such as knots, shake, worm holes and decay,

which may materially weaken it. On the other hand the sapwood
occupies the outer layers of the tree and in large specimens is of

slow growth and, for reasons explained above, often lighter, softer,

and weaker than the heart. It is evident, then, that strength is

not depenilent upon whether a wood is heart or sap, but upon the

structure and condition of the wood without reference to that

question.

There are various ways, however, in which heart and sap differ.

One is durability or resistance to decay. The sapwood of no
species is durable in contact with the ground, the same being
just as true of cedar or cypress as of any other wood. Neither

is all heartwood durable, though in any case it is usually n-.ore so

than the sajnvoo<l. In selecting woods in which natural durability

is the essential <'onsideration one should discriminate against

sapwood and in favor of heart, and especially in favor of dark
colored heartwood, if wood is to be impregnated with preserva-

tives, sai)woo<l will be found to afford much easier penetrance than

heart in all cases where a distinct heart is present.

Not only is sa|>vvood more likely to decay and stain, but is also,

<'spe<-ially in the nNinufai-tnrcil form, more liable tii insect injury.
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Tlio powdorpost beetles will eoiupletely destroy dry sapwoiul of

liickory, ash, locust, Osnge orange, etc., but for tlie most part avoid

tlio lioartwood. The same is true to a degree in the case of white

:iiits. In propariufj Indian sandalwood for market it is a common

pijutk'o for the natives to bury the peeled logs for six or eight

wi'oks, or leave tliem lying in the ground for a time to allow the

ants to remove the sapwood, which is odorless au<l valueless,

before transporting out of the country.

There are still other factors entering into the choice of a wood

for particular purposes. If ease of splitting is desirable, the fact

can be determined by a close inspection of the arrangement of

the wood elements, especially with the aid of a goo<l hand lens,

or by splitting off of a small piece. Woods with spiral, cross or

twisted grain are hard to work and more likely to warp than

straight grained material. Much depends on the sawing, for even

the best of logs may be spoiled in cutting them up, and still more

is spoiled by improper methods of seasoning. It is encouraging to

note that an increasing number of lumber manufacturers realize

that proper seasoning means very much more than the mere drying of

wood.

There are a multiude of uses of wood for which there can be no

satisfactory substitutes. There are many others where competition

with metal, concrete, and other substances must be constantly

fought. It is important that ever}- manufacturer know his prodmt,

its good points and its limitations, and so grade and select his

material that the best results can always be secured from it.

Every effort should be made to standardize the different grades of

wood, for in this way much of the uncertainty that at present

exists regarding the properties and qualities of timber will be done

awav w-ith and the use of wood thereby stimulated. S. .T. R.

ir;ll.';i>i^
^

Camp Management
Editor's Note

The following imncr was read bv E. S. Haiiimoiul of It ice Lnke, Wis., before the meeting of Michigan and Wis-

consin Ic'Kers at Gri4n Uav. on .Saturdiiv. Dcccnibt-r 0. for lack of space It has not appeared before. It contains

some suj-'gostions that are decidedly wortli consideration on the nart of lumber camp managers, as they are sugges-

tions based on a great many years' experience in the active handling of woodsmen.

.\n agreement as to the services of the cook should be made

lieforo tlie cook goes into the woods and a copy forwarded to

foreman. The agreement should state explicitly what services he

is required to render, about how many men he is supposed to

handle, how much help he is to have and what he has represented

himself to be. This gives the foreman an idea of the situation

whereby no misunderstanding will arise. He will represent him-

self to be an excellent cook and capable of handling a certain

number ot men, but when he gets to the woods he is generally a

different mau all together. If the foreman is expected to check

the cook, it will prove a failure in most cases, as this part belongs

to the man in authority in conjunction with the foreman.

In the past our cooks have always been in the habit of serving

two, three or four kinds of meat, as they deemed best. We have

started in this fall with strict instructions in writing that only-

one kind of meat be put on the table at a time. Cooks will often

try to overcome this with excuse that they had some left over.

I'or your information I wish to say there is always something left

over. One of the most wasteful items we have to go up against is

too much food being cooked ahead. It gets old, mussy, and sour,

unfit to eat and is thrown away. Sometimes they have hash, stew

and roast at the same time. This should be strictly forbidden. Of

course some leniency and allowances should be made, but the idea

is to hold to one kind of meat at a time on the table.

I feed the men all the cake, pie, pudding and fruit for sauces

they can eat. I put two kinds of sauce on if necessary, for I

lielieve in filling them up on anything they will eat outside of

moat. Pies, cakes, pudding and fruit sauces are not usually thrown

in the slop pail, and if too much is cooked ahead, it will generally

lie cleaned up. Some people advance the idea that men are not

able to perform the same amount of labor on sugar products as on

meat and potatoes. To offset this, I will say that they don 't

usually remain long enough to cut much ice and if they want to

till up on pie and cake, let them do it. If they are unable to

perform work let them hit the tote road. I don't know but what

one gets just as much labor out of the men under such conditions

as they do by confining them to pork, beans, beef and potatoes.

Too heavy food is just as bad as too much pie and cake. We give

them ginger snaps, sweet, graham and soda crackers.

I recently purchased one hundred pounds of strained honey at

nine and one-half cents per pound. I believe this will be used on

bread, biscuits aud pancakes, and be good, healthy food.

All canned and package goods should be standard. Some jieople

seem to think you can put any old thing on the table for lumber-

jacks, but we believe everything you serve in cani]! should be first

class. It doesn't have to be the best, but it should be new stock,

as it goes a long ways toward the health of the men, and we find

they like it. We give them canned tomatoes, peaches, apricots,

apples, grated pineapple, etc. We do not fui-nish any extracts,

but let them use the grated pineapple to season puddings, cakes,

rice, etc. They seem to like the prepared breakfast foods and use

condensed milk with it, reduced eight to one with luke-warm water.

We don't use cold water.

I find that sardines, dried fish, salmon, rice and cheese go very

well. (Jheese can be used in conjunction with macaroni. If the

cook adapts himself to getting up these little side dishes, they are

very acceptable and are enjoyed by the men. A good cook book

should be furnished each cook.

It is the universal custom to feed men well in the woods, and

the principal point in feeding is to have a good, clean cook. Give

him good tools to work with, a good stove and camp, then see that

he makes good and keeps everything clean. As I said before, don 't

depend too much on the foreman to line up the cook. The woods

superintendent should attend to this. Don't wait for the men to

utter kicks, but do the fault finding yourself. If one cook can't

make good, give him his time and find someone who can. Cooks

sometimes start in well but get lazy, dirty, wasteful and cranky.

Don't put up with a cranky cook. Make it a practice to go into

the cook camp every day and stand around a few moments to get

acquainted. Your presence on the job is something. Keep him

lined up today, tomorrow, and the next day, by careful manage-

ment, and always use due courtesy. Cooks are usually human
Ijeings and like human treatment. The idea is to show them you

are interested.

If the cook gets angry, as he sometimes does, try to reason with

him, but if there is no reason in him, hire another as soon as

possible aud let him go. If he is going to quit on the spot, don't

])ay him a cent, but sue for damages; and be sure to make the

damages large enough. It doesn't do to let any cook run the

bluff on your pocketbook and you. In the logging business you

will find that one year you have trouble with cooks, but the next

year the cooks will be all right, and loaders will go wrong. Next

year the loaders will give good satisfaction, but you will have

trouble with teamsters. Next year you will have a lot of trouble

with the foreman. In other words, in emplo3'ment of labor, there

is always trouble and it is up to the superintendent or employer

to stand behind and with the foreman.

We hire mou uuiler two wages, for $26 to $35, or from $3.3 to •$4i>

lier month and hoard. This year we have hired by the day: $2

per day, and allow $4 per week for board. This figures out to
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:iliout $32 per month. We are uow rejiioing wages to $1.SJ per

lay ami $i per week for board, ami issuing slips to employes. A
arbou of the same is kept in the hiring book. You can readily

-I'O that any kind of an arrangement eau be entered into with an

.inploye who is not asked to sign the slip. If you ask him to sign,

lie will refuse. Whatever understanding we have in regard to

wages and serviecs he is to render is written on this slip.

I wish to say right here that laws are such that you are

ompelled to ^)ay au employe what you hire him lor, provided he

works at the .job you hire him to do. Any change of jobs makes a

ihange of wages, proviileil the employer so wishes. If a man is

hired at t'2li per month to swamp, and he is put top loading, he

an collect wages of a top loader; or if he is hired al $40 per

iionth to top load, and he is unable to perform that work, you

an put him at swamping, and he can collect only wages that you

lie paying for such work. Again, if you hire a man by the month,

:;niier the law you are compelled to give him employment for a

month and he is compelled to work a month, provided he does as

he agrees. If you fail to give him employment for that length of

time, he can sue for a full month and collect.

In hiring under two wages I find there is a gooil chance to pa.v a

i'.ior man off at the lowest wage. Again, the question must be

listinctl.v kejit in mind, of paying a man full value for his hire.

I f you pa.v a good man good wages, he will always like to come

I'ack and work for you. It doesn't look well or work out well to

pay the same wages to all kinds of laborers—that is, pay the poor

• iiiplo.ve the same as you pa.y the good. Treat the men on the

- |uare when they treat you on the square, and you be the first

til give this good treatment. If the.v try to give poor service, come

back with poor pay and a law suit if necessary. If an employe

threatens to sue, I tell him to sue, and I fight my case on general

principles. Very few sue, as they know I will fight.

Right here comes the question as to who is going to settle with

tliese men. The superintendent will have to attend to some of

this. Unless a foreman has a very strong back, he will break

down if he attempts to do it all. You might say it is impossible

for the superintendent to be on the .job all the time. I will admit

this to be a fact, Imt he can arrange his office and other things

so that he can help some, and if it comes to a showdown, he eau

give the foreman a certain amount of responsibility; but the

greater part should be assumed by the woods superintendent when
it comes to settling the low wage question. This can be done in

conjunction with the timekeeper and office force. Men get down
on the fellow who advocates low wages, and as the foreman is

with them all the time it is sometimes hard on him.

We always aim to construct the office with a desk in front,

running across so that the men cannot come into the main office.

If you do not keep them out, there will be a bunch in at times

and they will sit around the foreman or timekeeper, look over his

shoulder at the books, keep talking to him, and there will be

either a row or the foreman will have to pay them off at any wages

the.v demand. Often they have to allow two, three or four days

e.xtra. The idea is to get rid of them any old way. You must
alwaj's bear in mind that a camp clerk or woods foreman is up
against a hard proposition when he comes to settling with men.

It is a good plan for large loggers to have an officer around the

camps all the time, for protection in some instances. Y'ou may
laugh at this, but nevertheless it is a fact.

I don't believe it pays to have regular pay days in the woods,

for the reason that it does not work out well. Sometimes you
have a good man and want to pa.v him ^o additional, liut if vou

have regular j>ay days the men would receive their time checks

and you would have to pay the poor man about the same as you

do the good, and you will find in the end that it raises the wages
considerablv and makes a great deal more dissatisfaction than

pa.ving the other wa.v.

We aim to send mone.v to wives and families of married men
just as fast as it is earned, if they so desire, but we tr.v to size

up the young fellows. If they are in the habit of coming to the

office and asking for $2 or $.i as fast as it is earned, we head

them off on the start by asking, "What do you want to do with
it?" If they cannot give a good explanation, we refuse to giv^.

them mone.v. If they don't like it and quit, we give them what
thev have coming and cnt down the wages. If all would do this

it would stop some of the booze fighting and dissatisfaction.

I usuall.v cut every man on his wages who jumps' camp. If he
wants to go I say, "What is the matter?" or "I have no man to

take your place," or "You agreed to stay until camp breaks and
I want you to do as agreed." He, however, wants to go so I tell

him to take some money, go and have a good time, then come back.

They often do this. By so doing you hold your good men. If a

man still insists, I usuall.y cut him $5 per month. This has an

effect of holding him. Fifty days is long enough for men to sta.y

in the w'oods. Let them lay off a few days and the.v will work
better when they come back. This holds good with the foreman
as well as with the men.

Have plentv of straw bosses. Pay them from $.j.00 to $10.00

more per month and they will work with their crew. If any of

these foremen, straw bosses or men want to go home or on a

drunk, you always have some left. Make the men understand

that you want to feed, pay and treat them well. If they try any
slippery tricks cut the wage. If you do this, things will run
prett}' smooth unless you get a camp inspector or disturber in

the crew. Just as soon as you find this out let him go. Usually

some of the men will go with him. If you are on your job you
can smell this in the air. The little birds whisper it to you.

Xow comes the time when your spinal column needs to be
braced up.

I assume the position that if a man wants to get drunk he has

a perfect right to get drunk, provided he does not do it on our

works and to our injury. He comes and asks for $20 or $25 and
we ask him what he wants it for. If he sa.vs it is for a good time
we sa.y, "Here is your $20; go, have your good time, but stay

there until you are through, for if you come back to camp drunk,

we will fine you $10." I want to say right here, I have had these

notices up in camp and have fined men as high as $.50 for creat-

ing disturbance in camp. In one instance this was done when 1

was logging at Frederic, Polk County. A man got drunk and
chased the cook out of camp with a knife. As far as law- was
concerned in that locality, it was practically out of the question.

You will find in these small towns that it is a pretty hard proposi-

tion to do much with lumberjacks on the law question, and the

onl.y course to pursue is to take the law in your own hands by
holding on to the money. It hurts the lumberjack, and I find it is

a good w'aj' to make him fall in line, provided you have the sand

to do it.

Advancing fares is another verv important question. Stop this

advancing fares for employment agencies and labor. If men have

not money to pay their own fares, you will find the.v will take

the blind baggage or tie pass, and in the end they will be very

careful to save a little mone.v to get out where the job is. To
advance $500 in fares and not receive over $100 back is a foolish

proposition. In the spring you will have a nice big warehouse
full of old dirty baggage. Employment agencies hold up before

vour eyes the fact that the other fellow is advancing fares and
if you want any men you will have to do the same. This is all

nonsense. There are only so many men to go around and if one

camp gets filled up there will be enough for the other fellow; or if

there are not enough to go around by doing business this way,

there would not be enough by doing business the other wa.v. If

we expect to do our logging in the future by advancing fares

through employment agencies, .you may as well make up .vour

mind that it will cost $1.00 per thousand extra to log. I believe

emplo.vers and the laws of Wisconsin are as much to blame for

the labor conditions today as the employe. Men usually go South

during winter, as weather is warmer and gives a better chance

to pla.y the dead beat, and our laws uphold them. Lumbermen
should spend $100 in advertising everv fall or at any time labor

is scarce. For instance, if yon want 100 men, advertise for 500.

Try it. 1 will venture to sav you will get swamped with inquiries.
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He SHIP to answer evi-rv li-tter. I jjct <)ii( cirnilHr U'ttt'is, ilcsi rilj-

ill}; conditions and aiisweiiiiK all (|Ui'stions that iiiiKlit arise.

Miiild your faiii|> to bold from alioiit tliirtv to fifty per cent more

men than aie required, for usually durin); Xovenilier, December

:inil lamiary there are plenty of men to l;e had at from $;ili to

^'M for coiiiiiion laluir. Hire everyoiii" that comes aloii<,>, lill the

eainps full. I iiy extra tools, lay out all your worU ahead, cut

roads, i;rade them, cut out skidways and landiiiys. If you hire

teams. I nild liarns for twice the teams necessary. Days ;ue short

I. Ill wcatliiM coiiilitioiis are usually good. 'flic idea is to loy;

rapidly for ahout three muiitlis. -After I'eluuary 1 men and

teams liejiin to quit. If you have taken all tlioe ]irecautiiiiis

your work will 1 e well ahead.

On the other hand, if you construct sinall cani|.-i and Miiall

liarns. yon are alwH.vs behind with .vonr work, slioit of men and

teams, and always hunting after these things, offering higher

wages to get them than you would have to do otherwise. If

you hear of some company jiaying high wages, send them all the

poor men you can. They will soon get filled with a lot of trash

jiiid their logging will i-ost them ^\t> to .*1:2 per thousand. There

jire cdncenis whose logging costs tlieiii all of this, Init they won't

own up to it.

Our state is making laws to shnulder ex|ieiise on us. We sliouM

match trains and musides with tlieiii. (iet aliea.l of llieiii or tliev

will drown you with heavy assessments. l"or exam[de, why don't

they enact laws that will do something with this large floating

liiiiich of paupirs.' Do you know that lumbermen are feeding,

clothing, doctoring, and in ease of accident, caring for .some old

uncle or aunt that was never before heard of? These accidents

are caused largely by negligence of fellow' workmen who are

debauched, debased, ignorant, with clemoralized minds filled with

the anarchist's belief that the more lie destroys the more labor he

••rentes.

Logging is like war. es]iecially if you are a logger. Vou have

to get logs on the landing or bust. Xo man wants to bust, or

make failure of his business. In logging, you must always so
;ihead and keep going. As long as .vou are paying the bills you

lia\e the say. Treat everybody right if they will let you. If

they will not, .you are not to blame.

Xow conies the question of the superintendent. Is he big

enough for the position? If he is not capable of filling this posi-

tion, it means expensive logging. It is muili harder to obtain

good logging superintendents than it is to obtain good men to

villi your sawmill. I believe that, if superintendents were finan-

idally interested in the company it winild be better frtr the com-

pany. Thev should have the brains and dipliiniac.v of a I'niteil

States ]iresiileiit and the fighting qualities of a John L. Sullivan

in order to succeed .•iiid make successful loggers.

'"sygosgae<ac>s>:;i<:;K:/iOJTOi:>y;>ili>iTOW^ giWiBtlMWiliWitOTtl^

The Lumbermen s Round Table

THE TARIFF AND BUSINESS
A leading hardwood manufacturer, who is a close student of

general business conditions, realizing that the lumber trade is

more affected b.v fundamental conditions than an.v other business

oxcept the iron and steel indnstrv, was commenting recently con-

«-erning the effects of the revision of the tariff.

"The banks and others who look onh' at the theoretical side of

the situation," he said, "are accustomed to dispose of a matter

of this kind by saying that the effects of the tariff have been

"discounted' b.v business men. That simpl.v means that the stock

market has figured the probable result of the change. It does not

mean that Imsiiiess itself lias felt tlie efl'ects nr takes account of

them.

"On the other hand, 1914 will be well along before the actual,

•lefinite results are indicated, .loliljers and other large bu,yers of

foreign goods will not ]iut them in shape to market until next

spring; and manv foreign manufacturers, who are contemplating

jin invasion of America, are .iust now feeling their wa.y, and will

make a definite attack on our markets some time in the future.

It is only when they haxe exhibited their strength and measured

swords, in a business way, with our manufacturers that we can

sa.v how much or how little the effect of the tariff has been.

"The lumber Inisiness and most wood-consuniing industries, as

a general thing, will not be directly affected by changes in con-

ditions. But the lumber business will be affected to a very con-

siderable degree indirectly, and for that reason the tariff situa-

tion will be worth watching closely from now on.''

THE MAN WITH NO INSURANCE
Manv times one reads in the daily papers of the complete

destruction by fire of a sawmill or other woodworking plant, with

the notation at the bottom of tfie item, "There was no insurance

<in the property.''

It is fairly eas.y to explain why manv sawmills are unprotected

li.v tire insurance, in spite of the fact that their construction and

the conditions of operation make the fire hazard an item of no

inconsiderable magnitude. These ver.v factors make for a liigh

insurance rate, and a high insurance rate discourages the pur-

<hase of insurance. Thus the owner who reall.v needs protection

the most frequently goes without any at all. It is a sort of left-

handed method of reasoning that the uiaii with a poor risk

cannot afford insurance, but that is the logic of many lumbermen.

if the sawmill man doesn't want insurance in a stock eoni-

]ian.v, or feels that he can't afford it, let him get into a mutual

organization, whose rates are usually lower. By all means,

unless he has a fireproof mill or a sufficient number of plants to

be able to scatter the risk, he should protect himself from the

hea^'y loss that a fire causes, b.y providing some sort of indemnit.y.

A TIP FOR THE MACHINERY MAN
-\ furniture manufacturer, who lias .'i large plant and is fre-

c|iieiitl.y in the market for machinery, recently made a remark

which mav be worth quoting for the benefit of salesmen of

machinery, not to mention lumbermen who have occasion to solicit

that c'lass of trade.

"I have found the tendency to exaggeration so strong among
salesmen,'' he said, "that I discount the statements of the av-

erage solicitor about fifty per cent. Machinery men are among
the worst offenders in this regard. Thev will promise achieve-

ments which sound incredible—and usuall.f are. I have put in

machinery on the strength of such promises, onlv to find that

while the new equipment did reasonablv good work, it did not

do the phenomenal things which had been promised for it. It

was a fairly good investment, and not a record-breaking one,

"Hereafter mv requirement is that the man who makes asser-

tions must back them up with something more substantial than

wind. The next man who sells me a machine on the strength of

claimed- jierformance must give me a written agreement to take

it back at the jirice 1 paid if it fails to do what he has said

it will."

UNIFORM COST ACCOUNTING
Kver.vbcidy iiowada.vs believes in cost systems. Ever.vbody

knows that to get along without knowing the e.xpense of produc-

tion is to assume an unnecessary handicap of considerable pro-

portions. In order to have the right point of view, and the right

outlook on the business, the manufacturer must know what it is

costing him to turn out the goods.

But one of the important developments nowadays is the demand
for uniform cost svstems. Lumbermen and others not only want
to know what it costs them to operate, but they want to be able
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to L-oiupare notes with others in the same business on. goaio intelli-

gent basis. To do this terms ami methods used in arrivinfj at

results must be common; otherwise the comparison is of little

benefit.

Frequently there is a wide variation in figures quoted by two

different manufacturers as to the cost of performing certain work.

This leads to an analysis of the figures, to determine how they

were arrived at. U.suully this indicates that different methods

were used, and that one man included certain things that the

other left out.

In order to avoid thii necessity for such analysis, and to make
a comparison of real value without questioning the method used,

uniform systems ought to be employed. Sawmill men, planing-

niill operators, furniture manufacturers and others who are study-

ing costs should consider uniformity as carefully as they consider

accuracy in building a cost system. A standard system used by
everybody is immeasurably superior to a score of methods indis-

criminately employed.

THE IDEAL FLOORING WAREHOUSE

One of the most important problems which the manufacturer

of hardwood flooring has to contend with is that of keeping his

stock in storage in good condition. The conditions of the business

are such that a large amount of material is carried on hand, some
of it remaining in the warehouse for months at a time. Protect-

ing it from moisture and from wide variations in temperature is a

necessity of the manufacturer. A lot of care has been given to

the work of keeping it in good condition. Heating arrangements

have been made which maintain an even temperature all the

time. Walls and floors have been built with a view to excluding

and eliminating excess moisture, and the stock of flooring is

looked after as carefully as a week-old baby.

This is all^ necessary and desirable; but at the same time it

should be remembered that the flooring not infrequently passes

through several hands before it reaches its ultimate place, in the

floor of the user. Does the manufacturer protect his product, or

see that it is protected, from the time that it leaves his ware-

house until it is used? If not, then much of his eff(Jit at the

factory is wasted.

The flooring man who is proud enough of his goods to stamp

his trade-mark on each piece should also see to it that they are

properly handled by dealers and contractors, so that the ultimate

user will get the sort of material he has a right to expect.

THIS GRADER WORKS BEHIND TRIMMER

A trip to the mill of a prominent Indiana operator recentlj'

disclosed several interesting features, one of which particularly is

of rather vital importance, or at least touches a question of vital

importance, namely, the grading of lumber. This gentleman goes

on the theory that one man should be responsible for getting out

the entire product of the log as far as actual money value is

concerned. He believes that the man who naturally should have

the supervision of that work is the man who actually puts his

mark on the boards designating their actual worth. That man is

the grader, who in usual operations works alongside the grading

chains.

At the mill in question, however, the owner, who is pretty well

noted for his sagacity, has decided that inasmuch as the grader is

responsible he should be in closer touch with the operations.

Hence, instead of putting him at the grading chains he is placed

immediately behind the trimmer. Thus he can get in instant touch

with the sawyer the minute he sees there is anything wrong with

the manufacture of the lumber coming from the band saw, and

valuable time will not be wasted and valuable logs sawed up into

mis-manufactured stock while the grader is going through the

process of informing the sawyer and shutting down the mill to

change saws.

The grader in this case is given absolute authority over the

entire organization, and the operator says that the scheme is

working out to a nicety.

TRIMS VENEER AFTER DRYING
The wisdom of the usual ]irocess of triiiiiiiing rotary cut veneer

before drying has been questioned by a cortaiu manufacturer in

North Carolina, who says that he reverses the process and trims

his stock only after it is dry. lie says there are many advantages

in this method of operation, and that ho lias j'et to discover any
disadvantages. According to this particular operator he saves

about fifteen per cent in the actual amount of waste resulting

from trimming, and turns out a far more uniform product than he

could possibly do if he were to trim his stock first and then allow

it to shrink to the size assumed after drying.

The suggestion does not have anything in it of a particularly

radical nature, and inasmuch as it has been very successfully tried

out by this North Carolina man, it would seem that it is worthy
of consideration on the part of other manufacturers of rotary

stock.

Memphis Log Supply Not Promising

The movement of timber from the Mississippi valley to mills

at Memphis and elsewhere in this territory promises to be com-

paratively light during the next three or four months if weather

conditions are not such as to make logging operations possible

on a scale larger than normal for this time of the year. This

outlook is based on reliable information to the effect that the

supply of timber on the Yazoo & Mississippi Valley line of the

Illinois Central System awaiting loading is not more than from
twenty to twenty-five per cent of the corresponding time a year

ago. The movement during the four months beginning August 1

was exceptionally heavy, but the indications now are that the

small movement which became evident around the first of Decem-

ber will continue in force for some weeks unless, as already

suggested, the weather is such as to make the preparation of

timber for shipment possible on a pretty full scale.

From Arkansas a better movement of timber is promised. This

is particularly true of the territory served by the Memphis-

Marianna cut-off of the Iron Mountain System and the Missouri

and North Kansas roads. Both of these lines are comparatively

new and the timber in the sections traversed thereby is closer

to the railroads because the development is in its infancy. This

means a much shorter haul and it also means logging conditions

much more favorable in some important particulars than those

in the delta. The Valley Log Loading Company is operating now
on the Memphis-Marianna. cut-off and it reports that the amount

of timber awaiting handling is much larger, proportionately, than

on the Yazoo & Mississippi Valley road.

The amount of timber arriving by water is fairly large and

conditions, from the standpoint of water transportation, are some-

what more favorable, so far as some of the tributaries of the

Mississippi are concerned. This applies particularly to the St.

Francis river, on which timber is now being moved in large enough

volume to enable some of the plants which were closed down to

resume operations. There are a number of tow boats and barges

engaged in the handling of timber on the Mississippi and its tribu-

taries and the movement of logs by water is supplementing the

receipts by rail at a time when the latter are, relatively, somewhat

small. The mills here are generally pretty well supplied with

timber and there is little or no short time on account of lack of

raw material.

In connection with the movement of logs, it may be noted that

the officials of the Southern Hardwood Traffic Bureau and those

of the Missouri & North Arkansas Railroad Company have reached

an agreement whereby the rate on logs over that line to Memphis

are to be reduced two cents per hundred pounds. The bureau

some time ago filed a petition in behalf of the Nickey Brothers

Hardwood Lumber Company and the Tschudy Lumber Company
with the Interstate Commerce Commission seeking a lower rate

on log shipments to this center. The matter now goes to that

body on an agreed statement of facts and if the latter is approved

the petition itself will bo withdrawn and the incident closed.
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An Available Supply of Hardwoods

Ihi' Killnwiii;: '.

Tlie puiiiosi' <n rt'iii

Older Unit luinilli'i-s

woods, basini; their

Editor's Note

ili.l.- is a levlew of a ivpult oil rllililipilie Lilesls issiK-d Ij.v tile Uui'eau of l-ulcsln at Manila.
nluiliiK it here Is to pnsent real Taets i-eKanlliiK the hardwoods of the I'hllippine Islands iu

ni estal)llshed species may be able to analyze the possibilities of futnre competition with these

analysis on authentic Information.

The I'liiliinjino Islands is |iractieally the only [.la.-c in tlie tropics

whore luiiilier conipanii's are usinj; nioileni Aiiiciieaii iiiothods of

l()S,'ging ami iipto-Uatc sawmills, nii.l as a result ol tliis these

islands are able to supply hinilier in ediiiinereial (|iiaiitities.

Approximately one-third of the entire Archipelago is heavily

timbered, the estimated stand being 200,()00,000,0U0 board feet, of

which .142,000,000,000 belong to the dipterocarp family. This

family in the Orient takes the place of the conifers in the tem-

perate zone. There are about 500 different species of Philippine

trees which jiroduee lumber. Among these are quite a few cabinet

woods which can be procured in commercial quantities. Philippine

narra is the same as the Imlian and African padouk. Aele is the

nearest in color and grain to the American black walnut, but is

heavier. It is very similar but ligliter in color than the piugkadu

and jarabo of Burma
and British India, re-

spectively. Tindalo is

a very handsome,

cross - grained heavy

wood. The above spe-

cies are sold from

$75.00 to $200.00 per

thousand board feet

on the ^[auila mar-

ket. Aclo and narra

make handsome ve-

neers, both in rotary

and slice cut, while

tindalo is fit only for

slice cutting. These

species are now being

shipped to Europe

and a little to the

United States for ve-

neer purposes.

Among the diptero-

carps are many woods

of excellent qualities.

The lauans of the

dipterocarp family

are comparatively

light woods, take a

fine finish and stain

exceptionally well.

The lauans run in

color from creamy white into a deep chocolate red. Selected and

clear lauan lumber can be had on the Manila market for $40.00 per

thousand board feet. Red lauan has been sold in the United States

as "Philippine mahogany." Tanguile and the lighter coloied

lauan are exceptionall3' fine for furniture and have been used in

Manila for that purpose for the last ten years. About a million

board feet of tanguile have been sent to the Pacific coast within

the past year for veneer purposes. Lumbayao, a Philippine wood

in the southern islands, is similar to mahogany in color and grain

but a trifle coarser in texture. It can be had for about $4.5.00 per

thousand board feet. When quarter-sawn it has a beautiful ribbon

grain. Lumbayao and red lauan when quartered are practically

the same as the Sapeli mahogany from Africa, which is sold in

Europe. The white lauans also show up a beautiful grain when
quarter-sawn. At present the lauans and lumbayao are being used

in the islands as construction material, some for interior finish

and for form lumber for concrete work. All of the above men-

tioned species of the dipterocarps can be bought on the local
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market for less than $o0.00 per thousand board feet. <!ui.jo,

another of the dipterocarps, is being used extensively for heavy

construction. The lumber companies use guijo for their log-car

bunks. The quartermaster department of the United States Army
has been using guijo for bodies in its escort wagons, dump cars,

truck wagons, for felloes and spokes in the wheels, and for felloes

in its built-up wheels for automobile trucks, in its Manila shops.

It is the only wood used extensively for spokes and felloes and

shafts by the Philippine carriage and wagon manufacturers.

Uungon is used for hub stock and occasionally for spokes and

felloes, as is also yacal.

Pick, mattock, shovel and garden tool handles are Ijeing made of

malugay, replacing the American hickory in the Philippines. The

Philijipines have several species of diospyros which can be used in

place of the persim-

mon and dogwood of

the United States for

shuttles and wooden

parts of cotton mill

machinery. Quite a

few species make ex-

cellent carpenter tool

handles and mallets,

(iunstocks of several

varieties of Philip-

jiine woods have been

made at the Rock Is-

land Arsenal for use

in the United States

.\rm\- and have given,

good satisfaction.

The Bureau of For-

estry of the Philip-

pine Islands expects

to make an extensive

exposition of Philip-

pine woods at the

Panama-Pacific Expo-

sition in 1915. All of

the woods which can

be had in commercial

quantities will be

shown. A bench and

tools will be avail-

able for visiting fur-

niture men to try out the Philippine woods for their own satisfac-

tion. A varnisher will be on hand to demonstrate the finishes the

Philippine woods will take.

•lVl'lr.\r. I'llU.II'l'lNIO LOIJGINO SCENE—CUTTlXi: A FIXi: Sl'EClMEN OF NARRA. NOTE
TVI'IIAI,. lIl-(iE BUTTRESSED TRUNK AND METHOD OF FELLING. THUS TREE

HAD A LOG LENGTH OF 33 FEET ABOVE THE BUTTRESS.

Being a jolly good fellow should not call for making a monkey
out of yourself for the amusement of every fellow that comes

along.

The righteous man who likes to air his own virtue is very likely

to spoil it—if he really has any.

When a man says he is getting too old to learn new tricks he

generally means that he is getting too firmly set in his ways to

depart from them.

If there is a prize for the best showing at those Forest Products

Exposition, here's betting that hardwood gets it.

More lumber and finished articles in hardwoods going abroad and

fewer logs would make the returns larger without drawing so

heavilv on our forest resources.
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Pertinent Legal Findings

LOSS OF LIEN ON TIMBER
A soctioii of the Orot;()ii statutes irails: "Any person who shall

1 .rniit another to go upon his tiiiilierlauil and out thereon sawlogs,

lars, piles, or other timber has a lien upon such logs, spars, piles,

iiul timber lor the price agreed to be paid for such privilege,"

etc. Held, that the lien coutcniplated by this provision is waived

as to all logs which the landowner permits to be removed and

rafteil away, without collecting the price due thereon, or filing any

notice of lien. In such circumstances, he will not be permitted to

enforce a lien for the price of those logs against other timber to

be cut under the same contract. (Oregon Supreme Court, West

Shore Lumber I'ompauy vs. Ilollenbeck, 130 Pacific Reporter 671.)

RIGHT TO LIEN ON PUBLIC BUILDING
One furnishing materials for the construction of a public build-

ing, such as a school house, is not entitled to enforce a mechanic's

lien to secure payment of the amount due him, unless some statute

of the state expressly authorizes a lien. (Oklahoma Supreme Court,

Western Terra Cotta Company vs. Board of Education of the City

of Shawnee, 13ii Paciiic Reporter •'iO.'i.)

ACCEPTANCE OF OFFER TO SELL
I'nder the general rule of law that there can be no contract of

sale uuless the seller's offer is uucomlitionally accepted, or he

accepts a condition imposed by the buyer, no contract was formed
by an offer to sell a quantity of oak, log run, at $16, and mill culls

at $8 per 1,000, where the person to whom the offer was made
replied that he would take 4/4 oak at $16 and mill culls at $4.50.

(North Carolina Supreme Court, Morrison vs. Parks, 80 South-

eastern Reporter So.)

CHECK AS MEDIUM OF PAYMENT
"A bank check is not pajment until it is paid, unless the payee

accepts it as such: nor does a bank check drawn in the ordinary'

form operate as an assignment of any part of the fund standing

to the credit of the drawer until it has been accepted by the

drawee." Hence, where a creditor erased from a check r.eceived

by him a notation stating that the check was received in full

payment of his claim, his mere retention of the check did not

prevent a third person who held a claim against him from

garnisheeing the original debtor. (Georgia Court of Appeals, Kirby

Planing Mill Company vs. Titus, 80 Southeastern Reporter IS.)

REMOVAL OF TIMBER PURCHASED
When a conveyance of stamling timber merely limits the time

within which the trees may be severed, the purchaser does not

lose title to timber cut, but not removed from the laud, within

that time. (Georgia Supreme Court, .Tones vs. Graham, 80 South-

eastern Reporter 7.)

DAMAGES FOE DELAY IN DELIVERY
Where a seller of a cargo of lumber notified the buyer that the

vessel would be ready for unloading "about"' a certain day, but it

did not arrive until twelve days later, the buyer is entitled to

recover the amount of his damages sustained in direct consequence

of the delay. (Florida Supreme Court, Holmes vs. Stearns Lumber
& Kxport Comjiany, li?, Southern Uejiorter 449.)

LIABILITY FOR LOGGING CONTRACTOR'S NEGLIGENCE
A lumber company, though liable for burning of an adjoining

land owner's property through negligence of its employes in per-

mitting fire to escape to the property, is not responsible for any
such negligence of independent contractors who have exclusive

control of the method of doing their work. (North Carolina

Supreme Court, Patrick vs. Giant Lumber Company, SO South-

eastern Reporter l.jS.)

INJURY TO LANDS IN FLOATING LOGS
A company which maintains a dam in a stream in floating logs

is liable for injury to lower lands, inflicted by discharging water
in destructive quantities outside the channel of the river. (Min-

nesota Supreme Court, Torgcrson vs. Crookstoii T.uniber Compauy,

144 Northwestern Reporter 154.)

DAMAGES RECOVERABLE FOR SELLER'S BREACH
Where .-i seller nf :i earliiad of lumlier iiimlvertently shipped it to

the wrong destination, but the buyer received it there and

reshipped it to the proper destination, without consulting the

seller, the buyer is not entitled to recover from the seller the

freight charges involved in the reshipment, especially where such

expense was in excess of the value of the lumber. (Louisiana

Supreme Court, Mercantile Liiinbcr & Supply Company vs. Jones iSc

Pickett, 63 Southern Reporter .301.)

RESPONSIBILITY FOB NEGLIGENCE OF CO-EMPLOYE

Since Kentucky is one of those states in which an employer is

not liable for injury to a workman taused by the negligence of a

co-employe, unless the latter had superintendence over the injured

worker, or unless he was habitually incompetent, so as to charge

the employer with negligence in retaining him, the owner of a

planing mill is not liable for injury to an operator of an edger,

caused by negligence or recklessness of the engineer of the mill.

(Kentucky Court of Appeals, Wiltshire's Administratrix vs. Kister,

160 Southwestern Reporter 743.)

The Handle Trade
Last summer turned out to be one of the best that the bulk

of the handle manufacturers ever experienced. Handles of all kinds

were in excellent demand during the entire summer, and instead

of the mills being shut down for a month or so during the warm
weather as is usually the ease, continuous runs were made. In fact

during the fall a great many of the mills were running overtime and

had trouble in keeping up with their orders.

According to the version of some of the leaders in the handle trade,

one reason for this seems to be that there has not been any more

lumber on the market dry enough for use than is necessary to supply

the necessary demand, and handle men have not been able to

increase their output as much as they would have liked to. In fact,

in some localities it is reported that handle factories have been

compelled to stop operations entireh- because of the fact that they

have used up their available lumber supply.

The broom business is in good shape and still continues to take

all the output of the numerous broom handle factories. In addition,

the vacuum cleaner factories are still running to full capacity.

Several of these are turning out an average of 500 machines a week

and in addition there is a large number of smaller firms with outputs

of smaller proportions. Considering the great number of vacuum

cleaners of various kinds 'being turned out every day, it is surpris-

ing that the demand for brooms does not seem to decrease. These

vacuum cleaning machines are of interest to other lines of wood-

work besides the handle man as all of the hand machines have a

framework of wood which is covered with metal.

The rapidly increasing use of hardwood floors has created an

extensive market for fuie brushes with which to take care of them

properly. That there is an unusual demand for brushes of this char-

acter is evidenced by the extent to which they are being advertised

and the demand for the handles with which they are equipped. These

handles are of the finest make and are all finished in the best way
possible. Tlicy bring a very good price and, where handle factories

are equipjied to turn them out, constitute a distinct source of revenue.

The coming of rains and colder weather is not onlj' a reminder

to mend the roof and look after the heating equipment, but it

should also suggest the advisaliilitj- of putting lumber piles in

order, and as much lumber under shelter as practical.

A border of trees along all those great roadways we expect to

build will round out the picture about right and help supply the

timber needs of the future.
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The Foreman and the Understudy
One day while visiting :i liardwooJ mill of fair size and modern

metbods, and watching the sawyer, there was observed a little bit of

clumsiness and awkward handling of the nigger. It was a good,

healthy steam nigger and every once in a while the sawyer would

kick a log clear over the top of the knees. It took pretty lively

jumping around on the part of the man on the carriage to save them-

selves from damage. A word of inquiry developed the fact that the

manipulator of the levers at the time was not the regular sawyer but

was the mill foreman. It seems that for some cause the sawyer

was oft" for that day and the mill foreman was tilling his place.

While he was making a fairly good try at it, he was not doing as

much work or doing it with the same ease with which the regular

sawyer performed these duties. But just how much the output of the

mill was reduced was not learned, but it was evident that the day's

run would tally up enough smaller than the average day's run with

the sawyer in his place to pay the wages of the sawyer.

The next day the sawyer was in his place and the mill was going

smoothly, cutting more lumber and doing it easier, while the men
nn the carriage were not kept hopping about like jumping jacks to

keep out of the way of logs kicked over the knees. On looking around,

however, it was found that the foreman had again converted himself

into an understudy and was operating a band resaw. There were

two band resaws in the mill, a heavy one that took thick flitches and

reduced them to boards and another further along through which some

of the boards were run to make thin stock. It was this latter saw that

the foreman was running. He was making just as good an effort as

in his former job, and was perhaps doing all that was required in fully

as competent a manner as the regular resawyer.

The incident, howeven, served to raise several questions that should

be of interest to sawmill men and should be studied by them with the

hope of working out some logical method of solution. One of these

questions is, whether the foreman should be an experienced mechanic

and understudy and take the place of different important operators

in the mUl at times when from cause they are absent. Another

question suggests the necessity that every important operator in the

mill have an understudy so that in case of the absence of the prin-

cipal there will be a trained man at hand to fill his place without

seriously interfering with the regular progress of the work. Inci-

dentally there is sandwiched in here another question, a question of

whether or not the saw filer should keep in training as a sawyer and

take the place of the sawyer during his absence.

In many of the big institutions of the industrial world this under-

study idea is an important item in the organization. Every man
occupying a place of importance that calls for peculiar skill or

knowledge has an understudy, so that in case of sickness or absence

from any other cause the wheels of industry may go along with

practically no interruption. Here the fact is recognized that <the

health and the goings and comings of men are beset with uncertainty,'

and that these uncertainties are likely to clog the wheels of industry

unless they are bridged over in some way. Thus we have as a part

of systematic industrial management the proposition of an under-

study for every man whose absence would cause disorder.

Surely something of that kind should be a good thing in the saw-

mill where steady running is the rule. It is, of course, very con-

venient and helps out in many an emergency to have a foreman who is

a man of many parts and can replace in a way any operator in the mill

at any time. It is doubtful, however, if anything is ever gained in

the long run by having the foreman do these things. The foreman 's

job is to be foreman, and if he attends to his business properly he

will have plenty to do around a sawmill of fair size without applying

himself to the filling of some man's position. To fill the position of

those that are absent really converts the foreman into a sort of

universal understudy for all the principal operators in the plant.

There are some positions in the sawmill that certainly should have

an understudy. The question is, who should the understudy be and
how should it be arranged that the absence of a skilled operator here

or there should make but little difference in the plant's operation.
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Tlic natural order of things, so far as the sawyer is concerned, is

to have the block setter and the sawyer and the filer to understudy

each other more or less and to be prepared to shift places and replace

each other in emergencies.

Some filers contend that their duty does not embrace sawing, ami

there are perhaps some expert modern filers who would make poor

headway at sawing. Where this is true it is perhaps all the more
reason why the filer should understudy the sawyer and the sawyer

understudy the filer. It would certainly broaden the filer's knowledge

of how his saws stand up in operation to spend a half a day or a day

now and then using them. Indeed it would do no harm if the filer

were so well skilled in sawing that he could inform the average sawyer

as to just what kind of log and feed handling were necessary to get

the fullest measure of service out of a saw.

The sawyer on the other hand may well study and experiment at

filing for the same reason that the filer may practice at sawing—to

gain a broader and better knowledge. In the ideal arrangement these

two men should be ready and willing to fill each other 's place at any

time. In a well provided filing room the filer can generally have

enough saws ahead all the time to make a day 's run if he has no

assistant filer to take his place and help put some in order.

In the older times the natural order of progress in sawmilling was

from block setter to sawyer and from tail sawyer to block setter. The
block setter was always glad to relieve the sawyer because it gave

him some training and put him in line for promotion. This idea is

old fashioned, but it is a pretty good one to keep alive even today,

and it will not hurt to have the block setter take a hand at under-

studying the sawyer. It would be better ordinarily for either the block

setter or the filer to take the place of the sawyer than for the fore-

man to relinquish his duties and put in a day at the levers.

The instance given above is but an illustration of the disorder

which may result when certain men in important positions fail to

show up. There are many more, both in the sawmills and in other

woodworking plants. There are times when the engineer is sick, and

where again the foreman of many parts is often called upon to do the

understudy act. It may be a good thing, but it is a wrong idea where

the foreman has his own work cut out for him. There should be

another understudy for the engineer.

The incidents happening at the sawmill recall some other happen-

ings in a woodworking institution using quite a lot of hardwood.

There was a foreman who had come up from the ranks, from a

practical machine operator and all-around mechanic. He was an

earnest worker and a competent foreman, and a man who had the

respect of every man under him and could get the full measure of

work out of all of them. But he put in too much of his time at

different machines filling the places of absent men and doing work

that should have been done by others.

His duty, aside from superintending the plant, which contained about

thirty different machines, was to mark off and lay out certain work.

When the plant was working full he was not even expected to do

this, but employed a special man for layout purposes. Yet he didn't

even confine himself to the layout work. He would often relegate it

to some machine man who was not particularly busy at the time, and

go himself to replace some absent man at a machine where work

was piled up. He did this, too, notwithstanding that there were

other men in the place at the same time who could have done the

same work at the machine better than he could, because they were in

better training.

There are foremen who make a success of their foremanship while at

the same time understudying many of the important skilled work-

men under them. It does not seem, however, to be a good idea as a

general proposition, or to belong in the modern scheme of things.

It looks as though it would be a better proposition for the foreman

to figure out some system of understudies for men in important posi-

tions so that in the absence of one a little shifting about will keep

things going and leave him free to direct the work and attend to his

duties as foreman. J. C. T.
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J Some Fallacies of the Forest
ARTICLE THREE

To this (lay there are people who insist that the spigot for a

filler barrel must be made of applewood. There is no telling how
old that superstition is, but it goes back to the days when popular

education was not general. It was supposed that the cider in

flomng through the spigot was improved in some way by contact

with the wood of the tree which bore the apples. Some cider

makers in remote rural districts yet hold to that view. There is

no basis for the belief further than that applewood is good spigot

material. It is sanitary because close-grained, hard, and not

inclined to check.

A closely-related belief is that vinegar barrels should be

equipped with cedar spigots. Rural stores in some parts of the

country still announce that they are prepared to sell cider spigots

for such of their customers as need them for %-inegar barrels.

It does not appear that any satisfactory reason is offered for the

preference of one wood for the cider barrel and another for the

barrel that contains vinegar, as the difference between these two

liquids is often a matter of mere age.

The superstition that cedar is a purifier of liquids extended much
farther than the vinegar barrel. It was once believed that the

southern white cedar, which grows in the swamps near tidewater

in Xew Jersey and southward, exercised a mysterious and bene-

ficial influence over water brought in contact with it. Pails with

cedar staves were popular, and many sea-going vessels were

equipped with water casks made of this wood.

The belief went still further in regard to that species of cedar.

It was declared that the growing trees purified the swamp water

in which they stood. Vessels about to leave the Chesapeake bay

on long sea-voyages occasionally provided themselves with a

bountiful supply of stagnant water from the Dismal Swamp in

Virginia, under the firm belief that they were taking worthy

precautions by having all the casks filled with drinking water fresh

from the swales, lagoons and frogponds of the morasses where the

cedars grew thick.

Possibly the resin in the wood affected the water to a small

degree, particularly if confined in cedar casks; and it is not

improbable that the presence of bark, leaves and berries assisted

in precipitating the impurities of swamp water; but the old belief

appears to have died out in the region where it was once prevalent.

The traveler through the southern Appalachian region will some-

times find the domestic help about the farm engaged in making the

supply of family soap. Lye from ashes, a quantity of grease, and

certain other ingredients enter into the manufacture. The mix-

ture is boiled in a large iron kettle, usually out of doors. More
likely than not it will be found on examination that the stick

used in stirring the soap is sassafras. That is not a case of

happen. An inquiry will elicit the information that no other wood
will answer as well as sassafras for stirring the soap kettle.

The superstition is widespread, of long standing, and it is still

firmly entrenched; but no cause is known why soap is better if

stirred with sassafras than with any other wood. A make of

"sassafras" soap has long been on the market, and its odor at

once betrays it; but the odor is not due to any stirring with a

sassafras stick, but to the presence of sassafras oil mixed in

liberal quantity during the process of manufacture. The oil is

obtained by distilling sassafras roots. It is remarkable how firmly

the soap stirrer holds its place among people who would not be

usually classed as superstitious.

Similar beliefs, some without any basis of truth whatever, were
once very common, but have now largely disappeared because of

more general education. One of these will serve as a sample. It

was maintained that a branch of dogwood (other woods were
mentioned also) would greatly benefit the weak, famished cattle

that were "on the lift" in the spring of the year. The term "on
the lift" has fortunately passed out of use. It was formerly

applied to farm animals so nearly starved that they could not

get up when down, and had to be lifted to their feet. That condi-

tion was once common in early spring before green things began to

grow, and after the dry feed was exhausted. Farmers with small

clearings did not always raise enough to tide their stock "through
to grass," and a good deal of "lifting" had to be done. It was
then that the dogwood superstition came into play. It was claimed
that a branch of that wood, fastened to a cow's horns, miracu-
lously increased the poor creature's strength to such an extent that

she could get up without being lifted.

It is needless to say that if the farmers of that time had spent

a little more time raising fodder they need not have placed such
implicit faith in the eflicacy of the dogwood branch to "lift" the

cattle the following spring.

One of the longest survivors of all the fallacies about wood is

that which attributes to the moon some potent power over the tree

and its products. This superstition assumes various shapes. It

was formerly supposed by the majority of country people, and still

is by many, that the phases of the earth's luminary influences not
only the lasting properties but also the seasoning qualities of
wood. Take the case of shingles, as that was one of the most
common articles over which the pale beams of the mighty orb were
supposed to exercise a benign or malignant influence.

The tree from which shingles were to be made must be cut when
the "sign" was right. All farmers understand the "signs" per-

fectly. There were a great many variations of the "signs" that

must be observed, for each kind of timber had a "sign" of its

own. The man who was about to split red oak clapboards or

shingles for a shed roof watched his almanac, and when the horns

of the moon were pointing down he felled his tree. That guaran-

teed the shingles to lie flat; but if the tree were felled when the

moon horns were pointing up, the shingles would be certain to curl up.

Ked oak, in common with all other oaks, and with most other hard-

woods, warps badly when thin pieces, like shingles, are exposed to

dampness on one side and dryness on the other. Since shingles

nailed on a roof cannot curl downward, it is evident that they
must warp upward if they warp at all. They assumed that position

in dry weather, but at the end of a long period of rain they were
well soaked and the warping was nearly gone. They lay fairly

flat on the roof.

The fact is, the warping of shingles is independent of any phase
of the moon; but the old timers would never listen to such a
statement. They were as firmly convinced of it as they were of

the flat shape of the earth. Every roof with warped shingles that

fell under their observation was a clincher, in their opinion, that

the timber of which the shingles were made had been felled when
the horns of the moon were pointing up. The fact that the same
shingles were straight enough in wet weather had no effect on
their theory. It is well-known that a superstitious person is

almost powerless to learn anything by observation, if it militates

against his set notions. Fifty contrary facts weigh less with him
than a single fact which he can interpret as proof of his precon-

ceived notions. Thus it was that the pioneer shingle and clap-

board makers went on, generation after generation, felling oak
timber according to the signs of the moon, merely because their

daddies did so before them. .\ little observation would have shown
them that their pre.iudice was not founded on fact.

They had no such superstition regarding pine shingles, because

pine warps little and the shingles always lay flat. When this fact

was explained at all it was explained on the assumption that the

moon was unable to influence pine as it did oak.

There was a whole category of superstitions regarding the

moon 's influence upon timber. Some related to decay, others to

the attacks of worms and bugs, and some in still other ways.
Everything, real or imaginary, that went wrong with timber was
saddloil on the poor moon.
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P Housekeeping in the Lumber Yard ^ I

Well-kept lumber yards arc lortunately not unique, though one may

risk criticism by saying that the average' yard is not as well managed

in this respect. It is a real pleasure to visit a yard which is all that

it should be, and shows evidence not only of careful planning but of

constant effort to keep it up to the mark.

Some lumbermen seem to believe that keeping a yard looking spick

and span has nothing whatever to do with the success of the business.

Perhaps this is true; if it is, it nnust be merely a coincidence that

the concerns which keep their yards "dressed up" all the time are

those which are making the greatest success in the lumber busiucss.

The wholesaler may interpolate a suggestion to tlie cffei-t that his

problem is a good deal harder than that of the sawmill man, because

his lumber is constantly moving. It is more "fluid" than that ol'

the manufacturer, who nuist needs keep his stock on sticks for several

months before he attempts to dispose of it. Consequently the piles

of the sawmill man are anchored, so to speak, for a considerable

period, while those of the .jobber, who gets a large part of his stock

fairly dry, may be torn down at any time. The jobber who tries

to take care of special orders, and who doesn't mind going through

his i)iles to get special sizes, will likely have a rather chaotic looking

yard; but this very condition may be the best evidence of success.

Conceding that, however, even the jobber can help the business by

"cleaning up" after these operations, and seeing that his piles are

not demolished more frequently than necessary. Proper piling in

the first place, of course, would minimize the amount of handling

necessary. When it comes to the sawmill man, however, there is

little excuse for not keeping his piles in good order and in making his

yard look, as someone expressed it, like a newly-swept kitchen.

One of the best aids to a good yard is good roads. Instead of

depending on the earth to remain dry enough to permit the trucks

to be moved about freely, the lumberman with foresight builds

macadam roads which drain well and which can be used right after

a rain without imposing excessive burdens on his teams and men.

And such roads certainly improve the looks, just as they increase the

efficiency of the yard. Yet many a wholesaler is content to have his

men and horses struggle through the mud until it looks like the track

at Churchill Downs after a hard day's racing on a rainy day.

Keeping the alleys cleared of material, in the form of piling sticks,

odd boards, etc., is another important feature which deserves attention.

In the first place, such care prevents the waste of good material, for

a board which is allowed to lie out unprotected soon deteriorates.

Yet good lumber is often maltreated in this way, and losses pile up

which could have been turned into profits by the exercise of a little

care. Lumbermen whose yard crews work on the piece basis usually re-

quire the replacement of sticks in racks provided for that purpose as

part of their work, and having this definitely understood keeps the

yards cleared of the sticks and enables them to be used much more

than when they are dropped anywhere and allowed to lie after a pile

has been taken down.

This means, too, having on hand a sufticient number of sticks for

piling green lumber. It is a fact that at some mills lumber is put

up with two few sticks for the proper support of the boards, simply

because the crews couldn't find enough at hand. Of course it is easy

enough to cut up fresh sticks, but sometimes this means delay. The

best way is to niaPe proper use of those which are already in place, so

that when a new pile is put up there will be no lack of sticks on

which to place the green stock.

An interesting feature of some yards is the use of continuous

piling foundations. Instead of building a foundation for each pile, the

supports are put down the entire length of the alley. The advantage

of this is that the size of the piles may be altered to suit the situation.

If the lumberman wants to pile his stock in narrow piles, he can do so.

whereas if he desires to use broader .stacks his foundations permit

him to resort to this plan. It doesn 't cost much more to build the

foundation in that form, and judjiing from the resulting con-

venience, the addi'il imcstnient in material and labor is well worth

while.

Another good point, which has been noted in wellmanaged yards,

is the use 01 a number for each pile. The numbers are systematically

arranged, odd numbers being on the right of the main alley, for

example, and even on tlie left. When tliis jjlan is used, the stock list

shows not only the amount of each kind and dimension of lumber on

the yard, but also its exact location. It is sometimes amusing to hear

a lumberman discussing with his yard foreman the question of how

much stock of a certain kind is on hand.
'

' How about that pile down in the far end of the yard ? '

' the

lumberman asks. "Isn't there a lot of Xo. 2 common quartered

oak?"
"Not much," the foreman answers. " Wc used uji ]iMrt of that

pile finishing out a car the other day."

This rough-and-ready style of keeping informed about the amount

of stock on the yard is entirely eliminated when the piles are num-

bered and the information thus made available is taken advantage-

of. As each pOe is put up, the office receives a memorandum showing

the date of piling, the amount of stock and its description. As

'

lumber is shipped out, the proper notation is made on the tally sheet,

so that the stock list can be corrected right tip to date without the

use of a great deal of labor.

The man whose piles are numbered, and who keeps track of the

movement of stock from the mill to the yard and from the yard to

the car on this basis, is never in doubt as to how much of any item he

has. All that is necessary is to refer to his records. Insteail of

dashing out into the yard and consulting with his inspectors, he can

tell an inquirer about the stock without the loss of a moment. And
this readiness in advising as to stock on hand is worth a great ileal

from a selling standpoint.

Another advantage which comes from this system is in case of fire.

A merchant who had a fire loss and whose books were not in such

condition as to enable the value of his stock to be checked up. would

have a considerable struggle with the adjusters before he got his

money; yet lumbermen frequently go into the adjustment of a fire

loss with only an apyiroximate idea of the amount of stock in the yard

or in that portion of it which was burned.
'

' We have our stock list for last month, '
' he can say, '

' and we
know how much we have shipped out since then. W'e also know the

footage which has been put into the yard from the mill. But we

can't tell you how much of each item was burned, nor give you more

than an approximate estimate of the value of the lumber."

A careful investigation of the situation, calling into conference

everybody in the yard who was familiar with the stock, usually re-

sults in about the correct figures being arrived at; but certainly this

method is not to be desired if it is possible to get the facts by the

simple plan of referring to the card index or loose leaf ledger and

noting the contents of the piles which were burned. That nuich can

always be ascertained, and after that it is merely a matter of looking

at the books in order to ascertain the additional facts that may be

desired.

Some lumbermen whose piles are numbered do not go to the trouble

of itemizing the daily additions to stock from the mill, catching these

figures at the end. of each month when the stock is inventoried.

Inasmuch as the best practice is to tag each ])ile at the time it is ]nit

u|), with the date of piling and the amount and description of the

stock, it seems that this information could be made part of the daily

record, instead of leaving it to the monthly inventory. When both

incoming and outgoing movements are known, the record is abso-

lutely complete, and furnishes advantages too numerous for separate

mention.

Sawmill men who are using the plan of numbering their piles, as

well as the other ideas suggested in connection with good house-

keeping, are enthusiastic over the possibilities of the system. As
suggested above, the wholesaler whose stock is on the move all the

time would find it difficult to adapt his business to a pile-numbering

system: but there is no question about its being a valuable aid to the

nmnufacturer. G. D. C.
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Liverpool, KiiK.. Dec. 20.—Kdllor II.viiDWiKiD Ui;<ohd : I liine just

noticcil .vour ni'ticle on pngo ;>;! of your issue dated N'oveniliei- li.'i and
really must protest against tlie lieadlns:.

The hardwood section of tlie Tinil)er Trades federation spent a lot of

time and Iroulile in gettius tl>c trade to acree tliat all American hard-

womls sliouid be measured liy the I.ufliin rule and under the same terms
as liie iumlier is bought and sold In your country, wbieb was done so as

lo avoid any discrepancies in measure.

Tliere is no doubt discrepancies still e.\isl but there Is also no doubt
that the measure as taken in London is correct ninety-nine times out of

a liundied, and I thlnl; you will agree that I am .lustlfled In saying so

when I explain the method and compare it with methods In the States.

l-'iusr: The incasurinK is done by an independent measurer in the

employ of the Port of London Authority, whose interest if any Is to maivc

the measure as much as possible as all tiieir charges are based on their

tueasmement return. Kach bon.rd is laid on tressels and measured for

length, width and thickness, the width and thickness probal>ly in three

places. These particulars are entered separately In a tally book, the

board is then measured with the Lufkin rule and contents as shown alsn

entered in the book.

Now compare this with the sellers' method. They usually measure on

the pile, the length is guessed in nearl.v every instance, the thickness in

every instance, and I do not think I am exaggerating when I say that in

00 per cent of the boards the rule is not put absolutely flat on the board,

as it would require the measurer to kneel down every time, which lie

certainly does not do.

.\nother reason that the figures do not agree is lieeause afli'r gettiiiy

the trade here to use the Lufkin contents rule, the shitijiers will insist on
measuring on a 12 foot basis and thus bring into their invoice every odd
two i>r three inches, for instance : a board 14 feet long, 8 inches wide
would Ije measured here as containing !) feet super, and 100 of them
would contain 900 feet, but on some shipper's invoice it would appear

—

100 pieces S inches = SOO feet; off 1/16 = total O.'J."! feet. Witliout

admitting the correctness of the statement that there is seldom a shortage

when measured in merchants' yards. I could explain some reasons why
this may happen. First of all, the lengths are as in America more or

less guessed and the wood is measured as tight as possible for selling

purposes and without a doubt is not so carefully measured as when done
by the Port of London Authority.

Then we come to the question of the IV^ per cent shortage. Why
should the buyer pay for something he does not receive? I am sure no
one in the States buys on such terms. I agree that the shipper rarely

hears of any over-plus either on dock or yard measuring. My own opinion

is that the two principal reasons why the shortages occur are first:

Measuring on a 12 foot basis and second measuring as tight as possible,

and if I am riglit. then it is obvious that these are apparent shortages

and only exist on paper.

We now come to the question of tliirkness and 1 should tirst of all

like to say that I do not see wliy tlie boards cannot be out lo hold full

thickness when dry. .iusl as tlie.\ nse<l to be years ago and are now by
some shippers.

.\ board that is I/IO inch scant in one place might just as well lie

scant all over, and there is no doulit that at one time many shippers

kept all their scant 2 inch lumber for export, knowing that what was
noticed would be called 1%" if exported, wheivas. at that time it would
he called down to 1%" in their own country.

It is a pity you did not investigate tliis matter a little further for

you would have found that the Timber Trades Federation here gave the

matter every consideration, whereas I cannot learn that the counter pro-

posals and reasons for not agreeing to the originals have ever had the

attention of the National Lumber Exporters' Association, or at any rate

have the points raised on this side been replied to.

No one reading your report would understand that the I'>deration

here had expressed its willingness to submit the following provided the

National Lumber Exporters' Association agrees :

1. In taking the lliickness of all American lumber, same to be taken
1 foot from the thinnest end.

2. In ease nut morr than 2% per cent in plain oak and .T per cent in
quarlired uak 1". mikI thicker, .should be l/l(i scant in thickness and 3/4"
and thinner. 1 .'U'seant in thickness, no notice is to be taken and the
parcel as a whnb' is to I .iisiili nil full ihirkn.-ss. If the scant lumber
exceeds these pei-centai:''s up in ." jh r ..m in |il;iiii eak and 10 per cent
in quartered oak. buyers ~l>:ill ;irr, pi ih ^i.uU wiih an allowance for all

the scant lumber. If tbr scam liniil.. r .x 1- ."> |ier cent in plain oak
and 10 per cent in quarlered oak. buyers to have the option of rejecting
the wboie of the scant lumber. I Siibjeet to satisfactory arrangements
being made with the Port of Lond<in Authority.)

o. Where shipments are found by the Port of I,ondon .\uthority to
have the superficial euniinis marked on each piece in figuri^s such figures
must stand, or alt.M ri;ti iv-u, any pieces with tlie measurement of whicli
the Port of Londnn AinlMMii\- disagree, must be laid aside for inspection.
Shippers to pay iiecessmy ixpenses.

B 642—Wants Persimmon
Kinghorn, Fife, Scotland, Dec. 11.— Editor IIakdwooi. Kki-cumi : We are

in the market for 100 to 150 tons of persimmon for early 1014 delivery.

We shall be glad if you can furnish us with the names of several firms

having persimmon logs to offer for early shipment to Olasgow.

'^:<go'.H>3la!i^y;:i^swi;xi>MA^i^»;^^v>^^^^

Clubs and Associations

The above foreign house has been supplied with a list of nian-

nfacturers of persimmon. Anyone desiring the address can have it

upon application.

—

Editor.

Indiana Lumbermen to Meet

Tile Indiana Hardwood Lumbermen's Association announces that its

fifteenth annual meeting will be held at the Hotel Dennison. Indianapolis.

Ind., .lanuary 14. .Secieiuiy ('. II, Kramer Issues a cordial invitation tn

members of the hardwund i radc' ip l.p in attendance.

Michigan Manufacturers to Meet
Secretary .1. C. Knox of the Michigan Hardwood .Manufacturers' Asso-

ciation announces that the mid-winter meeting of tliat organiiiation will

lie held at the Poutchartrain hotel, Detroit, Mich., on Wednesday, Janu-
ary 21. Statistics will be presented covering a largo percentage of the
lumber cut tor the year 1013 and the estimated figures for 1914. making
the meeting of much importance to the manufacturer of lumber. Other
subjects to be considered are : Present market conditions ; discussion of

stock reports covering liardwoods and hemlock and their relation to the

present market; experiences of manufacturers under .the liability act;

logging and camp expenses ; report of regular and special committees

;

forest fire protective matters and Torest I'roducts Exposition.

National Wood Preservers' Association

I'll.' .\atiPiial W.kkI Preservers' Association has issued its regular

lirogiani for the tenth annual convention, which is to be lield at the St.

Charles Hotel, New Orleans, January 20, 21, 22. The first session will

be on Tuesday, January 20, and will open with the usual addresses of

welcome, responses, roll call, officers' addresses, reports, etc. There will

be in all fourteen papers covering the many questions directly interesting

the members of the association and others interested in wood preservative

work. .\I1 papers will be prepared and read by experts in their respective

lines. In additinn there will be reports from five slaiuling committees.

The Hardwood Manufacturers' Meeting
The program for the twelfth annual convention of the Hardwood Manu-

facturers' Association of the United States, which is to be held in Mem-
phis, January 21-22, has practically been completed. It will be unique in

the absence of long winded speeches, the whole program being arranged
with a view to insuring a meeting full of vital and lively interest to lum-
iiermen.

One of the features will be a discussion of logging problems, the same to

bo considered from the standpoint of operations in both the hill country
and in the low lands. Results of practical experience as to methods and
cost will be given, and an open and free discussion is to follow on the

floor. There will be several short set talks on logging to open the forum.

The rule of the meeting will be more to encourage discussion to develoi>

features of prime interest to the lumbermen in attendance than to have
them chafe under long oratorical efforts. In short, it is to be a lumber-

man's convention and every mother's son who attends is expected to "talk

right out in meeting."

Reports received at the office of Secretary Weller at Cincinnati, indi-

cate that the attendance this year will be very large. The fact that the

convention is to be held in the heart of the hardwood ju-oducing belt has
met with enthusiastic response on the part of the lumbermen and par-

ticularly in the Memphis territory, and many new faces will be seen in

the hotel lobbies and on the convention floor. The ilemphis hotels, par-

ticularly the Memphis Hotel Company, which controls the Gayoso and
the Chisca. are arranging to take care of all visitors. The headquarters

of the association and the sessions of the convention will be held at the

Gayoso.

The Memphis lumbermen are working bard to boost the attendance and
particularly among the consumers, special invitations being enclosed in

all the mail that is going out of lumber ofllces at Memphis. M. B. Cooper

of the Three States Lumber Company and Ralph May of May Brothers

of Memphis are the two resident members of the committee in Memphis,
and they are doing yoeman service. The other members of the committee

on arrangements are R. M. Carrier of the Carrier Lumljer & Manufacturing

Company, Sardis. Miss., who is chairman, and J. F. Mclntyre of J. F.

Mclntyre & Sson.^. Pine Bluff, Ark. The Lumbermen's Club of Memphis
has adopted a resolution welcoming the convention and the individual

members of the club are working hard to make a success of the meeting.

The lumber industry in Arkansas will be represented by practically every

hardwood producer in the state, which is likewise true of Mississippi.

Louisiana and Texas.

Convention of Ohio Association of Retail Lumber Dealers

On February ". 4 and 5 the Ohio Association of Retail Lumber Dealers

will hold its annual convention at the Hotel Gibson. Cincinnati, O.

Work on the new hotel where the convention will be held is nearing

completion and all doubts as to its readiness are removed. The conven-

tion is expected to be one of the largest ever held by the association.

About 1.000 visitors are expected.

The Lumbermen's Club will have full charge of the registration as well

as the entertainment features, and the entertainment committee will

spare neither pains nor money to make the visitors welcome and long

remember their visit tn the Queen City.
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Some Things Worth Knowing Regarding Next Meeting Place

National Wholesalers
MiiiiliiTs iif (h'' ItulTald li:i<li- .\hiliii tli.ii- appr-oliitlon of tlio honor of

tuiiitaining ilio next convfnllon of ilic National Wholesale Lumber Dealers"

Association, iind also their strict up-lo-Oaleness by Issuing au exhaustive
description of the many pleasing leninres to be encountered in Buffalo,

and Ihe many advantases the city offers as a convention city.

Tills booklet says that lUiffalo is forty-two square miles in area ; the

population. 40G.0O0; the value of exports In ]!)12 was $60,705,000 and
lumber receipts in that year were ?]28.67-l,000. Pig Iron production.

1.720,000 tons. In l'.U2, 3,820 vessels cleared from Ituffalo and 3,799
v.ssels arrived. Tliere we^'e S,925 tons of coal shipped via lake during
tir.tt year.

l"he city has most excellent police and school systems, having one new
I linlcal high school under construction which will cost $2,000,000.

Seventeen railroads enter the city with 2,10 passenger trains dailj' and
the city trackage is 700 miles. The Niagara tunnels are within twenty
miles from Buffalo and power is delivered in Buffalo at one-third less

than cost of horse power from Ihe streams in unlimited quantities.

The Lackawanna Steel Company, the largest and most complete individ-

ual plant in the world Is located at Buffalo. This company has $60,000,000
capital. It has a separate breakwater a mile long and a capacious
private harbor.

IVatures worth seeing are : Buffalo l'niverslt.v. the stock .yards, the

second largest in the world ; parks, they being six ;n number ; the Buffalo

Historical Society : Buffalo Society of Natural Sciences, and the Buffalo

Fine Art Academy.
In addition. Buffalo has the largest automobile club in Ihe world and

also has located at Clarence. N. V.. seventeen 1111163 out, one of the finest

country club houses that can be found anywhere. M. M. Wall, trustee

of the National Wholesalers' association has been elected president of the

country club for the second time, so that, weather permitting, those in

attendance will be well entertained.

Northern Graders Hold Meetings
Secretary R. S. Kellogg of the Northern Hemlock and Ilardwoiul Manu-

facturers' Association. Wausau. Wis., has issued the dates and places of

meetings of the various gatherings of yard foremen and graders of

members of that association. The first meeting was .Tanuar.v 6 at Green
Ba.v. Wis., at the Beaumont Hotel. The second meeting was held at the

.Milliman Hotel. Iron Mountain. Mich., on Wednesda.v. January 7. The
third was held at the Knight Hotel. Ashland, Wis.. Thursday. January S.

The Galloway Hotel, Eau Claire, will be the location for the fourth meet-

iing. January 9, while the last meeting will take place at Wausau, Wis..

January 10.

These meetings are for the purpose of promoting better understanding
' r methods and care of grading stock.

'I'he importance of these gatherings Is easily appreciated.

Philadelphia Exchange in New Year's Reunion
The Philadeliiliia I.jmbernu*n's Exchange held its annual reunion.

always a function of high good cheer and Jolly camaraderie, as usual, on
the last day of the old ,vear. Th; attendance of members and friends was
large. At 12 M. sharp an elaborate luncheon was served in Grlflith

Hall, after which a mental regalement followed In the shape of a high-

class vaudeville show. Professor Philip J. Pollltz headed the program
with some soul-stirring marches, after which the trio—Cripts. Eva and
Penn—did some fine entertaining in the way of dancing and singing.

rred Duprey. a favorite comedian, followed with his side-splitting aciing

and storj' telling, and after him. as a reversal of entertainment. "Leo-

nardo." a .voung harpist, filled the air with the sweetest of old and familiar

melodies. Joe Field, a well-known personator and humorist, followed and.

as usual, delighted his audience with his wonderful imitation of well-

known characters. This closed an all-round enJo.val)le celebration of th"

passing of the old year, and the prospect of many renewals gave cheer to

the parting that followed. The success of the entertainment Is due to

George A. Howes, chairman. George Kod^mi n. Paul P. Pearson, J. Edward
-tnith and W. H. Wyatt of the ollici' and entertainment committee.

Cincinnati Club Holds Monthly Meeting
.\t the last monthly meeting of the Lumbermen's Club of Cincinnati

Ihe entertainment committee was requested to prepare a special enter-

tainment for the January meeting, and those members of the club who
attended that meeting were highly entertained. The meeting was held on

January 5 at the unique "German village." which was especially built for

stag parties of this kind by the Wiedemann Brewing Company of New-
port, Ky., just across the river. Sixty-flve members sat down at 6 :

.".'i

p. m. to a delicious beefsteak and pitch potato dinner. The feature of the

entertainment was a cabaret show which continued during the dinner and
was received with hearty encore after each turn.

Immediately after dinner President Hagcmeyer called the meeting to

order. Secretary Bolser read the minutes of the previous meeting, follow-

ing which several communications were read and disposed of.

On account of removal from the city to the iilant at Conasauga. TiMin..

of the Conasauga Lumber Company's general olflces. the resignation of the

firm was accepted with regrets.

The Midland Lumber Company was reinstated to membership, it having
temporarily dropped out.

.\n Invitation from the Indiana Lumbermen's Association to its conven-

tion to be held on January 14 at Indianapolis, Ind.. was received, and
many members signided their Intention of attending.
The square deal policy of the club was again very much in evidence

—

one case between two firms was settled at this meeting and another re-

ferred to a special committee for decision, after which the meeting
adjourned.

Hemlock and Hardwood Operations

Eigures showing the cut and shipments of lumber by the Northern Hem-
lock and Hardwood Manufacturers' Association in 1913 have been sent
out by 1!. S. Kellogg, secretary, as follows :

Wood. Feet Cut. Feet Shipped.
Hemlock 446,512,000 443,762,000
Ash 7,003.000 7,.S71).000
Basswood 47,951.00(1 ."i0.707.000
Birch 85,950.00(1 !i7.!i(10.O00
Elm 26,491.0(10 28,><72.000
Maple 82,744.(1(1(1 s.!.095,000
Oak 3,20.''.. 1 3,(;.-i.S.000

Mixed hardwoods 83,43.s.immi 32.s74,000

Total hardwoods 336,872.000 305,655,000

All woods 783,294,000 749,417,000
Excess of cut over shipments, 33,877,000.

Nearly the entire excess of cut over shipments occurs in the mixed hard-

woods. In fact, except a slight excess in the case of hemlock, none is

shown elsewhere. The accumulation of stock amotints to about four per
cent of the cut.

Annual Meeting of Southern Hardwood Traffic Bureau
The Southern Hardwood Traffic Bureau held its annual election at

Memphis on January 6, at which the old officers and directors were
chosen for another year. The officers are as follows : President, George
D. Burgess, Uusse & Burgess, Inc. ; first vice-president. Walker Wellford.

Chicasaw Cooperage Company ; second vice-president, C. D. Hendrickson,

C. D. Hendrickson Lumber Company ; secretary-manager, J. H. Town-
shend. all of Memphis. John W. McClure of the Beilgrade Lumber Com-
pan.v. Memphis, is treasurer of the bureau and will serve during 1914.

On January 7 the regular business sessions were held with about

seventy-five in attendance. A pleasing luncheon was served at the meet-

ing place, the Hotel Chlsca. Reports were read by president Burgess,

treasurer McClure and Manager Townshend.
President Burgess said fourteen complaints had been filed with the

Interstate Commerce Commission up to January 1, that seven had been

heard and six decided favorably. The Memphis-New Orleans case was the

only one lost, although this decision was partially successful as the rail-

roads advanced ^lisslssippl rates to New Orleans while the commission

declined to permit the advance to stand. He prophesied that the re-

duction of present rates would be effected within the year.

Commenting on discrimination in ocean rates, he said that investiga-

tion disclosed rank discrimination against Memphis In export rates and

that a reduction had been asked to Galveston which. It granted, will open

up a new port to the Memphis territory. Commenting on proposed five

per cent advance in general freight rates, president Burgess stated that

the matter should not be allowed to pass without the lumber trade offering

all possible information to the Interstate Commerce Commission.

He then reviewed the value of close association work, told of the pur-

pose and accomplishments of the traffic bureau and its benefits and in

conclusion thanked the bureau of governors for their support.

Report of treasurer McClure showed that the finances of the associa-

tion are In healthy condition.

Manager Townshend expressed himself as pleased with results accom-

plished during the short space of one year past. He stated that in the

Canadian rate case a saving of from five to twenty dollars per car bad
lieen effected as .1 result of the bureau's work.

He touched upon the New Orleans rate case and then told of the plan

on which the bureau is working for assorting and manufacturing arrange-

ments to make it possible to ship hardwood lumber into Memphis, have it

assorted, graded and dressed and within twelve months re-shipped at the

through rate in effect from the point of origin to point of destination

plus three dollars per car. He said that other cities already have this

arrangement and that It would be of vast Importance to Memphis to

secure it also.

He said that liy insisting upon the rule that where tariffs conflict the

lower prevails, the bureau had saved members approximately $10,000 on

lumber shipped to Colorado points. Regarding grades, Mr. Townshend

said that $13,700 out of $20,800 had been collected.

Regarding the weighing matter, the report showed that while much
had been promised, little had been actually accomplished by the railroads

but that the bureau was still pushing the subject and the Interstate Com-

merce Commission is conducting Its investigation. Mr. Townshend said

he believed that regulations would be put into effect during the next year

that would he backed by laws to compel the railroads to correct many
evils that have been detrimental to the Interests of shippers.

The bureau was seeking extension of time for filing of claims under

Ihe standard bill of lading and it is expected that this petition will be

granted within the year.

Transit arrangements were also secured by the bureau by which logs

can be shipped In and lumber shipped out without regard to the character

of either. This arrangement is effective with all the roads except the
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l..misvlllc & Niislivlllc. wliloli is .xiiri-tfd lo coiiif Into line sliorlly.

Mr. TownslH-nd said that compliti' late files have already been coiupiled

and that the railroads frequenlly lall upon Ills office for this informntion,

ImvinK more coulidence in it than in tbclr own.

In the disvnsslon during Ihe day particular efforts were made to Impress

u|>on out of (own menilii-rs tliai Ilie bureau Is not a local orKiinlzation

and is Just as anxious lo pruiici irulslde niemliers as those within Mem-
phis.

With the Trade

Milne Lumber & Manufacturing Company Organizes

A. N. .Milne, liirmerly of tlie Milne Brothers Company and the Milne-

Savaije Lumber Company. New York, announces that lie recently severed

his connection with those concerns and is now operatlu); with offices at

lii.Ij Grand Cenlral Terminal, New York City, as the .Milne Lumber &
.Mnnufaeturinc Company. This concern has excellent milling connections

iind exp<>cts to handle only high-grade stock. Its specialties are kiln-

dried hardwoods. Iioxlng and crating lumber, although all lines ot iiard-

woods are handled and in addition white pine. North Carolina pint and
spruce.

.\. N. Milni' was connected with the Mliue Brothers Company I'lU- live

years and iiefore that was with another large wholesale lumber liouse in

New York, having for aliout eight years acted

us general sales manager. During this period

o( close association with the consuming trade

111' has liullt up an extensive clientele and it is

confidently expected that he will carry a good

share of Ibis to the new concern.

1'. M. Hall, who has been connected with ilie

National Association of Manufacturers, will also

bo associated with the new firm.

WUl Handle Pacific Coast Products in East

I'll.' Inl.st liev.'iopni.-nt in iin.' Willi tlie

I'oribcomini; cipiiiinf; of the ranaiiia caual is

the anni>uncement of a new corporation witli

large means being or-^anized l»y prominent ium
lier interests in N:>w York City and up state.

This new organization is to be known as the

.\rnold-Mltcbell Cempany. and interested in the

project are .Arnold *: Co.. .Mbany. representeil

by li. \V. Arnold, and While. Cratwiek & Mil

ehell. North Tonawanda. and allied interests in

.New York Cit.v. IMiiladelphia and BulTaio. White.

<;ratwick & .Mitchell are represented in the

above named markets b.v the Stevens-ICaton

Company, the l?rown-Rates Company and the

llendricks-Caskey Company. This wide range
of activity makes the new corporation specially

iiualiried to handle intelligently a complete stock

of racitie coast lumber to the eastern trade. It

represents a selling force second to none, while
the manufacturing or lumbering end will lie in

iiands of rxperii'iicfd and practical ]iinib:'rmen.

Personnel Dickson Planing Mill Company Changes
The lUekson I'laning .Mill Company. Dickson. Teiin.. announces that at

a recent meeting of the directors. II. T. Cowan and L. M. Rogers were
<>lected pii'sident and secretary respectively. Mr. Cowan is president of

Ihe H. T. Cowan Lumber Company and makes a valuable acipiisition to

the planing mill company.
The Dickson Planing .Mill Company expects to expand and improve

its capacity to take care of its rapidly increasing business in oak liooring.

which product has found and is still finding favor with the consiiniing

trade.

The active management will now be in the hands of Messrs. Cowan ami
Rogers, who will be assisted by \V. U. Roil anil D. S. Iliit.liisr.ii.

Notice to Creditors of Cincinnati Bankrupt
Charles T. Greve. referee in bankruptcy, announces that there will be

a meeting of the creditors of the bankrupt Maley. Thompson & Moffeii

Compan.v. Cincinnati, at the offices of the referee. I'o Carew building. Cin-

cinnati, on .January l.S at P, :"() V. M. The meeting is to lie held for tlie

purpose of settling disputed claims and all comjiromises for disputed
claims in favor or against the estal" and all matters hi'ieiofore not dis-

posed of.

The Benn Ltunber Company Incorporated

The Benn Lumber Company is the styb' of a new addition to tlie Cin-

eiiinati trade, this company being recently incorporated and composed of

Ben. Rubenstein. president ; E. O. Robinson, vice-president ; F. W, Mow-
bray, secretary and treasurer. E. O. Robinson and F. \V. Mowbray are

members of the Mowbray & Robinson Company. Cincinnati. .Mr. Ruben-
stein is from London. Kng.. and lias represented the Great Eastern Tim-
ber Company. London, in the Stales for quite a number of years.

The new concern will deal In hardwood lumber, the bulk of wliiih will

be exported to European conn tries.

A. V. Jackson & Co. Change Style

\. V. ,lackson &. Co., !) West Fourth street, Cincinnati, O.. announce
that the stylo ot that firm has been changed to the A. V. Jackson
Trustee Company. The Insertion of the term "trustee" In the official

title does not change In any way the methods of transacting the business
or the personnel of the organl/.ution. but Is for the purpose of suggesting
more concisely the arrangement and connection with the milling companies
whose lumber that concern markets. The company has been operating
under the iinbiue plan of acting as trustee of stocks of mill concerns, and
bus met wilh excellent success.

Conasauga Lumber Company Moves Headquarters
The Conasauga Lumber Company of Cjncinnali. <>.. has removed Its

general offices, which have been maintained here for the past three years,

to the millsite at Conasauga. Tenn.. wliere it was formerly located. This
company practically controls the Cumberland Valley Lumber Company of

this cit.v. and .lohn Byrns. who acted as secretary and treasurer of the

Conasauga Lumber Company. and who had charge of the office, has resigned

in that capacity but retains his interest therein and is associated with
his brother. .M. .1. Byrns. as treasurer of the Cumberland Valley Lumber
Company. The latter company will handle a large portion of the output
of the Conasauga Lumber Company.

Prominent Eastern Wholesaler Dies

William Augustus Croinbie, dean of tlo- N. w York wholesale lumber
Made, died in that city .January .3. after a
short illness. IJe was in his seventieth year.

William A. Crombie was born in New Boston,
N. IJ.. in 1.S44, and his early business career
was spent in the Burlington. Vt.. lumber trade

—

wbicli has furnished .some of the Iiest known
lumbermen of the Metropolitan district. He
came to New York in 1892 and continued in the

wholesale lumber business. He was active in

W. M. Crombie & Co.. with headquarters at 81
New street.

Mr. Croml>ie was a man of engaging person-

ality and refinement, and the highest type of

business man. He had a large circle of friends

in business and social life who will mourn his

loss. In politics lie was a Republican and was
ibat party's leader in the old Fifteenth assembly
district. For many yi-ars he was a member of

1 be county committee. He was twice mayor of

Burlington.

Mr. Crombie was a member of the New York
Lumber Trade Association, the National Whole-
sale Lumber Dealers' .\ssociation. and the Mer-
chants' .V.ssoeiation of New Y"ork. He was also

a member of the J"nion League Club. New Eng-
land Societ.v. Lake Champiain Societ.v. Empire
State Society. Sons of the American Revolution,

and Society of Mechanics and Tradesmen.
He is survived b.v one daughter and two sons.

William Murray and Arthur Choate, both of

whom are active in the business.

The funeral services were held at the Church
of the JMvine rateruity. this cit.v. .January ,"i. and a large number of

lumbermen were in attendance. Interment was at Burlington.

Skidding Logs Nearly a Mile Over a Single-Span Cableway
The Elkmont Contracting and Supply Company has recently installed at

Elkmont. Tenn.. in the Great .Smoky Mountains, a new overhead cable-

way skidder which lircaks all records for distance,

'J'he main cable stretches from the peak of the boom on a self-contained

portable skidder. to the top of a hill 3570 feet distant, without any inter-

vening support. Over this lengthy span the.v are skidding hardwood logs

running four to the thousand feet without trouble or delay, having a
daily capacity of about 30.000 feet according to the report of the erection

engineer. Mr. Blair, who has just returned from Elkmont.
The machine is of the type of tlie Clyde overhead cableway skidder, but

is mounted upon steel skids instead of upon trucks. It has also a power-
ful extra drum for moving the machine, which is effected by making fast

the moving cable to suitable anchorage ahead of the skidder and throw-
ing in the clutch connecting this drum with the engine. In this way
the machine is dragged up to an elevation sufficient to make possible these

immense spans.

The main cable is 1^^" and is giving perfect satisfaction.

.\t present the skidder is working from one end of a valley known
as Coon Hollow, being located on an elevation at one end of the hollow,

while the cable extends down the hollow to the opposite mountainside
nearly a mile away. Logs are being skidded from both hanks of the

hollow.

Six gii.\s are used, ail being of 1" cable, two of which are wound on

steam-driven drums and run from the peak of the boom back to the rear

of the machine, .\nothor guy runs out directly in front of the machine.

N. MII.NE, NEW YORK. N. Y
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;iiHl thP romninlug tlir.T ar.' ns.il t,> l.ulamv lUi- iiull of tli.- main cable,
riirei.' last four K".vs are nil tightened bj' means ••{ the skidding cable.

The machine has eight drums In all, every operation ludng self-con-

::iined and under power.
The main cable Itself Is wound up. tnuler sleaiu. on a spechil drum
itttained on the bed of the machine and is not separate as In all other
ypes of calilewa.v skldders. This enables the operator to wind off onl.v

K much cable as will be required, the balance being stored on the drum
• lit of the way.
Coal Is conveyed to the machine by means of the skidding line (which

runs through the buggy on the main cable) being lowered down into the
valley whi>re ih.' buckets of fuel are made fast to It, raised and skidded
in direct to the machine.
The entire machine is a marvel of efficiency and simplicity.

rnfortunately the mists were so heavy in the valley during our re-

porter's visit that we were unable to obtain any photographs of the ma-
chine in action.

Those interested can doubtless obtain them together with any further
iuformation desired from the inannfacturcrs. ihi' t'lyde Iron Works of

Imlnth.

A Giaiit Cottonwood Log
In this connection is show u a ratbii- unusual |>hc>l(igraph of a ojiiuii-

wood log A'hich was recently cut on the lands of the Baker Lumber Com-
pany. Turrell. Ark. The section shown is the butt log which measured
TU feet in diameter at the base. The tree cut S.OKO feet of lumber. The
Ings were so large that they had to be split in order that liny could be

sawed on the carriage.

PI
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additions and altonuions. Ilic estimated cost of the improvements bi'ing

$1-1.-I70.:i7;!, whlie last year the number of permits did not exceed 41,324,

but llie outlay Involved was $16,004,639, a gain of $l,52o,'J6:i. Tlie great

bulk of this amount was of course on account of two-story dwellings, of

which not less tlian 2,;!02 were erected In the course of the year, at a cost

of $.'!,,''>()0,OliO. The ,Tohns Hopkins University came next with a bulldlnp,

the first of the group to be erected at Ilomewood, costing $,"00,000. There

were eighty-two manufacturing establishments, valued at $2,.".4.").000, while

two-story frame dwellings to the number of 107 accounted for ,$(47,470,

and thirty-seven three-story brick dwellings for $249.S66. while two pri-

vate schools accounted for $2n7.,')00. It should be said that the aggregate

mentioned Includes an allowance of twenty per cent for undervaluation,

but this applies to both years, so that the twelve months just ended still

exceed 1012 by a good margin. The detailed flgures for the two years were :

1913 1912
.ranuarv $ 780,402 ,$ 601,600
iM'bruarv 6r.6.234 675,7ri0
.March ". 926,492 922,025
.Vprll 9,37,922 978,698
Mav 2,120,621 770,299
,Tune 990,585 004,000
,Tuly 686,866 907,367
August 980,153 1.160,475
September 946,933 661,501
(Ictober 1,045,266 965,465
Novcmbor 789,358 984,165
I i.ecinber 667,669 1,111,700

Tntiil .$11,711,501 $10,.-585.842

Car Statistics

The I'lst bulletin on car surpluses and shortages issued by the American
Uailway Association gives further evidence of the slackening of trade

(luring December.

On December 15 the total surplus of cars was 107,513 as against
i'.7.466 on December 1 ; 50,659 cars on December 31 and 190,521 cars on

.lanuary 1. 1914. The surplus December 14. 1912, was 26.614.

On the other hand the shortage on December 15. 1913 was 5,968 as

against 10,212 on December 1, 33,601 car.s. December 31 and 1.671 cars

on .January 1, 1914. The shortage on December 14. 1912, was 61,006.

Wood-Using Industries of New York
The New York Stale College of Forestry has sent out advance notices

of the publication of a report on the wood-using industries of that state.

The annual use of wood for the year covered by the report amounted to

1.750,000.000 feet, which is surpassed in quantity only by Illinois among
the states, as far as available statistics show.

This is only the wood which is manufactured into finished products,

and does not include that used in its rough form. The report was com-
piled through the cooperative work of the College of Forestry at Syracuse
and the United States Forest Service. The field work included visits to

many factories in the state where commodities are made in sizes and of

kinds ranging from the toothpick and the shoepeg to the railway car and
the ship.

New York spends about $55,000,000 for wood every year and only
thirty-one per cent of this amount is paid for wood produced within the

borders of the state. With a vast area of from 12.000,000 to 14,000,000
acres out of a total of 33.000,000 acres better suited to forest crops than
to anything else it is claimed tliat the state will produce practically all

of the lumber and other forest lu-oducts needed when it practices forestry
on these forest lands.

Surprising quantities of wood are being used in such unusual articles

as wooden shoes, wood fibre plaster, toys, novelties, spools, all sorts of

handles, etc. One of the attractive things brought out by the report is

that slabs and waste material formerly burned up or left to rot in the?

woods are being used in many effective ways such as making of toys

and other small articles and acid and other chemical products.

University of Wisconsin to Open Ranger Course
The University of Wisconsin annonneis that a fnrcst ranger course has

been inaugurated beginning .January 5. 1914. The course will be under
the direction of A. M. Cook, formerly connected with the United States
Forest Service as supervisor of the .\rapahoe National Forest, Colorado.
The faculty of the school will be Charles R. Van Heiss, president of

the university ; A. H. Russell, director of the department of agriculture :

E. M. Grifflth. state forester; A. C. Burrill. fish and game; L. R. .Tones, in

charge of plant pathology ; Abby L. Marlatt, in charge of home economics

;

F. M. White, in charge of agricultural engineering ; J. C. Saunders, in

charge of economic entomology and nursery inspection ; A. R. White, in

charge of soils ; F. G. Wilson, in charge of field surveying.
The reason the university has established the course is for the purpose

of offering elementary courses in forestry, and also to give the course to

long and short term students in the study of woodlots, and especially in

the care of timber woodlots.

A New Swage Shaper

A new swage shaper for band. gang, and circular saws has recently
been put on the market. The engraving herewith shows an outline of

the shaper. and the new and important features are briefly described as

indicated by letters.

The base (A) is made of the best machine steel and is so designed as
to furnish the greatest strength and durability, and is guaranteed not to

break.

ric I

The tooth gange holder i i;i straddles the saw and holds the tooth

stop exactly central over the swaged point. It is mounted on a cross

slide which penults the tooth stop to free itself from the stationary Jaw
as soon as the clamping screw is released, thus furnishing the same ad-

vantage as a right and left hand screw, and assures a uniform movement
of both dies against the tooth, and entirely overcoming the objectionable

features of the stationary jaw.

The tooth gauge Is made in two parts. The upper part (H) lies flat

on the back of the swaged point and acts as an anvil; the lower part

(I) is a straight bar, the end of which may be filed or ground to meet
the size of swage die, and clear the extreme point and also gauge the

tooth from the root of the swaged portion, at the same time it prevents

the destruction of the swaged point In shaping.

The tooth gauge can be instantly removed or replaced for inspection

and re-fitting by slightly loosening the set screw (W) and opening the

clamp screw a full turn, then the tooth gauge will drop out, between the

jaws on the under side of the shaper. It can be replaced in like manner.
The clamping screw has a quick acting double thread and works on the

extreme end of shaping jaw. This furnishes the greatest power at the

required point and with the least friction.

The back rest i .1 1 rests on two teeth and can be instantly adjusted

for either band or circular saw, and the shaper set at such an angle that

part (H) of tooth gauge fits the various angles of tooth points \ierfectly.

The shaper is so balanced that the tooth stop comes in contact with
one tooth at a time only, which makes it very convenient to shape short

or damaged teeth.

The shaping jaws
are fitted with a

double lever working
point, as shown at

(G) for the mainte-

nance of which a

grinding gig is fur-

nished with each

shaper. Figure 1

shows the front

view of a shaped
point and Figure 2

the back view.

The extreme cut-

ting point has a

greatei' taper and
the intermediate sec-

tion has a lesser

taper at the angle

the shaper is adjust-

ed on the saw. The
swaged point is ta-

pered downward and
backward. leaving

the cutting edge the

wider. The extreme
point does the cut-

ting, while the inter-

mediate section clears the kerf for the tooth to follow, also giving a

stronger support for the cutting corner. It stiffens the point and pre-

pares the stock for resawing, which is otherwise wasted in grinding or

dressing the teeth to maintain the desired shape.

This swage is known as the Pribnow swage shaper and E. C. .Vtkins

& Co., Inc., Indianapolis. Ind.. are sole sales agents.

Two Thousand Trees to Trade
The giant sequoias of California, commonly known as "Ijig trees." arc

now all fairly safe from the lumberman's ax except one grove which is

said to contain 2.000 large trees, some of them twenty feet in diameter.

These are privately owned, and the owner is converting them into lumber
and waste as fast as possible. A sawmill is at work' in their midst, and
unless measures of relief are prompt, there will be nothing to save. This
is the most southern of the groves of this species.

The United States Forest Service has offered to trade an equal quantity

of sugar pine, white fir, yellow pine, and incense cedar for the sequoias,

and popular sentiment is exerting itself to Induce the owner to accept the

offer. The prospect is good that the trade will be made and the venerable

trees saved. They are no more valuable for lumber than are the pines

around them ; but their sentimental value is beyond measure. Some of the

trees of that grove already felled for lumber were from 2,000 to 3,000

years old ; and doubtless some of those remaining are of equal age. It is

earnestly to be wished that satisfactory arrangements will be made to set

them aside for the enjoyment of people for generations to come.

A Band Cut-off Saw
The band cut-off machine, designed by Butterworth & Lowe of Grand

Rapids, Mich., is intended for cutting logs and timbers into short lengths

for shingles, staves, heading, tubs, pails, veneer and basket stock, wood
pulp and cord wood. Its chief advantages over the old style cut-offs are

that it does not require any special foundation, as is the cdse with the

stroke drag saw. It can be bolted down to an ordinary floor, or to a

boat or skids, if to be used in the woods. It can be driven with from

PRIBNOW SWAGE SHAPER
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one-fourth to one-halt the power required by other machines. It is

claimed that It does more and better work, and with much less waste than

other styles.

It should not require any argument to prove to a practical man that

a thin band saw. travelling at high speed, and in one direction only,

will cut much more rapidly than a heavy circular or stroke drag saw.

requiring but a fraction of the power, and do better work, make nicer,

smoother cuts, with much less waste. According to users' reports it does

equally good work in hard and soft woods. It has been in general use for

upwards of ten years, giving excellent satisfaction.

It Is said that the larger sawmill people have been prejudiced against

this band cut-off machine because it is a very light machine as com-

pared with the general run of sawmill machinery, thus giving them the

idea that it would be expensive to keep up and possibly impractical.

While it is true that the machine is of light construction the same
comparison might be made between it and the heavy drag and circular

saws as between the old fashioned bicycle weighing fifty to one hundred
pounds, and that of the modern machine weighing twenty pounds. While
the latter would not stand the same abuse, it will take Its rider three or

four times as far in a given time and require much less power to aceom-

plifh this. There was undoubtedly a strong prejudice against the band
sawmill when first put on the market and yet today practically all up-to-

AX KXCEI.I.KNT HAND CUT-OFF S.VW MADE BV BUTTEKWORTH &
LOWE, GRAND RAPIDS, MICH.

date sawmills are equipped with band sawmills, and the superiority of

the band cut-off machine over the old style cut-offs is claimed to bo much
greater than that of the band sawmill over the old style circular mill.

There was once much prejudice against band saws run on a quarter

twist, and not without reason ; but the prejudice has been overcome by
numerous examples of successful operation of such saw. Hardwood
operators are the users of a large percentage of these saws. They are

found in veneer, package and basket plants. The manufacturers have
on file numerous testimonials from users, many of them claiming a capac-

ity double or treble that of old-style drag saw-s and circulars, and that

the upkeep is very small in comparison with the kind and quantity of

work done.

The Development of Forestry

According to a card recently issued by the New York State College of

Forestry, forestry In the United States was first in evidence in 1876 when
a forest agency was established in the Department of Agriculture. For
the first decade or two, owing to limited funds and lack of public senti-

ment, little apparent progress was made, but a strong foundation was l)eing

laid. In 1801 lands were w^lthdrawn from the national domain to be used

as forest reserves, and this policy lias been followed by the succeeding

presidents and at this time there are 190,000,000 acres within the national

forest.?, having a cash value of $2,000,000,000. This enormous resource

owned by the people of the United States is being administered by the

Forest Service with the idea of the freest possible use. Illustrative of

the truth of this policy, in 1012 the national forests supplied fuel,

fencing, etc., to 40,000 residents, while timber sales amounted to

$1,000,000. Forty-flvc thousand owners operated claims within the

national forests. Cities and towns numbering 1,175 and 324 water power
and irrigation projects got their water from streams arising in the national

foivsls Sheep and cattle to the extent of one-sixth of the meat supply

of the United Stales graze within the boundaries of the national forests

and 600,000 people use the national forests as a recreation ground. This

is surely direct evidence controverting the statements emanating from
those oppcscd to the national forest scheme to the effect that such forests

tie up vast tracts of timlxT and grazing grounds.

Jerusalem's Timber Trade
Jerusalem and "the niount.iins round about .Terusalem" have a small,

interesticg timber trade, although the largest piece of "timber" sold

seldom exceeds in si-/,e a paper knife. Jewel box, or a cup or goblet,

-Most of these are classed in trade reports as curios and religious sou-

venirs The numiicr of tourists who visit Jerusalem is surprisingly

small, considering the fame of the city. The number last year was
4,Si)u. Most of tliese tourists carry away souvenirs with them, and two
materials prevail—mother of pearl and olive wood. Last year religious

souvenirs wore sold to the value of ?107,063. Those purchased in Jeru-

salem and c.".rried away in the baggage of tourists were not counted.

Sometimes the Jerusalom olive wood is a subject of inquiry as to

exact species. Most of it is doubtless the genuine article cut from old

orchards of Palestine, but the claim has been made that somt of It

grows in Florida, although the direct proof appears to be lacking. The
claim is founded on a report circulated some years ago that contractors

were buying the trunks of orange trees in Florida, which were killed by

the severe freeze nineteen years ago, and it was said that the wood
was to be shipped to Palestine for ma.nufacture Into "olive wood"
«oiivenirs.

Palfstine imports leas than 1.000.000 feet of lumber a year, not count-

ing r.iilroad ties .and other timbers. An old line has been in operation

there sev"ral years, and new lines are contemplated. Ail timbers for

railways are imported. Little wood is used in the construction of

houses The largest it;m is the wood brought in to supply orange boxes.

Most of this is imported from Roumani.i.

Woodworking Machines in Germany

A report by Consul General Robert P. Skinner, at Hamburg, Germany,

says that American woodworking machinery has not made quite so much
headway in CJermany as metal-working machinery, there being a good

many German devices on the market which have the advantage of being

constructed to suit peculiar German requirements. About one year ago

the students in the Biltmore Forest School visited Germany under the

direction of Dr. Schenck and in the course of their tour inspected the

plant of the leading manufacturers of woodw-orking machinery in this

country, at Offenbach on the Main. On that occasion the head of the

firm explained that the difference between American and German
machinery of this class resulted from differences in economic conditions

in the Old and New World, .\merican machinery is built to save labor,

whereas German machinery is built to save lumber and power. German

machines frequently are combination machines, useful for a variety of

purposes in quite small shops, while American machines more commonly

perform a single operation rapidly and efficiently and are usually installed

in large shops. While American manufacturers specialize as a rule,

German manufacturers are expected to turn out every sort of a machine

necessary for preparing wood for the market.

Red Oak on Cutover Land

Cutover lands in some of the ceutral .Vppalachian regions are surpris-

ing their owners by the rapidity with which they are growing in value.

Ten or twenty years ago the white oak was cut from large tracts, and

the red cak was left and was considered of little value because most

of it was small. The cutting out of the large timber stimulated the

growth of the small, and the red oak has increased so rapidly in size

that within a few years a second profitable lumber operation can be

carried out on the same land. Red oak grows rapidly, and small timber

becomes merchantable in a surprisingly short time, on areas which are

so fortunate as to escape severe forest fires.

Hardwood ISlews ISlotes

< MISCELLANEOUS >-

The St. Peter Furniture Company of St. Peter. Minn., is reported as

out of business.

Taylor W. Granville has started in the wholesale lumber business at

Asheville, N. C.

The Plymouth Chair Company, Plymouth, Wis., has Increased its capital

stock to $.10,000.

The Worcester Lumber Company, Chassell, Mich., has increased its

capital to ,^5,000.000.

James & Mayer Buggy Company at Lawrenceburg, Ind., has become an

Involuntary bankrupt.
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Rine Hickory Por Sale
l-'itlicr ill llilclics. Xo. 1 conimoii and up or over 3

million Icct in llu- stump. AvoraRc haul to railroail. I'j

miles. Rati- to e'liicuKo. 23 cents.

L. FOOT, Canton, Mississippi

OUR SPECIALTY — CRATING STOCK
^VE M.\XUK.\('T1'1!K

GUM, MAPLE AND OAK
PLANING .MILL TACILITIES

M. E. Leming Lumber Co.

Kentucky Vcnccr Works
HIGH-GRADE—WELL-MANUFACTURED

Vcnccrs
IN SAWED AND SLICED QUARTERED
WHITE OAK AND QUARTERED RED GUM.
OUR ROTARY CUT GUM AND POPLAR
CROSSBANDING VENEERS ARE EXCEP-
TIONALLY GOOD.

Louisville Kentucky

Saline River Hardwood Co.
Main Sales Oltice

Pine Bluff, Arkansas

Manufacturers of

Genuine Forked-Leaf White Oak

Red and Sap Gum
Red Oak and Asli

^ We offer to the trade a remarkably SUPERIOR lumber
product.

<I Our TIMBER is virgin forest growth of the highest
type.

^ Our MILLS are new and produce accurately manufac-
tured stock.

CJ Our LUMBER is all KRAETZER-CURED—treated with
steam under pressure directly from the saw—insuring
quick drying to light weight, freedom from seasoning
defects and stick-marking, splits and stain.

^ Kraetzer-cured lumber will "stay where you put it."

Q| Dry Idln and oak flooring plant in connection.

^ We solicit the inquiries and orders of critical and dis-

criminating buyers.

C| For straight cars of Yellow Pine, or mixed cars with
Oak nooring, write LONG-BELL LUMBER COMPANY,
Kansas City, Mo.

Tlio Kont Works ol Jolin Widrlic .,inl. Cuiiiiian.v. Craiul Uaplds, Midi.,

air ^ial<l 10 1)0 roorKanizini;.

The Michigan Chair Company al Grand Uaplds, .Mkli., has Increased

its iniillal stock to $400,000.

The No-Satr Gate Compan.v has heen incorporated at GalesbiiiK. HI

wllh a capital .'!lock of $.-.0,000.

Tlie llonii'r 1. riilshij.'er Lumber and \eneir ('cinipan.v Is reported to

l.r iirjjanlzlng at Little Kock, Ark.

.Ma.ver Brothers Furniture Company, Cincinnati, 0., has sustained an

invciluntary petition in bankruptcy.

The Hear Creek Hardwood Company has been organized at Georijetowu.

].a.. with a eajiltal stock of .$.10,000.

I'lie Kureka Incubator & Furniture Manufacturing Company is reported

as iirjianlzed at Kureka Springs, Ark.

II. .M. Wheeler of ,T. W. Wheeler & Company, Madison, Ark., has sold

..nl his interest to William Pritchard.

The Arpin Hardwood Lumber Company of Grand Itapids. Wis., has

increased Its capital stock to $600,000,

The H. H. Hitt Lumber Company, Decatur, Ala., announces that Its saw-

mills are now closed for necessary repairs.

A. W. Seeley of Saginaw, Mich., is now operating In the lumber busi-

ness as the A. W. Seeh^y lAimber Company.
The Convertible Automobile Body Corporation has been incorporated

at New York, N. Y.. with $250,000 capital.

The Concord Furniture Company has started business at Concord, Va.

This company is incorporated with $100,000.

The Lyons Handle & Furniture Company has been incorporated at

Lyons, Mich., with a capital stock of $10,000.

It Is reported at Louisville, Ky., that the Voss Mantel Company has

changed its name to the Voss Table Company.
The Rising Sun Chair Manufacturing Company, Rising Sun, Ind,, has

been incorporated with a capital stock of $25,000.

Charles E. Lane, secretary of the W. S. Mercereau Lumber Company,
rarkersburg. W. Va., has sold out his interest in that company.

The Louisiana Handle Factory is the style of a recently incorporated

company at Shreveport, La. The company has $13,000 capital stock.

The Standard Lumber Company, Helena, .\rk., has been incorporated

with a capital stock of $25,000. The company will manufacture lumber.

The Coppes, Zook & Mutschler Company, Nappanee, Ind., has been suc-

ceeded by Coppes Brothers & Zook, the Mutschler interests having with-

drawn.
L, F. Moore Carriage Company is the style of a recently incorporated

concern at Knoxville, Tenn. This company will commence business with

$20,000 capital.

The Medart Patent Pulley Company has been incorporated under that

name at St. Louis, Mo. The incorporated company has $.350,000 capital.

The Convertible Chair Company has been incorporated at Greenville.

Tenn. The company has $100,000 capital stock.

Frank E. Christianson and Alfred E. Christiansen, his son. started on

January 1, 1914, in the business of inspecting lumber, their headquarters

being Manistee, Mich. The firm name is Charles Christianson & Son and

the concern has offices in the Manistee County Savings Bank biiilding.

This company will specialize in hardwoods.

The Bell-Coggeshall Box Company, Inc.. of Louisville, Ky., announces

that on .January 1 it changed its name to the Embry Box Company. This

change was made to conform more closely wnth the names of those in-

terested in the company. There has been no change in the officers, per-

sonnel or inanagi'ment of the company's interests.

< CHICAGO >
W. B. Burke, general manager of the Lamb-Fish Lumber Company,

Charleston, Miss., was in the city on business during the latter part of

the present week.
,

H. T. Below of the Below Lumber Company, Marshfield, Wis,, and
II. C. Dow who represents that company with headquarters at Detroit.

Jllch., met at Chicago last week on business in connection with that

firm's interests,

R. W. Thompson, manager of the yellow pine business of the Hayden
& Westcott Lumber Company, Chicago, married Miss Charlotte Hensel,

4914 Ellis Avenue on Christmas day. The couple will be at home at

5400 Dorchester avenue after .January 15,

n. W. Watrous, general manager of the Lansing Company, Parkin,

Ark., spent several days during the holidays in Chicago.

C. F. I^usk of the Nye, Lusk & Hudson Company, Thorpe, Wis., was in

I'hicago for a couple of days last week.

C. P. Crosby, Rhinclander, Wis., has been in the city tor several days.

The Stillwell, Moore & King I.,umber Company, McCormick building,

Chicago, has recently changed its name to the Stillwell Lumber Company.
Hardwood Record acknowledges receipt of the following appropriate

greetings of the season :

A handsomely engraved folder of greetings from the Dennis Lumber
Company, Grand Rapids, Mich., on the outside of which is the inscription

"greetings." with the dates in gold letters embossed, 1913-1914.

From the R. E. Wood Lumber Company, Baltimore, a most beautifully

and highly artistic photograph showing a typical misty scene in the

southern mountains. The softness and high artistic value of this scene

is really remarkable.

From the Garetson-Greason Lumber Company, St. Louis, Mo., a
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caleniliir with a Ixniilltul cxiiiiiiilo of fi'minlni' Invi-Unoss oatillpil "Violpts."

RoluTt Black & Co., Bay City. Mlcli.. sriiT ii sIrikiUK cnlfndar sliowing

a sir! ili-pssPd in tlie aniiiiiiu colnrs. tlu' siil>Ji'<-'t b<>inK cntitlud "Autumn
Leaves."

"Winifred" Is the titie of nii nrtlsllc oali'ndar got ton- out hy (!po. C.

Brown & Co.. Proctor, Arle.

IIolTnmn Bioiliers Company. I'ort Waym-. Ind.. liave gotten- out a rntlier

unusual calendar, tlie main feature of wliicli is a panel contttiniug six

views of the company's plant, both interior and exterior. The photographs
are clear and attractively arranged.

Charles K. Parry & Co.. Land Title building. Philadelphia, have sent

out their usual striking season's greetings in the form of n calendar. This
yerfr's picture depicts King Arthur's Castle of Cornwall. The original

painting was by .Moran.

The Skillman Lumber Company has followed out its idea of issuing a

monthly calendar, and under the picture of each is a suitable verse.

The Sun Lumber Company. Weston. W. Va., has presented a very

unusual photographic scene representing three-forking roads under a

beautiful canopy of symmetrical forest trees. The scene Is very inviting

to the iquestrian.

Tickle. Bell & Company. Liverpool. Eng.. have used one of Thomas
Moran's most noted works entitled "The Golden West." This represents

one of Moran's awe-inspiring hits of great .\merican western scenery.

The Vestal Lumber & Manufacturing Company, Knoxviile. Tenn . has

confined itself to a sensible and attractive Christmas and New Year's

greeting in the form of a plain white engraved card with a sprig of groon

holly and red berries suspended above.

Louis Wuichet. shipper of California white pine and sugar pine. Chicago.

has sent out to his friends a handsome leather bound memorandum book.

which contains nothing but plent.v of space in which to keep memoranda,
and in the back is inserted a celluloid calendar for the year.

R. S. Bacon of R. S. Bacon Veneer Company, city, has taken care of

his friends in a nicely gotten up pocket memorandum book containing a

good deal of valuable information, plent.v of room for memoranda, and also

a picture of the company's large plant and method of pulling logs by
logging boat at the operations of the Bacon-Underwood Veneer Company.
Mobile. Ala.

Mitchell Brothers Company. Cadillac. Mich., has just issued an artistic

stock list and booklet describing the product of the Michigan forests and
the specific products of Cobbs & Mitchell, Inc.. and the Mitchell Brothers
Company. It is profusel.v illustrated with handsome forest scenes, de-

picting specimens of the various species of trees found in the vicinity of

Cadillac, which these interests convert into lumber.

E. C. Atkins & Co.. Inc.. the silver-steel saw people of Indianapolis,

have started 1914 with an attractive monthly calendar which they have
been issuing for some time.

The Three States Lumber Company. Memphis. Tenn.. has issued an
attractive pocket memorandum book.

Tickle. Bell & Co.. Liverpool. Eng. have sent out to the trade a Christ-

mas greeting in the form of a pretty blotter gotten up in different shades.

with a painting of a typical English girl and the personal greetings of

Gilbert T. Tickle and Ernest W. Tickle on the cover.

Scatcherd & Sons. Buffalo. X. T.. have sent out their usual practical

memorandum pad. which is surely always appreciated by those fortunate

enough to receive it.

Hakdwood Recoed acknowledges receipt of an attractive desk calendar

from the Printing .\rt, a monthly magazine of printing and allied arts.

The calendar is a fitting example of the high-class character of the publica-

tion in question.

The M. Rumely Company formerly at Laporte. Ind.. has establisheil

general offices in the Commercial National Bank building. Chicago.

The .\amax Cabinet Company of Chicago is involved in an involuntary

petition in bankruptc.v.

The Kinzie Manufacturing Company of this city is in the hands of a

creditors' committee.
The H. P. Nelson Company of Chicago has Increased its capital stock

to $1.2.-iO.OOO.

Wyman's .School of the Woods, Munising, Mich., has issued an attractive

and comprehensive catalogue showing the regular curriculum and pnrposr

of that most excellent institution.

-•<, NEW YORK >.=

On .Tanuar.v 1 the wholesale firm of Stone, Ilershey & Gibson, Newark,
was succeeded by Stone & Hershey. As indicated in the new style, this

change comprehends the withdrawal of R. V. Gibson, whose interest was
bought by Mr. Hershej'. The firm will continue in the same lines as

before.

R. V. Gibson is working on future plans for continuing in the wholesab-
lumber trade and will hani'.ie hardwoods, hemlock and Idaho white pine.

The committee In charge of the annual dinner of the New York Lumber
Trade Association is working hard on the many details, and everything
points to a good attendance at tln' Biltmore. Eebruary 10. The Biltmore
Is New Y'ork's latest offering in the way of hostelries and has everything
that a good hotel should have. The lumbermen will be almost the first to

engage its l>anquet hall, on the twenty-second floor, said to be the finest

In the land.

The H. Herrmann Lumber Company and the Herrmann Furniture Com
pany have moved ofHces to Fourth avenue and Thirty-second street.

FOREST PRPDUCT5 EXPOSITION
CHICAGO COLISEUM API^50-MAY9,

N£WYORK GRAND CENTRALRAUCE M^21-30

'

iC I N C I N N A T l|

|Hardwood Manufacturers and JobbersI

I
CONASAUGA LUMBER CO.
MANUFACTURERS HARDWOOD AND PINE

p
FOURTH NATIONAL BANK BUILDING

1
Johns, Mowbray, Nelson Company
'oak, ASH, POPLAR & CHESTNUT

GUM AND COTTONWOOD

C. CRANE & CO.
MANUFACTURERS HARDWOOD LUMBER

1739 E.4STERN AVENUE

DAY LUMBER & COAL CO.
Mfrs. YELLOW POPLAR and WHITE OAK

GENER.tL OFFICE—CL.\Y CITY. KT.

RIEMEIER LUMBER CO.
OAK, POPLAR, CHESTNUT

SUMMERS AND GEST STREETS

E. C. BRADLEY LUMBER CO.
HIGH GRADE WEST VIRGINIA HARDWOODS

GOERKE BUILDING

SHAWNEE LUMBER CO.
^HARDWOODS, WHITE PINE and HEMLOCK

Sales Office—South Side Station—C. H. * D. R. R.

JAMES KENNEDY & CO., Ltd.
OAK, POPLAR AND OTHER HARDWOODS

FIRST NATIONAL BANK BUILDING

The Kosse, Shoe & Schleyer Co.
WALNUT. OAK, AND OTHER HARDWOODS

103-4-6 CAREW BUILDING

OHIO VENEER COMPANY
Manufacturers & Importers FOREIGN VENEERS

2624-34 COLERAIN AVENUE

YOU SHOULD BE INTERESTED
in a pn ipositiiiii \vc can niaki- y<iu on 4 4"

Common Quartered White Oak, if you use
this stock.

This Oak is mild texture, dry. equalized and _
^ trimnied and .shows a verv liandsome, "flakey" M
1 tigu|t. 1
E Let us tell you what we can do for ra

g you on this stock. Write today to M

I THE M. B. FARRIN LUMBER CO. i
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r- The Glue Tbat Is Applied Cold - ii-ip iiii

U)losali'r of liardwoods and voiu'its. returned recently

New England. Ho reported dull conditions in that

In Flush Veneered Doors
riic cliit.-l ct)iisi(,lL'ralit>n is uniiuniily lii^'i

L^rade glue. Manufacturers of this modern
lype of door realize that its development
has been retarded because the unavoid-
able lack of uniformity in other types of

glue makes it impossible to know how
long a donr will stav in condition. The

Use
' )f vegetable glue insures absolute uni-

formity because of the very nature of pre-

paring it and because every pound of our
raw material is rigidly inspected.

Vegetable Glue
Is also a rigid and permanent adherent;
will not blister in sanding; has no dis-

agreeable odor; will not deteriorate in

standing—for a week if necessary; and
can be applied cold without any heating"

application of any kind in the glue room.
In addition, the average saving over
former glue bills has been twent}^ per cent

where vegetable glue is used.

A DOOR MAKER SAYS:

I

McCleary, Wash., 9/30/13. R

I

Perkins Glue Co., H
South Bend, Indiana. a

Dear Sirs:—// is non' about a year since zve added n

I a veneer door department to our operations. Deciding "

on the glue which would give the best results, we con- 5

sidcrcd the most important matter in connection zvilh p

j

this neiv department. >;

Investigation convinced us that your product zvas the §
one zve wanted in order to turn out the most dependable a

I

doors and panels and it has been gratifying to find that B

it has given us lozv cost as zvell as superior quality. m

Yours truly, a

g CHEHALIS FIR DOOR CO. a

B GJO-BB By Geo. J. Osgood.
SmZlIXXITTrrTTTTTTTTITiriiriTITTTTYTT I TI JT I TT^TIT TIXTrTmSlrTTTirrTrTTTTT?

Perkins Glue Company
Originators and Patentees

805 J. M. S. Building, South Bend. Indiana

The Glie That Runs Absoiiiteiy Uniform

The Woodbury. Foster Lumber Company, recently organized by E. S.

I oster of New York and W. H. Woodbury. .Vshcville, N. C, bas Just incor-

nrati'd. Mr. Foster reports good proftross and says the yard at AshevlUe
^ now supplied with a line assortment of southern hardwoods, espe-

iiiUy chestnut. In addition to the hardwoods the company handles yellow

I'ine and cypress.

.\. N. Jlilne has withdrawn his interest In the Milne Brothers Company,
18 Broadway, and the Mllne-Savldgo Company. Boston, and formed the

Milne Lumber and Manufacturing Company at Grand Central Terminal,

city. The new concern will m'hke a specialty of hardwoods and lias

excellent mill connections.

MaJ. Everett G. Griggs. Tacoma, Wash., was a prominent lumberman
visitor in New York last week. Major Griggs was Just back from a long

trip to Europe, where he made a tour by motor. He views the outlook

hopefully.

-•<, BUFFALO >•

The lake lumber receipts of ] i::.7;;."p.(mi(1 lid last season show a falling

oir of about eleven per cent from the previous year, but were nevertheless

ahead of 1011 by several million feet. For some seasons the people who
have brought considerable hardwood lumber into Buffalo by lake have

found mill prices on it so high that they have stood out of the trade pretty
'

nearly. Last year seems to have been more unfavorable than former

years. One concern that bought a tow on purpose to assist in this traffic

scarcely brought anything at all to its own yard and chartered the vessels

out to other parties, all because the East will not pay upper-lake prices

for hardwood lumber.

O. E. Yeager will attend a meeting of the trustees of the National Hard-

wood Lumber .\ssociation ' at Chicago on January 1.3. He states that

Buffalo will make every effort to get the June convention.

T. II. Wall and George Repp of the Buffalo Hardwood Lumber Company,
are spending a couple of w-eeks in Tennessee and Alabama, looking over

mill stocks.

H. A. Stewart has returned from the Pacific coast, where he recently

went on a trip of inspection. He reports that all the lumber interests

there are looking for a boom in the spring.

Hugh and R. D. McLean spent Now Year's at their old home at Thurso,

Que. The former will take a trip this month to the McLean hardwood

mills in the South.

The National Lumber Company reports a pretty good demand for the

middle grades of maple flooring and oak flooring is also selling fairly well

and flooring generally holds firm in price.

W. P. Miller of Miller, Sturm & Miller, .spent a week this month in Ohio

and Pennsylvania, looking after hardwood stocks. The yard has a good

amount of hardwood lumber coming in.

The Erwin Lumber Company, of which George A. Corson is president, is

completing a lumber railroad at Erwin. Tenn., which will be finished this

month. The company's tract is well covered with various hardwoods.

Davenport & Ridley are getting in hardwood stocks from Pennsylvania

and report trade as fair. Business is expected to pick up a good deal

during the present month.
Anthony Miller reports the hardwood trade as rather quiet this month,

but a fair amount of various stocks is being called tor and the yard has

its usual good assortment.

•< PHILADELPHIA >
J. Randall Williams of J. Randall Wiliams & Co., says business for

the whole year has totaled up fairly well, but as to outlook considerable

adjusting to fit the changed tariff and currency bill is necessary before

a reliable pronouncement can be made upon future trading.

J. T. Robinhold, secretary and treasurer of the Woodland Lumber

Company, says business for 1913 panned out better than was anticipated.

Buying will continue to be conservative until spring.

H. G. Parker of Rayner & Parker, reports very good trading the first

eight months of the year, but a falling off in the last four months ; the

total, however, exceeds that of 1912.

W. S. W. Kirby of the Kirby & Hawkins Company, testifies to a fairly

good year, and a promising outlook for 1914. If the railroads succeed in

getting the Increase of five per cent on freight rates to which they are

entitled, they will undoubtedly come into the market for heavy supplies,

and spend millions of dollars in improvements.

Samuel H. Shearer of Samuel H. Shearer & Son, says business for 1913

has held its own, and prospects are for a more robust activity in the

spring.

William P. Shearer has gone to Atkinson, N. C. to look after affairs

at his company's planing mill.

Samuel B. Vrooman of S. B. Vrooman & Co., Ltd., states that 1913

was the best year in the history of the concern. Things are com-

paratively quiet now and the outlook is uncertain.

J. Elmer Troth of the J. S. Kent Company, reports a very lair year in

spite of the numerous obstacles with which it had to contend. The

company is hopeful as to outlook.

John W, Coles has no complaint to make over last year's trading.

There have been interruptions but the average business has been fair.
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llf antklpaC's ouIiii'ki'iI iradini; with llic opcniUK "£ H'l" sprliiK si'nson.

II. ('. Mngnidor. fortufily mnna);i'i- fur thi> ruttun CompHiiy. Is ikhv

established iu the wholesale business for himself with offlee at his lesl

<li'nee. 4tith and Walnut Streets.

.Iii.seph I'. ComeKj-s of the Harkei-Hond Ciunpaii.v, New York and I'hlla-

4lelphla. has been appointed reeelver of the business of llarlierl-Uussell

A I'o.. carried on by Frank and tieorge K. Uayle. Auction sale of the

stock of luiuher was held on Keceniher :W. realizing about .fL'.OOO. Mr.

<'omeBys Is unable to tell Just how much the creditors will realize, as he

Is !U)t yet In possession of the books and some personals.

i;. R. Ilumphriys of Harry Humphreys & Co.. Caiuden. N. J., says I'.il".

has averaged up fairly well with 1011'. Business is quiet Just now ami
nolldni; reliable can be advanced as to outlook.

The annua! meeting and baniiuot of the rhiladelphla Wholesale I.iiiii

l»er IValers" Association was held on .Tanuary .s.

.loseph P. Dnnwoody. the popular lumberman. Is now associated with

the selling department of W. H. Tritz & Co.

The Independence Lumber and Brick Company. Atlantic City. N. .1.. was
^-bartered under New Jersey laws. l»ecemher 2'J. with a capital of $2."i.UtKt.

Fire visited the showcase factory of .lohn .1. McCloskey, IJeceraber '27,

causing damage of several thousand dollars.

.lohn C. Kelley. a veteran carriage builder, died on Decenihir i;4. imid
seventy years. He was a descendant of a family of carriage luiilders whicli

In Colonial days built a vehicle for George Washington,

A tire In the Penn Ui>holstered Furniture Factory, on December I'.s.

caused a damage of about Ji'.OOO.

=-< PITTSBURGH >--

The I'itisliurgh Iiiiliistri;il Ii.v. loiuuini I iiiiniission has secured for

I'ltlsburgh the Fort I'ilt Box Company which will lie located at ICtna. a

North Side suburb. It will manufacture whisky cases, soap boxes, etc.,

nnd will employ 100 men and .jO girls and women.
The Foster Lnmher Compan.v has added to its force David Frampton,

a well known miliman of western Pennsylvania, who will take entire

charge of its mill operations. The company now has sixteen mills cutting

Its own timber and is getting out a big lot of oak and railroad stock.

C. K. Hreitwieser & Co. have secured .T. .\. Walton, formerly manager
of the Standard Lumber & Planing Mill Company, and will handle the

Standard stocks which are manufactured at ICIkhurst. W. Va. It will

make a specialty of oak flooring.

The newl.v organized Dailey & Alii'n Lumber Ciunimny. has gut into

full running gear in Its otflce on the ninth floor of the Farmers Bank
liuildlng. Both members of the company are in the South this week buy-

ing lumber.

II. T. Lincoln, formerly of the old firm of Bemis & Vosburgh. has been
for the past year a partner in the Gibson Lumber Company which is

making fine hardwood lumber at Masontown, W. Va.. on the ilorgan-

town & Kingwood Railroad. The company has ii five year cut of si)lendid

timlier on the Cheat River Gorge.
The Babcock Ltiraber Compan.v has secured S. K. t'u^uis. formerly sales

manager of the Pocahontas Lumber Company of Brookville and Vener,

W. Va., to succeed .T. B. Mitchell in its sales department. Mr. Mitchell

having gone to the Hamilton Ridge Lumber Company where ho will be

sales "manager at Richmond. Va. The Babcock Ccuiiitniiy has also added

O. I'. 'DeWitt. a well-known wholesale lumber il.aler of I'blladelpliia. wlio

"Will be in its sales department.

The Acorn Lumber Company, through its iiresident. II. F. Domoff.

brought hack some splendid orders recentJ.v from eastern and northeastern

territory. It makes a specialty of catering to the manufacturing trade

In that part of the country.

The Abi'rdeen Lumlier Company has got business in the cypress depart-

inetit well tinder way and will have a strong selling organization. Its

president. .1. .N. Woollett. is thoroughly familiar with all the southwestern

stocks and has already made a notable success of handling coitotiwnoii

and gum.

^-< BALTIMORE >
Among visitors here dining ilie lioli.lny we.k wiv K. L. Winclicsler.

<'ham|)ion Fibre Company, Canton, N. C. ; Bert Crockett, .Vile n & Crocki'lt.

Black Mountain, N. C. ; Mr. Dickey, Dickey & Campbell ; C. .1. Diebold.

Forest Lumber Company, Pittsburgh ; Mr. Chambers, Kendrick Lumber
<"ompany of Pittsburgh, and Irwin Clark, the Boico Lumber Company.
Richmond. Va. Some were on their way home to spend a part of tlie

holida.vs. while others had been at headquarters and were making a miil-

hollday trip. .Ml reported quiet, as was to be expected.

Kdward Heal.v, who represents .John L. Alcock & Co. in West Virginia,

with headquarters at Charleston, has gone back to the field of his

activities after a brief vacation spent at home over Christmas. Mr
Uealy stated that toward the end of the year things had quieted down.
though prices were fairly well maintained.

'i\vo of the field men of Richard P. Baer & Co. were also in for the

holidays. One of them was C. F. Williamson, a former Baltimorean. wlio

represents the firm In Ohio and adjacent territory, making his liead-

quiirlers at Columbus, and W. W. Wilhelm. who is located at North
Wllkeshoro. N. C. where the Giant Liimlier Company contlucts operations.

It. P. Baer & Co. handle the outinit of the (Jianl comimny and Mr.
Wilhelm stays on the ground to look after matters. Both visitors have
once more gone back to their rcgul.ir work.

WALNUT
Walnut for Export

Thirty years' experience in the handling of
walnut logs for export enables me to furnish
guaranteed prime quality stock.

1 am constantly iu close personal touch
with the source of supply of export walnut
logs and know exactly what I am getting at

all times. In fact, a number of the best for-

eign houses are taking up my logs on my own
recommendation.
My supply enables me to fill orders of any

size in carload lots without delay.

Highly Figured Walnut
As a result of close personal supervision of

log purchases my stock of highly figured wal-
nut in long wood and stumps contains only
the choicest in figure and curl that can be
found.

All this stock is carefully selected to take
care of a discriminating demand.
My figured stumps are all dressed closely

and when shipped are practically in shape for

the knife.

Youwill lose nothing by trying me on your
next inquiry.

FRANK PURCELL
^^^^=^^^ Kansas City, Mo., U.S.A.

MATHEWS STANDARD

Gravity Lumber Conveyer

Made all steel, ball bearing r

upled together and assembled to form
er which lumber, flooring, dimension
jr per cent grade. Ad.iustable Jacks

proper grade. Light, s

•n In
Trie

<sful
ted on

for
elpt of Info nati

ELLWOOD CITY, PENN.

Branch Factories:
TORONTO. ONT.VKI
LONDON. EN<iI..\M
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(Leading Manufacturers)

OUR SPECIALTY

SI. Francis Basin Red Gum
WE MANUFACTURE

Southern Hardwoods
Gum, Oak and Ash==

J. H. Bonner & Sons
MillH and Olllci'.

Ql'IGI.EY, AKK
rosli.lli< f iuul T<ltKrii|>h Olllfc,

IIKTII, AKK.

ARCHER LUMBER COMPANY
HELENA, ARKANSAS

Manufacturers of

HARDWOODS
SEND US YOUR INQUIRIES

We can furnish your entire

requirements in Hardwoods

OUR SPECIALTY — RED GUM

St. Francis Basin Hardwoods
100,000' 4 4" Ists & 2nds Plain White Oak

100,000' 6 4" No. 1 Common Red Gum

Band Sawn Bone Dry
75 per cent. 14 and 16 feet long

PROMPT SHIPMENT

Geo. G. Brown & Company
Proctor, Ark. ^:"c"^rT& K^pi^

WE OFFER THE FOLLOWING

Band Sawn Stock
600,000 ft. 4 4 Common & Better Sap Gum
200,000 ft. 4 4 Common & Better Red Gum
250,000 ft. 5 4 Common & Better Red Gum
75,000 ft. 6 4 Common & Better Red Gum
50,000 ft. 8 4 Common & Better Red Gum
This stock contains a good percentage of 14'

and 16' lengths and is of excellent widths

W. W. GARY, "'^jr^
HARDWOOD LUMBER AND LOGS

The West Virginia Lumbci' Conipaiiy lias been ninninj; its new mill at

<'li"ylan. W. \a., some twenty miles fi'om Cliailestou, on the Chespeake &
Ohio railroad. lesularly, though, of course, the plant was shut down over

the holidays. The mill Is an eight-foot band, of strictly modern design,

mil has been turning out about 40.000 feet of lumi)er a day.

It seems to be settled that no more wooden block pavements will be

laid in Kaltlmore, the mayor and other municipal officials being opposed
10 that kind of pavement, notwithstanding Jts advantages. Some years

ago the streets around the courthouse were paved with wooden blocks in

order to deaden the noise of vehicle traffic, but as some of the streets

have sharp inclines, they proved almost Impracticable for horses in snowy
vvi'ather. Even during rain storms horses would fall, and It became
necessary to sprinkle sand or ashes during every storm. It is said that

llie city has spent .$1,700 a year for sanding such pavements.

^-< COLUMBUS y-
.1. K. Marquis, a IuiiiImtiumii oi Main iia. ( i.. is the Inventor of a veneep

ilrying machine upon which he has secured a patent. He will organize a
company for the manufacture of the apparatus at Williamstown, W. Va.

F. B. Pryor of the W. M. Eitter Ijumber Company says trade in hard-

woods has been fairly active during the past fortnight. lie says factories

arc the best piu'chascrs at this time. Dealers have Just completed their

inventories and will soon be in the market. Prices are holding up very
well In all grades and varieties of hardwoods.

.1. W. Mayliew of the W. M. Ritter Lumber Company is again conlined

to the hospital by Illness.

It. \V. Morton of the Ritter company left early in .lanuary for a long

business trip in Buffalo territor.y.

.fohn R. Gobey of the concern bearing his name reports a fairly good
demand for hardwoods, with prices holding up well in most particulars,

lie says the prospects for the future look very bright.

•T. W. Rogers a well-known lumberman of Ilattiesburg, Miss., visited

wholesalers in Columbus recentl.v.

I). W. Kerr of the W. L. Whitacre Company left early in .lanuary on

an extended business trip in the South.

.T. A. Ford of the Imperial Lumber Company says trade in hardwoods
is as good as could be expected under the circumstances. There is a good
demand for most varieties and shipments are coming out promptly.

Building Inspector Goodman of Akron, O., estimates that the cost of

proposed buildings to be erected in that city amounts to $2,250,000. .V

large number of new structures are to be erected on Main street. Among
them are the new Union station, a new postoffice building and several

business blocks. *

.V building boom in Columbus is on despite the general business depres-

sion which prevails. John A. Kelly, secretar.v of the Columbus Builders'

and Traders' Exchange, says that new buildings are projected which will

cost more than .$8,000,000.

.According to the statement of Inspector Dauben of the Columbus build-

ing department, jicrmits issued during the year totaled $5,508,400 which
is almost $1,000,000 more than the valuation for 1012. The year 101.3

was the largest in the history of the department. The month of Decem-
ber was a record breaker as permits valued at $4.32,550 were Issued as

compared with $157,473 in December of the previous year. The total

number of permits issued in 1913 was 38SS as compared with 2656 in 1012.

Collin Ford has been appointed receiver for the John Deitz Manufactur-
ing Company of Cincinnati.

F. A. Keil of Dunbridge, C, has purchased a site in Bowling Green,

O., upon which he will erect a planing mill and lumber sheds.

The Throop-Martin company of Columbus has leased the property at

1.30-140 East Chestnut street for offices and factory for Its door and sash

concern.

A number of lumber concerns in Ohio are going to carry their own
insurance under the Ohio workmen's compensation law instead of paying
into the general fund a certain percentage on their semi-annual payrolls.

The Clay Tie & Lumber Company of Chillicothe. O.. has been incor-

porated with a capital stock of $5,000 to deal in lumber of all kinds and
railroad ties. The incorporators are Harvey Clay, William R. Snyder.

Lillian F. Sn.vder, Sallie S. Herrnstein and William Herrnstein.

The Harris Lumber Company of -Dillonvale. 0., has filed papers with
the secretary of state Increasing its capital stock from $.30,000 to $75,000.

The Kinney Lumber Company of Orrville. C, has been incorporated

with a capital stock of $42,000 to carry on a general lumber business.

The Incorporators are Angeline Kinney, Eugene L. Kinney, Fred W.
Kinney, Ralph .\. Kinney and T. A. Kinney.

Upon the application of the Franklin Construction & Supply Company,
made through its attorney, M. L. Bigger, Judge Frank F. Rathmell of

the county courts, recently appointed E. N. Paul receiver of the Sciotio

Box Company of Columbus.
The Benn Lumber Company is the latest addition to the lumber con-

cerns in Cincinnati, the officers of the company, being Ben Rubenstein,

president ; E. O. Robinson, vice-president and F. W. Mowbra.v, secretary-

treasurer. E. O. Rol>inson and F. W. Mowbray are members of the Mow-
bray & Robinson Company and are experienced and widely known hard-

wood men. Mr. Rubenstein is from London. England, and has represented

the Great Eastern Timber Company of London, in this country for several

years. The new concern will manufacture and deal in hardwood lumber.

The bulk of this lumber will be exported.
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=-< INDIANAPOLIS >
Mr. and Mrs. 1- rod i . liarcliiir luiv.' nimr lo I'lorldu (or tin- wintci-.

.Mr. Ganlncr Is troasuror of E. C. Alklns & Co.

Till' corporation of the Coll)urn-Bal08 Lumber Company, Goodland. has
boon dissolved.

BuildhiK opi'rallons In the clt.v dnriuR lOl.") aggregated $0,301,973, as

compared with ?n.l.">0,407 In 1012. Substantial gains were made In

frame and llreproof con.stnictlou.

On tile night of .lanuary 1. the planing mill of the Brooksldc Lumber
Companj- was destroyed by lire, presumably of Incendiary origin. Tln'

loss was about $l>'i.OOO. partially covered by insurance. The mill will be

rebuilt.

Paul O. ISrown. buyer for the Talge Mahogany Company, Iia.s relmued
from a six months' trip to Africa. Mr. Brown bought a large cargo of

mahogany logs direct from the natives.

The resignation of Kred .1. Trenck, export manager for E. C. Atkins &
Co.. has been announced. .Mr. Trenck and his father, John W. Treuck.

will engage in another line of business.

W. W. Knight of the Long-Knight Lumber Company, and Jlrs. Knight
have returned from a ten days' visit with relatives in LeRoy, N. Y.

The marriage of .Tohn 11. Guy and Miss Gerda Sebbeleu of Laporte took

place in New York City. December 31. Mr. Guy is financial vice-president

of the M. Rumely Compan.v. Mr. and Mrs. Guy will reside in Laporte.

With a loss of approximately SlOO.OtJO. most of the plant of the Indi

ana Veneer and Lumber Company. JMonou railway tracks and Twenty-
third streets. Indianapolis, was destroyed by fire on the night of IJeccml).^

22. The Are. starting in the center of the dimension room is believed to

liave been caused by an Incendiar.v. The southeast wing of the plant

and the office, in a separate building, together with several piles of lum-
ber and logs, were saved. The company makes a specialty of white oak
veneer, and expects to rebuild.

The clt.v oflieials have agreed to recotnmond the amendment of a section

of the new building code that has aroused a protest from llie hardwood
ititerests and manufacturers of interior trim. .\s passed, the code requires

metal doors, sash and trim in all fireproof structures, at the same time

requiring ail sciiools. hospitals and apartment houses three stories or

more in lieighth and all other buildings more than one hundred feet higli

lo be fireproof. The amendment will limit the requirement ^or metnl sasli.

doors and trim above the one hundred foot line.

=-< MEMPHIS >-
The annual of the Tinlu Darrel St:ivr Manufatturers' Association will

br held here .January 20-21. This is the first of the big conventions that

will be staged in Jfemnhis during the winter. The sessions will be held

at the Hotel Chisca. It is expected that there will be about 12.1 delegates

In attendance. Max Lowry of New Orleans is president of the association

and K. H. Defebaugh of Chicago is secretary-treasurer. The annual of

this association will be closely followed by that of the Hardwood Manu-
facturers' Association of the United States, which will convene on

.lanuar.v 21-22.

Lee Wilson, head of Lee \\'ilson & Co.. prominent manufacturers and
<listribiiters of iiardwood lumber, with lieadquarters at Memphis and mill-

ing Interests chiefly in Arkansas, has bought for himself and associates

about .$300,000 worth of the levee bonds authorized by the last legislature

of .Arkansas. This transaction is regarded as of more than passing impor-
tance for the reason that it places at the disposal of the St. Francis Levee
Board sufficient funds to enable the latter to proceed with the strengthen-
ing of the levees under its control and the bringing of these embankments
to a standard that will prevent breaks such as have proven quite disastrous
hi'retofiu-e. Leo Wilson & Co. and some of the other big hardwood lumber
interests own extensive tiniberland holdings and conduct large milling
operations in the territory protected by the levees in question, with thi'

result that the importance of this movement is evident.

There has been considerable correspondence betiveen the bi.g lumber
lompanles which were reeentl.v heavily fined b.v the supreme court of
Missouri and ordered to leave the state, and the secretary of the Business
Men's Club. The latter has extended to these companies a warm invitation
to come to Memphis and make this their future home, dwelling at leugtli

on the advantages offered by this center. Secretary Tuther has further
advised these companies that if they do not know enough about Memphis
as a lumber center to satisfy themselves that this is the place for them
to come he is willing to u.se the machinery of the club to compile such
data as they may desire for their further enlightenment. That this invita
tlon Is being duly considi'red by some of these companies Is quite evident
from the letter received from the Lewis Warner Saw Mill Company or
St. Louis, to the effect that "We will be sure to give Memphis due con-
sideration, as we recognize its many points of advantage and as we an-
not unmindful of the pleasant features of the city's social life." Thi>
Business Men's {lub will continue Its activities in this direction until
these companies have either located here or decided upon some other
point as their future home. .

E. H. Ewinir. formerly manager of the E. H. Ewlng Lumber Company,
whose plant was recently destroyed by fire at Ileber Springs. .\rk.. has
made plans for the establishment of a wagon factory at that point, and
this will be placed in operation shortly. Agriculfural implemenis, too,
will be manufactured. Earle Briee and Louis Thompson arc associated

Our Corps of Inspectors
Intelligent! Highly Trained!

Conscientious!

is assurance that you will get
what your order calls for

when you buy Gum from us

Himmelberger-Harrison Lumber Company
Cape Girardeau, Missouri

Baker-Matthews Manufacturing Go.
Sikeston, Mo.

Band Sawn
Southern Hardwoods

SPECIALTIES

RED GUM, PLAIN OAK
SEND US YOUR ^^WQUIRIES

Quartered Red Gum
Plain and Quartered Gum, Two Years on Sticks

4/4", 5, 4", 6/4" and 8/4" Thicknesses

3 No. 1 Common
and Better Soft Elm Dry

Mark H. Brown Lumber Company
Hardwood Manufacturers Mounds, Ark.

-Miles West of .Memphis, Tenn.

MILLER LUMBER
Marianna, Arkansas

CO.

We offer for shipment during the next six
months, at the rate of a car or two per
week. 25 to 50 cars No. 1 and No. 2 Common
Gum SIS 9 16" thick. We are also in posi-
tion to furnish for prompt shipment 4 4 to
8 4 1st & 2nd and No. 1 Common Red Gum.

YOUR INQUIRIES SOLICITED

.„^.'i
*"*"? k'*Y" ,'l°'''5,V

^""'^ percentage 14 and 16- lengths. Modernequipment backer! by 25 years' practical experience is 5ur guarantee
woo''rt°Vn™h''"'"'"f ?' ''"r °l^^^^-

"'"^ """' manufacture other hard!wood lumber and box shocks.
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Harris Manufacturing Company
Johnssn City, Tennessee

"Harris" Hardwood Flooring
and Lumber

Bluestone Land & Lumber Company
MA>rTACTl KEKS

WEST VIRGINIA HARDWOODS
Soft White Pine, Oak, Poplar, Chestnut, Hemlock

ii«Dd s»««i siock RIDGWAY
PENNSYLVANIA

MEMPHIS

W&ole^ale Manufacturers and Erporter*

RED GUM
SAP GUM

COTTONWOOD
CYPRESS

ASH
PLAIN OAK

^ I, /- J J TL- u QUARTERED OAK
All Crades and I hicknesses ^ HICKORY

W e make a tpetialty of mixed car* SOFT ELM
SYCAMORE

YANDEN BOOtSTfflSON LUIBEK COIPAMY

liiifictirers SnOen liNwttds

Ash a
ifempUs Teuessee

TIMBER ESTIMATES
EEPOBTS IKCLrDED

TOPOGRAPHICAL MAP. DETAIL ESTIMATES A WKITTEN REPORT

GARDNER & HOWE
ENGINEEP.S

Clarence W. Griffith ^'Vt^^r'LaiS'^'-' Memphis, Tenn.

^̂ /

rialed with Mr. Ewing in this new enterpris»>. which will make use of rod

and white oak as well as hickory on a pretty large scale.

The McGehi-e Lumber Company. Mc<;ehee. Ark., is making preparations

for the opening of an office at Fort Smith. Ark. When present plans are

completed the branch office at Fort Smith will have direct connection with

the main establishment at M': ^

=•< BRISTOL >=
The R. E. Wood Lumber rVtrnpany of Baltimore has begun operation at

Earharts. seven miles south of Bristol on the Virginia & Southwestern

railway, where the company has purchased a large area of hardwood

timber, constructed a logging railroad and erected a band mill.

The plant of the Bristol Door t Lumber Company is closed down for a

few days on account of the annual taking of stock.

Powell Brothers Lumber Company has purchased a tract of timber near

Coeburn. Va.. and will at once install a mill.

The Clinchland Timber Corporation, which a few weeks ago purchased

an area of 2:;.0OO acres of virgin hardwood timber in Scott county. Vir-

ginia, has sold a section of it to the Dungannon Lumber Company, which

has begun cutting.

J. E. WilkinsJjn has purchased a large tract of timber near Chestnut

Uidge. Sullivan county. Tennessee. He was here last week from Dublin.

^ a., arranging to install a.mill and begin the development of the property.

Managers of the Bristol offices of eastern hardwood concerns report a

j'K)d year's business and a splendid outlook for 1914.

A severe blizzard struck this sec-tion on the heels of the new year and
-till ha.s it in its grip. As a result many mills are temporarily idle, but

will resume operations as soon as possible.

Horace Guynn of Pennsylvania has purchased a 14.000-acre tract of

tiardwood timberland in Wythe cotinty. Virginia, from W. S. Berger,

' umberland. Md.. and will install mills for the development of the property.

W. S. Whiting. Asheville. X. C. was a recent visitor on the Bristol

market. He is doing an extensive wholesale hardwood business at Ashe-

ville.

The National Lumber Company. Concord. X. C. has purchased the

properties of the Snow Lumber Company and will increase the output of

the operations.

The Stone-Huling Lumber Company is installing new machinery in the

large Wilkinsop mill on the Southern railway in this city, which it

r-cenily pnrcha.sed. and will put it in operation soon.

The erection of lookout towers in the section of the .Appalachian Forest

Reserve east of Bristol has been begun by the government. The first

T'^iwer has been completed and gives a view of the government lands for

many miles. The purpose of the towers is to oversee the lands and pre-

vent fire. They will be connected by telephones and in charge of govern-

ment foresters.

The Dione Lumber Company of this city has begun operations in eastern

Kentucky, where the company has purchased a good-sized area of hard-

wfxxl timber. Irving Whaley has gone there to give his personal attention

TO the operations.

-< LOUISVILLE >-
Th'- Louisville Hardw.or] rii,i, i,<:ir.l ;)ii :ii]ur-« on The Income Tax"

December 30. R. A. McDowell, a Io<al attorney, r'-ading a paper on the

>ubject. The paper dealt principally with the mode of collection of the

tax. The week before the club heard L. B. Finn, chairman of the .State

Railro.id Commission, on the proposed bill enlarging the powers of that

body, and so has been kept well informed of matters of current interest.

On account of the date being inconvenient for a number of its mem-
l.ers. who bad made previous engagements, the Louisrille Hardwood Club
was unable to acc-ept the invitation of the Evansville. Ind.. Lumbermen's
Club to attend its dinner-danc-e .January 6.

The office of G. D. Crain. .Tr.. secretary of the LouLsville Hardwwjd
Club, has tje^n moved from the Keller Building to the Starks Building,

the latter being the newest and finest of Louisville skyscrapers.

The Louisville police notified the lumber trade recently that a man
giving the name of .lohn W. Arnold had been operating in southern cities

ant] defrauding lumbermen out of money advanced on bills of lading pur-

orting to represent lumbfr shipment.s. but alleged to have been forged.

lie company he is said to have attempted to represent is the Pico Lumber
'mi>any «f I'ara. Brazil. Xone of the local concerns has been visited

• this man. it is believed.

Lumbermen learned with regret that the project to merge the coro-

<-rcial organization!; of JxiniKTille into one strong central body has been

>andoned on account of the opposition of the Louisville Board of Trade.

Legislation affecting the lumbermen, which will be considered at the
irrent sessif.n of the legislature, which began its mw-ting .January 6.

i.fludes a workmen's compensation bill: a measure to increase the author-

y of the State Railroad Commission: changes in the tax system: com-
ilsory reports of accidents in manufacturing establishments, and regi»-

; ation of all manufacturing concemB with the commissioner of .\grl-

ilture.

Edward W. Hines. well-known to lumbermen on account of having

presented local concerns in Interstate Commerce Commission cases, has
• en appointed attorney to the commission, effective .January 1. and has

;iken up his new duties. The law business will be carried on by his

•-artner. Van Nt.rroan. son of A. E. Xorman of the Norman Lumber Com-
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Cortis J. KraDk. who ha* i»>«-n »nih the Ohio Rit«T ~ ioy

In an <>i#cutiTe ••pacity for th» past y^ar. ha« r«5lpi«tl ite

in California. He 1-ft for the We-.t a few w^vks agn. M - not

decided whether he wIJi engage in the lumber bastnesa '>r nr.-r another

line.

Th>> LoulsTllie Veneer Mills plans to develop its lomber bnsines!. and
will enlar^ the stocks of Inmlier o^rried on its yard, bax^n? ^^ w**[l as

r»'strictinB its operations to the pn^duct of its bandmilL Gns Smith will

be in charge of this feature of the company's operations.

The sawmill of J. R. Powell at Stanford. Ky.. was burned recently

with a loss of *T<XIO.

The Bell-r.igg^hal Box Company has chansed its name to the Embry
!>...i Company. No ctianse in the personnel of those connected with the

ncem is contemplated. Harry W. Embry is general mAna^r. holding

a- position of secretary and treasurer.

The New Alliany. Ind.. Vene.>rins Company has enlnr;ed its capacity

y the addition of a considerable amount of new machinery. The enuip-

ment in the giue-trH'tm and in the finishing department has been increased.

while drying facilities have also been enlarsed. E. T. Knight is president

and ^neral manager.
Tb>: Sffusel Box Company has purchased 3T0O acres of timber near

Hi'-kaian. K,v.. where it operates a iarse sawmill and veneer mill. The
price paid was reported to be Jll".l-><>>. The tract will be togsred at once.

The Jones-Savase Lumber Company h.^< I.e..n ..reanizi^d at Wilmorv. Ky .

with a capitalization oi" SS'X'"

V\' R I T E US

=-< ST. LOUIS >=
Fianires o'^mpleted h.v Building Commissioner McKelvey. show that 191.".

' as a poor building year in ^t. Louis in comparison with 1912. In 19i:>.

^ .02 buildin? permits were issued, the cost of construction and alteration

laling $15,340,112. In 1912. S.-'WS permits were issued and the opera-

ns amoanted to S2<5.t>S5.S03. Two buildings pot up in the last year
i-ount for $3.o»t0.000 of the years total. The Railway Exchange build-

in? is credited with $2.00<).00<) and the Monward building with Sl.oOO.tXK".

In IVcember. 1913. permits for 24ij new building to cost S616.150 and
2*i permits for alterations amountina to $154.0)s*; were issued. In
IVcember. 1912. 479 permits totaling Jl.rtoS.i^X" were aranted.

The St. Louis Lumber Company's branch yard at 2350 Chouteau avenue.
was damaged JH'.OtW and adjoining structures suffered nominal losses in

>. lire which broke out in the dressed lumber warehouse at half past five.

N-w Years afternoon. The origin of the fire is not known as the yards
ind offices were closed and there were no electric wires in the warehouse
which might have caused the ignition.

The Hooton Hardwo«id Luml>er Company, has given up its offices in the

Wright building and has more*! the headquarters of the company t-j T-rr**

Haute. Ind.. from which p^'iut th.^ nusin.^ss will ^e 0':'n.ii!-
'

=< ARKANSAS >-
On December 27 the dry kiln and thirty.nine truckloads of lumber at the

plant of the Pulaski Cooperage Company, one and one-half miles northwest
-?, Little Rock, were destroyed by fire, entailing a loss of about $10.0«K>.

; le amount of insurance carried by the company has not yet been learned.

is said that the dry kiln will be rebuilt by the company at once.

-\cvording to Deputy Commissioner of Labor M. J. McMahon. the strike

among the coopers at Parag^iuld has not .vet been successfully terminated.

as heretofore stated. Mr. McMahon states that he has been for several

weeks attempting to bring about a successful termination of the differences

between the strikers and the manufacturers, but without success. The
former employes are now asking for an Increase In wages as well as
"">>i|:nition of their union. Both of these the operators are refusing.

. !.• c<impanies involved are the Pekin Stave Company. Wrape Brothers
>>perage Com[>any and W. T. Hasty & Sons. It is said, however, that
-.* c\>ncems ar»' at present operating with independent employes.

.\ few weeks ago forty criminal pr\<secutions were instituted in the cir-

:n court of Ouachita »'\>unty. Camden. .\rk.. against the Grayson Lumber
Compan.v. charging it with violating the provisions of the ten-hour law
by working the employes at this sawmill for more than ten hours a day.

These suits were Anally ivnpromised on January 2 by allowing the com-
pany to plead guilty to two of them, paying a fine of $25.(H> and costs in

each i-ase. the remaining thirty-eight cases being dismissed. These ar<'

the only pn>secutions. so far as is known, brought in the state. Commis-
^i->ner f'lary stales that it is not his intention to have the companies prose-

):"d for the past violations of the law. but to Insist on the strict com-
lant'e with the law fr\>m now on.

T. E. Mounts. manag«-r of the l^qua Handle and Manufacturing Com-
pany's plant at Osceola, .\rk.. was on December 22 named as agent for

aervice for the company in .Vrkansas, The main offices of the l"i>|ua

company are at Plqua. Ohio.
Charles F. Cunningham of Uttle Rock, fonneriy engaged io the stav.-

business at this pla>v. was on Pecvmt»er IS appointed to the office of

deputy insuram^' commissioner by l_ L. Coffman. auditor of state, to

suco>^ Henry C. McCain, resigned. Mr. Cunningham, aside from his
reputation as a stave manufacturer, has been prominent in the city

administration here for the past several years, during which time he has
been a member of the aldermanlc council from the sixth ward.

-\. K. iloodnight. manager of the Batesville Excelsior Company at Bates-
vllle. .Vrk.. has n>cently announced that the new machinery to be installed
In the company's new plant has arrived. The company's plant was burned

Gum
Oak Elm
COTTOVWOOD CTPKESS

"r~ FrRxrrrRE dixi:>»io>* STr AMORE TXLXOW PCNX

Licking River Lomber
Company

114 Dean Bldg.
F^OR RRICES Sontli Bead. tatfiai

TheWhite Lake Lumber Co.
Peoples Gas Bid?.. CHICAGO. ILL.

Northern and Southern Hardwoods
C.\R STOCK

WHITE PLNE i'ELLOW PD«E
Bigh Quality—Prompt Dehcer-j

WE WANT TO MOVE AT ONCE
50 M ft. S 4 Ists & 2iids Hard -Maple

73 .M ft. S 4 .No. 1 Commoa Hard Maple

Send M
mmr iiut%irie4

5 cars 4 4 No. 3 Common Baaa^voodi

1 car 12 4 Log Run Soft Elm

THE QUALITY OF YOUR

VENEERS
\ '^ur profits depend largely on econom-

ical production, and uniformly cut veneers
lessen the cost of production.

Our employes are experienced, our
machiner\- modem, and we use the best
selected !ogfs in Mahogany. Circassian

Walnut and Quartered Oak.

Therefore, we will furnish you with ab-
solutely uniform and bone dry sliced or
sawed veneers that your men can handle
with a minimum outlay of tiriie and labor.

This Means Money in Your Pocket

We will welcome you to our plant
(which is so modem it's worth coming: to
see") or we will send a representative with
samples, on request.

Fred W. Black Lumber Co.
2245 S. Crawford .\ve. Chicago. 111.
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Northern Timber
Price Record

ISod—J^t'leL'teil White Hme. luitluns; to 51 per acre.

lS7(i—Selected Wli'te Pine, nothing to S5 per acre.

ISSO—Fair White and Norway Pine. SIO to S7 5

per acre. Hardwoods, demand light at nominal prices.

iSyo—Fair White and Norway Pine $2.50 to $S
per thousand feet. A better call for hardwoods at

higher prices. Light demand for hemlock.

-l')oo—White and Norway Pine timber S4 to SlO
per thousand feet; hardwoods 50 cents to Sl.5u pei

thousand, hemlock, 2 5 to 7 5 cents per thousand.

1910—White and Norway Pine, grouped as

"Northern Pine" S7 to Si 5 per thousand feet: hard-

woods §2 to S7; hemlock $1.5o to ?2.50.

Regardless of when northern timber was bought, it

yielded the buyer a good profit.

The history of northern timber values is being
repeated in other sections.

James D. Lacey & Co.
Timberland Factors

Chicago, 111., 1750 McCormick Building
Portland, Ore., 1107 Spalding Building

Seattle, Wash., 1009 White Building

fl Fitzgibbons & Krebs Patent Ele-

vated Traveling Derrick propels itself

on 28-ft. gauge track.

^ No guy wires.

fl Write to O. M. Krebs, Mallory

Branch, Memphis, Tenn., or to P. F.

Fitzgibbons, Chattanooga, Tenn., for

pamphlet fully illustrating and explain,

ing the derrick.

Also ask for list of users.

aliout throe or fmir weeks ago, entailing a loss of aliout .$"J."i.OOO. witli no

iiisiiraiice. The liDilding has been rebuilt and the new machinery will lie

installed at once.

K. II. lOwing. I'li-merly manaiiPr of the K. II. Kwing Lumber Company
of Ileber Spiings. .\rli.. whose plant was destroyed by Hie a few weeks
aRO, Is now at the liead of a new goneern that will establish a new Industry

in thai city. The ni>\v company, composed of Mr. KwInK, Karl Brice and
Lewis Thompson, lias recently purchased the old (iardiner gin plant and
proposes to convert it into a wagon and implement facttn-y. The new
Industry will utilize the almost ini'Xbausllble supply i>f while oak and
oilier hardwoods in that section. Tlie machinery for the new plant has
been purchased and will be on the ground in a few days, at which time the

work (^r installing it will be begun.

.VcciM'ding to the report of thi' Iiiiled Slalis Cinsus liur.-'an. Arkansas
Ir'iids all the states of the fnion In llie prodiiclion of red gum. for the

.vear l!)!.". The total number of f<'et for the Tniled Stales is given at

(>!I4.200.000 feet, and Arkansas' part is placed at :ill.020.000 feet.

It is said that the movement for the lumbermen's excursion, making a

liiiir of .\rkansas and visiting the large mills of the slate, is again to be

revived by the .Vrkansas Lumbermen's Club. The plan now is to take the

trip in the early spring. President C. .\. Bnshner plans within the next

ftnv dSys to appoint a special committee to look into the excursion project

and arrange for the week's schedule. This trip will be participated in

by both hardwood and yellow pine manufacturers, and through it they

expect to gain much information concerning tlie other fellow's method of,

opi-rating mills. They wiW also devote a considerable part of their time
and attenlion to colonization work and plans for selling cut-over timber-

lands.

> WISCONSIN ^=

/^>^ '^''- " '
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l>l(ls. It win l)c Hioi-pd nt Iho roipst

l". Mi'N'augliton was in chorse of tlu'

not bi'in sold liocaiise of the

prodact laboratory nt Mn<)lsoi

station.

OroK-lns out of a ftri' in wliirli Ills mill and lumber wore destroyed,

K. I. rinch of Dunlmr has llli>d a suit nsainst the Minuenpolls. St. I'luil &
Snult Sto. Marie railroad in the Marinette circuit courl. Pinch alleges

the railroad allowed refuse to aeenniulale along Its right of way and the

suhse(|ni>nt Imrning of the refuse. Also that the fire started from sparks

from a locomotive. The tot.al asked is ?:!.0.'!.«i.

The .lolin H. Kaiser Lumber Company. Kau Claire, has sent seventy-

live additional men ro the woods to assist in the worli of skidding logs

to the parallel tracks on which they are hauled from the woods by steam.

The method of logging renders the loggers independent of the season, a-;

logs can lie hauled as readily during the summer as during the winter.

The s.islem has been in the cotirse of construction for the past two years

and the completed parts have proven very successful. With the old

system of hauling the logs on sleighs with horses the company wn>^

required to employ a crew of some ^ieven hundred men during the winter

months. Now there are aiiout i:'.." men engaged all year around.

The Minneapolis. Merrill & Marinette Railway Company, a newcom. i-

into the lumbering country of northern Wisconsin, recently noted as beinu

organized, has amended ils articles of incorporation. The original articles

provided for a line from M'Mrill northwest to Prentice, the new terms
providing for a line from Merrill to Antlgo.

The right of Indians who have been extended citizenship l>y the govern-

ment to sell their land grants after the allotment on reservations and
liefore the secretary of the interior issues the patents perfecting owner-

ship is involied in a test case heard by Judge Geiger in the United States

district court at Milwaukee and taken under advisement. The case is

being conducted against August Anderson, a wealthy lumberman of

northern Wisconsin. Man.v thousand acres and millions of dollars ulti-

mately may be affected b.v the outc-ome of this suit, the first of its kind

instituted l).v the government seeking to enforce return to the Indians

without cost of all lands sold before issuance of the patents. In reclaim-

ing the timberlands for the Indians the government will void the sales

to lumber interests. The case will likely find its way into the United
Slates supreme court.

The .\rpin Hardwood Company of Stevens Point lias libd an aiiiend

ment to its articles of incorporation increasing its capital stock frinii

.«:;no.0()0 to $600,000.

The II. liarkow Company of Milwaukee has been in(c>rponited with

S40.000 capital stock. The concern manufactures wagons at l'i."i :\Iil-

waukee street. 11. liarkow. Fred liarkow and William Harki>\v are named
incorporators.

The Oberbeok llrotliers ]\Ianul'act\iring Corapan.v of Grand ICapids has

made a change in the firm name and will now be known as the Ahda-
wagam Furniture Company. The new name is a literal translation of

"Two Rapids" into the Chippewa tongue. The change was made because

of a reorganization of the concern and also to avoid errors in shipments

and mailing of matter for this company, which often iirst goes to Grand
Rapids, Mich.

The Gagen Lumber and Cedar Company, recently organized at Gagen.
Wis., has purchased the complete sawmill plant of the Minneapolis Cedar
and Lumber Company at Gagen. The purchase includes tlie townsite, saw
and planing mill, steam log hauler and equipment, general store and
timber stumpage. The concern has started logging operations and will

begin operating tlio sawmill early in the sprin,g. The mill and general

offices of the concern are located at Gagen. and a Minneapolis office at

.^12 laimber Kxchan.ge. Minneapolis. Minn. The company is incorporated

for Sli.l.OOO capital. The owners are William Miller and H. Hauser of

Minneapolis. Minn. : F. II. Piehl and R. C. Luedke. Gagen : and F W. and
W. F. Piehl. Seymour. Wis.
The Oconto Compan.v at Oconto has a crew of twent.v-five men at

work in and around its big mill cii'iining up in preparation to making
extensive improvements. Old mtichinery is being removed and replaced

by modern, and the capacity increased to facilitate the sorting and
manufacture of lumber. William lieaudin is in charge of the work,

which will retinire a large force of carpenters throughout the winter.

'I'he Ilolt Lumber Company has undertaken similar improvements, the

<-rew- being in charge of F. P. Ferguson.
The Keitli & lilies Lumber Company at Crandon will start up its saw-

mill within a few days. The mill has been thoroughly overhauled and
improvements made. The company has had a large' force of men in tlie

woods for the past three months and has several million feet of logs reaily

to load on cars on llie logging railroad.

The large new dry kiln of tin Menasha Wooden Ware Company at

Ladysmith. which has been comph'lid for some timi'. Is now in operation.

Fifteen additional men are employed in this department.

The W. II. Rogers Lumber Company of .Nashville has sold nil the

lumber that it will cut this season to Brown Brothers Lumber 4'nini)aiiy

of Rhinelander. The Rogers company recently purchased five forties of

tlmbrrland at Dry Lake, near its logging railroad.

The American Parlor Frame Company of Sheimygan has iuslalbd a

new automatic sprinkler system in its plant. The work was done by the

American Sprinkler Company of Cleveland, O.

The Ilatton Lumber Company of New JjOndon closed down its big

sawmill during the holidays for repairs to the mill and the log slip pre-

paratory to the winter season's run. Except those employes who wished

Triangle Brand
White Oak Flooring

Perfectly dried and worked

Made from our own timber from

'^f\
one boundary, insuring uniform

,U\ color and texture; manufactured
at our new hardwood flooring

plant.

Our Specialty : Quarter-sawed White Oak Flooring
Thicknesses: fs" and 13/16" Standard Widths

Inquiries Solicited Quick Shipments Gu

YELLOW POPLAR LIMBER CO., Coal Orove, Ohio

Kentucky Lumber Company
MANUFACTURERS

POPLAR, PLAIN AND QUAR-
TERED OAK, RED AND SAP
GUM, ASH, CHESTNUT, BASS-
WOOD, HEMLOCK. WHITE PINE

Mills at

Bumside, Ky. Williamsburg, Kj .

Isola, Miss.

Sales Office

Cincinnati, O.

SAWYER QOODMAN CO.
MARINETTE. WIS.

Mixed Cars of Hardwood, Bass-

wood, White Pine and Hemlock,
Cedar Shingles and Posts

We make a specialty of White Pine Beveled Siding and

White Pine Finish and Shop and Pattern Lumber

The Tegge Lumber Go.

High Grade
Northern and Southern

Hardwoods and Mahogany

Specialties
OAK, MAPLE, CYPRESS, POPLAR

Milwaukee, Wisconsin
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start Somewhere
No ])r()iK)Nil ion I'iiii \>f jiccunilcly li-iiii-i'd (int.

unless a stai-tiii^ ])oiiit is fii-st c-stalilishcd.

Did you ever cncounttT a nuiii who professed

that he was entirely satistieil witli Ins IuimIxt

kiln di-ying results?

Will not even the expert tell you that oeea-

sionally his lumber eonies through his kilu just

rif^lil—the next time it is too green-^the next

time it is too dry—the next time that it is

cheeked, warped or honeycombed?
There is a reason for it.

I'sually it is not the fault of the dry kiln.

How can it be expected that woods of vari-

ous texture, various thickness or at various

stages of air dryness can be subjected in a kiln

to the same heat, the same ventilation, the same
duration of time and accomplish uniformly sat-

isfactory results?

It is an impossibl(> i)ro])osition.

START SOMEWHERE.
Start with hunber that is uniform in texture

and dryness through and through.

The solution of all lumber-dryiug difficultit

is the employment of

cure
LUMBER

//

TRADE MARK

This is limiber treated witli steam under pressure in

the Kraetzer Patented Preparator.
Lumber tliat has been treated in this apparatus is

fit for the kiln, whether it be 30 days old, 60 days old,

or si.x months old; is delivered without check, split, stain,

warp or other seasoning defects, and is of an uniform
and mellow texture and color.

This lumber can be satisfactorily kiln-dried in the

simplest form of a kiln in one-third of the time that

ordinary air-dried lumber requires.

The kUn will deliver this lumber as it received it,

save for dryness.

Its milling qualities will be vastly improved, as also

its strength and elasticity.

The big loss in shrinkage will be avoided.
Furniture or interior finish made of Kraetzer-cured,

kiln-dried wood will hold its glue joints, stay where it

is put, and the shrinkage and swelling, even under vio-

lent atmospheric changes, is almost nil.

It will take filler and even Vater stains without per-

ceptible raising of the grain.

We will cheerfully supply the names and addresses
of all lumber manufacturers who employ the Kraetzer
Preparator, naming the kinds of woods they produce.
Buy one car of steam treated lumber, handle it

through your kilns and into your finished product, and
you will be convinced that you cannot afford not to use
Kraetzer-cnred lumber.

The same desirable results can be achieved on ordi-

nary air-dried lumber with a Preparator as an adjunct
to your dry kiln.

The Kraetzer Company
537 S. Dearborn St., CHICAGO

10 lake a vucullon (luilug this time, tin' mi-n weii' employed on otlier

work while Improvements were under way. With the opening of the uilll

lioth day and ni^jht shifts will be put on anil provide inany laborers wltl>

wnik throuKlioul the winter.

A deal has been consummated iit I'mt .Mkiusoii liy which the .lames

MMiuil'noliirluj! Company has taken ov.r ilie wafoii works of I.audgraf &
Waiidschnei<ler on South Water and Cooper streets, 'riic .lames company
only shortly erected a large addition, but It Is again in need of additional

room and so took over the wagon works. The former owners will be
connected with the .lames concern.

Oshkosii lumbering concerns have lieen closed ilnriiii; tb.' iiMial annual

period to make repairs .ind Improvements and take inventories. The
I'alne f.umber Company closed for a longer period than usual, with two-

thirds of the employes laid off. The Diamond Match Company Is planning

a. large llrepreof addition, approximately tJ."> by 110 feet and four stories

high. Tile I!. .McMillen Company is making improvements to its plant.

The Kosler-Lothman Company is considering einiipping its plant to

manufacture veneered doors. W'ork will be resumed in full force shortly.

The W'achsmuth Lumber Company recently closi-d a sueei'ssful and the

longest si-ason in the history of its niill :ii liaylielii. Kight steady-

months of work was tlie l!)i:i record.

The Hardwood Market

=-< CHICAGO >.

Local lumljermen have not been ulilr lu dLtermiue in the fi.\v days since

the closing of the old year whether or not there is real justification Id

the optimistic predictions that were expressed in December regarding the

new year's business. The situation continues to Ire quiet, but of course

this is only the natural condition of altairs as in but few eases have the

affairs of the consuming factors been entirely straightened out along

the new routes and they have not been doing much within the last week

or ten days even in current business on lumber for immediate use. The
majority of the local trade, however, seem to think that the tone of the

inquiries regarding stock is a little more favorable than it has been and

are taking hope from this indication. It is impossible to tell of any

distinct developments in the local market other than to state that the

general tone is really favorable and the expres.sed opinion of the majority

of local hardwood men is that within the next two or three weeks the con-

dition of trade in Chicago will be noticeably improved.

=-< NEW YORK y.
Sinee the passing of tie- eurreney l>ill a linpefiil, opiimistie iitmosphei-e

pervade.; the business world, but al this writing tbei-e an- li-ss stable indi-

cations of improvement in the lumber market. There are few. however,

who do not feel that better times are on the way. if not at hand, and a

steady, slow return to brisk trading is looked and hoped for rather than

a sudden rush of business. The money market, which has been so tight

for the past halt year, is sure to become easier, and with this a better

building activity is bound to come, and consequently a bettfr demand for

lumber. Local yards report only a small volume of business, while the

manufactui-ing trade is good, and bad, in sections.

Prices continue with slight change; ash is again active and ilrm, while

( liestnut and poplar saps are weak. The hardwood flooring market is off

a little, but no great reductions are noted.

=-< BUFFALO y
Hardwood dealers are bnpi.ful r..i;:iriliiig trad, in the ni-ar future,

although business just now is quiet, partly on account of tlie holiday and
inventory season. As soon as these are over business will no doubt show
improvement. The general business situation is not so good as it might

be, but dealei-s feel that it has improved somewhat as the result of the

passage of the currency bill. It is thought that large buyers will begin

to take hold of lumber better than before the bill passed.

The outlook for hardwood ti-ade this year is regarded as favorable, and

dealers see no reason wh.v business should not go ahead in good shape.

Some of the lumbermen are predicting a brisker year than 1013 turned

out to be. while others say trade will be about as good as it was then,

hut tliat buying will continue in rather small lots. All prophecies are

for pi-etty good business and for a firm market. Not much change in

liriees is looked for. .\mon-Jr tin- ehief woods in demand al (iresent are

maple, bircli. and ash.

=-< PHILADELPHIA y.
\ suspended activity is always to be expected in the hardwood lumber

loisiness during the holiday season, and no especial effort will be made
to get new business until it is over and the balance sheets taken off.

Nearly all of the leading firms have called in their salesmen to celebrate

the yuletide festivities with their respective families. Notwithstanding

the pessimistic prognostications of an approaching panic for whch the

changed tariff and the new currency bill should be responsible, now that

these bills have really been passed and entered on the statute books, there

seems to have immediately followed a relieved and distinctly optimistic

attitude -1^ te the outlook for 1!il4. I'pcin the ears of all broadminded
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>iiiil iiiiisi'ivniivi' mi'irliiiiils ilii' |ii't'<llt'ii<iii of n llniuuiiil ocmpiis wllli l(s

arms iviuhln!; out fur Inisliu'ss (li'stnii'tlnn fi-U linrinli'ss. Tlu' K>'l-ti>l.'i'll"r.

Ilu' iimtiiiil workln;: idspIIiit spirit for tlii> k'ri'iiti'st ko<»\ Is rnmpniit. iinil

n iKiiiyiint iulviini'<- is looki'd for hcfor*' llii' pikI of ilii' llrst iiiontli of the

WW viiir. Many linns wliosr iiii'iiliil ilii'rmoiiK'tor rlsis or falls nicord-

ihi.' lo till' slzi> of till- moniliiK's mail, on ili<- toliillnt.' up of cn-dit nnil

• li'lilt aciniiiits for tlu- wlioli' yiMir. nr<- ohIlKi'd to adiiilt tlial tlii' sliowint;

of l!ii:; has (rivi'ii auri'i-alilr siirprlsi'. Tlw liaidwood slmallon l)otli ai

mill ami si'IIIdk I'lid Is In vrry Kood sliaiic. Wlmli-vfr shading tlu'ri' Is in

fi-rlnin woods is traocahlt' to only natural t-ondllions. Slocks, liowovfr.

In till' ronsumi'r's innrkot tliroiiKh tin' consrrvatlvi' IniyInK durlns lin'

last f«'vv niontlis. arr below normal and ualnrally will need roph'nisliinir

li.'foif long. and. as tlu> mill .yards arc not Imrdcni'd with an overplus

slock, the lirsl rush for goods will sec an n|iward tri'nd In values all

alon;; the line. As Ihoro are a nninhcr of c(^nccrns which, in order to

rednce their own stock before takin;; inventories, have made concessions,

the quotations at tbis time would not lie a fair showlns of the actual

>iatus of values.

=< PITTSBURGH >=
ill ihvnod men n1i: lake iidv :lt:l^r of tie-

rise in market prici's than now. Stocks are low and yel lumlier can l>e

boufrht from the mills in i>rett.v jiotid sui)i>l.v if for spring delivery. Nearly

all the hartiwood mills in tri-state ti-rritor.v are working iiractically full

handed. .Manufn<'tnriMs wlio use hardwood have very little stock on liand.

There is a feelini; all around that linsiness will he liettir, especially if the

railroads get their advan«-e In freight rates and this means that the

hardw.Mid iri.n :irr -..ing to come in for a harvest.

< BALTIMORE >=
For tlh- pri'srnt (here i:

which, in conininn with ot

Hnrncos inoldontnl to tho

pi'ovnUs. hut this is to be

sn far as prices and other

! little to hr said aliout tho hardwood trade.

her activities, is affected by the divertiu^ in-

be^inninj; <*( a new year. rronounoed (juiet

'xpe<-ted, and has not affected tlie situation in

,'eneral conditions are concerned, though it ha^i

of course a very decided Induence upon the movement. During the past

week or two some orders havf come in. but the airgregatc was not at all

impressive, the manufacturers as well as the dejilers and consumers de

siring to I<no\v Just when they stood before they undertook to engage
In new commitmcnis. Now tliat this work incidental to the close of tin

year is alniost. if n()t entirely, out of the way, the demand may be ix

pected to pick nil and regain its normal volume. Indicatimis cnncerning
the miM-e immediate future are entirely reassuring.

A fairly active interest is being shown in the foreign trade. Ituyers

on the other side of the Atlantic are not sn engrossed with the holiday

spirit, apparently, as Is the case in this country, and numerous incjuiries

from them are oeing receded. In fact, the foreign luovement is raising

some agreeable expectations, and exporters express themselves as very
hopeful over it. The demand covers practicall.v the entire range of woods,
and is of such proportions as to indicate that the stocks on the other
Fide had been materially reduced. As for the domestic business, it still

shows the effect of the holidays, though members of the trade generally

are getting ;)ack tit the ordinary business. The shrinkage In tho move-
ment was of course expected, and occasioned no surprise, nor was it

allowed to affect values in any appreciable degree. The easing off in

common chestnut and common poplar is yet in I'vidence. but the rest of

the list is fpiite firm and uiny in- sjii«l even to show a hardening tendency,

although so far there h:i< t>een im inir opiHirlnnity lo test the strength

of the market.

When stock taking and other similar matters have l>een finally disposed

of and when the ordinary demand reasserts itself it will be seen to whnt
extent lumber is reflecting the improved feeling that may be said to

prevail. Stocks are unusually light at points of production as well as

elsewhere. Little would be riMpiired to bring on a positive scarcity, and
in the event of unfavorable weather- such as would compel the ndlls to

shut down for any length of time- a marked advan<*e in the quotations

could be limked f<»r. Despite the easing off in the (luotations noted in

the last fi'W months, the mills did not accumulate lumber in any con-

siderable quantities; in other words, the recession in some of the prices

was due not to heav.v oflTerinirs of lumber, but to a slackening in the

demand owing to obvious causes. With the removal of these causes and
n setting liiick to anything liki- the conditions that are to be looked for.

the movement will be greatly augmi'nled. and the effect of the limitation

upon Ilu' off.-rings will be disclosed. This effect. It Is thouL'bt. will be a

ided i-i-

=-< COLUMBUS y-
r>esplte the dullness attending the holiday Reason, tile hardwood trade-

in Columbus and central flhio has been fairly active during the past

fortnight. Demand has I n i>reity well distributed am<mg thi- various
grades and varieties, and tiU' movement Is all that could be e.-cin'cted

under thi' circumstances. Tlu' gi'neral business depression which |ire

vails will undoubtedly affect the hardwood trade, but to the priscni tine-

no serious cITi ct is noted.

The demand on the part of factories Is (he best Ic-atnre r.f tie irnd.-

While a number of factories closed down for Inventorbs. most oi ilimi

are resuming i.p.-ral Ions. I'.iiving on Ihc- pari of factories Is e.xpecl.-cl t.i

We offer the following stock of our own
production, from good logs. Consists of

good widths and lengths. Is band sawn
and carefully edged and trimmed.

Quartered White Oak
4 4" Ists & 2nd8 45,000 ft.

4 4" No. 1 Common 25,000 ft.

5 4" No. 1 Common 16,000 ft.

6 4" Ists & 2nds 5,000 ft.

6/4" No. 1 Common 15,000 ft.

8 4' Ists & 2nds 10,000 ft.

8 4 No. 1 Common 10,000 ft.

Plain White Oak
4 4" Ists & 2nds 2,000 ft.

4 4' No. 1 Common 350,000 ft.

4 4" No. 2 Common 65,000 ft.

5 4" No. 1 Common 35,000 ft.

Plain Red Oak
4/4" Ists & 2nds 250,000 ft.

4/4" No. 1 Common 250,000 ft.

4/4" No. 2 Common 125,000 ft.

5/4" Ists & 2nds 35,000 ft.

5 '4" No. 1 Common 25,000 ft.

5 4" No. 2 Common 10,000 ft.

Mixed White and Red Oak
4 4" No. 3 Common 245,000 ft.

Red Gum
4/4 " Ists & 2nds 75,000 ft.

4/4" No. 1 Common 350,000 ft.

5/4' Ists & 2nds 17,000 ft.

5 4" No. 1 Common 200,000 ft.

6/4" Ists & 2nds 100,000 ft.

6/4 " No. 1 Common 60,000 ft.

8/4" Ists & 2nds 39,000 ft.

8/4" No. 1 Common 75,000 ft.

Sap Gum
4 4" Ists & 2nds 75,000 ft.

5 4" Ists & 2nds 50,000 ft.

Cottonwood
3/4" Ists & 2nds, 6" & up 60,000 ft.

4 4" Ists & 2nds, 6"-12" 250,000 ft.

4/4" Ists & 2nds, 13" & up 150,000 ft.

4 4" Box Boards, 9"-12" 85,000 ft.

4 4" Box Boards, 13"-17" 250,000 ft.

Cypress

4 4" 1st & 2nds 18,000 ft.

44" No. 1 Shop 83,000 ft.

4/4" No. 1 Shop & Better 14,000 ft.

6/4" Selects 35,000 ft.

8 4" No. 1 Shop & Better 45,000 ft.

Elm
12 4" No. 2 Common & Better 350,000 ft.

PAEPCKE LEICHT LUMBER COMPANY

GENERAL OFFICES CHICAGO. ILLINOIS
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GENERAL VIEW OP MAIN SAWMII.I. IT.ANT
:o bands and four resaws. Daily ten-hour capacity ItiO.OOO feet

LAMB-FISH LUMBER COMPANY
Band Mill and General Offices: Charleston, Miss., U.S.A.

THE LARGEST HARDWOOD MILL IN THE WORLD. ANNUAL CAPACITY, 40,000,000

CABLE ADDRESS—"LAMB." Codes Used—Universal, Hardwood, Western Union, A. B. C. 5th Edition, Okay

STOCK LIST- Dry Lumber on Hand January 1st, 1914

1st £ '.'ntl <tl<l. Wli. (>al<. «" & up 4«,(M)0

Ut & iati <(t<l. Wli. Oali, 10" & uv
1st * 3n<l <|t<l. Wli. Oaii. Vi Jt up
No. I (<ini. <(t<l. ^M> <>>il>. > & up 13,a<MI

\o. I I om. <(td. M li. OiiU. <> JK: up.
dr. <J. «.
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increase after the stoek-takinj; perintl. Kiirniture eoucerns are imw en-

gaKed in tlieir semi-aDniml shmvs and of course there is dullness in that

department of the trade, liuiilenient and vehicle concerns are good buy-

ers.

Retailers are also liuyinf; in limited quantities. Their inventories

showed that stocks were light and they are huyln;: sottie to replace stocks

which are needed at present. Kry slocks are only fair and as a result

prices are expected to be well maintained. The car supply is all that

can be desired and shipments are coming out promptly. Building opera-

tions in outsidi- work have practically stopped for the season but there

are many new buildings projected for the coming season.

Prices are rather Arm all along the line. Some cutting Is reported but

these are Isolated cases. I'nder present conditions quotations are not
expected to decline to any great extent fur the coming few months. Col-

lections are not so good as might be desired.

Quartered oak is firm all along the line both for firsts and .seconds and
No. 1 common. The same is true of plain oak which is selling well.

I'oplar is gaining In strength, .especially the lower grades. Chestnut is

moving well and the same Is true of basswood and ash. Other hardwoods
lire unchanged.

=-< CINCINNATI >--

There is a very stroni: foeliiii: "f upiimism amont; luinln'niien over the

prospects for a luiich improved business. On every band on*' bears expres-

sions of confidence at the outlook. There is no question that the passage
nf the currency bill has had a lot to do with this feeling among the

dealers. The bill is considered by bankers to be a very good one. much
better than was expected. The amendments to the original bill, which,

by the way. was not at all approved, has had the effect of stimulating a

lack of confidence to one of expectaiion of much improved collections, which
alone should be of much assistance in restoring business to a normal
condition. Bankers claim that money will be much easier when the new-

law is in force and that they will be able to pursue a much more liberal

policy toward their customers. The factory trade, upon which so much
depends, is looking real gooil. and the chances are that in another month
they will be heavy purchasers of all kinds of stock, as it is a well-known
fact the.v are very low on stock on hand, having pursued the hand-to-mouth

policy so long that they have little on hand. They will likely let the

dealers carr.v the stock to considerable extent, as in the past few months,
but buying is bound to be on a much more liberal basis. Plain oak appears

to be strong: at least the many inquiries point that way.

< INDIANAPOLIS >-

Hardwood lumiter int.-r.'Sts in Indiana [x .lis; uud vicinity are looking

forward to a moderate business in 1014. At present, of course, the market
is more or less inactive, the volume of business probably being smaller

than in .January of last year.

Fair prices arc being maintained on all grades of hardwood, with the

possible exception of gum. which has suffered a considerable slump during

the last few months. Until the state can recover from the financial

situation that has existed since last August, no great improvement in

any line of business is expected. It can be said, however, that the

financial situation is gradually improving.

=< MEMPHIS >-
TliH export market is i-athtr (|U!>-r nf tli.- intiment, and the reasons

assigned for this condition lie in th'^ tendenc.v toward lower ocean rates

and the consignment of large quantities of lumber to European firms.

The former makes buyers dispo.sed to hold off, in the hope of securing

advantage of the lower rates, while the latter has always been one of the

most disastrous features affecting the handling of legitimate business

ttetween exporters on this side and importing firms abroad. .\ i»rominent

exporter here is authority for the statement that the consignments on the

other side at present are quite large and that their presence makes bona
fide sales quite difficult to put through. He sa.vs that the markets where
these consignments are noted—principally Liverpool, .\ntwerp and Bel-

gium—are demoralized to such extent that the legitimate exporter is

handicapped beyond th** possibilit.v of effecting sales on a profitable basis.

The riamburg-.^merican line has reduced rates voluntarily five cents i)er

hundred pounds between New Orleans and Hamburg, and there is some
talk of lower rates on the part of some of the other steamship companies.

The latter, however, are still holding out for pretty full rates, so much
so that the committee recenti.v appointed by the Southern Hardwood
Traffic Bureau to make a thorough investigation of the alleged discrimi-

nation of th" steamship companies out of New Orleans against Memphis
and the Memphis territory Is still actively engaged in carrying out the

Instructions of this body. Ocean rates as a whole, however, are more
unsettled than they have been for a long while, and the knowledge of this

fact tends to restrain importations of lumber on a large scale.

=•< BRISTOL y-
The Bristol linnlMrmcn are eiicoiiraL-.-d at the outlook for bnsini'ss during

the remainder of the winter and spring. They expect a better demand for

hardwood ltiml>er than characterized the market during the closing weeks
of the past year. The yards in this section are fairly wi'll stocked and
the mills, as a rule, will get in good time during the winter. There are

fewer mills idle than Is usual at this season of the year.

Mahogany and

Circassian

Lumber & Veneers

f^ The largest assortment of finest figured

Mahogany Logs, Lumber and Veneers in

the country can be found at the Chicago

plant of C. L. Willey.

^ We are just in receipt of fifteen cars of

remarkably superior Circassian Walnut

Logs, large size, well-figured and of good

color, which are now being cut into

Veneers.

^ A visit or correspondence from discrim-

inating buyers of all varieties of fine Im-

ported and Domestic Cabinet Woods in

Lumber and Veneer is solicited.

^ You will not only find the Willey ware-

houses well stocked with a superb collec-

tion of Circassian, Mahogany, Vermilion,

Black Walnut and other fancy foreign

and domestic lumber and veneers, but

buyers are assured of prompt and pains-

taking service, and a quality of product

not usually obtainable.

^ To visit the plant take Blue Island Ave.

car at the postofifice to Robey Street.

C. L. WILLEY, Chicago
Largest Fancy Wood Veneer

and Lumber producing plant in the world
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W A N T E D
All Kinds of High-Grade

HARDWOODS
S. E. SLAYMAKER & CO.

Rrpresenling
niJST VIRGINIA SPKUCE LUMBER CO.,

Casa, West Virginia.

Fifth Avenue Building,

NEW YORK

Mutual Fire Insurance
Best Indemnity at Lowest Net Cost

Can Be Obtained From

The Lumber Mutual Fire Insurance Company,

The Lumbermen's Mutual Insurance Company,

Boston, Mass.

Mansfield, Ohio.

$126,000.00
In Savings DIVIDENDS Returned

This Year to Policy Carriers of

The Lumbermen's
Underwriting Alliance

Possibly there is no good reason why
YOU were not among these beneficiaries.

If it is a matter of eligibility, and you

feel that your plant does not at present

comply with all requirements, confer

with us anyway. Let us see if it cannot

be brought up to an acceptable standard

at no greater cost than will be justified

by the prospective saving on insurance

rates.

U. S. Epperson & Company
Attorney and Manager

1101 R. A. LONG BLDG. KANSAS CITY

=-< LOUISVILLE y-
Si.Hklakiii;; 1ms ki-pl .verj l".ii.\ iii ihi^ liarciw.Hul Ini.siu.-ss Ims.v ilurias!

he past li'w (la.vs. and lias likiwisc iutiili'icd with Uif niDVcini'Ut of

iimiier, as buyi'rs liavi' of rom'S'j been enKaKi'fl in the same task. With
his work complotod ami 1!)1.'> llguros a matter of lilstoiy. liowi'vei'. it is

.\|)i'ctc(l lliat linsiness will sliow a mai'kpd ImproviMncnl. Stocks in tlie

lands of usofs of luinhei- aiv light, and as there Is a relatively small

iipply of lumber cm slicks, as well as of logs, the situation generally is

iivoralpii' to a strong nwirket. General Imsine.ss conditions appear to have
tiipiiiv.ii iniisideralily, and this shcjuld encouraRc manufacturers to go

lirMcl .irid plan llieir year's work on a normal basis. The movement of

iinilier (luring the past two weeks has been smaller than h.'retofori-. bin

Ikmii normal for the season. .\ good many shipments wi're made which
,r. iM.ciked some lime ago for delivery after the first of Ihc- year. Ilard-

ill\

ion 111 ]>ri

illing to pi 111 pi

fiiiiiiil III

•ins r.ir i

=-< ST. LOUIS >--

liusiiiess has been very qniei liuririi;

iveling men are all in eii.io.\iiig the li

ilsting iu stock taking. This lias liee

tlio distribulors and the consumers.
le diiriu'; llle pasi year liave not be

iH- tliji liii~iii.s^ li.iv Tint I n quitp

I.iisl eniiple .if Wi^eks. The
lida.\ season at their homes and
going on for several days, both
Wliile the figurt's as to business

n compiled, enough is known to

o bad as was expected. In fact -

iii'^ lMi>iii.'-^ will >lic,\v ii|i pretty well, considering the conditions
lavr e.\islril. Tile |;r<ispects for thc yi'Hr .iiist beginning are quite

ble as stocks ar" low in the yards of both retailers and consumers
uying must .soon commence. The cypress situation is QUiet. The
slate of affairs will likely prc'vail with tlie cypnws jieople as with
lier IiiirdwiMid interests. Tlie outlook is ipiite encouraging, owing
liulil sicks held bv retailers and consumers.

=•< ARKANSAS >=
riM- (l.-nh'rs in oak at this male ar.- liiniiiii; Ilir marki-t ;;ood. While

iln'ii' is consid('ral)lo coniplaiiiinf; anion;; Inmbcrnicn in fioncral. and espe-

'ially among those doini; business in eastern Arkansas, because of the
slack ('<indition of the market, the market for oak timber is stiU strong.

It is said that oak sawed material has ni'ver brought tlie prices it is

bringing at prest^nt. The market on other items, such as gum, is a little

off at pr''sent. but the strong market for oak more than makes up the

differrnc- ariKKig tb. awia-c lKU«l\v<.nd iiKUitifa.-liir.-is,

=•< MILWAUKEE y
: the yi-ar .hist closed showed a

ceding two years is the belief

.mall amount of stock work has

larger manufacturers, who. to

reijuire large stock runs. The

'I'liat the local millwork situation duri

marked improvement over that of the p

of local manufacturers in that line. The
been a disappointment, especially to tli

operate advantageously and economically

odd and special work, however, has kept them tiperating almost full ca-

pacity. Still further improvement is looked for during the coming .year.

Manufacturers say that conditions in tiie general lumlter trade were
very satisfactory during the early part of the year, a result of the active

building operations. Tile stringency experienced in the money market
later in the year, resulting in a scarcity of capital and a hi,gh rate of

interest, curtailed building operations somewhat during the last two
mimths of the year. The natural result of this situation would seem lo

be that considerable business will be carried over into 1914.

Manufacturers and general consumers of hardwood an' still busy with

their annual inventories and this is expected to curtail business for a

time. Wholesalers believe that Inlying will become more active during tlie

latter jiart of the present month. Stocks in the hands of dealers and
the general fai-tory consumin.g trade are light, as most of these people

have been buying mainly to satisfy their immediate wants. The available

supply of dry stocks Is far from being large and wholesalers are endeavor-

ing to impress upon Imy.'rs the fai-1 that prices are certain to go higher.

Kesults of this .ampaii:!! are seen in llie increase in Iniilliries which are

lieing received.

There seems to he liltle doubt but that the log output in northern

Wisconsin and Michigan will be di'creased this season, due to the unusu-

ally mild weather which has prevailed. This is another reason for a

probable shortage of northern stocks next spring. Most lumber manu-
facturing concerns have been making improvements to their sawmills, so

ibal they may be placi'd in operation .iust as soon as a sulticient log supply

is received. Many men have been thrown out of work in the lumber

country because of the mild weather. The situation Is said to have been

madi' worse by the fact that some Chicago employment bureaus have been

sending men Into the Wisconsin woods to work, without any consideration

as to whether there was any work for them to do.

'I'he total building investment in Slilwaukee during lOi:! amounted to

about .f i:!,-l,")(I.OO(). but in addition to this sum. two buildings were erected

during the year at a cost of .$3,800,000, for which permits were issued

during iniL'. lint on which the work was done this year.

During the first eleven months of the past year total lumber receipts

in Milwaukee amounted to, 1!><2,747,000 feet, comprising 2;17,829,000 by

rail and 44,918,000 by water. Total lumber shipments are reported at

7.-.i-.l!i.iMMi feet (hiiiiig llle same period, including L'l .:!77,oii(i feet by rail

and .-.t.-J4L'.iili(i bv water.
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Advertisers' Directory

NORTHERN HARDWOODS.
Ameiuaii Lunibt-i- it ilfg. Co... 12

Buffalo Hardwood Lumber Cc. .

.

67

Cartier-Holland Lumber \.o 2

ale. Thos. E. Lumber Co 13

•bs & Mitchell. Inc 3

\.:\S. W. P., Lumber Co

Kast Jordan Lumber Co liO

Elias. G. & Bro fi7

Estabrook-Skeele Lumber Co.. 5

Flanner-Steger Land & Lumber
Co 4

Forman. Thos.. Co Cfi

Hayden & Westcott Lumber Co 4

Heyser. W. E.. Lumber Go 7

Kent. J. S.. Co 12

Klann. E. H., Lumber Co 57

Kneeland-Bigelow Co., 'Die 3

Licking River Lumber Co 47

Litclitield. William E 17

McIIvain, J. Gibson, & Co 2

McLean. Hugh. Lumber Co 67

Miller, Anthony 67

Mitchell Bros. Co 3

Mowbray & Robinson Co 7

Palmer & Parker Co
Parry, Chas, K., & Co 9

Sawyer-Goodman Company 49

Scott & Howe Lumber Co 66

Standard Hardwood Lumber Co. 67

Stearns Salt & Lumber Company 8

Stephenson. The I.. Company.... 66

Stewart, I. N., & Bro 67

Struthers Cooperage Company.. 13

Sullivan. T. & Co 67

Taylor. W. R., Lumber Company 12

Tegge Lumber Co 40

V.,nl'lal.n I.umluT Co 66

\Vebster. George. Lumber Co... 13

White Lake Lumber Company.. 47

Wiggin. H. D 12

Williams. Ichabod T.. & Sons.. 14

Willson Bros. Lumber Company. 12

Wistar, Underbill & Nixon 12

Wood-Mosaic Company 13

Teager, Orson E 67

Toung. W. D., & Co 3

POPLAR.

Anderson-Tully Company 8

Atlantic Lumber Company
Day Lumber & Coal Company.

.

41

Farrin, M. B.. Lumber Company. 41

Faust Bros. Lumber Co 14

Kentucky Lumber Company.... 49

Logan, J. M., Lumber Co 6

Maphet & Shea Lumber Co 6

Vansant, Kitchen & Co 68

Wood. R. E.. Lumber Company. 13

Yellow Poplar Lumber Co 40-68

RED GUIVI.

Anderson-Tully Company 8

Archer Lumber Company 44

Baker-Matthews Mfg. Co 4,5

BoDDcr. .1. H.. & Sons 44

Brown. Geo. C, & Co 44

Brown, Mark H.. Lumber Co.. 45

Evans. G. H., Lumber Company
Farrin. M. B.. Lumber Co 41

Garetson-Greason Lumber Co.. 9

Gary, W. W 44

Hlmmelberger-Harrlson Lumber
Company 45

Kentucky Lumber Company. ... 49

Lamb-Fish Lumber Company... 52

Leming. M. E., Lumber Com-
pany 40

Licking River Lumber Company 47

Jliller Lumber Company 45

Mossman Lumber Company 40

Paepcke Lelcht Lumber Co 50

Saline River Hardwood Co 40

bondheimer. V... Company 46

VandefiBoom-Stimson Lumber
Company ^'^

Wisconsin Lumber Company 4

SOUTHERN HARDWOODS.

AmL-rican Lumber & Mfe. Co... 12

Anderson-Tully Company S

Anderson Veneer & Sawmill

Company '"

Archer Lumber Company 44

.-\tlantic Lumber Company

Baker-Matthews Mfg. Co 45

Bennett & Witte 7

Black. Fred W.. Lumber Co 47

Bluestone Land & Lumber Co.. 46

Bonner. J. H.. & Sons 44

Booker-Cecil Company 10

Bradley. E. C. Lumber Co 41

Brown. Geo. C. & Co 44

Brown. Mark H.. Lumber Co.. 45

Brown. W. P., & Sons Lumber
Co • I»

Buffalo Hardwood Lumber Co.. 67

Carrier Lumber & Mfg. Co 14

Coale. Thos. E.. Lumber Co 12

Conasauga Lumber Company... 41

Crane, C, & Co 41

Davis, Edw. L., Lumber Com-
pany 10

Day Lumber ,& Coal Company.. 41

Dempsey, W. W 13

Elias. G.. & Bro 67

Estabrook-Skeele Lumber Co... 5

Evans. G. H., Lumber Company
Farrin. M. B.. Lumber Co 41

Farris Hardwood Lumber Co... 9

Faust Bros. Lumber Company.. H
Flanner-Steger Land & Lumber
Company 4

Foot, L 40

Garetson-Greason Lumber Co.. 9

Gary, W. W 44

Harris Manufacturing Co 46

Hayden & Westcott Lumber Co 4

Heyser. W. E., Lumber Co 7

Himmelberger-Harrison Lumber
Company 45

Huddleton-Marsh Lumber Co.. 5

Johns-Mowbray-Nelson Co 41

Kennedy, James, cSi Co 41

Kent, J. S., Company 12

Kentucky-Indiana Hardwood Co. 10

Kentucky Lumber Company 49

Kimball & Kopcke 6

Klann. E. H., Lumber Co 57

Kosse, Shoe & Schleyer Co 41

Lamb-Fish Lumber Company. 52

Leming. M. E., Lumber Com-
pany 40

Lioking River Lumber Co 47

Litchfield, William E 12

Little River Lumber Company.. 68

Logan, J. M., Lumber Co 6

Louisville Veneer Mills 10

Maphet & Shea Lumber Co 6

McIlvaln, J. Gibson, & Co 2

McLean, Hugh, Lumber Co 67

Memphis Band Mill Company... 2

Miller. Anthony 67

Miller Lumber Company 45

Mossman Lumber Company 46

Mowbray & Robinson Company. 7

Nettleton. E. B.. & Co 57

Norman Lumber Company 10

North Vernon Lumber Company 10

51Paepcke Leicht Lumber Co.
Parry. Chas. K.. & Co 9

Ransom. J. B.. & Co 9

Riemeier Lumber Company 41

Saline River Hardwood Co 40

Salt Lick Lumber Company 9

Shawnee Lumber Company 41

Slaymaker, S. E., & Co 54

Sondheimer, E., Company 46

Standard Hardwood Lumber Co. 67

Stemmelen Lumber Company... 10

Stewart, L N., & Bro 67

Sullivan, T., & Co 67

Vanden Boom-Stimson I.br. Co.. . . 46

Vansant. Kitchen & Co 68

Vestal Lumber & Manufacturing
Company 6

Von Platen Lumber Company.. 66

Webster. George, Lumber Co... 13

White Lake Lumber Company.. 47

Whitmer, Wm.. & Sons 12

Wiggin. H. D 12

WiUiams, Ichabod T., & Sons.. 14

Williamson-Kuny Mill & Lumber
Company 14

Willson Bros. Lumber Company 12

Wisconsin Lumber Company. ... 4

Wistar, Underbill & Nixon 12

Wood-Mosaic Company 13

Wood, R. E.. Lumber Company. 13

Yeager, Orson E 67

VENEERS AND PANELS.

Adams & Raymond Veneer Co.. 65

.^hnapee Veneer & Seating Co.. 64

Anderson Veneer & Sawmill Co. 10

Astoria Veneer Mills & Dock Co 64

I!:i._'on. IS. S.. Veni'in- i'ompuny. . 5

Black, Fred W., Lumber Co... 47

Central Veneer Company 65

Evansville Veneer Company 65

Hoffman Bros. Company 65

Huddleston-Marsh Lumber Co.. 5

Jarrell, B. C. tS: Co 9

Kentucky Veneer Works 40

Knoxville Veneer Company 6

Louisville Veneer Mills 10

Memphis Veneer & Lumber Co.

.

65

N:iitzik. J. J .5

Ohio Veneer Company 41

Palmer &• Parker Company
Putnam Veneer and Lumber Co 64

Rayner, J 5

Rice Veneer & Lumber Company 65

Underwood Veneer Company. ... 64

Willey, C. L 53

Williams, Ichabod T., & Sons... 14

Williamson-Kuny Mill & Lumber
Company 14

Wood-Mosaic Company 13

MAHOGANY, WALNUT. ETC.

Astoria Veneer Mills & Dock Co 64

ll.'icon, I!. S.. VeniM'V t'umi.any.. 5

Black. Fred W.. Lumber Co... 47

Evansville Veneer Company 65

Huddioston-Marsh Lumber Co.. 5

Louisville Veneer Mills 10

Memphis Veneer & Lumber Co. 65

Palmer & Parker Co
Purcell. Frank 43

Rayner. J 5

Struthers Cooperage Company.. 13

Willey. C. L -iS

Williams. Ichabod T., & Sons.. 14

HARDWOOD FLOORING.

Anderson Veneer & Sawmill Co. 10

Carrier Lumber & Mfg. Co 14

Cobbs & Mitchell. Inc 3

Eastman. S. L., Flooring Co 13

Farrin. M. B., Lumber Company 41

Forman, Thos., Company M
Harris Manufacturing Company 46

Kerry & Hanson Flooring Co.. 66

Mitchell Bros. Company 3

Ransom. John B.. & Co 9

Saline River Hardwood Co 40

Salt Lick Lumber Company 9

Stearns Salt & Lumber Company 8

Stephenson, The I., ComDaay.... 66

Webster. George. Lumber Co.. 13

Wilce. T., Company, The 4

Yellow Poplar Lumber Co 49.68

Young. W. D., & Co 3

WOODWORKING MACHINERY,

Butterworth & Low,-

Cadillac Machine Company 63

Covel Manufacturing Company. 14

Gerlach, The Peter. Company.. 57

Linderman Machine Co.. The..

Mershon, W. B., & Co
Phoenix Manufacturing Co
Saranac Machine Company 63

Sinker-Davis Company H

LOGGING MACHINERY.

Baldwin Locomotive Works.... 61

Clyde Iron Works 65

Fitzgibbons & Krebs 48

Lidgerwood Mfg. Company 62

Russel Wheel & Foundry Co. . .

.

61

DRY KILNS AND BLOWERS.

Grand Rapids Veneer Works. ... 62

Kraetzer Company. The 50

National Dry Kiia Company 61

Phila. Textile Mchy. Company.. 11

Standard Dry Kiln Company 63

SAWS, KNIVES AND SUPPLIES.

-Vtkins. E. C, & Co 00

Covel Manufacturing Company, 14

Simonds Mfg. Company

LUMBER INSURANCE.

Central Manufacturers' Mut. Ins.

Company 54

Epperson, U. S., & Co 54

Indiana Lumbermen's Mut. Ins.

Company - ^
Lumber Mutual Fire Insurance

Company **

Lumbermen's Mut. Ins. Co 54

Lumbermen's Underwriting Alli-

ance 5*

Majiufacturing Lumbermen's
Underwriters

Pennsylvania Lumbermen's Mut.

Fire Ins. Company 54

Rankin-Benedict Underwriting
Company

TIMBER LANDS.

Foot. L 40

I.,acey. James D., & Co 48

Southern Railway
Spry, John C 5

TIMBER ESTIMATORS.

Griftlth, Clarence W 46

McDonald, Thos. J 56

MISCELLANEOUS.

Astoria Veneer Mills & Dock Co 64

Childs. S. D., & Co 57

Gerlach, The Peter, Company.. 57

Kraetzer Company. The 50

Lumbermen's Credit Assn 13

Matthews Gravity CarrienCo... 43

Mechanical Rubber Company. .

.

63

Perkins Glue Company 42
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CLASSIFIED

ADVERTISEMENTS

AilYfrtls<>racn(8 will bf Inserted In llils spc
lluu at tile follonlnc ratesi

Forone insertion 20c a line

For two insertions 35c a ilne

For three insertions 50c a line

Forfour insertions 60c a line

KiKbt wordsof ordinary length makeone line,

lleattins counts as two lined.
.

No display except tbe beadinss can be ad-
mitted.

Remittances to accompany the order. No
extra charges for copies at paper containing
tbe adTerttsement.

EMPLOYES WANTED

SUPERINTENDENT VENEER
and pani'l plant. Will soon require services

lilgli-class. experienced snperintendent for old-

es^tahlisbed bouse of foremost reputation. Ad-
dress, with detailed information concerning ex-

perience, age. reputation, etc.,

'I30X 321," care Hardwood Uecord.

WANTED.
Services of first-class liardwood salesman, to

cover Oliio and Indiana territory. I'refer one
wlio lias had experience in the states named.
Good opportunity 4%ir hustler who can show le-

•sults. W. E. IIEVSICi; r.lJI!. ro.. rineinnati, 1 1.

EMPLOYMENT WANTED

WANTED—EMPLOYMENT
When you want a salesman for New York

state territory, write us. We can supply you
with a good man. EMPIRE STATE ASSOCIA-
TION of Wholesale Lumber & Sash & Door Sales-

men. Chas. Johnson, Sec'y, 96 Klrkland Rd.,

Rochester, N. Y.

SOUTHERN HARDWOOD LUMBERMAN
with twelve jeais' pnietieal experienee in sell-

ing end of business, both as traveling saiesni.in

and office correspondent, is open for engageiiieut
beginning Jan. J.S. Address A. <;. S'l'KIl MAX,
i;t N. Clark St.. riiicago. III.

LOGS WANTED

WANTED—BLACK WALNUT LOGS
500 cars good black walnut logs, 10" and up

In diameter. 6 ft. and up long. Will Inspect at
shipping point and pay cash.

GEO. W. HARTZELL. Piqua, Ohio.

WAGON STOCK WANTED

I AM IN THE MARKET FOR

76 to 100 cars of oak poles, bolsters, sand

boards, eveners, and reaches : aid hickory and

maple axles. Will Inspect at iklpplac paint, and

pay cash. E. B. BROWN, 372 Baynt St.,

RnSalo. N. T.

TIMBER ESTIMATING

TIMBER ESTIMATES.
I iinli.'i .'~liiiial.'>. MilV'v^. Mia|p> .iiel .l.laiic.l

reports as to aetiuil ^tanii, iiMailty and iipgging

conditions.

Tllns. J. M( DiiNAI.lP. I'ore^i Eiigine.r.

IJl^l Tellllessee [tank Hldg..

Kuoxvilli'. Tennessee.

TIMBER FOR SALE

$15,000,000.00.

We have about fifteen million dollars' woitli

of limberlands for sale. Write us what you

want. Dealers In timberlands. lumber yards,

mill machinery, mills for sale, arranging loans,

selling and exchanging cutover lands, and a gen-

eral real estate business. If you want to buy or

sell write us. THE JANESVILLE EXCHANGE.
Timber Dept., Janesville, Wisconsin.

HICKORY STUMPAGE FOR SALE.

:;. .cMiii |...-t Hickory SliiiniiMue on llig ISlaik

Kivei- in .Mississiinii, 1 li, miles average haul to

main line 1. C. K. R. Also 12,000.000 feet Red
Gum. elieap. Ilickory flitches and ear sto<-k.

.Vdclr.s-, A. K I'linl'. iMnlon. Miss.

LUMBER FOR SALE

BUYERS OF HARDWOODS.
Do you want to get In touch with the Deal

buyers of hardwood lumber? We have a Mat.

•boning tbe annual requirement! In Inmber,

dimension stock and Teneeri and panela of con

•umers of those materials throughout the United

States and Canada. The service la free to ad

rertisers In the Ricobd. It will Interest you

Write us for further Information about onr "Sell

ing Lumber by Mall System."

HARDWOOD RECORD. Ellsworth Bldg.,

Chicago.

FOR SALE.

St. Francis Valley. .\\k. : liand sawed red

gum, dry, choice stock, all grades. Inspection
guaranteed under National rules.

CRITTENDEN LUMBER CO., Crittenden. Ark

For Sale—.S.OOO pieces oak. 1,800 pieces yel-

low pine ;ix3%x4'5". 1st & Und. and clear dry
stock. JACOB HAISH COMPANY, DeKalb, III.

ijid. Whit' <iMk. cuiiimon & l>ett

Wiilr I I'll" sli.-e.l (Jt.l. Ilak Ve

FOR SALE—BEECH,
.".II M It. I 4" No. -J Comraon & Better Beeeli.

mil M II. .". s" No. -2 Common «: Better Beeeli

V.-iy line stock.

l)rill.MI-:ii:i! IIRiiTHEIIS. Cincinnati. (1.

DIMENSION STOCK WANTED

WANTED—DRY OAK SQUARES

1 car 1 i^xl |;;XL:i;. ^x and :ui". niosl ly -JC,"

.

1 car 1i/jxiyjx:iii", 1 car l%xl%xlS".
I ear lix'JxoO". 1 car :! Vjx2*^x:ni".

SICKI.i;S'n:EI. MMHER co.. Detroit. Mleb.

WANTED
Hard Maple and Beech Squares 42", 44",

48" long, plump 1" x 1". Must be clear and
straight. If you have any to offer write ua.

Will take them dry or green.

THE COLUMBIA MFG. CO.,

New Philadelphia, Ohio

WANTED—HARD MAPLE SQUARES
oO". 56". 62" and 66" long, cut 2% by 2% and
"x.'J. Must be straight grained, free from knots

and other defects. Delivery this winter.

THE J. H. STILL MFG. CO., LTD.,
St. Thomas, Ontario.

WANTED.
Willow lumber and squares. White oak

LEOPOLD DESK CO..

Burlington. Iowa.

DIMENSION OAK

Plain and Quartered

Various sizes for chair and table factorlea

Send to us for specifications and prices.

INDIANA QUARTERED OAK CO.

7 East 42nd Street,

New York.

DIMENSION STOCK FOR SALE

MAPLE AND BIRCH FOR SALE.
1 car Maple and I'.ireli. dry sound li.arts. cut

<4 4' loni;. A. W . Zl'.MSEK. Howie]-. Wis.

WAGON STOCK FOR SALE

FOR SALE—MAPLE AXLES.

I-:. !•: Gii.iii.uT. siiiitiiviiie

RAILWAY EQUIPMENT FOR SALE

WANTED
To sell railroad cross ties, white and red oak,

loaded separately. State price F. O. B. car

Norfork. Arkansas.

WILLIAMS, Marshall, Arkansas.

TIMBER LANDS FOR SALE

FINE TIMBER TRACTS.
We have a numlier of limber tracts for sale

in most all states at low prices and reasonable

terms; Have few bargain tracts that are offered

for quick sale. Write us what you want, we
have it. THE JANESVILLE EXCHANGE,
Timber Dept.. Janesville, Wis.
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BUSINESS OPPORTINITIES

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY.
Wantiil. partnor and additioual >'H|ii(al tii

take iictivo interest In going box roniern, well

located In Centrai Wisconsin, liaviug four rail-

roads .and satisfactory concentration rates on

lun]l)er in. and the product out. No better loca

tion in the state. Exceptional opportunit.v. .Ad-

dress "BOX li.'i." care IIaupw.kiii I!i.crii;u.

LUMBER WANTED

LUMBER WANTED.
junte il.-liv.le,l l>llii:i(l,lpllia. r:i.. "11

jtrs s 4 sound wormy & "_* i'lmi. riiestmi

ar 4 4 sound wormy & 1! Com. I'liestnii

nr <> 4 No. :; Comnion I'nplar.

•a IS 4 4 Kox White Pine.

ihi|)pers to invoice direct. N:iiih- id

I stock you desiri' to move.

(ll.\l!l.I':S I'. I'KOSS. rhil:icl.-l|ihi:i

WANTED TO BUY.

:n< t 4" N... 1 ,..111111.111 Till

lu.- 1. ... h. Ciiii-o. III.

Iirin.Mi:ii;i! nuns.. Ciniimi

MISCELLANEOUS

OAK. POPLAR, ASH
and all (ther bardnroods. In all gradeR and thick

netsei, can b« readily said if advertised In the

Wanted aad For Sale section of Hasdwood Bbc-

o». If TtD haTe a large stock yon want to

sell try a few lines in this department and

see what a lot of inquiries they will bring rou

The Logical Location

for Wood-Working
Factories

With the scarcity of timber in your local-
ity and the ever increasing demand for higher
wages among employees, doubtless you find
li difficult In your present location to realize
the profits you once made.

ir you are manufacturing furniture, car-
riages, automobile parts, barrels and boxes.
crates or any product that requires wood.
the Southeastern States of Virginia, North
and South Carolina, Georgia. Florida, Ala-
bama, Mississippi, Tennessee or Kentucky
offer numerous excellent openings for any of
these lines of business. The greatest supply
of oak, gum, ash. walnut, hickory, pine and
other timbers are obtainable In nearly every
nectlon of the Southeast.
Power Is furnished at very reasonable rates

while labor is plentiful at a very favorable
wage scale. Labor troubles are practically
unknown In the South.
Along the Southern Ry.. Mobile & Ohio

R. R. and Georgia Southern & Florida Ry.
are many cities and towns offering liberal
Inducements for the location of new Indus-
tries. We can put you in touch with these
parlies if you will express a desire.

M. V. RICHARDS
Land and Industrial Agent

SOUTHERN ^RAILWAY
Room 305, Washington, D. C.

GIBSON
TALLY BOOK

This three-throw tally ticket cover is made
from aluminum, and accommodates four tally

tickets—4ix84 inches in size.

Folds compactly to less than one-fourth inch
in thickness and fits side or inside coat pocket.

Gives large area of four tickets for compli-
cated tallies, or straight grade can be made
on one page.

Accommodates any form of tally ticket desired.

hese tally books

Patent applied for
Triplicate Tall> Ticke

Copyneliled. lolo.

PRICE LIST
Aluminum Tally Covers, each - - $1.00
Aluminum Tally Covers, pcrdozcn - - 10.00
Patented Iriplicalc Tally Tickets (^ock form)

per 1,000 10.00
Sinele sheet manila (stock form) Tally Tickets.

perl.UUO 4.00

Specimen forms of Tally Tickets mailed on applica-
tion. Covers sold on apiiroval to responsible concerns.

Manufactured by

Hardwood Record
S37 S. Dearborn St., CHICAGO

CHICAGO
E. H. KLANN LUMBER CO.

Cottonwood, Gum, Oak, Ash, Cy-

press, Yellow Pine, Dimension Stock

819 FISHER BLDG. HAR. 1187

Factory Lumber
CRAY'S HARBOR SPRUCE
SOFT YELLOW FIR
WESTERN SOFT PINE

DIRECT MILL REPRESENTATION

COUNTERFEIT CHECKS |
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American Forest Trees
By Henry H. Gibson Edited by Hu Maxwell

"AMERICAN FOREST TREES'' is a comprehensive work of more than seven hun-
dred pages, illustrated by more than one hundred lull page pictures of forest types of tree

growth, and hundreds of minor pictures.

It answers every question worth asking about the infinite variety of forest growth in this

country, and the utilization of these woods in lumber and other forms. The opinion of an
expert on this work is:

"AMERICAN FOREST TREES'' is the foremost contribution that has ever been made
to American forest and lumber literature.

The price of this work is Six Dollars ($6.00) net. It will be sent on receipt of price, pre-
paid, subject to return and refund of payment if it does not prove satisfactory.

The very complete character of this work may be judged by the index following :

acia
African maboganj
Ailnnthua
Alaska cTprus
Alaska plat
Alder
Algaroba
Allfghnuy slo*
Alligator juniper
Alligator-wood
AlmonUleaf willow
Aloe-leaf yucca
Alpine flr

Alpine larcb
Alpine spruce
Alpine western spruce..
Alpine wbltebark pine..
Alternate-leared dog-

Big laurel
Bigleaf laurel
Bigleaf maple
Big pine
Big sbellbark
Bigtree
Big wblte bircb
Biltmore aab
Birch
liird cberry
Bisbop's pine
Bitter cberry
Bitter bickory
Bltternut

linden,
planerti
smoke-t

'da
Angelica-tree . .

.

Ant':: wood
Applt baw
ArborTitae
Arizona cork flr.

Arizona cypress .

Arizona madrona
Arizona palm . ..

Arizona pine
Arizona spruce .

.

Arizona sycamore
Arizona wblte oal
Arrow-wood
Asb-leared i

Aspen
Aspen-leaf .'

August plum
Bald cypress
Balm of Gilead.145. 667,~

" of Gilead flr

aple

Bals
. IS.';. -. 151. 166.(

tsalsam flr 145.151. ]

Balsam poplar (

Baltimore oak I

Barren oak
Barren scrub oak.
Bertram oak . . .

.

sket eln
Basket oak. . ,

.

Basket willow.
Basswood
Bat-tree
Bayberry
Bay poplar ...
Bay-tree
Beaded locust
Bearberry 646.
Bear oak
Bearwood
Beaver-tree
Bebb willow
Beech
Beetree
Bell tree
Bellwood
Beriandier ash
Big buckeye
Big-bud
Big-bud hickory
Bigcone pine .'

Bigcone spruce
Big -"ottonwood
BlgeUw willow
Big hickory nut

Bitteruut hickory.
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aiDoUa. 494
285, 319

531
292

pine 19. 703
twig pine 703

mtwr 325
ibtlEbirk 346
lUfir pine 25
•«lnut 351

Ik 253. 313
pine 55

. : B35
lie pine 73
d . ., 700
lly poplar 682
ae pine 6S

if pine 43
if KFTlce 452
if willow 496
ited pine 63
It
acks pine 55

mow 471
•mw pine 55

. . 435

. . 496

. . 837

lie willow 472
cypress 178

, . 661
Icent Sr 164
It 494
iny 463. 547

New Koeland twxwood. I

Newcastle tliorn

New Mexican locust....
New Mexican plnon....
Noble llr

Nootka cypress
North American red
spruce

North Carolina pine....
North Carolina shaKbark
hickory '

Northern cork elm
Northern Bpruce pine...
Northern white cedar..
Norway pine
NutmeK hickory
Nutplne 28. 33. 08.

Nuttall willow

69
buckeye 649. 651

(Jldfleld birch 6.^5

Oldfleld pine 49
Old man's beard 700
OUvetree 3,37

One-berry 403
One-seed juniper 99
)possum wood 601

694
421
180

I'rlrkleeone pine..
IMIekly ash
rrlckly pine
I'rlckly spruce . .

.

rrlnce's pine
I'unet Sound pine
Pumpkin ash . ..

.

I'uwpkin pine ,,

I'luupkln tree ,..

IMink oak
Purple buckeye .

.

Purple doKWOOd .

pie he
Pj-r uldal

..,, 320
649, 652

526
700

at;nolla.4Sl. 496

496

69, 704 I
SlUuKle cedi

... 699 .SbluBle oak

... 52 Shin oak 208.286
... 136 f Slioepen maple 433
... 70 IShort-Oower nnhOKany. \66

... 169 . Shortleaf pine 49

... 423 Short leared pine 57
Shortshat
Shrub willow
Sierra brownbark pine.

Sllktop palmetto G02
.Silky willow 472
SUverbell tree 601,004
.SllTer tlr 159. 163. 16.'.

SlWerleaf willow 471
SlWer-leared maple 429

.Silrer maple 429

Itattlehox ^Sil*'!'" 1^'"^
.-.W \*.i

lied alder 589iMlTer spruce 136. 145

Ited ash 423 1 SllTertop palmetto 882

Kedbark flr 164 Siucle-leaf plnon ....19, 701

Itedhark pine 75 Single spruce 130

Ued bay 681 I Sir Joseph Bank's pine. 70
Hed-berrled elder 700

| slash pine 45. 49. .15

l;ed birch 577 i .sitka alder 592
l:ed-bract dogwood 526 Sitkn spruce 133

Itedbud 548 .Skunk spruce ISO
I,...) i,^^^^ 91. 109 oi:„

115 Swamp oak .

.301. 319 Swamp popla
Swamp sassafras 4U5
Swamp Spanish oak.... 301
Swamp tupelo 337
Swamp white oak.. 217, 229
Swampy chestnut oak.. 241
Sweet bay 631
Sweet birch 565.580
Sweet crab 453
Sweet gum 325
Sweet locust 541
Sweet magnolia 481, 495
Sweet scented crab .... 453
Switch-bud hickory 367
Sycamore 397, 607

26, 249, 301
I
Western larch 85
Westerm plum 621
Western red cedar

115, 118, 709
Western serTlceberry , . 452
Weste
Westeri

Weste vblte flr.

Thlte

369
133

163
235

pin .45, 55
spruce 133

te 559. 562
>n Cottonwood. 667. 669
,n elder 700
ld madrona 663
a mulberry 514
in palmetto 692
in persimmon .... 517
in plnon... 19. 33. 704
IQ walnut 351
in white pine 19
JX basswood 639
a 662
pecles 695
irl willow 473
r nut 356, 363
r nut hickory 363
ollTe 620
orange 511, 620
t yucca 693
rey cypress 141
rey pln<

elm
maple
oak

391
435
297

aln alder 592
I aln ash.. 411. 454. 675

Siln balsam... 151. 166
tin birch .^fiO

I .aln cedar Ill
g >ln elm 399
I «in hemlock 195
I aln holly 645
e tin Iry BOB
C:iln Juniper 99
k aln laurel 606. 529
I aln mahogany. 199. 465
• rain machlneel... 897
ttalD maple 435. 441

I

tain pine 26
Ula apruce 135
UlB white oak 213
iiry 513
eberry BOS
tree

0iu
Oregon aah
Oregon balsam
Oregon crabapple
Oregon flr

Oregon maple
Oregon oak
Oregon pine
Oregon white oak. . .

.

Oreodaphne 529
OTercup oak 217. 223
Osage appletree 511
Osage orange 511
Osier willow 496

Pacific coast oak 235
Pacific yew 199
Pale-leaf hickory 345
Palmer oak 310
Palms 691
Palmetto B91
Palo bianco 406
Palo verde 566
Paper birch 565. 583
Paper mulberry 514
Paradise-tree 676
Parry nut pine 19. 704
Parry pinion 703
Parrv's spruce 136
Patton's spruce » 196
Peach oak 313
Pea-flower locust 535
Peawood 602
Pear haw 469
Pear thorn 459
Pecan 357. 373
Pecan nut 373
Pecan tree 373
Persimmon 517
Pessimin 517
Pigeonberry 452, 526
Pigeon cherry 610
Pignut 356, 361, 367
Pignut hickory 367
Pig walnut 361
Pin cherry 619
Pine 19
Pink locust 655
Pin oak 208, 247, 301

..19. 28

. .28. 33

Ited cedar 91, 109

Ued elm 393, 399
Ited flr 167, 164. 169
Ued gum 325
Red haw 467, 459, 460
Uedheart hickory 3.i7

Ued hickory ...

Ued Ironwood . .

.

Ued larch
Red locust
Ued maple
Ued mulberry .

.

Ued oak
2.69, 2Bo, 277, 280, 289

Red pine 61. 189
Red plum

""*

363

-13

Slippery elm... 380. 391, 400

346

pine

! otk 297

704

Iwood
•wberry
"wcooe pine
iwleaf Cottonwood

.

667, 669
iwleaf crab 453
iwleaf willow 496

pin 621

Pin thon
Pitch pine... 43. 45. 49. 63
Planertree 397
Plane-tree 607
Plum 621, 622
Poison dogwood 697
Poison elder 697
Poison Ivy 506
Poison laurel 505

oak
Pols. ach 607

697
.697. 701

640

Polsontree .

Polsonwood .

Pond apple .

Pond cypress 141
Pond pine 67
Poorfleld pine 49
Poor pine 51
Poplar 487. 673
Poplar-leared birch
Popple

Small buckeye 649. 652
Small fruit mountain ash 454
Small-leaf elm .SO"

Sninll-leaf horsebean... 549
Small laurel 505
Small pignut
Small pignut hickory
Small white blrcn...
Smooth cypress 142
Smooth-leaf willow .... 471
Snowdrop-tree 601. 603

Soapberry 4r,.'i

_ Soap tree 465

iied slWer iflV.V.:'!;;:;; 166; soft maple 429

Red spruce 127; Soft pine 19, 26

Red thorn 458
I

Softwoods 4

Red titl 502, Soledad pine 84

Red willow 496 : Sonora ironwood ofax

Redwood 181 • Sophora
Retama 549 Sorrel-tree ..

Rhododendron 507 ' Sou lard crab........... 454

River ash 423 Sour gum 337, 339, 507

River birch 565, 577 (
Sour gum bush 50

River Cottonwood 667 i
Sour tupelo 33!

Rock chestnut oak 241. Sourwood 50

Rock elm 380, 386
|
Southern basswood 639

Rock maple 427 Southern mountain pine. 52
Rock oak 241 I Southern red juniper... 94
Rockv Mountain juniper i Southern red oak 266

124 Southern white cedor. . . 103
Rockv Mountain oak... Southern yellow pine... 43

Spanish bayonet 693
Spanish dagger 693
Spanish moss 258
Spanish oak. . .260. 277, 289
Spanish red oak 289
Sparkleberry 508
Spice-tree 529

Spoon-hutch 507
Spoonwood 506
Spriugwood 7
Spotted oak... 266. 271, 320

Rocky
703

Rose bay 507
Rosemary pine 49. 66
Royal palm 692
Rum cherry 603
Rusty nannyberry 700

Sadler oak 220
Saffron plum 696
Salad-tree 548
Sandbar willow 496
Sand jack 286
Sand pine 46
Sapwood pine 75
Sargent palm 692
Sarvlce 451
Sassafac 655
Sassafas 655

Poppy aah
Possum haw
Possum oak
Possumwood
Port Orford cedar.
Post cedar
Post locust
Post oak
Poverty birch ....
Powcohlscora
Price oak

487. 676
424

. ... 648
320

frac 855
Sassafras 665
Satlnleat 696
Satin walnut 326
Satlnwood 699
Savlce 461. 4.62

Savin 91
Saxlfrax B.'iR

Scalyhark hickory 357
Scarlet haw 4.67

Scarlet maple 4.33

Scarlet oak 277
Srhott cactus 694
schott yucca 693
Screwbean 662
Screw-pod 662
Scrub oak 220. 247. 283
Scrub pine 37, 57, 70
Seaside alder 692
Second growth 3.67

Servlceberry 461
Service-tree 451
Shadberry 461
Shagbark hickory . ..355, .367

Shasta red flr 165
Shawneewood 476

127, 169
Spruce pine

45, 49. 51, 57. 187
Spruce-tree 187
Stackpole pine 151
Stagbush 699
Staghorn sumach 697
Star- leaved gum 325
Stave oak 205
Stiffness of wood 11

Sting-tongue 699

Stinking ash 445
Stinking buckeye 651
Stinking cedar 201,202
Stinking savin 202
Strength of wood 11
Striped maple 447
Stone-seed Mexican plnon .33

Stump tree 647
Sugar ash 445
Sugarberry ...403, 405, 406

pin
19, 25. 70S

Western yellow pine... 67
Western yew 199
West Indian birch 878

„ West Indian cherry 620
ntaln pine... 52 Weymouth pine 19

• V„- °li Whiskey cherry 613
.79. 86 Whistlewood 637

White alder 691
White Alaska birch

565. 570
White ash 409. 422, 700
White balsam 159.186
White bark 37
Whitebark maple 43»
Whitebark pine 19. 37
White basswood 6.30

White bar 495
White birch... 565. 579, 585
White buttonwood 688
White cedar . . .87, 103, 109
White Cottonwood 67»
White elm 379, 385, 397
Whiteheart hickory 363
White hickory. 357. 361. 387
White flr 159. 163, 166
White Ironwood
White laurel 495
Whlteleaf aak 273
White locust 535
White mangrove 888
White maple 433,439
White mulberry 514
White oak

- .205. 208, 213. 223, 235
White pine 19. 51, 703
White poplar 675, 682
White spruce.. 130. 135. I3i)
White stem pine 37
White thorn 459
White titl 502
White walnut 355, 357
White willow 472
Whitewood ...487. 667, 701

„^, I
Wickup 637

^2i
I
Wild apple 464

Tanbaik oak 241
Tassajo 684
Tear-blanket 699
Texan ebony 538
Texan red oat 265
Texas ash 411
Texas buckeye 649
Texas Cottonwood ..687. 609
Texas flowering willow. 477
Texas redbud 549
Texas umbrella-tree ... 465
Thick shellbark 389
Thomas elm 385
Thorn apple 459
Thorn bush 459
Thorn locust 541
Thorn plum 459
Thorn-tree 541
Thorny acacia 541
Thorny locust 641
Three-leaved maple.... 446
Tbree-thorned acacia... 541
Thunderwood 697
Thuvber cactus 694
Tldeland spruce 133
Tisswood 602
Tlti 502. 626
Toothache-tree 699
Torch pine 66
Torchwood '. 699
Tornillo 582
Torrev pine 64
Tough bumelia 690
Tournev oak 315
Trask mahogany 466
Tree huckleberry 508
Tree myrtle 698

palmetto
Tree
Trident oak 292
Tuck-tuck 157
Tulip poplar 487
Tnllp-tree 487
Tupelo 337
Turkey oak 283. 286

I'mbrella tree. 481. 484. .628

Upland hickory .357

ri.land willow 28.6

Utah juniper 706

Vallev mahogany 466
Vallev oak 249
Valparaiso oak 3(18

Vauquellnia 466
aple

Wild black cherry .

.

Wild cherry 613, 619

Vlrgilia
pine .

thorn

Wild china
Wild cinnamon 701
Wild crab 453
Wild date 693
Wild lilac 698
Wild lime 699
Wild olive-tree 337.601
Wild orange 620
Wild peach 620
Wild plum
Wild red cherry.
Wild rose bay .

.

Wild sapodilla .

,.., Wild tamarind 688
547 ]

Wild thorn 489
55 Williamson's spruce 195

460 ]
Willow 469

I Willow-leaf cherry 620
Willow oak 279. 295
Wing elm 399
Witch elm 399
Witch hazel 328
Wood laurel" 505
Woolly oak 315

427
. 19, 31

427

She hnla
Sheepberry
Sheepbush
Sheep laurel
Shellbark
Shellbark hickory.

700

Sugar maple
Sugar pine
Sugar-tree
Sumach 606
Summer haw 4.68

Summerwood 7
Sunflower-tree 700
Sun-loving pine 704
Sunny-slope pine 704
Swamp ash 416. 422
Swamp bay 531
Swamp cedar 103

Swamp chestnut oak... 229
Swamp Cottonwood 087. 689
Swamp hickory 361. 375

p holl.1

p laur(Swan
Swa
Swamp

405
496

.429, 433

Wadsworth oak 225
Wafer ash 699

. .385. 398, "492,' 499', 699
Wahoo elm 399
Walnut 343
Walnut-tree 343
Washington haw 480
Washington palm 693 Taupon 645
Washington pine 193 Yaupon holly 645
Washington thorn 480 Yellow ash 553
Water ash 422. 424. 445 Yellow bark oak 271
Water beech 607 Yellow basswood 637
Water birch 577. 5S0 Yellow birch 565.671
Water bltternut 375 Yellow buckeye 849
Water elm 380 Yellow bnckthoni 698
Water hickory 375 Yellow-butt oak 271
Water maple ..429. 433. 435 Yellow cedar 118, 121
Water oak ...295. 319. .320 Yellow chestnut oak... 247
Water Spanish oak 301 Yellow Cottonwood 667
Water white oak 217 Yellow cypress 121
Weeping dogwood 626 |

Yellow flr 163.169
Weeping oak 249 ) Yellow-Ieaf willow 471
Weeping spruce ...136. 195 j

Yellow-flowered cucum-
Weeping willow 472 1 ber-tree 484

birch 565. 579 Yellow locuit 535.653--
247, 271
43, 6S

821
: 481, 48T
t 127

Yellow-wood
61), BBS, 698, 899

Yew 199. 201

dogwood
hemlock 193

'

hemlock flr 193
hemlock sprnce 19-3

juniper 118

Address Book Department, HARDWOOD RECORD

537 South Dearborn Street Chicago, Illinois
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Why Worry About Saws— When
We Can Bring You Sure Relief?

It's our business to supply you with Saws that will save you worry— that will run
longest with least re-fitting—that will make good in every sense.

You have enough to think about anyway. Why be bothered with Saws that crack and lose their

points and teeth and tension? Why stop to change Saws oftener than necessar}'? Keep the wheels going

ATKINS I'l^lE SAWS
It's the quality of SILVER .STEEL that gives us tlie adxantage. It's the careful scientific handling

from start to finish—the "know how" that means better profit to vou if vou use ATKINS SIL'VER
.STEEL SAWS.

Right now is the best time to try

Atkins Band Saws, Circular Saws, Gang, Drag, Edger or any other kind of Saws

Atkins Cross Cut Saws
are great worry savers. Dqn't be prejudiced. Don't stand in your own light. Give us a chance to make
good with you and don't let anybody tell you that ATKINS 'SILVER STEEL SEGMENT GROUND
CROSS CUT SAWS won't make good. You're the boss. Try it for yourself.

BUY THEM THROUGH YOUR DEALER OR JOBBER. SPECIFY ATKINS SILVER STEEL.
IF YOU CAN'T GET THEM IN THIS WAY, THEN WRITE TO THE NEAREST ADDRESS BELOW

E. C. ATKINS ^ CO., Inc.
The Silver Steel Saw People

HOME OFFICE AND FACTORY, INDIANAPOLIS, IND. CANADIAN FACTORY, HAMILTON, ONT.
Machine Knife Factory, Lancaster, N. Y.

Branches carrying complete stocks in the following cities. Address E. C. ATKINS & CO., Inc.: Atlanta, Chicago,
Memphis, Minneapolis, New Orleans, New York City, Portland, Ore., San Francisco,

Seattle, Vancouver, B. C, Sydney, N. S. W.
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Kiln Truck

We make all styles of Kiln Trucks
and Transfer Cars. They are

roller bearing, steel or malleable
iron wheels. We have one con-
tract for twelve hundred of these

trucks, with eight-inch wheels.

Always a large stock of
material on hand. Can
make prompt shipment.

The National Dry Kiln Co.
Indianapolis, Ind.

Baldwin Geared
Locomotives

are built for severe service on steep grades, sharp
curves and uneven tracks.

'^~i»
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ifwe sKowyou Clyde Skidders

cutting the cost of logs for tKe

Other Fellow, worit you want

to make tKe same saving

OKat's wky we can and do

inviteyou to come with us

andmakeyour own invest-

igations. Our skidders
are our best salesmen]

CLyDi: IFLON \VORICS
Manufacturers of macKiaes for every los^5m5 operation.

D TJ Iv U T H. U. S. A.
GREAT POR.T OF THE NOItTHWEST

5»^

^NEW OR,LEANS
. O R^TL A.>I D

SAVA^N/^H
C H 1 C A G O

rmi\'\
1:^ J

Lumber Dried As Never Before
SEE THE DIFFERENCE

GRAND RAPIDS DRY KILN

GRAND RAPIDS VENEER WKS., SOLE MFRS., MICHIGAN

SECURE BETTER PRICES
AT LESS SELLING COST BY REACHING MORE CUSTOMERS. HARDWOOD
RECORD PUTS YOU BEFORE THEM ALL TWICE A MONTH. ASK US ABOUT IT.

,ElD)©I^lKS!gr(Q)(Q)lD)
JRTERLOCKING DRUM/

Ki J^NY Length

(g^©iLii\iy^irioi

lIKK^ >' c^=e-r*<u^. ^96iQ£<r/^V S/Men yirk .\?3^

AT MILLr
AT LOWEST
S.CO>STy

4fIGH ^SPEED i^TURN^ ^

C/iica^oSea///e Canada Canadian 'J/Z/is-C/za/m^fs -Cf^

C^en-Of-/eanS'^WaodwarSr\ft''jh.t SiCo.Xfd
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Broom Handle Machinery
Let uj tell vou about our STEEL TUMBLERS FOR DRY-

ING AND POLISHING BROOM HANDLES. Thu system is

rapidly supplanting all others. More economical; less lime required

for drying; no polishing afterwards; greater per cent of straight

handles turned out.

Steel Tumbler for

Drying and Polish-

ing Broom Handles

CADILLAC MACHINE COMPANY
Complete Line of Broom Handle IVIachinery

CADILLAC, MICH.

-USERS-
Ml' 'l"hc Siaiulard Moist Air Dry Kiln

—

people in }-our own line, whose dryino;

l)roposition is similar to yours—will tell

\-ou that never before was their product

dried so satisfactorily and so econom-

ically Ask them

!

You'll find a long^. Icing list ol Standard Dry
Kiln users in the catalog. .Also a complete

e.xplanation of why The Standard Moist .\ir

Drying System is so adaptable for drying

furniture hardwoods. Write for this book.

Address: The Standard Dry Kiln Co.. 1559

McCarty St.. Indianapolis. Ind.

Wire Stitching Machinery

Crates, Veneer and Resawed Lumber
Boxes, Also Wire and Metal Bound Boxes,

FRUIT PACKAGES, BASKETS,
nBER SHIPPING CASES, PAPER
BOXES AND SPECL\L PURPOSES
ASK FOR CATALOGUE

3[anufactured by

SARANAC MACHINE COMPANY
BENTON HARBOR. MICH.. U. S. A.

ELEPHANT
RUBBER BELTING

AIR DRILL AND AIR TOOL

HOSE
STEAM
WATER
SUCTION

EXTRA QUALITY

Recommended for hard service
and euaranteed to do the work

SELLING AGENTS
CKINE COMPtlir - ILL BRANCHES

STtNDlRD EguiPMENT CO.. MOBILE. ILA

ILBiWV MILL SUPPLy CO.. ILBINT. 91.

THE MECHANICAL

RUBBER COMPANY
(Chicago Rubber W«rk»)

307 W. Randolph Street,
ESTABLISHED 1882

CHICAGO
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Ahnapee Veneer & Seating Co.
HOME OFFICE, FACTORY AND VENEER MILL, ALGOMA, WIS.

VENEER AND SAWMILL, BIRCHWOOD, WIS.

We manufacture at our Birchwood plant single ply veneers Every pound of glue we use is guaranteed hide stock. We
of all native northern woods and deliver stock that is in do not use retainers. Our gluing forms are put under pow-
shape to glue. erful screws and left until the glue has thoroughly set.

From our Algoma factory, where we have specialized for ,, ,..,, „ „ „ „„,.,^j , ^ „. *u»* •_ t.u. u.,* u„,.j _
»-,.„f» «.o,c „7« „,„.!....« „i„.ic «* »ii ,;,-, fl-t K * t„ If you seek a guaranteed product that is the best, based on

T.Zn'^n:oo7JL'lX^^^^^^^^^^ ;fet^r:^dXffo^rn'bl'n^ed":l''?ire"^'ro^f^hr^rt^?o'cr"an'2«:• ~»i,« „„ »„,„ „i,. ,t„„i, ^JU /„ » - i„ ,1 „.j . . Of every detail, combined with the use of the best stock and

Cu^t'erTd'oak." Ou'^Sarlered oak Janers' arT^aKm 'slwed - "P"*-''*'' '""'P--'- °- P-<1-* -" »PP"' '° ^-^
veneer. If you are a "price buyer" we probably cannot Interest you.

y eneers and l^anels with a ly^eputation
"I17"E manufacture Veneers in all the native woods and for all purposes. Also Built-up Panels

in native and foreign woods—three and five-ply—and have established a reputation for

furnishing high-grade material. Send us your inquiries and orders and become one of our

satisfied customers.

Underwood Veneer Co. Wausaiu Wis.

Custom Mill Work, Storage, Inspection
ON

Foreign Fancy Woods, Mahogany, Cedar, Circassian
We receive the logs, store or warehouse them, manufacture them into lumber, cut or saw veneers, pile and store the pro-
duct, and ship via any railroad. Also furnish inspection returns on logs or lumber. Can furnish accommodations and econ-
omies which it is impossible to secure elsewhere. We always have on our yards parcels of plain and figured African,
Mexican and Cuban Mahogany, Circassian Walnut and Cedar logs, placed here for sale by direct foreign shippers, from
which advantageous purchases can be made.

Astoria Veneer Mills & Dock Co. Long island City, New York

OUR SPECIALTY

Highly Figured Quarter-Sawed White Oak Veneer

PUTINAM VbNBER & LUMBBR Co.
ROACHDAUE, IIND.

H. I. CUTSirNGER, Gen'l Vlgn.
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!!ll'l'l"'l"l'""l"'l'l"l""ill""'''l"'"l!

BUFFALO
The Foremost Hardwood Market of the East

I1

BUFFALO HARDWOOD LUMBER CO.
We «nnl to l)U.v for cn8h

OAK, ASH AND OTHER HARDWOODS
All grades and tliickncNscB.

Will rocrive and inspect stock at Hhippine point.
Braueh yard. Memphis. Tenn.

940 Seneca Street, BUFFALO

Hugh McLean Lumber Co.
OIR SPECIALTY:

QUARTERED
WHITE OAK

940 ELK STREET

T. SULLIVAN & CO.
.Sl'h:ClM/riE.S:

Gray Elm, Brown Ash
Pacific Coast Fir and Spruce

2 ARTHUR STREET

ORSON E. YEAQER
SPECIALTIES:

Oak, Ash and Poplar
932 ELK STREET

ANTHONY



Manufacturers Old-FaehionedVansant, soft

Kitchen 6 ^^piar

Company
S-8 and 4-4

in Widt Stock,

Sp«cialty

Ashland, Kentucky

EASTERN REPRESENTATIVE, John L. Cochran
601 W. 115th Street, New York City

Little River Lumber Company
TOWNSEND, TENN.

WE are now cutting Hardwoods and Hemlock out of big smooth clean prime logs and we give

special attention to the making of stock that is hard to make and is required in heavy thick-

nesses and special widths and lengths. We have now a couple of cars of 6/4 x 10" and wider good
tough No. 1 Common & Better Smoky Mountain Ash, mostly better than No. 1 Common and runs

up to 24" wide and is ready for prompt shipment. Also Clear Hemlock in all widths and Hemlock in

all grades.
We Continue to Solicit the Business of

Discriminating Buyers of High Grade Smoky Mountain Hardwoods and Hemlocic

It Tells Just What the Consumers Use
AXV hardwood or v^eneer man considers his jjersonal knowledge of the requirements of his own

trade his greatest asset.

But lie realizes that if that knowledge is confined to a limited number of concerns his sales will be the same year

after year. Hence to grow he must acquire more knowledge regarding other possible customers.

Do you as a seller of hardwoods or veneers think it is good business to invest years of your time and quantities

of your money to gather that knowledge when you can get logically collated first-hand and absolutely live and

authentic information on thousands of such consumers and can have the use of it immediately after application.'

The cost is nominal and the service is elastic in its form and can be made to fit your peculiar requirements

tx.K-tly. A\'rite tiow and get the benefit of the annual corrections.

HARDWOOD RECORD, CHICAGO, ILL.

YELLOW rOPUR
MlNUFlCTOItERS OF BIND StWED

POPLAR
QUARTERED OAK
PLAIN OAK

CHESTNUT
BASSWOOD

SPECIALTY
QDARTER SAWED

WHITE OAK

Coal firoYt, Ohio, U.S.A. LUMBER CO
^1
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We are prepared to ship promptly on

receipt of order

Hardwoods of All Kinds
from our Philadelphia Yard or direct

from our Mills.

Specialties

7 in. X 24 in. No. 1 Heart Split

Cypress Shingles.

5-8 Soft Yellow Tennessee
Panel Poplar 18 in. and over.

J. Gibson Mcllvain & Co.
1420 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

Lumber on Slicks Jan. 1st, 1914

QUARTERED WHITE OAiC SAP GUM

4.(i3() S-4" Is & 2s. .

40.140 :!-4' No. 1 Coil
4«.4«0 4-4" X 1» to n
•iri,:i!)0 4-4" Is & 2s. .

I5.i.:i»0 4-4" No. 1 foil
104.1.-.0 4-4" No. 2 Coil

24:n4 RED GUM

1-4" In ,V 2s, (! to 9"

5-1" < oninion .V UcUit. . . .

4-4" CIviir Slriiis 2'/. (o 3'/."

4-4 CIriir Strips 4 to .">%"

11" Com. .Sliips 21/- to XXy

QUARTERED RED OAK
11" K .V- ;» !) I

,«.-.,>

.~>i,ii»

(i,88l

QUARTERED RED GUM

PLAIN WHITE OAK
4-4" Is Jt 2s
4-4" No. 1 CoiniiKin
4-4" No. 2 Comnioii

PLAIN RED OAK

4-4" No. I Common
.->-4" Is & 2s
.~>-4" No. 1 Common
4-4" Com. .« B.'t. Mottled.

COTTONWOOD

II" \d. 1 Common.
4-1" No. 2 ( oniinon.
.-.-1" \ 11" 4: up Sti-p
.-.-4

•

Is « 2s
."i-t" No. 1 Common.
0-4" V H" & lip Step
0-1" Is & 2s
0-4" No. I Common.
0-1" No. 2 Coininon

flank

I'laiik

MISCELLANEOUS
l!..|. To

4-4" Kuii
i.oe Knn Mapli-...

4-4" l,.iK Run Kim
:i" I.OK Kun Kim
;{" I.OK Kun Hickory.
4-4" Sound Wormy Onk

The larger portion of the above stock is now
in good dry shipping condition, and we
shall be pleased to have your inquiries.

Memphis Band Mill Co.
Memphis, Tennessee

k^ Cartier = 5|oUanb

y3( %nmhtt Company ®
Mr. Consumer:—
High cost of living i.s tlic main question

with you today. Our prices will relieve this

situation to some extent. May we quote you
on the following- High (irade Stock?

60,000' 4 4 End Dried Winter Cut White Maple

3,000' 5 4 End Dried Winter Cut White Maple

3,000' 6 4 End Dried Winter Cut White Maple

5,000' 8 4 End Dried Winter Cut White Maple

30,000' 4 I Firsts and Seconds Unselected Maple

46,000' 8 4 Selected No. 1 Common and Better

Maple
175,000' 4 4 Pine Crating (Wide Run)
150,000' 4 4 No. 2 and 3 Common Basswood

\\' [•. C A N .S U R I' .\ C i: .A S U K .S I R E D

S m t r b i g a n S
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LOUISVILLE
THE HARDM^OOD GATEWAY OF THE SOUTH

m

You Can Get It In Louisville

1

1" vdu iired anxihiiii;' in the line (if hai'dwiiiids. including;' veneers and
l)anels, jusi remember this: ^'(>n can 14 el it in ilie Louisville market.

You are doubtless familiar with the reason: varied stocks, co-operative

methods and geographical location explain our secret of serviceability.

Meanwhile, look (jver the appended offerings, pick out v\diat you want, and
write to the concerns interested. If you can use a few thousand feet of several

items, otTered by different concerns, tliev will be glad to load a mixed car for you.

NORTH VERNCN LUMBER COMPANY
IS and 2s Quartered White Oak.
IS and 2s Quartered White Oalc.

No. 1 Com. White Oak.
No. 1 Com. & Better Quartered

No. 1 Com, & Better Quartered

Clear Quartered White Oak

,000 feel f-4

.000 feet 58
,000 feet vj)

,000 feet /.;

White Oak.
,000 feet H
While Oak.

,000 feet 4./4

Strips.

.000 feet 4/4" Clear Sap Quartered White Oak
Strips.

,000 feet S''4" IS and 2s White Ash.

NORMAN LUMBER COMPANY
(Mills at Holly Ridge, La.)

000 feet 4-4 IS and 2s Poplar.
000 feet 4-4 Sap and Select Poplar.
000 feet 4-4 No. 1 Common Poplar.
000 feet 4-4 IS and 2s Sap Gum.
000 feet 4-4 No. 1 Common Sap Gum.
000 feel 4-4 IS and 2s Red Gum.
000 feet 4-4 No. 1 Common Red Gum.
000 feet 4-4 l! and 2s Plain Red £)ak.
000 feet 4-4 No. 1 Common Plain Red Oak.

BCOKER-CECIL LUMBER COMPANY
75,000 feet 4-4 Sap and Select Poplar.

150,000 feet 4-4 No. 1 Common Poplar—regular
or selected widths.

40,000 feet 8-4 Common Poplar.

20,000 feet 8-4 IS and 2s Plain Red Oak.
60,000 feet 4-4 No. 1 Common Plain Red Oak.
25,000 feet 4-4 is and 2s Quartered White Oak.
20,000 feet 4-4 No. 1 Common Basswood.

50,

75,

100,
250,
200,
170,
70,

60,
600,

STEMMELEN LUMBER COMPANY
4 5,000 feet 4-4 No. l Common and Better Sound

Wormy Oak.
15,000 feet 8-4 Log Run Beech.

15,000 feet 10-4 Log Run Beech.

15,000 feet 12-4 Log Run Beech.

40,000 feet 4-4 No. 2 Com. Plain White Oak.
50,000 feet 4-4 No. 1 Com. Quartered White

Oak.
.30,000 feet 4-4 is and 2s Quartered White Oak.
3 5,000 feet 4-4 No. 2 Com. Quartered White

Oak.

EDW. L. DAVIS LUMBER COMPANY
50,000 feet No. 1 Common Ash.

3 5,000 feet 4-4 No. 1 Common Chestnut.

30,000 feet 6-4 No. 1 Common Hickory.

25,000 feet 6-4 No. 2 Common Hickory.

5,000 feet 8-4 No. 1 Common Hickory.

60,000 feet 8-4 No. 2 Common Hickory.

10,000 feet 4" Log Run Maple.

100,000 feet 4-4 No. 1 Common Poplar.

W. P. BROWN & SONS LUMBER COMPANY
75,000 feet 5-4 is and 2s Plain White Oak.

200,000 feet 4-4 and S-4 IS and 2s Plain Red
Gum.

250,000 feet 4-4 and 8-4 Is and 2s Quartered Red
Gum.

175,000 feet 4-4 and 8-4 is and 2s Quartered
White Oak.

30,000 feet 4-4 Is and 2s Poplar.
30,000 feet 4-4 No. 1 Common Chestnut.

LOUISVILLE VENEER MILLS
15,000 feet 5-8 No. l Common and Better Plain

White Oak.
75,000 feet 4-4 No. 1 Common and Better Plain

White Oak.
30,000 feet 5-8 Quartered No. i Common and

Better Quartered White Oak.
15,000 feet 4-4 No. 2 Common Quartered White

-^^ak.

5 0,(joo feet 4-4 No. 1 Common and Better Quar-
tered White Oak.

60,000 feet 4-4 Quartered White Oak Strips.
60,000 feet 5-8 No. i Common and Better Pop-

lar.

30,000 feet 4-4 No. 1 Common Poplar.
15,000 feet No. i Common 4-4 Plain Red Gum.
30,000 feet 4-4 is and 2s Plain Red Gum.
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KNOXVILLE r

Famous for Finest Type of Poplar, Oak and Chestnut.

VESTAL LUMBER AND MANUFACTURING CO-
KNOXVILLE, TENNESSEE.

QUARTERED WHITE OAK
OUR SPECIALTY

MANUFACTURERS OF

QUARTERED WHITE OAK. PLAIN OAK. POPLAR. WALNUT & TENNESSEE RED CEDAR LUMBER
BAND MILLS AT VBSTAL. A SUBURB OF KN OXVlLJJffi. SOUTHERN AND LOUISVILLE & NASHVILIJ; RAIUIOAL)

J. M. UOGAIN
LUMBER CO.
MANUFACTURERS AND WHOLESALERS

HARDWOODS AND PINE
POPLAR A SPECIALTY

Main Office and Yards: Knoxville

Branch Office and Yard:

Bank and McLean Ave., Cincinnati I. M. ASHER. Mgr.

We Want Orders for the following Dry Stock:

WHITE OAK—Plain or Quartered.

RED OAK—Plain or Quartered.

CHESTNUT BASSWOOD
POPLAR WHITE PINE

Always carry large well

assorted stock of all

kinds of Hardwoods.

CAN SHIP ON SHORT NOTICE.

"THE VERY BEST"
ASH, CHESTNUT,

RED OAK, WHITE OAK, PINE,

POPLAR and WALNUT
Knoxville Veneer Co.

p. B. RAYMOND, General Manager, Knoxville, Tenn.

Kimball & Kopcke
Knoxville, Tennessee

Manufacturers and Shippers of

Appalachian Hardwoods
OAK OUR SPECIALTY

IF YOU HAVEN T SEEN THE GIBSON TALLY BOOK

Let us send you one on approval, with samples of Tally

Tickets for triplicate, duplicate or single tallies—a score

of forms to choose from. They are the latest and best. En-
dorsed by hundreds of lumber manufacturers and buyers.

HARDWOOD RECORD CHICAGO
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GOOD
GRADES LU D iNcrfbN

HARDWOOD SPECIALISTS

PROMPT
SERVICE

There Is a Reason
Why discriminating

consumers insist on
getting

STEARNS CUALITY
End Dried White
Hard Rock Maple

If you are interested

let us tell you why.
We can give you the

benefit of knowledge
acquired by years of

study and research. END DRVINli 1,1 MBKR Si

DRY STOCK
ON HAND:

80M 4 4 FAS
28M 5 4 FAS
65M 6 4 FAS
56M 8 4 FAS
72M 4 4 No. 1 Com.

16M 5 4 No. 1 Com.

23M 6 4 No. 1 Com.

47M 8 4 No. 1 Com.

<r77x< § SALT cr LUMBER CO. LuDINGTON,MlCH.

Band Sawn Hardwoods
WE PRODUCE OUR OWN STOCKS

Our Specialties:

Coltonwood— Oak Three Ply Red

Red and Sap Gum '''!^2d"nd^wh"r'' Gum Panels

A Few Items We Want To Move
7 cars 4/4" 1st & 2nds Red Gum.

15 cars 4/4" No. 1 Common Red Gum.
5 cars 6/4" Ists & 2nds Sap Gum.

5 cars 4/4" Select Yellow Cypress.

7 cars 4/4" No. 1 Shop Yellow Cypress.

8 cars 4/4" x 13" to 17" Ists & 2nds Cottonwood.

5 cars 5/4" x 6" to 12" Ists & 2nds Cottonwood.

9 cars 4/4" x 13" to 17" Cottonwood Box Boards.

4 cars 4 '4" x 18" to 21" No. 1 & Panel Cottonwood.

1 car 3/8" No. 1 Common Qtd. White Oak.

2 cars 1/2" No. 1 Common Qtd. White Oak.

10 cars 6/4" Log Run Soft Maple.

7 cars 4/4" Ists & 2nds Plain Red Oak.

9 cars 4 4" No. 1 Common Plain Red Oak.

WRITE US FOR PRICES
ANDERSON-TULLY COMPANY, Memphis. Tenn.

BOX SHOCKS and VENEERS

TWO SPECIALTIES
FINELY FIGURED QUARTERFID RED C.IM FOR M.\HOG.\NY OR

CIRCASSIAN FINISH AND
FINELY FIGURED EVEN COLOR QLARTER-S-AHX WHITE 0.4K

Write tor
gum to obt

G. H. EVANS LUMBER COMPANY, Chattanooga, Tennessee

^
For items of Hardwood Stock or Hardwood

Machinery, you will find it advantageous tc

write our advertisers. Get in touch

!

SAVE YOUR MONEY BY USING THE

Drpv D/^/^1/' Published Semi-annually
m\I-^lJ D\jy<Jt\. in February and August

It contains a carefully prepared list of the buyers •f lumber in

car lots, both among the dealers and manufacturers.

The book indicates their financial standing and manner of meet-

ing obligations. Covers the United States, Alberta, Mani-
toba and Saskatchewan. The trade recognizes this book as

thp authority on the lines it covers.
A well oreanized Collection Department is also operated and the same is oven to

you. Write for terms.

Lumbermen's Credit Assn.,
ESTABLISHED

lt7t

MeatlM This Fape
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THE SOUTH
PROMINENT SOVTHERN MANUFACTURERS

Salt Lick Lumber Co.
SALT LICK KENTUCKY

IVUNUFACTURERS OF

^^Oak Flooring

Complete stock of %" and 13/16" in all

stemdard widths

Write us for description and prices
on the following stock:

4 4", 6 4
" & 8 4" Sap Poplar

5 8". 4 4", 5 4", 6 4" and 8 4" No. 1

Common Poplar
4 4

", 6 4
" and 8 4

" No. 2 Common
Poplar

4 4", 5 4", 6 4", and 8 4" No. 1 Com-
mon & Better Chestnut

FARRIS HARDWOOD LUMBER CO.
Nashville, Tenn.

6ARETS0N-GREAS0N LUMBER CO.
1002-1005 Times BIdg. ST. LOUIS

MANUFACTURERS

Four Mills

We will name very attractive

prices on a few cars of each of the

following items:

4/4, 6/4. 10/4 and 12/4 1« and 2> Poplar

4/4 and 8/4 Sap Poplar.

H4". Hi" and 2%" No. 1 Common Poplar.

4/4 No. 1 and Panel Poplar In widtha of 12 to 17". 18 to 23"

and 24" and up
4/4 I IS t» 17" Poplar Box Boards.

4/4 la ft 2i Basawood or Lilnn—very flne.

1/8, 4/4, 5/4, 10/4 and 12/4 la * 2« Qtd. W. Oofc.

4/4. 5/4. 6/4 and 8/4 No. 1 Common Qtd. W. Oak
6/4 la ft 2a Qtd R. Oak.
4/4. 6/4 and 6/4 No. 1 Common Qtd. R. Oak.

6/4 and 10/4 la & 2b Hickory.

4/4. «/4, 10/4 and 12/4 No. 1 Common Hickory.

4/4, 6/4, 8/4, 10/4 and 12/4 No. 2 Common Hickory.

4/4 la ft 2a Chestnut, alao 5. 6 and 8/4

4/4 No. 1 Common Chjataut.

John B. Ransom & Co.
MANUFACTURERS OF

Hardwood Lumber
Nashville, Tenn.

Carolina Spruce Company
OFFERS FOR SALF.

Two cars 8 4 common and better Basswood
One car 4 4 1st and 2nd Basswood
Three cars 4 4 No. 2 common Basswood
Two cars 4 4 No. 3 common Basswood
Two cars 5 4 common and better Chestnut

Three cars 8 4 common and better Chestnut

Three cars 8 4 common and better Red Oak
Four cars 4 4 common and better Red Oak
Two cars 4 4 No. 2 common Red Oak

BAND SAWN STOCK
:Mills: I'iMisarola. N. V. Capacit.v, 90.000 ft. per <la.v

Charles K. Parry & Co. f,a,':,i''Ti'Jle°Bu\idrn| Philadelphia

Lumber Dried As Never Before
SEE THE DIFFERENCE

GHAND RAPIOS DRY KILN

GRAND RAPIDS VENEER WKS.. SOLE MFRS..

SECURE BETTER PRICES
AT LESS SELLING COST BY REACHING MORE CUSTOMERS. HARDWOOD
RECORD PUTS YOU BEFORE THEM ALL TWICE A MONTH. ASK US ABOUT IT.
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R.E.Wood Lumber Company
fl Manufacturers of Yellow Poplar, Oak, Chestnut, Hemlock
and White Pine.

fl We own our own stumpage and operate our own mills.

*i Correspondence solicited and inquiries promptly answered.

CENERAL OFFICES:
CONTINENTAL BUILDING. Baltimore, Maryland

W. P. Craig Lumbar Co.

Wholesale Hardwood and Building

Lumber

Empire Building, PITTSBURG, PI.

BIRCH
AND

MAPLE

A few cars
in transit and

a large assort-

ment at the

mill. Write us.

New York Office

25 W. 42d St.

Geo. Webster Lumber Co.
SPRINGFIELD, MASS.

Hard Maple
100.000 ft. 4/4
No. 2 Com.
Tupelo Gum

or Bay Fop'ar
100.000 ft. <,/4
Log Run; will
grade to suit
purchELser.

Ash
80,000 ft. 4/4
No. 1 Com.

WE HAVE IT

W. W. DEMPSEY
Manufacturer and

Wholesaler of

HARDWOODS

Cypress
1 carload 4/4
Is & 2a. Clear.
2 carloads 4/4

BAND SAWED STOCK
A LINE BRINGS PRICE BY RETURN MAIL
a«naral Otlcai

Johnstown, 7a.
Hew Tork Offlo*

Vo. 18 Broadway

IET US talk to you about the plain

I and quartered oak that made In-

diana famous. It's the kind we

make to-day.

Wood-Mosaic Co., New Albany, Ind.

IIlD)©IglRMy(Q)(Q)lD)
JRTERJL0CKING DRUMJ"

A-/^^*i, i?iNY Length•1 A-''*^*;^: i^lNYLENGTH

ATMILLr
AT LOWEST
SvCOvSTy

(g^ri!>ILIg.M^^191^(]P^i^

Cy/tca^o'xSea///e (Canada Canadian tS/Z/is-C/ruymefS Ujfd
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We Will Quote Unusually Attractive Prices

On the Following List of Band Sawn Poplar:
K <Mr» 1" No. 1 Co
i earn I '4" No. 1 Common.
a cors IM:" No. I Common.
2 earn 2" No. 1 Common.
5 rars i'//' No. 1 Common.
(i oarN S" No. 1 Common.
4 riir« 1" No. 2-A Common.
X oars I" No. 2-B Common.
(! cars 2" No. 2 A & B Common.
I car 2V4" No. 2 A & B Common.
1 car .t" No. 2 A & H Common.

.I ciirH 1" iH & 28.

2 cars I H-" 1» & 2«-

5 cure 2V1-" iH & 28.

S earn S~ Is & 28.

2 cars I" Wide Box.
3 cars 1" Narrow Box.
4 cars 1" Saps & Selects.
1 car IVt" Saps * Selects.
2 cars IVj" Saps & Selects.
2 can 2" Saps A Selects.

WE HAVK A SPLENDID STOCK OF PI.ATN AND
QUARTERED RED AND WHITE OAK. ALL GRADES

Faust Bros. Lumber Co.
S.\LES OI'FICK
CHICAGO, ILL.

M.\IN OI'KICE
PADUCAH, KY

Iff 1
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Review and Outlook
General Market Conditions

THE VARIOUS CONVENTIOXS that have taken place in the last

two weeks have developed an excellent indication of the

present and promised condition of the lumber business. With-

out exception, the tone of all of these meetings, embracing both

northern and southern operations, has been soundly optimistic. By
soundly optimistic is meant that there has been no tendency to view

the situation in the light of a boom, but all expressions regarding

the present and immediate future of the lumber trade indicate that

there will be an apparent, though conservative and entirely legiti-

mate, improvement in the situation. In fact, summing up the opin-

ions of some of the biggest men in the trade, men who are closely

in touch with economic factors which have a direct bearing on the

lumber business, 1914 promises to be one of the biggest trade years

on record.

The encouraging sentiments expressed are based first on the im-

proved tone of business conditions in general which are the result

of the settlement of political questions at Washington and the assur-

ance that has been given to business men that the administration will

not interfere with legitimate business enterprise and development.

With this assurance, business men have taken new heart and have

for the most part overcome the mental depression which has been

evident for several months. This has naturally reflected directly

upon the lumber business, in that it has affected the demand for the

products made from lumbA and hence the demand for lumber itself

is strengthened.

This condition is supported by a really favorable status of stocks

at both mills and consuming points. As far as the mills are con-

cerned, both in the North and the South, the stock situation is very

favorable, while it is a generally conceded fact that the stocks on

consumers ' yards have not been so light for a long time.

It is true that a recent report coming from northern manufacturers

states that their stocks are heavier than at the beginning of

1913, although lighter than the year before that. But it must be

remembered that last year stocks of northern operators w-ere too

light even to fill the ordinary demands. Hence any reasonable in-

quiry this year is rather favorable than unfavorable, as it will un-

questionably develop in the course of the next few months that the

call for northern products will take up all available stocks. Regard-

ing the South, it is impossible to view stock conditions there in any
other light than that stocks are really below normal. In fact, some
large operators say that while they have carried as much as 30,000,000

feet of dry lumber on sticks they now have only 4,000,000 or 5,000,000

feet. Furthermore, it is promised that there is little likelihood of

there being any accumulation over present stocks, as logging condi-

tions have Mt been ui^duly favorable, and it is expected that increased

demand will take care of any increase in output.

It has been stated before in these columns that the larger stocks

are in strong hands and are being held for improved prices. This is

an absolute fact. The larger operators have expressed themselves

very vigorously on this score and it is generally anticipated that the

owners of the bulk of the southern hardwoods are strong enough

financially to refuse orders of any dimension for future shipment.

They are willing to take care of the trade for the present, but will

not contract for any large deliveries ahead. In fact, one of the

largest operators in the South made the decisive statement a short

time ago that he had realized $1.60 more on an average for his lum-

ber during 1913 than ever before, and that if his lumber did not

bring him a $2.00 increase this year on the general level, every stick

of it would stay in his yard. This particular man is in an excellent

position to carry out this suggestion, as are many others who have

expressed themselves similarly.

Looking at business on the broader basis, the country is in really

sound condition. The money situation has been very materially im-

proved and it is now possible to secure necessary funds at normal

rates. A great deal more money has been placed in circulation dur-

ing the last few weeks. In fact, it is reported that for the three

weeks of January banks reported greater deposits than for any
three weeks of 1913. This is going to very materially aid industrial

development and industrial investment throughout the country, as

well as to assist in the general restoration of prosperous conditions

and the resultant broadening of the market.

The various woods show a proportionate improvement, with the

greatest strengthening in the upper grades. Quartered oak is still

a strong factor and it is reported that plain oak is showing a no-

ticeably increased demand. It cannot be said that the gum situation

has improved very much, although there is proof that such an im-

provement is anticipated in the near future. As an instance, one

large manufacturer recently turned down an order for 1,000,000 feet

for future delivery and advised its customer that it would take care

of its immediate requirements, but had entire confidence in an im-

proved condition in the gum market during the next few months.

This sentiment is apparent throughout the gum-producing section.

Sunmiing up, the general sentiment seems to be that business looks

good but that business men should not soar too high from the

ground, but maintain a level and conservative position, there being

a practical assurance that a healthy and satisfactory improvement
will be consistently and continuously evident in the situation for some
months to come. In fact, it is sanely and sincerely predicted by a
great many of the most conservative and most successful lumbermen
of the country that 1914 will be one of the biggest yeajg in the his-

tory of the lumber business.
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Cabbage Palmetto

THK II.LC.sTHATION OX THK l-MiONT COVKK of this iiuiii-

l)cr of llAKi)H(H)i) Rki'ORo tjives a characteristic view of a

t'orost of cabbage palmetto in Florida. The location is near

Atlantic Beach, about eighteen miles troiii .lacksoin ille. The

|ihotoj;ra|ih was furnished by the .1. ('. Turiici Lumlier <'i)ni|i.iny

of New York. This company is financially interested in tlii-

well-known winter resort at Atlantic Beach.

The |ialniettoh receive much praise for their lieauty and many
imprecations on account of bail qualities. It is despised by sur-

veyors, hunters, lumbermen ,"ind others who travel on foot

through .jungles of palm-like growth with sharp-pointed leaves

which stand out like porcupine (|uills. Hut tlw J\ingU's which

torment most are not the cabbage palmetto but the smaller

species appropriately name<l "saw palmetto." This pest seblom

grows tall enough to lift its leaves above a footman's face, but

Just high eno\igh to jab him. The cabbage palmetto is quite

different. The trunks rise year by year until the massive erowns

are lifted high in air, and a grove becomes beautiful and park-like.

The tree is confined ])rincii)ally to the southeastern coast region

of the I'nited States. The northej-n tourist who is taking his

first jouriu\v south, following in the vicinity of the .\tlantic

coast, will first make the acquaintance of the cabbage palmetto

in the ('nnilinas. The tall trunks are smooth and of a reddish

color which suggests sole leather; but the trunks of medium
height .-ire usually criss-crossed like basket-work. The latticed

appearance is ilue to fragments of leaf stems which adhere to

the bole long after the leaf has broken oflF and fallen. The lattice

disappears in time, and smooth trunks are a work of age. The
jiicture shows no young trunks.

A cabbage jialmetto tree consists of three interesting parts,

two of which are seldom seen by the tourist or casual visitor

because they are completely hidden from sight. The three parts

are the root, the stem, and the bud. The bud is at the top of the

trunk anil is called the "cabbage"'—hence the tree's name. It

is cooked as a substitute for cabbage, and though many persons

sample it, through curiosity or otherwise, few acquire a real liking

for it. A novice has trouble in finding the bud, and after he

has succeeded in locating it, he is likely to be bafified in his

eflforts to extract it, because it is buried under fold after fold of

tough bark, and a sharp axe is the best jneans of cutting it out.

The bud is the origin of the leaves, not of the fruit. In fact,

the fruit of tlie palm is small and worthless, being black aud of

the size of a pea. About the only creature of animated nature

that will eat it is the bronze, razorback Florida hog, and he

seldom gets a chance, because the fruit hangs until it dries up
and blows away, and although the hog of that region is quite

an active varmint, he cannot jump high enough to pick the fruit.

The long, graceful trunks of the \>a\m are admired by all who
see them—after they liave cast off the ragged basket-work which
covers them in youth. The stems usually rise perpendicularly

until they become so tall that the weight of the foliage at the

top causes them to careen. When once out of i>luml) they are

seldom able to recover their upright position, but benil more
and more until finally the crown nearly or quite touches the

ground, forming a curve dear to the eye of the mathematician.

rnfortunately, the cover picture shows no careened bole, though
such are very plentiful in the old palmetto forests of Florida.

It does, however, show a very interesting leaning tree which
lodged against another. The reason why that tree leans at a

sharp angle instead of the characteristic curve is an interesting

ponsideration, and in order to understand it. the root must be

examined.

The root of a cabbage ]ialmetto tree is a wonderful piece of

mechanism. Architects call such a device a '
' floating founda-

tion." This Jialmetto usually occupies soft, swampy ground
which affords poor anchorage for roots, and nature took extra

precaution to make things secure. The large roots form a round
mass, like a ball of three to five feet in diameter, deep down in

the mud. The trunk stands nicely balanced on this sphere whose

|irincipal function seems to be to sustain the tree and prevent

its sinking by its own weight deep into the plastic mu'l.

However, there must be additional support. The ball i;in kci p

the tree from sinking endwise into the mud, but cannot ]ire\ent

it toppling over. To remedy this defect, a multitude of long,

slender roots radiate from all sides of the ball, penetrating for

ten to twenty feet into the soil and serving as that many guy
ropes to hold the tree erect. So strong are these stay roots that

the tall trunk may careen until its top touches the ground with-

out breaking them. The bole bends but the roots will not snap.

An occasional exception, however, should be noted, and it happens

that such an exception appears in the picture. The leaning

trunk referred to above has pitched over and would have fallen

flat had it not lodged against another tree. The anchor roots

broke, else the tree would have assumed a curve in.stead of keeling

over, in almost every instance where the tree falls it is because

of decay of the roots which permits them to break. The tree

that falls IS generally dead or nearly so Ijefore it goes down.

A Timber Tax Precedent

THE PROPKK Al'l'LlCATTOX OF THE INCOME TAX to

lumbering operations has caused more or less uncertainty on

the part of manufacturers, and a recent opinion secured from the

treasury department not only clarifies this subject, but also estab-

lishes a precedent seemingly indicating that in the opinion of the

treasury department the only logical and fair way of taxing

timberlands is when they are converted into the salable product.

The treasury department says that the gain from euttiug and

disposing of stumpage is realized in the year during which the

timber is cut and disposed of, and the amount received in excess

of such cost of such timber is profit and should be so counted

as income for that year. It is further understood that no timber-

lands will be subject to tax until the timber is cut and marketed,

and then only the profit, after the cost which will include pro-

tection of the growing timber is deducted, will be subject to an

income tax assessment. The latter feature in the treasury 's

opinion is the one that has a broad bearing on the determining

of timber taxes.

Tt would seem that this really establishes a precedent that

would make it imperative that all tax systems pertaining to

timberland assessments should be based on the value of product

when cut. It would seem that this opinion opens a loophole

through which timberland interests can successfully wage a

countrywide battle against present unfair taxing methods.

Regarding the Uniform Bill of Lading
\ /AKIOUS TRADE ORGANIZATIONS of late have entered

'' emphatic protests against the time limit of filing claims

under the proposed uniform bill of lading now being considered

by the Interstate Commerce (Commission. A prominent associa-

tion directly connected with the lumber business has made a very

fair and sensible plea that the interstate Commerce Commission

extend the time limit from four mouths to twelve months. The
plea is based on the fact that the short period of four months

would absolutely operate as a burden to manufacturers in that

it is too short a time to secure evidence in the majority of com-

plaint cases, and that even a year is none too long a period. It

is pointed out that manufacturers as a rule are not desirous of

rushing to the railroads with claims, and do so only after exhausting

all other efforts to adjust matters with the consignee. Too fre-

quently manufacturers know nothing of any damage to goods for

months after shipment and are made aware of it only after attempts

are made to collect bills. After that consignees are slow in sending

evidence, and to limit the time to four months would absolutely

debar most of the clamis.

Talks with railroad freight representatives bring to light num-

erous eases in which this very condition is decidedly apparent.

Such stories are very common and considering the circumstances

with which they are surrounded, and the fact that they describe

actual occurrences, they offer ample proof of the fairness of the
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olainis iiiaile by uunitToiis sliippcrs regarding the time limit on

railroail claims. The Interstate ('omiiierce Commission will lio

wi'll to maintain its riputatiini tin entire fairness if it grants

this |.lea.

The Logs or the Finished Article?

EM'OUT Fl(;ri;i:s eoverin^; fin.'st proiluets in th<' I'niteil

States show that a larye snni is invested annually in Ameri-

lan harilwooil lojts on the part of importers from various

eountries across the water. In most cases these logs go into

products which American manufacturers are well equipped ami

well qualified to manufacture themselves, lu selliug the product

of the American hardwood forests in this crude form, American
linsiness men as a whole are not realizing the actual return

value they shouhl realize from supplying the foreign market with

the finished artiides made from these very logs.

It will he argued that manufacturers abroad can turn out these

products at a less cost than American manufacturers producing

them, and also that the foreign manufacturers are peculiarly

qualified to take care of their p;irticular trades and can waril off

competition from abroad because of their intimate knowledge of

the trade to which they cater.

Granting the low cost of manufacture abroad, it has been

proven that this point can be easily met by superior eflSciency,

svhich as a rule prevails in this country. Regarding the other

point, if this argument were discussed, it wouM probably lie

merely an excuse for the absence of proper endeavor to secure

this trade, which should rightly be part of the business of the

.\merican manufacturers. The Canailian government has levied

an export tax on pulpwood in order to increase the manufacturing

establishments turning out wood pulp in the dominion. It would

not be necessary to place such a tax upon export logs to enable

the American manufacturer to get the benefit of the increased

profit resulting from the sale of the finished jiroduct, but it is

necessary that the foreign market slioulil be closely analyzed by

American manufacturers of jiroducts made from wood with the

idea of gradually taking over this market unto themselves inso-

far as it is directly eonnecterl with the various species of Anieri

can woods.

The market is there and the aliility to fill the market also. It

is neeilless to say that the effort to secuie the market exists, but

while some inroads have been made on the tra<le of foreign

manufacturers, this latent ability is more or less predominant and

American hardwood logs will contin\ie to be exported so that the

cream of the profit may be secured by manufacturers abroad until

American manufacturers of such proilucts fully realize the possi-

bilities in the situation.

Eastern and Western Forests

MA.NV Lr.MHKKMK.X AKK i;.\ I'KCTI .\G that the opening of

the Panama canal will remove the barrier which has stood

in the way of marketing the eastern and the western woods in

•ertain large regions. The lumber dealers in the Kast and in

the West share in this hope. It is exjjected that the cheap west-

ern softwoods will find profitable markets which they have been

unable to reach in the past because of high freight charges over

the available routes; and the expectation is equally strong that

eastern hardwoods, either as rough lumber or in manufactureil

articles, will be carried to western markets at rates which will

assure the manufacturer and dealer a larger share of profit than

has been possiljle in the past. Time must test the reasonableness

of these expectations.

The forests of the Pacific .slope are almost exclusively soft-

woods, and much of the timber is of splendid quality. The
eastern forests are both hardwoods and softwoods. The hard-

woods in the Mississippi valley and east of it have been esti-

mateil to aggregate 40n,000,00(l,0nn feet. A single softwood of the

Pacifiic coast, Douglas fir, considerably exceeils in quantity all

the hardwoods of the United States.

There are western demands for eastern woods and eastern

markets for western woods. Business men expect freer exchange
when the canal is opened. A thousand miles of practically tree-

less plains and mountains separate the forests of the eastern part

of the country from the western.

The geographic separation of those widely-different forest

regions has existed during an immense period of time. What is

now the nearly treeless belt extending from Canada to Mexico
was once a sheet of water connecting the Gulf of Mexico with

the Arctic ocean. The separation of the eastern from the western

forests dates from before that time. There were then two con-

tinents instead of one, and the eastern continent's forests were
different in composition from the those of the West. In the East

there were yellow poplars, red gum, sassafras, sycamore, elm, and
many other hardwoods which still grow there; in the West were
the softwoods which to this day hold undisputed domain.

The separation existed long jirior to the Ice Age, and it has

continued practically unbroken ever since. When the sea with-

drew from the central part of the continent, a semi-arid region

took its place, and neither the forests of the Kast nor of the

West could spread across it to mingle their species in common.
A few, the cottonwood, juniper, and white spruce, succeeded in

crossing the arid belt, but most others could not, and thej' remain

separate today as they were in the Cretaceous Age when an
arm of the sea divided them.

It may be of interest, though not now of practical importance,

that when the eastern part of North America was separated by
water from the western, there was no Isthmus of Panama. The
Pacific ocean was joined with the Atlantic by a deep wide
channel, and what is now the whole Panama region was then

sealiottoiii.

Dr. Rothrock's Resignation
"pHE KESIGNATIOX of Dr. .1. T. Rothrock as a Ineinber of the
* Pennsylvania State Forestry Commission, for the reason of

"advancing age," is an event of more than momentary importance

to the cause of forestry in this country. He was one of the first

men to take hol<l of this work and he has devoted the best part

of a long life to it. He has been to forestry what Benjamin
Franklin was to popular government—founder, expounder, and a

long, faithful, and practical worker. He was planning and execut-

ing long before the mass of the American people had heard of

forestry. He can be classed with that few of whom it has been
said: "They, while their companions slept, were toiling upward
in the night." Dr. Rothrock is a botanist of rare attainments.

Knowledge of the range and characteristic of many of our forest

trees have been greatly extended through his personal work in

nearly all parts of the United States. During many years he

has been a contributor and one of the editors of "Forest Leaves,"
a small, four-page periodical which has contained more practical

and accurate information concerning American trees than any
other publication of like size ever given to the public. It is to

be regretted that he feels that age makes his resignation neces-

sary. Yet, he has not laid down the armor until ho has seen

the battle won. The movement has now gaineil such momentum
that it no longer depends for success upon the efforts of one man
or a few men. Fortunate it is, therefore, that this Apostle Paul

of American forestry can retire with the assurance that he has

"fought a good fight."

Progress of the Age
AKECFXT BCLLETIX issueil by the University of Wiscon-

sin, commenting upon the work being done at the Forest

Products Laboratory at Madison, Wis., in connection with the

forestry department of the university, after reviewing the work
in detail, contends that the question of utilization as a great

waste in our forests and in our lumlier mills is dealt with in

part by the develoinnent of distillation. It tiicn goes on to tell

briefly of the results aimed at in connection with the various

wastes in the forest and at the mills.

Ill coiKdiision if says that: "And what does all this work
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mean? It means that we are awakening to the fact that our

forests—our mighty oaks antl firs—are one of the nation's

greatest assets. ' Kxpert ' and ' cllirionpy ' are two words that

have found their way into tlu' l:iii};u;ii,'(' of trees as well as into

that of business. '

'

It is true that this awakening has at least started. It is as

yet really a mere something in the air and its actual close appli-

cation in practical operation is so far but just begun. It is

indeed gratifying to review the work done aiming at scientific

utilization of our forest products and the scientific preservation

of our forest supply inasmuch as the really marvelous progress

which has been made in the last decade is a fitting evidence of

the vigor and intelligence with which the American business man
attacks a subject when it is definitely brought to his attention.

This work is not being carried on purely by theorists, as it has

the moral support, at least, of tlie practii-al ;ind fiirsighted lumbei-

men.

Various influences peculiar to the lumber business have re-

sulted in a great many of the more conservative members of

the trade withholding any visible support to this movement look-

ing toward a more scientific administration, but these conditions

have changed and now even while the actual visible support

in this country does not cover the entire industry, it is certainly

a fact that the lumbermen as a class realize the importance

of fostering these efforts. With the trade beliind tHls) research

work, the result cannot be in doubt.

If This Is True, Why Mahogany?
INSTANCES ABE NUMEROUS illustrating the lack of any

definite knowledge pertaining to the lumber business on the

part of those interested in issuing the daily press of the country.

This is true not only of the staffs of the city dailies, but more

surprisingly it is true of the editors of such small country publica-

tions as are published in towns essentially interested in the lumber

business. A dispatch came recently from such a publication located

in a town in Michigan that is in the center of a vast lumber

producing region. The dispatch tells of the value of forest growth

in that particular section of Michigan and then says "We don't

know what is to be done with it, but birch as a finish commands
as high a price as mahogany."

It does not constitute a disparagement of birch nor offer any

information that is not already well known when it is stated that

this sentence is of course utterly ridiculous. The point is that it

is to be deplored that the daily press of the country is not able to

secuire more accurate information regarding the products of such

a vast business as that of manufacturing lumber.

A Wrong PoHcy

IT HAS BEEN SUGGESTED in the past by men prominently con-

; nected with the manufacture and marketing of red gum that that

worthy wood would make much better progress in its development as

an important American hardwood if the name of '
' red gum '

' were

relegated to the scrap heap and some more fancy appellation supplied.

Hardwood Record has contended that such a policy would be a

serious mistake and as the wood becomes better known this mistake

would, in the opinion of Hardwood Record, be increasingly serious.

The question has recently corlie up again, however, on the suggestion

of a certain group of southern manufacturers who have listened to

the idea of a prominent advertising man. In the first place to con-

nect red gum at this stage of its development with an entirely new

name would mean that all the efforts so far used in introducing this

wood would be wasted and would have to be repeated in order that

its present position might again be reached.

In the second place the discontinuance of the real and commonly

accepted name "red gum" would constitute an admission that the

grave charges against this wood which have existed in the past were

charges of an entirely substantial nature which could not be remedied.

Such a policy would have the effect of creating the impression that

another wood was about to be foisted upon the public, and then if,

due to mistreatment of any kind, the old objectionable characteristics

rTopped out on occasion, the new wood would get the full benefits of

these characteristics and the good qualities would not be considered.

On the other hand, great strides have been made in effecting meth-

ods of manufacture and handling gum, and as a result this wood is

today put on the market in most acceptable form. These changes,

however, have been made in the handling of red gum and are gen-

erally recognized as having been effected with that wood. Therefor©

to arbitrarily change the name of the wood would mean that the

confidence so far instilled would be rendered null.

Red gum should not be a substitute nor should any other name than

its own be substituted for it. It is fundamentally able to stand on

its own legs if properly treated, and to attempt to rob it of the in-

creasing favor with which it is being considered at this stage of its

development would be injustice, to say the least.

What a Lumber Club Should Be
DKI-'IMTIOX.S OF WHAT A MODERN LUMBER CLUB is and

what it should be, are, it must be confessed, very frequently

very divergent. While the national and state associations are ac-

complishing a vast amount of good and are really effecting measures

and conditions which mean monetary gain to their members, the

local clubs, which actually have a better opportunity for accomplish-

ing things that touch the lumberman closely personally, have in many
cases overlooked their opportunities. The old idea of club meetings

is still very much in evidence in a great many large sections, and

this idea seems to have been that the sole purpose of these meetings

was to get together and have a good "feed,'' a few drinks, swap a

few stories and then go home—or elsewhere.

However, encouragement for the future is seen in the really live

activities of some of the municipal organizations now in existence

in various parts of the country. In most cases this change in effort

has been the result of the ideas and efforts of some one man or some

group of men, but nevertheless it is working out and is continuing to

develop. It is hoped that the city organizations, the clubs and as-

sociations will all come to realize eventually the wisdom of following

a course of this sort, the result of which will be a very material

benefit in many ways to the individual members, and these benefits

will be of such a nature that they can be actually seen and appreci-

ated, simply because the questions will be so closely associated with

the members themselves that when the results are accomplished they

will be altogether obvious.

A Complaint Against Tupelo

A BRASS MANUFACTURING COMPANY in Connecticut re-

cently complained because a trial shipment of tupelo or bay
poplar was proving unsatisfactory for boxes and crates. Inves-

tigation showed that a very poor grade of material was being

used, lower than the ordinary boxing. The manager of the wood
department of this company is very anxious to conduct his branch

of the work as economically as possible and is constantly experi-

menting with new materials in order to effect a saving. The
price quoted for the tupelo f. o. b. his station was about one-third

lower than that of the wood he had been using. The material

received is, however, of such poor quality, being warped, rotten

and otherwise defective, that it is giving Tx<f end of trouble and

the operators are looking forward to the time when the shipment

will be exhausted.

This is unfortunate, as it gives tupelo a bad reputation which

it does not deserve. The regular boxing grades would doubtless

have given good satisfaction, and trial shipment of such lumber

at a higher price should have been iiiade. Then if the buyer

felt that this wood was not as economical for his use as some

other wood, his refusal to buy more would not have been because

he considered tupelo worthless. If the salesman who was anxious

to establish a market for tupelo had been more familiar with

the requirements of the brass company he would not have shipped

him the stuff he did. The associations which are making efforts

to boost the consumption of their products will make a serious

mistake if they do not recognize the limitations as well as the

merits of their product. A dissatisfied customer will neutralize

a whole pot of printer's ink. i i, ,
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Pert^ Pertinent and Impertinent

THE CONVENTION SEASON

If I attend all these conventions how in the mischief am I to have time to do any business ?

Never Judge a man's line of thought b; the

talk be lets out.
The average married man often wonders bow

bis wife can have so much faith In him.

Some women can look swear words just as

forclblj as some men can sa; them.

Worry Is a confession of weakness, but that

thought does not help much.
Us ditticult lu iM'lU'Vo that practice makei

pirfcct after listening to the chap who prac-

It's too bad that when a man puts his foot tires on »

In It be Is not In a position to kick himself. The man who boasts of calling a spade a spade

Some good people manage to be happy even if may pass a snow shovel without being able to

they are lonely. recognize It.
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'

Assoi-iation was lu'l<l iit the I'oiitchiiitiiiiii Hotel, Detroit, Wednesday,

January -21. In the absence of President !•'. L. Richardson First

Vice-President C. A. Bigelow presided. Forty firms were represented

and nuich interest was manifested in all of the subjects under disius

Fiou. and a general optimistic feeling, as to the outlook for the

toming year, prevailed throughout the entire meeting.

Secretary Knox's report was read, approved and placed on file.

The report follows'

1!)1L' was one of llic licsl years fur llic raanulacUnini; lumlicrincn nf

MichlKan and the year liIKi has in many points ciinaii'il it. Wc slartcil

In llic past year witli every feeling of ciintidence for a successful year

and I l)elieve most of the manufacturers consider the past year to have

l)een ai)ove tlie-avoragc and we ari' lool<lng for a good year for 1014.

Our stocli reports, witli the same numl)er of memliers reporting as one

yvnv ago. will show more stocljs on hand than a year -ago. Init less than

for lillL'.

Our general assess-[iic nl I, -vied :it 111.- (I.1oI.,t nieeling has netted us

$7.S:;m..-|1 on basis of :;!)1.4 J.s.'.Mi; IVei al -Jc \irv Ihousand. There are still

three meml)ers to hear from and we h:ive had the |inimises of tlieir paying

the amount duo us at an early date.

Our treasurer's report shows a uei e;isli lialauee in the general fund

of $.><.Gl.-i.r).S and in the forest tire fund .$l.t>4H.2.-i. There is still on.'

assessment in the latter fund due. which we expect to get later on.

Tlie secretary's office lias l)een' reporting recent sales from cargo and.

ear shippers liy circular and wi' are informed that this work has met

with approval at your liands. We are pleased to give this information out

for the henefit of the general trade and are open to any suggestions

along this line of work.

We are phrased lo report that we have at last received something

dcHnite on our Pacific Ciiast rati' case, which we starti'd four years

ago. We have an order from the Interstate Commerci' Commission cover-

ing reparation on -iS!) cars amounting to .fli.sno.ll and this is ordered paid

\)y Kchrnary l.">. This amount does not cover all the cars presented and we

are looking for an additional order covering other shipments.

The question of Michigan lumher rates is still before us and has not

yet been settled. I believe a conference of tbe railroads, shippers and

the Slate Railroad Commission would do more to bring about a better

understanding between the sbipirers and carriers, than anything that

could be done. Our railroad committee has handled this matter very

judiciously and Chairman Kallnii will liavi> a report to make liefore the

meeting toda.v.

One of the topics announced iit mir i-all for meeting was "Logging and

Camp Expense,'- and it is lielievi'd that something to the benefit of lum-

bermen could l>e gotten out. through a conference on the subject. The

Northern Hemlock and Hardwood Manufacturers' Association some time

ago formed two new committees; one upim standardization of logging

accounts, and one upon the welfare of men in the camps, hoth of which

are well worthy of ccmsideration and if properly handled can be made of

much value to tlu memliers. •

The treasurer's report indicated a good balance on hand in the

general fund and also in the forest fire fund.

FiVe new members were enrolled at the meeting: The North West-

ern Cooperage and Lumber Co., Gladstone, Mich.; The Spies-Thomp-

son Lumber Company, Menominee; The D. N. McLeod Lumber Com-

pany, Garnet; The W. R. McMauus Lumber Company, Petoskey;

The Strable Manufacturing Company, Saginaw.

Chairman Ballon of the railroad committee then submitted his re-

port, which was accepted and placed on file. It stated that the Michi

gan Hardwood- Manufacturers' Association has filed protests with

the State Railroad Commission against the proposed canceling of the

lumber commodity rate, which would put lumber under the pro|iosed

sixth class rate. Information was furnished the State Railroad Com-

mission to show the effect of the change on the cost of shipping lum-

ber within the state. An examination of the previous year's ship-

ments by a large number of lumbermen disclosed the fact that the

proposed change in rates would amount to an increase of from seven

to sixty-eight per cent in the cost of shipping lumber. The average

increase amotmted to twenty-four jier cent.

When this matter and the data backing it up were brought to the

attention of the railroad managers, they veere convinced that the

announced change was inopportune, and they made it known that there

was no serious intention of putting the rates into force. However, the

protests remain on file witli the State commission, and their presence

acts as a bar to the filing of notices of change in rates by the rail-

roads. It is now the plan of the association to call a conference early
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III l-'ehniary, uihI Ikhc ri'pie.senluti\es present from all the railroads

at interest, as well as from all the lumber shippers in the state. It

is believetl that a conference can be had whereby the lumber shippers

.iiid the railroad companies can agree upon a basis for lumber risks,

so that the protests can be withdrawn and the railroad companies

jiermitted to file rates that will be agreeable to their patrons.

The railroad committee of the association has emjiloyed E. R.

Darwin as an attorney to act for the assoidation in these hearings

before the State Railroad Commission.

Fred A. Diggins had no report to make for the legislative com-

mittee, but expressed in a few well chosen words, his appreciation of

the thoughtfulness and good will of the association during his illness

a year ago. He urged the members of the Michigan association to

remain loyal to the National Hardwood Lumber Association.

The absence of Bruce Odell, chairman of the market conditions

committee, was noted. In his absence .John C, Ross, of Bay City,

read the report which follows:

I-'nini stock reports received your comniitti-c believe that asli, bass-

wiMid. Uirch and elm prices should remain about the same as at present
but that beech and maple should rule higher. To some of you it may not
.seem advisable to change prices at this time, but we believe that the

growing de'mand for beech and the prices it has been selling at fully

justify an advance. We think maple should rule higher as it is a wood
that is being more generally used and the supply is becoming less every

year and can bo had in quantities only in Michigan and Wisconsin, and if

(here is any wood on which we should he firm and should get better prices

for. we think it is maple, as to a large extent Michigan and Wisconsin
liroduce the bulk of this wood.

Oak. which is maple's nearest competitor, brings much higher prices,

especially is this true of the tliii-k. wliieli is used for practically the
same purposes.

We think the manufacturers will have no ti-ouble in getting the recom-
mended prices this year, as while general business may not look so good
to some, we must remember that the hardwood situation is very firm, and
that owing to the open winter, up to the present time, the output for the

co'ming year is g6ing to be curtailed considerably.

Recent sales reported to this association since .Tanuary 1 indicate a

much heavier demand than for the preceding sixty days. The reports also

show that some sales have been made at an advance of hist .vear's prices.

In regard to hemlock : While we would not recommend a change of

IMiees at this time, we think tbe market is very firm, with the prospect of

an advance in the near future. From reports received, there will be about
L'O.OIKi.OOO feet less put In this .year than last.

Lath are firm at present prices, with a very small .stock on hand.

('has. P. Hickok, chief warden of the Forest Fire Protective De-

]iartment, read his report which outlined the proposed work for the

coming season.

On motion, the time for deducting the cut on lands from the list

of those patrolled, was limited to March 1, 1914. Two observation

towers, recommended by Mr. Hickok, were authorized at an expense

not to exceed $200.

Then followed a general discussion along lines relating to the eni-

]iloyers' liability act—various members recited their experience on

different phases of the law.

.\ committee consisting of Bruce Green, F. L. Michelson and W.
C. Hull, was appointed to look into the subject of standardization of

logging accounts and make a report at the next meeting of the as-

sociation in April.

Then followed the announcement of the status of the association 's

cooperation in the Forest Products Exposition. The Michigan Hard-

wood Manufacturers' Association will unite with the Northern Hem-
lock and Hardwood Manufacturers' Association, covering the upper

jieninsula of Michigan and Wisconsin in a joint exhibit to be shown
both at Chicago and New York. Plans which have been pretty Tvell

matured pro\ide for a modern bungalow of reasonable price but

of comfortable design and equipment which will be made, trimmed

and furnished throughout, as far as woodwork and woodenware and

concerned at least, with products of the forests of Michigan and

Wisconsin. Different rooms will be trimmed in different woods

and different types of furniture will be shown illustrating the ex-

cellent effects that can be gotten from working in northern maple,

birch, beech, elm and similar woods.

The meeting then adjourned.
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Hardwood Manufacturers^ Annual

The twelfth animal iiiivting of tlie Hardwood Manufactnreis' As

sociatiuu of the United States, held at the Hotel Gayoso, Memphis,

Tenn., Wednesday and Thursday, .January 21 and 22, indicated that

that association is in an unusually prosperous condition and that the

membership and interest displayed in its aeeomplishnients and its

efforts are constantly gaining ground.

The meeting was attended by about 600 representatives of the

lumber trade from various parts of the country and in addition

there was a goodly percentage of consunieis who attended in a body

in the interest of their business.

The business sessions of the

I'eiing were started about

.Icven o'clock on Tuesday

morning, the opening session

being very well attended,

l)ractically every seat being

taken in the large hall pro-

vided. This can also be said

of the two other sessions

which followed.

C. M. Bryan, representing

the city of llemphis, opened

the session with a very elo-

quent address of welcome, in

which speech he demonstrated

to the entire satisfaction of

all those present that the city

was mighty glad to have the

opportunity of extending its

hospitality to the visiting lum-

bermen. Mr. Bryan in his

talk told of the provisions

which had been made for the

lomfort and entertainment of

the visitors and elaborated

somewhat upon the noted

hospitality upon which those

in attendance were invited to

'all during their stay in the

rity.

Mr. Bryan was followed by

.T. M. Touther, secretary of

the Memphis Business Men's

Club. Mr. Touther stated that

he spoke for the president of

that organization, who was at

the last minute compelled to

be absent from the city, lie

seconded Mr. Bryan's cordial

welcome, sjieaking more spe-

cifically for the business inter-

ests, and do.sed his address

with a suggestion that the

association use its efforts to

secure a regional reserve bank

for the city of Memphis under the recently enacted currency bill.

The third address of welcome was delivered by J. D. Allen, presi-

dent of the Memphis Lumbermen 's Club. Mr. Allen gave every assur-

ance that members of the Memphis trade, being lumbermen them-

selves, are fully aware of the requirements of a gathering of lum-

bermen and had made every provision to amply take care of the>e

requirements. He assured the visiting liinibermen that if there were

anything at all that the local trade could do to still further cater

to their comfort and enjoyment while in the city they had only to

make those wishes known and they would be promptly take care of.

E. L. Hutchinson of the Hutchinson Lumber Company, Huntington.

W. Va., responded to the various addresses of welcome on behalf of

JOHN H.

the association. Mr. Hutchinson proved himself an orator of the

first water and his definition of the South and its importance, pur-

poses and meaning was very well received. He expressed deep appre-

ciation of the southern section of the country, of the city of Memphis

and, speaking more broadly, of the character, ability and integrity

of the average American citizen. His talk was, a fitting expression

of appreciation of the hearty welcome accorded the visitors by mem-

bers of the Memphis trade and of the citizens of that municipality.

President W. E. DeLaney then read his very able annual address,

which follows:

Address of President

By referring to our program

you will notice that wc have

very few set speeches, and those

by request will be short ones.

It would seem that those at-

tending conventions would

rather exchange ideas in the

lobby than to sit in a hall to

bear addresses which they can

later read at their leisure in

the trade journals. While as

much benefit is to be derived by

mingling with one another at

conventions. I feel that more

good is to be gotten out of the

actual work at the meetings. It

w-as with this in view that we
intentionally prepared a short

program, hoping that questions

of interest to our business would

be discussed on the floor by

those present and in that way
give each the benefit of the

others' ideas. We may not suc-

ceed at this time in getting the

general discussion desired, but

I believe it is a step in the

right direction, and I trust that

in future conventions matters

will be more freely discussed on

tlie floor than heretofore.

One moment with the past,

which does not interest us ex-

cept as a guide for the future.

General business conditions in

the past have not been satis-

factory. Bradstreet reports

that liiia was the third worst

year in numbers, and the fourth

worst year in liabilities, of

which there is record in thV>

past third of a century. Lum-

ber failures increased 5.3 per

cent in numbers, and 40 per

cent in the amount of liability

over that of 1912. We were

laced with labor troubles, polit-

ical agitation, and toward the

latter part of the .year financial

stringency. The lumber busi-

niss was good the first half of

the year, the third quarter fair,

and the last three months poor.

.\t present business is not satls-

HIMMELBEKIJEK. CAPE f;iR.\KDE.\f. MO., NEWLY ELECTED
PRESIDENT OF THE ASSOCIATION

factory. As is usual at this season of the year, business people are

taking inventories, closing their books and planning for the coming year's

business.

Stocks are less than normal at producing points. In the consuming

markets stocks are low and any revival demand will be immediately felt

bv the manufacturer.

The strife between capital and labor so bitter last year has settled at

least temporarily a good portion of these troubles, and I anticipate less

labor trouble this year than formerly.

It Is generally agreed that the recent currency legislation will do much

pood, and this "with the tarifl' legislation out of the way should assist

materially in bringing about better business conditions. I believe that

the day has passed when fortunes can be made over night In speculating

In stocks, bonds or securities, but I am a Arm believer in the natural re-

and integrity of the American people, and I believe
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legitimate business ventures will in future reap as great, if not greater.

rewards than they have in the i)ast. This country with its wonderful re-

sources can recover quickly from a depression, and this may occur in a day.

The weather is a factor in our business as in other lines. The open

winter has afforded better logging conditions in the mountains than the

average, but worse ones in the North and parts of the South.

I thinli in the production of lumber we should proceed with caution. It

is certainly no time to expand our operation for the purpose of increasing

our production. Increased production may slightly lower the manufactur-

ing cost, but will decrease the selling values more than is saved in the

manufacturing cost. While there is still room for improvement, and we
have spent a great deal of time, thought and money in an effort to lower

the cost and improve our manufacture, it occurs to me that we have not

made as much adv,TncemeDt in the method of marketing our lumber as we
have in its production.

If our manufacturing costs were increased in the course of a month
S2.00 per M. feet we would immediately have every foreman on the job

on the carpet, fully convinced that our business was being improperly
managed. How much more easily do we pass a cut of $1.00 to .$2.00 per

M. feet in our selling price, being satistied with the statement of the sales

manager that it was necessary to meet competition.

In my opinion the time has arrived when we have buying seasons in

lumber as there are in other commodities. For the past few years tliere

has been practically no business placed in July and -Vugust, yet that ap-

pears to be the time when we work our salesmen hardest, the result of

which is procuring practically no business, but which has a tendency to

hammer down prices. I believe the sooner we recognize this fact and keep
our salesmen off the road during these two months the better will be the

result. If they are good salesmen give them a vacation : if poor ones take

them to the mills in an effort to make real salesmen and not order takers

out of them.

If the lumber is to hold its place in the commercial world, modern meth-
ods as used in other lines must be followed by ours. A few years a?o
we felt secure that with the diminishing supply of standing timber the
time would never come wlien the demand was not equal to the produc-
tion. When substitutes for lumber began to make themselves felt we
laughed at the efforts of their promoters and said the public would always
waHt all the lumber that we could possibly produce. We made the same
mistake that was made by the railroads and express companies, who did
not cater to public opinion. Today the mails are full of literature from
these companies with a view to molding an opinion favorable to them.
Only the other day I received (as no doubt did many of you) a pamphlet
issued by the American Kxpress Company marked "From the president's
office," setting out the growth of the express business, what they were
endeavoring to do and have done for the public, also how reasonable are
their charges as compared with the service given.

An article in the Saturday Evening Post of December 20 entitled "Every
Man's Castle" shows the vigorous effort being made to sell substitutes of
lumber for building purposes. There is no disputing the fact that the
market for lumber has been seriously encroached upon by steel and con-
crete substitutes, and the day has arrived when we must face this com-
petition. A part of this substitution was absolutely necessary and cannot
be successfully combated. There is, however, an open field where lumber
has merit over substitutes, and it is this field that we must strive to
retain. In order to do so it will be necessary for us to increase our
efficiency in the marketing of our product.
What opinion does the public hold as to the lumber industry? I I)elieve

that the pitblic feels that the timber of this country is so nearly exhausted
that it is only a question of a very short time until it will all be gone,
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or so high in price as to make its use prohibitive. It is also the erroneous

belief that all lumbermen are wealthy and there is nothing but profit in

the lun*er business.

The other day in the smoking compartment of a Pullman a discussion

was raised as to timber and lumber, and a gentleman asked me if thtre

were not a few white oak trees left in the country. Upon my reply that

there was perhaps more timber left in the country than that of which the

general public was aware, another one of the party mentioned that he had
been of the opinion that there were larger returns in lumber than from
any other business. I think that the lumbermen themselves are responsi-

ble for the views held by the public, for the reasons that they have con-

tinually insisted upon giving as a defense to all charges brought against

the industry the scarcity and high price of stumpage, there not being the

big profits in the business that are generally supposed. They have had to

enlarge upon this feature of the game in order to satisfy their creditors,

especially their bankers.

This association has earnestly striven to eliminate as tar as possible

the losses in marketing luimier by providing what I consider a fair sales

code and set of grading rules. Without tear of contradiction I believe our

sales code stands today as the clearest, the best and the fairest term ever

presented tc the lumber industry.

One of the great drawbacks to intelligently marketing hardwood lumber
is the grade Issue. This fact has been recognized by lumbermen and great

effort has been made the past few years to accomplish a single grading
standard as a basis upon which to transact our sales. Although repeated

and earnest efforts have been made along this line, we do not appear to

he any nearer a conclusion than we were five years ago.

This is a question in which the consumer is as vitally interested as is

the producer. A man making a finished product from lumber today is com-
peting with substitutes, and every penn.v expended in purchasing a higher

grade of raw material than required for his specific purpose handicaps him
to that extent in meeting the competition which he must face.

When this organization framed its grading rules they were not formu-
lated in an arbitrary manner, but with a view to giving the consumer the

grade required, as far as knowledge of the requirements were possible to at-

tain at that time. .\11 changes made in the rules since have had this

principle in view. Do you for one moment believe that an intelligent body
of business men. such as compose this organization, would undertake to

legislate a grade of lumber that was not adapted to the purpose of the

consumer? One of the greatest difliculties that we have had to combat on
this grade question is the lack of knowledge of the rules on the part of the

buyer. He has been prejudiced against the rules by the erroneous impres-

sion freely advertised that this organization had as its object the con-

tinual lowering of grades. I do not know but what we have to some ex-

tent assisted in this impression by our frequent statement that the low-

ering of grades was essential on account of the growing scarcity of timber.

While it is true that the timber does not today produce as high grades as

in the past. I believe that with improved methods of mauufacture we can
still meet the demands of the consumer for a satisfactory grade, provided

he will lend his assistance toward utilizing the lowest grade that is profita-

ble tor him to use in the production of his finished commodity.
An illustration as to the extent to which our rules have Iieen misin-

terpreted. I have frequently found people condemning our rules when in

discussing the matter I find that they had scarcely read them, having
taken someone else's statement as to what the rules provide.

On the question of specific grading, which seems to have been the prin-

cipal point at issue, I have found some who made the statement that our
rules provide for the grading of lumber on the best side, regardless of
what the reverse side might be, and have made illustrations to me that a
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board could be Is and 2s on one face and No. 4 common on the other, and

under our ruh-s still be graded as Is and 2s. I defy anyone to point out

any paragraph or phrase in our entire set of inspection rules that indi-

cates we grade lumber from one side only.

In the cut-up grades our rules provide for a given per cent of either

clear face or sound cuttings, and you will find further that the rule pro-

vides the grade of these particular cuttings, describing In clear face cut-

tings not only the face hut the back.

Read the rule on sound cuttings and tell me if yon can inspect a sound

cutting under that ruling without taking into consideration both sides of

the cutting. In our grade of select poplar, which is strictly a one-face

grade, you will find the rules provide as to the character of back the

board must carry. It is true that we get our cuttings from the best face.

If you want a breefsteak you do not send to a drug store to get it ; we
go where it is "at" and do not tell the inspector that the board must
contain a given per cent of clear face cuttings, but you must go where

it "aint" to get it. -\ny rule that provides for a clear face cutting with

a further provision that it must be taken from the poor side of the board

means but one thing and one thing only. Not what it says, a clear face

cutting, but a clear cutting. Why deceive or haggle ; if clear cuttings are

necessary say clear cuttings, not clear face cuttings when clear is intended.

Is the consumer today demanding or getting the grades of lumber his

specifications call for? Is it not a fact of general knowledge to every man
in the manufacturing end today that a number of consumers grade speciflca-

ns are higher than they are actually accepting. It is a common occur-

Mce to hear a man in the trade say that "So-and-so specifies a grade that

1 would not think of furnishing at the price 1 am selling if I had to fur-

nish the grade In accordance with his specifications. I know what his

grade demands are, and I can afford to meet them at the price I am get-

ting."

On the other hand, however, there are other consumers who have taken

the time to familiarize themselves with the grading rules, and are de-

manding absolutely what they buy in the way of grades. What is the re-

sult? The consumer who is accepting a grade of lumber below that which

he specifics Is barring himself from competition of all producers except

those who are familiar with the exact grade he will accept.

Again when selling consumers who are termed "technical on Inspection."

the seller is continually meeting competition of lower quotations by his

competitors, who thinks he, like other consumers, is specifying a grade

higher than his requirements, or that he is willing to accept. Is this

chaotic condition in the Inspection of lumber good for either the manufac-

turer or consumer? Is It not a fact that the only one who benefits is the

one who is unscrupulous in his business methods. Are we to legislate for

the legitimate or the illegitimate factors of the trade? Every effort to

revise a grading rule has been met with the statement, "Do not change

rules : if necessary Increase the price," it being argued that uniform in-

spection could not be brought about unless the rulps stood for a sufficient

length of time until every one became familiar with them and that par-

ticular standard was recognized.

Gentlemen, it is my firm belief that no set of grading rules for lumber

win ever become standard until they are right, and for my part I am
willing to change them every thirty days it necessary to make them
right. Are we willing to admit that there Is not sufficient Intelligence

In our business to properly Interpret and apply a .set of grading rules that

are clearly written? I admit that in all the present Inspection rules he-

fore the public there is at some point or other within those rules room
for misinterpretation or misapplication, hut I am not willing to admit that

there Is not sufficient Intelligence to prepare rules that will eliminate these

dlfflcullles.

I -might say in this connection that I am of the opinion that all grades

of lumber aside from clear lumber should be graded as to the per cent of

clear, clear face or sound cuttings that the board will produce, thereby

reducing the matter of inspection to a mathematical calculation instead of

the Judgment of inspectors, as to the seriousness of any designated defect.

In making this statement I have in mind the general use of lumber and

not the specific uses. There will always be a time when a special grade

will have to be made to meet special requirements, but whenever that re-

quirement reaches a magnitude sufficient to justify a standard grade, such

grade has been and will always be provided.

It occurs to me that it is high time those interested in the lumber busi-

ness, and in this I include the consumer, wholesaler and manufacturer,

should eliminate the strife among themselves and present a solid front to

our real and active competitors, the producers of substitutes tor lumber.

1 venture the opinion that most of the difficulties and ills of the business

could be remedied by a strong organization of manufacturers, and equally

strong organization of wholesalers and even, if you please, a strong or-

ganization of consumers. Such organized bodies could thrash out and

solve these problems easily and quickly.

I cannot close without one word on the matter of association, or

cooperation. I believe that every man should affiliate and assist organiza-

tions which are striving with the problems that confront their Industry.

You will find in this, as well as in all other industries, a difference in

men. There are those who give enthusiastically, not only of their time

and money but the best that is in them in brain and power. Then there

are those whose sympathy and direct interest lie in the association move-

ment and who give liberally of their money but do not participate actively

in the work by giving their thought to the problems that are to be solved.

These men stand next to those who give both time and financial aid, and it

is between these two classes that organizations are made effective.

There is another class which recognizes the benefits of association work

and who are willing to derive the benefits therefrom without giving of

their moral or financial support. They are what we might call "umbrella

men." No argument can be used upon them except to appeal to their man-

hood and spirit of fairness.

There are others who do not affiliate themselves with associations Justi-

fying their position on the ground that associations are not properly man-

aged or do not accomplish what they are attempting. At one time I felt

the same way. and I remember distinctly resigning the membership of my
company from this organization. At the request of the late Mr. Fisher I

explained my reasons for withdrawing, and he, looking at me, said : "Young

man, no one gets what he wants without fighting tor it. If this organiza-

tion is not being run to suit you, get in and try to fight it around your

way."
I have been In the fighting ever since. I cannot say more to that class

of men than Jlr. Fisher said to me.

There are still others who do not take the time to consider whether

It is to their interest to become affiliated with the •rganizatlon or not.

.lust stop to think how efficient any organization would be representing one

hundred per cent of the output of any commodity. Its strength is only

weakened as it falls short of this maximum percentage. We might well

take a lesson from the Chinese, who recognize the wastefulness of the lack

of cooperation, who have guilds or associations In every line of trade. If

there are fifty tea dealers in a Chinese city the tea guild will consist of

fifty members. It Is one of the traditions of their trade that all should

belong to the appropriate guild.

Our organization is not a social but a strictly business movement. Dur-

ing the two j-ears which I have served as president there has never been

a time that there were not sufficient funds In the treasury to carry out
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any idea or work desired by your executive beard, and you will note by to ascertaining whether or not they were making the best application of

the treasurer's report that we do not owe a dollar ; all current bills have Hardwood Manufacturers' grading rules. Alter the tests were completed

been paid to date, and there is in our treasury the largest cash balance written reports were made for the management showing the results of

ever reported at an annual meeting. Do you think the members of this these tests. Some of our members have been so well pleased with this

organization would give such financial aid to this work if they were not work that they have called for the chief inspector's services a second or

firmly convinced of its beneflts to the industry? third time, feeling that it served their best interests to keep their Inspec-

Two years ago when elected to this office I told you that I would give tion department at the top notch of efficiency,

you the best that was in me. It is with great satisfaction that I can con- This feature of our work is decreasing to a great extent the claims that

scicntlously say today, "I have fulfilled that promise." are so annoying to the shipper and buyer of lumber.

I want to thank you for the hearty cooperation I have received as your The man who grades lumber stands in the position of handling his

executive officer, and I bespeak for my successor the same ardent and firm's money, and it should be his employer's first thought to learn

loyal support which you have given me. whether he is efficient and knows the correct application of Hardwood

Eeport of Treasurer C. M. Crawford was read by Secretary Weller, Manufacturers' Association's grading rnles^ An educated inspection forc^
'^

. , . . , „ " will reduce the number of complaints. The concern that ships uniform
which gave the following statement ot the association's finances:

^^.^^^^ ^^^ ^^.^^^^ a reputation for giving its customer what he requires

Cash in bank January i!l, 1913 ? 2,323.98 will have acquired an asset of inestimable value.

Petty cash in office 1.93 This service is free and we urge all members to adopt the plan of

Cash receipts of year ending January 16th, 1014.. 28,214.63 periodically checking up their inspection department. Non-members who
are interested in this work are invited to write the secretary and arrange

Total cash $30,540.54 for the chief inspector's services for a day or two so that he can show-

Disbursements for .^ame period 24,841,98 them just how our rules apply.~
, GRADING RLLE BOOKS

Cash^i'n'bank; :

'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.'.$
5,698.49 ^

^'^^^°''
The grading rule books which were issued April 10. 1913, have been

Ca-h "n office 07 distributed in large numbers to manufacturers and consumers ot hara-

'__ woods. Our members have found it a good practice to order them Itt

•S 5 698 56 quantities and distribute them to their customers. Not only have the
'

' books been distributed in this country, but in Canada and foreign coun-
The secretary then read the report of the official auditor, which jj.ies as well.

showed that the association 's records are in first-class shape. At the request of the Railroad Storekeepers' Association, by which these

Secretary Weller read his interesting and instructive report, one rules have been adopted, the Master Car Builders' Association and the

x.v. . 4. -u 1.4. t. I. 4.1 fi 4.i,„4. *!,„ „»„„„;„ Master Mechanics' Association, we issued 2,500 copies of grading rules
of the strongest points brought out being the fact that the associa-

. ., , ^ »• .»-„i • i,- v, „ ,„ iii„„*„„,.,/i .v„>^ f & 6 covering railroad construction timbers in which were illustrated the
tion has increased thirty-eight per cent in membership during the various defects described in these rules, and sent them to the Railroad

past year. This report follows: Storekeepers' Association for distribution. These rules are a reprint of

Report of the Secretary ^^°^^ published In our book of standard rules of April 10.

BUREAU OK GRADES MARKET CONDITION REPORT

During the greater part of the past year three inspectors have been Owing to the condition of the lumber market, this report has been

employed by the association. They have'been so located as to enable us Issued only once in book form, the date of issue being May 20. Monthly

to give prompt attention to complaints. supplements to this report have been distributed. These supplements show

An accurate comparative statement with previous years as to the quan- the number of sales made under or above the prices of the various woods

tlty of lumber reinspected cannot well be made, as since March 1, when published in the report of May 20 and the variations from list at which

the new rate of .$10 per Inspection was adopted, it has been our custom these sales were made. These reports we believe have reflected accurately

to inspect, as far as possible, rejects onlv. This method of reinspection. the prices that prevailed at time of publication.

which was adopted after a careful canvass ot the consuming trade and '^be membership is urged to cooperate with the secretary in the prcpara-

consultation with our members, has been most satisfactory to both. tion of market reports, and a prompt response by every member to re-

Members applying for reinspection work are requested to cooperate with quests for information will improve this service,

us and have their Aistomers hold intact only the rejects if there is no Reports are furnished to members only,

complaint as to measurement, or unless for some special reason they commercial reports
desire the entire shipment surve.red.

^^^^. uj^nj^ers find that the interchange of ledger experience, as given in
We have done no loading this year at point ot shipment except for

^^^;^^ ,, ^^^ .^ ^ ^^^^ 1^^^.^ ^^^^ ^^^^^ ^^ ^^^^^ ^^^.^ judgment of
export or shipment to the Pacific coast.

.
. ,..

MILL instruction It is not our purpose to give the capital rating or financial standing

The members of this organization are realizing more and more that the of a prospective customer, but to indicate whether he is prompt pay, set-

keynote to the successful marketing of lumber is correct and uniform ties by note, meets notes promptly, settles accounts according to agree-

grading, and that an efficient inspection department is of first importance. ment, accepts inspection rules of this association, makes unjust claims

Since May 1st Chief Inspector White has visited the plants of many upon grades, amount of credit to which he is probably entitled, whether

of our members and given grading tests to their inspectors with a view he is considered a good risk, etc., etc.
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The nipthod ol preparing these reports is as follows : Upon receipt of

an Inquiry we immediately send out a printed form to our entire member-
ship requesting them to give their experience with the concerns listed,

based upon actual business dealings in the past. The answers to these

questions are reproduced exactly as they are received by us and sent in

strict confidence to all members who participate, without divulging the

names of the concerns giving the information. Any member is privileged

to ask for these reports.

This feature of our work is not in competition with any recognized credit

organization. The information we give is usually of a character that can-

not be furnished by anyone else. This service is for members only and
there is no extra charge for It.

SALES CODE
The use of our sales code is becoming more prevalent and its value

recognized, and we urge all our members who are not usiqg it in making
quotations to give it their earnest consideration.

Many concerns have printee^ on their letterheads immediately under the

salutation, others use a rubber stamp which is furnished by the secretary
upon request, the following :

All quotations and contracts are made subject to the sales code and
Inspection rules of the Hardwood .Manufacturers" Association of the
United States now in effect, copy of which will be furnished on applica-
tion.

This form was adopted by the executive board, after much thought and
Investigation, as being comprehensive and protecting alike buyer and seller,

and a clear understanding of the terms of sale before the order is closed

eliminates much trouble and possible loss in case of dispute, as the terms
of sale and method of adjustment are explicitly set forth in this code.

EXECfTIVE BOARD MEETINGS
Your executivj board during the past year has held four meetings, the

dates being May 17, August 20, November 28 and January 20.

PIBI.ICITY DErARTMENT
This department has issued during the past year eight bulletins in

which suggestions of Interest and importance to the industry have been

placed before the members. Along this line might be mentioned an article

in the July tiulletin in which attention was called to the fact that both

sides of the board must be considered in making a grade of lumber under
Hardwood Manufacturers' Association rules. This was done for the reason

that there existed, particularly in the consuming market, a feeling that

all of our grades were made strictly from the better face of the board.

Also call attention to an article in the September issue on the ad-

vantages of .<!hipplng uniform grades. This was touched upon In this re-

port under the head of Mill Instruction.

We believe that the "Stock Wanted " and "Stock For Sale" departments
of the bulletin has led to considerable new business for some of our
members.

FINANCE
The financial condition of the association, as set forth in the treasurer's

statement, which has been checked and approved by the ofBclal auditor
appointed by President DeLaney, is most gratifying. The association starts

the new year with all debts paid up to date of closing the books and with

a very substantial balance in the bank.
Despite the fact that there has been some complaint of slow collections

In the past few months, the association has suffered very little In this

respect. Its members have realized that the organization is worth more
to them during periods of depression than at any other time and have not
withheld their flnanclal support.

MEMBERSHIP
The membership of the association has Increased very materially In

the past year, the gain being about thirty-eight per cent, the largest in-

crease for any year In its history. This is evidenced by the financial con-

dition of the organization, which is much better than at any time in the

past.

Among our members are the largest producers of hardwoods and own-

ers of timber in the Southern hardwood district.

FIGHT AGAINST SL'BSTITDTES

We have taken an active part in the fight against substitutes which

has been waged by the lumber associations in the last few months. Espe-

cially have we tried to have the interests of lumbermen protected in the

steel car legislation by asking our members to take up the fight through

their congressmen and senators, from whom numerous letters have been

received promising their support. We think that the result has been that

most of the legislators from the hardwood producing district are now
thoroughly alive to the interest of their constituents and that when bills

are presented proposing the elimination of wood from car construction

good reasons will have to be shown why it should be eliminated before

such will receive their support.

We do not favor the wooden car, but we do believe that the combined

steel and wood car has merits that are worthy of consideration, and all we
ask is that before any laws are enacted both sides shall be given a fair

and impartial hearing and that the case be decided on its merits, and

that lumber shall not be legislated out because of the public hysteria

which has been created by lurid accounts of wrecks which have been pub-

lished without proper consideration of the real cause.

Your secretary has devoted more than half of his time since coming

with you May 1 to traveling among the mills in the interest of the asso-

ciation. Personal work is the most effective means of building up and

maintaining the organization.

It is gratifying to see the interest that the concerns not yet affiliated

with us take in our work, and the general feeling is that the Hardwood
Manufacturers' Association of the United States is the one great organiza-

tion which has made it possible for the producer of hardwood lumber to

market his product at a reasonable profit and for the consumer to feel

sure that when he buys lumber he will receive what he has ordered.

This has been accomplished largely through our grading rules, which

have been framed with the interest of the manufacturer and consumer in

mind ; the inspection department, which stands for a square deal on both

grades and measurement, and its publicity department, through which it

endeavors to keep its members in touch with market conditions and all

things of vital interest to the industry.

I desire to thank the members of the association for their assistance

In helping to promote the welfare of the organization and their coflpera-

tlon with the officers In the work that has shown such good results the

past year,

E, H, Vansant then moved that the president appoint committees

on officers' reports and on resolutions. The motion being carried,

President DeLaney appointed as the committee on officers' reports

E, A. Lanjr, chairman; G. E, Luehrumnn, S, B. Anderson and

Claude Moore, On the resolutions eoniiuittee he appointed Thomas

W. Fry, chairman; A. P. Steele and Kalph May.

The afternoon session was opened by a motion from R, H. Van-

sant, suggesting that the president appoint the nominating commit-
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tee. This motion being duly carried, the president announced that

he would read the names of this committee later.

President DeLaney introduced John A. Fox, representing the ilis-

sissippi River Levee Association. Mr. Fox announced that he had

requested the opportunity of addressing the meeting on behalf of

the levee project and then told in a very concise and convincing way
of the purposes and importance of that proposition. He stated that

he had asked for the opportunity because an adequate levee

system is essential to the lumber interests operating in the

29,000 square miles embraced in the Mississippi delta. He stated

that thirty-one states send their overflow water down through the

Mississippi and that the damage resulting from the insuflBcient

levees is tremendous.

He stated that his association is trying to bring the national con-

gress to a full realization of the importance of work of this sort

and stated that it is vastly different from any flood problem that

confronts any nation or locality on the globe. According to the

statement of Mr. Fox, .$70,000,000 have already been secured through
local taxes and the project needs a further $60,000,000 to put it

through. He stated, however, that in his opinion the government
wUl concede its duty in this direction and take hold of the rest of

the work to be accomplished. The Mississippi Eiver Levee Associa-

tion was formed for the purpose of pushing this project and is now
urging the passage of the Ransdell-Humphreys bill at Washington,
which will provide for an appropriation of $12,000,000 a year for

five years, to be used for purposes as outlined by government en-

gineers. He suggested that interested lumbermen lend their assist-

ance to securing the passage of this bill.

E. H. Vansant then presented a resolution bearing on this project,

as follows:

WuERF.As, The hardwood lumber industry of the United States is serious-
ly Injured by reason of the floods in the lower Mississippi valley ; and

W'HERE,vs, These floods are caused by the drainage waters of thirty-one
states of the nation, or more than forty-one per cent of its total area, thus
rendering the problem distinctly a national one ; and
Whereas, Plans and estimates have already been submitted by the corps

of engineers of the United States Army and by the Mississippi River Com-
mission for controlling these floods by a system of levees and bank revet-
ments, at a cost not to exceed $00,000,000 ; and

WHEREA.S, A measure known as the Ransdell-Humphreys bill, now before
Congress, provides for an appropriation of such moneys as are needed to
carry these plans into effect ; therefore, be it

Resolved, By the Hardwood Manufacturers' Association of the United
States, In session at Memphis, Tenn., this 21st day of January. 1014. that
we heartily endorse said measure as affording the most direct, feasible and
practical means of solving the flood problem in the lower Mississippi river
and respectfully recommend it to the members of Congress as worthy of
their support ; be it further

Resolved, That a copy of this resolution be sent to the president and
vice-president of the United States, to each member of the cabinet and to
each member of the Senate and House of Representatives in Congress.
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President DeLaney announced the nominating committee as Simon

Lieberman, Nashville, chairman; E. L. Davidson, Parkersburg, W.
Va. ; Leon Isaacson, Coal Grove, O.

James Boyd of New Orleans then read the following interesting

paper on logging methods and the Southern Loggers' Association:

Logging

On account of the good work of the Southern Logging Association, or-

ganized by me in 1910. which has come to its attention, the board of gov-

ernors of the Hardwood Manufacturers' Association of the United States

invited me to talk to you today about logging.

There is no department of lumbering, with the possible exception of

the sales department, where there is an opportunity for so much loss as
in the logging department.

Prof. R. C. Bryant, professor of lumbering. Yale Forest School, Yale

University, in a recent letter says :

I have traveled over the greater part of the South durinc the last
seven or eight years, and have visited a good many operations. One
thing that strongly impressed me in the logging work has been the lack
of standardization of lodging methods, even where operators were work-
ing under conditions that were very .similar. I have always felt that
the southern logger knows too little about what his neighbor is doing,
and for several years I have advocated in a quiet way amongst my
friends in the South who are engaged in the lumber business, the advisa-
bilit.v of sending their logging superintendents around to visit operations
of at least the companies "in their vicinity.

1 believe that yoiir association can do a great work by attacking the
problem of standardizing melhoos of operation in the South. It is pos-
sible that you already have this in mind. It would seem to me that it
would be money well spent to employ one of your most efficient loggers
to study the various methods of operation, and to bring before the mem-
bers of your association the best points of the more efljcient operations.
I do not know of anything that would be of more real value to the in-
dustry than work of this sort.

The object of the Southern Logging Association is to bring about a low
cost of logging, which can be done only by standardization, while stand-

ardization can only be accomplished by a discussion of methods at frequent

intervals by men who are actively engaged In logging operations. The
Southern Logging Association affords the medium of exchange of ideas and
experiences in an orderly manner. Its greatest accomplishment has been
to stimulate each superintendent to compete with himself, so that he is

constantly lowering his costs. Instead of approaching his work with an
attitude to get through with it anyway so it is done, he makes a study of

it. having in mind solely how it can be done in the quickest time and at

the lowest cost.

At our meetings we take up every phase of logging. We usually begin
with the tree, ending with the mill pond. In the last two years lower
stumps are common practice, resulting in a saving of considerable lumber In

the best log in the tree. One of our members says his employer says that
since he attended our meetings he saves twenty per cent of what he used
to waste. Laying out spurs and building railroads are subjects that are
al»-ays fruitful for discussion. It has developed that steel gangs handle
four, five and sis rails a day up and down to a man. The superintendents
who were getting only four rails found out that they were deficient, so
when they got home they speeded up their gangs. Some men use hewn
ties, others poles. A variation In the prices paid for ties resulted In sav-
ings to those who had been paying too much.
At one of our meetings inquiry was made as to the cost of unloading

coal burned in locomotives. It was found that it varied from $3.20 to
$lo a car. The $15 man was using his section crew to do the work. One
man said he had been paying $10 a car, which he thought too much, so
he looked around, finding a man who would do it for $5. He then found
some men who would unload it for eight cents a ton. Another man said
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It cost him only fifty cents a car. He built a trestle, insisted in gcttins

coal in hopper cars and dumped the coal.

Incidents of savins; are many. There is on file in the secretary's office it

letter from a lumber company acknowledging a saving of $0,000 because

It sent its superintendent to one of the meetings. He had a problem as to

how to get to certain timber and to get it out. He outlined his plan.

It was discussed, new views were proposed, and an agreement resulted in

a plan that effected the saving.

The program at our annual meeting in September included addresses on

possibilities of a second cut of Southern pine ; close utilization of timber ;

organizing new logging camps ; camp boarding houses, or how to feed men ;

detailed accounting ; bonus system or task work ; log cutting : feed ; civil

engineering problems ; fuel and care of engines and welfare work in logging :

camps. All of these addresses were discussed. In addition there were
discussions of problems in logging hardwoods, cypress and yellow pine :

problems of skiddcrs and loaders ; care of blocks and wire cable ; laying

track.

Most of these subjects have a direct bearing on hardwood logging. An-
other subject of greatest importance to hardwood lumbermen is the dis-

covery of some cheap method of keeping bugs out of logs at certain Rea-

sons of the year.

Economy in jour logging operations will result if you will join the South-

ern Logging Association. We will hold meetings especially for hardwood
Interests at convenient places when nothing but subjects pertaining to hard-

woods will be taken up and discussed. The need for such meetings will

be apparent when I tell you that I sent out letters to five mills each in

Arkansas, Louisiana, Mississippi, Alabama, Tennessee, Kentucky and West
Virginia asking for information regarding costs, so that I could submit
it to you, hut it has not come in such shape as to be available for com-
parison.

One concern writes

:

We regret that we haven't our records in such shape that we can give
you the Information requested.

Another writes

:

Our cost runs around So to $5.50 per M log scale. We log oak, ash,
gum, elm and a small amount of cypress. Logs average fourteen feet
long, two logs to the tree. L'se skldder and teams. Lands, bottom lands
Arkansas.
Another writes

:

Our logging Is done with teams and a steam loader, the average cost
being cutting $1. hauling $3. tram road construction $1. tram road
operation fifty cents ; total average, J.'j.uO. Handled, 1913, 4.000,000
"

r. Louisiana.

Another writes

:

I inr logging to mills costs us from $3 to $5 per M log measure. Our
iiered lands are all located in middle Tennessee, oak. poplar and

• >tnui.

Another writes :

We pay from S-J to ?."i for most of the logging that we havi' done. Wo
operate in several localities, Virginia. Tennessee and North Carolina.
Most of our logging is of a very rough character, being well up in the
mountains. It is all done In the old fashioned way, with cattle, horses,
mules and men.

Another letter reads:
I'he wav in which our stumpage Is used makes It a little difficult to
ijinly with your request for logging statistics, but I will give you all

of the ini'ormati^'n that seems pertinent.
You understand, of course, that we are using our large timber through

the mills .Tnd the cut-over lands are then being worked for the tie timber
left on Ihem. In addition to this we supply the timber for an ash handle
factor.v. a hickory and oak spoke factory and a heading mill, so you can
see that our entire timber operations contemplate the practical removal
of all th" stumpage from our lands. The sawmill logs worked up last

year averaged JSH feet, part of them having come down the river and
the balance having been brought In by our logging train.

The cost of delivering the logs to the mill was S7.07 as compared with
.?7.51 a year ago. The total amount manufactured into lumber was 28,-
:;42..')42 feet. We use some home-made log loaders, built on the style
of the old Decker-Spud-geared loaders that were in vog;:f some time
ago. These we find very satisfactory for our type of logging. We work
cattle and mules.

This section ot the country is made up largely of what is known as
riilses and swamps The ridges are simply little elevations which stay
dry while the swamps are wet. We try to do our logging during the
niimtlis of October. November and Dec'mber. so as not to be compelled
to v.'ork in the water during the winter or wet season. Of course, there
,ire some special log bills to come out all of the time, anc we maintain
an organization for that purpose. \\ hen it is too wet to work the low
places we tr.v to work the ridges, and so far have succeeded in doing
this very nicely, so as to keep the mills supplied with plenty of timber
riglit along.

.\s soon as our logs are cut (no matter whether it be in summer or in
winter) we creosote the ends with a weak solution of a home-made mix-
lure that resembles lorac, but that is considerably cheaper and serves the
purpose just as well.
Our logging operations are located about thirt.v miles south of the

mil! and we maintain two engines to handle the loading. These are
small saddle-tank engines, and the road work Is done by a standard
locomotive of the mogul type. This road locomotive makes two trips
each day and brings the trains into the plant, where they are taken in
charge by another standard locomotive and the logs are unloaded into
the fiver. The floaters are sent down stream to our No. 1 mill and the
sinkers are picked up by an overhead trolley and taken to the No. 2 mill.

.Vnother operator, who is getting out mostly cottonwood and gum with
about fifteen per cent ot oak and miscellaneous hardwoods, reports

:

we logg
cents : logging

to track. $2.17; loading cars with loader. 31 cents: railroading to mill,
SO cents ; total, S3.94. Tracks are usually laid halt a mile apart, so
that hauling is from a pickup to half a mile. The cost of railroading
is based on tariff rate ot our incorporated road. Logs average three to
tree, and about four to the thousand feet. Arkansas bottom lands; skid
with teams.

You have just listened to reports from six logging operations. There is

not much basis for comparison, but some deductions can be draw*n from

the data before you. The lowest cost is in Tennessee, where one concern

reports cost of from S3 to $5 a thousand and another $4. Neither company
gives the amount of logs put in by it. It is too bad that the details were

not furnished to us, for then we could make a close analysis, determine

which was getting its logs in the cheaper and show where the other con-

cern could save money. That is what the Southern Logging Association

does for those who attend its meetings.

Two reports come from Arkansas. One gives costs at $3.94, the other $5
to sn.SO a thousand. The latter does not give details. A Louisiana operator

reports $5.50, giving details. These three operations are under similar

conditions as to country. If the Arkansas $5.50 concern had given us

details of its operations, we would have a basis for a profitable discussion.

.\s it Is, we can compare the .\rkansas $3.94 proposition with the Louisiana

$5.50 proposition. In Louisiana cutting was $1 a thousand, in Arkansas

57 cents a thousand, a difference of 43 cents in favor of Arkansas. We
do not know why there should be this difference, but there is an oppor-

tunity for the Louisiana man to scale down his cutting cost. lie put in

4,000,000 feet last year. If he can save 43 cents a thousand, he would
save $1,720. This possibility would have appealed to him when the sub-

ject of log cutting was brought up at a meeting of the Southern Logging

Association, causing hi'm to find out there and then why the other man was
able to save so much.
The Louisiana concern reports cost of hauling logs to track $3 a thou-

sand. The same Arkansas concern reports $2.17. Both use teams. This

is a difference of 83 cents a thousand in favor of Arkansas on hauling, or

a possible saving of $3,320 on the annual output ot the Louisiana concern.

The Louisiana concern reports no cost of loading on cars while the

.Arkansas concvrn reports 31 cents. If the cost of loading is Included In
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tbe $3 hauling cost of the Louisiana company, and ."1 eonts loadin.? is Itailrqad expense, Including spurs and main line to mill s'.)c. $1.50,
added to the $2,17 hauling cost of tlie Arltansas company, the hauling Sl-O-. if3..52.

and loading will be $2.48 as against $.-!. There is room llcre for an in-
"^ number of replies were also received from concerns rhat do their log-

vestigation. which would undoubtedly show where savings could be made
"'"" '''' *'"""«'^' »"'' ^'''"^ "'"ers who buy logs delivcnd on railroads.

On this basis the Louisiana concern could save .$2,080. We have figured a
^"""^ °^ *'"''"' '>°"""<'"'' S«^'e ""y fiS"'-«'s-

possible saving of $1,720 on log cutting, $,"{,320 on hauling, or $2,080 for ^°" "'"' ^^ surprised at the way your men will taiie hold of these log-

hauling and loading, a total of $,">,040 or $3,800. S'ng meetings, how well they will talk and criticise, with what vigor they

The tram road operation of the Louisiana concern cost 50 cents, as ""'" "ttaclt their work when they get home, and how your costs will de-

against 89 cents tariff for hauling logs of the Arkansas company's incor- crease. Many times has the statement been made, "There arc no two log-

porated road. There is no data as to the length of haul. The Louisiana Sing ,iobs alike, so that the costs are the same."

operation has $1 a thousand for tram read construction, which does not It is true, but if the man who is in charge of the logging as a result of
appear in the report of the Arkansas operation, although its spurs are attending legging meetings becomes so impressed with the idea of keeping
placed half a mile apart. It may be that the incorporated road of the down his costs that he works with no other obiect in view, he is con-
Arkansas operation pays for the construction of spurs and the operation stantly saving you money, so that the $10 a year the association costs
of spurs and main line. you is an investment bringing in dividends every day in excess of the

Another Arkansas operation reports log scale ; original amount invested.

,»,'^\w.''"®
11.G82.799 feet. $0,987 per M: team haulins. 9.7Ti;..-)14 feet. The constitution of the Southern Logging Association provides:

f^t $' "47 •''VaU.'oad%xnfnse sfi

The membership of this association shnll consist of mill owners and
cost $7,207 log scale.. Rough, quite hilly in some seetions'and bottom m^naieA and coXaftSrf w^ose daily m^^m
IGO feet oYumuler

°'''°^ ""'"' "'""'^ '""" "'"' "'""^^""'^ '"«' "^''"•"S'^ who ai" in"actua"*operatforfor some'^^ '

''°^

As compared with the $3,94 operation it pays 41.7 cents more for cut-
Vour membership is invited. It will return the investment many times

ting; 4.4 cents less for team hauling: 31.2 cents more for steam loading;
e\eiy daj.

$3,512 as against 89 cents for transportation, or as against $1.50 for the
^"''"'*' «° ^'^ P™-'"'^"^''- "»'^t be organized and directed. Few persons work

Louisiana operation. One of these Arkansas operations put in 14,114,123 *" advantage alone. Most of us l.^ck initiative. This makes oriranization

feet of logs and the other put in 9,770.514 feet with teams ; cut, 11,682,799
necessary,

feet, loaded 11,317,413 feet ; and hauled over the railroad 1.3,223,698 feet. In the discussion which followed, many interesting points were
These two concerns could get closer together on several items. brought out, vrhieh demonstrated the necessity for more uniform

Here is a statement from a Mississippi company giving comparison of
„,^^^,„^^ „f j ;„ j^ hardwood operations and that sueh uniformity

three years work

:

»b & i j

1911 inr' 1913 fould be at least partially secured by a full membership in the logging
Scaling $0.0.5 $(i.o"4 $0.04 association.
Cutting 83 ..so .79
Hauling to track 2.33 2.44 2.38 R. M. Carrier of Sardis said that hardwood men were not ade-

Labor kiading cars!..!.!!!!!!!..!!.!..!..!..! .22 23 20 quately represented at the recent meeting of the association at New
Repairs to loaders 05 .o,s .09 Orleans. He suggested that hardwood loggers should either organize
Oils for loaders 01 .01 .01 ®* ** *
Fuel for loaders 04 .ii4 .03 a separate association or that a hardwood branch of the present
Labor transportation to mill 27 .30 .20 ...

\. ti i^ t j it li^ii, ^u^i uju
Repairs to locomotives and cars 54 .29 .22 association should be rormed. He said further that he had been
Oils for locomotives and cars 01 .01 .0^ assured that the association would maintain such a department if
Fuel for locomotives 2S .•_';: .i;3

'

Main line maintenance 10 .14 .14 adequate membership were assured. He said that he preferred the
Labor unloading at mill 11 .(IH .10 -. iji^i ii ii-^i ^ i •

Repairs to locomotive crane i)4 .(I4 .02 maintenance or a hardwood department in the present logging or-

Fuel for locomotive crane 01 ,01 ,02 ganization
Insurance and taxes 02 .01 .03 *

In response to the criticism of C. Crane, to the effect that differ-

Amount°l9Vl-^27.:n.T.742 feet.
'"'

'

'

' ®"* conditions would prevent benefits to hardwood operators except

IJJln^!-;,^,-.?,'-';'!^- (']''* by district, Mr. Carrier responded that he made no suggestion that

Note how the cost' lias steadily decreased, a saving of $5,034.55 in 1913. "'« association as an association endorse the project, but that the

The company reporting has been a member of the Southern Logging Asso- individual members take out membership in the present logging asso-

ciation since its organization. ciation.
Timber runs 42 per cent oak. 53 per cent gum and remainder ash. elm ^ g Norman of Holly Ridge, La., said that he had attended the

and mixed hardwoods. Timber averages 3io feet to log and about 2V. . , ^.-r A , \

logs to the tree. Logs aver.ige eighty per cent 14 feet and 10 feet lengths. 'e«e°t meeting at New Orleans, being a member of that association,

All logging is done in bottom lands, which is perfectly flat, and at cer- and that lie and his logging superintendent derived great benefits,

tain seasons of the year very wet. One ground skidder nnd two loaders are He said that the average logging operation has been far from scien-
"*'''

. , ,
tific, but that there is unquestionably an evolution in modern logging

From the reports to which you have listened, that go into detail, the , . , . ... , ., . . , , , . . „

following table Is made

:

which is now taking place, the principal change being from the for-

Cutting. 57c. 83c. 98.7c. mer methods of logging by animals to the adoption of logging b.T

Loadinl, llc!"33c,''64.2c.'^"'^^'
*'^' machinery wherever it is at all possible. He stated that in his opin-

—26—
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ion much benefit would result I'lom teujiug loggiug superintendents

to the meetings. T. M. MeCormick of Sardis, Miss., an experienced

logger, said that he had learned more iu the one meeting he had

attended than in ten years of practical experience. Mr. McCormicli

said that most of the loggers attending that session had come

e<]uipped with facts and figures. He cited as one instance of tlie

beneficial suggestions that were presented a statement from one of

the camp managers in attendance whose figures showed that the cost

of boarding his men was but one-half of that of any of the others

attending. When asked to prove these figures, he said that he em-

ployed part of the time of certain employes in his cam]) to plant and

laise vegetables and as a result he bought none of this class of

food.

John II. Friant of the Himmelberger-Harrison Lumber Company

expressed his opinion of the possible results to be derived from such

an organization. He said that it costs him about $4.00 to cut and

deliver his logs to the tram road. E. W. Tschudy of Memphis

Tenn., expressed himself as believing most heartily in the logging

association and its purposes. Mr. Mc(iraw said that his chief objec-

tion to this association was that he was a logging contractor and

that he did not want the millmen to have too much information.

Claude Moore then stated that he is cutting out all day labor and

that he is paying not over .$2.00 for pick-up of one half mile and less.

T. K. Day said that he hires all logging by the thousand and

that he does his cutting by the day. He stated emphatically that the

man that cuts by the thousand ruins untold quantities of timber. This

statement was greeted heartily by the listeners. Mr. MeCormick then

said that there is a great difference in the height of stumps left in

the woods. He said that this is one of the important questions that

comes up before the logging association and that since its organiza-

tion the height of stumps has been very materially reduced. He ex-

pressed himself as believing that hardwood operators should all join

the organization.

James Boyd, secretary of the logging association, then said that il

was not necessary for hardwood men to meet with pine loggers at

New Orleans, but that meetings could be held at any convenient

place.

R. M. Carrier moved that a committee be appointed to report on

the discussion at the next session. The motion was carried.

President DeLaney announced meetings of the executive grading

conunission and of the executive board. He appointed the following

tommitter to report on the logging discussion: T. H. McCdnnick.

chairman; J. H. Friant and K. W. Ts.ImiiIv.

Thursday afternoon's session was ope 1 by the <i)ininitlc(' on nf

ficers' reports, which recommended the adoption of those reports. The

motion of the chairman of the committee was seconded and duly

carried.

J. F.. Rhodes of Chicago, sccrctaryniauager of the National Lum-

ber Manufacturers' Association, told of the purposes and accomplish-

ments of that organization and of the various broad questions which

it is attempting to solve. His outline of the broad field of national

association work was listened to with interest. He then described the

Forest Products Exposition, which will be held in April and May at

Chicago and Xew York, and told of its purposes and the vastly im-

portant position it bears regarding the market for products of the

American forests. He urged that the members of the Hardwood

Manufacturers' Association lend their interest and assistance to this

project and urged them to partici])ate in the expositions.

J. H. Friant, chairman of the committee on logging, then reported,

recommending that the association commend the work of the logging

association, and further reconunending that individuals become mem-

bers of that organization. The report was accepted.

E. H. Vansant, chairman of the executive grading commission, then

reported the changes recommended by that body, as follows:

Report of Executive Grading Commisslou

On clni. maple- niid s.vi:inior.> tlic uracil- is to he made the same as

on gum and cutionwond in tin' nnnilicr i: and •". common grades. This

nil! standardize the cuttings in all woods except those commonly used for

manufacture into clear cuttings.

WACO.N STOCK OIUDIXO. .\XD I .SSPKCTIO.N HULKS

Wagon Box Boards
liasswood. Bay Poplar (Tupelo). I'ottonwood. Gum. Poplar and .Magnolia.

Widths—Wide, 1.'5 to 17 inches. Narrow, 9 to 12 inches.

Lk.noths— 12. 14 and 10 feet, hut 1.1% may be 11. I.'? and l,"i feet.

Thickxes-s—Must he 1 inch thicl< when shipping.

Defects—Must he free from dL^fects, excepting that no ohjectlon will be

made to bright sap or sound discolored sap ; also one sound knot, not to

exceed I'/i inches in diameter or its equivalent, showing on one face only.

Eleven feet lengths to he free from splits; 12, i:! and 10 feet lengths will

admit of a 12-inch split in one end or its equivalent in both ends: 14 and

1.5 feet lengths will admit of spWts not to exceed 6 inches In one end or

its equivalent in both ends.

.Vote—Sixteen fci't lengths may have other defects so tliat the board

will make one side 11 feet long and one end piece :{ feet 6 inches long.

Note—Five per cent in feet of a shipment that can he reduced in

measurement by cutting the end or edge or both to a size ordered must

be accepted and measured as box boards, separate tally to be ki'pt of such

hoards, showing reduction in measurement.

Note Inspectors are cautifined that "Woolly" Cottonwood and lumber

so warped that it cannot be n.sed for box boards must be excluded from

this grade.

The changes were adopted as reail.

Mr. Van.sant stated that lie had been chairman of that body for

twelve years and that he desired to retire and expressed the wish that

President DeLaney be appointed in his place.

Thomas W. Fry, c'hairman of the resolutions committee, read the

following resolutions, and sup]ileniented them later with a resolution

thanking the trade press for assistani'e given the lumber as.sociation

:
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Kk.soi.vkii, That the thiinks of this association be tondcied to thi> speak-

ers of this nieotini;. C. M. Bryan, .T. M. Tutlier and .1. D. Allen, for the

hospitality of lliclr words, and to .lames Boyd. .1. E, Ilhodos and A.

Kraetzor for the thonRhl and care given to their papers and to the great

fund of Information furnished.

Whereas, The memhers of the Hardwood Mantifaetnfers' Association of

the I'nited Stales, who are so fortunate as to lie at this meeting, have

enjoyed themselves to the utmost; and

Whbkeas, The activity and liospllallty of the Lumbermen's Club of

Memphis contributed in a large degree to this enjoyment ; and
Wheheas, The committee of the I.uuilierinen's Club of Memphis has

been Indefatigable in Its etforts to make the occasion a successful and en

Joyable one ; tlierefore, be It

Resolvko. That this association hereby express Its gratitude to (he

I/umbermen's Club of Memphis for :ill it has done in their behalf,

Rk.soi.vki>, That a vote of thanks be tendered to the retiring officers and
executive board for Ibelr untiring efforts toward the furtherance of the

objects of the association: thi'ir work well shows in the great interest

shown at tills meeting, in its increased membership and in its substan-

tial bank balance.

Wiieueas, Representative K, P, McKellar has introduced in the Ilousn

of Representatives Bill H-R 0771. wbicli provides and makes It com-

pulsory for carriers to issue through bills of lading : and

Whereas, Representative K. D. McKellar has introduced In tlie House
of Representatives Bill II-R i)7,"i;J, which amends the Ilarter act to the

extent of making owner, manager, agi'nt or niaslei' liabli' for loss or dam-
age arising from faults or errors in navigation or management of vessels

;

and
WHEREA.S, Our memluTs are vitally interested in seeing tliese bills en-

acted : therefore, be it

Resoi-VED. That tills association in joint convention go on recorti as

approving these bills, and that a letter be written the speaker of the

House of Representatives asking for tlieir prompt consideration.

The resolutions were adopted as a whole.

Albert Kraetzer of Chicago gave an interesting talk on scientific

lumber drying:

Scientific Seasoning of Lumber
I'm going to talk on a subject that is as old as the "Uills" (meaning

Sam Hill and "Yim" Hill). Let me first draw your attention to the
deterioration or waste that occurs during the period that elapses between
the time good lumber is taken from the chains and poor lumber is taken
down from the pile. To the average sawmill man this is not so apparent,
because he is used to it. while an observant outsider may see it instinc-

tively. The sawmill man will try to save ten cents per thousand in the
cutting of his lumber: I am concerned in reducing his loss in degrade
during the drying period. I'm concerned in cutting down this loss from
$1.50 to ,10 cent.s. In 1912 over thirty liillion feet of lumber was produced.
Suppose only 50 cents per thousand of degrade on only ten billion feet

of this had been avoided : five million dollars would have been saved.
Let's try to save some of this for ourselves.

Not all improvemeuts originate from the inside, but when they originate
from the outside they are mostly due to the desire of the originator to

make some money for himself thereby. Occasionally an improvement is

suggested by an outsid'n*. on the spur of the moment, without expectation
of an emolument.

A case in point happened to me. I'or a number of years—a period I'd

like to forget— I was engaged more or less wiisuccessfully in trying to

amass a competence by the manufacture of interior trim. One day an
acquaintance, a music teacher, came in to have a special music rack made.
He had a sketch that looked like a cubist picture of the bray of a donkey,
and as we were very busy finishing up a slxteen-flat building, I tried my
best to turn him away, but he stuck. Finally I offered to get out the neces-

sary stiips for him. and this he met by the flatfooted assertion that he
could not drive a nail straight. So the easiest way to get rid of him was
to make his contraption.

While this was being done he wandered around to where a couple of

workmen were assembling the first of sixteen rather elaborate sideboards.
He watched tliem for a minute or two and then called me over. "Say,"
said he. "why don't these fellows put that thing together this way?" I

looked at him just as most of you would look at a stranger that presumed
to criticize your methods : hut I had sense euough to give him a second
thought, and. sure enough, what he had seen was true, and we saved over
a dollar apiece on fifteen sidelioards. Of roump I appreciated his sugges-
tion, and to show my appreciation I charged him $1.25 for his rack instead
of SI 00, which I think was letting him off very reasonably.

My plant was located in a distant corner of Chicago, and our product
for years consisted of pine finish. The cork pine of those days was easy
to work: was straight and easily dried: so when our trade gradually
required more and more hardwoods, our troubles increased. What struck
me most was the crookedness of hardwood as compared with pine, and 1

often wondered how a sawmill could possibly produce so poor an article

—

liow it could possil>ly lead its saws around the curves.

Then a chance presented itself to visit a southern sawmill, and when I

saw the beautiful lumber that came from the chains. I said to myself.

"Alta : I've discovered something. This isn't the kind of lumber I've been
getting I'll just wait 1111 they bc-gin to i-aw the crooked stuff." Ri.t thev

kept on sawing the same beautifully manufactured boards. Then I inter-

viewed the sawyer. I complimented him on the excellence of his product
and asked him, "When are you going to saw some crooked stuff? I am
curious to see how you do it." He was a big burly guy wltli large com-
petent hands, and when he stopped his carriage and looked al me in that

lone of voice I was Instantly reminded that 1 had pressing business else-

where. So I wandered out to the yard. There I saw the kind of lumber
I had been getting, coming down from the pile. Just tlien the yard
foreman hove in sight and I tackled him. Said I, "Mr. Smith, where do
.vou keep your straight lumber?" I just knew from his looks that he
wondered who had left the gate open. "I mean the kind that is coming
off the chains now." The same expression that had been on the sawyer's
face came over his, but as he was a ratlier small man I stood my ground.
"This is some of it," he said, and added l)elllgerently, "what's the mattei'

with it?" Dubiously I walked away from him. Was I seeing things? Or
was he so obtuse that he could not see the enormous deterioration the

lumber had suffered in its progress from the chains to the dry state?

Honestly, he hadn't noticed it. Nobody connected with the institution had
particularly noticed it. It seemed to be taken for granted, at least, that
this big loss could not be avoided, or rather they did not seem to know-
there was a loss. They didn't even want to waste time enough to talk

about it ; on the contrar.v, they tallced me into buying a carload or two,

and so I dismissed the subject.

Some time later I had occasion to make some bent oak pieces for cover-

ing the caps of a lot of iron columns in a certain building. Nearly all of

us have a "man Friday" around the place, and my man Friday got this

Job. The stuff was '/i"x4" oak, bent to a 7" radius. (The pieces were
ripped from a green plank procured from a neighboring shipyard.)' He
made a small steam box and steamed these pieces—in loose steam, of

course—and then bent them around forms. , This 'was all comparatively
new to me and I watched the operation like a hawk.

Overnight these bent pieces had dried and had set in the bent shape.
(Please remember the word set, for 1 shall refer to it again.) The pieces

were dry. they were set in their new shapes—very obstinately so—were
of a rich color, and the working qualities were so much better than on
ordinary oak that I marveled. Then a number of similar cases came to

mind, and in every one the factor of set entered. The bent plow handle,

the bent fop of the walking stick, the bent shafts of the buggy, the bent
portions of certain spindly chairs, the scythe handle, and a host of others.

They all exhibited this factor of .set. which in the case of the plow
handle resisted even constant exposure to the weather. In every case the

bent part held its shape—held it tenaciously.

Then I had an inspiration (I'm taken that way quite often, and they
are not induced, either,) Why wouldn't the same stuff handled in the
same way but bent straight have the same characteristics? "Sure," said

Friday. And then began a most interesting series of experiments. I

soon found that steaming in loose steam did not reach the center of inch
lumber quickly enough ; so why not try steam under pressure. Well, I'll

not weary you with a recital of trials and tribulations. Suffice it to say
that after several months I was doing stunts that were surprising, and in

every case the lumber was "set"—straight and holding its shape.

So now on to AVashington for a patent on the greatest discovery of the
age ! I had the world by the neck ! Mind you, this was ten years ago

—

and the world's neck is still free.

Well, in Washington they were very polite, very nice and, oh ! so

sorry ; and tliey shoved a patent on the process of steaming lumber under
pressure, under my nose, that was dated 1859. 1859 ! Thirty years
before I was born ! Have you ever had a favorite mother-in-law die on
you? I felt as though ail three of mine had died!

.\nd again a host of instances came to my notice. George D. Emery
of Boston had been steaming ordinary mahogan,v under pressure twenty-
five years before and selling it to the Pullman company as emery wood.
Today a prominent manufacturer of fancy woods is delivering dry mahog-
any in six hours from the saw.

Onl.v a few weeks ago a practical veneer manufacturer and scientist, a

Russian, told the National Veneer & Panel Manufacturers' Association

about this process as applied to veneer logs, and stated that it had been
in use for over thirty years in Finland. So-and-so had used the process

in sucli and such a year, and so-and-so at such and such a time, etc.,

ad nmiHeum,
Well, after all. I could continue to use it in my business, and I worked

up quite a local fame for it. Anyway, I could handle any kind of lumber,

no matter how green, and materially straighten out the crooked. In short,

kiln-drying (roubles no longer existed for me. My product stood the gaff

under all sorts of conditions ; heat or cold, wet or dry. It was all the

same to it.

A famous five and ten cent store concern has m.v material in over a

hundred stores: from New York to Kansas Cit.v. and from Duluth to

Frankfort, and I'll defy anyone to find a trace of shrinkage. Kiln-dried

oak in sevent.v-two hours? Kiln-dried birch in thirty-six hours! Kiln-

dried poplar in twenty-four hours I Easy as falling off a log.

One day a recollection of the sawmill came, and with it the thought,

"If this is so huge a success on lumber that is at least partially air-dried

and has already suffered its deterioration, why not treat lumber fresh

from the saw before this degrade lias occurred, and air-dry it?"

Why not?

I exporimented in a small way on what greon materinl I could get in
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Chlcaso. nnd the results wciv so good that I bought a mixed cur of
southern hardwoods (from the saiuc mill, by the way) nnd had It shipped
green from the saw. Most of this I treated and piled In the yard for

alrdryluK, and on the rest I experimented with the kiln. The results

atiaiued on green lumber In the kiln were not very satisfactory : but,

say, the product resulting from steaming, alrdrylng and subsequent klln-

drylui: was so surprising that even I was astonished. To this day my
former fortTnan dilates on that line oak of 1904, He never could be con-

vinced that the treatment was responsible, but Insists it was a special

growth of trees that had furnl-ihed it.

(^rooked lumber? Not on your life; A numhci of other desirable fea-

tures also developed, of which more anon.
And then I got chesty and advertised. In June. 1904. the ,\merican

Lumberman gave me a flattering writeup, a copy of which Is still pre-

served In the archives, ,\nd people came from near and far and marveled

—

came from a distance of five miles and a distance of a million yards

:

some even came from Memphis. I talked till I was blue In the face, and
the more I talked the more they marveled. As I look back upon it now
I strongly suspect they marveled at me. As they walked away they
seemed to shake their heads, and I was reminded of the farmer who saw
the giraffe for the first time and, even after he had seen it move and eat.

turned away and said. "Oh, shucks : they ain't no sich animile : but that

danged slick talker of a keeper "most made me believe they wuz,"
.\nd nothing came of it for years.

I continued to use the process with better and better results. Today I

would not use a foot of good lumber for cabinet work that at some point in

its drying period had not been properly subjected to steam under pressure.

I'm almost "saturated" with steam under pressure. I know that lumber
treated In this manner is a joy, just as all of you know that the boiled,

baked or friend potato is palatable and a joy, while the raw potato—well.

presumably, in case of a pinch one might live on it.

And the theory of it all? It is always more satisfying to achieve

results first and then try to adapt a theory. It is still more satisfying to

be able to say : "To the divll with all theories ; here's the result," So
here are some of the results of steaming lumber under pressure :

If properly handled after proper steaming, lumber will dry straight

and flat, to less weight, in less than half tlie time required for ordinar.v

wood: shrinkage will be less than halt; horers will not damage it; case-

hardening is prevented : hollowhorning is prevented ; checks and end-

splits minimized; stain is prevented; the color is diffused and livened;

working (lualities greatly improved : the lumber will hold its shape after

being milled ; its strength will be greater.

Now I'd like to take a crack at the expression, "common sense." or

"horse sense," In some horses horse sense means a disposition to kick

one in tiie slats, and often common sense means piling lumber so closely

that air cannot possibly circulate. In this connection I quote from a

recent pamphlet of mine on
The Ordixarv Pilc

The present and universal method of piling luml>er effectually retards
tbt? circulation i>f air. All the layers are horizontal sidewise, and most
lumber is piled with small spaces between the boards. In addition, the
plies are covered with a water and practically air-proof root; conse-
quently, the circulation upwards is entirely prevented. Moreover, the
piles are placed closely together, which still further retards eirculatlon.
Woods that have a tendency to crook are now piled with a greater num-
ber of stickers, whicli also retards circulation : so that lumber as now
piled is hami»ered in every way for drying and slowl.v dries in spite of
all obstructions.

The best evidence of stagnant air Is furnished by the temperature be-
tween the piles of the yard. Always the air Is considerably cooler be-
tween the piles, and always It is quiet.

With the present practice of pitching the pile lengthwise, the sawdust
and dirt gradually move down to tiie stickers and lodge there, forming
a damp mass in the angle of the sticker and the board. This starts
sticker rot and stain.

In a driving rain more or le.ss water is forced Into the pile, and days
elapse before the center of the pile is <iry again,

"The tendency to crook is more pronounced because of the strains re-

sulting from unequal drying.
And now listen to this

:

.VxioMs ON Air
.\ pile of lumber Is dry only when the center of the pile is dry.
This is as tru-; of the pile In the kiln as it is of the pile in the yard.
The sides, ends, top and bottom of the standard pile dry more rapidly

than the center.
The remedy is : Pile the lumber in such a manner that the center

gct° as much circulation as the outside.
Kdge piling is the most positive ; the side pitch pile is next In effec-

tiveness,
Tiie medium for drying lumlier is air, and this air, to be effective,

must l)e in motion over the surface of the lumber.
Stagnant air takes up moisture very slowI.v, while air that is in

motion takes up moisture rTipidiy.

Washing' hung outdoors even on a cold day, with a breeze blowing,
dries very quickly, while washlii;.' hung In a closed room dries very
slowly ev»-n though the room }»• hot.
A pile of lumber through which the air can circulate freely will dry

more rapidly and evenly than a pile in whicn the circulation Is obstructi'd.
Lumber, especially sap, will mildew In stagnant air just as old linen

will mildew In a damp corner,
Thirefore. the main requisite for drying lumber Is freely circulating

air—air freely circulating through tlie entire pile.

.Mr cannot be confined In an lnclini'<i flue that Is open at both ends.

.Mr will constantly move In an inclined flue that Is open at both ends.
I.els api>ly these axioms to :

Tin: Sidewi.se Pitched Pile That Is Lbvei, Lengthwise
.Mr is constantly moving through the pile. No matter what the con-

iitions surrounding the pile, the air moves at all times. It may not
move very rapidly, but it moves: consequently drying is uninterrupted,
and the center of th.' ijil.' will dry practically as fast as the outside.

Is it not an everyday occurrence In "taking down ' a pile to And after
about the tenth course that "it is still too heavy?" This will not be the
case in the side-pitch pi.e. Top dry. all dry.
The pile Is dry again as soon as the rain is over : every tier forms

a roof of Its own, and every tier sheds the water as fast as a roof will.
The grooves made by the band saw. forming numerous small gutters, also
help. Clean water, prortdcd It can drain off at once, does not harm
lumliir anyway.

Cross sticks are always as dry as the lumber itself.
There will he no accumulation of sawdust in the angles of the stickers,

and the lumber will be clean when It is taken down, as all the dust aad
dirt have gradually rollr-d off.

Siiikirs do not form an ol)slruction lo circulation of air. as thev form
the sides of the flues and the air moves parallel with them.
The investment in stickers will be ii-ss on account of speedier drying.
Ia'ss stit-'kers are required in a tier, as tiie lumber dries more evenly,

tiierefore stralghter.
I'ovcring boards are desirable to protect only the boards In the top

course from the sun. and should not form a tight roof.
A pitch of one foot ,in six feet Is sulBcient, and this angle Is no draw-

back In the stacking of the lumber.
.\nother misquotation that always gets my goat is. "I'm from Missouri

and you've got to show me." I'd change this to read, "I'm from the tali

grass and you can't show me." And that always reminds me of a certain

fat man. for this Is my ideal pile In the ideal yard. The ideal yard Is the
rail storage with the lumber on wheels.

The Ideal Pile
Trucks lengthwise of the pile. This method furnishes a perfect foun-

dation, for the bottom of the pile will be as straight as the supporting
rails.

Six wedge-shaped cross-pieces with a pitch of ten Inches in six feet
Uwo inches on low end and twelve Inches on high end), laid crosswise
ou the trucks.

i''jur-inch spaces lietween the 'ooards. This greatly induces ventilation.
IM-y stickers. 1 inch square. 'I'hese provide good ventilating space be-

tween the layers and permit the parts of the uoards that are covered by
the slicker to dr.v as rapidly as the rest of the boards.

Covering boards should under no circumstances form a tight roof. Put
one covering board over each board of the top course for protection from
the sun. lio not let these covering boards meet edge to edge.
The wldel.vspaced load will dry faster than the closely-plied, and for

that reason no more storage snace is required.
The widely-spaced load Is more easily bandied. Remember. 2,500 feet

of green oak will weigh about 15,000 pounds, and It requires lots of
•beet" to move it.

In conclusion. I am reminded of the man that was addressing a Sunday-

school class and in the course of his talk hesitated for a moment and said.

"Really I don't know what else to say." X little girl's voice piped up
with. "Say 'Amen' and let's go home."

Then followed what was probably the most valuable feature of the

whole meeting, namely, a general discussion on business conditions,

from which talk it could plainly be seen that members of the associa-

tion view the future with considerable satisfaction. It was pretty

dearly brought out that there will be no accumulation of stock dur-

ing the present year and that there is no chance of anything but

strengthening in lumber values. In fact, it was the consensus of

opinion that the year 1914 will be one of the best ever experienced

by the lumber trade.

E. Ij. Murdock of Vaiden, Miss., said that before the discussion on

business ".>as started he desired to express his appreciation of this,

the first meeting of the manufacturers' association which he had

ever attended. Mr. Murdock is an old-time lumberman of Mississippi

and his remarks were characteristic of the typical southern colonel.

He said humorously that he was surprised to find that the hospitality

extended to the visiting lumbermen was extended in the main by

Yankees, but added that the hospitality nevertheless was of the

southern type. Mr. Murdock arose to speak as a stranger to most

of those present, but when he sat down all felt that they were old

friends.

. Simon Lieberman of Nashville opened (he business discussion with

a review of the history of the association. He said that he was one

of the first in the Middle South to join, and then reviewed its gradual

development from its inception up to its present important character.

Mr. Lieberman said that his concern carries from 2,000,000 to

3,000,000 feet of hardwood lumber and that during 1913 business was

excellent up to November. He said that it slowed down from then

to the end of the year, but since January 1 he has noted a new life

in inquiries and orders and predicts that 1914 will be the best year

for the lumber business in the past twenty-five years. Mr. Lieber-

man said, however, that he would not make that statement without

at least attempting to prove it. He said that he had talked with the

senator from his district, who expressed himself as believing that

this will be a boom year. He gave as his reason that money is loosen-

ing up and that there will be plenty of it for investment and that

the administrative currency measure will result in bringing out all

this available cash instead of concentrating it at a few points. He
said that it will bring out gold from Washington to the regional
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reserve banks which has lain dormant at Wasliington for years, and

that this fact will go a long way towards clearing up the financial

situation. Mr. Lieberman said that his concern is holding its lum-

ber and that it is not at all disposed to get rid of it without making a

fair profit, as he considers that lumber is a better investment than

almost anything he knows of.

Hugh McLean of Buffalo said that he finds stocks the lightest in

twenty-five years in the East and Canada in the consuming centers

and that his observation is that mill stocks are also light. He said

that his concern is holding its lumber, except for immediate shipment,

as it does not believe in making large sales for future aliipment at

prevailing prices.

A. E. Xorinau of Holly Eidge, La., endorsed the previous state-

ments, and added that he would not take orders at prevailing prices.

He also said that producers' stocks are below normal. Ho expressed

himself as optimistic as to the money situation and recommended

holding stocks pending advance in prices, which is bound to come

soon.

M. S. Hewitt of Indiana, representing the contingent of consumers

who were in attendance, spoke in behalf of the maintenance of more

uniform price levels. He said that prices go from one extreme to the

other and that the low level of values is usually the result of the

desire on the part of niillmen to make a dollar too quickly. He said

further that as soon as conditions are in fair shape the millraan

over-produces, which brings conditions eventually back to where they

were before. Mr. Hewitt said that it is difficult for the purchasers

of lumber to tell when to buy, because of this unsteady condition of

the market, and he said further that the consensus of opinion at a

convention of retailers which he had just attended was that manu-

facturers should operate steadily, regardless of conditions, which

W'ould result in a far more uniform price level. Mr. Hewitt also

said that retail stocks are really low- at this time because retailers

have not purchased in the face of the downward trend of lumber

values and in fact they did not know whether they should continue

to hold off or should get into the market.

Lee Wilson of Memphis expressed himself in accord with Mr.

Hewitt "s ideas and said that manufacturers should produce more

steadily.

G. E. Luehrmann of St. Louis said that hardwood stocks are low

because shortage of funds has held up operations. He said that

good times are ahead. Mr. Luehrmann suggested that the president

request all those in attendance who have more than 1,000,000 feet

of dry lumber on sticks to stand. Only about twenty-five per cent

of those present stood. A. E. Norman said that some of those

in attendance sometimes have from 20,000,000 to 30,000,000 feet of

dry lumber on hand and that the demonstration gave a pretty good

idea of the present stock conditions. President DeLaney then said

that his concern has had as much as 30,000,000 feet of lumber on

sticks and that it now has about 5,000,000.

S. B. Anderson of Memphis stated that in his oi)iuion the whole

question hinges on the law of supply and demand. He said that

logs are not plentiful and stocks are not high, and expressed himself

as believing that improvement in the demand for lumber is inevitable.

He said that prices will be entirely fair if manufacturers confine

themselves to reasonable output. He said that the difficulty arises

from the fact that when business is good the output is increased. Mr.

Anderson stated that business men should be optimistic but reason-

ably cautious; that they should note general conditions and keep

fairly close to the ground.

Upon the suggestion of Mr. Anderson, President DeLaney asked all

those who were running less than full time to stand. About thirty

of all those in attendance got to their feet. The question was raised,

however, as to the significance of such a showing, inasmuch as river

mills are naturally shut down more or less on account of the inability

to get out logs while there is ice in the rivers.

Mr. Anderson then said that the question of running full time

hinges entirely on the log supply. He said that it is a mistake not

to run full time if a full supply of logs is on hand. He raised the

question as to whether the members of the association were logging

moderately or to excess. The question was decided by request on

the part of the president that those curtailing the input of logs

stand. About twenty-five per cent of those in attendance arose, which

indicated that there is some little curtailment of log input.

F. E. Gadd of Chicago said that stocks at both the mill and con-

sumers' yards are light. He said that business was good in 1913 up

to November and that it then went flat. Mr. Gadd stated that the

gum and oak meetings, held before the convention sessions, brought

out the fact that stocks in those woods are low. Mr. Gadd said that

his concern recently turned down an order for 1,000,000 feet of gum

for future delivery, as he had i'aith in the future market for tliat

wood.

J. E. Ehodes, speaking along the same lines, said that 1913 marks

an epoch in the history of the country. He reviewed the accomplish-

ments of the administration in Washington. ,He said that business

and financial conditions in Chicago and New York show a much

better condition than a short time ago, and that 1914, lookir^g ahead,

looks much better than does 1913 looking backviard. He said that

the passage of the currency and tariff bills and the recent expressions

of President Wilson regarding the trust question removed from busi-

ness the menace of these political drawbacks. Mr. Ehodes said that

deposits in Chicago banks during the three weeks in January were

bigger than any three weeks in 1913, and that the quantity of loans

was smaller.

Speaking of stocks, Mr. Rhodes said that they are low all over

the country and chat confidence in the year 1914 on the part of the

lumber business is shown by shipments.

E. H. Vansant expressed himself as impressed with the talk of

Mr. Hewitt regarding uniformity of cut and prices and expressed

himself as believing that if conditions should improve rapidly prices

ought not to advance rapidly, but should be governed by cost of

manufacture and sales. He expressed himself as believing that prices

should hold uniformly in justice to the consumer. He said that he

had not changed prices in two years.

C. Crane, Cincinnati, said that during 1913 the average value re-

ceived for his lumber was .$1.60 more than it ever sold for before.

He said that his concern manufactured 40,000,000 feet during 1913

and sold 47,000,000 feet. He further said that if his stocks do not

bring in 1914 an average of ,$2.00 in excess of prices received during

1913 they will stay in the yards. Mr. Crane said that the only

danger that he sees in the future is that stocks will be too light

to take care of the general demand. Speaking of collections, he

said that they are good and that during the last three mouths they

have been as good as he ever experienced. According to the speaker,

the collections of his concern are $140,000 a month and during the

past three months about ninety per cent of this has been in cash.

He said that the tariff and currency questions are buried to the sat-

isfaction of everybody and thinks that the next three or four years

will develop the best business in the history of the country.

S. Lieberman of Nashville got a little out of the line of discussion

and talked of the benefits to be derived from association work, citing

specific cases where his concern had actually benefited.

Mr. Lieberman was then called upon by President Del..aney for the

report of the nominating committee.

Mr. Lieberman said that the choices of the committee were the

result of feeling out the popular sentiment of the members. He then

aptly introduced the officers recommended. The selection and rec-

ommendations of the committee were as follows:

President ; John H. Himmelberger, Cape Girardeau, Mo.
First Vice-President ; B. B. Burns, Huntington, W. Va.

Second Vice-President , Ralph May, Cincinnati, O.

Treasurer ; C. M. Cr.iwford, Coal Grovf. 0.

executive board

W. E. DeLaney, Kentucky Lumber Company, Cincinnati, O.

J. H. Himmelberger, Himmelberger-Harriscn Lumber Company, Cape
Girardeau. Mo.

B. B. Burns. C. L. Rltter Lumber Company, Huntington, W. Va.

C. M. Crawford, Yellow Poplar Lumber Company, Coal Grove, 0.

\V. B. Burke, Lamb-Fish Lumber Company, Charleston, Miss.

R. M. Carrier, Carrier Lumber & Manufacturing Company, Sardis. Miss.

Clinton Crane, C. Crane & Co.. Cincinnati, O.

W. H. Dawkins. W. H. Dawkins Lumber Company. Ashland, Ky.

Frank F. Fee, Fee-Crayton Hardwood Lumber Company, Dermott, .\rk.

W. A. Gilchrist, Three States Lumber Company, Memphis, Tonn.
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!:. A. I.aii;;. I'a.piko I.iKlit I.iiiuUii- Ciiupany. Chlcn^o. 111.

li, B; Norman. Noruinn I.uinln'r (.'onipiiiiy. Louisville, Ky.
W, M. Kltter. W. M. KlltiT Lmnhir (onipiiny, Columbus. O.

E. O. Robinson, Mowbray & Koblnsoii Company, Cincinnati. O.

S. Liclierman. Licberman. I>iveman & D'Urlcn. NasbvtUe. Tciin.

W. B. Townsend,. Llttli' Itivor Lumlx'r Company. Townsend, Tenn.
K. H. Vansant, Vansant. Kittlien & Co.. .\shland, Ky.
li. M. Vestal, Vestal IiUmber & Manufacturing Company, Knoxvllle, Tenn.
Ualpb May. May Brothers, Cincinnati, O.

K. K. (iadd, Wisconsin Lumber Compan.\-, Chicago, III.

iJeo. K. W. Luehrmann, €. F. Luehrmann llardwood Lumber Company.
St. Lcuis. Mo.

.1 F. Mclntyre, J. F. Mclntyre & Sons. Pine Bluff. Arl<.

KXECITIVK c;r.\i>IXG lOM MISSION

W. K. Dol-ine.v, Kentucky Lumber Company. Ciminnati. O., Chairman.

U. il. Vansant. Vansant. Kitchen & Co.. Ashland. Ky.
Thos. W. Fry, C. F. Luehrmann Hardwood Lumber Company, St.

Louis. Mo.
E. A. Lang. Paepcke Leicht Lumber Compan.v, Chicago. 111.

C M. Crawford, Yellow I'oplar LumixT Company. Coal (!rove, O.

K. A. Kirby. Cherry River Boom & Lumber Company. Philadelphia, Pa.

W. B. Burke. Lamb-Fish Lumber Company. Charleston. Miss.

W. H. Dawkins, \V. H. Dawklns-Lumber Company, Ashland. Ky.

C. L. Harrison, Himmelberger-Uarrisou Lumber Company, Cape Girar-

deau. Mo.
Frank F. Fee. Fee-Crayton Hardwood Lumber Company, Dermott, .Ark.

J. W. Mayhew. W. M. Ritter Luml)er Company. Columbus, O.

R. M. Carrier, Carrier Lumber & Manufacturing Company, Sardis, Miss.

B. B. Burns. C. L. Ritter Lumber Company, Huntington. W. Va.

H. B. Nields, Little River Lumber Company, Townsend. Tenn.

Mr. Himmelberger was elected by a unanimous rising vote on the

part of the members and immediately following, the remainder of the

ticket was elected as a whole in a similar manner.

Mr. Isaacson and Mr. Liebermau were appointed by the chair as

committee to escort the newly elected president to the chair. Mr.

DeLaney then introduced President Himmelberger and in an eloquent

speech of resignation told of the work he had tried to accomplish,

with the assistance of the other ofiSeers, and said that he would en-

deavor to serve as faithfully while in the ranks. He commended the

newly elected president very highly and bespoke for him the same

support which Mr. DeLanej' himself had had.

President Himmelberger spoke briefly, expressing his profound ap-

preciation of the honor bestowed upon him. He expressed himself as

willing and anxious to do everj'thing possible to advance the best

interests of the association during his administration.

B. B. Burns and Ralph May, first and second vice-presidents, res-

pectively, followed with fitting speeches of acceptance and apprecia-

tion.

R. H. Vansant moved that the association confirm the selections of

the nominating committee for directors from the v;irious states. The

motion was carried.

The meeting then adjourned.

ENTERTAINMENT
In addition to the various private functions in the various dining

rooms of the cit}', and elsewhere, the visiting and local lumbermen
were treated to an elaborate smoker and vaudeville entertainment iu

the banquet hall of the new Hotel Chisca. This immense room was

completely filled. The entertainment committee of the association

had made elaborate plans for the refreshment and entertainment of

those attending. This function took j)lace on the evening of Wednes-
day, and after it was over a general confab took place in the cor-

ridors and lobby of the hotel.

An Enjoyable Excursion

The Lamb-Fish Lumber Company ojpcrates at Charleston, Miss., the

largest hardwood mill in the world. This concern has been a leader

in adopting modern methods in logging and sawmilling and is justly

proud of its operations. Believing that some of the visiting sawmill

men would appreciate seeing the various features which it has in-

augurated, including a very successful Kraetzer Preparator system, the

company organized an excursion to its plant. About fifty-five visiting

lumbermen boarded a special train at midnight on Thursday and ar-

rived at Charleston in due time Friday morning. The day was spent

in the general inspection of the company's operations at the mill and
in the woods, and all returned on the same train Friday night, get-

ting in Saturday morning. It is rejiorted by tho.se fortunate enough

to have made the trip to Charleston that the weather and all other

influences were most conducive to a thorough enjoyment of the ex-

cursion. The Lamb-Fish mill is a busy place but this particular

party was out for a holiday and had one. The inspection was not

always of subjects connected directly with the lumber business. A
full story will api>ear in the next issue.

The Badges

The handsome badges were presented by Joshua Oldham & Sons,

the saw manufacturers, of New York City. Each was in the form
of a circular saw carrying the insignia of the association suspended
by a leather strap from the clasp, in which was inserted a card bear-

ing the name of the wearer.

Manufacture of Wood Flour
Little wood Hour is made in America, but inquiries are frequent

concerning it, and this indie.ites that interest in the subject is gen-

eral. Norway, Sweden, and Germany are the principal sources of
supply, and it has been generally reported that the most approved
material is .spruce, and that sawdust is used, and that the machinery
for reducing the sawJust to flour consists of a pair of old-fashioned

millstones, such as country mills employ in grinding corn meal. It

appears from a report recently made on the .subject by Consul Robert
P. Skinner, Hamburg, Germany, that considerable misunderstanding

has existed regarding the manufacture of this commodity. A sum-
mary of Mr. Skinner's report follows:

Norwegian flour contains more resin than German flour, the latter
being produced from the waste cuttings by toy and wooden-shoe manu-
facturers. It has been stated that large quantities of sawdust of clean
white northern ash are available in the United States for the manufac-
ture of wood flour, and further details in regard to German mechanical
processes have been asked for.

According to German experience hardwood is the best material for
the production of high-grade flour, such as linoleum manufactures re-

quire, and this is turned out by machines, some of which are recom-
mended as rendering equally efifective service with roots, branches,
boughs, sticks, tender shrubbery, slabs and wood waste of every kind.
Reducing machinery of this character is used in preparing raw material
for a good many chemical and other industries.

The ordinary process of producing wood flour in Germany consists of
feeding the material into a revolving iron cross beater. The material
should be not larger than one-half or three-fourths of the length of a
finger, and it is beaten to the desired fineness as sawdust, in which is

contained a large percentage of exceedingly fine meal. The capacity of
the machine depends upon the fineness sought and the quality of the
wood, brittle wood yielding a finer fiour and a greater quantity per
hour than any other. When it is desired to obtain a meal finer than
sawdust a rasping mill is employed. These rasping mills have an inte-
rior construction similar to that of the iron cross l)eater, a rasping
disk revolving against the inner walls of the apparatus, the metal plates
of which present rasping surfaces. Light material fed into this machine
to be ground cannot be ejected until it is perfectly ground, whereas in the
machine first mentioned the iron cross beater merely revolves in the
wood debris. When the output of flour sought is inconsiderable and time
does not press, both an Iron cross beater and the rasping apparatus can
be utilized in the same machine.
The rasping mill turns out a product of a sieve fineness of No. 25

European. It contains a larger proportion of exceedingly fine meal
than that produced by a beating cross. If still finer flour is desired
than the rasping mill furnishes, the product of the rasping mill can be
passed through a spiral-screw sifting machine. In these mechanical
sifters the material passes through a hopper to spiral brushes, which
transfer it continually to the face of the sieve, flnally expelling the
coarser quantities at the discharge hole. This coarse overflow can be
returned to the rasping machine to be reworked, although usually the
factories employ the coarse meal as it comes from the sieves.

Pieces of wood larger than one-half or three-fourths of a flnger length
should be crushed before being fed into the Iron cross beater. If the
material contains resin and a certain flneness is desired the resin must
be removed by other machinery, which is fairly expensive.
From this it will be observed that while In Germany wood flour Is

not mechanically produced from sawdust, there Is apparently no reason
why northern ash sawdust could not be worked through a rasping mill,

sifted and placed upon the market.
There is a brisk trade in wood flour In Germany, both for domestic

use aud for export. The most recent statistics include imports and
exports of wood flour and excelsior under one head and are as follows

:

Imports. 1911. .1. 102 metric tons, and 1912, 5,318.9 tons: exports, 1911,
7,21.3.5 tons, and l'.n2, 9,851.9 tons. Of the exports 703.8 tons In 1911
and 1.401.1 tons In 1912 went to France and 1,897.7 tons in 1911 and
2.29.">.2 tons In 1912 to Great Britain.
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Indiana Lumbermen s Annual
Present, past ami future lianlwuo.i lunibeimeu ot iiidiaua -^nt

together in their fifteenth annual homecoming, an unique fum-
tion in lumber association meetings, at the Hotel Denisou, In-

dianapolis, January 14. About two hundred members of the
hardwood trade who have operated or are operating within the
state, joined in an uplifting gathering at which good tVllowshiii

was predominantly evident.

The morning was spent in greetings and making new aci|uaiiit

ances in the hotel lobby, the business session being called to

order at two o'clock in the afternoon by President Van B. Per-
rine, Fort Wayne. President Perrine was not in good voice, owing
to an accident he received some little time ago, and confineil him-
self to a few short remarks, in which loyalty to the Indiana asso-

ciation was the most evident note.

President Perrine called to the attention of his hearers the
fact that the Indiana association has contributed officers to the
National associations on various occasions. He said: "We, as
an association, should not take up business seriously but rather
confine our efforts to good fellowship, home-coming and love for
our fellow-lumbermen. I am going to pass over the subjects on
which we have papers ably written, and am not going to attempt
to give my views on the tariff and banking questions. You will

have you own, and each one of jou will admit, whatever they
may be, that when you make money they are right—when you
lose money they are wrong."

Secretary C. H. Kramer of Rii-hmond then read an interesting
report, as follows:

We have gathered here today In our fifteenth annual session. Our
worthy president in his address one year ago stated to .vou that this
association was allowing the other larger associations to do the work—that we now are an association of good fellowship rather than a busi-
ness organization, which is quite true in the main—as no very im-
portant work has been brought out the past year and not a statistical
association. I shall burden you with but a few remarks, so that the able
addresses of (his afternoon may be more appreciated by you.

You will remember trade reports early in the year, 191,3. to the effect
that stocks were short all over the entire field and that production had
been greatly diminished, and everything in the hardwood Jine was sale-
able at very satisfactory prices, and some referred to same at highest
prices ever known. The conditions then seemed wholly natural, the de-
mand seemed to be on no unusual circumstances. This, however, did not
seem to hold very long. Tiie first few months brought in very good
results, but activities began declining and from no apparent causes the
short stocks both at the mills and in the hands of the consumers, did
not create any flurry. The consumer seemed to be somewhat at sea
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Tbis conservative feeling carried through almost the remainder of
the year, with, however, an occasional opening up, that here and there
a good sized order was placed. Most of our members have fared well for
the year as a whole, the first half they did exceedingly well, the latter
iKilf considerably less. From indications, as the opening of the new
.Mnr progresses, the feeling seems very strong that business of most
:ii] kinds will be very materially increased. At present there is a fairly
good demand fci- most hardwoods—.lust the last few weeks a very notioe-
al>le activity in placing of orders, and in most cases single carload orders
are for quick shipment. Just recently one of our wholesale customers
in an inquiry for about twent.v-five carloads of lumber, stated, "Can
liu.v only for prompt shipment, so quote with this in view, as we are
liaving orders cancelled with great regularity if shipments are delayed,"
which shows conclusively that not only the dealers are short in their
snppl.v. but the consumers are as well, and are buying only for imme-
diate requirements, which to me. seems a very good barometer with not a
compie.v meter to read.

Much has been said to discredit the use of lumber in many years,
many thousands of dollars are being spent annually by manufacturers of
substitutes, and it will require many thousands to set our wares aright i

and against some of the substitutes, but with ail the substitutes, which
may and are brought about, there seems to be still a good demand for
all kinds of lumber. This should bring (he manufacturer, however,
a most careful study as to obtaining at all times the most valuable
product from his raw material and to study carefully channels wherein
he can place the entire output to the very best advantage possible. Con-
servation, to a degree, can be practiced through the uses of lumber

;

when and where not to use it. consulting with your customer as to the J

most suitable material for his lines of work.
.\nother step that will greatly add to conservation and the life of our)

forests, as seems true, is the finding of a paint which is claimed to be
fire proof.

.\s far as I have learned, no serious losses of any nature have been
sustained by members of our association during the past year, other than
that as caused through an act of Providence, being the flood of last
spring. Many of you sustained losses directly immediately by having
your lumber, logs. etc.. drifted away, some never to be found oi

turned, and by the heavy earth deposit left on your lumber still on]
stick, making same undesirable and less valuable. Many sustained
losses directi.v. but at an extended period, by having shipments on route

]

to customers unable to get deliveries to points in flood district, and by
having good accounts with customers in flood district, who suffered very

j

heavy losses and were placed in such a condition as to be wholly unable ,

to meet their obligations for possibly many, many months. You simply
had to carry the burdens as no ot-her recourse, all of you, I dare say i

may have stood it willingly and gladly.

I believe every manufacturer, every dealer, every consumer of lumber
is having fewer claims every year, along the line of grades, as the rules!
are more stable, very few, if any. radical changes being made, and when '
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«t> rciuli llu' ««(• 111 iissoflntlun work wlion iiulforni liis|ip<lloii iiilus nri'

«do|iti'<l. ilio miiniifiuliiri'is, dcali'i-s niiil consumers boeoiiu' fiimilinr with

ihi' griulin!;. we will Hiid we will tlioreliy rllmlnnto claims to the minimum.
Most claims result from mlsiindcrstiinillngs, errors. Sliow ine a mini

who never makes an i-rror and I will show you a man who never does

anything and one until for your nelKhlior. Mo8t of us prollt hy errors

occasionally made.

Since the formation of our lumber associations, great good hns been

accoFxnplished, the short practices as carried on by the unscrupulous and
get-rlchquick element, whether manufacturer, dealer or consumer, has

practically been eliminated. Tlius we may add that hy the I'orinallon

of these associations the value, individually or collectively. Is Inesti-

mable. Through organization, co-operation and federation of associations

and clubs, great things may and are being accomplished.

Membership In our association has not grown very strong during the

past year. Your board and membership committee have already con-

sidered for membership to this association the following

:

Mass-Xeiraeyer I..umber Company, Indianapolis.
Bacon Lumber t'onipany, Indianapolis.
Goodwin Lumber Company, i'leasant Lake.
Schleyer Company, Cincinnati. O.
W. T. Tliompson Veneer Compan.v. Edinburg.
K. \V. Monger Company. KIkliart.
The Central Lumber Company, Akron.
J. M. Hubbtll & .Son. ratricksburg.
Kohm Hros. & Co.. Uockvllle.
\Vm. I'nulin. Jr.. Middletou. O.
K. E. Louden. Salem.
E. E. Mitchell. Indianapolis.
.las. D. Cummings. Zelma.
Hammon & Schoiler. Crawfordsville.

.Vlong the membership line we have. I dare say, hundreds in our state

who ought to identity themselves with this association. Many would

Join us if a personal friend should approach them, when a stranger

would simply be cast aside. I should Ukt- to see more personal solicitation.

Much has been said pro and con as to the advisability of the con-

templated raising of freight rates by the railroad companies to an

amount, as they state, of five per cent. I do not believe there Is a man In

our gathering here today but that desires and wants that the common
carriers ought and should have just and fair compensation tor their

capital invested, but I do believe most of you. if not all. teel that lum-

ber rates are now too high, and higher in proportion than hundreds of

other commodities, and it would seem that lumber is discriminated

against. .\n increase of five p'fer cent means to you, on a fltty-cent rate.

a loss of from tive to ten dollars per car of lumber, owing to size of cars

loaded.

Itecently on a local shipment of 1..S00 feet of 4/4" dry cottonwood

box boards from Helena. Ark., to Louisville, Ky., freight was paid to

the amount of Jii.s.uO, a fifty-cent rate. Invesligation found this to be the

published rate, which is fourth class, ^'alue of this lot of lumber at

mill point was $.")9.40. On this basis you will note it takes almost 1.000

feet of lumber to pay freight charges on 2,000 feet, or half the lumber

to pay its own freight. No doubt many instances of this sort have been

brought to your attention, not only of your own direct shipments, but

those made by fellow lumbermen.

As opportunity affords. I believe, our association should give its

moral support toward defense against any raising of rates of lumber

;

we should also assist flnancially, it need be ; but to do so we would have

to levy an assessment or through voluntary subscription, as from our

regular dues we do not derive sufficient funds to permit our doing so.

\V. W. Knight introduced Henry H. Hornbrooke, a prominent

attorney of Indianapolis, who did much to clarify the federal in-

<-oine tax in the minds of the lumbermen present. After review-

ing the events leading up to this legislation and speaking briefly

as to its feasibility, he went into the various articles, lie confined

his remarks mainly to such phases of the laws concerning the

average man. He grouped those coming under the law as "indi-

viduals, members of partnerships and corporations," This talk

80 clearly and sensibly set forth the features of the act that it

is reproduced in another section of this issue of Hardwood Record

as a separate article, under the heading "Clear Analysis of In-

come Tax,"

Treasurer James Buckley, Brook ville, then read the treasurer's

report, which showed a balance on hand last report of $495,2.3;

receipts during the year, $.570; disbursements, .$640.85, leaving

a balance on hand at the date of the meeting of $424.38,

Fred S, Underhill of Philadelphia, who was a delegate for the

National Wholesale Lumber Dealers' Association to the National

Conservation Congress at Washington, spoke interestingly regard-

ing what happened at that gathering. He was enthusiastic in

his praise of the forestry committee, which, because of the great

amount of work it had before it, met separately from the general

congress.

\V, A. (Jul 111 io of Indianapolis, chuiriiian of the tran.sportation

committee, said that there was very little to report, as under
present conditions all rpiestlons have to be put up to the Public

rtilities Conimission of the state.

President Perrine then appointed as nominating coiiiniittee:

('. II. Harnaby, J. V. Sfimson and W. A. Guthrie.

W. .\. Guthrie reporteil for the forestry committee and re-

vieweil the development of forestry measures in the state of

Indiana. He said that the state board was created in 1901. It

was inexperienced and its methods of procedure were not the

best. He v\'cnt on to say that 200,000 acres of land were liought

iuid improved and devoted mainly to planting experiments. Mr.
(iuthrie further said that throughout the state there is remark-
able enthusiasm regarding tree planting, but very little real

knowledge of the possibilities and proper methods to pursue. The
ob.ject of the experiments is to determine proper species of trees

to plant for future monetary returns. He went on to sav' that

with the decreasing supply of hardwood stumpage in the state,

lumbermen ai-e now buying second and third growth and that he

himself had paid more for timber from a third cutting than he
had for a first cutting on the same tract. He said that the de-

velopment of planting is handicapped seriously by fire and tax

laws; that the habits of ihe inhabitants of the state are care-

less regarding the handling of fires, and that strict laws, rigidly

enforced, in this connection would very materially help the

situation.

W. W. Knight, chairman of the committee on trade conditions,

then read a short and interesting report, which said that the

chief influences that have affected the business during the past

year have been tarift' and currency legislations. He prophesied

that the tariff bill would not fulfill the promises made and that

the benefits promised will not materialize, but that nevertheless

the bill is passed and business men know where they are at re-

garding this influence. He went on to say that the American
lieople are extravagant and must expect bad times occasionally,

and that the present stringency in business should not be unduly
alarming. He then said that trade reports for the last two
weeks had been much more favorable than heretofore; that the
New York automobile show has been very satisfactory and that

buyers in Grand Rapids and Chicago furniture sales have already
jilaeed good orders. He looks, hence, for reasonable business
during the year,

George S. Wood, manager of the Forest Products Exposition,

spoke briefly regarding that proposition, emphasizing the fact

that it is entirely non-factional as far as the different branches
of the lumber business are concerned. He cited instances which
prove the necessity of greater knowledge of wood and its proba-

bilities not only among the laymen but among such professional

men as architects who came into daily contact with its uses,

J. V, Stimson then presented a resolution endorsing the Forest

Products Exposition and urging participation in it on the part

of the individual members of the association.

The nominating committee then reported offering the following

nominations for ofiice during the ensuing year:

President—C. H. Kramer, Richmond.
KiRST VicE-PttEsiDKNT—Bcdua Youug, Evansvllle,

Seco.nd Vice-President—Walter Crim, Salem.
Secretary—Edward Richardson, Indianapolis.

Treasurer—James Buckley, Brookvllle,

Board of Directors— C. II. Barnaby, George Palmer, W. A. Guth-
rie, J. V. Stimson. Samuel Bnrkholder, Claude Maley. Frank Gal-

bralth, Haines Egbert, W. W. Knight, E. A. Swain, George Waters,
II. C. Jacoby, Erank Reynolds, Erank Sbeppard, Van B. Perrine, John
.M. Woods, East Cambridge, Mass.

The newly elected president then took the chair and after

acknowledging the honor bestowed upon him, asked if there was
any new business to come before the meeting. Inasmuch as

nothing new was offered, the meeting adjourned.

Nothing much can be said regarding the banquet which took

place in the main dining room of the Denison in the evening,

except that for entertainment features, attendance, talks, good
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fellowsliij) and cntliiisiasin it c'ljualleil, if it iliil not surpass, all

previous funi'tions. Tlii're wore about two luiiidriHl in attendance,

and they were (leli};litl"ully entertained by the sparkling speeches

of .lolin M. Woods, James Baird, Frederick iS. fnderhill and

several others. In addition a couple of tan-io artists illustrated

the intricacies of that modern dance for the benefit of those

attending.

The meeting and l>an()uet easily maintained the reputation for

liearty exchange of fjood fellowship in which particularly the

Indiana association has long been the premier.

'i;;kc)!w;:

Clear Analysis of Income Tax
Editor's Note

The following article was read by Ilcnrv II. Hornbroolic licforc (he meeting of the Indiana Hardwood Lum-
l)ennon's As.socialion at Indianapolis, .January 14. It so clearly and sensibly sets forth the complicated
features of tluit recent accomplishment of the I-'ederai Congress, that it is herewith presented In the lioiief that
at least a portion of the readers of Hardwood Recohd will be directly interested in such explanation.

1 have been asked to say a few words to you on the subject

of the federal income tax. In beginning 1 want to say that T

am glad to see such a staid, sober and industrious body of

Hoosiers. Evidently your habits here are all that could be asked

—anil there would be no opportunity of embarrassment coming

to your households such as occurred in the case of the geutieniai.

whose wife, when ashed what her husband's income was. replied

— '

' About -1 a. m. '

'

We are living in the days and the land of democracy. One of

the blessings in disguise which our Democratic friends have

brought to us is the new income tax law. The income tax law

passed in 1894 was held unconstitutional by the Supreme Court

of the United States. Prior to that this country had had no

income tax law since 1S69 or 70. And so to most of us at least,

the new law brings novel questions and we must all join the

kindergarten for the purpose of learning our first lessons.

But when it comes to Uncle Sam—we are all alike in this

—

we don 't waste any time cussing the law or trying to find ways

of upsetting or evading the law. We simply get busy in the

endeavor to find out what our iluty is—and then go and do it

—

or rather go and pay it.

The law itself is rather intricate and the regulations issued

by the treasury department have not as yet cleared up all the

difficulties. Almost all the regulations that have been issued

—

and the discussion that has been had in the press—have related

to one general phase of the law— i. e., the matter of withholding

at the source. This was quite natural for the reason that the

duty of withholding the tax at the source became an active

duty on November 1, 1913, and some questions had to be settled

at once, whereas the first schedules do not have to be filed until

March 1, 1914, so that the matter of making up the schedules

by the individual or company to be taxed was postponed for

later consideration.

The time is now at hand when schedules are being mailed

out to the individuals who are supposed to be liable to the tax

—anil to all corporations—so that it is a matter requiring almost

immediate attention on the part of the average business man.

What you men here are interested in primarily is the new law

as it applies to you, and you are not much concerned in those

portions of the law which apply to classes of individuals or

corporations which are governed by the phases of the law which

do not apply to you. Some days ago I gave a talk on the income

tax law to a group of real estate rental agents. In that talk 1

discussed matters which would be wholly outside the matters in

which you are interested. So let us try to confine myself to

phases of the law which concern the average man in this audi-

ence.

The men in this audience are doing business in some one of

three capacities—as individuals, as members of a partnership,

or in the form of a corporation—and the law as it applies to such

of these should be considered.

First—As to the partnerships. The law contemplates no in-

come tax upon a partnership, and they will be required to make
no return; but every member of a partnership having a total

net income of $3,000, or more, must make a return, and that re-

turn will include his .share of the earnings of the partnership

for the preceding year. It is especially provided that such share

of the earnings does not mean the share which may be divided,

but the share of what is earned by the firm. Further than this

J do not believe anything more need be s;iiil an the law as it

affects partnerships.

Second—As to corporations. Since 19(19 there has been in

force the federal law imposing a tax of one per cent upon the

net earnings of corporations, which tax was imposed as a charge

for the privilege of doing business as a corporation. From the

total net income a deduction of $.5,000 was allowed. Under the

income tax law the tax of one per cent is imposed upon the

entire net income, without the $.5,000 deduction. With this ex-

ception, the law is very similar to the corporation tax law, and
the schedules are very similar to those which were used under

that law. The e.xperience which you men doing business in

corporate form have had in the preparation of your schedules

under the old law, will probably be quite sufficient to enable

you to make the new returns.

Two or three things, however, should be particularly pointed

out, aside from the fact that no deduction of $5,000 is allowed

as under the old law. The first is the difference in the matter
of allowance for interest paid. Under the old law a deduction

from gross income was allowed of interest paid on an amount
of indebtedness equal to the capital stock of the company, so

that if a company was capitalized at $25,000 and carried an in-

debtedness of $50,000 on which it was paying interest, it was
allowed to deduct only the interest paid on $25,000 and thus to

the extent of the interest paid on the remaining $25,000 it had
an income for tax purposes which it did not have in fact.

Under the new law the deduction to be made for interest is

thus defined: "Total amount of interest accrued and paid

within the year on an amount of bonded or other indebtedness

not exceeding one-half of the sum of its interest bearing indebted-

ness and its paid up capital stock outstanding at the close of

the year." This applied to a case similar to the above would
mean this—the sum of the paid up capital and the interest bear-

ing indebtedness is $75,000. One-half of this is $37,500, and it

is the interest on this latter sum which would be allowed as a

deduction.

The next point to be noted is this. Under the old law I believe

it was necessary to make the return in every case for the calendar

year. This was highly inconvenient for companies whose fiscal

year was not coincident with the calendar year. Under the new
law provision is made for a corporation making its return for

its fiscal year instead of the calendar year, the return being
made within sixty dajs after the close of the fiscal year. In

order to take advantage of this provision proper application must
be made to the internal revenue collector and formal notice of

the fiscal year filed.

Again—some confusion exists in the minds of many people

as to the duty of a corporation with reference to the dividends

it pays. Inasmuch as an individual is not required to pay the

normal tax of one per cent on dividends received from corpor-

ations, many have asked the question as to whether the corpor-
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atioii sliall witlilioM fiuiii tlii' .in i.li'inls i)ui(l tin- iiuuiiie tax of

one per t-eiit on behalf of^ the stoek holders. Such is not the

theory of the law, and the i-oni"pany will pay the full amount of

the dividend without withholdinfr anything therefrom.

One other thing may be of interest. The definition of {;ross

im-ome of a mercantile corporation from which the dediutions

allowable are to be made, is as follows:

From the sum of the gross sales during the year plus the sum

of the inventory at the eml of the year, deduct the sum of the

inventory at the beginning of the year plus the cost of goods

and materials purchased during the year. To this ditference add

the income receiveil from any other source (such as rentals, in-

terest, etc.) anil the result will constitute the gross income for

the year.

Third—As to individuals. Who is to make a return under the

lawf Every citizen of the Uniteil States, whether residing at

home or abroad, and every person residing in the United States

though not a citizen thereof, having a net income of $:!,00l) or

over for the taxable year. This settles two \ cry iiiijiortant

matters.

(a) Tf one's gross income Is over .$3,000 but the deductions

allowed by law brings the net to less than $3,000 no return is

necessary.

(b) If one's net income is over $3,000, though less than

$4,000, a return inust be made even though the ]party may lie a

married man residing with his I'amily and tlius entitled to a

$4,000 exemption.

Please bear in mind, however, that the return made for this

year is for the ten months of 1913, beginning March 1, and the

general provisos of the law are changed corresjiondingly, i. e.,

the exemption allowed is only five-sixths of that allowed for a

full year. The duty of making a return ajiplies to all having a

net income of $2,500 for those ten montlis.

What constitutes net income within the meaning of the law?

(a) In figuring gross income there should be excluded in-

terest received from the bonds of the United States or any states,

or any political sulidivision thereof. Such income is absolutely

excluded and need not be referred to in any way in your return.

You do not set it down and deduct it from your gross income.

It has no place whatever in your return.

I should stop here to say that this is not true in the case of a

corporation. It must pay the one per cent tax on its entire net

income no matter from what source derived.

(b) In figuring gross income there will be included:

1. .\ll salaries, wages or compensation of any kind received.

-. Total amount derive<l from business, traile, commerce, sales

or dealings in property. 3. Amount derived from rents and in

terest. 4. Amount derived from any partnership to which you

belong whether distributed or not. o. Any other income, gains

or profits not included in these. 0. In a separate item you will

be required to set out all dividends received.

(c) In iletcrmining the net income there will lie clcductccl:

1. The expenses actually paid in doing business but not inchul

ing personal, living or family expenses. 2. .\11 intcn-sr ]i;u<\

within the year on personal indebtedness. 3. .\ll taxes paid

wilhin the year. 4. Losses actually sustained during the year

in trade or arising through fire, etc, not compensatc<l by iusur-

rime. .5. Bad debts actually ascertained to be worthless, (i.

Reasonable depreciation.

After making these deductions you will have a tentatixe net

income; but there yet remain other deductions for which appro-

priate columns are provided on the blanks in whiih you will

set down your income for which the tax has been withheld at

the source, anri your income derived from diviilcmls. All these

items are to be deducteil for the purpose of determining your
net income for the purpose of the ](ayment of the normal tax

of one per cent which is imposed on incomes of $20,000, or under.

This net income having thus been determined you will take your

exemption of $3,000, if you are an unmarried man and $4,000

if married anrl living with your wife. .\nd on the b.nlance the

tax of one per cent will be comiiutcil.

I am nut going to take the time now to iliscuss the super tax

which is impo.sed on incomes above $20,000. If any of you are

unfortunate enough to belong to that class, then you can hire

a lawyer to help you out.

All returns must be file<l with the internal revenue otlicc for

the district in which you have your principal place of business

on or before March 1. On or before .lune 1 you will receive

notice from the government of the amount of your tax, and this

must be jiaid not later than .July 1. Seven penalties are provided

for the failure to make returns, or for making false returns, etc.

—and we all know that Uncle Sam means business, so we will

try not to give him the opportunity to enforce any of these

penalties.

I will take time to state only a few special points which may
be of especial interest, as affecting the ordinary business man.

( 1 I The tax is computed on all gains, profits or income. This,

howc\cr, docs not include anything you receive by way of gift,

or any insurance money collected. It does include any gain in

\alues if the same is actually realized by sale, or is taken up on

your books as an increase of assets. It would not iuclmle an

estimated advance in value of real estate not taken up on the

books.

The reverse of the same rule woubl apply to losses and dc

preciations—actual or estimated.

(2) When husband and wife live together they will be allowed

Jointly a total exemption of $4,000, on their aggregate income.

They may make a .joint return, both subscribing thereto, or if

they have separate incomes they may make separate returns;

but in no case can they jointly claim more than .$4,000 exemption

on their aggregate income.

(3; When an individual by reason of minority, sickness or

other disability, or absence from the United States, is unable to

make his return, it may be made for him by his duly authorized

representative. On proper excuse shown, such as absence or sick-

ness, the collector on applic.ntion and cause shown, may grant

an extension of thirty days.

(4) While the gross income for the various classes or groups

referred to must be set out, the particular items going to make
up that group need not be set out. For instance—If any one

draws two or inore salaries in different capacities, he must set

out the total salaries received without enumerating. Likewise

as to dividends received—interest received—jjrofits on business

made. The law does not contemplate that a man .shall set out

the jiarticular details as to his income except by grou]>s.

Small Portable Mills on Large Operations

A large coal company in Kentucky has solveil in a very satis-

factory manner the problem of utilizing much of its slash left

after lumbering operations and at the same time cheapeuing the

cost of its mine timbers. Small portable sawmills with 8-foot

<-arriages, such as are often emjdoyed in tie cutting, follow the

logging and cut up the tops and larger limbs into mine timbers.

The total weight of the plant cxilusivc of the 20-horsepower

boiler is about 3.")ii(i jiouikIs. It is rp:idily dismantleil and hauled

from place to place on wagons. .-Vt least four weeks' supply of

material is re(|uired for each set-up. A crew of four men is

required to operate each mill. The saving in cost over the con-

tract method formerly used is very nmrked, while the utilization

is much more thorough.

It has been suggested that in sections of the country where

logs are brought from the woods to the mill by rail the installation

of small portable sawmill plants on flat cars which can be taken

to the forest and there used for sawing very crooked logs and

knotty tops into material suitable for novelty and similar work,

the coarse material and very crooked and broken logs can be

cut up into short lengths anil stacked along the railroad track

after the regular logging crew has removed the more valuable

material. The small mill can then be hauled alongside the stacks,

the logs elevated by power onto the car and sawed into narrow-

widths and short lengths, much of it choice stock.
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Annual of Chicago Association ^i
The Lumbormen "s Association ol' Chicago lield its fortylifth anuiial

meeting January 19 at the Hamilton Club rooms, Chicago. About

four hundred members and guests were present. Tlie business meet-

ing was preceded by a dinner, one of the most enjoyable features of

which was the music rendered by thirty or more members of the

Mondclssohu Club of Chicago. After the business session was con

eluded an exhibition of rapid-fire cartoon work was given by T. \V.

French of the Chicago Record-Herald. Various members of the

association were made the subjects on which the artist successfully

exercised his skill in adding comical take-offs.

A very important matter was brought before the meeting by J. K.

Rhodes, secretary of the National Lumber Manufacturers' Association.

He urged that the members and companies constituting the Lumber-

men's Association of Chicago, take active part in the Forest Prod-

ucts Exposition which will be held in Chicago late in April and early

in May, and in New York immediately after. The speaker pointed out

the need of educating the public to the good qualities of wood, and

particularly to show that for most purposes substitutes are inferior

to wood. The coming expositon will be the first adeipiate opportunity

to do this that has ever been presented to lumbermen; and more than

that, there never was greater need of doing it than there is now.

The speaker said that the maximum cut of lunilier in the United

States has apparently been passed, and there is a tendency to an

increase in price, owing wholly to economic conditions—largely to

longer hauls, but also to higher stumpage values which must naturally

increase as years go by. The higher cost of lumber which has

naturally resulted from trade conditions, has furnislied the substitute

people with a pretext and an argument for pushing their wares.

Much of their argiuneut is based on either misleading information

or on a concealment of the real facts. It is, therefore, incumbent on

lumbermen to meet the issues of that trade campaign by letting the

people know that there is enough wood in the country to meet the

public's needs; that, though prices have an upw'ard tendency, it is

still possible to use wood without material increased cost, provided

waste is lessened by closer utilization, decay hindered by preservatives,

and fire loss lessened by fire-proofing the wood. Mr. Rhodes said that

these facts and many others in the same line ought to be adequately

set forth by taking advantage of opportnnities which the exposition

will afford.

The business meeting was opened with an address by the president.

Murdoek MacLeod, which is in part as follows:

According to the report of the secretary the quantity of luralier received

and consumed in this city during the year .lust passed is the greatest

in its history. The facts brought out in this report, that we bad in

Chicago at the beginnins; of the year a larger stock, that the receipts

during the year were greater and that the stocks left on hand at its

close were smaller than in the preceding year, should convince the most

pessimistic that there should be no complaint of the volume of business

transacted by our members during the year that has just closed.

If there has been a depression in many of the industries throughout

tlie country during the latter half of the year there does not seem to

have been any in the lumber trade of this city so far as volume is con-

cerned, and I believe there is no other reason than a psychological one

for the depression that has existed throughout the country at large

With the legislation at Washington regarding the tariff and the cui-

renc.v. for which the country has been waiting, an accomplished fad,

and with the abundant crops for the year miS. for which it is reported

on good authority the farmers will receive from $140,000,000.00 to

SIRO.OOO.OOO.OO more than they received for their 1912 crops, there can

be nothing but prosperity in store for the business of I lie country and

there should be no note sounded that is not optimistic.

The work of the association has been carried on by your bi)ard of

directors and your various committees with the most cheerful and un-

selfish devotion to the Interests and welfare of the lumber trade of this

city and of the members of this association. Time forbids mention of

each individual engaged in this work, but I desire to make special com-

mendation of the work of F. H. McMullen and his associates on the

entertainment committee. Charles Westcott and his membership commit-

tee. Herman H. Hettler and the members of the traffic committee. Edward

L. Thornton and his inspection committee. Paul Schmechel and his pub-

licity committee, and finally of the committee which has achieved the

greatest piece of work that lias ever been undertaken by any commit-
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lee of this association during the forty-flve years of its existence. I

lefcr. of course, to Mr. Pope. Mr. Thornton and Mr. Skei'le, the com-
mittee on the Lumbermen's Exchange building.

I predict that by the time the building is completed, on .May 1. I'llo,

at least ninety per cent of the lumliermen having offices in the down-
lown district will have taken space for their offices In the Lumbermen's
Exchange building at the c<iruer of LaSalle and Madison streets.

It is with the most profound regret that I have to announce at this

lime the loss of seven of our associates by death during the year:

—

(leorge Farnswortli of the Oconto Company, .Tan. 27; S. P. C.

Hostler, May i:{; W. .1. Herring of Lord Lumber Co., May 26; ,Tohn A.

Nourse, ,7une 10; .7. C. Krupka of Burslk & Krupka, .July 30; Ben Col-

lins, Jr., Sept. 29 ; .Tobn Hader of .lohn ISader Lumber Company and
Bader-Peterson-Cook Company. Dec. 2,S.

Our loss of members by resignation in 191.'J was In numbers only twen-

ly-six per cent of our loss in 1912. This goes to show that the slight

dissatisfaction in the minds of some of our members since the associa-

tion was re-organized on the present plan Is passing away and argues
lor greater stability in its present membership. It is almost incon-

ceivable that there should be in this city or county, in a business which
develops and includes so many broad-minded men as the lumber busi-

ness, a single Individual who can make the claim that membership in

this association Is not worth to him the cost of the annual dues. Or
ganizations, such as this is. are mighty forces in tin- business world of

today. No group of individuals, however talented, working singly as

individuals, can accomplish a fraction of the work that those same indi-

viduals working together for a common end can accomplish.

I want to recall to your minds the address of Harry A. Wheeler,

president of the Chamber of Commerce of the T'nited States, at our

general meeting on November '2'>. Among other things he said, "You
cannot build a wail around your own business any more and succeed in

making progress. The member of your association who at the end of

the year will resign and say it is no good to him is the man who does
not come to your meetings, does not read your bulletins or come in con-

tact with the men who are doing things for their line of trade. The
man who comes around, gets into the game and studies with his fellows

the needs of the business will never resign."

For the purpose of extending further the work of this association, we
resolved at that meeting to become affiliated with the Chamber of Com-
merce of the United States and your board of directors has appointed

a delegate to represent this association at its general meetings during
the year.

.\s indicated by the reports of the chairmen of the difterent divisions,

while some divisions held regular meetings others have not been as

active as they might he. the reason doubtless being the unsettled con-

dition of the market during the latter half of the year and the seem-

ing futility of discussing these conditions. This is a condition which
should be remedied by the incoming administration.

In concluson 1 wish to express my thanks for and appreciation of

the uniformly kind and loyal support of the board of directors during
the year and for tlu; ever willing cooperation and assistance of the mem-
I>ers of the different committees and their chairmen, and last but not
least of our ever faithful secretary, Edwin E. Hooper. I regard his

work as invaluable to the association. He is now serving his twenty-
sixth year in bis present position and I would wish him nothing worse
than to continue his services for twenty-six years more.

The address by the secretary, E. E. Hooper, dealt largely with

statistics relating to the business of the association It was shown

that the total receipts of lumber, etc., at Chicago during the year

1913 aggregated, according to the best data obtainable, 2,804,276,000

teet of lumber, 507,796,000 shingles by rail and lake, and by lake

103,4.")0 lath, 36,740 cedar posts, 230,925 railroad ties. Of the fig-

ures given 240,276,000 feet lumber and timlier were reported from the

T^. S. custom house as lake receipts, leaving 2,564,000,000 feet of

liunlier and 507,796,000 shingles to represent receipts by rail. The

total volume of receipts shows an increase in lumber of 133,580,000

feet for the year 1913 and in shingles 6,145,000.

Following is an analysis of the disposition of lumber and shingles

:it Cliic-igo for 1<)1.'^ iu'il 1912 for comparison.

LuMBEn.
191.3. 1912.

Invenh.rv at beginning of year 283..Sn.lGn 2."..i. 7110.107

Iteceipts during year 2,804.276,000 2.670.G90.000

Total stocks 3,088,037,160 2,926,462,107

Inventory at close of year 282.734.053 283,811,160

Total consumption 2.805,303.107 2.642,650,047

Shipments 954,821,000 996,956.000
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i-lly consumption ' 1.850,482.111" l.G4ri.(!il4.!) 17

Total consumption 2.80.';.303.107 2.e42,6.'i0.a47

IncToasi- in consumption Ilt;i.(1.52.1(i0

Shipments slunv n decrease of 42.1:!.">.00(I

nt.v consumption shows iin Incrense of. .
2<I4.787.1I!II

.SlIlMn.KS.

Inv.-ntorv at l..;;iiinin!; ot yeai- ti0.tlS4..'-.(iO ,-.«.S!)(!.(i2r.

Receipts during year .107.7!)G.OOO n01.6.")1.0il(>

Sales and shipments .'ii:i.43ri.250 407.S(!:!.1 -'.-.

Stocks on hand at close of .year 54.045.250 60,084. 5(i(i

Ahout 7<i per cent of this large volume of receipts Is estimated to rep-

resent yellow pine, hardwood and Pacltic Coast lumber.

The liarilwood yards, from the best information at hand, show

stocks on hand to be larger this year than last, estimating from some

reports received, that they had about one hundred millions in their

yards on .Tan. 1. 1914. The past season was the banner year in the

Chicago lumber market, which continues to be tlie large.st in the

world. It recjuires the cutting of timber from about 4.i0.000 acres

for this market alone, and 180,000 cars to transport the himlier.

which would make a solid train of lumber 1,400 miles long.

The building construction in Chicugo was larger in Un.'i than in

the [)receding year.

The election of directors and committeemen re.sultcd as follows:

Hoard ok Directors : Dlv. "A"—L. W. Crow ; I)lv. "B"—Theo.

rathauer : Dlv, -C"— S. C. Bennett : Dlv. "D"—F. .1. I'ike ; Div. "E"—
!. I{. Gadd: Dlv. "F"—F. L. .Tohnsou : Div. "C"—Geo. P. Rinn ; Div.

"II"— Louis Carson.

Committee o.v Arbitration': 1'. .1. lleitmiinn. Fred D. Smith, F. B.

.McMullen. C. B. Flinn. E. A. Lang. 11. D. Tracger.

CciMMiTTKE ON .\ppF.Ai.s : M. F. Kittenhousc. Chas. Darling. Geo. D.

Griffith. C. A. .Marsh. .Murdock MacLeod. .John Olsen. .Tr.

The rei)ort of the nieinbership committee showed that the enroll-

ment .January 1, 19i;<, was 187; new members during the year nine-

teen; lost by death, three; lost by resignation, nine; total enroll-

ment .lanuary 1, 1914, was 194. It was urged that elforts be made

to increase the membership as there are still a number of good con-

cerns in Chicago who should become members of the association.

A summary of work done in 1913 includes thirteen meetings by the

board of directors. A quorum was present at every meeting. The

association held five general meetings and an outing. A bulletin

board was installed in the association rooms for listing stocks for

sale and wanted.

The building committee, consisting of George .1. Pope, E. A.

Thorntfin. and E. K. Skelle, read a report showing the present status

of the iiroposition to erect the Lumber Exchange Building on the

site of the old Roanoke building, corner of Madison and La Salle

streets. Negotiations have been so far completed as to warrant the

owner, the estate of S. .1. McCormick, to proceed with the erection

of the Iniilding. Many lumbermeti with headquarters in Chicago have

signified their willingness to sign five year leases for offices; and

steps are now under way to have all necessary contracts and other

papers signed in the immediate future. It is expected that the build-

ing will be ready for occupancy early in 1915.

The association, by resolution of the board of directors, invited

the lumbermen of Missouri, who were recently not only fined, but

in many cases ousted from the state, to make their headquarters

in this city, and especially in the Lumbermen's Exchange building.

The letters in re()ly have been very encouraging and it may develop

that one or more of the large yellow pine companies will find it to

their advantage to make their headquarters in Chicago.

'Cffli)yMtJiv^
'

>i>K;iTOiTOW}tmi>5t^^

"5^ ^A/^ood'-Usmg Industries of l^ewYork ^^
A valuable report on the wood-using industries of Xew York

for the year ending .July 1, 1912, has been published by the

Syracuse University. The w'ork was done under a co-operative

agreement between the New York State College of Forestry

and the United States Forest Service. The field work was carried

out by Nelson C. Brown and Edward F. McCarthy of the state of

New York, and .lohn T. Harris, representing the Forest Service.

New York exceeds every other state in the amount of wood

used in factories, with the exception of Illinois, which uses about

27,000,000 feet more in a year. There is pretty close agreement

between the two states in the number of wooils reported, but

Illinois is slightly in the lead with eighty-four to New York's

eighty-three. In total cost of wood delivered at the factories,

however, New York leads with $.53,969,90,5, compared with $51,-

229,693 for Illinois. The average cost of all lumber at Illinois

factories is $28.76 per thousand feet, and $30.76 in New York;

but the latter state outdistances Illinois in the amount of lumber

cut from state grown forests. Nearly one-thir<l of what New
York factories use is grown in the state, while Illinois grows less

than two per cent of what its factories buy.

The uses of wood in New Y'ork are greatly diversificil. Th<'rc

• fortv-six industries specially reported, besides a iiumber

iiped as miscellaneous. Aerojilano manufacturers are the new-

-t in the fieM and are the smallest in point of quantity of

material used, i'laring mill products are the largest industry;

igar boxes demand the highest priced lumber, considering the

whole amount used, and excelsior the cheapest. Sixteen woods

are bought by weight and it is somewhat diflScult to reduce their

cost to the board measure scale. The .Vmerican woods bouglit liy

weight are haw, orange and peach.

Of the eighty three woods used, twenty-seven come from uIIkt

countries. The foreign wood bought in largest amount is ma-

hogany, 11,208,720 feet. This excee<ls the amount of this wood

inanufaeturod yearly in any other state. Its average price is

.$138.84 per thousand feet. Spanish cedar is second of the foreign

woods in the annual demand; but New York uses less of it than

Florida. However, the manufacturers in the Empire State pay

a total of .$970,798 for what Spanish cedar they buy, or $113.11

a thousand feet, while the annual cost in Florida is only $254,185,

or $24.95 a thousand. The difference is due principally to the

fact that in Florida the wood is bought in the log while the

factories in New York purchase it in finely-sorted veneers.

The highest priced wood reported in New York is English oak

at $341.34 a thousand; vermilion second at $300; Circassian walnut

third at $267.22, and teak fourth at $262.42. The cheapest foreign

wood is balsa or corkwood at $40.

The native wood bought in largest amount is white ])iue, 422,-

686,634 feet at an a\eragc jirice of $27.70. Nearly one-fourth

of all the wood used in the state is this pine. Spruce, including

both eastern and western species, stan<l,s second, 169,107,607 feet,

at an average cost of $21.31. White oak, including several

species, is third, and the annual purchases reach 130,421,577 feet,

at an average cost of $46.25. The purchases of various red oaks

aggregate 59,868,300 feet, the average cost of which is $38.49.

The southern yellow pine, hemlock, and western pines, cedars,

and firs lontributo largely to the annual supply of lumber in the

state. In addition to the oaUs mentioned, the important hard-

woods listed are maple, chestnut, yellow poplar, basswood, birch,

beach, red gum. cottouwood, and twenty others useil in sm;iller

amounts.

The table which follows lists the forty-six industries and gives

statistics concerning amounts of wood used by each, cost, etc.

Simm.m:v or Woods Used bv Ixdistries i.n New York

Quantity Average

used annually cost per

Iiirtuslry. Feeth. m. 1.000 ft.

IManlng mill products 388.191.060 $2-..W

Ho.\es and crates, packing 370,550.400 21.7:!

Sash, doors, l.lind- and ginernl mill work 341.277,062 33..S7
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Car
104.4,')'.'.0!):J

Tii.ini.nno

Insti'iimciits. miisical r.K.sio.ririO

nalrymeii's, poultcrors' and apiarisls' snpiilli's. . . . ;!!i.(l4ri,()(P0

Ship and boat IniildInK M",TOO."iim

Vohiclcs and vphkle parts :!0.«:{:i.l()O

Agricultural iinplonK-nts 28,0.'jri.(i00

Hoot and shoo Undines

Chairs

I<"lxture.s

Instrumpnts, professional and
Caskets and coflins

li.XS-J.DOO

i,(ii2.:i(M)

lO.Sll.SOII

IS.Kil.ODI)

Baskets and fruit packages 18.007.2D0
Excelsior 14.«07,000

Refrigerators and kitchen cabinets 12,268,700

Tanks and silos 11.a32.i).")0

Cigar boxes 10,115, SoO 104.04

41.04

2S.:i2

4.-1.07

2S.().-|

41.10

4;{.n.-.

:ii.20

2,">.(I4

:!8.4:i

4!).:i7

:!7.!>1

.!:!.i:!

18.!51

10.87

.•52.14

;w.o:i

Pumps
Woodenwan' and nnvc

I'^ranies and moulding.

Handles
Laundry appliances .

.

Machinery and apparatus, olcetri

Xrachine construction

Sporting and athletic goods

Trunks and valises

I'atti'rns and flasks

Toys
Clocks

Elevators

Whips, canes, umbrellas sticks

Plumbers' woodwork

0„804,800

S,S04,000

7,514,450

6,474,970

.'i,201,:)40

4.0(l2,8i;il

4, .-..-..".. 0(11

1

4.2:111.111(1

:!,.-i:!6,ooo

3,.'i88,:W0

2.or,:;,L'(p(i

2,237,000

1.787,000

Printing material

Rollers (shade and map) . . .

Brushes, and brooms
Shuttles, spools and bobbins

Pulle.vs and conveyors

Dowels
Gates and fencing

Signs and supplies. ...

Eirearms
Equipment. i)laysround

Aeroplanes
Miscellaneous

062,000

823,000

753,000

725,500

509,500

370,000

250,000

31,400

30,700.300

.1.754.510,217

28.03

20.04

44.74

20.52

30.46

20.10

34.37

61.04

33.21

40.43

27.36

31.93

31.06

28.33

37.34

37.76

35.88

24.40

21.02

46.45

34.38

26.83

28.11

68.65

36.28

30.83

29.80

$.30.75

There is a great deal of material in the report well worth close

study. No summary in a brief review- can do it justice. The

original forests of New York were among the finest in the world,

but like those of most other states they were used or destroyed

wathout much thought of the future. In recent years the people

of the state have been brought to a realization of the mistakes

of the past, and they have gone to work to ]irovide such remedies

as appear practicable. New York has spent and is spending more

money than any other state in planting denuded land, buying

waste tracts, and protecting remaining forests against fire and

vandals. The undertaking is an enormous one, but it is being

approached in the right way. The state is supporting a high-class

forest school at Syracuse and is preparing men to take charge

of the ever-increasing forestry work on the lands belonging to

the state as well as on areas privately owned. The high-class

service that is being rendered by these men is shown, in part, by

the report just published which, as stated above, is a cooperative

work between the United States Forest Service and the state of

New York. It is the most comprehensive state wood-using report

yet issued, embracing 214 pages, and covering the subject his-

torically as well as with statistics.

Wood to the amount of 1,7.50,000,000 feet is yearly demanded

by manufacturers in the state. This comes from the four quarters

of the earth. About one-third of it is cut in the forests of the

state, and it may be expected that the quantity of state grown

timber will increase rather than diminish from now on. Depletion

and destruction of the forests have passed their lowest point.

I'lanti'd lots ami protected forests will gradually increase tlicii

yield until the state shall have little need of outside supplies.

The whole utilization of wood in New York is not shown in llie

total 1,7.'J4,.519,217 feet given in the foregoing table. To tins

should be added ])ulpwood, cooperage, veneers and wood distilla-

tion which consumes at least 1,000,000,000 feet annually in New
York, This would raise the total annual consumption of wood
by manufacturers to not much below 3,000,000,000 feet. It is

estimated that when from 12,000,000 to 14,000,000 acres of land

in the state, which is better suited to forests than to anything

else, is well covered with trees it will nearly or quite supply tlu-

demnnd for wood.

The Currency Bill and Business

In a recent address before a i(ji(\ <'iitiiiii of the Manufacturers'

Association at Trenton, N. .]., William C. (lornwell iliscussed the

relation of the new currency bill to the country's business. So

of the points made by the speaker follow:

There is Utile doubt that practically all the national banks of the

country will Join the Eederal Reserve organization, and probably a very

large numl)er of stale banks and trust companies will eventually become
members.

The good efl'eels of tl(e change will not ajjpi'ar al once, as (he or-

ganization of the system and its reduction to smooth working basis

will occupy a conslderalile period. Three great benefits will, how-
I'ver. when this is done, be brought to the country by the measure.

Eik.st: The reserves, heretofore scattered and useless, except as weak
individual defenses in case of panic, are plied up at a few instead of

many points, and under one control will serve as efficient protection

against disaster.

Skcond : The millions in good commercial paper, heretotore c*mi-

pelied mainly to be Iield useless in bank vaults until maturity, will

be rendered promptly negotiable.

Third : .\n elastic currency is created, intended automatically to

respond to the legiti'mate demands of sound business, abolishing for-

ever the annual ci'op-moving money-squeeze and the alternate summer
surfeit of funds at the great cities.

In a great crop-raising countr.v, tiie heavy demand of the year for

money comes in the fall, when funds in large volume to move the

crops have to be sent to the fields by tbe bankers. Consequently,

always in the United States, as the fall season has approached, the

banks have tightened up their pursestrings in' preparation for this

annual outsending of money and frequently have had to draw upon
Europe to tide over the emergency. The manager of any business

concern wliich is a borrower, and most concerns are borrowers at one

time or another during the .year, knows the uncomfortable feeling

of having his banker, no matter how good the credit of the bor-

rower, request him, politely or otherwise, to get along with as little

as possible. This conversation takes place usually in the autumn,

because every .year the bankers at the reserve cities, have, as has

been said, to s(>nd out in actual funds to move the crops up to around

$150,000.(100 from their reserves, and this usually means a calling of

loans up to about four times the amount, or 500 or 600 millions of

dollars. This operation descends like a wet blanket on all the busi-

ness undertakings of the countr.v, and the damp conditions continue

until the crop is on its way to be turned into money tor the recuperation

of the reserves.

t'nder the new law, tliis annual fall money squeeze will be a thing

of tbe past. This is because when the need for funds In the fields

commences, the l)anks of the West and South will merely have to

send to their regional reserve banks commercial paper to the amount

of currency needed, and the federal bank notes will be shipped to them,

without charge, over night. Their own loans to commercial borrowers

will lie undisturbed, the reserve banks and central reserve banks will

not be called upon for a penny, and the business of the country, as far

as it depends upon loans, may go on absolutely imdisturbed.

Some business managers hanker so for a row that they will go

to lots of trouble just to find something to fuss about when they

might find something to be jdeased with without any trouble at all,

"If" is the universal stumbling block the average man points to

wheu he comes to a business cropper or fails in something he expected

to do.

The hardwood trade pays each year quite a lot of freight on

moisture because lots of millmen shy at the idea of putting in a

di'y kiln.

There may be -50 jicr cent of waste in manufacturing narrow

hardwood and parquetry flooring but this product helps save a lot

that might otherwise be waste for the mill man.
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'^W Pertinent Legal Findings

OPERATION OF TEXAS LIEN LAW
siiiii< tlu' Toxiis I'diistitiitioii giuiiHiitoos a lion for iiiatorini

iiiishoil tor a Ixiililiii-;, to lio enforroil as provided by art of

• • Icf-islaturi", a ileali'i- who «U|i]dio!! inatprials for the con-

! notion of a building does not lose his lien by failin<r to file

itemized account of his claim, or by otherwise failing to

rn|>ly with the statutes of the state. (Texas Court of Civil

\|i|ieals, Harlan vs. Texas Fuel & Supply Company, 160 South-

western Keporter 1142.) But, notwithstanding this decision,

material men in Texas will liml it the cheapest and most satis-

I'actory way to follow the statutory provisions. In nearly all,

not all. the other states, the courts hold that all the rei|uire-

.iits of the lien laws must be substantially followed in onler to

.serve a lien.

SUFFICIENCY OF LIEN STATEMENT
When buililing materials are soM uuiler an agreement that a

isonable price shall be paid for the whole lot, in lieu of

inized prices originally agreed upon, a statement for a

hani<- 's lien need not specify the prices for the various items.

Missouri Court of Appeals, National I'ress Urick Company vs.

. H. Lester Construction Com]>any, KiO Southwestern Reporter

WAIVER OF DAMAGES FOR DELAY IN DELIVERY
Although a buyer of Imnlicr will bo deeme.l to have waivc.l

any claim of damages resulting from the seller's delay in making
delivery, when intent to waive clearly ajipears, no waiver arises

from the mere fai-t that the buyer accepts a partial delivery after

the time when the lumber should have been ilelivered, esiiccially

where the buyer has frequently drawn the seller's attention to

loss occasioned by the delay. (Washington Supreme ('(Jiirt,

AVisconsin Lumber Company vs. Pacific TanU & Silo ('iiTii]).-iiiy,

]3<; Pacific Kejiorter 691. 'i

ADEQUACY OF GUARD ON CIRCULAR SAW
111 a suit fur jiersonal injury to a ripsaw operator, it was open

the jury to find that defendant employer was guilty of negli-

_ lice in failing to provide a spreader, the aecident having re-

Ited from a kicking back of a lioard w-hich the workman was
wing, although the machine was equipped with a hood, which

,,roved cumbersome and inadequate for the work of sawing
polished wood. (Washington Supreme Court, Jensen vs. Shaw
Show Case Company, 136 Pacific Reporter COS.)

LUMBER ROAD AS "RAILROAD"
Independently of statute an employer is generally held not to

be liable for injury to an employe resulting from negligence of

a co-emjdoye in the same department of service, unless the latter

has been habitually so negligent that the employer was guilty

of negligence in retaining him. By a statute in force in North
Carolina this rule is abrogated as to "railroad" employes in

•charge of machinery, so that negligence of a eo-emplo3'e is no
defense to a suit for personal injury. By a late decision of the

North Carolina supreme court, this law is held to extend to

lumber companies so far as concerns the operation by them of

railroads in transacting their business. (Huckner vs. jrailison

' iinty Kailroad I '.]iii|i;iiiy, Ml Sdiithcastern Keporter 22.').)

RESCISSION OF A CONTRACT OF SALE
U'here a luiyer of lumber, after paying part of the price, re-

' "ed delivery, trie seller implicitly agreed to a rescission of the

' ontract by ilirecting promjit reshipment. and the buyer liecame

entitled to reimbursement for the amount paid on the jirice,

ancl, also, for the amount of the return freight charges; it appear-
ing that the seller did not object when notified by the buyer
that the latter would claim reimbursement on account of freight

charges. The seller could not legally refuse to accept a return
of the lumber, after having directed its reshipment, merely be-

•atise e.ncli piece had been marked across the ho;id with red p;iiiit,

indicating that it w:is unsalable, where the marks could have been
scrajied or cut off without injury to the lumber at a small expense,

which the buyc^r consented to pay. Pending settlement of the

dispute between the parties relative to reimbursement of the

buyer he was entitled to "retain possession of the lumber. (South

I'arolina Sujireme Court, Trexicr vs. Wilson, 80 Southeastern Re-

porter 271.1

WAIVER OF BREACH OF WARRANTY OF MACHINE
A lumber company which Ijought a planing machine under

warranty as to its efficiency waived right to rely upon a defective

condition of the machine arising from the fact that the pressure

bar failed to keep the lumber down, where the machine was sold

under a contract which provided that the company's retention

of the machine for thirty days should constitute an acceptance

of it. (Alabama Sujireme Court, Berlin Machine Works vs.

Kwart Luiiilicr Company, 0.3 Southern Re|iortcr ."liT. i

RIGHT LIEN FOR MATERIAL USED FOR RECONSTRUCTION
One who furnishes material for the construction of a building

w-hich is jiartly burned in the course of its erection is enitled to

enforce a lien tor the price of such material, as well as for addi-

tional material furnished to reconstruct the structure. (Ne-

braska Supreme Court, Lincoln Savings & Loan Association vs.

Wclilicr, 141 Xdrtlnvcstcrn Reporter 24.'>. i

RESPONSIBILITY FOR NEGLIGENCE OF CO-EMPLOYE
A lumber company is not liable for injury to an employe while

liaudling boards, caused by negligence of a co-employe, where
the latter had not been habitually so incompetent or careless that

that employer can be regarded as guilty of negligeme in retain-

ing him in emidoynient. Mere inexperience or a single negligent

.•let lilies not est.-iblish imonipetency on the jiart of a worker
witliin the rule of law which requires every employer to use due
care to furnish conqiet.nit fellow workmen. (Wisconsin Supreme
Court, S/elikicki vs. Conner Lumber i: Land Company, 144 North-

western Ke]iorter 2.").^.)

EMPLOYE'S DUTY TO INSPECT APPLIANCES
A wociilw orker engaged to operate niachinery is under no duly

to inspect it to discover defects w-hich may cause injury to him,

being entitled to assume that his employer has discharged his

duty to use reasonable care to provide reasonably safe appliances.

(Texas Court of Civil Appeals, T. B. Allen & Company vs. Shook,

160 Southwestern Reporter UHU.)

MISQUOTATION OF PRICE THROUGH MISTAKE
When an iifl'cr to sell hardwood lumber, through clerical error,

quotes a lower price than the seller intended to quote, and is ac-

cepted by the person to whom it is made, is the seller bound by
the contract thus formed by such offer a^d acceptance? Tha
courts of all the states have repeatedly held that, in such a case,

the seller cannot excuse refusal to deliver at the price named,
on the ground of mistake, where there was nothing to put the

buyer on notice that a mistake was made. But the Texas court

of civil appeals has just handed down an opinion which shows
that til is is not the law, if the buyer has intimation that a mis-

take was made. This decision applies to sales of all kinds of

( onimodities which have a market value, although it was an-

nounced in a case which was based on a contract to sell seed.

A seed company in Tcn.is (ifl'i'icd to .sell a quantity of millet seed

at .tl..'!.") the liuiidi('.l«eight, at a time when the market value

was $2..1.'); that being the jirice which the seller intended to

quote. On receiving the offer as written, a Kansas seed house

immediately wired, "We accept your letter seventeenth. Ship

quick.'' Having discovered the mistake, the Texas company re-

fused to make devilery of the seed, and the Kansas concern

brought suit to recover damages on the theory of a breach of

contract. In denying the right of recovery the court of civil

:ip|ieals said, in part; "Onlinarily, when the mistake is not
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mutual, courts will not relieve the party making it ajjainst liis

own negligence or inattention; but wc think a different rule

should apply when the evidence shows that the party accepting

the mistaken ofifer knows of the mistake when he accepted it, and

that he should not reap the benefit of the mistake to the evident

injury of the other. We think fair dealing and good conscience

should require an opportunity to correct the error, before trying

to found a binding contract on it. * * * The evidence in this

case is that both parties knew the market value of the millet

• seed on April 17, 1912. Upon receiving a letter from a dealer

ill that commodity, apiicllaiit must lia\c' known that *1 pi-i- hun-

dredweight less than the market value was a mistake. That

thej' did is evidenced by the telegram to "Ship quick." It diil

not wire back that "Your $1..3.t per cwt. offer is aecepte<l.''

A]ipollee thought that it had quoted the market price in the

letter—.$2.35. We think from the evidence it is manifest that

ajipellant knew a mistake had been made, and so.ught to take

advantage of the mistake by an immediate acceptance and quick

advantage of the mistake l;y an immediate acceptance ac-companieii

by the request that (he shipment of the seed be made at once.

^g,;^;}yv;^^^;^>^;i^^^^^,^^^;i:^^>i;^^^

Ash Timbers of Commerce
lu cunimereial transactions timbers are usually grouped. Eight

or ten species of hickory, as botanists know them, are all one in the

lumber yard. Fifty kinds of oak trees make two kinds of lumber,

white oak and red oak. Four or five kinds of elm fall into two

classes, frequently only one, in the lumber yard. Three species of

basswood become simply basswood lumber in the yard and factory.

From two to five kinds of birches pass as one in the lumber trade.

The softwoods, including pines, cedars, spruces, firs and others, are

less numerous than the hardwoods; but the same system of grouping

is observed. It would tax the observation powers of the most experi-

enced lumberman to tell whether the spruce he handles in a Chicago

yard was ciit from black, red, white, Sitka, or Engelmaun spruce,

though if he could see the standing trees he could readily tell one

from another.

Ash trees constitute an important group, but the lumber generally

goes to market without much effort to distinguish one kind from

another. A wood technologist with his microscope and '

' key
'

'
can

work them out and explain wherein one differs from another; but

turn him loose in a lumber yard, and he would have a hard time

picking out and identifying the boards sawed from different species.

There are different qualities of ash, but differences as great may be

found between the woods of trees of the same species as between

those of different species. It is largely a matter of soil and situation.

The term "second growth" when applied to ash lumber means only

that the wood has wide growth rings, and is regular in grain. That

is the principal meaning of "second growth" applied to any wood

in the market. It may be supposed to mean a young tree which has

grown since the primeval forest was removed; but it would take a

pretty good judge of lumber to tell where a tree grew, simply by

looking at the boards. The term "second growth" is much abused,

intentionally or unintentionally. If the terms "rapid growth" were

substituted for "second growth" it would have a specific meaning.

Wide annual rings are proof of rapid growth, but not of second

growth. Woods which have grown rapidly are usually stronger than

those of slow growth, but not necessarily so. Several things must be

taken into consideration before a concrete statement to that effect

can be made concerning any wood.

Fifteen species of ash occur in the United States. There are

probably not a dozen living men who have seen the trees of all of

them; and if all could be found growing on a single acre, it is

doubtful if any man, except a few systematic botanists, could cor-

rectly name each of the fifteen species offhand, and it would tax

the best botanist to do it. In addition to the fifteen species of ash

in this country, there are several varieties, in which lumbermen have

no special interest.

White ash {Fraxinus americana) is the most important tree of the

whole group. It is often called gray ash. Its range extends from

Nova Scotia to Minnesota, and south to Texas and Florida. It is

probable that the lumber cut from this ash exceeds the combined cut

from the other fourteen species.

Black ash {Fraxinus nigra) is so named because of its large, black

buds in winter; but the heart wood of certain trees is pretty dark and

some persons name it for that reason. The coarse, blunt twigs

distinguisli this tree from the white, red, grfon, and blue ashes; but

the color and roughness of the bark vary greatly. Two black asii

trees stand side by side in Lincoln park, Chicago, which are so

different in appearance, when bare of leaves, that relationship is not

apparent, except for the telltale buds. The tree ranges from New-
foundland to Manitoba, and south to Delaware and Arkansas. The
tree 's crushed leaves emit the odor of elder. The wood is valuable.

Blue ash (Fraxinus quodrangulata) is easily identified by its square

twigs, particularly when trees are young. It is named "on account

of a blue dye obtained from the inner bark. Its range lies in the

lower Ohio and Mississippi valleys, and among the mountains of

eastern Tennessee. The wood is heavy and strong, and manu-

facturers of agricultural tool handles prize it highly.

Green ash (Fraxinus lanceolata) has a wider range than any other

ash of this country. It occurs from Vermont to Utah, north in

Canada, and south to Florida and Arizona. It has been extensively

planted for shade and ornament in most parts of its range, particu-

larly in the Plains states. The name refers to the foliage, though the

leaves are no deeper green than those of some other ashes. The
wood is of good quality, but no great quantity of it goes to market.

The form of the tree and the quality of the wood closely resemble

red ash.

Eed ash (Fraxinus pcnusylvanica) is neither a large tree nor very

abundant, though its range extends from New Brunswick to Dakota

and south to Florida and Alabama. It has many names in various

localities. The inner bark is reddish, and the same tinge occurs on

small twigs and the under side of leaves, and this characteristic gives

the tree its common name. It is a rather small tree and the wood is

not usually regarded quite the equal of white ash.

Oregon ash (Fraxinus oregona) is a Pacific coast tree which occurs

from Oregon to Mexico. It is not abundant, and only in exception-

ally favorable situations do trunks grow in form and of size suit-

able for lumber. The tree is not of much commercial importance,

and would be of still less if hardwoods were not so scarce on the

Pacific coast.

The foregoing six species furnish nearly all the ash lumber that

goes to market in this country, but nine others are found, and logs

from some of them occasionally find their way to sawmills.

Texas ash (Fraxinus texensis), as might be inferred from its

name, belongs in Texas. Its range extends from Dallas to Devil's

river. Trees are usually of small size and poor form, ^ut the wood

is of good quality and is jiut to various uses in localities where it

occurs.

Florida ash (Fraxinus floridana) is a small tree with a trunk a few

inches in diameter. It occurs in the swamps of southern Georgia and

Florida. It is of no commercial importance.

Biltmore ash (Fraxinus Mltmoreana) takes its name from Bilt-

more, N. C, but it grows in West Virginia, Indiana, Tennessee,

Georgia and Alabama. Trunks seldom exceed a foot in diameter, and

the wood has few reported uses.

Water ash (Fraxinus caroliniana) occurs in deep swamps from

Virginia to Florida and westward to Texas. The wood is light in

weight and in color, and is weak. It weighs less than white pine..
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Trees are small, Jcarte, anJ of ]ir:KtiiM)ly no value for lumber.

Pum;>kin ash (Fraxinus profunda) lias been the subject of consider-

iible discussion by persons who know little about it. The name has

been assigned to the same origin as that of "pumpkin pine"—to

soft, homogeneous wood which cuts easily in all directions like a

pumpkin. That is .simply a guess and a very poor one. The wood

has no such character and the name has nothing to do with the wood.

The tree grows in deep swamps and like many other swamp trees

it has an enlarged base, which is a provision of nature to give the

tree anchorage in the soft mud. the enlarged base is ribbed like a

pumpkin, hence the name. The tree is remarkably scarce. It was

unknown to botanists before 1S93, though the region where it grows

liad been settled more than a hundred years. Trees are known tn

exist in certain swamps in Missouri, Arkansas and Florida. It is

needless to say that this ash is of no commercial importance.

Berlandier ash {Fraxinus herlandieriana) now grows wild in west-

ern Texas, but it was probably not planted there by nature. It is

supposed to have been brought ovei- from Mexico by earlj' settlers.

It is scarce, but it grows well and may attain importance in the

future. In Mexico it reaches a diameter of six or eight feet.

Lcatlierleaf ash {Fraxinus vchttina) is a desert tree found in

canyons from western Texas to eastern California. Few irunks are

eight inches in diameter, and the wood is not strong. It would

possess little value if it did not grow in an arid region where any

wood is welcome. It is one of the best handle woot's of that part

of the country.

Dwarf ash {Fraxinus anomala) would puzzle most people who
might find it in the woods. The compound leaf, characteristic of all

other sjiecies of ash, is missing from this. A simple leaf' is in its

'place. No one would take the tree for an ash until the seeds betray

its identity. It is a desert species, of small trunk, which never

goes to sawmills. The range lies in Colorado, Utah and Xevada.

Fringe ash {Fraxinus cuspidata) is the smallest ash tree of this

country, and some would not call it a tree but a shrub. Trunks

never exceed a few inches in diameter. Its range lies from Texas

to Arizona.

Thirty-nine states are credited in statistical reports with production

of ash lumber, but more than a third of the whole comes from Ohio,

Indiana, Arkansas and Wisconsin. States which report none are

Arizona, ('olora<lo, Idaho, Montana, Nebraska, Nevada, New Mexico,

Utah, and Wyoming. The country's total ash production uf lumber

in 1911 was 214,398.000 feet.

^yt^yiodly.o:^>te^m!^^TOiTO5^i>5^MJ^^

Wood Preservers^ Meeting
The tenth annual meeting of the American Wood Preservers' As-

sociation was held at the St. Charles Hotel, New Orleans, January

20, 21 and 22. A. E. Larkin, the president, was in the chair and

introduced Mayor Behrman who delivei'ed the address of welcome, to

which the first vice-president, J. H. Waterman, responded. The

Louisiana Society of Engineers, through its president A. M. Shaw,

welcomed the visitors on behalf of that body.

At the conclusion of this preliminary part of the program, the

annual address of the president was listened to. He urged the

desirability of a better method of distributing data, and suggested

the publication of a monthly bulletin as a means of giving informa-

tion to those entitled to it.

The entertainment committee x'rovided abundantly for the pleasure

of the attending members, without seriously interfering with the

transaction of the business of the meetings.

The association's membership is now 187 compared with 157 last

year. It had twenty members in 1904 and has grown steadily ever

since, the increase being much move rapid in late years than when

the association w as in its infancy ; and the figures clearly indicate

that the body has not yet attained full growth. More than half of

the original membership of the year 1904 is still with the association.

The jiresent membership is scattered through thirty-one states and

five foreign countries. Forty-seven of the members are railroad men.

The president appointed a committee on resolutions, consisting of

E. A. Sterling. .T. Foley, M. K. TurnbuU, H. F. Collier, and J. H.

Waterman. Mr. TurnbuU was named as chairman.

A paper by Dr. Hermann Von Schrenk on "Creosote and Coal

Tar Mixtures" was illustrated with stereopticon views by which

were shown tests made with oils and mixtures, to determine their

viscosity, evaporation, and their results as shown by impregnation of

various woods. The tests showed, he contended, remarkable varia-

tions in the matter of penetrability and he said there was no criterion

whereby the effects of certain standard mixtures could be measured

and compared with those of the unmixed oil. The reading of this

paper caused a discussion in which a number of members joined.

A report on piling belonging to the Santa Fe railroad in Galveston

bay was read at the Wednesday morning session by F. B. Ridgeway

of the International Creosoting Company, at Texarkana, Ark. He
presented specimens of piling driven in 1875 when creosoting was in

its infancy, and others not so old l>y twenty years, where decay had

not destroyed ten per cent of timbers.

A |iaper on the subject of fireproofing wood was written by Robert

E. Prince, of the Forest Products Laboratory, Madison, Wis., and

in his absence was read by Secretary Angier of the association. He
quoted figures showing fire losses in various foreign countries, and

when these are compared with similar statistics for the United States

it is apparent that destruction of property by fire in this country

greatly exceeds the average in most other countries. The only two

which suffer greater per capita loss than the United States are

Canada and Argentina. In the United States the fire damage in

1912 was $2.55 per capita. In no European country did it reach

$1, while in Germany it was 20 cents, in Sweden 13, the Netherlands

12, and in Switzerland only 4 cents.

The fireproofing of wood is not a new subject. Until the latter

part of the last ceuturj- wood preservation and fireproofing both

occupied a precarious position in the business world. While the

preservation of timber against decay is now well established, its

[)reservation against destruction by fire has made much slower prog-

ress. In this country the industry of fireproofing wood, or of render-

ing it slow burning is confined to two companies, both of which are

located in New York City. The total annual output of these two

plants is less than that of a timber treating plant of average ca-

pacity. This fireproofed wood is used mainly as trim and flooring

in building in New York City.

The agitation about fireproof building material in the United States

has resulted in a number of cities passing laws prohibiting the use

of inflammable material in the exterior of buildings, and the result

is the sale of wood shingles in those cities has fallen off perceptibly,

as shingle manufacturers cannot guarantee their product to be

fireproof or fire retarding. The consumption of other forms of wood
building material has also suffered from laws of this kind.

The possibility of treating wood to render it fire resistant offers

an excellent field for extending the business of wood-preserving

plants. Should a satisfactory treatment be found such plants could,,

with a slight increase in equipment, handle both forms of treatment.

The ideal treatment would, of course, give wood both qualities.

The impregnation of wood with some fireproofing salt appears to be

the most promising method of rendering it noninflammable. The-

cost of a treatment of this character, exclusive of kiln drying, may
be roughly estimated as the same as the cost of a full-cell treat-

ment with a high-grade coal-tar creosote.

The main problem is not to find suitable fireproofing materials, but

to bring the cost within reach of users. The combustion of wood may
be divided into two parts:

First. The driving off of the volatile gases by heat, and their

ignition causing flame.
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Second. The combustion of the nonvolatile jiortions, aualogous to

cliarcoal, causing glow or incandescence, and the production of carbon

monoxide wliich is a combustible gas.

It will readily be seen that the first part of the combustion is the

must dangerous. The chief problem, therefore, is to render tho

\olatile gases noninflammable.

It has been found that the chemicals most ctGcient in rendering

wood uonlullamniablc are those that sublime or decompose upon

lieing sub.iccted to intense heat. Nonconibustible gases are given off

in both eases, which, when mixed with the inflammable gases arising

from heated wood, render them noninflammable.

.V method used in previous fireproofing work has been to inject

chemicals containing large amounts of water of crystallization, the

theory being that the water is converted into steam which creates a

noninflammable atmosphere without the wood. Under this method

borax and alum were used. Borax also has the advantage of being a

fusible salt, thereby protecting the wood fiber with a glossy coating.

The manufacture of fire-retarding paints also offers a very attractive

field of work.

The paper describes the various chemicals used in the treatments,

and the methods of making the tests to determine how great a degree

of heat the woods will resist. The woods used in this work were

representative samples of the material found in structural timbers.

Four species wore natives of western and five of eastern United

States. Of the western woods tested, western larch and noble fir

withstood the action of the various degrees of heat used in the test

without igniting longer than redwood or Sitka spruce. The average

per cent loss in weight of each species due to burning three minutes

was calculated from all the pieces in the test. The results follow:
I'cr cent. Loss in "Wf-ight

Wostprri Woods Oven-Dry Air-Ury

Sitka spruce 2.'i.(i ."i4.:;

Larch F.S.f< S.J.O

ItedwooO 2:!.

2

27.0

.Noble lir ".s.S 2 LO
Kastern Wends

LonRlcat' pin;' ]C,.T 16.0

Tninarack 22.4 20.28

Basswonti 4s.i; 36.0

I!e<l oalv .•..).0 2!).r,

Hemlock "0.0 30..5

The writer summarizes the results of tests as follows:

.\nimonium salts are of considerable value in tireprooiing: wood. It was
iiii|iosslble to ignite wood, under our conditions of test, that had been

treated with these salts.

liorax is of considerable value in fireproofing wood. It has not the

value of the ammorfium salts, but promises a means ot lessening the cost

of treatins by using it with another .salt of greater value.

rrom the good results already obtained it appears ijossible to Oevise

a reasonably inexpensive method of rendering wood fire-retarding.

.\ ])aper was read by Clyde H. Teesdale of the Forest Products

Laboratory, iladison, Wis., the subject being: "The Effect of

Varying the Preliminary Air Pressure in Treating Ties Upon the

Absorption and Penetration of Creosote." The paper covers twenty

printed pages and enters minutely into the processes and results of

various treatments.

E. L. Powell, vice-president of tlic American Creosote Works, de-

livered an address on "Treatment of Piling and Timber According

to Conditions of Use and Exposure. '
' He summed up his conclusions

by saying that the amount of preservative required is directly affected

by the kind of soil, whether wet or dry, and climate in which the

timber is to be used, as well as by the character of timber to be

treated and the mechanical wear to which it will be subjected.

Ties, piling and lumber to be u.sed in hot, wet countries require a

different treatment from ties to be used in a cold climate or arid

region. The treatment of such timbers to be used in teredo-infected

salt water must be radically different from timber used in fresh water,

swamp land, cold or arid regions.

It should be possible for the treating company to secure full in-

formation concerning the conditions under which the material is to

be used, and, if necessary, the company should refuse the business

unless the buyer is willing to have the material treated properly and

suflSciently. At least the buyer should be fully informed of what is

needed and the information should be in writing to prevent future

troubles when failure of the timber occurs.

The reputation and tho |jros|ierity of tlie wood preserver dojicud

upon good work—not only his own, but upon what is done by others,

so all are vitally interested. The good work that is turned out is a

constant advocate, and bad or unsatisfactory material hurts the busi-

ness as a whole, though it injures the responsible plant most directly.

A manufacturer of machinery, for instance, would certainly refuse

to build apparatus that he knew would fail to operate successfully,

but would submit to his customer the facts and ])roper ]jlans and
recommendations. Ho could not afford to send out liad niaehiueiy

at any price.

The buyer Avill usually appreciate the information and a correction

can be made without causing friction or hard feeling. It is gen-

erally good policy to handle this in a personal interview with the

engineer. He can then send the required amendment without havini.'

to publish his error if he so desires.

The economy residting from piling creosoted wood blocks closely

in cages was the subject of the jjaper read by K. II. White, president

of the Southern Wood Preserving Company of Atlanta, Ga.

Thomas White, assistant manager of the American Creosote Works,

described some of the methods he had found effective in separating

water from creosote oil.

Mechanical principles which should bo oljscrved in laying creosoted

wood block pavements to lessen the effect of wear and minimize the

trouble due to the expansion of the blocks, were discussed in the

address delivered by B. S. Manley, president of the Creosoted Wood
Block Paving Company of New Orleans.

The paper read by .1. B. Card, manager of the Chicago Creosoting

Company of Terre Haute, Ind., discussed a patented apparatus which

was said to treat paving blocks much more cheaply than can be done

with the old-style horizontal cylinder. Two tanks eleven feet ivi

diameter and fourteen feet high are used, together with specially-

designed methods of handling the blocks. Some of the advantages

claimed for this style of plant follow:

The cost of a complete plant would not exceed one-third of the cest of

a horizontal plant of the same capacity.

It eliminates all switching and handling of block cars and loadinu'.

When built in connection with a tic treating plant the cost is but very

little more than the block cars necessary to run a horizontal plant, tb

cost of these tanks being about .$.",000 each, set up.

You can increase your tie business and also your lilock business, and
run them independently of one another. The same fm-ce of en:.!ineers,

firemen, s'iperintendent. etc., will do the work.

The cost of maintenance of this type of plant is very small. There is

nothing to wear out. The cylinders will last for years.

A small amount of ground room is required, as there is no block car

switching.

It will manufacture and treat paving blocks for a less cost per yard
than any horizontal plant.

S. B. Church, manager of the research department of the Barrett

Manufacturing Company, addressed the meeting on the subject of

wood paving in Europe compared with the work done in this coun-

try. He recounted chiefly his personal observations while traveling

in England, France, and Germany. He had much to say in com-

mendation of pavement in England, but not so much for what he

saw in Paris and Berlin. The French give their blocks open tank

treatment which secures such superficial penetration that the pave-

ment does not last long. The English do the work more thoroughly

and obtain better service. The speaker commented on the almost

total absence of shrinking and swelling of the blocks in English

pavements and attributed it not to any superiority of seasoning or

treating, but to the climate. Such a thing as a dry spell of weather

is practically unknown in England. There is a little rain nearly all

the time, and the wooden blocks are constantly soaked and of course

do not shrink or swell as they would do in a climate of great varia-

tion in dampness and dryness.

The use of Australian hardwoods is practically a thing of the past

in European paving. Pine from the region of the Baltic Sea is

now popular, and Mr. Church regards it as a very superior paving

wood, when it has been properly treated with preservatives.

The supply of railroad ties, their treatment to lessen decay, and

their handling where large numbers must be cared for, as well as

devices to prevent excessive mechanical wear, were the subjects of

profitable addresses and discussion.
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Lambert T. Ericsou, assistant superintendent of the Port Reail

in>j Creosoting plant, presented a paper on tlie nieclianical liandling

of railroad c-rossties and timbers at preservation jilants. There are.

he said, a number of items to lie considered. The condition of large

quantities to be stored in limited areas and in limited periods of

time, is a eommou one.

Besides the eommon conditions of limited areas for storage ami

the re<'eipt of great quantities of material in bunches, so to speak,

there is the common coordinate difficulty of obtaining the necessary

labor to meet the fluctuating demands. The problem of keeping down

the cost of handling comes in at this point. Where manual labor is

depended upon entirely, it is necessary to have men skilled in their

work, in order to keep the cost down to the regular piecework rate.

And when unskilled men are used, the cost of the handling goes up

very materially. That is true more on the railroads where 7x9x8^2

orossties are iised, than on those where smaller and lighter ties are

handled.

The use of locomotive cranes, to switch and unload the materials,

has proven to be very economical and successful under certain con-

ditions. They are able to displace a locomotive in doing the shift-

ing and are able to pile twice as much material in the same area, at

less than half the cost of the manual method. The number of men

required is very small in comparison with doing the work by hand.

\ thirty-ton crane can shift ami stack, on an average. 3,.i00 to 4,000

ties per day, or 150,000 feet of switch timber. Including the cost

of shifting the cars from the docks to the yard, the cost of stacking

the ties with this method amounts to an average of .$0,008 per tie;

the cost of stacking switch timber promiscuous lengths together, an

average of $0.35 per 1,000 feet.

The cost of loading treated ties from the trams for shipment with

the crane amounts to an average of $0.0045 per tie.

In all these calculations the cost of operating the crane, including

operator, has been figured at $1 per hour. This allows for interest

on investment, depreciation, coal, oil, etc.

An instructive paper ou "The Protection of Ties From Mechanical

Destruction" was read by Hffsvard F. Weiss of the Forest Products

Laboratory, lladison, Wis. Lack of space prevents its publication

in this issue, but it will appear in a future number.

The scope of %vork of the Yale Forest School was explained in an

address by Samuel J. Record, who is a professor at Yale.

The address by ,J. H. Waterman. sui)erintendent of timber preser-

vation, for the C, B. & Q. railroad, sunmiarized his observations dur-

ing a number of years, regarding treated and untreated ties. His

experience has been confined chiefly to the dry climate of the Da-

kotas, and southward and westward; but an interesting exception

was the laying of 35,000 red oak ties, treated with zinc chloride, in

1903, between Concord and Jacksonville, 111. There are still in

the tracks J1,000 of these ties after ten years of service. The ties

were laid in situations where they were subjected to excessive me-

chanical wear, and in most instances removals were not on account of

decay but wear. Tie plates were not used. In the drier climate

of South Dakota, 550 red oak ties, which had received the zinc treat-

ment, were laid in 1900. In 1913 only eighteen had been taken out

on account of decay. In Colorado a stretch of track in which pine

ties, treated in the same way, were laid in 1900 had only five per

cent of removals in thirteen years. The speaker strongly emphasized

the point that one of the mo.st sensible methods of conserving the

forests is to give preservative treatment to all ties cut from quickly

decaying species.

A paper on "Methods of Keeping Tie Records" was read by K. T.

Howson, engineering eilitor of Railway Age Oazette.

F. J. Angler, superintendent of timber preservation for the Balti-

more & Ohio railroad, addressed the meeting on the comparative

value of air pumps and hydraulic i)umi)S for injecting preservatives

into wood. The speaker was inclined to give the air pump preference.

A technical discussion of the various styles of tram cars used by

treating plants was contained in a paper read by .7. H. Grow, en-

gineer in wood preservation for the Allis-Chalmers Company, Mil-

waukee, Wis. The point most strongly insisted upon was that

strength is more important than cheapness in equipment of a treat-

ing jdant with cars. The paper contained a nundier of Illustrations

showing various styles of cars.

The committee on preservatives filed a lengthy report dealing with

technical matters relating to materials and tests. The following-

named men compose the committee: E. F. Bateman, chairman;

S. R. Church, E. B. Fulks, II. M. Newton, A. E. Hageboeck, G. H.

Davidson, and L. C. Drefahl.

A paper on the '

' Future Tie Material in the United States, '

' by

Henry H. Gibson, was read. This paper appears in full elsewhere

in this issue.

Chicago was selected as the place of next year's meeting. The

other cities figuring in the contest were San Francisco, New York,

and St. Louis.

The following were unanimously elected as oflicers for the ensuing

year:

I'RKsiDENT—George 1'^. Rex. manaeor treating plants. Sante !•> Kuilroad.

Topeka. Kan.
Fiits-r VicE-l'UKsiDKXT—Carl O. Crawford, manager American Cri'osoting

Company, Louisville. Ky.
Skcoxu Vick-Prksidext—R. S. Manley. president Creosoted Wood Block

I'avinK Company. New Orleans. La.

'riiiKii VuF.-I'KKsiDEST— 1". B. Kid^eway. chemist. Internallonal Creosot-

inj; CompHuy. Texarkana. Tex.

SKi"RKT.\KV-TKEAsrRER—F. .J. vVngier. superintendent timber preservation,

Baltimore & Ohio Railroad. Baltimore, Md.

Among the resolutions presented by Chairman Trumbull of the

resolutions committee the two following are perhaps of greatest

importance.

Whereas. The Forestry Troducts Exposition is to he held in Chicago

and New York in .\pril and May of this year, under the auspices of the

National Luniher Manufacturers' Association, this exhibition being the (Irst

and most important presentation of lumber and forest interests ever held,

and of great importance in establishing closer relations between producers

and consumers nf timber, and in establishing the fundamental and econom-

ical principles connected with wood and its use. therefore, is closely

related to that wood preservation : be it

Resolved. Thai the American Wood Treservers' Association heartily

indorse the plans lor this exhibition and tender Its active cooperation

through a special committee appointed for the purpose of preparing an

exhibit representing the wood preserving industry.

Whereas. The Interstate Commerce t^ommission is now giving considera-

tion to an Increase in the rates of freight charged by railroads: and

Whereas. The granting of such increase is claimed by the railroads to

be necessary to enable them to make improvements in their equipment and

facilities ; and
Whereas, The use of treated material is one of the fundamental features

of economic railroad maintenance ; he it

Resolved, That the .\merican Wood Treservers' Association favors such

an increase in the rates as will enable the railroads to carry out their

plans for improved service.

Other resolutions urged the technical schools to give great atten-

tion to the wood preservation industry; directed the executive com-

mittee to arrange for a bulletin to be prepared and circulated among

members; gave hearty thanks to the entertainment committee for its

excellent program ; to uonmembers who presented papers at the

meetings; to the special committee named to urge the retention of

creosote on the free list during the recent tariff revision ; to the

mayor and people of New Orleans, engineering society, the press and

others for courtesies extended.

Sometimes when a man reaches the point of thinking himself a

failure he is just beginning to develop real strength and get in trim

to make good.

The best thing to do with verbal qualifications in connection

with an order for lumber is to put them down in writing to pre-

vent error and misunderstanding.

The man who habitually puts on an air of mystery when trade

matters are under disc'ussion generally hasn "t much else to put on

and is really just bluffing his way.

If you are not happy at your work and in your present sur-

roundings make a study to see if the trouble is with yourself before

seeking some other pasture.

The time to have a definite understanding of terms of sale is

when an order is placed—not after shipment is made.

The fellow that watches his own business closely enough doesn 't

have to watch the other fellow to get jiointers for progress.
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It is somotinies expedient to take a thouglitfiil locik iilieud, and

this condition is now present in the crosstie industry of this country.

It is a distinct and a somewhat peculiar branch of the lumber busi-

ness. The demand for material is great, with a constant tendency

to increase, and with assurance that the demand will continue. The

substitute question has not seriously entered the cross-tie business.

Scores of patents for metal and other composition and combination

ties have been issued, but for all practical purposes such ties may be

ignored. They cut practically no figure at all in the supply in this

country because they are not used. Wood is furnishing and, as far •

as can be foreseen, it will continue to furnish the ties.

Kew lines will be built, but even if demand for new tracks is

io-nored the call for ties for repair work will continue and it must

be met. The general public may not be aware of tbe fact that

seven crossties are used for repairs and renewals for every one that

goes into new lines. Of the 126,155,000 ties bought by steam and

electric roads in 1911, only 11,041,324, or 8.2 per cent, went into new

construction; the others were for renewals, and the proportion used

for renewals was still higher in later statistics. This is an effective

answer to the argumeut sometimes advanced by poorly informed per-

sons, who say that the country's railroads are now practically all

built and the demand for ties will soon fall to a small percentage of

what it now is.

Two things are wrong with this argument. First, the building of

new lines is not at an end, nor anywhere near it ; and second, if it

were so, the call for ties would not greatly diminish, because tracks

will have to be maintained, and the principal demand is for repair

work. The fact must be accepted that enormous quantities of ties

must be provided every year as far into the future as men are now

jjrivileged to look; and the question which demands a practical answer

is, where are these ties to come from? Are the forests producing

them as fast as they are wanted, and, if so, will the supply continue

in the future or will it decline?

It is not necessary to sound a sensational alarm. The country

does not want sensations; it wants facts and careful conclusions.

A good many scares on account of the lumber situation have turned

out to be less warranted than at first was supposed, and it is unuei-ts

sary to repeat the experience; but the situation demands attention.

In round numbers, 125,000,000 crossties are needed yearly. This

is equivalent to 4,000,000,000 board feet, and the ties cost the rail-

roads approximately $15 per thousand feet, board measure. Prac-

tically the entire quantify is cut from nine or ten kinds of wood,

chief of which are oak, i)ine, Douglas fir, cedar, chestnut, cypress,

tamarack, hemlock and redwood. Specifications sent out by the prin-

cipal railroads of the country list seventy-eight woods that will be

accepted for ties; but many of these are simply subdivisions of the

oaks and pine, though a number of the so-called minor species are

named.

A casual examination of crossties statistics will suffice to show that

a few woods are furnishing most of the material, although the for-

ests of the United States contain over 500 different species of wood.

It might be supposed that when the few woods which now are fur-

nishing the bulk of the ties become scarce, the tie cutters can simply

switch off to some of the 500 other kinds and go on cutting. That

would be a simple solution of the problem if it were practicable, but

sei'ious obstacles are in the way of doing it. Four out of five of the

forest trees of this country, taken as they come, are unfit for any

kind of crossties, and must be left out of all consideration, both for

the present and in the future. They are either too small or too

scarce.

The kinds of wood and the number of ties bought in 1911 by steam

and electric roads in this country are shown in the list which follows:

Oak .'JO.SOS.OOO

Southern pine 24.265.000

iLiUKlas lir ] l,2.j;i,000

Wostcrn pine 2,606,000

Cedar 8,015,000

Chestnut 7,542.000

Cypress 5.857,000

Tamarack 4,138,000

Hemlock .-5,686,000

Redwood 1.820,000

Gum 1,283,000

Maple 1,189,000

lieech 1.109,000

.Ml others 2,682,000

Total l.'J5,05.'i,000

Nearly half of the ties are oak and about half of the remainder

are pine. These two woods constitute sixty-five per cent of all. The

largest demand is made on oak, because it has been regarded as the

best tie wood, all things considered; and the first indications of dimin-

isliing supply are seen there. The railroads can still buy all the

oak ties they want if they are willing to pay the price; but the con-

tractors are obliged to go farther to get them, to take a little lower

class of trees, and to charge more for the ties. In some localities

no scarcity is apparent, but when the country as a whole is considered,

it is quite noticeable. In Arkansas, for instance, the supply may be

somewhat ahead of demand at times, while in Pennsylvania, Ohio

and New York the railroads may have trouble in procuring the oak

ties they need. Some regions which formerly had more oak than

they could use now have little or none. There is no question that

oak in this country is being cut much faster than it is growing, and

it is only a matter of time until scarcity will be everywhere felt.

This is probably true of white oaks more than of red oaks, as far as

ties are concerned, but it holds generally for all oaks. Most ties are

cut from small trees, and this practice strikes the oak supply of the

future in a vital spot; for a tree that will make three or four ties

now would be good for as many saw-logs some years hence. The

oak-tie cutters, therefore, while utUizing a good deal of material

which would otherwise be wasted, are industrious destroyers of pros-

pective forests. They take the trees that are coming on, and the

railroads, as well as other industries, will miss these trees in years

to come. If white oak ties could be had when and where needed,

and at reasonable prices, railroads would use few of any other wood.

The second important crosstie source is pine. The four southern

yellow pines are considered best in the pine class, and long leaf pine,

being harder and more durable than the others, is at the head of its

class. This is the tree commonly known as Georgia pine, hard pine

and heart pine. Two other southern yellow pines are largely cut for

ties, short leaf and loblolly. They are softer than long leaf pine and

decay more quickly when exposed to the weather. Statistics do not

show the relative numbers of ties cut from the different southern

yellow pine, but all are important.

Long leaf pine grows slowly and reproduces poorly. When present

forests are cut little more need be expected from that tree. The

situation is much the same with short leaf pine, but not with lob-

lolly, of which more will be said in a future paragraph.

It is thus seen that white oak and southern yellow pine, which

at present are the chief sources of ties, are being depleted. The

process is not so rapid as to call for immediate alarm, but the ten-

dency is unmistakable. Much northern white cedar remains, but its

growth does not half make good the cut, and any increased demand

would quickly bear results in lessened supply. In other words, there

is not enough of this cedar to last long if tie-cutters should under-

take to make good there what they will soon lose in white oak. The

same holds for hemlock and tamarack. They are as important now

in the tie business as they will ever be, but they may hold their own

for some time.

Chestnut is a substantial tie material, but it is now passing through
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!i crisis on aLuouiit of the blight, uiul no dependence for the future

can be placed on it.

The situation may be summed up in a way to show that the trees

which now furnish the bulk of ties, and have done so for years, can-

not do so much longer. Ties, however, must be had, and new sources

of supply must he found. What are the possibilities along that line?

Douglas fir, western yellow pine and redwood are abundant in the

far West. They are supplying jilmut 1(5,000,000 ties a year now, ami

for years to come they could furnish all the railroads of the United

States. In fact, there is enough of these three woods on the stumj)

now to supply for 200 years all the ties wanted, provided the demand

would not increase above what it is now.

Two factors stand in the way of turning Douglas fir, western yellow-

pine and redwood over to the railroads as a reserve source of ties.

The wood is needed for other purposes, and it is so far away from

the majority of the railroads that the cost of the 2,000 or 3,000

miles haul would be prohibitive. The railroads must find ties closer

home, if possible, or as long as possible.

In a preceding paragraph it was shown that the average cost of

ties, when bought by railroads, was about $15 a thousand feet, board

measure. It happens that the average value of sawed lumber in the

mill yard is practically the same, taken for the whole country. The

value quoted for the ties applies when delivered on the right-of-way,

which is generally near the place where they are to be used—their

ultimate market. The lumber, on the other hand, is valued in the

mill yard, the point of (irodui tioii, which averages about 300 miles

from its ultimate market. The important point to bear in mind is, in

making this comparison, that crossties, foot for foot, are cheaper

than lumber, though the difference is small. It amounts to approxi-

mately the freight on a 300-mile shipment of lumber ; that is, an

operator can get a little more for his logs reduced to lumber than if

he made them into ties, but the difference is not large enough to pay

for sawing the ties. Otherwise tie timber would be sawed into lum-

l)er. There is a nice balance here, a sort of competition between

the lumberman and the railroads for the tie lumber. The railroads

have to pay enough to draw it away from the lumberman. In a

former paragrai)h the statement was made that railroads could still

procure all the white oak ties they want by raising the price. They

would need to raise it only in those localities where lumbermen are

now outbidding them.

This phase of the situation is somewhat modified by the fact that

ties are often made of timber of such small sizes or otherwise of

such inferior grade that if converted into lumber it would not be

very valuable. This is really the saving grace in the situation, be-

cause if railroads were comjielled to buy ties made of oak fit for

quarter-sawing they could not afford to touch an oak tie.

As far as absolute scarcity of tie timber is concerned, it will le

many a year before railroads are unable to get some kind of ties if

they are able and willing to pay the price; but the time is not far

off when the manner of providing ties for the country's railroads

will need radical revision. The revision has already begun, and its

basic principle does not consist so much in searching for new woods

as in treating with preservatives the old woods to make them last

longer. The salvation of the railroads lies in that direction. They

must get along with fewer ties by making them give longer service.

The search for new woods has been thorough. It has bf,?n clearly

seen that white oak cannot hold its jilace indefinitely, and it has been

a question what shall take its |dace. Various suggestions have been

made, and commendable efforts have been put forth to provide for

the shortage when it comes. Enthusiasts have suggested that the

semi-tropical hardwoods in southern Texas and Florida be utilized for

crossties. The hardness of the woods and their unquestioned dur-

ability have been pointed out.

The suggestion is honestly nuide, but without due consideration of

the fact that ties piled along the Rio Grande or on the southern

coast of Florida are a long distance from the places where they are

needed. But that is not the weakest point in the matter. All of the

semi-tropical woods from Key I-^argo, Florida, to Devil 's River, Texas,

would hardly make enough crossties to last the railroads of this coun-

try one year. To depend on those woods to really help the situation

is a delusion and a snare. The list of alleged seaii-tropical tie tim-

bers is long enough, to be sure, and includes mangrove, lignumvitae,

blackwood, strongback, buttonwood, inkwood, mesquite, huisache, cats-

claw, horsebean, Texas ebony and fifty more, but a personal acquain-

tance with the region will speedily convince anyone that the names

are about all there is of the trees. Trunks are few, small, crooked,

branched and deformed. Railroads in the immediate vicinity use

some of the woods for ties, but it is because they are convenient.

Some of the country's leading railroads anticipated tie shortage

some years ago and undertook to plant trees and grow the necessary

timber. The move was commendable and deserved better success

than attended it. In the first place, not enough planting was done

to make a "drop in the bucket." Had all the trees done well they

would not have furnished enough ties to amount to much; but there

were other troubles. In the Kast the ]>lanted locust was eaten up by

beetles; the chestnut was threatened or attacked by blight. In the

South the catalpa was a fizzle; and the eucalyptus plantations on

the Pacific slope are still in the inchoate and experimental stage.

Meanwhile the railroads nmst have ties, and they will continue to

buy them in large quantities. The standby timbers, such as white

oak, hard pine and northern white cedar, are still holding out, but

they cannot meet the demand much longer, and other kinds of tim-

ber must make up the deficienev'.

The reasonable thing to do is to treat all crossties with preserva-

tives to make them last longer. By doing that the demand can be

cut down nearly one-half, because a properly treated tie lasts nearly

twice as long as one in its natural state. That, of course, depends

on the kind of wood. Some last a long time in the wood's natural

condition, and preservative will not double their period of usefulness;

but others decay quickly if unprotected, and the life of such can

easily be doubled.

Preservative treatment is neither new nor experimental. It has

been tried and proved. In 1912 there were 112 treating plants in

the United States, nearly ninety of which were well equipped. Steam

railroads operate twenty-two plants for treating their own crossties

and other timbers. In 1911 there were 31,141,231 crossties treated

in this country, and it is interesting to note the various woods making

up the total. The following table gives the information:

Southern pino 11.60G.3!1J

Oak n,4:!:'..onL'

Douglas fir .'i.Gli.S.TOt;

Western pine 1.7s;),o2G

Gum 1.1 M'.oii,-,

Tamarack 7."iri.414

Beech 7:;0.;i28

Birch and maple 620,047

Hemlock 535,255

Elm 202.008

Spruce loi.sos

Cypress loi.si;4

Lodgepole pine 02,158

White pine 78,273

Hackberry 62,568

Chestnut 47.538

Sycamore S2,244

Cedar 26.000

Hickory 21,441

Walnut .
.- 2.000

.\sh 1.3fl0

Cherry 674

Total 31.141.2:U

The tendency is apparent in the above table. The treatment is

being applied to woods which decay quickly without it, thereby draw-

ing upon new sources of supjily. The reports do not specify, yet it

is well known that most of the nine million and more oak ties which

passed through the treating plants were in the red oak or black oak

class. These woods in the natural state decay quickly when laid in

tracks; but treatment lengthens their life. Nine million red oak

ties lessens the drain by that much on the white oaks. Even such

woods as gum, beech, elm, white pine, sycamore and hickory make

good ties after being passed through the preserving tanks. A prac-

tically worthless tie wood in its natural condition is converted into

a serviceable piece of timber by the injection of preservatives.

In that direction lies the hope of the situation. Ties can be made
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of liinliors lieiclofori^ rOKiii'iloil as scarrely wmtli viittinf; tor that

jmrpose. Practioully every tree that ^rows in this (•oiintry, if largo

eiioiigli. is good for ties, if treated. If very soft, like Imckeye, aspen

and white pine, plates ran he nsed nmlcr the r.iils to prevent rapid

wear.

Viewed in that lin''', the tie situation is not partionlarly diseour-

aging. Some of tlie old tried wood.s are beeoining searee, bnt dozens

of others heretofore hardly nsed are available with the aid of the

treating tank. A praetieally clean sweep can be made of all trees

on a fraet. provided they are of suitable size. That will brin;; ties

to the tracks which heretofore were left as an encumbrance on cut-

over land. Utilization will be closer, waste will be less. It will not

be a question of findiuf; new sources of tie material, but of making

better use of well known sources. It costs more to treal a tie than

to use it untreated, and for that reason woods which naturally last

well will continue to be sought; but when they can no longer be

found, or cannot be procured except at a price exceeding that of

cheaper woods Ihat liave been <;iven treatment, the cheajier woods

will come in.

The time will doubtless arrive in tlie United States, as it has al-

ready come in France and Oermany, when ties will be cut from

[danted timber; but that time is a good while in the future. A little

plantirij; has been done, an<l is being done, but for many years the

railroads must look to natural woodlands for ties. Nature is still

able to plant trees in this country a good deal faster an<l more cheaply

fli:in man can do if. but nature needs man's hel]i in caring for them

after they are planted.

Some of tlie species which hold out promise as sources of ties be-

cause they grow rapidly, reproduce readily, take preservative treat-

ment easily and have extensive ranges, are loblolly pine in the South

and white pine in the North; willow oak in the South and red oak

in tlie North; and the cottonwoods and willow in the South and

Miildle West. These are not the only ones, l)ut they are important.

Rapid growth and gooil trunk form are essential. Loblolly pine in

particular is remarkably promising because of its wide range, vigor-

ous growth, dense stands, jihenomenal rejiroduction and the value of

the wood. Willow oak on fertile southern land grows nearly as fast

as loblolly. It is in the red oak class. Black willow on good land

grows as fast as either.

In the far West the tie problem is not serious. The pines and

firs already of tie size are sufiScient for all needs for many years;

but, none the less, preservative treatment is as essential there as in

the Kast ; and it may be safely |iredicted that before many years

few untreated ties will be laid anywhere in this country.

>Sj«;;ii:m«roa^fflimMH^tK^ma^^

The ebony is one of the most widely diffused and at the same

time one of the rarest woods in the tropical and sub-trojiical jiarts

of the world. It is true that a few species of which our American

persimmon {Diospyros virginiana) is the best known, occur in the

temperate zone, but as .a rule ebonj' is a tropical product. Enor-

mous quantities of this valuable wood come from Ceylon, India,

and other parts of the East Indies, but it is now becoming rare.

During the last twenty-five years ebony has been exploited more

or less extensively in parts of equatorial Africa. Several different

kinds of woods not belonging to the ebony family are now being

brought from Africa into the European markets, but this is because

the region where true ebony abounds has not yet been opened up.

The true ebony tree, which the natives call evila {Diospyros

ebenuDi), occurs abundantly in French Congo. It is found also in

Cameroon, where it has been exploited more extensively than in

French Congo. Early travelers who visited points on the west coast

of Africa found ebony in great profusion, and it is said to be par-

ticularly plentiful in the Province of Gaboon of French equatorial

Africa. It does not grow on low ground near the coast, but occurs

farther inland all along the ridges and hills which in Gaboon run

north and south. Central Gaboon, where this species attains its

best development, is the territory lying between Libreville, which

IS the principal seaport town of French equatorial Africa, and

Franceville, an inland town on one of the tributaries of the Congo

river. This region is very hilly and is cut up by numerous small

rivers, some of which flow north into the Ogoue and a good many
flow south into the Congo river.

Gaboon lies within the belt of virgin tropical hardwood forests,

having an average annual rainfall of about seventy inches. The

forests here are exceedingly dense, forming impenetrable jungles

along the streams and rivers. The ebony is found intermixed with

a great many other forest trees, many of which may be classed

among the precious woods. It is found in greater abundance at

the tops of the hills and becomes gradually less plentiful as one

approaches the streams in the valleys below. The natives have

not yet exploited much of this wood, but they know its value as

* an article of export. Cam wood (Baphia nitida) is very plentiful

along the water courses throughout this tropical evergreen belt of

vegetation. This is the wood imported into Europe and America

for dyeing or coloring.

The ebony is one of the finest and most graceful trees of the

African forests. Its lea\es are long, sharp-pointed, dark green, and

hang in clusters proiUu-ing a very dense shade Its bark is smooth
and dark green. The trunk rises straight and clean of branches

to a considerable height, often from fifty to sixty feet. Speci-

mens may frequently be seen which have a diameter of five feet

at the base. The mature ebony tree is always found hollow, and
even its branches are not always sound. The sapwood is white

and in an average tree it is from three to four inches thick. The
heartwood, which forms the ebony of commerce, is jet black. The
young trees are white or sajipy to the center, and even where they

attain a diameter of nearly two feet the heartwood is streaked

with white. Trees less than three feet in diameter are not cut

down.

Generally three or four trees stand together, and none others

within a little distance. Ebony gatherers will have very little

trouble in finding suitable trees to cut, but they experience the

gravest difficulties in getting the lumber to a place of shipment.

The logs cannot be floated, because even the thoroughly dried wood
is heavier than water. The only local use for ebony, which is very

limited, is for making the rudely shapeil divinities, several of which

mav be found in every native village.

Lumber Outlook in China
In the upbuilding of China there is a good field fur American

lumber, and a demand will soon be felt for railroad tie material.

Although Japan holds a good place in the tie market on account of

her proximity to north China, in her own native chestnut and oak,

yet there is room for outsiders, especially in creosoted ties, f'reo-

soted Oregon pine is already coming into the Chinese market at

$1.1.5 a tie. South China will require the more durable and lasting

creosoted tie on account of its wet climate. For general building

lumber the ordinary Chinese houses are now using native wood to

a great extent. However, near ports and harbors a quickening de-

mand is beginning to be felt for interior finish and flooring.

The lumber tariff on imports into (,'hina has been about seventy

cents a thousand board feet in tie material. The costs for unload-

ing ships, etc., include a river due of one-fifth of one per cent

;

lighter charges $1.80 per 300,000 board feet ; stevedoring, about

forty-two cents a thousand. On the average it costs about $2.85

a thousand feet to get lumber into the yard. Town deliveries vary

in cost from thirty to seventy cents a thousand, -and loading railway

cars, about twenty cents a thousand. Such, in brief, are the figures

from China as sent in by a lumber merchant at Hongkong.
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Sawing Defects and their Causes
Oi'i-asionally a wholesale dealer in lumber will find himself in a

liad fix with a lot of lumber on hand, perhaps on oars awaiting

his order, having been refused because, as a result of poor sawing,

it ran uneven in thickness. This condition is not uncommon in the

yellow pine industry but seems to be more prevalent in hardwood
sawmilling than in any other branch of luhiberinfj. It is one of

the reasons why many wholesalers in hardwood hesitate and even

refuse to buy stock from the smaller mills, and it is one of the

things that haniiicaps the small millman 'when he goes out to sell

his stock fither to a wholesaler or to a consumer.

The writer has in mind a specific instance illustrative of this

feature and the attitude experienced millmen and dealers take

toward it. The case is that of a well-known hardwood millman

who saws quite a lot of lumber himself and buys quite a lot from

other mills to help supply his trade. Frequently owners of small

mills come to him offering their product. He experimented with

this stock until he found it so difficult to handle because of poor

manufacture that he lost his inclination to turn a friendly eye to a

proposition of this kind.

By and by, because of the insistence of so many of the smaller

millmen, the large operator conceived the idea of instructing and

supervising them in their work in the hope that some might be

encouraged to improve their product. The particular case in mind

here was a small millniau who was so insistent on making a deal

that the lumberman in question made a tentative agreement with

him on condition that he would put his mill in proper order and do

his sawing as it should be done. The millman readily agreed to all

this and was verj' thorough in his promises to make his lumber

right, and on this basis he went back home and started to work
getting out lumber. By and by the lumberman went down to see

what he was doing but no sooner did he observe the plant and its

equipment, and the work it was doing, than he called the whole

deal off. In talking of the matter afterward he said that the small

millman simply had never gotten into his head a true conception

of what it takes in the way of equipment and what it means in

the way of perfection to do good sawing.

It is impossible to say just how much lumber is lowered in value

by poor sawing at hardwood mills. It is easily evident that if it

could be totaled and the deficits rightly measured it would present

some startling figures. Moreover if the figures were presented it

is probable that there are many millmen who would argue that a

certain percentage of poor sawing is unavoidable and there is no

use in trying to attain perfection in this work.

Yet we do get evidence now and then that notwithstanding many
mills are woefully careless and many thousands of dollars are lost

to the sawmilling fraternity because of poor manufacture lowering

the value of their stock, it is not only practical to do almost

uniformly perfect sawing but it is not difficult to find examples of

where it is being done. The writer recently spent some days

observing the work of a good mill with this very point in view.

It was a well equipped mill but not extraordinarily so. It con-

sisted of one log band saw and two band resaws, one for ripping

flitches into boards and the other for resawing boards. The mill

was kept under observation not just one day but in a general way

for nearly a week, and during all that time it was hardly possible

to find an instance of a board spoiled or lowered in grade because

f)f poor sawing. The band saw in the mill was made to stand up

to its work and the minute it showed signs of not doing so it came

iitY the wheels and a freshly filed one took its place. There was

nothing extraordinary in either the filing room equipment or the

filer's ability. It was just an average example of modern, well

handled sawmilling in which the percentage of poorly manufac-

tured lumber was so low as to be practically a negligible item.

A certain yellow pine millman once made the statement that if

he got as much as a carload of missawed lumber in 12,000,000 feet

of stock somebody would get a jacking up. This was said to

illustrate the degree of perection that is attained in the work of

sawing in some of the piue mills. Pretty nearly the same degree
of perfection can be obtained in a hardwood mill. It may call for
•hanging saws oftener than in sawing pine but there is nothing
impractical or extremely difficult about it in this day of science
and outomatic appliances in the filing room, and its accomplishment
is possible.

It is contended by some that the greatest percentage of miscuts
in sawing lumber is due to crowding, to efforts to secure quantities
extended to the point where they sacrifice quality. This fault,
however, is more likely to be found in the pine mills than in the
hardwood. The hardwood men realize that they must handle their
work more carefully than the pine men to get the best lumber in

the best shape from their logs, consequently there is not generally
the same element of crowding in the hardwood mill that is found
among the pine mills. Perhaps there are some mills where they
put so much stress on the quantity that they sacrifice quality, but
that is not the rule especially in these days when the quantity
element is helped along by the use of resaws to relieve the mill
saw^ of part of its work.

What is usually assigned as the next important cause of raiscut

lumber is poor work in the filing room, which may be due to either

ignorance or neglect. Sometimes when a new filer comes on to the
job even though he has had experience and takes pains with his

work he will have some trouble for a while. However there are
competent filers to be had and millmen as a rule pay enough for
this filing service that they may well insist that their saws stand
up and do their work. It is the duty of every mill manager to

watch this point in his mill carefully for sometimes even if the
filer is competent he becomes careless and negligent and things of
this kind should not be tolerated in this day, because both the
timber and the time of the millmen are too valuable to be wasted
at poor sawing. Sharp saws should be insisted upon rather than
so many saws or so many changes a day. A dull saw not only
pulls heavy but it runs uncertainly and is likely to go bad and
spoil lumber any minute. The sawyer should watch his saw care-

fully and when it shows duU, puU it off immediately regardless of

how long it has been running, and see that it is put in perfect cutting

order.

Poor head blocks and poorly and improperly installed raaehinery

may cause defects in sawing. There is very little excuse for this

condition because any man competent to erect and operate or

manage a sawmill has sense enough to know when his machinery
equipment is faulty either in itself or in its installation. That
means that it is either negligence, carelessness or something of

the kind that permits the use of machinery not in proper condi

tion. There is very little excuse for the man who permits things

of this kind to continue very long.

Another preventable and inexcusable source of defects may be
found at the edger. Here again we have a matter of carelessness

rather than of ignorance. Carelessness makes a dozen bad boards

where ignorance or necessity makes one, and it is carelessness

that causes fully ninety per cent of the irregylarities and defects

in the edging and trimming of lumber. Carelessness of this kind is

unnecessary and inexcusable. It is the duty of the sawmill fore-

man to prevent just such things as these. The manager or the

owner should see that his mill foreman does his duty in this respect.

Miscuts in sawing and lumber spoiled or lowered in grade

through defective manufacture is, after all, quite largely a matter

of habit. It is a habit of neglect and carelessness that somehow
fastened on to the system of millmen and operators in the old

rough and tumble days when timber sawing and precision in sawing

were not considered factors of great importance. We need some
swearing off from these old habits and a campaign of reform in

the sawmilling industry that will cry out for precision in this work
until it not only makes itself heard but until the cry is duly

heeded by the majority of sawmill operators without regard as to

their size.
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ISfames of Woods Hard to Change
It is iiiucli i';[>iiT III iiaiiL.- u tvvr rh:iii to c-liaugc the iianii' alter

it liiis been iieeeiited by iiersuiis well aeiiuaiiitecl with it. One of

the best examples of this is yellow poplar. Botanists have tried

long anil hard to prevail on lumbermen to call this "tulip-tree."

That is a good, descriptive name, from the botanists' standpoint.

It is the only tree in this eountry that bears a flower whieh

resembles a tulip, and for that reason the name would define the

tree without any probability of confusion. The I'nitcd States

Forest Service threw the great weight of its influence on the side

of the botanists fifteen years ago. When Sudworth 's Checli List

was published in 1898, it sanctioned the use of the name tulip-tree

as official.

The change of name never beeanio popular with Uinihermen and

users of wood. They refused to eall it by the new name. In fact,

few lumbermen to this day understand what tree is meant when

the name is used. The term yellow poplar is so firmly fixed that

change to anything else is improbable. In some regions, however,

it is called whitewood. This is particularly true in New England.

The same name, however, is often applied to basswood in the same

regions, and confusion is quite probable; but yellow poplar means

one tree and no other.

Trees which lumbermen name are nearly always named because

of some prominent characteristic of the wood. Names bestowed by

botanists usually describe some feature of the leaf, fruit, flower,

or bark. The wood is the only thing with which the user is con-

cerned. It matters little to him what its shape or size of the leaf

or flower may be. On the other hand, the botanist seldom looks

at the wood, but gives all of his attention to foliage and other

external features.

If these facts are borne in mind, many of the double or numerous

names of the same tree can be accounted for. For example, Sud-

worth 's Check List, already referred to, contains approximately

500 trees which grow in the United States, and these trees have

2,414 English names, besides several names in Latin without any

English equivalents. This amounts to about five names for every

tree, on an average. If a person will go over these names, one by

one, he can usually pick out the names bestowed by users and those

given by botanists. For example, white pine is a lumberman's

name, but white bark pine is a botanist's; net leaf oak is a name

devised bj' a botanist, but post oak is a woodsman's term; lance-

leaf alder is plainly a name bestowed by a man who was looking

at the foliage, but red alder's name was given by users of the

wood.

As a general thing, trees which are of small commercial use

carry names given by botanists; but those of importance in lumber

transactions bear woodsmen's names. Attempts to change names

in common use are not usually successful. The failure of the effort

to induce users to call yellow poplar by the name tulip-tree is an

example. Another that has been equally unsuccessful is seen in

the case of soft maple. Botanists want that tree called silver

maple on account of the color of the leaves and bark. Nursery-

men have made the change. When they sell soft maples for shade

trees in yards and along streets, they sell "silver maple"; but

when a lumberman buys or cuts the same tree growing wild, he

calls it "soft maple." The name silver maple is probably never

found written on the records of a sawmill or other wood-working

factory. From the standpoint of exact definitions, the botanist's

name is preferable, because there are several species and varieties

of soft maples, all considered as one by lumbermen, but botanists

insist on a separate name for each.

Rock elm is another case to the point. There is no question that

more than one elm sometimes passes by that name in lumber yards,

but the tree commonly considered as rock elm is the Ulmus race-

mosa of the botanists, which is most abundant in Michigan and

Wisconsin. Botanists insist that the tree should be called cork

elm, and it is so named in Sudworth 's list of trees. That name
naturally suggests itself to one who examines the living tree,
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because the luni|i~ (it li.nk mi tin- limbs are easily seen and suggest
knobs of cork; liut the hiuibernian who handles logs or lumber sees

no cork, and the name means nothing to him.

The hardness of the wood, however, does mean something to the

man who uses it, and in recognition of its hardness he calls it

rock elm. Attempts by non-users to have the name changed to

cork elm have met with no success. The name is practically

unknown among the users of the wood.

A similar situation exists in the case of "rock oak." Botanists

do not recognize that as the proper name of any tree, yet at least

three oaks are occasionally so called by lumbermen. That to which
the name is usually applied is the Querciui prinus of botanists

(chestnut oak). Its leaves resemble those of the chestnut, hence

the name; but the user of the wood cares nothing about the leaves.

Hardness and strength are what appeal to him, and he prefers to

call the wood rock oak, occasionally designating it "iron oak," by
which term he translates his idea into words.

Tupelo is another instance of lack of success attending the

efforts of botanists to change the name of a tree to which lumber-

men had already given a name. If one observes the crown of a
tupelo tree in spring when leaves are young, the whole top looks

as if it were sprinkled with cotton. It is the hairs on the young
leaves. It is a conspicuous feature and one which might reason-

ably be considered in naming the tree. It would be supposed that

the botanist who gave the species its technical name {Nyssa

aquatica) would have thought of the cotton and devised a term

which would have recognized that conspicuous feature, but he did

not, for some reason. The Latin name which he bestowed on this,

the largest and least graceful of the gums, might be liberally

translated "water nymph." What suggested such an incon-

gruous name is not now known.

L'sers of the wood, from the days when its chief place was as

"back-logs" in southern cabins, called it tupelo, a name bestowed
by some forgotten, untutored, wild Indian "botanist" who had his

eye on the fruit. The name, when once adopted, stuck to the tree,

and it is popularly called tupelo to this day.

Modern botanists recognized that the original name giver had
missed an opportunity when he forgot about the cotton on the

leaves; and they appealed to lumbermen to correct the oversight

as far as possible, by changing the commercial name from tupelo

to cotton gum.

Lumbermen have not acted on the suggestion. Statistical reports

compiled by mills and factories seldom use the term cotton gum,

and there is no reason to suppose that they will do so. Tupelo

seems to be a -fixture in lumber nomenclature.

Back to Old Days
A clipping from the Boston Post regarding the construction

of the "Defiance," a yacht to be built at Bath, Me., for a syndi-

cate of New York, Philadelphia and Bo.ston yachtmen as a candi-

date for the defense of the America 's cup, has the above caption,

the meaning being that instead of using a finish of bronze plates,

the designers of this vessel will utilize a thin skin of mahogany
to cover the hull of the vessel, inasmuch as it is deemed that

.n. smoother finish can be obtained and there will be less likelihood

of buckling from the rivets.

While the news item suggests that this idea is logical and that

polished mahogany ought to prove less resistant to the water

than any sort of metal and to be less affected by salt water,

the most pertinent part of the item is the statement that "what-

ever the results may be in its use, the sentimental value of a

partial return of the old daj's of wooden construction is consider-

able." This simply illustrates the fact that granting that two

types of construction are similar, there is a real apparent public

sentiment in favor of wood which has stood the tests for cen-

turies, and which is capable of standing almost any test for

centuries to come in face of all opposition.
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The Mail Bag Clubs and Associations

Any reader of HARDWOOD RECORD desiring to
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mlttces. all ot whom liiivc devoted tlielf time and eneiKles lor the
good and expansion of our association.

I believe tliat the recognition by the lumber press sivi-s us more than
local standing, and I extend my thanks to the editors and re|iiirtiis

of the I'lan. the New York Lumber Trade .luurual. Southern l.uinher
man, American Ijumherraau, Lumberman's Hevlew, Lumber \\'tu-|d Ke\-jew
and IlARDWuori Heloiui, who made particular mention in their columns
of our meetlnKS.

Mr. C'assou sui-'gcsted to our associnti(Ui the estublishmeni of a ladder,
beilevinj; that our endeavors to climb It would lead to our Increased
efllcieney. Committees were appointed to look Into the feiislbllitv of those
plans and will tonistlit report the pros and cons of tliiii iii\ r^ii-aiions.
\Ve h:\vv bcKun to climb and have given two dinner^ hIihIi iii:i\ per
haps initiate the custom of annual dinners to retail'i- hihI -iI'MUcu.

At the dinner lo the ri'tallers U. <j. Kay wa^ io:ixiiii.i..t, i
. .j,

the course of bis :i.lilivss ll.rbert 1'. Koblnson Invlt.'d Ihi' "bLss,

-

of the local whoh>:il. iirjii- |.. call upon the retailers to talk alMnii
other ends of th.' Ln-ln.^- . xci'pt lakinc orders." This Invltatlmi,
given at the close oi tin' luir.ut year, could not be accepted In wintr.v
weather, but if 1 may su^-gest 11. I hope the incoming; administration
will arrange a time for our association to call in a Imdy upon these
retailers. They need not kIvc "pink teas" at their vaTcls for our ri'-

ccptlon, hut do you not think that a hapiiy sneiabillty will pay us
allV

It seems to me that our organization should work with all lumber-
men against the encroachment of wood substitutes. We believe that

alUs :in<l pavements, but we
ood where

tiiuti.
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The liunau has llki-wlse lukeu aiUlitiunal slops toward roicluj; the

Louisville & Naslivlllc to grant more favorable transit arrangements than
arc now In effect. The other carriers here some time ago consented to

the arrangement by which one l<ind of logs could be shipped In and
another Itlnd of lumber shipped out and the refund on the logs claimed
without regard to the character of the outbound traffic. This has proven
of very great advantage to local lumber interests because it has pre-

venied a great deal of money from being tied up in the shape of refunds

on log shipments held back. EfTorts have been made to perfect similar

iirrangements with the Louisville & Nashville, but these have failed, with
lie result that the secretary-manager, Mr. Townshend, has been Instructed

place the matter before the Interstate Commerce Commission. The
ulliclals of the bureau were quite enthusiastic during the recent annual

of that body over the accomplishments of the past year .Including this

better transit arrangement with the principal lines entering this city, and
they are anxious to make it "unanimous."

This was the flrst meeting held since the recent annual, and in addition

to the transaction of the foregoing the board of managers re-elected

john \V. McClure of the Belgrade Lumber Company as treasurer and
J. H. Townshend as secretary-manager. The board also filled the vacancy
caused some time ago by the death of ,Tohn Dwyer. traffic manager of the

Lamb-Kish Lumber Company, by the election of W. B. Burke, general

manager of the same company, as one of the directors of that organization.

It was found that the constitution and by-laws needed some amend-
ment, and a committee of three, composed of C. D. Hendrickson, Frank
May and W. A. Ransom, was appointed by Chairman Burgess to make
recommendations as to the changes desired. These proposed amendments
will be voted on at the expiration of sixty days. The bureau was organ-

ized little more than a year ago, but it has widened its scope so rapidly

that it has outgrown the by-laws that were adopted in the beginning as

ti^ntative.

Three new members were elected at this meeting : J. W. Wheeler &
c 0.. Memphis and Madison, Ark. ; The Mark H. Brown Lumber Com-
pany, Mounds. Ark., and the Memphis Band Mill Company, Memphis.
There is an active campaign under way for new* members, with the goal

set at one hundred firms. There are more than sixty at present identified

with the bureau and it is proving so useful to all concerned that it is

anticipated that little difficulty will be encountered in reaching the de-

sired mark.

St. Louis Lumbermen's Exchange Elects Officers

The officers elected at a recent meeting of the St. Louis Lumbermen's
Exchange, held in that city, resulted as follows : F. H. Smith was re-

elected president and II. A. Boeckeler vice-president. The directors

elected were ; E. II. Luehrman, T. E. Youngblood, \V. W. Milne, Charles

E. Thomas, W. P. .\nderson, Thomas E. Powe, and Franz Waldstein.

The secretary will be chosen at the flrst meeting of the directors, and
it is expected that George McBIair will be re-elected.

- Memphis Club Gives Banquet
One of the most notable gatherings in Merapliis in a long while was

on the occasion of the recent prosperity banquet given by the Business
Men's Club of Memphis to its members and to invited guests from all

parts of the country, including high officials of railroads, bankers, business

and professional men. Covers were laid for more than 400 in the new
Hotel Chisca. General Luke E. Wright, former Secretary of War under
the Taft regime, acted fis toastmaster, and the list of speakers included

many notables. ,T. D. Allen, Jr., president of the Lumbermen's Club of

Memphis, delivered the address of welcome on behalf of the Business Men's
Club with which the Lumbermen's Club is closely affiliated and in which
there is a large percentage of lumbermen. Memphis has enjo3*ed the

greatest prosperity in Its history and the banquet was primarily for the

purpose of celebrating this fact. There was an even deeper significance

In the occasion, however, because it was shown through the addresses of

the evening that Memphis, because of its location as the centre of a sec-

tion which is wonderfully rich in natural resources and because of. the
rapid strides made in both industrial and commercial lines, was entitled

to one of the regional banks authorized by the newly enacted currency
law. The Business Men's Club has been doing everything in its power
to press the claims of Memphis and nothing that has been done has made
80 great an impression as tl>e prosperity banquet which has passed into

history as one of the most notable achievements, from an entertainment
standpoint, of a city which is remarkable for its performances along this

line. .\11 of the after dinner speeches are being arranged In [)amphlet form
and it Is expected that much good will be accomplished in the direction

of boosting this city as the future home of one of tliese regioual Institu-

tions. The lumbermen have been backing the Business Men's Club and
they are heart and soul with that body in the movement which it has
launched under .-such favoi-able auspices and in such a happy way.

The National Chamber of Commerce
The state of Illinois should be proud of its record as advocating and

supporting the advanced business and industrial ideas as evidenced by
the membership of Illinois commercial organizations, which have Joined
the Chamber of Commerce of the United States of America.

A news bulletin recently Issued by that organization says that there

are now (Itty-slx commercial organizations In Illinois represented In the

National chamber.

There Is a total of 4SS organizations, constituting the membership
of tlu' .National Chamber of Commerce. Every state and territory is rep-
resented with the exception of New .Mexico, while commercial organiza-
tions In Hawaii, Porto Rico and the Philippine Islands have been elected.

The .\inerlcan Chamber of Commerce In Paris, and the American Cham-
ber of t^ommerce for the Levant are also members.
The second annual meeting will be held In Washington. February

11-1."!, and several hundred business men, representatives of the different

associated organizations, are expected. February 12 will be devoted to
the proposed consideration of all that Is involved in the Sherman anti-

trust law and the regulations of corporate activity by law.

On February 11 Secretary Wilson of the Department of Labor will

address the meeting on "The Relation of the Department of Labor to
Induslries and Commerce."

Forest Products Exposition Progress

The board of directors of the Forest Products Exposition Company met
.Ian. in at the Biackstone hotel. Chicago.

Pursuant to the action of the stockholders of the Exposition company
at the meeting held October 1, 1913, the board of directors resigned In

favor of the members of the board of governors of the National Lumber
Manufacturers' Association, subject to their qualifications at a meeting
to be held January 28. 1914.

It is understood that the board of governors to qualify as directors on
the date named, will, in turn, elect the officers of the National Lumber
Manufacturers' Association as officers of the Forest Products Exposition
Company, and will appoint the members of the board of directors who
have just resigned, as members of the Forest Products Exposition com-
mittee of the National association in full charge of the affairs of the ex-

position.

The secretary presented a report showing that of the 500 shares of

capital stock of $50.00 each, 320 shares have been issued and paid for,

and 1'25 shares additional are definitely subscribed for. thus leaving 55
shares of the total issue yet to be sold. It is not anticipated that there

will be any difficulty in selling these. ,
Contracts for space in the Chicago Coliseum and in the Grand Central

Palace. New York, already signed and definitely promised cover nearly

two-thirds of the available space in both buildings. The following asso-

ciations are now engaged in the preparation of plans for the exhibits

:

Northern Pine Manufacturers' .Association. Southern Cypress Manufac-
turers' Association. North Carolina Pine Association, combined exhibit by
the Michigan Hardwood Manufacturers' Association and the Northern

Hemlock & Hardwood Manufacturers' .Association, the California Red-

wood Manufacturers. Western Pine Manufacturers' Association, Gum Lum-
ber ilanufacturers' Association, affiliated with the Hardwood Manufac-

turers' Association of the V. S.

The following associations have asked for reservations of spare, and are

making plans to contract for it : Yellow Pine Manufacturers' Associa-

tiou, West Coast Lumber Manufacturers' Association. Hardwood Manufac-

turers' Association of the U. S.. National Association of Box Manufac-

turers. Crcosoted Wood Paving Block .Association, American Wood Pre-

servers' Association.

In addition to the above, there are a large number of firms, including

manufacturers of oak lumber, maple flooring, cooperage stock, furniture,

woodeu novelties, veneer products, shingles, wooden handles, pacing blocks,

and manufacturers of various other forest products, who have contracted

tor siiace. or have asked for reservation o£ same. Sufficient space has

already been reserved to make it possible to say that the entire space in

both exposition buildings will be contracted for in the near future.

-V splendid series of moving picture exhibits, covering many branches

of manufacturing, is assured.

The .i;iO,000 appropriation asked for l)y the Forest Service to enable

it to make an adequate exhibit, is believed to be assured; and participa-

tion is also promised by the American Forestry Association. New York

.State College of Forestry, and the Indiana State Forestry Commi-ssion.

The Lumbermen's Association of Chicago, representing ail branches of

the industry in this city, desires to act as host to the lumbermen and

others who will visit the exposition here, and has appointed a reception

committee of 100 members, with authority to arrange proper entertain-

ment. Similar action is contemplated by the lumbermen of the city of

.New York.

.Arrangements have been completed covering the terms of Are and

liability insurance, installation of power and lights, transportation of

I xhibits by special train from Chicago to New York, and are now being

made for the general decorative features of both shows. Exhibitors arc

relieved of all wo'rry In these particulars.

Hardwood and Cypress Men Unite

At a melting of the cypmss branch of the Georgia-Florida Saw Mill

As.sociatlon recently held at Jacksonville, Fla.. It was decided to enlarge

the scope of that branch so as to include in Its membership cypress and
hardwood manufacturers of the South .Atlantic states. The members feel

that they have thus added a strong asset to their association in making

this body the same factor in the cypress and hardwood lines as it has in

I lie yellow pine Industry. Up to this time hardwood has been neglected,

and as there Is a large quantity of It In this territory it will now enter

lafgely into the business of the association.
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With the Trade

Wisconsin Mill Begins Operations

Tbc iii'w plain 111' 111.' Iciinilunvk Ni'iucr & Itiix Company made its ti-lal

run on New Vear's day at Tomaliawk. Wis., and the test was pronounced

a great success. At tlic beRinnin); tlie plant will employ between sixty

and seventy men, liut this number will be increased to one hundred later on.

The factory lias a daily eapnelty of from 2,000 to 3.000 cheese boxes In

oddltion to veneers, hoops, etc. The factory Is built on the site of the

Bradley company's plant. The officers of the company are Reinhard
Me.ver, president : .Ttilius flronmll. vice-president ; W. 11. McDerrnott.

treasurer; GtorKe .1. Sladik. srcri'tiiry. .Max Mi'ver is manager.

Mill Resumes Operations

IDmploying a force of fifty-five men. the Ohio Valley Bending Company
at Parkersburg. W. Va., resumed operations early in January, after having
been shut down for over a year, witii a large number of orders on hand.
Improvements of an extensive nature have been made to the plant, which
has been completely renovated, and among other things two new gas
engines have been installed, replacing steam engines.

Company Name Changed

The Florence Wagon Conipan.v. capitalized at ,$.'S00.000. succeeds the

Florence Wagon Works. Florence. Ala.. The incorporators of the new-

company are S. S. Broadus, Decatur, and C. W. Bransfore and H. A.

Bradshaw. Flori'nce. The manufacturing facilities at Florence will be

enlarged as a ri'snlt nf elinnges made.

Will Make Chair Stock and Heading

The Tticker Timber Company, Elkins, W. Va., has been incorporated
with a capital of $50,000. The officers of the company are : J. S. Posten.

president ; .T. T. Davis, vice-president ; Vi. C. Posten. secretary-treasurer.

The new corporation will erect a plant in Tucker County, West Virginia.

and will manufacture lumber, chair back stock and oil barrel heading.

Another One

<?eorge H. Schotte. vice-president of the Thomp.son Hardwood Lumber
Company of Cincinnati, is the father of a recently born addition to the

hardwood trade of Cincinnati. Roy S. Schotte. five weeks old, judging
from the lusty way in which he orders his newl.v found parents about,

is destined to cut some figure in the lumber trade of the future. Roy S.

is the third of the new generation of Schottes. having been preceded by
George and Harry.

Change of Operations

The Smith & Uent Lumber Company, formerly of New Haven. Conn.,

announces that it lias changed its corporate name to the Smith Lumber
Company and has moved its operations to the OHvit building. Boston.

Mass.

Work on Ferd Brenner Mill Progressing

W'ork on the big new mill of the Ferd Brenner Lumber Company in

the southern suburbs of .Mexandria. La., is progressing nicely. The
mill will be a thoroughly up to date hardwood plant, modern in every par-

ticular. Machinery is the newest and most modern to be had and the
building is being constructed along lines to facilitate the handling of the
material in the best mauner possible.

An Unusual Calendar

In the last issue Hardwood Rkcord there was a Chicago news note
acknowledging receipt of a handsome calendar from the R. E. Wood
Lumber Company of Baltimore, Md. The calendar depicted a beautiful
photographic view of a mountain scene in North Carolina, but the con-
cern which issued this masterpiece overlooked enclosing descriptive lit-

erature. Hence, the description was necessarily limited.

The title of the picture shown is "Eagle Creek Valley from the Sum-
mit of Thunderhead." It gives a view of a magnificent height and dis-

tance. The sheep pasture in the foreground, from which point the scene
was photographed, is a bald knob near the summit of Thunderhead
Peak, which is the highest point of the Great Smoky Mountains in Swain
county. North Carolina. From this altitude, 6.000 feet above .sea level.

can be seen the vast number of high peaks of the Appalachian range.
looking east from this point as far as Mt. Mitchell, in view on the
northeast, as well as Mt. Toxawa.v, to the southeast.

The territory embraced in the view is the wonderful timbered valley
of Eagle Creek, which from this height, immediately above its source,

finds Its way over a southerly course of about eighteen miles until it

joins with the Little Tennessee river at Fontana. N. C. The scene em-
braced by the photograph covers about 20.000 acres of virgin forest, con-
sisting of grrat quantities of fine native woods, such as yellow poplar,
red and white oak, chestnut, basswood, ash, maple, birch, etc., and a
liberal sprinkling of white pine is also included. The property Is owned
by the Montvale Lumber Company. Baltimore, Md., and at Fontana. a
village founded by this concern in 1908, the company has located one

of the most complete band sawmill equipments to be found in the moun-
tain region of the southern hardwood section. The products of this
operation are being sold on the market by its associated company, the

R. K. Wood Lumber Company, also of Baltimore.

Will Build Hardwood Plant

R. W. Hamilton of Klklns. W. Va., a member of the firm of Hamilton
Brothers, has bought a small tract of fine hardwood timber near Marlon
Center, Pa., and will |)ul in a plant at once to manufacture it.

Opens Office as Forest Engineer
D. E. Lauderburn. forest engineer, announces that he withdrew as a

member of the firm of Vitale & Rolhery, New York, on December 31, and
that he is now engaged in business of timber estimating and in every
branch of forest engineering, with offices al 56 Worth street. New
York, N. Y.

Will Open Hardwood Region

The building of tlie proposed railroad through Hardy, Pendleton and
Pocahontas counties. West Virginia, and Highland count.v, Virginia, will

open a rich hardwood region, which likewise contains much hemlock
and spruce and some white pine, as well as extensive iron ores. The road
will cross the Alleghany mountains from the headwaters of the south
branch of the Potomac river to the sources of the Kanawha river, a
tributary of the Ohio. It is of Interest that one of the earliest railroad

surveys in America, made by engineers of the Baltimore & Ohio railroad

eighty-five years - ago, followed practically the same route as that on
which it is now proposed to build. The old route was rejected in

1829 because a railroad there would strike the Ohio river too far south.

No railroad at that time crossed the Alleghany mountains, and the pro-

motors of the infant Baltimore & Ohio line were aiming for Pittsburgh,

New Factory at New Orleans

It has been announced that oars, golf sticks, handles, shuttleblocks

and other hardwood articles will constitute the principal product of the

new plant of the Anchor Saw Mills Company to be built at New Orleans,

La. A site has been purchased on the river just above the city where a
convenient landing can be had for rafts and barges which will bring logs

down the ri^er. Work on the plant will begin at once, and when in

operation eighty men will be employed.

Large Hardwood Mill for Oklahoma

Between 300.000,000 and 400,000.000 feet of cottonwood and oak timhep

have been purchased by H. A. Waddell, H. .7. Williams and associates of

New Orleans, La. The tract is located on the Washita river near Isles-

worth. Okla. A mill with the capacity of 50.000 feet is to be erected at

once. Crossties and lumber will be manufactured. Mr. Waddell will be

in active charge of the operation.

Death of Veteran Michigan Lumberman
On .January 1, William A. Phelps, president of the Hackley-Phelps-

Bonnell Compan.v. Grand Rapids, Mich., and Hackley. Wi.s.. passed away.
Mr. Phelps was one of the old school of Michigan lumbermen and has

been operating in various parts of Michigan for years. He has been
actively connected with the Hackley-Phelps-Bonnell Company since Its

incorporation, spending most of his time at the company's operations at

Hackley, Wis.

Mr. Phelps' long connection with the Michigan lumber trade has made
for him many friends and his death is considered as a distinct loss to

the lumber trade.

Death of John R. Whiteside
At Joplin, Mo., Jan. !J, 1914. occurred the death of John R. Whiteside

of that place, at the age of sixty-five years. He was a native of Illinois.

He was identified with the lumber business twenty-five years, part of the

time in Chicago, where be was identified with George T. Houston & Co.

He had been with the KoUy-Maus Company, and was also in business

for himself. From Chicago he went to Duluth, where he was connected

with the Kelly Hardware Company. Later he was identified with the

J. M. Darnell & Son Company at Memphis. Tenn. During the last few
.years he was traveling salesman for the Lamb-Fish Lumber Company,
the Goodlander interests and the Baker Lumber Company.

Death of Robert N. Archer
Lumber manufacturers and wholesalers throughout the hardwood field

learned with regret of the death January 10 of Robert N. Archer, formerly

one of the most prominent hardwood lumbermen in the United States.

Mr. Archer, who died at the residence of his daughter, Mrs. Frank K.

Rodman, at Evanswood avenue and Cornell place, Clifton, Cincinnati, was
one of the organizers of the National Hardwood Lumber Association. He
was widely known in lumber circles throughout the country, and especially

the South, up to the time of his retirement about fifteen years ago. He
organized the Kentucky Lumber Company in the early eighties. The com-
pany started mills at Frankfort, Burnside and Williamsburg. Ky. At that

time the output, in addition to poplar, oaks and other hardwoods, con-

sisted largely of walnut. The Kentucky Lumber Company since his retire-

ment has continued its growth. Mr. Archer had been in poor health for

some time and death was not unexpected. Since his retirement from active

business affairs he had traveled extensively, spending much time abroad, in

California and in Florida.
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Pertinent Information
Novembei- Wood Imports aud Exports

During Novemlter, l!>l.'i, the imports of forest products iulo tlie United

States was as (olions : Mahogany ' from various countries, 3.549,000

feet, valued at $289,024 ; other lumber 10S,.-)G9,000 feet, value $2,061,603

;

wood pulp 85.G40,4;!5 pounds, value $1,210,653.

The exports for November were: Round timbers 8.175,000 feet, value

$219,687; firewood $11,410; square timber 18,356,000 feet, value $385,-

624: lumber 1(5.S,115,000 feet, value $:;.9;{.3.068 ; Joist and scantling

711.000 feet, value $11,754; railroad ties 221,159. value $127,320; shin-

gles 1.S56.000. value $5,204; box shooks 1,247.594, value $116,018; all

other shooks 144.641. value $210,402; staves 6..300.608. value $387,874;

beading $52,370 ; all otiier cooperage $196,632 ; sash, doors and blinds

$135,484, furniture $677,978: empty barrels $99,011; incubators and
brooders $15,176; house finishings $70,404; woodenware $56,423; wood
pulp 2.620.607 pounds, value $51,525 ; all other $555,433 ; total exports

$7,318,853.

Reaching the Whole World
"Manufacturers of woodenware at Mutiising. Mich., announce with pardon-

able pride that their commodities roach iirncticaily every country of the

civilized world. Among the articles of woodenware which go to wide and
varied markets are sugar maple bowls, butter moulds, ladles, enameled and
plain handle roiling pins, baker's rolling pins, pastry rollers, cake rollers,

spades, mixer spoons, kraut forks, potato mashers, dippers, meat carving

boards, bread plates, scissors and plncher fish tongs, clothes line reels,

crown clothes lifters, towel racks, churn dasiiers. variety turnings and
various other articles, lo which thiy are constantly making additions.

Finding Foreign Markets
The wide demand for southern hardwoods is apparent from the fact

that a single mill, that of the Lamb-Fish Lumber Company at Charleston.

Miss., shipped lumber to eighteen difl'erent states during last month.

besides filling large export orders for England. Germany. Scotland. Italy.

France. Belgium and Canada.

Machine for Eesawing Glued-Up Blocks

In this connection is shown an illustration of a machine recently

built for the Victor Talking Machine Company. Camden. N. .T.. for the

resawing of blocks, glued up to various dimensions, as, for instance,

approximately ranging from 20" to 4' long and up to 16" by 20" square.

Much of this material is termed by the Victor people as "horn stock,"

which is sawn on a bevel so as to make the horn stock consist of sev-

eral pieces, glued up something on the principle of the sounding board

of a piano.

The machine, as will be noted, forms a complete miniature sawmill

with carriage, offset, etc., all embodied in the one single, self-contained

machine.

The machine as built is provided with two rates of feed, this being

accomplished by a novel two-speed countershaft ; but while there are

two rates of feed, the rate of the reverse is constant. Thus, the counter-

shaft may be speeded to give rates of feed 25 to 50 feet, respectively.

and a reverse at 100 feet, or 20. 40 or 80. as might be desired. The feed

and reverse are automatic, but the setting is accomplished by miniature

ratchet set works, working on the same principle as the large single

acting set works of the standard band mills in common use.

'Ihe dogging of the blocks is accomplished in a novel manner
by the use of nn air cylinder, the blocks being dogged from the

end. All that is necessary in order to securely dog the block for

sawing, is to turn on the air pressure, which engages the dog with

the end of the block, securing it as firmly as in a powerful vise.

When the sawing is completed a movement of the lever controlling

the valve in the steam chest of the cylinder withdraws the dog and

releases the block, when it is ready to receive a new block or cant.

The carriage is controlle<l readily by means of a convenient

shifter for throwing the feed and gig belt on the loose pulley, and

in order to secure Instant arrest of the carriage at any point

desired, a suitable brake, operated by foot is provided. As will be

seen by the photograph, the machine is symmetrical and complete

In all Its details, and shows that it has been most carefully

thought out. It is recommended to anyone having bolts to saw

into staves, heading, handle stock, or In fact for any of the thou-

sand and one uses for which the machine is adapted. I'urthiT

particulars will be most cheerfully supplied by writing the niauu

faeturers. Wm. H. Mershon & Co.. Saginaw. Mich.

Car Statistics

The .\merican Ualiway A.'isociatlon announces in its bulletin of

.Icuuary 22 regular iigures on car surplus and shortage. The total

surplus January 15. 1914, is 217,274 cars as against a surplus on

January 1 of 100.521 cars. The surplus on January 15. 1913. was
but 53.230.

The shortage on January 15. 1914. was 2,385 ears and on Janu
ary 1. 1914. it was 1.671 cars. The shortnu-e Jannnry 1.1. I'.ii:;.

^^i!- '-'4.791 ears.

The natural inference is that the renewed activity in orders had not

yet up to the middle of the month detlnltely affected actual shipments.

It will be Interesting to note the future changes in these figures.

Important Decision on Switching Charges

A decision of importance to lumbernun because it affects one material

item of expense in their business, that of switching charges, was handed

down by the Maryland court of appeals on January 15 in the case of

the Northern Central Railway and other railroads operating In the city

and In Baltimore county. The court struck down an order of the Public

.Service Commission, which had sought to reduce and regulate connecting

line and switching charges. It was held by the court that the portion of

the commission's order which refers to connecting lines and intermediate

switching is unlawful, because the rates fixed by the board's order for such

a service arc unreasonable, and that it does not appear that the rates fixed

by Ihe companies for yard and industrial switching are unreasonable. The
ruling aflirms the decree of Tart 2 of the Circuit Court of Baltimore, where

the action was originally brought, the lower court having made perpetual

an injunction which restrains the commission from enforcing the provi-

sions of its order relative to connecting line and intermediate switching.

The shippers had contended that the rates charged by the railroads with

terminals in Baltimore for switching were too high and imposed a burden

upon shippers, which put them at a serious disadvantage as compared with

concerns engaged in the same lines of business in other cities. The court

of appeals' decision seems to end the matter in so far as the shippers are

concerned. Only In so far as it applies to yard switching—that is the

movement of cars from one point on a railroad to another on the same
line—does the order of the commission stand. That is. the decision

has no bearing whatever on any que-stion oV freight not cominir under

the category suggested.

Arkansas Bate Matters

On .lanuary 17 United States District Judge Jacob Trieber of Little

Rock made permanent the injunction against shippers and passengers, re-

straining them from suing for excess fares and freight collected by the

railroads of Arkansas during the period of the Arkansas rate cases litiga-

tion. The particular case in which this decision was rendered arose out

of a suit brought by Allen Smith of Cotter, Ark., in the Baxter County

chancery court against the Iron Mountain railroad to collect certain over-

charges. Upon appllcatiou of the attorneys for the railroads Judge Trieber

issued a temporary restraining order against Mr. Smith and on January

17 made the Injunction permanent.

Judge Trieber set up as his reasons for making this permanent injunc-

tion that the federal court, by reason of its jurisdiction of the main issue

lea.Trrting the .\rkansas rati' cases, has ancillary Jurisdiction to determine

l.liKlilU' lU.CiCKS.
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ull ((iiosilmis iuisiiiK out of it. Slnco tin- I'i<loi-ul court liaH olecleil In

ntnln this Jurisdiction, Judge Tricber held that it has the right to restrain

clnimants from prosecuting their claims in any other court. He further

stated that In view of the fact that each claimant had a separate cause of

action, and if allowed to sue indlsoriminately a multiplicity of suits in

the state courts would result, and In view of the further fact that

it will he necessary to construe the action of the federal court in the

main case, which according to his Idea should he done by the federal

court Itself, he retained jurisdiction In all cases.

Quoting from a Supreme Court decision, Judge Trieber said : "The
prevention of conflict of authority between state and national courts,

and the protection and preservation of the Jurisdiction of each free

from the encroachments of the other, are considerations which lie at

the very foundation of ancillary Jurisdiction."

In view of the fact that the time has expired. January 1, 1014. lor

tiling the claims against the Iron Mountain railroad with the special

master of the federal court, the recent decision of the federal court
means that no more claims can now he made against the St. r.,ouls. Iron
Mountain & Southern railroad. Although the St. Louis Southwestern
railroad was not Included in the case above mentioned, the same con-

ditions apply to It. as this road was also involved In the main Arkansas
rate cases, decided by the United States Supreme Court recently, and
the special master of the federal court was appointed to receive claims
against that road also.

On January IG Henry Armstead, of the law firm of Cockrill & Arm-
stead of Little Rock, made the opening argument before the Inlerslatc

Commerce Commission at Washington In the case of the Wisconsin k
Arkansas Lumber Company and seventeen otlier lumber companies against
the St. Louis. Iron Mountain & Southern and other railroads, involving
the blanket rates on lumber from Arkansas, Louisiana and Texas points

to Ohio river points. Judge Sam H. Cowan of Fort Worth, Tex., ap-

peared in behalf of the Texas and Louisiana lumber companies, and
urged the retention of the present rates. The Arkansas lumber mills are

seeking to break the present blanket rates providing for the same
charges in hauling lumber from Arkansas to Ohio river points as are
made from Ijouisiana and Texas, some 400 or 600 miles farther, to the
same Ohio river points.

Cottonwood in the Mississippi Valley

The Department of Agriculture has published a bulletin dealing with
the problem of the Cottonwood supply in the Mississippi valley. It was
written by A. W. Williamson of the Forest Service. It contains inter-

esting information concerning the use and value of Cottonwood in the

past, but the main purpose of the publication is to set forth the pos-

sibilities of growing new supplies to meet the country's needs. The
lower Mississippi valley Is considered the most promising region, be-

cause Its soil and climate insure the most rapid growth and the largest

size, but the Cottonwood grows fairly well in most parts of the United
States where moisture is sufficient. Where seed trees abound there is

seldom any necessity to plant cottonwoods, because the tree is an abun-
dant seeder and the wind scatters the seeds widely. As many as 40,000
seedlings have been counted on a single acre, but all except a hundred
or so will be crowded to death before the trees reach large size. How-
ever, a good acre of Cottonwood will produce 15,000 or 20.000 feet of

logs in thirty-five or forty years. Those who have land with young cotton-

woods on it. or which is suitable for this tree, will find the bulletin

Just issued to be a valual)lc source of information.

Baltimore Export Figures for 1913

The figures relative to the export trade in lumber, logs and wood
products from Baltimore are available tor the last year, and they tend to

show that the aggregate result of the year's activities for the exporters

is better than the returns for the various months had indicated it would
be. The monthly statements showed almost invariably a reduction in

the quantities and corresponding declines in values of exports, the trend
having been downward since last spi-ing. It appears fFom the full show-
ing, however, that gains in certain directions served to make up in large

part for deficiencies in others, so that the aggregate appears decidedly

more favorable than exporters had reason to feel it would be. Taking
all of the exports items together, it seems that the value of the ex-

ports for 191.1 was a matter of somewhat more than .$100,000 below that

for 1912. To be sure, this represents a large quantity of lumber, but
cuts no very great figure alongside of the grand total of two and a

quarter millions for the year. The decline, as was to have been ex-

pected, proved most pronounced in oak, the flooding of some of !he for-

eign markets with oak planks having served to check the movement to a

great extent. The exports of oak lumber dropped from 30,244,000 feet

in 1912 to 23,888,000 feet in 1013. Oak logs fell from 306,000 to 208,000

feet, hickory from 1,564,000 to 1,185,000 feet. The freedom in the

poplar movement, on the other hand, is shown in an increase from
2,524,000 to 3,741,000 feet, and the classification of "all other lumber"
rose from 2,989,000 feet to 4,753.000 feet. Of white pine there was not

a foot exported in so far as the records of the custom house here go.

while reductions are to be noted in the shipments of gum and cypress.

.\1 together it was not a favorable year for the exporters, whose ex-

pectations had been raised by a brisk demand early in 1913, only to

experience the ill effects of congestion before the summer was far ad-

vanced. The slateiiient of t'xports, with the exception of various itema
not to he classed among hardwoods, and divided Into logs, lumber and
manufactures of wood. Is as follows, the figures for 1913 being given in

comparison with those for 1912, so as to show the extent of the decline

or increase in the various items;

a'sUMMARY of THK KXPOHTS KRO\f BAI-TIMOBE FOR 1913, AS COMI'AKEI>

WITH 1912, IS AS FOLLOWS :

Quantity,
Peet.

1.185,000
208,000

l.«5»,0UO
478.000
18,000
13.000

i3, 888.000

-1913-

Logs. Hickory
Logs, Oak
Logs, Walnut .

Logs, all others
Lumber. Cypress . . .

Lumber, Gum ...
Lumber, Oak
Lumber, White pine. . .

Lumber, Pitch pine. . . .

Lumber. Yellow pine. .

Lumber. Poplar ......
Lumber. Spruce
Lumber, all other lumber 4.753.000
Shocks. Box .'524

Shooks. all others 34.255
Shingles 33.000
Slaves ; 1 1.2:12.402
Headings

7,017
132.228
19,993

Quantity,
Peet.

L5(!4.UOO

-1912-

1,666
).164
).305
.'.070

1.406

16.000
3.120.000
2.741,000
3,588.000

Trln
ufs. ot lumber.

• 793
99.117
112.200
99.397

229.365
389

42.852
250

68.070

lilRCii
35.285
21.558
9.701

408,673 3C5.4

$2,358,214Total $2,246,916

Importance of Ozark Hardwoods
The growing demand lor the hardwoods of the .\rkansas Ozark mountains

is lieing felt by the Harrison headquarters of the Ozark National Forest.

With the diminishing of the supply of hardwoods in Tennessee, Kentucky
and other states where hardwoods were once abundant the demand on
Arkansas is increasing. The indications of the demand are probably being

shown more strongly by the numerous applications for the privilege to buy
timber from the national forest than in any other way.

Recently a sale of 1,300,000 feet of white oak timber to be cut from
the Ozark National Forest in Stone county, Arkansas, was awarded to

Chess & Wymond of Louisville, Ky. This contract was the result of an
application made to the Ozaric National Forest, and under the terms of the
contract the lumber company is to remove the timber by December 31, 1914.

This is but one of the many contracts of a similar nature by which the

fedei-al government is improving the national forest reserves in this state

by the removal of the mature timber, which gives room for the oncoming
young timber.

The government foresters have made a careful study of the rate of

growth and the amount of the old and young timber on the ground and have
determined that 12.000.000 feet of timber, mostly white oak. can be safely

cut each year from the Ozark national forest without injuring the future
supply.

The sales of timber from the forests serve to nourish the woodworking
industries in Arkansas and also to create revenue for the immediate benefit

of the present generation in the way ot constructing roads and improving
school buildings. Under the arrangement by which the national forest con-

tracts are sold thirty-five per cent of the amount received reverts to the

states from which they originate and this amount is devoted to road build-

ing and school improvement. A concrete example of the improvement being

made by this means is seen in the new road which has recently been con-

structed by the forestry officers in charge of the Ozark national forest in

Stone county, at a cost of .$1,600.

The national forests of Arkansas, including the Ozark national forest

and the Arkansas national forest, are the only bodies of protected hard-

woods of their size west of the Mississippi river. The timber from those

forests is not only sold to manufacturers under the above plan, but is also

sold to the settlers for the purpose of improving their claims. Settlers

whose funds are insufficient to buy timbers from these forests are allowed
to cut certain designated trees the value of which does not exceed .$20.00

each year. These timbers are used for building purposes and constructing

fences. Timber is also donated under the forest reserve plan to com-
munities for the building of schools and churches and for the building and
improving of roads.

BuUding Operations for the Year
The December showing of building operations throughout the country

fs eminently satisfactory—that is, satisfactory in comparisons for the

returns for other months during the latter half of 1913. There is a loss

as compared with the operations ot December. 1912, but it is a small loss,

only five per cent, a much smaller loss than that shown in November.
The reports from 70 cities received by the American Contractor. Chicago,

show that building permits reached a total valuation ot .$57,266,319, as

compared with .$60,280,282 for December, 1912, and a specially inter-

esting circumstance is that a number of cities show rather phenomenal
gains. Thus the permits issued in Buffalo for the month gain 257 per

cent; in Cedar Rapids, 216 per cent; in New Haven, 516 per cent, and
in Wichita. 649 per cent. In the last named city there were three new
works ot importance, the Wichita public library, an addition to Wichita

hospital and three handsome, modern public school buildings. Of the

70 cities in the list 33. or almost one-half, show gains, important im-

provement, besides the above, being recorded as follows ; Birmingham,
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i:!C |)or cent: Columbus. 174 per cent; Onkhind, lOS jjur ciut : St. Tuul.

I'JO per cent ; Toppka, 114 por cent.

The returns from «!) cities show total liulldlni; permits to the value of

J722.37.S.100 for the entire year ini.'i. compared with SS62,20n.34S, for

the .vear 1!>12, a loss of IC per cent. If the December report Is any
Indication the pendulum has begun to swing again towards Improvement,
lii'talls are a« follows :

The Year The Tear
'lly— 1013. 1»12 Gain. Loss.
ron

Balllmore
BIrmlnKham .

Boston
Buttalo
Cedar Rapids.
Chattanooga .

Chicago
Cln
Cleveland
Columbus
Dallas ...
Tlayton .

.

.«l Or
llle

nge

r..243.Sl.-.

.Mi-.'.im
N.'.ISS.il.'o

li.4-.'!l.7;tT

17.4»i3.331l
13.UP0.UOII
4.22».OI(0
1,033.880

8n.4»5.aoo
8.348.432

28.841.100
5.508.400
8.480..-8O
r).0»0.»74
2.707.148
1.75-1.759

30.432.380
4.0211.011
1.712.981
1.870.437
4.169.000Grand Rapids

Harrlsburg
Hartford 0.784.751
Indianapolis 9.301.973
Kansas City 10.578.102
Lincoln 1.678.350
Los Angeles 31.641.021
Louisville 4.054.180
Manchester 1.052.889
Memphis 3.949.368
Milwaukee 13.647.624
Minneapolis 12.857.935
Nashville 1.666.602
New Haven 4.790.151
New Orleans 4.087,261
New York

—

.Manhattan 8.5. 403. 2.54

Bronx 21.701.4.-.3
Brooklyn 34.7B2..';(>fi

Boro of Richmond 3.377.109
Bnro of Queens 17.514.955

Total 162.759.277
Oakland 9.106.101
Omaha 47110.733
Paterson 1.476.660
Peoria 2.359.124
Philadelphia 38.703.8.50
Pittsburgh 15.470.055
Portland 12.950.915
Richmond 3.630.476
Rochester 9,042.124
Salt Lake City 2.153.860
San Antonio
San Francisco 21.037.264
St. Joseph 870.003
St. Louis 1.5.340.112
St. Paul 9.441.221
Scranton 1.486.305
Seattle 9.321.115
Shreveport 1.332.590
Sioux City 2.056.072
South Bend 890.405
Springfield. Ill 799.514
8yracu.«e 5.206.768
Tacoma 2.4J4.364
Toledo 5,986,079
Topeka 028.767
Troy 2..564.178
Washington 8.396.701
Wichita 1.083.465
Wllkes-Barre 1.922.348
Worcester 4.000.313

: 4.799.927
9.987.444
8.04M.5V5
3.813.079

21.101.341
12.992,0011
2,344.550
1.41«.,'.55

8S.1 13.8011
8.902.214

1S.1KI1.07S
4.ll7."i.:io3

4.Hl!!l.r,3H

4.2.sr.,.-,4l

.5.332.r,75

2.139.301
25.588.470
2.680.543
1.591.470
1.531.460
2.456,510

7.379.525
0.150.407

12.390.338
1,182.035

31.307.995
6.552,770

49

1.411.114
4.761.311
3.490.320

190.295.S2n
36.049.870
40.537.784
3.412.103

19.042.322
289.937

».00! 733

37.173.035
11.137.043
14.652,071
li.25.-..7n

12.03.-,. 4r,c;

5.202.3S'.I

Total $722.378. 100

23.33S.503
1,119.897

20.675.803
8.151.417
1.590.861
8.415.325
1.522.692
2.225.802
896.664

1.422,227
4.487.861
1.870,437
5,321,790
944.199

1.425.872
21.708.483
1.195,700
2,335,217
(i,,557,120

$862,209,348 16

Michigan Forestry Students Study Operations

Prof. F. II. Sanford. head of the forestry dep.Trtmont of the Michigan

Agricultural College, accompanied by Instructor Gilson and a number of

college students of forestry, has just returned from Davis, W. Va,.

where they have been .studying the methods of mountain logging and
lumbering as employed by the Babcock Lumber & Boom Compan.v. The
men roomed In a small hotel at Davis, but took their meals at the com-

pany'.s camp.
The Babcock concern showed every courte.s.v to the Michigan men and

provided them with a special train for visiting the two camps main-

tained. The methods of logging by cable, boom operations and every

phase of mountain lumbering and logging were gone Into during the trip.

The Lumber Output for 1912

Final statistics of the production of lumber, lath and shingles in the

United States for the year 1012 are presented In detail In n bulletin Issued

by Director Harris of the Bureau of the Census. Department of Commerce,
and dated .January 20. 1!)14. It was prepared under the supervision of W.
M. Steuart. chief statistician for manufactures.
The report shows that a total of 2!).C48 mills was reported as having

been In active operation In the T'niled States during the year 1912, as

compared with 28.107 for the year 1!)11. and ;il,9.'!4 for 1910.

The total amount of lumber produced. In M feet board measure. In 1912
by these mills was 39,l.'j8,414. as compared with 37,003.207 In 1911, and
40.018.282 In 1910.

The showing for the year 1912 Indicates generally Improved conditions in

the lumber Industr.v. Although the total reported cut was slightly less

than in llllii. tin' average yield per mill was u.3 per cent greater than in
that year, while the total production over 1911 was 2,155.207 M feet board
measure, or nearly C per cent. The degree of activity in the lumber Indus-
try during 1912 as reflected by the figures Is especially noteworthy, the
output exceeding that of four years earlier—1908—by nearly 6,000,000,000
feet board measure, or 17.9 per cent-

Increases among the Individual states were quite general, slight excep-
tions appearing in certain of the eastern states and a few of tlie western
mountain states. The usual decrease In the output of the Lake states
which has characterized the showing for several years was due directly to
the rapidly decreasing -supply of lumber material in that region. While
both the principal lumber-producing centers, namely, the southern states
and the PtteiBc Coast states, reported larger cuts In 1912 than in the pre-
ceding .year, the increased production In the first named group was sub-
stantially greater than for the United States as a whole. The development
of the lumber industry in the soutbcrn states during recent .vears has been
rapid. .\t the census of 1900. 38.T per cent of the total production In the
United States was reported from that region, while in 1907 it contributed
45.7 per cent of the output, and In 1912, 51.4 per cent, or more than one-
half of the total.

The production reported from Washington In 1912 was the largest re-
corded since 1906. Although for nearly a decade this state has led all
others in the production of lumber and shingles. In 1912 it contributed
more than one-tenth of all the lumber and nearly two-thirds of the shingles
manufactured in the United States. The state of Louisiana ranked sec-
ond ; Mississippi, third ; North Carolina, fourth ; and Oregon, fifth.

Of the reported total lumber production softwoods contributed .30.526.416
M feet board measure in 1912. as against 2S.902.3S.8 M feet In 1911. and
31,160.850 M feet in 1910. The reported cut from yellow pine timber In
the territory comprising the Atlantic and Gulf Coast states from Virginia
to Texas, inclusive, together with Missouri, Arkansas and Oklahoma, dur-
ing the year amounted to 14.737.052 M feet board measure, or about ninety-
eight per cent of the total output from this species in the United States.
Douglas fir. the species which ranked next to yellow pine among the
conifers or softwoods, supplied material for 5.175.123 M feet board meas-
ure. The production from both of these species was greater in 1912 than
in the preceding year. White pine ranked third among the softwoods in
1912. though the cut from this wood was smaller than in the preceding
year and has been declining steadily for several .years.

The reported cut of hardwood lumber in 1912 was 8.631.998 M feet
board measure, as .against S.100.819 M feet in 1911. and 8.S57.42C M feet
in 1910. To this total, oak. the leading hardwood species, contributed
3.318.952 M feet, or 38.4 per cent, and showed an increase over the output
for the preceding year oC 220.508 M feet, or 7.1 per cent. Maple, red
gum. tulip, poplar, chestnut, beech and birch followed oak in the order
named.
The production of lath and shingles in 1912 did not differ materially

from the output of these products during the preceding calendar .vear,
although each was reported in slightly smaller quantities than in 1910.

Forest Fire Losses in Michigan
Losses by forest fires in Michigan which have approximated upwards

of $1,000,000 annually for 50 years, dropped from .?3.400.000 in 1911 to
?67.000 In 1912 and to less than ?23,000 in 1913. according to the an-
nual report of State Forestry Warden William It. Oates which was sent
to Gov. Ferris recently.

Warden Oates says that his department cannot in fairness claim more
than a nominal credit in the diminution of forest fires. It submits that
the curbing, suppression and prevention of forest fires and the resultant
reduction of loss is due to a systematic and thorough organization of the
township supervisors of the forest district as local fire wardens and the
educational posters and literature on the suppression of forest fires, placed
through them before the township communities.
The improvement and standardization of locomotives and rights-of-way

.

inspection helped materially, while the moral enlistment of 3.000 school
boys of the forest district as Michigan Forest Scouts, with the prime
purpose of prevention of forest fires and reforestation, was an important
factor.

Among the other Important agencies in preventing fires was the pro-
tective service instituted by the public domain commission on its reserves
of state lands : the practical and energetic field work of the several inde-
pendent lumbermen's protective associations: the splendid publicity given
by the city and country press of Michigan on all matters pertaining to
forestry and the prevention and suppression of forest fires.

Notable in view of the marked reduction of loss by forest fires Is the
fact that many more were reported to the department in 1913 than
were reported In 1911. when the loss on merchantable timber and other
readily estimated property was stupendous.

Following the disastrous fires of 1911, culminating in the destruction
of the populous towns of Oscoda and Au Sable, the forestry warden ex-
ploited the organization of the school bo.vs of the district for forest fire

service. In 1912 there were 1.500 enrolled as auxiliaries to the state
fire warden's department under the title of Jllchignn Forest Scouts.
Besides extinguishing 509 fires, some of which were of considerable magni-
tude, the scouts did effective work as messengers for the regular wardens
and supervisors and as educators in forest fire prevention. In 1913 the
Forest Scouts Increased to a niemhershlp of 3.000. They more than
duplicated the work of the previous year with a record of 731 fires ex-
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tingulsliod nnd reported. Last May the scouts established object les-

sons In reforestation by planting of unit forests of 1,000 trees near many

of the principal towns and villages of the state.

Inasmuch as It has been noted that many forest fires were set by alien

Immigrants, a special olTort has been made to acquaint this class of peo-

ple with preventive knowledge. Among the foreigners of Marquette,

Baraga, Iron, Houghton and Ontonagon counties, scout companies for the

several nationalities have been organized and the English text in fire

llghling has been translated by lecturing interpreters.

On the 300,000 acres of timber lands controlled by the public domain

commission steady and appreciable progress has been made in the

care of the forests. In the separate reserves of Luce, Hoscoraraon, Hough-

ton and Grand Traverse counties the best methods of (he federal Forest

Service in reforestation, fire prevention and encouragement of sapling and

older growths are in use. Watch towers and Are lines guard the danger

IK)lnts of heavy ground litter which is under constant surveillance dur-

ing the dry season.

Summing It up, it is conservative to assert that the net results of

forest Ures in Michigan in 1912 has proven, for the first time in 60

years, a benefit rather than a loss. This conclusion does not warrant

"any feeling of real security in the control of forest fires in the future.

for it is evident to all familiar with the situation that without the aid

of supplementivc agencies the provisions made by the state would be

grossly inadequate. The independent patrol by the lumbermen has no

positive guarantee of continuance and the scout work of the school boys

is the result of patriotism which this department can ask foV but not

command. In the countries of Ontonagon, Marquette, Dickinson, Delta

and Luce there are more square miles of fire trap slashings guarded by a

state fire fund of ?10,000 than in the entire state of Minnesota where

the annual fire fighting fund is more than $100,000. In the lower penin-

sula, Cheboygan, Charlevoix. I'rcsque Isle, Montmorency, Crawford, Kal-

kaska, Missaukee and Wexford counties contain large areas of dangerous

slashings which are a continual menace to life and property.

In Warden Oates' report to the governor he recommended provisions

which would make the fire patrol less dependent upon volunteer help.

Proposed Large Timber Sale

It Is announced that the Forest Service proposes to sell a large body

of timber in northern Arizona and will receive bids until June 15, 1914.

The quantily is estimated at 1,000,000,000 feet, consisting of western

yellow pine and Engelmann spruce. The minimum bid that will be con-

sidered is two dollars a thousand feet for the pine and $1.40 for the

spruce. The price will be revised every five years to conform to changes

In lumber values.

The timber to be offered is now inaccessible and if it is sold it will

mean the building of nearly two hundred miles of railroad to carry the

lumber to market. Incidentally, this will open a large region which has

other resources besides its timber. The lumbering will not destroy the

forests, because only mature trees will be cut, and the young growth

will be left.

Three .vears will be allowed the purchaser to build the railroad into

the region The output will be about 40,000,000 feet a year, and it is

expected that the market for it will be found in Utah and Colorado.

The timber is situated in the Kalbab forest.

Peculiar Forest Products

The Interior of China sends some peculiar commodities to the United

States, according to a recent report by Consul E. C. Baker, who is stationed

at Chungking, a city a thousand miles, inland, with poor means of com-

munication with the coast. Two of the commodities exported are fungus

and nut galls, both presumably obtained in forests. In 1912 the fungus

sent out of the country amounted to 126,640 pounds and the nut galls

190,380. These articles are used in the arts. Xut galls grow on leaves

and' twigs of trees, such as occur on oak trees in this country. They are

valuable in ink and dye making. Vegetable tallow, amounting to 34,390

pounds, is exported from that country. The Chinese tallow tree has

been successfully introduced into Texas, and is growing about Brownsville.

By and by we may raise our own vegetable tallow.

Persian Oak

Timberland lookers have a long Journey ahead of them when they set

out for Persia ; but reconnaissances have recently been carried on there

by both French and English lumbermen looking for oak suitable for cooper-

age and crossties. The explorers were rewarded by finding large forests

of oak, but in regions so remote from means of transportation that hun-

dreds of thousands of dollars will be required to organize the business and

open up the resources of the regions. An English company has already

opened headquartfers at Gilian, but the plans of the Frenchmen have not

been announced.

Expanding Force of Wet Wood

Quarrymen in France split enormous blocks of stone by inserting

wooden pins in «mall holes along the proposed line of cleavage, and then

soaking the pins with water.

An illustration equally as convincing was provided at Dayton, 0.,

during the flood last spring. A quantity of oak dashes veneered with

maple was stacked to within one inch of a reinforced concrete girder In

the basement of the factory of the Maxwell Motor Car Company. This

girder had a cross-section of 12 by 19 inches and supported a 6-lnch

reinforced concrete floor.

The basement was flooded, and after the water deeeded it was found

that the girder, together with the concrete floor which it supported, had

been lifted three inches!. Ten weeks after the flood the girder still rested

on the dashes, but it had settled about three-fourths inch.

Large cracks developed in this girder, starting at the edge of the pile

of dashes and extending upward and outward. These cracks extended

from the bottom to the top of the section at an angle of about 30 degrees

with the horizontal. It was necessary to replace this girder and a

section of the floor.

Locust Trees Reported Dying

The locust timber in central West Virginia is said to be dying through-

out large areas, and iurabermen who deal in fence posts and insulator

pins are much disturbed on account of the disease. The cause of the

trouble seems to be unknown. This region is the natural home of locust,

and the species there reaches its highest development In the United

States. Heretofore the locust borer, which has done so much damage
elsewhere, has been practically Unknown in that rf-gion.

Possible Substitute for Boxwood

Turkish boxwood of which rollers for skates, high-class rulers, and ex-

pensive engraving blocks are made, has become so scarce that the enor-

mously high price paid for it is not suflicient to produce the quantities

needed. The search for substitutes has gone far and wide without satis-

factory results, unless the latest discovery will answer. This is a wood
which grows in eastern Africa, in the Mozambique country, and in that

region is known as makruss. The tree's botanical name is Antlrostachys

johnsonii. It flourishes only in the vicinity of streams but is frequently

abundant in such situations. The size is limited to two feet in diameter

and forty in height. The trunk is largely heartwood, and in color is

yellowish brown. In several points it resembles the sandalwoods. It has

a bitter taste. Tests are being made to determine whether it will serve

as a substitute for boxwood in its most exacting uses.
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Hardwood 'News Notes

< MISCELLANEOUS >•

The Buffalo Mantel Manufacturing Company at Buffalo, N. Y., is reported

to be closing out.

The F. G. Smith Company has been incorporated at Newark. N. J., with
$35,000 capital stock.

The Elks Furniture Company of Lexington. N. C, has increased its cap-

ital stock to $75,000.

The Empire Woodworking Company of New York City has become an
involuntary bankrupt.

The Gotshall Manufacturing Company of Toledo. Ohio., has increased

its capital to $250,000.

The Radeker Lumber Company, Parkersburg, W. Va., has sold out to the

Citizens' Lumber Company.

The J. S. Stearns Lumber Company, Odanah, Wis., has decreased its

capital stock to $1,200,000.

The John M. Woods Lumber Company, Memphis, Tenn., has increased

its capital stock to $50,000.

The Interchangeable Fixture Company, Grand Rapids. Mich., has sold out

to the Sterling Desk Company.

The Western Parlor Frame Company, Plymouth. Wis., has changed its

name to the Maxwell Company.

The Mogul Motor Truck Company has been incorporated at St. Louis
with a capital stock of $100,000.

The Hardwood Lumber Company has been incorporated at Charleston, W.
Va., with a capital stock of $50,000.

The Carrier Chair Company has been incorporated at Elizabethton,

Tenn., with a capital stock of $50,000.

The Arkadelphia Lumber and Supply Company has been chartered at

Arkadelphia, Ark., with a capital stock of $10,000, of which $5,000 has
been subscribed.

The Nashville Interior finish Company is the style of a recently incor-

porated interior finish concern at Huntington, W. Va. This company has

$80,000 capital stock.

The Strong Veneer Company has been incorporated at Gerry. N. Y., to

manufacture and deal in veneers. This company has a capital stock of

$100,000. The incorporators are E. A. Strong of Gerry, B. E. Strong and

J. N Chapell of Jamestown.
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A. L. LKnnls Salt & Lumber Company, UraDd Rapids, Mkli., has de-

creased its capital Steele to $225,000.

The Sasinaw Wood I'roducts Company has been organized at Gayiord,
Mich., with a $125,000 capital stock.

The Cicoro Timber & Lumber Company, Lansing, Micb.. has been In-

corporated with a capital stock of $.'S6.000.

The Fremont Carriage Manufacturing Company, Fremont, Neb., has be-

:ie Involved in an involuntary petitiou in bankruptcy.

I'he Oborbeck Bros. Manufacturing Company, Grand Rapids, Wis., has
inged Its name to the Ahdawagam Furniture Company.

i'he II. Barkow Company has been incorporated at Mihvaukee, Wis. The
C'lmpany will manufacture \vag<ius and has a capital stock of $40,000.

=-< CHICAGO >=

One of the regular entertainment features as gotten up by the entertain-

ment committee of the Lumbermen's Club of Chicago was Taudeville and
stag given on the evening of Saturday. January 17. Those attending were
entertained by six numbers, including comedy-musical act, cabaret girl per-

formance, negro comedian, harmony singers, toe dancer and popular ballads.

Habdwood Record is in receipt of a letter from the George Webster
Lumber Company. Springfleld. Mass., stating that that concern is opening
an office at Cleveland, O.. In room 1166, Leader building. This oflSce will be

in charge of George B. Jobson.

Uabdwood Record is in receipt of a notice from the London Hardwood
'"rapany, Ltd., 11 and 12 Clements Lane, London, E. C, stating that since

' ember 20 that concern has been located at Gracechurch buildings, Grace-
iireh street, London, E. C.

Hardwood Record is in receipt of a handsome calendar from J. D. Lacey
& Co., McCormick building, Chicago, timber bond factors, showing some im-

mense western pine trees.

The Southern Pine Company of Georgia, Savannah, Ga., with offices in

New York City and Jacksonville. Fla.. has sent out a very unique calendar

showing a picture of a beautiful girl around which is placed an individual

frame design, giving it the appearance of a framed photograph.
Wistar. Cnderhiil & Xlxon, wholesale lumber dealer.s. Real Estate Trust

building, Philadelphia. Pa., has supplied Hardwood Record this year as

for a few years previous, with a calendar containing fifty-two sheets, one
for each week of 1014.

< PHILADELPHIA >
E. M. Bechtel, sales manager, William Whitmer & Sons, Inc., says

although prices in some lines fell off considerably during the latter part of

last year, they moved a large volume of stuff and so have every reason to be

satisfied with the year's business. So far this year they have no complaint
to make.
Benjamin Stoker of George W. Stoker & Son says the October, November

and December trading was way ahead of last year, but so far January has
been quiet.

The Forest Lumber Company is enlarging its capacity by putting a Clark
resaw in its mill in Komarock, Va. It also has purchased a 120-ton loco-

motive. F. X. Diebold, president, says last year's business was eminently
satisfactory and so far trading Is fairly responsive.

To J. Randall Williams, Jr., of J. Randall Williams & Co., a daughter
was born on .January 8, the morning of the annual meeting of the Phila-

delphia Wholesale Lumber Dealers' .Association. The tiny visitor will bear
the name of Mary Elizabeth Matthews Williams.

Jerome H. Sheip of the Jerome H. Sheip Company, Inc., says last year
was a distinctly successful one In their cigar box lumber business. The
company contemplates increasing its timber holdings, in which case it

may resume the hardwood lumber business.

iluckcr Brothers is a new firm which has succeeded to the business of the
-t.ite of Jesse Roberts, Chestnut Hill.

r>. .S. Bunting & Co., Chester, Pa., are in the receiver's bands. Isaiah
Bunting of this concern was appointed receiver. The business is capitalized

at $100,000, of which $76,000 is Issued. Assets are placed at $45,000 ;

liabilities, $40,000.

Beecher & Barr. Pottsviilc, Pa., have begun to manufacture mountain
hardwood at Falrdale, Va., and expect to be ready to market some excellent
stock in the spring.

The Kendall Lumber Company. Pittsburgh, has reopened a Philadelphia
branch office, which will be in charge of Otto C. Class, formerly secretary
and treasurer of the W. R. Taylor Lumber Company and later with Charles
! Felin 4 Co. Office at 539 Real Estate Trust building.

The Edward F. Henson Lumber Company has submitted plans for the
nverting of its two piers, .37 and ."iS North wharves, Delaware river. Into

one large pier 240 by 550 feet, to cost $75,000. The electric hoisting .sys-

tem will be installed for the handling of the lumber. This concern is

making every preparation for a magniflcil business which Is sure to follow
the opening of the Panama canal.

=•< ARKANSAS >=
The new mnchin^Ty for the Forked Leaf Oak Conipany. a mw concern

recently organized at Ileber Springs. Ark., to manufacture wagons, imple-
ment stock and all kinds of hardwood products, is being installed. Much
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raw matoiial Is also being placed on the yard to be manufactured as soon

as the plant Is put in operation.

Through the efforts of the little Rock Chamber of Commerce and the

representatives of the I'actorin Land Company, a now box factory has been

secured for Little Uock. S. A. Scott, of Eudora, Ark., manufacturer of

boxes, baskets and furniture, has secured one of the new factory buildings

In the Factoria addition to Little Uock and will move his entire plant here

at onco. As an inducement to Mr. Scott to bring his plant to Little Rock

the building was' donate<i to him l)y the Chamber of Commerce and the

ground on which It stands was given by the Factoria Land Company. It Is

stated that It wilt result in the immediate employment of at least thirty

men, and It the business of the company increases as is expected by Mr.

Scott within a .rear the plant will employ at least 3 50 men. Mr. Scott has

been operating out of Eudora. but as his business has greatly increased he

has found it necessary, on account of the freight rates, to remove the plant

Birch Veneers. Also Elm, Maple and Basswood

\\ !•; MAM l'\( Tl KE FIXE KOT.MtY CIT

STOLLE LUMBER & VENEER CO. Tripoli, Wi«.

I.1';T r.-^ QTOTR Yc

COLFAX HARDWOOD LUMBER CO.
M.\XUFACTURERS

OAK CYPRESS

COLFAX, LA.

GUM

I FOREST PRPDUCT5 EXPOSITION
CHICAGO COLISEUM APR,30-MAY9

NEWYORK GRAND CENTRAL PALACE MAY21-30

Fine Hickory Ror Sale
Either in flitches. No. 1 common and up or over 3

million feet in the stump. Average haul to railroad, I'/i

miles. Rate to Chicago, 23 cents.

L. FOOT, Canton, Mississippi

OUR SPECIALTY— CRATING STOCK
WE MANUFACTURE

GUM, MAPLE AND OAK
PLANING MILL FACILITIES

On the Following Stock We Will Make Special
Prices for Prompt Shipment:

32,000' 5/8.V18" & up No. 1 &
Panel Toplar

48,000' 5/8 " >'o. 2 Com. Poplar
110,000' 4/4" No. 1 Com. Poplar
43,000' 4/4x18" & up No. 1 &

Panel Poplar
70,000' fi/4 " No. 1 Com. Poplar

127,000' 8/4" No. 1 Com. Poplar
59.000' 8 4" No. 2 Com. Poplar
31.000' 12/4" No. 1 & 2 Poplar

18,000' 12/4" Select Poplar
18,000' 12/4" No. 1 Com. Poplar
21,000' 4/4x12" & up No. 1 & 2

Chestnut
36,000' 8/4" No. 1 & 2 Wormy

Chestnut

04,000' 4/4" No. 1 C-
nut

02,000' 5/4" No. 1 Common Chest-
nut

96.000' 8/4" No. 1 Common Chest-
nut

14,000' 6/4" No. 1 & 2 Red Birch
16.000' 8/4" No. 1 & 2 Red Birch
7.000' 12/4" No. 1 & 2 Red Birch
6,000' 16/4 " No. 1 & 2 Red Birch

.39.000' 4/4" No. 1 & 2 Ash
67.000' 4/4" No. 1 Common Ash
16,000' 12/4" No. 1 Common Ash
8.000' 16/4" No. 1 Common Plain
Oak

The Atlantic Lumber Co.
70 Kilby Street, Boston, Mass.

to a nioic central looaliun. The plant will be open witbin the next sixty

days.

I'^or the past week some of the country's largest operators In the veneer

and hardwood lumber business have been negotiating in Little Rock with a
view of constructins a large manufacturing plant in Little Uock. That
some kind of a veneer and woodworking plant wiii be constructed here In

the near future is sure. Among the men who have taken part In these

negotiations are Goo. Frost, president of the Frost Veneer and Seating

Compan.v. New York City : Cbas. E. Maley of Yazoo Cit.v, Miss. ; John A.

Thompson of Edinburgh, Ind. : Martin Cutsinger, who has been engaged In

the veneer and hardwood manufacture in lOdlnburgh, Ind., and Indian-
apolis, Ind. ; Frank May of May Brothers of Memphis, Tenn., and Homer I.

Cutsinger of the Cutsinger Veneer Company, Indianapolis, Ind.

The Homer I. Cutsinger Lumber & Veneer Company has recently closed a
deal with the promoters of the Factoria addition to LIttie Rock to put an
S-band hardwood mill in tlie new addition. Mr. Cutsinger comes to Little

Uock from Edinburgh, Ind., and has associated with liim F. D. Wise, W.
L. Nebler. Ora Amis, Henry Wertz and Edward D. Zaiser, all of Indian-
apolis and Edinburgh. Offices have been secured in the Soutliern Trust
building at Little Uock and plans for erecting the plant are now under
Tay.

=-< NEW YORK y.
Reports from the New York office of the West Virginia Pulp & Paper

Company state that newspaper reports of the breaking of the dam at the
company's plant at Luke, W. Va., were greatly exaggerated. The dam
broke at a point where the water was very shallow, consequently reducing
the pressure. And there was no mad rush of the waters of the reservoir,

as reported, but a comparatively easy flow resembling more an ordinary
spring freshet than a violent flood. There was no loss of life or serious

injury to anyone.

.Tohn F. Dingee. formerly prominent in the mahogany and cedar trade
of New York and a member of the firm of P. M. Dingee & Sons, died
.Tanuary 9 at his late residence in Brooklyn. He is survived by a widow
and one daughter.

Conrad N. Pitcher has again become associated with the Wright Lumber
Company, hardwood retailers, of which Peter A. Smith is a principal. Mr.
Pitcher has a number of warm friends in the local trade and all are glad

to have him back. He left the lumber business about two years ago to

engage in another line of activity. A new corporation known as Wright
Lumber Company, Inc., has been formed, with Mr. Smith president and
Mr. Pitcher secretary and treasurer.

The Blue Rock Manufacturing Company has opened an office at 17
P.attery place, in charge of E. T. Carvin. The company has mills in

.Vlahama and makes a specialty of oak. hewn and sawn. Headquarters of

tlie company are at Mobile, where there are also adequate yard facilities.

Mr. Carvin was formerly in the lumber department of the American Car &
Foundry Company and also has acted as southern buyer for some New Y'ork

wholesale houses.

James McBride, hardwood flooring specialist. l.'iOth street and Rider
avenue, returned recently from a trip to the South.

E. Stringer Boggess, hardwood wholesaler and exporter of Clarksburg,

W. Va., sailed from New York on January 10 for a two months' trip in

Europe.
George Jlorgan of the W. S. Mercereau Lumber Co'mpany. Parkcrsburg,

W. Va.. manufacturer of hardwoods, was a recent visitor in New York.

Cecil West was another Parkersburg traveler to visit the metropolis.

Other lumber visitors recently noted in town were Owen M. Bruner,

R. B. Rayner and F. A. Dudlej', all from the Quaker City.

-<, BUFFALO y.
The decision of the National Hardwood Lumber .\ssociation to hold its

annual convention in this city on June IS and 19 is pleasing to the lumber-

men. This convention is expected to be a very well attended one and the

Buffalo hardwood men will do their best to afford excellent entertainment to

visitors. The local hardwood dealers are hopeful that O. E. Yeager may
be promoted from vice-president to president as a recognition of the able

services he has rendered the association, and he will have the support of

every local member of the trade for the higher office.

For the entertainment of the National Wholesale Lumber Dealers' Asso-

eintion. which is to meet here on March 4 and 5, President A. W. Krein-

hertor of the Buffalo Lumber Exchange has appointed the following commit-

tee : M. M. Wall, chairman ; John McLeod. O. E. Yeager, C. Walter Betts,

M. S. Burns. Hugh McLean and Henry I. George. The convention will be

held at the Iroquois hotel, and an attendance of at least 500 is expected.

The banquet will be open to the ladies and from 100 to 150 are expected

to attend.

A. .7. Chestnut spent some time lately at his hardwood operations In

New Hampshire and found trade in that direction to be better than It Is

nearer home.
M. M. Wall and Peter McNeil are planning again on their annual winter

vacation, which they are expecting to spend at Alden mineral springs,

not far from this city. They will go toward the end of the month for

two weeks' stay.

The Standard Hardwood Lumber Company is now getting In Its large

winter supplies of oak and chestnut from the Cumberland River soctlon,

and stock will be coming forward for two or three months.
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lIiiKli McLpan has gone south for n short business trip, durlnc wlikh 1ip

planned to visit a number of mills and take In tlic hardwood manufiu'

turers" meeting at Memphis.
O. E. Yeager has been ic-elected a direetor of the Republican Club of

Ibis city. The yard is getting in quite n good stock of oal<, maple, popliii-

and ash.

Blakeslee. Perrin & Darling report business picking up this month, ami

good business is expected this year. Last year's business turned out a

iii.ite satisfactory volume.
I limes .\. White of the National Lumber Company has been spending

lie time in Michigan lately, looking after lumber Interests. The demand
1 flooring is said by the company to be improving.

The Cutting Kurnlture Company, an old concern manufaclurlng bed-

room furniture and spncialUes. with factory on Clinton street, is witli-

drawing from business and selling out at retail.

Miller, Sturm & Miller state that trade has shown considerable Improve-

ment since January 1. The yard Is now receiving stocks of maple, chestnut

and other woods.

Homer T. Kerr differs from most of the members of the hemlock trade

by calling it very good. He says he can sell it all readily as fast as he

can get it. He is actively engaged in lulrochKiiiK soft maple into the trade.

=-< PITTSBURGH >--

Tne .Mutual Lumber ("omp.Tiiy repoits iM.'ll.nt iiifiuirios for hardwood
nnd some very nice business going around. Some of these from railroads

and big manufacturing concerns have already been placed.

1. F. Balsley is now in charge of the business of the Balsley & McCracken
Company, as D. M. McCracken, who Is a well-known machinery man, has

withdrawn from the lumber end of the business. Mr. Balsley recently

booked some very nice business from the East.

The marriage is announced of A. .\delraan, president of the Adelman
Lumber (^ompany. and Miss Lilian Adelman of Xew .Jersey. The happy
event took place January 4 and the couple Is now living on Squirrel Hill.

The Adelman company has added to its force of salesmen H. B. Graunis

and Charles H. Stein, both experienced lumbermen who will work Ohio.

J. N. Woollett. president of the -Vberdeen Lumber Company, is bringing

up a big barge of cypress this week which will be unloaded at Mississippi

river points for general distribution. He recently spent three weeks among
the southern and southwestern mills.

The Mountain Orchard Lumber Company of Pittsburgh has li.?en organ-

ized by W. G. Hughes. W. A. Clay. William G. Humphrey, J. K. McICelvey

and Thomas Glass of this city, and has applied for a Pennsylvania charter.

-Vmong encouraging announcements in this district are new plants to

built as follows :

The Allegheny Steel Company will spend $17."i.0OO for a new plant at

Brackenrldge. Pa.

The West Penn Steel Company will spend about ?17o.000 for a new
plant at the same point.

The American Stamping & Enameling Company of Bellaire, O., is arrang-

ing to build a $250,000 plant at Masslllon, O.

The American Sheet & Tin Plate Company is taking bids on a plant

40x184 feet at New Kensington, Pa.

The Structural Tube & steel Works is arranging to builci a S75.0II0

plant at Greenville. Pa.

The firm of C. E. Breitwieser & Co. is extending its mill connections and

adding to its salesmen. A. G. Breitwieser of this concern rei)orts fine

business in sight and believes this year will be much better than 1013.

The Kendall Lumber Company announces through its sales manager.

G. M. Chambers that business Is starting off in first-class form. It had a

splendid lot of sales last week and these were well distributed among
manufacturing and industrial concerns, indicating a general good buying

spirit.

The Western Lumber Company, according to President W. W. Wilson.

Jr., is very optimistic in regard to business this spring. Inquiries are

already appearing which make it evident that the bulk of buying will be

considerably increased within the next few weeks.

E. V. Babcock of E. V. B.ibcock & Co. is one of the leading men in the

campaign to secure a $.3,000,000 endowment for the University of Pitts-

burgh. He has already contributed $21,000.

The Pittsburgh Chamber of Commerce is making strenuous efforts lo

secure for this city one of the new regional banks of issue. ,\ big delega

tlon presented Pittsburt,'h's elnim<.- nt W:i«binirton last week.

=•< BALTIMORE >-=

Mre broke out from some unknown cause in the lumlier yard of llelf-

rlch & Sons. Columbia avenue and Bayard street, on January Hi. Tb.'

loss, which is fully covered by Insurance, was confined to relatively small

figures.

The stockholders of the West Side Lumber Company of Hagerstown.

Md., at a meeting held January 115, elected the following directors : Solo-

mon George, C. A. Gardner. T. F. Phreaner. Isaac V. Moore, Richard Hartb'

and .John Stockslatrer. The directors met later and elected these officers :

President, Richard Ilnrtle : vice-president, I. V. Moore: secretary. P. S.

Lane, Jr. : treasurer, Solomon George, who is also general manager

;

a.sslstant manager, C. A. Gardner.

.Vccordlng to Information received here from Lynchburg. Va., the Lefl-

wlch Timber Company, which owns thousands of acres of tlmberland and

timber rights In Nelson county. Virginia, is arranging to begin milling

Harris Manufacturing Company
Johnson City, Tennessee

"Harris'' Hardwood Flooring
and Lumber

Bluestone Land & Lumber Company
MANUFACTIRERS

WEST VIRGINIA HARDWOODS
Soft White Pine, Oak, Poplar, Chestnut, Hemlock

Band Sawed Stock RIDGWAY
PENNSYLVANIA

IC I N C I N N A T II

JHardwood Manufacturers and Jobbers ^

|A "FLASHY FIGURE"
g is one of the characteristics of our Ouartered

@ Oak. There are others, such as texture,

quality of grades, widths and lengths. Air

or kiln dried. Prompt and satisfactory service.

SHIPMENTS DIRECT FROM OUR SAW MILLS
INSURING THE FULL RUN OF THE LOG

THE M. B. FARRINLUMBERCO.
Johns, Mowbray, Nelson Company
OAK, ASH, POPLAR & CHESTNUT

GUM AND COTTONWOOD

DAY LUMBER & COAL CO.
Mfrs. YELLOW POPLAR and WHITE OAK

GENERAL OFFICE—CI-.4Y CITT. KT.

RIEMEIER LUMBER CO.
OAK, POPLAR, CHESTNUT

SUMMERS AND GEST STREETS

E. C. BRADLEY LUMBER CO.
HIGH GRADE WEST VIRGINIA HARDWOODS

GOERKE BUILDING

I SHAWNEE LUMBER CO.
HARDWOODS, WHITE PINE and HEMLOCK

Sales Office—South Side Station—C. H. A D. R. R.

JAMES KENNEDY & CO., Ltd.
OAK, POPLAR AND OTHER HARDWOODS

FIRST NATIONAL, BANK BUILDING

The Kosse, Shoe & Schleyer Co.

_ WALNUT, OAK, AND OTHER HARDWOODS
^ 103-4-5 CAREW BUILDING H

I OHIO VENEER COMPANY I

I Manufacturers & Importers FOREIGN VENEERS |
a 2624-84 COLERAIN AVENUE ^
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Mahogany and

Circassian

Lumber & Veneers

^ The larg-est assortment of finest figured

Mahogany Logs, Lumber and Veneers in

the country can be found at the Chicago

plant of C. L. Willey.

^ We are just in receipt of fifteen cars of

remarkably superior Circassian Walnut
Logs, large size, well-figured and of good
color, which are now being cut into

Veneers.

^ A visit or correspondence from discrim-

inating buyers of all varieties of fine Im-
ported and Domestic Cabinet Woods in

Lumber and Veneer is solicited,

^ You will not only find the Willey ware-

houses well stocked with a superb collec-

tion of Circassian, Mahogany, Vermilion,

Black Walnut and other fancy foreign

and domestic lumber and veneers, but

buyers are assured of prompt and pains-

taking service, and a quality of product
not usually obtainable.

^ To visit the plant take Blue Island Ave.

car at the postoffice to Robey Street.

C. L. WILLEY, Chicago
Largest Fancy Wood Veneer

and Lumber producing plant in the world

operations in a short time. Tlie company has just secured an amendment
to Its charter whereby its cai)ital stoclt Is Increased from $10,000 to
$300,000. One oi: tlie ilrst phases of the deveiopment is to be the con-
struction of a railroad from the Southern into the tract.
The well-itnown lumber firm of T. J. Shryocli & Co., which has for years

occupied the wharf and j'ard property on Phiipot street, just at the bend,
has moved to the place formerly occupied by Thomas A. Charshee & Bro.,
on South Caroline street, where a lumber shed has been erected and other
improvements have been made.

=-< COLUMBUS >•
Malcolm Jennings was eiecti'il SLLTi-lar.v of the Ohio Manufacturers'

Association by the executive committee of that organization, to succeed
Opha Moore, who resigned a short time ago.

Extensive additions to its yard space have been planned by the Edwards
Lumber Company of Cincinnati, O. The company has Just leased for a
period of live years the entire bloclt between Eighth, Ilorne, Seventh and
Garrard avenue, mailing a yard 200 by 500 feet in extent.

Bcn.iamin W. Putnam, aged seventy-nine years, founder of the Putnam-
nooker Company of Cincinnati and father of Harry B. Putnam, a lumber
dealer of Columbus, died suddenly of heart trouble recently.

Claiming that there are millions of acres of land in the state which
would give a greater return devoted to forestry than to any other purpose,
members of the Ohio State Forestry Society, who held their tenth annual
meeting at Columbus recently, adopted a resolution to the effect "that
the Ohio State Forestry Society does request and urge the general assembly
at its next regular session to enact a law which will be broad in scope
and of gcneial application to the forestry interests of the state."

The annual meeting of the stocldiolders of the Marion Lumber Com-
pany of Marion was held recently. Reports of the work last year were
heard and proved very satisfactory. Directors and officers were elected.

The Bucyrus Lumber Company of Bucyrus. O.. was organized recently.
It is officered by Jacob Colter, president ; P. J. Carroll, vice-president

:

C. J. Scroggs, secretary ; W. A. Blicke, treasurer ; S. S. White, general
manager, and Peter Conkle, assistant manager. Operations will begin at
once. The Vollrath mill property was taken over by the company.
The John S. Oram Company of Cleveland has been incorporated with a

capital stock of $60,000 to engage in the cooperage business. The incor-

porators are W. H. Keim, Oscar T. Oram, William Clark, E. J. Oram and
Edward J. Kovanda.

Fred Bower, who had been in the sawmill business in Risingsun, C,
for the last forty-three years, closed his business recently because of old

age, he being over eighty years of age. When he started in the business

the mill was located on the Whitman property, and in 1883 it was rebuilt

on the present site. Since then the mill has been enlarged several times.

R. B. Lovell & Co., who recently opened offices and wholesale yards on
Dublin avenue, Columbus, report a very satisfactory business and are going

into the manufacture of West Virginia hardwoods, in which they are

specializing, on a large scale at an early date.

B. M. Freeman was elected president of the Columbus Builders &
Traders' Exchange at the annual meeting held January 5. R. L. Watson
was elected first vice-president and W. H. Beckett second vice-president.

The exchange endorsed the plan of the Columbus Manufacturers & Jobbers'

Association to hold a Columbus-made exposition for the week beginning

June 8. An invitation was received personally from J. M. Vollner, secre-

tary of the Louisville Builders' Exchange, to attend the meeting of the

national organization at that city January 20-22.

R. W. Horton of the W. M. Ritter Lumber Company, Columbus, O.,

reports an increase in the volume of business in all varieties of hardwoods.

He says there is a good movement and shipments are coming out promptly.

Prices are holding up well and strength is shown on all sides. Yard
stocks are still short in most places. Mr. Horton recently returned from

a business trip in the Buffalo territory.

A. C. Davis of the A. C. Davis Lumber Company says trade in hard-

woods is holding up well and prices are fairly firm under the circumstances.

At Newark, H. O. Norris has admitted Frank C. Webb as a partner,

and the business is now Norris & Webb.
The Clay Tie & Lumber Company of Chillicothe has been incorporated

with a capital stock of $5,000 to deal In lumber of all kinds and railroad

ties. 'The incorporators are Harvey Clay, William R. Snyder, Lillian F.

Snyder. Sallie Herrnstein and William Herrnstein.

The Gotshall Manufacturing Company of Toledo has increased its capital

stock from $00,000 to $250,000. The company has included in the corpora-

tion its factory located at Archbold, O., and the lumber plant of C, W.
Woeman at Vickery. O. The company has a large plant at Elyria.

Because of the appropriation last year of $2,000,000 for new buildings

at state institutions, State Auditor Donahey staled a large saving in

architects' fees could be made if the office of state architect were created.

He computed that in the last five years Frank L. Packard of Columbus,

who has been employed as architect for most of the state buildings, has

drawn $125,000 in fees, and other architects have been paid $130,000.

Charles Tudor Williams, vice-president and general manager of the

Cleveland Box Company of Cleveland, died at his home January 7.

Columbus contractors are protesting vigorously against the state liability

rates applied by the Industrial Commission, and have asked that the

Columbus Builders & Traders' Exchange appoint a committee to make

an investigation. It is complained that the charges in many instances

exceed the rates of the liability insurance companies. The new schedule
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whicb contractors are comijollitl to pay iiuiler tlie workiucn's compensa-

tion law Is as follows: Carpenters, generally. 5i2.30 per $100 pay-roll;

carpenter?, interior, SI.40 ; carpenters, residence. $2 ; brick masons, $2.70 ;

stone masons, $2.70 : concrete construction, reinforced, $4 ; concrete con-

struction. $3 ; concrete pavements. $1.20 ; painters, outside. $2 ;
painters.

Inside. $1.40; plumbers. $1.40; electricians. $1.40; and roofers. $:!. It

Is protested by contractors that tbey must pay $2.70 for stone masons, tbc

same as brick masons. This Is held to be unjustly high.

J. A. Ford of the Imperial Lumber Company of Columbus says there

Is a slight Improvement in the demand for hardwoods In this section, and

prices are generally well maintained.

C. H. Ilalden. a manufacturer and jobber of Parkersburg, W. Va., visited

Columbus jobbers recently.

J. \V. XIayhew. general sales manager of the W. M. Ritter Lumber

Company, left for Battle Creek. Mich.. In an effort to regain his health,

which has been bad for some time.

John It. Gobey of .Tohn U. Gobey & Co. reports a fairly good demand

for hardwoods in this territory, with prices well maintained.

Secretary David S. Benbow of the Sowers-Leach Lumber Company of

Columbus has purchased the stock of the former sales manager, W. B.

Sissors. who has left to start in the commission Itimber business In Colum-

bus. Mr. Sissons will bo ;U lU.- hoa.l of a lino of retail yards in Ohio.

.-< INDIANAPOLIS >
The Indiana Veneer & Lumber Company is preparing to rebuild, at a

•cost of $30,000. Its lumber plant which burned recently.

An order for $13,000 worth of furniture to be used in the new supreme

•court building at Santiago, Chile, has been received by the L. W. Ott

Manufacturing Company.
The Broad Ripple Lumber Company, located at Broad Ripple for many

years, has just incorporated its business with an authorized capitalization

it $25,000.

A company to manufacture furniture and hardwood specialties has been

•organized at Mount Vernon and incorporated w-ith $60,000 capital stock.

Directors and principal stockholders are W. A. McGregor. E. F. McGregor

and E. U. Phillips. The concern is the McGregor-Phillips Manufacturing

Company.
The Indiana Hardwood Flooring Company has brought suit for $10,000

damages against the Indianapolis Traction & Terminal Company. The

plaintiff's plant burned October 25 and during the fire a street car ran

•over and cut the only available line of fire hose. The suit is the first of

its kind ever brought here.

School children in all parts of the state have been asked by the Indiana

State Board of Forestry to participate in a forestry essay contest, to close

May 1. Cash prizes will be awarded for the best essays relating to forestry

influences.

James Lunny of Covington. Ind.. timber buyer and stave manufacturer.

died suddenly at his home in that city on .January 11. He was seventy

years old and was born in Ontario. Canada. Two children survive.

E. C. Atkins & Co. are being visited by M. Cahne of Paris. France, one

of the company's European representatives. M. Cahne. who has been

•coming to the city fifteen years, says the voyage was the roughest in his

«xperience.

-•<, MEMPHIS >=
S, B. .•Anderson, president of the .\ndorson-Tully Company, has sent a

check for $50 to the firemen's relief fund in token of the appreciation ot

himself and associates of the excellent work done by the fire department

at the fire which recently destroyed about 400,000 feet of lumber belonging

to this firm. The fire originated on Sunday, when practically all the

workmen were away, and did about $15,000 damage. The prompt response

of the department saved a spread of the flames to' the plants and other

holdings of the company, and thereby relieved the danger ot a general

conflagration in the North Memphis lumber district. The fire has not

Interfered in any way with the operations of the jVuderson-TuIIy Company.
which is engaged in the manufacture of hardwood lumber, box shooks and
veneers.

The veneer plant of NIckey Brothers & Bass, in the northeastern part

ot the city, is nearly ready for operation. The NIckey Brothers HardwcHl
Lumber Company has operated a big band mill in that section of the cii>

for several years. I)ut some time ago it was decided to Install venor-i^

machinery to be run in connection therowith. At that time the Nickoy

Interests took Walt G. Bass into the firm and the installation of tlo

veneer machinery has been under his personal direction. There are foiii-

machines and one slicer. For the present the veneer machinery will lio

worked principally on white oak and red gum. but the management states

that other fancy woods will be used later. The machinery Is new and

up-to-date in every respect. Mr. Bass will have entire charge ot lb'

veneer department. He was at one time connected with the Memibi^
Veneer & Lumber Company and brings to his new position a wide exp.

rience in the manufacture and distribution of veneers.

J. W. Wheeler & Co.. with mill at Madison. Ark., have opened sab ~

offices in tlie Randolph building. In charge ot William Pritchard, who. n*

recently announced in H.vrdwood Rkcord. has purchased the Interest 'f

n. L. Wheelor and the estate ot J. W. Wheeler & Co. in this firm. Tiv
new offices in the Memphis Trust building will soon bo ready for ocou

pancy and will be used then. C. L. Wheeler, the partner ot Mr. I'ritcharil

OUR STOCK OF
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r The Glue That Is Applied Cold -,

In Flush Veneered Doors
'I'hc cliiof consideraiion is uniformly high-
grade glue. Jklanufacturers of this modern
type of door realize that its development
has been retarded because the unavoid-
able lack of uniformity in other types of
glue makes it impossible to know how
long a door will stav in condition. The

Use
Of vegetable glue insures absolute uni-

formity because of the very nature of pre-
paring it and because every pound of our
raw material is rigidly inspected.

Vegetable Glue
Is also a rigid and permanent adherent;
will not blister in sanding; has no dis-

agreeable odor; will not deteriorate in

standing—for a week if necessary; and
can be applied cold without any heating-

application of any kind in the glue room.
In addition, the average saving over
former glue bills has been twenty per cent
where vegetable glue is used.

A DOOR MAKER SAYS:
;i lll l lIIIlIIIII I!IIIXIIIIIIIIIlllIl IIIl II I !irrrrrrTTT.!.!TiT.r.TiTTTT-rrTTTTj

I
McCleary, Wash., Q./30/13. |

]
Perkins Glue Co., c

South Bend, Indiana. 8

. Dear Sirs:—/; is nozi< about a year since we added B
a veneer door department to our operations. Deciding 9

on the glue zvhich would give the best results, we con- S

I

sidered the most important matter in connection with
I
this new department.

Investigation convinced us that your product was the
one we 'wanted in order to turn out the most dependable
doors and panels and it has been gratifying to find that
it has given us low cost as ivell as superior quality.

Yours truly,

CHEHALIS FIR DOOR CO.
|By Geo. J. Osgood. §

Perkins Glue Company
Originators and Patentees

805 J. M. S. Building, South Bend, Indiana

The GiiiE That Runs Absolutely Uniform

in this business, will make liis lieadquartcrs at Madison and will have
charge of the manufactming end of the business.

S. B. Anderson, president of the .\nderson-TuIly Company, Is one of a
tommittee of three to superintend tlie work of installing a levee system
that will protect North Memphis from overflow during high water in the
-Mississippi and Wolf rivers. Judge .\. C. Floyd and L. M. Stratton are
the other two members. The last legislature authorized a bond issue of
$500,000 for this purpose and the proceeds of this will be used to defray
the expenses Incident to the construction of the levees. The North Mem-
phis district is noted for its many lumber and woodworking enterprises
and this movement Is regarded as of vital interest to them.
The big hardwood mill of George C. Brown & Co. at Proctor, Ark., Is

closed down, as are also the plants operated by the Mark II, Brown
Ijumber Company at Mounds, Ark., and .1. H. Bonner & Son at lleth, Ark.
These companies have taken this action because they wished to reduce
their stocks before another flood made its appearance in the Mississippi.

They suffered considerable loss during the visitations of 1912 and 1913
and say that they do not expect to carry as large stocks as they had on
hand during the spring of both of those years. George C. Brown & Co.

are taking advantage of the cessation of operations to make extensive
repairs, and they will later install a resaw. The Mark H. Brown Lumber
Company has been closed down since December 20 and it is expected that
it will resume operations some time this week. Steps are being taken, as
noted in II.4rdwo(jd Record recently, to strengthen and standardize the
levees In charge of the St. Francis Levee Board, but the lumbermen having
extensive interests in that territory are taking precautionary measures
against carryihg big stocks that may be subject to damage by high water.
The Goodiander-Robertson Lumber Company has taken a lease on new

yards closer to tiie South Memphis lumber district and will begin storing
lumber thereon immediately. Later the oflices will be removed thereto
from their present location. The new yards are expected to greatly facili-

tate the company in the handling of its business.

The band mill of the Gayoso Lumber Company in New South Memphis
has been about completed and is practically in readiness for operation.

This compan.y several years ago bouglit a considerable amount of timber
in Tunica county. Mississippi, and for a time brought this to. Memphis and
Iiad it cut by custom mills. It decided several months ago to install a
mill of its own .Tiid purchased the machinery from a firm in Mississippi.

.\lthough the mill bad been used somewhat, it is as good as new and will

cut 40,000 to 50,000 feet per day. W. A. and C. R. Ransom are the prin-

cipal holders of the Gayoso Lumber Company.
The Bradley Lumber Company has recently been granted a charter

under the laws of .\rkansas. It is located at Warren and has a capital

stock of .125.000.

The Arkansas Lumber Company has been organized at Arkadelphia, Ark.,

and is now getting ready for business. It is capitalized at $10,000.

N. v., II. L. and V. H. Wright are the incorporators.

The Southern Hardwood Lumber Company has been launched at Deca-
tur. Ala. James W. Adair is president. E. W. Himes is vice-president and
general manager, and R. M. Lipscomb is secretary-treasurer. The company
is engaged in the manufacture and wholesale handling of both southern
hardwoods and yellow pine. All of the officers of the firm have had a
wide experience in the lumber business. Mr. -\dair will have charge of the

sales department, while Mr. Himes will look after the shipping end of the
business.

Weather conditions since the first of the year have been practically

ideal for logging operations, and good progress is reported in this work.
There has been very little rain since the new year opened, and the move-
ment of timber is fairly full. The receipts by river, however, are com-
paratively small because the water is so low that rafting is out of the

question and towing is effected with more than usual difficulty. Practically

all of the mills here are well supplied with timber at present, but it is

recognized that weather conditions during the next few weeks will play

an important part in determining whether or not there will be an adequate

supply of raw material for the plants here and elsewhere in this territory.

=-< NASHVILLE >=
The Dimension Lumber Company of Haywood county, with an author-

ized capital stock of $5,000. has been incorporated by F. .T. Nunn, W. S.

Elder. R. W. Haywood, J. W. Byrn and Currey Dixon.

The Southern Woodenware Company, Nashville, with authorized capi-

tal stock of $50,000. has been incorporated by D. W. Cantreil, J. J.

Johnson, J. W. Mason, J. W. Hare and Wm. Hume. Jr. Mr. Cantreil will

be president, and Mr. Mason general manager. The compan.v will manu-
facture woodenv/are.

W. R. Howard of Ilopkinsviiie, Ky.. has purchased a tract of 500 acres
of timberland on Crab Orchard creek, near Deermont, Tenn., and will

have a sawmill built to develop the land.

The Cumberland Stave & Heading Company, which has operated a big

plant at Lh'ing^ton, Tenn., will move to Harriman. Tenn. The com-
pany will increase its capital stock, making the total .$25,000 pre-

ferred and .$50,000 common. The company has had a payroll of $5,000
monthly at Livingston, and tlie plan is to have a much larger plant.

A. B. Ransom. S. Lieberman and several other prominent Nashville

lumbermen have been in Memphis this week attending the meeting of

the Hardwood Manufacturers' -\ssociation of the United States.

.\n important change was made in the Nashville trade recently. J. W.
Boyd retired from the firm of Love. Boyd & Co.. and that firm will be
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conliniii'd liy .1. W. and llaniiltun I.ovi' iiikIit Hip samo nanu'. KoUowlnc
the dissoh.'tii'ii i>f parluvrsliip J. \V. Boyd & Co. was orynnlzed and Ini'or-

piiratcd witli authorized capital of ?L'r>.n(io hy J. W. Hoyd. C. E. XIo-

(ilncklln. Wciidc-ll .MoFaddi'ii. \V. I!. Ilni-nl>ii>'lili< and W. L. Tierce, ami
wiil perfect plans to start business at an early date. Love, Boyd &
<ii. are iiiiinni: tlie larme hardwood operators in the local Held.

The .Morford Lumber Company, which has operated plant in West
Nashville, has been incorporated with authorized capital stock of $10,000.

by ("has. yi. Morford. .1. M. Whitson. W. \. Bryant, K. U. Uodson, K. C.

Tower. Mr. Morford, bead of the company. Is president of the Nashville

Lnmbermcn's Club.

The elect,lon of L. B. Pennock. hi-ad of the Hock City Handle Company,
as president of the Association of Spoke Manufacturers of the I'nited

States, at the recent convention in Memphis, was very Rratifying to iiis

many friends in Nashville. Mr. Pennock is one of the leading local man-
ufacturers, and has had long experience in the business.

Tile Nashville Hardwood Flooring Company is having installed four

boilers of ITtO-horse-power each. The plant will be closed down until

February 1. while the boilers are lieing installed.

Charlton L. McConneli. general manager of the Nashville Hai'dwood
Flooring Compan.v. and one of the best-known men in this section in the

hardwood manufacturing business, died .Tanuary 17 at his home in this

<it.v. Mr. McConneli was forty-seven years old, and stiffered a nervous
i-r'akdonn a short time ago. He had held the position ten years, pre-

iis to which time he had been, with the Prewitt-Spurr Manufacturing
lupau.v. He was a native of Virginia, and is survived by his widow

mi three daughters.

Oscar M. Davidson, aged thirt.v-one years, died at his home in Denver.
I '>lo. He was president of the Standard Manufacturing Company there.

The deceased was a son of \V. V. Davidson, president of the Davidson.

Hicks & (Jreene Company of this city. The tumral and interment took

place here. Mr. Davidson leaves a widow.

=-< LOUISVILLE )>-

Louisville hardwood men have !> 'en l>iis.v recently taking in the various

met tings of interest to them. A considerable delegation was on hand
last week at the annual of the Indina Hardwood Manufacturers' Asso-

ciation, these including T. M. Brown. W. P. Brown & Sons Lumber
Company : S. R. Cecil. Booker-Cecil Company : R. F. Smith. Ohio River

Sawmill Company : D. E. Kline, Louisville Veneer Mills : and E. S.

Shippen. Louisville Point Lumber Compan.v. A good crowd also went
down to Memphis this week to attend the Hardwood .Manufacturers' Asso-

ciation convention.

Hardwood men are keeping a weather eye on the legislature, which is

now in session at Frankfort. It is likely that the cvirrent session will be

one of the most important held in many years. The enactment of a

workmen's compensation law is probal^ly the chief matter of interest, the

lines having been drawn by the labor organizations' bill, which provides
for state insurance, makes 'the system eompulsor.v, fixes a rate of indem-

nity much higher than the average, and in general is radical from the

standpoint of the manufacturers. The Kentucky Manufacturers & Shippers'

Association, representing the lumber and other business interests, has had
a bill introduced which provides for fi.fing the awards by the circuit .iudge

of each count.v where the .-lecident happens : makes the scale of indemnity
less than the labor bill, but up the average of other state measures : docs

not pnivide for state insurance, and makes the s.vstem optional. \n un-

favorable feature of the situation is that the coal operators are anxiously

urging the adoption of a state insurance feature, in order to provide

cheaper and more inclusive insurance than they now have, and they are

likely to ihro-,v tlieii- support, w.hich is worth much politieally, lo the ImIio,-

bill In order to get the kind of measure they want.

Kdward S. .Shippen. head of the Louisville Point Lumber Company, is

a pearl collector of note. This avocation keeps him amused while on log-

buying expeditions up and down the Ohio I'lver.

The Kdw. L. Davis Lumber Company will probably make arrangements
witii the I'^ord Motor Compan.v to turn over part of its yard, which has
been purchased by the company as an assembling plant, before the expira-

tion of the lumbermen's lease, which has some time to nm.

Selling expeditions have been numerous on the j>art of members of tiie

local trade. R. F. Smith. P. «. Booker, i;. C. Stemmelen, ,1. (J, Brown and
others have been on th.* road seeking tlie elusive orders. As a matter of

fact, however, all of them report that the situation looks a lot better

than it did tiiirt.v years ago. and all of the concerns are expecting to

handle a good volume of business from now on.

<'. C. Mengel. vice-president of the C. C. Mengel & Bro. Company, has
been re-elected a member of the lioard of directors of the Board of 'I'rade.

which held its annual meeting recently.

A new lumber road is to be built by the Tug River & Kentucky Rail-

road Company, a Norfolk & Western subsidiary, from Tug rlvei', in Pike
county, up Poplar, Ptters and Blackberry creeks to connect with the

Norfolk & Western in West Virginia.

The Ben F. Hawn Lumber Company has been organized at Pinevlile,

Kj-., by Den F. Hawn and others with a capital stock of $15,000. The
company will probably operate a sawmill.

Mat Dempley has acquired the sawmill wliich heretofore has been
operated at Crestwood, K.v., by the firm of ,Tacol> Dempley & Son.

The growth of the wood-preserving business is graphically indicated by

WALNUT
Walnut for Export

Thirty years' experience in the handling of
walnut logs for export enables me to furnish
guaranteed p/ime quality stock.

I am constantly in close personal touch
with the source of supply of export walnut
logs and know exactly what I am getting at
all times. In fact, a number of the best for-
eign houses are taking up my logs on my own
recommendation.
My supply enables me to fill orders of any

size in carload lots without delay.

Highly Figured Walnut
As a result of close personal supervision of

log purchases my stock of highly figured wal-
nut in long wood and stumps contains only
the choicest in figure and curl that can be
found.

All this stock is carefully selected to take
care of a discriminating demand.
My figured stumps are all dressed closely

and when shipped are practically in shape for
the knife.

Youwill lose nothing by trying me on your
next inquiry.

FRANK PURCELL
Kansas City, Mo., U.S.A.

THE QUALITY OF YOUR

VENEERS
Your profits depend largely on econom-

ical production, and uniformly cut veneers
lessen the cost of production.

Our employes are experienced, our
machinery modern, and we use the best

selected log's in Mahogany. Circassian

Walnut and Quartered Oak.

Therefore, we will furnish you with ab-

solutely uniform and bone dry sliced or

sawed veneers that your men can handle
with a minimum outlay of time and labor.

This Means Money in Your Pocket

We will welcome you to our jilanl

(which is so modern it's worth coming to

see) or we will send a representative with
samples, on request.

Fred W. Black Lumber Co.
2245 S. Crawford Ave. Chicago, 111.
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(Leading Manuiacturers)

WE OFFER THE FOLLOWING

Band Sawn Stock
600,000 ft. 4 4 Common & Better Sap Gum
200,000 ft. 4 4 Common & Better Red Gum
250,000 ft. 5 4 Common & Better Red Gum
75,000 ft. 6 4 Common & Better Red Gum
50,000 ft. 8 4 Common & Better Red Gum
This stock contains a good percentage of 14'

and 16' lengths and is of excellent widths

W. W. GARY, "Zr
HARDWOOD LUMBER AND LOGS

OUR SPECIALTY

St. Francis Basin Red Gum
WE MANUFACTURE

Southern Hardwoods
Gum, Oak and Asli=^=

J. H. Bonner & Sons
Mills and Office.

QCIGLEY, AKK.
rostofflce and Telegraph Office,

HETH. ARK.

ARCHER LUMBER COMPANY
HELENA, ARKANSAS

Manufacturers of

HARDWOODS
SEND US YOUR INQUIRIES

We can furnish your entire

requirements in Hardwoods

OUR SPECIALTY — RED GUM

St. Francis Basin Hardwoods
100,000' 4/4" Ists & 2nds Plain White Oak

100,000' 6/4" No. 1 Common Red Gum
Band Sawn Bone Dry

75 per cent. 14 and 16 feet long

PROMPT SHIPMENT

Geo. G. Brown & Company
Proctor, Ark.

1 hour from Memphis
on C. R. I. & P. Ry.

plans which have been anuouuced by the .American Creosoting Company^
which has offices in Louisville, for the construction of a creosote plant at
Woodward, Ala. The company will establish a plant in connection with
coke ovens which are now in operation, and will make creosote and other
coal-tar products, thus getting the material which it uses in its fourteen

plants. The company Is one of the largest concerns in the wood-
I>roserving industry and uses an immense amount of material.

F-umbermen do not appear to understand the motive back of a bill which
has l)een introduced in Ihc state legislature, the purpose of which Is to

repeal the act creating the state board of forestry. The board, through the

state forester. .1. K. Barton, has done excellent work, a recent report

showing that during the past autumn fires which destroyed 350,000 board
feet of timber were put out by the county fire wardens appointed by the

department. The loss would unquestionably have been much greater wlth-
nut tlioii- assistance.

> WISCONSIN -<=

The Middl^ton Lumber Company of Kipon has been Incorporated with

.f45.000 capital. G. .T. Middlelon. F. T. Chittenden and J. A. Middle-

ton are the incorporators.

The Lincoln Box Company of Merrill has been incorporated by Charles
F. Hackbart, J. G. Wenzel and George Misterek.

The Eagle River Lumber Company "of Eagle River has been incor-

porated to manufacture and .sell lumber and other timber products.

The capital stock is .fl2.000 and the incorporators are Fred W. Bebn,
Theodore A. Brenner. Henry Leppla and Herman F. Behn.
The Westfleld and Fall River Lumber Company of Mosinee has filed

an amendment to its articles of incorporation increasing Its capital

from $1.S.000 to $1.50.000.

The Paine Lumber Company and other Oshkosh lumbering concerns,

which have been closed for improvements, overhauling and repairs,

will soon be running full force. The Paine concern will resume opera-

tions In Its entire plant after a long idleness. The H. McMillen, the

Foster-Lothman and the Gould mills have already resumed operations.

Hundreds of unemployed have been supplied with work. The Diamond
Match Company has awarded a contract to the Coddlngton Engineering
Company of Milwaukee to erect a large fire proof addition, four stories

high and 6."» by 110 feet In size.

The E. W. Ellis Lumber Company, Grand Rapids, has commenced
its season's cut and expects to soon begin both day and night shifts. The
first shipment received by this concern was thirty cars of hardwood logs,

arriving at Grand Rapids Saturday. .January 17. It Is expected this

season's cut will exceed that of last year.

The work of making repairs In the Connor sawmill at Stratford has
been completed. About fifteen million feet of logs will be cut the com-
ing season.

The NeillsvIUe Cheese Box Manufacturing Company has closed up its

business at Nelllsville, having sold its business to Blum Brothers, of
Marshfleld. who will enlarge their factory at Marshfleld and conduct
the entire business in that city. The Nelllsville plant Is closed.

The Great Northern Pail Company, whose plant was destroyed by fire

recently at Glllett, will replace the old plant with a modern structure,

100 by 80 feet in size, which Is to cost $15,000. The plant Included an
electric plant which supplied the village. Joseph H. Murphy Is presi-

dent ; H. C. Sorenson. vice-president ; W. W. Smith, manager. The gen-

eral offices, formerly located at Green Bay, will be removed to Glllett.

Work has been commenced at the new woodworking plant of L. S.

Barber & Sons at Butternut. The concern will manufacture broom,

handles but will cut table leg squares for a period, for which product alt

such lumber that cannot be used for broom handles Is used. /

The Hannahs Manufacturing Company of Kenosha has made plans to

double Its capacity by several large additions. Excavation work has been
started on a machine room, to be one story and 85 by 120 feet. Adjoin-

ing it will be four new dry kilns, each 18 by 120 feet. A new power
plant will change from steam to electric drive. A glue room for veneer-

ing will be two stories and 60 by 220 feet. A warehouse will also be
erected, two stories and 60 by 122 feet. The new dry kilns will give

the concern a capacity of 40,000 feet of dry lumber dally.

The Tomahawk Veneer & Box Company, which was Incorporated In-

September, 191.3. has commenced operations. The concern purchased
the No. 2 saw and planing mills of the Bradley company, taking pos-

session on November 1. and the planing mill has been remodeled to meet
requirements in producing veneer and cheese boxes. Max Meyer Is mana-
ger of the plant, which has produced its first product. Rhelnhard Meyer Is

president ; W. H. McDermott. treasurer : George L. Sladek, secretary

;

Julius GromoII, vice-president.

As a memorial to their father, the late William Carson, a pioneer

lumberman of Eau Claire, the daughters of the lumberman, Mrs. James-

Mclntire and Mrs. Theodore K. Long of Chicago. Mrs. Jocelyn McGrath
and Mrs. C. W. Lockwood, Eau Claire, have purchased from the Eugene
Shaw estate Half Moon Lake Island, one of the beauty spots of the city,

comprising 1.35 acres, and presented it to the city of Eau Claire. It

will be known as Carson Park.

The Haevers Logging Company of Green Bay has erected a mill In the

woods at the source of the timber supply and will haul the cut lumber

from the mill to the shores of Green Bay to be marketed by boats and

railroads in the spring. This method has been adopted by the Haevers;
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loiuimiiy to solvi- ilii' prolili'iii i)f lugging at a comparatively low cost

this winter dospltc the fact that there Is little snow in the woods. The
concern has alxuit two million feet of limber in the vicinity of ICgg Har-

bor and the cutting of it has commenced. Fifteen teams of horses with

wagons are used to bring the timber to the mill and haul the lumber

to the dock at the bay shore.

The Kellogg Lumber t'onipany of Antigo started five sprinklers on

January 12 to ice Its logging roads. Although the low temperature Is

highly favorable there Is little snow to keep the water from running off

the roads, which have become heaved and uneven. No attempt would be

made to make ice roads under these conditions but the horses must be

worked to keep them in condition. Work is being provided for laborers

antll logging is going ahead In full swing.

Seventeen million feet of lumber, almost entirely hardwood, will be

aawrd at .\ntlgo sawmills this year. The Faust Lumber Company, which

does no logging but buys all its logs, will cut S.000.000 feet into lumber

at the Antigo mill. These logs are coming from points on the Mattoon

railway, the vicinity of Bowler, on the llelneman and Elton branches

of the Northwestern road and from north of MoQlco. Unless there is

a heavy snowfall "caterpillar" locomotives will be used (o haul trains of

hugh sleighs over ice roads.

A cut in wages of the men employed in various capacities of the lum-

bering industry is reported from northern Wisconsin and Michigan. At
the Big Lake Siding logging camp the announcement resulted in a gen-

eral walkout, only the foreman, cook and blacksmith remaining. A re-

duction of about ten per cent was announced by Marinette and Menomi-
nee companies, lo take effect this month.

The Barker & Stewart Lumber Company of Wausau has denied the

liability of the loss caused by the carrying away of the Leahy & Beebe

bridge during the 1012 floods. It is alleged that the lumber company
bad logs in the river above the bridge which, when carried against the

Ice jam. forced the bridge out of position. The bill for repairs was sent

to the concern by the common council but was returned unpaid.

The Rapid Washing Machine Company of Grand Rapids has been

formed to manufacture a revolving bottom and suction plunger washing
machine, the invention of William Wittee of Ripon. The company, with

$10,000 capital, has leased the former Anderson Carriage Works for a

factory and has employed Oustave Keye, who has been conducting >

spindle carving works on Upper Second street, as manager.

That the Wisconsin labor market is congested is shown by the report

issued by the Wisconsin I<'ree Employment bureau. During December
of 1912 there were 11.5 applicants for every 100 positions, while Decem-

ber, ini.'!, showed 2.J8 applicants tor every 100 jobs. Milwaukee sliowed

256 applicants for every 100 jobs, while Superior reported l'^0. Un-
emplovment is greater among factory girls and women who work by the

day. The employment ofHces obtained positions for 1,683 in December
of lftl.3. as compared to 1,587 for same period the year previous. The
total number of men applying for positions last year was about 18,000,

of which about bixty per cent secured employment through the offices.

The Wausau Log & Land Company has completed most of the cot-

tages planned for erection at Malvern, where a sawmill is to be erected

In spring. The mill will consist of a gang mill and band re-saw. The
lumber will be loaded onto cars direct from the mill and piled at Wau-
sau where it will be run through an edger and trimmer and cut into

lengths for box manufacture after seasoning. The Arm expects at least

ten years' operations at Malvern.

The Hardwood Market

.< CHICAGO >•

The first tint in the silver lining of the Ijlack cloud that has overhung
the lumber business locally for some little time is just making its appear-

ance. While it has taken almost a month for this long-promised improve-

ment to materialize since the first of the year, this fact has not been any
particular disappointment to the trade, as it was not expected that con-

suming factories would begin to replenish their supplies until it became
entirely evident that there would be no general break in lumber prices and
that business conditions affecting them directly would show somewhat of

an improvement. The steadying down of the business element all over the

country has Injected more life into ail merchandising transactions and the

result is a strengthened market for various products. In fact the fur-

niture exhibits at Grand Rapids and Cliicago are really developing a very

satisfactory line of sales and this fact, coupled with a real shortage of

stock which exists in consumers' hands, has started the ball rolling. It Is

not only hoped but expected that the Improvement in sales conditions as

far as the hardwood business is concerned will be gradual, but Is neverthe-

less anticipated that it will be consistent and real.

The much more favorable condition of the money market has loosened

ap capital that will go Into building investment, which promises to ma-
terially assist In strengthening the local lumber situation. In fact with-

out exception all lines of the consuming Industry are feeling the Improve
toent, which Is reflected In the Increased Inquiry for hardwood stocks. It

Is not as yet a fact that prices have been materially Improved, but that

(Leading Manufacturers)

MILLER LUMBER CO.
Marianna, Arkansas

We offer for shipment (during the next six

months, at the rate of a car or two per
week, 25 to 50 cars No. 1 and No. 2 Common
Gum SIS 9 16" thick. We are also in posi-
tion to furnish for prompt shipment 4 4 to
8 4 1st & 2nd and No, 1 Common Red Gum.

YOUR INQUIRIES SOLICITED

All band sawn stock, good per
equipment backed by 25 years" p
of proper handling of your orde;
wood lumber and box shocks.

age 14 and 16' lengths. Modern
cal experience Is our guarantee
We also manufacture other hard-

OurCorps of Inspectors
Intelligent! Hig^hly Trained!

Conscientious!

is assurance that you will get
what your order calls for

when you buy Gum from us

Himmelberger-Harrison Lumber Company
Cape Girardeau, Missouri

Quartered Red Gum
Plain and Quartered Gum, Two Years on Sticks

4/4", 5/4", 6/4" and 8/4" Thicknettet

3" No. 1 Common
and Better Soft Elm

Bone
Dry

Mark H. Brown Lumber Company
Hardwood Manufacturers Mounds, Ark.

Miles West of Memphis, Tenn.

Baker-Matthews Manufacturing Co.
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Start Somewhere
No proposition can lie accuralcly ligiii'cd out

unless a startinj; point is fii-st established.

Did you ever encounter a man who professed

that he was entirely satisfied with his lumhei-

kiln drying results?

Will not even the expert tell yow that oeea-

sionally his lumber eomes through his kiln just

right—the next time it is too green—the next
time it is too dry—the next time that it is

checked, warped or honeycombed?
There is a reason for it.

i'Sually it is not the fault of the dry kiln.

How can it be expected that woods of vari-

ous texture, various thickness or at various
stages of air dryness can be subjected in a kiln

to the same heat, the same ventilation, the same
duration of time and accomplish uniformly sat-

isfactory results?

It is an impossible proposition.

START SOMEWHERE.
Start with lumber that is uniform in texture

and drjaiess through and through.
The solution of all lumber-drying difficulties

is the employment of

RECORD
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forniiilalil.' Impi'dliiiciils in t\»- way nl K'ttlnf; slocks In llii- iHilroiKls.

Orders an- Ih'Idr mil with a frwr nuasiirr nf pnimptnrss, aiul llii' oiilpiil

Is r<"latlvi>l.v Inrso for this season nf ilic vi-ar. Tho yards and ntliiT

buyors. on thn olhrr hand, arc ilisposed lo manifest greater freedom In

eDlertnR Inin lommllments : In llie llrs^ plaee. Iieeause the niitlnok Is mon'
reassiirlnjr. and. see<in<ily. for the reason that llielr tloldtnK back for some
weeks has resulted in material inductions in the supplies, which must be

replenished if the selections are to he adcciunte.

No change in the (piotatlons is to be noted. Low grades of chestnut

and |K)plar are silll easy, with e.\trn wide poplar almost In a state of

suspension as far as movement goes. But no further recession is to be

recorded, and here and there signs are observed which encourage the hoin'

that values, even in the least active of the stocks or those In most liberal

suppl.v. will movi' ii|) before long- Oak in the various grades Is holding

Its own quite well, and the Interest shown in the offerings of the sellers

since the (irst of the year Is of a gratifying character. \U of the stocks

In Ki>neral use are lielng called for. and the movement seems to be ex-

panding. The export business is still affected more or less by the unfavor-

able conditions that have influenced certain features of it. supplies in the

United Kingdom being too free, while in some ccmtlnental countries the

buying I apaelty is im|)air->d because of internal conditions; but the nut-

look Is re<:arded as imreosiu-ly l.rii;bl

=-< CINCINNATI >.=

There is a decided improvement in the hardwood field and although the

actual iMKiking of orders is as yet small, all nf the good prospect signs

are di.splayi'd and it is believed the expected change for the better will

make Its appearance early. Prices on all Items remain firm and many
inquiries are received covering the whole list. Factory trade is expected

to be In full blast in a few weeks at'the most, and as it is a known fact

that there is little stock in the hands of consumers, there is bound to be

a very good general demand for hardwoods when business gets in full

swing.

The furniture and implement trade is said to be in'a fair way for a

nice business and they are expected to be big consumers. Tlie labor

troubles in this section appear to have been settled, the strikes of last

year which hurt business so t>adl.v were so disastrous to organized labor

and the manufacturers' organizations that were formed at that time

to handle th.^ situation, have been so thoroughly maintained and are in

a fair way to remain permanent that labor leaders will be very careful

this year in starting any trouble*, having failed last season and lost

their prestige among the rank and file.

Dealers expect that there will be a good steady demand the cnming
season and know that stocks are low In the hands of con.sumers but they

also are of the opinion that they will be expected to carry the stock

for some time to <-ome. that is to say. that l>uyers will not likely stock up
as they used to do but will order stock as needed but orders are expected

to come with much more frequency titan during the latter part of last

year. It Is believed that this manner of buying will prevail ,1ust as

long as (|uick shipments on railroads are possible and that will

likely be for some time but a littl.- cnn'.">''tirin -in the railroads will

change this rinlcklv.

=-< INDIANAPOLIS >
Thp hardwood trade lias hoen "more or lods listless for the last two

w*M'ks. There have been soqio inquiries for spring deliveries, but no
current sales of note. Prices are about the same as they have been for

weeks, and there is little buying except to meet immediate needs.

There Is nothing particularly discouraging about the present situation.

Indications point toward a reasonable amount of spring business which
will eome through rt resumption of industries over Indiana as well as a

renewal of building opiTations. Many modern business buildings which
will requirt' interior liardwnod trim arc tn he i-n-cted in Indianapolis.

=-< MEMPHIS >-
The hardwnnd market shows snni.' impinvement since the first of lb.-

year. There have been more Inquiries and some of these have resulted

In actual business, so that shipments are now nn a somewhat larger scale.

The export situation has shown little If any improvement, and leading
exporters here are prepared tn exi)ect reasonably quiet conditions in thai

division of the market, for the reasons outlined In the Memphis eorre
spondence of IIaiidwck)!! ItKioiiD two weeks ago. There is a fairly active
demand for red and white oak In both the higher and lower grades, and
prices are pretty well maintained. There is liki'Wise a pretty fair demand
for the higher grades of sap gum. though i>rl<es are if anything a shade
lower. The upper grades of red gum are nol moving In a very satisfac-

tory manner. The demand appears to be rather limited, while the supply
at the moment si'cms In he In excess of the call therefor. Thi' lower gradi's

of both Cottonwood and gum are still selling with considerable freedom.
but prices In some quarters are reported n shade easier. .\sh is well main-
tained and deliveries of this lumber an- being made at |)retty full quota-
tions. The di'mand Is gond. There Is comparatively little call for cnltnn-

wood In firsts and si'conds and in box boards, and prices are lower to sell.

The trade is rather optimistic regarding the outlook. Kne emphasis Is

being laid nn the Improving business conditions throughout the country.
and lumbi'r interests believe that this better general situation must sonner
or latiT reflect in Increasing activity fnr lumber. There is more building
In progress now than fnr a long while, and Ibe mnv.'meni llie rallrnails

TheWhite Lake Lumber Co.
Peoples Gas BIdg., CHICAGO, ILL.

Northern and Southern Hardwoods
CAR STOCK

WHITE PINE YELLOW PINE
lliuh Quality—Prompt Delivery

WE WANT TO MOVE AT ONCE
200 M. ft. 8 4 No. 1 Common Hard Maple
500 M. ft. 4 4 No. 1 Common Basswood
100 M. ft. 4 4 No. 1 Common unselected

Send u» Birch
I/our inquiries 1 car 8 4 L. R. Wisconsin White Oak

T E Gum
Oak Elm
COTTONWOOD CYPRESS

FURNITCRE DIMENSION
SYCAMORE YELLOW PINE

Licking River Lumber
Company

114 Dean BIdg.

FOR RRICHS South Bend. Indiana

Saline River Hardwood Co.
Main Sales Ollice

Pine Bluff, Arkansas

Manufacturers of

Genuine Forked-Leaf White Oak

Red and Sap Gum
Red Oak and Ash

*i We offer to the trade a remarkably SUPEIUOR lumber
product.

Q Our TIMBER is virgin forest growth of the highest
type.

(] Our MILLS are new and produce accurately manufac-
tured stock.

q Our LUMBER is all KRAETZER-CURED—treated with
steam under pressure directly from the saw—insuring
quick drying to light weight, freedom from seasoning
defects and stick-marking, splits and stain.

q Kraetzer-cured lumber will "stay where you put it."

Q Dry kiln and oak flooring plant in connection.

Q We solicit the inquiries and orders of critical and dis-

criminating buyers.

C[ For straight cars of Yellow Pine, or mixed cars with
Oak Flooring, write LONG-BELL LUMBER COMPANY,
Kansas City, Mo.
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GENERAL VIEW OF MAIN SAWMILL PLANT,
o bands and four resaws. Daily ten-hour capacity 150,000 feet.

LAMB-FISH LUMBER COMPANY
Band Mill and General Offices: Charleston, Miss., U.S. A.

THE LARGEST HARDWOOD MILL IN THE WORLD. ANNUAL CAPACITY, 40,000,000

CABLE ADDRESS—"LAMB." Codes Used—Universal, Hardwood, Western Union, A. B. C. 5th Edition, Okay

STOCK LIST- Dry Lumber on Hand January 1st, 1914
3'8'

1st & 3nd Qtd. Wli. Oak, G" & ui> 4U,UO0
iBt & 2nd Qtd. Wh. Oak, 10" & up
l9t & 2nd Qtd. Wh. Oak, 12" & up
No. 1 Com. Qtd. Wh. Oak, 4" & up 13,000
No. 1 Com. Qtd. Wh. Oak, 6" & up
CIr. Q. W. O. Sap Strips, iV-i-SVz"
Clr. Q. W. Oak Strips, iV-i-aV^'
1st & 2nd PI. Wh. Oak, 6" & up 20,000
No. 1 Com. n. Wh. Oak, 4" & up 20,000
Ist & 2nd Fl. Red Oak, 6" & up 40,000
No. 1 Com. PI. Red Oak, 4" & up 23,000
No. 2 Com. PI. Red Oak, 3" & up
Oak Core Stock
iHt & 2nd 0. Red Gum, 5" & up
No. 1 Com. Q. Red Gum, 4" & up
1st & 2nd FiK. Red Gum, 6" & up 30,000
No. 1 Com. Fiff. Red Gum, 4" & up 5,000
1st &• 2nd Pi. Red Gum. 6" & up 150,000
No. 1 Com. PI. Red Gum. 4" & up 87.000
1st & 2nd Sap Gum, fi' & up 30,000
1st & 2nd Sap Gum. 13-11"
1st & 2nd Sap Gum, 17" & up
Ist & 2nd Sap Gum Stain, 13" & up
Sap Gum Box Boards, 13-17"
No. 1 Com. Sap Gum, 4" & up 28,000
No. 2 Com. Gum, 3" & up 75,000
1st & 2nd Tupelo, 6" & up
No. 1 Com. Tupelo, 4" & up
Ist & 2nd Cypress
Select Cypress
No. 1 Shop Cypress
No. 1 Sl No. 2 Com. Cypress

12"
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bavo launched looking to higher rates Is regardi'd as a possible bullish

factor.

^-< NASHVILLE >-
Business rules quiet In the hardwood market. Many of the dealers

have been taking inventories, and closed up the year in a satisfactory

manner. The hardwood business in the Nashville market is estimated at

J8.000.000 to $10,000,000 annually, and reports of dealers indicate that

ini3 business was as large as that of 1912. They are fairly well stocked

at present, supplies being about up to the average. Some business Is

being handled In oak. ash. poplar, chestnut and other lines, and while

values are not as strong as they were six months ago. most dealers

are not inclined to make concession*.

=< LOUISVILLE y-
Though the railroads .nre not bujiug iit all. according to hardwood

concerns which specialize in that trade, and though purchases by furniture

manufacturers have been light on account of the shows still being on.

sentiment, which is the most important factor In creating trade conditions,

has Improved materially during the past few weeks. Inquiries arc more
numerous and new business is being booked. While the volume of trade

being handled is not exceptionally large, it is sufficient to show that con-

sumers are getting their stride and that the use of hardwoods is pro-

ceeding at such a rate that users will have to resume buying in order to

keep pace with their factory operations. Contracts have been made for

deliveries during 1914. and in most cases advances in the prices have

been recorded. Contract buyers are also specifying deliveries, so that

apparently the actual cutting up of lumber is going forward steadily.

The interior finish situation is also good, and the prospects in that direc-

tion are more favorable than they have been for months. Altogether,

lumbermen feel encouraged and :irf fitting ready to make 1014 a good year.

=-< ARKANSAS y
Though no material advances have been made in the hardwood market

of Arkansas during the past two weeks, the manufacturers of hardwood

throughout the state are entertaining great hopes for the future. The
Hardwood men are almost universally oplimi&tic over the outlook for

the present year. The indications are that 1914 will prove a prosperous

year in all lines, and the lumbermen in general expect better market

conditions. For the past several weeks the market on most items has

been decidedly low. scarcely no market being had for staves and heading.

The manufacturers of these last mentioned items are however continu-

ing to operate, and are storing their products for future sales. The
market for oak of the various grades continues to show unusual strength,

this being practlc.Tlly the only hardwood item for which there is much
demand at present.

^< MILWAUKEE y
The hardwood market is beginning to show more activity, and whole-

salers are confident that a better business may be expected from now on.

While orders ara still coming In rather slowly, more Inquiries are being

made daily. Retailers about the state are beginning to think of getting

their stocks up in readiness for the spring trade, while the factory con-

suming trade is evincing more Interest. The realization that stocks in

first and second hands are unusually low and the fear that prices will go

higher, just as soon as the spring rush sets in. seems to have awakened
buyers that now is the time to place their orders. Wholesalers are

urging that buyers get in their orders as soon as possible, while there are

dry stocks available, while shipping facilities are of the best, and before

further advances are experienced.

The mild weather, decidedly unfavorable to logging operations Is caus-

ing considerable concern to the lumber interests. A short period of cold

weather and a slight fall of snow was received in the northern lumber

country recently, but the weather turned warm again and logging opera-

tions are being Impeded seriously. Loggers and lumber concerns have

a large cut of logs lying in the woods, as camps all over the lumber

country were opened early last fall, but except In special instances, it

has been a difllcult matter to haul and skid the logs, so that shipments

to the mills have been curtailed. The lumber business was fairly good

last season and stocks were decreased in most Instances. It was gener-

ally conceded that the logging output would be large this winter, but It

now begins to look as though the cut would be smaller than usual. This

will surely mean a shortage of dry stocks and higher prices before the

spring building rush Is over with.

Building operations In Milwaukee have been showing activity during

January, a natural result of the mild weatlier. Up to and including

January 17. the amount represented by permits Issued aggregated $232.-

458. as compared with an investment of .?I.'!0.231 during the corresponding

period of 1913. Permits will be placed soon for several structures,

ranging In cost from $100,000 to $300,000 each, while architects have
completed plans for the erection of the theatre, hotel and office structure

which will be started early next summer on the site now occupied by
the Planklngton Iiouse, and representing an Investment of $4,000,000.

31rch and maple are In leading demand among the northern hard-

woods, while stocks In the hands of manufacturers are said to be light.

Plain oak seems to be the leader In southern woods. Box manufacturers
seem to be meeting with a rather slow business, which Is curtailing the

demand for low-grade hardwood.

LATEST IMPROVED PRY KILNS AND MACHINERY

Monogram BrandMonogFam Bpand
White Oak Flooring
Perfectly dried and worked. Made from
our own timber from one boundary, insur-

ing uniform color and texture; manufac-
tured at our new hardwood flooring plant.

Our Specialty

:

Quarter-sawed White Oak Flooring

lluiknesses: =•, " and la lU" .Standard Widths

OAK FLOORING Yout inquiries solicited. Quick shipments guarinteed

YELLOW POPLAR LUMBEB CO., Coal Orove, Ohio

Kentucky Lumber Company
MANUFACTURERS

POPLAR, PLAIN AND QUAR-
TERED OAK. RED AND SAP
GUM, ASH, CHESTNUT, BASS-
WOOD, HEMLOCK, WHITE PINE

Mills at

Bumslde, Ky. Williamsburg, K}

.

Isola, Miss.

Sales Office

Cincinnati, O.

WANT E D
All Kinds of High-Grade

HARDWOODS
S. E, SLAYMAKER & CO.

Representing
WEST VIRGINIA SPRUCE LUMBEB CO.,

Cast, West Vlrelnla.

Fifth Avenue BuiMinc
NEW YORK

The Tegge Lumber Co.

High Grade
Northern and Southern

Hardwoods and Mahogany

Specialties
OAK, MAPLE, CYPRESS, POPLAR

Milwaukee, Wisconsin
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WHY?
WHY do more than 380 of the most prominent and successful lumber manufac-

turers exchange nearly $30,000,000.00 of indemnity against fire loss at

Manufacturing
Lumbermen's
Underwriters

BECAUSE!
BECAUSE it is the oldest and strongest inter-insurance association among lumber-

men, being now in its fifteenth year.

BECAUSE $978,432.40 cash savings have been returned to members.
BECAUSE $856,831.32 cash surplus, owned entirely by the members, has been accu-

mulated.

BECAUSE $2,443,029.00 has been paid in losses under prompt and equitable adjust-

ments without resort to quibbling or technical controversy.

BECAUSE it was the first to settle lumber losses on a market value basis.

BECAUSE the regular, frequent and thorough inspections given the plants of all

members help them to prevent fires, thus materially reducing both the

fire waste and the cost of indemnity.

FOB FULL PARTICULARS ADDRESS

Western Representative RankinBcncdicf UndCFwriting Co.

HARRY B. CLARK, Attorney it, Fact,

Portland. Ore. KANSAS CITY, MO.
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Advertisers' Directori;

NORTHERN HARDWOODS.

American Lumber & Mfg- Co...

Buffalo Hardwood Lumber Co. .

.

Cartler-Holland Lumber Co.

Coale Thos. E. Lumber Co 10 t-ondheimer,

Cobbs & Mitchell. Inc ^ VandenBoom-Stimson Lumber

Craig. AY. P.. Lumber Co !• Company ''^

East Jordan Lumber Co 82 Wisconsin Lumber Company ^

Elias. G. & Bro

Miller Lumber Company tiS Saline River Hardwood Co 71

Mossman Lumber Company 65 Salt Lick Lumber Company. ..

.

9

. » ... T _>, nn Shawnee Lumber Company 63
PaepckeLelcht Lumber Co

siaymaker, S. E.. & Co 7.3

Saline River Hardwood Co '1 Sondheimer. E., Company 65

82

E., Company.

Forman. Thos., Company...

Harris Manufacturing Company 65

Kerry & Hanson Flooring Co.. 62

Mitchell Bros. Company 3

Ransom, John B., & Co 9

Saline River Hardwood Co 71

& Bro S3 Salt Lick Lumber Company 9

& Co 8;i Stearns Salt 4S: Lumber Company

Standard Hardwood Lumber Co.

Stemmelen Lumber Company...
Stewart,
Sullivan

Estabrook-Skeele Lumber Co..

Flanner-Steger Land & Lumber
Co

S2Forman, Thos., Co

Hayden & Westcott Lumber Co 5

Heyser, W, E.. Lumber Co 7

Kent. J. S.. Co '»

Klann, E. H.. Lumber Co "7

Kneeland-Bigelow Co., The 3

Licking River Lumber Co 71

Litctitield, William E 10

Mcllvain, J. Gibson, & Co 2

.McLean, Hugh, Lumber Co 83

.Miller. Anthony 83

.Mitchell Bros. Co 3

Mowbray & Robinson Co 7

Palmer & Parker Co 10

r:iriy, Chas. K., & Co 9

Sawyer-Goodman Company
.Scott & Howe Lumber Co 82

.standard Hardwood Lumber Co. 83

.Stearns Salt & Lumber Company S

Stephenson, The I., Company.... 82

Stewart, 1. N., & Bro 83

suillt; Lumber & Veneer Co 62

.Sullivan, T. & Co 83

Taylor. W. R., Lumber Company 10

Tegge Lumber Co 73

\(i;iPlatcn Lumber Co 82

Webster. George. Lumber Co... 11

White L,ake Lumber Company.. 71

Wiggin, H. D 10

Williams. Ichabod T., & Sons.. 12

Willson Bros. Lumber Company
Wistar. Underbill & Nixon 10

Wood-Mosaic Company...'. 11

Veager, Orson E 83

Young. W. D.. & Co 3

POPLAR.
Anderson-Tully Company 8

Atlantic Lumber Company 62

Day Lumber & Coal Company. . 63

Farrin, M. B., Lumber Company. 63

Faust Bros. Lumber Co 12

Kentucky Lumber Company. ... 73

Logan, J. M., Lumber Co 6

Vansant, Kitchen & Co 84

Wood, R. E., Lumber Company. 11

Yellow Poplar Lumber Co 73-84

RED GUM.
Anderson-Tully Company 8

Archer Lumber Company 08

Baker-Matthews Mfg. Co 69

Bonner, J. H., & Sons 68

Brown, Geo. C, & Co 68

Colfax Hardwood Lumber Co. ... 62

Brown. Mark H.. Lumber Co.. 69

Evans. G. H., Lumber Company 8

Farrin. M. B., Lumber Co 63

Garetson-Greason Lumber Co.. 9

Gary, W. W 68

Himmelberger-Harrlson Lumber
Company 69

Kentucky Lumber Company.... 73

Lamb-Fish Lumber Company... 65

The I.anslnt; Company 65

SOUTHERN HARDWOODS.
.\mcrican Lumber & Jlfg. Co... 10

Anderson-Tully Company S

Anderson Veneer & Sawmill 62

Company *

Archer Lumber Company 68

Atlantic Lumber Company 62

Baker-Matthews Mfg. Co 69

Bennett & VVltte '

Black, Fred W., Lumber Co 67 Williams, Ichabod T., & Sons..

Bluestone Land & Lumber Co.. 63 williamson-Kuny Mill .& Lumber
Bonner, J. H., & Sons 68 Company
Booker-Cecil Company 4 willson Bros. Lumber Company
Bradley, E. C, Lumber Co 63 Wisconsin Lumber Company

82
VandenBoom-Stimson Lbr. Co.... 65 Stephenson, The L, Company

Vansant. Kitchen & Co 84 Webster. George. Lumber Co.. U
Vestal Lumber & Manufacturing Wilce, T., Company. The 4

Company 6 Yellow Poplar Lumber Co 73.84

Von Platen Lumber Company.

Webster, George, Lumber Co..
White Lake Lumber Company.

S2 Young, W. D., & Co 3

WOODWORKING MACHINERY.

Whitmer, Wm., & Sons.
Wiggin, H. D
Williams, Ichabod

Brown, Geo. C, & Co 68

Brown, Mark H., Lumber Co.. 69

Brown, W. P., & Sons Lumber
Co *

Buffalo Hardwood Lumber Co.. S3

Carrier Lumber & Mfg. Co 12

Coale, Thos. E., Lumber Co 10

Colfax Hardwood Lumber Co... 62

Davis, Edw. L., Lumber Com-
pany 4

Day Lumber & Coal Company.. 63

Dempsey, W. W H
Elias. G., & Bro 83

Estabrook-Skeele Lumber Co... 5

Evans. G. H., Lumber Company 8

Farrin, M. B., Lumber Co 63

Farris Hardwood Lumber Co... 9

82 Faust Bros. Lumber Company.. 12

11 Flanner-Steger Land & Lumber
71 Company
10 Foot. L 62

12 Garetson-Greason Lumber Co.. 9

10 Gary, W. W 68

10 Harris Manufacturing Co 63

Hayden & Westcott Lumber Co 5

Heyser, W. E., Lumber Co „ 7

Himmelberger-Harrison LumWer
Company 69

Huddleton-Marsh Lumber Co..
Johns-Mowbray-Nelson Co 63

Kennedy, James, & Co.

Wistar, Underbill & Nixon 10

Wood-Mosaic Company 11

Wood. R. E.. Lumber Company. 11

Yeager, Orson E 83

VENEERS AND PANELS.

81.4dams & Raymond Veneer Co..
Ahnapee Veneer & Seating Co.. SO

Anderson Veneer & Sawmill Co. 4

-Astoria Veneer Mills & Dock Co 80

Bacon. R. S., Veneer Company. . 5

Black, Fred W., Lumber Co... 67

Central Veneer Company 81

Chicago Veneer Company 84

Evansville Veneer Company....

Hoffman Bros. Company 81

Huddleston-Marsh Lumber Co..

Jarrell, B. C. & Co 81

Kentucky Veneer Works
Knoxville Veneer Company 6

Louisville Veneer Mills 4

Memphis Veneer & Lumber Co.

.

Nartzik. J. J

Ohio Veneer Company 63

Palmer & Parker Company. . . .

.

10 Epperson, U. S., & Co.

Butterworth & Lowe 79

Cadillac Machine Company 79

Covel Manufacturing Company. 12

Gerlach, The Peter, Company.

.

77

Linderman Machine Co.. The..
Mershon, W. B., & Co 78

Phoenix Manufacturing Co "9

Saranac Machine Company 78

Sinker-Davis Company

LOGGING MACHINERY.

Baldwin Locomotive Works
Clyde Iron Works 7

Fitzgibbons & Krebs
Lidgerwood Mfg. Company 11

Russel Wheel & Foundry Co

DRY KILNS AND BLOWERS.

The A. H. Andrews Company. ... 61

Grand Rapids Veneer Works. ... 9

Kraetzer Company, The 70

National Dry Kiln Company.... 78

Phila. Textile Mchy. Company.. 10

Standard Dry Kiln Company 79

SAWS, KNIVES AND SUPPLIES.

.\tkins. E. C. & Co
Covel Manufacturing Company. 12

Simonds Mfg. Company

LUMBER INSURANCE.

Central Manufacturers' Mut. Ins.

Company

Putnam Veneer and Lumber Co
Rayner, J
Rice Veneer & Lumber Company

Ins.

Kent, J. S., Company in ^tolie Lumber & Veneer Co.

Kentucky-Indiana Hardwood Co. 4

Kentucky Lumber Company.... 73

Kimball & Kopcke 6

Klann,

Underwood Veneer Company
Willey. C. L
Williams, Ichabod T., & Sons...

Lumber Co 77 williamson-Kuny Mill & Lumber
Kosse, Shoe & Schleyer Co.
Lamb-Fish Lumber Company. 72

The Lansing Company 65

Leraing. M. E., Lumber Com-
pany 62

Licking River Lumber Co 71

Litchfield, William E 10

Little River Lumber Company.. 84

Logan. J. M., Lumber Co 6

Louisville Veneer Mills 4

Company 12

Wood-Mosaic Company II

MAHOGANY, WALNUT, ETC.

Astoria Veneer Mills & Dock Co 80

Kacon, R. S., Veneer Company . . 5

Black, Fred W., Lumber Co... 67

Evansville Veneer Company....

Huddieston-Marsh Lumber Co..

Mcllvain, J. Gibson. & Co 2 Louisville Veneer Mills 4

McLean. Hugh, Lumber Co 83 Memphis Veneer & Lumber Co.
Memphis Band Mill Company... 2 palmer & Parker Co 10

Miller, Anthony 83 purcell, Frank 67

Miller Lumber Company 69 Rayner, J 5

Mossman Lumber Company 65 willey. C. L 64

Mowbray & Robinson Company. 7 Williams. Ichabod T., & Sons.. 12

Nettleton. E. B.. & Co 77

Norman Lumber Company 4

North Vernon Lumber Company 4

Paepcke Leicht Lumber Co

Indiana Lumbermen's Mut.
Company

Lumber Mutual Fire Insurance
Company

Lumbermen's Mut. Ins. Co
Lumbermen's Underwriting Alli-

ance
Majiufacturing Lumbermen's
Underwriters 74

Pennsylvania Lumbermen's Mut.
Fire Ins. Company

Rankin-Benedict Underwriting
Company 74

TIMBER LANDS.

Foot, L 62

Lacey, James D., & Co
Spry, John C 10

TIMBER ESTIMATORS.

GrifBth. Clarence W,
McDonald. Thos. J. .

.

HARDWOOD FLOORING.

MISCELLANEOUS.

Astoria Veneer Mills & Dock Co
Childs. S. D., & Co
Gerlach. The Peter, Company.

.

Kraetzer Company. The
Lumbermen's Credit Assn.

Leming, M. E., Lumber Com-
pany 62 Ransom, J. B., & Co

Licking River Lumber Company 71 Riemeier Lumber Company

Anderson Veneer & Sawmill Co
Carrier Lumber & Mfg. Co

Parry, Chas. K., & Co 9 Cobbs & Mitchell. Inc 3 Matthews Gravity Carrier Co
Eastman. S. L., Flooring Co 5 Mechanical Rubber Company
Farrin, M. B., Lumber Company 63 Perkins Glue Company
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CLASSIFIED

ADVERTISEMENTS

Ailvprtlscni.Mits will I... InsiTledln this sec-

tion al Uu- t..lk.wlhn iiiu-.s:

Forone insertion 20c a line

For two insertions 35c a line

For three insertions 50c a line

For four Insertions 60c a line

ElRlit words of onllnnry Ipugtb make one lino,

lleadlitg counts as two lines.

No displu)' except tbe beadlngs can be ad-
mitted.

Remittances to accompany tbe order. No
extra cbnrges for copies of paper containing
tbe advertisement.

EMPLOYES WANTED

A hardwood luinlier siadi r. Vnuns ui:in pic
ferrod. Inquire
I,1;(;KR I'TRNITURE CO., Alinneapolls. Minn.

Two rxp4M-iciici'd hardWKOd Iiimli'T snlesincn.
one to sell liardwuod in Yorii Stiiti-. the oiln-r

In Miissarhusetts. .\ddn-ss
Itnx 12ii. calf II.VRn\v<M»n IIi;rtiKi». (;hii-a;:ii.

SALESMAN WANTED
Till' one hin. ""' r'i'ic sidr iiii,. of a life-time,

read.v Feby. 1st. i:xcl\isiv.' t.riltoi-y. Credit

on r"iK'ats. Write (iiiick. 20',r coinmission.

JAMPIS II. C'UM.MI.NG & CO..

."S W. J.Hksnn Blvd.. ChicaKO. 111.

WANTED.
Services of first-class bardwood salesman, to

cover Ohio and Indiana territory. Prefer one
who has had experience in the states named.

Good opportunity for hustler who can show re-

sults W. E. HEYSER I.BR. CO.. Cincinnati, O.

EMPLOYMENT WANTED

WANTED—EMPLOYMENT
When you want a salesman for New Yorli

state territory, write ua. We can supply you

with a good man. EMPIRE STATE ASSOCIA-
TION of Wholesale Lumber & Sash & Door Salea-

men. Chas. Johnson, See'y, 96 Klrkland Rd.,

Rochester. N. Y.

LOGS WANTED

WANTED—BLACK WALNUT LOGS
500 cars good black walnut logs, 10" and up

In diameter. 6 ft. and up long. Will inspect at

shipping point and pay cash.

GEO. W. HARTZEEL, Piqua, Ohio.

r WAGON STOCK WANTED

I AM IN THE MAEKET FOE

16 to 100 cars of oak poles, bolsters, saad

boards, evenera, and reaches : and hickory and

maple axles. Will inspect at shipping polat, and

pay cash G. B. BROWN, 372 Bayae St.,

Rnffalo. N. T.

TIMBER LANDS WANTED "]

WANTED—TIMBER LAND
railrl,..<'.il.il within hnuliii;; dislailc

.;.iiiiii to 5,000 acres preferred—hardwood or .\ e

low pine. 50% cash, 50% Improved real esint

rhlladolphla, I'a. Address

i!ox l-.'7. .-.Ill- ll.\iil.w.i,,i> l;i:roi:i.. Cliic-:i^'o.

TIMBER ESTIMATING

TIMBER ESTIMATES.
Tirui)i'r csliiiialc's, surveys, maps and detailed

iporls lis to actual stand, quality and logging

iiditions.

TIIOS. J. McDonald, Forest Engineer.

East Tennessee Bank Bldg..

Knoxville. Tennessee.

TIMBER FOR SALE

$15,000,000.00.

We have about fifteen million dollars' worth
of timberlands for sale. Write us what you

want. Dealers in timberlands, lumber yards,

mill machinery, mills for sale, arranging loans,

selling and exchanging cutover lands, and a gen-

eral real estate business. If you want to buy or

sell write us. THE JANESVILLE EXCHANGE,
Timber Dept., Janesville, Wisconsin.

HICKORY STUMPAGE FOR SALE.
:;,(iiMi.iiii(i irrt Hickory Stunu'ai;e on Big Black

Uiver in Mississippi, IVj miles average haul to

main line I. C. R. R. Also 12,000,000 feet Red
(_ium. cheap. HicUor.v flitches and car stock.

.\ddress. .\. K. FOOT, Canton, Miss.

LUMBER FOR SALE

BUYERS OF HARDWOODS.
Do you want to get Id touch wltb tbe Mat

buyers of bardwood lumber? W« have a Hat

•bowing the annual reqairemeBti In lumber,

llmensiaB stock and veneera and panala of con-

•umers of those materlala tbronghont the Ontted

States and Canada. The service la free to ad-

vertisers In the RacosD. It will lateraot yoiL

Write us for further Information about car "Sell

Ing Lumber by Mall Syatem."

HARDWOOD RECORD, Ellsworth Bldg.,

Chicago.

FOR SALE, CHOICE DRY STOCK
l.".!! ,\I It. 4/4 Log Kuu Soft Maple.
:;00 M ft. 5/4 Log Run Soft Maple.
SO M ft. 3" Soft Grey Elm.

100 M ft. 4/4 No. 1 Common Basswood.
All edged, trimmed and well manufacture<l.

VAN KEULEN & WINCHESTER LUMBER CI

Grand Rapids, Mich.

FOR SALE.
i.ir -s" ijtd. White Oak. common A: lictter.

.Vise car wide 1/20" sliced Qtd. Oak Veneer.

Both bargains.

H. C. HOSSAFOUS, Dayton, O.

FOR SALE—BEECH.
.'.0 M ft. 4/4" No. 2 Common & Better 1'..

100 .M ft. 5/S" -No. 2 Common *: Bettor 1;.

Very line stock.

1iUHLMEII:R nUOTIIEnS. Cincinnati, .

DIMENSION STOCK WANTED

WANTED—DRY OAK SQUARES.
Clear and .StralKlil.

1 <ar lVi.\iyjx2e, 28 and :iO", mostly 20".

I car li/jXlMixSO", 1 car l%xl%xl8"
1 car 2x2x:J0". 1 car 2 Vjx2'/4x30".

SICKLE.STEEL Lr.MBEU Cii.. Detroit, Mich.

WANTED
Hard Maple and Beech Squares 42", 44"

48" long, plump 1" x 1". Must be clear antJJ

straight. If you have any to offer write ua.

Will take them dry or green.

THE COLUMBIA MFG. CO..

New Philadelphia. Ohio

WANTED.
Willow lumber and squares. White oafc

squares. 5/8 l)eech.

LEOPOLD DESK CO.,

Burlington, Iowa.

DIMENSION OAK

Plain and Quartered

Various' sizes for chair and table factorleo.

Send to us for specifications and prices.

INDIANA QUARTERED OAK CO.

7 East 42nd Street.

New York.

DIMENSION STOCK FOR SALE |i
MAPLE AND BIRCH FOE SALE.

1 car .Ma]ili< ami liirrli. dry sound hearts, cut

x4-4' long. A. W. ZENISEK. Bowler. Wis.

WAGON STOCK FOR SALE

FOR SALE—MAPLE AXLES.

1 car well raarm'aclured No. 1. cut 4".x5"x6'

and 4y2".\5y:."x6'.

E. E. GILBERT. Smithville. O.

TIMBER LANDS FOR SALE

FINE TIMBER TRACTS.

We have a number of timber tracts for sale

in most all states at low prices and reasonable

terms. Have few bargain tracts that are offered'

for quick sale. Write us what you want, we
have it. THE JANESVILLE EXCHANGE,
limber Dept., Janesville, Wis.
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BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES

BUSINESC OPPORTUNITY
andWanttMl. partuor and additional rapital to

lake actlvi' intircst In going box contorn, well

located Id Oontrnl Wisconsin, having tour rail-

roads and satisfactory concentration rates on

amber In, and tbe product out. No better loca

tlon in the state. Exceptional opportunit.v. Ad-

dress "BOX li*.">." care H.\I!DWood Ukcoiih.

nd

WANTED
To represent .><(>uthern \Vhi>lesaler or Hard

wood .Mill In Cliicago terrltor.v—commission

drawing account basis. Would want exclusivi

on ever.vthing shipped into this terrltor.v. T(

be handled In connection with Northern lliu<l

woods—established consuming trade—office ir

l,„,|>—references. JOHN S. WOOD. .\i:T..

63 Metropolitan Bldg.. Chicago. III.

LUMBER WANTED

WANTED TO BUY
' ears i;xi;xls" White
prill.MKIKU BROS..

Squares,

liniiati. Ohio.

WANTED TO BUT.
:; cars 4 4" N... 1 common Tiip.l.i. Qw
St price f. o. b. Cairo. 111.

DVHLMEIER BROS.. Cincinnati. Oliio

MISCELLANEOUS

OAK. POPLAR, ASH
art all ctbrr birdwMds, la all gradea and thick

neaaea, can bf readily aald If adrertlsed in tb»

tvaated aad For Sal« sectloo of Hibdwood Bvc
•*•. If yon baTr a large stock yoD want iv

•ell try a f»w llnea In this departaient aort

•«• what a lot of inqulriea they will bring you

WANTED—HAEDWOOD LUMBERMEN—
te try the Gibson Tally Book. The three-throw
aluminum tally ticket cover accommodates any
form of ticket desired. The use of the special

triplicate tally ticket supplied, printed on water
proof paper with carbon backs makes tallies nn
alterable. For durability, convenience, accuracy
«nd for systematizing the Inspection of lumber
tbe Gibson tally method can't be beat.

Special forms af tally tickets mailed on appll

cation. Covers sold on approval to responsible

concerns. HARDWOOD RECORD.
537 So. Dearborn St., Chicago.

LUMBER WANTED
Quote delivered I'hiladelphia. I'a.. on

- oars 8 '4 sound wormy & 2 Com. Chestnut.
: ear 4/4 sound wormy & 2 Com. Chestnut.
1 car 6/4 No. 2 ('ommon Poplar.
''• cars 4 '4 Box White Pine.

Shippers to invoice direct. Name prices <

any stock you desire to move.
CHARLES C. CROSS, Philadelphia, Pa.

WANTED TO BUY
About 50 cars No. 1 Oak Wagon Tongues
and Reaches. Quote price and quantity

you can supply. Prices F. O. B. Winnipeg,
Man., Canada.

Box 95, Hardwood Record

GIBSON
TALLY BOOK

CHICAGO

This ihree-liirow tally ticket cover is made
from aluminum, and accommodates four lally

tickets—4ix8i inches in size.

Folds compactly to less than one-fourlh inch

in thickness and fits side or inside coal pocket.

Gives large area of four tickets for compli-

caled tallies, or straight grade can be made
on one page.

Accommodates any form of lally ticket desired.

Special, patented, triplicate tally tickets supplied,

printed on waterproof paper with carbon backs. Tallies

made on these tickets arc unalterable. Their use en-

ables the inspector to retain triplicate, and forward
orisinal and duplicate. Duplicate designed to be

attached to invoice.

These tally books are perfection for durability,

covenicQcc, accuracy, and for systematizing the inspec-

tion and measurement of lumber

Patent applied for on covers. Copyriehted. ]Q10.

Triplicate Tally Tickets patented.

PRICE LIST

Aluir Tally Covers, each - - 5 MO
Aluminum Tally Covers, per dozen - - lU.OO

Patented triplicate Tally Tickets (stock form)
per 1,000 10.00

Sinele sheet manila (stock form) Tally Tickets.
per 1.1)00 4.00

Specimen forms of Tally Tickets mailed on applica-

tion. Covers sold on approval to responsible concerns.

Manufactured by

Hardwood Record
537 S.Dearborn St., CHICAGO

E. H. KLANN LUMBER CO.
Cottonwood, Gum, Oak, Ash, Cy-

press, Yellow Pine, Dimension Stock

819 FISHER BLDG. HAR. 1187

Factory Lumber
CRAY'S HARBOR SPRUCE
SOFT YELLOW FIR
WESTERN SOFT PINE

DIRECT MILL REPRESENTATION

E. B. Neltleton

COUNTERFEIT CHECKS

Two Piece
Oeiioetrlcil

(trtcr Coin
la ID use, then
ljklt«tloo isn't

mplelf you
Mk lor It.

S P. CULDS
t CO.
cUcifo

If • ftw« m&ke
nai»Ob*ok*
BMBOlli ftod

MAKE BOX SHOCKS
LOOSE BARREL STAVES

Of Finest Qnality and at Lon-est Cost

From Cordwood. Slabs, or Other Forest Waste
by the Use of Gerlach .Machinery.

The Peter Gerlach Co,, Cleveland, O.

If you want to get in touch

with 3000 Live Wire
Buyers of HarcJwoods

it will pay you to find out about

the Hardwnod Record's

BULLETIN SERVICE
One man, who uses the service

gives it credit for earning annu-

ally $10,000 for him.

Write for pamphlet

—

"Selling Lumber Bv Mail"

It will prove a revelation tu you.

HARDWOOD RECORD
(Bulletin Depl.)

537 So. Dearborn St.,

CHICAGO
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An Up-fo-dafe Cross-Cuffing Machine

BUTTERWORTH & LOWE
229 Huron Street Grand Rapids, Mich.

Broom Handle
CHUCKING AND BORING MACHINE

It rounds end of handle and bores small hole in other end
automatically at same time. Capacity, 45,000 handles in ten
hours. .Ml the operator has to do is to keep the handles fed to
the machine. Used by the largest producers. AVrite for de-
tails and price.

CADILLAC MACHINE CO.
Makers of Handle Makers Tools. CADILLAC, MICHIGAN

-CHEAP-
dry kilns are like other things made to

sell cheap. First cost isn't the vital fac-

tor. The most economical kiln for you
i< the one that will dry your luml)er

right—at the lowest cost-per-year. i he

Standard Moist Air Dry Kiln is that

kiln. Users will tell you so—and we
w ill guarantee it.

If you're interested, we'd like to send you
the catalog, containing list of Standard Dry
Kiln users. Address: The Standard Dry
Kiln Co., 1559 McCarty St., > Indianapolis.
Ind.

Phoenix
6 ft. Pony

Band Mill

Will cut 30.000

feet of 1" lumber
in 10 hours and
cut it good.

Nearly 200
of these
mills sawing
wood in the
U. S. A.

PRETTY GOOD

RECOMMENDA-

TION. ISN'T IT?

MODERATE PRICE

PHOENIX MFG. CO.
EAU CLAIRE WISCONSIN
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VENEERS AND PANELS

Ahnapee Veneer & Seating Co.
HOME OFFICE, FACTORY AND VENEER MILL, ALGOMA, WIS.

VENEER AND SAWMILL, BIRCHWOOD, WIS.

We manufacture at our Bircbwood plant single ply veneers Every pound of glue we use is guaranteed hide stock. We
of all native northern woods and deliver stock that is in do not use retainers. Our gluing forms are put under pow-
shape to glue. erful screws and left until the glue has thoroughly set.

From our Algoma factory, where we have specialized for ,, „„,. ,.„. , „,,,,,„t..j ^ „x .u,,. -, tu. u-.,* u»-.j __
» -_*,. .,—„ . A -. „^„.i,. „» -11 -:,... fi-t u„t *„ if you seek a guaranteed product that is the best, based on

S?in^"woo^d,n^;?a^"l"nCogfnytro"irl'e>^ ^fetU*'^dXf^c'om'bl'n^ed"°w^th''?L"e"%'^"o^f "^l!:"^^^^^^\u. „-i,. ,,,„ „i,. ot„..i, ^J% A^ .—^i oii...,^ ....f oi every detail, combined with the use of the best stock anaWe make no two-ply stock, and do not employ sliced cut „ „ . t, j„j. .' ^„i „ , „,„j „» -n .„, 4_ .._
. ...._. J 1, r\ , - -.»->«i „-i- ^-...i.. ,,. -II « ^ ..-„,..< »n up-to-date equipment, our product will appeal to you.
quartered oak. Our quartered oak panels are all from sawed "^ -i. r

>
r vr j

reneer. If you are a "price buyer" we probably cannot Interest you.

Custom Mill Work, Storage, Inspection
ON

Foreign Fancy Woods, Mahogany, Cedar, Circassian
We receive the logs, store or warehouse them, manufacture them into lumber, cut or saw veneers, pile and store the pro-

duct, and ship via any railroad. Also furnish inspection returns on logs or lumber. Can furnish accommodations and econ-

omies which it is impossible to secure elsewhere. We always have on our yards parcels of plain and figured African,

Mexican and Cuban Mahogany, Circassian Walnut and Cedar logs, placed here for sale by direct foreign shippers, from
which advantageous purchases can be made.

Astoria Veneer Mills & Dock Co. Long island City, New York

y eneers and l^anels with a Jti^eputadon
"IIT'E manufacture Veneers in all the native woods and for all purposes. Also Built-up Panels

in native and foreign woods—three and five-ply—and have established a reputation for

furnishing high-grade material. Send us your inquiries and orders and become one of our

satisfied customers.

Underwood Veneer Co. Wausaiu Wis.

For Veneer and Panel Manufacturers
Your Consumers' Lists Cost You BIG MONEY
We can save it all and relieve you of all the detail and effort necessary to

tabulate consumers' wants. Our Card Index System of those wants,
just out, is the result of systematic effort. It is endorsed by your competitor.

Can You Afford to Give Him that Advantage?
HARDWOOD RECORD CHICAGO
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VENEERS AND PANELS
OUR SPECIAUTY

Highly Figured Quarter-Sawed White Oak Veneer

PuTiNAM Vbinber & Lumber Co,
ROACHDALE, IIND.

M. I. CLTSL-NOER. OenM Mer

CIRCASSIAN MAHOGANY

Logs VENEERS Lumber
WE IMPORT WE MANUFACTURE

All Thicknesses of Mahogany
Ready for Shipment

RICE VENEER & LUMBER CO.
GRAND RAPIDS, MICH.

READY TO LAY
Dimension Stock cut to your sizes in

1/20 Sliced Quartered Oak and Mahogany

.MATCHED, JOINTED AND TAPED
We also manufacture a full line of high-

grade, rotary-cut veneers, making a spe-

cialty of exceptionally fine poplar.

ADAMS & RAYMOND VENEER COMPANY
Established 1869 Indianapolis, Ind.

Hardwood Record's
strongest circulation is in the region -vhere

things are made of wood—WISCONSIN,
MICHIGAN, ILLINOIS, INDIANA,
OHIO, PENNSYLVANIA, NEW YORK
and the East. It's the BEST sables

medivjra for hatrdwood Ivimber.

B.
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BUFFALO
The Foremost Hardwood Market of the East

G. ELIAS Sc BRO.
HARDWOODS
White Pine. Yellow Pine, Spruce,
Hemlock, Fir, Lumber, Timber, Mill-
work, Boxes, Maple and Oak Flooring

QSS=101S ELK STREET

BUFFALO HARDWOOD LUMBER GO.
We want to buy for cash

OAK, ASH AND OTHER HARDWOODS
All grades and tliUknesseB.

Will receive and inspect stock at shipping point.

Branch yard, Memphis. Tenn.

940 Seneca Street, BUFFALO

Hugh McLean Lumber Co.
OIR SPECIALTY:

QUARTERED
WHITE OAK

940 ELK STREET

T. SULLIVAN & CO.
SPECI.\LTIES:

Gray Elm, Brown Ash
Pacific Coast Fir and Spruce

2 ARTHUR STREET

ORSON E. YEAGER
SPECIALTIES;

Oak, Ash and Poplar
932 ELK STREET

ANTHONY



'^k £ ^^^ ^^^ ^^ ^^^ ^^^ ^^ Manufacturers Old-Fashioned

Soft

,?wt^i, Kitclien 6 ^^"popur
Specialty

Ashland) Kentucky

EASTERN REPRESENTATIVE, John L. Cochran
601 W. 115th Street, New York City

Company

Little River Lumber Company
TOWNSEND, TENN.

TXT" E are now cutting Hardwoods and Hemlock out of big smooth clean prime logs and we give
" ' special attention to the making of stock that is hard to make and is required in heavy thick-

nesses and special widths and lengths. We have now a couple of cars of 6 4x10" and wider good
tough No. 1 Common & Better Smoky Mountain Ash, mostly better than No. 1 Common and runs
up to 24" wide and is ready for prompt shipment. Also Clear Hemlock in all widths and Hemlock in

all grades.
We Continue to Solicit the Business of

Discriminafing Buyers of High Grade Smoky Mountain Hardwoods and Hemiocic

Five Million Feet of manufactured Rotary Cut Stock in

Poplar, Oak, Pine, Ash, Chestnut, Walnut, Etc.

Standard thicknesses—desirable sizes. This stock on hand for Immediate Shipment

Send Us Your Inquiries

CHICAGO VENEER COMPANY
Incorporated

General Offices DANVILLE, KY.

YELLOW POPLAR
HiMOFIcrgiERS OF UKD SIWED

POPLAR
QUARTERED OAK
PLAIN OAK

CHESTNUT
BASSWOOD

White

Oak
Flooring

SPECIALTY
QUARTER SAWED

WHITE OAK

Goal Grove, Ohio, U.S. A. LUMBER CO



l»lllmk^^^M

Nineteenth Year
Semi-Monthly. CHICAGO. FEBRUARY 10. 1914

I Subscription 12.
I Single Copies, 10 Centt.
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We are prepared to ship promptly on

receipt of order

Hardwoods of All Kinds
from our Philadelphia Yard or direct

from our Mills.

Specialties

7 in. X 24 in. No. 1 Heart Split

Cypress Shingles.

5-8 Soft Yellow Tennessee
Panel Poplar 18 in. and over.

J. Gibson Mcllvain & Co.
1420 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

Lumber on Slicks Jan. Isl, 1914

QUARTERED WHITE OAK SAP GUM
Veot

.-.-8" Nil. ! ('iiiiinioii i.K'lH

:i-4" Is « 3s 40,140
:<-4 " Commnll 46,460
4-4' Is & 2s, 10" « lip 25,»90
4-4" Is & 2s. 6 to 9" 15.5,390
4-4" No. 1 Common 104.1.50
4-4" No. 2 fommon 1.980
.5-4" Common & BotliT 24.174
4-4" Clem- Strips 2'/. to SW 21.14.5
4-4" Clear .strips 4 to 5'/." 47,220
4-4" Coin. Strips 2'/:: to 3Vi" 27,405

:i-4" Is & Ss.
:i-4" No. 1 Ci
4-4" x IX to
4-4" Is & 2s.
4-4" No. 1 Ci
4-1" No. •; Ci

RED GUM

QUARTERED RED OAK
91,«.5.5

.51.1 l!l

K.KXI

PLAIN WHITE OAK

PLAIN RED OAK

4-4" Is * 2s
4-4" No. 1 Ci
4-4" No, 2 Common. .

5-4" X 11" & np Step I

5-4" Is & 2s
5-4" No. 1 Common. .

fi-4" .\ 11" & np Ste|) !

B-4" Is & 2s
«-4" No. I Common. .

(i-4" No. 2 Common. .

QUARTERED RED GUM
4-4" Is & 3s :!4.(1!)11

4-1" No. I Common 2fl,<4ll

.5-4" Js & 2s 21.890

.5-1" No. 1 Common 5.4T:
l-l" li.iii. .V l!il. MoHli-il. |-..5(ill

COTTONWOOD

^U'ilL' MISCELLANEOUS
lanlv

•la'nlc

23,824 4-4

^.780
i,340
>,700
;,30fl

Com. & ISfl.

l.,oB Klin Sye
I.OK Klin Ma
I.OK Klin Kill

4-4" Sininil «i

8.i(i0
I9.(i30
55.530

The larger portion of the above stock is now
in good dry shipping condition, and we
shall be pleased to have your inquiries.

Memphis Band Mill Co.
Memphis, Tennessee

Iff
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MICHIGAN
FAMOUS FOR HARD MAPLE AND GREY ELM

BASSWOOD
We Offer for Prompt Shipment

1 X 4 Clear Strips 150 M
1 X 6 I's and 2's 100 M
1 x6 to 11" I's and 2's 75 M
1 x 3 No. 1 Common 30 M
1 x 4 No. 1 Common 35 M
1 X 5 No. 1 Common 40 M
1 X 6 No. 1 Common 90 M

Jan. 2. Vn4

COBBS & MITCHELL, Inc.
Sales Department

CADILLAC MICH.

W. D. YOUNG & CO.



OUI; D(.iUBLE BAXD JIILL—HUTTIG, ARK.

^Why WcCan Give "Value Received'

We own one hundred thousand acres of the best virgin
Southern Hardwood timber.

We operate large band mills at Huttig, Ark,, and Deer-
Ing, Mo.

We sell only stock cut on our own mills and so can GUAR-
ANTEE the quality of EVERY shipment.

We ship high grades that Increase the size and percentage
of your cuttings, reduce factory costs and
shrink the waste pile. Therefore:

We can S.WE YOD MONEY on every shipment of oak. ash.
gum, elm, cypress, tupelo, hickory. Cottonwood,
sycamore, soft maple and dimension.

LET US PROVE THIS ON YOUR NEXT ORDER

Wisconsin LumberCompany
Harvester BIdg. CHICAGO

Hayden & Westcott Lumber Co.
SPECIAL RAILROAD DEPT.
Hardi/voods :: Softvuoods

823 Railway Exchange Building, Cliicago. 111.

A floor to adore
For thirty-three years Wilce's Hardwood Floor-

ing has been among the foremost on the market
and because it stands today "unequaled" is the
best evidence that its manufacturer has kept
abreast of modern methods and the advanced de-
mands of the trade. To convince yourself of the
above statements, try our polished surface floor-
ing, tongued and grooved, hollow backed, with
matched ends and holes for blind nailing—you'U
And it reduces the expense of laying and polisblni.

Our Booklet tell* all about Barthoood Floorint
ami hou> to cart for U—alto prictt—and it frt*.

The T. Wilce Company
22nd and Throop Sts. CHICAGO, ILL.

S. L. EASTMAN FLOORING CO.
SAGINAW BRAND

MAPLE FLOORING
SAGINAW, MICH.

PLANNER-STEGER LAND & LUMBER CO.
( 2 CARS 5/4 X 12" & WIDER 1st & 2nd BASSWOOD

WANTED—TO MOVE QUICK -l
* ^'^^^ ^" ^^^^ ^^^ bridge plankvv^iNX£:.i^ s.\j vn.\jy r. v^ui\^fk •%

gQo.ooo FEET NO. 3 HEMLOCK
( 100,000 FEET 4/4 BOX COMMON BIRCH

SEND US YOUR INQUIRIES
MILLS

:

BLACKWELL, WISCONSIN
GENERAL SALES OFFICE

1704 STEGER BLDG., CHICAGO, ILL.
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CHICAGO
THE GREATEST HARDWOOD MARKET IN THE WORLD

VENEER
FOREIGN:

MAHOGANY, Mexican.
Honduras. East India, Cuban,
and African.

ENGLISH BROWN OAK
CIRCASSIAN WALNUT
STILE. RAIL and PANEL FACES

knc

DOMESTIC:
OAK, plain and quartered,

rotary cut, red and v.-hite.

GUM, figured and plain.

MAPLE, bird's-eye and plain.

POPLAR, BIRCH, ELM,
BASSWOOD,YEL.PINE

For faces, centers, backs, cross-

LUMBER
MAHOGANY,
CIRCASSIAN WALNUT,
AM. (Black) WALNUT,
RED CEDAR.

PANELS
1/4", 5/16", 3/8", 3-ply and

5-ply ST\M)\UI> >IZK>

HIDDLESTON-MARSH LUMBER COMPANY, 2252 Lumber St., CHICAGO, ILL.

NVE have: it
DOOR STOCK, CUT TO SIZE OR IN SHEETS.
POPLAR, GUM, BIRCH. BEECH, ASH, OAK, ELM,

MAPLE. BASSWOOD. PINE OR CYPRESS.
CROSSBANDING, FACES, BACKS. DRAWER BOT-

TOMS AND BACKING.
ROTARY CUT. PLAIN OR QUARTER SAWED

HARD MAPLE PIN BLOCK STOCK.
QUARTERED OAK, ETC.

BY THE CARLOAD OR L. C. L.

MILLIONS OF FEET ON HAND AT ALL TIMES
WRITE IS ABOCT IT

J. J.NARTZIK, 1966 to 76 Maud Ave., Chicago, 111.

Estabrook-Skeele Lumber Co.
.MANUFACTURERS AND DEALERS IN

Maple, Birch, Elm, Basswood, Ash
And Ckher Northern Hardwoods

In the Market for Round Lots of Hardwooii

WRITE US BEFORE SELLING

Rsher Building, CHICAGO
•PHONE HARRISON 1984

Manufacturers
Importers Jobbers

Everything in Veneer

American Walnut

Mahogany Crotch Wood

Circassian
R. S. Bacon Veneer Company

213-17 North Ann St. Chicago

iliiiliiiiliiiiii

litiiiiiiMiil
^^5^:^^^M¥;:-::;^ all woods /.

;;;/g:isi|N:D:/r^^ STOCK: LI ST//:.::- ;:::;

V CARROLL AVE. AND SHELDON ST.
CHICAGO:; '

SAVE YOUR MONEY BY USING THE

D rpv D/^/^1/' Published Semi-annually
l\lLtLy Dv^/v^/lX. in February and August

It contains a carefully prepared list of the buyers •( lumber id

car lots, both among the dealers and manufacturers.
The book indicates their financial standing and manner of meet-

ing obligations. Covers the United States, Alberta, Mani-
toba and Sasltatchewan. The trade recognizes this book as

the authority on the lines it covers.
A well organized CollectioD DepartDient ii alio operated and the same ii ofcd to

Tou. Write for te

Lumbermen's Credit Assn.,
•M 8*. De&rborB St.

CBICAUO

ESTABLISHED
l>7(

116 Nassau Street
NEW YORK CITY

CHOICE BIRCH AND MAPLE—10,500 ACRES
I offer the above tract of best quality and
splendidly located timber in Ontario, ten miles

from Sault Ste. Marie, Ontario, a town of

25,000 population. Will cut 90Tc birch and
maple. Estimated by George F. Beardsley,

cruiser of Grand Rapids, Mich. Location and
mill site on deep water. Can ship either by
water or rail. Lands in fee simple—no crown
dues, no export restrictions. Close to Amer-
ican Soo. Easy logging. Reasonable price and terms.

William H. Ranson, Saull Sle Marie, Mich.
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KNOXVILLE
Famous for Finest Type of Poplar, Oak and Chestnut.

VESTAL LUMBER AND MANUFACTURING CO-
KNOXVILLE, TENNESSEE.

QUARTERED WHITE OAK
OUR SPECIALTY

MANUFACTURERS OF

QUARTERED WHITE OAK. PUiN OAK. POPLAR. WALHOT & TENNESSEE RED CEDAR LUMBER
BAND MILLS AT VKSTAU A SUBURB OK KJ^ OXVILJL.E. SOUTHBaiN AND LOUISVILLB & NASHVILL.E) RAILROAD

J. M. L.OGAIN
LUMBER CO.
MANUFACTURERS AND WHOLESALERS

HARDWOODS AND PINE
POPLAR A SPECIALTY

Main Office and Yards: Knoxville

Branch Office and Yard:

Hnnk and M>:Lean Ave., Cincinoatl I. U. ASHER. Mgr.

We Want Orders for the following Dry Stock:

WHITE OAK—Plain or Quartered.

RED OAK—Plain or Quartered.

CHESTNUT BASSWOOD
POPLAR WHITE PINE

Always carry large well

assorted stock of all

kinds of Hardwoods.

CAN SHIP ON SHORT NOTICE.

Kimball & Kopcke
Knoxville, Tennessee

Manufacturers and Shippers of

Appalachian Hardwoods
OAK OUR SPECIALTY

"THE VERY BEST"
ASH, CHESTNUT,

RED OAK, WHITE OAK, PINE.

POPLAR and WALNUT
Knoxville Veneer Co.

p. B. RAYMOND, General Manager, KnozviUe. Tenn.

IF YOU HAVEN'T SEEN THE GIBSON TALLY BOOK

Let us send you one on approval, with samples of Tally
Tickets for triplicate, duplicate or single tallies—a score

of forms to choose from. They are the latest and best. En-
dorsed by hundreds of lumber manufacturers and buyers.

HARDWOOD RECORD CHICAGO
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DON'T WORRV
Tt your stock is not soft in texture,

even colored and weli manufac-
tured, you can get stock that is

Thl Mobray & Robinson Company
CINCINNATI, OHIO

Manufacturers of Plain and Quartered Oak and Poplar

MtLIS
Quicksand. Et
Viper. Ky.

MAIN OFFICE
CINCINNATI, OHIO

YARDS
Cincinnati. 0.
Detroit. Mich,
Rochester, N, Y.
Brooklyn, N. Y.

RED GUM
Write us when you want BONE DRY stock

High Grade Fine Widths Good Lengths

BENNETT & WITTE
224 West Fourth St. CINCINNATI, O.

ifwe sKowyou Clyde Skidders

cutting tKe cost of logs for tKe

Other Fellow, worit you want
to make tKe sarae saving?

Okats wky we can. aivd do

in.viteyou to come with us

andmakeyour own. invest-

igations. Our skidders
are our best salesraeni

W. E. HEYSER. President WEAVER HASS, V. President

BENJ.AMIN BRAMLAGE. Secy & Treas.

The W. E. Heyser
Lumber Company

MAIN OFFICE & YARDS
Winton Place
Cincinnati, Ohio

BRANCH YARDS AND MILLS
West Virginia, Mississippi, Arkansas & Kentucky

12,000,000 ft. High
Grade West Vir-

ginia and Southern

Hardwoods in

stock at all times.

Shipments made
direct from our

own yards and
mills in straight or

mixed cars.

SEND US YOUR INQUIRIES

CLyDi: irLON \vortics
MdRufacturers of mAcKiaes for every lo^gia^ operation

D U I^ U T H. U. S. A.
C RE-AX POB.T OP THE NOR.THWEST,

NEW ORLEANS
. O RyTL A./M D
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GOOD
GRADES

ca^ Lj A i_ I -r Y I ^y

LUDiNcTrbN
HARDWOOD SPECIALISTS

PROMPT
SERVICE

There Is a Reason
Why discriminating
consumers insist on
getting

STEARNS QUALITY
End Dried White
Hard Rock Maple

If you are interested

let us tell you why.
We can give you the

benefit of knowledge
acquired by years of

study and research. END DBYIXG I.ITMBER SCIENTI IK M r \

DRY STOCK
ON HAND:

80M 4/4 FAS
28M 5/4 FAS
65

M

6 4 FAS
56M 8 4 FAS
72M 4 '4 No. 1 Com.

16M 5/4 No. 1 Com.

23M 6/4 No. 1 Com.

47M 8 '4 No. 1 Com.

(TTHi STSALT &• LUMBER CO. LuDINGTON,MlCH.

Band Sawn Hardwoods
WE PRODUCE OUR OWN STOCKS

Our Specialties:

Cottonwood— Oak Tliree Ply Red

Red and Sap Gum '"'I^^.Tand'whhr'' Gum Panels

A Few Items We Want To Move
7 cars 4/4" 1st & 2nds Red Gum.

15 cars 4/4" No. 1 Common Red Gum.
5 cars 6/4" Ists & 2nds Sap Gum.
5 cars 4/4" Select Yellow Cypress.

7 cars 4/4" No. 1 Shop Yellow Cypress.

8 cars 4/4" x 13" to 17" Ists & 2nds Cottonwood.

5 cars 5/4" x 6" to 12" Ists & 2nds Cottonwood.

9 cars 4/4" x 13" to 17" Cottonwood Box Boards.

4 cars 4/4" x 18" to 21" No. 1 & Panel Cottonwood.

1 car 3/8" No. 1 Common Qtd. White Oak.

2 cars 1/2*' No. 1 Common Qtd. White Oak.

10 cars 6/4", Log Run Soft Maple.

7 cars 4/4" Ists & 2nds Plaip Red Oak.

9( cars 4 '4" No. 1 Common Plain Red Oak.

WRITE US F OR PRICES
ANDERSON-TULIY COMPANY, Memphis, Tcnn.

BOX SHOOKS and VENEERS.

^T- HARDWOOD RECORD U a differ-

^H I ent kind, and altogether better

^^A^ lumber newspaper than has hither-

to been published. This is made possible

by the loyal co-operation and support of the

hardwood element of the lumber industry.

If you are a subscriber you will agree.
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The

Newest
Hoosier
Band
Saw Mill
We have been building

band mills for thirty-

five years and this New
Hoosier Band Saw
Mill represents the ex-

perience of these years.

The simplest mill in

construction and the

easiest kept in order.

We build this mill in three

sizes, 6, 7 and 8 ft. The
widest saw the 6 ft. mill

will carry is 10"; the 7 and
8 ft. mills will carry 10, 11

or 12" saws. This mill is

built in a substantial man-

''^^BiR ^^^ ^"*^ embodies all that
^.7 is latest and best in Band

Mill design. The base is

of the heavy extension pat-

tern and is so constructed

that it does not overhang the foundation but extends completely around the mill. By
means of the construction of the column the upper wheel runs in the center of the mill and

is supported both above and below the mandrel. The bearings are long and are chain

oiling.

The tension device has roller bearings and is very sensitive and durable. The upper guide

is raised and lowered by power and is nonbreakable. The lower guide is so arranged that

it can be opened quickly. The roll back of the saw is power driven.

The 6 ft. mill will split a 48" log and lay down a 30" board between saw and column; the

7 ft. will split a 54" log and lay down a 36" board, the 8 ft. will split a 57" log and lay down
a 42" board.

The Sinker-Davis Co., Indianapolis^ Ind.
Makers of Hoosier Saw Mill Machinery
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LOUISVILLE
THE HARDV/OOD GATEWAY OF THE SOUTH

Place Your Contracts Here

Leading consumers have learned the advantages of buying

their lumber on contract, making agreements with reliable

houses covering their year's supply, and then specifying deliv-

eries as the material is needed.

This method has many advantages, chief among them being

absolute protection against unexpected rises in the market,'

shortages of stock and the like; while the lumberman, knowing

in advance the requirements of his customers, is in a position to

provide for them and to extend service which is not always pos-

sible with single-car orders.

We are not endeavoring to convert present one-car buyers

into contract-makers; but the point we would like to impress is

that with reputable manufacturers at one end of an agreement,

and Louisville hardwood houses at the other, absolute satisfac-

tion and delivery of lumber as agreed are assured.

Stemmelen Lumber Company The Louisville Veneer Mills

W. P. Brown & Sons Lumber Company Norman Lumber Company

Edward L. Davis Lumber Company Booker-Cecil Company

North Vernon Lumber Company

m
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1IIlD)(gIllKMy(0)@lD)
IKTERLOCKING 'DRUMJ"

*\~^ ^NY LbNGTH#m?rr^ .

<r^s^':L^A

*^~^- iVE(?UIRtiD

ATMILI^
AT LOWEST
VcOCSTy

-High nSpeed •Return^%:^^^^'—^ '^[

C/iieayofSea^/e Oanada Canadian K^/Zis-C/iaJme^s Jjfd.

KHlen-O^/eana-^WoodwarifrM'/yM Si Co.^fd

nn 1 r^ T"^ A ^^ T*
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Wc Will Quote Unusually Attractive Prices

On the Following List ot Band Sawn Poplar:
1 Com

lo. I C'<

No. 1 l\

8 can 1" 1» * 29.

2 cara IVi" l« & 28.

6 cars 2¥i" 1» & 2a.

3 car* 3~ la « 2a.

2 cara I" Wide Hoi.
S cara I" Narrow Box.
4 cara I" Saim JK Srlerla.

1 car I "/J" SnpH & Sclecta.

2 cara 1V4" Sapa & Selecta.

2 cara 2" Sapa & Selecta.

we h\vp a spt.endid stock op plain' and
OU.\rti;hki> rkd and white oak. ai,i> c.kades

Faust Bros. Lumber Co.

a 2" No. I Con
2'Aj" No. 1 Common.
S" No. 1 Common.
I" No. 2-A Common.
I" No. 2-B Common.

g 2" No. 2 A * II Common.
2'/." No. 2 A « » Common.
S" No. 2 A & B Common.

SAI.KS OFKICF,
CHICAGO. ILL.

.MAIN OrFICK
PADUCAH, KY.

Main Ollii-.-. IMttiit ami Viirtis

MOUND CITY, ILL., adjoining Cairo, 111.

CHICAGO OFFICE—1423 Monadnock Bldg.

Hardwood Lumber
ALL GRADES AND THICKNESSES

Oak and Ash Our Specialty

VENEERS Sawed, Quartered White Oak

Standard for 37 Years
^

CoV'el Saw Machinery
The machine shown will automatically;

sharpen band resaws from l" to 6"

wide, and it is not necessary to touch
the 3aws after they come off the

machine.

chlnery to take care o( all kinds of i

COVEL MFG. CO., Benton Harbor, Mich.

OAK FLOORING

Kiln- A
Dried ^'

Polished

MAPPWOOD LJMBEP <y\

& MFC. CO
5A RDIS
«- MISS.

Hollow

f^ Backed
and

Bundled
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Saps, however, are in stronger demand, particularly in the box grades, CJaK

as is Cottonwood in the same grades, the box manufacturers having

been taking large quantities of these woods. Furniture men are

also using considerable sap gum, which is helping the situation

materially.

As a general thing it is probably a fact that the northern woods

are in a little better position than the southern woods, although it

cannot be said that either class of material is not doing nicely.

It will probably be a fact that in Wisconsin the input of logs will

be about twenty-fire per cent below normal; the prediction of which

condition is already having its effect upon the general market.

Some substantial sales have already been made in northern woods

at very favorable prices, particularly favorable as compared to last

year's values.

No distinct developments can be seen in the export market, which

continues in a rather unfavorable light, particularly from southern

ports. Eastern exporters are probably a little more favorable in

their expressions of the foreign situation than are southern export-

ers. They seem to see real evidence of the probability of a better

condition of freight rates for foreign shipments, which will enable

American lumbermen to compete more successfully with foreign

woods of certain character. It is reported in some cases that stocks

abroad are fairly well cleaned out and the resulting condition

would naturally be favorable to American shippers. Apparently

there is nothing in the situation which can prevent a really good
trade during the year 1914, with prospect of good business condi-

tions generally, with stocks at the mills in good shape or, where
they are rather long, in strong hands with consumers' stocks and
yard stocks in short condition on an average. Of course it is impos-

sible to foretell all developments in the future, but it is significant

that some of the most sagacious and successful wholesalers are pur-

chasing considerable quantities of lumber to take care of the antici-

pated year's trade. This should serve as a pretty fair indication

of what business will be during the next eleven months.

General Market Conditions

CONSIDEEING THE COUNTRY AS A WHOLE, a continually

strengthening note of optimism has been apparent in hardwood

circles in the last two weeks. From everywhere reports are emanat-

ing which indicate greater activity of inquiry, larger individual

sales and a real strengthening in values. This can be ascribed only

to a more favorable condition of trade among purchasers of hard-

wood stocks generally and a more apparent confidence in the business

future of the country during the coming year. As is usually the

case when any transition of trade is taking place, reports are rather

mixed and even from the same territories are divergent,—that is, as

one prominent Philadelphian expresses it, some fellows are still

blowing out the candle just to see if it is dark,—but as a general

thing the usual desire seems to be to throw on the electric current

and make it even brighter.

All lines of trade are evidently feeling a substantial strengthening

in business. Favorable reports of railroad purchases are not at all

uncommon, which condition is probably partly due to considerable

confidence in the outcome of the freight rate agitation and also

in the condition of freight movement in general. With the easing

up of the money situation, building operations have taken on a

different aspect and the call from this class of the consuming trade

is much more satisfactory than it has been. This applies to general

building construction material as well as to finish and woods which

go into other more advanced phases of building construction. The

furniture people took a favorable view of recent furniture exposi-

tions, although they stated they were not overwhelmed with orders.

They are, however, favorably impressed with the possibility of busi-

ness during the next few months. The implement people are feeling

a good demand as is usually the case at this time of the year and

are buying nicely. The box trade is holding up in excellent shape

and is responsible for a certain strengthening in certain grades

of hardwoods.

A feature of the business which is probably not as it should be

is the actual delivery of oak. It is reported that orders for this

class of stock are plentiful, but that in many instances deliveries

are being delayed without apparent reason, that the territory in

which this is most evident, however, is rather restricted and it is

not anticipated that it will have any general effect on the market.

As a result there has been some little tendency to shade oak prices

on the part of concerns whose sales are principally in the territory

affected. On a general basis, however, oak is not available in unduly

large quantities and its price is holding firm in quartered and plain.

In red gum nothing of particular importance is noted as this wood
continues to go along on about the same plane as it has been moving.

Eagle Creek Valley
-pHE FRONT COVER ILLUSTRATION of this issue represents
•I a forest scene in Eagle Creek Valley, western North Carolina.

The stream here shown flows into the Little Tennessee river at

Fontana. The valley has a length of fifteen miles and a breadth
of ten, and is heavily timbered with hardwoods with a scattered

growth of necdleleaf trees. The most important of the hardwoods
are yellow poplar, oak, chestnut, and white ash. The even and
splendid stand of these trees has elicited admiration from all

who have visited the region. Practically the entire valley or basin
of Eagle creek is owned by the Montvale Lumber Company, which
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is allied with the R. K. Wood Lumber Company of Baltimore, lid.

The laurel occupies its usual place as the fringe along the brawl-

in" brook, where it is an ornament and a nuisance at the same

time. It is ornamental in the highest degree during the few

days when it is in full bloom, and in a less degree the rest of

the year. It becomes a disagreeable encumbrance for persons who

attempt to follow the banks of the brooks where it grows. The

tangled masses are well-nigh impenetrable until the axmcn and

path-makers have gone ahead. The experienced woodsman who

is under the necessity of following a stream like that in the pic-

ture, prefers the boulders and the water to the pathless banks

covered with tangled rhododendron. It is easier to wade the

water of the brook than crawl over or under the laurel on the

banks. Such boulders are usually covered with green algae, as

slippery as grease, and the man who follows the brook 's bed must

be quick and careful if he does not get enough dippings at the

base of boulders to make him a "hardshell Baptist" before the

close of the day.

Those who posses creative fancy can exercise it on this exquisite

picture. They can people the woods back from the rivulet, if

they like; or they can busy their imaginations with the two woods-

men who have, apparently, flung themselves on the bank to rest

after a long wade in the water or a wearisome scramble through

the laurel on the margin. One of them probably thinks he sees

an easier way and is pointing in the direction; but the disconsolate

attitude of the other indicates that he has his doubts. Or, if

some other interpretation seems more reasonable, explain the

situation in some other way. The forest scenes among the south-

ern mountains are so rich in suggestions that the man has a poor

imagination who can not evolve an interpretation to suit what-

ever mood he happens to be in.

An Evolution in Logging

THERE IS MORE TO BE SEEN in the active interest which is

being manifested in the improvement and establishment of uni-

formity in logging operations in different parts of the country than

the mere desire on the part of logging superintendents to make

better records for themselves. Of course, that desire is the main

inspiration of this getting together, but if the ideas as suggested

are carried out and the proposed saving effected the cause of con-

servation will unquestionably be advanced materially.

It may be a broad step from the housing of lumber jacks or the

more satisfactorily filling their inner cavities with substantial food

on the one hand to the big question of conservation on the other;

but nevertheless the close consideration of the various factors which

enter into the modern logging operation for the purpose of reducing

the general cost of getting logs to the mills will mean saving so

much to the operator, and hence enabling him to work up his poor

timber more closely than he could if he were paying more for this

work. The effort is unquestionably justified from the mere point

of view of economy, but it is doubly justified when the consideration

is borne in mind. That the agitation is not merely transitory is

certainly evidenced by the manner in which the various conventions

during the last few months have taken hold of the subject. The

manufacturers ' association meeting at Memphis a couple of weeks

ago definitely endorsed the idea, while the Northern Hemlock and

Hardwood Manufacturers' Association, through its logging commit-

tee, has worked out a very valuable formula which will unques-

tionably do a great deal toward unifying methods and cutting log-

ging costs. The frequent gatherings of logging superintendents

will go a long way toward working this proposition out to a satis-

factory basis and it is sincerely to be hoped that due progress will

be made.

Famous Forest School Closes

THE BILTMOEE FOREST SCHOOL has closed its doors for-

ever. At any rate, that seems at present to be the situation.

Dr. C. A. Schenck, the founder and head of the school, announced

from Darmstadt, Germany, under date of January 1, 1914, that

he will not continue the school, nor return to America, except oc-

casionally as a visitor. The announcement was accompanied by

his reasons for the step he has taken. His chief reason is that

the school has not lately been a financial success. The number

of students has been too small to pay the expenses of the school.

The latest enrollment was only twenty, while there is no profit in

an enrollment of less than forty.

Dr. Schenck 's conclusion may be accepted on tliat point, but

many will not agree with him in his second reason for the dis-

couragement which he feels. He expresses disappointment with

the success which his graduates have achieved. He either ex-

pected too much, or he has not kept track of those who have gone

into the business world from his school. They have won their

way in competition with forestry students from eighty-three other

schools of this country, and they fill places in many lines of work,

and do it with credit and honor.

Dr. Schenck, for his own encouragement, should recall Plato 's

decision when he was tempted to quit his school. He had only

one pupil, and after looking along the empty benches—out of doors

in the rain—he said: "As long as I have one pupil, I will go on."

That lone pupil was Aristotle. Dr. Schenck may not have turned

out any Aristotles from his school, but he may be sure that w-hat

he has done has been worth his effort, though his highest am-

bition may not have been realized.

He opened at Biltmore, N. C, the first forest school in the

United States. He worked along lines different from other forest

schools. Most of his work was done in the woods, in logging

camps, and at sawmills. He aimed at the practical rather than

the theoretical, or in his own words, he was not "preaching con-

servation, second growth, and theory." His ambition, quoting his

words, was to have a "training school for the sons of every lum-

berman and every timber owner in the country. It was to be;

it has not been."

During recent j'ears he has spent part of his time with his

students in the German forests, where European methods were

studied, and part of the time in the woods of North Carolina,

Michigan, and Oregon, where up-to-date lumbering practices were

studied. The large amount of traveling made the school neces-

sarily rather expensive for the students; but it was worth all it

cost.

The probability is that the Biltmore school will not be taken

up by any one else. It will occupy its place in the history of

forestry in this country. It was a pioneer and blazed the trails.

The presence of eighty-three other schools in the United States,

in which more or less forestry is taught, is proof that the days

of pioneering are past.

Spurious Mahogany
r^ ENUINE MAHOGANY is probably the most useful of all cabinet

^~^ woods. It is famous for its perfect seasoning, for the precise

manner in which it stands after being placed in a finished piece of

cabinet work, its gorgeous polish and the tone imparted to it with

age. The supply is abundant and the price reasonable.

The extensive use of this most popular wood causes as a natural

result the importation of other woods that do not possess the qualities

of the true mahogany but which the importer hopes will by reason

of somewhat similar appearance sell as a substitute for mahogany at

a lower price. The entire trade suffers from this and it militates

against genuine mahogany as the buyer of goods manufactured from

such substitutes is usually under the impression that he is buying

the genuine species and is eventually dissatisfied with the substitute,

mahogany itself bearing the brunt of this criticism rather than this

method of doing business, which is the real cause.

The importers of foreign woods and the good cabinet-makers of

the country know that the best grades of mahogany, particularly for

use by manufacturers of furniture, are derived from timber growing

on the mainland from the province of Tabasco, Mexico, British Hon-

duras, Nicaragua and Guatemala. There is also some fine mahogany

found on the west coast of Africa, but of the "fifty-seven varieties"

shipped from there as mahogany only two or three are genuine. At
the present time considerable so-called Philippine mahogany is being
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imported but while there are useful wootis in the Philippines, no

species of mahogany grows on the islands and it would seem that if

manufacturers desire a substitute it would be just as feasible to

utilize some of our^native woods such as birch and gum, and stain

them to imitate tlie genuine mahogany. This would result in a con-

siderable saving over the utilization of the so-called Philippine ma-

hogany. The reputable merchants in this line of business naturally,

being merchants, sell what people want to buy; but it can be safely

said that sales of so-called substitute mahogany arc never made with-

out the buyer being told all that the seller knows about these woods.

The buyers should protect themselves against the substitution of other

woods, however, and give their orders to reputable conceins or insist

upon samples being submitted so that they will know what they are

to get. By pursuing this course disappointment to themselves will

be prevented and a certain protection to the lejjitiiuate mahogany

trade will be afforded.

Value of Exact Information

KNOWLEDGE IS POWER, and also mone.v. There never was

a time when there was closer connection between exact in-

formation and financial gain than there is now.

The industrial development of Germany within the past fifty

years furnishes proof on a large scale that scientific education

pays. Nobody guesses in Germany. No business man there ex-

periments with his capital and his time. Ho hires an educated

specialist to do the experiment-

Yours

ing. It is done in the laboratory,

not in the factory. Every test

is made, every trial is carried

through, every theory is sub-

jected to the most searching ex-

amination by men who are ex-

perts in those particular lines,

but only on a small scale, and

at as little expense as is con-

sistent with thoroughness, until

certainty is reached. Then the

manufacturer begins with com-

plete knowledge of what he can

do, and he takes no risks. Suc-

cess is certain.

That is in Germany. The

profitable work shops, from

center to circumference of that

country, afford proof of the wisdom of that method. Manufacturers

become rich by utilizing what iu America would be thrown away as

waste, and all because experts have shown how to do it.

Most lines of manufacture in America are a long way from that

degree of perfection. Too many take chances on a guess. That

rule is not universal, but it prevails. Some of the largest oil

companies and manufacturers of steel follow the German method,

and know what they can do before they attempt to do it; and

there are many others who employ thoroughly trained experts to

test every process before it is undertaken on a large scale; but

too many do not do so.

The lumber business, taken for the whole country, and iu all

departments from forest to factory, is probably in as much need

of scientific investigation as any other great business in the land.

One needs only to read the proceedings of lumber association meet-

ings to be convinced that exact information is woefully lacking in

many departments. Take a late convention of loggers, for ex-

ample. One of the speakers had carried on investigations which

showed that many logging operations are run without any definite

information as to cost of the various steps in the process. Each

follows a system of his own, which often is no s.vstem at all.

Another department which, according to reports of investigators,

is based mostly on guesswork in many instances, is lumber camp
economics, chief of which is the feeding and housing of the men
and horses. Waste, inefl[iciency, and generally poor management
could often be avoided by following the advice of an expert whose

special business it is to work out the various problems. The chief

value of such service is due to the fact that details can be studied

which would bo out of the question for a general superintendent

who has scores of other things to look after.

Another expensive guess, connected with milling operations,

concerns the piling of lumber in the yard. This is only a detail,

but it is worth looking into. Too often almost anything goes.

The lumber piles may be so close together that free circulation of

air between them is hindered; the boards in the pile may be placed

jam up, edge to edge, so that air has no vertical movement; the

sticks may be too wide, thus unnecessarily covering much surface

and thereby delaying the drying; and other things are wrongly

done or left undone. Too many things are consigned to chance,

where a due amount of precise information would eliminate ex-

pense and other undesirable results.

These are only instances of savings that might be secured, and

where better work would result from better information. There

are many others. In fact, they exist, or may be expected, every-

where along the road from the forest to and through the factory.

Some men think they know so much that the advice of a spe-

cialist is ignored. They are like a certain Pennsylvania oil oper-

ator who boasted that no expert could tell him anything. "The
drill is my expert," was his favorite answer. "When it finds

oil, I know the oil is there, and not till then." He drilled an

$8,000 hole at a guess, struck it dry, pulled his tools, and aban-

doned his lease. A geologist
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measured the dip of the region's

strata, and figured that the drill

had stopped within thirty feet

of the oil sand. Acting on this

expert's advice, another com-

pany put down a drill in the

old hole and by boring twenty-

two feet further struck a gusher.

That was an extreme case,

perhaps, and was somewhat un-

usual; but it is an illustration

of expensive guessing where pre-

cise information was within

reach. Too many try experi-

ments which never take them

anywhere. They begin at a

guess, and end in failure. Lum-
bermen ought to get away from

the guessing game as speedily as possible; quit making expensive

experiments; and get in the habit of trying out on a small scale be-

fore risking too much on a venture. Many have turned their backs

upon the old way, let it be said to the credit of their business in-

sight; but many go on guessing and experimenting on a scale en-

tirely too large—go on feeding their camp men too much or too

little; doing the same with their horses; logging at haphazard;

piling lumber badly ; roasting or case-hardening in kilns ; and wasting

valuable resources without knowing it. The advice of a specialist

is often the best-paying investment that can be made.

Edison's Doubtful Prophecy
,N MATTERS CONNECTED WITH ELECTRICITY no one

questions that Thomas A. Edison is high authority; but when

the matter under discussion is wooden furniture, the value of his

opinion as an expert is doubtful. He was recently quoted as say-

ing that an absolute law is operating to substitute steel for wood

in the making of furniture. He proceeds to explain that this law

is the increasing cost of wood, and soon all furniture will be made

of steel, since the steel required for a given piece of furniture

costs only one-fifth as much as the wood will cost for the same

piece. The next generation, he says, w^ill not know what wooden

furniture is.

It is easy to pick flaws with his conclusions, because they are

not founded on facts. Unless steel shall be much cheaper in the

next generation than it now is, or wood very mui'h more e.\pen-

o
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sive than at present, Mr. Edison's figures are wild on the subject

of mere cost. Good seasoned oak can now be bought for con-

siderably less than two cents a pound, and weiyht for weight,

steel now costs more wlien manufactured in sh.ipo for furniture

making. Of course, steel may be rolled into sheets of any de-

sired thinness, but cannot wood be cut into veneers as thin! In

either case, there must be some sort of backing or braces to hold

the sheets in place and give the piece of furniture the necessary

rigidity. In case of wooden furniture this backing is made of

cheap woods, while only the outer part is of expensive material.

The interior braces required in metal furniture must add consider-

able weight, and consequently, add to the cost. It must be ad-

mitted that if a purchaser insists on pricing high-grade wooden
furniture, and is satisfied with any sort of sheet metal substitute,

the cost of the latter may be less than of the former; but if both

kinds are to be high class, there is considerable doubt as to the

higher cost of wooden furniture.

Mr. Edison depends upon "the increasing cost of wood" to

bring his prophecy true. Wood will disappoint him. It will ad-

vance in cost as years go by, but not to the extent he seems to

believe. The advance in cost will be partly or wholly offset by
closer utilization and better methods of manufacture, so that a

given quantity of wood will go farther.

It is unsafe to put too much dependence in the predicted ad-

vance in cost of wood while taking for granted that steel will not

advance also. Geologists have pointed out many a time that the

easily-worked iron mines are not exhaustless. There are vast de-

posists of low grade ores, but improved methods of mining and
reducing these must be waited for, or the price of iron will go up.

Many people are exceedingly liberal with their prediction of

wood's greater cost in the future, but they seem to forget that

metals are likely to share in the advancing cost.

Mahogany, which is a widely used furniture wood, was about

as expensive in this country 175 years ago as it is now.

Cost is only one of the things to consider in prophesying con-

cerning the future use of wood in furniture making. Best an

hour some summer day on an iron bench in a park, and then try

a wooden bench. The difference in favor of wood is so notice-

able that iron benches are vacant and wooden benches all occu-

pied, when both are alike convenient, and there are not enough

people to fill all. Wood will have to go pretty high before iron

chairs will find room in any civilized man's home. The same may
be said of bureaus, dressers, tables, and many other articles of

furniture. Wood is more comfortable wherever it is subjected to

touch or contact; it is more handsome; more durable. Knocks
which would scarcely mar a wooden cabinet would dent and dam-

age one of sheet metal and make it unsightly ever after.

A New Light on the Rates Petition

THE PETITION OF FIFTY-TWO EASTERN RAIROADS that

they be permitted to advance rates has met with new compli-

cations recently. An inquiry has been under way for some time,

but its purpose was to find out whether the railroads are receiving

enough revenue to meet expenses and provide a reasonable profit.

The railroads contended that they were not, and they asked for

permission to increase their rates in order to raise more revenue.

The evidence submitted seemed, on its face, to substantiate the

claims made by the roads.

Just as the necessity for more revenue appeared about to be
proved, the Interstate Commerce Commission struck a new track.

It was found that the railroads are not making the most of their

present rates. They are performing too much free service where
they have a right to make charges. They have done this for

large shippers who are amply able to pay for the service. It may
not be strictly correct to call these free services rebates, but they
are in effect the same thing.

"No well informed persons," said Commissioner Harlan in a
recent announcement, "can doubt that the discontinuance of these

free services would save the carriers millions of dollars of expense
annually, nor can any well informed person doubt that if such

service should be measured in relation to its cost and its value

and the general conditions surrounding it, and should then be

made to contribute on a reasonable basis to the revenues of the

carriers performing it the income of the carriers would be in-

creased by many million dollars a year."

The commission has taken the stand that before the railroads

can with justice ask for a general increase in rates they must first

collect all the revenue possible under their present rates. In other

words, they must not ask the public to pay more in order that

free service to a few favored shippers may continue.

It is said that a discontinuance of such free service will save

the railroads not less than $15,000,000 a year. When that sum has

been added to the revenues of the roads, it will then be time to

ask the Interstate Commerce Commission for authority to increase

the rates in order to make good any deficiency of revenue which

can then be shown to exist. There will now be supplementary

hearings to determine reasonable charges for such free service.

The trend of the investigation thus far has made it plain that

the people generally are willing that the railroads should have

rates high enough to produce fair returns on their investments;

but, at the same time, the public has a right to insist that all

shippers be treated alike. It is manifestly unfair to raise rates

for the majority that special privileges be granted to a few.

A Worthy Effort

HARDWOOD RECORD IS IN RECEIPT of a communication

and circular from a prominent hardwood manufacturing con-

cern of Memphis in the interests of the Ransdell-Humphreys biU.

It is very apparent that those situated or having interests in the

vast Mississippi Delta country are doing everything within their

power to stir up interest in this levee measure to secure its passage.

Disregarding entirely facts and figures regarding the importance

of the project,—as the importance of some means of controlling

the floods Ln this territory is pretty generally conceded,—it seema

apparent on the face of it that it is possible to construct levees that

would hold the river in control while it is passing through this

country. It is simply a question of building these retaining walls

of suflScient height and strength to overtop the water at its highest

peak and to withstand the pressure at its greatest. That the plan

is feasible is vouched for by the army engineers. If it is feasible

it is certainly the simplest way of getting at it and, regardless of

the value of any other suggestions or of the feasibility of any other

plans, this offers an immediate means of checking the annual ravages

of the Mississippi and it certainly seems worth trying out. It is

apparent that if this plan is not adopted it will be a difficult job

to arrive at a satisfactory decision regarding any other plan and it

will be years before the question is even decided. Therefore, as.

stated, it looks as though this Ransdell-Humphreys bill should go

through and that the vast Mississippi delta territory and its tre-

mendous resources should be given an opportunity of full and

unhampered development. The levees have demonstrated their ability

to hold in certain places where they have been adequately and
properly constructed. Is it not reasonable to suppose that they

can hold as the general retaining waUs of the river?

Advertising the Lumber Industry

THAT THE WEST COAST LUMBERMEN have seized an excel-

lent opportunity of advertising the lumber business is shown in

a, report from the Pacifiic Coast Shippers' Association, stating that

that organization has prepared a splendid lot of educational moving
pictures, having now about 2,500 feet of films showing the lumber
industry as operated on the Pacific coast from the stump to the car.

These pictures are now being shown at twelve of the most prominent

retail lumber dealers' associations' meetings throughout the country.

Lecturers have been engaged to explain the pictures at these con-

ventions and the opinions expressed by the various audiences have

been to the effect that the entertainment is splendid. It wiU take

two months to show the pictures at all the conventions slated, and
after the convention season is over copies will be made and be shown
on the regular motion picture circuits.
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Pert^ Pertinent and Impertinent

Quit Your Meanness

I'ut the hammer in tlioJ^eliPr

:

Hide the somuiiiig board likewise ;

Auy one can l>e a linocker ;

Any one cnn criticye,

Cultivate^\fl nianuer wioniii;;.

Thougii it liurts your face to smile

And seems awl?ward. Hi besinnin;; ;

Be a booster for a^liilo.

Just for solid satisfaction

I>rop a Icind word in the slot.

And I'll warrant you"ll get action

On your effort on the spot.

And it isn't so distressing

If you give a little boost

To tbc man tlie fates are pressing

Wlii-n the chicks come licim<' lo r

Yes. the old world would Ik> l)rightcr

If you'd kindle frlendsliip"^ flame
.\nd thus make the trouble lishter

Of the man against the game.
Send your grouch on a vUcation.

(Jive your grumbling tones the shake.

And with grim determination
Throw the hammer in the lake.

THE BUSINESS SITUATION

See! There's a rift in the clouds—it's clearing up.

An Easy Solution
"How does the breakfast suit 5"0u. John'/" in-

quired the young bride anxiously.

"It's Just right, dearest." said her husband.
"It may be plelK-ln. but I'm awfully fond of

calves' liver for breakfast."

"So am I. dear. " said the wife. "Oh. John,

don't you think It would pay us to keep a calf:

Then we could have liver every morning for

breakfast."

Ingenious
A young lady took down the receiver of the

telephone one day and discovered that the line

was In use.

"I Just put on a pan of beans for dinner."

she heard one woman complacently informing
another.

Slie hung up the receiver and waited for the

conversation to end. Upon returning to the

telephone she found the women still talking.

Three times she waited, and then at last, be-

coming exasperated, she broke into the conver-

sation.

"Madam, I smell your beans burning." she

announced crisply.

A horrltied scream greeted the remark,

the young lady was able to put in lier e:

Beating the Taxi
Man (at doctor's night bell) : "Doctor,

much do you charge to go to the house';"

and

how

tiling thr speaking tube]

Mai

Man; ".Vll right; please come at once." (-\s

they arrive in the doctor's automobile) ; "Here's

your fee. doctor. A taxi would have cost twice

as much."

Wrong Gender

A class In Krench at a co-ed college was orally

translating a story about a cow from French into

Knglish. One girl persislently called the cow

"he" a number of times, until the professor

stopped hor short and said ; "He is she, miss ;

we milk her In the next sentence."

—

Everybody's.
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Meeting TSforthern Manufacturers
The annual meeting of the Northern Hemlock and Hardwood

Manufacturers ' Association took place as usual at the Hotel Pfister,

Milwaukee, on Tuesday, January 27. Following the usual formal

opening of tlfe meeting, President Hamar read the following annual

report:

President's Address

1 venture to say tliiT^- lias lu-cn nmro win-k duni- (iiiriiij; tlu' past yoai*

to arouse the Iiinih.Tman, manufacturer, wholesaler and retailer through-

out the count r.A' to the needs of the business than any other one year

period in the history of the industry. There are a large number of asso-

ciations in the field. Most of them will hold meetings during these winter

months, at which time tliey will grapi)le with the various problems con-

nected with their branch of the business. To these associations we extend

greetings. We wish them well and trust they will continue along in as

friendly a way in the future as in the past, and we hope that the get-

together spirit that has prevailed to such a large extent during the year

just ended will continue to grow and develop until the lumber associa-

tions have become one large organization working in harmony for tlu^

idtiraate good of the cause. There seems to have beeu a recent awakening
to the fundamental principle that in consolidation there is strength.

Acting upon this knowledge, the National Lumber Manufacturers' Asso-

ciation sprang into life. Composed as it is of eleven affiliated organiza
tions, it has under able management become probably the largest factor in

working (or the common good of the lumberman. Its officers have devoted
time and energy to the problems facing them, your problems and my prob-

lems, and have in a quiet and business-like way, without any undue adver-
tising or blast of trumpets, done the work of the organization in an effi-

cient and able manner. When the National was first organized a number
of us looked upon it as a fifth wheel. This illusion has been dispelled

until at the present time most of us realize that it has its place in the

'field of association work. I would recommend that we continue to give it

our moral and financial support.

Our own association has become, thanks to the efficient work of our
secretary, a well-oiled, smoothly-running piece of machinery. During tlie

past year the association, with a limited appropriation, has carried on a
very effective advertising campaign. This advertising feature of our work
we feel is beginning to bear fruit. I recommend that we continue this

work and that an appropriation be made at this meeting for the coming
year.

At the quarterly meeting at Kau Claire in Octobi r your officers were
authorized to call a congress of logging superintendents to be held in
(ireen Bay. This meeting was held during the early part of December and
was largely attended. A nnmber of papers pertaining to the industry were
read, and much interest and discussion were aroused. I am confident that
everyone who attended this meeting went away with some new thought.
A committee was appointed by the chairman on welfare work in the log-
ging camps. It was felt that by making camps more sanitary and attract-
ive a better class of woodsman could be secured. A committee on a
s.vstem of logging cost was also appointed. It developed that nearly every
company has a different method of figuring logging costs, while a great
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many have no method at all excepting by using final figures at the close

of the season. The chairmen of these committees will have something to

offer at this meeting. I would recommend that a logging congress for the

benefit of our woods superintendents be held once a year.

Tlie several meetings called for the lumber graders were largely attended

and created considerable enthusiasm. A number of our members were
somewhat skeptical as to the practicability of holding these meetings. I

think, however, if they will talk with the different men who attended the

meetings that they will become convinced that it was lime and money well

spent. The chance that it gave our graders to meet one another and the

opportunity that it gave them to broaden their views were well worth
while. I recommend that the bureau of grades be authorized to hold

meetings of lilie character at least once a year.

In our zeal to log and manufacture at a minimum cost, I sometimes
wonder if we give enough attention to that other part of our business

known as the sales department. Anybody can sell lumber at some price,

but to sell it and get the value for it requires years of training and ability.

A salesman must go forth without samples and through his own person-

ality sell his goods and get the price. The mill manager is so busy pro-

ducing and trying to keep costs down so he can get an old dollar back for

a new one, that he is apt to lose sight of the sales department as an
avenue for increasing his revenue. He is inclined to think—"Well, we
can get only so much tor our lumber anyway." While we must admit we
all have good men in charge of this department, still I think more atten-

tion should be given to that end of the business. It sometimes pays to

back away from a proposition and get a broader view of it and what Is

beyond it. You may have expected too little, or gotten too little from
this department. Keep your salesman ke.ved up to a point where the sale

of lumber at a profit becomes a hobby ; see that he talks aud thinks lumber
and that he feels he is selling the only stuff that is worth selling and
worth buying.

.Just now the railroads are struggling to get an advance In freight rates.

I believe this advance is to be five per cent, although we hear rumors
that in certain instances they have discriminated against some commodi-
ties to the extent of five and even ten per cent. I think that we should
take a broad view of this subject and stand for an increase. True, there
are gross discrepancies in our present tariffs, but there are those who feel

that these can be adjusted satisfactorily later on. You might say that
the railroads are suffering for their past sins, which is probably true, but
as the prosperity of the country depends on the railroads are we not fellow
sufferers? They have been compelled to increase wages of employes sev-

eral times, put on safety equipment and improve rolling stock. To offset

this drain they have Increased the size of locomotives so as to increase the
tonnage per train ; but there is a limit to the size of a locomotive and a

limit to the tonnage it can haul, and we have pretty nearly reached that
limit. With gross earnings increasing, but with gross operating expenses
increasing faster, so that net earnings are decreasing, is it any wonder
that the railroads are looking for a way out? Y'ou may have your bumper
crops, you may have your increase In merchandising, but you cannot have
general prosperity when the railroads are not prosperous. This is espe-

cially true of the lumber and steel business, which are two of the main-
stays of the country.

I
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lu a short lime, uo one knows Just wlicu, the ranamii canal will be

open for t raffle. What effect this is going to have ou the iuuiber business

Js prohli-matlcal. Far-sighted wholesalers on tlie Atlantic coast are get-

ting ready to handle the West coast lumber which will rurel.v move east-

ward Its soon as the canal is open. Have we anything to fear from this

rearrangement of the lumber traffic? It is estimated that there wlli be

vessel capacity tor only IJOO.OOO.OOO tlie lirst year and that the rate will

be between $11 and $12 per thousand feet. Add to this the cost of the

lumber at shipping point, handling charges and freight from the .\tlantic

-coast to the central slates and you have the estimated selling price to

ihc consumer. There are those who are inclined to think that hemlock

manufacturers have nothing to fenr from this quarter, while the influx

-of this lumber might be a distinct benefit by steadying the market which

would do away with the extremes In prices that arc so common and disas-

trous under present conditions.

At our soml-annual uicellng I called your attention to the acute rest-

lessness in labor circles. This restlessness has been seized upon by So-

-clallstic agitators who, by falsehood and misrepresentation, have influ-

•enced the minds of men in different localities until at present some of

our loading iltdustries have very serious strikes on their hands. The
papers of our large cities, ever anxioiis to cater to that part of man's
make-up which craves for something sensational in the line of news, or

ihrougli the Influence of oi'ganized labor, have not always represented the

true conditions In these strike-infested districts. Conditions for the com-

mon laborer at present are bad : that is. we must consider them bad when
men are out of work and being fed and housed at municipal expense.

Most manufacturers arc ijuick to take advantage of these conditions to

reduce wages. I am not saying that wages should not be reduced in cer-

tain instances, but I believe that it would be to the manufacturer's ad-

vantage to increase the elUciency of his plant rather than to take this

step, for there is a living wage below which it is dangerous to go. Most
of our freak legislation is brought about by just these conditions, labor

hitting back at capital for a real or imaginary grievance. At this instant

the Michigan Federation of Labor is agitating for an eight-hcur law in

that stale. A law of this sort would either increase pay rolls twenty per

cent or it would reduce wages. If this law applied to the entire union it

would probably hurt no one, as we would all be on the same footing. It

would, however, increase the cost of living and we would continue to

chase ourselves around a circle. I sometimes wonder if we have not

reached the limit and if it is not about time for us to reverse and travel

the circle in the opposite direction. We have liability laws which if

equitable are lust, but do we want an eight-hour law ; do we want a mini-

mum wage; do we want old-age pensions? All of these must be taken

into consideration before you decide to reduce common laborers' wages
below the amount which will support a man and his family decently.

Following the reading of the minutes of the previous meeting,

Secretary Kellogg read the report of Treasurer George E. Foster.

This report showed a balance on hand January 27, 1913, $3,286.71;

receipts during the year, $20,908.14, making the total assets for

the year $24,194.83; disbursements, $25,825.16, leaving a balance on

hand January 26, 1914, $3,369.69.

Secretary R. S. Kellogg then read his report, which as usual was
full of valuable suggestions and was very closely followed.

Secretary's Report
It is a pleasure to report a prosperous condition of association affairs

on the fourth anniversary of the amalgamation of the Northwestern Hem-
lock Manufacturers' .\ssociation with the Flardwood Lumber Manufac-
turers of Wisconsin, which marked the beginning of the Northern Hem-
lock and Hardwood Manufacturers' Association. You will And on the
back of today's program the, names of eighty-two members!—two more
than at this time last year, notwithstanding the loss of six members
during 191.3. Four of these completed operations and went out of busi-

ness, one small firm dropped out because of reorganization and financial

difficulties, while one larger firm terminated membership because it had too
great an aversiim to paying dues according to the membership contract,

although It was very ready to take advantage of association activities.

Altogether, we have a very compact, efficiently working membership who
can lie depended upon to do their part on the final show-down, although
it sometimes requires rather strenuous effort on the part of the secretary
to get the results he is instructed to do.

The regular expenses of the association were $150 less in lOl.T tbMa
was estimated at the beginning of the .year. In detail, they were as
follows :

Salaries ; 8,811.41
Advertising (1913 campaign to date) 3i464.53
Travel !J,157.B4
Sales Reports 1.462.00
National Lumber Manufacturers' Association 1,.3.^0.00
Office expense .liST.OS
Postage, telegraph and telephone .^.'iO.O"

Stationery and printing ,364.78
Furniture and equipment 313.10

Total $in.590.fl«
These expenses were partially offset by Hie following receipt*:

Relnspeetlons Kaj-JS
Rate books 48.00

Total »Trr.2S

Consequently, the net expenses were $ls..>sl3.40. During the year a

commodious safe cabinet for the protection of our records and a type-

writer to help handle the Increased correspondence were added to the

office eciuipmenf, and also a small addressing machine to take care of the

mailing list. A small addition has also been made to the office quarters,

so that we now have plenty of room and facilities with which to promptly

liandle a large volume of work. It may also be added that the actual

amount of ofllce work done in 1913 was very much In excess of that In

any previous year, due chiefly to the heavy Increase In correspondence

because of association advertising.

A numiier of final reports of 1913 shipments have not yet been re-

ceived. Consequently, no exact statement can be made of tbc present

balance of association funds. It appears, however, that the balance will

not be less than .f3,300, after deducting the appropriation of $2,500 for

the Forest Products Kxpositlon, and advertising expenses on present con-

tracts to the first of April—the board of directors having authorized an

increase of $000 in the advertising appropriation over the amount allowed

at the annual meeting last year. Our dues to the National Lumber Manu-
facturers' .Association are also paid in advance until April 1. ^Considering
these oxtia expenses, this approximate balance of $:{,.'!00 compares most
favorably with a balance of approximately $4,000 a year ago, and of only

$400 two years ago. So far as can be determined at this time, the net

over-run of dues on 1913 shipments will be about $2,000.

The large statistical report which you have in your bands is altogether

too long to be given detailed discussion. I hope very &tieh, however, that

every one present will preserve his copy long enough to examine it for at

least one-tenth as much time as was required for the compilation of the

sheet in the secretary's office. In a nutshell, there is more lumber on
hand than there was a year ago by perhaps ten per cent. On January 1,

1913, iiowever, stocks were thirty-five per cent lighter than on January 1,

1012, so we are by no means yet back to a normal supply of lumber ready

for shipment.

The detailed report of stocks held bj sixty-seven firms on January 1,

this year, specified by grades and thicknesses, should receive especial

attention. It is the first time that we have compiled such a report. It

should be of great value in indicating the relative supply of various items.

There is a lot of work in the compilation of such a report, but it will be

gladly undertaken by the secretary's office just as often as desired if the

members will do their part in furnishing the information. Discussion of

this subject today will be appreciated.

In addition to the ordinary routine of the association office, especial

mention should be made of several prominent features of association

accomplishments in the year just closed.

We were well represented at the annual meeting of the National Lumber
Manufacturers' Association in Kansas City last June and had an active

part in the work of that organization throughout the year. Since the

scope and character of the National Lumber Manufacturers' -Vssociation

makes it possible for this organization to deal only with the broader, gen-

eral problems which confront the lumber industry, individual manufac-
turers often question whether they receive direct benefit from affiliation

with the larger organization. No one who ever attends a meeting of the

National association and really learns what it is doing ever raises this

question. It is worthy of our heartiest moral and flnancfal support. In

the preparation for the Forest Products Exposition by the National Lum-
ber Manufacturers' Association, your president and secretary are having

an active part through membership on the committee in direct charge of

operations, Moreover, our association members have subscribed for a

larger number of shares in the Forest Products Exposition Company than

have been taken by any other organization affiliated with the National

association. The plans for the exposition are going forward in a satis-

factory manner, and our own sliare In It will be a subject for consideration

today.

We were also well represented at the National Conservation Congress

in Washington in November. Although the Congress proper got into the

perennial mix-up on the qnestlnns of state's rights and water powers, the

forestry section of the eongress brought together the most practical series

of reports and discussion* upon lumbering and forestry that have ever been

comi)iie<l. The work of the forestry section was made possible through a

fund of $r..(}0O fomiRhod by a number of the most public-spirited lumber-

men of the coontry. The proceedings, including ten valuable committee

rep^irls, the addresses on forestry and lumbering, and the more important

discussion*, are now being published in a bound volume, which all lumber-

men gbonld have. It Is my recommendation that the association be author-

ized fo boy 1110 copies of this report at a cost of fifty cents each, to be

(li»lribn»ed to our members. To do -so would be to give only a very small

reeognUUm on our part to the valuable work which has been done by the

mtmt prominent lumbermen and foresters in the country.

The Eau Claire meeting on October 29 unanimously authorized the

president to call a meeting of logging superintendents In ttreen Hay. and

also gave the bureau of grades authority to call meetings of the yard

foremen and graders of the members at the most convenient points during

the slack period at the beginning of the New Year. The logging meeting

held at Oreen Bay was one of the largest meetings ever held by the asso-

ciation officers, and it developed far beyond expectations both in interest

nt that time and In the foundations laid for future work along this line.

The committees appointed at the close of the meeting have reports to pre-

gent today.
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Due apiini'L'ntly to a mistaken Idea ou the purt of some of the memuers

as to tlio ehnraeter of the dlseusslons held at the raeetinss of yard

foremen and graders on January 5-10, some of them did not participate.

However, practically all who attended the meetings I'.ave expressed them-

selves us being much benellted by the results, and In favor of future con-

ferences of this character. A brief report of the proceedings of the

Green Bay mcetlns bas lieen sent to our members. The discussions at

the other four meeting.-* were along the same lines, with, of course, varia-

tions due to the local conditions and attendance. In this connection, it is

a pleasure to report that the association inspectors have been constantly

on duty throughout the .vear, and that they have faithfully and honestly

tried to serve thy best interests of cur members.

rollowln« inslruitlons received at the .luly meeting, we purchased 200

copies of the new hardwood rules, effective September 1, 1913—practically

all of which have been distributed among the membership. Another au-

thorization for the same purpose Is now in order. We had printed last

spring 3,000 copies of the revised hemlock rules, which are also prac-

tically exhausted, and another edition should be ordered. We get very

frequent calls for the hemlock rules from many points of the country.

Our supply of both eastern and westein freight rate books will not last

much longer. In fact, the western books would have gone some time ago

bad we not refused to sell copies to any but members of the association.

New editions of both books will be necessary as soon as pending questions

of freight rate adjustments are settled. The association will come out a

tew dollars ahead of the game in the publication of these books.

The weekly association Circular has not once missed going into the

Friday mail at Waiisau since it first appeared in November, 1910. Once

in a while it is pretty hard scratching to get material for an issue, but

the Circular is published on the theory that its greatest value lies in the

fact that it can be expected at the same time every week, and that the

Information that it contains—even though scant—is strictly up to date.

Even members who complain that the information given is incomplete.

and not wholly reliable, arc as quick to read the Circular as are those who
faithfully report their sales. To the firms who can always be relied upon

to send In reports, the secretary owes a deep debt of gratitude, and he

asks that the other firms who often receive benefits without conferring

them, will kindly undertake to help out a little more hereafter.

The report of the advertising committee—to come later—will give some

idea of our accomplishment.^ in this line of association activity. Could

every member read the weekly stream of correspondence and inquiries on

this subject, any doubts that he may have as to the effectivenes of asso-

ciated advertising of our products would be quickly removed. The foun-

dations laid during the past sixteen months are ample for increased pub-

licity in directions where we are sure of getting returns.

The Michigan association and our own will cooperate in a bungalow to

be erected at the Forest Products Exposition in New York and Chicago.

Our joint appropriation for this purpose is sufficient to pay only for floor

space and the assembling of the building. All the material that goes

into it must be secured through donations of interested manufacturers who

will receive proper credit for their contributions. Further consideration

of this subject should be had today. Moreover, it would appear advisable

to hold the spring meeting of the association at Chicago on April 30,

so that all the members can that evening attend the formal opening

of the Forest Products Exposition in the Coliseum. The exposition will

surprise even the best informed lumberman with its demonstration of the

extent of our forest resources and the multiplicity of the uses of wood.

The northern lumberman had a prosperous year in 1913—remarkably

so in contrast with his brother manufacturers of the South and West.

Going over the year's activities, we are justified in the conclusion that

there was a normal consumption of lumber in the country as a whole,

and that we have no right to expect a greater average yearly consumption

at any time in the future. Except in New York City, building operations

in 1913 were less than two per cent below 1912, and larger than for

any previous year. Crop returns in the Lake States were remarkably good,

and failures in Missouri, Kansas and Nebraska were not nearly so disas-

trous as reported. In the same region, the outlook for a 1914 wheat

crop is much above the average. The farmers of the United States

received a larger cash return tor their products in 1913 than ever before,

and are in a generally prosperous condition. A group of leading farm

papers claim that 75,000 automobiles are owned by their subscribers.

A recent canvass by a leading contracting and building paper indicates

a very decided increase in building operations in 1914 over 1913, and this

is shared in by every section of the United States.

The tide in general business conditions turned with the signing of the

currency bill just before Christmas, and each week since has shown greater

confidence and improvement, until orders for steel now exceed shipments.

Money is plentiful and easy, and stocks and bonds are selling more readily

for investment purposes than for many months past. The president's

statement that—"The war between government and business is over"—

_

gives liope that the many yet unsolved problems of finance and industry

will be worked out in a spirit of friendly adjustment that will contrast

most happily with some previous attempts at political solutions of

economic puzzles.

The lumber industry is bound to benefit from this wide-spread improve-

ment and better feeling, although regional overproduction and the competi-

tion of other materials may have a retarding influence. In our own
territory, we know that stocks are still below normal—that before April,

dry lumber will be as scarce as the masticating apparatus of the pro-

verbial hen, that no matter how favorable logging conditions may be from
now until the break-up, the input will be less than was planned for

last fall, and that the time has gone by when there will be an overproduc-

tion of northern lumber under anything like normal conditions. This

means that the manufacturers of hemlock and hardwoods have every

reason to face the new year with confidence and that they should be

too busy to listen to knocker.^.

W. C. Landon moved the appointment of a committee on recom-

mendations to whom these reports were to be submitted, W. C.

Landon, C. A. Goodman and Murdock MacLeod were appointed to-

this committee.

The advertising committee then submitted the following report,

which showed a very fjr.-itifying comlition of progress in the work
of tliat coinmittoo:

Eeport of Advertising Committee

On April 1, this year, we will have co'mpleted eighteen months of our
association advertising. The results of this campaign have been In excesa

of the hopes of the committee and we have tried to be very conservative.

To date we have gotten approximately 2,550 direct replies to our birch

advertisements and about 1,150 direct replies on hemlock. These have

beea received in every case solely from the ads in the trade journals and
farm papers. In addition to this, we have distributed 4,000 copies of the

Book of Plans for Country Buildings through members of our association

and retail dealers, and have also sent several hundred birch books andi

sets of birch panels direct to leading architects who have been reached

through personal correspondence.

We have now on hand requests from over 900 contractors, builders andr

carpenters for birch panels and at present our supply is exhausted. How-
ever, a new supply has been provided for by some of our members and;

stain manufacturers, which will be ready for distribution in about aixother

month.
Our supply of Book of Plans for Country Buildings has been exhausted

and we will have unfilled requests for about 300 copies.

Another way we devised for a cheap hemlock book was through the

"Jim" book recently issued, 13,500 copies of which have been taken by
thirty members of the association for their own distribution, and 7,000-

additional copies will be placed direct.

We regularly notify the secretaries of the various retail lumber dealers'

associations when we have inquiries from customers in their territory, and
they in turn advise the local retail dealers and we have direct informa-

tion that a great many of the retailers are pleased with this particular

part of our work.

Our twelve-page birch story published in December was the largest

advertisement for a building material ever run in a trade journal and the

replies have been much greater than anticipated, which makes this ad
the cheapest one we have had in proportion to the number of answers

received. We will have 10,000 reprints of the ad on good paper, without

the name of the magazine appearing, which will make us an extremely

cheap and effective new birch book for distribution at the Forest Products

Exposition and general use throughout 1914.

This committee has gone over a vast amount of the correspondence and
inquiries received, and in a great many cases we have evidence of use of

birch as the direct result of our advertising.

We have a letter from the manager of the largest sash and door manu-
facturers in the world, stating that in his opinion our campaign has in-

creased the value of birch several dollars per thousand feet and, while

large advertisers of birch themselves, they consider the association cat*

educate the general public to the merits of birclt much more effectively

than can the individual advertiser who wishes to sell only his own product.

Up to the present time there has been appropriated approximately

$8,600 for our use. Our expenditures have been kept well within that

figure and, with the possible exception of our being unable to supply the-

300 hemlock books needed before April 1, we will show no deficit.

Your committee is thoroughly convinced that the association can make
no better investment than to continue to advertise our products along the

lines already mapped out and to broaden the campaign to include certain

of the better classes of consumers. The experience we have gained proves

to us, at least, that our return from well-placed advertising is directly

proportional to the effort expended, and we ask that the appropriation for

the next twelve months be not less than $8,000, which will be approxi-

mately one cent per thousand on our 1914 sales. This is very much less

than is being spent by the advertisers of other woods, but we feel that it

will be enough to enable us to economically continue tht? good work now
under way.

Secretary Kellogg said, in speaking of the Forest Products Ex-

position, that the association has joined with the Michigan Hard-

wood Manufacturers' Association in shaping up the joint exhibit,,

which will be in the form of a bungalow made from woods growing

in the Lake states. The woods represented will be hemlock, birch,

maple for interior work, framing, etc. Mr. Kellogg said work is

progressing in a satisfactory manner, but that it appeared to be-
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ueeessary that the exhibit be made in duplicate, as ouly ten days

elapses between the Chicago and the Xew York shows. The matter

was referred to the committee on recommendations.

J. K. Rhodes, manager of the Xational Lumber Manufacturers'

Association, then talked regarding the work of that organization.

In speaking of the fiber and wooden box controversy, Mr. Rhodes

said there is a growing disposition on the part of the railroads to

give goods shipped in fiber containers fair treatment. Mr. Rhodes

said that the Interstate Commerce Commission should reach a

definite decision in this matter at an early date. Mr. Rhodes also

spoke of the experiments for fireproofing woods, and then went on

to tell of the progress of the work done in connection with the

proposed five per cent horizontal advance in freight rates. In

speaking of the Forest Products Exposition he said that as it is

now lined up its success is assured inasmuch as the various associa-

tions have come forward gratifyingly in their subscriptions for

space.

Mr. Rhodes' version of market conditions was that prospects for

1914 are much brighter than at the beginning of 1913.

Secretary Kellogg read the paper prepared by 11. R. Isherwood,

manager of the Sawyer Lumber Company, Sawyer, Wis., treating

of wood silos. The paper demonstrated clearly that a great injus-

tice has been done to the silo made from the products of the forest.

He substantiated this claim by citing instances, one of them being

a meeting of the Farmers' Institute held at Sawyer recently, which

Mr. Isherwood attended. Two of the topics for discussion were

silos and farm buildings. Mr. Isherwood said that the chairman

of the institute distributed a number of cement booklets which had

been sent to him, and that he, Mr. Isherwood, endeavored to pin

the chairman down to a reason for recommending the use of cement

for silo construction. The chairman replied that the use of wood

in silo construction is absolutely prohibited under present condi-

tions by the high prices. He added that the wooden silo costs more

to erect than does one constructed of cement. The same man also

spoke of the use of cement in barns, saying that in no instance

should lumber be used in the stables.

The point brought out by Mr. Isherwood was that, inasmuch as

these lecturers are employed by the state and paid by the tax

payers, it is not fair that they should be permitted to recommend

one substance as against another substance equally entitled to con-

sideration. He suggested that the time has come for the manu-

facturers and retailers of lumber to get together in their own

defense and endeavor to secure some of the representation which

the cement interests have secured in these public demonstrations.

C. H. Worcester spoke along the same lines, dealing more par-

ticularly with the activities of manufacturers of substitutes in

connection with the proposed legislation on the prevention of fire.

He cited as an instance the meetings of the fire prevention com-

mittee of the Association of Commerce of Chicago, which were

attended by architects and insurance men who had for presentation

plans of frame and fireproof construction, and figures tending to

show that the homeseeker does not need to make any materially

increased outlay for so-called fireproof material, the difference be-

tween that and the wooden construction being only from ten to

fifteen per cent. Mr. Worcester said that ho had challenged this

statement, figuring that the difference ran from twenty to twenty-

five per cent, on a conservative basis.

Adolph Pfund, secretary of the Wisconsin Retail Lumber Dealers

'

Association, congratulated the secretary and advertising committee

on the efficient publicity work they had done on hemlock. He in-

vited Secretary Kellogg to attend the next meeting of the Wiscon-

sin retailers.

A. L. Osborn moved that the nominating committee be appointed,

and the chair named R. B. Goodman, A. R. Weeks and C. H.

Worcester.

The meeting then adjourned for luncheon, which was served in

the convention room.

In the absence of George H. Chapman, Secretary Kellogg re-

ported for the railroad committee. Mr. Kellogg stated that two

important subjects had come before that committee, namely, the

Missouri river rate case and the proposed five per cent advance in

rates on eastern railroads. He said that neither of these subjects

had been entirely completed.

According to Mr. Kellogg, a formal complaint was made in con-

nection with the Missouri river rate case, asking for a reduction of

lumber rates west, in July, and a hearing was asked. 'JThis hearing

was set for .January 14 at Minneapolis, but was cancelled and no

new date has as yet been set. The railroad committee has been

busy preparing evidence and is now ready, having everything in

shape to present at the proper time.

Regarding the five per cent general increase, Mr. Kellogg said

it has only been possible to keep in touch with the developments

in that direction through the railroad committee of the National

Lumber Manufacturers' Association. He said no formal action had

as yet been taken.

W. H. McDonald, chief inspector, read his semi-annual report as

follows:

Chief Inspector's Report

In subraitlinK niy annual report for the inspcclioii diparnnont of tho

association during 101.'!. I find that much good work was done during

that time, and can see much Improvement in the way of l>otter piling in

the yards, grades more up to the standard, and a better understanding
among the manufacturers as to why the inspection department of the

association is maintained. Both Mr. Ball and myself have been on the

road continuously durins the year, and the following figures will show
you just what has been accomplished :

LfMBER Inspected in Yards at Mill Points
Hemlock 796,233 feet

Amount below grade, 7,400 feet or 1 per cent.
Amount above grade, 8,160 feet or 1 per cent.

Hardwood . . . .- 553,100 feet
Amount below grade, 25,350 feet or 4% per cent.
Amount above grade. 2.420 feet or % per cent.

Pine (regular inspections) 21,000 feet
Grades all right.

Loaded out on special request 160,000 feet

Total 181,000 feet
Total quantity of lumber inspected at mills, , feet 1,530,333
Total number of calls made 568
Number of calls where no stock was moving 150

Reinspections
Hemlock 316,413 feet
Amount below grade, 54,549 feet or 17 per cent.
Amount above grade, 720 feet.

Hardwoods 331,435 feet
Amount below grade, 22,623 feet or 7 per cent.
.\mount above grade, 1,417 feet.

Pine 116,240 feet
Amount below grade, 29,596 feet or 25 per cent.
Amount above grade, 1.866 feet.

Total quantity of lumber reinspected 764.088 feet
Lath 4 cars

Total Numbeu op Reinspections
Hemlock 21
Hardwood 19
Pine 8
Lath 4

Total 52

Total Quantity of Lumber Handled
Hemlock 1,112.046 feet

Hardwoods 884,535 feet

Pine 297.240 feet

Total 2,294,421 feet

While our visits have been short at some plants, I can assure you that

it was no fault of ours, as we have had to make them so in order to visit

all of you, and we have used the time to best advantage to all concerned.

If any member thinks that we have slighted him, it certainly wasn't In-

tentional, as we moan to do all we can for all of you.

T have noticed that some of the manufacturers are not paying enough

attention to the piling of their lumber in the yards. In order to avoid

having stained lumber, I would suggest that you raise the foundations so

as to give better circulation under the piles, make larger chimneys through

the center, and use narrow cross pieces. This will also hasten the season-

ing of the lumber.

Much improvement can be made In the manufacturing of the lumber.

Manufacturers should pay more attention to this, as a good many concerns

are not golting the best results from their logs. The manufacture of

lath, as well as the grading, also needs more attention at a number of

the mills. We have had n number of complaints on lath that could have

been avoided If a little more care had been exercised.

As to the grading down of stock in the yards, a good many graders are

inclined to be careless, and while we have checked them up about It, In

some places It doesn't seem to do any good. This is the cause of much
depreciation in the stock.

I am calling your attention to these points, hoping that It may help In

bringing about a better condition In the manufacture of lumber, better

sorting at the transfer, and piling. If this Is done, it will lessen the
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iloprecltttlou in the stoik niid Increase jour protils.

Vou, of toursi, linve all heard of the meetings o£ the yard foremen and

Inspectors held at tjreen Bay. Iron Mountain. Abhland, Eau Claire and

Wausau the tlr.it of January. 1 wish to say that I believe, Judging from

the Interest taken at these meetings, that we have struck the right chord.

We brought up the most valuable topics to the manufacturers, such as

sawing lo^s to obtain the most of the upper grades possible, sorting

lumber on the elinin as close as possible, piling on high foundations with

the pitch in the foundation, and thu.s avoiding the depreciation caused l)y

puHlng on.' piece on top of the other In building the pitch in the pile

and causing stock to stain In the bottom of the pile, careful method- of

handling lumber to avoid depreciation, and .so on. The new grading rules

were taken up and n general discussion of the technical points was had.

and I believe a better interpretation and understanding was gained In this

way than any way we could adopt, as we were well supplied with samples

of lumber containing all kinds of defects, especially at our last meeting

held at Wausnu. The form of sawing logs was gone into very thoroughly

by the manufacturers who were present—also by the sawyers—and all

agreed that sawing to a OVi-'ncb cant Is the most profitable way to saw

hardwood logs, ond I will say right here that some of the manufacturers

use the game system of sawing their hemlock logs, claiming that they get

more No. 2 and better than they would by sawing up their hemlock logs

alive.

.

Last year ourtlme was taken up more or less with the inspection of

pine. Very few manufacturers who are handling pine are paying dues on

It. In case of dispute over the grades, an association inspection Is called

for. In this case, where the manufacturer isn't paying dues on pine, a

charge of actual traveling expenses plus $4.00 per day has been made. I

would suggest that all of you send In an estimate of your pine, and pay

dues on It. This would give us money enough to employ another inspector,

and thus be able to give you more service, as well as cover the pine Inspec-

tions.

After having made relnspections where the manufacturer has been lb.'

loser. I have received complaints to the effect that we make the grades

harder In the yard than we do on the relnspection. Such complaints are

unfounded, and I wish to say that In deciding grades we make them the

same at the mills as on relnspection work. The rules adopted by the

association are the rules that govern our work. No one has any influence

with us in this respect, whether manufacturer or consumer. One grade

to all is our policy, and an association that does not maintain such a

course Is better off without an inspection department,

M. J. Quinlan, chairman of the bureau of grades, stated that,

considering the able and ample report of Mr. McDonald, he felt

he did not have much to add. Mr. Quinlan cited instances showinjr

the benefits of the "get-together meetings," in which grades and

stocks had been discussed. He said that some apprehension was

felt last summer regarding stocks of hemlock, but that a panic was

averted by actual figures brought out at one of these gatherings.

He commended the accomplishments of the meetings of yardmen

and inspectors, and said that their continuance is up to the member-

ship.

Mr. Quinlan said that there had been some excellent sales of

hardwoods; prices tending upwards in maple as shown by actual

sales. Mr. Quinlan said, however, that in No. 3 hemlock and hard-

wood there had been some little shading, for which he can find no

excuse or reason, as there are no considerable quantities of logs in

the woods anywhere, or stock at the mills. He said, however, that

hemlock is going to advance in price, and in fact it has already

shown a tendency in that direction.

J. C. Knox, secretary of the Michigan Hardwood Manufacturers'

Association, spoke of conditions in the territory covered by mem-
bers of his association, saying that the same condition as reported

by Mr. Quinlan prevails there. Stocks are not more than normal

anywhere, and in some places are actually less than normal. He
said that on January 1, 1913, there was little less hardwood stocks

than now, but that there was never a time when yard stocks were

smaller in lower Michigan than at the end of 1912 and the begin-

ing of 1913; that they were much less than normal then and that a

slight increase now is of no particular significance. He said there

is 20,000,000 feet less of hardwoods now than January 1, 1912.

C. H. Worcester, who was delegate of the association to the Con-

servation Congress at Washington, outlined the work done by the

Congress, and said that he believed the efforts of lumbermen and

the difficulties they encounter in following out the conservation

policies advocated, are being recognized. He said that the future

action of the Congress must help lumbermen to that end. He also

said that the former sentiment of Congress was that lumbermen as

a general thing are vandals, but that this sentiment is gradually

becoming a thing of the past and that the purely theoretical con-

servationists are beginning to recognize the need for sulUcient

returns in order to warrant private concerns and individuals under-

taking conservative action along the lines of conservation.

lie particularly recommended that more lumbermen attend the

meetings of the Congress, and suggested the advisability of a.

separate forestry congress.

W. A. Holt of the welfare committee spoke for that committee-

in the absence of Chairman Howlands.

After considerable discussion covering the various points brought

out in the report and as to the practicability of endeavoring to-

treat the lumber jack to modern civilization, the report was ac-

cepted and placed on file and the committee discharged.

B. B. Goodman, chairman of the logging accounts committee^

read a most able report, which will be found on another page of

this issue, under the title, "Practical Logging Accounts."

The report was followed by a general discussion of experiences

in this direction, and ^ motion was accepted and the committee

discharged, the secretary being instructed to follow out the instruc-

tions of the committee.

The committee on resolutions and leeoinmendatioiis then reported

through W. C. Landon, chairman, as follows:

WjIEUEAS, It is the sense of this meeting, that the work of the advertis-

ing committee has been successful and the expense justified ; be it therefore-

Resolved, That the present committee continue in charge of this work,

and that it be given the continued and united support of the membership,

and be it further.

Resolved, That an assessment of 1 cent per 1.000 feet on all shipments
made by the members of this a.ssociatinn for 1014 be made and collected

in the usual manner, and that the proceeds of such assessment be appro-

priated for the advertising of our products in such manner as the advertis-

ing committee deems most advisable.

This committee recommends that the work done by the advertising-

committee in connection with the Forest Products Expoosltlon be approvect

and the plans so far made by it be and are hereby indorsed.

The committee recommends that this association continue its membership,
in the National Lumber Manufacturers' Association for 1914. and pledges

its most hearty cooperation and support to the w'ork of that association.

The comittee recommends that the board of directors arrange for another-

meeting of logging superintendents, at such time during the year and at

such place as seems to them most advisable.

The committee recommends that another series of district grading meet-

ings be held at such times during the year and at such places as may be

designated by the bureau of grades.

WHt IS, Wisconsin is a large producer of lumber and not of substitutes

the of; and
Whereas, It is a matter of current report that the exploiters of various

substitutes for lumber have enlisted the aid of certain state officials and
departments in presenting to the public generally, and more especiall.v to

the farmers' institutes held throughout the state, the advantages claimed'

for such substitutes, be it therefore

Resolved, That this association condemns such special work on the-

part of our state officials and departments, and recomends that our legisla-

tive committee investigate such reports, and if same are found to be based'

upon facts, to report back to this association what is necessary to be done
that such practice be discontinued.

This committee recommends that the secretary attend the next annual

meeting of the Wisconsin Retail Lumber Dealers' .\ssoclalion. and arrange

as far as possible for the cooperation of the two associations in questions

of mutual interest.

The report was adopted as a whole.

The nominating committee then reported the following recom-

mendations for officers for the coming year:

President—R. B. Goodman. Goodman, Wis.

Vice-Peesidext—J. T. Phillips. Green Bay, Wis.

TttEASDRER—George E. Foster. Mellen, Wis.

Directors—E. A. Hamar, Chassell, Mich. ; W. C. Landon. Wausau,
Wis. ; W'. B. Clublne. Park Falls, Wis. : A. C. Wells, Menominee, Mich.

The secretary was instructed to cast a white ballot, which placed'

these gentlemen in office.

In relinquishing the gavel, Mr. Hamar expressed his appreciation-

of the support he had received, and asked that the same support

be given his successor in office.

The new president was escorted to the chair by Mr. Quinlan and;

Mr. Phillips.
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Mr. Gooiinau said that he was soiiicwhnt oncouru^oil hy the toiu'

of Mr. Haiiiar's remarks, iiiasnnuh as Mr. Haiiinr liaii expressed

himself as haviii}; aci'epto<l the otlii-e originally in fear ami trem-

liling, and Mr. Cioodnian felt the same trepidation, but trusted that

there was at least a ehanoe of his pullinf> through.

.V new rommittoe ou bureau of grailes was then announced as

follows: M. .1. Quinlan, E. A. llamar, M. .1. Fox, C. A. Goodman,

I,. G. Karle, G. X. Harder and 1'. S. MeLurg.
President (.ioodman then recommended the formation of a per-

manent committee on efficiency in longing, manufacturing ami

other pha.ses of lumbering in which the association members are

directly interested. He said that he believed such a committee

would be one of the most valuable features of the association work

and asked that the question be given consideration.

.1. .1. Ott of Kau Claire moved that the tjuestion be left to the

discretion of the president and the board of directors, who were

to appoint the committee and outline the work. This motion was
carried unanimously.

K. A. Hamar read a telegram received from the Northern Forest

Protective Association inviting the association to hold its meeting

of logging superintendents on March 10 at Marquette. Mich. On
motion, the question was referred to the board, and Mr. MacLeod
suggested that the next meeting of the association be held at Chi-

cago April 30 so as to enable the men to attend the Forest Products

Exposition. The motion was unanimously carried.

J. .T. Ott then moved that a vote of thanks be tendered the re-

tiring officers, ami also that the meeting adjourn, which motions

were duly carried.

<:z;l^:sCT:o::ylo:ois.^cgic>i^':^3K:>^v;^a»^lasc>!W

contains such valuable suKUcstions that
here reproduced :is rciul.

Editor's Note

;nuUi ho used in connection with almost

It is not the purpose of this committee to devise a system of

accounts covering logging operations, nor recommend forms of

keeping costs—for we realize that all members of this associa-

tion have solved these problems more or less to their own satis-

faction, and in view of the great variety, both in size and char-

acter, of the operations antl the still greater variety of conditions

and methods employed, the manner of accounting and reporting

used by each member is surely more desirable than any plan your

committee could make for him without knowing in detail all the

facts in the case.

It is the purpose of the committee to point out ways by which

these various forms and methods of accounting may be made, if

not uniform, at least susceptible ot intelligent comparison. We
all recognize the value of comparison—in fact all our standards

and all our judgments are relative.

There is in the logging business no absolute standard of costs;

no absolute standard of method. We say the cost of keeping men

is high compared with last year or the year before, or we may
mean that it is high at one camp compared with the cost at an-

other camp—and so with our cost of skidding, railroad building.

or any other subdivision of the cost of logging. We are all of

us quite positive in our judgments, not because we know that our

accounting is perfectly accurate, but because we know that it is

done the same way that it was done last year, or the year before

and that it is done the same for one camp as for another—so that

our accounts are extremely valuable to us and any relative change

in the costs at one time over another, or at one place over an-

other, calls for prompt investigation and often the discovery of a

leak of some kind, the stopping of which saves us money.

How much more value would these records of costs have if

we were able to compare them not only with our own past, but

with all of our competitors present. In this connection, we wish

to borrow a comparison used by Mr. Eddy in the paper on "The

New Competition" which we believe is to be read at this meeting

of our association—the chief underlying principle of modern en-

lightened competition is pointed out in this paper and is exempli-

fied not only by the theory of our own association, but the real

underlying principle of all trade associations that each individual

member is benefited not only by knowing what his competitor is

lioing, but by liaving his competitor know what he is iloing. Mr.

Eddy imagines a race course in which each horse runs in a walled

alley. You will see that in such a race the winning horse might

have exerted himself much more than he needed to; or it may be

that the second best might have exerted himself a little more to

have won the race, and whereas along at the other end, some of

li. (ioodniiin of Coodman. Wis.
Association at Milwaukee. It

uuy logging operation that it is

the rear could have saved tin nththe horses hopelessly

by walking.

Your committee is laying so much stress ou this matter, for

it realizes that if the members themselves do not appreciate the

value to themselves in comparing frankly and openly their var-

ious costs accounts, they will not take any interest in our effort

to point out means of making these comparisons. For this pur-

pose, your committee has prepared a "card of accounts." It has

endeavored to use existing phraseology as closely as may be and

while names in themselves are not absolutely essential, we recom-

mend that the members study this card of accounts carefully and

endeavor, as far as possible, to change any names that are now
used that contlict with the names in this card. Your committee

has also received letters and account forms from many of the

members, which have been of great help to it in preparing the

card of accounts, and as all of these forms and the letters explain-

ing them are of interest, we have prepared an exhibit of these

reports which may be examined at the close of this meeting and

no' doubt extra copies of any particular form may bo obtained of

the member who is using same.

cAiin Of AcrorxTs fok logging oi'i;i!.\ti<).ns ok tiiI'; .n'outii-

i:i!N irKMI^OCIC AND IIAKDWOOD M.WfKAC-
TlUISltS' ASSOCIATION.

January, 1!)14

CoxTKXTS—Dei)reciation ; I'nit of Measurement : I'nit of Expense.

Secondary Accouxts—Cost ot Men : Cost of Horses : Cost of Machinery.

DiACRAM OI- ACCOINTS.

ICXri.A.SATION OF .^OCOfXTS

Depreci.vtion

Horses, men, machinery, buildings, equipment, road and spurs,

all depreciate in value through the ravages of time, and the wear

and tear of use. It is not feasible to consider the depreciation

on all of these items as a single item of general expense to be

added to the cost of logging as an overhoail item. We therefore

indicate in the respective accounts just what items of deprecia-

tion should be covere<l.

Unit of measurement—1,000 feet.

The legal standard of measurement of logs in the state of Wis-

consin is the Decimal C, but in a large part of the state operators

are using both the Scribner Rule and the Doyle Rule. The rela-

tions between these rules are not constant but vary with the size

of the logs. Doylo Rule may give more feet than the Scribner

Rule under certain conditions and in all scales the over-run is

greater the Inri^or the imnilu'r of pieces.
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Diagram of Accounts

' Stumpage
Xrunsporlntion r K. U. I'li'lsht

Transportation

COST OF LOGS
AT MlLl,

R. R. Operation

U. li. Maintenance

K. K. Depreciation

j
Roads and Spuri

J
Dopreclallon of

.ogglns T
Actual Losgln?

Roads and Spurs
Carapp

Total Logging "] rSawlng
Swamping

J
Skidcling

1 Docking
Loading

[sielgli Hauling

KxPLANATiONOF ACCOUNTS: Reference to preceding Diagram of

Accounts will sliow the relative place of the various accounts:

.Sawint;, Swampinir., Ski^lding, Loading, Sleigh Hauling, Decking.

These accounts are the subdivisions of actual logging. If the

foreman has correct figure for the cost per day of man, horse and

machine, he can easily obtain the total cost per day on each of

these accounts, which divided by the thousand feet of logs sawed,

swamped, skidded, etc., gives him the cost of each operation. In

naking up these costs, he should apportion his own day 's work

and that of the scaler over the various accounts.

Total Logoing: This account represents the cost of actual log-

ging as ilefined above—plus the general logging expense, roads and

spur.", depreciation of camps—that is to say that the total logging

cost is cost from stump to cars, including everything.

Cost of Horses

depreciation: Horses in active service with good care depre-

ciate fifteen to twenty per cent of their cost per annum, or about

$100 per year per team, and if a team works 200 days in the year,

the depreciation charge per team would be fifty cents or twenty-

five cents for one horse per day.

DAILY keep: The cost of keeping a horse per day is figured on

the same principle as for keeping a man. Veterinary services,

blacksmith and harness repairs should be included.

Cost of Machinery

depreciation: By depreciation of logging machinery, we mean

its annual loss in value through obsolescence, and have no refer-

ence to the wear and tear through use which is understood to be

made good by repairs and renewals of parts. This obsolescence

may vary with different machinery, under different conditions, but

as the scrap value of logging machinery is practically nil, depre-

ciation should be figured so as to wipe out the entire cost of the

machine when the work it has been purchased for is' completed.

Where the expected life of the machine is over ten years, it is

safe to say that at the end of that time it is so liable to be sup-

planted by a more improved machine, that its cost should be wiped

out—so that the minimum depreciation per annum for woods ma-

chinery, should be ten per cent of its cost and the daily deprecia-

tion charge should be the annual depreciation, divided by the esti-

mated number of days the machine works through the year.

DAILY keep: This is the wages of engineer, helper, watchman,

coal, oil, waste, repairs, gasoline, water, cables, etc., for the month,

divided by the number of days the machine works required to

make a thousand feet. It is customary to allow for crooks and

defects in logs when applying any rule, except in some cases when

the scale is taken to determine the freight and we understand

paper mills buy logs full scale, not deducting for crooks or white

shake—the only deduction they make being black shake and rot.

The paper mills claim this gives fifteen per cent more scale than

sawmill scale. In order for the sawmill managers to compare log-

ging costs, it ought to be figured on lumber basis. This elimini-

nates the difference in scale, but we do not think it a good idea

to give the camp superintendents figures on this basis, and we

therefore suggest that in figuring our unit of measurement for

logging cost, we state the scale used, the number of pieces to the

thousand and what deductions are made for.

unit op expense: (Day's Work): It is essential for purpose of

•comparing costs, that the unit of expense should be accurate. The

unit of expense for man, horfe or machine is a day 's work—and

the cost of this day 's work is the wage cost of the man, the depre-

ciation charge of the horse and the machine. These costs must be

determined from actual accounts and, in most cases, can best be

determined by the bookkeeper and the figures furnished from time

to time to the logger. They are determined from the following

"secondary accounts."

Secondary Accounts
DAILY WAGE: Total monthly wave divided liy number of days

worked equals daily wage.

DAILY KEEP: Wages of cook, cookee, cliore-boy, fuel choppers,

cost of all cook supplies, corrected by inventory—renewals of

dishes, beds, bedding, disinfectants, maintenance of camp, etc.,

for a month divided by the total number of days of productive

labor, equals the daily cost of keep per man.

ACTUAL LOGOING: This account has been defined above.

General Logging Expense
Salary and expense of logging superintendent, cruisers and all

other items of supervision, office expense, expense hiring men;

liability insurance should be added to this account unless it should

be desired to add same to a percentage of the individual wage
in which case it would appear in the secondary accounts—cost of

men.

ROADS AND SPURS : This account represents the cost of build-

ing railroad branches, but not the main line; the cost of all sleigh

roads and should be charged against logs at a rate that will wipe

out the account when the total in-put of logs over these roads and

spurs is completed.

Depreciation op Camps
Wheels camps will probably be depreciated at the rate of ten

per cent per annum; stationary camps at a percentage per annum
that will wipe them out in two, three or four years, as the life of

the camp may be. The monthly proportion of this depreciation

should be charged against the cost of logs under this account.

Cost op Logs at Mill

The cost of logs at mill includes the cost of stumpage, the

freight or transportation and the total cost of logging. It is

equivalent to the purchase price of logs delivered at mill, where

the purchaser is buying logs instead of cutting his own timber.

Stumpage

Whatever method is used in figuring by the v-arious operators,

to determine the cost of stumpage cut, it is certain that this charge

must contain, in addition to the original cost of stumpage, a fair

allowance for the carrying charges, taxes, fire loss, supervision of

timber land, etc., accruing each year. If timber more accessible

to the mill than the average is cut, this should be averaged by
increasing the stumpage charged.

Transportation or Freight

If the logs are hauled by a common carrier, this account is

simply freight, switching charge, demurrage, etc., including cost

of staking cars. If the operator transports his own logs either by

sleigh haul or steam railroad, or by driving, toll or transportation

charge per thousand should be sufficient to cover the actual operat-

ing cost, the cost of maintaining the equipment or railroad tracks

and grades, and the depreciation figured on the cost of main line

of the railroad, or other permanent improvements divided by the

total logs estimated to be carried.

Piece Work
The above card of accounts is intended to cover only general

logging operations. Where piece work of various kinds is carried

on at the same eamp where logging is done, the cost of this piece

work should all be kept separate from the cost of logging—that is

to say the cost of logging should not be decreased in any way by
the profit on piece work or wagon accounts.

Turning awa3' a lumber salesman with a curt "nothing doing

today" is a poor way to keep informed on what is doing in the

lumber market. Time given to hear what the salesman has to say

is generally well spent even if you don't need anything that day.

Oak is the big dog in the hardwood puddle, representing over a
third of the total hardwood lumber production for 1912.
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Lamb-Fish Company as Host
There are functions and functions, but the

excursion to its big Charleston, Miss., plant

encrineered by the principals of the Lamb-

Fish Lumber Company a few days ago

eclipsed anything in previous history in the

way of entertainment for lumbermen.

G.^RRETT E. LAMB. CHARLESTON, PRESL
DENT

I'resident Garrett E. Lamb and General

Manager Walter B. Burke of the Lamb-Fish

Lumber Company are justly proud of the

great manufacturing enterprise which they

have built up, and which is under .success-

ful operation.

Taking advantage of the meeting of the

Hardwood Manufacturers' Association of the

United States at Memphis, the latter part of

January, the gentlemen referred to invited

a large number of their contemporaries, lumber

buyers and lumber newspaper friends to join

them in an excursion from Memphis to

Charleston and return. The invitation was

gladly accepted.

The party was conveyed to Charleston from

Memphis on the evening of January 22 in a

special train of Pullmans, which arrived at

Charleston early the following morning. Here

surprises awaited the visitors. The first sur-

prise was a breakfast that was served in the

handsome clubhouse which would do credit

both in menu and service to any hotel in the

country.

The morning was spent in visiting the great

sawmill plant of the company. This mill is

the largest hardwood mill in the Xlnitad States

and has an hourly capacity of approximately

10,000 feet of oak, gum and other hardwoods.

Twenty years ago when a white pine mill

was erected at Duluth with a like capacity it

was regarded as a phenomenon in sawmills,

but this output means a good deal more in

a hardwood mill of tliis enormous capacity.

The operations of the Lamb-Fish Lumber

Company are unique in many respects. The

BURKE, CHARLESTON, GENERAL
MANAGER

THE BIG MILL OF LAMB-FISH LUMBER COMPANY, CHARLESTON, MISS.
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logs are delivered by train in the usual method, and Brownhoist

locomotives remove the logs from cars and assort them in skidways

contiguous to the 500 feet log haul-up.

The unique feature of the mill is Manager Burke's patented flitch

handling device for the feeding of the resaw. This is absolutely a

mechanical operation by means of which the saw is always in the

cut. There probably never has been a band-saw in use that resawed

as many lineal feet of flitches as this saw is doing. A second resaw

again splits the product of the big resaw into thin lumber. Every
mechanical device that will contribute to the making of high class

lumber at fast speed is employed at the Lamb-Fish mill, and it is

certainly doing marvelous work, both in quality of product and in

quick execution.

A good many of the visitors were highly interested in the Kraet-

zer steam preparator apparatus through which the Lamb-Fish peo-

ple handle all their lumber for insuring quick and accurate sea-

soning. After steaming this wood imder pressure through the

Kraetzer equipment, the sap gum is handled through the dry kilns

on the same trucks and also some of the red gum. However, a large

portion of the stock is transferred to storage tracks in the yard

on the same trucks until shipping dry, when it is loaded out.

The company advises that it is shipping sap and heart gum after

GROUr OF CiLEST.S UN THE STKl'S UF THE CLUI! IIOU-SIC
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steaming and passing through the dry kiln, in from four to six days

from the saw at an average weight of less tlian three pounds to the

foot, while the oak and other woods are reduced to less than normal

air dry weight, and are being shipped in from thirty to forty days

from the saw without the employment of the dry kiln.

There are very many other interesting features about the Lamb-

Fish Lumber Company's plant which were carefully examined by

the visitors.

An elaborate luncheon was served the visitors at the clubhouse at

noontime, and the afternoon was spent in general contribution to

the '
' gayety of nations '

' in which encounters between amateur

colored pugilists from a Memphis athletic club were an important

element.

An improvised tennis game among the visitors was another fea-

ture of the afternoon, and thera were card games and foolish stunts

of many sorts which took up the entire afternoon until dinner time.

The dinner evolved itself into a banquet, at which W. G. Wilmot

of Chicago acted as toastmaster. It was a very enjoyable function,

both in gastronomic and intellectual delights.

At midnight the party again boarded a special train and was

safely delivered at Memphis early Saturday morning. The trip

was certainly a piece of enterprise on the part of Messrs. Lamb and

Burke, which will not soon be forgotten by the participants.

A set of resolutions of congratulations and thanks was formulated

by the party and presented to the hosts as a slight evidence of the

appreciation of the visitors.

The pictures accompanying this article will tell some of the details

of the function better than the text.
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Spanish Cedar for Cigar Boxes
The bulk of Spanish cedar {Cedrela odorata) used in the United

States for cigar boxes and clothes chests is imported from Mexico and

the West Indies. Porto Eico at one time produced this wood in large

quantities, and there is no reason why it should not be planted and

grown there on a commercial scale by private owners and by the

government. If there is one tree that can be grown successfully and

profitably it is the Spanish cedar, for no other valuable tree in the

American tropics makes such a rapid growth as this one. It is

believed that a large part of the supply of this timber could thus be

produced at home, and if grown in the forests regulated according

to the best methods, a very satisfactory crop of cedar logs could be

grown in a surprisingly short time.

There is a very good demand for Spanish cedar and there will be

thirty or forty years from now. Companies are now being organized

to plant eucalyptus and Australian pine (Casuarina) in the West

Indies, and while these trees grow faster and produce logs in a much

shorter time, the woods have no established market value and no long

list of special uses. With Spanish cedar there is a marked tendency

for natural regeneration throughout its range of growth. This is the

case especially on cut-over or cleared land, but being light-demanding

during early life the young growth is frequently crowded out by the

less important vegetation. This accounts for its manner of occur-

rence, which is just an occasional tree scattered among other kinds

in the dense tropical forest. With the continued and exclusive

cutting of Spanish cedar, other species gradually supplant it and

the forest ceases to produce it.

The possibility of its extensive production from planting has been

demonstrated in parts of the West Indies, where this tree has been

planted extensively for shade and ornament. The examples in a

number of gardens show a remarkable growth for their age. Indi-

viduals only about sixteen years old have acquired a height of from

fifty to sixty feet and a diameter of between fifteen and twenty

inches at breast height. This would seem to indicate that this tree

would prove invaluable for reforestation on the denuded hillsides

in Porto Kico and other West Indian islands where the timber is

getting very scarce. Its rapid growth makes it eminently suitable

for this purpose. It produces great quantities of seed at a com-

paratively early age. Considering all these qualities, Spanish cedar

promises to be one of the most valuable trees in the West Indies.

The largest use of Spanish cedar both in Europe and the United

States is for making cigar boxes, and many millions of feet are

used annually for this purpose alone. The wood having slightly fig-

ured grain is often very pretty and is worked up into furniture and

interior finish. The very best grades are frequently cut into veneers,

which are glued either on cheaper woods or on plain cedar. The most

handsomely figured wood is used for the same purposes for which

mahogany is so much employed. Okoume {Boswellia kleinn) from

Portuguese Africa is now used as a substitute for Spanish cedar in

the cigar box industry. Although much lighter in color and weight,

its grain frequently closely resembles the tropical American wooa

and is not easily detected by a mere superficial examination.

L. L. D.

Manager George S. Wood of the Forest Products Exposition

Company states that the affairs of the exposition are going along

very nicely. The work of lining up associations and individual con-

cerns for exhibits at the Chicago and New York shows is succeeding

as well as was expected and from the very cordial way in which the

idea is being accepted universally throughout the lumber, woodwork-

ing and machinery lines, it will bo a pronounced success.

—2»—
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^A/^ood Uses in South Carolina

The state of South Carolina has published a report of its wood-

using industries for 1912. The report was compiled and written

by Stanley L. Wolfe of the United States Forest Service, under

a co-operative agreement between the government and the state.

South Carolina is not ouo of the leading states either in the

production of lumber or in manufacturing it into finished prod-

ucts; but both the mill industry and the further manufacture of

the wood are well established and prosperous. The state has al-

ways been more noted for its agriculture than for its factories.

The ratio between the output of rough lumber by its sawmills

and the product of its factories which make use of wood as raw

material, is about as two to three; that is, two-thirds of its pro-

duction of lumber is consumed by, establishments in the state.

Thirty-one woods are used, three of which are foreign. The

following table shows these woods and their average values de-

livered at the factories:

Quantity Used
Annually Average Cost

Kind ot Wood (Ft. b. m.) per 1,000 Ft.

Shortleaf pine 254,449,500 $ 14.17

Longleaf pine 93,560,400 14.39

Cypress (bald) 17,038,000 21.52

Red gum 12,726,000 13.81

Lobloiiy pine 11,880,000 12.89

Yciiow poplar 10,135,000 17.17

Black gum 6,179,300 13.72

Cotton gum 3,527,000 12.59

White oak 3,133,900 22.27

Dogwood 3,050,000 21.97

Persimmon 1,550,000 18.06

Ash 1,518.000 19.80

Sugar maple 1,471,100 19.55

Red oak 997.200 18.84

hickory 422,000 25.38

Chestnut 401,000 20.01

White pine 166,900 88.93

Basswood 165,000 45.88
Elm 100,000 12.00

Spanish cedar 75,000 140.00

Birch 48,400 37.00

Sycamore 45,000 16.33

Cottonwood 32,000 19.13

Beech 25.000 20.00
Silver maple 20,000 16.00

Spruce 13,000 34.31
Southern white cedar 11,100 30.81
Black walnut 10.000 80.00
Red cedar 10.000 60.00
Mahogany 5,500 149.64
Lignum-vitoe 207 285.75

Total 423,605,507 !(. 14.80

The hardwoods make a comparatively poor showing. They
amount to about 40,000,000 feet against 383,000,000 for softwoods.

However, there are twenty-two hardwoods and only nine softwoods.

Eed gum leads the hardwoods in quantity, while elm is cheapest.

Fourteen industries are specially reported, and a number of

others are grouped as miscellaneous. Nearly seven-eighths of all

the wood reported is made into planing mill products, consisting

principally of flooring, ceiling, and siding. The table which fol-

lows names the several industries and shows the quantity and
average price of the wood demanded by each of them:

Qnantity Used
Annually Average Cost

Industry (Ft. b. m.) per 1,000 Ft.

Planing mill products 368.301,000 $14.22
Sash, doors, blinds, and general miiiwork.. 25.936.000 20.76
Baskets, fruit and vegetable paelsages 7.800.000 13.14
Boxes and crates, packing 6.160.000 1,3.03

Shuttles, spools, and bobbins 5,100,000 20.59
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Caskets and coffins 3,607,000 14.59

Car construction 1,017,100 16.58

Furniture 1,518.000 13.40

Vehicles and vehicle parts 784,300 27.15

Ship and boat building 756,007 34.12

Handles 681.500 34.02

Fixtures 272,000 34.59

Agricultural implements 46,000 27.63

Patterns and flasks 40,500 63,36

Mifcellaneous 1,046,100 34.05

Total 423,665,507 $14.80

The making of spools, shuttles, and bobbins is a comparatively

large industry in the state, and more dogwood is reported in South

Carolina than in any other state. It is made into shuttles. In

the manufacture of this article from dogwood fully seventy-five

per cent of the wood is wasted. In speaking of the shuttle the

report says:
'

' The shuttle has an interesting history. It has come down from

the old hand-loom shuttle which was thrown by one hand and

caught by the other. At that time nearly any wood that was
smooth would answer. But the power loom throws the shuttle

by violent strokes with a stick, and few woods will long stand

the blows. The life of the best shuttle is measured by hours, not

years. Formerly Turkish boxwood was used almost exclusively,

and it still has no known equal, but its use by the roller skate

factories at high prices, took it out of the shuttle market years

ago. The world has been ransacked for other woods. Persimmon
and dogwood are the two most satisfactory, when all things are

considered, but scores of others have been tried. Some quickly

wear through, some become rough, others burst or break in a few
minutes or within an hour or two. Some are too heavy, others

too light. Steel cannot be used for this purpose; when made suf-

ficently light the metal shell buckles and kinks. Dogwood, the

diminutive tree which once had practically no use, except as gluts

for splitting rails, and as distaffs for spinning wheels, has now
become the most important wood in this country for the particular

and highly important use of shuttle making. '

'

In the manufacture of vehicles in South Carolina, yellow poplar

leads all other woods in quantity, and onlj' white oak is above it

in price. The poplar is used for wagon beds and for buggy and

carriage bodies, for which use no wood ranks above it. Hickory

is next to poplar in amount, but its place is wholly different. It

is made into spokes, shafts, and poles of light vehicles.

The problem of saving what was formerly waste is attracting

attention in the state. The people realize that they are not get-

ting so much out of their forests as they ought, and measures are

being taken to remedy the weak place in this industry.

A report made three years ago, and quoted in the present one,

shows a rather unusual state of affairs in South Carolina regard-

ing lands and forests. There are said to be 6,000,000 acres in

farms, 5,532,000 acres of forest, and 8,209,000 acres "unimproved."
That classed as unimproved is understood to consist of areas cut

over and burnt over, and left unprotected so long that they are

simply "woods." Much of it is doubtless land from which the

yellow pine was cut years ago, and it was never cleared for planta-

tions, and never relapsed into forest again.

Those who wish to compare the quantities of different woods

cut in the state with the amounts further used for manufacturing

purposes, will find the sawmill cut for 1911 in the following table:

Board Feet

Yellow pine 533,552.000

Cypress 18.426.000

Red gum 15.117.000

Oak 7,679,000

Yellow poplar ..' 4,490,000

Tupelo 2,270,000

Ash 1,6.12,000

Hickory 337,000

Maple 302,000
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Cedar 218.000

Chestnut 200.000

Hemlock 20.".000

Elm 140.000

Cottonwood 101.000

Walnut 32,000

Sycnmoie 2S,U00

Beech IS.OOO

Birch 2.000

All others 101,000

Total 584,872,000
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Protecting Ties Against Wear

Editor's Note

At the annual mivtiu;; of the .Viuerieaii Wood I'reserveis' Association at New urkaus January 20-22. the
following paper enlitliKl. 'The I'rotection of Tics from Mechanical Destruction. " was read by Howard P. Weiss.
director of the Forest Products Laboratory at Madison, Wis. Pictures, diagrams and tables are omitted.

In 1907 the American Railway Engineering Association sent

out a number of letters asking various railroad engineers what

per cent of their ties failed from decay and what per cent from

mechanical destruction. The replies in general were that about

ninety per cent of oak ties failed because of decay, as against

twenty-five per cent of cedar. In other words, the mechanical destruc-

tion of the ties varied from a minimum of about ten per cent for

oak to a maximum of about seventy-five per cent for cedar. The

many good results which have been and are being secured by tim-

ber treating engineers in protecting ties from decay are placing

each year a larger per cent of our ties in the cedar class in so

far as their mechanical life is concerned. This means that the

problem of mechanical protection is one of increasing importance.

It is a waste of preservative, effort and money to inject into ties

an amount of preservative which will protect ties beyond their

mechanical life because after the tie has once failed mechanically

it is removed from the track and destroyed. With costly treat-

ments, particularly such as are given by the full-cell creosote

process, this problem is of immense importance to railroads, as it

may mean a waste of hundreds of thousands of dollars yearly. If

the tonnage of the road is light, as with many traction com-

panies, the arguments here advanced for tie plating and more

expensive fastenings are not of such immediate importance. In

fact, in such cases it may often prove inadvisable to tie plate,

especially if the ties are made of a hard wood. In this paper I

wish to discuss briefly the protection of ties from mechanical

sauses of failure and will not go into the subject further than to

indicate certain points of interest to timber treating and railroad

engineers. By the mechanical destruction of ties I mean rail wear

and spike cutting.

The protection of ties from rail wear is secured bj' means of tie

plates. These serve two primary functions: (1) The protection

of the tie from the crushing and pounding action of the rail due

to the passage of rolling stock; and (2) the protection of the tie

from the grinding action of the rail caused by its tendency to

creep and vibrate.

A great variety of plates has been advocated to protect ties

from destruction. They may be classed, however, as wood and

metal plates. The former are rather extensively used abroad, and

are also under test in this country. From the experience which

we have had with then in different test tracks laid in co-operation

with American roads, the results have not thus far been satis-

factory. Wood plates offer little or no reinforcement to spikes

when these are subjected to a lateral thrust; consequently, spikes

are more likely to bend and rail spreading is likely to occur. Fur-

thermore, the plates often tend to work loose from under the rail

and if spikes are driven through thom they split badly. In some

of our tests, where wood plates were attached to the ties, they

actually became imbedded in the ties. If the tie is slotted so

that the plate can be inserted in such a manner that its upper

surface will be level with the top of the tie many of these ob-

jections are overcome, but this method of treatment increases the

cost of preparing ties for service and also weakens them.

More satisfactory results have thus far been secured, in our ex-

periments at least, with metal plates. These vary considerably in

form, but may be classed into two tj'pes, viz., pronged or ridged

plates and flat plates. The object of the former class is to imbed

the plate in the tie, thus making it a part of the tie and assisting

the spikes in resisting rail spread. The chief disadvantage we
have noted to this type of plate is its tendency to gouge into the

wood and at times completely destroy it. The untreated interior

of the ties is thus exposed to the weather and decay is readily

admitted. Flat plates do not have this objection, but are trouble-

some at times in that they become loose and rattle under the rail.

Furthermore, they simply rest upon the tie and offer no reinforce-

ment to the spike against lateral thrust.

A feature in tie-plate construction which has perhaps not been

given the serious attention to which it is entitled is the size of

plate for the kind of tie on which it is to be placed. A light,

small tie-plate is of little or no value in protecting the tie from

destruction. It is necessary to have the plate of sufficient surface

area so that the crushing action of the rail will be distributed as

widely as possible, and to have sufficient thickness, so that no

buckling will occur. As is generally known, the various woods

which are now manufactured into crossties differ very appreciably

in hardness and in crushing strength. Cedar, loblolly pine, etc.,

are considerably weaker than black locust and white oak. for ex-

ample. If cedar ties are interspersed in a track with white oak

ties and the same sized tie-plates are placed upon both, the cedar

ties are going to fail from mechanical destruction far more quickly

than the white oak ties. That track is best laid which makes each

tie carry its proportionate share of a passing load; therefore, to

secure best result, tie-plates should be so designed that the unit

loads placed on various kinds of ties will be approximately the

same. Perhaps best results are secured by placing in the track ties

.of uniform hardness, at least in given stretches.

The Forest Products Laboratory has made over 2,000 tests on

about seventy species of timber to determine their resistance to

crushing when the force is applied at right angles to the grain

as in the case of crossties.

I have taken as my standard for comparison with other woods a

white oak tie. A number of woods are stronger than white oak,

and hence the size of tie-plate which they would require would be

smaller than that required by white oak. On the other hand,

most of the ties have a less crushing resistance than the standard

white oak tie, and for this reason require larger plates. There is

a fixed relation between the specific gravity or dry weight of the

wood and its strength; in other words, woods which are light in

weight are low in crushing resistance, while woods heavy in weight

offer considerable resistance to crushing. It might be claimed

that this property of hardness or strength should be considered in

fixing the price of crossties; that is, ties which have a low crush-

ing strength, and which consequently require a large-sized tie-

plate in order to be protected from mechanical destruction, should,

other things being equal, sell at a lower price in an untreated con-

dition than similar ties which are heavier and which offer greater

resistance to mechanical destruction. If this principle were car-

ried out in practice it would result in some cases in a readjust-

ment of tie-plates. It is felt that such a readjustment is war-

ranted from the standpoint of efficient track maintenance.
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The question has frequently arisen, "What eflfect have the dif-

ferent preservative processes upon the strength of tiest" This

matter has been investigated by Dr. W. K. Hatt at Purdue Uni-

versity. The difference in strength between treated and untreated

ties, except in the cases of tliose treated with crude oil, is so slight

as to make this a matter of little practical importance. Of course,

this statement assumes that the ties are properly treated and not

injured by excessive heating or other causes.

The function of spikes is to hold the rail to the tic, which, an-

alyzed, means that they must exert a resistance to pull and re-

sistance to lateral tlirust, the former resulting from the so-called

"bumping" of the rail, the latter accentuated by the centrifugal

force exerted by the train in rounding curves. As in the case of

plates, a great many methods have been advocated for fastening

rails to ties. The Patent Office is filled with devices aiming to

secure this apparent!}- simple end. I cannot even attempt to con-

sider all of the various schemes advocated but will call your at-

tention to three types of construction in more or less extended

use. These involve the use of the cut spike, the screw spike, and

the dowel.

The cut spike is by far the one most generally employed in this

country. It is cheap, enables a quick laying of the rail, and is

easily applied. When freshly driven in sound, heavy timber it

also gives very satisfactory results. It has, however, been sub-

ject to severe criticism because it frequently becomes loose in

ties and under such condition may cause an unsafe track. This

feature has led to considerable experimenting in an effort to over-

come these disadvantages.

The screw spike has been most successful thus far in removing
the chief criticism levied against the cut spike, viz., its low hold-

ing power. Screw spikes, however, are more costly than cut spikes

and more difficult to insert in the track. Their use, however, is

growing and will doubtless continue to do so, as this form
of spike possesses considerable merit. In a large number of tests

made at Purdue University, a part of which were conducted by
the Forest Service, it was found that screw spikes had from 1.7

to 3.S times the strength of common cut spikes against pull, and
from 1.2 to 2.4 times the lateral resistance of the common spike.

In round numbers one screw spike is about as efficient as two cut

spikes so far as holding the rail to the tie is concerned.

The large number of ties cut from comparatively soft woods,

such as loblolly pine, have encouraged certain roads to experiment
with hardwood dowels. These are simply plugs of hardwood, such

as red oak, usually creosoted, screwed into the tie. The spike is

then driven or screwed into this hardwood dowel. By this method
a very firm grasp of the rail to the tie is secured, and should the

spike become loose and worn, the hardwood dowel can be un-

screwed from the tie and a new one inserted. Of course, such a

method of treatment is expensive; and, furthermore, it has a dis-

advantage in that it weakens the tie unless the ballast is kept in

very good condition. Where it has been put to practical test

this method has, however, yielded very satisfactory results.

This is a feature of preparing ties for service which is also of

comparatively recent origin in this countrj'. As by far the larger

majority of crossties now in use are hewn, the problem of securing

a uniform bearing of the rail or tie-plate on the tie is of great

importance. Unfortunately, common practice in this country con-

sists in adzing such ties after they have been treated. This re-

moves the preserved layer of wood at the very point where its

protection is most needed. In order to secure best practice it is

absolutely essential to have the rail or tie-plate bear uniformly
on the tie and unless the ties are adzed this result is rarely accom-
plished. Adzing is, therefore, strongly recommended, particularly

on hewn ties, and the proper time to adze is before the ties are

treated, and not after. While the mechanical adzing of ties is

still in its infancy, it is quite likely machinery to do this work
will become a part of the well-equipped tie-treating plant.

Another feature in too limited use at present is the boring of

the ties for the insertion of spikes. When screw spikes are used
it is absolutely essential to bore a hole into the tie in order to

insert them, and if this hole is bored after the tie is treated the

unprotected interior is more or less exposed to decay. Boring
should, therefore, be preferably done before the ties are treated.

Even with the ordinary cut spike, boring is of direct value. The
spikes driven into a hole three-eighths inch in diameter has a

greater holding power than spikes driven into the tie not bored.

This is due to the fact that when a spike is driven into a bored

tie the fibers are not crushed to the same extent as when no boring

has been made.

The following general conclusions can be drawn from this paper:

(1) The increasing number of treated ties being used in this

countrj' is increasing the importance of protecting them from
mechanical destruction because the problem of protection from
decay is being rapidly solved. To secure best results, therefore,

a protection of treated ties from rail and spike cutting is strongly

recommended.

(2) It is believed that, other things being equal, the size of

the tie-plate should depend upon the kind of tie with which it is

to be used. Soft ties demand a larger plate than hard ties. It

is felt that this fact should be recognized in fixing upon the price

of various timbers for crossties.

(3) Preservative treatments with creosote and zinc chloride

when properly made affect the strength of ties so slightly that

any dift"erence in crushing value is of little or no practical im-

portance.

(4) On account of their holding power screw spikes are pre-

ferred to cut spikes and can be recommended where high-class

construction is desired.

(5) Adzing and boring ties, particularly the adzing of hewn
ties, prior to treatment, is considered of prime importance in pre-

paring them for seryice. Adzing after treatment should be classed

bad practice, as it exposes or tends to expose the interior of ties

to decay at a point where protection is most needed.

The Value of Wood Structure Investigations

The study of wood structure which is sometimes referred to as

xylology, has slowly but surely taken a definite place in the courses

of study in the forest schools in this country. Although work has

been done only on the most important native woods now in the

markets, it is destined to receive considerable attention as the

trade with foreign woods increases. Over two hundred kinds of

timber from foreign countries are sold in this country and the

question often arises as to the correct name and source of these

different kinds. If the botanical specimens (leaves, fruit, and

flowers) of the trees from which these woods are derived could be

readily procured, it would be a comparatively easy matter to trace

down their names by referring to botanical works in which such

species are described. With reference to the woods alone it is an

entirely different and often a more difficult task. Only a few of

the commercial timbers have been thoroughly described and classi-

fied according to characters visible to the unaid-sd eye and under

the microscope. As the work progresses the various timbers of

commerce will be described in detail and analytical kej-s worked

out. These descriptions will be of inestimable aid in tracing down
their correct names. The possibilities of this work are beginning

to be realized and the activities by a few investigators indicate

the growing importance of the subject.

The subject can no longer be regarded as a part of a course in

botany or plant histology, but must in the future be treated,

studied, and taught as a distinct branch of science. It is of the

utmost importance that all well equipped students of botany, for-

estry, and related lines of work should be acquainted with the

main facts of wood structure. Too much stress cannot be laid on

the importance of a knowledge of wood structure to those who
have to do with timber preservation, wood pulp industry, tie and

timber inspector, contractor, and others. This importance is,

however, further enhanced in the work of identifying wood by
the structure, in which case it is not only paramount but funda-

mental.
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The Mail Bag

Any reader of HARDWOOD RECORD desiring to communicate
with any of the Inquirers listed In this section can have the ad-
dresses on written request to the Mall Bag Department, HARD-
WOOD RECORD, 537 South Dearborn Street, Chicago, and referring
to the number at the head of each letter and enclosing a self-
addressed stamped envoiepe.

B6i8—Wants Kiln-Dried Giun Flooring
New York, N. Y., Jau. 27.—F.dltor IIahdwood Uecoud : Will you

kindly scod us a list of tbc mnnufncturers of kllndricd red gum floor-

ing, and oblige.

This concern has been given the names of a few manufacturers of

the stock sought. Anyone interested may have the address upon

request.

—

^Editor.

B 649—Seeks Canadian Birch
Philadelphia, Pa , .Tan. 28.— Editor 1I.\rdwood Kecokd : Could you

furnish us with tlio names of any Canadian mills who could furnish us

4/4 No. 1 common and better birch which would come to Philadelphia on
an advantageous rate?

A list of Canadian mills producing this material has been sup-

plied the above inquirer. Any Canadian manufacturers having birch

to offer as specified, and desiring to be placed in communication with

this possible customer, will be supplied with the address upon appli-

cation.

—

Editor.

B 650—New York Mahogany Dealers
Vencouvpr, B. C, Jan. IS.-—Editor Hardwood Kecoud ; Would you be

good enough to give us tlie names of say, three of the largest mahogany
dealers in New York City? Thanking you in anticipation.

The information asked for has been supplied.

—

Editor.

B 651—In the Market for Cherry
Cincinnati, O., Jan. 13.—Editor Haudwoou Kecokd: We wish you

would kindly favor us with the names and addresses of mills manufac-
turing cherry la eastern Tennessee, Kentucky and West Virginia.

Thanking you in advance. Company.

The names of cherry manufacturers in the territory mentioned have

been forwarded to the above correspondent. Anyone in the states

referred to having cherry to offer may havo the address of the in-

quirer upon request.

—

Editor.

B652—Seeks Auto and Buggy Bows
Cape Girardeau, Mo., Jan. 12.—Editor Habdwood Record : Can you

furnish me with a list of names of the makers of oak or ash automobile
and buggy bows?

A list as requested has been compiled and forwarded our corre-

spondent. Anyone interested in getting in touch with above, can

have the address by writing this office.

—

Editor.

B 653—Wants Persimmon
Kinghorn, Fife, Scotland, January 17.—Editor Hardwood Record: We

would like a list of persimmon producers. Thanking you in anticipation

of your early attention to this matter.

& Co.

This concern is a manufacturer of golf heads and clubs and wants

this stock undoubtedly for its golf heads. Any concerns or indi-

viduals desiring information necessary to get in touch with this party

can have it upon application to Hardwood Eecord.—Editor.

B 651—Regarding Cottonwood Panels

A recent issue of the Mail Bag department contained an inquiry

for Cottonwood panels for trunk work. After investigation Hakd-

wood Eecord printed the inquiry and in coniincuting on it said

that Cottonwood had not been used because of the difliculty in slicing

it after steaming and the fact that it was difficult to glue it up

without it having been steamed.

Hardwood Kecord is in receipt of the following communication,

which rather refutes this suggestion:

Sedro-Woolley, Wash., January 23.—Editor Hardwood Record : In the

January issue of your paper wc note in the Mail Bag department that you
have a subscriber inquiring for built-up cottonwood panels and we note

your reply.

In this connection we wish to state that we are large manufacturers of

this material and Inasmuch as you state you have never seen any of this

wood glued up, we are mailing you under separate cover a sample of

the trunk stock which we make from cottonwood. We do not steam cotton-

wood before gluing but cut it cold, air-dry for two or three weeks, then run
through our dry-kiln and glue up the same as we do our flr panels. We
are using a vegetable glue in our glue room.

We are selling this material to trunk manufacturers on the Paclflc coast
and would be glad to have the address of the party wishing this material
as we have a San Francisco representative and also one at Los Angeles.

The Sedro Ve.neer Company.
Hardwood Eecord has received the sample referred to and it cer-

tainly looks to be first-class in every w.iy.

—

Editor.

B 655—Wants Soft Maple
Philadelphia, Pa., Jan. 30.—Editor Hardwood Record : We have

been reading your book entitled ".\merican Forest Trees," and wc see on
page 430 In the description of the silver maple or soft mnplc that the
"largest trees and the best wood grow in the lower Ohio valley."

We should like you to put us in touch with several or more reliable

firms upon whom we could depend for at least three cars per year run-
ning for a term of years, tor the following kind of 10/4 soft maple. We
know you have lnde.\ cards but rather than go tliru them we would
prefer you to send us information of several concerns. The cost of this

we would be willing to pay, and we hope you have something ready to

hand which you can give us.

Soft maple—-all 10/4. In the groups of 10%-00%—can be all one size

or all sizes.

2 hi" wide, D7" long
5" wide. 57" long

2>^" wide. 111" long

8" wide, 16' long "I

8" wide, 10' long
5" wide, 16' long )-9094. Absolutely clear—no defect
5" wide, 10' long
8" wide, 57" longj

Can also be red gum If dry and perfect—no checks or warp.

Anyone wishing to be placed in communication with above inquirer

may have the address on application.

—

Editor.

B 656—Seeks Soft Maple
Now York, N. Y., Jan. 30.—Editor Hauuwood Record : We are

anxious to find some 10/4 No. 1 common soft maple in a hurry, and
would thank you very much to put us In touch with anyone whom you
believe might have this stock.

The names of manufacturers of the stock desired has been supplied

our correspondent. Those having soft maple to offer may have the

address by writing this office.

—

Editor.
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United States Chamber of Commerce to Hold Meeting
The second annual meeting of the National Chamber of Commerce will

be held in Washington, D. C, February 11, 12 and 13. It promises to be

a meeting of the greatest importance, and will be attended by many promi-
nent men. It comes immediately subsequent to the declarations of the

administration relative to various methods of corporate control. During
the sessions the main features of corporate activity will pass under the

scrutiny of the business men of the nation. The moment is crucial in the
nation's business history, for corporations represent more than 300,000
business enterprises with over .$61,000,000,000 worth of stocks and over

?34,000,000,000 worth of bonded and other obligations, and touch every
phase of the developmental activity of the nation.

Two entire days at the second annual meeting of the Chamber of Com-
merce of the United States, to be held in Washington, February 11 to 13,

will be given to the subject of anti-trust legislation and the maintenance
of resale prices. Anti-trust legislation will be discussed February 12. The
concentration of industry in the United States will be taken up first.

The respects in which the Sherman law requires definition will be part of

this discussion. Second, the abolishment of holding companies and of inter-

locking directorates will be considered. Third, the rights and privileges

of private parties in Invoking the aid of the Sherman law will be set

forth. Fourth, the functions of a Federal Interstate Trade Commission
will be discussed. The fifth point to be discussed Is as to whether the

trust form of organization is industrially elBcient. Among the speakers
will be President Charles R. Van Hlse, University of Wisconsin; Louis D.

Krandeis of Boston ; Frederick P. Fish, former president of the American
Telephone and Telegraph Company ; Victor Morawetz of New York City

;

Prof. Henry R. Scager, Columbia University, N. Y. ; Henry R. Towne,
president of Yale & Towne Manufacturing Company, and former president
of the Merchants" .Association, New York City.

On February l.'{ the question of maintenance of resale prices will be
opened for discussion by the Hon. Joseph E. Davies, Commissioner of Cor-
porations. William H. Ingersoll of R. H. Ingersoll & Bro., and Donald
Dey of Dey Brothers & Co., Syracuse, N. Y., will present two phases of the

question.

At this annual meeting James G. Cutler of the Cutler Mail Chute Com-
pany, Rochester, N. Y., as general chairman of the standing committee on
patents, trade marks and copyrights, will present his report.

(Continued on paijc 36.)
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Lumber Output for 1912
The accompanying map. which gives the

output of lumber by states and by species in
the United States for 1912, was sent out by
the United States Forest Service, as the first

detailed announcement of the cut of lumber
for that j'ear. A brief summary was published
a few weeks ago. A fuller report, with dis-

cussion of the figures, is promised for the
near future bv the Census Bureau.
The lumber "total for 1911 was 37,003,000,000

feet, and for 1912 was 39,155,000,000, a gain
of 2,155,000,000, or nearly six per cent. The
increase was fairly well distributed over the
country, with no large advance or marked fall-

ing off anywhere.
The number of sawmills reporting in 1911

was 28,107, and in 1912 was 29,64S, which
shows an increase in mills of nearly six per
cent. It thus appears that the increase in

lumber and in mills corresponds almost ex-
actlj'. In neither year were mills tabulated
which did not show a yearly output above
50,000 feet. Those omitted may have num-
bered several thousand, but had their aggre-
gate cut been included the effect on the total
would have been inconsiderable. The average
output per mill in 1911 was 1,318,000 feet, and
in 1912 it was 1,320,000—only 2,000 feet dif-

ference.
The average cut of lumber per mill varies

greatly, when different states are compared.
The highest average is found in Arizona, the
lowest in New Jersey. An examination of the
table which follows reveals the fact that the
average cut per mill is higher in the softwood
regions than in those where hardwoods pre-
vail. Softwood mills are larger, and the total
stand of softwoods in the whole country is

believed to be about six times as great as the
stand of hardwoods. The table below gives
the average yearly lumber cut per mill in the
different states in 1912.

Average cut
per mill in

State 1012. B. M.
.Vl.ibama 1,104.000
Arizona 6,333,000
Arkansas 1,591,300
California 5,253^300
Colorado 651,900
Connecticut 506,900
Delaware '. . . . 337.200
Florida 2.687,700
Georgia 842,400
Idaho 3,534,000
Illinois 263.500
Indiana 410.000
Iowa 299.300
Kentucky 470.700
Louisiana 4.040.000
Maine 1.007.800
Maryland 430.800
Jlassachusetts 616.700
Michigan 1.8SO.000
Minnesota 2,960.000
Mississippi 2.502,100
Missouri 348,700
Montana 2,305.000
.\pw Hampshire 1,0S6.1C0
New Jersey 239.800
.New Mexico 2,024.400
Ni'W York 337.600
North Carolina 906.000
Ohio 432.500
Oklahoma 845,000
Oregon 3.991.600
Pennsylvania 575 300
Rhode Island 636.300
South Carolina 1,189..S00
South Dakota 750,000
Tennessee 594,700
Ttxas 4.226.600
Utah 152.500
Vermont 465.500
Virginia 738.100
Washington 5.203,000
West Virginia 1.371.400
Wisconsin 1,891,400
Wyoming 250.000

Complete statistics for the remaining four
states, Kansas, Nebraska, North Dakota and
Nevada, are not available, but it is known
that the cut of lumber in them is so small as
to be almost negligible.
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Pennsylvania Lumbermen Hold Annual
Tte twcntj'-secoiul annuiU conVLiitiou of the I'eunsylvanln Lum-

hermnns' Assoclatlou wns held In the Ilotel Walton, I'bllndelphia, on

.January 28 and 29. After the meeting of committees and board of

directors, the convention was called to order at 2 1". XI. on January 2S

liy President J. J. Mlllelsen of Mcchanlcsburg. After the roll call and

the reading of the annual reports of the oflicera, the following topics were

discussed : The Light Delivery End of the Business ; The Average Do-

inurrase Agreements; Our National Forests, and Local Associations.

Ou January 29, at 9 :15, the delegates, by Invitation of the Curlia Tub-

llshing Company, were escorted through Its plant, a privilege and com-

pliment which was much appreciated. The second session of the meeting

was called to order at 10 ::;0, at which the subject of Modern Road Build-

ing was discussed. Justin Tcters, manager of the rcnnsylvania Lumber-

men's Mutual I'ire Insurance Company, then gave an emphasized talk on

the advantaLjes of mutual Are Insurance companies. He was followed

by the reading of the reports of the various committees. The election of

directors then followed, and Henry Talmer. Langhorne ; William S. Golf,

Wilkcs-Barre. and Theodore A. Mehl, Rosemont, were voted in for three

years. The board of directors later re-elected J. J. Mlllelsen, president

;

Theodore A. Mehl, vice-president ; T. J. Snowdcn, treasurer and J. Fred-

erick Marlin, secretary, which closed the business session.

A moving picture was then thrown upon the wall of the hall, through

the courtesy of the Long-Bell Lumber Company, illustrating the lumber

Industry from the telling of the tree to the shipping of the lumber to

the trade. At 1 p. m. 2G9 members of the association and their friends

sat down to a sumptuous dinner. President Mlllelsen acted as toast-

master. Speeches were made by Hon. M. Clyde Kelley. congressman from

Pittsburgh, who spoke on association work ; Hon. Gifford Pinchot, who
gave an interesting talk on forestry, and Hon. Charles R. Miller, governor

of Delaware, who impressed upon the boys the necessity of a harmonious

get-together spirit in trade. This wound up the most interesting conven-

tion In the history of the association.

The committee in charge of the entertainment was composed of Henry

Palmer, chairman: C. Frank Williamson and Benjamin Stokes. The
souvenir of the occasion is an artistically gotten up booklet in green and

gold, the front cover inlaid with a square of highly-polished maple wood.

It contains the names of the officers and the speakers, the menu, and photos

of the officers and speakers, and was donated by the Pennsylvania Lumber-

men's Mutual Fire Insurance Company. Philadelphia ; Lumbermen's Mutual

Fire Insurance Company. Boslon. Mass. ; Lumbermen's Mutual Insurance

Company. Mansfield. Ohio ; Indiana Lumbermen's Mutual Insurance Com-

pany. Indianapolis. Ind., and the Central Manufacturers' Mutual Insurance

Company, Van Wert, Ohio.

Forest Products Exposition Bulletin

With the approach of the Forest Products Exposition, which Is to be

given at the Coliseum, Chicago, April 30-May 9, and the Grand Central

Palace, New York. May 21-May -30, Indications point to one of the most

important, popular, attractive and result-producing industrial expositions

that has ever been held in America. Reports and reservations of space

from every section of the country and branch of the industry bear out the

report of the manasement that every phase and part of the American

wood industry will be well represented and forming the great shop
window of the industry, which Is the fundamental purpose and ambition

of the undertaking.

During the past two weeks some of the most important details of

active participation have been decided upon delinltely. Contracts are

being let by the principal lumber manufacturing associations for t'lelr

respective exhibits of the utility, possibilities and general advantages of

their particular productions, while Individual exhibitors are engaged in

more or less elaborate preparations. At recent meetings several brandies

of the hardwood manufacturing Industry have appointed committees with
power to act toward representation; at the annual meeting of the Hard-
wood Manufacturers' Association of the United States the tight stave

manufacturers took steps to coiiperate with the slack stave manufacturers,

the oak manufacturers decided on a definite plan to exhibit, the yellow

poplar manufacturers decided to secure representation, and several other

branches of the hardwood industry took up the matter with definite pur-

pose. At the same time tlie American Wood Preservers' Association, at

Its meeting in New Orleans, appointed a committee with power to act,

and space was secured at both Chicago and New York for an extended
display, while the committee was authorized to undertake to secure joint

display with the paving block manufacturers.

Among other reservations that have been decided upon are E. C. Atkins

& Co., Clyde Iron Works, Barrett Manufacturing Company; Seattle Cedar
Lumber Manufacturing Company, Mossraan Wood Turning Company, and
a number of others, while more than rifty individual manufacturers,

producers, specialty concerns and organizations have practically closed

for their representation. The space has been allotted for the forestry

division of the United States Department of Agriculture for an extensive

and most comprehensive demonstrating exhibit of the operations of this

service in research and testing.

With the Trade

Robert F. Whitmer Banquetted
Robert F. Wliitraer, the well-known and popular head of the extensive

lumber house of William Whitmer & Sons. Inc., has abundant reason to

remember with pleasure his fiftieth birthday, which fell on Sunday,
January 25. To commemorate it. 125 of his employees and business

associates tendered him a complimentary dinner in the north garden of

the Bellevue Stratford hotel, on the evening of January 24. which prcved

one of the happiest and most enjoyable social reunions in the history

of the company. The decorations for the occasion were elaborate and
artistic and the music of the choicest, as everybody was eager to show
his appreciation of the pleasant relations which have always existed

between employer and employee of this house. R. S. Coryell acted as toast-

master, and a number of acceptable speeches were made. A pleasant

surprise awaited Mr. Whitmer, when F. H. Ely, in a neat and appropriate

speech in behalf of those present, presented him with a handsome loving

cup suitably inscribed. Mr. Whitmer acknowledged this token of respect

from his employes and business associates in a speech which the boys

pronounced a dandy. There is nothing that will bring about so effectually

L. W. CROW F. J. fiivE GEORGE J. POPE
On January 26 the board of directors of the Lumbermen's Association of Chicago held a meeting at the association headquarters and elected the

following officers tor the ensuing year: L. W. Crow, president, Francis J. Pike, vice-president, George J. Pope, treasurer. E. E. Hooper, secretary.
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tlie much prcadied efficiency in all business drpartmrnts as cordial and

frirndly relations between tlie heads and their faithful subordinates, the

truth uf which proposition, it is needless to say, Mr. Wbitmcr has made a

success^ful test.

A Big Arkansas Incorporation

The Sanitary Veneer and Karrel Company Is the name of a new 5300 000

corporation recently organized in Little Itoik. This company filed articles

of incorporation with the secretary of state on January .'U, and shows

a capital stock of $500,000, with II. I. Cutsinger of Indianapolis as Its

president ; \V. M. Karanaugh of Little Rock, vice-president and treasurer ;

W. D. Cammack of Little Rock, secretary ; Chris Ledwige, L. L. White and

A. C. Read, all of Little Rock, arc the other members of the board of

directors.

This new concern purposes to erect a large manufacturing plant in

the Factoria addition to Little Rock within the nest ninety days. It

comes to Little Rock as the result of negotiations on the part of A. C.

Read and the Little Rocs Chamber of Commerce. The Factoria Land
Company, of which A. C. Read is general manager, donated a ten-acre tract

in the Factoria addition, and the Chanibcr of Commerce has entered Into

an agreement to pay five per cent of the company's pay roll during the

next two years, provided the company will employ more than 200 men,

and provided further that the amount thus paid out by the Chamber of

Commerce during the period will not exceed ?20,000.

It is the plan of the new company to erect a plant of such capacity as

10 employ from 400 to 600 men. with a daily capacity of 40,000 barrels.

The company will manufacture a new form of veneer barrel. This barrel

is said to be stronger, neater and more compact than the old stylo

barrel, and is also so arranged that it can be readily shipped in a knocked

down form, thus saving freight charges. The new barrel will be cylindrical

in form, built of three-ply veneer, with a metal hoop in the center to give

it strength.

Yeager Lumber Company Organizes at Buffalo

The organization of the Yeager Lumber Company, Inc., was completed

on February 2 with the following officers and stockholders : Orson E.

Yeager, president ; F. G. Yeager, vice-president ; C. A. Yeager, secretary

;

P. N. Yeager, treasurer. The last three men are brothers of Orson E.

Yeager and have been associated with him for several years past in the

administration of his business as Orson E. Yeager. The directors of the

new company are F. G. Yeager, P. N. Yeager and Orson E. Yeager.

The Yeager Lumber Company. Inc.. has purchased the entire stock, yard

and equipment previously owned and operated by I. N. Stewart & Bro., 892

Elk street, Buffalo, which property adjoins the present location and pro-

vides the company with an exceptionally large and complete assortment

of dry hardwoods with increased yard and shipping facilities. The capital

stock of the company is $200,000.

Death of DeWitt G. Courtney

The death of Dewitt G. Courtney occurred at bis home at Charleston.

W. Va., on January 29, 1914, in his sixty-sixth year. He was widely

known as a business man and had tie. lumber and stave mills in Lincoln,

Putnam. Kanawha, Boone and Greenbrier counties. West Virginia, and in

Bath county, Virginia. At the time of his death he was president and
largest stockholder in the Courtney Company. Mr. Courtney was also

interested in oil, gas and coal in a number of West Virginia counties. On
account of failing health he retired troir. active business about a year ago.

The immediate cause of bis death was Brights' disease.

lie was born at Grove City, Pa., December 15, 184S. He remained
there, engaged :n the lumber and stave business, until 1SS4, when he
removed to West Virginia, where he took up the same line with great suc-

cess. He was never married, and is survived by four sisters and two
brothers : S. P. Courtney and T. E. Courtney of Charleston, W. Va., and
Mrs. G. D. Roberts of Memphis, Tenn. ; Mrs. Nancy R. L'len of Grove
City, Pa. ; Miss Amanda and Miss Mary C. Courtney of Charleston.

The funeral services were conducted by Charleston Lodge 202, B. P.

0. E., at his late residence, and the Interment took place In Woodland
cemetery at Grove City, Pa., after appropriate services at the Grace M. E.

Church at that place.

Joins Forces of the Simonds Manufacturing Company
The Slraonds Manufacturing Compan.v, Fitchburg, Mass., and Chicago,

III., announces that William Miller, who recently discontinued his con-

nection as secretary of Henry Disston & Sons of Philadelphia after a
service of thirty-seven years with that concern, has become affiliated with
the former institution. Mr. Miller is one of the most experienced and
efficient men In the saw, knife and file-making business and It Is quite

likely that no man is better known or more favorably thought of among
the thousands of hardware dealers and sawmill men throughout the United
States and Canada. He has been successful throughout his many years In

the saw-making industry and brings to the Simonds Manufacturing Com-
pany his good will, energy, enthusiasm and a conscientious desire to see

that the customers of this company are always furnished with goods of

the highest quality. He has already taken up his new work in the executive

offices of the Simonds company at Fitchburg.

Interior Finish Plant Being Overhauled
The work of overhauling and repairing the interior finish plant of Henry

S. Koppin of Fenton, Mich., is being pushed rapidly and it is expected that

machinery will be in operation very shortly. A. C. Standart, general mana-
ger of the company, states that the contract for new machinery has been
let and that the machinery will soon arrive. The company has already

purchased considerable lumber for operation.

Thornton A. Green Betires

Thornton A. Green, manager of the Greenwood Lumber Company of

Ontonagon, Mich., sold out his interest and retired from that company at

the annual meeting held at Houghton. C. H. Worcester, who has been

associated with him since the summer of 1908, purchased Mr. Green's

interest. At the same time Mr. Green purchased of the company all of its

many thousand acres of cut-over lands and all that will be cut for some
years to come. It is his Intention to go into the land and timber busi-

ness and he will more than ever devote his time to the development of

Ontonagon county.

Mr. Green went to Ontonagon in 1900 to take charge of the sawmill of

B. M. McMillen. The mill had just started to saw lumber and was one

of the first to saw hemlock lumber in quantities in that district. The firm

name changed in 1900 to C. B. McMillen & Brother, and a few years later

to the C. B. McMillen Company, at which time Mr. Green bought a quar-

ter interest and became general manager. The Ontonagon railroad was
built by him and his associates in 1903. Mr. Green has been president and
manager ever since and will still remain as president of the road. In

1908 Mr. Green bought out the McMillen Brothers and organized the com-

pany under the present style, Mr. Worcester becoming interested with him
at that time. Mr. Green became secretary and general manager, which
position he held until his retirement.

THE LATE DEWITT G. COURTNEY. CHAR-
LESTON, W. VA.

TIIOKN'IDN A. GKEEN. ONTONAGON, MICH. ORSON E. YE.MJKU, liU.HIDKNT YEAGER
LU.VIBER CO.MPANV, INC., BUFFALO, N. Y.
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The company imw employs over -too men mid owns over lin.OUO aeips of

land In Ontonngon nnU Carp Lnke townships.

At present K. H. llanmr, who Is associated with Mr. Worcester at Clias-

Bcll, Mich., and Is nlso Interested In the Greenwood Lumber Company, will

supervise Its general operations In connection with his supervision of the

C. U. Worcester Lumber Company at Chassell, Mich.

Atkins Fioueers Dine

The .\tklnB Polneers. an organlzntkin of employes who have been asso-

ciated with E. C. Atkins & Co.. the saw manufacturers of Indianapolis, for

twenty years or over held the fifth annual banquet at the Spencer House

on January ai. Thomas V. Seery was general chairman In charge of the

function : C. S. Ilronson was chali-man of entertainment ; C. A. Newport,

chairman of finance : Lotus Farmer, chairman of music ; C. A. Newport,

chairman of the programs ; and W. 0. Williams, chairman of the nominat-

ing committee. Those in attendance enjoyed an excellent dinner and a

very pleasing musical program, which consisted of Angclus, saxaphone and

baritone solos, glee club performances and recitations.

This function has been featured by the Atkins company as a recognition

of the faithful services of its many old employes. The membership has

been held up very steadily and It Is Interesting to note that twenty-five

years ago the entire payroll of the Atkins plant was about 200, and of

this 200 117 arc still connected with the company. There have been, of

course, the usual number of deaths while In the company's service. The

roster has been shortened by the loss of seven men during the past year.

The pioneer gatherings are occasions for the full enjoyment of good

fellowship and hearty fraternal spirit. They are a visible demonstration

of the spirit which the Atkins concern puts Into the manufacture of its

various lines of goods and for which the compaiiy has been noted In its

dealings for many years.

Veneer Concern Moves to Minnesota

Articles of incorporation of the Northern Veneer Company were filed

recently, authorizing that company to start operations at Uecr River,

Minn. This is a conciun removing from Spring Valley, Wis., and it is

now building its plant preparatory to starting operations cariy in the

spring. The Incorporators are Thomas B. Wilson. Frank Pierce and

Frank Carter of .Menomonie. Wis., William Bahr and Roland Kabr 'of

Deer River. Minn. The capital stock is .$25,000.

W. B. Beeves Killed in Automobile Accident

Coionel William Dixon Reeves, head of the W. U. Reeves Lumber

Company of Helena. Ark., one of the best Known and most popular of

the southern hardwood operators, was instantly Uiiied at noon on Tues-

day, February 3. near his home in Helena. Mr. Reeves was leaving his

residence with his son Dixon in his touring car, starting on an aiter-

nooc's hunting trip, but owing to the slippery condition of the roads,

the machine began to skid badly. At the corner of Beech and St. Mary's

streets it finally went over the edge of the steep incline and over-

turned, Mr. Reeves being caught beneath the steering wheel and very

'uadly crushed. The son was picked up from the ditch badly shaken up

but unhurt and the father was rushed to his home, where be died thirty

minutes later in the presence of his family.

Mr. Reeves began his career in the lumber business about twenty-

flve .vears ago, locating at that time in Arkansas. His first sawmilling

experience on his own responsibility started sixteen years ago when he

began operating a mill at Helena in 1S97. Since that time his opera-

tions have been gradually widening until he has at present attained a

very prominent position among the ranks of southern hardwood operators.

The lumber trade in Chicago, because of Mr. Reeves' close association

In this cit.v, and also the trade in other prominent centers, wiii join

with the city of Helena Id the sincere expressions of deep regret at bis

untimely death, which occurred in bis fiftieth year.

Mr. Reeves leaves a wife and four children, one daughter, Louise, be-

ing away at school. The other three children are Dixon, aged fourteen :

Frank, aged ten, and Elizabeth, aged seven, who were all present when
their father passed away.

Boyne City Lumber Company Elects Officers

The annual meeting of the Boyne City Lumber Company, Boyne City.

Mich., was held on .lanuary 27 in the Michigan Trust building, Grand
Rapids, the following ollicers being re-elected : William H. White, presi-

dent : Thomas 'iVhite, vice-president; W. L. Martin, secretary; Henry
Idema, treasurer. The directors are Louis U. Wltbey, Amos Musselman.

George M. Barr, Claude Hamilton, Henry Idema, William H. White, and
ThOfoas White.

With the Exporters

Among the matters discussed at the annual meeting of the National

Lumber Exporters' Association, held in Chicago, .January 22 and 2Z, was
the question of the Liverpool measurement. As stated in an advance

article on the meeting, the Liverpool measurement has become as trouble-

some a matter as the London dock rules aud their interpretation proved

to be. In tbe case of the London dock rules, the National Lumber
Exporters' Association finally, after a vain endeavor to get the foreign

buyers to attend a conference with a special committee sent over to

London for the purpose, drew up an agreement wherein the signers bound
themselves not to ship except on the basis of the American rules, which

agreement was signed by upwards of seventy per cent of the exporters. At
the time the London rules were taken up the Liverpool measurement had

not attracted any particular attention, but since then the question has

become a vital one, and occasioned mucli discussion at the meeting, which
decided to refer the matter to a special committee yet to be appointed

for recommendation. It Is thought that Gustavo A. Father, the London
representative of Russe & Burgess, Inc., Memphis, will be asked to make
representations to the Liverpool buyers In the interest of the National
Lumber Exportcr.s' Association, Just as he did with regard to the London
Dock rules. If the Liverpool buyers persist in their present attitude It

is altogether probable that some agreement similar to the one adopted

with regard to London will be entered into.

Through bills of lading also came In for extended consideration, but no
final actlcu was taken. The bill now before Congress, and which is known
as H. R. 9771, was discussed in all of its bearings. It requires the

railroads to issue and the steamship companies to recognize through bills

of lading. The association did not actually indorse the measure, being
disposed to consider it further and to await other developments, but it

Is felt that an effective solution of the problem lies in some degree of

control over the foreign steamship companies, so that they can be held

liable for flagrant disregard of contract requirements when it comes to

taking lumber and logs within a reasonable time. At the present time
the steamship lines avoid liability for demurrage, when cars are held

loaded for an unlimited period, by tiie simple expedient of refusing to

recognize through bills of lading, to the great embarrassment of the

shippers.

C. L. Willey Makes Unusual Mahogany Purchase
C. L. Wiilcy of Cliicago announces that at the recent February mahog-

any^ sales held at Liverpool Ills buyers made purchases tliat aggregate
one of the largest and most remarkable mahogany buys in the history

of the mahogany business. Mr. Willey's representatives took up a total

of U2(j mahogany logs of unusually large size and exceptional quality.

These logs will aggregate about 1,200.000 feet of mahogany. They are
already en route to Mr. Willey's immense plant at Chicago and it is ex-

pected that some exceptional veneer will result from their manufacture,
ibis is another one of tiie unusual purchases for which Mr. Willey has
become noted during bis career as a manufacturer of fancy wood veneer
and lumber.

An Unusual Plant at Philadelphia

It is well worth the time, whether intimately connected with tbe in-

dustr,v or not, to take a trip to the Westmoreland street wharves, where
tbe Pearson & Ludascber Lumber Company, manufacturer and wholesaler,

at its fifty acres of ground, wirh mill adequately equipped, carries on a

mammoth lumber traffic. .Several hundred milliou feet of lumber can be

stored on these grounds and still large spaces left. It has two concrete

piers, one 110 by 6-11, the other 83 by 641 feet, with electric cranes and a

twenty-seven feet depth of water, at which sixteen vessels can be un-

loaded at the same time. Railroad connection is direct to the wharves. By
the means of a car-level platform at tbe plant, a series of cars can be

loaded with manufactured lumber at one time for quick shipment. Solid

concrete roads intersect the grounds which much facilitate the hauling

by motor or horse.

Tlie company's new tnill, which is now in operation, is elaborately

equipped witl; tbe latest and most approved machinery from the American
Woodworking Machinery Company ; Two fast feed planers and matchers,

15 by 4 inches; one fast feed double surfacer, 30 by 4 inches; one 15-inch

moider ; one IS by 20-inch four-sided timber sizer ; one 54-inch band
resaw ; one 50-inch band rip saw ; one 30-inch three-saw guage edger,

level rolls, transfer, etc. The first three machines are equipped with

specially designed automatic feeding tables, as they feed at the rate of

300 feet per minute—too fast to be fed by hand. Tbe motor power Is

derived from four 250 horsepower safety water tube boilers, one 1,000

horsepower Corliss engine, and one 250 horsepower Turbo-generator. The
plant is lighted by electricity ; which leaves nothing to be desired in the

way of complete equipmeut. Visitors from distant parts of the country

have been pleased to visit this model plant and have expressed themselves

as surprised and edified by a trip through tbe grounds and mill under
escort of the very courteous and obliging president, William L. Ludascber.

This company, with ail its facilities for manufacturing and storing

lumber, will be in the best of positions to handle the western product on
the opening of tbe Panama canal. No essential preparation has been

neglected toward this consummation. The other olEcers are Ralph Pearson,

vice-president, and Paul P. Pearson, secretary and treasurer, both sons of

Joseph T. Pearson, tbe wealthy box maker of this city. Mr. Ludascber
is well known to the lumber trade, having been formerly a partner in

Charles F. Felin & Co. This concern handles long .tnd short leaf pines,

white pine, hemlock, cypress of all sizes, dimension, etc.. white and red

oak, maple, hickory, etc.

Nineteenth Annual Pennsylvania Mutual

The nineteenth annual meeting of the Pennsylvania Lumbermen's
Mutual Fire Insurance Company was held on January 27. President

Edward F. Henson in the chair. There was a full attendance of members,

who were gratified to find that in spite of a year of abnormally large

fire losses the company has made a very satisfactory showing and is

in a position to recommend a forty per cent dividend to its stockholders.

Same officers were re-elected.

The president's .annual report follows

:
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During 101.'! the progress of your company shows:
Incnase of Insurance In force Jl,525,OSS. 17
Increase of preniUinis In force 28,556.78
Increase of net cash assets 20,084.66
Increase of surplus 6,706.27
Expiration return premiums paid In lOl.'i—40 per cent 160.107.4B
Losses incurred in 1913—11.58 per cent 185,17:{.48
From orcunizallon—Losses paid to Dec. 31. 1013 $1,054,208.48
Eipiiation return premiums pnid to Doc. 31. 1U13 897.082.76

The history of all Are insurance companies shows that certain years
have proven to be years of loss, or at least years of less prosperity.
The average loss ratio of this company for the nineteen years ending

December 31. 1913, is 34.02 per cent of the premiums. The tires In 1913
were fretiuent, and our loss ratio was 41. ."is per cent on a premium Income
of $445,316.41. Only two years have we had a heavier loss ratio than in
1013— 1900. of S5.41 per cent loss ratio, and 1903, with 43.40 per cent.
Id the years 1S9S and 1910 the losses wi^re not so much above the aver-
aee, amounting to 37.40 per cent and 40.22 per cent of the premiums.
The year of our beginning, 1895, we passed without n loss, which was
fortunate, but the premiums written in that year amounted to only
$16,484. S7. In 1901 our loss ratio was only 10.00 per cent on a premium
Income of $52.320. 46. In 1.S99. 1904 nnd 1906, our loss ratios were only
16.91 per cent, 21.00 per cent and 24.32 per cent.
We brrag these facts to your attention that you may recognize insurance

companies have their years of unusual prosperity as well as years of heavy
losses.

I am. nevertheless, very glad to report that, although we have suffered
a depreciation of $13,720.00 on our securities, made a 40 per cent saving
upon all renewals durins the whole of 1913, used 20,48 per cent for ex-
penses, and paid out 41.5.S per cent of the premiums written for losses.
yet we have l>een able to add the sum of $6,706.27 to our surplus, because
of the additional income from our own investments and because of income
from inspection service on insurance placed through the office of ,Tustin
Peters. It is very satisfactory to have passed through a year of heavy
losses, made our usual 40 per cent savini^ In full, and have added an
amount—although a small amount—to our surplus.

Your attention is called to the statement on the enclosed leaf. You will
note that the company is in good, sonnd. healthy financial condition, and
your president is glad to reco'.-nlze that the maiingement of this company
could not be In safer hands than that of his colleagues on the board of
directors, each one of these directors beini in the lumber business.

In view of the good condition of the compnny, 1 am glad to be able to
report to you that your directors have voted iu favor of continuing the
payment of the same 40 per cent expiration return premium throughout
the year 1914.

Pertinent Information
Building Operations in January

January makes a creditable showing in building operations. Offlcial

reports received by the American Contractor, Chicago, from 56 cities

tbrouKbout the country show that building permits issued in those cities

total $37,152,920, as compared with ,?40.361.949 for the permits issued In

January, 1913. This Is a decrease of S per cent, but the showing is an
Improvement over that for December, 1913, when 70 cities reported total

operations of $57,266,319. With a number of the larger cities yet unrep-
resented the total for the same cities in .January will no doubt show a gain.

Another Interesting feature is that both New York and Chicago show rather

notable losses. The loss for these two cities is greater than that in the
entire statement, so that if they are omitted the statement would be favor-

able. The reason for his comparative decline in the largest two cities of

the country Is that the construction of buildings a year ago was very
active. The supply of office room in the larger skyscrapers has been rather
overdone and In that particular branch of construction work there will

therefore be some moderation until demand for space more nearly equals

the supply. It may be added that the cost of the skyscraper, as com-
pared with that for the great majority of structures, is so great that a

difference of one building turns the comparison sharply one way or the"

other.

It Is gratifying to note the general improvement throughout the country."

Many cities made heavy gains over a year ago. Among these may be men-
tioned, with their percentages of gain, the following : Baltimore, 182

:

Cedar Rapids, 169 ; Duluth, 246 ; Grand Rapids, 318 ; Peoria. 274 ; Pitts-

burgh, 204; Seattle, 115; Shrevcport, 141; Topeka, 179; Worcester, 233.

Of the 54 cities, ."JO show gains. The figures in detail are as follows :

January January Percent
1914 lOi:: Gain Loss

Akron $ 138.150 $ 208.230 ... 34
Albany 149.08.''. 91,0.10 84
Atlanta 320.98.5 3n.1.005 ... 19
Baltimore 1.71)«.351 63,1.670 182
Buffalo 330.000 487.000 10
Cedar Rapids 384.650 14,3.000 169
Chattanooga / 5.", 170 108.725
Chicago 4,6B«.80O 6.902,000 ... 32
Cincinnati 580.910 946.962 ... 38
Cleveland 1.298.620 704.740 84
Columbus 178.740 208 335 ... 14
Dallaa 727.035 417.700 74
Dayton 84.705 1,991.575 ... 96
Denver , 229.318 181.000 20
Detroit 2.0:i0.'280 2,029.805 30
Duluth 237.010 68.675 246
East Orange 84.338 92.955 ... 9
Ft. Wavne 35.350 64.975 ... 45
Grand Rapids 341.240 81.825 318
Hanror.l 25B.887 191.7.50 84
Indianapolis 482.342 305.385 58
Kansas City 8S4,2«5 ,569.405 55
Los Angeles 1,18-2.240 2.078.7.S6 ... 43
Louisville ,'in3.2S0 217.250 ,S9

Manchester 78,445 48.405 62
Memphis ...•,,....., 361,390 271,244 29
Milwaukee 476,138 441.211 8

Minneapolis 504,505
Nashville 102,269
Newark 350,800
New Haven 264.320
New Orleans 204.051
New York

—

Manhattan 4,419.142
Bronx 1.410,202
Brooklyn 2,459,290
Boro of Richmond 80,514
Boro of Queens 1,151.014
Toial 9.521,112

Oakland 257,786
Omaha 180,440
Palerson 29,941
Peoria 182,850
Phlladephla 1,247,985
Pittsburgh 1,171,037
Richmond 233,534
Rochester 354,320
St. Jo.seph 48,500
St. Louis 854,122
Scranton 101,925
Seattle 1,206.580
Shreveport 184,500
Sioux City 75.125
South Bend 28.740
Springfield, III 29,410
Syracuse 106.885
Toledo 234.894
Topeka 58,455
Washington 481.780
Wichita 18.905
Wilkes-Barre 103,109
Worchcster 530.184

Total $37,152,020

319.575
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Garrett Lnml) of the LambFlsh Lumber Company, Charleston, Miss., was

a recent visitor to Chicago.

W. C. Calhoun, seneral mnnagor of the Frost Veneer Seating Company,
Sheboygan. Wis., spent a couple of days In Chicago last ncek.

A. R. Clas of the Falls Machine Company, Sheboygan, Wis., spent sev-

eral days of last week In the city on business connected with the automo-
bile show.

Frank I'urcell, the walnut man of Kansas City, Mo., was In attendance

at the recent exporters' meeting held at the Sherman House, this city.

Floyd Day.of the Day Lumber and Coal Company, Clay City, Ky., spent

a few days of last week In the city on business.

Frank Fee of the Fce-Crayton Hardwood Lumber Company was In town
for a few days recently.

C. L. Fau.st, president of the Faust Brothers Lumber Company of Padu-
cah, Ky., was In Chicago for several days of last week. He was accom-
panied by Mrs. Faust. While In the city Mr. Faust conferred with his Chi-

cago representative. .7. F. Mingea.

A. R. Week of the .lohn Week Lumber Company, Stevens Point, Wis.,

spent a few days of last week In Chicago on business.

IS. S. Kellogg of Wausau, Wis., secretary of the Northern Hemlock and
Hardwood Manufacturers' Association, was In Chicago Wednesday and
Thursday of last week in the interests of his association work.

Birch Veneers. Also Elm, Maple and Basswood

WK :«.\M IVt'TlRE FINE ROT.VRY CUT

STOLLE LUMBER & VENEER CO. Tripoli, Wis.
LET US QUOTE YOU

JAMES & ABBOT COMPANY
Lumber and Timber

No. 165 Milk St., BOSTON, MASS.

THE QUALITY OF YOUR

VENEERS
Your profits depend largely on econom-

ical production, and uniformly cut veneers
lessen the cost of production.

Our employes are experienced, our
machinery modern, and we use the best
selected logs in Mahogany, Circassian

Walnut and Quartered Oak.

Therefore, we will furnish you with ab-
solutely uniform and bone dry sliced or
sawed veneers that your men can handle
with a minimum outlay of time and labor.

This Means Money in Your Pocket

We will welcome you to our plant
(which is so modern it's worth coming to
see) or we will send a representative with
samples, on request.

Fred W. Black Lumber Co.
2245 S. Crawford Ave. Chicago, 111.

J. C. Knox of Cadillac, Mich., secretary of the Michigan Hardwood Man-
utacturoi's' Association, attended the meeting of the board of governors of

the National Lumber Manufacturers' Association lield in Chicago recently.

J. T. Phillips, general manager of the Diamond Lumber Company of

Green Bay, Wis., was in the city for a few days of last week.

K. Bartholomew of John B. Ransom & Co., Nashville, Tcnn., spent a

few days in Chicago recently on business.

.John D. Mershon of the John D. Mcrshon Lumber Company of Saginaw,
Mich., spent a few days recently with the local trade.

The bulletin dated February 3 issued by the Hardwood Manufacturers'
Association of the United States is quite an unusual publication of the

kind. The design on the front page is particularly striking, being sup-

posed to illustrate graphically the Uardwood Manufacturers' Association

as between the producer and the consumer of hardwoods. The association

is represented as the keystone in the arch formed by the producers on the

one side and tlie consumers on the other. The whole bulletin is very well

gotten up and really deserves close attention.

M. L. Pease of the Galloway-Pease Cotnnany of Poplar Bluff, Mo., spent

a few days last week with the Chicago trade.

l'. J. Roys of the Fullerton-Powcll Hardwood Lumber Company of South
Hend, Ind., was in Chicago on I'riday and Saturday of last week.

=-< NEW YORK >.=

The new mill plant of the Santa Clara Lumber Company, 2 Rector
street, is fast nearing the point where actual production will be under
way. The reorganizing of the company's manufactory will put the entire

plant in practically one big operation. The new branch was formerly
owned by the Norwood Manufacturing Company at Tupper Lake. Hard-
wood flooring and finish will be manufactured in addition to soft woods.
John W. Love, who with Hamilton Love are the only partners in Love,

Boyd & Co., as a result of the withdrawal of J. W. Boyd, will continue
headquarters in this city. He says the business will be continued as
heretofore, e.'ccepting perhaps they may do less manufacturing.
The Morgan Millwork Company has moved its local headquarters to

ij East Thirty-ninth street, the Craftsmen's building. Five floors of the
building are taken up by an exhibition of building materials and the
.Morgan company is showing some flne samples of its product, which In-

cludes doors, moulding and interior finish.

F. J. Cronin, representing the Meadow River Lumber Company, Ralnelle,

W. Va., was a New York visitor during (he fortnight. He reports an
Improved inquiry for hardwood lumber and flooring and looks for a good
year.

Fire on January 30 caused heavy damage to the plant and building of
the Walker Piano Company at East Sixty-third street.

A big crowd and a good time are assured at the forthcoming dinner of
I he local trade. The date is February 19, at the New Biltmore, near
Grand Central Terminal.

-< BOSTON >=
The hardwood situation in this market at the opening of the present

month seems to be one of anticipation rather than any marked change
in the volume moving. Many of the large dealers seem to have an under-
lying confidence in the current year. The dullness which has become
commonplace at this season is still with us. but its influence on prices
is noticed only in certain items. There is no question that the hardwood
market here is affected, especially in woods heretofore used more or less

in finish, by the uncertainty of what is to be done in Pacific coast
finish lumber via the canal. Items in the local press and trade news
indicate that there are possibilities of supplies of suitable lumber in
large quantities and low prices, to take the place of some of the hard-
woods. Perhaps the weakening of poplar and gum might be attributed
in part to these prospects. A slight falling off in plain oak is probably
caused by pressure of some of the smaller mills who can make this

stock to move some of it as it might be said that the weakening has
not been so noted in the extra manufactured or what may be called
"big mill" stock. Along the same line quartered oak is stronger than
it has been. The call for this wood comes in all thicknesses instead of
a few, especially in those under 1 inch. Quartered oak strips and flooring
seem in poor supply here, and there is call for them. Ash in general
is strong, with brown ash still leading the southern. While there is not
much beech used here the value is emphatically increasing, while maple
and birch do not seem to have any noticeable changes. Sycamore is

another wood which does not move in large volume, but has had tor
some time a constant tendency to high piices here. There is standing
inquiry for walnut, but prices are hard to compare in general ; if It is

wanted very much, any price may be quoted on the higher grades, while
tlie common and lower grades are about as they have been. Cherry la

scarce in low grades, while common and upper grades are in good supply
at about the recently prevailing prices.

The annual meeting of the Massachusetts Wholesale Lumber Dealers'
.\ssociation was held in Boston January 21 at Young's Hotel. The ofiBcers

liected were William E. Litchfield president. Charles S. Wentworth. vice-

president. E. C. Hammond, secretary and treasurer. Geo. H. Ellis of
the Massachusetts legislative committee on railroads delivered an ad-
dress, which in general received the accord of the meeting that action
relating to our railroads should be constructive and carefully considered
if we want to avoid a serious situation. This association voted to ap-
point a committee to draw up and submit the necessary charter and
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other pnpcrs to incorporate the body. This will be an Important step

!n Its long and useful history.

The reports are that the creditors o( the Brett Lumber Company of

Lynn, which recently assigned, will receive substantial dividends If the

prospects of favorable adjustments of the estate materialize.

William K. Lltchlleld oC Boston has been again selected to represent

the Boston Chamber of Commerce at the convention of the National

Chamber ot Commerce in Washington this month. The field secretary

of the latter organization, Oarry I''. Atwood of Chicago, addressed the

Boston Chamber on l'"ebruary 5 and denounced the excessive legisliition

proposed in Massachusetts this year. It is noted, however, that there

Is much less aimed at the discouragement In this state of wooden build-

ing than there was last year.

It is reported that the well-known firm of Lawrence & Wlggln of Bos-

ton Is to furnish the docking facilities for the new Boston & Pacific

Steamship Line. It is understood that complete plans will soon be

given out.

<, BUFFALO y
The Lumber Exchange committee ol entertainment, which will look

after ihe convention of the National Wholesale Lumber Dealers' Associa-

tion on March 4 and 5. will probably arrange the details for the hardwood
convention in June also, although It has not been decided definitely. The
opinion of some of the leading hardwood men is to the effect that this

committee, of which M. M. Wall is chairman, is likely to serve for both

conventions. President A. W. Kreinheder of the Lumber Exchange will

also have general charge of the arrangements.

The hardwood business established by O. E. Yeager a dozen years or so

ago has been incorporated and Mr. Yeager's three brothers are now con-

nected with the company as officers. The capital of the concern, which
will be known as the Yeager Lumber Company, is $200,000, and the yard,

which has recently been increased by the purchase of the Stewart yard,

will be one ot the largest in the city. Officers of the company are as fol-

lows : Orson E. Y'eager, president ; Frank G. Y'eager, vice-president

;

Charles A. Yeager, secretary ; Peter N. Yeager, treasurer.

George W. Appleby, a Jamestown lumber dealer, has bought the plant

of the Ideal r\irniture Company in that city, and it is said that a new
company may be formed to operate it.

W. K. Jackson of Jackson & Tindle left here late last month for the

firm's hardwood operations in Michigan to be gone about ten days. Stocks

at the mills have been well sold up.

Nelson S. Taylor of Taylor & Crate, has been in the Adlrondacks lately.

Mrs. Taylor accompanied him.

W. W'. Reilley left here on January 29 for San Francisco, where he
takes passage on February 12, with Dr. and Mrs. Charles VanBergen, for

a three months' trip to China. Japan and other countries.

R. D. McLean sailed last month for a vacation trip to Cuba, and Hugh
McLean left immediately after the Memphis convention for a trip to the

Pacific coast.

I. N. Stewart has given up his Elk street office and Is now looking after

the building trade, having taken an up-town office with the general insur-

ance firm of John A. Murphy & Co.

A. J. Elias was in .\lbany last month as a member of a delegation from
this city which appeared before a legislative committee in the Interest of

commission government.
Anthony Miller states that the hardwood trade does not show much

improvement this month, although there is about a normal business doing
In most woods.

Davenport & Ridley have been getting in fair stocks of hardwoods from
Pennsylvania, chiefly oak and maple, and say that hardwood trade is fair

this month.
F. M. Sullivan has been making a business trip to Michigan in the

Interest of T. Sullivan & Co. The yard reports increased demand In a
number of different hardwoods.

C. C. S'agiit is slill spending a great part of his time at his mill at

Genesee, Pa., where his new summer log-house is nearing completion, with
all modern improvement;:.

=< PHILADELPHIA y-
Wilson n. Lear, who carries between sixteen and seventeen million feet

of lumber at his two yards at Front and Palmer streets, and Oirard
avenue and Fetzer street, and another stock of some eight million feet
at his mill, has no fault to find with conditions. He handles lumber of
every description, and no one Is ever turned awny for lack of the desired
wood. He Is a thorough optimist and anticipates an early advance In
trading all along the line.

Frank R. Whiting, president of the Whiting Lumber Company, says
the wholesale shipments are still a little slow, but yard business has
livened up considerably during the last fortnight.

W. R. Taylor of the W. R. Taylor Lumber Company reports incoming
business right along, but constant hustling is required. He is much
Interested In gum Just now ; recognizes It as a comer, and so is pushing
It along.

Edwin A. Gasklll, son of Nathan B. Gasklll, this city, has associated
himself with the Turkey Foot Lumber Company, Heidelberg, Ky. He will
have charge ot the mill and woods department.

It Is reported that J. E. and Edwin Moore, Danville, Pa., have purchased
12,000 acres of tiniberland in Bath county, Virginia, from R. S. Turk,

WRITE US Gum
Oak Elm
COTTONWOOD CYPRESS

.. , Fl RMTl'KE DIMENSION
**/ SYC.VMQKE YELLOW PINE

Licking River Lumber
Company

114 Dean BIdg.

F'OR PRICBS South Bend.

TheWhite Lake Lumber Co.
Peoples Gas Bldg., CHICAGO, ILL.

Northern and Southern Hardwoods
CAR STOCK

WHITE PINE YELLOW PINE
lligh Quality—Prompt Delivery

WE WANT TO MOVE AT ONCE
200 M. ft. 8 4 No. 1 Common Hard Maple
500 M. ft. 4/4 No. 1 Common Basswood
100 M. ft. 4/4 No. 1 Common unselected

Bend u» Birch
i/our inquiries 1 car 8/4 L. R. Wisconsin White Oak

Progressive or Charge Type

Condensing
Lumber Driers

Designed and Constructed by

The A. H. Andrews Co.
Chicago

Are Selected by Those Who Know

BECAUSE:
Their Temperature Regulation is jserfect and

con\enifnt.

Their Humidity Control is jiractical and easy to

accomplish.

Their Circulation is positive in action and large

in volume.

Their Drying Time is reduced to practical

minimum, owing to constant and correct

conditions of Temperature, Humidity and
Circulation.

Their Results are ahead of all other Dry Kilns.
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(Leading Manufacturers)

Baker-Matthews Manufacturing Go.

Sikeston, Mo.
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the inilrimd liy wagon. whlcU Is unduly cxpcuslvc. Tlu'ie is a yicai

abundance ot white oak on the tract.

The Morgan Mlllwork Company, of which C. II. Ilanscom Is president,

lins obtained a permit to erect a building of live stories and to cost about

jrS.OOO. on a lot 124 by 160 feet, at li;i West North avenue. The
structure will be used for warehouse purposes and Is conveniently located

to four lines of railroad.

Wm. D. Gill & Sou have secured the contract to supply the city

engineer's department with all the lumber and creosoted blocks needed

this year for repairs to roads, bridges, sewers and streets.

The receipts here ot mahogany from South Africa appear to be on
the increase. The steamship Quernmore. of the Johnston Line, on her

arrival .January 2t> from Liverpool brought not less than 419 logs of

this wood. Most of the shipment was consigned to western points.

Representatives of two of the largest mahogany firms in the country

visited Baltimore last week, they being Uhoderick S. Huddicston of the

Oils Manufacturing Company of New Orleans, and Julius Spicker of

the C. C. Mengel & Bro. Company, Louisville. Both arrived here almost at

the same time, being on an eastern business trip. The two concerns.

which are among the largest in the country, handle mahogany from Atric.T.

Central America, Jlexico and other countries, and always keep in stock

large quantities of logs of every kind.

Another shipment of West Virginia spruce was taken out on the Nor-

wegian bark .\ngerona. which cleared for Roasario. Argentina, South
America, on January 23. The McCall-Dinning Company, ship brokers,

attended to the Custom House details,

Herr Kugen Glaeser, who stated that he was representing J, F, Miiller

& Sohn of Hamburg, the lumber and log importers, called on some of the

exporters here last week and incidentally let it be known that he intended

to open an office in the United States for the firm and take charge, buying
both lumber and logs, and shipping them to the German port. In other

words, he was to act as the permanent representative of the firm in the

United States, indicating that he thought his employers could thus get a

better inspection and lower prices than it has been possible to obtain

through the established exporters. He thought of locating either in Mem-
phis or in Cincinnati, with his preference for the former city. If so, he

would be in the market for oak, ash, hickory, walnut, poplar, gum. yellow

pine and practically all other commercial woods. Mr. Glaeser is about

thlrt.v .years of age. and has been in this country before, making occasional

trips to stud.v trade conditions.

President Fred Arn. of the National Lumber Exporters' Association, has

appointed M. S. Eaer of Richard P. Baer & Co. ; H. E. Schadt, Hyde
Lumber Company, South Bend, Ind., and W, J, Eckman ot the M. B.

Farrin Lumber Company, Cincinnati, to represent the National Lumber
Exporters' Association at the annual meeting ot the National Wholesale
Lumber Dealers' Association, which meets this year in Buttalo.

=-< COLUMBUS >.=

The Amherst Lumber Company of Amherst, O., has been incorporated

with a capital of ,$.'30,000, to deal in lumber, by William H, Schibley,

C. W. Mcnz, A, Baker, .\. E, Jenoe and L. P. Lersch.

The H. D. Brasher Lumber Company of Columbus has been incorporated
with a capital of $60,000. to dc a general wholesale lumber l)usiness. The
incorporators are L. A. Brasher, E. G. Diilow. H. B. Wallser, A. J. Hatch
and G. D. Armstrong. The company was formerly a partnership with
iiflices in the Columbus Savings & Trust building. Offices have been moved
to the second floor of the building at Fourth and Gay streets.

The Western Lumber Company of Columbus has been incorporated with
a capital of SiiO.OOO, to do a general lumber business, by M, C, Sisson,

W. B. Sisson, S. E. Robinson. B. E. Tanner and H. M. Robinson. The
company will have offices in the W.vandot Imiiding, and retail yards at

l.,ondon and Mechanicsburg, W. B. Sisson. formerly sales manager of the

Sowers-Leach Lumber Company, is president ; B. E. Tanner, vice-president,

and II. M, Robinson, secretary.

The Kendall Lumber Company of Pittsburgh has opened a branch office

in Columbus.
L. Taylor & Son of Rarden, O,, have purchased timber on the Mansfield

tract near Sclotoviiie, and will move their sawmill to that place.

According to the statement of the Columbus building inspector tor the
month ot January, there were 122 permits having a valuation ot $178,740,
as compared with 105 permits and a valuation of S;20S,.'iS.j in January,
1913,

Much of the opposition to the Ohio workingmen's compensation law,
which became elective January 1 ot this .year, is passing away and many
of its enemies are becoming Its supporters ; but, on the other hand, there
are a number of changes necessary before the law is a good one for all

purposes.

W. II. Hawkins. W. E. Berger, L. X. Davis, Harry Ward, D. G. Dawkins.
A. W. Booth. E. B. Berger and A. W. .Vbele were elected directors of the
Dawkins Lumber Company of Ironton, O., at the annual meeting held
recently.

John R. Gobey ot the conciun bearing his name says there Is a slight
Improvement In the hardwood trade In central Ohio territory and the
outlook for the future is much brighter. Prices are being well maintained,

F. Everson Powell of the Powell Lumber Company says the hardwood
trade is holding up well despite the business depression. The volume ot
business is gradually Increasing.

(Leading Manufacturers)

Tennessee Aromatic Red Cedar
(CAR LOTS OR LESS)

We can make shipment of your order in carload lots or less than
carload lots the day your order is received. Our tacllitles for prompt
and careful handling are unsurpassed,

I.KT US QUOTE DELIVERED PRICE,'!

Write for interesting history of Tennessee Red Cedar

Geo. C. Brown & Company
(Main Office) Proctor, Arkansas

MILLER LUMBER
IVIarianna, Arkansas

CO.

We offer for shipment during the next six
months, at the rate of a car or two per
week, 25 to 50 cars No. 1 and No. 2 Common
Gum SIS 9 16" thick. We are also in posi-
tion to furnish for prompt shipment 4 4 to
8/4 1st & 2nd and No. 1 Common Red Gum.

YOUR INQUIRIES SOLICITED

All band sawn stock, good percentage 14 and 16' lengths. Modern
equipment backed by 25 years' practical experience is our guarantee
of proper handling ot your orders. We also manufacture other hard-
wood lumber and box shooks.

OurCorps of Inspectors
Intelligent! Highly Trained!

Conscientious!

is assurance that you will get
what your order calls for

when you buy Gum from us

Himmelberger-Harrison Lumber Company
Cape Girardeau, Missouri

Quartered Red Gum
Plain and Quartered Gum, Two Years on Sticks

4/4", 5/4", 6/4" and 8/4" Thicknesses

3" No. 1 Common
and Better Soft Elm

Bone
Dry

Mark H. Brown Lumber Company
Hardwood Manufacturers Mounds, Ark.

.Miles West of Memphis. Ten
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OUR STOCK OF
BAND SAWN

Southern Hardwoods
is one of the most complete
and largest in the state

We can readily fill any requirement in

RED GUM
Oak , Ash,

PAINSTAKING ATTENTION TO
Elm
YOUR INQUIRIES

THE LANSING CO., Parkin, Ark.

John G. Lockhart Lumber Co.
Sheboygan, Wisconsin

We have the following DRY stock and will make special in-

ducement to move in February and March:

D' 8/4".
Elm

' 12/4"

>

.. :) S..fl Klni.
i. a HoLk Elm.
I. 3 Birch,
.. 3 Maple.
.. 2 and 3 Hemlocl
above items.
2 & Bet. Rock Eln

1. 2 and Bet. Rod

2 & Bet. Rock Eln

4/4" No anil Bet. Bass
and Bet. Maple
and Bet. Maple
and Bet. Maple

l.-,(l.00t)' 5, 4" No.
200.000' 8/4" No.
100,000' 12/4" No.
200,000' .1/4" No. 1 and Bet. Birch
50.000' 5/4" No. 2 Com. Birch
30.000' 8/4" No. 1 and Bet. Birch
40,000' 10/4" No. 1 and Bet. Birch
20,000' 12/4" No. 1 and Bet. Birch
Birch is unselected Bed all in.

ABOVE STOCK CAN BE ASSORTED AS TO GRADES. CAN SAW
OUT ON CONTR.\CT WELL BOXED MAPLE TIMBERS

.\ND PLAXK.

COLFAX HARDWOOD LUMBER CO.
M.\NUF.\CTURERS

OAK CYPRESS GUM
n, well manufactured, carefully graded, good av
md high percentage of 14 and 16 ft. lengths.

No manipulation of grades.

COLFAX, LA.

OUR SPECIALTY— CRATING STOCK
WE MANUFACTURE

GUM, MAPLE AND OAK
PLANING MILL FACILITIES

M. E. Leming Lumber Co.

Kentucky Veneer Works
HIGH-GRADE—WELL-.MANUFACTURED

Vcnccrs
IN SAWED AND SLICED QUARTERED
WHITE OAK AND QUARTERED RED GUM.
OUR ROTARY CUT GUM AND POPLAR
CROSSBANDING VENEERS ARE EXCEP-
TIONALLY GOOD.

Louisville Kentucky

.Maoagci llodil of the Vircinia Lumber Company says the harUwouJ
demand Is bolng well maintained In central Ohio territory, with prices,

iioldlng steady.

Secretary Benbow of the Sowers-Lcach Lumber Company says there 1»

a quk't market In hardwoods, although prices are not weakening to any

extent.

b'. B. Pryor of the W. M. Rltter Lumber Company says the volume of

business In all lines of hardwoods Is holding up well and the outlook for

the future Is bright. There Is a good volume of business from yardmen
and also from factories. Furniture concerns are expected to buy better

in the near future.

The Bucyrus Lumber Company of Bucyrus, O., has taken over the VoU-

rath mill at that place and will start operations in the near future.

The P. L. Frank Lumber Company of Ravenna. O., has lieen incorpo-

rated with a capital stock of .$.'50,000, to do a general lumber business.

The Incorporators are P. L. Frank, L. .1. Frank, E. G. Frank, L. L. Boed-

win and S. .1. Frank.

The sawmill at West Manchester, O., owned by W. R. Already, was
almost totally destroyed by fire recently, causing a loss to exceed $6,000.

The mill was not protected by Insurance.

The Toledo Screen Company of Toledo has filed papers w)th the secre-

lary of state changing its name to the Toledo Lumber aod Mlllwork.

Company.
The Consolidated Tie and Lumber Company of Marietta has been incor-

porated with a capital stock of $10,000, to carry on a general lumbei-

huslness. The incorporator.s are G. II. Crawford, C. C. Mlddleswart, D. C.

Savage, C. E. Stegner and J. A. Zimm. ' '

The Springfield Planing Mill and Lumber Company of Springfield has-

filed papers with the secretary of state increasing its capital stock from
$20,000 to $60,000.

The Glenville Lumber Compan,^' of CloveJand h.Ts filed papers with the^

seiretary of .state iL.creasiug its capital stock from .^;2.'.'ii:i0 to .f.-,O,00ii.

=-< CINCINNATI y
The Appalachia Lumber Company, formerly of Columbus, has establishect

a yard in the St. Bernard district now so popular with lumbermen for yard-
ing. It will have about two acres and will not yard stock at Appalachia.

Va.. any longer than necessary, shipping stocic as soon as in condition to
the Cincinnati yard, which will be the distributing point. This makes to

date about ten companies who have recently recognized in Cincinnati both
market conditions and distributing facilities second to none in the country
and moved or established big branches here within the last year. Secretary-

Treasurer Cortelyou recently said : "We had our offices at Columbus, but
found it best to move into this market. There are more visitors seeking-

hardwoods in Cincinnati than elsewhere and naturally it will be easier to

distribute lumber from this section. Then, too, there will be a shorter
haul, which will make a considerable saving."

The officers of the Lumbermen's Club are to be congratulated over the-

success of the convention of the Ohio Retail Lumber Dealers* Association

which opened up here last Tuesday and closed Thursday. The meeting was-

a success in every way and the usual hospitality of the club was not lack-

ing. The visitors were royally entertained and were pleased at the very
large attendance, more than six hundred having registered.

=< TOLEDO y
The Toledo hardwood field has an unique record in having, perhaps, one-

of the very few women managers of a hardwood business. Miss Elizabeth

Keasey has filled the office of manager of the Keasey Pulley Company for

the past several weeks and she has found the work so much to her

liking that she will continue in her chosen field. The death of the-

late Theron D. Keasey, president of the company and father of Miss
Iveasey, brought her to the acceptance of this office. The Keasey Pul-

ley Company is one of Toledo's oldest and best-known lumber con-

cerns. With the death of Mr. Keasey in early January the trade lost

one of its ablest and most respected members. He was a tireless worker,

and when the Keasey Pulley Company finally did abandon business

after twenty-five years of industry, he worked until he had effected a

complete re-organization. Then work at the plant was renewed. This:

was in March of last year. Up to date the company has been successful

in renewing the old contracts and has gone after the new business with
a determination that has opened the way for an abundance of new business.

The plant employes nearly twenty men. The death of Mr. Keasey fol-

lowed a three weeks illness. He was buried at his old home town. South
Bend, Ind. He was sixty-seven years old. Miss Keasey had been asso-

ciated with her father in the office for some time and knows the business.

The Skinner Bending Company's iiusiness is now in the charge of these-

officers, who were recently elected : C. V. Skinner, president ; J. S. Dugan,
vice-president ; F. B. Anderson, secretary and treasurer.

The Gotshall Manufacturing Company reports an excellent business in-

February, considering conditions.

< INDIANAPOLIS >
upau.v Qoved its from Green-The Greenfield Woodturni

field to Columbus.
Wooden handles for hand tools will be manufactured by the Bloomfield

Wood Working Company, oi'ganized and incorporated at Bloomfield by
F. O. Hallock, E. A. Hicks and W. H. Woodall, with ?6,000 capital.
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The WiscunsiD Coal and Lumber Company of East Clilcauo bas llliU

notice witb tbe Indiana secretary of state of an increase in capitalization

from t25,000 to * 100.000.

Willlnui H. McUenry. a retired lumberman of Aurora, died at bis home

In that city a few days ago from paralysis. He wos seventy-nine year-

old and la survived by a widow and two sons.

William K. Stillwell. who was president and manager of the Henry

Taylor Lumber Company. Lafajette. until that company went into tbe

bands of a receiver, died at a sanitarium In this city recently. He had

been a patient in tbe sanitarium two years. A daughter survives.

George Se<'ger. Sr.. sixty-six years old and one of tbe oldest lumber

dealers in Lafayette, died of heart failure at his home in that city a few-

days ago while talking with members of bis family. He was formerly

a member of tbe Lafayette city council.

Building operations are increasing in the city, which is regarded as

an indication ot improved business conditions. In January building

permils issued amounted to $450,000 as compared with $305..S8.5 for the

corresponding month of last year.

With the purpose in view ot maintaining the open shop in dealing

witb labor questions, the Associated Employers of Indianapolis has been

formed. Witll the new organization are merged the Employers' Association

of Indianapolis and the Commercial Vehicle Employers" .\ssociation. Many
lumbermen belong to the new association.

=-< MEMPHIS >.=

.Ta:ues F. St;u-k, presiil.nt nt .lames E. Stark & Co. and vice-presid.nt

of the Memphis A'eneer & Lumber Company, will represent the luinlu'r

interests of Memphis and tbe Memphis territory at the bearing to be con-

ducted at New Orleans February 12 in connection witb tbe proposed

establishment of a regional bank at this point. .\ll the commercial organi-

zations of this cit}-, together with the various lines of activity, including

the banks, will be represented hy a large delegation, and everything pos-

sible will be done to secure one of these institutions for Memphis. Tbe
Lumbermen's Club ot Memphis some time ago adopted resolutions strongly

favoring Memphis and the luml)ermen have been prominent in the

movement looking to the designation of Memphis as the home of one ot

the institutions. Efforts to secure a hearing at Memphis failed and then

it was decided that a delegation should be sent to the Crescent City on

the date indicated.

The Southern Hardwood Traffic Bureau iias again been successful in a

petition filed before tbe Interstate Commerce Commission. The latter has

iiist banded down a decree in the case of this body against the Illinois

.ntrai and Yazoo & Mississippi Valley roads, whereby a rate of ten cents

- ordered on shipments of logs from points south of the main line of the

.Southern Railway in Mississippi to New Orleans, as against the old rate

of eleven cents. By virtue of this decree, the rate from points north of

(he main line of the same road is reduced from twelve to eleven cents. It

i^ estimated that lumber iirms here will effect an annual saving of about

^."i.OOO by the terms of this decision. Tbe petition was filed in the interest

1 R. J. Darnell, Inc., Itusse & Burgess. Inc., the Bellgrade Lumber Com-
|iany, A. N. Thompson & Co., and other firms here having extensive timner-

land holdings in Mississippi.

Prospects are bright for the establishment of one or more hardwood
mills in Clarke county. Arkansas, by McDonald Brothers for the develop-

ment of the timber on 10.742 acres which they have just purchased from
C. S. Thornton and others in that territory. The consideration was
¥150.000. The transaction was consummated through the real estate de-

partment of the Union & Planters' Bank of this city. There is a large

quantity of cypress, oak and gum on the property and it is announced
that immediate steps will be taken for the development thereof. The pur-

chasers reside at Pine Bluff, Ark.

J. K. Ingrain, a prominent millman of Byhalia, Miss., who was recently

«hot from ambush by a negro and who has been in the Baptist Memorial
Hospital here for more than a week, is rapidly recovering. It was thought
that be had but little if any chance to recover, but he has safely passed

the crisis and is gaining in strength every day. The negro who shot him
has been arrested through tbe unusual efforts of about 250 men in the

section tributary to Byhalia.

The Chamber of Commerce of Pine Bluff. .\rk., has raised a bonus of

$2,000 with which to ptirchase a site for a large veneer firm in Indiana.-

and it is announced that the latter will erect a plant at that point, in-

volving an outlay of approximately $50,000.

Tbe Arkansas Land & Lumber Company, Malvern, Ark., has begun oper-

:iting its new mill nt that point. Gilbert L. Mettlson is in charge of tbe

plant and A. Lanott is .saks nianag"r.

J. W. McClure of the Eellgr.".de Lumber Company has been reappointed
head of tbe supervisory board of mendicancy by Mayor Crump. He filled

the position so successfully last year that it was desired that he should
continue to look after that important municipal problem.
The new plant of the Usher Lumber & Manufacturing Company nt

Meridian. Miss., has been completed and placed in operation. It repre-

•nts an outlay of about $25,000 and will be used In conducting a
mllllng-ln-transit business, catering particularly to the wholesale trade.

J. T. Willingham. president of the Memphis Coffin Company, will head
the delegation that will go from Memphis to Nashville to attend the annual
of the Tennessee Manufacturers' .Association to be held there In .\prll.

He la president of this body. The exact date of the meeting will be an-

WALNUT
Walnut for Export

Tliirtv years' experience in the handling of
Hiilmit logs for export enables me to furnish
guaranteed lAme quality stock.

I am constantly in close personal touch
with the source of supply of export walnut
logs anj know exactly what I am getting at

all times. In fact, a number of the beat for-

eign houses are taking up my logs on my own
recommendation.
My supply enables me to fill orders of any

size in carload lots without delay.

Highly Figured Walnut
As a result of close personal supervision of

log purchases my stock of highly figured wal-
nut in long wood and stumps contains only
the choicest in figure and curl that can be
found.

All this stock is carefully selected to take
care of a discriminating demand.
My figured stumps are all dressed closely

and when shipped are practically in shape for
the knife.

Youwill lose nothing by trying me on your
next inquiry.

FRANK PURCELL
^^^1^=^=^^ Kansas City, Mo., U.S.A.

MATHEWS STANDARD

Gravity Lumber Conveyer

el on

Made all steel, ball bearing rol
jpled together and assembled to t

er which lumber, flooring, dimension stuff, eic. win irai

jr per cent grade. Adjustable Jacks supplied to support conveyer
e and secure proper grade. Light, strong and easily portable,
en in successful use for past ten years.
Prices quoted on receipt of Information as to lengths and widths

materials, and total distance to be conveyed. Send rough sketch
owing requirement. Ask for cataloe.

Main Offler and Factorr
ELLWOOD CITY, PENN.

Branch Factories:
TORONTO. ONTARIO
LONDON. ENGLAND
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f ^FOREST PRPDUCT5 EXPOSITION,

'CHICAGO COLISEUM API^30-MAY9l

NEWYORK GIPD CENTRALPAUCE Y^l\^
'

MEMPHIS
Tschudy Lumber Co.

M \M I \( Tl l!I.IC« <>l

St. Francis Basin Hardwoods
SPECIALS

l'"Mr innncdiaU- sliiiinu-nt

Bandsawn. Dry. 75'. 14 ar.d 16 foot long.

150,000 ft. 1" 1 and 2d Clear Plain White Oak.

50,000 ft. 1" 1 and 2d Clear Quartered White Oak.

50,000 ft. 1" No. 1 Common Ash.

100,000 ft. 1" Yel. Cottonwood Box Boards & Panel.

.MinUESSCdltinCsroNDEXCE TO GENERAL Ori-TCE

605 Republic Bldg. KANSAS CITY, MO.

DUGAN LUMBER CO.
Hardwood Lumber

TENNESSEE

Manufacturers
and Shippers

MEMPHIS

iiounced latei'. Tlii' iloclslon to bold the next meeting at Nashville has

j\i»t been reached t)}" the board of governors. This association Is flntshing

i.nl.v its second .vcai- but It has a very lar?e membership. Lumbermen of

Memphis are promlnenti.v ideutlflcd therewith.

The L. D. Murello Lumber Company has opened offices in the Randolph

iMiildin^ here and v.-lll engage in the wholesale handling of hardwood

lumber. It is also making airangemcnls to take the output of some of

ihe mills in this section. Mr. Murrelle, the principal owner, was until

recently vice-president of the Dudley Lumber Company and before that he

was Identincd with Steele & llibbard of St. Louis.

The Dudley Lumber Company has decided that it will open offices and

yards in New Orleans to be used in handling its exiort business. Tliese

will he In charge of J. W. Wallace, who has been in the employ of the

Dudley Lumber Company for a long while.

The Forked Leaf Oak Company has completed the installation of its

machinery at Hcber Springs, Ark., for the manufacture of wagons and

wagon stock.

Mathews & Gilstrap of St. Paul, Ark., are installing a sawmill on the

tract of 3,000 acres recently purchased in Franklin county. This firm

has been engaged in the manufacture of cooperage stock hut will discon-

tinue this phase of its business. Machinery for the manufacture of chair

stock will be operated in connection with the new mill.

The DeSha Land and Timber Company, with headquarters at Arkansas

City, has been granted a charter under the law's of Arkansas. The capital

stock is placed at .$200,000. Organization has been perfected by the elec-

tion of the following : F. M. Lewis, president ; Wallace Townshend, vice-

president, and J. L. Parker, treasurer. But a small percentage of the

capital stock has been subscribed.

The Detroit-Arkansas Logging Compan.v. which purposes to conduct a
general lumber business, has also been granted a charter. Headquarters

are to be maintained at Arkansas City. The capital stock is $100,000.

B. .7. Terry is president and treasurer and Jack Bernhardt is vice-president

and secretary.

The Chess & Wymond Company, prominently identified with the manu-
facture and distribution of cooperage stock, has filed articles of incor-

poration under the laws of Arkansas. It is a Tennessee corporation and
sets forth th!it it has $2.'!(!.101.65 in assets. Savage Mabry, with head-

quarters at Mountain Home, has been officially designated as agent for

service.

.T. S. Kimbro has recently completed and placed in operation a new saw-

mill at Monticelio. Ark., .ind that town boasts another new enterprise in

the form of a big factory which is being erected by the Sigman Stave

Company. The latter will give employment to between 200 and .300

€[ Fitzgibbons & Krebs Patent Ele-

vated Traveling Derrick propels itself

on 28-ft. gauge track.

^ No guy wires.

^ Write to O. M. Krebs, Mallory

Branch, Memphis, Tenn., or to P. F.

Fitzgibbons, Chattanooga, Tenn., for

pamphlet fully illustrating and explain-

ing the derrick.

Also ask for list of users.

persons.

^-< IslASHWllAuE >.=

.\ccording to statistics collected by the Nashville Lumbermen's Club,

the hardwood business of this city holds up well to the mark of past

years. The committee of business men working to secure one of the

regional reserve banks for Nashville under the new currency law has
been gathering general data as to the financial and commercial affairs of

Nashville, and requested the Lumbermen's Club to furnish an estimate

of the volume of hardwood lumber business handled annually. The
statistics committee of the club reported estimating the annual business

at .$10,000,000, divided as follows: Pennsylvania, twenty per cent; New
York, thirty per cent; New England, twenty per cent; Illinois, ten per

cent ; west and south, twenty per cent.

Charles M. Morford, president of the Nashville Lumbermen's Club,

Capt. Wm. Farris and T. A. Washington have been named delegates to

represent the club at the meeting of the National Wholesale Lumber
Dealers' Association at Buffalo, March 4-5.

Liberal shipments of cedar posts have been arriving from points on
the upper Cumberland river, being moved by water. Capt. Oeo. Doubleday.

a local steamboat man, said the supply of cedar in the upper Cumberland
river is surprising. Middle Tennessee has been famous in the production

of red cedar, and it has been feared that operations would clean up the

supply. Reports that have been received from important cedar sections

show that there is a second growth of cedar in some fifteen or twenty
years that is very gratifying.

The Nashville Boar<i of Trade and (;ommercial Club, leading business

organizations, will soon be consolidated. The plans for consolidation are

being perfected. Up to last week 1.900 members had been enrolled for the

consolidation, and it is expected that several hundred more members
will be secured. The final plans are to bring all of the commercial or-

ganizations in the city into afflli.ttion. The Nashville Lumbermen's Club

has voted in favor of alBllation. It is believed that ultimately all of

the commercial bodies will have erected a modern skyscraper in the central

part of the city, and get under one roof.

The Tellico River Lumber Company announces plans to have rebuilt

its big plant at Tellico. Tenn. The plant was destroyed by fire some
time ago, causing a loss of about $150,000. The new plant of the com-
pany will have a daily capacity of 130.000 feet of lumber. The company
is one of the biggest lumber concerns in east Tennessee.

The Walden Lumber Company of Memphis, with authorized capital

stock of $50,000. has been granted charter by the secretary of state,

.lames E. Walden, Charles R. Miller. William J. Meyer, Henry C. Davis I

and M. C. Helchum are incorporators.
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Si'Cri'tary K. U. Koftior oi' Ifie liuliftiia l.uinbtTiiifn's Muliial Iusiir:.n<>'

Company says tin- report that Uls company contomplatos leaving Tenness.

.

Is erroneous. The company has a gooil husiness in Tennessee.

The Traffic Bureau of Nashville hi'.s elected the following officers for

this year : Charles S. Martin, president ; W. L. Davis, vice-president

:

Walter II. Clarke, secretary; John Coode. treasurer: T. M. llendcrsun,

commissioner. The liurcau has made a splendid record the past year in

safeguarding the Interests of shippers of Nashville.

W. A. .MacI.ean of the Wood Mosaic Company. New Albany. Ind., was a

visitor to the local market and placed several orders for hardwoods for

bis company. Mr. MacLean was very optimistic In his views of the

future possibilities of hardwoods.

MEMPHIS

=< BRISTOL >-=

A deal was closed here last wiok wh. r.l>v the Dousilas & Walkley Com-

pany of Elk Valley. Tenn.. acquires ail of the timber holdings of the Vir-

ginia Iron. Coal and Coke Company, near Tacoma. Wise county. Va.

Lee McChesney of Bristol, who has been in charge of the Elk Valley

(Tenn.) operations of the company, will have charge of the new opera-

tions to be Installed near Tacoma. The new tract consists of approxi-

mately 20.000.000 feet of virgin hardwood stumpage. A band mill will

be Installed at once.

The Mowbray v<< Kobinson Company of Cincbinatl has purchased an area

of 40.000 acres of timberland In Clay and Leslie counties. Kentucky. The
company has leased a water front. at Oneida, Ky.. and will put in booms

there, catching the logs that float down the three forks of the south fork

of the Kentucky river and rafting them to the big mill at neidelberg. Ky.

Most of the mills in this section arc busy. Weather conditions during

the past few weeks have been almost ideal for this season of the year,

and as a result there is unusual activity in manufacturing.

There are numerous eastern buyers on the local market. They have left

some nice orders within the past few days. They report the business out-

look as much improced.

The Peter-JIcCalu Lumber Company's mills here are running full time.

The company has a large amount of stock on hand and has a big timber

supply from which to draw.

G. L. Wood, general manascr of the R. E. Wood Lumber Company of

Baltimore, was here last week from Asheville. N. C. He visited his com-

pany's new plant at Earhart's, a few miles south of Bristol, where a log-

ging road has been built and a large band mill installed.

E. L. Warren is now associated with J. .\. Wilkinson, agent. Mr. Wil-

kinson has several men on the road and is moving a large amount of

hardwood lumber, chiefly for export.

The installation of a new mill will bo begun at once by J. E. Wilkinson

of Dublin, Va., near Kingsport. Tenn., where he has purchased a good

sized area of hardwood timber, located in the Chestnut Ridge section oi

Sullivan county. The lumber will be shipped out over the Carolin.i.

Clinchfield & Ohio railroad.

W. R. Howard of Hopkinsville. Ky.. is preparing to install a new mill

near Ilarriman. Tenn.. where he has purchased a tract of timber.

H. G. Guyan has returned to his home at Humbert. Pa., after spendin-

some time in this section making arrangements for the installation of .i

large operation in southwest Virginia. Mr. Guyan has purchased a lai;;'

area of timber and will inslall a band mill and construct a logging rail

road.

=< LOUISVILLE >-
The Churchill-Milton Lumber Company is the style of the latest acc^

slon to the hardwood lumber trade in Louisville. John Milton, vice-prt'^i

dent of the Booker-Cecil Company, and T. Smith Milton, sal.^

manager of the Louisville Point Lumber Company, are the members of ih-

new company, which is capitalized at J.IO.OOO. Offices are in the Lincnin

building, and a yard will be established, probably in South Ixiuisville. Th
company will deal extensively in native hardwoods, and in view of ili'

popularity and ability of the members of the company, success seems to li'

assured.

The Stemmelen Lumber Company, which has been operating in the local

hardwood trade for some time, has been incorporated with ?.'iO,000 capital

stock. E. E. Stemmelen and his brother. J. A. Stemmelen. being the active

members of the company. Offices are in the Keller building. The company
plans to establish a large wholesale yard in Louisville or vicinity, and will

complete plans along this line In the near future.

Iteports have been current in the local trade for some time that the

C. C. Mengel & Bro. Company is planning the erection of a large reinforced

concrete sawmill building, which will house all departments of the ma-

bogaoy manufacturing company. Officials of the company state that

while the plans are under consideration, no delinlle decision regarding the

erection of the mill has yet been made. Tbi' company has found the demand
for Its Mexican and Honduras mahogany In Europe to be excellent, two
shiploads of logs having left Belize recently. J. C. Wickllffe. secretary

of the company, is at present abroad investigating trade conditions.

K. S. Huddleston, general manager of the Otis Manufacturing Company
of New Orleans, was In Louisville recently, and said that he believes 1914

will be a corking good year. Mr. Huddleston has Just completed a trip to

leading markets, and has found sentiment, cspeeiaiiy in the East, much
more optimistic than usual at this time of the year.

Barry Norman, vice-president of the Norman Lumber Company, and for

some time manager of the compaay's big mill at Holly Uldge, La., pleasantly

(|5ondl2«!!!ll^
\\ bolesale .Munufucturers and Exporters

RED GUM
SAP GUM

COTTONWOOD
CYPRESS

ASH
PLAIN OAK

Aiir- J jTA-fc QUARTERED OAK
All Grades ana 1 hicknesses ^ HirKORY

We_make a specialty of mixed car* SOFT ELM
SYCAMORE

Manufacturers Se

QuarteredjO

Memphis r

TIMBER ESTIMATES
REPORTS INCLUDED

TOPOGRAPHICAL MAP. DETAIL ESTIMATES & WRITTEN REPORT

GARDNER & HOWE
ENGINEERS

Clarence W. Griffith "'^.'^A?/ Bui?^!'"' Memphis, Tenn.

^^J quartered;re^^^
^iiite oak, ash^guri
Sopfar. :: i: :: :i ?

FULLY EQUIPT DIMENSION P'

BUSS-COOK OAK CO.
BLISSVILLE, ARK.

MAM I .\< ri KKKS

Oak Mouldings, Casing. Base and Interior

Trim. Also Dixie Brand Oak Flooring.
As Well As

OAK, ASH and GUM LUMBER
('.An furnisli uiiytliinK in <lak, air dricil

i.r kiln dried, rouirh or dressed

MIXED ORDERS OUR SPECIALTY
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Harris Manufacturing Company
Johnson City, Tennessee

''Harris" Hardwood Flooring
and Lumber

Bluestone Land & Lumber Company
MANUFACTUKKRS

WEST VIRGINIA HARDWOODS
Soft White Pine, Oak, Poplar, Chestnut, Hemlock

Band Sawed Slock RIDGWAYMILL FACILITIES nCMMCVT iTakit iCOMPLETE PLANING PENNSYLVANIA

fC I N C I N N A T Ij

^Hardwood Manufacturers and Jobbers !

I OHIO VENEER COMPANY
t

Manufacturers & Importers FOREIGN VENEERS
2024-34 COLERAIN AVENUE

I Scientific Economists
(3)

preach ciirtailiiicnt of stocks. You can secure this

result by buying mixed cars from us, as we can fur-

nish Oak. Poplar, Gum, Ash and other Hardwoods, air

or kiln dried; rouijli dressed or manufactured into

FLOORING, TRIM. MOULDINGS AND ALL
CLASSES OF MANUFACTURED ITEMS

THE M. B. FARRIN LUMBER CO.

Johns, Mowbray, Nelson Company
OAK, ASH, POPLAR & CHESTNUT

GDM AND COTTONWOOD

DAY LUMBER & COAL CO.
Mfrs. YELLOW POPLAR and WHITE OAK

GENERAL OFFICE—CI-AY CITY, KT.

RIEMEIER LUMBER CO.
OAK, POPLAR, CHESTNUT

SUMMERS AND GEST STREETS

E. C. BRADLEY LUMBER CO.
HIGH GRADE WEST VIRGINIA HARDWOODS

GOERKE BUILDING

SHAWNEE LUMBER CO.
j

HARDWOODS, WHITE PINE and HEMLOCK
Sales Office—South Side Station—C. H. A D. K. B.

JAMES KENNEDY & CO., Ltd.
OAK, POPLAR AND OTHER HARDWOODS

FIRST NATIONAL BANK BUILDING

The Kosse, Shoe & Schleyer Co.
^ WALNUT, OAK, AND OTHER HARDWOODS
^ 103-4-5 CAREW BUILDING

Rurprlsod his frlonds In Louisville by gottlnp marrk'd without previous an-

nouncement. The bride was Miss Martha .\nne Dowling of New Orleans,

where the wedding took place January 20. Mr. and Mrs. A. E. Norman
of I.,ouisville, parents of the bridegroom, were among those present. They
have started houselteeping at 8011 Hickory avenue in New Orleans. The
hardwood men of Louisville have sent Mr. Norman their heartiest con-

gratulations.

The Louisville Hardwood Club recently considered a resolution to en-

dorse the request of the railways for a five per cent horizontal advance,

but no action was taken on it other than reference to a committee. The
reason for this was that the local hardwood men are now backing a com-
plaint to the Interstate t'ommerce Commission against such an advance
In Southern territory, and it was felt that a resolution of the kind indi-

cated would be prejudicial to the interests of the petitioners.

I..umberraen have had to keep their eyes open wide to continue posted

on the legislative situation at Frankfort, all kinds of bills affecting the

industrial situation having been introduced. The workmen's compensa-
tion situation is complicated, the coal operators and the labor unions having
.loined forces, apparently, for the purpose of getting a state insurance fea-

ture Into the bill which is finally passed, while the manufacturers at large,

i-eprcsented by the Kentucky Manufacturers' and Shippers' Association,

are opposed to state insurance, and also have proposed a schedule of com-
pensation which, while up to the average of those provided In other states,

is not as high as the labor bill provides. It is almost certain that a com-
pensation measure of some kind, affecting every lumberman in the state,

will he put through before the end of the session next month. IThe Finn
bill, providing for an extension of the powers of the railroad commission,
seems doomed to defeat, many commercial organizations having gone on
record as being opposed to it. The Glenn bill, which would give the state

lire insurance board absolute power over rates, and would almost cer-

tainly drive the fire underwriters out of the state, is also opposed by the

business interests generally.

The Louisville Veneer Mill is developing its lumber business rapidly. It

is planning to enlarge its sawmill, and will carry a larger stock of lumber
on its yard. Gus Smith is lumber buyer for the concern and H. E. Kline

is superintendent of the mill. The company recently sold 50,000 feet of

red gum to the City Mill & Lumber Company of Louisville for use on the

I'uritan apartment building, one of the largest structures of the kind put

up in Louisville.

=-< ST. LOUIS >=
At the meeting of the new directorate of the Lumbermen's Exchange,

hold several days after the annual election, the resignation of George
McBlair, secretary for several years, was handed in and accepted. Walter
D. Dodd was chosen to succeed him. Mr. Dodd was formerly connected
with the Yellow Pine Manufacturers' Association and for a while was in

charge of the Kansas City office of the association. He has also been

assistant secretary of the Southern Cyprejs Manufacturers' Association

under George Watson. More recently Mr. Dodd has been connected with
the National Lumber Manufacturers' Credit Corporation.

The following committees to serve during the present year have been
announced by President Smith ; . Traffic—Charles B. Thomas, chairman ;

H. A. Boeckler and Jos. A. Ilafner. Membership—Thos. E. Powe, chair-

man ; Leo. C Buder and F. C. Liebke. Public Affairs—W. R. Anderson,
chairman ; William Lothman. Jr. ; E. H. Luohrmann and O. H. Sample.
Fire Insurance—G. E. W. Luehrmann, chairman ; Franz Waldstein and
G. H. Cottrill. Ke-inspection—Frank C. Moore, chaiiman ; T. J. Noser and
J. L. Benas.

During January, receipts of lumber by rail at St. Louis, as compiled
by the Merchants' Exchange, were 14,480 cars. In January last year the

receipts were 16,137, showing a loss in January this year of 1,657 cars.

Shipments of lumber by rail last January were 10,339 cars. This January
shipments wore 10,377 cars, an increase of 38 cars this January, com-
pared with the corresponding month last year.

A meeting of the officers and members of the standing committees of

the St. Louis Lumbermen's Club was held at the Missouri Athletic Club
oarly in January. Luncheon was served and plans were developed for

f,'roat activities in the club during the present year. F. J. Riefllng beads
the membership committee. R. J. Fine is the chairman of the entertain-

ment committee. The traffic committee has Thos. C. Whltmarsh, former
president, for its chairman. W. E. Barns is the head of the publicity

committee.

Secretary O. A. Pier of the Lumbermen's Club has sent out a circular

letter to the various architects, engineers, contractors, etc., to give pref-

erence to lumber in building work. This letter also went to lumbermen's
clubs, associations and lumber trade journals, urging the co-operation in

the work started last October by the St. Louis club. Several responses
have been received from clubs promising their co-operation.

-•<, ARKANSAS >
The Chess & Wymond Stave Company, which recently purchased

1,300,000 feet of timber to be taken from the Ozark National Forest of
this state, has re-organized its Arkansas business, with a view to cutting
the timber thus bought. The company now has four large mills in Stone
and Baxter counties, Arkansas, which are under the supervision of Savage
Mabray of Mountainvicw.
The National Cooperage and Wooden Ware Company recently bought

from the Doniphan Lumber Company of Doniphan. Ark., all of the stave
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Perkins Glue Runs Absolutely
Uniform and Is Applied Cold

'lliis giuc i-^ protected by patents in the United States and
luiriipe. <ir;inted to Frank G. PerkiiT^, llie oriijinatnr of

Perkins Vegetable Glue
Suitable for High-Class Work

Here is a picture of a sewing machine top which was made in

Germany. Notice the number of joints, the fine woods used and
the delicate inlaying. All veneering on this top was done with
Perkins Vegetable Glue.

Millions of sewing machines glued up with Perkins Glue are in

homes all over the world— hot climates, cold climates, wet
climates, dry climates— immime to every change in temperature
and htmiidity.

We are ready to demonstrate to your satisfaction in your own
factory that we can do your work.

It Costs You Less

PERKINS GLUE COMPANY
806 J. M. S. Building, South Bend, Indiana
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LATEST IMPROVED DRY KILNS AND MACHINERY

Monogran, Brand Monogram BpaHd
White Oak Flooring
Perfectly dried and worked. M;ulo fiuMl

our own timber from one boundary, insur-

ing uniform color and texture; manufac-
tured at our new hardwood flooring plant.

Our Specialty

:

Quarter-sawed White Oak Flooring

Thicknesses: %" and 13/10" Standard Widths

OAK FLOORING Your inquiries solicited. Quick shipments guaranteed

YELLOW POPLAR LIMBER CO., Coal Grove, Ohio

til.[ImhiT iyins along, auil within two miles of, thi> Missouri &
\rkansas railroad, befwei'ii Edgemonl, Clebournp county, and Poiiglnirn

Kentucky Lumber Company
MANUFACTURERS

POPLAR, PLAIN AND QUAR-
TERED OAK, RED AND SAP
GUM, ASH, CHESTNUT, BASS-
WOOD, HEMLOCK, WHITE PINE

Mills at

Ky. Williamsburg, K]

,

Isola, Miss.

Sales Office

Cincinnati, O.

SAWYER GOODMAN CO.
MARINETTE. WIS.

Mixed Cars of Hardwood, Bass-

wood, White Pine and Hemlock,
Cedar Shingles a.id Posts

We make a specialty of White Pine Beveled Siding and

White Pine Finish and Shop and Pattern Lumber

The Tegge Lumber Co.

High Grade
Northern and Southern

Hardwoods and Mahogany -

Specialties
OAK, MAPLE, CYPRESS, POPLAR

Milwaukee, Wisconsin

and lodon Waro Comicmy
Ili-liir :S|)rlnKs. .\rk..

<in till It into

recently

ate to this

White county. The N.Ttional Coo|)rrai;e

ii'cenlly e.stahllshed a large stave I'ailc rv

will manufacture all of the sultaljle ilnihrr fr

linlshed staves.

The Clark & Gay Manufacturing Ciimpnny of Little Rock ha

lecroased Its capital stock from .f.SO.OOO to .$40,000. A certiflc

id'ect was filed in tlic office of the secretary ot state of Arkansas on
.lauunry 27. This company Is engaged in the stave m^fuifacturing huslness.

The Sandburg Interior Finish Company ot Little Ilock. on January 20,

liled articles of Incorporation In the office of the secretary of state, show-

ing a capital stock of .$15,000. .Algot Sandburg is named as president.

.Vlex Williams as vice-president, and H. T. Bryson as secretary-treasurer.

A certificate of withdrawal from the state was filed In the office of

the secretary of state by the Ferguson-Wheeler Land, Lumber & Handle
Company of Poplar Bluff, Mo.

A new $50,000 veneer plant will soon be erected at Pine Bluff, the

owners being Indiana capitalists who have recently bought all of the

guni timber owned by J. F. Mclntyre & Son, hardwood manufacturers of

I'ino UlulT. This new enterprise will come to Pine Bluff as the result of

negotiations through the Pine Binff Chnmlier of Commerce, which ha.s

agreed to give a cash bonus of $2,000 to be used toward purchasing a

site for the new plant.

The .\rkansas Handle Company of Little Kock filed articles of incorpora-

tion with the secretary of state of Arkansas on February 3. The Slithor-

ized capital stock is given at $10,000. The incorporators arc : A. G.

Wheeler, K. R. Morton, .T. E. Griffin, E. E. Reedy and W. D. Brouse.

The Stigman Stave Company is rushing to completion a "milt at Monti-

cello. The plant when finished will employ some 300 men. The sawmill

recently built by J. S. Kimljro on the Ashley, Drew & Northern Railway,

near the Stigman company's plant, is now running ou full time.

The Chicago Veneer Company ot Danville, Ky., recently purchased

the property of the old McKinnies Lumber Company at Clarendon, .\rk..

and will immediately begin the construction of a $75,000 plant at that

place.

The recent decision of the United States Supreme Court in the cast-

of Chapman & Dewey Lumber Company vs. the St. Francis levee board,

to (he effect that the lumber company had no title to some 15.000 acres

of land in Poinsett and Craighead counties, Arkansas, is regarded as of

much importance because of its bearing on thQ question of title to about

125,000 acres of land similarly situated in eastern Arkansas, on the

greater portion of which are standing large forests.

Arguments were heard last week by Judge Jacob Trieber of the United

States District Court at Little Rock iij the case of the United States vs.

Lee Wilson & Co., which is one of the many suits recently instituted by

t!ie government to quit title iu itself to the so-called "sunk lands" iu

eastern Arkansas. The government was represented at this hearing by

Assistant .\ttoruey General Willis N. Mills of W.ishington. D. C. ; J. A.

Tellier, also special assistant to the attorney general of Little Rock, and'

W. n. Martin. United States district attorney for the eastern District of

Arkansas. The lumber company was represented by Coleman & Lewis.,

attorneys, of Little Rock, and Judge Allen Hughes of Memphis, Tenn.

It is expected that .Judge Trieber will render a decision in the case

within the next few days.

Tills case will set a precedent for the other cases involving the title to

all the lands similarly situated, and when it is reached by the United

States Supreme Court, will virtually determine the question raised in

;.ll these various suits. The particular case now under consideration

involves the title to some 900 acres of land in Mississippi county, .\rkansas.

iind (omnioiiiy known as Moon Lal:e.

> WISCONSIN •<

The ilwauk

II. C. El

has b( ti incorporated

eorge Deppish,
rtli End Furniture CoTiipany

with $15,000 capital. The incorporaloi
II. B. Moormann and George Diederich.

Articles of incorporation of the Doyon & Rayne Lumber Company of

Albany have been filed, with a capital stock of $15,000. M. M. Doyon.

1!. H. Doyon and George I. Rayne are the incorporators.

The Wood Tire Silo Company has been formed at Sheboygan Falls by
II. E. Boldt. Julius Widder and George A. Robbins, with $20,000 capital.

The new company will supplant the Falls Stanchion Company, which is

owned by the same persons. It will specialize in wooden silos and continue

the manufacture of stanchions, water tanks, barn equipment and other

former products. New additions have Just been completed, being a 48x64
factory building and a 22x96 warehouse, both one story and of wood. The
incorporators, as named, are president, vice president and manager, and
secretary and treasurer, respectively. The new concern will triple the

fiu'iner output.

The Kiel Woodenware Company of Kiel has purchased the buildings,

machinery and material of the Campbellsport Woodenware Company at

I'ampbellsport. The Kiel concern, which conducts one of the largest box

factories in the state, will equip the plant with some new machinery and
Hiodirn appliances used in manufacturing cheese boxes. The buildings of

I he plant include a tw-o-story factory, brick boiler and engine room and a

large warehouse, all erected during the past five years. There are also logs

:iiid bolts on the grounds. The Kiel Woodenware Company owns a large
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Iract of timber In tlie northern part of the state and operates a large saw

and venoer mill at Xlcllcn.

The stockholders of the Vesper Wood Manufacturing Company of Vesper

voted to Increase the capital stock from $10,000 to ?50.000 at the annual

meeting. The volume of business during the past year was reported a third

greater than during the previous similar period. D. McVlcar was elected

president, \V. U. Ludwlg, vice-president, and E. C. Bennett, secretary-

treasurer.

At the annual meeting of the stockholders of the Merrill Woodenware
Company of Merrill the following directors were elected : J. A. Bincrlch.

president-manager ; A. B. Nelson, vice-president ; E. U. Staats, treasurer

;

H. H. Hoffman, secretary, and Matt Tockley. The Woodenware company

recently purchased the Meyer bo.\ factory and site and will operate the

game as soon as sufficient logs can be secured. It is planned to erect a new
factory In due time for the manufacture of cheese boxes.

The Keith & lilies Lumber Company, which Is logging extensively this

winter and will cut sufficient timber for a long run, has started up its

sawmill at Crandon,

The Arpln Hardwood Lumhor Company has three logging camps In opera-

tion, with seventy-five more men in the woods than last season. The con-

cern has put on a night crew at the mill at Atlanta

The Willow River Lumber Company Is receiving from twenty-flve to

thirty carloads of logs daily at the Hayward mill. When the bridge Is

completed it will enable the loading of hardwood logs. Work on repairing

and overhauling the mill is progressing and operations will be resumed In

several weeks.

The G. W. Jones Lumber Company of Appleton has begun operating Its

sawmill at Wabeno on the twenty-four hour schedule. Because of the

backward season the lumbermen arc doubling duty to get sufBclent logs

to the mill, many of which have been hauled by rail instead of wheels or

runners.

The B. Heinemann Lumber Company has started Its mill at Wausau for

the season. Although logs have been coming in by rail In small lots, the

recent snow has improved conditions so that work is resuming normal

conditions.

The Washburn Company has shut down its planing mill at Sturgeon Bay
after one of the best runs in its history. Although there Is sufficient work

in sight to keep the mill running, it is necessary to close down for six

weeks to give the machinery a thorough overhauling and install a new
boiler and engine.

The Do.von & Rayne Lumber Company of Madison has filed an amendment
to its articles of incorporation increasing its capital stock from $17,000 to

$75,000.

A deal has been consummated at Beaver Dam whereby Edward O. Sled-

schiag & Co. of that city take possession of the Variety Wood Works plant

located on East Third street. It is understood that the plant is to be

enlarged, additional machinery installed, and operated by the new owners.

A new woodworking industry has been started in Appleton for the

manufacture of wood hoops. It is the Millard-Chase Manufacturing Com-

pany, whose plant was brought to this city through the efforts of the

Commercial Club. Quarters have been secured in a vacant factory and

operations begun three weeks ago, with a daily capacity of 20.000 hoops.

Fifteen racking machines are being used. At the present time the hoops

are sent to Bay City to be planed, but planers will be installed shortly

and the output increased to 50,000 hoops daily.

The mammoth plant of the Hamilton Manufacturing Company of Two
Rivers, pioneer wood type "manufacturer, will be enlarged by the erection

of an addition. This will be an L-shaped structure 200 feet long and 60

feet wide, four stories high, of steel, concrete and brick construction. The
old sash and blind factory in which the company began operations will be

razed to make room for the new building. The force will be increased to

1,000 men.
The Foster-Mueller Lumber Company of Hlles is erecting a modern plant

to be used as a flooring factory. The structure will be 90 by 110 feet and

win be equipped with electrically driven machinery. The dry kiln will bo

220 by 20 feet.

The James Manufacturing Company, Fort Atkinson, is contemplating

the erection of an addition to its plant. It is to be of brick and concrete

construction, two stories high, 132 by 154 feet, and cost $20,000.

The Western Parlor Frame Company of Plymouth has filed an amend-

ment to Its articles of incorporation changing its name to the Maxwell
Company and empowering it to manufacture automobile and carriage hearse

bodies. The concern is capitalized at $25,000. E. Maxwell of that city Is

president and Edgar Roth of Cedarburg secretary-treasurer.

Upward of 1.000,000 trees will be planted by the Wisconsin State Forestry

Board on the state reserve this spring. The Trout I^ake nursery will fur-

nish 1,200,000 trees, but 100.000 of these will be planted In state parks.

and private owners will purchase about 100.000. Last year only about

100,000 trees were planted on the reserve. This year the planting will be

mainly in Vilas and Oneida counties and will cover practically 1,200 acres.

The new Tomahawk Lake nursery will be opened this spring.

The nelneman Lumber Company of Merrill has inaugurated a feature

that will no doubt prove a fixture and of lasting importance in securing

more pleasing relations between employer and employe. In the form of a

dinner given the heads of departments. The first dinner was given Mon-
day evening, January 1". st the Lincoln, and It is contemplated to make
these meetings monthly affairs and to Include both day and night men.
W. H. McDonald of Wausau was the principal speaker.

Saline River Hardwood Co.
Main Sales Ollice

Pine Bluff, Arkansas

Manufacturers of

Genuine Forked-Leaf White Oak

Red and Sap Gum
Red Oak and Ash

(] We offer to the trade a remarkably SUPERIOR lumber
product.

^ Our TIMBER is virgin forest growth of the highest
type.

^ Our MILLS are new and produce accurately manufac-
tured stock.

q Our LUMBER is all KRAETZER-CURED—treated with
steam under pressure directly from the saw—insuring

quick drying to light weight, freedom from seasoning
defects and stick-marking, splits and stain.

q Kraetzer-cured lumber will "stay where you put it."

q Dry kiln and oak flooring plant in connection,

Q We solicit the inquiries and orders of critical and dis-

criminating buyers.

C| For straight cars of Yellow Pine, or mixed cars with

Oak Flooring, write LONG-BELL LUMBER COMPANY,
Kansas City, Mo.

A Great Profit-making Combination:

Our Knowledge
and

Your Capital
For thirty-five years we have been engaged in

gathering, storing and using information regarding
commercial timbers of the western hemisphere.

We have spared no expense, no effort, no detail of
investigation necessary to a thorough understanding
of the elements of timber values.

Our information is yours to command whether
you are contemplating the purchase or the sale of

timber.

Our co-operation will be of advantage to both of

us.

James D. Lacey & Co.
Timberland Factors

Chicago, III., 1750 McCormick Building
Portland, Ore., 1313 Northwestern Bank Bldg.

Seattle, Wash., 1009 White Building
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TROUBLE?
Are \'ou lia\iii!J' ;in\- unil>cr trnublc!

split, clicck

vv

Does your oak warp

honeycomb in the kihi?

1 )oes vour si^uni stain, l)ncklc, twist or

do the l)uckin,ii" bmncho act?

l)i) vou have any (HfficnUy with split

panels and defective ,^"lne jdints?

Do you have to dye, stain or rellll your

lumber to get a uniform color?

Do you have any reclaims on finished

goods from bad glue joints, finish or

other reasons?

You can cure all your lumber troubles

by using

cure
LUMBER

//

TRADE MARK

You don't have to buy Kraetzer-Cured

Lumber—you can produce it yourself

from air-dried, half-dry or green stock.

Your lumber will then dry in your kilns

quick, straight and free of all defects.

We will tell you where to buy Kraetzer-

Cured Lumber, if you ask us.

We will tell you about the Kraetzer

Preparator, the use of which insures the

quick and accurate seasoning of lumber,

if you ask us.

We will send you a new and interesting-

pamphlet involving the entire theory

and practice of steaming wood under

pressure, if you ask us.

ASK US

The Kraetzer Company
537 S. Dearborn St., CHICAGO

Till" KpnfK'Ul-Lamoi'i'aux Company of Wasliburn has closed necotiations

I Ml- ihu puiehase of a large tract of timber in the vicinity of Herhstcr, this

iciimty. It Is estimated that there is probably a ten years' supply in that

vii.hiily, which will mean operations at the local plant for many years.

About 100 men arc already engased in the woods. Tlie logs are dumped
Into the lake and will he rafted to this city to be manufactured at Wash-

burn.

The licit Lumber Company has started Its .sawmill at Oconto with about

200 men at work. The plant was shut down for several weeks for repairs.

but is now working- at capacity.

The Hardwood Market

-< CHICAGO >-

I'liicago usually seems to bear the brunt of any unfavorable developments,

aud this condition is now apparent, comparing the Chicago market situation

with that of other hardwood centers of importance. It is not to be inferred

from this that the Chicago trade is as a general thing in a pessimistic mood,

but it is as a general thing more difficult to realize fair values for stocks

in Chicago at present than in other centers. This is particularly true, it

seems, with oak, which is actually selling considerably off in Chicago terri-

tory. There is, however, a better tone with some of the other woods, espe-

cially (hose going into box manufacture, as the bo.t trade seems to be doing

morj than its share in holding up the general lumber market. There doesn't

seem to be any really tangible reason why trade shouldn't be good in Chi-

cago right now. as tlie furniture men are in fairly good mood after the

exposition, and with plentiful money building operations are going ahead on

a generous basis. The fact remains, however, that the Chicago trade Is

not in as cheerf-.il a humor as it might be, but there is by no means a pre-

ponderance of direful predictions as to the future. It is confidently

expected that tne somewhat delayed development of the better conditions

which have been promised will be apparent before very long. This prediction

and hope seems to be borne out by really sound economic factors.

The safest thing to say of the Chicago market at present is that the best

prediction can be made within a few weeks from now. when It will be

seen just how rapidly the improvement will devilcpp.

^-< NEW YORK y-
Tliere is a decided tone of improvement in the local hardwood market

and it would be hard to find a dealer who is not conadent of good business

from now on. The volume is still away below normal, but prices have

firmed up considerably and with the exception of gum there are few con-

cessions. It is realized now that stocks at mill points are not as heavy

as might have been expected, and rather than be caught short some buyers

are placing business tor future delivery. The wholesalers are not so

anxious for this kind of business as they were sixty days ago, because of

the tendency towards higher prices. The conservative traders are hoping

tor a slow and steady return to normal demand and higher prices, and it

seems now that this will be realized. One thing of favorable note is the

talk among the trade—all are of the opinion that the dull season is at

its end. ,\nd when they talk this way it usually develops in kind.

-•<, BUFFALO y
The hardwood market shows some improvement, and trade covers a

pretty fair numiier of woods. Januarj' business at most yards shows a

fair increase over the preceding month, while some dealers say that there

was decided improvement. One good feature of the situation is the tend-

ency to buy in larger amounts, which indicates that purchasers of

hardwoods have allowed their supplies on hand to dwindle con.siderably.

Prices are not tip to any extent, compared with last month, and the desire

to turn over stock makes some pretty low quotations at times.

The chief demand is in plain oak. maple and one or two other woods,

although sales are well distributed over most of the list. Oak manufac-

turers say they are not willing to take orders for an indefinite period

ahead at present figures, for they believe there will soon be an improve-

ment and that lumber will be worth a good deal more than at present.

Dealers are generally in favor of holding tight to stock, rather than to

sacrifice it, and they are u.=ually in position to be able to wait.

< PHILADELPHIA >
With the exception of a slightly firmer market, there is no discernible

change in the hardwood lumber situation from a fortnight ago. More
liberal inquiries are reported, and in some lines an increase of orders

;

but on the whole an unbroken conservatism continues to be the rule.

As to outlook, a persistent optimism prevails generally. While a boom
or sudden rush of prosperity is not anticipated. It is the opinion of the

logical and cautious merchants that a sane .and substantial business

beginning with March may be looked for during 1014. a prediction which is

fortified by the general state of the lumber pile Ijoth at the manufactur-

ing and consuming end. There are still a number who preserve a pessi-

mistic attitude, but they belong invariably to the class of doubters

who. as John T. Riley of Charles S. Riley & Co. says, "blow out the

candle to see if it is dark." Market quotations continue about as pre-
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tIousIj- reported. Oak n

uh hold good positluiis

111 kinds k i|,-i en a fair levH : ninple. Mrcli and
ilHsinni. pophir and basswood are quiet.

=^ PITTSBURGH >=
Trade is oponlnc up slowly but steadily, and hardwood men are befln

DiD): to (eel that i;il4 has much lu store for them. The most dlscouratjlnK

tralure of the situation is the faet that many large hardwood buyers an'

only contraetlDg for half or two-thirds the amount of stoek that they used

Use year. Other small coneerns are taking al>out the usual amount for

the year. Deliveries on these contracts are not being hi'ard. and In fact

nest of the concerns seeoi to prefer to wait until spring before receiving

any large amount of lumber. The tendency in hardwood prices is steadily

opward. No changes of importance have been announced so far. hut the

tiffeolng in inquiries Is affecting manufacturers whose stocks are not

overly large and who look for higher prices soon. Yard trade Is hardly

tarted as yet, and while building operations are looking up, it is a little

too early to make any predictions abuig tliis line.

=< BALTIMORE >=
The hardwood situation appears to be somewhat mixed Just at present,

reports nbout the state o£ the trade being rather contllcting. Some of

the wholesalers state that they have struck a halt in their efforts to

place stocks, while others say the volume of business done by them Is

qolle satisfactory and that some improvement has been noted of late.

The former also state that the offerings arc quite liberal and that con-
tiderable pressure upon the market is encountered. The preponderance
of opinion, however, appears to be that even though no decided improve-
ment is to be shown, conditions are better than they have been, witli

buyers disposed to take stocks in fairly large quantities and with con-

ilderable freedom. This rondition may not be general, but it appears
to hold good with respect to certain sections. Concerns with Canadian
connections, for instance, find that the demand there is quite active and
shows positive expansion, after a period wlicn business was none too

good, and when the Dominion suffered from tightness of money and from
OTerinvestments. It Is also to be said that trade in the New Kngland
section also has picked up, though, of course, for the present, no big gains
are made.

Locally, the situation is about stationary, with the requirements up to

what might be looked for at this scascn, and with prices little changed.
The lower grades of poplar are still quiet, almost dull, while certain

divisions of the chestnut business have reached a point rather close to

dullness or even stagnation. These grades of chestnut are either in such
large supply that a recession in prices has resulted, or the wants of the

buyers have narrowed; but whatever the cause, they excite no interest,

and the inquiries of sellers meet with discouraging results. Oak Is about
holding its own, with the lower grades moderately easy, but with tlie

demand sufficiently brisk to avert any further easing off and with
occasional signs of better things ahead. To be sure, the climatic condi-

tions have beon such that the mills found it passible to continue operations
almost without interruption, and an exceptionally large quantity of lumber
has been made during the winter, while the ordinary causes that restrict

the consumption have asserted themselves. But in some directions an
Improvement so far as the needs of the trade are concerned has asserted

It.'elf, and troublesome accumulations have been averted. The exporters

are in an expectant state. They have not so far been called on to

preatly increase their forwardings. but the outlook abroad is deemed appre-

ciably better, with stocks reduced and the foreign buyers disposed to

meet the figures of the shippers. Oak planks and other items are in

better shape, and the movement later on is expected to obtain impressive
proportions.

=-< COLUMBUS >•

Hardwood trade in Columbus and reniral t Miin has ruled steady during
the past fortnight. There is a slight increase in the volume of business
and prices as a whole have been «ell maintained. The tone of the market
Is good and future prospects are believed to be bright. Shipments are
coming out well as the car supply is adequate for all needs. Collections

•re improving In most sections of the country.
One of the best features of the trade is the better demand on the part

of retailers, .\tter their Inventories it was found thjt yard stocks are
generally light and dealers are inclined to stock up a little to be prepared
for the rush when It comes. AH grades are in demand, ns stocks were
pretty well depleted.

Factory demand is also holding up well and the volume of business ap-
pears to be .increasing. There is a good demand for materials from
vehicle and Implement concerns. I'urnlture factories are expected to be
In the market after the show period. Materials on hands by factories are
generally light, although they are buying only what they desire for Imme-
diate needs.

Indications are bright for active building operations in the spring, as
architects and builders arc busy on plans and figures. This Is expected
to aid the market as many of the structures are dwellings and apart-
ments. Country retailers expect a good demand as there will be consider-
able building in rural sections. .

Quartered oak la firm and prices are at the same level which has pre-
Talled. Plain oak is also strong. Chestnut is another strong point In
the market. Poplar Is becoming firmer all along the line, nasswood and
ash are both being well maintained. Other hardwoods are unchanged.

We offer the following stock of our own
production, from good logs. Consists of

good widths and lengths. Is band sawn
and carefully edged and trimmed.

Quartered White Oak
4 4" Ists & 2nds 45,000 fl-

4 4" No. 1 Common 25,000 fl.
5 '4" No. 1 Common 16,000 ft.

6 4" Ists & 2nds 5,000 ft.

6 4" No. 1 Common 15,000 ft.

8 4" Ists & 2nds 10,000 fl.

8 4"" No, 1 Common 10,000 ft.

Plain White Oak
4 4" Ists & 2nds 2,000 ft.

4 4" -No. 1 Common 350,000 ft.

4 4" No. 2 Common 65,000 fl.

5 4" No. 1 Common 35,000 fl.

Plain Red Oak
4/4"" Ists & 2nds 250,000 ft.

4/4'" No. 1 Common 250,000 ft.

4 4'" No. 2 Common 125,000 ft.

5 4"" Ists & 2nds 35,000 ft.

5 4" So. 1 Common 25,000 ft.

5 4" No. 2 Common 10,000 ft.

Mixed White and Red Oak
4 4" No. 3 Common 245,000 ft.

Red Gum
4 4" Ists & 2nds 75,000 fl.

4 4" No. 1 Common 350,000 fl.

5 4" Ists & 2nds 17,000 ft.

5 4
" No. 1 Common 200,000 ft.

6/4 " Ists & 2nds 100,000 fl.

6 4" No. 1 Common 60,000 fl.

8/4" Ists & 2nds 39,000 ft.

8/4"' No. 1 Common 75,000 fl.

Sap Gum
4 4" Ists & 2nds 75,000 ft.

5 4" Ists & 2nds 50,000 ft.

Cottonwood
3 4" Ists & 2nds, 6" & up 60,000 fl.

4 4" Ists & 2nds, 6'-12"' 250,000 fl.

4/4'" Ists & 2nds, 13" & up 150,000 fl.

4 4" Box Boards, 9 "-12"' 85,000 fl.

4 4" Box Boards, 13 "-17" 250,000 ft.

Cypress

4 4" 1st & 2nds 18,000 fl.

4 4" No. 1 Shop 83,000 fl,

4 4" No. 1 Shop & Belter 14,000 fl.

6/4
" Selects 35,000 ft.

8 4 " No. 1 Shop & Better 45,000 fl.

Elm
12 4" No. 2 Common & Belter 350,000 ft.

PAEPCKE LEICHT LIMBER COMPANY
GENERAL OFFICES CHICAGO. ILLINOIS
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GENERAL, VIEW OP MAIN SAWMILL PLANT,
'o bands and four resaws. Daily ten-hour capacity 160.000 fee

LAMB-FISH LUMBER COMPANY
Band Mill and General Offices: Charleston, Miss., U.S.A.

THE LARGEST HARDWOOD MILL IN THE WORLD. ANNUAL CAPACITY, 40,000,000

CABLE ADDRESS—"LAMB.' Codes Used—Universal, Hardwood, Western Union, A. B. C. 5th Edition, Okay

STOCK LIST -Dry Lumber on Hand January 1st, 1914

Ist £ 2nd Qtd. Wh. Oak, « " & up 46^000
1st & 2nd (JId. Wh. Oak. 10" & up
1st & 2nd «itd. Wh. Oak, 13' & up
No. 1 Com. (Jtd. Wh. Oak, 4" & up 13,000
No. 1 Com. Qtd. Wh. Oak, 6" & up
CIr. <J. W. O. Sap Strips, ZV^-S'/c"
CIr. <J. W. Oak Strips, ZMi-SVz"
l8t & 2nd PI. Wh. Oak. 6" & up 20,000
No. 1 Com. PI. Wh. Oak. 4" & up 20.000
Ist & 2nd PI. Red Oak. 6" & up 40,000
No. 1 Com. PI. Ked Oak. 4" & up 23,000
No. 2 Com. PI. Red Oak, 3" & up
Oak Core Stook
l9t & 2nd Q. Red Gum. 5" & up
No. 1 Com. Q. Red Gum.4"&up
1st & 2nd FIk. Red Gum, 6" & up 30,000
No. 1 Com. Fig. Red Gum. 4" & up 5,000
let & 2nd PI. Red Gum. 6" & up 150,000
No. 1 Com. PI. Red Gum. 4" & up 87.000
Ist & 2nd Sap Gum,6"&up 30,000
Ist & 2nd Sap Gum, 13-17"
Ist & 2od Sap Gum, 17" & up
1st & 2nd Sap Gum Stain, 13" & up
Sap Cum Box Boards, 13-17"
No. 1 Com. Sap Gum. 4" & up 28.000
No. 2 Com. Cum, 3" & up 75,000
Ist St 2nd Tupelo, 6" & up
No. 1 Com. Tupelo, 4" Ac up
1st & 2nd Cypress
Select Cypress
No. 1 Shop Cypress
No. I & No. 2 Com. Cypress

1/2"
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=-< CINCINNATI y-
Among lurab.r doulirs tlu-ro Is llio slriinirist fifllnu' of optimism noticed

tor mnny months. Tlipio is no question of the demand Increasing as the

season advances, and trade Just at this time is quite satisfactory. Prices

hare been a little off, but not much stock has been shipped by the manu-

facturers, who have been onto their Job, as they did not care to accept

business except on a reasonable basis; and the small producer with his

poorly manufactured stock has had bis inning ; but the Increasing dei^and

forecasts the opportunity of the legitimate manufacturer of hardwoods who
makes the grade satisfactory and furnlslics stock that is right.

The rush has not arrived as yet, but it is coming. Factories are begin-

ning to start up in this section— that is, the few that have been shut down

entirely—and the balance, that have been running on short time, are pre-

paring for a much more liberal run. Dealers claim that there are more

Inquiries now than for the last several months, and much stock is moving

as the result of recent ordering. Most of the old orders arc practically

filled. New business during the last few months has been cSlghty scarce,

but the silver lining to the clouds is now visible on the horizon and dealers

are a unit In anticipating nothing else but fair business for the immediate

future and fully expect It to grow steadily bettor as the season advance.-;.

This applies to ii'nintitie.'; as well as prices.

=-< TOLEDO >-=

The present pro.spects of the local hardwood market are only fair.

Prices are, however, holding their own, although lumber Is being moved

but slowly. The continued warm temperatures have softened the roads

to such an extent that hauling is extremely ditBcult. Builders are taking

advantage of the mild weather and are hastening their work. The big

boon: in constiuction work of all kinds already outlined for the spring

is the redeeming feature of the present situation and hardwood dealers are

very optimistic. The future does indeed look "rosy" for the Toledo

business.

.-< INDIANAPOLIS >
Hardwood lumbermen say that the sprinir oiiilc.iik is brightening daily

The number of inquiries that are being received is very encouraging and

a number of very substantial orders have been placed. Business, of course.

Is still below normal, but it is not believed this condition of affairs will

long continue.

There is no complaint of car shortage, as receipts are arriving promptly

and shipments are being cared for without delay. Prices are remaining

steady. A large business is not expected during the next few months, but

It is thought the volume of trade will not be below that of the same

season of last year.

=-< MEMPHIS >-
There Is an increasing demand for hardwood lumber here and the market

continues to show a better lone. Shipments during the latter half of

January were appreciably larger than those during the first half of that

month and February has opened with a better run of orders than was
noted for the last fortnight in the preceding month. There is a growing

belief in greater activity in practically all lines. This is borne out by

the larger business which is actually taking place, and lumbermen believe

that they are on the eve of a period of greater prosperity than they have

witnessed for some time. There have been few advances in prices since

the first of the year, though it may be noted that the lower grades of

both Cottonwood and gum are commanding better values than at that

time. The low water in the Mississippi and its tributaries is affecting the

movement of both cottonwood and gum. and one of the largest box manu-

facturers here is authority for the statement that offerings are rather

restricted and that the tendency of prices is somewhat better. It may be

noted In the same connection that the box factories are doing a large

business and that their needs are quite full.

There is a good call for sap gum In the higher grades and values are

well maintained. lied gum continues rather slow. Oak is selling in all

grades of both red and white, while there is no difKculty in disposing of

ash at satisfactory prices. Th:> upper grades of cypress are relatively low,

but there Is a. good demand for selects and shops, and prices are well

held. The upper grades of cottonwood are affected by the scarcity of

this material, particularly for future needs, and holders are disposed to

ask somewhat fuller prices. Export business is comparatively slow at the

moment and the prospects are not particularly brilliant at the moment
(or any decided improvement in that quarter, largely because of the con-

Blgned stocks on the other side, the tightness of money in some of the

leading continental centres, the keen competition from .Japanese and Rus-

sian manufacturers of hardwood lumber, and the high ocean freight rates

on American exports via New Orleans. Exporters are proceeding on the

theory, however, that there will be some Improvement later, and they are

getting their stock lists In good shape against the demand which they

believe will materialize.

=•< NASHVILLE >-=

Hardwood dealers closed up .January with a very satisfactory volume
of trade, reporting business about the same as for January of last year.

Prices rule about steady on hardwoods, none of the big firms conceding

any reduction of prices. Quartered oak has been growing scarce on this

market, with active demand. Plain oak Is in good demand. Some busi-

Mahogany and

Circassian

Lumber & Veneers

^ The largest assortment of finest figured

Mahogany Logs, Lumber and Veneers in

the country can be found at the Chicago

plant of C. L, Willey.

^ We are just in receipt of fifteen cars of

remarkably superior Circassian Walnut

Logs, large size, well-figured and of good

color, which are now being cut into

Veneers.

^ A visit or correspondence from discrim-

inating buyers of all varieties of fine Im-

ported and Domestic Cabinet Woods in

Lumber and Veneer is solicited.

^ You will not only find the Willey ware-

houses well stocked with a superb collec-

tion of Circassian, Mahogany, Vermilion,

Black Walnut and other fanc}^ foreign

and domestic lumber and veneers, but

buyers are assured of prompt and pains-

taking service, and a quality of product

not usually obtainable.

^ To visit the plant take Blue Island Ave.

car at the postoffice to Robey Street.

C. L. WILLEY, Chicago
Largest Faticy Wood Veneer

and Lumber producing plant in the world
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WA NT E D
All Kinds of High-Grade

HARDWOODS
S. E. SLAYMAKER & CO.

Rrprenenllnir
rniST vinoiMA si-iacE lumber CO.,

C'uan, West VlrKlnia.

Fifth Avenue Buildins,

NEW YORK

Mutual Fire Insurance
Best Indemnity at Lowest Net Cost

Can Be Obtained From

The Lumber Mutual Fire Insurance Company,

The Lumbermen's Mutual Insurance Company,

Boston, Mass.

Mansfield, Ohio.

$126,000.00
In Savings DIVIDENDS Returned

This Year to Policy Carriers of

The Lumbermen's
Underwriting Alliance

Possibly there is no good reason why
YOU were not among these beneficiaries.

If it is a matter of eligibility, and you
feel that your plant does not at present

comply with all requirements, confer

with us anyway. Let us see if it cannot

be brought up to an acceptable standard

at no greater cost than will be justified

by the prospective saving on insurance

rates.

U. S. Epperson & Company
Attorney and Manager

1101 R. A. LONG BLDG. KANSAS CITY

iii'ss is bPint; luindltd in poplar, chestDiit. «8h, iilckory iind other lines

.M(in' Inqulrk'S mo bcinE I'fccivcd, and Jobbers are expectlne tiradunl

improvement ot trade tlio next fow nuirllis.

=-< BRISTOL >=
r.ristol lumbermen report business tit>l(linK its own. with br-tler pros-

pi'cts for spring trade. Business is declared to be somewhat better smce
ibe iirst of the year, but It has been hardly as brisk as lumbermen bad
anticipated that it would be. The mills in this section liave run pretty

regularly during the cold season and tlie volume of shipments has lieen

heavy, due largely to the fact that much business was booked ahead
There is now unusual activity in manufacturing for tliis season of the

year anil the prospects for trade are considered as most encouraging.

=< LOUISVILLE >-=

.fanuary was as good a niontli as was expected by hardwood men in thi'S

market, and I-'ebriiary is sliowing a gradual improvement wliicli promises

t<i lie marked befoiv the end of the month. The practical completion of

i!ie furniture .shows, the end of the inventory period, and similar factors

have resulted in buyers being more Inclined to order than they have been

lierelofore. Some railroad business has come into the market, and this

indicates that an avenue of consumption which has been almost closed

for some time will be opened in accustomed volume. The demand for

cjuartered oak is holding up well. Plain oak is selling fairly well, though

not so well in proportion as quartered. Hickory is picking up somewhat.
Chestnut continues generally quiet, except sound wormy. Poplar is not

going very rapidly, but the general tone of the poplar market is showing

luiprc ement.

=-< ST. LOUIS y
But little chaD£co has boen noticcahli' iu tho hardwood market dnrin;;

the past few days. Stocks in the hands ol' the distributors here are In

pretty good siiape and arc fully ample for all the requirements that may
be made on them for a while or until the trade shows more briskness.

There is still an excellent demand for plain sawed oak, and ash and poplar

are showing more life. Wide poplar boards are in particularly good

demand. There is a fairly large movement of red gum reporied and
prices on the upper grades are higher. The upper grades of Cottonwood

are showing more life than they have for some time. The lower grades

are also showing i-mprovement. As to cypress, that wood is only in fair

demand and prices are holding up. It is the consensus of opinion that

there will be a decided advance in prices on many items that are scarce,

as soon as the demand from the North and Northeast increases, which is

predicted will come in the very near future.

=-< MILWAUKEE >=
The interest of the lumber trade is centered just at the present time in

northern Wisconsin and Michigan, where the slow progress being made
in logging operations is causing considerable concern. There has been

more activity in the lumber country during the past week, as a result ot

more snow and colder weather, but lumbermen say that unless several

weeks of favorable weather are experienced the log otitput is bound To

show a decrease this season. Camps were opened early in the fall and
there was considerable timber cut, but up to a week or so ago there has

been very little timber started to the mills. Hauling and skidding was
almost impossible because of the soft weather, and only those concerns which
were fortunate in being able to log near a railroad were able to ship many
logs. Considering the general scarcity of stocks at the present time.

lumbermen say that there is sure to be a .serious shortage of dry hard-

woods next spring. Sawyers and other woodsmen are beginning to leave

the camps, as most of the lumber concerns are not giving their entire atten-

tion to the work of rushing the logs out of the woods and to the sidings.

The trade outlook for the coming season seems to be growing brighte'-

daily. General business is showing steady improvement in Milwaukee and
about the state, and this is bound to react favorably upon the lumber trade.

Most of the big manufacturing concerns of Milwaukee are taking on more
men and are beginning to operate at normal capacity once more.

Indications are that a new high building record will be established in

Milwaukee this year. During the month of .January, Building Inspector

W. D. Harper issued eighty-two permits for the erection of buildings to

cost $342,858, as compared with seventy-five permits, representing an
investment of $266,446, during the corresponding period in 1913. Inspector

Harper is confident that the building investment for 1914 will amount to

$19,000,000.

Milwaukee wholesalers are expected to meet with a substantial increase

in business this month. The annual convention of the Wisconsin Retail

Lumber Dealers' .issociation will be held in this city, February 17, IS and 19,

and a large attendance is expected. Dealers always take the opportunity

to place some good orders when in the city to attend these annual conven-

tions. Most retailers are anxious to get tlieir orders for stocks placed

before higher prices are experienced and before stocks get any lower. There
is still a tendency on the part of factory consumers to place orders for only

enough stock to meet their present requirements. Stocks in the hands o(

these concerns are light, however, and a better business from this source

is expected soon. Stocks of maple, birch and basswood are light and
there is a tendency toward higher prices in these woods. Plain oak is still

in leading demand among the" southern woods.
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American Lumber & Mfg. Co... 12

BtifTalo Hardwood Lumber Co. .
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Cobbs & Mitchell, Inc 3
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Licking River Lumber Co 41

Litchfield. William E 12
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Anderson-Tully Company 8

Atlantic Lumber Company 44
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Farrln, M. B., Lumber Company. 48

Faust Bros. Lumber Co 14

Kentucky Lumber Company 49

Logan. J. M., Lumber Co 6

Vansant, Kitchen & Co 68

Wood, R. E., Lumber Company. 13

Yellow Poplar Lumber Co 44-68

RED GUM.
Anderson-Tully Company 8

Archer Lumber Company 42

Baker-Matthews Mfg. Co 42

Bonner, J. H., & Sons 42

Brown, Geo. C, & Co 43

Colfax Hardwood Lumber Co.... 44

Brown, Mark H., Lumber Co.. 43
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Garetson-Greason Lumber Co.. 9

Gary, W. W 42
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^\nrlerson-Tullv Company 8

Anderson Veneer & Sawmill
Company H

Archer Lumber Company 42

Atlantic Lumber Company
Baker-Matthews Mfg. Co 42

Bennett & Witte 7

Black, Fred W.. Lumber Co 40

Bluestone Land & Lumber Co.. 48

rillss-Cook Oak Company 47

Bonner. .1. H.. & Sons 42

Booker-Cecil Company U
Bradley, E. C. Lumber Co 48

Brown. Geo. C. & Co 43
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Coale. Thos. E.. Lumber Co 12
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Farrin. M. B.. Lumber Co 48
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Flanner-Steger Land & Lumber
Company 4

Garetson-Greason Lumber Co.. 9

Gary, W. W 42
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Hayden & Westcott Lumber Co 4

Heyser. W. E., Lumber Co 7

Himmelberger-Harrison Lumber
Company 43

Huddleton-Marsh Lumber Co.. 5
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Johnson-Tustin Lumber Co 9

Kennedy, James. & Co 48

Kent, J. S., Company 12
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Kentucky Lumber Company 50
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Klann, E. H., Lumber Co 59
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The Lansing Company 44
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Lioking River Lumber Co 41
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Little River Lumber Company.. 68
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Memphis Band Mill Company... 2
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Miller Lumber Company 43

Mossman Lumber Company 47

Mowbray & Robinson Company. 7
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Norman Lumber Company 11

North Vernon Lumber Company 11

Paepcke Leicht Lumber Co 53

Parry, Chas. K.. & Co 9

Ransom, J. B., & Co 9

Riemeler Lumber Company 48

Saline River Hardwood Co 51

Salt Lick Lumber Company 9

Shawnee Lumber Company 48

Slaymaker, S. E., & Co 56

Sondheimer, E., Company 47

Standard Hardwood Lumber Co. 67

Stemmelen Lumber Company... 47

Sullivan, T., & Co 67

Tsohudy Lumber Comany 46

Vanden Boom-Stlmson l.br. Co.... 47

Vansant. Kitchen & Co 68
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Von Platen Lumber Company.. 6i

Webster, George, Lumber Co... 13

White Lake Lumber Company.. 41

Whitmer, Wm.. & Sons 12

Wiggin, H. D 12

Williams, Ichabod T., & Sons.. 14

Williamson-Kuny Mill & Lumber
Company 14

Willson Bros. Lumber Company 12

Wisconsin Lumber Company 4

Wistar, Underbill & Nixon 12

Wood-Mosaic Company 13

Wood, R. E.. Lumber Company. 13

Yeager. Orson E 67

VENEERS AND PANELS.

Ahnapee Veneer & Seating Co.. 64

Anderson Veneer & Sawmill Co. 11

Astoria Veneer Mills & Dock Co 64

Bacon, R. S., Veneer Company.. 5

Black. Fred W., Lumber Co... 40

Chicago Veneer Company 68

Evansville Veneer Company 65

Hoffman Bros. Company 65

Huddleston-Marsh Lumber Co.. 65

Jarrell, B. C. & Co 65

Kentucky Veneer Works 44

Knoxville Veneer Company 6

Louisville Veneer Mills 11

Memphis Veneer & Lumber Co.

.

65

Nartzik, J. J 5

Ohio Veneer Company 48

Palmer & Parker Company
Putnam Veneer and Lumber Co 64

Rayner, J 5

Rice Veneer & Lumber Company 65

Stolle Lumber & Veneer Co 44

Underwood Veneer Company. ... 64

Willey, C. L 55
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Company 14
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Black, Fred W., Lumber Co... 40

Evansville Veneer Company 65

Huddleston-Marsh Lumber Co.. 6

Louisville Veneer Mills 11

Memphis Veneer & Lumber Co. 65

Palmer & Parker Co
Purcell, Frank 45

Rayner, J 5

Willey, C. L 55

Willijims, Ichabod T., & Sons.. 14

HARDWOOD FLOORING.

Anderson Veneer & Sawmill Co. 11

Bliss-Cook Oak Company 47

Carrier Lumber & Mfg. Co 14

Cobbs & Mitchell, Inc 3

Eastman, S. L., Flooring Co 4

Farrln, M, B,, Lumber Company 48

Forman, Thos., Company 66

Harris Manufacturing Company 48

Kerry & Hanson Flooring Co.. 66

Mitchell Bros. Company 3

Ransom, John B.. & Co 9

Saline River Hardwood Co 51

Salt Lick Lumber Company 9

Stearns Salt & Lumber Company 8

Stephenson, The I., Company... 66

Webster, George, Lumber Co.. 13

Wilce, T., Company, The 4

Y'ellow Poplar Lumber Co 50-68

Young, W. D., & Co 3

WOODWORKING MACHINERY.

Butterworth & Lowe
Cadillac Machine Company 63

Covel Manufacturing Company. 14

Gerlach, The Peter, Company.. 59

Linderman Machine Co., The..
Mershon, W. B., & Co
Phoenix Manufacturing Co
Saranac Machine Company 63

Sinker-Davis Company 10

LOGGING MACHINERY.

Baldwin Locomotive Works 61

Clyde Iron Works 7

Fitzgibbons & Krebs 46

Lidgerwood Mfg. Company 13

Russel Wheel & Foundry Co 61

DRY KILNS AND BLOWERS.

Tbe A. 11. Andrews Company.... 41

Grand Rapids Veneer Works 9

Kraetzer Company, The 52

National Dry Kiln Company 61

Phila. Textile Mchy. Company.. 12

Standard Dry Kiln Company 63

SAWS, KNIVES AND SUPPLIES.

Atkins, E. C, & Co 62

Covel Manufacturing Company. 14

Simonds Mfg. Company

LUMBER INSURANCE.

Central Manufacturers' Mut. Ins.

Company 56

Epperson, U. S., & Co 56

Indiana Lumbermen's Mut. Ins.

Company 56

Lumber Mutual Fire Insurance

Company 56

Lumbermen's Mut. Ins. Co 56

Lumbermen's Underwriting Alli-

ance 56

Majiutacturing Lumbermen's
Underwriters

Pennsylvania Lumbermen's Mut.

Fire Ins. Company 56

Rankin-Benedict Underwriting
Company

TIMBER LANDS.

Lacey, James D., & Co 51

Spry, John C 5

TIMBER ESTIMATORS.

GrIfBth, Clarence W 47

McDonald, Thos. J 58

MISCELLANEOUS.

Astoria Veneer Mills & Dock Co 64

Chllds, S. D., & Co 59

Gerlach, The Peter, Company.. 59

Kraetzer Company, The 52

Lumbermen's Credit Assn 5

Matthews Gravity Carrier Co... 45

Mechanical Rubber Company... 63

Perkins Glue Company 49
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CLASSIFIED

ADVERTISEMENTS

Advcrtlsomelits will lii> InBcrted In this sec-
tloual till- (iillunlUK nilt'si

Forone Insertion 20c a line

For two Insertions 35c a line

For three Insertions 50c a lino

For four Insertions 60c a line

EiRbt words of ordlnory loucth make one lln».

Ileailllii; couuts as two lines.
No dls|>liiy except tbe beudlncK can l)e ad-
mitted.

Remlttnncea to nccnmpany tlie order. No
extra eliarues for copies of paper contalDlng
the adTertlsemeDt.

EMPLOYES WANTED

ferrod. inquire
LUGER FUitMTURE CO., Minneapolis, Minn.

Two pxperioncpd liardwood lumber salesmen,
one to sell liardwood in York State, the other
In Miissaehiisetts. Address

Box IL'O, care II.\Ri)\voon nECORD, Chicago.

EMPLOYMENT WANTED

WANTKD—EMPLOYMENT
When you want a salesman for New Torit

state territory, write us. We can supply you
with a good man. EMPIRE STATE ASSOCIA-
TION of Wholesale Lumber & Sash & Door Saiea-

men. Chas. Johnson, Sec'y, 96 Eirkland Rd.,

Rochester. N. Y.

LOGS WANTED

WANTED—BLACK WALNUT LOGS

500 cars good black walnut logs, 10" and up
In diameter, 6 ft. and up long. Will inspect at

Bhlpping point and pay cash.

GEO. W. HARTZELL, Piqua, Ohio.

WANTED—WHITE ASH LOGS

100 cars good White Ash logs 8" and up in

diameter, 8' and up long. Will Inspect at ship-

ping point and pay cash.

THIC LAFONTAINE HANDLE CO..

Decatur, Ind.

TIMBER ESTIMATING

TIMBER ESTIMATES.

Timber estimati'S. surveys, maps and detailed

reports as to actual stand, quality and logging
conditions.

TUOS. J. Mcdonald, Forest Engineer,
East Tennessee Bank Bldg.,

Knoxvllle, Tennessee.

TIMBER FOR SALE

$15,000,000.00.

We have about fifteen million dollars' worth

of timberlands for sale. Write us what you

want. Dealers In timberlands, lumber yards,

mill machinery, mills for sale, arranging loans,

selling and exchanging cutover lands, and a gen-

eral real estate business. If you want to buy or

sell write us. THE JANESVILLE EXCHANGE,
Timber Dept., Janesviile, Wisconsin.

FOR SALE—HICKORY
..M 1400 acr.s in Wayne County. Kentucky, esti-

mated at 1,011(1,(100 feet. I'or further particu-

lars address

TENNESSEE HARDWOOD LBR. CO.,

Naslivillc, Tenn.

LUMBER FOR SALE

BUYERS OF HARDWOODS.
Do you want to get in tsuch with the Iwal

buyers of hardwood lumber? We have a Hit.

•bowing tlie annual requirements in Inmber,

dimension stock and veneers and panels of con-

turners of those materials throughout the United

States and Canada. The service is free to ad

vertisers In the Ricobd. It will Interest yon

Write us for further information about onr "Sell

ing Lumber by Mall System."

HARDWOOD RECORD, Ellsworth Bldg.,

Chicago.

FOR SALE, CHOICE DRY STOCK
150 M ft. 4/4 Log Run Soft Maple.
200 M ft. 5/4 Log Run Soft Mapie.
80 M ft. o" Soft Grey Elm.

100 M ft. 4/4 No. 1 Common Basswood.
All edged, trimmed and well manufactured.

VAN KEULEN & WINCHESTER LUMBER CO.,

Grand Rapids, Mich.

FOR SALE.
Car %" Qtd. White Oak, common & better.

Also car wide 1/20" sliced Qtd. Oak Veneer.
Both bargains.

H. C. HOSSAFOUS, Dayton, O.

FOR SALE—BEECH,
.50 M ft. 4/4" No. 2 Common & Better Beech.

100 M ft. 5/8" No. 2 Common & Better Beech.
Very fine stock.

DUHLMEIER BROTHERS, Cincinnati. O.

DIMENSION STOCK WANTED

WANTED—DRY OAK SQUARES.
Clear and Straisht.

1 car li/jxiyjx26, 28 and 30", mostly 20".

1 car I'/jXlVixSO", 1 car l%xl%xl8".
1 car 2x2x30". 1 car 2M:x2%x30".
SICKLESTEEL LUMBER CO., Detroit, Mich.

WANTED
Hard Maple and Beech Squares 42", 44",

48" long, plump 1" x 1". Must be clear and
straight. If you have any to offer write us
Will take them dry or green.

TDE COLOMBIA MFG. CO.,

New Philadelphia, Ohio.

POPLAR FOR SALE

ais ! 4 IS" & up I'aiici & Wide No. 1.

lars 4/4 13" to 17" Poplar Boxboards.
?ars 4/4 7" to 17" 1st & 2nds Poplar.

2 cars 4/4 Saps & Selects Poplar.

cars 4/4, 5/4, 6/4 & 8/4 No. 1 Com. & Better

Poplar.

.'\nyone Interested in any of al)Ove stock, write

us for delivered or f. o. I>. mill prices and de-

scription of stock.

ODEN ELLIOTT LBR. CO., Birmingham, Ala.

DIMENSION OAK

Plain and Quartered

Various sizes (or chair and table factories.

Send to us for specifications and prices.

INDIANA QUARTERED OAK CO.

7 East 42nd Street,

DIMENSION STOCK FOR SALE~|

MAPLE AND BIRCH FOR SALE.

1 car Maple and Birch, dry sound hearts, cut

3x4-4' long. A. W. ZENISEK, Bowler, Wis.

L WAGON STOCK WAVTED

WANTED TO BUY
several cars Oak Bending Strips lVsXl%, 7' long.

(Juote price and quantity you can furnish.

M. F. HINKSON, West Carrollton, Ohio.

WAGON STOCK FOR SALE

FOR SALE—MAPLE AXLES.

1 car well manufactured No. 1, cut 4"x5"x6'

and 4y2"x5y2"x6'.

E. E, GILBERT, Smithville, O.

TIMBER LANDS FOR SALE

FOR SALE—18,193 ACRES
timberlaud in St. Landry Parish, La. 76,770,000

li'ct of timber. Land subject to cultivation

after timber is removed. For particulars apply

to .T. E. DUNLAP, Plaquemine, La.

2.150 ACRES HARDWOOD TIMBER
in Mississippi. New railroad, short haul, low
rate. W. L. ARCHIBALD, Oxford, Miss,

FINE TIMBER TRACTS.

We have a number of timber tracts for sale

in most all states at low prices and reasonable

terms. Have few bargain tracts that are offered

for quick sale. Write us what you want, we
have it. THE JANESVILLE EXCH.^NGB,
Timber Dept., Janesviile, Wis.
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BUSINESS OPPORTINITIES

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITY.

Wanted, partner and additional capital to

take active Interest In going box concern, well

located In Central Wisconsin, having four rail-

roads and satlsfaclor.v concentration rates on

lumber in. and the product out. No better loca

tlon In the state. Exceptional opportunit.v. Ad-

.dress "BOX IJ.'i." care II.krdwood ItKCiutn.

MACHINERY FOR SALE

FOB SAI.E

. rortal)le Sawmills. 40 II. P. each. Kach

iDUi lias luttlng saws and gang edgers, together

with steam pump, which is large enough for

ample Are protection. .Mso several S-whcel log

wagons, one heavy team of oxen (live .vokei.

This material is in first-class condition and <an

be Inspected upon the grounds. We might noyo

date for part payment in lumber. Commuuicate

with .1. P. Lynch. Manager. .lOIlN SCllItOKDKU
liBR. CO.. liporgotown. Miss.

^ The Gibson Aluminum Tally Book Cover

and Tally Tickets are now employed by

more than 2,000 lumber manufacturers.

tlealer* and consumers.

LUMBER WANTED

WANTED TO BUY
Three cars 2x2xlS" White Oak Squares.

DUHLMEIER BROS.. Cincinnati, (

OAK. POPIiAK. ASH
•ad all (ther hardwoods, In all rradea and thlck-

oeaaea, can be readily said If adrertlsed In the

Wanted aad For Sale section of Hardwood Ric-
019. If yen bare a large stock yon want to

•ell try a few lines In this department and
see what a lot of inquiries they will bring you

MISCELLANEOUS

WANTED—HARDWOOD LUMBERMEN—
to try the Gibson Tally Book. The three-throw
aluminum tally ticket cover accommodates any
form of ticket desired. The use of the special
triplicate tally ticket supplied, printed on water
proof paper with carbon backs makes tallies un-
alterable. For durability, convenience, accuracy
and for systematizing the Inspection of lumber
the Gibson tally method can't be beat.

Special forms at tally tickets mailed on appll
«ation. Covers sold on approval to responsible
toncems. HARDWOOD RECORD.

637 So. Dearborn St.. Chlcacn.

^T If you are not a subscriber

^l^to HARDWOOD REC-
ORD and have a suspicion that

you would like to see a copy, it

is yours for the asking.

GIBSON
TALLY BOOK

CHICAGO
E. H. KLANN LUMBER CO.

Cottonwood, Gum, Oak, Ash, Cy>

press. Yellow Pine, Dimension Stock

819 FISHER BLDG. HAR. 1187

Factory Lumber
GRAY'S HARBOR SPRUCE
SOFT YELLOW FIR
WESTERN SOFT PINE

DIRECT MILL REPRESENTATION

This ihree-lhrow tally llckel cover is made
from aluminum, and accommodates four tally

tickets—41x8, inches in size.

Folds compactly lo less than one- fourth inch

in thickness and fits side or inside coat pocket.

Gives large area of four lickels for compli-

cated tallies, or straight grade can be made
on one page.

Accommodates any form of tally ticket desired.

Special, patented, triplicate tally tickets supplied,

printed on waterproof paper with carbon backs. Tallies

made on ttiese tickets are unalterable. Tlieir use en-

ables the inspector to retain triplicate, and forward
orieinal and duplicate. Duplicate designed to be

attached to invoice.

These tally books are perfection for durability,

covenicncc. accuracy, and for systematizing the inspec-

tion and measurement of lumber

Patent applied for on covers, Copyrichted, 1910.

Triplicate Tall) Tickets patented.

PRICE LIST

Aluminum Tally Covers, each - - $1.00
Aluminum Tally Covers, perdozen - - 10.00

Patented triplicate Tally Tickets (stock form)
per 1,000 10.00

Single sheet manila (stock form) Tally Tickets,
per 1,000 4.00

Specimen forms of Tally Tickets mailed on applica-

tion. Covers sold on approval lo responsible concerns.

Manufactured by

Hardwood Record
537 S. Dearborn St., CHICAGO

MAKE BOX SHOOKS
Up to 24" Long, or

LOOSE BARREL STAVES
Of Finest Quality and at Lowest Cost

From Cordwood. Slabs, or Other Forest Waste
by the Use of Gerlach Machinery.

The Peter Cerlach Co., Cleveland, O.

If you want to get in touch

with 3000 Live Wire
Buyers of HarcJwoods

it will pav voti til timl out abiiut

the Fianhvuod Record's

BULLETIN SERVICE
One man, who uses the service

gives it credit for ciming annu-

ally $10,000 fur him.

Write for pamphlet—

"Selling Lumber Bp Mail"

It will prove a revelation to you,

HARDWOOD RECORD
(Bullelin Depl.)

537 So. Dearborn St.,

CHICAGO
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Kiln Truck

We make all styles of Kiln Trucks
and Transfer Cars. They are

roller bearing, steel or malleable
iron wheels. We have one con-
tract for twelve hundred of these

trucks, with eight-inch wheels.

Always a large stock of
material on hand. Can
make prompt shipment.

The National Dry Kiln Co.
Indianapolis, Ind.

Baldwin Geared
Locomotives

are built for severe service on steep grades, sharp
curves and uneven tracks.

They are symmetrical in construction, with cen-
tral drive and gears of selected material.

Further particulars will be
gladly furnished on requcr:

THE BALDWIN LOCOMOTIVE WORKS
PHILADELPHIA, PA., U. S. A.

Cable Address:—"Baldwin, Philadelphia"

I'ir, RailHav KvolmliK,-, ( liiiuuu. III.
Kill HriKhl liiiiMinu. M. I.oiii-,. Jlo.

.-.(I ( iilinli Slrtet, New Vork, N. Y.
Ili; Traill. rs- Hiiildini:. Hiiliinoiid. Va.
::: >.|pal(liiii; ISiiiUliiiK. IVirlland, Ureson

f HAKI.KS KIDDK
< . II. I'KTEKSON
F. W. « KSTON
<iE<>lJ(.K I. .lOMv
A. \\M. 1I1.\(.K1£

THE RUSSEL COMBINED SKIDDER AND LOADER IN OPERATION

Russel Logging Cars are built to stand severe

service, of any capacity desired or to suit any
length of log.

Logging Economy
will interest you

The most convincing proof of anv
machine's efficiency, next to a per-

sonal trial, is the expression of those
who have used them.

We shall be pleased to furnish you
with the proofs or the names of the

operators who will be glad to show
you the machines in operation.

The Russel Combined Skidder
and Loader has demonstrated itself

to be superior in design and con-
struction. The great decrease in

cost and increased efficiency of log-

ging is bound to appeal to the
operators.

Russel Wheel & Foundry Co., Detroit, Mich.
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>" y^ If You Are Not Usina ^OC

ATKINS
Wonderful Silver Steel

BAND-SAWS
Nothing- like them ever made before—by anybody. Our mails filled with com-
plimentary letters from filers, sawyers and owners. Guaranteed to give

satisfaction.

We certainly urge every buyer of Band Saws to give the

SILVER STEEL BAND SAWS now made by us a trial.

Specify ATKLNS SILVER STEEL on your next order.

E. C. ATKINS C^ CO., Inc.
The Silver Steel Saw People

HOME OFFICE AND FACTORY, INDIANAPOLIS, IND. CANADIAN FACTORY, HAMILTON, ONT.
Machine Knife Factory, Lancaster, N. Y.

Branches carrying complete stocks for immediate delivery in the following cities: Address E. C. ATKINS & CO., Inc.:

Atlanta, Chicago, Memphis, Minneapolis, New Orleans, New York City, Portland, Ore.,
San Francisco, Seattle, Vancouver, B. C, Sydney, N. S. W.
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Broom Handle Machinery
Lci us lell vou about our STEEL TUMBLERS FOR DRY-

ING AND POLISHING BROOM HANDLES. Th.s sysiem Is

rapidly supplanting all others. More economical; less time required

for drying; no polishing afterwards; greater per cent of ilraighl

handles lurnrd out.

Steel Tumbler tor

Drying and Polish-

ing Broom Handles

CADILLAC MACHINE COMPANY
Complete Line of Broom Handle Machinery

CADILLAC, MICH.

The Standard
Channel Steel, Roller-Bearing

DryKilnTrucks
have always had so high a reputation tor

QUALITY that some truck users may
have gained the impression that thev are
also high in PRICE.

That isn't so! The Standard Dry Kiln
Trucks— the most durable, easiest run-
ning, longest-lived trucks on the market

—

will cost you NO MORE than trucks of

inferior quality.

The Standard Trucks arc made in every
style required for dry kiln purposes. Write
tor price and printed matter. Address:
The Standard Dry Kiln Co., 1559 McCarty
.St., Indianapolis, Ind.

Wire Stitching Machinery

FOE

Crates, Veneer and Resawed Lumber
Boxes, Also Wire and Metal Bound Boxes,

FRUIT PACKAGES, BASKETS,
RBER SHIPPING CASES, PAPER
BOXES AND SPECUVL PURPOSES
ASK FOR CATALOGUE

Manufactured by

SARANAC MACHINE COMPANY
BENTON HARBOR. MICH.. U. S. A.

ELEPHANT
RUBBER BELTING

AIR DRILL AND AIR TOOL

307 W. Randolph Street,
ESTABLISHED 1882

HOSE
STEAM
WATER
SUCTION

EXTRA QUALITY

Heoom mended for h&rd serrice
and Euaranteed to do the work

SELLING AGENTS
CRINE COMPINV • tLLSRtltcmS

SIlNDtRI EgUIPMENT CO.. MOBILE, ill

tLUNr MILL SUPPLf CO.. aUNY. Gl.

THE MECHANICAL

RUBBER COMPANY
(Chicago Rubber W*rfca)

CHICAGO
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VENEERS AND PANELS

Ahnapee Veneer & Seating Co.
HOME OFFICE, FACTORY AND VENEER MILL, ALGOMA, WIS.

VENEER AND SAWMILL, BIRCHWOOD, WIS.

We manufacture at our Bircbwood plant single ply veneers Every pound of glue we use is guaranteed hide stock. We
of all native northern woods and deliver stock that is in do not use retainers. Our gluing forms are put under pow-
shape to glue. erful screws and left until the glue has thoroughly set.

From our Algoma factory where we have specialized for
,f ^^ guaranteed product that is the best, based on

iLni^i ^!n •r.n/. n^n^iw !n''M/hL^nv nH n.firf.r ^/w^Soal -«"'*« accomplished by most painstaking attention and study
shape, mall woods, notably n Mahogany and Quarter-Sawed Oak

^f.^^, detail^ combined with the use of the best stock andWe make no two-ply stock and do not emp oy sliced cut
up.to-date equipment, our product will appeal to you.

quartered oak. Our quartered oak panels are all from sawed ^ mu t-
,

t- kj^u » ..^y i" jy^u.

reneer. If you are a "price buyer" we probably cannot interest you.

y eneers and l^anels with a Jti^eputation
VX/'E manufacture Veneers in ail the native woods and for all purposes. Also Built-up Panels

in native and foreign woods—three and five-ply—and have established a reputation for

furnishing high-grade material. Send us your inquiries and orders and become one of our

satisfied customers.

Underwood Veneer Co. Wausau, Wis,

Custom Mill Work, Storage, Inspection
ON

Foreign Fancy Woods, Mahogany, Cedar, Circassian
We receive the logs, store or warehouse them, manufacture them into lumber, cut or saw veneers, pile and store the pro-
duct, and ship via any railroad. Also furnish inspection returns on logs or lumber. Can furnish accommodations and econ-
omies which it is impossible to secure elsewhere. We always have on our yards parcels of plain and figured African,
Mexican and Cuban Mahogany, Circassian Walnut and Cedar logs, placed here for sale by direct foreign shippers, from
which advantageous purchases can be made.

Astoria Veneer Mills & Dock Co. Long Island City, New York

OUR SPECIALTY

Highly Figured Quarter-Sawed White Oak Veneer

PUTINAM VEINEBR & UUMBBR Co,
H. I. CUTSItNGER, Gen'l Mer.
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@OAK VENEERS®
i'.."i

-" in

Sliced and Sawed Quartered
and Plain White and Red Oak

Walnut Cherry Ash Maple
Also Band Sawn Lumber in These Woods

Hoffman Brothers Company
FORT WAYNE, IND.

Established 1867 Incorporated 1904

Manufacturers of doors and large tops

will be interested in a quantity of

Quarter Sawed Figured

RED GUM
In 1 8" and 3 16"

We also have for quick shipment a quan-

tity of Ys" veneer sawed yellow poplar,

13"-14^" wide, and of 3/16" poplar of the

same dimensions.

Take It Up With Us

Evansville Veneer Company
Evansville, Ind.

Hardwood Record's
strongest circulation is in the region -^-here

things are made of wood—WISCONSIN,
MICHIGAN, ILLINOIS, INDIANA,
OHIO, PENNSYLVANIA, NEW YORK
and the East. It's the BEST settles

medivim for ha-rdwood Ivimber.

CIRCASSIAN MAHOGANY

Logs VENEERS Lumber
WE IMPORT WE MANUFACTURE

All Thicknesses oi Mahogany
Ready for Shipment

RICE VENEER & LUMBER CO.
GRAND RAPIDS, MICH.

Memphis Veneer & Lumber Co.

Memphis, Tenn.

Mahogany Veneer
1-8, 3-16 and 1-4-in. door stock.

1-20 and 1-16-in. sawed mahosranv.

Sawed Veneer in the following

Quartered White Oak,
Quartered Red Oak,
^ Plain Red Oak,

Yellow Poplar,

White Ash and
Quartered Red Gum

Memphis Veneer & Lumber Company
Memphis, Tennessee

B.
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BUFFALO
The Foremost Hardwood Market of the East

Standard Hardwood Lumber Co.

OAK, ASH and
CHESTNUT

107S Clinton Street

a. ELIAS iSc BRO.
HARDWOODS
White Pine. Yellow Pine, spruce.
Hemlock. Fir. Luinher. Timber. Mill-
work. Boxes. Maple and Oak Flooring

95S=ioi5 elk: street

BUFFALO HARDWOOD LUMBER GO.
We want In buy f.ir cash

OAK. ASH AND OTHBR HARDWOODS
All eradeN and tliiekne^seH.

Uill re'-rive and iDsprit sliiek at Bbipping iiolDl

Branch yard. Memphis. Tenn.

940 Seneca Street, BUFFALO

Hugh McLean Lumber Go.
'L R SPICIALTV

QUARTERED
WHITE OAK

940 ELK STREET

T. SULLIVAN & CO.
SPECIALTIKS:

Gray Elm, Brown Ash
Pacific Coast Fir and Spruce

2 ARTHUR STREET

ORSON E. YEAGEl^
SI'FCI AI.TIF.S:

Oak, Ash and Poplar
932 ELK STREET

ANTHONY MILLER

HARDWOODS
OF ALL KINDS

893 EAGLE STREET

The above firms carry large and well assorted stocks

of all kinds and grades of Hardwoods, and have every

facility for filling and shipping orders promptly.

They will be pleased to have your inquiries.

[;Timniifflniiiiifi;nimiii;miiira



^K M - ^ ^.^ -^ Manufacturo's Old-FashionedVansant, Soft

Yellow
In wide Slock, ^^^ •» ^^^^ ^^^^^ "^ ^ Poplaf
Specialty

- - Kitchen €i
Ashland, Kentucky

EASTERN REPRESENTATIVE, John L. Cochran
601 W. UBth Street. New York City

Company

Little River Lumber Company
TOWNSEND, TENN.

TXT E are now cutting Hardwoods and Hemlock out of big smooth clean prime logs and we give
• ' special attention to the making of stock that is hard to make and is required in heavy thick-

nesses and special widths and lengths. We have now a couple of cars of 6 4 x 10" and wider good
tough No. 1 Common & Better Smoky Mountain Ash, mostly better than No. 1 Common and runs
up to 24" wide and is ready for prompt shipment. Also Clear Hemlock in all widths and Hemlock in

all grades.
We Continue to Solicit the Business of

Discriminating Buyers of High Grade Smoky Mountain Hardwoods and Hemlocic

CHICAGO VENEER CO.
( Incorporated)

Our Season's Supply of

Genuine Soft YelloAv Poplar Logs
is now being received at our Burnside plant, and we are in position

to take care of your orders promptly, and give you the most effi-

cient service possible. Send us your inquiries. %,

General Offices: DANVILLE, KENTUCKY

YELLOW POPLAR
MINUFACTURERSOFBINDSIWED

POPLAR
QUARTERED OAK
PLAIN OAK

CHESTNUT
BASSWOOD

SPECIALTY
QUARTER SAWED

WHITE OAK

Goal Grove, Ohio, U.S.A. LUMBER CO
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We are prepared to ship promptly on

receipt of order

Hardwoods of All Kinds
from our Philadelphia Yard or direct

from our Mills.

Specialties

7 in. X 24 in. No. 1 Heart Split

Cypress Shingles.

5-8 Soft Yellow Tennessee
Panel Poplar 18 in. and over.

J. Gibson Mcllvain & Co.
1420 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

Memphis Band Mill Co.
Wholesale Manufacturers

LUMBER
Special Stock for Quick Shipment:

3 4" Is & 2s Qtd. White Oak 40,100'

3 4" No. 1 Com. Qtd. White Oak. 46,400'

3 4" Is & 2s Plain Red Oak 125,200'

3 4" No. 1 Com. Plain Red Oak. . 22,400'

5 4x10" & Up R. O. Step Plank. . 9,700'

6 4x10" & Up R. O. Step Plank. . , 24,700'

1x10" & Up No. 1 Common Cotton-
wood 27,800'

Wrile. wire or telephone us for prices,
als(. fur (juiitations on other Hardwoods

We Manufacture Our Own Lumber and Our
Trade Mark Is QUALITY

Memphis Tennessee

& ANOTHER
OPPORTUNITY <Bc

few items we are de-
Stock is in bone dry

We give, as follows, list of

sirous of moving promptly,
shipping condition.

75,000' 4/4 Sel. End Dried Winter Cut White Maple
20,000' 8/4 Ko. 1 Com. & Btr. Unselected Maple
14,000' 4 '4 Log Run Michigan While Oak
46,000' 6 4 Log Run Soft Maple

200,000' 4 4 Log Run Beech.

50,000' 6 4 Log Run Beech

50,000' 8 4 Log Run Beech

CRATING LUMBER
175,000' 4 4 Mixed Widths and Lengths White Pine

Crating

200,000' 1x4 " White Pine Crating

200,000' 4 4 Mixed Widths and Lengths No. 2 and No.
3 Common Basswood

Remember, we perform whatever mill work you re-

quire. The 8/4 Maple mentioned above runs S5't
ists and 2nds.

® Cartier = ?|ollanb Alf
Humher Company

SI u & t n g t n n t r b t g a n
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BASSWOOD
We Offer for Prompt Shipment

1 X 4 Clear Strips 100 M
1 X 6 to 11" I's and 2's 34 M
1x3 No. 1 Common 30 M
1 X 4 No. 1 Common 35 M
1 X 5 No. 1 Common 20 M
1 X 6 No. 1 Common 90 M
4 4 No. 1 Common 150 M
4 4 No. 2 Common 50 M
4 4 No. 3 Common 30 M

February 13, 1914

COBBS & MITCHELL, Inc.
Sales Department

CADILLAC MICH.

W. D. YOUNG & CO.
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LOUI
THE HARDWOOD GATEWAY OF THE SOUTH

Can You Use This Lumber?
If the stock listed below appeals to you, it may be had at an unusually favorable price at

this time for immediate delivery. The lumber consists of dry, well-manufactured stock, and in case

special requirements as to widths and lengths are in mind, a description of the items will be cheer-

fully given to any who are interested. Factory men requiring mixed carloads are reminded of the

co-operative arrangement existing among the firms named below, whereby cars containing stock

from a number of houses will be loaded by them, so that, in efifect, the entire hardwood stocks of

Louisville are available for the needs of the small buyer.

LOUISVILLE VENEER MILLS

75,000 feet 4-4 is and 2s plain White Oak
80,000 feet 4-4 No. 1 common plain White Oak
40,000 feet 5-8 No. 2 common Poplar
60,000 feet 5-8 No. 1 common Poplar
20,000 feet 5-8 is and 2s Poplar
15,000 feet 4-4 No. 1 common Poplar
12,000 feet 4-4 No. 1 common plain Red Gum
18,000 feet 4-4 Is and 2s plain Red Gum
25,000 feet 4-4 Is and 2s quartered Red Gum

NORTH VERNON LUMBER COMPANY

100,000 feet 34" ts and 2s quartered White Oak
55,000 feet 5^" is and 2s quartered White Oak
79,000 feet s/a" No. 1 common White Oak
11,000 feet^" No. 1 common and better quartered

White Oak
9,000 feet 3/a'

White Oak
40,000 feet 4/4

No. 1 common and better quartered

clear quartered White Oak strips
20,000 feet 4/4" clear sap quartered White Oak strips
22,000 feet S-4" IS and 2s White Ash

STEMMELEN LUMBER COMPANY

Common and Better Sound45,000 feet 4-4 No.
Wormy Oak

15,000 feet 8-4 Log Run Beech
15,000 feet 10-4 Log Run Beech
15,000 feet 12-4 Log Run Beech
40,000 feet 4-4 No. 2 Com. Plain White Oak
50,000 feet 4-4 No. 1 Com. Quartered White Oak
30,000 feet 4-4 is and 2s Quartered White Oak
35,000 feet 4-4 No. 2 Com. Quartered White Oak
15,000 feet 5-4 No. 1 Common Quartered White Oak
lO.OOOfeet 8-4 IS and 2s Plain White Oak
10,000 feet 8-4 is and 2s Plain Red Oak
15,000 feet 8-4 No. 1 Common Plain White Oak

CHURCHILL-MILTON LUMBER COMPANY

10,000 feet 4-4 IS and 2s Plain Red Oak
20,000 feet 4-4 Is and 2s Plain Red Oak, 12" and up
20,000 feet 4-4 Poplar Box Boards, 13" to 17" wide

100,000 feet 4-4 No. 1 Common Poplar
30,000 feet 8-4 No. 1 Common Poplar

EDW. L. DAVIS LUMBER COMPANY
50,000 feet S-4 No. 1 Common Ash
35,000 feet 4-4 No. 1 Common Chestnut
30,000 feet 6-4 No. 1 Common Hickory
25,000 feet 6-4 No. 2 Common Hickory
50,000 feet 8-4 No. 1 Common Hickory
60,000 feet S-4 No. 2 Common Hickory
10,000 feet 4" Log Run Maple

100,000 feet 4-4 No. 1 Common Poplar
100,000 feet 4-4 is and 2s Quartered White Oak
100,000 feet 4-4 No. 1 Common Quartered White Oak
50,000 feet 8-4 No. 1 Common Dry Plain Red Oak
50,000 feet 8-4 Is and 2s Dry Plain Red Oak

NORMAN LUMBER COMPANY
(Mills at Holly Ridge, La.)

50,000 feet 4-4 is and 2s Poplar
75,000 feet 4-4 Sap and Select Poplar
25,000 feet 4-4 Moulding Poplar
100,000 feet 4-4 No. 1 Common Poplar
200,000 feet 4-4 is and 2s Sap Gum
200,000 feet 4-4 No. 1 Common Sap Gum
150,000 feet 4-4 Is and 2s Red Gum
60,000 feet 4-4 is and 2s Plain Red Oak

350,000 feet 4-4 No. 1 Common Plain Red Oak
15,000 feet 4-4 is and 2s and No. 1 Com. Dry Chest-

nut
15,000 feet 4-4 is and 2s Dry Chestnut
1 5,000 feet 4-4 No. 1 Common Dry Chestnut
25,000 feet 4-4 Poplar Moulding Strips

BOOKER-CECIL LUMBER COMPANY
75,000 feet 4-4 Sap and Select Poplar

150,000 feet 4-4 No. 1 Common Poplar—regular or
selected widths

40,000 feet 8-4 Common Poplar
20,000 feet 8-4 Is and 2s Plain Red Oak
100,000 feet 4-4 No. 1 Common Plain Red Oak
12,000 feet 4-4 is and 2s Quartered White Oak
10,000 feet 4" Common and Better Ash
20,000 feet 4-4 is and 2s Cottonwood

W. P. BROWN & SONS LUMBER COMPANY
75,000 feet 5-4 is and 2s Plain White Oak

200,000 feet 4-4 and 8-4 Is and 2s Plain Red Gum
250,000 feet 4-4 and S-4 is and 2s Quartered Red Gum
175,000 feet 4-4 and S-4 is and 2s Quartered White

Oak
30,000 feet 4-4 is and 2s Poplar
30,000 feet 4-4 No. 1 Common Chestnut

m
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J. RAYNER
liiiiiiMlW

ALL WOODS
^ SEND rOR STOCK LIST .

-
'ckicAco-' V'

Estabrook-Skeele Lumber Co.
MANUFACTURERS AND DEALERS IN

Maple, Birch, Elm, Basswood, Ash
And Other Northern Hardwoods

In the Market for Round Lots of Hardwood
WRITE US BEFORE SELLING

Hsher Building, - • CHICAGO
•PHONE HARRISON 1084

A floor to adore
For thirty-three years Wilce's Hardwood Floor-

ing has been among the foremost on the marlcst
and because it stands today "unequaled" is th*
best eridence that its manufacturer has kept
abreast of modern methods and the advanced m-
mands of the trade. To convince yourself of the
above statements, try our poUshed surface floor-

ing, tongued and grooved, hollow backed, with
matched ends and holes for blind nailing—youli
find it reduces the expense of laying and polishln*.

Our Bookttt tell* all about Har&tpoo4 Floorimf
•n4 hoio to oar* for U—alto prtot—and i* frta.

The T. Wilce Company
22nd and Throop St*. CHICAGO, ILL.

Why Wc Can Give "Value Received'

We cut FORTY JIILLION feet of hardwoods anaually and
carry 15.000,000 feet LN STOCK.

We sell only stock cut on our own mills and so can GCAK- ^^
.\NTEE the quality of EVEBV shipment. ^^

We qhio hiKh erades that Increase the size and percentage" " _* .^,.,,i,^,Tc paHii„a r^t^tnrv incite and

We can SAVE TOC MONEY on every shipment of oak, ash.

gum. elm. cypress, tupelo, hickory, cottonwood.
sycamore, soft maple and dimension.

LET US PROVE THIS ON YOUR NEXT ORDER

Wisconsin LumberCompany
Harvester BIdg. CHICAGO

CHOICE BIRCH AND MAPLE—10,500 ACRES

I offer the above tract of best quality and
splendidly located timber in Ontario, ten miles

from Sault Ste. Marie, Ontario, a town of

25,000 population. Will cut 90'y'o birch and
maple. Estimated by George F. Beardsley,

cruiser of Grand Rapids, Mich, Location and
mill site on deep water. Can ship either by
water or rail. Lands in fee simple—no crown
dues, no export restrictions. Close to Amer-
ican Soo. Easy logging. Reasonable price and terms.

WiUiam H. Ranson, Saull Ste Marie, Mich.

SAVE YOUR MONEY BY USING THE

D rpv D/^/^1/' Published Semi-annually
rXlliLJ D\J\jr\. in February and August

It contains a carefully prepared list of the buyers •f lumber in

car lots, both among the dealers and manufacturers.

The book indicates their financial standing and manner of meet-

ing obligations. Covers the United States, Alberta, Mani-
toba and Saskatchewan. The trade recognizes this book as

the authority on the lines it covers.
A well orKaoized CoUectioD DepartmcDt is also operated aad the same is eyen to

yon. Write for terms.

Lumbermen's Credit Assn.,
ESTABLISHED

tl7(

Mtitlsi Thli Psxr,

Hayden & Westcott Lumber Co.
SPECIAL RAILROAD DEFT.
Hardwoods n Softivoods

823 Railway Exchange BuildiDg. Chicago. III.

HARDWOOD RECORD'S
stri)ns;est circulation is in the region where thinf;s are made
of wood—WISCON.SIN, MICHIGAN, ILLINOIS, IN-

DIANA, OHIO, PENNSYLVANIA, NEW YORK

IT'sMe BEST SALES MEDIUM for HARDWOOD LUMBER
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KNOXVIUUE
Famous for Finest Type of Poplar, Oak and Chestnut.

VESTAL LUMBER AND MANUFACTURING CO-
KNOXVILLE, TENNESSEE.

QUARTERED WHITE OAK
OUR SPECIALTY

MANUFACTURERS OF

QUIIRTERED WHITE M, PLAIH OAK. POPLAR. WALNUT & TENNESSEE RED CEDAR LUWBER
BAND Mil-LS AT VKSTAI^ A SUBURB OK KN OXVILUE. SOUTHERN AND L,OUISVlLLK & NASHVLLLK RAILROAD

J. M. UOGAIN
LUMBER CO.
MANUFACTURERS AND WHOLESALERS
HARDWOODS AND PINE
POPLAR A SPECIALTY

Main Office and Yards: Knoxville

Branch Offlca and Tard:
Bank and McLean Ave., Cincinnati I. M. ASHER, Mgr.

We Want Orders for the following Dry Stock:

WHITE OAK—Plain or Quartered.

RED OAK—Plain or Quartered.

CHESTNUT BASSWOOD
POPLAR WHITE PINE

Always carry large well
assorted stock of all

kinds of Hardwoods.

CAN SHIP ON SHORT NOTICE.

"THE VERY BEST"
ASH, CHESTNUT,

RED OAK, WHITE OAK. PINE.

POPLAR and WALNUT
Knoxville Veneer Co.

p. B. RAYMOND. General Manager. KnoxTille, Tenn.

Kimball & Kopcke
Knoxville, Tennessee

Manufacturers and Shippers of

Appalachian hardwoods
OAK OUR SPECIALTY

IF YOU HAVENT SEEN THE GIBSON TALLY BOOK
Let us send you one on approval, with samples of Tally
Tickets for triplicate, duplicate or single tallies—a score
of forms to choose from. They are the latest and best. En-
dorsed by hundreds of lumber manufacturers and buyers.

HARDWOOD RECORD CHICAGO
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Pcnrod Walnut &Vcnccr Co.
Mills, Kansas City and Helena, Ark.

A.ldrc- iiKHnncs t<

General Offices

KANSAS CITY, MO.

Kansas City Plant

Exclusively

WALNUT
American and
Circassian

Figured

and Plain

VENEERS
and

LUMBER

Helena, Ark., Plant

Exclusively

Rotary Cut

Vcnccrs
Oak, Ash

Red Gum, Elm
Poplar
Cypress

Yellow Pine
DRY AND FLAT
LATHES UP

TO 104"

PEIVROD-JURDEN-IVIcCOWEN
LIIMBER COMPANY

Band Mills & Otfices: Brasfield. Ark.

Rea(l>' for inimcdiatc shipment

RED GUM
QUARTERED

2 cars 4/4" Is and 2s.

1 car 5/4" Is and 2s.

1 car 6 4" Is and 2s.

2 cars 8 4" Is and 2s.

3 cars 4 4" No. 1 Com.
1 car 5 '4" No. 1 Com.
1 car 6 4" No. 1 Com.
2 cars 8 4" No. 1 Com.

PLAIN
3 cars 4 4" Is and 2s.

2 cars 5/4" Is and 2s.

1 car 6 4" Is and 2s.

3 cars 8 4" Is and 2s.

1 car 10 4" Is and 2s.

3 cars 4/4" No. 1 Com.
2 cars 5/4" No. 1 Com.
2 cars 6/4" No. 1 Com.
3 cars 8 4" No. 1 Com.
2 cars 10 4

" No. 1 Com.

The Famous Cache River Red Gum
Band Sawn—Dry—Flat

Plain and Quarter Sawn Red and
White Oak always in stock

GOOD
GRADES LUDiNcrrbN

HARDWOOD SPECIALISTS

PROMPT
SERVICE

There Is a Reason
Why discriminating
consumers insist on
getting

STEARNS QUALITY
End Dried White
Hard Rock Maple

If you are interested

let us tell you why.
We can give you the

benefit of knowledge
acquired by years of

study and research. EXD DRYING lUMBER SCIENTrFICAI,I,T

DRY STOCK
ON HAND:

80M 4/4 FAS
28M 5/4 FAS
65M 6/4 FAS
56M 8/4 FAS
72M 4/4 No. 1 Com.

16M 5/4 No. 1 Com.

23M 6/4 No. 1 Com.

47M 8/4 No. 1 Com.

CTtz. STEARNSSALT & LUMBER CO. LudingtohMich.
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THE EAST 2
BOSTON NEW YORK PHILADCLPHIA

WM. WHITMER (^ SONS
INCORPORATED

Manufacturers and Whole-
salers of All Kinds of

"If Anybody Cut,

We Can"

HARDWOODS
Weit Virginia Spruce and HMnlock
Long and Short Leaf Pine Virginia Framing

Franklin Bank Bldg. PHILADELPHIA

Willson Bros. Lumber Co.
MANUFACTUREPS

WEST VIRGINIA
HARDWOODS

Oliver Building PITTSBURG. PA.

We Want \ :Z {^X^^: ^'U.u
1 .ar S\K Tcplar

to Buy : '
's';:,,^,,^,,;:''

"
'* '»'"•

THOMAS E. COALE LUMBER COMPANY

1 ear 10/4 Ash. 1 & i

* No. 1 Common
I car l(i 4 .\sh. I & i

& No. 1 Common

t-Vanklin Bunk liuililinc rHILADELPHI.*. PA.

WM. E. LITCHFIELD
MASON BUILDING, BOSTON, MASS.

Specialist in Hardwoods
Manufacturers are requested to supply lists of stock for sale

Oak Bridge Plank cut to order
for QUICK SHIPMENT
W RITE FOR PRICE S

J. S. KENT COMPANY PHILADELPHIA

HARDWOOD RECORD
Not only the ONLY HARDWOOD PAPER
but the BEST LUMBER PAPER published

PALMER &. PARKER CO.
TEAK MAHOGANY ebony
ENGLISR OAK »#c»i™ae DOMESTIC
CIRCASSIAN WALNUT VEIMEEKS HARDWOODS

103 Medlord Street, Charlestown Dist.

BOSTON, MASS.

AMERICAN LUMBER & MFG. CO., ^iVtVb'^^g'hI'^X:
MANUFACTURERS

SILVER WHITE PINE
A real Cork Pine Substitute for Planing Mill and Pattern Work

Idaho White Pine Northern Soft Cork White Pine
Also Yellow Pine and Hardwoods

WE WANT HIGH CLASS WHITE PINE CO.^tSlISSION SALESMEN

WISTAR, UNDERHILL & NIXON
REAL ESTATE TRUST BUILDING, PHILADELPHIA, PA.

QUARTERED WHITE OAK
NICE FLAKY STUFF

PROCTOR^ENEER^DRYEJJ FIREPROOF

UNPARALLELED SUCCESS
No

Splittinr

Nor
Checking

No
Clofffin;

Nor
AdjDitin;

THE PHILADELPHIA TEXTILE MACHINERY COMPANY
DEFT. L HANCOCK & SOMERSET STS. PHILA., PA.

H. D. WIGGIN IIIIV^,'!^!.
MANUFACTURER HARDWOOD LUMBER

Circular-sawed Poplar, Oak, Chestnut, Basswood, Maple
Mill at Stone Coal Junction, West Virsinia

SECURE BETTER PRICES

AT LESS SELLING COST BY REACH-
ING MORE CUSTOMERS. HARDWOOD
RECORD PUTS YOU BEFORE THEM

ALL TWICE A MONTH.

ASK US ABOUT IT
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We Will Quote Unusually Attractive Prices

On the Following List ot Band Sawn Poplar:
3 cnra 1' l8 & 28.

2 cars IVi" 1b H 2a.

6 cars 2W Is & 2s.

3 cars S" Is * 28.

2 cars 1" Wide Box.
3 cars 1" Narrow Box.
4 cars 1" Saps & Selects.
1 car IV," Saps & Selects.
2 cars IVi-" Saps & Selects.
2 cars 2" Saps & Selects.

cars 1" No. 1 Common,
cars 1>4" No. 1 Commoc
cars ivy No. 1 Comraoi
cars 2" No. 1 Common,
cars 2V." No. 1 Commoi
cars H" No. 1 Common,
cars 1" No. 2-.A Commoi
cars I" No. 2-R Commoi
cars 2" No. 2 A /t B Coi
car 2V/' No. 2 A & B Co
car 3" No. 2 A & B Common.

Faust Bros. Lumber Co.
SAI.KS OFFICE
CHICAGO, ILL.

MAIN OFFICE
PADUCAH. KY

standard for 37 Years

CoVfel Saw Machinery
The machine shown will automatically
sharpen band resaws from l" to 6"

wide, and it is not necessary to touch
the saws after they come off the
machine.

COVEL MFG. CO., Benton Harbor, Mich.

OAK FLOORING

Kiln-

Dried

HARDWOOD LUMBER

& MFC. CO.
3A RDIS
- MISS. -

Polisiied ^''^W

Hollow

Baclced
and

Bundled

rluiit iiiiU Yards

MOUND CITY, ILL., adjoining Cairo, HI.

CHICAGO OFFICE—1423 Monaanock Bldg.

Hardwood Lumber
ALL GRADES AND THICKNESSES

Oak and Ash Our Specialty

VENEERS Sawed, Quartered White Oak
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Review and Outlook
General Market Conditions

WHILE THE T1;AI)K Ii\ TUK MIDDLE WEST aud iu the

East are not distinctly or closely allied, still the middle-

western sections watch conditions as they develop in the East

pretty closely, and are right now experiencing some uneasiness on

account of the slackening of trade in the eastern sections. This

condition is reported from practically all of the larger eastern

markets, and while it is a condition which is an actual fact, the

circumstances should not tend to create any undue pessimism or

to disrupt the market in any way. It is firmly a fact that there is

no reason for breaking in prices or for any kind of a feeling of

uneasiness, as there is every reason for a distinctly hopeful out-

look, even though conditions have not materialized as yet this

year as it was expected they would develop. It is rather difficult

to lay one's fingers on the actual reason for the holding back in

the call for lumber stocks, and the repeatedly expressed anticipa-

tion of an early opening up seems to be entirely justified and

justifiable.

As is the impression in the individual sections, looking at the

matter purely from a general basis, the untoward weather con-

ditions which have prevailed all over the country for several

weeks past have been a very serious retardent in the development

of the lumber market; also the fact that the Interstate Commerce

Commission has not been able to hand down a decision regarding

the five per cent increase in freight rates has had something to

do with the situation. These two circumstances taken together

should easily account for the fact that business continues to drag

tiomewhat, and should be an explanation which should be entirely

satisfactory to the lumber trade in so far as eliminating any

doubt as to the future development of the business is concerned.

Of course, it is a fact that since the first of the year predictions

have been everywhere forthcoming that there would be an early

and entirely satisfactory awakening in demand. It is also a fact

that these predictions have not entirely materialized, although it is

further true that in some sections the most favorable reports arc

emanating as to business that has actually transpired and is now
being done. Still on the whole business has not opened up as it

was anticipated it would, which is no reason, however, to believe

that the next few weeks will not see a decided awakening in

the demand for all kinds of lumber products.

The two most important consuming factors, the railroads and

the building trades, are being retarded primarily by the condi-

tions before noted. The first of these, that is, poor weather, will

shortly be removed, and judging from reports of building permits

issued in almost all of the large cities, there will be a great activity

in this line. As to the railroads, it seems almost certain that they

will secure their five per cent increase. In fact, they have been

getting into line on orders for rolling stock and motive power
quite actively, seemingly in the belief that their requests will be

granted. It is anticipated that while they will not get actively

into the market until the actual decision is handed down, there

will be some little tendency to loosen up, which tendency has al-

ready been noted.

Of course, with increased activity in the building trades, there

will be an increased call from the factory trades to take care of

furnishings for such structures as are erected. Thus the situation

seems to have a decidedly favorable outlook.

It is true that the export situation is not what it should be.

Conditions abroad are evidently continuing on a much more unsat-

isfactory basis, generally speaking, than they are in this country.

As to the lumber business, there is a really congested market

abroad, with a very considerable quantity of consignment

shipments which are not tending to improve the situation at all,

but are having their direct effect in the matter of continuing to

hold prices down to the minimum. It is surely to be regretted that

such shipments continue to be made on as broad a basis as they are,

considering the facts that are so apparent.

Regarding the relative standing of the various woods, nothing

of note has transpired to change their respective positions. Oak
is somewhat off in some markets, but it is probably true that such

a condition is more the result of offerings on the part of concerns

heavily stocked in this class of lumber who desire to turn over

some ready money. In the main large oak stocks are firmly held.

The box manufacturers in all sections are contributing more than

their share to the demand for all kinds of low-grade stocks, which

has apparently cleaned out low grades in certain items. Sap gum
is strong, as are cottonwood, poplar and other box lumber. Red

gum does not show any material strengthening, but it is a notable

fact that it has not shown any further weakening. No definite

change can be seen in the more minor species.

It is probably a fact that northern woods are a little stronger

than southern woods at this time, although there has been some

little tendency to offer stocks at below prevailing prices. In view

of the poor jirospects for the supply of northern woods for the

coming spring, however, this tendency seems altogether unwar-

ranted and inexcusable.

Putting the situatiou conservatively, there is certainly no rea-

son to believe that the immediate future of the hardwood business

will be unfavorable. In fact, there is every logical reason to be-

lieve that the developments in the immediate future will be decid-

edly to the adv.intage of hardwood operators in all sections.
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The Mountain Path

THE PICTURE ON THE I'UONr COVEK uf lliis miiiilier of

Habdwood Eecorii shows :i jKitli through the woods. Tlie path

IS evidently new, and that is the interesting part. It is on the west

side of Massanutteu mountain, Roekinghani county, Virginia, and was

recently constructed by the United States Forest Service at a cost

of thirty-five dollars a mile. It is part of the improvements which

the government is making on the lands lately bought to form the

system of Appalaeliian National Forests. This particular tract lies

within two hours' ride hy vail of the city of Washington.

It may \ie a matter of surprise that waste land in sutiicient tracts

to form a government forest could be found so near the nation's

capital; but the land was there, and was purchased at a low price.

It is cut over and partly denuded, with small, worn-out and abandoned

clearings interspersed. The particular tract shown in the jjicture

contains a promising stand of young hardwood, but no old timber is

visible. Many thousands of acres of such land have been bought by

the government among the eastern mountains. For the most part,

they are tracts which the owners were unwilling to imjjrove or pro-

tect, and they were deteriorating from periodic fires and by the

ceaseless erosion caused by storms.

In most instances, the only measure needed to bring back the

forests is to keep iires out. The small trees will then grow; seeds

wUl be planted in nature's various ways; the annual fall of leaves

and the decay of weeds will slowly renew the soil's fertility; and in

time the timber will become valuable, and under the care which the

forests will receive, they will perpetually remain valuable.

One of the first improvements which the Forest Service undertakes

when it purchases these unpromising lands, is to construct traUs in

various directions through them. These paths become strategic lines

in fighting fire. The men can move more quickly to the threatened

areas, and can generally head off' the fires before they gain much

headway.

In addition to furnishing facilities for rapid movement and con-

centration of forces in fire fighting, the paths are valuable in the

transaction of the business of the region, both by those in ehai-ge of

forest work and by citizens who have occasion to pass to and fro

on business or pleasure. Many an old resident has expressed sur-

prise at the easy grades which forest engineers have found for the

trails among the mountains. The pioneers made their paths up and

down steep ridges and narrow backbones because brush was thinner

and less troublesome there ; and some such trails have been in use

ever since, and not infrequently they have been widened and have

become highways—following up and down hills as the path did a

century before. The Forest Service's easy grades round hills instead

of the unspeakable grades over them have opened the eyes of many

a mountaineer who did not know that a potbail is no shorter standing

up than lying down.

The buying of the land by the government to establish forests in

the East is about at an end unless Congress makes another appropri-

ation for that purpose. It is understood that the fund provided some

years ago for purchasing such land is nearly exhausted. Purchases

are said to approximate 1,000,000 acres, and the average price has

not exceeded six dollars an acre, including considerable bodies of

land containing a fair amount of timber. Friends of the Forest

Service in Congress are proud of the excellent showing made in the

purchase and improvement of lands in New England and in the

southern Appalachians, and there is little doubt tliat means will be

provided to continue the good work. It is coming to be better under-

stood that the Forest Service is not a purely wosteiu affair, but is

national in its scope.

Annual Wood Manufactures

AN ARTICLE IN THIS ISSUE of Habdwood Record gives

government statistics on the annual use of wood for manufactur-

ing purposes in the United States. No similar figures were ever be-

fore available, and for that reason the statistics are of exceptional

interest and value. The yearly cut of lumber has been published

regularly for many years, but the information went no further. No
one knew how much of the lumber was used in the rough and how-

much was further manufactured before it reached the ultimate con-

sumer. It luis lieen known for sunu^ time tluit the I'orest Service

was at work on tlie problem of determining how much of the annual

cut of wood reaches factories to be converted into finished products.

That information has now been made public, and doubtless many

persons will be surprised that sixty per cent of the rough lumber

is not used until after it has been converted into manufactured

articles. Different states play a very unequal part in this manufactur-

ing. The largest producers of rough lumber are not usually the most

important in further manufacture. The close relationship between

utilization and diversifieil markets is shown. The race for supremacy

in quantity of material used in wood-manufacturing, with Illinois,

New York and Pennsylvania far in the lead of all other competitors,

has apparently been settled in favor of Pennsylvania. Illinois stands

second, New York third; but Illinois leads in the number of wood-

using industries, New York is second, and Pennsylvania third. These

three states do more than one-fifth of all the wood manufacturing in

the United States.

A Boost for Hardwood

THE USE OK 11AI{1)\V001)^-; in modeni mantel construction lias

not been any too prominent of recent years. Hence, the action

taken at a recent meeting of mantel and tile dealers at New Orleans

will be particularly giatifyingto those in a position to supply mantel

manufacturers with their raw material. An open discussion on th6

question of hardwood mantels was a feature of this meeting, and it

seems that as a result hardwood mantels will be brovight back to their

proper position as an important part of the modern home.

It is interesting to note that in the discussion, the consensus of

opinion was developed indicating that the hardwood trade has not

been alive to its opportunities or to the necessity for creating new

designs and new ideas in mantel furniture. On the other hand, manu-

facturing concerns of competing materials have kept abreast of the

times and as a consequence have taken a large proportion of the mar-

ket. However, it seems that the hardwood industry has a strong ally

in this association which went on record as favoring the sponsoring

of the cause of the hardwood mantel, and is making every effort to

leintroduee it as an essential feature of the modern home.

Wliile the lumber trade cannot take credit for any favorable re-

sults which might he felt, it has just reason tn be extremely glnd of

its occurrence.

Delivery of Lumber Shipments
CERTAIN LEGAL PRINCIPLES which are applicalile to every

shipment of lumber or other freight were recently applied by the

Supreme Court of Georgia. The rules laid down by the court, being

in accordance with the decisions of the appellate courts of other states,

will prove of interest to lumber shippers throughout tlie country.

The first point decided is that when lumber is shipped in carload

lots and the consignee is given notice of the arrival of the freight

at its destination, his failure to receive and unload it within a

reasonable time, the strict liability of the carrying railway com-

pany as common carrier ends, and its less strict responsibility as

warehouseman arises. The importance of this point lies in the fact

that a carrier is virtually insurer of the safety of freight while in

its hands, being liable even for loss through accidental fires not

attributable to any active negligence on its part, and for anj' loss

or damage not resulting from fault of the shipper or unavoidable

calamity, such as an unprecedented storm. On the other hand, a

warehouseman is liable only for losses which are traceable to

negligence on his part. Thus, if a shipment of lumber is acci-

dentally destroyed while in the delivering railway company 's hands,

but before the consignee has been notified of its arrival, and has

had time to receive it, the loss falls on the railway company,

unless it can show that the loss resulted from what is termed in

law an "act of God." That the fire was caused by an incendiary

or by fault of a third person is no defense. On the other hand, if

the consignee has been notified of the arrival of the shipment and

the loss occurs after he has omitted to unload it promptly, he cannot

recover without showing negligence on the part of the railway com-

pany. The case stands precisely as it would against one who under-

takes to store a quantity of lumber, without insurance.
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The secoiul point dt'cidoil in the tieoigia I'lisc is that, in the

abseni-e of any law, valitl rule of the railroad commission, contract

or custom raisinj; such a duty, a deliverinjj railway company is not

liouuil. at the request of the consi>;nee, to deliver lumlier shipments

to another carrier, to be transported to a different part of the same
city, where the consignee may desire to reship the lumber. The
court said: '"It is argued that this works a great hardship on the

plaintiff, as he is compelled to pay demurrage, in order to have

the cars, which arrive at Savannah loaded with lumber, remain

on the tracks of the Seaboard Airline Kaihvay until called for.

Hut the jdaintiff is not compelled to do this. lie ships the lumber

to Savannah. When it arrives at its destination he can receive it,

and reship it when he desires to do so. If, instead of unloading the

lumber and keeping it in his yard, he prefers to let it remain upon

the cars, it is at his desire."

The precedents thus establisheil certainly constitute still furtlicr

argument*: in fnvnr of prom]it liaiidliiij; of slii]itnriits u)iom Mriiv:Ll.

Help for Interstate Commerce Commission
SENATOR KKXYOX OF IOWA lias submitted a bill to increase

the membership of the Interstate Commerce Commission from

six to sixteen. The object in view is to assist that body in keeping

idoser up with its work. Dockets are long and crowded, and con-

liitions have been growing constantly worse. The business interests

of the country want decisions more promptly than they are coming

at present. The six members of the present commission have more

work than they can do.

The bill introduced by Senator Kenyon contemplates the division

of the country into five districts, with headquarters at Washington,

Atlanta, Chicago, Kansas City and San Francisco, with the prin-

cipal ofiice at Chicago, Three commissioners in any district, under

the terms of the bill, could decide a case, which could be taken

on appeal to the entire commission.

The commission as at present constituted does not want its

membership increased, believing that the larger number would be

more unwieldly and would hinder rather than help in getting

through with the ever-increasing work.

The commission has plans of its own for handling the business,

and has taken a step toward putting the plans into execution. It is

allowed a contingent fund which it is authorized to expend in

advancing its work. It has appointed "a board of examiner attor-

neys," whose duty it will be to hold hearings after the manner

of those held by masters in chancery, and to report on cases

direct to the commission, which shall render the final decision.

The commission pays the salaries of the additional examiners.

This plan is an experiment. If it proves to be sufficient to solve

the problems of clearing the commission's dockets it may con-

tinue. If not, some such plan as that embodied in Senator Ken-

yon 's bill will likely he tried. The reasonableness of the demand

for more speed,v decisions is widely recognized.

The Modern Idea in Lumber Manufacture

A(iKKA'r DEAL 1« BKING HEAKl) these days regaidmg ef-

ficiency in manufacture and merchandising, and in general in-

dustrial efforts, but it must be confessed that the most conspicuous

examples of the gratifying results to be obtained through eflicieucy

are seen in connection with other lines of industrial efforts than

lumber manufacture and sales. It is true that concerns in the manu-

facture of steel products are probably in the forefront in such ef-

ficiency activity, both as to the development of the idea and its general

application.

A prominent northern lumber operating concern is, however, doing

work along these lines which deserves the highest commendation, and

which is working out most successfully in developing the greatest

efficiency in manufacture and sales methods. The story of these

operations will be given in detail in another issue of Hard-

wood Record. The general manager of this operation, which is im-

mense in its scope and compares favorably with any others in the

country, conceived the idea sometime ago that the heads of the various

•departments under him were not closel.v enough in touch with the

heads of other departments, and he decided that a course of lectu

and get-together meetings would result in a more harmonious spirit

existing between such departments. He decided to experiment along
these lines in the belief that eventually the whole machinery of his

organization would work together uu.re smoothly, as the knowledge
of the workings of the different departments became a part of the

work of the other departments.

One of the first things which was accomplished was the enrollment

of the heads of the sales, accounting, manufacturing and similar di-

visions of the plant, in a well-known school of efficiency, these various

heads being requested to take up the studies as outlined by that

school. The idea immediately took. The result is that a great deal

of progress is being made.

On account of the large enrollment, this school agreed to send a

special lecturer to the company's main office in Michigan once a week,
and in connection with the get-together meetings these lecturers now
give regular talks on some special subject which comes up for dis-

cussion. In addition to these talks the heads of the different de-

partments are asked, after having inspected other departments, to

give criticisms and suggestions for making short cuts. These criti-

cisms and suggestions of course are all made in the proper spirit and
are received in the same spirit. The head of the department being
criticised is given the opportunity at the succeeding meeting of re-

sponding to these criticisms and endeavoring to show where, if

possible, the methods in operation are the most practicable. Thus a
great many points are brought out in each gathering which mean
the saving of actual dollars and cents.

The idea is a broad one, but not too broad to be practicable. That
this is true is proven by the unusual success with which it has beei»

attended. It is an idea well worth being followed out by any large

manufacturer whose organization comprises a series of departments
which are more or less removed from each other.

The Exposition Supported by the Government
IION. JAilES W. FORDNEY, of Michigan, national congressman,
* * recently submitted a joint resolution, H. J. 204, before the House
of Representatives, which resolution specifically provides that the
Secretary of Agriculture shall be authorized to make exhibits at the

Forest Products Exposition to be held at Chicago and New York,
and appropriating a sum not to exceed $10,000 for an exhibit on
the part of the Forest Service. The resolution was immediately re-

ferred to the Committee on Industrial Arts and Expositions, which
committee voted unanimously to support it. There is every reason to

believe that the appropriation will be authorized, and hence the

JTorest Service will have an exhibit at the Forest Products Exposition
which wOl be an unusually interesting and highly educational de-

monstration of what the service is doing and planning, and will add
very greatly to the value and attractiveness of the show.

This effort, if it goes through, wUl be of great importance as it

aligns the government on the side of the lumber trade in the interests

of the exposition, and will give to that endeavor an unusual impetus.

Regardless of other attractions which now promise to be of ab-

sorbing interest, the exhibit which the Forest Service can make with
such an appropriation at hand should be in itself of enough interest

that it alone would be well worth the price of the admission.

It has been suggested that everyone interested in the project com-

municate with representatives at Congress urging that they support

the measure when it comes up for vote. While it will probably go
through without such communications, it would be decidedly in the

interests of the general lumber business to demonstrate to every na-

tional representative through this means that the lumber business is

awake to its opportunities and realizes the importance to the trade

of putting this proposition through iu good shape.

Weak Places in Theories
A GOOD MANY THINGS work eut on jiaper which do not work
*»• out in wood. Most of such things are properly classed as

theories with weak places. A few concrete examples to the point

were contained in a press bulletin recently issued by a well-known and
excellent forestry school in an eastern state. The purpose was com-

mendable, the effort praise-worthy, but the conclusions were not all

res practical. The object was to teach lumbermen to lessen the waste,
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and, as usual in such eases, Germany wiis cited as an example vvortliy

of imitation. There iiinet3'-five per cent of the tree is utilized. The

stumps are grubbed out, the twigs tied in bundles, and all go to mar-

ket. The citation is instructive, but the American lumberman cannot

sell stumps ami twigs at a profit, consequently he will not save them.

The suggestion is offered that sawdust be made into briquettes to

be sold as fuel, or that the dust be manufactured into gunpowder.

They may do that in Germany, but there is no profit in it in this

country; therefore, the lumbernuin will not do it here.

It is suggested further that small pieces of waste be made into

dowels. A single state last year converted 800,000 feet of good lum-

ber into those small pins. The obstacle in the way of converting

odds and ends into dowels is the cost. The machines which make these

articles cannot profitably handle miscellaneous sizes and shapes of

rough material. To do so would increase the cost of dowels above

their selling price, and of course no manufacturer w-ould long con-

tinue to make them under that arrangement.

The proposal to save waste by converting scraps of wood into

shuttles, spools, and bobbins overlooks the fact that comparatively

few woods are suitable for these articles. Persinimon and dogwood

are about the only shuttle materials in America, and not one mill

in fifty ever has a pound of either wood in its yard. Spools are as

exacting, the small ones being almost wholly of paper birch, and

the spool machines will not profitably handle waste, even of this

wood. The fact is, the spool factory, which presumably uses as

closely as possible, has more waste than a sawmill of the same size.

If it cannot work up its own scraps, it is not probable that it would

make a success of utilizing another 's scrap pile.

Figures of questionable accuracy could be quoted from the same

bulletin on the increasing cost of lumber. "Lumber has increased in

price thirty per cent every decade for the last fifty years" is the

statement. Unfortunately, there are no authentic and commonly ac-

cepted figures showing the average value of lumber fifty years ago

in this country; but the Bureau of the Census gives the average mill

yard value in 1911 as $15.05. Figuring that a thirty per cent increase

has been added five times to produce that, it is found that the average

mUI yard value in 1861 was only $3.92 per thousand feet. It is

doubtful if lumber ever had a value so low as that anywhere in the

United States; consequently the thirty per cent increase every ten

years must be too much.

All efforts to prevent waste should be encouraged, but the funda-

mental fact must be recognized that no man will trouble himself

with preventing waste, unless he can make something by doing it.

The theorist may point out how to save material, but the practical

man devises ways to save money. As soon as the lumberman or

mUlman can profitably dispose of by-products he wQl make them, and

not before. When population becomes as dense and wood as scarce

in this country as they now are in Germany and other countries of

western Europe, utilization will be as close here as there; but it is

useless to ignore economic conditions. Americans are as well posted

as their relatives are on the other side of the sea. Give them a mar-

ket for products and they will supply the markets. In the lumber

business in the United States, the real missionary work lies in the

direction of increasing the markets rather than increasing the

production.

Vcilue of Personal Connections
SALESMANSHIP may be on a more scientific basis than it used to

be, and the methods used may be labeled and card-indexed

and defined to an extent that was not dreamed of a few years

ago; but in spite of this apparent opening of all the sources of

information on the subject, it yet remains true that the per-

sonality of the salesman is one of the greatest possible factors

in getting business. A salesman with an unprepossessing appear-

ance is a rara avis, because of the universal knowledge that sel ling
requires men who are of good appearance and address. The usual

description of a good salesman includes the statement that he is

"a good mixer," which is merely another way of saying that he

understands people and knows how to make them like him; and

when this is the case, the strength of the connections between

him and his customers is such that it takes pretty sharp com-

petition to cut them.

A lumber salesman recently entertained a big consumer who-

stopped off in the former's home town to spend a Sunday with

him. Business was not mentioned, and it was strictly a social

meeting. When a salesman can make friends of his customers and

his prospective customers, he has built a foundation which can.

hardly be undermined. So in stressing all the various qualities

that go to make a good man on the road, don't forget that

likability, the knowledge of how to approach and win the confi-

dence of others, is, after all, the big asset.

Canada, Beware!
Ai'l'AKKXTLY SATIUFIKI) 'I'HAT IT IS USELESS to buck.

till- must unfavorable report issued by the Forest Service on

the glowing claims made of eucalyptus as a cureall for all the ills

of the lumber business, those promoters behind the development of

commercial eucalyptus plantations have started a campaign by secur-

ing in a prominent Canadian daily sufficient space to arouse curiosity

as to what eucalyptus is. In criticizing this feeler, as it might be

called, it is needless to analyze it further than to say that it defeats

its own purpose by suggesting the growing of eucalyptus in a country

which is most apparently not adapted to its best development. The

article is couched in very patriotic terms intended to appeal to the

patriotism of the Canadian who is interested in the best develop-

ment of the natural resources of the Dominion. It suggests that the

planting of eucalyptus would be feasible in the western Canadian

provinces.

It is a generally known and accepted fact that those species of

eucalyptus which are hardy enough to withstand irregularities of

climate and any frost whatever are the species which do not count

for very much as far as rate of growth and quality of wood are

concerned. Those species which are peculiarly favored in these par-

ticulars demand an excellent soil and a very favorable climatic en-

vironment. Therefore on the face of it this appeal to the Canadian

is based on false premises in that in order to grow the wood at all

in Canada the worthless species would be used and hence the planta-

tions would be a failure. The promoting companies might succeed,

of course, in gathering up a considerable quantity of capital because

of the success of other species in California climates; but the in-

vestor would stand to lose anything he put into such an investment.

Canadian investors can very well look very carefully into the

actual facts pertaining to the industry and its so-called commercial

development in the United States before seriously considering the

suggestions set forth in the article entitled "Timber Farming and

the Eucalvptus Trade. '

'

Cultivating the Consumers

IN A LARGE CITY of the Middle West, where hardwood interests-

are large, and where consuming interests are also considerable,

it is a matter of common knowledge that the factory people buy a

large part, if not most of their lumber, from outside. In other

words, while the local yards are in a position to supply the wants

of the industries in their ovra community, a large part of their

business, which should logically be taken care of at home, goes

to dealers in other communities.

The members of the lumber business in that market have an

association which meets monthly for the discussion of matters of

interest. At a recent gathering it was suggested that a special

meeting be held at which the heads and lumber buyers of the

consuming factories be invited as the guests of the lumbermen.

It was felt that a frank discussion of conditions, on both sides

of the fence, would result in the development of a better feeling

and a more thorough understanding, and that much business which

had gone outside might be retained.

It was finally decided, however, not to extend the invitation,

many of the members of the lumber organization appearing to

feel that the consumer should not be taken into the confidence of

the lumbermen. It was feared that the buyer of lumber might

possibly learn something to his advantage, or rather, something

to the disadvantage of the seller.

Is it possible that any considerable portion of the lumber trade-

is getting its business under conditions which do not admit of

meeting consumers on a fair and square basis?



Red Gum For Interior Finish '^'^'

Few wooils illustrate nuirr pdintcllv tliiui i.-.| ;^iiiti tlir \:iliii' of

a thorough knowleilge of the ways of liaiulliii}; thoiu. This wood

has been I'arefully studied by maiiufatturers boi'ause of the beauty

of its grain and color and of its many good properties. The fact

that its likable qualities are intimately associated with some which

are not so desirable, increases interest in this material, because

it has been found practicable to eliminate the objectionable fea-

tures and accentuate those which are pleasing. To do this, however,

requires knowledge in the art of handling.

As is well known, it was not many years ago that red gum was

unwelcome in any woodworking establishment in the country be-

cau.se nobody wanted to handle it. It was looked upon as too

difficult to season, and too

troublesome after seasoning. The

beauty of the wood was well

known, but there was such

strong prejudice against it that

a long time elapsed before any-

one would consent to give it a

fair trial.

The time came, however, when
red gum forced its way into

|M,;.uIar esteem. It won on its

ini'iits ia spite of the handicap

of prejudice. The fact is, the

way was shown by users of this

wood on the other side of the

sea, who were more patient than

the Americans, if not quicker to

recognize the merits of the

wood. Red gum was used in

England. Frame, and Italy, liv

the best manufacturers, long

before it had any standing iu

the land that produced it.

The hardest problem to be

mastered in this country was the

seasoning. That trouble was
finally overcome, and the results

fully justified the effort. Many
leading manufacturers now
handle the wood, and some spe-

cialize on it, using it in their

finest and most exacting work.

It was formerly employed under

names other than its own. It

wa.s passed as Circassian walnut,

and it could be finished to imi-

tate that wood so successfully

that many a purchaser never

could be made to believe that

the wood was red gum.

The policy of calling it by some other name is now passing away.

It stands on its own merits and' under its own name. Fine build-

ings are being finished with it, in wainscoting, columns, beams

and panels.

The accompanying picture of an interior view of the residence

of J. B. Utley, Evanston, 111., affords an idea of what is being

done with red gum. The milling was done b.y the Chicago Sash,

Door and Blind Company, 1255 North avenue, Chicago.

No wood could stay in its place or hold its shape l)etter. There

are various combinations, as an examination of the picture shows.

There arc panels, molding, and frames. Some of it is solid gum,

an inch or more in thickness, some is thinner, yet solid, while

some is veneer glued upon cores of other woods. All stands alike,

all perfect, without a defect anywhere visible. No wood coubl

present a more handsome appearance.
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Wood Manufactures in the U. S.

Tlie goveruim-iit li;is just piiblislieil wliiit aie piaci ically (•(iiiipl.ir

Jigures on tlie amount of wood maiiiitai'tiiri'd into conimcrcial r

moditios yearly in tho I'nited Stales. 'I'liis Is not the hinibo:' output,

hilt tlip articles inanufai'tured of unod, such as furniture, boxes,

ajtrieultural Inijilenients, luintlles, vehieles. steam auil electric cars,

musical instruinents, doors, ships and boats, and many more. It does

not include rouj;li lumber which is used in the form i; is in ulicii it

comes from the saw; nor does it include crossties or wood |Mil|i. It

is, in fai't, the output of shops and factories.

Pile output of rough lumber has been published annually for many
yeais; but there has been a want of information concerning what

beeoincs of the lumber which is not used in the rough. Nobody
knew how much there was of it, or liow much was worked into vari

ous commodities. There were various guesses as to how much of the

country's lumber was used in the rough .-mil liou iniiili was further

manufactured beforo it reached its final use. Some such guesses

were not far out of the way, while others were wilil.

The Forest Service began a systematic investigation recent ly. Its

])lau covered the whole country., but the work was undertaken state

at a time, usually in cooperation with the state or with some associa-

tion or corfioration in the state. Most of these reports were published

fro. II tinu' to time as completed. The first was Massachusetts, 'and

otliois fcilliiwed rapidlj' until twenty-nine in all have now been pub-

lished. This leaves nineteen unpublished, but it is understood that

some of these will shortly appear. However, since the government

only collects and tabulates the material and ilepcnds on eai-li state

to jjublish its own report, there is simie mnertaiiity .ms to wlien the

others will appear.

In view of this, tlie Forest Service has published a synojisis cover-

ing the whole country. It is not a complete report, nor docs it go

into details, but it gives the amount of wood manufactured into fin-

ished commodities yearly in each of forty states. Those omitted

are practically non-manufacturers of wooden products—North Dakota,

Nebraska, Wyoming, Utah, Colorado, New Mexico, Arizona and Xe

A'ada—so that the report as to totals is now practically com])lete. It

is ap]iended to the Ohio report, which is the latest to come from the

j.ress.

The following table, rearranged from the form in which it ap-

]]eared in the Ohio report, gives in concise figures the amount of

wood passing yearly through shojis and factories in the forty states.

For convenience, the output of lumber in the states, in 191(1, is also

given.

.\NNLAI, M.\NI'F.VCTi;ilKS OF WOOD HY ST.VTKS

Quantity laimlicr .Nunilicr

manufactured, output llllo. nf in

State

—

I'eet b. m. f^et li. in. dnstrics.

I'ennsylvaniii 1,800,000,000 l.LMO.Ooo. IJ

Illinois 1.782,000,000 1 14.00(l,iiiiii .".J

New York 1.740,000,00(1 506,000.00(1 4'.p

Arkansas I.:f61,000,00(> 1,844,000,000 17

Louisiana 1,355,000,000 :j, 744,000.000 IJ

Michigan 1,283,000,000 l.OSl.OOn.OOO :17

Minnesota !l.'5S,000,0(JO l,4rj,s,ooo,000 i;:'.

Wisconsin 030,000,000 l.SOl. 1)00,000 -J.'i

Ohio '115.000.(100 4ii((. i.ono :'..-.

Virginia 895,000.000 l.c,.-.-J.(i()O.0OO 20

Texas 762.000.000 1.,s,s4.("i(i.(jO(i 17

.\lHbama 727,000,000 i.4(;c..(i(M).oiio 22

North Carolina 676,000.000 1 .s2.-..(ino.(i(i(i 2.".

Calitornia (i02,ooo.(((Mi 1 .2r..-i.(io(i.(i(io :;.",

Indiana 652,000.000 42:!.0OO.00O :!..

Mississippi 618.000,000 2.122,000.000 12

Georgia 5,V,.(.00.00(i 1.042.(mO.OOO 18

Massachusetts ,-,."i(i.(i(i(i.(io(i 2:;'.i.(i(i(i. 24

Klorida .-,21 .(hiii.(i(I(i :iii2.(i(i(i.(i(io 11

Missouri 14;i.(iO(i.oo(i .,o2.(i(io.0("(i 26

New Hampsliire 42:i,(i(io."(i(i 444.(i(io.O(i(i 27

Tennessee 4l4.00o,o(io i.itln.iinii.ooo 21

Kentucky 410.00O.o(io 7.-.4.(i(i(i.00o 22

Washington 338,000.00(( 4.097,000.000 10

Oregon 297.000,000 2,085,000.000 22

Maryland 284.000.000 155,000.000 14

.Iowa 263,000.000 75.000,000 23
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Wr-i \ii:.:iiiiii 2011. .o(Mi l.:;77.0((0. 20
.\.« .l.is.j 2..(;. i.ooii .;7, 0(10.0(10 J.-,

.Maine 24."i,ii(i(i.iJO(i sOO.OOo.lHio 21

WTiuont 207.0(10.0(10 285.0oo,o(.)0 17

Connecticut I Io.ooo.imki 155,000,000 26
Kansas (Jl.ood.ooii 1,000,000 10

Delaware 51.ooii.(ioi] 47,000,000 14

lihodc Ishmd l2.((oo. 14,000.000 i:;

(lkl.:lHiTiiii 2.s.(l(((l.(llio 165,000,000 15

I'hili.. jO. .0011 746,0(J0,00O s

•Munlana 6,000.(JOO 319,000,000 11

.South Uakota 0,000,000 16,000,000 8

Totals 22,907,000,000 38,163,000,000

It will be readily observed that the above table is only a skeleton.

Theic aie many things which it does not show. It gives no infor-

mation as to the kinds of wood used in the several states or in the

whole country. Nor does it jireseut any figures on cost. It is pro

siuned that these details will be embodied in future reports; but the

(igiiii's thus far given are valuable and of great interest. It is abso-

lutely the first time in the history of the United States that reliable

iiiiormation has been available, showing what jiercentage of the

Kiugh lumber tjiat comes from sawmills goes to shops and factories to

be further manufactured.

Could such reports as this have been made available, say every ten

years, since the govermiient was founded, they would have provided

one of the most valuable features of our industrial liistory. Doubt-

less thev would exhibit many interesting and remarkable sidelights

on the country 's development.

L'nfortunately, snch statistics were never collected in the past.

The present report is the first. Tt marks the beginning of the ex-

li.iustive reports on timber and its utilization. Doubtless reports of

a similar kind will be published at frequent periods in the future,

all dating back to the present one as a basis for comparison.

The figures show that sixty per cent of the annual output of rough

lumber finds its way to shops and factories to be further manufac-

tured. Few people have guessed that the ratio is so high. Some well

informed men have placed it as low as twenty-five or thirty per cent.

This is proof of the need of reliable information on the subject. It

is probable that the ratio will increase in the future, as utilization

becomes more close; ho.ve\er, to make such a prediction would

simply be another guess, and it might miss the mark widely.

There are some items in the table which are liable to mislead if

not explained. Arkansas and Louisiana are credited with the re-

manufacture of more than a billion feet each. It is well known

that manufactures of wood are not much diversified or highly devel-

oped in those states. They are producers of lumber. However,

matched and planed flooring and dressed siding are counted as

manufactures, .and Uiese make up the bulk of what the table shows

in several of the southern yellow pine states. These commodities

are dressed to save freight in long shi[iments north and east to their

markets; and to that extent the southern states are manufacturers

to the full amounts shown in the table.

Twelve states send to their shops and factories more lumber than

their sawmills produce. That should not be a matter of surprise.

Naturally, thickly populated regions, with little timber of their own,

will give more attention to manufacturing than is given by the in-

habitants of a sparsely settled region. They import wood to supply

their factories. The average haul of all lumber sawed in the United

States is about 300 miles. This movement is solely for the purpose

of taking it from places where it is not much in demand to places

where it is needed; and the best markets are usually found at the

f.actorips, though they may be far from the mills which saw the

lumber.

The number of wood-using industries in a state is an index to the

closeness and diversity of utilization. Remarkable differences occur,

as are shown in the accompanying table. Illinois has fifty-two such

industries, Mississippi only twelve; yet the latter state produces six-

teen times as much lumber as the former. It is not, therefore, so

much the abundance of native timber in a region as a demand for
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inaiiulai luivil artii'li-s tliat ileloiiiiim-s the ixteiil (if woinl iisiiij; in halainivl stati' in iiKHliutidii (if luuyli liiniln'i- anil it. iiiaiiMfail uied

.liistrios. Idaho ami South Dakota havo eight such iiKhistrios each. articles. It has forty-t«o industries and leads all the otber states iu

The slate (if Washington, which produces more lumber than any the extent of its wood manufactures, and it likewise stands liigli in

other, has nineteen industries; Louisiana, which is second in produc- output of rough lumber. The standing lindic:-, the taitorics and the

tion, has only twelve. Perhaps Pennsylvania is (he most evenly markets are near together.

Consignments Demoralizing Abroad "^ji

Holding back with foreign slii|inicnts is still in iiiilir, as is iiidi

cated by the report of exjiorts for the month of January, compared

with the corresponding month of 1913. The difference is no longer

as great as it has been, but the tendency to curtail forwardings is

none the less unmistakable, and would be even more so if allow-

ance were made for the shingle shipment of West Virginia spruce

sent out last month to South America, which added some .'ii30,U00 to

the total for the month, and yet cannot be regarded as really a part

of the exhibit for the reason that such shipments are only occasional.

The ditfereuce between the two montlis, as can be readily seen from

the figures, is almost entirely in oak, both log and lumber shipments

having fallen off. Thus, there were no shipments of oak logs at all

last month, against 4.i,000 feet in .lauuary, 1913, while the forward-

ings of oak lumber were 1,618,000 feet, worth .$.54,149, against

3,573,000 feet, valued at .$122,043, in January, 1913. The.se two
items alone account for the difference. As to the rest, there are

shiftings, to be sure, but a deficiency in one is off-set by an excess

in another, so that they about balance. Poplar exports even in-

creased, and It is with regard to poplar as one of the woods that

exporters issue warnings against shipping on consignments, as such

shipments are almost certain to net losses. The exports reflect fairly

well the state of tli(» foreign markets and should serve as a guide to

sliippeis. The figures are as follows:

—inii^ --liii:;--

Quantity. ijicintity.

I..ii;s

—

feet. Value. feet. Value.

Hickory :'4,Ono .$ !I4C, lim.OOO .f 5,G41
( ink 4."),000 2,294
Walnut 184,0110 1 li.K'.Ci ] 88,000 11.82s

All others 40.000 l.o:!0 T.'i.OOO 2.710

Lumber

—

(y|ires.s l.'i.OOO 5.S:i

Dak 1,«18,000 .")4,14!1 :!..-i7:{,000 122.04a
Shortleaf pine 08.000 S.lSa :i72,000 8.704

.\11 other pine 10,000 700 70,000 2,24!l

Tiipinr 380,000 20,407 303.000 1 L.S.jI

.Spruce 074.000 30.208 . .

.\11 others 310.000 ir,..-)l.-| 244,000 in.li41

.lolsts and scantlings 33,000 l,0.-i7

Shocks, all others .S07 888 0,072 7.014

Staves l.-)0,13(i 0,200 342,821 1 2,441

\U other kinds of lumber 21.812 4.080

Doors 8.828 4,00o

furniture 1.100 1.740

Trlinmini;s 1,113 37i;

A\[ other manufiictures of wood 11,963 3!l,."iS2

Totals $190,790 .'F2.-.0.044

Shipping lumber on consignment to some of the foreign markets

has again become an acute problem, and prominent shippers are issu-

ing warnings against the practice as productive of serious losses if

persisted in. The markets especially to be guarded against are those

of the United Kingdom, Rotterdam and some others on the Conti

nent, which have become so congested with stocks, chiefly oak and

poplar boards and oak jilanks, that the exporters who ship on con

signment only have a hard time of it in the face of the active com

petition and the low prices that prevail, while the consignment ship-

ments are kicked about like a football, to be finally sold for what-

ever they will bring, which is often considerably Ik-Iow their actual

cost to put down on the other side. The steamship comjianies, ]ier-

haps unintentionally, encourage the nnsettlenient, on account of con-

signment shipping, by exposing their manifests to whomever will

inspect them. It thus often happens that a foreign buyer receiving

.1 slii|pincnt ipf iiintr:iit lunilicr. fm v.lii.li lie stninls l(. pay a certain

prii'e, learns that on the same vessel which bronglit his lumber came

fifteen or twenty cais or even more of consignment stuff, which,

having no contract guarantee behind it, is thrown upon the market

and goes for what it will bring, whether the market is in shajie to

take it or uot. The contract consignee immediately becomes dissatis-

fied, as is quite natural, and begins to find fault with the shipment,

which may have come up to requirements in every respect, with the

idea of getting the price he must pay down to the cost of the con-

signment lumber, with the result that the exporter is put to more or

less trouble and the entire market is unsettled. The history of the

export trade is one long record of disasters, due almost entirely to

consignment shipping. Sooner or later every one of the exporters

who engage in the practice indiscriminately is overtaken by misfor-

tune. It requires a careful study of the foreign markets and close

regard for their requireu'.ents to steer a safe course, and the fact

cannot be too strongly insisted upon that the ]iresent is a time when
it behooves the exporters to go slow about forwarding stocks. The
chief incentive, naturally, is that of being able to draw- on consign-

ment shipments for seventy-five per cent or more of the value of a

shipment the moment the invoice is at hand. The foreign broker

gets his, commission on this seventy-five per cent or so, and frequently

does not bother greatly about realizing the difference between it and

what would be a fair market price. In fact, his shaic in the differ-

ence is so small that he cannot well atfurd to spend a day or more

finding a taker who will pay the full price. The c(msignment, there-

fore, is often sacrificed, and quickly turned over, realizing perhaps

$.5 or so per 1,000 feet less than it should liring. This $'> is gener-

ally the difference between a profit and a loss. If th<? bad effects

of consignment shipping were confined to the men who engage therein,

they might be quietly left to become the victims of their own rash-

ness, but, as pointed out, the evil is far-reaching .and affects thft

entire trade. The situation in the markets mentioned is reported to

be worse at present than it has been for some time, and consignment

shipjiing will only add to the contusion.

Unavailable Assets
The state of Xevv York 's ownership of forest lands affords an

unique example of unavailable assets. It possesses several hundred

thousand acres of timber, yet it cannot touch a stick of it. The state

constitution forbids. Not a tree must be cut, even though it is over-

mature, or even though it becomes a menace by dying. It may bo

infested with enough beetles to stock the surrounding timber, yet the

law will not jiermit its removal. Advocates of forestry in the state

recommend the purchase of more land and the |ilanting of more trees,

while timber already over-ripe is permitted to die and rot. The

state owns one-fifth of the forest land within its borders and one-

fourth of the standing timber. Its stumpage is estimated at (),()00,000-

000 feet; yet this is left untouched while factories in the state send

outside $20,000,000 a year to buy Iiinibei. The annual demand for

crossties is 10,000,000 and more than half of them are bought beyond

the borders of Now York. It is estimated that the growth of the

state-owned forests amounts to .'12.5,000,000 feet of lumber a year;

but it grows to die unused unless the pe0]ile of the Umpire state

get busy- and change their constitution iu a way to permit lumber-

ing operations on state lamls. The proposed change in the constitu-

tion has been advocated for ten or fifteen years, but it is appatv-

entlv as far from consummation as ever.
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Lumber Sales Conditions Changing
The general manager of one of the largest concerns in the lumber

business recently completed a long trip to most of the leading

markets in the North and East. His trip was not primarily for the

purpose of selling lumber, but rather to enable liim to feel out

conditions atl'ecting consuming industries, and to get a line on the

probable business to be handled during 1914. Incidentally, it

may be added that his trip has made him an optimist of the rea-

son-why type. But the most important result of his investigation,

as summarized in his own words, was as follows:

"We have been familiar with a tendency on the part of a

good many consumers, during the past few years, to buy closer

to their current needs than previously. A few years ago the

consumer was accustomed to carry immense stocks of lumber on

his yard; but while he has been reducing his stocks gradually

for some time, it is only now, in my opinion, that the plan has

become generally used, and has been carried to the point where the

lumberman is expected to deliver material on a sufficiently exact

schedule to enable the consumer to unload lumber from the car

into the kiln, making a continuous movement through the factory

and into a car at the other end as the finished product."

The fact that this tendency has been gradually developing,

especially since the panic of 1907, has been commented upon

many times; but it may be worth while to consider some of its

effects on the business, especially as regards the selling department.

One of the things which undoubtedly will come about will be

that contract business will be more important, both as to volume

and as to the number of concerns using this system. Heretofore

the bulk of the trade has been carlot orders. The consumer has

picked up a car here and a car there, both according to his require-

ments and according to the opportunity to get a special value. lu

other words, he has been inclined to shop, and to buy in excess

of present needs, in order to pick up a bunch of lumber that

looked like a particularly good value.

Under the new regime, assuming that the consumer has really

decided to eliminate carrying stocks as far as it is physically

possible to do so, the vital thing will be to have the lumber coming

forward all the time in just about the right quantities to keep

the kilns loaded up and the factory supplied. This being the case,

the value of having a permanent connection, which has definite

shipping orders and is in a position to carry them out, will be

emphasized, and the consumer will need to be assured that his

material is coming forward just as he requires it.

This will give added value to the stability and reliability of

a lumber concern, and a buying connection, from this angle, will

be just as much worth while as a selling connection, from the

lumberman 's standpoint.

A close analogy may be developed to the methods used in the

iron and steel business. With the exception of pig iron, which is

usually bought for immediate delivery, the consumer of iron or

steel usually contracts for his season "s requirements, and then

merely specifies against his contract. This is a good deal simpler

for the consumer, and certainly easier for the seller of the goods.

since one sale closes up the business for the entire year.

The disadvantages of contract business have been referred to a

good many times, but it must be conceded, in the last analysis,

that the proposition depends largely on the character of the people

at each end of the contract. If the buyer is the right sort, and

the seller makes his agreements to keep them, not to break them,

contract business is the best kind one may book. It is only when
the consumer or the seller is the sort likely to be influenced in

carrying out his contract by the conditions of the market, that a

contractual relationship becomes undesirable. And, of course, it

goes without saying that no business house which aspires to stand-

ing would decline to carry out a contract for the sale or purchase

of lumber, made in good faith by both parties.

Such things are largely a matter of trade custom, of course.
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One may venture the assertion that in the steel business the house

which attempted to wriggle out of a contract for sheets, in order

to take advantage of a temporary decline in the market, might have

difficulty getting material later on, not because of any general

agreement, but because it would be recognized that that type of

buyer is undesirable from the standpoint of the manufacturer

of the material.

"Contract business has always been the most desirable kind we
have had on our books," said a hardwood man who has grown
gray in the business. "We make contracts only with houses

which we think will keep their part of the agreement, and we
try to live up to the spirit as well as the letter of our end of the

matter. The elimination of selling expense, to a large extent; the

knowledge that the production of the mill is sold ahead for some

time to come, and the ease with which bookkeeping accounts with

a comparatively limited number of large buyers can be handled,

all argue for contracts, when properly made."
Contracts, as a matter of fact, should specify a maximum and

a minimum amount. One of the loop-holes used by the unscrupulous

buyer, often, is that afforded by a contract covering merely "re-

quirements," instead of a stated amount. But with a definite

agreement limiting the amount of lumber to be delivered on the

contract, both as to the smallest and greatest amount to be

delivered at the contract price, both sides are protected, and the

loop-hole is plugged up tight.

It is often said that the buyer usually insists on having a

contract for a season 's supply made at the price prevailing at the

time the contract is signed. This is not always the ease, however.

Quoting the lumberman referred to at the opening of this article,

"The buyer who studies the situation knows that today, for in-

stance, plain oak is selling below the price it will be sold at six

months from now. He would not ask you to sell him enough for

an entire year's consumption at the current price, but would

willingly agree, for the sake of being protected against possible

advances of moment, to pay an increase covering the lumber to

be delivered throughout the year. '

'

A big advantage growing out of the new system of buying lum-

ber, according to those who have studied the situation, is that

the lumberman will of necessity have his finger on the pulse of

conditions in consuming industries more frequently than under

the old sj'Stem or even during the period of transition which has

been on for several years. When the consumer has a year's supply

or more on his yard, his purchases were not indicative of the way

things were going with his trade. This put the lumberman at a

disadvantage, to the extent that he could not prepare for the

future with the intelligent understanding which the manufacturer

in every line should be able to supply.

If the consumer buys for immediate use, however, his purchases,

or his specifications against his contract, will give a constant and

dependable index of the state of the trade in that particular

industry, and the lumberman could guide his own operations accord-

ingly. He would, in fact, be closer to the market, a condition

which has always been devoutly wished by the lumberman, who

has bemoaned the fact that the period involved in bringing ma-

terial from the stump to the factory is excessively long.

"I am convinced," said a big manufacturer, "that business

under the new conditions will be much more satisfactory. Busi-

ness will be more worth while, and can be taken care of to better

advantage all around. Competition can be opposed more success-

fully, since service to one 's customers and ability to deliver the

goods at all times and under all conditions will be more important,

in the eyes of the lumber buyer, than price, which is the all-im-

portant matter now."
The advantage of having modern drying equipment, which will

enable the sawmill man to cut down the time that lumber will have

to remain on his yard, will be emphasized under the conditions
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reicrreii to. since the sawmill operator can see the changes iu iiia

market and take advantage of them without having to be a seer,

as at present, when he is from three to six months away from the

consumer, in point of delivery possibilities.

The furniture man is determined to "let the lumberman carry

the stocks.
'

' The lumberman has been carrying them all alon;;,

and will continue to do so. The actual consumption will remain the

same, and it will cost no more to deliver steadily on contract than

to pile up a lot of lumber in a consumer's yard and wait for it to

be used before making another delivery. It will merely save

the consumer a lot of expense and trouble, and will not be dis-

advantageous to the lumberman in any appreciable degree.
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A Question in Veneer Trimming
One of the questions of the day which is just beginning to push

itself forward noticeably is that of veneer trimming—when and

how often veneer should be trimmed between the time of cutting

and its final use.

Usaally the veneer user passes this question by on the theory

that it is no concern of his when or how often veneer is trimmed

just so he gets the material in shape and size to suit his need at

the time of using. It does interest the veneer user, however, as

well as the veneer maker, mainly because it is a question of

utility or efficiency in utilizing timber, but also partly because

there is involved a matter of getting the veneer to be used in

exactly the shape that he wants it.

. To understand this matter of trimming veneer, what it means

and all its aspects and the when, why and how of it, we must

go back to the time and place of its production and then follow

it through to the finishing room.

Usually when rotary veneer is being made there is a part of the

end of the block that is trimmed off in the process of cutting,

being separated from the main sheet by what are termed score

knives. This gives a veneer product which consists of a straight

sheet or ribbon of veneer uniform in width or length and with the

ends trimmed exactly square with the cutting and parallel with

each oiher. It naturally makes a more presentable sheet of veneer

than if the score knives were not used and the entire face of the

block were peeled off because then there would be some irregularity

in the width of the ribbon or the length of the veneer, and this

is objectionable in a way.

Usually when the veneer is peeled out in this way it is cut up

into dimensions of some kind. One may make it a business to cut

to a size that will allow for shrinkage in drying and the final

trimming to the exact dimensions required. Another may clip his

veneer out in long sheets, as long as can be handled, and dry

these sheets before clipping to dimensions.

In following this process the first noticeable feature about it

ig the waste incident to the end trimming by the score knives.

This waste varies from one inch at each end to as high as three

and four inches, sometimes, and in the course of a day's run it

counts up considerably. If the logs are brought into the veneer

mill in long lengths and are freshly cut with a drag saw before

working, it is^ practicable, by careful attention, to reduce this end

waste to a minimum of approximately one inch to each end.

Where the logs are cut to short lengths in the woods, however, there

is some checking in the ends and for this reason a more liberal

allowance is made for end waste, the allowance being approxi

mately three inches for each end.

One might well argue that it is immaterial whether this extra

end length is trimmed off and thrown in the waste pile at the

veneer machine or afterward. Indeed, one might urge that the

sooner it was trimmed off and disposed of the better because it

saves the handling of the waste through the driers and the trim

mers and so on; hut another factor enters there, which concerns tin-

veneer user as well as the veneer manufacturer. It is the factor

of shrinkage.

Veneer does most of its shrinking, though not all of it, side

wise. This is well known and understood. But the side shrinkage

is not always uniform. There is some end shrinkage and there

it also enough irregularity in the side shrinkage to draw the ends

out of square and make another trimming necessary to straighten

them out.

There have probably been wrangles galore over this matter of

end shrinkage in veneer, mainly because we are too much in the

habit of taking the attitude that end shrinkage is small, insig-

nificant, and therefore needs but little attention. It is a known
fact that where men are cutting drawer bottoms or other single ply

stock to fit into grooved spaces neatly and cutting to exact dimen-

sions with score knives at the veneer machine, it often turns out

that the stock fails to fit. It will be short in length, it will be

found so out of square that the sides and ends will not fit up at

the same time. Then will come the charges from the user that the

veneer manufacturer did not cut to specifications, and the veneer

manufacturer will accuse his veneer cutter of carelessness in fol-

lowing instructions as to length.

The only way to get exact dimensions in veneer is to make those

dimensions after the veneer is thoroughly dry. Cutting to specific

dimension in either length or width before drying will result in

disappointment if the requirements are very exacting. To give

satisfaction where the requirements are exacting as to dimensions,

the trimming to size must be done after the veneer is thoroughly

dry, and generally it is best to do it with saws. Some thin veneer

is cut both crosswise and lengthwise with knives but to get the

best results in trimming veneer to size the ideal way, either with

thin veneer or thick, take it in bulk and trim it with saws.

This being true, the question naturally rises as to whether veneer

should be trimmed twice or only once, whether it should be cut

to length with score knives and made long enough for a re-

trimming, or whether the score knives should be abolished and one

trimming made to do it all.

The answer to the question depends somewhat on circumstances.

Some trimming is quite often essential before drying. This is

true especially of side trimming. Sheets of veneer must be cut

to some sort of dimensions so that they can be handled, and in

cutting to these dimensions notice must be taken of the final size

requirements and allowance made for shrinkage in drying and

for the final trimming to size. It requires the exercise of some

care in making this allowance to prevent unnecessary waste on

the one hand and to prevent an unusual amount of culls through

lack of width on the other hand.

The usual allowance for shrinkage in width is ten per cent

—

one inch for every ten. Some woods, notably maple, will not

shrink this much, but gum will come very near it. The shrinkage

allowance would be the same whether the veneer sheet is cut up

into individual sizes or into sheets of two or three sizes. If the

final dimensions are small, however, a saving in trimming allow-

ance may be effected by handling the sheets in multiples of the

final size.

In the end shrinkage and allowance for trimming we might

argue that since there must be a final trimming after drying, the

score knives should be taken off and let the full length of the

block go into the sheet with all its variations in alignment with

the sheet. This argument is good, too, where the veneer is being

dried, shipped and handled single ply. It involves only the drying

and shipping of that extra length, and in return the extra length

insures better stock after the final trimming and more room to

do the trimming.
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If the veneer is to be nuiked up into panels or built up lumber,

however, there is the factor of glue, which cuts some figure. The

economy in glue is just as important as eeononi}' in veneer, conse-

quently the gluing up of two or three inches of extra length of

veneer on each sheet and then finally trimming it oflF and throw

ing it away means the waste of ijuite a lot of glne. which is

objectionable.

The ideal plan here would seem to bo that of using the score

knives to reduce the sheets to something near the end length

desired and to eliminate the burden of the waste, while at the

same time leaving enough length for the final trimming to exact

size.

If the right kind of efficiency and utility were practiced at

the veneer tutting and logs brought in in full length and care-

fully squared to length and as carefully handled in the machines,

it should be possible to so reduce the allowauce for end wastit

that it woulil not be necessary to use score knives ami no

trimming need he done on the veneer until after the final dryin;;,

other than that of cliopiiing it up into sheets of a size that caji lic>

handled.

There is today a pretty strong disposition to abolish as tar

as practicable the trimming of green stock to exact dimensions

with score knives and clipper and to run out the full sheets, dry

them and then trim to exact dimensions. Where the veneer user

is buying his stock in plain sheets that are to be trimmed to exact

dimension before using he is perhaps better off in buying stock

that has not been cut to length with score knives for it will give

him room for trimming, and eiuible him to get a degree of preci-

sion in length that is not possible in trimming green stutT with

score knives.
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-^ Timber Trade in West of Scotland -^
Expectations staited high that the tiiiilier I rude i.f (llasgow and

the west of Scotland during 1913 would eujoy a prosperous year, in

view of the fact that the principal local wood consumers were actively

employed, but these expectations have scarcely materialized. Through-

out 1913 at no period was there any pronounced activity in the de-

mand, while occasionally an exceptional dullness prevailed, and par-

ticularly so during the latter half of the year. For what share of

prosi)erity the trade did enjoy, it must look to the shipbuilding in-

dustry. From this source a steady demand has existed, while from

other outlets the demand was exceedingly disappointing. The demand

for housebuilding requirements has been in poor shape all the time.

Wagon building has been nuideratcly enii)loyed, but recently lias

shown a tendency to slacken. Quite a quantity of oak has been

consumed by wagon builders, although compared with last year the

figures are considerably less. Motor manufacturers have accounted

for a steady demand for mahogany, oak, poplar and gum. Packing-

case makers have been fairly well occupied, although hampered at

times, owing to the price of stocks. The various cargo lots coming

in have sold well, and buyers of spruce and Riga whitewood have

adopted the policy of purchasing only against immediate require-

ments. Furniture makers have had a busy year, and a steady demand

has been kept up for oak, mahogany, poplar, walnut and birch. Gaboon

mahogany logs have again been an important feature of the imports,

although the price continues to rise. The price of Honduras ma-

hogany also continues to rise, and of course this is only to be ex-

pected because with demand all over the world increasing and sup-

plies none too plentiful, the possibility of prices rising still further

must be reckoned with. Spruce and American oak advanced during

the year, but they can hardly go any higher this year. Instances

of prominent staples decreasing in price during the year were waney

pine logs, Canadian, Siberian and Californian first quality pine deals

and sidings, sawn pitch pine, and Californian redwood. In the case

of Canadian pine, it is more and more going out of use, owing to the

substitution of cheaper goods. In the other cases, the freight re-

duction, and also the import exceeding the demand, has had to deal

largely with the drop in prices. No appreciable change is to be

recorded in the case of elm and oak logs, birch, Oregon pine, green-

heart, hickory, ash, maple and walnut. A regrettable feature which,

year ;ifter year, becomes more prominent, is the gradual decay of

trade with Canada, at one time the largest exporter of timber of all

the countries of the world to the United Kingdom, now a mere shadow

of what it once was. It can be a matter of only a few years when

supplies from this source need no longer be seriously reckoned with,

unless something in the form of Colonial preference in the shape of a

tariff on imports from competitive countries be imposed.

During the first part of the year freights continued at a high le\el

until August, at which time it was the general opinion that shipping-

was in for another good autumn, but these anticipations did not nui-

terialize, and in September the demand for tonnage was not nearly

<ij persistent .-is th,- i.i,'\1(his iiiitiiiiin, and triMghts Iicl;:ui to fall away

rai>idly uiitil in .XoiiMnlici- when top rates should have been reached,

there oi-emierl -innetliing like a collapse. The lateness of the cotton

crop had much to do with this, as excessive tonnage had been rushed

out in order to secure this business. The depression of the freight

market has become more acute since the beginning of the year, and

shipowners are finding it extremely diflScult to sei'.u'e jjrofitable em-

ployment for their steamers. The world's trade has undoubtedly

<leclined more rapidly than was considered probable not many months

ago, and the supply of tonnage which has been largely increased in

recent years, jiartly owing to the replacement of old vessels by

steamers of cousideralily greater carrying capacitj', is now much

in excess of the dcinaml. The present depression is felt all the more

by shiiHjw neis. owint; tc the fa' t that running costs have risen sub-

stantially \\itiiii. rei-oHl years, and that the tendency is still upwards.

Shipbuilding

This gieat in(;lustry, which looks to the Clyde, not only as its

birthplace, but as the principal centre of its activity, has had a re-

markably successful year. There was never any doubt as to the

genuine nature of the demands for new tonnage, or as the ability

of the shipbuilding and marine engineering firms to supply that

demand, and it was not until there came a falling off in the freight

market that owners and builders became less active in their negotia-

tions regarding orders for new ships. With that falling, a reduction

in the volume of work on hand in the yards was anticipated, but

sufficient time has not yet passed to allow freights to affect seriously

the activity of many firms engaged in turning out new ships.

The returns are as follows:

1013. Vessels. Tonnage,

luited Kingdom 1,474 2,263,93»

Of which the Clyde contributes 370 756.076

.\nd compared with 1012 389 640,52»

As has been the case for several years past, the market has had

entire immunity from serious financial trouble, which may bo con-

sidered cause for congratulations, in view of the dull conditions ex-

isting. The trade has had its share in the matter of labor trouble,

the most serious one being the prolonged strike of carters, which

prevented deliveries over a period of six weeks, and to some extent

accounted for the reduced consumption of timber compared with

previous years. In comparison with 1912, the imports and consump-

tion are considerably down, and stocks have accumulated in certain

directions out of proportion to the demand, and this will have the

effect of lowering prices, unless there is a cessation of supplies for a

time.

Indications for the present year are hardly so favorable as they

were a year ago, yet it is difficult to conceive that the dull condi-

tions which have so long prevailed can become worse, unless there

be a serious falling off in shipbuilding requirements, which—as al-

ready indicated—has been the mainstay of the market.
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An Unusual Logging Operation
In the Bl;ukw:it,M C^iuvoii in !li,' li.;u t ol tli,- hnnhviMHl licit (.1

West Virginin tlio B:ib<'ock Luinbor \- Hooni t'oni|>;in_v is siiccoss

I'liJly iu-roiiiplisliiuj; .. loaging opcriition wliieli is one of the inuj;liest

east of the Koi-kv Mountains. The Blackwnter Canyon is typical

of large tracts of nionntaiu lands which carry vahiable stands of

timber which have delied the lumbovnian for generations because of

their roughness, making logging uuprotitable, if not quite impossible,

by horse or steam ground-haul methods.

Many lumbermen know the Blackwater Canyon. The Western

Maryland railroad passes through it on the Douglass side where the

hills are much less broken and much less rough than on the Black-

water side. On the Douglass side today there is a scene of <lesola-

tiou. The gradually sloping hills were stripped of their timber by

old horse methods.

In the canyon itself stands some of the most magniliceut timber

in West Virginia, and there it has stood fur years awaiting an eco-

feature of :ii\y c-:iblr\\:iy ^kil|llc^ w.is loiind by .Mr. Viering as essential

for success. The yreatcst need for a slackpuller developed when his

cable was stretched (iidiill for downhill pulling. With a long span

the weight of the pulling line became so great that it was impossible

for the crew to pull the slack.

.\nother difficulty presented itself, for in conveying logs, especially

downhill, it was essential to apply the brake to the outhaul drum,

.'illowing it to slip in order to retain the log in the air. His brakes

wou!<l burn out as fast as he could make them, .lust when Mr.

Viering was experiencing his greatest difficultie.s, he Ijecame convinced

that his difficulties could be elimin.'ited by the employment of the

Lidgenood interlocking skidder and slackpuller. These represented

(he dift'ercnco bet\\een success and failure. Without them the cost

of logging was prohibitive. With them the cost of logging was re-

(luceil to a point where the operations became exceedingly profitable.

The lirst of tin' n<w .iil.iew.iv skidders arrived in the fall of 1911

TRYIXCi ol Ai!i,i:\v.\v .-iKilihi;!; imm i; i \i si al rii;i i mstam i:s. iilack \vaii:i; A \Vn\. WKS'I' AA. KiOO FOOT SPAN

noraical apparatus for logging by |iower. While the Babcock Lumber

& Boom Company'-' men were logging the Douglass side they were

studying how it would be possible to log the canyon. Its lands

xtend for something like twelve miles along the Blackwater river.

the timber slopes on each side being from one and one-fourth to four

miles wide. The logging of this canyon is one of the most remarkable

logging engineering propositions in America, if not the world. It

!S in charge of Fred W. Viering.

Mr. Viering began his experiments with some second-hand steam

-kidding outfits. One was the old type cablcway skidder similar to

that which was first introduced in the cyjjress swamps of Louisiana.

He tried ground hauling methods and found them wholly impractic

able. In fact, this second hand cableway skidder failed in essential

particulars. Nevertheless, his experiments showed that if the prob

1cm were ever to be solved at all it would be solved with cabloways.

In building a railroad from Davis to the Blackwater side he en-

countered a single point that cost $(1,000 to blast and one mile that

cost $1.T,000 to gr.-ide. .\s Mr. Viering found that railroad building

was going to be so extraordinarily expensive he concluded that it was

absolutely essential to reach out long distances with his cableway.

.\s the spans increased so also did his trouble, in direct jiroportion

to their length. The slackpuller, while recognized as an important

Just after .\lr. \'ieriii<i got his stretch of switch back road Imilt on

the upper slojies of the canyon and the skidder was set to work there.

It was a^success from the start and since then two more similar

skidders have been purchased and set to work, one in 191L' and one

in 191.x

Mr. Viering said recently: "I now have my three new skidders

running so that they practically can be depended upon to log my
mill cutting 125,000 feet per day."

While a long span cableway neetls interlocking drums ami slack-

pullers there is another clement of equal importance, namely, a high

head spar. It was not practicable to rig the skidder to stamling

trees for they seldom were fonml growing where wanted. A portable

spar, and a tall one at that, was ab.solutoly essential for long span

operations. Mr. Viering has stretched his cable to distjinces up to

2,600 feet and has constructi'd jiortable spars seventy-five fci-t high.

The general manner of operation consists in setting up the skidder

and its seventy-five foot spar iu central positions and skidding radially

from it in all directions covering a complete circle. The spar is car-

ried on n separate mar from the skid<ler and Ls mounted on a roller

l)oaring turn-table so that the rigging can be faced in any direction.

After a complete circle has been logged and the skidder is ready to

be moved, the spar is swung down, and because of its great length the

—23—
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upper part of it is supported on a. llat car. This spar is built <(£

spruce, 28 inches at the butt and 17 inches at the top. Tlie ingenious

manner in which Mr. Viering has designed and constructed this spar

has been recognized by the government of the United States who

granted him a patent for his improvements. From each setting, the

cable reaches out uphill, downhUl, across draws and guUejs, and

brings its load singly or in bundles with absolute independence of

ground conditions. The aerial line is a straight line and there is

nothing to interfere with high speed in bringing in the loads. As

said before, the spans have reached out practically half a mile. In a

single setting a circle nearly a mile in diameter has been completely

The total number of feet skidded in the five months covered by a

special report was 4,060,25] ; the total number of logs handled was

24,330, and the total labor cost for skidding was OOVo cents per

thousand feet. E-\-ery log was taken to the railroad by the skidder

from wliere it was felled and no horses were employed in bunching

-or yarding the logs. In one day a skidder put in 96,000 feet of logs,

which is a record breaker for the mountainous country. The logs are

small, and it takes twelve hardwood logs, eleven spruce, or five hemlock

logs to the thousand feet.

A single week's work (6 days) from July 25 to July 31, showed a

daily average of 46,530 feet skidded with a labor cost for skidding of

only 71% cents per thousand.

The mountains are all broken and filled with cliffs and knolls, and

the ground is so bad that there are places where the loggers have to-

blow the trees oflf of cliffs with dynamite, because it is impossible to-

get at them to cut them down.

A trip of 2,400 feet can be made in S% minutes, with a load of

from 1,800 to 2,500 feet, all due to the slackpuUer -and our signal bell

system. This takes only six men against the old way with twelve men.

They go right to the stump for the logs, and not to a pile where they

had been put with horses. In this work a skidder without slackpuUer

and interlocking device would not suffice.
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Wood'-Using Industries of Ohio
A bulletin eontaJmug 133 -pages, embracing a report of the wood-

using industries oi- Ohio and a list of manufactures, has just been

published by 'the Ohio Agricultural Experiment Station at Wooster.

The report was' compiled by CarroU W. Dunning of the Forest

Service.

Sixty woods are used by factories in the state, thirty-nine of thefn ,

hardwoods and twenty-one .soft woods." Only four of the soft woods

are produced by the forests of the state, while most 9f the hard-

woods grow in Ohio. It is probably the njost typical hardwood- state

in the whole coiintry. It has always been such, and.tlipugh highly

developed now aKng a'gjicultural lines, it still produced hundreds of

millions of feet of hardwoods yearly. In .19U:-Ehe total piitj'J^'.of its

sawmUls was 427,161,000 feet, of uhiiih-the soft wobds, Bl'a^e up

only 8,889,000 feet, and the hardwoods aggregated 418,272,00^"'

Wood-using factories, in the state require more ^ban , twice as

much lumber yearly as all the mills in the state cut. THe con-

sequence is that the shortage must be made good by imports from

outside regions. The average cost per thousand feet of all woods

manufactured in the state is given at $30.47. That is for the rough

material when it reaches the factory. In order to compare this with

similar figures for certain other states, the following list is given:

Average cost

of wood.

Iowa $30.92

New York 30.76

Ohio 30.47

Michigan 23.12

Kentucky / 23.07

Massachusetts 21.19

Maryland 20.67

Arkansas 11.49

The various kinds of woods used by factories in Ohio, together

with the quantity and cost of each, are shown in the table which

follows: Average
cost per

Kind of Wood. Feet b.m. 1,000 ft.

Yellow poplar 139,094,784 $ 29.42

White pine 120,340,930 29.68

White oak 100,891,654 37.23

Longleaf pine 73,432,252 26.26

Shortleaf pine 71,334,721 25.75

Rej oak 61.096.273 31.46

express . ... 38,038,570 36.33

Hickory
''.'.'.'.'.'...'. 35,621,331 42.67

Sugar maple 29,000,061 28.19

Red gum 27,609,659 22.69

White ash 24,511,381 36.18

Basswood 22,833.367 25.27

Chestnut • 18,770,383 19.68

Beech 18,637,884 17.52

Norway ptae. 17,654,417 23.4

1

Cottonwood 16
Hemlock ;)».. 16

White elm,, ....'. 13,

S(lver maple
Bircli

Cork -elm. 7,

Black" asii > .'....... 6
Doiigla^ .fir. .

: 5;

Su'.;:ir pine

Ma -iny

Spriue 3,

Black walnut. . 2,

Cotton gum 2,

Western wliite pine .-. 1,

Bur oak - 1,

Red cedar. . . ; .'....".

Cherry
^'ortiiern white cedar

Buckeye
Sycamore
Redwood
Balm of Gilead .

Black gum '.-...; -. . .

.

Tamarack .'.^ ,.......; i.,,.,. .

.

Cucumber .-. ...,^..^K. .. .=. .,......".

Western red cedar '; . . .?..?, .
:'.

Spanish cedar

Pitch pine

Western yellow pine

Loblolly pine

Western larch

Hackberry
Willow
Butternut
Sweet magnolia
Circassian walnut
Sitka spruce

Applewood
Padouk
Locust
English oak
Teak
Ebony
Rosewood

,831,024

,164,964

,902.484

,328,214

304,563
.411,570

,122,309

,819,733

,411,891

,712,348

,575,750

9^2.040
460.000

072.000
026,000
953,810

947,881
944,540

930,992

902,250
876,000

688,820

674,500
600,000

521,800

510,000

478,750

468,000
450,000
449.000

213,000

200,000
170,000

82.500

75,000

32,470

28,000

24,000

14,500

12,000

10,000

1,000

500
500

29.5(5

18.58

23.93

17.78

35.15

18.47

33.37

34.60

46.45
128.85

22.21

77.2!>

.39.47

46.76

39.00

28.63

69,68
19.16

21.07

23.58

36.73

17.13

16.51

17.00

16.66

30.20

124.32

17.03

45.89

18.32

22.50

16.13

27.06

39.26

12.00

284.39

40.89

20.00

133.10

35.83

410.00

250.00
240.00

350.00

Total 915,272,369 $30.47

Of this wood 165,174,792 feet grew in the state, and 750,097,577

came in from other regions. The total cost of the whole quantity

was $27,884,839. Eight are foreign woods: mahogany, Spanish

cedar, Circassian walnut, padouk, English oak, teak, ebony and rose-

wood. The highest priced wood is English oak at $410 per thousand,

the cheapest, sweet magnolia, at $12.

The utilization of wood in Ohio is highly developed and diversified.

The smallest industry uses 555,000 feet a year and the largest 249,-

000,000. Every industry, except matches and cigar boxes, employs
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hume-growD wood in part, but no industry is wholly supplied witli

material grown in the state. There are thirty-five industries in all,

which are listed below with the quantity of wood demanded yearly

by each:

Ohio Inddstries and Quantity ok Wood Used by Each
Quantity used At. cost Total
—annually

—

per cost

Per 1.000 f. 0. b.

Industry— Feet 1>. m. cent. feet. factory.

I'lanlDg mill products 249,296.495 27.24 $31.51 $ 7,b54,691
Boies and crates 153,417,273 1B.76 16.89 2,591,034
Sash, doors, blinds and general
millwork 110,447.792 12.07 35.32 3,901,146

Vehicle and vehicle parts 83,691,735 9.36 39.62 3,39.").H3

Oar construction 56,200,SR3 6.14 31.69 1,780,986
Furniture 41.226.909 4.50 36.90 1,521,463
.\srlcultural implements 39,509,200 4.32 29.43 1,162,823
Haudli s 30.486,733 3.33 27.65 842,991
Matches 25,OU0.0OO 2.73 34.31 857,730
Fixtures 13,974.448 1.53 41.28 576,800
Bungs and faucets 10,084,000 1.10 26.98 272,062
Dairymen's, poulterers' and

apiarists' supplies 9,771.000 1.07 25.94 253,422
Instruments, musical 8,583.100 .94 34.12 292.875
Tanks and silos 8.440,000 .92 33.45 282.293
Caskets and coffins 7,940.000 .87 26.42 209,740
Miscellaneous 7,749,330 .85 31.88 247.028
Woodenware and novelties

(toys) 7,076.000 .77 22.82 161,440
Refriserators ana kitchen cab-

inets 5,757,900 .63 27.50 158.321
Chairs 5.333,500 .58 40.40 215.932
Machine construction 4,850,851 .53 30.01 143,560
Cigar boxes 4,733,186 .52 42.47 201,034
Plumbers' woodworis 4,098,000 .51 30.56 143,555
Trunks and valises 4.187,340 .45 25.23 104.636
Laundry appliances 4.001,000 .44 29.24 117,000
Ship and boat building 3,322.660 .36 39.43 130,997
Frames and molding 2.809,961 .31 42.01 118,057
Brushes 2,697.111 .29 19.88 53,622
Pumps 1,656.230 .18 41.21 68,256
Patterns and flasks 1,469,200 .16 51.47 75,627
Equipment, playground 1.450,000 .16 15.31 22,200
Pulleys and conveyors 892,500 .10 28.84 22,166
Sporting and athletic goods 811,000 .09 66.39 53,840
Instruments, professional and

scientiac 604,000 .07 33.14 20,010
Elevators 588,000 .06 25.47 14,976
Saddles and harness 555,000 .06 27.73 15,388

TotaU 915,272,369 100.00 $30.47 $27,884,839

Nearly 8,000,000 feet of wood are annually required in the pro-

duction of commodities not included in the industries listed above.

They were of kinds so various that they do not fall under any of

the industries, but are grouped as miscellaneous. Some of the details

of this group follow:

Artlflciai limb manufacturers used only one wood—willow, and the entire

supply was cut cutside the state. Umbrella racks made mostly of metal
have wooden frames : ash and white oak supplied the material. Hard
maple answered for looms of silk and textile mills, the sapwood of red

gam for curtain poles and black walnut for gun stocks. The making of

coffee mills required yellow poplar and red gum, and money drawers,
yellow poplar and white oak, the former for the Inside compartments, and
the latter for the exterior. In the breweries to clarify and Alter beer,

chips cut from beech are frequently employed and are called brewers'

shavings. The manufacture of these in Ohio is not a large Industry but
Is worthy of mention. On the other hand, the making of cigar molds,

cigar makers' boards and presses is quite an extensive line of manufac-
turing in the quantity of wood reported. The molds are made of yellow
poplar, basswood. maple and bcecb, while for presses and cigar boards,

high grade hard maple alone supplied the demand. A large amount of

wood In Ohio is converted annually Into shoe lasts, trees and forms.

The two former were practically all made from sugar maple and high
grades were used ; for the latter basswood and to a small extent yellow
poplar met the demand. The only other product to be mentioned Is farm
gates made from red and white oak.

The woods used in largest amounts in the various industries are

given below. The considerations determining the use of a wood are

its suitability and availability. Many woods might suit a certain

purpose well, yet not be in use because too scarce or too costly. The
chief woods in each of the industries in Ohio follow:

Planing mill products, yellow poplar.

Boxes and crates, yellow poplar.

Sash, doors, blinds and general millwork, shortleaf pine.

pine

Vehicles and vehicle pans, hlcUory.

Car construction, longleaf pine.

Furniture, white oak.

-Agricultural implements, shorllrnf pine.

Handles of all kinds, white ash.

Matches, white pine.

Store, bank and office fixtures, white oak.

Bungs for barrels and kegs, yellow poplar.

Dairymen's, poulterers' and apiarists' supplies

.Musical instruments, chestnut.

Tanks, vats and silos, longleaf pine.

Caskets, coffins and outer cases, white pine.

Woodenware and novelties, basswood.
llefrlgerators and kitchen cabinets, re<l gum.
Chairs, white oak.

Machine construction, white oak.

Cigar boxes and tobacco cases, tupelo.

Plumbers' woodwork, white oak.

Trunks and valises, basswood.
Laundry appliances, cypress.

Ship and boat building, white oak.

Moldings and picture frames, red gum.
Brushes, beech.

Pumps, yellow poplar.

Playground equipment, white oak.

Patterns and flasks, white pine.

Pulleys and conveyors, yellow poplar.

Sporting goods, hickorj.

Professional and scientific instninwrTs

Elevators, longleaf pine.

Saddles and harness, elm.

Miscellaneous, yellow poplar.

White oak has more reported uses in Ohio than any other wood.

It is made into 201 separate kinds of articles. Yellow poplar is

second in number of uses, followed, in the order named, by sugar

maple, red oak, birch and hickory.

More than 1,400 manufacturing establishments that make articles

wholy or partly of wood, furnished reports from which the govern-

ment report was compiled.

voftd.

Logging Conditions Around Memphis
Weather conditions have been more favorable than usual through-

out the Memphis territory for this time of the year for logging oper-

ations, and these have made very good progress. There has been^

some rain but the amount has been considerably below the average.

In fact the entire winter has been exceptionally open and those who
have had work to do in the woods have suffered Uttle interference on

this aceoimt. As a result the amount of timber prepared for later

use at the mUls here and elsewhere in the hardwood territory has

been rather full. The great trouble, however, has been in securing

facilities for the prompt handling of timber. The railroads have
offered all the cars necessary and conditions in this respect are in

striking contrast with the shortage of cars and lack of motive power
noted in other seasons; but this is more than offset by the poor
transportation facilities by water. The stage of both the Mississippi

and its tributaries has been so low that comparatively Uttle progress

has been made in floating out any sort of logs. This condition has
borne a little more severely on those owning Cottonwood and gum
than on the general hardwood interests of this territory but it has
affected the movement of timber of all kinds.

Cottonwood grows comparatively close to the streams in this sec-

tion. It is either on the Mississippi or its tributaries and custom
has been that the greater portion of such timber by far has been

handled by water instead of by rail. There is a dislike, too, on tho

part of owners of gum stumpage to use rail transportation where
timber can be handled by water and this inability to make use of

the river has interfered to some extent with the movement of gum logs

to this centre. A prominent firm which is' engaged in getting out

timber in eastern Arkansas is authority for the statement that its

work is practically at a standstill because of the low stage of the

streams in that section and practically all interests depending on
the water as a means of handling timber are finding their receipts

somewhat restricted. It may be said, however, that the majority of

the mills in this territory are still able to keep in steady operation

and further that, if there is anything like a good spring rise, con-

ditions with respect to log supply will compare very favorably with
the average if indeed they are not even better.
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Pertinent Legal Findings

SEliERS DUTY TO FUHNISH CABS

Mauy buyers au.l sellers of lumber will be sur|irised to learu tliat

there lias never beeu any serious dispute over the ijuestiou whether,

when a eontrait to sell lumber calls tor delivery f. o. b. cars at

the place of shijinieut. the seller is impliedly bound to furnish the

necessary cars, in the absence of express agreement to the con-

trary. But the fact is that such question has not only been fre-

quently raise<l iu the courts, but the courts have not been able to

agree on what is the proper rule in such a case. The latest deci-

sions on the point, however, lean towanl the rule that unless the

contract of sale shows that the buyer has undertaken to furnish

the cars, it will be presumed that the seller oblig:ited himself to

procure them.

The Kansas Supreme Court has said: "It is our understanding

that ihe phrase or formula, ' f . o. b. cars." has by long usage and

custom acquired throughout the business circles of the country a

definite and specific meaning generally understood by all business

people. When such phrase or formula is used in a business con-

tract between a buj'er and a seller of ordinary commercial com-

modities, where the use of a common carrier is necessary, the

parties intend thereby that the seller will at his own expense do

all that may be necessary to accomplish the loading and consign-

ment of the goods to the buyer, including the placing of cars

upon which to load the commodities sold; and when nothing

appears to modify or limit this meaning, courts should enforce

the contract so as to effectuate this intent. This rule is reason-

able, it harmonizes with existing business conditions, and is the

universal practice among business people. It is conceded that by

this phrase the seller is bound to deliver the goods to the buyer

by placing them on board the cars. How can he do this unless he

secures the cars?''

A similar decision has been handed down by the Wisconsin

Supreme Court, although that tribunal once adhered to the con-

trary rule.

But in other states the rule seems to prevail that under a contract

for delivery f. o. b. place of shipment, the buyer is bound to

:furnish the necessary cars or vessels, unless the seller binds him-

self to obtain the same, or unless the buyer can show that by a

general lustom or by previous course of dealing between the

parties, it must have been mutually understood that the seller

would furnish the means of transportation. Thus it has been

held by the United States district court tor the northern district of

Illinois that a contract to sell coal f. o. b. the seller's mines

flierel.v required him to load cars to be provided by the buyer.

Moral.—When mutual understanding as to who is to furnish the

necessary cars or vessel cannot be inferred from a general custom

of the trade or from previous course of dealings between the parties,

the contract of sale should expressly state who shall obtain the

transportation equipment. Otherwise it maj- take a lawsuit to

determine where the obligation rests, and in the meantime one

party or the other has incurred liability in damages for breach

of contract. Either the seller is entitled to damages for breach

of the buyer 's obligation to furnish ears, wherebj' the former has

been prevented from making delivery, or the buyer will be en-

titled to recover on the theory that the seller wrongfully refused

to make delivery.

SBLUBB OF BUSimSS AS COMPETITOB

When a lumber dealer or manufacturer sells his business, how

far may he legally bind himself not to re-engage in the same line

of business, and is any contract necessary to prevent him from

competing with his successor?

Answering the second question first, there are repeated court

decisions to sustain the statement that the mere fact that a lumber

manufacturer or dealer sells his business does not prevent him

from setting up a competing enterprise, but that his successor
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will lie awar.lcd legal relict ajiaiiisl any attempt im ills part tii

so conduct a new business that the public is apt to be deceived

into believing that it is a continuation of the old concern; anil

in Massachusetts and perhaps one or two other states, it is held

b}- the courts that a sale of the good will of a business implies an

agreement on the part of the seller not to re-engage in a similar

business in competition with the purchaser, on the theory that

such restraint is necessary in order to protect the buyer in the en-

joyment of his bargain. (S9 Northeastern Rejiorter .548.) But

the general rule is that the seller of any concern is left free t»

become his successor's competitor, unless he expressly promises,

on some valuable consideration, not to do so. The consideration

for such a promise is usually the purchaser's agreement tn buy

the business and good will at a certain price.

The important point to be noted in this article is that t In-

law will not uphold such a contract if it unduly hampers the

seller in re-engaging in business. It is not every express agree-

ment not to re-engage in the lumber business that will be enforced.

Originally, any agreement whereby a person attempted to bind

himself not to resume a lawful occupation was declared by the

courts to be invalid, on the theory that he, his family ajid the

public are entitled to the benefits to be derived from his nn

hampered pursuit of his chosen vocation. The courts applieil the

principle that "competition is the life of trade;'' but this strict

rule has been greatly relaxed by the courts on recognition of the

fact that it is a gross injustice to permit one who has sold a

valuable good will to deprive the purchaser of the fruits of his

bargain, by re-entering the business before the purchaser has be-

come able to establish a reputation with his new trade. It is

now a general principle of law that an agreement not to engage

in competition with his successor will be enforced against the

seller of a business, if it is no broader than is reasonably neces-

sary for the protection of the juirchaser in the enjoyment of

the good will which he has bought. The test of the validity of

such agreements, as applied to the lumber trade, was thus stated

by the Florida supreme court in the case of Stewart vs. Stearns

& Culvert Lumber Company, 48 Southern Reporter 19; "Whether
such a contract unlawfully tends to restrain trade, or to a monopoly,

cannot be ascertained by any accurately defined rules, but must

be ascertained from a practical consideration of the circumstances

of the case. Where an agreement is lawful in itself and is so

limited that it will afford only necessary and proper protection

to the parties, and will not materially or really injure the public

it is valid, though it relates to and operates upon useful com-

modities." Thus what may be a reasonable restriction in one

case would be unreasonable in another. For instance, a retail

dealer whose business has been confined to a certain town and

the surrounding country could not bind himself not to re-engage

in the same business anywhere in the state. But the Indiana

appellate court has sustained the validity of an agreement by a

dealer in building materials, on selling his trade, not to compete

with his successor anywhere in the same county. (Trentman vs.

Wahrenburg, 6.5 Northeastern Reporter 1057.) On the other hand,

all the decisions sustain the validity of an agreement of a hard-

wood manufacturer or wholesale dealer, whose business has ex-

tended over several states, not to re-engage in that business in

competition with his successor in any of those states.

In some states the courts hold that the restriction as to time

during which the competition is to be barred must be limited to

such period as will enable the purchaser of the business to become

acquainted with his trade; five years being treated as a reasonable

period in most instances. There are many decisions in other

states, however, to the effect that if such a contract is reasonably

limited as to territory, it will be enforced, although unlimited

or indefinite as to time. It will usually be found, however, to be

safest to limit the time to five years.
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DEI^Y IN MAKIKG SHIPMENTS
A lumber company is not liable for damages arising from ilelay

in delivering a shipment of lumber, arising from inability to pro-

cure cars, where the buyer's order was accepted 'subject to un-

avoidable delays. (Iowa Supreme Court, Wni. Cameron & Com-
pany vs. Cedar Rapids Lumber Company, 144 Northwestern Re-

porter 5S'2.)

BUYER'S BIGHT TO REJECT I.T7MBER

Plaintiff contracted to sell defendant 150,000 feet of lumber,

more or less, of a certain grade; 100,000 feet to be of certain

dimensions and to be paid for at $11 a thousand, and 50,000

feet of other dimensions at $9 a thousand. Held, that defendant

was bound to receive so much of the lumber delivered under the

contract as conformed to the agreement, although entitled to

reject any lumber which failed to come up to the grade contracted

for, and that, therefore, defendent was not excusable in refusing

to accept any lumber offered for delivery because fifteen per cent

of the contract quantity was "No. 2 common" instead of "No. 1

ommon," the grade bargained for. (Texas Court of Civil Appeals,

Scaulan vs. Hlaml it Fislier T,uml>or Company. I'il Southwestern

Ixi'portcr 4(11. i

LIABILITY OF CONSIGNOR FOR FREIGHT CHARGES
A shipper of freight is personalh' liable to the railway company

for the freight charges, regardless of whether he is the owner of

the shipment, unles.s, to the railway company's knowledge, he is

making the shipment as agent for another person. (Texas Court

of Civil .\ppeals, Chicago, Rock Island &- Gulf Railway Company
vs. Floyd. H31 Southwosteru Reporter 9'jI.i

WRITTEN GUARANTY OF PAYMENT NOT NEEDED
A statute in force in nearly every state provides that a eon-

tract to pay a debt owing by a third person shall not be enforce-

able unless it is evidenced by some writing signed by the person

to be bound by the agreement. The Arkansas Supreme Court

recently held, in the ease of Brinkley Car Works & Manufacturing

Company vs. Cook, Kil Southwestern Reporter 1005, that this

statute did not apply to a promise by defendant to pay the price

of lumber sold to a third person, where defendant was indebted to

the buyer and where the seller of the lumber omitted to file a

mechanic "s lieu on the strength of defendant 's promise to pay
the price. Defendant was held liable on his oral promise to pay

for the lumber, on the theory that his rontrnr-t wns an original

undertaking upon a now eonsiileraticjii.

ACCEPTANCE OF LUMBER BY BUYER
A person who contracted to buy lumber did not lose his right to

reject deliverj- of inferior lumber by using a small part of it,

while negotiations for an adjustment of the transaction were pend-

ing between the parties, he having offered to pay for the quantity

used. (Texas Court of Civil Appeals. Continental Lumber & Tie

Company vs. Miller. IHl Southwestern Rejxirtcr 9l'7.)

REDEMPTION OF PAY CHECKS
The Louisiana Supreme Court lately sustained the validity of the

law of that state which requires checks, punch-outs, tickets, etc., issued

to employes for their services to be redeemed in current money, on

demand. (Regan vs. Treciont Lumber Comjiany, 63 Southern Reporter

X74.)

RECEIPT OF CHECK AS FINAL SETTLEMENT
The mere fact th:it the buyer of a (•arloa<l of Inrnhcr simhIs the seller

.•I check for a certain amount, bearing an indorsement or notation upon

it to the effect that it is sent in full paj-ment of all demands due the

seller, does not constitute payment in full if the check is for a smaller

amount thali is admittedly due, although the seller retains the check

and cashes it. (^Alatiaina Com* <>1 .\|>]ie:ils, Louisiana l.nniber Coni-

panv \s. .1. \V. K:irriiii LiunluT CipmiKniy, li:i Sonflicni licpcirter 788.)

RIGHT TO PENALTY FOB BREACH OF CONTRACT
Although a contract for delivery of logs at a sawmill provides for a

penalty for breach by one of the parties, the other party will not be

permitted to recover it, if the default is attributable to the fault of

both parties. (West Virginia Supreme Court of Appeals, Mitchell &
McNeeley vs. Davis, 80 Southeastern Reporter 493.)

PRINCIPLES GOVERNING SALE OF LUMBER
Two important rules of law applicable to lumber sales contracts were

recently announced by the United States district court for the western

district of Michigan, in the case of A. G. Lehman Company vs. Island

City Pickle Company, 208 Federal Reporter 1014. The first point is

that if a manufacturer contracts to sell a quantity of certain com-

modities he is entitled to deliver articles of the contract kind produced

by another, unless tho contra<-t of sale expressly requires the articles

to be of the seller's manufacture. The court adds that this rule

applies although when the contract is made the parties both believe

that the articles will be of the seller's manufacture. The other point

decided is that when one who has contracted to sell goods repudiates

the agreement and refuses to make delivery, the buyer's only remedy
is a claim for the damages resulting to him in consequence of the

breach; he has no right to sue to compel the seller to comply with

the terms of his contract—a remedy which is open under a contract

to sell land.

BENT FOR STORAGE OF LUMBER
The mere fact that a seller of lumber stored other lumber on the

buyer's premises did not imply a promise to pay rent for the space

occupied, although it might be found from all the surrounding facts

and circumstances there was an understanding for the payment of

rent. (Arkansas Supreme Court, Harris vs. Eagle Box Company,
162 Southwestern Reporter 49.)

RIGHT TO BENEFIT OF MILLING-IN-TRANSIT PRIVILEGE
A shipper of lumber resawed in transit was not entitled to the

benefit of a nulling-in-trausit privilege where the lumber was shipped

from the mill under lower rates, fixed on order of a state railroad

commission, than were in force when the lumber was shipped to the

mill, one of the conditions upon which the privilege was granted be-

ing that a certain rate would be charged on the outbound shipment,

and that rate having been reduced and the shipper having taken ad-

vajitage of the reduction. (United States Circuit Court of Appeals,

Eighth Divisioii: Carson Lumber Company vs. St. Louis & San Fran-

cisco Railroad Company; 209 Federal Reporter 191.)

A New and Interesting Process
It would seem that wide possibilities liave been opened up through

n process for simultaneously bleaching and extracting the coloring

matter from woods, which has recently been perfected and placed

upon the market. The editors of Hardwood Record have seen

samples of wood treated with this preparation, which is a patented

article, and in some cases the results have been really astonishing.

For instance, a specimen of mahogany was shown which had been

bleached out by this process and it is diflicult to imagine a more
beautiful wood surface than the white, satiny piece which resulted.

It would also be difiieult to imagine anything more peculiarly

adapted to piano work for the gorgeous drawing room or music

room than this unusual class of wood. In fact negotiations have

actually been completed with several piano concerns which will

result in their placing at least a limited number of their pianos

on the market finished in this way. The process has also been

used iu connection with bird's-eye maple, entirely eliminating the

objectionable yellowish stain which results from the ageing of this

wood. It iS" used on red maple to make it white, on red birch to

make it wliite and on other woods such as basswood and similar

species which go into kitchen utensils.

The possibilities are too broad to enumerate. The idea of the

process is to render different colored pieces of an equal color or to

make colored wood absolutely white, as after the wood has attained

the desired grade of whiteness any finish can be applied and the

wood can be oiled, stained, shellacked or varnished in the usual way
without any danger of future change in its color. This is a great

advantage over the old method of whitening wood with oxalic acid.

One process for which it is particularly recommended by the

makers, Francke, Phillipsan & Co. of Chicago, is in the whitening

of hardwood floors after they have been laid. This will make the

selection of flooring material a much easier proposition, as uni-

formity of color when laid will not be entirelv essential.
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Progress of the Dimension Idea -^
The gradual rceogiul.iuii uu tlie iiarL of llie hiiiiber liude aud con-

sumers of lumber as well that real economy is served by the purchase

of dimensiou stock has been accompanied by an effort to meet this

requirement wherever possible without the necessity of i)erforming

any actual manufacturing operations.

Simply piling lumber according to width is a step in the right

direction, of course, and the hardwood trade has been using this

plan more and more of recent years, though it has been the rule in

the big softwood mills for a long time. With the relatively smaller

production of the average hardwood mill, as compared with the plant

making yellow pine or cypress, separating the output with regard to

width is somewhat more difficult, but once the piles are started the

plan can ibe worked out without difficulty.

The chief trouble has been in getting a start. The additional

yard-room required for handling the stock on that basis, when most

of the space is already taken up with lumber which has been piled

random widths, presents a serious problem, and the difficulty of solv-

ing it is one of the chief reasons why many manufacturers and
wholesalers continue to pile their stock in the same old way, even

though they realize that it would be a big improvement to have it

separated as to v.idths, in order to take care of special orders whicli

come in requiring that certain widths only be shipped.

The situation was graphically indicated not long ago by a hard

wood man who related the experience he had had in connection

with a desirable piece of business on quartered oak.

"When we first got the inquirj- of the buyer," he said, "the list

of items wanted was so long that it looked as though we had received

specifications for manufacturing dimension stock. But after we went

over the list carefully, we found that most of the stock could be

secured by the simple process of selecting the lumber for width. We
examined typical piles to determine what we could do along that line,

and concluded that we could handle the order. We did so, giving

the customer just what he had specified in the way of width, and

the results were satisfactory to him and to us."

The suggestion that the inquiry '
' looked like a dimension stock

ordei, " indicates how the average hardwood man shies away from

anything of that nature, unless he has been trained to recognize the

opportunities as well as the obstacles involved in handling lumber

on that basis.

The lumberman who does not believe that he can pile his stock

according to width, either because he has insufficient yard-room to

permit starting over in this way, or because his output of any one

item is not large enough to warrant him in offering anything but

random widths, might adopt the plan used by a certain sawmill man
in the Central South. It was developed at the request of a salesman

of the company, who was constantly confronted with such questions

as, "How does your lumber run for widths?"

"Ordinarily," he explained to the head of the concern, "I simply

have to put up a bold front and make a guess, or I am compelled

to confess that I don't know. And in this day, when nobody wants

to buy a pig in a poke, but demands specific information about the

goods we have to sell, it's necessary to give something pretty definite

in making a bid for business.
'

'

The situation was met in a simple but effective way. The order

went out that the tally record indicate the widths of the stock

handled, so that it would be possible to report that a certain car of

oak had contained so much 6", so much 10", etc. The inspectors

kicked on this arrangement at first, on the ground that it involved

unnecessary work, but when it was impressed on them that the infor-

mation was absolutely necessary, the.y began to keep their tallies in

the desired form.

Copies of the tally-sheets were sent to the salesman, and when he

entered the oflSce of a consumer who wanted to know how his lumber

ran, his reply was to take out the sheets which had been sent him,

and present his proposition about like this:

"Here are the records of several cars of plain oak sliipped during
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the pa.st uei!k. 'I'licy sliuu 'M pvr c-cul, of 0" and 7" stock, 40 per

cent of 8" and 9" and the rest 10" and up. I can't guarantee that

your stock will run that way, but judging from the fact that it has

been pretty uniform, I think your lumber will be found to come

pretty close to the figures I have given you."

The use of actual statistics and the presentation of copies of

tally-sheets never failed to impress the buyer, who was accustomed

to have salesmen paw the air and beat around the ,bush in a vain

effort to keep from committing themselves. The result was that

;!fter the hardwood man began lo give the specific information of

lumber shipped, without having to bind himself with a guarantee

that the lumber lo be shipped on the order taken at that time would

necessarily run tlie same way, orders came a good deal more easily,

and complaints, likewise, fell off with almost startling rapidity.

The iustance might be mentioned of a large manufacturer who
regularly supplies his staff of salesmen with this information about

every ear shipped for each month. In this case the results have not

been particular!}' good, because the labor of going over the list and

digesting the information contained there, so 'as to make it of prac-

tical value as a selling argument, has been too great for most of the

salesmen, who carry the sheet in their pockets without putting it to

any real use. But this is not the fault of the system, but of the

salesmen.

Plain oak, as a rule, is not piled according to width, but there is

no doubt that it could be handled that way to good advantage in the

yard with any considerable stock of this wood. Six and seven-inch

stock could be piled with 12", 13" and 14'', of course, and the nar-

rower boards could be sold with the wide. Eight and nine-inch could

be handled separately, and 10" and 11" piled alone. The result

would be that the buyer, instead of taking random widths, even

though with some information to guide him in his purchases, could

order just what he wanted and get that and nothing more.

Lumber piled in this way is not only more valuable to the con-

sumer, but is more profitable to the lumberman. The buyer is willing

to pay for the service performed for him in separating the widths,

for the reason that he is saved the expense of manufacturing and

the waste involved in ripping the boards to get the widths he needs.

The same arguments apply to this proposition as are applicable to

dimensiou stock generally, proving tlie point made at the beginning

of this article, that the lumberman can frequently manipulate his

stock so as to get the result of dimension production without actually

doing any manufacturing.

It is worth noting, also, that most of the efforts to handle lumber

more scientifically and with greater reference to the needs of the

consumer are the result of necessity. When poplar slumped, those

who continued to make money out of it did so by separating the

widths, studying the needs of the consuming trades, and selling the

stock accordingly. The consumer was benefited, because he was saved

expense and trouble, and the lumberman not only got sales that

he would probably have missed otherwise, but got bigger profits than

lie could have hoped for if he had sold his stock random widths.

The most successful handlers of oak strips are those who have not

been content to follow the classifications established by the rules, but

to divide .ind subdivide according to the requirements of individual

consumers, not making the man who wants the narrower end of the

strip stock take the wide, with the necessity of ripping and wasting

part of the material, and not making it necessary for the consumer

who needs 4 and .5-inch strips to take the narrower lumber as well.

Plain oak requires some such treatment as that today, and now,

in view of selling conditions in that field, seems to be an excellent

time to try out the idea. Those who dislike the idea of going into

the dimension business can console themselves with the reflection

that they won't have to use a single inaehine in getting the results

desired by the consumer; while the latter will be willing to accept

the assorted stock that he wants without haggling over whether the

result was achieved in the mill or in the yard. G. D. C, Jr.
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INTERIOR TRIM AND FURNITURE
Mauut'ai'turers who say tliat tliey are "interested" only iu

the furniture trade fail to realize that they are parties to de-

velopments affei'ting that trade, which may not be directly

connei'tod with it.

The interior tinish business, for instance, impinges on the

manufacture of furniture at many angles, and affects it to a

material extent. The man who is selling the furniture manu-
facturers and is disregarding those making interior trim is

•overlooking one of the important features of the situation.

This condition was shown very strikingly iu a recent instance

by the completion of a fifteen-story office building in an Ohio valley

city. The building is trimmed in mahogany, the door and window-

frames, mouldings, etc., being of that material, while the veneered

loors are splendid specimens of this class of millwork, being made
with i^-inch figured mahogany faces.

The "class" of the interior trim is such that many of the

several hundred concerns which have moved their offices to the

new building have fitted their quarters with mahogany furniture

and office equipment exclusively. The amount of business on

mahogany furniture handled as the direct result of the use of

mahogany in the interior trim is far up in the thousands.

The manufacturer of oak lumber, who wonders why the de-

maud isn 't what it ought to be, might talk to the architects who
specify the character of the trim to be used and learn something

to his advantage.

SELECTING FIGURED GUM LOGS

A well-known manufacturer of gum lumber, who has a mill in

Mississippi, recently made the statement that figured gum logs

can be selected without difficulty. This statement is opposed by

veneer manufacturers, who point out that while a fresh-cut log

will frequently give some indication of figure, this evidence is

by no means conclusive.

"I have bought many million feet of gum logs for manufacture

into veneers," said the representative of a large concern specializ-

ing in figured gum veneers and panels, "and I have been deceived

in many instances. The 'calico' appearance of the butt of a log

which has been freshly cut is suggestive of figure, but I have

seen too many of them opened only to display a plain instead of

a figured surface to feel like relying on it to any great extent."

THE BASIS FOR INVENTORY VALUES
In taking an inventory of stoi-k. what should be the basis for

fixing the values of the lumber ou hand?

It would seem that the cost of the lumber would be the fairest

way to handle the proposition, and this would work very well in

a wholesale yard. However, with the sawmill man, who has only

a log-run cost to work on, and can hardly fix the cost of each

grade, except arbitrarily, this plan is not exactly ideal.

Many lumbermen look to the market price as a guide for in-

ventory valuations, and fix these $5 below the market, this amount

being sufficient to pay the cost of marketing and leave a profit

to the seller. This is a good, practical plan, and is sufficient

evidence that lumbermen are aware of the danger of taking

values at anything like the probabje selling price.

In i-onnectiou with inventories, one finds the explanation for

shrinkages in profits which are puzzling to many lumbermen.

The past year was a good example of what is meant. If a lum-

berman took stock June .30, after a period during which values

in plain oak had risen remarkably, his profits, as a result of

this upward swing, would have been unusually large. At the end

of 1913, however, with the pendulum swinging in the other direc-

tion, the reduction in inventory values would cause a correspond-

ing shrinkage in profits which would be rather disappointing.

Yet the actual business handled during the final six mouths may
have been just as desirable and just as profitable, disregarding

what may be tcrnu-d the speculiitive features of the market, as

that taken care of iu the first hall' of the year.

A VENEER MANUFACTURING FALLACY
Not long ago a manufacturer of oak veneers agrci'il to get out

some dimension stock for a customer at a price which was not

only low, but actually below cost. The consideration involved

was placing a large order for log-run stock of a kind on which

a reasonable profit could be made.

The excuse for this sort of business may be, in this case, that

the price paid for the log-run material was sufficient to take care

of the loss on the dimension stock. But this is merely an ex-

cuse, and not a reason. It is just as indefensible to cut a price

in the hope of thereby landing an order for goods on which a

profit may be made as it is to cut prices on everything. The

difference is only in the degree. The reduced quotation makes

it harder for everybody else to sell that particular kind of

stock at a reasonable margin of profit; and consequently if

everybody played that game, the entire market would be de-

moralized, and it would be impossible to make mone}' even on

the staples, which can be manufactured most easily.

The only safe way is to know the cost of each item and to

charge enough above cost to make a profit on each item. The

plan of robbing Peter to pay Paul, and using a below-cost

quotation on one class of business to get other business on which

a profit may be realized, not only smacks of the corner-grocery

style of doing business, but is poor policy from every angle.

THE CONTAGION OF ENTHUSIASM
"How are you, Mr. Smith? Fine weather we've been having,

isn't it? How's business with you? Only fair? Well, we
might be doing more ourselves, but things are coming along

pretty nicely after all."

And the lumber salesman who spoke these words grinned cheer-

fully, gave the hand of the consumer he was calling on a hearty

clasp, and began to talk as optimistically as if he had just in-

herited a million dollars.

The consumer looked at him and smiled.

"I'm glad you came," he admitted. "A chap was in here

this morning who was talking hard times until he made me feel

as if the country was going to the demnition bow-wows. He
created a kind of Blue Monday atmosphere, and when he left I

was ready to go home and beat my wife. But your line of talk

sounds better. What do you think of trade, anyhow?''

This particular salesman doesn't try to sell lumber on the

strength of "hot air"; he knows that there are always two ways

of looking at the same situation, and that it is good business

for him and his customers to take a cheerful, silver-lining view

of trade conditions, instead of insisting on business being in-

tolerably rotten.

The difference in his favor in this case was exactly two cars

of plain oak; and it was sold at a price that a calamity-howler

would have branded impossible. A cheerful sentiment is a

mighty good business asset, and a salesman simply can 't get

along without it.

PARCEL POST FOR VENEER SAMPLES
The increased weight limit of the [.anel jiost system has

enabled veneer and panel manufacturers to use the new service

to a considerable degree. The usual plan, in shipping veneer

samples, is to tape and hinge them, so that they can be folded

into a compact bundle. Protected by a sheet of %-inch stock

on each side, they can be shipped easily and safely, as well as

quickly and economically, through the parcel post. A well-known

veneer manufacturer said recently that sampling is getting to be

one of his best bets, and that the parcel post has enabled him

to get out his stock so conveniently that he seldom thinks of using

the express companies, except where mucJj larger weights than

are provided in the parcel post schedule are involved.
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Methods of Forest Protection
Ijumbermeu aud timber owuors in jrcnoral are becoiiiiui; verv

much interested in the protection of their holdings from forest
lires. It is estimated that ten years ago only about five per cent
of the whole wooded area of the country received any attention
whatsoever in the matter of fire protection whereas it has been
estimated that, at the present time, aproximately fifty per cent
of our forests are patrolled or protected, at least in a rough way,
from the ravages of the destructive forest fires. This remarkable
progress in the matter of looking after our wooded areas is a
natural result of the increased value of timberlands which is best

indicated by the rise in stumpage values that has taken place in

the past twentj' years or more.

Now we have special associations for the protection of forests

from fire, cooperative organiza-

tions and even committees of

lumber associations appointed to

consider and devise the most eflB-

cient and satisfactory methods

and costs of fire protection. Up
to the present time the U. S.

Forest Service has been the

leader in this work in protect-

ing the national forests from fire

and in stimulating the adoption

of certain protective measures

by private owners. Various state

forest departments have also

been very active in the matter

of not only looking after their

own reserves but also in coop-

erating with lumber companies

and timber owners in obtaining

the most efficient protection against forest fires. More recently

many measures have been adopted to prevent the starting of

forest fires in order to reduce the annual fire damage to a minimum
by the introduction of special patrol, erection of lookout towers,

equipment of locomotives with spark arresters, etc. It is estimated

that at least thirty states now have on their statute books effective

laws for the protection of both state and private holdings from

forest fires. Some states like Minnesota and New York have even

gone so far as to require the disposal of brush and slash after

logging operations by piling and burning the brush or by lopping

the tops and larger branches in order to reduce the fire hazard to

the least possible extent.

LOCATING A
GRAPHIC MAP.

It has been estimated by competent authorities that the direct

annual loss resulting from forest fires is at least $.50,000,000, and

that in the neighborhood of 20,000,000 acres are burned over every

year. It is further believed that had fires been prevented on

forest lands that are now unproductive because of these same

forest fires, 32,000,000,000 board feet of lumber valued at least at

$64,000,000 could now be produced every year on this land. The

amount of this loss is equal to eighty per cent of the total yearly

lumber cut of the United States.

Some of the most disastrous forest fires ever recorded are still'

remembered by lumbermen in regions most severely attacked by

fires. For instance in 1871 the great Peshtigo fire in the vicinity

of Green Bay, Wis., resulted in the loss of over 1,000 lives, and

400 square miles of territory

were burned over. In 1881, a.

forest fire in the peninsula be-

tween Lake Huron and Saginaw

Bay in Michigan burned over an

area of 1,000,000 acres. The-

famous Hinckley fire in Minne-

sota in September, 1894, de-

stroyed over $2.5,000,000 worth:

of property, nine towns were

wiped out, and 600 people were

killed. The recent fire of 1910-

in Idaho and Montana is too

well-known to require descrip-

tion; suffice it to say that in

the short space of three weeks

approximately $25,000,000 worth'

of splendid timber was de-

stroyed. Numerous other ex-

amples could be quoted of some of the more important fires that

have occurred within the past decade.

It is, of course, obvious that our great conflagrations and fire

losses occur in the dense timber growth of the Lake States, in the

Northwest, and in the Northeast. Maine, Pennsylvania, and New
York have all suffered very heavily from fires. Coniferous trees

on account of the resinous character of their leaves and bark

are especially susceptible to burning. Wherever hardwoods grow

by themselves there is not such great danger from crown fires.

However, the fact remains that most of our best hardwood stands

occur in connection with coniferous timber as for example in'

the big hardwood isroducing region of the Lake States, the

[IKK BY THE USE OF AN ALIDADE ON A TOPO-
NOTE THE 'PHONE WHICH IS USED TO REPORT
THE FIRE AND ITS LOCATION.

A SEVERE GROUND-FIRE SWEPT OVER THIS AREA AND KILLED
PRACTICALLY ALL OF THE HARDWOODS.

FIRE OFTEN WEAKENS THE BASE OF Till: il;i-L -o il

RESIST A STRONG WIND. i i
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>outlieru Appalachiaus iududiiiy West \'irgiiiia, eustoni Kentucky,

Virginia, eastern Tennessee, and western North Carolina, and in

Pennsylvania, Xe\%' York, and the Northeast. The lower Missis-

sippi hardwood region is comparatively exempt from fire risk on

account of the fact that in lowlands which are moist, serious fires

are rare; but in the Ozark region and even in the Ohio valley as

well a." in the other regions, ground fires burning through the leaves

do serious damage to standing hardwood timber. The damage done

to the stands in the Adirondacks and Appalachian mountains is

too well known to require further discussion here.

Another pertinent fact is that most of our hardwoods are very

susceptible to injury even by severe ground fires and that fire

killed hardwoods deteriorate in quality very rapidly. Aside from
this fact, fire injured timber, even when not killed outright is

often left in such bad shape that it falls a ready prey to boring

insects and fungi and the result is almost the same as if it had
beCT killed at first. Even the second growth hardwood stands

that have been cut over several times in the East, including New
Kngland, south along the coast to Maryland, suffer considerable

annual damage from recurrent ground fires. Several lumbermen
and timber owners in this section have taken active measures to

both prevent and control all forest fires. A good example is

found in the Pocono Protective Fire Association in eastern Penn-

sylvania. This association has shown what can be accomplished

in the way of preventing damage by fires through cooperation of

the private owners of 100,000 acres, nearly all of which consist

of hardwood timber. Expenses are met for this work by the

annual assessment of six mills per acre of land owned by the

association.

In discussing the importance of the forest fire situation and
methods of securing eflicient fire protection, it is interesting to

note the various causes of forest fires. In one large section of

the country where in one year, 1,.338 fires were reported, the follow-

ing causes were recorded:

Causos yumber Percent
Campers 346 25
Lightning 176 13

Itailroad locomotives 273 20
Ix)gging machinery, small sawmills, etc.. 65 5

Clearing land 34 3

Incendiary 19 2

Hunters 15 1

Miscellaneous 60 5

I'nknown or cause not reported 367 26

Totals 1,358 100

Under "unknown, etc.," it is apparent that it would be impos-

sible to detect in every case the exact cause of fire. It is aston-

ishing, however, to note that of aU the various causes listed, light-

ning is the only one that is not absolutely preventable.

In various sections of the countrj- a great campaign of publicity

:ind education in regard to forest fires is being waged which should

cut down some of the most serious causes of fires such as careless

campers, hunters, those clearing land, and those in charge of log-

ging engines, sawmills, etc.

The principal and most successful methods that are now coming

to be employed in the protection- of timberlands from fire losses

are the following: (1) patrol (2) construction of telephones and

lookout or observation towers in connection with them (.3) brush

burning and lopping (4) use of roads, trails, and fire lines where

necessary. In one part of the country the heliograph was used

to flash signals under a code system, by means of the sun's rays,

to report the location of fires that had started. In addition to

these methods, legislative measures have been resorted to in order

to compel railroads under certain conditions to use oil as fuel

rather than coal; to clear out their rights of way, and to use

spark arresters to prevent the spreading of sparks in the woods

during the dry season. Other measures have been passed by many

states restricting the burning of brush in clearing land to a few

months in the year and imposing penalties for setting fire to the

woods either through careless or willful action.

Very often a combination of various methods is used, such as

the use of patrolmen, lookout towers and telephones. This has

worked out to splendid advantage in a number of regions under
different conditions both by state and federal organizations and by
private lumbermen and cooperative associations. Patrol work is

really necessary only during an unusually dry and dangerous fire

season. In the West, the Forest Service guards ami rangers cover
about 100,000 acres apiece on an average, which is entirely too

much for effective work. In parts of Germany, patrolmen arc

expected to cover only from 1,000 to 5,000 acres. Look out towers
have been used very successfully in locating incipient fires. They
are placed on mountain tops or high elevations which command
extensive views and with the aid of field glasses, observers can
detect fires up to thirty miles away. In the West fires have been
detected as far as one hundred miles distant in the clear at-

mosphere. On discovering a fire, the observer takes a compass
direction to it and if he can get in communication with another
observer by telephone, the directions are plotted on a map and
wherever the lines intersect on the map, the fire is located and the
proper authorities are notified at once. Telephone lines have been
found to be almost indispensable in some regions. A single line

built with a No. 9 galvanized iron wire can be constructed for
from $30 to .$.50 a mile by attaching to living trees. The above is

the method adopted by most of our states. New York, Wisconsin,
Pennsylvania, and Maine have been the leaders in state fire pro-

tection work and since their reserves are scattered in with private
holdings, the individual owner can cooperate with the state for-

ester or warden to excellent advantage. New York has over
1,600,000 acres of forest reserves in the Adirondacks and the
Catskills. Pennsylvania has practically 1,000,000 acres and Wis-
consin about 500,000 acres in reserves.

Eoads and trails are used to advantage as means of access in

getting over the tract and also as a good place in which to check
the advance of the fire. It is often necessary to construct trails

in densely forested regions of mixed hardwoods and softwoods in

order to properly control the area or to make the lookout stations

accessible.

Under certain circumstances, especially in remote or inaccessible

forest regions, caches of tools distributed at convenient points

have been found to be splendid investments. Sometimes even
food and rough camp outfits are stored along with caches of tools

so that the toting of supplies which is often an important factor
in putting out or fighting fires, does not hinder the progress of the
work. Time is the big factor in putting out fires. As one lum-
berjack, well experienced in fire fighting, once expressed it. "Every
fire can be put out with a stamp of the foot if you do it in time."
If a fire is allowed to burn for several hours, undetected or without
any effort to stop its progress, it may develop into a crown fire

which under the presence of a high wind is impossible to stop.

The best tool to trench or directly fight a fire is undoubtedly
the long handled shovel. This can be used both to dig a trench

to the mineral earth and to throw moist earth directly on the

spreading fire. Other useful tools are the mattock, cross-cut saw,

axe and often a common rake.

In regard to cost, fire protection can be assured wherever fires

are dangerous in our hardwood or mixed hardwood and coniferous

forests by the expenditure of a few cents per acre annually at

the outside. One large lumber association that uses patrol in the

dangerous seasons and cooperates with the state in the use of tele-

phones and lookout stations, secures very efficient protection for

about two cents per acre per year. Another association during an

especially dry and dangerous fire season spent as high as twelve

cents per acre and considered it a splendid investment. The West-

ern Forestry and Conservation Association, supported almost en-

tirely by lumbermen, secures good protection from forest fire

losses for between one and two cents per acre. This expenditure

is really in the form of forest fire insurance and the various lum-

ber companies have been well satisfied with the investment. For-

est fire insurance has not been offered by any of the regular insur-

ance companies in this country but in Europe it has been in use for

some time. There is one large concern in Munich, Germany, which

does considerable business in guaranteeing freedom from fire losses.
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Ou well managed forest properties the premiums vary from $1

down to twelve cents per $250 value. The rate of course is made

out for and differs with each particular tract.

There is no question but that in the future insurance companies

will enlarge the scope of their policies to include the insurance

of standing timber. This time will come just as soon as adequate

measures are adopted by all the organizations interested in fire

protection.

Several associations assess their members on a pro rata basis per

acre in advance of the fire season which has proved to be excellent

forest fire insurance. During 1911 in one instance 9.54,000 acres

were protected at an average cost of one and one-third cents per

acre.

The following are the principal factors of cost in organizing a

forest tract under an efiicicnt system of fire protection:

1. Character of timber growth and underbrush. It is obviously

more expensive to protect dense, brushy timber than an open, cleaiL

growth.

2. Topography or "lay of the land." Where lookout points

can be established to advantage, it is a very cheap and efficient

method.

3. Accessibility. Telephones, roads, trails, etc., which are-

usually found near settlements are a considerable aid to fire pro-

tection. Sometimes, however, settlers are a great source of trouble

in brush burning, etc.

4. Location of emergency supplies of fire fighting tools, food

and camp equipment. This is comparatively inexpensive and

very efficient in saving time and trouble in getting to a fire.

5. Cost and efficiency of labor for patrol, erection of towers

and telephones, building trails, etc. N. C. B.
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Imports and Exports in 1913
The Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Commerce has published

figures showing the imports and exports of forest products for the

year 1913. For convenience of comparison, similar figures for 1912

are given. The value of the mahogany iinported in 1913 was seven-

teen per cent greater than in the preceding year, as is shown in

detail in the following table:

1912. 1913.

Maiiogany from England ?1,724,381 $1,761,206

Mahogany from Central America 1,113,823 1,101,809

Mahogany from Mexico 600,190 874,811

Mahogany from Africa 307,316 607,437

Mahogany from other countries 540,389 684,250

Total mahogany imports .?4,286,099 $5,029,513

Gain in 1913 over 1912 $ 743,414

The largest importations of mahogany are credited to England.

This wood does not grow in that country, but is collected there from

all regions of the world where it grows, and is distributed to vari-

ous countries.

Most of the African mahogany whicli reaches the United States

comes by way of England; but there is some trade in this wood

direct between the United States and Africa, as the table shows, and

this trade was nearly 100 per cent greater in 1913 than in 1912.

This indicates that American buyers of African mahogany are send-

ing direct to the country where it grows. While the imports directly

from Africa nearly doubled, there was a slight increase also of

imports via England.

Imports from CentPal America for the same period declined slightly,

while those from Mexico increased in value more than forty-five per

cent. This is a matter of some surprise in view of the domestic

troubles in that country. In spite of the civil war the mahogany

cutters in that country seem to be able to get their logs down to

the coast and to sell them at a good price.

The mahogany credited to "other countries" comes from various

islands of the West Indies, the northern coast of South America,

and from Panama.

The imports of sawed lumber are divided in two parts, that from

Canada and that from other countries. A slight falling off is noted

in both divisions, as the following table shows:

1912. 1913.

Sawed lumber from Canada $16,952,635 $16,779,536

Sawed lumber from other countries 930,413 837,051

Totals ... $17,883,048 $17,616,587

Loss In 1913 from 1912 $266,461

The imports of wood pulp increased more than nine per cent, and

the increase was general, but greatest from Sweden, amounting in

that instance to thirty per cent. Canada was able to slightly in-

crease its shipments of pulp to this country. The table below gives

the itemized imports of wood pulp

:

1912. 1913.

Wood pulp from Germany $ 2,029,377 $ 2.348,036-

Wood pulp from Norway 3,108,850 3,657,924
Wood pulp from Sweden 3,722,564 4.833,398
Wood pulp from Canada 4,893,410 5,115,830-

Wood pulp from other countries 549,017 400,329

Totals $14,903,218 $16,355,517

Gain in 1913 over 1912 $1,452,299-

Value op E.xports

The value of exports of forest products exceeds the imports three-

fold, and in most items the figures for 1913 show a moderate in-

crease over those for the preceding year.

The total export of round logs increased slightly, but ash fell off.

Walnut and hickory increased. The details are given below:
Round logs

—

1912. 1913.

Hickory $ 296,435 $ 330,911

Oak 147,127 68,859-

Walnut 599,099 608,695-

All other 2,785,752 2.912,802

Totals $3,828,4i:j $3,921,267

Gain in 1913 over 1912 .$92,854

Exports of square logs fell off thirteen per cent in 1913. The

largest item was longleaf pine, and it showed substantial increase;

but miscellaneous logs declined nearly eighty per cent. Hewed
timbers go abroad in much smaller quantity than sawed logs. The-

items are given in the table below:

1912. 1913.

Hewed timber $ 689,098 $ 879,906-

Sawed longleaf pine timber 7,916,104 8,705,257

All other square timber 2,920,512 537,169-

Totals $11,626,314 $10,122,332

Loss in 1913 from 1912 $1,503,982

Lumber constitutes the largest item in the export of forest prod-

ucts, and the inerehse in 1913 over the figures for 1912 amounted to

about thirteen per cent. The table follows

:

Lumber— 1912. 1913.

Cypress (half year, 1912) $ 189,261 $ 464,969-

Fir 7,821,850 9,098,882

Gum 2,087,206 2,657,240

Oak 11,267,750 12,278,439

White pine (halt of 1912) 853,543 1,612,437

Longleaf pine 16,613,887 21,231,225

Shortleat pine 990,498 856,825

-Vll other pine 5,973,512 4.276,787

Yellow poplar 1,380,648 1.566,448

Kedwood (half of 1912) 868,873 1,458,625

Spruce 578,142 611,496

All other 7,350,742 6,968,351

Totals $55,985,732 $63,081,723

Ciain in 191.'. over 1912 $7,095,941
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The misoellaueous exports of proiliicts of tlic forest were eight per

lent greater in ]91.'i than in the year before. The most marked ile-

iliue was in shingles, finishing lumber for houses, and woodenware.

Inrrense may be noted in railroad ties, staves, sash, doors, furniture,

empty barrels, and wnod pulp. The table follows:

1!)1L'. li)i:i.

Ilailrond tic-s ilmir ..1 r.il::i SI.110,104 $L'..s!m;..'i2!1

Shinelt's L>94,72(i I TH.r.iiT

Box shiioks l,:{24,aB(i l,:!.:ii,i;r,4

Barri'l shuoks 2,585,92'J L'..'i7n.mii

."^liiv.s «,144,89(i 7.L':!l.!i:i4

ll'Hcllii;: a40.867 .•i2.-.,(i4;!

.\11 other ooopprasf :t.211'.0Ul :i.:!l'J.8(i.">

Sash, doors, and blinds I,;!7;i.li01 1.41«,.">3S

l'"nrnllure «.!)(!!. .S4!> 7,2S8,130
KmiJty barrels ;!4s.i(iii ,".U4,08S

Incubators and brooders (half of li)12) 4r.,.".7-. 178,161
House llnlshlngs 1.o.",:;,:!L'7 s:iO.OSR

Woodenware 7.'iri.oriL' (i."ii;,740

Wood pulp .|41',;i4'.t 7:t8,4.">l

I )tbr>r miinufaetures of woo<l 7..')20,4."i7 7.."i47,665

The total exports of forest products in 1!U2 were valued at

.JilO.3,840,015, and in 19i:{ at $U4,777..")13, the increase being

$8,9.37,498.

^:g^^:^ali)^i/tiW!WI^tOT!ls^!limiTOt^^^

Bullet Wood of British Guiana
Bullet wood {Mimusop.i i/lobosa—Gaertner) is one of the coiniiiou

and at the same time one of the most important timber trees of

British Guiana. It is a well-known tree and is variously called

bully tree, horse flesh, beefwood, red lance wood, balata rouge. There

are several other tree species growing in the same region, called

bully or bullet wood, but they are smaller and less likely to reach

the market outside of their range of growth. It often reaches the

English and American markets under the name of beefwood, but it

must not be contused with the Australian beefwood (Casuarina) also

called sheoak or ironwood. The latter is very light red, coarse and

cross-grained and does not attain the same large proportions as

the South American bullet wood which is brownish-red, somewhat

resembling true mahogany. From a study of common names of trees

in tropical America one is led to believe that the term •bullet or

bully wood is applied to any hard, heavy, and close-grained wood.

This is true particularly of sapotaceous trees belonging to the genera

SideToxylon, Su/iota, Bwnclia and Dipholis. All the trees of these

and several other genera yield a gummy sap which is collected and

sold under the name of balata or simply gum. The term bullet wood

is probably a corruption of balata.

Bullet wood is jiroduced by one of tlie largest trees in British

Guiana. It ranges from 100 to 12.5 feet in height and from five

to seven feet in diameter. It is particularly abundant in Berbiee,

B. G., where the mature trees are said to yield logs about forty-two

inches square and free from sap. The trees are without branches

for nearly one-half of their total height. They generally have clean,

symmetrical boles for thirty or forty feet, and like a number of

tropical trees are provided with three or four stout and powerful

roots which form enormous buttresses above the ground. The straight

massive trunks are covered with a grayish-brown bark. The tree

is an evergreen and has ratlier large, thick, leathery leaves which

are dark green above and somewhat lighter beneath. Owing to

the absence of distinct annual rings of growth, the age of a mature

bullet tree cannot be accurately determined. It is known, however.

that the rate of growth is exceedingly slow, and it is probable

that a tree sixty inches in diameter is fully 400 years old, while

others of still larger proportions are relatively older.

The wood is brownish-red turning darker with age and upon

exposure to light and air. One writer states that the wood is red

in color resembling the lean of the boiled salt-beef of the sailor,

and this is probably why this wood received the name of beefwood.

The trade recognizes three varieties—red, white, and black. All are

cut from the same species and the reason for these three grades

can be explained on the basis that the red is the true normal heart-

wood, the white is from young sappy trees, and the black is from

the old overmatured trees which grew uji in low mucky soil. The
nature of the soil fref|nently aflfects the color and lasting finalities

of the timber. The darker colored heartwood would indicate that

the tree has taken up highly colored substances which have been

deposited on the inner walls of the wood elements in the form of

gum and resin derivatives. The darker colored grades of bullet wool
are said to be more durable than the lighter grades. The white

ants which are so destructive to the woods in the tropics do not

attack the heartwood of this tree, but the bark and sapwood are
penetrated soon after cutting the trees down. As a safeguard against
this pest, the bark and sapwood should be removed from the logs

inunediately after the tree is felled.

The wood is very hard and heavy often weighing seventy pounds
per cubic foot. It is strong, having a crushing strength of 4.77

ton.s per square inch and a modulus of rupture of 16,000 pounds per
square inch. The latter was determined by testing a spar six inches

in diameter. Bullet wood is very tough and elastic which are two
qualities required in fishing-rod material. While this wooil has not
been used very extensively for this purpose it possesses the properties

of a number of other good fishing-rod woods. The wood is very close

and straight-grained and works very easily, but it is .subject to
serious heartshakes which unfit it for use in the form of large

timbers for construction work. It is also liable to the attacks of
the teredo and cannot be used successfully for marine construction.

Some of the principal uses of this wood in British Guiana are for

house building, telegraph poles, mill rollers and beams in sugar
factories, field work, bridging, and spars. It is used also for making
shingles and the native workmen frequently make planes of it. When
the wind mills were still in use in British Guiana, the bullet wood
was considered the best for the arms of the mill.

In purchasing bullet wood great care should be exercised to get
the true kind. The forests are full of inferior kinds and the natives
are prone to substitute worthless material in place of genuine bullet

wood. There is good and bad bullet wood in the market, as is the
case with a number of other important kinds. A timber known as
"balata chien " which resembles the black grades of bullet wood
is often cut and sold but it is practically worthless. The true bullet

wood is considered the most important tree in South America, where
it is taken into account that it yields not only very valuable timber
but also a gum, the collection of which is controlled by special laws.

This gum pcssesscs properties which are intermediate between caout-
chouc and gutta-percha and is in great demand in the United States
and in Europe for making chewing gum, candies, and a great variety
of other purposes. The wood is sold at present in the New York
and Baltimore markets where it brings from twenty to twenty-five
cents per square foot.

Bullet wood is one of the easiest woods to be recognized bv means
of a hand lens magnifying from four to six diameters. It will be
necessary before examining the wood to cut a smooth transverse
surface by means of a sharp knife. It will be seen that there are
numerous fine short rows of small pores arranged in radial rows.
In ad<lition to these radial rows of pores there are numerous less

conspicuous lines of soft tissue (wood parenchyma fibers) which run
at right angles to the indistinct pith rays. These lines of soft tissue

are invariably lighter in color than the hariler and ilenser wood
fibers between them. These characters which will always aid one in

identifying the woorl may be made to stand out nmro clearly imder
the hail. I lens if the smooth surface is moistened.

Indications are that most of the hnnlwoods will he exiiiliiti'il at the

Forest Products Exposition.
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The Mail Bag
B 662—Wants Red Cedar Blocks and Slats

lidotlc. Liverpool. Knii.. Jan. .11. -Editur Uahdwood JtECORi>

:

\Vi' :uc! taking tlie lilwity of writing you to aseeituln whether you would
1)0 kind cnouKh to let us have the uame or names of reliable exporters of

ri'd i-.'dar lilorks and slats, to be situated in the Tenne.ssee territory.

Any reader of HARDWOOD RECORD desiring to communicate
with any of the Inquirers listed in this section can have the ad-
dresses on written request to the Mall Bag Department, HARD-WOOD RECORD, 537 South Dearborn Street. Chicago, and referring
to the number at the head of each letter and enclosing a self-
addressed stamped envolepe.

B 657—In the Market for Persimmon Logs
Glasgow, Scotland. Feb. 3.— IMitor lUnuwooD Record : \Vc shall be

Slad to get the names ot reliable shippers of persimmon logs, and trust
you will favor us with all tlic information you have in this connection.

A slu)rt list of e-xporters of iiersiiiimon lojjs has been forwarded
our eorr('s|)onilent.

—

Editor.

B 658—Wants Market for Oak, Beech and Hard Maple Squares

Ockley. Ind., Feb. i:i,—Editor Hardwoou Ukcouli : Wc arc looking for

a market for short red white oak squares. .\lso beeeii and hard
maple squares, and red and white oak lumber sawed to specifications, and
have been advised to write you tor desired information.

This inquirer has been placed in touch viith manufacturers of the

material desired. Anyone interested may have the address upon ap

plication to this office.

—

Editor.

B 659—Wants 10/4 Soft Maple or Gum
Lester. I'a.. Feb. 9.—Editor IIahdwoiili Ukiuiui: .\iii wriliuy .voii in

regard to special size 10/4 soft maple which 1 am going to buy, thinking
that perhaps you would bo able to gi\e me the addresses of firms from
whom I would be able to buy this. I want about two cars of 10 4 maple
of the following specifications.

Ten per cent of the quantity that we buy must be any one o£ tin'

following sizes :

S" wide and 10' long
.")" wide and 16' long
S" wide and Id' long
o" wide and 10' long

Ninety per cent of the order can be any of the following sizes:

.7)7" long and 8" wide
•57" long and 2i,4" wide
.">7" long and 5" wide

114" long and 5" wide

We can take an.v cue of these sizes which it is easiest for the mills to

get out. The lumber can also be in 57" lengths or multiples ot 57".

We ca* use gum in the same sizes that we can use maple, although we
prefer to get the maple.

If you happen to know of any mills who manufacture any gum or

maple, kindly let us have their addresses.

The information asked for has been supplied. Manufacturers hav-

ing this stock to offer may have the address.

—

Editor.

B 660—Seeks Northern Dimension Stock

Two liivers. Wis.. I'eb. 10.-Editor HiRDwiioi) Record: Please give

us a list ot lumber manufacturers who manufacture dimension stock.

We would like a list of those who engage in sawing up northern woo<ls.

CoMP.\NY.

This manufacturer has been placed in touch with northern dimen-

sion stock producers. His address is on file, to be supplied upon re-

quest.

—

Editor.

B 661—Spruce for Sounding Boards Sought
Saginaw, Mich., Feb. IS.—Editor Hardwood Record: Having benefited

materially from the information submitted by your oflice recently reganl-

ing veneer manufacturers, we take the liberty of requesting the names
of eastern concerns manufacturing spruce lumber that may appear on

your files.

There are a number of eastern firms that make a specialty of spruce

lor sounding board purposes furnishing the piano manufacturers, and it

is with such firms especially I desire to communicate.
Manufacturi.xg Compa.nv.

Our files do not sliow manufacturers of spruce who make a specialty

of suppl.ying piano manufacturers with this stock for sounding boards

specifically. However, the list of producers of spruce submitted the

Michigan inquirer, we feel sure can get out this line of boards. Those

desiring to have their names placed on our list as producing the

material in question kindly communicate with Hardwood Record.—
Editor.

'I'he nauu>s ot a few exporters of red cedar have been given our

English correspondent. Anyone desiring an opportunity of opening

up negotiations with this concern for red cedar can have the address

by writing Hardwood Kecord.—Editor.

B 663—Gun Stock Needed
Onaway, Mich.. Feb. 16.

—

lUlitor IIardwoiji. Record: We: would appri-
ciate very much it you would send ns a list of the gun stock nianufae-
turers in the United States.

A few names of gun stock producers have been sent the above.

Anyone having it to offer and desiring the name of this correspondent

will be supplied with same by communicating with Hardwood Record.
— Editor.

B 664—Canadian Birch Wanted
C.rand Rapids. .Midi., Feb. lo.—Editor Hardwood Record: Kindly

favor us witli a list ot Canadian mills who could supply us with liireh.

The above request has been fulfilled. Any of our Canadian readers

desiring to communicate with this American prospective customer

will be furnished with his address upon application.

—

S^ditor.

B 665—Wants Veneer Stock
Ovid, Midi.. Feb. 11.—Editor Hardwood Record: Please send us by

rf'turn mail a complete list of manufacturers of three-ply veneer drawer
bottom stock and single-ply veneer drawer bottom stock, and also manu-
facturers of three and five-ply oak, birch and maple veneer.

A list of sources of supply for the material sought has been sent

our correspondent.

—

Editor.

B 666—Seeks Birch Flooring

Pittsburgh. Pa., Feb. 12 —Editor Hardwood Record : Will you kindly

give us a list of a few manufacturers of birch flooring.

The above wholesaler has been given a list of manufacturers of

flooring referred to. His address will be sent upon request.

—

Editor.

B 667—Seeks Manufacttirers' Auto and Buggy Bows
Detroit, Mich., Feb. 14.—Editor Hardwood Record : Kindly send me

a list of names of makers of oak or asii automobile and buggy bows.

A list as requested has been supplied, ilanufaeturers of this stock

desiring to get in direct communicKl ion n ith this party may have

the address on application.

—

Editor.

B 668—Wants Hickory Logs and Lumber

Memphis. Tenn.. Feb. 17.—Editor Hardwood Record: We are writing
to ask if you would be kind enough to give us information as to where
we can secure the names, directory, etc., of the manufacturers, consumers
or brokers in hickory logs or lumber, either for domestic use or export.

Our eorrespondeuc has been supplied with a list of manufacturers

of hickory lumber and logs. His address will be given to those wish-

ing to negotiate with him for the stock sought.

—

Editor.

B 669—Wants Air-Dried Rock Elm
.New York, N'. Y., Feb. 17.—Editor Hardwood Record : We arc in the

market for .sevei'al mixed carloads of rock elm, air-dried lumber as fol-

and up wide,
and up wide.

4/4 firsts and seconds
ii/4 firsts and seconds
4/4 No. 1 common.
G/4 No. 1 common.

We could use a steady supply of short boards and edgings not less than
36" long.

Company, Inc.

This correspondent has been given the names of manufacturers of

rock elm. Anyone wishing to be placed in touch with this prospective

customer may have the address on application.

—

Editok.

B 670—Seeks Market for Philippine and Borneo Hardwoods
The following communication is self-explanatory and will interest

anyone seeking certain types of hardwoods growing in the Orient.

—

Editor.
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Ifiulto liiiililing, .Sail I'iuikUco. Oil.. Ki-b. 16.—Killli.r I]Aiti>wiH>i>

Kecoiio : A friond, K. I'lra. residinc at Samurlnda, Koetfl. Dutch East
Bornoo. adrisrs mc- tUat In- Is dPallng In Molarc anil Ipil (PlilUpplnc
Damps for certain hardwoods), and also In Bangkiral (a Borneo Iron-
wood i. and that ho would like to make connection with American firms
deslrliiK to inirchase these woods or possibly wishing to Interest them-
selves in certain timber concessions that Mr. Pies has on the east coast
of Borneo, accessible to deep-water transportation facilities.

If this would Interest yourselves or any of your readers, it might be
well to refer diiectly lo Mr. I'les at the above address. I beg to re-

•n»in. BEBXAnii Bie.senfeld, Consultinf; Engineer.

B 671—Seeks Efficiency Engineer
Dayton, O., Feb. 19.—Kditor II.tiiinviKH) Kkcoiid : Do you know of a

flrst-class exi>erlcnce<l efficiency enclnoer who siM-clallzes in hardwood
lumber? We want to get In touch with the best firm in this line in the
country by correspondence at once.

The above communication is from a foremost blaek walnut pro-

ducer. Anyone interested in this inquiry can have the address on
application.

—

Edicor.

B 672—Wants Thick Dry Plain Oak
Waukesha. Wis., Keh. I'l. ICiliti.i- Itaudwood Becoei) : We are seek-

ing several carloads of :J»>j and :;" plain-sawed white oak to be bone dry.

suitable to immediately cut into work. Can you advise us where we
can secure this stock? Company.

The above inquiry is from an agricultural implement manufacturing
house, and while a possible source of supply for this requirement has

been supplied, any others interested in the inquiry can have the

address ou applicatiou.

—

Editok.

B 673—Merchantable Timber

I'hiladelphia, I'a., I'eb. 19.—Editor ILvrdwood Kecoku : Would it be
possible tor you to give us some deflnition of what you consider "mer-
chantable timber?" We are having a controversy over what is "mer-
chantable" in standing timber, and it you can give us any light on
the subject we will very much appreciate it.

The above correspondent has been advised that "merchantable tim-

ber," as is anything which is defined as "merchantable," is tim-

ber which is salable.

It is a iliflicult thing to draw a strict line defining '

' merchant-

able stock" as timber of some sizes in some species is merchant-

able, whereas the same sized trees in another species would most

decidedly not l)e merchantable. For instance, in spruce the timber

is merchantable of a very small diameter, as it is used for pulp-

wood. Conditions as to soundness, availability, utility, etc., must also

be considered.

Merchantable timber is less readily defined each year, as there

is the constantly increasing difficulty of finding first-class stock in

good sizes. Furthermore, increasing values make poor grades of

timber merchantable.

As suggested above, this definition is purely governed by individual

•circumstances, and it is not possible to draw a strict line at any one

point.

—

Editor.

B 674—Small Poplar Dimension to Market

Macon. Ga.. Ki-b. l^^.- Kditi.r IIauhw.h.i. Hi;r..iMi: We are looking for

a user of small poplar dimcn:^L^u stock. I'an you suggest a use for it ?

Do not manufacturers of small wooden pails use poplar in their inan\i-

facture ?

Would appreciate any information you can give us on this subject.
• — CoiirA.Nv.

This inquirer has been advised that he is right in supposing that

wooden pail manufacturers use poplar, but that of course they require

clear stock. However, it is very likely that clear cuttings could be

marketed in this way.

A list of manufacturers of wooilen pails has been compiled and

forwarded to our Georgian correspendent.

—

Editor.

B 675—Spurious Mahogany
Under the above title an editorial was carried in last issue Hard-

wood Record protesting against inferior tropical woods of various

kinds being marketed under the general name of "mahogany," when

as a matter of fact they are not true mahogany, and buyers are mis-

led. Tlie article in question drew forth a protest from the Indiana

Quartered Oak Company of New York, which is a purveyor of Philip-

pine wood which it markets under the title of "Philippine ma-

hogany." To this protest the following reply was made:

We have your favor February 16. Please bear In mind that when the

•editorial in question in our issue February 10 was written, It was

without the knowledge that you bandied mahogany or any tropical woods.
Hence, you will .see that there was nothing personal intended.
The editorial was Inspired by a deluge of specimens of spurious ma-

hogany which are being received at this office every few days, which
l)ear no resemblance whatever to true mahogany. Hence, mahogany
buyers are protesting against it.

We are obliged to reiterate what was said in the article that there is
no evidence at hand that any true mahogany grows in the Philippine
Islands. We have in this office a complete list of Philippine woods, and
specimens of all the leading varieties, and even the Philippine Forest
Service makes no claim that true mahogany grows on the Islands.
The specimens of wood which you send may be Just as valuable lu

physical characteristics as true mahogany, but we are .simply protesting
against woods that arc not mahogany being marketed under that name,
just as we do when Californlan white pine is marketed as Michigan white
pine.

If .vou wish to have your protest and our reply thereto published in
Hardwood Record, and will authorize it, we will be glad to give the
matter room in our columns.

—

Editok.

In response to this letter the Indiana Quartered Oak Company sub-
mits the following letter, for which it requests publication in con-
nection with the foregoing:
New York, Feb. 20.—Editor Hardwood Record : In .vour issue of

February 10, under the caption of "Spurious Mahogan.v," you mention
"Philippine Mahogany" as one of the chief offenders under this head.
-Vs the sales agents in the East of the largest manufacturers of this
wood (which we have been importing for about five years), we feel
enough interest in the matter to try to correct, in the minds of .vour
readers, what seems to us your mistaken point of view. We speak only
for ourseires, and iu regard to Philippine wood.
We sell this as "Philippine mahogany" and never omit the word

"Philippine." It seems to us one has the same right to do this as all
dealers have, when they sell most "African." You state (and we gladly
admit your knowledge), that "there are only two or three genuine
varieties of mahogany in the •fltty-seven" shipped from Africa." Ought
not, therefore, mahogany dealers to sell the other "varieties" under
some other name?

If we should offer our wood under the local names of "I.auan. Tan-
guile and .Vlmon," we would be kept busy showing customers and freight
agents how to spell them, .is we fully explain, our wood is not a true
mahogany (and by the way .vou omit in your list any mention of the
West Indian wood which the writer considers the true mahogany, but
which nowadays i-uns small and short and is sold as "Cuban.")

It is almost impossible to distinguish some Philippine wood from
some ".African." .\ large user of our wood told the writer recently that
"his foreman said he wished the Philippine wood had never come in the
shop, as some of his oldest and best cabinet makers had gotten it into
the work along with African as they could not tell the difference" and
added, "/ can tell the difference by the amount of our lumber bills."
Another customer had to get the writer to point out our wood from

-Vfrican, used in a large and costly motor boat.
The gist of the matter is this: Our wood should be (and isi sold on

its merits, and for convenience, a trade name of "Philippine mahogany"
is adopted, as is the case with most "African :" so with "satin walnut"
or "hazel" for red gum. "bay poplar" for tupclo ; "mountain oak" for
any old oak, "Oregon pine" for Douglas Hr; with this notable difference,
viz.

: the domestic woods have plain English names, whereas if we sent
out our salesmen to sell "Tanguile." or "Balacbachan," our customers
would think it was a new cigar or a drink. "The rose will smell as sweet
by any other name." Our IMiilippine wood has been used by the same
old customers for years, and they come back and don"t care tchat we
call it.

You make one error we think, in saying "It would lie just as feasible
to utilize some of our native woods, such as birch and gum, and stain
them to imitate the genuine mahogany." We recently sold Philippine
mahogany to the largest piano concern in the United States. They said
"red birch has got so high and so poor we are going to use your wood.
It costs no more considering the quality and little waste." How about
this, in connection with your "stained birch" suggestion? Most tropical
woods have the peculiarity of growth like "genuine mahogany," in that
when quarter-sawn they show a "stripe." "ribbon" or "roe." Also, the
best of the "near mahoganies" (like ours) "stay put," and work easily
and run wide and long. Birch and gum do not.

The writer is an amateur cabinet maker of a quarter of a century
and knows what he is talking about. There is no mahogany like West
Indian to work, carve, polish or darken with age, but this wood has
almost gone the way of the "cork pine."

For some purposes (not considering the less price) Philippine "ma-
hogany" Is better than "African" (we are speaking of .\frlcan which Is

not botanically mahogany), because it is more even colored and shows
more figure and "life" (when quartered I and is straighter grain.

NVar mahoganies are not hurting real mahogany any more than poplar
hurt while nine or gum hurt poplar, or tupelo has hurt other gum. It

is merely the natural trend of events, resulting from the sure and in-

creasing disappearance of the timber of the world. In ten years from
now South America will be bringing In here a subAtltiite for "Philippine
mahogan.v," and you will probably And us writing indignant letters to
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vuu about simvloiis riiillpi'iiic mahogany" l>elntf ulTf-nd to tlir poor.

Innocent bnyer.

\Vc also cunsiWiT tluil Ko in:- bencrai-tors to Uio nltlmali' (oiisnmors.

^is many ol tlirni arc now getting a Philippine mahogany table, where

last year they b.iu^.lil lor "Bonuine mahogany." one with a blreb top and

sort maple leirs. iNDi.vNA Qr.MiTniinn Oak ('o.MrANv,

Wlllard Wlnslow, I'resiilenl.

B 670;

—

Seeks Maple Liuiug Stock

Lester. I'a., I'eb. L'1.—Kdltor IIahowood Kkcori) ; Kindly sive me a

list of mannlaeturers from whom I ean buy birds-eye maple lining stoel<

lUl to size. I would appreciate it very mvieli if yon would give me this

information liy return mnil.

The desircil information has been supplioil. Anyone having the

stoek to offer ami wi-sliiug to be plaeefl in toueh with the inquirer

may have the address on application.—Er>lTOi;.

'C^202oai;j2c>2t;iJ^xi>:^:ii;i^i^iTOttfiJTOBtwtmatmatiiitroHiWiWJi::)^^

Clubs and Associations

Committees of Chicago Association

Til.' roilowini; is a list of eommittces appointed at the meeting of the

hoard ol ilireetors of the Lumbermen's Association o£ Chicago, held at

thi' association ronm.s on February 0. All committees are here listed

with the exception of the committees on arbitration and appeals, which

were elected at the annual meeting of the association lield on Jan-

nary 11).

'I'KADK REi..vrioNs foM .Mil TKF 1 K. L. Tliorutoii. clia

I

ruiiiTi : A. IL
Scluien. A. II. lUith. M. S. Porter. J. C. Ilalpin, 11. 1.. .\(l;irns. .1. A.

Diik. A. A. Sislek.
iNsi'Kiiiiix I'ci.uMiT'rEES ; Geo. .7. Pope, chairman; Pine— .1. R. Duthic

I' \V .Luobs V. I'. .Mashek, Geo. T. Mlckie : hardwood—O. O. Agler.

riieo. Katliaoer. lico, I >. Griffith. John M. Kiel.

Trveek Co.mmittee ; A. F. Marsh, chairman: F. U. Gadd, H. II.

llettler. John G. Hedges. A. E. Smith, E. A. Thornton.
Mbmbersiiip Committee: Ch.is. Westcott. chairman: F. J. Ileitmann,

K. L. Krown. XL S. Porter. A. II. Ruth, John McDonnell. Peter ISeck.

Sam Olson.
Entertainment Committee : H. I>. Welch, chairman : L. L. Rolio.

('has. Darling, J. S. Ilurd, Wni. T. Fritrs. J. U Lane, Arthur Noilau, A.

A. Sistek. „
PiiRi.icrrv CoMMiTTEi; : Paul I., Si'liniecliel, chairman: C. C. Collins,

.T II. Dion. i,. A. liixicl. Ilaiuili.ii 1 1 iiiLhii l.iy, P. S. Fletcher.
FiN^Nci: C.>MMriTEK: S 1'. r.'iirMii. rii:i iiinan : E. W. Dierssen, J. H.

Dion. iN. r. Hand. (ieo. .1. Pop.. .\ mIi, i... \. F. Mashek.
Credit Cu.mmittei: ; Geo. A. .Mi:ki. Lliairman : C. E. Garnet. E. F

.Manrose.
HODSK Commit-tee: F. L. Johnson. Jr.. chairman: John Ilan.sen, L

E. Starr.
Hi'ii,ni\r. Committee: Geo. J. Pope, chairman: E. A. Thornton. E. E..

Sk.'cle.
CuMMiTTEE ON AuBiTRATiON : F. J. Ileitnuinn, Fred H. Smith. F. I!.

\I(Mullen. C. G. Plinn. E. A. Lang. II. D. Traeger.
Cci.MMiTrri: ON AiTEAi.s : M. F. Rittenboiise. Clias. liaiiiiiK. G.'o. H.

liriflith. C A. Marsii. Mordock MacLeod. John Olsen. Jr.

Monthly Meeting Philadelphia Exchange

The I'hiladelpbia Lumbermen's Exchange held its regular monthly

meeting on the evening of February u. After supper the meeting was
called to order in the exchange rooms by President Ben.1amin Stoker.

This will be the last of the monthly meetings which include special social

features, to be held under the present administration as the election

of new officers and other annual business and ceremonies will take place

in April. For this evening's entertainment the president invited James
Edward Caltell, the mayor's statistician, and a remarkable adept at his

profession, to speak on "Philadelphia." Mr. Caltell in his speech dwelt

on the wonderful power this city wielded in the commercial and financial

world, with its extensive manufacturing industries, strong and safe fi-

nancial Institutions, shipbuilding plants and railroads.

The regular meeting was then called to order at which the president

announced that Gucker Brothers had been elected members of the ex-

change. Report of the committee attending the National Rivers and

Harljors Congress in Washington, D. C was next read ; also a letter from

the Washington r.oard of Trade requesting the exchange to join in

the work of developing the national capital and making it the most

l>eautiful city in the world. A resolution to that effect was passed.

.\ resolution was also adopted at the reiiuest of the National Deeper Water
Ways Association to write the state senators to vote favorably on the

hill now before thi' House to purchase the Chesapeake and Delaware

Canal. At the request of the National Wholesale Lumber Dealers'

Association, it was resolved that the president and two other delegates

lie sent to represent the exchange at the coming annual convention

in Buffalo on March 4 and -j. President Stoker subsequently selected

Charles P. Maule and John E. Lloyd as the other two delegates to com-

plete the committee of three. Action was also taken on similar requests

from the American Academy of Political and Social Science and Chamber
of Commerce.
The meeting wound up with an interesting talk by Richard Torpin.

who claims to be the oldest lumberman in the trade today as he is

seventy-nine years old. His comparison of the old with the present

Philadelphia was very amusing.

Flans for the National 'Wholesalers' Meeting Progressing

Arrangcmi nts for the twenty -second annual m.-ctlm; of liic .National

Wholesale Lmubcr Healers' .Association to he held at the irucpiols hotel.

liulTalo, X. v., March 4 and 5, are progressing, and indications point to a

large meeting. Secretary Perry states that letters received from mem-
bers show an unusual interest in the meeting this year.

.V number of import:int questions wiil be presented for consideration.

The chairmen of the committees on bureau of Information, railroad and
iransportatiou, tiro insurance, forestry legislation and other committees,

are at work with their committeemen and will have interesting papers

to submit covering the year's activity.

The program and banquet committees are busily eng!iged in shaping

up llieir work. Replies to invitations to the various trade organizations

have been recei\cd not only from the wholesale and retail associations,

iiut also from the National Conservation Congress. American Forestry

Association, Railroad Business Association and others, so that the repre-

sentation will be general.

George S. Wood, manager of the Forest Products Exposition, was In

New York a short time ago conferring with Secretary Perry, and the

matter of the exposition will be given full discussion.

The annual banquet of the organization will be held at the Iroquois

licitel, Thursday evening, March 5, at t o'clock. The plan adopted a

K.uple of years ago. namely, that the ladies participate in the banquet

with the men, will be followed this j-ear, and it Is expected that a large

number of tlie members will bring their wives, daughters, etc. The social

feature of the annual meetings has kept pace with the association in-

terest taken in the business sessions, and the easy access afforded by

BufTalo to the many members of the association and its natural points

of interest, will afford an unusually good combination of business and
pleasure.

Twelfth Annual Meeting

The board of gov-'ruors of the National Lumber Mantifacturers' Asso-

ciation has fixed the date for the twelfth annual meeting on Tuesday
and Wednesday, May 5 and 6, 1914, in the audience hall of the Coliseum,

('hicago, in connection with the Forest Products Exposition. The presi-

dent and secretary were authorized to prepare a program to deal largely

with the question of better methods of merchandising lumber. With
this end in view, prominent architects, builders, wood preservers and
representatives of the fire prevention and insurance interests will be

Invited to address the meeting, in order that the lumber manufacturers

may get the views of the men who specify, purchase and consume lumber,

as well as of those who would regulate and restrict its use.

Meeting Memphis Club

The Lumbermen's Club of Memphis at its last regular meeting on
Tuesda.v, February 17, went strongly on record in favor of employers"

liability law, and instructed the law and insurance committee to see

that such a law along this line was passed that the interests of members
of this organizaticm would be thoroughly protected. This action was
taken when it was made known that, at the coming session of the

Tennessee legislature, an act of some sort covering this feature would
bo passed and the lumbermen believe that, if such is to be the case, the

club ought to lend its support to a measure that will be fair to them-

selves as well as just and equitable to employees.

The club also instructed the resolutions committee to draw up and
forward to the proper authorities a strong protest against the proposi-

tion of the International Shipping Federation to insert in bills of lading

a provision that, in case of strikes of stevedores or other causes leading

to delay in the loading and unloading of vessels, shippers shall bear
tlieir pro rata share of any loss arising therefrom. The protest is to

lie sent to all the forwarding agents in the United States, to steamship

ofiicials on the other side and to the officers o€ the International Ship-

ping Federation. It was suggested that this provision inserted in the

bills would render the latter non-negotiable and impose still other undesir-

able handicaps.

The river and rail committee reported that it had reached an agree-

ment with otBcials of the Illinois Central whereby all over-rate claims

would be refunded at Memphis instead of Chicago, where Memphis ship-

pers are concerned. This agreement covers all over-rate refunds whether
the shipments originate at Memphis or whether they are destined to this

point. If they originate at Memphis it does not make any difference

whether or not they are delivered on lines of the Illinois Central. It

also makes no difference if they originate on other lines, provided Memphis
is the destination. The agreement, however, does not hold unless the ship-

ments either originate here or Memphis is the destination thereof.

S. B. Anderson, chairman of the special committee appointed to raise

the necessary funds to defray the expenses of the banquet tendered in

November to members of the Lumbermen's Clubs of Louisville and Nash-

ville and the delegates to the red gum conference, reported that he and

his associ.-ites had succeeded so well that they had raised a surplus over

and above the sum needed. Needless to say^ this committee was given

a vote of thanks and "honorable" discharge.

F. E. Stonehraker, who is chairmau of the committee having in charge

the furnishing of the rooms in the Business Men's Club to be used by

the Lumbermen's Club, reported that these would be ready for occupancy

before the end of the current month.
J. D. -Mien. Jr.. president of the club, announced at this mei'ting that
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111' had leielviU a very wanu piTsuiial luItiT from Seirelary Wrller ii(

thi' Hardwood Man-jfacturcrs' Association of the Uultcd States, thanking
hlni for the part he had taken In the recent luectlD); of that body. Kormal
resolntlons of thanks to the cIuU. adopted by the association before Its

iidjournment here, were also received anil ordered spread on the minutes.

.lohn .M. I'rltchard. secretary of the Cum Lumber Manufacturers' Asso-

ciation, told of the efforts being made to have the Chicago Lumbermen's
Kxchange buildiu:; compleled in red gum. lie said that at present the

matter was in the hands oi K. It. (iadd of the NVlsconsin Lumber Company,
and that the latter would take the subject up with the McCormlck in-

terests, the owners. .Mr. Pritchard asserted that every possil>le pressure

would lie brought to bear to have the building finished in red gum, but

asserteil tliat the mahogany interests secured the start and that they

so far have the advantage in a slight degree.

C. I/. Harrison of the Ilimraelberger-Harrison Lumber Company, was
elected an associate member. Three other applications were received.

These will be voted on at the meeting to be held February 28.

This was the second regular meeting held this year, the one scheduled

for .lanuary I'y having been passed because of the annual of the Hard-
wood Manufacturers' Association. The attendance was quite full, there

Ueing fifty-five meml>ers and visitors present. .1. I>. .\llen. .Tr., was in

ihi' chair. The usu.il hinclieon was served.

Committees of Philadelphia Association Appointed

Ralph Souder. president of the I'hiiadelphia Wholesale Lumber Deal-

ers' Association, has appointed the following committees for 1914

:

Kntertaixmknt : Horace .\. Iteeves, Jr., R. VVyatt Wlstar and Ben
1 Currie.

MKMBKiisHip: Augustus .T. Cadwallader. J. W. Turnbull, Joseph P.
I'omegvs. Charles Atherton and A. C. Wood.

liAii.HOAD .\SD Tk.\nspoet.itiox : Robert G. Kay, B. Franklip Betts and
Oecrge F. Craig.

Pan.vma C.*.\ai, : Thomas B. Hammer. Owen M. Bruner, W^alter J.

MIngus, Kellam Bennett and R. B. Rayner.
American Forestry Advisory Committee: Robert C. Lippincotf, J.

Randall Williams. Jr.. and Fi-piinrick S. Indprhill.

Annual North Carolina Forestry Association

The fourth ann.ial convention of the North Carolina Forestry Asso-

ciation will be held In Asheville. X. C, on Wednesday and Thursday.

April 8 and 0, VM4. The Appalachian Park Association and the Ashe-

ville Board of Trade are lending their hearty cooperation, and no effort

will be spared to make this one of the most interesting and largely at-

tended forestry meetings ever held in the South.

The program will include addresses by prominent men on the practical

problems of the day, and discussions on each subject, open to all dele-

gates, win be called for.

Two side trips of unusual interest are being arranged for with the land

owners in connection with the meeting ; one a visit to the celebrated

planted forests of the Biltmore Estate, where forestry was first practiced

in the I'nited States ; and the second trip over the unique logging rail-

road into the spruce forests on the side of Mt. Mitchell, the highest

peak east of the Rockies, which are now being logged.

Such a program should be of equal interest to foresters, lumbermen,

landowners and public men ; and all who possibly can should plan to

attend.

Monthly Statement to Continue

Responses to an inquir.v sent to members of the affiliated associations

some weeks ago by the National Lumber Manufacturers' Association asking

for expressions in regard to the monthly report of cut and shipments.

are strongly in favor of the continuance of this work, and a resolution

was adopted authorizing the secretary to continue the publication of

these statistics, the cost of which it is estimated should not exceed

^100.00 per month. They will be continued.

New York Trade in Annual Banquet

Over 21)0 members of the local lumber trade with several out of town

visitors and representatives of neighboring organizations attended the

dinner et the New York Lumber Trade Association at the new Biltmore

hotel, neur (Jrand Central, on the evening of February 19. It is two

years since the last dinner of the New York lumbermen and they cer-

tainly made up for the lost time.

It has been the policy of this association to have speechless dinners

and to make the occasion one of absolute pleasure and enjoyment free

from all suggestion of the daily grind. Following this there were no

speeches but the after dinner feature was a rlp-roarlng vaudeville cabaret

entertainment.

The company gathered in the reception room about six-thirty and for

an hour there were happy greetings between the wholesalers and re-

tailers. At ."even-thirty the diners sat down and after invocation by .

Rev. Dr. MacMurray of Brooklyn, the fun was on. Tlie dinner was
one of the best la the history of the association, and much credit is due

Bernard L. Tim of the llirsch I,uniber Company, who had sole charge

of this part of the arrangements. During the dinner a Neaiwlitan quar-

tette and an orchestra were very much in evidence. After the coffee

c. E. Kennedy, the wholesaler of 1 Madison avenue, who had charge of

the entertainment features, announced that he had cornlled the greatest

bunch of stars in captivity and "if the entertainment wasn't the best

ever he could be murdered." He Is still alive. Kennedy took the party

from the sublime to the ridiculous, following an operatic selection with

one of those present day numbers tliat arc now so popular In tin-

Broadway cabaret places. There were story tellers and dancers, one very
Hlmsy diaphanous robe was a decided hit with the spotlight on In f'jli

tilt until "she" took a bow at the round of applause which fidlowed the
act. Kveiything was line until the coiffeur fell on the floor, revealing
in full size what resembled a white hope more than a ballet dancer.
Of course Kennedy announced his regrets for the disappointment, and
the show went on. It was a hang up affair and everybody had a good
lime and were loud iu tlieh- praise of tli muultiie wh.. lool d..ni- •<ueli

good work.

The Steel Car Question

At a recent meeting of the lioarii of governors of the Natl.mal Lunilwr
Manufacturers' Association, it was announced that hearings on the
Stevens' bill, which proposes to give the Interstate Commerce (^'ommis-

slon authority to compel the installation of steel cars when and where-
in its judgment tliey are necessary, were held during January, and that
the National association had submitted n series of mounted photographs
covering various wrecks in which steel and wooden passenger cars had
been involved, together with a statement to the effect that the lumber
manufacturers, while not wishing to be understood as so desirous of
selling lumber that they do not share the popular demand that the loss

of life upon the railroads of the country shall be reduced to the minimum,
simply request that the legislative committee and the Interstate Com-
merce Commission itself, not allow themselves to be influenced by the
effort which Is being made, apparently by those interested in the con-
struction 01 steel passe-jger cars, to induce the public to i)elleve that all

cars constructed of iron or si'.cet steel are safer than properl.v built
wooden cars.

It was also suggested that a careful investigation of the relative merits
of both classes of cars now in service be made before any decision is

reached, and the hope was expressed that the committee might recom-
mend ever.v possible measure to reduce the number of railroad wrecks,
while at the same time considtrin.t; the question of wreck-proof ears.

Coming Meetings American Forestry Association

The American Forestry Association announces from its main offices

that it will hold the following meetings during the year

:

May 1-5, spring meeting of board of directors, to be held at Cornell
University, Ithaca, N. V.

July y and 10. mid-summer luoetiug of the association to be held
at Chautauqua, N. Y.

Jui.v 21, convention of American Forestry Association on American
Forestry Association day, to be held at the Panama-Pacific Exposition at
San Francisco.

Winchester Lumber Company to Erect Mill in Alabama
11. H. -Meihlin, proprietor of the Winchester Lumber Company. Win-

chester, O.. recently purchased a mill site and will erect a new mill on
Davis Lake, at cr near Mount Vernon, Ala., a short distance below the
junction of the Tombigbee and Alabama rivers. This is one of the most
beautiful as well as, from a shipping standpoint, one of the most strategic

points to be found in the state of Alabama. The lake lies close to the
river and has an outlet into the Tombigbee, which is fed by a large

creek, the water in the lake being raised and lowered by the gulf tide.

The lake affords u natural reservoir for the storing of logs.

The two rivers penetrate into some fine virgin timber and are navi-

gable for a long distance. In addition there are smaller rivers and
bayous. Helice the timber is also accessible to this mill.

Mr. Mechlin is arranging to build one of the largest hardwood mills in

the South, a structure modern and uiJ-to-date in every respect, and is

planning to confinj his operations to the manufacture of hardwoods.
He will take with him to his southern operations a nnmher of expert

millmen who have been employed by him in the uianufaeture of hard-

wood lumber at Winchester, i).

Mr. Mechlin is one of the old school of Ohio hardwnod men. having
manufactured oak, ash and other hardwoods at Winchester for years.

He is also a manufacturer of bent oak and hickory rims and sawed
veneers, and for a number of years his output was shipped to foreign

countries. Of late years, however, he has found the domestic market
so receptive that he has given up the foreign trade and has confined his

trade to home sales. Mr. Mechlin will remove his veneer and rim busi-

ness to the new location, where with abundant timber, experienced men
and the same push and energy that has characterized his operations in

the North, a successful career is predicted.

Starts Business in Louisville

The Churchlll-Milton Lumber Company is the style of a new addition

to the hardwood trade of Louisville. Ky. This concern was recently

granted incorporation papers and will operate with offlces In the Lin-

coln building. John Churchill, formerly vice-president of the Booker-Cecll

Lumber Company. T. S. Milton, sales manager of the Louisville Point Lum-
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i>er Compauy, and \V. O. Harris, Jr., Louisville attornc.v, are tin- prin-

cipals of tlie concern.

In addition to the office, the concern will maintain a yard and will

<loal in soutlicrn hardwoods. The Louisville Hardwood fliili cU-ctcd the

aiew concern to membership at it.s last meeting.

New Nashville Concern

The Wideawake Lumber Company has just starte<l Imsiuess at 71

Arcade, Nashville, Tenu., the concern being organized to operate in hard

woods on a general waiolesaling basis. Oak and poplar will be the com-

pany's mainstay, although it is planned to handle considerable ash, chest-

nut and similar southern hardwoods. A close connection has been made

with several country sawmills whose output will be handled entirely

iby the new Nashville concern.

The backers of this new organization are II, H. Crossfleld and W. K.

Logan, both of Nashville.

New Arkansas Veneer Concern

The Morgan Veneer Company has been established to operate at Pine

HlufT, Ark. This concern is headed by \V. B. Morgan, treasurer of the

Anderson-TuUy Company, Memphis, Tenn., and is formed to operate a

tract o£ 75,000,000 feet of timber purchased from the Mclntyre-Mann

Timber Company of Pine Bluff.

The timber is on the Saline river and is excellent in quality and size.

Mr. Morgan states that work has already been started on the company's

plant, which will be in operation probably In the early part of May.

C. W. Talge Take up Circassian Walnut Logs
Charles W. Talge, secretary and treasurer of the Evansville Veneer

Company, Evansville, Ind.. left Evansville. on Saturday. February 21,

accompanied by Mrs. Talge, tor New York. Mr. Talge will be principally

occupied while in that city in clearing at the custom office a large ship-

ment of Circassian walnut logs, which his company is now importing

direct from Russia. The concern's output embodies a large quantity of

very high-grade Circassian, although it also manufactures various other

lines of veneers, and in fact is in a position to supply the trade with

almost anything in this class of manufacture that it might have a call

for.

The company has only recently completed its model veneer plant at

Evansville. and in connection is an office which has been erected under

Mr. Talge's personal supervision, which is a distinctly striking illus-

tration of the possibilities of high-class interior work done in figured

red gum.

The Kraetzer-Cured Lumber Company Incorporated

Notice of incorporation was recently issued by the Kraetzer-Cured

Lumljer Company, which is a concern organized by B. F. Dulweber of

•^.'incinnati. O., which will operate a splendid band mill at Moorhead,

Miss. This concern has an unusually fine stand of timber from which

to cut its logs, which run principally to oak and gum. This plan is

to put the entire product of the mills through the Kraetzer Preparator,

so that the company will deal only in Kraetzer-cured stock.

The company's operations are modern in every respect, great care

having been given to the design and construction of the mill and the

various accessories of the plant. It is expected not only that the stock

will be turned out absolutely perfect in every respect, but it is also

anticipated that it will be turned out very economically. In fact it is

promised that this plant will be a model one in every respect.

Lamb-Fish Lumber Company Elects Ofacers

The annual meeting of the Lamb-Fish Lumber Company. Charleston,

.Miss., was held in Chicago on February 20. Garrett E. Lamb was

elected president; W. B. Burke, vice-president and general manager; E.

Louis Kuhn, vice-president; Scott Brown, secretary; R. B. McCoy, treas-

urer. The election of Mr. Burke as vice-president was due to the com-

pany's appreciation of his splendid efforts in behalf of the company.

Kentucky Operation Starts

The Turkey Foot Lumber Company with main offices in Marietta, O.,

has begun operations on a splendid tract of hardwood timber, sawing at

its mills at Crestmont. Ky. The large double band mill has been in-

stalled and in connection a resaw, which will give the mill an annual

capacity of 25,000,000 feet, principally of white oak.

The headquarters of the company will be located after March 1 in the

Fayette National Bank building, Ixxington, Ky.

Prominent 'Veneer Man Dies Suddenly
On Wednesday of last week. Otis E. Williamson of the Williamson

Veneer Company, Baltimore, Md., died suddenly in Chicago, presumably

of heart failure. Mr. Williamson was found dead on the steps of the

Immanuel Baptist Church, South Wabash avenue. Chicago, and a cor-

oner's jury returned the above verdict. The deceased had been stopping

at the Auditorium hotel, being in Chicago on a business trip.

Mr. Williamson was a partner on an equal basis with his brother. D.

W. Williamson, in the Baltimore concern. This concern was founded by

the father of the two brothers in Indianapolis years ago. The business

was moved to Baltimore some fifteen or twenty years ago. and has been

carried on by the two brothers ever since, the deceased being the younger

.brother, and about flfty-four years of age at the time of his death.

O. E. Williamson was the log buyer and foreign representative and had

charge ul (he foieigu business, making regular trips to foreign countries

in l>chalf of sales. He had been in the veneer business all his life.

D. W. WSUiamson, the brother, came to Chicago to take charge of the

remains, which were shipped to Indianapolis and buried on Monday.

I'ebnmry 23. Mr. Williamson leaves a wife, five sons and one daughter

Cincinnati Concern in Receivers' Hands

.\s a n-sult of the appointing of a receiver for the carriage wood-

work lirm of Ahr & Host this week. .ludge Caldwell has appointed Clyde

.lohnson and L. W. Radina joint receivers of the lumlxT tirm of L. W.
Radina & Co., who are wholesale hardwood dealers with good sized

.yards in the west end. The appointment was made on petition of L. W.
Radina and his wife, .Tulia Radina, who comprise the Radina firm, in

which they set out that they are indorsers on notes of Ahr & Host in

the amount of .^32,000 and because of the receivership of that firm the

notes become due at once and the Radina concern is unable to meet
them. They say the liabilities of the Radina company are $3.%000 and

the assets $04,000.

Big 'West Virginia Timber Deal

One of the largest timber deals of which information has come
to Baltimore from West Virginia was that whereby the Lost River Lum-
ber Company, with M'. B. Cornwell of Romney, W. Va., an attorney, as

president, acquired possession of some sixty different tracts of stump-

age in the territory known as Dutch Hollow, the Sperrys Run country,

Baker's Run and a large part of the drains of Lost River, including 9,000

acres near Wardensvllle, W. Va. The timber area purchased lies in

Hardy and Hampshire counties, and is estimated to contain not less

than 100,000,000 feet, about sevent.v-flve per cent of it l)eing a high

grade of white oak. Mr. Cornwell has been at work gathering up the

loose ends of the deal for the last fifteen months, and the transfers are

now being made. Besides Mr. Cornwell the officers of the company are

:

William Trapnell, vice-president : W. M. W. McClalne, secretary and

treasurer, and John J. Cornwell. attorney. Mr. Trapnell is general man-
ager of the Hampshire Southern Railroad. The property is to be developed

on an extensive scale, with a railroad running through the tracts. The
route tor the line selected will probably be from Wardensvllle, Hardy
county, eastward about fifteen miles to Strasburg Junction, on the Balti-

more and Ohio and the Southern Railroads. This route is said to be the

most practicable and the shortest. Two others are to be surve.ved.

Eastern Furniture Concern In Control of Creditors' Committee

Julius Rayner, through his attorneys, recently filed suit against the

Pooley Furniture Company to recover about .fl,800 alleged to be overdue.

Edward Stein & Co. have entered judgment against the Pooley com-

pany for $1,022 for want of defense. A few days later Judge Kinsey

appointed Max Weinmann receiver of the company in a reported amicable

suit brought in Common Pleas Court No. 1 by the Bank of North

America. Lewis Thompson & Co., Inc.. and Delaney & Co.. creditors,

and D. G. Pooley and W. F. Wagner, stockholders of the corporation.

The company is capitalized at $240,000 and since January. 1912, its

affairs have been under the control of a committee of creditors. Judge

Kinsey was informed that the business of the company was active

and flourishing, but there was a lack of sufficient capital to conduct it.

J. Howard Reber, attorney for the petitioners, said that more than ninety

per cent of all creditors had given their consent for the continuance

of the business, but it was in the interest of the creditors and stock-

holders if a sale were necessary, that the company should be sold as a

going concern and it was the belief that this could be accomplished within

a reasonable length of time. The company joined in the receivership

proceedings and Mr. Weinmann's bond was fixed at .?100,000.

Important Timber Purchase in Arkansas

A tract of 15,069 acres of timberland in White county. Arkansas, lying

along the west bank oi the White river on the Memphis branch of the

Iron Mountain on the north, and the N. and N. A. railroad on the south,

has been sold to C. L. Goodwin of Greensburg, Pa., by Rudolph Stecher

of Murphysboro, III. The land is known as the Stoneman-Zearlhg tract,

and is principally bottom land, the timber being mainly gum, red oak,

white oak. cypress and hickory, of importance in the order named.

The consideration named in the deed is $150,690.90. There are no

plans as yet for the manufacture of this timber. The Mark H. Brown
Lumber Company, Mounds. Ark., has an interest in the property.

Big Hardwood Mill for New York State

A mammoth lumber mill for the handling of hardwood lumber will be

constructed between Cranberry Lake and Childwold, N. Y., this spring

by the Emporium Lumber Company which owns an 86,000 acre timber

tract in this section. The new mill will cost $500,000, completely

e<rulpped. Wagon hubs also will be manufactured. The decision to

construct the new lumber mill was reached at special meeting of directors

of the Emporium Lumber Company in Conifer, N. Y. W. L. Sykes, presi-

dent of the company, has not yet decided where the lumber mill will be

constructed.

Important 'Wisconsin Amalgamation

.Vn important deal in the chair industry of Wisconsin has been con-

sumated by the consolidation of four of the largest concerns engaged in

that line, with the Wisconsin Chair Company of Port Washington as the
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legal houd oi thf coiubiuc. The other lirms who lisured in the ti'unsiu--

tlon are the Northern Chair Company of Grafton, the Lakeside Craft

Shop of Shehoygan and the Wisconsin Seating Company of New London.

All of these concerns were organized by Kred L. Dennett of Sheboygan,

president of the Wisconsin Chair Company. For the present each one will

be operated separately. 'Xhe amount of assets taken over by the Wis-

consin Chair Company in the transaction approximate nearly $700,000

and with its own assets the total will be more than $2,000,000. Each
of the four concerns is in prosperous condition and the combining ot

these industries makes one of the largest chair factories in the world.

The Northern Chair Company is one of Grafton's growing Industries.

Th'j Lakeside Craft Shop recently enlarged Its plant at Sheboj'gan and
the Wisconsin Seating Company ot New London Is adding to Its

capacity. The company will continue to operate each factory under Its

original name.

Utley-HoUoway Company Starts Business

The L'tlcy-Iiollow.!}' Company is the stylo of the most recent addition

to the Chicago hardwood trade and is composed ot John B. Utley. who
has retired from the Kerns-Utley Lumber Company, and Glenn II. Hollo-

way, who has retired from the Holloway Hardwood Lumber Company,
of that city. These two men, who are well qualined to handle such an
operation, will maintain offices at .501 and 502 Great Northern building

in this city, until such time as the Lunibermen's building is completed,

when they will move to that structure.

The Utley-lIoUoway Company is an incorporated concern, being cap-

iinlized at ?r>0,000, and the company's business will be to manufacture
and wholesale hardwood lumber. Southern hardwoods will represent

the bulk of the concern's stocks, although it will do some business in

northern woods also. The new company will sell the output of four

large band sawmills in the South, which will give it a good assortment

for mi.\ed car orders as well as facilities for handling large orders. It

goes w^ithout argument that the concern will make every effort to servo

its customers in a manner that will insure profitable and satisfactory

business relations. As the mills with which this concern is connected

are first-class operations which have a gonoral reputation for the high-

class character of the stock which they turn out. its source of supply is

guaranteed to be high-class in every way.
Glenn H. Holloway comes from a family of lumbermen, having been

born at Lebanon, Ind.. where his father, A. M. Holloway, operated a

large band mill. A. M. Holloway also owned and operated two circular

mills, one at Thorntown and one at Cloverdale. Ind. G. H. Holloway
was brought up in the atmosphere of the lumber business, living at

Lebanon until he graduated from high school when he went to the Uni-

versity ot Indiana. After finishing bore he took an apprenticeship course

ill various Arkansas mills, serving in various capacities and learning

the routine work of mill operations, lumber inspection, etc. From
Arkansas he returned to Cloverdale where he acted as manager of his

father's mill at that place until it burned down in the tall of '98, being

there for one year, from whence he took a position as assistant manager
in the railway timber and dimension department of the Fullerton-

I'owcll Hardwood Lumber Company, South Bend, Ind. He shortly after-

wards became head of that department and worked in that capacity for

two years, when he and J. M. Schultz organized the Schultz-Hollowav

Lumber I'onipany with olTicos in the Fisher luiilding. Chicago. 'I'liis

pariiursliip was coiitiiiued for two years up to .March, I'.IIL', when .Mr.

Holloway sold out his Interest and organized the Holloway Hardwood
Lumber Company, of which concern he was president until the present

time.

J. B. Utley has also been clo.sely associated with the lumber business

for years. lie is tlie son of H. B. Utlc.v, purchasing agent ot the Inter-

national Harvester Company. Mr. Utley started his active work In the

lumber Inislncss with an apprenticeship course at the ICdward liines

Lumber (Company mills at Iron River, Wis., where he passed through the

various departments. Inspecting lumber, working in the ofllce and doing

similar services. He was with this concern for two years and then spent a
year in the yards ot the International Harvester Company at the Deer-

ing works. From there he took a position with W. O. King & Co., Chi-

cago, and after a year with this concern he organized the Kerns-Utley

Lumber Company with George F. Kerns, which concern was started in

the early part of 1908. Mr. Utley served as secretary and treasurer

of this company up to the time of severing that connection to form the

present corporation.

.ludgins from the personnel of the Utley-IIolloway Company. Its

spl,>ndld mill connections and its other features, there is no room for

doubt as to the success which will attend its efforts.

A Busy Kentucky Plant

Thoro is a plaui in soutlieastorn Kentucky, which judging from re-

ports as to its operations here, offers an excellent market for llrst-class

hickory timber, for such uses as vehicle wood stock and golf sticks.

This concern is the Bassett Hardwood Manufacturing Company with

headquarters at Monticello. Ky. This concern operates a plant at Mill

Springs, one at Heaver Creek, Greasy Creek and Blackflsh, besides a num-
ber ot other mills which are cutting stock in large quantities. In spite

ot the large quantity of raw material which has been furnished, orders

liave been received for more stock tlian can be supplied by the various

mills operated by this concern.

It is the company's policy to purchase hickory logs and holts of good

quality brought in in small parcels by farmers and others residing within

twenty miles or so of its operations.

The Bassott Hardwood JIanufacturing Company manufactures large

quantities of shafts, bolts, cross-bars, pole circles, reaches, rim strips,

auto spokes and other stocks, and has recently gone into the manufacture

of golf shafts. In the manufacture of the latter article a very high

grade of second-growth clear, straight-grained hickory is required, and

this stock is gotten mainly from neighboring points.

The Bassett company recently supplied the Ford Motor Company of

Detroit with a large quantity of spokes which have been put into the

famous Ford cars. The Bassett company recently constructed a 100-toot

barge at JUU Springs, and is now installing an incline to haul the lum-

ber and hickory butts to the Mill Springs plant from the river. It is

receiving huge quautities of stock on the Cumberland river below the

Locks, which stuck is finished at the Mill Springs plant.

Recently Joined Paepcke Leicht Forces

In this connection is shown a good likeness of James H. Walsh, who
has for years been known in the eastern hardwood markets as one of the

most able hardwood salesmen in the game. On October 1. 191". Mr.

Walsh joined the sales force of the Paepcke Leicht Lumh.-r Crunpany of

JOHN B. LTLIOY OF Tllli UTLF.Y IK )1.I.< I

WAY COMPANY, CHICAGO, KDltMIOKLY
OF Till-: KKIiNSUTLKY Ll'M-

i:i:i; ruMPANV.

\ ;l IIULLOW.VY OF Till; IT
l,ii\\.\Y COMPANY, ('llll'AI

ilt.MlvHL^ OF HOLLOWAY IIAltli

Wuiil. l.IMIli;i; CliMI'.WY.

.lA.MFS 11. WALSH. K.VSTKUN ItlOl'KFSKN

r.VTlVK OF PAKPCKF LF.ICirr Ll'.M

BKU ClI.MPA.VY. WITH IIK.M K^CX It-

I'KltS IN HIFFAl.ii
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CUieago, mid Is now loverlng all the tonitory cast of liiiffalo, linlmllus

New York stale, tbe New Knclund states and Canada. Ills headqiiuiteis

will be at linffalo.

Mr. Walsh eame to the I'aepcke I.elcht Lumber Compau.v with an ex-

oellent e.xperienee behind him. bavins just served for five .vears with
Uuhlmeler Brothers ol' I'lntlnnatl in the same capacity and in the same
territory. Previous to that time lie spent a considerable period as an
inspector at the mills of the Kmpire Lumber Company, ICraplre. Ark.

Habdwooi> Kecokd takes pleasure in presenting herewith Mr. Walsh's

likeness, and in giving to liis friends in the trade these few suggestions

as to his antecedents.

Addition to Glasgow Concern
^^^isht, Urnham & Co., 7 Itoyai Bank Place. Glasgow, announce tliat

they have taken into partnership in the timber department of thi'

Glasgow business, George Howie, who has been in the service of that com-
pany as timber salesman for m!;ny years. They have also admitted as

partner in the Ijondon business, W. C. Davie, who has also been in tbe

lirm's employ for years, lirst in Glasgow and later in London, where
lie acted as manager ot the Lnudon l>rancb since its inception in 1900.

Timber Deal Consummated in Wisconsin
The Ahuapee Veneer & Seating Company of Algoma and Birchwood,

Wis., last week closed up a deal whereby it becomes the owner ot

sixt.v-eight forties of hardwood timbcrland in townships ;iS and 30, Wis-
consin, of ranges 3 and 4. This timlwr was purchased from the John
II. Kaiser Lumber Company of Eau Claire, the consideration Ijeing .$54,-

1)00. The limber is on the Thornappie river about tliree miles from
Cameron Dam, made famous by ,Tohn Dietz. There is timber enough
on the tract to keep the Algoma and Birchwood plants running for

twelve years, and togetlicr with former lioldings, the company now
has timber tor twenty years' run.

As the tract purchased is surrounded by small tracts of hardwoods
owned by individuals, the compan.v will be able to buy considerable tim-

ber aside from that on its own property.

Senator M. W. Perry, general manager of the concern, has been en-

deavoring to secure this tract for the past ten years.

Prominent Lumberman Makes Important Change
Bruce Odell, oflice and sales inuna^'er of the Cummer-lUggins Compauy,

Cadillac, during the past tnrlve years, has resigned his position to take

the position ot manager of a sawmill and manufacturing business iu

British Columbia.

Mr. Odell, with A. C. I'^rost .and Paul Tietgren, of Chicago, III., has
organized the Willow River Luml<er Company, Ltd., of Canada, and will

locate and operate mills at Willow River. B. C, at the Junction of the

\yillow River and Fraser River on the new coast to coast line ot the
Grand Trunk Pacific Railway, about 450 miles east ot Prince Rupert, the
Pacific Terminal and 450 miles north of Vancouver. The ofHcers of the
company are Paul Tietgren of Chicago, president ; Bruce Odell, vice-

president and general manager ; A. C. Frost, treasurer, and Frank B.

Odell, secretary.

The company has purchased what is known in Canada as twenty-eight
limits or twenty-eight square miies ot choice spruce and fir timber. It

is said to be one of the choicest tracts of timber on the line of the G.
T. P. railway east of the coast and estimated to cut about three hundred
million feet of lumber. As soon as possible a mill of about 30.000 feet

daily capacity will be installed to be followed a little later by another

mill to be moved on a

s tbe larger mill is in

mill of 75.000 feet daily capacity, tbe smallei

tract about seventy-five miles west as soon i

operation.

Mr. Odell came to Cadillac about twelve years ago and has gained a
reputation second to none as authority in the manufacture and marketing
of lumber, lie is an entliusiustlc supporter of association work and was
Instrumental in the organization of the Michigan Hardwood Manufac-
turers' Association and was that association's first secretary. He also

was chairman of the market conditions committee of that association

since it's organization. Mr. Udell is vice-president and chairman of the

market conditions committee of tlie (Cadillac Lumber Exchange. His
many friends in Cadillac and throughout Michigan express regret at his

leaving his many business associates, and his wise counsel and activities

in the things he was interested will be missed. He, with his son, will

leave for Willow River about Marih 10, and Mrs. Odell expects to join

them in August.

D. W. Baird Enlarges Operations

The yaid of the Newjjort Lumber Compauy, Chicago, located at 2919
Lumber street, has been purchased by the D. W. Baird Lumber Company,
Fislier buildiug, that concern's headquarters having been moved to the

yard location. Some eiiange will be made in the company's method of

doing business in that it will handle storage and engage in general

wholesale, retail and commission work.

The recent purchase gives to the D. W. Baird Lumber Company con-

siderable storage facilities, dockage and trackage for fifteen cars; also a
shed of a million feel capacity, and a yard with room for storing 1,500,-

000 feet .)f lumber.

Chicago Concern Reorganizes

George V. Keius of the Kerns-Utley Lumber Company, Fisher build-

ing. Ciiicago, announces tliat he has purchased the entire stock of that

concern and changed the name to the George F. Kern Lumber Company,
being incorporated for .$.50,000, fully paid in.

This concern has lioen operating under the former title since 1908,

being manufacturer and wholesaler of hardwood and yellow pine lam-

ber. Mr. Kern announces that the business of the company will continue

on the same basis as it has in the past, and that the yard at Mounds,

111., will also be continued at about the present size.

The Kerns-Utley Lumber Compan.v started as a corporation and did

an excellent business in southern hardwoods and pine since its inception.

The George F. Kerns Lumber Company will handle the same lines of

woods, confining itself strictly to southern hardwoods and specializing

in oak. ash and other high-grade commodities.

Pertinent Information
Plan for Oak Exhibit at Forest Products Show-

Prominent oak manufacturers make the following announcement

:

The committee of oak manufacturers composed of W. B. Burke,

Cliarleston, Miss., E, L. Davidson, Parkersburg Mill Company, Parkers-

burg, W, Va., and Ralph May ot May Brothers, Memphis, Tenn., came
to Chicago on Monday of this week to formulate plans for an exhibit of

BRUCE ODELI,, SALtvs .M.WAi.l'.R OF CIM- DA.N W. I'.AIRD OF THE D. W. BAIRD LUM-
MER-DIGGINS Cd.MI'ANV. CADILLAC. ,.,,;,. .(IMPANY. CHICAGO, WHO RE-

MICH., WHO WILL SIIDRTLY EN-
TER BRITISH COLUMBIA

OPERATIONS.
CENTLY MADE AN IMPOR-

TANT EXTENSION.

GEORGE P. KERNS OF THE GEO. I

KERNS LUMBI5R COMPANY. CHICAGO,
FORMERLY OF THE KERNS-UTLEY

1 UMBER COMPANY.
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Ibo <iak maumaiiurrrs at tlio I'uicst I'nxlucts l::x|iuslti<^>u at ('liUajj"

and New Yurk. They secured space and buve uu excellent plan in mind
for a splendid exhibit of the king of all woods—the white oak tree.

Korty odd memliers of the trade have signiQcd their Intention to be a

part of this exhibit and at least fort}' others are expected to partlcl-

pirte.

If YOU hare not siKnIlied your intention to give your financial and in-

dividual support to this introduction of the product of the while oak

tree to the general pulillc as well as the architect, contractor and other

workers of oak. now is the accepted lime for your co-operation. The
space allotted to the committee is well located and architects are now
maklDR designs for a special exhibit.

Shippers Not Liable for Pro Rata Loss from Delays on Bills of

Lading

l-olbiwiUL- the acliiiu uT the Lumbermen's Club of .Miniphls in vlKor-

"iisly protesting against the acceptance of bills of lading containing a

.lause providing that shippers shall |)ay their pro rata of any loss

arising from strikes of stevedores or other causes resulting In delay In

the loading or unlo.iding of cargoes, as taken at the last meeting, replies

were read at the meeting of the club beld at the Hotel Gajoso, Satur-

day, February '21, from the steamship lines themselves indicating that

they had no intention whatever of adopting the suggestion of the Inter-

national Shipping Federation, the originator of this Idea. The manager
of the American, Atlantic Transport, Dominion, Leland, Red Star, Whiti'

.<tar and White-Star-Dominion Lines, with headquarters at New York,

•vrote that "the clause in question has not been adopted by us and recent

advices received from cur principals in Fngland make It very clear that

they are entirely opposed to it and, this being the case, we think it

unnecessary for you to concern yourselves further about It so far as our
Interests are involved." The Virginia Line, with headquarters at New-
ptirt News, also wrote that it h.id no idea whatever of putting the clause

into effect. The impression created by these replies was that the matter
was practically at an end as a result of the vigorous protest of the

club and other shippers.

An Early Bate Decision Promised

The latest announcement from Wasbiugtuu is that the Interstate Com-
merce Commission will probably hand down its decision within three

months in the matter of the application of the railroads to increase

their rates on freight shipments Ave per cent. It was recently announced

that President Wilson bad intimated to the commission the desirability

of as early a decision as a proper consideration of the matters Involved

will allow. Before that time it was currently reported that no decision

would be announced in less than six months. No bint is given what
the decision will be, but it is said that some of the railroads believe

that it will be favorable to them.

Eehearlng Missouri Ouster Decree Refused

Th.- Missouri .*^tati' Supremo Court has refused a rehearing in the

famous Missouri ouster case, which was decided adversely to twenty-

Uve lumber companies, with the resulting fines and demands that they

remove their operations from the state of Missouri.

It would seem that the payment of the fines and continued adherence

to the provisions of the drastic Missouri trust laws would make it pos-

sible for the ousted lumber companies to continue their operations within

that state. Otherwise it would seem that there can be no way out of

the difficulty except by appeal to the Supieme Court of the

t"nited States, and even then a reverse decision would be

nec»*ssar\.

Report on Car Statistics

A recent bulletin on car shortages and surpluses prepared

by the American Mailway Association shows that on February

1. 1914, there was a .surplus of 211.9G0 ears as against a

surplus on February 14. 1914. of 199,385 cars. On February

l.";. 101.3. the surplus was 52,700 ears.

The shortage on February 1 of this year was 2,282 cars

as against a shonago on February 14 of 2,333 cars. The
shortage on February 15. 1913. was 30.517 cars. Thus it

can he seen that actual shipments do not seem to be starting

out as well this year as last year, although since the middle

of January there has been a slight increase in activity of

freight.

Proposed New Lumber Bates in Lower Michigan

.\t an informal gathering of railroad intirests and lumber
shippers of lower Michigan before the Michigan Railroad Com-
mission in Lansing. February 12, Commissioner C, L. Glasgow
stated that the object was to get both interests represented and
get both shippers and carriers to agree to some basis of rates

that would be acceptable to both. It must be understood that

the lumbermen of Michigan have gone on record as being

favorable to the five per cent advance in freight rates to

apply on lumber, provided there was a general similar advanci'

of five per cent in official classiflcatlon territory and that their

'ompctltors not cnly in upper Michigan. Wisconsin an>l Illl

uols, but on lumber reaching .Mlcblgau I'-rriiory from ihe South and West
In competition with their own products must bear a similar advance.

With this understanding the railroads serving the eastern part of the state,

which include the Michigan Central Railroad, Detroit & Mackinac Railway
and Grand Trunk Railway, have issued tariffs at lumber in carloads on

exactly live per cent above their present lumber rates. The railroads

serving the western portion of the state, including the Grand Rapids Ac

Indiana Hallway, Pere Marquette Railroad. Ann Arbor Railroad, Manistee

it Northeastern Railroad and others have not Issued tariffs as yet, be-

cause of the uncertainty of their acceptance by the shippers and also the

Michigan Railroad Commission.

It developed that the railroads serving the eastern part of the state

had granted shippers along their lines a comparatively lower scale of

rates than that which exists on the western side of the state, and there

was !^ contention between the lumber interests involved that the scale

of rates on lumber In carloads in the lower peninsula of Michigan should

be equalized, at least brought to a more common basis than heretofore

has been in effect. This proposition was objected to by the lumber
shippers Irom the Saginaw valley and eastern side of the state as they

did not care to have the basis changed in any way except the straight

live per cent advance.

.\s a result of the conference the railroads serving the western side

of the state agreed to check in rates practically five per cent in advance
of the present rates, using the new proposed sixth class as a maximum
and tariffs of the carriers on the western side of the state will be tiled

on this basis.

The lumber tariffs alreadjr issued and the proposed lumber tariffs will

all be protested until such time as the general advance of five per cent

goes into effect, otbeiwise the present lumber rates would not be

changed.

The Exposition in Prospect

In this connection is shown a cut which gives at least an idea of how
the Forest Products Exposition will look when it is tinally in place in

the Coliseum at Chicago. This cut has been prepared under the direc-

tion of Manager George S. Wood of the exposition company.
Manager Wood announces that during the month of January he and

others connected with the exposition visited various important conven-

tions and in every instance the subject of the Forest Products Fxposition

was enthusiastically received and participation and attendance unani-

mously urged.

The Joint resolution of the House of Representatives and Senate re-

cently recommended unanimously by the Committee on Industrial Arts and
Expositions, gives further impetus to the exposition and specifically pro-

vides for an unusual display by the Forest Service, which is now pro-

vided with $10,000 for this purpose.

It is announced that as the time for the exposition approaches, it

will be possible to give a more or less complete list of the exhibitors

making preparations. On the whole, the entire proposition is working
out very satisfactorily, and gives promise of entirely fulfilling the best

wishes of those sponsoring the project.

Lumbermen's Underwriting Bulletin

Bulletin No. 09 has just been issued by the Lumbermen's I'liderwriting

.\lliance of Kansas City. The alliance has just closed its ninth and heaviest

loss ratio year. The bulletin says that in looking back over the year and
its happenings it seems apparent that notwithstanding the unusual weather

l^-;-*'"

THE FORE.ST EXPOSITION IN PROSPECTIVE; SCENE
CKLISEI'M AT ClIICACiO

IN THE
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couditions which were responsible lor the larger part o£ the losses they
were much heavier than they need have been had the emergency of the
situation been realized by the mill people to the same extent it was realized

l)y the alliance authorities.

The bulletin states that through the government weather bureau and
reports of inspectors the alliance keeps posted as to weather conditions

over the country. It says that last summer when the heat and drought
became pronounced every inspection report Issued from the ofDce destined

to the districts that were baked contained warnings as to the increased

danger due to weather conditions. Numerous special letters and special

warning fire bulletins were Issued and the employment of extra patrol,

the cleaning up of refuse and debris, the cutting of weeds and the general
cleaning up of the premises were urged. According to the opinion of the

alliance, if these warnings had been heeded and if the advice issued had
received attention the losses should have been less heavy. Accordjng to

the bulletin nearly ,$1,000,000 of lumbermen's money went up in smoke
in 1913 through the two leading insurance exchanges alone and much of

tills loss was preventable.

The bulletin then goes on to state that the alliance has striven in all

earnestness to discover the causes of fire and to suggest effective pre-

ventive measures. It urges that eCEective work must be carried on without
relaxation. The bulletin contends that it is not infallible regarding its

information relative to fires, but that in its inspection rounds covering 428
risks it is reasonable that it picks up a great deal of very valuable in-

formation that should prove useful to the lumbemen.
The bulletin then urges closer co-operation between the mill man and

the alliance and a recognition that the work is mutual and that the alliance

exists for the benefit of the lumbermen, that it is at their service and
that its recommendations are not made merely to be arbitrary or in a

spirit of antagonism. It raises the question that in periods of unusual
peril mill owners are sometimes prone to balk at additional expenses which
comprehensive methods of safeguarding involve. It contends, however,
that if a business is worth having it is worth saving.

The bulletin says that last year's heaviest losses occurred within the

brief period of thirty-six days, in the month of August and the first part

of September, during the latter half of the unbroken drought and heat.

The extra expense for watch service during this period as well as for extra

men for clean-up and drenching the premises would surely not have been

prohibitive. There was not so great a percentage of fires to risks in 1913
as in IIUL*. hnt it is sisuiticant that the smaller per cent of fires destroyed

a far greater amount of property.

Probable New Forestry Law for New York State

Lumber and pulp interests of New York state are much interested in a

new forestry bill introduced in the legislature by Mr. Jones. The bill is

TheWhite Lake Lumber Co.
Peoples Gas Bldg., CHICAGO, ILL.

Northern and Southern Hardwoods
CAR STOCK

WHITE PINE YELLOW PINE
High Quality—Prompt Delivery

WE WANT TO MOVE AT ONCE
200 M. ft. 8/4 No. 1 Common Hard Maple
500 M. ft. 4/4 No. 1 Common Basswood
100 M. ft. 4/4 No. 1 Common unselected

Bend u» Birch
i/our inquiries 1 car 8/4 L. R. Wisconsin White Oak

u s Gum
Oak Elm

nish Kiln Dried StocU

COTTONWOOD CYPRESS
FURNITURE DIMENSION

SYCAilORE YELLOW TINE

PO R PRICES

Licking River Lumber
Company

114 Dean Bldg.

South Bend, Indiana

similar in many leapects to the law in force in Pennsylvania and other
states in that it gives owners of private lands the right to place their
holdings under the Jurisdiction of a conservation commission authorised
in the bill. Where private lands are thus given over to the care of the
lommlssion, lumbering may be conducted under regulations to be pre-

scribed by the commission. This is to assure the removal of mature tim-
ber only and thus preserve the forest cover on such lands.

It is realized that New York is out of date In forestry laws, and
several attempts to have such a law as now proposed enacted at recent
legislations have failed. The Empire State Forest Products' Association
and other organizations in the Adirondacks Iiave been trying for a long
time to have a more equitable conservation law spread on the books.

Forest Insect Control
Special investigations by the experts of Ibe Di'partment of Agriculture-

have shown that as much as ninety-live per cent of the timber in some
of the can.vons and valleys of the Tuolumne river, California, which is

to supply the water for the Hetch Hctchy project, has been killed by
bark-boring insects. Some of the damage was done many years ago.

As soon as the matter was called to the attention of the Secretary of

the Interior in the fall of 1912, he appealed to the Secretary of Agricul-

ture for such advice and assistance as his department could render
through the expert who has charge of the forest insect branch of the
Bureau of Entomology. The matter i-eceived the required prompt atten-

tion and arrangements were soon made for active warfare against the-

depredating beetle. A plan of procedure was outlined and the work
was started .lust as soon as the weather conditions permitted in June.
I'JIS.

The method recommended .ind followed was to fell the infested trees,^

lop off the limbs, pile them on the prostrate trunk, and set fire to It

:

thus the infested bark was scorched or burned to a sulBcient extent to-

kill the broods of the insects. The trees thus treated ranged in diam-
eter from six inches to fifty-four inches, with the average of about twenty-
two and a half inches.

One thousand. si.\ hundred and seventy-one trees were treated in the

two projects, at a cost of $1,158, including all expenses except the

salaries of two representatives of the Bureau of Entomology who directed

and assisted in the work. It is claimed that this work, with an addi-

tional expenditure of about .?500 next season, will be sufficient to bring

the beetle under such control that ver.v little attention will be required

to protect the remaining living timber from further serious injury. Both
this and an infestation in the timber around the rim of the Yosemlte-

valley will receive the required attention next season. The Interior

Department has expressed a determination to prosecute a warfare against
the depredations of insects in the Yosemite and Glacier National parks

to the limit of the funds available for the purpose.

The insect which is directly responsible for the death of such a large

percentage of the lodgepole pine timljcr of the northern section of the

park is known as the mountain pine beetle, the technical name of which
is Dendroctonus monticolae (Hopkins). It attacks perfectly healthy trees

and kills them b.y mining between the bark and wood in such a manner
us to stop the movement of sap and kill the bark, which results in-

the tinal death of a tree within ten to twelve months after it is at-

tacked. This beetle is the most destructive enemy of the lodgepole pine,

western yellow pine, and mountain or silver pine of the entire Pacific

ooast and northern Rocky Mountain region. A vast amount of the best

timber of these regions has been killed b.v this beetle during the past

fifty years and has gone to waste through the agencies of decay and
forest fires, but, thanks to the discoveries of the experts of the Bureau-

of Entomology, it can now be controlled and a great waste of forest

resources prevented in the future.

Hardwood ^ews ^otes

< MISCELLANEOUS >
The Black King Furniture Company has been incorporated at Branch-

ville. N. C, with $10,000 capital stock.

The Toledo Stave & Heading Company has started business at Wash-
ington, N. C, the concern being incorporated with .$50,000 capital.

The National Interior Finish Company was recently incorporated to

operate at Westmoreland, W. Va.

The Vesper Wood Iilanufacturing Company is an incorporated concern

which will operate at Vesper, Wis., with $50,000 capital.

The Varner Land & Lumber Company of Geridge, Ark., has increased

its capital stock to $50,000.

The Wood Manufacturing Company has started business at Fairfield.

Conn., with $50,000 capital stock.

The Illinois School Furniture Company of liockford. 111., has increased

its capital stock to $50,000.

The Greenfield Wood Turning Company, Greenfield, Ind., has recently

gone out of business.

Wray-Chapman Lounge Company of Hope, Miss., has been succeeded
l>v O. D. McCuIlar.
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W. L. Saunders of the Cummer- Digfe'lus Company, CadiUiie, .Mitli., has

been In the city with Mrs. Saunders for several days on a business and

pleasure trip.

!•;. A. Lanj;, manager of the lumber jleijartm«nt of the Ifacpc-ke-XicUbt

lyumbcr Company, Chicago, left on Monday of this weehc (or a short trip

to the company's mills in Arkansas.

E. L. Davidson, secretary-treasurer of the Parkersburg Mill Company.

Parkersburg. W. Va., has been in the city for the last several days.

\V. B. Burke, vice-president and general manager of the Lamb-F'ish

l.,umber Company, Charleston. Miss., has been in Chicago during the last

several days attendiug the .annual meeting of that concern, and also,

in comiectlon with otlicr -if the ccinipiiiiy's Imsincss.

=-< NEW YORK y
n. V. \Vhe«}ou of W. U. Young & Co.. manufaeturers .of maple floor

ing, was a visitor in New York during the fortnight. Mr. Whedon was

on bis swfng around the circuit and visited among the many buyers'

FOREST PRODUCTS EXPOSITION
CHIGAGO COLISEUM APR,30-MAY9

jNEWYORK GRAND CENTRALPALACE MAY21-30

JAMES & ABBOT COMPANY
Lumber and Timber

No. 165 Milk St., BOSTON, MASS.

DUGAN LUMBER CO.
Hardwood Lumber

TENNESSEE

Manufacturers
and Shippers

MEMPHIS

COLFAX HARDWOOD LUMBER CO.

ASH
MANUFACTURERS

OAK CYPRESS
ed, carefully graded, good
B of 14 and 16 ft. lengths,
of grades.

COLFAX, LA.

Birch Veneers. Also Elm, Maple and Basswood

WE MANUFACTURE FINE ROTARY CUT

STOLLE LUMBER & VENEER CO. Tripoli, Wis.

LET US QUOTE YOU

SEuuirva list
100,000
200,000
150,000
25,000
26,000

10,000
15.000
25,000

100,000
30,000
10,000

GUM
ft, of 4/4" Is & 2s Sap
ft. of 4/4 No. 1 Com. Sap
ft. of 4/4 No. 3 Com. Sap
ft. of 6/4 Is & 2s Sap
ft. of 6/4 No. 1 Com. Sap

ELM
ft. of 4/4 Log Run Elm
ft. of 5/4 Log Run Elm
ft. of 6/4 Log Run Elm

MAPLE
ft. of 6/4 Log Run Maple
ft. of 5/4 Log Run Maple
ft. of 4/4 Log Run Maple

OAK
ft. of 4/4 No. 2 & Btr. Oak,
can ship separate grades

ft. of 5/4 Log Run Oak,
principally good Common

ft. of 8/4 Log Run Oak

CYPRESS
D.OOO ft. of 4/4 Select & Better

Cypress

5,000 ft. of 4/4 Shop Cypress
0,000 ft. of 4/4 No. 1 Common Cy.

0,000 ft. of 4/'t No. 2 Common Cy.

0,000 ft. of 4/4 No. 3 Common or
Pecky Cypress

4,000 ft. of 8/4 No. 2 Common Cy-
press, some thin

2,000 ft. of 8/4 No. 3 Common Cy-
press, some thin

3,000 ft. of 6/4 No. 2 Com. Cypress
4,000 ft. of 6/4 No. 3 Com. Cypress

0,000 ft. of 4/4 Log Run Poplar,

mostly Common
2,000 ft. of 4/4 Log Run Sycamore

Our Grades Are Right.

M. E. Leming Lumber
CAPE GIRARDEAU

Company
MISS R

iif the YounK (justomei-.s. Ik' riported ;i youd yi-ar in I'.iKi and looks for

lair business from now on.

Anothor concatenation is billed for local iioo-IIoo under the dirL'ftion

.if Charles J. Kammer, the strenuous viccgei-ent for this district. Mr.

ICammer has a way of purring which generally brings out the cats and
kittens and March 10 is suie to see a good crowd of felines at Rlscn-

weber's Circle hotel.

The ofllce of the National Wholesale Lumber Dealers' Association la

showing great activity these days. The force is busy on matters in con-

nection with the Buffalo meeting. This week finds Messrs. Walcott, Ed-
wards, Millard and Treadway In town in connection with association

matters.

S. C. Strock has severed his connection with the Interstate Lumber Com-
pan.y. The office of this company is now at the Jersey City yard.

=-< BUFFALO y
As time draws near for the holding of the annual convention here of

the Isatioual Wholesale Lumber Dealers' Association, the lumbermen are

holding frequent meetings, arranging tor details of the meeting. X
number of sub-committees have been appointed and M. E. Preisch ba»
been made general chairman to look after the different features of the con-

vention. The meeting place of the lumbermen will be at the Hotel Iro-

quois, Main and Eagle streets.

Jackson & Tir.dle are carrying on active mill operations at their new
tract in northern Ontario, Canada. It is expected that quite a good-sized

community will be built up, as the section is excellent for agriculture

and will have a large amount of cut-over land for settlement. Most of the

timber is spruce ami whitowood.

J. N. Scatcherd, who is heavily Interested In the door and finish busi-

ness, through the mill in Batavia that he controls, said lately that it

appeared to him that the Pullman Car Company is preparing to give

up its practice of finishing its cars inside with metal, as it has lately

bought a large amount of mahogany. Lumbermen have all along main-

tained that a car is Just as strong and not any more combustible, if

finished in wood. Such finish is more durable and better-looking than a

steeMiuished car.

President W. L. Sykes of the Emporium Lumber Company now located

in Utica, but formerly of Buffalo, was in the city a few days this months
on his w.ty with Mrs. Sykes for a short stay at Los Angeles, Cal.

Davenport & Ridley are getting in stocks of oak this month and also

some maple from Pennsylvania. Trade is reported improving.

Miller, Sturm & Miller state that the hardwood trade is quite a Uttle

more active than during December and better than two weeks ago. X
good stock of maple and oak is being received.

Hugh McLean returned a few days ago from his trip to the Pacific

Coast, having been away from tiie city for about a month. The yard Is

booking a fair amount of business, mostly oak.

The yard of the O. E. Yeager Lumber Company has been getting in a

good deal of stock in different hardwoods lately, much of it being oak,

elm and basswood, with a good amount also of cypress.

The Standard Hardwood Lumber Company finds business picking up
this month, with plain oak most in demand and al)out as much chestnut as

usual selling at this time.

The National Lumber Company notes an increased demand this montb
for flooring, especially in oak and maple, with prices holding firm. There

is also a better demand for hardwoods.

F. M. Sullivan, who recently made a western trip, found stocks well

bought up. He contracted for supplies of ash and elm while away.

•< PHILADELPHIA >
Charle.s K. Parry of Charles K. Parry & Co., says trading has bright-

ened up sumewhat this montb, and outlook is encouraging. The Carolina

Spruce Company, Pensacola, N. C, whose output they handle, is active

getting out stuff, and at this time is cutting mostly spruce. In a recent

shipment they selected from three cars a carload of red oak running six-

teen inches and up all the way through, which is on the line of a con-

siderable timber cut at this mill.

Fisher Dalrymple, Jr., of the Thomas E. Coale Lumber Company, reports

accelerated business during the last month, with firm prices. He is opti-

mistic as to the outlook.

The B. W. Cross Lumber Company, one of the associate concerns of the

Thomas E. Coale Lumber Company, says business has quickened since

first of the year, and prospects for the future are encouraging.

Walter J. Mingus of Mingus & Kutter reports a slight betterment In

trading during the last few weeks and feels confident of expanded business

by the opening of spring.

Charles G. Blake, manager of the Babcock Lumber Company, says a

fair bunch of orders is being received. He looks for a general revival

of business with the coming of settled weather. The many friends of

Mr. Blake will be glad to hear that he is again at his desk although not

wholly recovered from his late illness.

Frank Buck of Estate of Daniel Buck, and wife were among the recent

arrivals at Palm Beach, Fla.

George Haskell, a retired carriage manufacturer, died at his home,

Cynwyd, Pa., February 5, aged seventy-one years. Early In life he en-
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iiTod tbe carrlaee shops of bis father, UbcDezer Haskell, on Arcb street.

I'biladelpbla. After his father retired tbe business was carried on for

~ome years as Haskrll Brothers.

Joseph Miles, owner of the planing mill and lumber and coal yard.

West Mannyunk, Ta., died February 11, aged sevcnty-clght.

Among the recent new incorporations are : The Lincoln Motor Car
Company, Wilmington, Del., chartered under Delaware laws, February

17, capital Jl,750.000: Universal Veneer I'roducts Company, Dover,

Del., und-r Delaware !aws, February 11, capital $1,600,000 ; Rahway
Lumber Company, Rahway, N. J., under New Jersey laws, February

18. capital J-.i.l.OOO.

W. Z. Zenor of G. Zener & Sons, Lancaster, Pa., died February 11.

Mr. Zener was one of the most popular and well liked members of the

Pennsylvania [lumbermen's Association, lie was also one of the active

directors of the Pennsylvania Lumbermen's Mutual Fire Insurance Com-
pany.

=-< BOSTON y-
The Lumber Trade Club of Boston held its annual meeting at Rivor-

bank Court. Cambridge, February li), and elected the following ofDcers :

['resident, Francis K. Page of Parker & Page Company ; first vice-presi-

dent, W'm. J. Barry of the Buttrick Lumber Company of Waltham :

<econd vice-president, D A. Lucey of the Curtis & Pope Lumber Com-
pany: secretary and treasurer, J. K. F. Downes of the Downes Lumber
Company. The executive committee will be made up of M. E. Phllbrick,

J. E. Murphy and J. L. Barney. It is worthy of note that both the

president and chairman of the executive committee are prominent hard-

wood men, and both have large yards in the East Cambridge district.

Following the executive session an excellent entertainment was enjoyed

l.y all.

Walter G. Jenness, formerly at 103 Pearson avenue, Somerville, has

h.inged his address to 30 Park drive, Brookline.

Itecent visitors to the city the past week have included F. D. Mc-
lintic, hardwood manufacturer of Marlinton, W. Va., W. E. Berget,

•presenting the W. H. Dawkins Lumber Company, Ashland, Ky., and
rank F. Fish of Chicago, secretary ot the National Hardwood Lumber
\ssociatioa.

The New England trade is much interested at the decision of the

Interstate Commerce Commission to investigate the entire rate situation

in these live states, while it had originally considered looking only

into the Maine Central on account of complaints lodged against that

road. There are possibilities of a material effect on some lumbi r

values if any radical changes are decided upon.

The Green Mountain Lumber Company has been Incorporated at Bos-

ton with a capital of $10,000. Joseph Green is president and Nathan
Green secretary and treasurer.

-•< BALTIMORE >•-

Perry U. Beck, one of the pioneer lumber inspectors ot Baltimore,

died February 13 at the home of his granddaughter, Mrs. Francis L.

Klemm, at Halethorpe, a suburb. Mr. Beck was born in Kent county,

Md.. as a descendant of one ot the original settlers of that section of

.Maryland, on October 14. 1S24, and came to Baltimore when only twelve

years old. In the early days of the lumber trade he became an in-

spector, following this occupation until his return to Kent county, to

engage in farming. When advancing years forced his retirement he made
bis home with his granddaughter. A son survives blm, besides Mrs.

Klemm.
Mward P. Gill of the well-known firm of Wm. D. Gill & Son, is at

Hot Springs, Ark., for another period of treatment for the rheumatic
trouble with which he has lieen afflicted tor some time. When at the

resort last year Mr. Gill experienced such decided benefits as to encour-

age the hope that he would be able to get rid of the malady entirely,

though he realized that a number of trips would probabl.v be necessary.

L. H. Bowman, sales manager for the R. E. Wood Lumber Company,
Continental building, who had been ill at his home in Walbrook, Is back
at his desk once more, feeling energetic and taking hold of details with a
vim.

Frank A. Parker of Mann & Parker, Inc., Continental building, is In

the North on a selling trip which Is expected to keep him out until the

latter part of March. The firm has taken up a large lot of lumber in the

South and expects to do a good business.

=-< COLUMBUS >•

The John G. Simon Lumber Company of Cleveland has been incor-

porated with a capital stock of $;;5,000 to deal Id lumber ot all kinds,

both wholesale and retail. The Incorporators are George Bayard, L. M
Johnstone, R. J. Fitzgerald, A. L. Rclmer and F. T. Peltch.

The Charles HolTrltz Cigar Bex Company of Dayton has been Incor-

porated with a capital of $25,000 to manufacture cigar boxes. Those
backing the company are E. H. HolTrltz, F. C. Hoffrltz, C. W. Hotfrltz,

E. C. HolTrltz and O. Relchelderfer.

Lee B. Pennock, formerly postmaster at Urbana, Ohio, has leased tbo

old Hubbard lumber yard on North Russell street, where he will operate
In the future.

The Kraetzcr Cured Lumber Company of Cincinnati has been Incor-

porated with a capital stock of $100,000 to do a general lumber busi-

MEMPHIS
Tschudy Lumber Co.

M \M I \( I I HKI{> OI'

St. Francis Basin Hardwoods
SPECIALS

For immediate shipment
Bandsawn. Dry. 75'- 14 a"d 16 foot long.

150,000 ft. 1" 1 and 2d Clear Plain White Oak.
50,000 ft. 1" 1 and 2d Clear Quartered White Oak.
50,000 ft. 1" No. 1 Common Ash.

100,000 ft. 1
" Yel. Cottonwood Box Boards & Panel.

ADDRE.SS CO It UKSrciMJIJ-NCE TO GENERAL OFFICE
6u3 «.epublic BIdg. KANSAS CITY, MO.

Wholesale Manufacturers and Exporters
RED GUM

SAP GUM
COTTONWOOD

CYPRESS
ASH

PLAIN OAK
All Grades and Thicknesses ^"^j^^y^'^

specialty of miied cars SOFT ELM
SYCAMOREOne-half to

VANDEN BOOM=STIMSON LUMBER COMPANY

Mannfactiirers Sontbern Hardwoods

RedQum a Specialt>^
Memphis Tennessee

TIMBER ESTIMATES
REPORTS INCLUDED

TOPOGRAPHICAL MAP. DETAIL, ESTIMATES & 'WTIITTBN REPORT

GARDNER & HOWE
ENGINEERS

Clarence W. Griffith "•5.'S't« Bu"£Scf"' Memphis, Tenn.

ssman Lumber Co.,

linufacturers i

In and quartered red
fwhite oak, ash, gum
Ipoplar. :: :: :: ::

tY EQUIPT DlfMENSiON

Memphis.
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OUR STOCK OFBAND SAWN
Southern Hardwoods

is one of the most complete
and largest in the state

We can readily fill any requirement in

RED GUM
Oak, Ash,

V'AINSTAKING ATTENTION TO

THE LANSING CO., Parkin, Ark.

Elm
YOUR INQUIRIES

»s by n.

Krosl.

DiilWi'lMT. I. I!. j;iillo(k. J. N. lid Khma hnd llfni-y

On the Following Stock We Will Make Special
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I'll.- lllKdi-n I.uiiiUm- 1111(1 .MiiiiiilnctiiriiiK I'ouumn.v at lli«il,'n. Ark., has

laki'ii oviT 4.(KHI ucri'S nf liuilicrliiiKl limiti'il In Vuu Itiiii'ii and L'kliurin

.inintli's, Arkansas, Tlic iiiopcity was uwni'il liy ilu- UakiT I..iiiiiI)it Toiii

rmuy. and Inchiilcd in tliv tiiinsfcr witc mills formi'i'ly oiJiTated by this

llriu. Till' trunsactiun iuvulvvd an uutlay of about $t>0,UOO.

AnuoiHHCinont Is nuidi- that T. It. Ashliy "t .lackson. 'I'pim., has tlosivl

ii.'i:otiatl<ins with business uiiii iif Little lioek whereby he will establish a

wri.er plant in that city. Invoivlnj; an outlay of about *100,0(KI.

I'r.u tieally no lunilH?r lirnis were involved in the rallure of the Mer
jMtlle Hank hi-re wliiuh was caused by the peculations of Its president.

I llunler llalue. The shortage is :f l,OI!:t,Ol)o. or about one-halt of the

irU'inal total assets of this iustltulion. In order that there uiiubt be no
ihin-rhpnsion rpiiurdin); the other lianks. the ("lenrins House Association

led a statement declaring Hiat the failure of the bhnk was due to the

--•s iniurrod throuRh its president, that tlie other banks were in no
\ i,> involved, that linancial conditions iicre wore thoroughly sound and
that the other banks belonsinj; to the association were in as ;;otKl shape
llnanclally as, if not U'tter than, ever before.

Newspaper dispatches report the lynchln); of Huek Mc(!irk near Her-
iiiindo .Miss., by a Imdy of citizens liviUK near that place. He recently

-liol J. K. luitrani, a prominent iiiillnian of Itybaiia. Miss. ; was tracked
•V Moodhounds, cnplured and placed in jail. He was being removed from

Jail at Hernando by the sherift' wiien the posse stopped the train.

ri'd tlie olHcial with guns and look the prisoner away from him. He
I- strung from a steel bridge and left hanging ail night. The lynching'

1.. I!, .Weil the confession of the negro that he was guilty of the assault

II .Ml. Ingram. The latter is slowly recovering here from the rifle

uii.t. whiili entered his back just almve his kidneys. He seemed glad

mar ihat the wonUI-be murderer had met such a fate but expressed
-lit that liis friends did not wait long enough to allow him to reeuper-

; snlliciontiy to be one of the lynching party.

Havid l.ee, head of the ICagle I'urnlture Tompany. has been re-electetl

l.i.sident of the Uetail Kurniture Dealers' .Association of this city, wbilr
I .1. licasley has been chosen to succeed himself as treasurer. This

- I nidation has for its principal purposes the placing of credits on a

lid basis and the general protedion of those engaged in the furniture

...i.-sinoss. I'raoticall.v all of tlie thirty-three Arms here are identitied

with this l)(Mly. The State (Tennessee) Kurniture Dealers' Ass.niation

will be here In May. about 700 delegates strong, and the local ass.i. ia

tlon will arrange entertainment features and otherwise provide fur tlie

."inlort and pleasure of the visiting dealers.

.lames K. Stark of .lames E. Stark & t'o.. together wiili I be utlier Mem
phis liusiness men who went to New Orleans to appear before Secretary
McAdoo February 12, to present the claims of Memphis for one of tlie

regional reserve lianks. has returned. Mr. Stark was the special repre-

sentative of the lumber industry and was able, through his presentation

of facts covering the lumber business of this city and section, to make
an exceptionally good impression upon the government officials. In fact

the claimH of Memphis were presented with such emphasis and the eyes

of the government officials were so opened regarding tlic volume of busi-

ness transacted here that they asked for additional information, which
is now being prepared to be forwarded to them on tlnir return to Wash-
ington. The lumliermen are very anxious to see .Memphis secure one
nf these banks and are co-operating in every possible way to this end.

^-< NASHVILLE >-=

I'nsidint Charles .M. .Morfoid ol tlie l{a;;laiid-Iiaxter-.Morford Company,
lessee of the Edgefield & Nashville Manufacturing Company, reports

some Important building enterprises in the South. Mr. Morford's com
puny is one of the largest interior linisli and furniture concerns in this

section, and took over the prepert.v leased some mouths ago. Tlie com-
pany has contracts for the interior work of the Ilealey building. 10-

story structure in Atlanta to cost .f 1,(100.000 ; Tutwelier hotel, structure

at Birmingham to cost .1>l.500,(MI0 : Itidgeley apartments, one 'i-story

building at ISirmingham, and is making important progress on a 12
story addition to the Seelbach liotel at Umlsvlile. Mr. Morford says

that Inquiries receive<i indicate that plans are being made for nmneioiis

other important buildings in the Soutli.

Kccent rains have caused the Cumberland river to rise, and logs havi

begun moving. It is believed the tide will bring several million feet

of poplar, oak and other logs to market within the next ten days. I:

is lK>lieved that 10,000,000 or l."i,OOO,00O feet of timber is ready to !..•

moved to niurket in the upper river country.

'f. 1'". lionner, president of the I'.onner Eurnlture .Manufacturing Com
pany, says that tlie outlook is very bright in the furniture trade. .Mr

lionner scys his comp:iny is steadily increasing output. The company
Is having plans made for another warehouse at Its plant in West Nasli

vllle to facilitate output.
The plant of the .Nashville Hardwood Flooring Company has resumed

nfter having been closed to Install new e(|uipment. including four im-

mense bolierfl. The llooring business is reported In goo<l condition at

present.

Vicegerent Olln White of the middle Tennessee Jurisdiction has issii.-d

a call for a coneatcnation of lloo-lloo to be held in .Naslivllle (be second
Tuesday in March. The concatenation will be held simultaneously witt

the annual meeting of the Nashville Lumbermen's Club, whin the eliib

will elect otHci-rs An interesting program will lie arningid.

Harris Manufacturing Company
Johnson City, Tennessee

''Harris" Hardwood Flooring
and Lumber

Bluestone Land & Lumber Company
MANUFACTURERS

WEST VIRGINIA HARDWOODS
Soft White Pine, Oak, Poplar. Chestnut, Hemlock

Band Sawed Slocli RIDGWAY
PENNSYLVANIA

IC I N C I N N A T i[

LHardwood Manufacturers and Jobbers ^

I The Kosse, Shoe & Schleyer Co.
I WALNUT, OAK, AND OTHER HARDWOODS
I

103-4-5 CAREW BUTLDING

I OHIO VENEER COMPANY
3 Manufacturers & Importers FOREIGN VENEERS
^

2624-34 COLERAIN AVENUE

JOAK TRIM and MOULDINGS
]

ill plain sawn .stock are one of our "spcciahics."

j
Our stock is smoothly machine run and is nut

j

excelled by any in quality or machine work,

i Can furnish Oak Floorin,!.; in same car>

]
WE ALSO FURNISH ROUGHED OUT OAK Dl-

] MENSIONS READY FOR YOUR MACHINES

I

THE M. B. FARRIN LUMBER CO.

DAY LUMBER & COAL CO.
Mfrs. YELLOW POPLAR and WHITE OAK

GENERAL OFFICE—CLAY CITY. KY.

RIEMEIER LUMBER CO.
OAK, POPLAR, CHESTNUT

SUMMERS AND GEST STREETS

E. C. BRADLEY LUMBER CO.
HIGH GRADE WEST VIRGINIA HARDWOODS

GOERKE BUILDING

SHAWNEE LUMBER CO.
I

HARDWOODS, WHITE PINE and HEMLOCK
Salrn Offlc«—South Side Station—C. H. * D. R. R.

Johns, Mowbray, Nelson Company
OAK, ASH, POPLAR & CHESTNUT

GUM AND COTTONWOOD

JAMES KENNEDY & CO., Ltd.
OAK, POPLAR AND OTHER HARDWOODS

FIRST NATIONAL BANK BUILDING

[ainipiwBfiaiiarafia[iaiBigii3iniii3iiBiigngffgiigpii3fnii3if3ii3na[i3tiafP
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r The Glue That Is Applied Cold -,

In Flush Veneered Doors
The chief consideration is uniformly high-

grade glue. Manufacturers of this modern
type of door realize that its development
has been retarded because the unavoid
able lack of uniformity in other types of

glue makes it impossible to know how
long a door will stav in condition. The

Use
Uf vegetable glue insures absolute uni-

formity because of the very nature of pre-

paring it and because every pound of our
raw material is rigidly inspected.

Vegetable Glue
Is also a rigid and permanent adherent;

will not blister in sanding; has no dis-

agreeable odor; will not deteriorate in

standing—for a week if necessary; and
can be applied cold without any heating

application of any kind in the glue room.
In addition, the average saving over
former glue bills has been twenty per cent

where vegetable glue is used.

A DOOR MAKER SAYS:

McCleary, Wash., 9/30/13. §
Perkins Glue Co., a

South Bend, Indiana. R

Dear Sirs:—/; is noiv about a year since we added H

a veneer door department to our operations. Deciding B

on the glue which would give the best results, we con- B

sidered the most important matter in collection with a

this new department. B

Investigation convinced us that your product was the »

one we ivanted in order to turn out the most dependable p

doors and panels and it has been gratifying to find that g
it has given us loiv cost as welt as superior quality. H

Yours truly, B

CHEHALIS FIR DOOR CO. a

5 GJO-BB By Geo. J. Osgood. R

Perkins Glue Company
Originators and Patentees

805 J. M. S. Building, Sootli Bend, Indiana

The Glue That Runs Absolutely Uniform

The Naslivillo Manufacturers' .\ssociation has elected the following

officers ; P. L. liojt, preiiidcnt ; E. S. Shannon, secretary. Charles M.

.Morford, retiring president, is also president of the Nashville Lumber-
uien's ClJh. Murray \V. Hogan was elected general manager of the

inauufacturtrs' permanent exhibit. Lumber products are well represented

in the manufacturers' building, and the exhibits have attracted wide

ittention.

Manufacturers throughout Tennessee are much concerned as to the

workmen's comiiensation problem. Laws have been passed in a number
if states, but do not meet with approval of employers in Tennessee. A
commission of which W. R. Cole. Nashville, is chairman, and J. H.

Turner. Nashville, secretary, has been appointed to malte recommenda-
tions on this subject to the next legislature. The commission has

started a series of hearings to be given in different parts of the state,

and has Invited both employers and employees to present their side of the

(juestion.

The Star Block Mills, of which Jasper Hooper is manager, wbieb
started in Nashville some months ago, has a rapidly growing business,

manufacturing shuttle blocks of dosrwood and persimmon.

=< LOUISVILLE >-=

The Lonlsvllle Hardwood Club has been watching legislative matters

;it Frankfort closely, and has taken action on two important propoi5itions

One was the bill to abolish the State Forestry Commission, and inci-

dentally to do away with the position of the state forester, J. E. Barton,

who handles this work now, is an honorary member of the Hardwood
Club, the club havin; realized that his work is along practical and
effective lines. A resolution was adopted endorsing the work of the

forester's office and protesting against the passage of the bill. Late

reports indicate that It will be reported unfavorably by the committee

which has had It in charge, the prompt and vigorous action of the

lumbermen having had much to do with the result. The other matter

was the Glenn bill, which is Intended to increase the powers of the

.state insurance board, which now exercises supervision over and regula-

tion of tire insurance rates. The bill proposes confiscation of the rate-

making machinery of the fire underwriters, and in other ways is so

drastic that the withdrawal of the insurance companies from the state,

in the event of the enactment of the bill Into law, is regarded as cer-

tain. The Hardwood Club, after a consideration of the situation, went
on record as being opposed to the bill, and has asked the senate of the

legislature to defeat It. It has already passed the house. It Is not

known at this time whether the bill will go through or not.

The Churcblll-Milton Lumber Company, the newest addition to the

Louisville hardwood trade, has elected officers, John Churchill being

mode president and T. Smith Milton secretary and treasurer. Mr.

Churchill Is comparatively new in the business, having been with the

Booker-Cecil Luiuber Company as vice-president for the past year, while

Mr. Milton Is well and favorably known to the trade all over the

country. He has been with a number of leading firms, retiring as

sales manager of the Louisville Point Lumber Company to become con-

nected with the new company, which is starting out under the most

favorable auspices. The company has been elected to membership In

the Louisville Hardwood Club and Its members assigned to important

committees by President Stuart R. Cecil.

That black walnut is coming into Its own again Is the opinion ex-

pressed by many leading lumbermen. Trade conditions abroad, as well

as the fact that walnut is gradually being worked into a position of

prominence as an interior finish, which means that more of it will be

used for furniture manufacturing, make It seem desirable to members of

the walnut trade to stimulate domestic consumption, and that this is

going to happen is predicted by many of the leaders of the business.

Bids will be opened about April 1 on the new plant of the H. B. Helm
berger Veneer & Lumber Company of New Albany. Ind. The new mill

will be for the manufacture of both lumber and sawed veneers, the com-

bination having become particularly popular In this territory of late

The mill building will be of reinforced concrete foundations and corru

gated iron walls it is expected to have the plant In operation early

in the summer.
Local lumbermen have received information to the effect that the

Lebanon. Ky.. Lumber Company is considering removing its sawmill ta

Louisville. In case this is done the manufacture of beech flooring,

which is being handled by the concern on a small scale at present, will

be made a feature. The Glasgow Flooring Company, at Glasgow. Ky.,

is one of the few concerns specializing in the manufacture of beech for

this purpose In Kentucky.

It Is reported that Senate bill 279, which has been faTorably reported

to the Kentucky senate, was Introduced at the instance of the Kentucky

River Sawmill Association, an organization of hardwood lumber manu
facturers which was formed for the purpose of eliminating the depreda-

tions committed by alleged timber thieves. The bill referred to would

regulate the taking up of logs from stieams and would extend the

time during which logs both branded and unbranded may be reclaimed

from sixty to ninety days.

W. W. Duffield of Harlan. Ky.. a former army engineer, has organized

a boy scout movement in that section, and the boys are being Interested

in the subject of forest protection. A forest protective association com-

posed of timber operators has been started at Harlan. J. E. Barton.
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the state forester, Imvlng arranged for the work to be carried on.

Lexington. Ky., Is getting to be sometbing of a lumber center, two
large comi)anies baving established tbelr general ofQccs there. They are

the Turkey Koot Lumber Company, a Hitter concern which Is operating

a big tract of timlicr in Jackson county, Ky. Its olllce will be on the

ninth lloor of the new Kayette National Itank building. It has also

been announced that the Kentucky Lumber Company, of Cincinnati, wllf

have its olHccs In Islington alter April 1. The company has mills at

Burnside and Williamsburg, Ky. : Lafollette, Tenn., and Sulllgent, Ala.

Kalpb McCrackcn, secretary-treasurer and sales manager, made the an-

nouncement in Lexingion recently.

=-< ST. LOUIS >-
The entertainment committee of the Lumbermen's Club of St. Louis Is

arranging for Its next banquet and business meeting. This will prob-

ably take place the latter part of the month but it may have to be post-

poned until the early part of Marcli, in order to meet the dates of some
of tlie speakers who are desired. It is tlic intention at the present time,

to have one of the leading St. Louis bankers address the club on the
new federal banking system. There will also be some very Important
matt.rs come before the club. The club Is also planning to give a series

of entertaining monthly meetings during the ne.xt few months, and
have a number of outside organizations as Its guests. The plans are still

In an embryotic state at present. The committee, however. Is bard at

work to perfect its plans.

K. W. Blumer, sales manager of the l.othman Cypress Company, has
been attending the recent convention of lumber associations In this sec-

tion of the country. He was at the one in Chicago recently and also

attended that at KeoUuk, Iowa. He is now making several of the

towns in southeastern Iowa and will be home shortly.

\V. W. Dings of the Garctson-Grcason Lumber Company has returned
from a short trip through Texas and is getting ready for a run over
to Kan^w City. He says the railroad trade is in pretty good shape.
The company's mills, with the exception of the one at Wesson, are run-
ning all right. The Wesson mill had to close down for several days,
owing to the hard rains and wet weather. It was almost impossible

to get log<5 from the woods on account of the rains so it was thought
best to closu down until the weather became more favorable.

J. A. Hemphill, sales manager of the Gideon-Anderson Lumber and
Mercantile Company, states that the mills are working right along
getting out lumber. He is looking for a brisk trade before long.

IC. W. Luehrniann of the C. F. Luehrmann Hardwood Lumber Com-
pany says the company has been doing a very satisfactory business
right along and is anticipating a fine trade as soon as the weather
will permit of building operations to begin.

Krank G. Hanley of the I-'rank G. Hanley Cypress Company is taking
advantage of the dullntss in the cypress trade, to go to the Gulf with
his family He will be back in time to go after the spring business.

I'rank Liebke of the C. I". Liebke Hardwood Mill and Lumber Com-
pany slates that the company is expecting a big shipment of ash logs be-

fore long. It booked a big order recently, one of a million feet of

quartered and plain oak.

--<, ARKANSAS >=
The Southwestern Lumber Company ot Neal Springs, Ark., has filed

resolution with the secretary of state to surrender its charter. This
company has been engaged in the hardwood lumber manufacturing busi-

ness at Neal Springs and Hope, Ark., for the past several years.

A contract for the purchase ot 700,000 feet ot white oak timber in

Newton county, Arkansas, was recently let l)y Francis Kiefer, forest

sup'rvlsor of the Ozark National Forest, to the Buffalo Stave and Lum-
ber Compcny.

One of the largest timber deals to be transacted in the state recently

was completed last week when the Chicago .Mill & Lumber Company, ot

Helena, bought 98,000,000 feet of hardwood timber near Georgetown on
the Missouri and North Arkansas railroad. This timber is located in

the White river bottoms of Woodruff county, and covers about 20,000
acres.

The Red River Cottonwood Lumber Company, with plant at Clipper,

fifteen miles north of Texarkana on the Iron Mountain railroad, was
recently thrown into involuntary bankruptcy on petition ot creditors.

The assets are listed at $20,000 and the liabilities at the same figure.

Fred G. Harbourn, thirty-six years old, died at a Little Rock lios

pital on February ;>. Mr. Harbourn was a native of Illinois, but ha<i

resided in Arkansas for the past ten years, during which time he was
engaged in the hardwood lumber business at Walco. He is survived by

his wife, two sons, six brothers, four sisters and his father.

The Forked Leaf Oak Company's plant at Ileber Springs began opera-

tions on January 12. This concern is manufacturing wagon and imple-

ment stock. E. H. Ewlng, formerly of the K. H. Ewing Lumlx'r Com-
pany of Heber Springs, is general manager of the company.
The Duff *. Iletzler Company of Mountaluvicw. Ark., manufacturer of

tight l)arrel and circular heading, recently purciiased 1.500.000 feet of

white oak timber near Turkey Creek, Baxter county. The company is In-

stalling new machinery at its plant and will have it in operation by

March 1. This company has operated a mill at Brinkiey. Ark., for the

past thirteen years.

On February 20, United States District Judge Jacob Trlebcr rendered
a decision in the case of the United States vs. Lee Wilson & Co., com-
monly known as the Moon Lake case, in favor of the government. This
is one of the famous Arkansas sunk lands cases, which Involve alto-

gether the title to some 80,000 acres of timberland in eastern Arkansas.
The Moon Lake case involves only about 900 acres of land, but the

decision in this case is of far reaching effect on the numerous other
similar cases. Litigation arose over the question as to whether or not
this so-called sunk laud belonged to the United States government or to

Individuals claiming under the state ot Arkansas and the St. Francis

levee district. It was the government's contention that through error

of the surveyors in 1841 this land was returned as lakes and sunk land

when In fact It was land in place. The government contended that It

was not the intention of Congress to part with this land and the title

still remained in the United States government. In this contention the

government was sustained by the ruling of District Judge Jacob Trleber.

The case will likely go on appeal to the Supreme Court of the United
States before final determination.

< WISCONSIN y-
The new concern incorporated as the Mitchell Wagon Company of

Racine has taken over the Mitchell wagon business from the Mitchell-

Lewis Motor Company of Kaclne. The newly formed firm was incor-

porated with $500,000 capital stock "uy Milton J. Knoblock, John B.

Simmons, George N. Fratt, Raymond Weins and John B. Rowlands, for

the purpose of manufacturing wagons and automobile bodies. It is

thought, however, that the new firm is being financed by eastern cap-

italists and also rumored that the International Harvester Company
of America is interested in the deal, that the plant will he one of five

ot the largest in the country to be consolidated and that Charles K.

Flint of New York is financing the company. The wagon business was
founded in 1838 and for many years the Mitchell & Lewis Company,
Ltd., were leading factors in the wagon trade. The Mitchell Motor
Company was later formed by the same interests to manufacture auto-

mobiles. In 1010 the two concerns . consolidated as the Mitchell-Lewis

Motor Company with .'510,000,000 capital stock. This company has now
disposed of the wagon business and will manufacture motor cars ex-

clusively.

Robert Kraus, Jr., has opened offices at Marshfield in the Deming

mD GUM
Band Sawed Stock

4 cars 4 4 1s and 2s Red Gum
8 cars 4 4 No. 1 com. Red Gum
6 cars 4 4 1s and 2s Sap Gum
12 cars 4 4 No, 1 com. Sap Gum

And All Grades of 4 4 Oak and Ash

JONES & DUNN, Jennie, Ark.
Manufacturers & Wholesale Dealers In Lumber

BUSS-COOK OAK CO.
BLISSVILLE, ARK.

MAM F.XCXrRERS

Oak Mouldings, Casing, Base and Interior

Trim. Also Dixie Brand Oak Flooring.
As Well As

OAK, ASH and CUM LUMBER
Can furnish anything in Oak, air dried

or kiln dried, rough or dressed

MIXED ORDERS OUR SPECIALTY
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(Leading Manufacturers)

Quartered Red Gum
Plain and Quartered Gum, Two Years on Sticks

4/4", 5/4", 6/4" and 8/4" Thicknesses

3" No. 1 Common
and Better Soft Elm

Bone
Dry

Mark H. Brown Lumber Company
Hardwood Manufacturers Mounds, Ark.

Eleven Miles West of Memphis, Tenn.

Baker-Matthews Manufacturing Co.

Sikeston, Mo.
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K. ii. Vail, manager of the (iuruey Kefrlceiiitor Compiiny of I'ond

du IJic. WHS tUe prime leaiUr of a movement In the gathering of local

manufact-.irers recently to advertise Kond du I.nc and Its products and

manufacturers l>y u printed circular, listing manufacturing plants and

their products, to U» Inclosed In every shipment of goods. The man-
ufacturers decided to hold regular meetings and form a division of the

Business Men's Association.

Word has beca received at Oshkosh that John A. Spaulding. formerly

president of the WallSpauldlog Lumber Company of that city has been

missing since December U. Last year Mr. Spaulding removed to Coeur

de Alene, Ida., and early in December went to Oregon to inspect timber

tracts. Since going Into the woods he has not been heard from. Four
weeks before disappearing Mr. Spaulding was married.

Kemeter Brothers of JelTerson have started up their mill at that place

and also that at llelenviile. William Walther is again in charge ot

o|>eratlons. The Kankauna Lumber & Manufacturing Company of Kau-

kauna has also started its sawmill.

^
<;«^^^:>^fo;^!/5«.^^Vi>K^iTO^iTOS^^t^»^i^^^

'

The Hardwood Market

^< CHICAGO >-

The touu i>i tlic Clii-.a^ii ui:ukit lur llii: past couple ot weeks has not

been entirely satisfactory. lu fact, it has been rather disappointing,

judging from the opinions e-Kpressed by a great many of the local trade.

This does not mean, however, that pessimism reigns or in fact that there

Is anything but a hopeful spirit prevalent. It is a fact, however, that

buyers are continuing to hold off ; that their orders are ueither of the

Klesired size or frequency.

It is lilghly probable that inclement weather conditions which have

held up building operations, and in fact have practically stopped them
lor some little time, have had more to do with this situation than almost

anything else, as there is no logical reason why the trade should not

be brisk right now in the local market.

The yard trade is beginning to buy more than it has been, according

to leport, but this is because of anticipated sales which it is expected

will materialize as soon as the weather shapes up enabling building

operators to go abead with their various work.

The call from the local factory trade is continuing on a fairly good

basis, but is not entirely satisfactory either from the point o£ view ot

volume or fretiucncy of call. However, the Chicago market has not

broken any further, and it is firmly anticipated that prices will not strike

any lower level than is now prevailing. This market can usually be

lounted upon for more or less of the unsatisfactory development as

soon as there is any hesitancy in the lumber business in general, as,

like any other large market it is asked to absorb any quantities of

stocks that cannot be moved easUy through the usual channels.

However, considering low stocks at the factory and in the yards, there

is every reason to believe that as soon as buying assumes even a normal

condition any surplus ot offerings will be easily absorbed without there

l>elng any breaking of prices.

IjOW grades are holding up better than almost anything else on ac-

lount ot continued activity on the part of the box manufacturers who are

absorbing about all ot this class of material that they can get.

Ued gum does not show any great strides forward although sap gum
IS somewhat firmer. Uak is not changing materially, it being antici-

pated thai these stocks will experience a gradual strengthening from now
on. Weatiier conditions locally point to an early breaking up of winter

wather. «hl(h will result in materially enlarging the call for all kinds

of liimbi r in Chicago.

=-< BUFFALO y
The hardwoiid dimand has improved this month and is on a con-

siderably better scale than some weeks ago. More Interest Is shown in

lumber purchases and the tendency is to make Inquiry for larger blocks.

Most yar;ls report getting in a pretty fair amount of business this

month and some stocks have been moving out almost as fast as they

irame in. I'ric-es have been a little firmer for the past few weeks, and

It Is thought that the market will hold up well during the present year.

A variety of hardwoods are in demand, among them plain oak, maple,

birch, chestnut and ash. The buying In these woods has been so small

for some time that quite a large amount of stock has been needed to

nil the requirements of the trade. There has been a steady demand
for flooring recently, especially in oak and maple. These two woods

promise to be about the leading hardwoods In this market for some time.

I'oplar is not acllve, but is about holding its own. .\11 low grades are

lirm In price.

=< NEW YORK y.
I'rom comments heanl in whcjlisale (piarters the hardwood market Is

considerably Improved, but to say the same for the whole thing would

.hardly be fair. There Is unquestionably a big Increase in inquiry and

(Leading Manufacturers)

ARCHER LUMBER COMPANY
HELENA, ARKANSAS

Manufacturers of

HARDWOODS
SEND US YOUR INQUIRIES

We can furnish your entire

requirements in Hardwoods

OUR SPECIALTY— RED GUM

Tennessee Aromatic Red Cedar
(CAR LOTS OR LESS)

At Cincinnati we operau- an exilu.sivi- ueJar yard, at which point
we now have in stock practically 1.000.000 ft. of all thicknesses of
cedar.

We can make shipment of your order in carload lots or less than
carload lots the day your order is received. Our facilities for prompt
and careful handling are unsurpassed.

LET US QUOTE DELIVERED PRICES

Write for interesting history of Tennessee Red Cedar

Geo. C. Brown & Company
(Main Office) Proctor, Arkansas

vest of Meiuphi* v., R. I. & P.)

MILLER LUMBER CO.
Marianna, Arkansas

We offer for shipment during the next six
months, at the rate of a car or two per
week, 25 to 50 cars No. 1 and No. 2 Common
Gum SlS 9 16" thick. We are also in posi-
tion to furnish for prompt shipment 4 4 to
8 '4 1st & 2nd and No. 1 Common Red Gum.

YOUR INQUIRIES SOLICITED

All band sawn stock, good percentage 14 and 16' lengths. Modern
equipment backed by 25 years' practical experience Is our guarantee
of proper handling of your orders. We a* *

...
wood lumber and box shocks.

nufacture other hard-

OurCorps of Inspectors
Intelligent! Highly Trained!

Conscientious!

is assurance that you will get
what your order calls for

when you buy Gum from us

Himmelberger-Harrison Lumber Company
Cape Girardeau, Missouri
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TROUBLE?
Are vou havint any lumber ti"i>ul)le?

clieck or

vv

Does your oak warp, split

honeycomb in the kiln?

Does your gum stain, buckle, twist or

do the bucking broncho act?

l-)o you have any difificulty with split

panels and defective glue joints?

Do you have to dye, stain or refill your

lumber to get a uniform color?

Do }ou have any reclaims on finished

goods from bad glue joints, finish or

other reasons?

You can cure all your lumber troubles

by using

cure
LUMBER

TRADE MARK

You don't have to buy Kraetzer-Cured

Lumber—you can produce it yourself

from air-dried, half-dry or green stock.

Your lumber will then dry in your kilns

quick, straight and free of all defects.

We will tell you where to buy Kraetzer-

Cured Lumber, if you ask us.

We wilf tell you about the Kraetzer

Preparator, the use of which insures the

quick and accurate seasoning of lumber,

if you ask us.

We will send you a new and interesting-

pamphlet involving the entire theory

and practice of steaming wood under
pressure, if you ask us.

ASK US

The Kraetzer Company
537 S. Dearborn St., CHICAGO

orders are more in number and for larger quantities than last moutb.
The advent ol' buyers in the wholesale market is due more perhaps to

the condition o£ stoclis on hand rather than to an improved trade in

consuming channels. It is well linown that stocks in yards and in man-
ufacturers' hands are badly broken even where the quantity is fairly

large, and this is no doubt responsible tor the better wholesale market
prevailing. This is not to say that the retail trade is not better than
in the closing months of last year. There is a stronger feeling throughout
the whole market and a firmer condition is bound to result from the
present state of affairs. Prices continue firm with no changes to speak
of. Beech, ash and oak are in good call at prices which allow fair

margins. Gum continues slow and prices for this lumber are unsteady.

The building lines are picking up and this must be followed by better

demand for hardwoods.

< PHILADELPHIA >
There has been a tangible advance in the hardwood market during the

last fortnight, with a daily growing optimism as to outlook. The opinion

generally obtains that the worst is past and that a gradual betterment

in trading may be looked for from now on. Buyers are realizing that

stocks at the mill ends are none too heavy and are consequently placing

orders to protect themselves in the near future, .\lthough locally things

are more or less quiet, there is evidence of a building boom in the large

suburban towns to begin with the advent of propitious weather. The
long desired improvements for a greater Philadelphia, there is every reason

to believe now, will soon crystalize into a reality, as a special election

has been called for March 31, to create a loan of $12,900,000 as be-

ginning towards the removal of grade crossings ; extension of the belt

line to the river front ; erection of twelve new docks, etc. ; building of

an art gallery and museum on the new boulevard and constructing of

subways and elevated roads to every corner of the city, all of which
will mean work for thousands of artisans and mechanics, who. as they

are the two-story dwellers and constitute the bulk of the population,

will in turn be able to buy more freely and thus give an impetus to

business and the trade generally. Taking the situation as a whole, the

outlook in Philadelphia is luminous. Reports from the New England
travelers testify to a brightening up in that Held, with a strong optimistic

feeling as to outlook. In the local market oak is reported steady ; chest-

nut quiet, no change in poplar, maple, beech and birch holding their own.

=-< BOSTON y-
No particular evidences have appeared in the last fortnight indicating

;iny great change in the hardwood situation here. Some dealers report

improvement over recent conditions while others affirm that any reported

.uain is imaginary. Deliveries have been slow and uncertain owing to

the extreme weather of the past four weeks. This delay to business in

general has not had an appreciable effect on prices, and in the minds
of some, it is the indication of a "necessity-demand" in the near future

on account of shortening of stocks in the consuming market. It is safe

to say that this is a consistent view and one which widely prevails in

this section among the dealers in hardwoods, as the comparatively heavy

offerings by manufacturers by mail and visits have affected prices on

only a few items, principally poplar and more especially in wide stock.

Plain oak always has a wide range in this market on account of the

many varieties offered, hut the average prices are now equal to what
they have been recently. Quartered oak is strong in price, but not in

volume moving. Little may be said of beech, birch and maple condi-

tions except to repeat that beech is unmistakably increasing in value,

while there are a few reports on maple indicating a little tendency to a

lower basis. With conditions admittedly somewhat adverse, the market

as a whole shows confidence by the dealers and a general tendency toward

holding strong

=-< BALTIMORE >=

The hardwood trade situation has not improved during the past two
weeks ; on the contrary, it may be said to have become less satisfactory,

the prevalence of quiet in the trade being now generally admitted. Re-

ports of large stocks in the yards of this country are reinforced with

statements as to extensive accumulations and excessive offerings abroad,

especially in the lower grades, with the range of prices sagging, if not

actually weak. The first month of the year was productive of fairly

satisfactory results, and agreeable expectations were being entertained

b.v the hardwood men when they experienced a check in the demand and

values rather suddenly slumped. From a feeling of comparative confi-

dence the trade shifted somewhat precipitately to one of uncertainty,

and at the present time the outlook is not at all reassuring. In all

probability there is nothing really wrong about business, but lumbermen
nevertheless are disposed to go slow. To this hesitancy has been added

a heavy snow tall and cold weather, which to a certain extent curtails

the movement, interfering also with operations at the mills. Of course,

salesmen are being sent out and efforts made to keep up to the record

of .Tanuary in point of volume, but this is decidedly more difficult than

it promised to be not so long ago. Reports as to the supply are rather

couflicting. some of the manufacturers stating that the offerings are

heavier than Is conducive to fair returns, while others assert that they

could ship more lumber if it were in proper shape. The winter has

been bad for drying, and as a consequence manufacturers are rather
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behind in tbt-ii- deliveries, Imviujj tbe lumber on sticks, but belug com-

pelled to wait until it Is properly seasoned. As far as prices are con-

cvrncd, tbe entire list appears to be off. Including even some of the

better grades of oak. whicb for a time resisted all bearish efforts. To
be sure, the recession in these grades does not amount to much, but the

effect upon the rest of the list Is by no means favorable.

The lower grades are being offered at Ugures which at times of an

active movement would be considered attractive to the buyers, but which

now fall to stimulate the demand to any extent. Sound wormy chestnut

is still heavy, with the returns decidedly unsatisfactory, and with the

inquiry halting, and this applies to a certain degree to oak, though the

latter wood is showing up better. Low grades of poplar arc In very

liberal supply, with the buyers Indifferent and the quotations down to

very moderate ligures. The wide poplar stocks are moving hardly at

all, with values unsettled. .\sh and other woods are about holding

their own, though maple flooring appears to share In the weakness of

the market .\s for tbe export trade, it is in a state of quiescence, with

the shipments so heavy or rather the inquiry so limited that prices are

unsettled, and shippers who forward stocks on consignment exposed to

great danger of making serious losses. The markets of the United King-

dom and some of those on the Continent are overloaded with oak and

poplar, and great care must bo rxcrcised in making shipments.

=^ COLUMBUS y
Improvement is reported in tbe hardwood trade during the past fort-

night. There is a better demand for ail grades and varieties from dealers

who arc inclined to stock up in anticipation of better business as soon

as spring arrives. Factories are also buying steadily and the tone of

the market is satisfactory in every way. Prospects for the future appear

to be brighter.

Prices have been pretty generally maintained at the levels which

have prevailed for some time. Cutting is reported only in a few cases,

the tendency among jobbers and manufacturers being to uphold quota

tions. In fact tbe feeling all along the line is firmer and no attempt is

being made to move stocks at the expense of the price list.

Shipments are coming out promptly, as the car supply is adequate

tor all needs. Dry stocks in the hands of mill owners are not.large and

this is taken as a good indication for price strength. Stocks in tl^e

hands of retailers are larger than formerly but they are comparatively

small. Dealers are not inclined to stock up to any great extent at this

time. Factories making implements and vehicles are the best customers

from those manufacturing industries. Furniture concerns are expected

to be in the market soon as their shows were fairly successful.

Quartered oak is in good demand and prices for all grades are firm.

There is also a good demand for plain oak, both red and white. Chestnut

Is another strong point in the market and all grades are moving fairly

well. Sound wormy is the strongest grade. I'oplar is gaining in strength

and stocks are not as heavy as formerly. Basswood and ash are also

selling fairly well for the time of the year. Other hardwoods are un-

changed.

=•< CINCINNATI y
While all reports as to the progress of the hardwood market show

a general improvement, it is more in prospects than in actual business

booked. Dealers are receiving many Inquiries covering nearly every item

on the list and reports from consuming centers are most assuring.

Many factories that have been doing very little during the last few weeks

are showing signs of general resumption and those who are in touch

with the situation claim that there will be plenty of business before

very long. It is the general opinion that business for some time to

come will be done on a small order basis as has been the custom of late

and this will likely continue although a much greater frequency of

orders is expected. Much is expected from the furniture trade this

year and the fact that none of the large plants are well supplied with

stock is encouraging, and when these plants begin cutting up their

regular amount of lumber there will be a very much improved demand
for many of the hardwoods.

Just at this time there is a very good demand for all grades of plain

oak, and quartered Is doing very well. Ash Is a very good seller, thick

stock being preferred. Chestnut has Improved some, but it is the low

grades that are in best demand. All low grades are In very good re-

iiuest, th.' box factories being quite busy and taking all offerings of

stock suitable for their requirements at reasonable prices. Manufac-
turers of hardwoods have good sized stocks on hand at mill points but

they are not overstocked by any means and most of them are not accept-

ing business very far ahead but arc asking for shipping orders for what
Is being bought. They hold a very optimistic view of tbe situation, and
prices are held firm on all items.

=-< MEMPHIS >---

The demand for hardwood liiniluT here continues 1o improve. Some of

the hading manufacturers and dealers say that the furniture interests

are b'glnnlng to take stock more freely and that the large gain in In-

quiries from that source is indicative of a decided increase in business

In the near future. It Is pointed out that, following the furniture ex-

hibits, manufacturers of furniture held out of the market in the belief

Mahogany and

Circassian

Lumber & Veneers

^ The largest assortment of finest figured

Mahogany Logs, Lumber and Veneers in

the country can be found at the Chicago

plant of C. L. Willey.

^ We are just in receipt of fifteen cars of

remarkably superior Circassian Walnut

Logs, large size, well-figured and of good

color, which are now being cut into

Veneers.

^ A visit or correspondence from discrim-

inating buyers of all varieties of fine Im-

ported and Domestic Cabinet Woods in

Lumber and Veneer is solicited.

^ You will not only find the Willey ware-

houses well stocked with a superb collec-

tion of Circassian, Mahogany, Vermilion,

Black Walnut and other fancy foreign

and domestic lumber and veneers, but

buyers are assured of prompt and pains-

taking service, and a quality of product

not usually obtainable.

^ To visit the plant take Blue Island Ave.

car at the postoffice to Robey Street.

C. L. WILLEY, Chicago
Largest Fancy Wood Veneer

and Lumber producing plant in the world
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GENERAL VIEW OP MAIN SAWMILL PLANT.
!o bands and four resaws. Daily ten-hour capacity 150,000 feet.

LAMB-FISH LUMBER COMPANY
Band Mill and General Offices: Charleston, Miss., U.S. A.

THE LARGEST HARDWOOD MILL IN THE WORLD. ANNUAL CAPACITY, 40,000,000

CABLE ADDRESS—"LAMB.' Codes Used—Universal, Hardwood, Western Union, A. B. C. 5th Edition, Okay

STOCK LIST Dry Lumber on Hand January 1st, 1914

1st &: 'ind Qtd. Wh. Oak. " & up 40,000
1st & Und Qtd. Wh. Oak, 10" & up
Ist & 2nd Qtd. Wh. Oak, 12" & up
No. 1 Com. Qtd. Wh. Oak, 4" & up 13,000
No. 1 Com. Qtd. Wh. Oak. 6" « up
CIr. Q. W. O. Sap Strips. aVi-SVi"
CIr. Q. W. Oak Strips, ZMs-SVa"
Ist & 2nd PI. Wh. Oak, 6" & up 20,000
No. 1 Com. PI. Wh. Oak. 4" & up 20.000
Ist & 2nd PI. Red Oak. «" & up 40,000
No. 1 Com. PI. Ked Oak. 4" & up 23,000
No. 2 Com. Pi. Red Oak, 3" & up
Oak Core Stock
Ist & 2nd Q. Red Gum, 5" & up
No. 1 Com. Q. Red Gum. 4" & up
Ist &' 2nd Fie:. Red Gum, 6" & up 30,000
No. 1 Com. Fig. Red Gum, 4" & up 5,000
1st & 2nd PI. Red Gum, 6" & up 150,000
No. 1 Com. PI. Red Gum. 4" & up 87.000
1st & 2nd Sap Gum, 6" & up 30,000
1st & 2nd Sap Gum, LS-IT"
Ist & 2nd Sap Gum, 17" & up
Ist & 2nd Sap Gum Stain, 13" & up
Sap Gum Box Boards. 13-17"
No. 1 Com. Sap Gum, 4" & up 28,000
No. 2 Com. Gum, 3" & up 75,000
Ist & 2nd Tupelo, 6" & up
No. 1 Com. Tupelo, 4" & up
Ist & 2nd Cypress
Select Cypress
No. 1 Shop Cypress
No. 1 & No. 2 Com. Cypress

1/2"
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lb»i they would be able lu buy more clieaply. About this time llieii-

were some pretty large lots of oak offered at concessUins by a prominent
llrm which m-eded ready money and this encotiraevd them lu that atii

tude. More recently, however, they have found a Inek of otTerlncs at :i

lower level and they are betrinnin;; now to Iniy at the prevallin); prie.-

This applies with more emphasis to plain iinil ipuirtered oak and sa|>

Bum than to anytblni; else. In the meantime the lower grades of col-

tonwood and gum are in active demand at hardenlHK prices. The bo.x

manufacturers are doing a large business anil they are asking higher
prices for their output becau.se of the large demand therefor and be-

i-ausc of the growing scarcity of both eottonwootl and gum In the lower
grades. The upper grades of eottonwood are in but moderate request

while red gum continue.-- to move In only a small way. There is demand
CDOugb to take all the ash offered and prices are well maintained
t.'ypress sells wi-li in shops but the other grades are slow as to move
ment and rather heavy as to prices, ."specially In sloek thicker than
one inch. There has been no material improvement in export business.

and exporters here are inclined to the belief that the demand from that

source may continue rather slow for a while. The feeling of optimism
in other lines of activity is apparent among lumber interests and they
face the future in the contident lieliet that there will be a much better

volume of business by tlie end of the first quarter of 1914.

Practically all the mills at Memphis and In the immediate Memphis
territory art being operated at full capacity. There are some exceptions
to this general rule but they are few and unimportant as affecting the
total output. There has been some improvement in the demand for hard-
wood lumber since the tirst of the .vear and the outlcxik is for still fur-

ther gain as the spring trade opens. The furniture manufacturer.s are
beginning to enter the market and the box makers are already doing u

large business, with the result thai their needs are quite full. Stocks in

the bands of ci)nsuming and distributing interests arc reported small
as a general proposition and this fact, together with the expectation of a

more active demand in the near future, is proving quite a stimulus to

production. Manufacturers believe that there will be a good business and
that prices will ite prolitable, and they are showing a distinct disposition

to get their stock lists in satisfactory shape against the better business
they regard as In prospect.

The box manufacturers here are doing an excellent business and are

able to dispose of their output at profitable prices, though in some in-

stances values are not as higli as the.v were a year ago. I3gg cases are in

excellent demand while there is likewise a general call for standanl
shipping packages. One firm here said the other day that Its shipments
for December were the largest on record, while the same firm reported

that its deliveries during January were the largest ever shown for that

particular month. There is a threatened scarcity of low grade cotton-

wood and gum. because of the conditions referred to elsewhere in this

issue of Habdwood Record, and liox manufacturers believe that a harden-
ing market is probable on both !he raw material am! the ppidiiet'. iiiMii

nfactured therefrom

=-< NASHVILLE >--

Business in the Nasiiville hardwood market has been sliowing signs

»i gradual improve-neut during Ktbruary, and by the arrival of spring
shippers and manufacturers are looking tor healthy trade. One feature

of interest !< the large number of inquiries being received, indicating'

that manv buyers are watching the situation, and anxious to keep in

touch with what they can do in the matter of prices. There is a fail

demand in the local market, with oak the best seller. Some grades of

poplar are moving, and there is a scattering demand for other lines.

s iiie important business is mentioned in oak flooring. The l)ox business

luiet. Much improvement is predicted in local building, when the
^rhi-r iveornes more s.atisfaetory for outside work.

=-< ST. LOUIS y
Little change has been noted in the local hardwood market during tlu

past few days. There is a steady movement of plain sawed white oak.

and prices obtained are quite good. Tliere is only a moderate demanil
for quartered red and white oak but the call for choice red gum and wide
poplar is increasing. While there is a quietness reported for ash and eot-

tonwood, many inquiries are coming in for these two Items. This un-

doubtedly indicates tliat stocks are very low and that there will soon lie

an active demand for both. On nearly all Items on the list prices are

stationary, although plain white oak is commanding a slightly better

price than it did a week or two ago. Cypn'ss conditions are Improving
and high-grade stock Is stiffening considerably in price. Salesmen who
are covering the northern territory are sending in Increased orders and
it is the consensus ot opinion that with the coming of pleasant weather
there will be a good steady demand at advanced prices.

•< LOUISVILLE >=
Willi.- II is i;.rier:illy cinii-d.-d Hint lr:id.- dnritig the past two months

lia> not been of .satisfai tury volniue, there is no <iimlnutlon In the chei i

fulness which lias marked the sentiment of hardwood men since the

opening of the year. "There is more optimism and less l>usiness In evi

dence at present," exclaimed a hardwood man recently, "than I ever saw
before :" The optimism Is based on logic, however, and not merely on

I atf<;t IMPROVEn ORY KI1.N<J *ND MACHINERY

Mo„o,ra. Brand Monograni Brand
White Oak Flooring
Perfectly dried and worked. .Made from
our own timber from one boundary, insur-

ing uniform color and texture; manufac-
tured at our new hardwood flooring plant.

Our Specialty

;

Quarter-sawed White Oak Flooring

Thicknesses: \" and IS'IO" .Standard Widths

OAK FLOORING Yoiu- inquiries solicited. Quick shipments guaranteed

YELLOW POPLAR LIMBER CO., Coal Grove, Ohio

Kentucky Lumber Company
MANUFACTURERS

POPLAR, PLAIN AND QUAR-
TERED OAK, RED AND SAP
GUM, ASH, CHESTNUT, BASS-
WOOD, HEMLOCK. WHITE PINE

Mills at

Bumside, Kj. Williamsburg, K]

,

Itola, Mist.

Sales Office

Cincinnati, O.

Saline River Hardwood Co.
Main Sales Office

Pine Bluff, Arkansas

Manufacturers of

Genuine Forked-Leaf White Oak

Red and Sap Gum
Red Oak and Ash

q We offer to the trade a remarkably SUPERIOR lumber
product,

^ Our TIMBER it virgin forest growth of the highest

type.

Q Our MILLS are new and produce accurately manufac-
tured ttock.

q Our LUMBER it all KRAETZER-CURED—treated with

steam under pressure directly from the saw—insuring

quick drying to light weight, freedom from seasoning

defects and stick-marking, splits and stain.

q Kraetzer-cured lumber will "stay where you put it."

q Dry kiln and oak flooring plant in connection.

q We solicit the inquiries and orders of critical and dis-

criminating buyers.

H For straight cars of Yellow Pine, or mixed cars with

Oak nooring, write LONG-BELL LUMBER COMPANY,
Kantat City, Mo,
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Over

One Million Dollars
111 sa\in,n.- Iia^ luen returned its members by the

Manufacturing
Lumbermen's Underwriters
and there remains to the credit of members over

Eight Hundred Thousand
Dollars

The membersiiip. which is constantly increasing,

is now composed of over four hundred of the best

saw mill plants in the country. Insurance in force

exceeds thirty-one million and nearly three million

dollars has been paid in losses. If you have a first-

class plant adequately protected and are interested

in low cost fire insurance, correct policy forms, an
inspection service which may save you from, a dis-

astrous fire, with the certainty of a prompt and
equitable adjustment in case loss does occur, and
wish a list of members and annual statement we will

be glad to hear from you.

Rankin-Benedict Underwriting Co.
HARRY B. CLARK

^Veste^n Representative
Portland, Ore.

Attorney in Fact

KANSAS CITY, MO.

WANTED
All Kinds of High-Grade

HARDWOODS
S. E. SLAYMAKER & CO.

Representins
WnST VIRGINIA SPRUCE LUMBER CO.,

Cass, West Tirginia.

Fifth Avenue Buil<linKi

NEW YORK

a desire for good Ijusiness, aad consequently seems to be in order. For
one thing, the fact that big business has ceased to fear untoward develop-

ments In the policy of the national administration is maliing for general

conlidence. For another, the winter wheat crop appears to be safe, and
a good foundation for early season business is therefore laid. The furni-

ture shows, it is true, did not produce as much business as usual, but
this is being rapidly made up for by post-exhibition orders. The manu-
facturers are really getting tired of so many furniture shows, and the

unsatisfactory results are rather welcomed as showing the need for a
change in the method of handling the business. January hardwood trade

in this market was a good deal less than was handled in the big month
III' January, 1913, of course, but February has been pretty close to normal.

March is expected to show considerable life, and if demand does not
iHjcome much more active next month, the lumbermen will miss their pre-

dictions.

=-< MILWAUKEE y

The Tegge Lumber Co.

High Grade
Northern and Southern

Hardwoods and Mahogany

Specialties
OAK, MAPLE, CYPRESS, POPLAR

Milwaukee, Wisconsin

Wholesale lumbermen met with a decided increase in business last week,

as a result of the liiieral orders placed by dealers who were in the city

to attend the annual convention of the Wisconsin Retail Lumber Deal-

ers' Association. There was an optimistic feeling among the dealers

present, which was reflected in the manner in which orders were placed

for spring stocks. The general impression was conveyed that stocks In

most retail yards are light and that it will be necessary for dealers

to order rather freely i£ they expect to be in readiness for the spring

trade. Wholesalers have been impressing upon dealers the fact that there

is no better time to order than at the present, before stocks are decreased

further and before prices advance. Local manufacturing concerns are

taking more interest In the market and are making good inquiries, but

the sash and door, interior woodwork and other factories are not buying
as freely as jobbers would like to see them. There is still a tendency on
the part of the factory trade to buy only enough to meet present require-

ments. Stocks on band at most of these concerns are light, however, and
it is only a matter of time Irefore a better business will be secured from
this source.

Hardwood prices are holding firm and there is an upward tendency

iu most northern lines, especially in birch and maple. The general im-

pression is that there will be a shortage of available dry stocks before

the spring rush is over with and this is a strong factor in keeping up
prices. It seems to be making its influence felt, even on southern hard-

woods. Low-grade hardwoods are in better demand, as the result of

more activity on the part of local box manufacturers.

A decided decrease in the cut of northern hardwood is anticipated this

season, due to the late arrival of winter weather. There has been plenty

of cold weather and snow all over the northern lumber country since the

first of February, and jobbers and lumbermen have been giving their

entire attention to the work of getting their logs to the sidings, while

hauling conditions are favorable. Logging camps were opened earlier

than usual last fall, but logs piled up when winter weather failed to

arrive and cutting has been suspended in many localities. Stocks were
rather badly reduced during the past season and it was anticipated that

the log output would be large and it undoubtedly would have been larger

than in several years had the weather conditions been favorable.

February, up to the present time, has shown a remarkable increase

in the building activity in Milwaukee. Up to the middle of the month
there had been issued 56 permits for the erection of buildings to cost

.fl.55,177, as compared with 31 permits for structures costing only $42,760

during the corresponding period in 1913.

-^LIVERPOOLy-
'J'be market for hardwood lumber has been exceedingly quiet and seldom

have legitimate dealers here experienced such bad times. Prices ruling

for stock are lower than they can profitably be imported at. Consign-

ment shipments still continue very heavy and as one wit put it "we can

only assume that shippers have not lost all their money yet." It would
sppm, however, to outside observers that some shippers were trying their

lirst to pour some of their superfluous cash into the melting pot. Hickory

lin>' been the worst spot. A shipment of 2,000 logs was recently brought

in. closely followed by another shipment of over SOO logs. Could any-

thing be more foolish? Where is the buyer who is going to handle 2,000

logs in one line? If the shipments had been spread over the season the

market could have swallowed the amount with ease, but tactics of this

kind frighten buj'ers away. How can dealers here be expected to make
contracts at profitable prices to shippers when there is the danger that

big consignment shipments will compete with their stock at pence below

the proper price.

The mahogany position is also weak. There have never been so many
logs on the Liverpool quays as there have been during the past fort-

night. Judging from the reported demand and the existed supply at

recent sales mahogany values cannot be expected to keep on the present

level, and general opinion among keen observers here seems to favor a

considerable reduction. Round ash is one of the firmest spots, though

here again dealers are threatened with heavy consignment shipments

which would soon knock the bottom out of the market. Quartered oak

is one of the firmest markets. Shipments of rock elm would also be

favorably received. Wagon oak is very weak.
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Advertisers* Directory
NORTHERN HARDWOODS.

American Lumber & Mfg. Co... 10

Buffalo Hardwood Lumber Co. .

.

66

Cartler-Holland Lumber Co 2

lie. Thos. F,., J-unilM-r Co 10

hbs & Mitchell. Inc 3

[.lis. \V. P.. Lumber Co 11

East Jordan Lumber Co W
Elias, G. & Bro 66

Estabrook-Skeele Lumber Co.. 5

Flanner-Steger Land & Lumber
Co

Forman. Thos.. Co 61

Hayden & Westcott Lumber Co 5

Heyser. W. E.. Lumber Co 7

James & .\bbott Co 44

Kent, J. S.. Co 10

Klann, E. H., Lumber Co 59

\ieeland-Blgelow Co., The 3

king River Lumber Co 43

tohlield. William E 10

..u.ithart Lumber Co.. J. G
Mcllvain, J. Gibson, & Co 2

McLean, Hugh, Lumber Co 66

-Miller, Anthony 66

Mitchell Bros. Co 3

.Mowbray & Robinson Co 7

Palmer & Parker Co U)

Parry, Chas. K., & Co 9

Sawyer-Goodman Company
Scott & Howe Lumber Co 63

Standard Hardwood Lumber Co. 66

Stearns Salt & Lumber Company 8

Stephenson, The I., Company.... 63

Stolle Lumber & Veneer Co 44

Sullivan. T. & Co 66

Tegge Lumber Co 30

Von Platen Lumber Co 63

Webster. George. Lumber Co. .

.

11

White Lake Lumber Company.

.

12

Wiggin, H. D 10

Williams. Ichabod T.. & Sons.

.

12

Willson Bros. Lumber Company. 10

Wlstar. Underbill & Nixon 10

Wood-Mosaic Company 11

Yeager, Orson E 66

Young. W. D., & Co 3

POPLAR.
Anderson-Tully Company 'J

Atlantic Lumber Company 46

Day Lumber & Coal Company.

.

47

Farrin, M. B.. Lumber Company. 47

Faust Bros. Lumber Co 12

Kentucky Lumber Company K
Logan, J. M., Lumber Co 6

Vansant, Kitchen & Co 68

Wood. R. E., Lumber Company. 11

Yellow Poplar Lumber Co 55-68

RED GUM.
Anderson-Tully Company 9

Archer Lumber Company 51

Baker-Matthews Mfg. Co 50

Bonner, J. H., & Sons 5U

Brown, Geo. C. & Co 5)

Brown, Mark H., Lumber Co.. 43

Colfax Hardwood Lumber Co.... 44

Evans, G. H., Lumber Company
Farrin, M. B,. Lumber Co 47

Garetson-Greason Lumber Co.. 9

Gary, W. W 30

Hlmmelberger-Harrlson Lumber
Company 51

Johnson-Tustin Lumber Co.... 9

Jones & Dunn 49

Kentucky Lumber Company. , .

.

35

Lamb-Fish Lumber Company... 54

The LnnsinK Company 46

Lemlng, M, E., Lumber Com-
pany 44

Licking River Lumber Company 42

Miller Lumber Company 51

Mossman Lumber Company 45

Paepcke Leicht Lumber Co
I'enrod-JurdcnMcCowcu Lbr. Co. 8

Saline River Hardwood Co 55

Sondhelmer. E., Company 45

\':inden-r.oom-Stimson Lumber
Company 45

Wisconsin Lumber Company 5

SOUTHERN HARDWOODS.
American Lumber & Mfg. Co... 10

Anderson-Tully Company 9

Anderson Veneer & Sawmill
Company 4

Archer Lumber Company 51

Atlantic Lumber Company 46

Baker-Matthews Mfg. Co 50

Bennett & Witte 7

Black, Fred W.. Lumber Co 43

Bluestone Land & Lumber Co.. 47

Uliss-Cook Oak Company 49

Bonner, J. H., & Sons 50

Booker-Cecil Company 4

Bradley, E. C. Lumber Co 47

Brown, Geo. C, & Co 51

Brown, Mark H.. Lumber Co.. 50

Brown, W, P., & Sons Lumber
Co ,. 4

Buffalo Hardwood Lumber Co.. 66

Carrier Lumber & Mfg. Co 12

Clnirihill-Milton Lumber Co.... 4

Coale. Thos. E., Lumber Co W
Colfax Hardwood Lumber Co... 44

Davis, Edw. L,, Lumber Com-
pany 4

Day Lumber & Coal Company.

.

47

Dugan Lumber Co 44

Elias. G.. & Bro 66

Estabrook-Skeele Lumber Co... 5

Evans. G. H., Lumber Company 9

Farrin. M. B.. Lumber Co 47

Farris Hardwood Lumber Co... 9

Faust Eros. Lumber Company.. 12

Flanner-Steger Land & Lumber
Company

Garetson-Greason Lumber Co.. 9

Gary, W. W 50

Harris Manufacturing Co 47

Hayden & Westcott Lumber Co 5

Heyser, W. E.. Lumber Co 7

Himmelberger-Harrison Lumber
Company 51

Huddleston-Marsh Lumber Co..

Johns-Mowbray-Nelson Co 47

Johnson-Tustin Lumber Co 9

Jones i; Dunn 49

Kennedy. James, & Co 47

Kent, J. S., Company 10

Kentucky-Indiana Hardwood Co. 4

Kentucky Lumber Company.... 65

Kimball & Kopcke 6

Klann, E. H., Lumber Co 59

Kosse, Shoe & Schleyer Co 47

Lamb-Fish Lumber Company. 54

The Lansing Company 46

Leming. M. E., Lumber Com-
pany 44

Lioking River Lumber Co 42

Litchfield, William E 10

Little River Lumber Company.

.

68

Logan, J. M., Lumber Co 6

Louisville Veneer Mills ,.. 4

Mcllvain, J. Gibson. & Co 3

McLean, Hugh, Lumber Co 66

Memphis Band Mill Company... 2

Miller, Anthony 66

Miller Lumber Company 51

Mossman Lumber Company 45

Mowbray & Robinson Company. 7

Nettleton. E. B.. & Co 59

Norman Lumber Company 4

North Vernon Lumber Company 4

Paepcke Leicht Lumber Co

65

Parry, Chas. K., & Co
rcnrod-Jurden-McCoweu Lbr. Co.

Riemeier Lumber Company
Saline River Hardwood Co
Salt Lick Lumber Company
Shawnee Lumber Company
Slaymaker, S. E., & Co
Sondhelmer, E., Company
Standard Hardwood Lumber Co.

Stemmelen Lumber Company...
Sullivan, T., & Co
Tschudy Lumber Comany....,,.
Vanden Boom-Stimson Lbr. Co....

Vansant. Kitchen & Co
Vestal Lumber & Manufacturing
Company

Von Platen Lumber Company..
Webster, George, Lumber Co...
Webster, N. A
White Lake Lumber Company..
Whitmer, Wra., & Sons
Wiggin, H. D
Williams, Ichabod T., & Sons..
Williamson-Kuny Mill & Lumber
Company

Willson Bros. Lumber Company
Wisconsin Lumber Company
Wistar, Underbill & Nixon
Wood-Mosaic Company
Wood, R. E.. Lumber Company.
Yeager Lumber Co

VENEERS AND PANELS.

Ahnapee Veneer & Seating Co..

Anderson Veneer & Sawmill Co.
Astoria Veneer Mills & Dock Co

Bacon, R. S.. Veneer Company..
Black, Fred W., Lumber Co...
Chicago Veneer Company
Evansville Veneer Company
Hoffman Bros. Company
Huddleston-Marsh Lumber Co..

Jarrell, B. C. & Co 65

Kentucky Veneer Works
Knoxville Veneer Company 6

Louisville Veneer Mills 4

Memphis Veneer & Lumber Co.

.

Nartzik. J. J

Ohio Veneer Company 47

Palmer & Parker Company 10

Penrod Walnut vifc Viuotr Co.... 8

Putnam Veneer and Lumber Co 65

Rayner, J 5

Rice Veneer & Lumber Company 65

Stolle Lumber & Veneer Co 44

Underwood Veneer Company 64

Willey, C. L 53

Williams, Ichabod T., & Sons,,, 12

Williamson-Kuny Mill & Lumber
Company 12

Wood-Mosaic Company 11

MAHOGANY, WALNUT, ETC.

Astoria Veneer Mills & Dock Co 64

Bacon, R. S., Veneer Company..
Black, Fred W., Lumber Co... 43

Evansville Veneer Company....
Huddieston-Marsh Lumber Co..
Louisville Veneer Mills 4

Memphis Veneer & Lumber Co.
Palmer & Parker Co 10

Penrod Walmit *c Venter Co.... 8

Purcell, Frank 43

Rayner, J 5

Willey, C. L 53

Williams, Ichabod T., & Sons.. 12

HARDWOOD FLOORING.
Anderson Veneer & Sawmill Co. 4

Bliss-Cook Oak Company 49

Carrier Lumber & Mfg. Co 12

Cobbs & Mitchell. Inc 3

E^astman, S. L., Flooring Co 11

Farrin, M. B., Lumber Company 47

Forman, Thos., Company 63

Harris Manufacturing Company 47

Kerry & Hanson Flooring Co.. 63

Mitchell Bros. Company 3

Saline River Hardwood Co 65

Salt Lick Lumber Company 9

Stearns Salt & Lumber Company 8

Stephenson, The I., Company... 63

Webster, George, Lumber Co.

,

11

Wilce, T,, Company, The 5

Yellow Poplar Lumber Co 55-68

Young, W, D., & Co 3

WOODWORKING MACHINERY.

Butterworth & Lowe 61

Cadillac Machine Company 11

Covel Manufacturing Company. 12

Gerlach, The Peter, Company.

.

69

Linderman Machine Co., The.. 67

Mershon, W. B., &. Co 61

Phoenix Manufacturing Co 81

Saranac Machine Company 65

Sinker-Davis Company

LOGGING MACHINERY,

Baldwin Locomotive Works
Clyde Iron Works 7

Fitzgibbons & Krebs
Lidgerwood Mfg. Company 62

Russel Wheel & Foundry Co

64 DRY KILNS AND BLOWERS.
4

J..
The A. H. Andrews Company....
Grand Rapids Veneer Works. . .

.

Kraetzer Company, The
National Dry Kiln Company....

^ Phila. Textile Mchy. Company..
Standard Dry Kiln Company

SAWS, KNIVES AND SUPPLIES.

Atkins, E. C. & Co 62

Covel Manufacturing Company. 12

Simonds Mfg. Company

LUMBER INSURANCE.

Central Manufacturers' Mut. Ins.

Company
Epperson, U. S., & Co
Indiana Lumbermen's Mut. Ins.

Company
Lumber Mutual Fire Insurance
Company

Lumbermen's Mut. Ins. Co
Lumbermen's Underwriting Alli-

ance
Ma/iufacturing Lumbermen's
Underwriters 56

Pennsylvania Lumbermen's Mut.
Fire Ins. Company

Rankin-Benedict Underwriting
Company 56

TIMBER LANDS.

I.^cey, James D.. & Co
Spry, John C 5

TIMBER ESTIMATORS.

Griffith, Clarence W.
McDonald, Thos. J...

MISCELLANEOUS.

Astoria Veneer Mills & Dock Co 64

Childs. S. D.. & Co 59

Gerlach. The Peter. Company.. 59

Kraetzer Company, The 52

Lumbermen's Credit Assn 5

Matthews Gravity Carrier Co.,.
Mechanical Rubber Company... 62

Perkins Glue Company 48
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CLASSIFIED

ADVERTISEMENTS

AdTertlsements will bp Inserted In thle sec-
tlon at the following ratesi

For one Insertion 20c a line

For two insertions 35c a line

For three Insertions 50c a line

Forfour insertions 60c a line

Elgbt words of ordinary lengtb mAkeODelln».
Heading counts as two lines.
No display except tbe beadlngB can be ad-
mitted.

Remittances to accompany the order. No
extra cbarges for copies of paper contalnlDg
tbe advertisement.

EMPLOYES WANTED

A HIGH-CLASS SALES MANAGER
wantiHi for hardwoods and wliitr piiir. Must
Uavc personal oxperlouci: iu ;^radinK and kuowl-

?dge of the eastern market. A man of like expe-

rience to be located in Michigan. Address
"Box 128," care II.viiDWOdD ItKi-oitD.

HELP WANTED—MALE
In woodworking plant. Detail man. who

estimate lay-out, bill. etc.. from plans :

specifications in general woodworking plant.

O. M. WEBER CO.. INC..

North Wales, Pa. (Near I'hiladelphia i

EMPLOYMENT WANTED

WANTED
position by first class Hardwood LiiiiilnT luspt

tor. Can handle yard and men. .\ 1 rcfmenc

criven. Address
"BOX li;n." care M.iRDWoiiu Kecokp.

WANTED—EMPLOTMENT
Wlien you want a salesman for New York

state territbry, write us. We can supply you

with a good man. EMPIRE STATE ASSOCIA-
TION of Wholesale Lumber & Sash & Door Sales-

men. Cbas. Johnson, Sec'y, 96 EIrkland Rd.,

Rochester. N. Y.

LOGS WANTED

WANTED—BLACK WALNUT LOGS
500 cars good black walnut logs, 10" and up

In diameter, 6 ft. and up long. Will Inspect at

shipping point and pay cash.

GEO. W. HARTZELL, Piqua. Ohio.

WANTED—WHITE ASH LOGS

100 cars good White Asii logs 8" and up in

diameter, 8' and up long. Will inspect at ship-

ping point and pay cash.

THE LAFONTAINE HANDLE CO..

Decatur, Ind.

LOGS FOR SALE

FOR SALE—BLACK WALNUT LOGS
10" and up iu diametm- and 0' and up long.

.T. W. DELK. Loon, Iowa.

HMBER ESTIMATING

TIMBER ESTIMATES.

Timber estimates, surveys, maps and detailed

reports as to actual stand, quality and logging

conditions.

THOS. J. McDonald, Forest Engineer,

East Tennes,see Bank Bldg.,

Knoxville, Tennessee.

TIMBER FOR SALE

$15,000,000.00.

We have about fifteen million dollars' worth
of timberlands for sale. Write us what you
want. Dealers In timberlands, lumber yards,

mill machinery, mills for sale, arranging loans,

selling and exchanging cutover lands, and a gen-

eral real estate business. If you want to buy or

sell write us. THE JANESVILLE EXCHANGE,
Timber Dept., JanesvlUe, Wisconsin.

FOE SALE—HICKORY
on 1400 acres in Wayne County. Kentucky, esti-

mated at 1,000,000 feet. Eor further particu-

lars address

TENNESSEE HARDWOOD LBR. CO.,

Nashville, Tenn.

LUMBER FOR SALE

BT7TEBS OF HARDWOODS.
Do yoQ want te t*i '> tauck with the Mat

buyers of hardwood Inmber? We have Hat.

•bowing tbe annual reqalreBCBts In lomber,

dlneulaa stock and Tcneers aad panela of con-

•umeri of tkose materials thronghont the United

States and Canada. Tbe serrice la free to ad-

vertisers in the BicoHD. It will Intereat yoa

Write us for further Information about oar "Sell

Ing Lumber by Mall System."

BARDWOOD RECORD, Ellsworth Bldg.,

Chicago.

FOR SALE
00 M ft. 8/4 No. 1 common Hard Maplr.
Sr> M ft. 8/4 No. 2 common Hard Maple.
i;o M ft. S/4 No. 3 common Hard Maple.
Wr. ciin iiuote low prices on this stock.

.SCIIUERMAN LBR. CO., LTD..
Saginaw. W. S.. Midi.

FOR SALE.
Car %" Qtd. White Oak, common & better.

Also car wide 1/20" sliced Qtd. Oak Veneer.
Both bargains.

H. C. HOSSAFOUS, Dayton, O.

FOR SALE—BEECH.
.50 M ft. 4/4" No. 2 Con<mon & Better Beech.

100 M ft. 5/8" No. 2 Common & Better Beech.
Very fine stock.

DDHLMEIER BROTHERS. Cincinnati, O.

WANT TO GET IN TOUCH WITH

consumers of Black Walnut lumber in Ohio. Pa.

N. Y.. N. ,T. J. M. WHITE. East Waterford. Pn

DIMENSION STOCK WANTED

WANTED—DRY OAK SQUARES.
Clear and Straii^hl.

1 car 1'/jX1Vjx2G, 28 and 30". mostly 20".

1 car lMiXl%x30", 1 car l%xl%xl8".
1 car 2x2x30". 1 car 2M>x2V4i30".
SICKI.ESTEEI. f IMlJKi: CO.. Detroit, Mich.

WANTED
Hard Maple and Beech Squares 42", 44',

48" long, plump 1" x 1". Must be clear and
straight. If you bare any to offer write a»
Win take them dry or green.

TBE COLUMBIA MFG. CO.,

New Philadelphia. Ohio

DIMENSION OAK

Plain and Quartered

Various sizes for chair and table factorlaa.

Send to us for specifications and prices.

INDIANA QUARTERED OAK CO.

7 East 42nd Street,

New York.

DIMENSION STOCK FOR SALE

POPLAR FOR SALE
2 cars 4/4 18" & up Panel & Wide -No. 1.

2 cars 4/4 13" to IT" Poplar Boxboards.

2 cars 4/4 7" to 17" 1st & 2nds Poplar.

2 cars 4/4 Saps & Selects Poplar.

20 cars 4/4, 5/4, 6/4 & 8/4 No. 1 Com. & Better

Poplar.

Anyone Interested in any of above stock, write

us for delivered or t. o. b. mill prices and de-

scription of stock.

oriEN-ELLIOTT I.IJK. Ci.i., Birmiualiam. Ala.

TIMBER LANDS WANTED

WANTED
Timber tracts from .".00 acres to I.IMIII acres:

must he virKin rinilicr and looal<il not more

tliini ."i or i;> niilrs lr..ni m sliiiiiiini; iic.iui.

ALLE-\ & >.r(lIiIiAl!U. Gruloli, .\. Y.

TIMBER LANDS FOR SALE

FOR SALE—18,193 ACRES
timberland in St. Landry Parish, La. 76.770,000

feet of timber. L.md subject to cultivation,

after timber is removed. For particulars apply

to J,. E. DT'NL.\P. Plaquemine. La.

2,150 ACRES HARDWOOD TIMBER
in Mississippi. New railroad, short haul, low

rate. W.- L. AliCIIIBALD. Oxford. Miss.

FINE TIMBER TRACTS.
We have a number of timber tracts for sale

in most all states at low prices and reasonable

terms. Have few bargain tracts that are offeredi

tor quick sale. Write us what you want, we
have it. THE JANESVILLE EXCHANGE,
Timber Dept., Janesville, Wis.
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MACHINERY FOR SALE

FOR SALE
' liiiiips and cniiiiiuimis juiiitirs. We ollVr fui-

. Imniidiatr di'llvii} , Due BiUstrom clump.
• ^.'ctlons. 4 clamps to eacb section : one Hill-

in (_"lamp. :;!l sections. 4 clamps to each

lion. Itotli machines will take stock U ft. in

.-•th.

I'lie factories who formerl.v used Ibem sa.v,

u ( believe the clamps are In splendid condi-

tion and the purchaser will tlnd them a good
buy."

We also offer y Falls Continuous Feed Glue
Jointers, one Mjers Mnchine Co. continuous feed

aluc Jointer, one Fa.v & Egan continuous feed
jii!i' Jointer, one Dlebl or M.vcrs t.vpe continuous

'I glue Jointer.

Attractive prices will be made on either the

. l.imps or continuous Jointers as we want to

tern them Into cash.

For particulars write the

LIXUKH.M.VN -M.Vi-IIINK CO.. Muskegon. Mich.

FOB SAI.E

Two Portable Sawmills. 40 H. P. each. Each
mill has butting saws and gang edgcrs, together

with steam pump, which is large enough for

ample fire protection. Also several S-wheel log

wagons, one heav.v team of oxen (five yoke).

This material Is in first-class condition and can

be Inspected upon the grounds. We might nogo

tlate for part payment in lumber. Communicate
with J. P. Lynch. Manager. JOHN SCHltOKDKI!
LBR. CO., Georgetown, Miss.

LUMBER WANTED

WANTED TO BUY
Three cars 2x2x18" White Oak Squares.

DtJHLMEIER BROS., Cincinnati. Olii.

WE BUY CHEREY
In every thickness and grade. We pay '

.\dvlse what you have. Will place orders

1%" for future delivery..

THE CHERRY LUMBER CO..

St. Bernard Sta.. Cincinnati.

OAX, POPLAR, ASH
and all ather bardwaads, 1b all grades and tblck-

oeaaea, can l>e readll; said If adrertlsed In tke

Wasted aad For Sale section of Hakdwood Bsc-

oi>. If 7an bare a large stock 70a want to

sell tr7 a few lines in tbls department and

see what a lot of Inquiries the7 will bring you.

MISCELLANEOUS

WANTEI>—HARDWOOD LUMBERMEN—
to try the Glbsoa TaM7 Book. The three-throw

aluminum tally ticket cover accommodates any

form of ticket desired. The use of the special

triplicate tall7 ticket supplied, printed on water-

proof paper with carbon backs makes tallies an-

alterable. For durablllt7, conTenlence, accurac7

and for B78tematlzlng the Inspectloa of lumber

the Gibson tall7 method can't be beat.

Special forms af tally tickets mailed on appli-

cation. Covers sold on approval to responsible

concerns. HARDWOOD RECORD.

637 So. Dearborn St, Chlcafo.

GIBSON
TALLY BOOK

CHICAGO

This three-throw tally ticket cover is made
from aluminum, and accommodates four tally

tickets—4ix8^ inches in size.

Folds compactly to less than one-fourth inch

in thickness and fits side or inside coat pocket.

Gives large area of four tickets for compli-
cated tallies, or straight grade can be made
on one page.

Accommodates any form of tally ticket desired.

Special, patented, triplicate tally tickets supplied,
printed on waterproof paper witti carbon backs. Tallies
made on these tickets are unalterable. Their use en-
ables the inspector to retain triplicate, and forward
crieinal and duplicate. Duplicate designed to be
attached to invoice.

These tally books are perfection for durability,
covenience, accuracy, and for systematizing the inspec-
tion and measurement of lumber

Patent applied for on covers. CopyriEhted, 1910
Triplicate Tally Tickets patented.

PRICE LIST
Aluminum Tally Covers, each - - $ 1.00
Aluminum Tally Covers, perdozen - - 10.00
Patented triplicate Tally Tickets (slock form)

per 1.000 10.00
Sincle sheet manila (stock form) Tally Tickets,

per 1,000 4.00

Specimen forms of Tally Tickets mailed on applica-
tion. Covers sold on approval to responsible concerns.

Manufactured by

Hardwood Record
537 S.Dearborn St., CHICAGO

E. H. KLANN LUMBER CO.
Cottonwood, Gum, Oak, Ash, Cy-

press, Yellow Pine, Dimension Stock

819 FISHER BLDG. HAR. 1187

Factory Lumber
CRAY'S HARBOR SPRUCE
SOFT YELLOW FIR
WESTERN SOFT PINE

DIRECT MILL REPRESENTATION

COUNTERFEIT CHECKS
|
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An Up-to-date Gross-Cutting Machine

Can be motor-driven and mechanically fed
if desired

BUTTERWORTH & LOWE
229 Huron Street Grand Rapids, Mich.

Phoenix
6 ft. Pony

Band Mill

Will cut 30,000

feet of 1" lumber
in 10 hours and
cut it good.

Nearly 200
of these
mills sawing
wood in the
U. S. A.

PRETTY GOOD

RECOMMENDA-

TION. ISN'T IT?

MODERATE PRICE

PHOENIX MFG. CO.
EAU CLAIRE WISCONSIN

It'sE-Z
to keep I lie drying conditions under
close control. That's why the Standard
Moist Air Drying System is so perfectly

adaptable for fine hardwoods. That's

why it's the right kiln for ypur product.

We'll guarantee the results.

The catalog contains a lot of facts about
lumber drying that you ought to

know. Write for it. Address: The
Standard Dry Kiln Co., 1559 McCarty
St., Indianapolis, Ind.

THE FILER KNOWS

Aprn 4. 1913.
tlen

op-have beei
erallng oi
your X E W
Standard 00-
Inch Band Re-
saws for two
years In theDavidson
Planing Mills.
Ottawa, and
h*a V e never
seen Its equal.
It Is working

my entire
tlsfactlon.
ours truly,

ruce Moore.
Filer

Wm. B. IVIershon <Sc Co.
SAailNAW MICI-I.
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,Il©©IlIR?ffi7(o)(o)lD)

ATMILI^
AT LOWEST
SvCO<STy

-High ^PEED -Returr,

C/iicoffoSea^/e Canada CanaBian ^//e's-CAa/me/'s ^d.
Cf^en'0^/eans-^^Wuodwar(>rM^()ht S. Co.J[fd

Lumber Dried As Never Before
SEE THE DIFFERENCE

GRAND RAPrOS DRY KILN

GRAND RAPIDS VENEER WKS., SOLE MFRS.,

SECURE BETTER PRICES
AT LESS SELLING COST BY REACHING MORE CUSTOMERS. HARDWOOD
RECORD PUTS YOU BEFORE THEM ALL TWICE A MONTH. ASK US ABOUT IT.

Kiln Truck

We make all styles of Kiln Trucks
and Transfer Cars. They are

roller bearing, steel or malleable
iron wheels. We have one con-

tract for twelve hundred of these

trucks, with eight-inch wheels.

Always a large stock of
material on hand. Can
make prompt shipment.

The National Dry Kiln Co.
Indianapolis, Ind.

ELEPHANT
RUBBER BELTING

AIR DRILL AND AIR TOOL

HOSE
STEAM
WATER
SUCTION

EXTRA QUALITY

Reoommended for hard service
and guaranteed to do the work

SELLING AGENTS
CRINE COMPANV • - ILL BRANCHES

STiNDlRD EOUIPMENT CO., MOBILE, ILA

ILBANV MILL SUPPir CO., ILBlNf. Ct.

THE MECHANICAL

RUBBER COMPANY
(Chicago Rubber Warks)

307 W. Randolph Street,
ESTABLISHED 1882

CHICAGO
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VENEERS AND PANELS

Ahnapee Veneer & Seating Co.
HOME OFFICE, FACTORY ANQ VENEER MILL, ALGOMA, WIS.

VENEER AND SAWMILL, BIRCHWOOD, WIS.

I

We manufacture at our Bircbwood plant single ply veneers Every pound of glue we use is guaranteed hide stock. We
of all native northern woods and deliver stock that is in do not use retainers. Our gluing forms are put under pow-
shape to glue. erful screws and left until the glue has thoroughly set.

From our Algoma factory where we have specialized for
,f ^^^j^ ^ guaranteed product that is the best, based on

lhf"i^n^,ii"' X. ?n?iw in''M,hL^Linrf 0,f;rLr ^L/soX f""'ts accomplished by most painstaking attention and study
shape, in all woods, notably in Mahogany and Quarter-^^^^^

^^ ^^^^}l .^^bined with the use of the best stock and

^f. ""^^^ ^ ° n°'^r.\l\Zr^'^ *"u tJl?. ,rT^ ?i± c,»,i »" up-to-dats equipment, our product will appeal to you.
quartered oak. Our quartered oak panels are all from sawed *^ ^ »- i k fyj
veneer. If you are a "price buyer" we probably cannot Interest you.

Custom Mill Work, Storage, Inspection
ON

Foreign Fancy Woods, Mahogany, Cedar, Circassian

We receive the logs, store or warehouse them, manufacture them into lumber, cut or saw veneers, pile and store the pro-

duct, and ship via any railroad. Also furnish inspection returns on logs or lumber. Can furnish accommodations and econ-

omies which it is impossible to secure elsewhere. We always have on our yards parcels of plain and figured African,

Mexican and Cuban Mahogany, Circassian Walnut and Cedar logs, placed here for sale by direct foreign shippers, from
which advantageous purchases can be made.

Astoria Veneer Mills & Dock Co. Long island City, New York

y eneers and L^anels with a Jts^eputadon
TTT'E manufacture Veneers in all the native woods and for all purposes. Also Built-up Panels
^^ in native and foreign woods—three and five-ply—and have established a reputation for

furnishing high-grade material. Send us your inquiries and orders and become one of our

satisfied customers.

Underwood Veneer Co. WausaiA Wis.

For Veneer and Panel Manufacturers
Your Consumers' Lists Cost You BIG MONEY
We can save it all and relieve you of all the detail and effort necessary to

tabulate consumers' wants. Our Card Index System of those wants,
just out, is the result of systematic effort. It is endorsed by your competitor.

Can You Afford to Give Him that Advantage?
HARDWOOD RECORD CHICAGO
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VENEERS AND PANELS
0\JH SPECIALTY

Highly Figured Quarter-Sawed White Oak Veneer

PuTiNAM Veineer & Lumber Co.
ROACHDAUE, IIND.

M. I. CUTSirsOER, Oen'l IVIarr

B. C. JARRELL Si CO.
MANUFACTURERS OF

High Grade, Rotary-Cut Gum

VENEERS
Cut right; dried right; prices right

HUMBOLDT. TENNESSEE

CIRCASSIAN MAHOGANY

Logs VENEERS Lumber
WE IMPORT WE MANUFACTURE

All Thicknesses ol Mahogany
Ready for Shipment

RICE VENEER & LUMBER CO,
GRAND RAPIDS, MICH.

Hardwood Record's
strongest circulation is in the region "^'here

things are made of wood—WISCONSIN,
MICHIGAN, ILLINOIS, INDIANA,
OHIO, PENNSYLVANIA, NEW YORK
and the East. It's the BEST sables

medivim for ha.rdwood Ivimber.

@OAK VENEERS®
Pat Oft. *"

Sliced and Sawed Quartered
and Plain White and Red Oak

Walnut Cherry Ash Maple
Also Band Sawn Lumber in These Woods

Hoffman Brothers Company
FORT WAYNE, IND.

Established 1867 Incorporated 1904

Wire Stitching Machinery

Crates, Veneer and Resawed Lumber
Boxes, Also Wire and Metal Bound Boxes,

FRUIT PACKAGES, BASKETS,
FIBER SHIPPING CASES, PAPER
BOXES AND SPECIAL PURPOSES
ASK FOR CATALOGUE

Manufactured by

SARANAC MACHINE COMPANY
BENTON HARBOR. MICH.. U. S. A.
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BUFFALO
The Foremost Hardwood Market of the East

I i'

ANTHONY
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A Fine Opportunity to Dispose of

Narrow, Short and Low GradeOak
To the oak hnnljcr iiiaiuu'acturcr who accu-

mulates consi(leral)le oak luml)cr that can

not l)c sokl unless they put a price on it that

is so low that there's no money in it, there

is now offered a fine opportunity to dis-

pose of this lumber by making it up into

oak flooring squares like the illustration.

These squares are jointed together without
glue on the

Linderman Automatic Jointer

Gluer, Clamper and Sizer
squared to the exact width. A straight tongue and groove is then cut on the two sides and ends.

The demand for these flooring squares is greatly in excess of the present output. Still there

are several Southern manufacturers making these flooring squares.

One New York firm wants a good many car loads of the Linderman Flooring Squares. The
prices it offers will net you, delivered New York City, practically as much as you are getting from
the better grade of oak lumber.

Write today for further information and we will give you the details of the market, manufac-
turing costs, etc. You're not obligated in any way in asking for particulars, yet it might be of

value and wortli your consideration.

Linderman Machine Company
MUSKEGON, MICHIGAN

New York City Woodstock, Ont. Knoxville, Tenn



^L. T ^1^ — ^^^^ g^- Manufacturers Old-FaehionedVansant, Soft

Kitchen 6
CompanySpecialty

Ashlsuid, Kentucky

EASTERN REPRESENTATIVE, John L. Cochran
601 W. 115th Street, New York City

Little River Lumber Company
TOWNSEND, TENN.

WE continue cutting Hardwoods and Hemlock out of big, smooth, clean, prime logs, and we give
special attention to the making of stock that is hard to make and is required in heavy thick-

nesses and special widths and lengths. We are in shape now to cut Poplar, in any widths or thick-

nesses desired. Also are getting into the mill a fine lot of Chestnut logs that can be cut to order.

A little later on will be glad to talk Southern Mountain Maple with you—IT IS SURE FINE. Also
Hemlock in all widths and all grades.

We Continue to Solicit the Business of

Discriminating Buyers of High Grade Smoicy Mountain Hardwoods and Hemlocic

Bargains in Rotary Cut Stock
1/30" to 5/16" Thick

WE HAVE IN OUR WAREHOUSES AT BURNSIDE AN ACCUMULATION OF CUT
DOWNS IN ROTARY CUT STOCK, IN ALMOST ALL STANDARD THICKNESSES,
AND WILL OFFER THEM, SUBJECT TO PRIOR SALE, AT VERY LOW PRICES

For Particulars Address

CHICAGO VENEER CO., inc. Danville, Ky.

YELLOW POPLAR
tUMUFlCTUKERS OF BIND StWED

POPLAR
QUARTERED OAK
PLAIN OAK

CHESTNUT
BASSWOOD

SPECIALTY
QUARTER SAWED

WHITE OAK

Goal Grove, Ohio, U.S.A. LUMBER CO
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We are prepared to ship promptly on

receipt of order

Hardwoods of All Kinds
from our Philadelphia Yard or direct

from our Mills.

Specialties

7 in. X 24 in. No. 1 Heart Split

Cypress Shingles.

5-8 Soft Yellow Tennessee
Panel Poplar 18 in. and over.

J. Gibson Mcllvain & Co.
1420 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

Memphis Band Mill Co.
Wholesale Manufacturers

LUMBER
Special Slock lor Quick Shipment:

3 4" Is & 2s Qtd. White Oak 40,100'

3 4 " No. 1 Com. Qtd. White Oak. 46,400'

3 4" Is & 2s Plain Red Oak 125,200'

3/4" No. 1 Com. Plain Red Oak. . 22,400'

5/4x10" & Up R. O. Step Plank. . 9,700'

6/4x10" & Up R. O. Step Plank. . . 24,700'

1x10" & Up No. 1 Common Cotton-
wood 27,800'

Write, wire or telephone us for prices,
al.'^o fnr iiiiotatinns on ntlicr Hardwoods

We Manufacture Our Own Lumber and Our
Trade Mark Is QUALITY

Memphis Tennessee

®^Cf CartierHoUanb
y3( Unmhtv Company

Special list Slock for Furniture Trade
75,000' 4/4 Sel. End Dried Winter Cut White Maple
20,000' 8/4 No. 1 Com. & Btr. Unselected Maple
14,000' 4./'4 Log Run Michigan White Oak
30,000' 4/4 Log Run Michigan Soft Elm
46,000' 6 4 Log Run Soft Maple
100,000' 4/4 Log Run Beech
20,000' 6 4 Log Run Beech
50,000' 8 4 Log Run Beech

CRATING STOCK
275,000' 4 4 Mixed Widths and Lengths Pine

Crating

1,200,000' 1x4" White Pine Crating

150,000' 4 4 Mixed Widths and Lengths Nos. 2

and 3 Common Basswood
RliMEMBER. VV'e perform whatever mill work you
require. The 8/4 Maple mentioned ahove runi; 85'/r

Nt^; and 2nds.

B
Mictiigan Trust Building

Grand Rapids, Mich. fi
Mill:

Ludington, Mich.
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BASSWOOD
We Offer for Prompt Shipment

1 X 4 Clear Strips 100 M
1 X 6 to 11" I's and 2's 34 M
1 X 3 No. 1 Common 30 M
1 X 4 No. 1 Common 35 M
1 X 5 No. 1 Common 20 M
1 X 6 No. 1 Common 90 M
4/4 No. 1 Common 150 M
4/4 No. 2 Common 50 M
4/4 No. 3 Common 30 M

February 13, 1914

COBBS & MITCHELL, Inc.
Sales Department

CADILLAC MICH.

W. D. YOUNG & CO.
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f
OUR DOUBLE BAND MILL—HUTTIG. ARK.

Why We Can Give "Value Received'

We own

We operate large band mllla at Huttig, Ark., and Deer-
ing. Mo.

We ship high grades that Increase the size and percentage
of your cuttings, reduce factory costs and
shrink the waste pile. Therefore:

We can S.4VE TOC MONEY on every shipment of oak, ash,
gum. elm, cypress, tupelo, hickory, Cottonwood,
sycamore, soft maple and dimension.

LET US PROVE THIS ON YOUR NEXT ORDER

WisconsinLumberCompany
Harvester Bldg. CHICAGO

A floor to adore
For thirty-three years Wilce's Hardwood Floor-

ing has been among the foremost on the market
and because it stands today "unequaled" i.s tha
best evidence that its manufacturer has kept
at)reast of modern methods and the advanced de-
mands of the trade. To convince yourself of the
al>Qve statements, try our polished surface floor-
ing, tongued and grooved, hollow backed, with
matched ends and holes for blind nailing—you'U
find it reduces the expense of laying and polishins.

uu/ Bvuklet teilt all about Hardwood Flocrimg
and Jiow to oart for it—a2«o priett—and it frt*.

The T. Wilce Company
aZnd and Throop Sta. CHICAGO, ILl..

Hayden & Westcott Lumber Co.
SPECIAL RAILROAD DEPT.
Hardvyoods :: Softwoods

823 Railway Exchange Building, Chicago. 111.

HARDWOOD RECORD'S.
strongest circulation is in the refrion where things are made
of wood—WISCONSIN, MICHIGAN, ILLINOIS, IN-
DIANA, OHIO, PENNSYLVANIA, NEW YORK
and the East.

IT'S the BEST SALES MEDIUM for HARDWOOD LUMBER

FLANNER-STEGER LAND & LUMBER CO.

WANTED—TO MOVE QUICK
2 CARS 5/4 X 12" & WIDER 1st & 2nd BASSWOOD
4 CARS 3" ROCK ELM BRIDGE PLANK
800,000 FEET NO. 3 HEMLOCK
100,000 FEET 4/4 BOX COMMON BIRCH

SEND US YOUR INQUIRIES
MILLS:

BLACKWELL, WISCONSIN
GENERAL SALES OFFICE

1704 STEGER BLDG., CHICAGO, ILL.
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VENEER
FOREIGN:

MAHOGANY, Mexican,
Honduras. East India, Cuban,
and African.

ENGLISH BROWN OAK
CIRCASSIAN WALNUT
STILE, RAIL and PANEL FACES

in all thicknesses.

DOMESTIC:
OAK, plain and quartered,

rotary cut, red and white.

GUM, figured and plain.

MAPLE, bird's-eye and plain.

POPLAR, BIRCH, ELM,
BASSWOOD,YEL.PINE

For faces, centers, backs, cross-

banding and bottoms.

LUMBER
MAHOGANY,
CIRCASSIAN WALNUT,
AM. (Black) WALNUT,
RED CEDAR.

PANELS
1/4", 5/16", 3/8", 3-ply and

5-ply ST.4NI>.\RD SIZES

HUDDLESTON-MARSH LUMBER COMPANY, 2252 Lumber St., CHICAGO, ILL

CIRCASSIAN
AMERICAN WALNUT

R. S. BACON VENEER CO.
Veneer Mill and Warehouse

213 N.Ann St. CHICAGO

MAHOGANY

WE HAVE IT
DOOR STOCK, CUT TO SIZE OR IN SHEETS.
POPLAR, GUM, BIRCH, BEECH, ASH, OAK, ELM,

MAPLE, BASSWOOD, PINE OR CYPRESS.
CROSSBANDING, FACES, BACKS, DRAWER BOT-

TOMS AND BACKING.
ROTARY CUT, PLAIN OR QUARTER SAWED

HARD MAPLE PIN BLOCK STOCK.
QUARTERED OAK. ETC.

BY THE CARLOAD OR L. C. L.

MILLIONS OF FEET ON HAND AT ALL TIMES
WRITE US ABOUT IT

J. J.NARTZIK, 1966 to 76 Maud Ave., Chicago, 111.

Estabrook-Skeele Lumber Co.
MANUFACTURERS AND DEALERS IN

Maple, Birch, Elm, Basswood, Ash
And Oth«r Northern Hardwoods

in the Market for Round Lois of Hardwood
WRITE US BEFORE SELLING

Rsher Building. • CHICAGO
•PHONE HARRISON 1984

liiilliAiiiiiiiil

HiiiiiHItt
Jg SEND FOR StOOK LIST

IpiidcAN Y Lu wtiiiiK
:^;?-eARROLL AVE. AND SHELDON ST.

.

• CHICAGO.. .:

SAVE YOUR MONEY BY USING THE

Drpv D/^/^1/' Published Semi-annually
IXiIiLJ D\JkJi\. in February and August

It contains a carefully prepared list of the buyers •( lumber in

car lots, both among the dealers and manufacturers.

The book indicates their financial standing and manner of meet-

ing obligations. Covers the United States, Alberta, Mani-
toba and Saskatchewan. The trade recognizes this book as

thr authority on the lines it covers.
A well omnlicd Collection Depirtment i> alio operated aid the laine ii open to

rou. Write for terms.

Lumbermen's Credit Assn.,
ESTABLISHED

II7(

H»tl>i Thli Paper.

CHOICE BIRCH AND MAPLE—10.500 ACRES

I offer the above tract of best quality and

splendidly located timber in Ontario, ten miles

from Sault Ste. Marie, Ontario, a town of

25,000 population. Will cut 90% birch and
maple. Estimated by George F. Beardsley,

cruiser of Grand Rapids, Mich. Location and
mill site on deep water. Can ship either by
water or rail. Lands in fee simple—no crown
dues, no export restrictions. Close to Amer-
ican Soo. Easy logging. Reasonable price and terms.

William H. Ranson, Sault Sle Marie, Mich.
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KNOXVIUUE r

Famous for Finest Type of Poplar, Oak and Chestnut.

VESTAL LUMBER AND MANUFACTURING CO.
KNOXVILLE, TENNESSEE.

QUARTERED WHITE OAK
OUR SPECIALTY

MANUFACTURERS OF

QUARTERED WHITE OAK. PLAIN OAK. PDPLIIR. WALNUT & TENNESSEE RED GEDAR LUMBER
BAND MIL.LS AT VBISTAU A SUBURB OF KNOXVILOJIl. SOUTHERN AND LOUISVILLE & NASHVILLH RAILROAB

J. M. UOGAIN
UUMBBR CO.
MANUFACTURERS AND WHOLESALERS
HARDWOODS AND PINE
POPLAR A SPECIALTY

Main Office and Yards: Knoxville

Branch OfBce and Yard:

Bank and McLean Are., Cinciimatl I. M. ASHER, Mgr.

We Want Orders for the following Dry Stock:

WHITE OAK—Plain or Quartered.

RED OAK—Plain or Quartered.

CHESTNUT BASSWOOD
POPLAR WHITE PINE

Always carry large well

assorted stock of all

kinds of Hardwoods.

CAN SHIP ON SHORT NOTICE.

Kimball & Kopcke
Knoxville, Tennessee

Manufacturers and Shippers of

Appalachian hardwoods
OAK OUR SPECIALTY

"THE VERY BEST"
ASH, CHESTNUT,

RED OAK, WHITE OAK, PINE.

POPLAR and WALNUT
Knoxville Veneer Co.

p. B. RAYMOND, General Manager. KnozviUe, Tenn.

What Veneer and Panel Consumers Will Use in 1914
This information is shown completely in our new correction pamphlet (off the press this week),

which revises our veneer and panel consumers' requirements lists complete according to 1914 requirements.
The information contained is all first hand and guaranteed to be authentic. It gives all details that you

want to know on which to base an intelligent quotation.
It would cost you thousands of dollars and years of work to compile the same information—we know

because that is what it cost us. You can have it for 1 % of its real cost.

As its best use is while it is fresh and it costs only two cents to write, drop us a line today and let us
give you the details.

'

HARDWOOD RECORD, CHICAGO, ILL.
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\^
Lumber Dried As Never Before^»^S^

SEE THE DIFFERENCE
GRAND RAPIDS DRY KILN

GRAND RAPIDS VENEER WKS.. SOLE MFRS., MICHIGAN

SECURE BETTER PRICES
AT LESS SELLING COST BY REACHING MORE CUSTOMERS. HARDWOOD
RECORD PUTS YOU BEFORE THEM ALL TWICE A MONTH. ASK US ABOUT IT.

CINCI NNATI
THE GATEWAY OF THE. SOCTH

vou
Are making a MISTAKE if you do not try our

Plain Oak, Quartered Oak and Poplar.

25,000,000 feet of all grades and thicknesses on
hand AT ALL TIMES.
For texture, color and manufacture it cannot

be excelled.

Tlif Mobray & Robinson Company
MILLS

Quicksand, Ky.
Viper, Ky,
West Irvine, Ky.

MAIN OFFICE
CINCINNATI, OHIO

YARDS
Cincinnati, O,
Detroit, Mich.
Rochester, N, T,
Brooklyn, N. Y,

RED GUM
Write us when you want BONE DRY stock
High Grade Fine Widths Good Lengths

BENNETT & WITTE
224 West Fourth St. CINCINNATI, O.

W. E. HEYSER. President WEAVER HASS. V. President
BENJAMIN BRAMLAGE, Sec'y & Treas.

The W. E. Heyser
Lumber Company

MAIN OFFICE & YARDS
Winton Place
Cincinnati, Ohio

BRANCH YARDS AND MILLS
West Virginia, Mississippi, Arlcansas & Kentucky

12,000,000 ft. High
Grade West Vir-

ginia and Southern

Hardwoods in

stock at all times.

Shipments made
direct from our

own yards and
mills in straight or

mixed cars.

SEND US YOUR INQUIRIES
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PENROD WALNUT & VENEER
COMPANY

-Mills

Kansas City and Helena, Ark.

gf^il'^L - KANSAS CITY, Mo.
Send all inquiries to General Offices, Kansas City, Mo.

Kansas City Plant

Exclusively

WALNUT
LUMBER AND
VENEERS

American

and

Circassian

Helena Plant

Exclusively

Rotary Cut

Veneers

Red Gum—Oak
Poplar — Elm
Cypress — Pine

Dry, Flat Stock

PENRODJURDENMcCOWEN

LUMBER COMPANY
Band Mills and Oiilces:

Brasfield, Arkansas

We offer for immediate shipment

DRY

RED GUM
Quartered

3 cars 4/4, I's and 2's

2 " 5/4
1 car 6/4
1 " 8/4
3 cars 4/4 No. 1 Com.
1 car 5/4
1 " 6/4
1 " 8/4
1 " 10/4

RED GUM
Plain

4 cars 4 4 I's and 2's

2 " 5/4
1 car 6/4 "

1 " 8/4
1 " 10/4
2 cars 4/4 No. 1 Com.
1 car 5/4
1 " 6/4
1 " 8/4
1 " 10/4

The Famous Cache River Gum
Band Sawn—Flat—Dry

Plain and Quartered Red and White
Oak always in stock

GOOD
GRADES LUDiNcrrbN

HARDWOOD SPECIALISTS

PROMPT
SERVICE

There Is a Reason
Why discriminating
consumers insist on
getting

STEARNS QUALITY
End Dried White
Hard Rock Maple

If you are interested

let us tell you why.
We can give you the

benefit of knowledge
acquired by years of

study and research. SCIliMlIKAI.LY

DRY STOCK
ON HAND:

80M 4/4 FAS
28M 5/4 FAS
65M 6/4 FAS
56M 8/4 FAS
72M 4/4 No. 1 Com.

16M 5/4 No. 1 Com.

23M 6/4 No. 1 Com.

47M 8/4 No. 1 Com.

(TTPti STEARNSSALT £r LUMBER CO. LuDINGTON,MlCH.
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LOUISVILLE.
THE HARDWOOD GATEWAY^ OF THE SOUTH

Are You a Kicker?
Louisville is such a good place to buy hardwood lumber that it is said

by many that kicks and kickers are unknown there. The reason, of course,

is that everybody gets a square deal and one hundred cents' worth -of value

for every dollar expended. If you think you have a reputation as a kicker

come to Louisville and be reformed!

If the members of the Louisville trade had been the penny-pinching,
technicality-seeking kind, kickers would doubtless be plentiful. On the

other hand, the basis for the dealings of Louisville houses is service, and ser-

vice consists of making satisfied customers. Our belief is that it pays to

devote as much thought and energy to pleasing our present customers as it

does to getting after new ones.

Perhaps you have never tried putting your lumber problems up to lum-
bermen qualified to handle them for you. Part of our service consists in

telling you the best kind of stock for a given purpose. It is just possible

that we can show you how to save money and at the same time get just as

good results as at present.

Factory men requiring a wide variety of stock are urged to consider

the fact that Louisville houses carry perhaps the greatest assortment of

hardwoods in the country, so that orders for mixed cars, consisting of a

large number of items, can be readily filled. Send us your inquiries.

Booker-Cecil Company
W. P. Brown & Sons Lumber Company
Stemmelen Lumber Company

(Main Office, New Albany, Ind.)

North Vernon Lumber Company
Edw^ard L. Davis Lumber Company
Norman Lumber Company

( Mills at Holly Ridge, La. )

The Louisville Veneer Mills

Churchill-Milton Lumber Company

m
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The

Newest
Hoosier
Band
Saw Mill
We have been building

band mills for thirty-

five years and this New
Hoosier Band Saw
Mill represents the ex-

perience of these years.

The simplest mill in

construction and the

easiest kept in order.

We build this mill in three

sizes, 6, 7 and 8 ft. The
widest saw the 6 ft. mill

will carry is 10"; the 7 and
8 ft. mills will carry 10. 11

or 12" saws. This mill is

built in a substantial man-
ner and embodies all that

is latest and best in Band
' ^

]y[ill design. The base is

of the heavy extension pat-

tern and is so constructed
that it does not overhang the foundation but extends completely around the mill. By
means of the construction of the column the upper wheel runs in the center of the mill and
is supported both above and below the mandrel. The bearings are long and are chain
oiling.

The tension device has roller bearings and is very sensitive and durable. The upper guide
is raised and lowered by power and is nonbreakable. The lower guide is so arranged that

it can be opened quickly. The roll back of the saw is power driven.

The 6 ft. mill will split a 48" log and lay down a 30" board between saw and column; the

7 ft. will split a 54" log and lay down a 36" board, the 8 ft. will split a 57" log and lay down
a 42" board.

The Sinker-Davis Co., Indianapolis, Ind.
Makers of Hoosier Saw Mill Machinery
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Wc Will Quote Unusually Attractive Prices

On the Following List of Band Sawn Poplar:
S cars I* Is & 2s.
2 cars lYi" Is A 2s.

S cars 2%' Is & 2s,

S cars D" Is A 28.

2 cars I" Wide Box.
S cars I" Narrow Box.
4 cars I" Saps & Selects.
1 car IV," Saps & Selects.
2 cars li^" Saps & Selects.
2 cars 2" Saps & Selects.

]" No. I CommoD.
i%" No. I Common.
iVj" No. I Common.
3" No. I Common.
2Vy No. 1 Common.
:(" No. 1 Common.
1" No. 2-A Common,
1" No. 2-B Common.

s 2' No. 2 A K B Common.
2'/4" No. 2 A & B Common.
H" No. 2 A & B Common.

Faust Bros. Lumber Co.
SALES OFFICE
CHICAGO, ILL.

MAIN OFFICE
PADUCAH, KY.

standard for 37 Years

CoVlsl Saw Machinery
The machine shown will automatically
sharpen band resaws from l" to 6"

wide, and it is not necessary to touch
the saws after they come off the
machine.

t! \'9mu iWLmmmMMnfi^im*

COVEL MFG. CO., Benton Harbor, Mich.

OAK FLOORING

Kiln-

Dried

Polislied

HARDWOOD LUMBER

& MFC. CO.
5A RDIS
S^ MISS. ^

Hollow

f^ Backed
and

Bundled

MOUND CITY, ILL., adjoining Cairo, 111.

CHICAGO OFFICE— 1423 Monadnock Bldg.

^Hardwood Lumber
ALL GRADES AND THICKNESSES

Oak and Ash Our Specialty

VENEERS Sawed, Quartered White Oak
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Review and Outlook
General Market Conditions

Two FACTOKS HAVE SERIOUSLY MILITATED against favor-

iil)le developments in connection with the lumber business in gen-

eral. One is the continued hesitancy of the railroads on account of

the postponement of the requested five per cent increase, and the other

is the horrible weather conditions which have prevailed all over the

country for several weeks past. This inclement weather has been felt

hv Inisincss in general and naturally the lumber business has been

..ih' of the most serious sufferers. Factories have been shut down,

Imilding construction suspended, shipments tied up and the general

trade has been pretty much demoralized. In fact, considering the

peculiar winter which we have passed through, and its persistent fol-

lowing along into the spring months, it is no wonder that the lumber

trade has not been as brisk as had been expected.

The business situation in general is maintaining about the same

status that has been in evidence for some little time. There is

gradually developing a strengthening of confidence in all lines, with,

however, continued tightness in the money situation. The result has

been slow collections. In fact, one big concern in Chicago says that

up to a couple of weeks ago bankers have been compelling it to pay

seven per cent, and have only come down to a more favorable level

within that period. The railroads have also been mighty slow pay.

This, of course, has had its own effect on business conditions, but as

suggested, the most serious factors have been the continued absence

of the railroads from the buying field, and the very serious weather

conditions.

As to the fust of these factors there is very little hope for any

material change for some months to come. The discussion as it has

developed at Washington has brought out factors which make it uncer-

tain which way the Interstate Commerce Commission's decision wUl

go, and it is a <'ertain thing that the railroads will not become active

buyers until the question is decided one way or the other. Therefore,

it remains to be seen whether they have been basing their claims on

false statements or not.

As to the second factor. It is reasonable to suppose that a more

favorable condition as to weather will make itself felt within a short

time. The result of this wUl be an opening up of building construc-

tion, resumption of normal transportation conditions, further activity

on the part of the factory trade, and a generally more favorable tone

in tho business situation. The lumber business of course is one of

the first to feel the results of bad weather, and such effect upon that

business is probably more serious than in any other line.

There is very little change so far noted in the export situation,

although reports from abroad indicate that on account of curtailment

in shipments of late, in some cases this, curtailment having affected
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s<'vi'nty-five per cent of the noniial shipments, the stocks generally

abroad are being somewhat cut ilown. This, of course, does not hold

good in all cases, but is jjrobably true on a general basis. The promise

is that on account of this curtailment the situation will shortly im-

prove, and normal shipments, with a fair level of prices, will prevail.

In the Liverpool market there is a continued over-plus of stocks

on hand, and the consignment shipments are continually in evidence

with their usual serious results, but on the whole a more favorable

indication can be expected from abroad within a reasonable period.

Up to a short time ago northern operators in hardwoods had prac-

tically given up hopes of getting out any kind of a normal production

this year on account of absolute absence of possible logging con-

ditions. In fact, it was predicted that in some cases the production

would be cut down to twenty-five per cent of normal. However, dur-

ing the last month-and-a-half the condition has very materially

changed, and with excellent logging conditions, a very fair quantity

of logs has been gotten in. Wood crews have been sent back into the

woods and all operations are being pushed to the utmost, and the

result will be that while stocks will be considerably below normal,

there will be a good quantity of northern hardwoods gotten out. As
a proof of the fact that the situation as regards northern hardwoods

will be strong this year, many of the northern mill owners have

already sold out their entire cuts.

With the rather less desirable condition prevailing in connection

with the southern hardwoods, this northern situation can be viewed

with satisfaction. The conditions will probably dovetail into each

other with the favorable result to the hardwood trade in general.

Reports from the Memphis territory indicate that logging con-

ilitions are excellent for the most i)art there, and that there will be a
good run in mills around Memi)his and the Delta territory. However,

there lias been no report of any great over plus of southern stocks as

yet, or at least there is no indication that there is any over-plus,

which will have a tendency to result in the general breaking of the

market. Of course, this does not mean that there has not been price-

cutting, but these have as a general thing resulted from accumula-

tions on the part of concerns who were desirous of turning over their

stocks quickly, being in need of immediate funds. These cases, how-

ever, are isolated, but have had their effect upon the average market.

As a general thing, large stocks continue to be held by strong con-

cerns who continue to refuse offers below what they think the items

are worth.

There has been a very apparent increase in the inquiry all over the

country for all items of hardwoods. This does not mean that actual

buying his increased, but indicates that the buyers have come to

realize that there is a probability of prices going up materially in

the near future, and they are using this means of feeling out the
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trade to find out exactly just what the situation is and what the pros-

pects are for the immediate future.

As stated before, responsible producers have refused orders for

large lots for future shipments, and this feeling out is probably to

determine whether these refusals will continue. It, however, is a good

indication and unquestionably predicts that buyers realize the neces-

sity of stocking up in the near future. If this were not so, they cer-

tainly would not take the trouble to even feel out the market.

An illustration of the present trend of buying is seen in the case

of a large veneer concern which maintains a constant stock, adequate

to meet all orders for immediate shipment that might come in. It is

not the usual policy as prevails in the veneer business, and this con-

corn has made a specialty of orders of this kind. It keeps an enor-

mous stock of veneers in its warehouses, and states that while the

veneer business in general has not been in any too good condition

for some little time, its business has been maintained on a better

level during the easing up of the general veneer situation of late

than it has ever attained before, which of course, is conclusive proof

that the majority of the orders for veneer stock have been for imme-

diate shipment and of a moderate size.

Generally speaking, continued optimism reigns in all lines, and

there is certainly every indication that the return of spring weather,

accompanied by the opening up of building and other operations, will

see the situation shaping up into a much more favorable condition.

The Cover Picture

APBEAK OF THE FOREST forms the central figure of the

cover picture which illustrates this issue of Hardwood Record.

Two venerable trees, a sycamore and a red oak stand side by

side, and one of the oak's large limbs is firmly grafted into the

body of the sycamore. The limb which joins the two trees has

sent out no branches, but apparently it is wholly oak, and re-

ceives no sap from the sycamore. The photograph was recently

made on Lick Creek, Madison County, Indiana, by Huron H.

Smith, of the Field Museum of Natural History, Chicago.

The two trees are vigorous and seem good for a century more,

at least, if left to the course of nature. It may be observed that

the two trees lean away from each other. That is not due to an

accident, but illustrates a law of vegetable growth, that plants

will incline toward the light. The shade of each tree repelled the

other. It is a force which has been acting since the trees were

seedlings, as is evidenced by the regular angle which measures

their separation. Had they grown in a forest so dense that there

was no more light on one side than on the other, the chances are

that they would have grown side by side, with no tendency to

lean away from each other.

The process by which the oak limb became grafted into the

sycamore's trunk is a matter for speculation. It is doubtful if it

is a true graft, with an exchange of sap between the two trees;

but probably resulted in another way. Perhaps the oak limb,

when both trees were small, lay across the sycamore's trunk and

the wood gradually grew over it and cut off the circulation of

sap beyond, causing death to that portion.

The remarkable thing is that the -stub of the oak limb should

remain alive so long after wholly deprived of its leaves. Usually,

if a limb is cut off some distance from the trunk, and no sprouts

come out, the stub will die. That is because no sap can circulate

through it. Leaves stimulate, if they do not wholly cause, the

movement of sap. Deprive a tree of its leaves, as when cater-

pillars defoliate it, and it will surely die, if the defoliation is re-

peated a few times.

The stub of the limb connecting the tw-o trees in the picture

has had no leaves for many years, yet it is alive and apparently

it has grovm about the same as other portions of the tree which

have retained their leaves. The tree food (sap sent down from

the leaves) which has caused the stub's growth, evidently has

made its way into the stub from the trunk of the oak. It has gone

upward from the trunk into the stub, which is contrary to the

usual movement which is from the leaves downward through the

twigs and along the limbs to the trunk.

Be that as it may, the living limb connecting the two trees of

different species, is something more than a curiosity. It involves,

if it does not controvert, some of the commonly-accepted prin-

ciples of plant growtli.

Outlook for Veneers

INQUIRIES sent out the first of the year by Hardwood Record

have brought replies from hundreds of prominent users of

veneers in this country, as to how their demands for stock this

year will compare with last. The replies have been tabulated

and analyzed. Taken as a whole their tone is decidedly one of

encouragement. Most of the manufacturers expect to use more

veneer stock the coming year than in the year recently closed.

The indicated increase is not large in every instance, but the

tendency is upward and there is general hopefulness. The woods-

which show the largest increase in requirements are oak, ma-

hogany, basswood, red gum, Circassion walnut, birch, and chest-

nut. Increase in a smaller degree is indicated for yellow poplar,

black walnut, ash, and maple.

It is the tendency rather than the actual increase that is the

chief encouraging feature. "Faith without works is dead" holds

as true in the veneer business as anywhere else. The users not

only have faith that business will be better, but they convert their

faith into the works by preparing to do more business. A mere

desire for better things will not necessarily amount to anything,

since the desire is ever present; but expectation is a positive

force in causing things to happen, and the users of veneers un-

questionably have the requisite expectation at this time.

Example of Overproduction

THE ANNOUNCEMLENT IS MADE that the lumber cut in

Washington and Oregon in 1913 aggregated 7,760,000,000 feet

board measure. This is an estimate based on statistics of the

logs cut last year in those states, returns for which have been

compiled. The statistics were collected bj- the state foresters of

Washington and Oregon, cooperating with H. B. Oakleaf of the

United States Forest Service. It is not apparent that the gov-

ernment has authorized any report concerning the lumoer cut in

those states in 1913; but the above figures have been published

by the West Coast Lumberman, at Seattle, and it is assumed that

they are approximately correct.

The cut of lumber in the two states in 1912 was 6,016,000,000.

The 1913 cut is twenty-eight per cent larger. This does not look

much like curtailment of output, about which there has been so

much talk. It does not resemble a halt in production until the

markets can work off accumulated supplies, thereby permitting

prices to recover. It is well known that there are sawmills enough

in the country, and timber enough, to increase the lumber cut

to proportions larger than any past year has shown, not excepting

the banner year of 1907; but the business judgment of lumbermen

generally has been that it would simply demoralize the market

to overload it, and that loss and hard times would follow.

The Pacific coast lumbermen do not seem to fear overproduction,

if their sentiments may be deduced from their actions. They do

not expect to use any great quantity of their lumber at home,

but count on selling it east of the Rocky Mountains and in for-

eign countries. It doubtless suits them very well when eastern

mills hold down production; for it affords a chance to run western

lumber in. There are some people, however, who may question the

correctness of the ethics of the western lumbermen who increase

their cut while the millmen in the East and South act on the

theory that the good of all will be conserved by holding down the

output until business conditions improve.

It looks as if the eastern and southern lumbermen have been

left "holding the sack" for the western "snipe-hunters."

Apparently an Opportunity

THE GENERAL M.\NAGER of a big southern corporation which

turns out a great deal of gum recently made the observation

that, in his opinion, it would pay gum manufacturers to organize
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a roraanufacturing plant of their own, which would not only- guar-

antee gnni trim being put in first-class shape, but would eliminate

the possibility of unfair prices being asked for this class of com-

modity. This man said that he had recently been talking witli the

head of a Chicago concern which makes a business of contracting

for the furnishing of the material for interior finish. The lumber-

man saiil he had asked the interior finish man why he did not devote

some attention to gum. The reply was that there was no apparent

logic in doing so when he could give satisfaction with other woods

at much lower prices.

He stilted that in Chicago ho would have to pay in the neighbor-

hood of about $80 for rtd gum trim, whereas he could secure other

satisfactory woods for ouch better figures. The lumberman made

the observation that there is a vast difference between this $80 and

the approximate figure of $28 which would be realized by the lum-

berman for the material which he furnished to the trim manufacturer.

The first suggestion, however, is the most desirable one, and it

really seems that the idea is excellent, although, of course, there

will be wrinkles which would have to be ironed out before it could

be put to practical application. The purpose of such a factory should

not be to disrupt the market and to enter into any unfair compe-

tition with already well established interior finish plants, but would

be, on the other hand, as suggested, merely that the advocates and

manufacturers of red gum should have a dependable medium through

which to market their wood to the consuming trade, and be abso-

lutely assured of perfect attention. The prime object would be a

sort of advertising proposition for reil gum. Tliat is, by insuring

a perfect product and perfect installment and care, the real possi-

bilities of the wood would be more adequately brought out.

Of course, such an organization could not attempt to arbitrarily

unilersell the goods of old, established concerns, for obvious reasons.

Jfevertheless, there is no reason why such a plant could not be made

a paying proposition, purely from a direct business standpoint. In

addition, its direct value to gum manufacturers should be very

considerable.

In Lieu of the Five Per Cent Increase

A PROMINENT HARDWOOD MAN has mailc a suggestion iu

connection with the argument, pro and con, regarding the pro-

posed five per cent increase in general freight rates. He suggests

that the railroads can better recoup their losses, if they are sus-

taining losses, or can increase their revenue by earning that increase

through a limited time service, charging ten per cent bonus over

established rates on a regular form schedule for freight service.

For instance: He says that if a railroad will guarantee to deliver

a car on an unloading track at Detroit or Chicago in six days or

less from Cincinnati, it would earn this bonus, and that in case of

failure to do so only the present rate would be assessed.

This lumberman avers that two-thirds of the shipments could be

sent on this quick-service plan, and that the returns to the railroads

would more than compensate for any shortage in rates which they

might reasonably claim.

It is, of course, impossible to state whether or not the idea is

based on sound and substantial facts, and whether it would actually

work out in practice. It is unquestionably a fact, however, that an

express freight service for all freight shipments would be welcome

and would actually be used a great deal if it could be maintained

on an efficient basis. It is a question as to whether or not shippers

would be willing to pay as high a bonus as ten per cent, except in

unusual cases.

Hardwood Record does not suggest that this matter be gone into

thoroughly in connection with the discussion of the proposed increase,

but merely presents the idea as an offering from one of its sub-

siribers.

One Line of Development in the South

ON \ARIOUS OCCASIONS Hardwood Record has observed that

it would be entirely logical for woodworking plants to establish

themselves in various parts of the southern hardwood producing

territory. H.vrdwood Record has argued that there is no logical

reason for shipping the products of the forests north in raw state

under the heavy freight rate, remanufacturing them into various

lines of finished articles and paying an additional freight item to

get them back into the rapidly developing southern market again.

It has called attention to this particular circumstance in connection

with the manufacture of mahogany into various Uncs of high-grade

furniture, and the possibilities for such manufacture in New Orleans

<ind other southern sections.

It has been particularly gratifying to note the rapidity with which

this condition is developing throughout the entire South. Prac-

tically every week there is a notice of the incorporation of some

kind of woodworking factory in the heart of some big hardwood

producing center in some southern state. Thus it would seem that

the proposition is working out to an entirely logical conclusion.

The woodworking man has come to the conclusion that he could

not profitably import his raw material, remanufacture it and ship

it south again on a basis that would be entirely satisfactory. He
has further realized the rapidly developing possibilities in the devel-

oping markets of the South itself, and the chances for establishing

a satisfactory trade direct through removing his operations, or re-

establishing himself in some prominent center in the Southland.

These new enterprises cover all sorts of endeavors imder the

general woodworking head, and give conclusive proof that the wood-

workers are alive to their opportunities and that the southern market

as it exists today is offering some unusually good opportunities in

the way of developing trade.

Wood's Place in Building

As A BUILDING MATERIAL wood lias ii phue which no sub-

stitute can fill as well. No one claims that lor all kinds of

buildings wood is the best, nor that it is suitable for all structures;

but there are many places which nothing else can fill so well as wood.

The Chicago Record Herald of March 1 contained a long article

in which wood was unfairly knocked. The article's tone, argument
and conclusion indicate that it was written in the interest of brick

manufacturers. Prospective builders were advised to use brick, be-

cause they are asserted to be more durable than wood, and because

the upkeep of a brick house is less than of one built of lumber.

The reasoning overshoots the mark. A brick house may stand

longer than one of wood, but even that will not hold in all cases.

The walls of many a brick building crack, sag, crumble, and become
unsightly, while those of a wooden house hold their own. It is

largely a matter of soUdity in building and care afterwards. There
are wooden buildings in this country about as old as any of brick,

and they look fully as well. There are many frame houses in New
England dating long before the Revolution, and they are good j'et,

and instead of deteriorating with age they have become more vener-

able and more attractive. The Hancock house at Lexington, Mass.,

and the house at Concord with the bullet holes in the walls, made
April 19, 1775, are examples. There are scores of others.

But durability is not the only point to consider in building a
residence. It is not the chief point. Few men build a house with

the idea that it will be sheltering somebody one hundred or four

hundred years hence. They build for themselves and for use during

their own lives and their children's lives, perhaps; but what interest

have they in erecting a landmark for some future archaeologist to

examine? If that is the purpose, why not construct a heap of

earth, as the mound builders did? It is admitted that an earth

mound will long outlast wood, brick, or even stone.

That is not, however, entitled to consideration as serious argument.
Houses are built for present use and for a reasonable time in the

future. With this object in view, no material equals wood, within

certain proper limits, ami those 'imits are pretty broad. Wood has

a beauty which other materials cannot approach. It is capable of

infinite variety. It will conform to tastes. It satisfies where dull,

monotonous brick walls only irritate and aggravate. It is a finish

for the outside and within. Its soft colors appeal like the tones of

a Persian rug. The influence can be felt, can be appreciated, can
be enjoyed, but cannot be described.

These are some of the objects in view when a man builds his

residence of wood. He may be a little selfish in not caring much
about what is going to happen in three hundred years; but he does
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care what is going to Imppcn wliile lie lives and while ho and his

family occupy the liouse. He builds it to use, to enjoy. He con-

structs something which he knows will be satisfactory. If he is

able to stand the expense, he may indulge his tastes with the richest

woods of the tropics, and combine colors without number; but if his

means are moderate, he still has the pick of the wealth which this

country 's forests afford. A wooden house may be cheap enough

for any man, or expensive in the highest degree. Enough carving

may be put on a single panel to pay for the brick to build a flat.

The argument whidi is advanced to the effect that builders should

use brick because that material will not burn is without much merit

so far as residences, particularly suburban residences, are concerned.

If a fire starts in a brick house the building is apt to be ruined.

How much better is it to have a few cracked and blackened walls

left standing after a fire than to have a frame house completely

consumed? The fire risk has some weight in city blocks, where fires

are apt to spread into conflagrations; but the argument loses nearly

all of its force when applied to the isolated house. It is even over-

worked in the city block, for slow-combustion structures of wood

have many a time proved superior to steel and concrete.

References to buildings of brick and stone in countries across the

sea are poor arguments against the use of wood in this country.

It would be as appropriate to cite the bark clothes of the Papuans

as an argument against the use of wool cloth in this country. The
Europeans use so little wood because they have so little. When they

had plenty they used much; and there are wooden houses in England

now standing and in good condition that are not only three times

as old as any brick house in America, but older than any brick

building in England.

Gifford Pinchot's New Book
ANEW BOOK has been written by Gifford Pinchot, and pub-

lished by the J. B. Lippineott Company, Philadelphia. It

is a small volume and can be read in two hours, but the reader

will likely pick it up again from time to time and spend several

other hours with it. The title is
'

' The Training of a Forester. '

'

It is important that the title be clearly understood; otherwise

some might infer that the book is a treatise on forestry. It is

not that. Its subject is the forester, not the forest. Its reading

is worth two hours of the time of any business man who deals

with men—who gives orders or takes orders.

Gifford Pinchot was formerly United States forester. While

strictly speaking, he was not the founder of the Forestry Bureau

of the Government, he was its organizer and builder. He took

it when it amounted practically to nothing, and made it one of

the most eflScient machines for the transaction of business that

has ever existed anywhere. He was a marvelous organizer. He
gathered about him a corps of men who were able to work with

the minimum of '

' lost motion. '
' He would not permit a man

•to do what a cheaper man could do as well. He demanded that

every man put his efforts into the highest-class work he was

capable of doing, and to waste no time with details which he

could leave to another. Theodore Eoosevelt on more occasions

than one publicly acknowledged his indebtedness to Pinchot for

suggestions, ideas, and plans.

The book just published deals with the training of a forester,

but much of it applies equally well to the training of any other

business man. Of the forestry student Mr. Pinchot says: "To
stand well at graduation is or ought to be far less the object of

a forester's training than to stand well ten or twenty years

after graduation." Students of things other than forestry could

profit by remembering that suggestion.

The following quotation from the book will appeal particularly

to lumbermen: "The forester cannot succeed unless he under-

stands the problems and point of view of his country, and that

is the reason why foresters from other lands were not brought

into the United States in the early stages of the forest movement.

At that time practically no American foresters had yet been

trained, and the great need of the situation -was for men to do

the immediately pressing work. Foresters from Germany, France,

Switzerland, and other countries could have been obtained in

abundant numbers and at reasonable salaries. They were not

invited to come because, however well trained in technical forestry,

they could not have understood the habits and thoughts of our

l)eople.'

'

Speaking of men generally, the author says: "In my experience,

men differ comparatively little in mere ability, in the quality

of the mental machine through which the spirit works. Nine
times out of ten, it is not ability which brings success, but
persistence and enthusiasm, which are usually, but not always,

the same as vision and will. We all have ability enough to do
the thiniis which lie before us, but the man with the will to

keep everlastingly at it, and the vision to realize the moaning
and value of the results for which he is striving, is the man
who wins in nearly every case."

The spirit in which a man should go into a good fight and
stay in it is thus spoken of: "It is inevitable that the forester

must meet discouragements, cheeks, and delays, as well as periods

of smooth sailing. He shbuld expect them and be prepared to

iliscount them when they come. When they do come, I know
of no better way of reducing their bad effects than for a man
to make allowance for his own state of mind. He who can stand

off and look at himself impartially, realizing that he will not feel

tomorrow as he feels today, has a powerful weapon against the

temporary discouragements which are necessarily met in any work
that is really worth while. Progress is always in spirals, and
there is always a good time coming. There is nothing so fatal to

good work as that flabby spirit under which some weak men try

to hide their inefficiency—the spirit of 'AVhat's the use?' "

The point of contact between the forester and the men with

whom he must deal is thus explained: "The practical men with

whom the forester must do his work—lumbermen, cattlemen,

sheepmen, settlers, forest users of all kinds—are often very much
his superiors in usable knowledge of the details of their work.

Their opinions are entitled to the most complete hearing and

respect. There is no other class of men from whose advice the

forester can so greatly profit if he chooses to do so. He is

superior to them, if at all, only in his technical knowledge, and

in his broader point of view wTiich he has derived from his

professional training. It is of the first importance that the

young forester should know these men, should learn to like and

respect them, and that he should get all the help he can from

their knowledge and practical experience.

The following quotation is one in which most men of large

affairs will agree with Mr. Pinchot: "There is no more valuable

subordinate than the man to whom you can give a piece of work
and then forget about it, in confident expectation that the next

time it is brought to your attention it will come in the form of

a report that the thing has been done. Wlien this master quality

is joined to executive power, loyalty, and common sense, the

result is a man whom you can trust. On the other hand, there

is no greater nuisance to a man heavily burdened with the direc-

tion of affairs than the weak-backed assistant who is continually

trying to get his chief to do his work for him, on the feeble

plea that he thought the chief would like to decide this or that

himself. The man to whom an executive is most grateful, the

man whom he will work hardest and value most, is the man who
accepts responsibility willingly, and is not continually under

his feet. But the wisdom of letting a good man alone is no less

commonly understood. It is sometimes as important for the

superior officer not to worry his subordinate with useless orders

as it is for the subordinate not to harass his superior with

useless questions. Let a good man alone. Give him his head."

It is now announced that by a process of shredding, boiling and

treatment of refuse with chemicals, a Frenchman has succeeded in

producing artificial wood which gives good results as planks, beams,

laths, mouldings, etc., of various sizes and shapes. The material

is worked like natural wood and is said to be especially adaptable

to the manufacture of match stems.
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Walnut Is Coming Back

It is interesting

to observe, in watch-

ing the g r a il 11 a 1

changes whiili con-

stanti)' are taking

place in the manu-

facture of various

styles and types of

furniture, the direct

reversals of demand

which liecome ap-

parent from time to

time, both as to

style and as to raw

material going into

such lines of manu-

facture. The fickle

consumer, who is

probably egged on

by the ambitious

manufacturer, that

gentleman being
anxious to stimulate

trade by creating a

reason for buying

new furniture, con-

stantly demands
something different.

VI.'^rAL EVIDENXE TH.AT THERE ARE STII.I. SOME OF' THE SO-C.A.LLED OLD-
FASHIONED WALNUT TREES TO DE HAT). A FINE SAMPLE FOUR FEET IN

DIAMETER. THERE -ARE PLENTY MORE LIKE IT.

in turning out this

particular character

of furniture, and he

has taken a chance

on making up this

style in mahogany.
It really seems a

pity that he has

been forced to labor

under this impres-

sion, as it is unques-

tionably a fact that

sufficient walnut is

available to take

care of all his re-

quirements, and then

leave plenty over for

next year. Thus, if

he had been closely

conver.sant with con-

ditions as they actu-

ally are, he would

liave turned out an

article in getting

out this particular

style of product
which would have

conformed absolutely

On the floors of the furniture exhibits each year are shown new
-lyles just as at the conventions of tailors, modi.stes, etc., are shoXvn

luMv styles of apparel.

The moilern business man, whether he is manufacturing clothes,

hats, automobiles, or furniture, is always striving for something

different with which to catch the eye of the prospective customer,

and this is probably as true in connection with the manufacture

of furniture as in any other line of business.

The changes in styles are unquestionably more rai)iil ami more

apparent than are the changes in actual woods use<l. This is true

because the former changes are more readily made than are the

latter and are more practicable to make. For instance: It is not

possible to change the kind of raw material used beyond a certain

number of woods, as there are but few woods qualified to be used

in high-grade furniture which can be secured in sufficient quantities

to make their use commercially possible. Thus the pendulum merely

swings in favor of one or the other of these woods from season to

season. In the piano trade, the piano manufacturer will one year

turn out goods running seventy-five per cent to walnut ami twenty-

five per cent to mahogany or other lines. The next year it will be

seventy-five per cent mahogany and twenty-five per cent walnut and

other woods. The followiiij> season, pcrhajjs, it will be evened up

between mahogany and walnut, with a smaller percentage of other

lines. The same condition is true, probably to a less varying extent,

with the furniture manufacturers, who are more closely confined to

the use of the same woods season after season than are piano

manufacturers. However, they do vary their requirements with

changes in styles, as the market for certain articles manufactured

from .specific raw materials seems to be specified.

It is a fact that in the manufacture of certain styles of furniture

a certain wooil is essentially proper and should be used. However,
it is not always possible for the furniture manufacturer to turn

out his goods made from that particular kind of wood, or at least

he does not think it is possible. As an instance of this, the sixteenth

century style of furniture calls essentially for black walnut, as that

particular kind of wooil was originally used for this ])articular

purpose. However, the furniture man has come to beliove that the

supply of this beautiful wooil was not adequate to meet his demands

to the requirements as specified by the connoisseur who not only keeps

in view what the requirements of the present are, but also what shows

to best advantage in old styles.

In this connection is shown a photograph that shouM go far to

refute the mistaken idea that the stand of the so-calle<l '

' old-

fashioned '

' black walnut trees is exhausted. This splendid specimen

towered high up to the first limb, and was fully four feet in diameter.

It has been manufactured by a prominent walnut concern. It

should be borne in mind that there are plenty of other such trees

still in existence, and that the price commanded by the product

of these trees is in no way exorbitant or prohibitive.

Olive Wood of Commerce
The wood of the olive (Olva europaea), especially the root part,

is beautifully clouded and veined, has an agreeable odor, and is

susceptible of a high polish which it retains. It is highly esteemed

for these reasons by cabinet-makers, by whom it is fashioned into

the finest work. It was of this wood, so haid and lasting and of

such fine grain, that the Greeks sculptured their divinities before

marble and ivory came into use. It is hard, heavy (about sixty

l)ounds per cubic foot), strong, rather brittle, very close and fine-

grained, and works and turns very easily, but splits badly or rather

crumbles under the knife. It is light yellowish-brown with irregu-

larly wavy dark lines and mottlings, especially near tlic root, imd

often resembles boxwood, but it is not so hard.

The pores, which are evenly distributed throughout, are very

small and not visible to the unaided eye. The pith rays are very

narrow, and cannot be seen on a radial or transverse surface ex-

cejit under the hand lens. The wood is used chiefly in turnery and
carving for small articles, souvenirs, fancy boxes, paper knives,

pen holders, etc. The olive wood is imported into Birmingham,

England, where it is used so commonly for making mementoes of

the Holy Lan.I.

The principal source of suiqdy of olive wood is in southern

Europe, but in recent years a good deal of the wood used in this

country was obtained in southern California, where the olive is

now extensively cultivated.
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The Lumbermen s Round Table M
ONE-FACE GOOD LUMBER

It has been a uotieeable fact tliat iiiauj' limilieiirn'M liavo taken

advantage of the ability of consumers to use lumber with refer-

ence to one side only, and have been specializing in the sale of

oue-faco firsts and seconds. There seems to be no possible ob-

jection against this description, and on the other hand, many argu-

ments in favor of selling it on that basis.

In the case of a table-top, or furniture case-work, or interior

finish, or any number of commodities that might be mentioned,

only one side is e.xposed. The consumer does not care what is on

the worse side, so long as the material which is exposed is clear.

Consequently there is neither rhyme nor reason in his paying for

lumber that is clear on both sides, when but one face is to be seen

in actual use.

The description of the lumber as one-face firsts and seconds is

different from the term select, even where a definite select grade is

provided for in the rules. A select board is good on one side, of

course, but the usual provision is that the worse side shall not be

below a No. 1 common. In the special grade referred to, the other

side may be anything whatever, and as nobody cares how many

defects it carries this seems an equitable arrangement.

Certainly the plan is a good one for the consumer, who gets

what is to all intents and purposes good lumber for less than firsts

and seconds prices, and for the lumberman, who can select his

common stock so as to make good lumber out of it, as far as one

face only is concerned. And, be it noted, this selection means

service to the consumer, for which the latter should certainly be

willing to pay.

IT ALL DEPENDS
The present popularity of mahogany, and the fact that poplar,

in point of price, is far below the place it occupied in the heydey

of the panel poplar craze, makes the following stor3', told by a

man who knows, seem almost beyond the limit of credibility; but

it happened, nevertheless, and only goes to show that everything

is relative, and that there are few hard and fast, unchangeable

standards by which to measure quality.

"During the time when wide poplar was sky-hooting," said this

lumberman, "we were selling a good deal of our stock abroad.

There was quite a scarcity of panel stock, as everj'body recalls, and

at one time poplar was selling on the other side around the $100-

mark. I have in my files a letter from our Liverpool representa-

tive stating that owing to the high price and scarcity of panel

poplar, some manufacturers in England were 'substituting' ma-

hogany for it.

'
' Our friends in the mahogany trade may think that this is a

case of stretching the long bow, but it actually happened. The

substitution of mahogany for poplar was not of course an index

of their relative intrinsic values; and yet people are too likely to

judge values by price, rather than by an examination of the wood

itself.
'

'

TEACHING THE YOUNG IDEA

Speaking of mahogany reminds one that those engaged in its

manufacture and sale have played their cards intelligently, and

have carefully cultivated the demand until it is a steady, depend-

able thing; and now mahogany is a staple which could hardly be

dislodged from a permanent position of popularity by any im-

aginable means.

One of the methods recently used by a large concern in that

field is suggestive of the careful thought given to the entire sub-

ject of stimulating the demand. The company has been sending

to manual training schools supplies of mahogany at a figure below

the market, in order to get the boys to working in that wood. The

advantage of winning friends for their product among the young-

sters now growing up is undoubted; while on the other hand, it

must be remembered that in many cases furniture which the
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school-boys make goes liomo, to be used and admired by the family.

If many pieces are of maliogany, it is almost certain that the sug-

gestion to buy other pieces made of that material will be pre-

sented so strongly as to have a decided effect on consumption.

Most lumbermen have taken demand as a matter of course. The

mahogany people have consciously fostered theirs. There's usually

a reason for a big success of that kind.

DISCOVERING THE TRADE JOURNAL
One good result flowing from the co-operative work done by

lumber associations along the lines of educating the public to the

value of their special commodities, is that the trade journal has

been re-discovered in the process of studj-ing mediums and dis-

cussing methods of getting results.

Associations which have worked up interesting and worth while

things to say, have found that their publication in the trade jour-

nals has brought unexpectedly good results, showing that readers

of the trade press have only been waiting for an opportunity to

respond.

This has encouraged individual manufacturers, who formerly be-

lieved in the "standing card" and yet grumbled good-naturedly

now and then because they didn't get results, to take more pains

with their copy. Such effort almost invariably produces a very

desirable efi'ect, either increasing sales or making sales easier to

accomplish than previously.

On the outside, advertising agencies, which were once content

to announce that they handled publicity in "newspapers, maga-

zines, street cars and outdoors," now add "and trade journals,"

to the list, knowing that people have become interested in that

method of getting publicity.

Those among the lumbermen who have been making proper use

of space in the trade journals have known the truth of the situa-

tion all along; but others are only now discovering the proposition,

and seeing things in their true light. And the discovery will help

everybody.

WALNUT IN THE MUSIC TRADES

Indications that black walnut is to resume its ^rightful place

among domestic consumers of hardwoods, and to be properly fea-

tured in the manufacture of furniture, interior finish and other

important lines, have recalled the fact that the music trades have

always been strongly in favor of the use of the wood.

Many piano manufacturers have continued to give prominence to

cases made of that kind of material, even though they knew that

the pianos would have to make their way by sheer beauty and in

spite of lack of accord with their surroundings of house-finishing

and furniture. The vogue of early English and mission styles,

however, helped the use of dark woods of all kinds, and has made

it easier to maintain the use of walnut in that business.

It is also said that the talking-machine manufacturers are ad-

mirers and supporters of walnut, and that they are planning to

feature it with mahogany and oak in the production of their cases.

If walnut has ever been out of fashion, it seems to be certain that

it is coming back with a rush; and it deserves all that may ever be

said of it as to quality.

STUDY THE FACTORY END
A hardwood flooring man recently told with great glee of a

solicitor for a liability insurance company who opened the inter-

view by saying, "What kind of machinery do you use in this

plant?"

"That chap," said the flooring man, "may have thought that

he could expose the densest of ignorance without prejudicing his

case; but I certainly don't believe in giving business to people

who haven't the slightest conception of my requirements."

This was a good point; yet how many hardwood lumbermen can

go into a consuming factory and discuss the peculiar requirements

of the manufacturer with the same familiarity they exact of the
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insurance, railroad or machinery man with reference to their own
proposition?

True, many consumers discourage discussions along that lino;

but at the same time, the more the lumberman knows about the

inside of the factory, the better he can serve it. The manufac-

turers and the lumbermen oufjlit to get toi;ether on this proposition.

R£D GUM IN DISGUISE

Bed gum, unfortunately, is one of the best substitutes in the

world. It is as good as birch in this respect, and its versatility

iu looking like other woods is giving it an undesirable reputation.

That is to say, gum is a wood which has qualities sufficiently

good to entitle it to a place among other high-grade woods in the

furniture, interior finish and other trades, on its own merits; and

putting it out in disguise, as it were, is causing it to be regarded

as a good material merely for imitative purposes.

Gum is used in interior finish to represent anything from

walnut to mahogany. Furniture manufacturers are using it stained

as mahogany, and are likewise taking figured gnm and working it

up in connection with Circassian walnut. Some figured gum is

being put out to consumers under the name of Circassian.

There is no reason why this should be. Red gum, when figured,

has a most pleasing appearance, and even without figure shows up

nicely in its natural color. Manufacturers of gum would do well,

if they expect it to bring prices such as were predicted until a

short time ago, to encourage its use as gum, and not simply as a

handy substitute for everything else under the sun.

ON KNOWING THE TRADE

The average sawmill man has very little idea as to the ultimate

use to which the lumber he cuts is put. He probably sells to

jobbers to a large extent, and even if he sells direct to consumers

he seldom studies the factory end of the business in order to see

just how the lumber is handled and why one grade is used rather

than another. That this lack of knowledge of the consuming

industries is a handicap can hardly be denied, for it is mainly by

studying the needs of his customers that the modern business man
is winning the way to success.

In striking contrast with this system are the methods used by
a largo mahogany house, which sends members of its official staff

not only to all of the leading markets in this country, but abroad,

for the sole purpose of getting a line on the conditions which go

to make the market. It has a survey of the consuming interests

of the world constantly before it, and it governs its operations

from taking out logs in the forests of Yucatan or Africa to operat-

ing its manufacturing plants, according to the results of the first-

hand investigations which it conducts everywhere.

The average lumberman cannot, of course, make such an ex-

haustive study as this; but he should certainly make a point of

finding out everything that it is possible for him to know regard-

ing the possible uses to which bis product is being put.

ADVANTAGE OF VENEERED WORK
One of the greatest difficulties connected with manufacturing

solid tops for use in furniture manufacturing is making invisible

joints. In fact, it might almost be said that there is no such thing

as a joint which cannot be easily detected without the aid of

glasses. Some of the manufacturers of extremely high-grade

furniture—who say, by the way, that their material cost is only

two or three per cent of the total cost of the finished article

—

assert that their finishing is of such a nature that the presence of

the joint is absolutely hidden, so that it is impossible to notice

it. But this is not the rule.

The use of veneered tops, correctly matched and properly glued

up, gets rid of this trouble, because it is much easier to get a

proper joint when veneers are used than when solid material is

glued together. Open joints are found in veneered work occasion-

ally, it is true, but it is also true that, taken by and large, veneered

tops are seldom found defective in this respect. The improved

appearance of the veneered work on this score alone, not to

mention the better matching that is possible through the use of

thin stock for face work, ought to be a strong selling argument

for the veneer manufacturers.
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ASSUMPTION or RISK BY EMPLOYS
The mere fact that an employe has notified his foreman of a

defect in appliances used by him, such as a defect in tongs used

in logging operations, does not make the employer liable for injury

resulting from such defect unless the employe remained at work

in reliance upon assurance that the defect would be promptly re-

paired. Unless he relied upon any such promise, he assumes the

risk of continuing his work with a defective appliance. (Texas

Court of Civil Appeals, Jones vs. Walker County Lumber Company,

1G2 Southwestern Reporter 420.)

UNLAWFUL LABOR UNION AGREEMENT
An agreement whereby carpenters and joiners bin.l themselves

to refuse to work on any job where trim or finish made in a non-

union shop is used is violative of the Federal anti-tru.st law, if it

involves interstate transactions. (United States District Court,

Southern District of New York, Irving vs. Neal, 209 Federal Re-

porter 471.)

BREACH OF AGREEMENT TO LEASE LAND
One who broke an agreement to lease land lor use as wagon works

is liable in damages to the wagon works company for the excess

of the value of the use of the premises for the agreed term above

the rental price agreed upon. (Georgia Court of Appeals, Williams

Wagon Works Company vs. Gunn, 80 Southeastern Reporter 668.)

SCOPE OF EMPLOYER'S LIABILITY POLICY
A policy induninifyiug a liinibcr conijiany against injury to "saw-

mill" employes did not cover accidents to mill hands while drilling

an artesian well for use iu connection with the mill. (Louisiana

Supreme Court, Rust Lumber Company vs. General Accident, Fire

& Life Assurance Corporation, 64 Southern Reporter 122.)

INACCXJRACY IN MECHANIC'S LIEN STATEMENT
Tlie Minnesota Supreme Court has just held that a niolianic's lien

for building materials furnished by a lumber company was not

rendered invalid through the fact that the property was misdescribed

in the lien statement, where it appeared that the lot described and

that upon which the building was actually constructed were both

owned by the same person and together constituted part of the

inclosure appurtenant to the dwelling house constructed. (Atlas

Lumber Company vs. Dupuis.)

ACCIDENT TO SAWMILL EMPLOYE
A sawmill employe was guilty of lontributory negligence in at-

tempting to cross a live roller bed to avoid an ajiproaching plank,

where he could have easily avoided the plank by jumping to one

eide, and therefore he is not entitled to recover for consequent injury

to his foot which was carried by a roller through an opening into a

paw. (Louisiana Supreme Court, Patterson vs. Germain-Boyd Lum-
ber Company, C) Southern Reporter 930.)

INDEFINITE CONTRACTS UNENFORCEABLE
A contract employing plaintiff to cut timber was too indefinite to

be enforced by him, if it did not show how much timber was to be

cut, when the work was to be done, where the logs were to be de-

livered, or how nuK'h equipment was to be furnished by the employer.

(Georgia Supreme Court, Prior vs. Hilton & Dodge Lumber Company,

80 Southeastern Reporter 5.')9.)



•^ Traffic Matters Around Memphis -5^
It is announced that a number of jiroiiiincnt linriluiincl

lumber manufacturers in Mississippi luive filed a petition with the
Interstate Commerce Commission, styled the Bellgrade Lumber
Company et al. vs. the Illinois Central and Yazoo & Mississippi
Valley roads, through which it is sought to make the rates in

etfeet on gum applicable to oak and all other hardwoods. About a
year ago the oomnii.ssion allowed the roa<Is in question to advance
rates on hardwoods trom Memphis to New Orleans to twelve cents
per hundred pounds but stipulated in the order that the rate on gum
from points south of the main line of the Southern Railway in

Mississippi to New Orleans should be only ten cents, and that from
points north of the main line of the same road and south of the
Mississipi)i state line should be only eleven cents. The i)resent
petition, which is being handled by the Southern Hardwood Traf-
fic Bureau, through J. R. Walker, its attorney, with headquarters
in Washington, and J. H. Townshend, secretary-manager, with
offices in Memphis, is signed by a number of Mississippi firms, in-

cluding the following, in addition to the Bellgrade Lumber Com-
pany; Alexander Brothers, Belzoni, Miss.; Barr-Holaday Lumber
Company, Greenefield, O.; Darnell-Love Lumber Company, Leland,
Miss.; E. J. Darnell, Inc., Memphis and Batesville, Miss.; John
Dulweber Company, Cincinnati; Green River Lumber Company,
Memphis; Lamb-Fish Lumber Company, Charleston, Miss.; S. C.

Major Lumber Company, Memphis; Russe & Burgess, Inc., Mem-
phis; Tallahatchie Lumber Company, Phillip, Miss.; Taylor & Crate,

Memphis; A. N. Thompson & Co., Memphis, and Ward Lumber
Company, Chicago.

After the filing of this petition, a meeting of the Southern Hard-
wood Traffic Bureau was held here at which it was decided that
an intervening petition should be filed asking that, when a hear-
ing was arranged in the case of the Bellgrade Lumber Company,
Memphis lumbermen should be given the privilege of presenting
evidence in favor of a rate of eleven cents on hardwood lumber of
all kinds from Memphis to New Orleans. This will be filed in the
name of the Anderson-Tully Company against the Illinois Central
and Yazoo & Mississippi Valley roads. As giving some idea of the
active interest taken in this matter, it may be stated that the
following well-known firms and individuals doing business here
have become parties to this intervening petition:

Anderson-Tully Company, Bennett Hardwood Lumber Company.
Chickasaw Cooperage Company, I. M. Darnell & Son Co., Darnell-
Love Lumber Company, Columbia Package Company, R. J. Darnell,
Inc., Dudley Lumber Company, F. T. Dooley Lumber Company,
Gayoso Lumber Company, C. S. Gladden, Goodlander-Robertson
Lumber Company, Green River Lumber Company, C. D. Hendrick-
son Lumber Company, C. M. Kellogg Lumber Company, Kennedy
Heading Company, May Brothers, Memphis Band Mill Company,
Memphis Hardwood Flooring Company, Memphis Veneer & Lumber
Company, McLean Hardwood Lumber Company, Mossman Lumber
Company, Moore & McFerrin, Nickey Brothers & Bass, Inc., Nickey
Sons & Co., Inc., Nolan Brothers Hardwood Lumber Company,
Russe & Burgess, Inc., James E. Stark & Co., J. V. Stimson Hard-
wood Company, P. F. Stone, Tennessee Hoop Company, James
Thompson Lumber Company, Tschudy Lumber Company, Vanden-
Boom-Stimson Lumber Company and the John M. Woods Lumber
Company.

The Memphis and Mississippi firms have joined hands on the
issues involved in this contest and believe that it will be possible
to secure the lower rates sought. It is pointed out that Memphis
is only a few miles above the Mississippi state line and that, if the
gum rate is applicable to oak and other hardwoods, giving a rate
of eleven cents to New Orleans, there is no reason why Memphis
Should have to pay one cent more for the additional haul. There
is a large amount of money involved in the contest and the fight

promises to be a rather strenuous one.

J. H. Townshend, secretary-manager of the bureau, is just in

receipt of information that the officials of the Louisville & Nash-

villi' road will shortly issue tariffs in conformity with the ruling

of the commission about a year ago dealing with transit arrange-

ments. The other roads affected immediately jmt in tariffs provid-

ing that refunds on shipments of logs could bo had regardless of
the kinds of logs shipped in or the kind of lumber shipped out.

The Louisville & Nashville, however, insisted on holding back
the refunds unless the recipient of gum logs shipped out gum
lumber. The bureau was preparing to file a petition with the

commission seeking to compel the compliance of the Louisville &
Nashville when this news was received. May Brothers, Nickey &
Sons Co., Inc., Nickey Brothers & Bass, Inc., the Memphis Veneer
& Lumber Co., and several other prominent firms here are directly

affected by the tariffs soon to be issued.

The printer has just completed the annual reports of the South-

ern Hardwood Traffic Bureau and copies of these can be had upon
application to the general offices of that body in Memphis.

J. H. Townshend has returned during the past few days from

Washington where he went to appear before the Interstate Com-
merce Commission in protest against the proposed advance of five

per cent in general freight rates. He and James E. Stark, one of

the board of governors of the Southern Hardwood Traffic Bureau,

were the representatives of this body before the commission. Mr.

Townshend is of the opinion that the commission will allow some

relief to the railroads but he doubts if this will come in the shape

of any general advance in freight rates, especially as affecting lum-

ber and forest products. He thinks that there will be new orders

covering the handling of business at the more important terminals,

switching charges, handling of reconsignments and other service

performed by the roads.

Logging Conditions Around Memphis
Prospects are a little more favorable for an adequate supply of

timber at Memphis and elsewhere in this territory. This is due

to the rise in the Mississippi and its tributaries and the conse-

quent more satisfactory stage for the handling of logs by water.

Rafting is now possible and the higher water is enabling log'

owners to reach timber that has heretofore been inaccessible..

The river mills have been put to their wits ' end to secure enough

timber to keep them in operation and they heartily welcome the

change. The river is some twenty feet lower than at this time

last year, but lumbermen in this city and section are much better

pleased with the current stage than with that of last year. There

are prospects of higher water in the near future, owing to the

heavy rains and snows in the upper valleys of the Mississippi,

Missouri and Ohio rivers, but nothing suggesting a repetition of

flood conditions prevalent during the spring of 1913 and 1912.

So far as rail receipts of timber are concerned, these show quite

a pronounced shrinkage compared with last year. The shortage

since January 1 is estimated at 700 to 800 cars, and an official

of the Valley Log Loading Company is authority for the state-

ment that the outlook is for smaller arrivals by rail in March this

year than during the same month in 1913. The winter, however,

has been quite open and a great deal of timber is being prepared

for shipment, with the result that prospects point to a heavier

movement after April 1 than was witnessed during the preceding

season. Altogether the mills are congratulating themselves on the

improved outlook in this respect.

Waiver of Delay in Delivery
A buyer 's acceptance of goods after the date when the seller has

contracted to deliver them waives any right to rescind the contract

on account of the delay, but does not prevent the buyer from making

a claim for damage resulting to him through the seller 's failure

to make the delivery within the stipulated time. (New York Su-

preme Court, Appellate Term; Molin vs. New York & Pennsylvania

Smokeless Coal Company; 145 New Y'ork Supplement 116.)
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The Country's Pulpwood Supply w
In Ji rori'iit inlilri'ss hv Raphael Zori of tho Fiirost t<or\ ice before

tho American Tulji aiul Taper Assoeiatioii iu Now York, the

otitlook of tlio pulp iutlustry iu this country was reviewed.

"Whatever the future use of wood may bo in tho construction

and buililiug trades,'' says Mr. Zon, "the use of wood in the

pulp and paper industry has been constantly on the increase,

and as far as our present knowledge goes, there is no substitute

that will take the place of wood in pul|> and paper making.

While there are many jdants the fibres of which are as well or

better adaj'ted to the manufacture of paper, there is no other

plant which is capable of producing cellulose so cheaply and so

compactly as the tree. No other plant can be grown on such a

large scale, nor in such adverse climates nor on such poor, rocky

soils as our northeastern spruce, hemlock, and balsam, which

are the chief sources of the juilp and paper industry. Practically

all of the substitutes for wood which have so far been suggested

are bulky, producing a short fibre and a small yield. These maj'

])0ssibly become important in paper making when the suitable

woods are no longer obtainable. Meanwhile the use of wood

in the pulp imiustry is increasing rapidly at the expense of all

other materials. Within the last ilecade alone, from 1899 to

1909, the use of wood in the manufacture of pulp has increased

from two to four million cords annually, an increase of_ 100 per

cent; this use is bound to increase in tho future, though probably

4 at the same rate as in the past. It has been estimated by
c Forest Service that by 1950 the amount of wood probably

needed each year for the pulp and i)aj)er industry will be in the

neighborhood of l(i,000,000 cords, or appro.xiniately four times the

present requirement. Of course all such estimates must be taken

with some grains of salt, as it is impossible to tell what the

actual demand may be; but judging from the variety of uses

now made of pulp and paper, and the rapid increase in output

which has taken place during the last ten years, these estimates

are probably sufficiently conservative."

The speaker went fully into the problem of growing wood for

pulp and showed that satisfactory returns could be expected.

Then turning to the matter of utilizing waste, and thereby

making present supplies go farther, he declared that he did not

know of any other wood-using industry that practices such close

utilization as the J>ulp and paper industry. Topwood, including

branches, is now being used by some pulp and pai>er manu-

facturers, especially in Pennsylvania, in sizes as small as two

inches outside bark at the middle of the stick, and the only

other competitors for the same kind of material are the acid

factories. The use for pulp of waste material left after lumbering

has recently been introducefl in i)arts of I'ennsylvania. Hemlock

tops and broken, defective logs aro peeled, cut into .5foot lengths,

piled in the woods, and sold by the cord. From 250,000 to 260,000

cords of slab wood and other soft mill waste are now consumed

every year for i)ulp. In 1908, hemlock formed forty-one per cent

of the sawmill waste used, and its average value was $4.07 per

cord, about two-thirds,that of hemlock cord wood in the round.

In Wisconsin, sawmills often sell their hemlock slabs to paper

mills for from two to three dollars i>er cord.

It has been estimated that the total stand of woods chiefly used

for pulp is ].'J0;000,000,000 board feet; of this 50,000,000,000 board

feet is spruce, 75,000,000,000 board feet hemlock, and 5,000,000,000

board feet balsam fir. These three sjiecies are now being cut for

both jmljiwood and lumber at a rate that should exhaust the

entire stand in about twenty five years, not counting the growth

of new timber on one hand nor the increasing demand for it on

the other.

This discouraging outlook, however, is not so black as it seems.

First some now growth is added on every year. Our wild woods,

poorly as they are stocked, burned, and overcut, are still pro-

ducing some new wood. Kven assuming that the increment on

the 1.'50,000,000,000 feet of standing timber is only one and one-

lialf I'cr ci'Mt, that would mean an annual increment of about

2,000,000,000 feet, or 1,000,000 cords, provided tho forest area

occupied by this timber is not being actually devastated. Con-

sidering, therefore, the entire spruce-bearing land of the North-

east and the Lake States, there is just enou;it timber produced

every year to maintain the present demand for pulpwood. The
pulp industry, however, is not the only one that lays claim on

this increment. As a matter of fact, the lumberman still uses

nearly three fourths of the entire cut of spruce, hemlock, and
balsam for lumber. Small as this increment is, still it con-

tributes to the prolongation of the present stand.

Mr. Zon discusses prol)able additional supplies which may be

had by bringing in species not now much used. Among such are

firs of tho western part of the United States. lodgepole pine

and Kngelmaun sj)ruce of the same region, and jack pine of the

northern part of the United States and Canada.

In addition to the conifers, there are still untouched supplies

of hardwood which grow within the same region as the spruce,

such as maple, beech, and birch, which are already finding use

in the manufacture of chemical |iu!p and paper.

Lightning and Forest Fires

Philosophers, sucalled, formerly spent much time in theorizing

how mankind procured the first fire. To those lazy thinkers it

seemed a great mystery; but if they had spent half as much time

in observation as they wasted in meditation, they might have

found something out. Lucretius thought man first obtained fire

from "hot ores," but neglected to explain what heated the ores.

Others thought trees rubbing together started the first fire; others

traced the origin to rolling stones; still others to sparks struck

from horses ' feet. Not one suggestion of lightning occurs any-

where in the literature of ancient times, unless the lines of an

old Greek poet may be so interpreted when he wrote: "With
sacrilegious hands Prometheus stole celestial fire and bore it down

from heaven."

Henry S. Graves, chief of the United States Forest Service, has

been conducting some investigations that would have caused

Lucretius, Pindar, Hesiod and the other dreamers to sit up and

take notice. He has collected statistics of forest fires in 1913,

and shows that more were set that year by lightning than were

caused by any other agency, not even excepting locomotives and all

other steam engines. That finding is remarkable. Nearly everj-

woodsman can recall an instance where a tree was fired by light-

ning; but few have supposed that no other agency equals light-

ning in the number of fires set.

Twenty-two states last year reported forests set on fire by

lightning; but of all regions in the whole country, California was

the worst. A single storm started a string of fires 750 miles long

in that state, extending along the mountains from Oregon to

Mexico. More than 700 separate fires were set in a brief period.

Tho situation was aggravated by the absence of rain during a

period of unusual electrical disturbance.

All the precautions which it is possible for man to take cannot

greatly lessen the danger of forests being set on fire by lightning;

but the consequent damage may be much decreased by being jeady

to fight. In time of peace prepare for war is the policy pursueil

by Forester Graves. He has his forces organized, his tools and

apparatus at strategic points, trails built and telephone lines

strung, and when lightning, locomotives, incendiaries, or campers

start a fire, the fighters converge from all sides to the point of

danger and usually win in a short time. The effectiveness of the

system is shown by the fact that half of the fires are extinguished

before they burn over a q\iartcr of an acre, and half of the re-

mainder before they spread over ten acres.

It is easy to see what the result would be if fires were left to

burn themselves out as formerly was the custom.
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National Wholesalers' Annual

The serious derangement in train schedules, and in fact, in some

cases the entire tying-up of traffic, seriously affected the attendance

at the twenty-second annual meeting of the National Wholesale Lum-

ber Dealers' Association held at the Iroquois hotel, Buffalo, on

Wednesday and Thursday, March 4-5. As a matter of fact, there

were only 200 in attendance at the opening session, and some of the

regular attendants did not succeed in reaching the convention at all.

The convention was called to order at 10:30 a. m. on Wednesday

by President N. H. Walcott. Mr. Walcott opened his remarks with

an expression of appreciation of the efforts of the respective com-

mittees of Buft'alo lumbermen and those representing the city of

Buffalo. He introduced John Sayles, personal representative of the

mayor, who extended the usual welcoming address. Mr. Sayles said

that they had various kinds of conventions, but that the National

Wholesale Lumber Dealers' Association was an organization which

the city was especially glad to welcome within its boundaries and

that they were very much gratified to have the opportunity of extend-

ing the full hospitality of the city. He paid a distinct compliment

to the mayor, and then in turn to the lumbermen in general, who, he

said, have shown themselves to be the most liberal, broad-minded and

clean-cut of business men and that they have always stood for the

best in public work, both municipally, state and federal.

Mr. Sayles then went on to describe the various features of Buffalo

which make it a desirable city in which to hold a convention. He

told of its libraries, its churches, its parks. He described the popu-

lation of the city and said it has great possibilities for development.

In closing he urged those in attendance to enjoy their stay to the

utmost.

John N. Scatcherd of Scateherd & Son, lumbermen of Buffalo, was

next called upon by President Walcott. He delivered a very satis-

factory address of welcome in behalf of the Buffalo lumbermen.

Mr. Scateherd was formerly president of the wholesalers ' association,

and in fact was one of its originators. He expressed himself, in

speaking for the local lumbermen, in being very much pleased in

showing what Buffalo and the Tonawandas can do by way of enter-

tainment. Mr. Scatcherd recalled to mind the last convention of

wholesalers held in Buffalo twenty years ago, and said it was the

second in the history of the association. He said that recollection

of that convention brought to him memories of the many faces which

are now removed for all time from the convention floor.

After discussing the value of the association work and its possible

accomplishments, he also paid a tribute to the aims and purposes

of lumbermen, and expressed the hope that those in attendance would

enjoy their stay to the fullest.

President Walcott called upon Vice-President Gordon C. Edwards
of Ottawa to respond to the address of welcome. Mr. Edwards ex-

pressed himself in very satisfactory terms.

President Walcott then delivered his annual report, which in part,

is as follows:

Address of President

As is usual custom, the president gives an account of bis stewardship
and the progress made by the association during the year.

I think that but few of the members, who are not intimately connected

with the details, realize the magnitude of the work of the bureau of

information. To handle same properly, wc occupy a suite of nine rooms,

employ from seventeen to twenty-three stenographers and clerks, in addi-

tion to our secretary and department managers. In connection with col-

lections and revisions of reports, we have corresponded with at least 2000
attorneys during the past year. We have at our. command attorneys in

n( arly every large town and in every city in the I'nited States and in

most cities in Canada.
The year 1913 was a very trying one. Our bureau of information and

our legal department had a busy year. I wish that our members, who do

not subscribe to our bureau of information, were more conversant with

our work in this department.

As our transportation bureau grows in experience it increases in useful-

ness, and I have received letters congratulating us on the good work done,

pnrticularly for our members in the mountain country on the line of the

Southern Railroad, where there has been a fight made in the last year over

the unjust discrimiuation in rates.

I cannot go into too much detail, as I would infringe on the reports

of our department managers, and the chairmen of our various committees.

The departments referred to above require the most attention, and this

association has been fortunate in having members who have been willing

to give their time and talent to the supervision of this important work.

The thanks of the association are certainly due the chairmen of these

important committees.

I regret very keenly no gain in our membership. This has been of con-

siderable moment to the chairmen of this committee, the executive com-

mittee and the board of trustees.

We do not know of any withdrawals on account of dissatisfaction with

our association work, but the financial mortality was large during 1913

and the changes in business many. Nearly every member we have lost has

been on account of going out of business, consolidation of business, or

failures. It is just such times as existed during 1913 that require more

work and more co-operation among our members.

We have saved many thousand dollars to our members this year and

could the wholesale lumber dealer, who is not a member of our association,

see the work as your executive committee and board of trustees see it,

there would be no question regarding the membership.

We have been ably represented in the National Chamber of Commerce.

Your board of trustees has taken action and recorded its vote on several
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ni:|iurtaDt matters brought to our attentlou by the Chamber of Commerce.
We have had an efficient forestry committee, the chairman of which

takes a deep Interest in the forestry question. We were ably represented

at the Conservation Congress at Washington, D. C.

Vour car stake committee has held one or more meetings and its report

will show what was done at these meetings.

The terms of sale and trade ethics committee has had some troublesome

problems this year and the chairman of this committee will no doubt
'iirbody same in his report.

In reference to your several other committees, I will make no special

1' in)rt, as these you will receive later. I believe that these committees
VI' given their careful thought to the various subjects connected with

' ir work and you will be interested in their reports.

In regard to further work in our association, I have tried to think of

>i>iiie broad line to add to our usefulness. While our association is national

ir name, and I believe more of a national association than any other
liirnl)cr organization, at the same time I feel that it should be a national

a^.snciation in fact.

We have a large number of lumbermen's clubs and associations that
Mil- all doing good work along their particular line, hut the national ques-

tions, like forestry, insurance, both fire and marine, freight rates and
li gislation that affects the manufacture, transportation and sale of lumber,
wi' have no association that can register the opinion of the lumber trade
as a whole.

The National Wholesale Lumber Dealers' Association is one of the oldest,

and a national organization not governed by local conditions, or one line

effort, but whose membership consists of wholesalers, manufacturers in

all branches of the 'lumber business throughout the United States and
Canada, and could best speak for the entire lumber interests and in no
way Interfere with the work of the various associations. This work might
be carried on in the same manner as in the National Chamber of Commerce.
To illustrate.—How does the lumber trade feel in reference to the con-

templated advance of five per cent in freight rates? Possibly some lumber
organizations arc against any advance and will pass resolutions to this

eflect, sending same to the Interstate Commerce Commission. Others are
ir favor of some advance, but take no action. The Interstate Commerce
iVimmlssion is left with the impression that the lumber trade is against'

iry advance to the railroad, while the facts might be entirely to the
• iiiitrary.

.An association like the national could take this up with every lumber
association and get Its vote on the subject, which would be duly recorded
with the Interstate Commerce Commission.

It seems to your president to be a very Important proposition, and
whether it Is our association or some other, I would like to see one asso-
• i.itlon that" would be the mouthpiece for the entire lumber trade on these
tiMllonnl questions. I believe it is worth considering.

It Is a pleasure to extend our hearty welcome to the delegates of sister

relations. May Jhelr visit with us be pleasant and profitable. Our
:itlons with all are most friendly, and we trust will always be the same.
It has been a pleasure to serve .vou and I desire to thank the executive

''rnmittee, the board of trustees and the committees and their chairmen
I'll the great as.slstance given us, also our secretary and department man-
a^'crs for the very courteous treatment extended to me.

We have a good, clean, cfBclent organization. We have faithful board
of trustees, the attendance at our trustees' meetings has been large. All
of the efforts of this association have been for a better association and to

elevate the lumber business to the highest plane.
I have purposely omitted from this paper more detailed account of the

work of our association, as this will be presented to you in the numerous
reports by the chairmen of our committees. We hope our meeting will

prove to be a profitable one.

I want lO take this opportunity to thank you all for the assistance that
has been extended to me during the year.

Secietary E. F. Peiry read a very comprehensive report in which

he touched upon the various phases of the association's work during

the past year. He said it was his seventeenth annual report and that

the past year had been one of great activities along the many
diversified lines of association work, which unusual activities had been

brought about by the unrest and uncertainties in the business world.

He expressed himself as believing that the lumber business is erratic,

responding to changing conditions seemingly without regard for

scientific reasons, and consequently is slow to readjust itself to

right levels.

He said the possibilities for co-operating among lumbermen are

great as a result of their close association work; that the lack of

efficient co-operation is astonishing; that it is diiBeult to determine

whether they feared co-operation or were not yet suiBciently reduced

in finances to realize the serious need of co-operation and the conse-

quent saving in time and money by adopting as a body the valuable

suggestions which have come through experience to other mercantile

associations as a body.

The secretary stated that problems which have come up during

tlie past year have been broad and diflicult of solution. Ho said he
would leave the detailed discussion of these problems to tlie report of
the various committees.

The secretary said that one of the principal efforts during the past

year had been work, backed up by the prestige of the association,

tending to effect the proper adjustment of the selling and handling

of shingles in New York state. The main objection was to get the

regulation properly fixed, the state having elected to adopt the regu-

lation. Mr. Perry said that he was informed that during the next

couple of years many states will follow New York's example and
regulate not only tlio sale of sliingles, but of other commodities which

are not defined on a regular basis, such as numercial count, bundling,,

inspection, etc.

The speaker mentioned the New York building code, stating that it

will undoubtedly be passed tliis year and will be copied by many
otlier large cities, thus seriously affecting tlie lumber trade.

Mr. Perry also said that a great deal of work had been done in

connection with the New York state workmen's compensation law

effective July 1. He said there is considerable adverse sentiment

among millmen and dealers, but that it developed that the law has

been fully discussed by a large number of insurance concerns of the

state and that it has been stated it will undoubtedly be used as tlio

model compensation law. It has the support of the labor unions and,

according to the secretary, while the New York law may be too lib-

—25—
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eral, conititions imist be shaped in coiifoiinity to it. lie saiil tlmt the

law would undoubtedly be amended later on, although it is elainied

by ita framers that it is practically flawless. He said it was unfor-

tunate that objections were withheld until it was too late to effect

changes, as business men should have interested themselves in the law

before it was passed.

Tie then touched upon the terms of sale, saying that this subject

properly claimed attention in the early part of the year. It had been

suggested that the subject was old and shopworn, but facts indicate

that lumbermen are realizing more and more the imi)ortance of hav-

ing sales contracts include technical terms of settlen\cnt and they

fully appreciate that such terms seriously affect profits.

He touched upon the prospective report of the railroad and trans-

portation committee and its importance to association mendjers. Mr.

Perry said that the work of securing new members during the past

year was difficult. He said that he did not agree with some of the

lumbermen who claimed that there are too many associations. He
.said he believed in the variegated lines of associations for respective

work in respective localities, that he is fully in favor of the work

being accomplished by other organizations that are national in their

scope. He stated, however, that in his opinion the National Whole-

sale Lumber Dealers' Association was among the first to handle in-

ternational lumber questions and is well able to undertake many of

these problems and handle them from an experienced standpoint.

He said an effort had been made to increase the membership dur-

ing the past year; that the association began the year with 40.5 mem-

bers and that without any unusual effort thirty-five new members had

been secured. Through causes over which the association had no con-

trol, thirty-five were dropped, leaving the membership the same as in

the beginning. There is a gain of three in the bureau of informa-

tion. The secretary said that no other trade association in the

country received such co-operative support through its officers and

board of trustees. He said that lumbermen seem to be more loyal

to their industry than any other set of men and that hunbermen work-

ing in this spirit always made themselves felt on legislative questions

affecting lumber.

The speaker referred to the proposed Interstate Commerce bill, say-

ing that he had discussed this bill with prominent business men and

few of them were conversant with its contents. He said that lum-

bermen particularly should familiarize themselves with what the bill

proposed. Mr. Perry said the wholesalers' association has always

stood for right trade conditions and that this new trade commission

could, if properly carried out, become a great menace or could be a

great co-operative force. Figuring on the probability of the bill

being passed, business men should use their efforts to see that it is

properly carried out.

The secretary spoke of the further proposed legislation which will

require examinations of all corporations which do an annual gross

business of $.3,000,000 a year. There are 350,000 corporations in the

United States now engaged in interstate commerce, which as defined

by Judge Adamson is a pretty broad principle, as he says: "If a

gentleman owned a hen in one state and she went over the state line

and laid an egg this would be called interstate commerce." The

majority of the members of this association are engaged in interstate

commerce but do not realize it. The proposed commission would

have the right to search into the business secrets of every business,

corporation and members of the association, however small that cor-

poration might be, and give public statements of what they may find.

Mr. Perry said it would require thousands of agents to make the

investigations. These men would not Ue under civil service, but

would be regular appointees who may or may not have qualifications

of inspectors. He suggested this fact as a reason for greater inter-

change of detail in association work in order that members might keep

abreast with the times. The secretary urged that it would be to the

advantage of business men if a further clause could be added to the

commission bill, giving authority to the proposed commission thereby,

as a result of investigations made, right business methods may be

suggested. This would result in greater cooperation and better means

of trade. He said that if upon investigation it is found that this

trade commission is desirable the association should insist with all

the forces possible that it be made cooperative and not condjative.

Secretary Perry then referred to the decision to hold the meeting

in Buffalo, stating that as many of the original members were north-

ern men, men operating in the Lake states, considerable impetus

could bo given to association activities by holding the sessions at

that point.

The secretary then commented ujion the social features, stating

that this is necessary in business, ami not a weak point.

Mr. Perry then said that benefits which will be derived from the

close and cordial affiliation of retailers and wholesalers are difficult

to describe. He said that some day there will be an organization

comjiosed of repre.seidatives from all of these various organizations

and that the time is not yet opportune or the excuse has not yet pre-

sented itself for this organization.

He thanked those in attendance and closed his report.

C. E. Kennedy of New 't^ork read a report of the audit and finance

committee. The report of Treasurer Henry Cape of New York

showed that the expense of carrying on association work is approxi-

mately $40,000 a year.

A. L. Stone of Cleveland, chairman of the board of managers of the

bureau of information, presented a short report in which he referred

to the coming report of W. W. Sehupner, superintendent of the bu-

reau of information. Mr. Stone said the work has been kept up to

a high state of efficiency during the year. He said the number of

subscribers has increased and that the board is in better shape to

serve its members than ever before. He made an urgent appeal to

the non-subscribing members to join the tjureau and thus share in the

benefits and cooperate with one of the most important branches of

the association work.

W. E. Chamberlin of Boston read a report of the committee on

membership, saying that that body had worked hard during the year,

that the unfavorable financial condition prevailing all over the coun-

try had made the result of its efforts rather meager. He then re-

peated the membership statistics given by Secretary Perry, but ex-

pressed himself as believing that during the coming year there would

be considerable increase in membership, as there is real promise of

much more favorable business conditions.

W. W. Sehupner, superintendent of bureau of information then

read a detailed report which appears in part as follows:

Report of Superintendent of Bureau of Information

Wo cannot waste any time in accumulating figures but we have revi,se<]

on an average of twenty-five reports per day. To do this, easily 12,000

requests for statements of assets and liabilities were made ; approximate-

ly 22.000 special inyuiries were made of lumbermen outside the asso-

riation membership where references were furnished, also in communi-

cating with banks, attorneys, etc. Over 26,000 names were placed on

our tracers and 48,000 special inquiries were sent to our members ; 800
names appearing on List A. Not included in this are hundreds of spe-

cial letters required in investigating beyond what can be obtained through

the formal inquiry.

This information, when returned to us, has to be carefully distributed

each day and placed in the hands of trained clerks where the new re-

port starts on its way to revision, and in its course receives a personal

touch and supervision which we believe Is not equalled by other credit

institutions.

An examination of the reports you receive will show a larger percent-

age of statements of assets and liabilities than heretofore. A hard process

of education is bringing many a retailer to the point of seeing it to his

advantage to give us full and detailed Information.

If v/e could insist upon each subscriber furnishing us with his list

of customers, we would do so, because we know what a real value this

privilege is. Seventy-three new lists were sent in last year, and we can

point to instances where they have saved a doubtful or l>ad account.

Neglecting to take advantage of this feature of the bureau has also been

noted when a failure has occurred and to our surprise we found a mem-
ber as a creditor, because we knew our report advised caution. Investi-

gation revealed the fact that the member had not filed a customers list

with us and relied upon other sources for Information. We cannot make
our appeal too strong in urging you to help yourselves by keeping us

posted with an up-to-date customers list.

It is well to repeat that many a valuable hint is received through

voluntary correspondence from members who report an unsatisfactory

transaction or an observation which they believe requires investigation.

Frequently thest lead to uncovering an apparently good condition and

place us in position to warn Interested subscribers of impending trouble.

We urge a free use of the weekly pink tracer sheets and every sub-

scriber will be well repaid for the time spent on these reports. They,
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too. iissist materially, and many times these small clues reveal a situa-

tion that needs watching, or which can be helped by your cooperallon.

The Collection Department

Wo started the year with claims on hand araountlni,' to ?2t;o,ouO

:

n. w claims amounting to ?272,000 were received ; settled and adjusted
saOO.OOO. leaving In course of settlement $233,000 ; $5,000 In fees were
lurned over to the treasurer, a gain of $200 over last year and $S00
over the previous year.

This department Is growing in the estimation of members and the in-

roasid patronage through claims received is an added credit force which
arrles much more weight than the Increase in i/arnings Indicates. The
twofold purpose of the collection deivirtment places It on an entirely

dilTerent liasis than the ordinary collection agency. When you send an
account to us, you know that all the prestige of the association will bu

brought to bear to help you get your money, nnd you also Isnow that

your experience will add to the general fund of otlicr or previous trans-

actions and assist some other subscriber in a similar situation, and when
he sends us an account, .vou reap the reciprocal benefit.

No man's judgment is intallible. and If you lind an account reaches

the point where it requires action, we believe the bureau offers the best

possible facilities for collection. Numerous instances could be specified

where the association obtained results when others failed to do so. and
this is not accomplished because of any particular trick or system, but

for the simple reason that our demands for payment are backed by an
organization prestige whicii the unscrupulous debtor fears, and knows
he must respect if he would continue in business.

Our business is eagerly sought for by leading attorneys everywhere
and we are proud of the personal relations thus established as a means
of facilitating the handling of your collection and legal business. We
have had to fight attorneys who unscrupulously wanted bankruptcy
just because trouble was brewing, but we can point to instances where
we were instrumental in getting creditors together and obtaining far

better results, besides saving a well established business.

The collection department has so firmly established itself as being not

only an agency for collecting accounts but as an important adjunct of

the co-operative spirit of the bureau of information, that it well merits

your fullest support. It broadens the opportunity for specializing in

lumber cre<llts and promptly places the bureau in possession of facts

wltich might otlierwise be difficult to obtain.

No lumberman working alone can grasp every detail necessary to the

proper conduct of his business, and especially as a credit man. is he

dependent upon his fellow lumbermen for the help and co-operation he
can obtain through this organization. The bureau of information is

one big business where each subscriber gives some of his time to help

the other subscribers. He does this because he knows in this way each

-aps the benefit of the other's experience and the bureau is what it is

I, ay because of this effective co-operation. The joint effort of the sub-

- ribers devoting their thought and time to keeping the bureau informed,

and in furnishing facts which a lumberman wants in determining credit.

Is the force that places the bureau at the top of lumber credit reporting

agencies.

The report of the arbitration committee was presented by Cliair-

man G. M. Stevens, Jr., of New York, who said that serious trouble

did not present itself last year. Three cases were referred to the

committee and settled. He said that there were fully one hundred

oases given consideration at the association headquarters that should

have been arbitrated and that the bulk of these were disputed ac-

counts between members and retailers, where both parties had ex-

pressed themselves as being willing to submit facts and be guided

by suggestions through the home office. He said that in these cases

the contesting parties had been well satisfied with the adjustments.

Mr. Stevens said that in addition to the three cases submitted to

the committee, two cases were passed upon by the chairman himself

without the opinion of the rest of the committee. He suggested that

the members pay more attention to building up the files completely,

as this is a very necessary part of arbitration work and materially

assists the arbitration committee in handling these disputes.

The speaker also said that the committee urges the members to

refer differences to the association for adjustment instead of resort-

ing to the courts, as he believes that results in nine cases out of ten

are more satisfactory.

The morning session was closed by the olTicial report of the trade

relations committee delivered by W. E. Litchfiehl, clutirman. This

report follows in part:

Report of Committee of Trades Relations

.No association can dispense healthy ti'ar|.> ccnirliiioiis. but wc imiiit wiiii

pride to our excellent organization and facilities for gaining and giving
linowlodge, through our reporting department. It Is a help to the lumber
tl'Cde to have all firms doing business rightly reported as such, and in turn,
for all of us to be informed of firms whose conduct of business mnv tend

to uudcTiuinf and Injure the structure of healthy business activity which
we all are working to sustain. We have all witnessed the success of more
than one firm who has demanded and extended promptness In its relations
with others.

Our trade is suffering, with all lines in the country, from the tremendous
liquidation wc arc passing through. The overhead expi'nsc of many firms
i> eating into their surpluses, and in many cases lumber Is belug made and
sold at prices which admit of no profit, a proceeding which is, if It is

ai.ytlilng, a disgrace to business enterprise and intelligence. The ambition
of some of our larger institutions to indefinitely increase their output has
brought some disasters. One northwestern lumber magnate confessed
that he was trying to run three mills where two would produce all the
lumber he h;:d been able to sell. Overproduction and uncalled for develop-
ment of all kinds have been carried to such a degree that groat demands
have been made and banks have given unusual loans. There is a shortage
of money the world over and we cannot hope for better conditions, until
(in a sound manner) credit takes the place of cash. I was made somewhat
atquainted with the system of Germany in a trip to that country in 1911.
A German merchant said to me that he would be glad to do more business
with us, but the present American demand of eighty per cent cash with the
bills of lading was not reasonable, and we should not expect German busi-

ness until we were willing to extend them the same credit that other
countries did, that is, a ninety-day basis in buying and selling. He said
the average (ierman took pride in paying as he agreed and in every way
encouraged his fellow merchant to maintain credit. Credit is a necessary
part of the foundation of all business, and few successful men there are
who at some time in their career have not needed it. Every member of
our association should assist in keeping up to the highest degree of efliciency

our credit department. If your statement is asked for record, send it in.

After touching on the lien laws as affecting the business relations

of retailers and speculative builders, the report continued as follows:

It lias been thought that the lumbermen ought to appear in the five per
cent rate case by going before the Attorney General or Congress to urge
the appointment of some commission who could be consiilted for the purpose
of determining how far men might go in the matter of joint action for the
general good, for purposes of conservation, such as (for example) fostering
the idea of curtailing the product for the object of encouraging the manu-
facture of the longer trees and including the top-logs ; also that there
might he some arrangement in logging to leave the small trees standing.
While it is true that we should appreciate what the government is trying
to do, we in turn should be guided as to bow we may confer together for
economic and beneficial improvements of conditions. A mutual knowledge
of facts in our industry would save a tremendous waste of timber by cur-

tailing the production when necessary and sparing the great volume of
deterioration of stock and sacrifice of valuable efforts. A great many small
manufacturers are suffering at the present time because of inadequate
knowledge of market conditions led to production of uncalled for stocks
ai.d this lumber is being forced on the market at a great loss to manu-
facturer, as well as the consumers who made their purchases at fair

market values.

It would seem also that a greater latitude should be allowed along the
line of supporting trade ethics, wliereby ever.v merchant b.v his methods
and conduct would automatically classify himself, and such as averaged
ui; adversely be distinguished to the extent of being obliged to correct and
adjust his business to proper standards. This would be a constructive
action and yet we are afraid of overstepping a law which we do not
understand.

The report then outlined a plan for working out these suggestions,

and then said:

The administration of some phases of the lumber business is carried
0:1 with only a partial improvement over what it was fifty years ago; in

fact, in some sections and some lines there has been no change. This has
resulted in stacking lumber from habit instead of accurate facts and pros-

pects. It seems to me that under the auspices of our organization a

monthly bulletin could be sent to our own meinliers and the secretaries

of similar organizations, in which significant and important reports could

be placed in the hands of those who need them.
The lumber business, like all others, is in a state of transition. Organiza-

tion is simply an element of business : its tendency is not to take the place

of Individual effort, but to protect the fruits of such effort. Co-operation
dtes not offer anything in the way of artificial props, but simply insures
harmony among factors related to each other, whether in close proximity
or not. Association has the function of encouraging individual effort and
not discouraging it. and it is especially needful in this period of adjust-
ment that each one look well to bis own affairs and os far as possible
incri'asc his own independence and thus make himself a dependable support
to the new strticture which wc are inevitably forming.

WEDNESDAY AFTERNOON SESSION

Immediately ;iftcr the roadjounimcut of the afternoon session.

President Walcott announced the appointing of committees on nomi-

nations and resolutions. K. V. Btibcock of Pittsburgh was appointed

chairman of the nominating committee and Lewis Dill of Baltimore

chairman of the resolutions committee.

There then followed a discussion of the proposed five per cent
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advance of freight rates in the official classification territory. R. C.

Lippincott of Philadelphia suggested a resolution to make a speedy

decision in the matter, which is of such great importance to the

railroad and industrial interests of the country, and said that he

desired it to be referred to the committee on resolutions, and that the

members give it free and full discussion. Mr. Lippincott spoke of

both sides of the controversy, stating that the lumber business had in

its development been very much benefitted by the extension of rail-

roads into timbered territory. He said that in recent discussions

between the railroads and labor authorities, the government had

almost always assisted labor in its controversies and that it was time

the railroads now received some consideration from the federal gov-

ernment. According to the speaker, the railroads are unable to take

care of the business that is developing because of lack of means

with which to provide necessary rolling stock and motive power, and

that to deny them this advance in freight rates would result in in.iury

to the industries of the country. He said he was very much in favor

of granting this additional five per cent increase. J. R. Willianis of

Philadelphia seconded Mr. Lippincott 's suggestion.

Hugh McLean of Buffalo suggested the inadvisability of the asso-

ciation taking definite action in favor of rhe increase, stating that in

the matter of rates charged for lumber injustice has been done to

the lumbermen, and high freight rates have in fact resulted in com-

pelling lumber manufacturers to leave a good part of the tree in

the woods, and lower rates on low-grade products would result in

material benefit to the cause of conservation. He said that the rail-

roads are more than getting their just share of the lumbermen's

profits, and cited as an instance the working of a tract of timber in

Arkan.sas owned by his company, which timber was valued at $80,000,

stating that the hauling of the lumber products produced cost the

concern $78,000 in addition to further amounts on lumber reshipped

from Memphis. In other words, the railroad secured from his com-

pany more than the actual value of the timber and in addition his

concern was obliged to leave about half of the timber lying on the

groimd on account of the high rates. He said that the cost of

freight on hardwood invoices amounted to fifty per cent of the total

invoice and that these circumstances would indicate that lumber is

bearing more than its share of the burden of freight rates and that

until discrepancies and unjust charges should be adjusted, lumber-

men should not go on record as favoring a five per cent increase.

Mr. Lippincott suggested that the matter be considered in the

broad light of business, as it is probable that inequalities would al-

ways exist. He deplored the necessity of leaving low-grade stock in

the woods as a result of improper classifications and stated that with

proper classifications this condition would be eliminated.

Horton Corwin, Jr., president of the North Carolina Pine Associa-

tion, stated that only recently that association adopted resolutions

favoring this increase and that he personally was strongly in favor

of the resolution as he felt the railroads should be enabled to enjoy

business prosperity and development. The resolution in his associa-

tion passed by more than two-thirds majority.

F. R. Babeock of Pittsburgh stated that six mouths ago he was

more in favor of the increase than he was at present, and that the

railroads then had better chances of securing the increase than they

have now. He said that the railroads' attitude by way of refusing

to place orders for any material or to effect any improvement work

is doing a great deal to shift the sympathy of the people to the other

side.

F. S. Underhill of Philadelphia said that the railroads should

have the increase if it could be accomplished without affecting the

business of the country.

E. Y. Babeock of Pittsburgh said the association should not of-

ficially go on record as favoring the increase, that the railroads should

first adjust such matters as switching charges and free service,

giving certain shippers advantage over others.

J. V. Stimson of Huntingburg, Ind., was the next speaker. Mr.

Stimson expressed himself as believing that lumber pays a higher

rate, with risks considered, than any other commodity and that there

is a distinctly unfair classification iu rates, as a car of low-grade

lumber has to bear the same charge as a ear of high-grade lumber,

which condition should be altered.

The resolution was finally referred to the resolutions committee.

F. S. Underhill, chairman of the terms of sale and trade ethics

committee, then reported, saying the committee had no recommenda-

tions to make to the association, that the members should be free

to use in their transactions such terms of sale as were best suited

to their particular needs, that they have been and will continue to

be governed by their own requirements, according to conditions

existing in specific cases. He said that it has not seemed possible

in the past and does not now seem feasible to bring about the

adoption of any terms that will entirely satisfy the various interests

of the lumber trade. Mr. Underhill said that the committee believes

that for the present at least each concern should use that form of

terms that suits its individual concern best.

Regarding trade ethics, he said that the code of ethics adopted by

the American Trades Congress and indorsed by the wholesalers'

association continues to exert a good influence on the transactions

between buyers and sellers of lumber.

Following his written report Mr. Underhill said that it had been

suggested in connection with the new currency law that commercial

paper, such as notes taken in settlement of accounts, can be used

for rediscount in the reserve banks and that it would be a good

plan for lumbermen to arrange wherever possible to secure settle-

ment of accounts by note, instead of holding the accounts open for

sixty to ninety days longer, as is done now.

H. A. Reeves, Jr., of Philadelphia read a report of the committee

on railroads and transportations. Mr. Reeves said that each year

the work of collecting claims is increasing. He stated that the

Southern Railroad proposed to advance the rates in North Carolina

from one-half to five and one-half cents a hundred pounds. The

Southern milling-in-transit was another case that now stands sub-

mitted to the Interstate Commerce Commission and briefs and a

decision are being awaited.

He touched on questions of weighing cars, citing the report of the

commission rendered June 18, 1913. Mr. Reeves stated that the

protest of the traiEc bureau of the association had its effect on the

question of wooden boxes and that no change had been made which

affects the wooden box industry. He then referred to the proposed

five per cent advance in freight rates in official classification terri-

tory, saying that the committee is keeping in close touch with this

suggested change.

Mr. Reeves added that he has come to realize the scope and

importance of the railroad committee since taking hold of that com-

mittee as chairman and that he was astonished at the magnitude of

its operations. He urged a greater interest on the part of the

members in its work.

W.' S. Phippen, traffic manager, reviewed at length the operations

of the traffic department during the past year. He reviewed each

question which has come before it, telling the reason for the action

that has been taken and results. Mr. Phippen said that in acldition

to the specific problems to which the department had given its atten-

tion hundreds of other matters had required considerable time and

investigation, and numbers of desirable rate adjustments and various

corrections to tariff have been effected. The department also fur-

nished information covering a variety of transportation subjects.

The i-eport covering the handling of disputed railroad claims is

as follows:

344 claims on hand March 1, 1913 $ 8,761.13

iil'o claims received during the year 8,922.25

So7 claims handled .^17,683.38

DISPOSITIONS
34G claims collected $ 7,036.56

77 claims not presented, but returned to members 8,883.30

52 claims withdrawn 2,074.72

475 claims $17,994.48

38;; claims returned unsubmitted March 1. 1914 $ 7.GSS.90

Three hundred and seventy-seven claims were collected through the

Interstate Commerce Commission.
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The fee derived from all collections was $1,111> or only fifteen

per cent of the actual amount collected, which is a very low rate.

Questions discussed in Mr. Phippen's report were: Weighing in-

vestigations, wooden box investigation, the proposed five per cent

horizontal increase, rate cases, demurrage rules, bills of lading, New
York lighterage, etc.

Mr. Phippcn concluded his report with the request that the asso-

ciation more fully utilize the service of the bureau, which is main-

tained for its benefit.

Charles H. Barnaby of Greencastle, Ind., president of the National

Hardwood Lumber Association, was introduced by President Wal-

cott. Mr. Barnaby 's popularity was warmly attested by the very

cordial reception with which he was greeted. Mr. Barnaby said that

inasmuch as 150 members of the National Hardwood Lumber Asso-

ciation are also members of the wholesalers ' association, he felt

particularly pleased to have the opportunity of speaking. Mr.

Barnaby said that much of the success of the National Hardwood

Lumber Association could be attributed to the membership and efforts

of Buffalo lumbermen. He said that his organization had been

formed seventeen years ago for the purpose of securing unanimity

in grading and inspection rules for hardwood lumber. Mr. Barnaby

said that buyers previous to that time all had their individual in-

spection methods, and that the main consideration of selling a man
was a knowledge of his idiosyncrasies in this line. Mr. Barnaby

said that as a result of the hardwood association work, hardwood

inspection rules are now uniformly enforced throughout the country.

Mr. Barnaby said that since the 1905 meeting of his organization

in Buffalo, at which time the association had only 300 members, it

has grown to a membership of over 900, and has 65 salaried and

fee inspectors working for it directly, in the United States east of

Kansas and in Canada.

Mr. Barnaby closed his talk with an invitation to the members of

the association to attend the meeting of the National Hardwood

Lumber Association, which will also be held in Buffalo, June 18

and 19.

President Walcott then introduced M. E. Preisch, chairman of

the committee representing Buffalo and the Tonawandas, constituted

for the purpose of affording proper entertainment for the visitors.

Mr. Preisch announced that the men 's smoker and reception, and

entertainment for the ladies the first night had been fully arranged,

and that the men had been given the privilege of attending either

of the functions.

Edward EUer of Pittsburgh, chairman of the committee on legisla-

tion, followed Mr. Preisch. His report follows in part

:

Report of Committe on I<egislation

No important national logislatlon affecting the lumber business was pro-

posed during the past year and there has, therefore, been no special matter

brought up for the consideration of the committee.

Considerable work has, however, been done by our association which

bas been instrumental in helping the lumber business, largely in the state

of New York. This was due to the adoption of a new law regarding the

selling, marking and bundling of shingles. This legislation l)elng confined

to New York state and our worthy secretary, E. F. Perry, being on the

ground, It was natural and proper that he should talte upon himself the

privilege of doing the work and protecting the Interests of the lumber

dealers. Our association was very instrumental in working out a satis-

factory law and It is likely that the laws of other states will be framed

tc cover the good points of the New i'ork state law.

Our secretary. Mr. Perry, has also spent a great deal of time In the name
of the association in working on the new proposed building code for the

city of New York.

Our association has also been active In the matter of the proposed recom-

mendation regarding the workmen's compensation bill for the state of

New Y'ork. Through our association the bill was somewhat modified,

although the bill as passed Is considered most drastic.

With reference to the matter of five per cent universal increase In freight

rates. This mutter received very serious consideration at the bands of

the board of trustees and after due deliberation It was thought best not

to attempt anything at all in connection with It on account of there being

80 much diversity of interests represented in this proposition and such a

wide difference of opinion regarding Its ultimate working. Should there

be any discrimination against lumber when the matter Is finally determined.

It will then be In Hue for our association to take up the matter through

Its proper committee and get fair and Just treatment.

A recommendation has been made by one member of the committee that

the association should pass a resolution favoring legislation whereby
timber will be taxed as a crop and not annually as at present. We hope

such a resolution will be presented to the association and receive favorable

consideration.

In view of the importance of the discussion on car stake, a special

committee had been in force with a view of shaping congressional

action in this direction. C. F. Craig is chairman of this committee,

and his report was listened to with interest. This report also fol-

lows in part:

Report of Special Congressional Car Stake Committee

Apparently acting on the suggestion contained in the last annual report

of this committee, the board of trustees, at a meeting held on May 23, 1913,

requested that this committee hold a meeting and present to the board

its recommendations as to future action.

Pursuant to this request, the car stake committee held such meeting

on November 11, 1913, and embodied its conclusions In the following

report to the board :

The committee recommends that (1) Immediately after the present pro-

posed five per cent advance In freight rates shall be allowed by the Inter-

state Commerce Commission and become effective, the association shall

ascertain the probable cost of proceeding on the lines outlined by William A.

Stone, in his letter of September 27, 1910, addressed to F. R. Babcock, then

chairman of the committee.

(2) That with the above information in hand, all afflUatcd associations

likely to be Interested In the matter shall be approached and their interest

judged by their willingness to render financial assistance.

(3) With sufficient interest manifested, and with the necessary funds

in hand, the association shall then proceed, acting on the suggestions of

William A. Stone, who shall be employed as chief counsel to prosecute

the complaint.

(4) Should the board of trustees adopt these recommendations and

order the committee to proceed with the case, the committee recommends

and solicits from the association a contribution from the treasury of $500

as a nucleus to the necessary fund and as an evidence of good faith to

cc-operating associations.

In addition it is suggested that following the law on the subject of car

stakes as enacted and enforced and in practical operation in the state of

Florida, an effort be made to secure the passage of similar legislation in

as many as possible of other states originating considerable shipments

of lumber.

-it a meeting of the board of trustees held December 23, 1913, this report

was ably presented by F. R. Babcock and adopted by the board as presented.

The appropriation of $-500 requested by the committee, as a nucleus of

the fund necessary for the prosecution of a new complaint, has been made
by the trustees and is now available for the purpose.

The Florida state law, mentioned in the committee's report, was cited

in extenso in our last annual report. It gives, within the state of Florida

only, precisely the relief sought for by our former complaint before the

Interstate Commerce Commission and is being generally observed by the

railroads on intrastate shipments originating at Florida points.

Pending the arrival of the psychological moment none of the affiliated

associations have been officially approached, but unofficial discussion leads

to the belief that all shippers affected by the former ruling of the com-

mission are chafing under the unjust expense to which they are subjected,

and that the time is ripe for a further attempt to obtain the relief to which

wc believe we are entitled.

Not only as a matter of Justice, but as an economic problem In the line

of conservation of our natural resources, this subject is entitled to the

fullest consideration.

The secretary then read a telegram from George H. Holt of

Chicago, saying that he would be in Buffalo on Thursday to discuss

the question of appropriating $1,000 to act in conjunction with

other associations, in the preparation of an experts report and

necessary statistics tending to disprove insurance statements and

statements made by advocates of substitute materials.

Following the announcement of the banquet in the evening, the

meeting adjourned to Thursday.

THURSDAY MORNING SESSION

The Thursday morning session was called to order at 11:15 by

H. W. Blanchard. Mr. Blanchard read the report of Chairman

M. J. E. Hoban of Brooklyn on coastwise insurance, in the absence

of that gentleman. Mr. Hoban 's report said that the members of

the committee were widely separated and that as nothing of a

definite nature has been submitted no meeting had been called. The

report said that in the past five years recommemlations advocating

the formation of mutual insurance in coastwise insurance had been

made. He said, however, that conditions are gradually changing in

coastwise trade, and tonnage by vessel is yearly growing less; that

steamship lines are putting in service at the more important ports
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and trausportation by cars is incroasiiig. Hence, the report said,

the possibilities of any scheme for mutual insurance are lessening

eacli year.

The report said that an experienced actuary in New York City

stated that it is not safe to attempt to organize a separate mutual

company in this line at present, one of the main difficulties being

the inability to control the amount at risk. It said that vessel

cargo ranged in value from $2,000 to $40,000, and it would be

possible in one storm to have several losses.

The report concluded with the statement that before members

agree to have tlie insurance handled by the association, a department

might be organized to handle that matter at a considerable saving,

as the placing of a large line would undoubtedly be effected at much

lower rates. This would result in eventually gathering figures whicli

would prove the advisability or iuadvisability of handling it on a

mutual basis.

F. E. Babcock of Pittsburgh represented the association at the

recent meeting of the Chamber of Commerce of the United States

at Washington. He read a detailed report of the results of that

meeting. Mr. Babcock said that he had had some difliculty in im-

pressing upon members the necessity of their moral as well as their

financial support in connection with the work of the National Cham-

ber of Commerce. He said that care with which the referendums are

compiled and the information disseminated and considered by nearly

500 organizations, representing approximately 250,000 individual

business men, should make a decided impression upon all business

men as to the importance of the organization's work. He said that

the result of these efforts is of enormous weight and importance,

and that the findings resulting from these referendums are of extreme

value as indicating the sentiment of business men of the country. He
said in nearly every case the results have indicated a surprising unan-

imity of opinion among the business interests.

Mr. Babcock then told of the personnel of the administrative offi-

cers of the organization, stating that this is a strong argument

tending to prove the importance of that body. He said that all ques-

tions are handled by speakers who are eminently capable in their

respective lines, and that at the recent convention, the keynote was

a spirit of fairness to the nation, and in behalf of every interest,

whether it be capital or labor, the desire that the law should be

fairly interpreted and fairly enforced; that all laws should be fair

to capital as well as to labor, and fair to labor as well as to capital.

Mr. Babcock said that it has been demonstrated clearly that

because a corporation is large it is not necessarily operating against

the public good; and that when any corporation or body of men

is trying to monopolize any trade it should be under government con-

trol.

Mr. Babcock stated that while much has already been accomplished,

a great power of influence is just beginning to make itself felt on the

administration of various departments of the government which will

greatly influence them in their deliberations. He said that in this

way the National Chamber of Commerce has fully justified its ex-

istence.

In conclusion, he urged that those who have not already done so

assist to the extent of $25 individual membership, and as much more

moral support as could be rendered. He said that some one medium
is certainly needed through which the lumbermen can handle their

national problems, and that inasmuch as the Chamber of Commerce

of the United States offers an entirely legitimate medium for that

purpose, and as long as that organization keeps out of politics the

lumber industry can safely trust its problems to it.

Mr. Babcock was followed by General Field Secretary Mr. Trefz

of the Chamber of Commerce of the United States, who described its

organization and method of operation. Mr. Trefz made the some-

what surprising statement that before this body was formed, Turkey

and the United States were the only nations which maintained no such

organization. He declared that in Germany the remarkable indus-

trial advance which has been made in recent years is due to the

assistance rendered by the government as secured through the efforts

of the body similar to that now maintained in this country. Mr.

Trefz said that complaints and suggestions made by the lumber

trade in connection with legislative matters at Washington have-

always given the impression to the legislators that these requests and

recommendations were actuated by selfish motives, as the appeal had

been made by the trade itself or by individuals. He said that by

using the medium of the National Chamber of Commerce, such

suggestions would bear more weight, and would be considered as

coming from an actual need. Mr. Trefz said that of twenty sug-

gestions made regarding national legislation, thirteen had been em-

bodied in whole or in part in the recently enacted currency law.

Secretary J. E. Ehodes of the National Lumber Manufacturers ' As-

sociation was the next speaker. After stating tliat he would be-

glad to do everything possible to advance the general interests of

the lumber trade, working in co-operation with the wholesalers' as-

sociation, he reviewed the various questions wliich have come before

his association during the last couple of years.

Mr. Rhodes concluded with an invitation extended to the whole-

salers to attend the annual meeting of the National Lumber Man-
ufacturers' Association, which will be held in Chicago in connection

with the Forest Products' Exposition.

George S. Wood, manager of the Forest Products' Exposition,

outlined the plans having to do with the expositions in Chicago and

New York. He expressed himself as appreciative of the efforts made
by trade publications to advance interest in the exposition. He stated

that more work had been done by those publications than in connec-

tion with any expositions in the history of such efforts.

Secretary Perry read a notice regarding the new workmen 's compen-

sation law recently passed by the New York legislature. This law will

go into effect July 1, and according to the notice will probably in-

crease liability rates to an amount five times those at present in

force. Inasmuch as rates paid by lumber operators and operators

in wood are about as high as they can stand, a meeting was called

for Friday, March 6, to discuss plans looking to the organization

of a lumbermen 's mutual casualty insurance company.

F. S. Underbill of Philadelphia opened a discussion of the work-

men's compensation law, stating that the time is ripe for intelligent

organization of this sort. He moved that a committee of seven be

appointed to take care of all matters of this sort.

F. E. Parker of Saginaw, Mich., said that a state compensation

law has been in effect in Michigan for about a year, and that lum-

bermen are pretty well satisfied with the results obtained. He said

that among the features working out to a desirable conclusion are

limited compensation allowed, payment of compensation direct to the

injured party and other features.

J. V. Stimson of Huntingburg, Ind., J. R. Williams of Philadelphia,

F. R. Babcock of Pittsburgh and Secretary Perry also spoke on the

subject.

After considerable discussion a motion was substituted for that

of Mr. Underbill, referring the question to the trustees with the

recommendation that they appoint a special committee to handle the

problem.

The morning's session then adjourned.

THUESDAY AFTEENOON SESSION

The afternoon session was opened by a report of J. M. Woods,
chairman of the committee on forestry. This follows in part:

Eeport of Committee on Forestry

Probably the most important matter of national legislation affecting

tile forest is the Newlands bill, whose author and sponsor is United States

fienator Francis G. Newlands of Nevada. It provides an appropriation'

of $60,000,000 annually for ten years, or .?600,000,000. It is called by

some the conservation pork barrel, but tank steamer would be a more
appropriate cognomen. It covers about everything in the heavens above,

the earth beneath, and the waters under the earth, and is so adroitly

drawn that each section of the country gets a slice, but in some sections

the slice is so small it will be hardly noticeable. It is understood the

President approves it and Secretaries Lane, Redfield and Houston of the

cabinet have agreed to back it to the limit. Secretary Garrison of the

War Department is not so enthusiastic over the project, and the Army
Engineers do not look with fa%'or on the scheme. This is how the appro-

priation is proposed to be parcelled out.

For the .Appalachian and Atlantic region $10,000,000
For the drainage basin of the Ohio river 10,000,000
For the drainage basin of the Mississippi river above St. Louis. 5,000,000
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lor tin- Mlsslssliipi rlviT from St. I.ouls to the (iulf of Mexico. . lO.OOO.OOO

For the rtralunge of the Missouri river anil of the other rivers. . 10,000,000
For the territory lucludiQg the drnlnnttc baslii of the Colorado

river 5,000,000
lor the draluage basins of the rivers tlon-lug through or Into the
Sacramento and San Joaquin valleys or Into the Pacific ocean 5,000,000

I or the drainage basins of the Columbia and Snake rivers and
other rivers flowing into the Pacific ocean In Oregon and
Washington 5,000,000

Making a total per annum of $60,000,000

This Is, as can easily be comprehended, a far bigger, a far fatter and a

fai juicier piece of pork than that dangled annually in the rivers and
hnrbors appropriation hill, did people but know it and thoroughl.v^under-

-tand it. .\nd if they did hut understand it they would throw overboard
le old ways of 'improving" rivers so quickly and set the reluctant Army
Kiiglneers to work on the new system so rapidly that those surprised

'ilielals would hardly know on which end they were sitting.

Senator Xewlands in the Congressional Record tells the people of the

nation what the bill is and what it will accomplish and the forces opposed
'o It. This Is his own language :

.\ comprehensive, practical "and efficient measure is the Xewlands bill
r the control of the floods of this great valley, and it is growing more
rid more In public favor as it is better understood. Tlie makeshifts and

latrhwork efforts of less comprehensive measures are falling more and
more into disfavor, particularly when the secret forces opposing the
Xewlands bill are discovered. The public is rapidly learning that the
<:ime influences that delayed the openin;; of the I'anama canal for more
thnn a iiuarter of a century, plus the railroads, which oppose revival and
• vpansion of inland waterways competition, politicians who do not de-
sire the elimination of the politically powerful levee boards, power-site
-l-eculators who do not desire the federal government to survey and

veal the reservoir and power sites in the source-stream country, those
.nanciers who do not desire the internal development work of the gov-
inment co-ordinated and made fully eflicient. and those national politi-
iiins who desire to retain power to choke off executive initiative, have
[brown every possible obstruction in the wa.v of progress in the cam-
paign for tlie passage of the Newlands river-regulation bill. But their
labors are in vain. The Xewlands bill is really the river plank of the
national platform of the Democratic party translated into legislative
form, .'ind it is so designed as to ultimately solve all the great problems
Incident to the now uncontrolled drainage of the country in such a way
as to rehabilitate the navigable waterways and put an end to waste of
water, which means a waste of wealth.

Vour committee recommend that this association go on record in

'i| position to this bill, that it is adding too heavy financial burdens on
ti.( nation.

Xo estimate has been made of the cost of investigation of the probability

1 benefits derived. When the Army Engineers do not look favorably ou

>uch a scheme there is the best of reasons for waiting. In the present

liuancial and business conditions of the country there should be a pay-as-

yrugo policy and no new projects undertaken that involve large expendi-

tures. At the Xational Conservation Congress held in Washington the

re-stry section presented a large number of valuable reports; eleven

' "mmittees of from five to ten each, submitted valuable facts and data
iljat has been put in book form by the American Forestry Association

ihrough E. .\. Stirling, 1331 Real Estate building, Philadelphia. This
.i-iety has but little funds and we understand these reports are free to

iiir members. We respectfully recommend that the sum of fifty dollars

: donated to help pay for the printing of those reports.

Upon motion of E. V. Babcock, suggestions to appropriate $50 to

aid the American Forestry Association in publishing reports was re-

ferred to the new board of trustees for final action.

Secretary Perry read the report of R. C. Lippincott of Philadelphia,

chairman of the advisory committee to the American Forestry Asso-

ciation. The report said that that association has been more active

.md interested in this work during the last year than ever before.

The annual meeting was held in connection with the fifth National

Conservation Congress at Washington recently, and was one of the

most importiint of any for several years. Mr. Lippincott 's report

stated that the reports of the eleven sub-committees which had spent

nine months previous to the meeting collecting data and informa-

tion on special subjects were very able, and had been printed through

the efforts of the American Forestry Association. These referred

to the possibility of forest planting, state forestry policy, forest tax-

ation, forest investigation, school taxation, utilization of federal

forest policy.

The report paid a high tribute to the work of the American For-

estry Association and recommended continued support on the part of

the national wholesalers.

J. E. Williams, Jr., of Philadelphia urged individual membership

on the part of the members of the National Wholesale Lumber Deal-

ers' Association.

The resolution committee then reported, offering the following

resolutions:

Report of Committee on Resolutions

WIIEIIF.4S, the Interstate Commerce Commission having given notice of

its intention to consider the advisability of the railroads making some
charge In addition to freight rates for special services performed on behalf
of shippers who have private tracks : and,
Whkkeas, lumber moving In carloads Is a very desirable commodity for

tht railroads to handle, being loaded by the shipper and unloaded by the
consignee, thereby relieving the carriers of labor cost and the maintenance
of warehouse facilities ; and.

Whereas, shippers and consignees having sidetracks, having stood the
expense of the installation of same ; and,

WnEUEAS, the use of such private tracks increases the facilities of the
railroads by relieving the congestion which would otherwise occur at
terminals and public team tracks, and reduces the demurrage charges and
railroad per diem charges by more promptly returning the cars to the rail-

road service than can possibly be done where lumber is to be hauled to or
from public team tracks :

Resolved, That the National Wholesale Lumber Dealers' Association,
with a membership of over four hundred wholesale lumber dealers and
manufacturers, in convention assembled, petition the Interstate Commerce
Commission tliat no additional charges be granted the railroads for spot-

ting lumber cars on such private tracks until after- such private track

owners and shippers may be fully heard in defense of the present custom.
Whereas. There is now, and for years jas been, a large net profit on

first-class mail, and whereas such profits have been entirely dissipated
by the losses Incurred in handling other classes of mall at less than cost
of service, thus working an injustice on all users of first-class postage,
therefore be it

Resolved, That a one-cent rate for ordinary letters should be accorded,
at once, to all users of the letter mail, and we. therefore, ask members
cf Congress to support Senate Bill Xo. 152. introduced in the United States
Senate by Hon. Theodore E. Burton, and House Bill No. 4322, introduced
in the House of Representatives by Hon. Charles L. Bartless for one-cent
letter postage measures, and to use their efforts to secure the passage of

these bills with as little delay as possible.

The secretary of this body is hereby instructed to send copies of this

resolution to our senators and representatives, and also to do everything
within his power, by correspondence, publicity, etc., to accomplish the
results which the Xational One-Cent Letter Postage -\ssociation is endeavor-
iup to secure.

Whereas, there will be held in the Coliseum of Chicago, 111., from
April 30 to May 9, and in the Grand Central Palace of New York, from
May 21 to 30, inclusive, the Forest Products Exposition which is being
promoted by co-operative effort for the exhibition of forest products of
all kinds, and
Whereas, the Forest Products Exposition will be held for the purpose

of showing the public the magnitude, importance and infiuence of lumber
industry, in all of its branches, as well as for the purpose of advertising
the merits of wood as a building material and all other purposes for which
it is suitable, and

Whereas, the Forest Products Exposition will have a great popular
educational value that will be of direct benefit to the manufacturers and
producers of forest products of all kinds, be it therefore

Resolved, that this association, in annual meeting assembled, heartily
approves of the objects of the Forest Products Exposition, and that we
urge our members and all others interested in the welfare of the lumber
and allied Industries, to support the exposition by active participation
therein, and by attending the same personally, and urging their associates
to do so.

Death has removed during the year three of the founders and early
officers of this association. Alfred C Tuxbury, William A. Crombie and
William B. Millard. These men gave freely of their time and service In
the interests of organized lumber trade. They were honored by all, and
their passing is noted here with sorrow and a keen sense of our loss.

Resolved, that the president and secretary of the association convey
to the members of the families of the deceased this minute, and express
tc them our deep sympathy.
Whereas, it appears to this association that inexact and unreliable

statistics regarding insurance and substitute material tor lumber are
being compiled and published to the hurt of the lumber trade, therefore be It

Resolved, that this matter be referred to the trustees with power to act
alone or along with other associations with a view of placing both properly
before the public.

Whereas, the railroads are asking of the Interstate Comnocrce Com-
mission an Increase of five per cent in freight rates and claiming urgently
the need of same ; and.

Whereas, tue members of this association are interested In a large way
in the right and prompt adjustment of this claim ; therefore be It

Resolved, that we join in asking the commission to render at as early
a date as possible its decision in the matter In the Interest of the railroads,

the lumber shippers and the commerce of the country in general.

Whereas, i.ie tendency of the general property tax in its application
to timberlands is inequitable in its results because it forces rapid wasteful
cutting and threatens confiscation ; and,

Whereas, a yield tax on timber is equitable to all, is definite and easily

administered and correct in principle because the tax Is taken when the
Income is realized, therefore be It
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Kesolved. tbttt this association endorses the principle of a yield tax on

timber and urges It as the correct policy toward tlmbcrlands in all states

bavlug forest Interests.

Kesolved, that the members tender to President Walcott and his asso-

ciate executive ofDcers appreciation of the faithful services and cfflclent

handling of the association interests during the present year.

Kesolved, that we appreciate the very kind invitation extended to have

us come to Buffalo, and desire to thank the Buffalo & Tonawanda Lumber
Association for their care and oversight of our members while visiting

Buffalo.

Kesolved, that we desire to express to the Iroquois Hotel Company our

appreciation of Its very generous treatment during this meeting which
has added materially to the success and pleasure of our convention.

Following the report of the committee, there was a heated

discussion again regarding the proposed five per cent increase. Tlie

resolution on this subject simply urged prompt and rightful decision

in tlie matter on the part of the Interstate Commerce Commission, in

the interest of railroads, lumber shipments and general commerce of

the country. Some expressed themselves as believing that the resolu-

tion should be couched in more forceful language. It was sug-

gested that a substitute resolution be offered asking for immediate

decision in favor of the proposed increase. This was strongly ob-

jected to by others. Finally the convention adopted the resolution

as offered by a majority vote.

E. V. Babcock of Pittsburgh, chairman of the nominating com-

mittee, presented the following names as trustees for three years and

they were duly elected:

W. W. Knight, Indianapolis; Alexander Willson, Pittsburgh: C. F.
Treadway. New Haven, Conn. : A. L. Stone, Cleveland, O. ; C. H. Hershey.
Newark, X. J. : M. E. Preisch, North Tonawanda, N. Y., and B. F. Belts.
Philadelphia.

F. E. Babcock of Pittsburgh then opened the nominations for oflB-

cers, and speaking in glowing terms of the unusual loyalty, ability,

excellent judgment and generally high character of Gordon C. Ed-

wards of Ottawa, Ont., presented his name for nomination for presi-

dent for the ensuing year.

The nomination was seconded by C. H. Prescott of Cleveland, O.

Mr. Prescott in seconding Mr. Babcock 's nomination stated that Mr.

Edwards had never missed a meeting of the board of trustees or

the executive committee. The election of Mr. Edwards was unani-

mously recommended by the association.

Thus, for the first time in its history, the association has a presi-

dent whose residence is without the boundaries of the country. His

choice is unquestionably an unusually popular one, as he enjoys the

full confidence, entire respect and the deep affection of all of the

members.

Mr. Walcott appointed F. R. Babcock and C. H. Prescott as a

committee to escort Mr. Edwards into the convention hall. He was

brought in in a rather tmusual manner, on the shoulders of the re-

ception committee, and was greeted with tremendous applause from

the members.

Mr. Edwards expressed himself in a fitting way as appreciative

of the honor, and also stated that he was confident that the Canadian

trade would be fully appreciative. In bis talk Mr. Edwards was so-

licitous of the co-operation of the membership and also dwelt upon

the importance of building up that feature of the association.

M. E. Preisch of the local entertainment committee then spoke a

final word of appreciation for the convention, after which the session

adjourned.

The trustees met following the adjournment and the following

officers were elected

:

PaESiDENT—Gordon C. Edwards. Ottawa. Ont.
First Vice-President—W. W. Knight. Indianapolis, Ind.
Second Vice-President—.\. L. Stone. Cleveland, O.
SECEETAE.Y—E. F. Perry, New York, N. Y.
Treasueee—Henry Cape, New York, N. Y.

THE ENTERTAINMENT
The annual banquet held in the Iroquois hotel on Thursday even-

ing, at which both the men and attending ladies were present, was an

unusually brilliant affair and 300 members, guests and ladies were

present.

Retiring President Walcott delivered a final message to the asso-

ciation on this occasion. He outlined the excellent results obtained

through the association efforts in the past years, and predicted that

the future of the association could be nothing else than brilliant.

Mr. Walcott introduced Gordon C. Edwards, the newly elected

president. Mr. Edwards responded with a brief acknowledgment

of the honor of the election.

John Archdeacon Murphy of Buffalo was introduced as toastmaster.

Those wlio responded to toasts were: Hon. John V. Sisson, congress-

man from the fourth Mississippi district; Hon. Eodolphe LeMieux,

former postmaster-general of Canada; Edward F. Trefz of Chicago,

field secretary of the Chamber of Commerce of the United States.

On Wednesday night a well arranged and unusually successful

smoker was given for the benefit of the men, wliile a musical program

and reception were provided for the ladies, in the parlor of the

hotel. In both cases suitable light refreshments were served.

Hugh McLean, prominent in Buffalo lumber circles, tendered a

luncheon at the Buffalo club at one o'clock on Thursday, at which

the Hon. Rodolphe LeMieux, former postmaster-general of Canada,

was the guest of honor.

The entertainment committee in charge of the local arrangements

was composed of: M. E. Preisch, M. M. Wall, John McLeod, C. W.
Betts, Henry J. George, Isaac N. Stewart and Arthur W. Kreinheder

of Buffalo, and James L. Crane and R. T. Jones of Tonawanda.

Action on Through Bills as Affecting Demurrage
Much interest is manifested among lumber exporters here in the

report of the House Committee on Merchant Marine and Fisheries,

which has just been submitted to the House and which recommends

legislation bringing water carriers that do an interstate business

and foreign steamship lines entering American ports under the

supervision of the Interstate Commerce Commission. The committee-

engaged in an extended investigation of steamship combinations,

and the report is at least in part based upon the facts learned ia

the course of this investigation. The proposed legislation would

give the Interstate Commerce Commission the same complete authority

over the American domestic steamship companies, with the power

to regulate rates and determine maximum freight and passenger

charges, as it now exercises over lailroads. It is further proposed

that the foreign steamship Lines be required to file their agreements

and understandings with other companies; that the commission be

empowered to make investigations into unreasonable rates; to inquire

into unfair practices, with authority to compel their discontinuance,

and to prohibit the use of fighting ships and deferred debates. The
investigation made has shown to what a large extent agreements

to divide traffic and to apportion returns as well as to fix rates

arbitrarily are entered into by the foreign steamship lines, competi-

tion being practically eliminated. The matter of special interest

to exporters, however, is the refusal of the steamship lines to accept

through bills of lading unless the lines are exempt from liability

for demurrage on cars and because of other conditions which are

burdensome to the shippers. Under existing circumstances the

exporters are entirely at the mercy of the steamship lines, which

delay taking lumber and logs intended for export as long as suits

their convenience, and frequently keep loaded cars at terminals

for week and even months. The railroads felt impelled to fix time

limits and insist upon demurrage, which the exporters refused to

pay because the delay was not any fault of theirs. The steamship

lines avoided responsibility by the simple expedient of refusing to

recognize through bills of lading. It was this state of affairs

which prompted the exporters to complain to the Interstate Com-
merce Commission about the railroads. A date for a hearing last

year was set, but afterward postponed, it being clearly recognized

that the railroads were not at fault. Later a bill was offered in

the House which requires the railroad companies to issue and the

steamship lines to recognize through bills of lading; but here again'

the difficult}' was in a lack of authority with the Interstate Com-
merce Commission over the foreign steamship lines. The recom-

mendations of the Committee on Merchant Marine and Fisheries is

designed to meet this lack of authority. It is felt by the exporters

that when foreign steamship Unes require the former to enter into

contracts for the shipment of lumber and logs, the carriers should

be held to furnish adequate facilities and that there should be

some power to restrain them from enforcing onerous and inequitable

requiremenlts.
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Oak in the Planing Mill
Differences of opinion make many other things than horse races.

For example they may make for or against the use of certain kinJs

of lumber for a given work. Opinions, not backed up by supporting

facts to justify, have been responsible for a share of substitutes for

wood in car building, in millwork, in furniture and in many other

lines. Most of these opinions originate outside the lumber fraternity

itself, but now we have before us a case where opinions within the

lumber fraternity may offer some handicap, for instance in the use

of oak in the planing mill.

At a recent meeting of the Ohio Retail Lumber Dealers' Associa-

tion there was an interesting blackboard talk by the newly elected

president, S. S. King, of Dayton, Ohio, in which he presented the

results of two calculations of cost in millwork, one of working yellow

pine and the other of working plain oak.

These two I'alculations were as follows:

Yellow Pine
Cost, 1,01)0 I'eet $36.50

Handlin;; 1.50
Itipping and cutting 2.00
Cross-cutting 2.00
Loss in ripping and cutting 4.20
Sticker work 4.50
Sandlns 4.S5
Bucdllng 1.00
(Jverhead. including delivery 5.47

'fotal $62.02

Plain Oak
Cost, 1,000 feet ? 60.00

Handling .placing on sticks) 2.50
nipping nud dressing 5.00

Cross-cutting 2.00

Loss in ripping and cutting (300 feet) 20.00
Sticking 3.15

Siinding 4.00

Uundling , 1.00

Overhead 9.00

Kiln drying and loss through drying 8.00

Total (cost of 700 fctt left to sell) ?114.65

These figures should be carefully studied and compaved b_v those

interested in the manufacture and sale of oak lumber because there

is room for a difference of opinion. Xo one will question that it costs

more to work plain oak, quartered oak or any other hardwood in the

planing mill than it does to work pine. Pine is about the easiest of

all our native v, oods to v.ork and is acknowledged to work with less

waste than almost any other wood. The difference in opinion is

likely to come as to the amount of difference which should be figured

up for working oak and pine.

Taking the items of the original lumber cost from the totals in

these calculations we have a cost of $25.52 for working pine and a

cost of $54.65 for working oak. This makes the cost of millwork in

oak figure more than double the cost in pine. If this is not a fair

estimate and the cost applied to oak is disproportionate it indicates

an unfair handicap against oak in planing mill work. That is why
those interested in oak should study and analyze these figures and

set themselves about correcting any errors that may appear in the

comparison.

Taking the first item in the list, we find a charge of $1.50 for

handling pine, whereas the charge for handling oak and placing it

on sticks is $2.50. Then we have ripping and dressing and cutting

made into two items and totaling $7 per thousand for oak, whereas

the ripping and cross-cutting of pine shows a total of only $4. The
presumption here is that pine is received already dressed, which is

true in some instances. In many other instances, however, pine for

planing mill work is purchased rough, consequently there would be a

dressing charge. The next item to note is that the loss in ripping and

cutting on the pine is figured at $4.20 while the loss in ripping

and cutting on oak is figured at .$20. That is a difference that looks

too wide or else the original cost of the oak is figured too high, A
waste of this kind would indicate a low-grade oak, whereas the figures

of cost suggest oak of a good quality which should not waste a

great deal more than pine of the same quality.

The next two items on the list shov,- favor to oak and they are the

only two which do. The sticker work and the sanding both show
cheaper on the oak than on the pine. The overhead charges on the

oak is given at .$9.00, whereas the overhead charges, including de-

livery, on pine is given at $5.47. Evidently this overhead is figured

ou a percentage basis charging in relation to the total charge for

work, which of itself offers room for a difference of opinion.

The final item in the list of oak cost, that of $8.00 for kiln drying

and loss through drying, is deserving of some special attention. There
is no charge whatever for kiln-drying pine. This charge is evidently

omitted on the theory that the pine is kiln-dried at the sawmill

before shipping and the drying cost is included in the original sell-

ing price. Sometimes oak may be kiln-dried at the mill, too. That,

however, is not the important point for consideration in this instance.

The important point is found in the fact that the oak is given a
thorough kiln-drying before it is used in the planing mill or at least

the kiln-dr^-ing should be thorough with this charge against it. This

puts it in much better shape for cabinet w^ork and for interior trim

than one usually finds pine. The millmen manufacturing and ship-

ping yellow pine go through the motions of kiln-drying and some of

them do the work more thoroughly than others, yet it is seldom in-

deed that one receives what is called kiln-dried yellow pine lumber
that can be depended upon for doing first class joinery. As a manu-
facturer of oak flooring puts it, when the pine folks are through
kiln-drying they are just at the point where the oak man is beginning
his serious work of thorough drying, which means that to qualify

l)ine for comparison with oak in millwork or any other high grade
joinery it should be thoroughly kiln-dried at the planing mill and
have substantially the same charge for this work put against it as

is given for oak.

There is no question of the earnest intent of the men who presented

these figures and discussed them, but there is room for questioning

their fairness to oak. Those taking part in this discussion were not

thinking anything about the welfare of oak as compared with pine,

but were earnestly concerned with impressing upon all present the

idea that costs often mount higher than they are figured up at. That at

least has been the purpose of most association cost figures and demon-
strations—to stimulate higher charges for cost items to the end that

better prices will be asked for the finished product. It is a com-
mendable idea and the lessons were undoubtedly needed, but there

should be a way to get the lessons without being unfair to oak or

any other kind of wood.

The mauufaeturers of hardwood doors of the veneered type have
for years been boosting these in competition with the cheaper solid

pine doors, not only because of their better appearance and their

superior qualit.v, but they have sought to impress time and time again
by illustration that the e.\'tra cost ot the hardwood door is so small

that it will not amount to an item of more than $20 or $25 in the

equipment of an ordinary home. Had they figured on the same basis

of the figures shown above their calculations would easily show the

hardwood doors costing twice as much as those made of pine.

There is a whole lot in the view point. If a man sets out to show
that it costs a millnian more to work oak than it does to work pine,

he can easily find incidents and figures to back up his argument and
to show that he is right. On the other hand, if he is interested in

boosting oak he can easily find a way to make these figures show
radically different results. This would make a wide difference in

opinion and each case perhaps result in error. The right way to

figure these things is to take the middle or unbiased ground, study
each analytically and without a desire to prove any special point, but
with the one purpose of finding out exactly what is what.

Admittedly it costs more to work oak or any other hardwood than
it does to work pine. It is a harder wood and requires a little more
care in handling and it calls for a higher order of finish than is ex-

pected on yellow pine. When it is finished, and when it is finished

—33—
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properly, one lias a product to lie proud of. Oak is a wood that may

be made to take the same high finish in milhvork as is shown in the

best grades of furniture, which is a finish that no one jjretends to

get from pine. There is no comparison on this point. If there were

people would be making furniture of pine and offering it in compe-

tition with oak. Even if the cost figures show double those given in

this case, the qnalily of the finished work justifies the extra cost. This

is no reason, however, for putting a handicap on the progress of oak

with an unnecessary burden of cost in the figures. That is why those

interested in the manufacture and sale of oak should study these

figures and get other figures for comparison to the end that they may
remove the handicap of extra cost charge against the working of oak.

'
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The Wood that Goes into Aeroplanes

Probably the most exacting

use of wood at the present day is

re(|uired in the manufacture of

aeroplanes. The making of these

machines is a new industry, and

as yet not a large one ; but it is

of great importance and its im-

portance will increase. It seems

that there is no substitute for

wood for certain purposes—shut-

tles is one and aeroplanes is an-

other. These air machines are

being made in various parts of

the world. Some of the earliest

were manufactured in Missouri,

and now a factory is getting un-

der way at Grinnell, Iowa—the

Grinnel Aeroplane Company. A
machine is now being built there for W. C. Robinson, which is ex-

pected to establish some world records. The present motor is 110

horse-power, but if that comes up to expectations another of 220

liorse-jjower will be made. The machine will be ready for the great

contests to take place next year at the San Francisco fair.

The Thomas E. Powe Lumber Company of St. Louis is furnishing

the ash for the manufacturing company at Grinnell. For some

reason, the Missouri ash appears to possess special properties fitting

it for aeroplanes, and manufacturers have been drawing supplies

from that region for some time. Such ash must have every good

quality and no bad ones.

Two years ago the Forest Service published a report of the wood-

using industries of Missouri, containing what was said to be the

first government statistics on woods manufactured into aeroplanes.

The report was short and is quoted below:
'

' The making of aeroplanes is a new industry in this country,

and Missouri is the first state to supply statistics of their manu-

facture. A few dozen were turned out in 1910, and only three

woods were reported as to amounts, though others were made use of,

at least for experimental purposes. Locust and red gum are men-

tioned, but the exact uses are not stated. Sitka spruce supplied

eighty-four per cent of all; mahogany and white ash the rest. The

actual amount of a wood in an aeroplane is small, but it is selected

with much care and the waste is comparatively large. Scarcely

any mechanism requires greater perfection in material which enters

into its construction, for a defect is liable not only to ruin the

machine, but to result fatally to the operator as well.

"The frame is made of spruce. It is necessary that the wood

be straight-grained and free from knots and other defects. The

strain on an airship is at times sudden and severe, and the machine

is so constructed that it distributes the strain equally on all parts,

or as nearly so as possible; and the wood is selected with the

purpose that every inch of it must stand its part of the strain in

critical moments.

"Much care is bestowed on the propellers. It is absolutely

essential that they shall have the strength necessary to stand the

strain, and at the same time no superfluous weight is allowed.

They are sometimes made wholly of spruce, and at other times

are built up of different woods. A built-up projieller may

WIXO BEAMS .\ND HIP.S OF WORLI l-flRCI.IXC AEROPLANE, MADE
OF SOUTHERN ASII FURNISHED BY THOMAS E, POWE LUMBER

COMPANY OF ST. LOUIS

consist of a strip of ash in the

middle of each blade, with

spruce on each side, then layers

of mahogany outside the spruce

and thin pieces of ash outside

the hub. A propeller constructed

that way is believed to be

stronger than one of solid wood.

It at least offers the advantage

of a more careful inspection of

the material. One large piece

may have defects within, which

cannot be seen, but a propeller

made of small pieces offers less

chance for hidden defects.

'
' The pieces are held together

with glue. It is claimed that if

high grade glue is used and is

well applied, it joins the pieces of wood so firmly that before the

pieces will pull apart the wood will break elsewhere. Mahogany is

usually employed in making the steering wheels of aeroplanes. '

'

It is safe to predict that a list of ten woods will embrace aU that

shall ultimately be found to possess the requisite properties for the

manufacture of aeroplanes.

Some Second-Growth Prejudices
Tliere is considerable prejudice in New England against white-

wood. This is the tree known also as tulip and yellow poplar,

Init owing to the large amount of sapwood in the second-growth

the name whitewood is usually applied. It is claimed by some

manufacturers that whitewood is harder to work and causes more

trouble from warping and checking than is the case with yellow

poplar. As a result the high-grade material is brought in, while

the local product is hard to dispose of at a profit. Other manu-

facturers claim that the prejudice against the wood is not justi-

fied and that with proper handling it will fill many of the places

of the more expensive poplar. A maker of porch columns uses

vv'hitewood and states that it gives excellent satisfaction. Since

the future demands for timber must ultimately be met for the

most part by second-growth material, a better knowledge of second-

growth hardwoods seems desirable. Chestnut is one of the most

common trees in southern New England, yet many furniture manu-

facturers will not use it, preferring stock from farther south and

west. While there are apparently grounds for this discrimination,

it is quite probable that many of the objections could be overcome

liV improved methods of cutting, handling and selling.

An article appearing in an Illinois country newspaper, describing

a recently completed sawmill operation, makes the statement that

opens up an interesting possibility in sawmills. In describing the

edger, the article says: "With this machine the operator can make

any width wanted from two inches to twenty-four inches. '
' Here

we have the exceedingly interesting prospect of taking a six, eight,

ten or twelve-inch board from the sawmiU and after putting it

through the magic edger, seeing it come out into a beautiful slab

twenty-four inches wide. Truly, all the wonders in sawmilling have

not yet been developed.
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The Mail Bag

Any reader of HARDWOOD RECORD desiring to communicate
with any of the Inquirers listed In this section can have the ad-
dresses on written request to the Mall Bag Department, HARD-
WOOD RECORD, 537 South Dearborn Street, Chicago, and referring
to the number at the head of each letter and enclosing a self-

addressed stamped envolepe.

B 677—Wants Swamp Ash, Mulberry and Black Locust Squares

l..iuisvlll.\ Ky., Mai-, r. - Kilitor II.vianvo,ii> ItKConD : Wo liavo a cus-

uTiiiT lu this city who is just aboiii to start a hasobnll hat factory. He
< in the market for swamp ash, mulbcri-y and black locust. lie wishes

l;c ash to be 3 inches square x 3S inches long, and the mulberry and locust

e wants in squares 2'^xll inches, and 1*4x0 inches. If you can give us

he names of any parties who lould furnish us this stock, we would appre-

iatc same.

This concern has been given a list of possible producers of the

^tock desired. Others wanting the information can have it on

jipplication to H.\i:d^\ood Record.—EinTOH.

B 678—Wants Yellow Pine Plastering Lath
Williamsport, Pa., Mar. 4.—Editor II.\ituwoOD Record: Will you kindly

furnish me with the names of mills manufacturing ."-foot yellow pine

lilastering lath V

Hakdwood Record will appreciate it if any concern in a position

to furnish this stock would write this concern, using the keyed address.

—Editor.

B 679—Wants Market for Second-Growth Hickory Dimension

Dennison, O., Feb. 27.—Editor H.iuDwooD Record : Can you give us

the names of firms that use small dimension pieces cut from strictly sec-

ond-growth hickory ?

This concern has been given the names of prospective buyers of

this stock. Others interested can have the address on application

to this office.

—

Editor.

B 680—^Wants Market for Butternut Logs

(South Bend, Ind., Feb. 27.—Editor Hardwood Record : We have on

hand about 50,000 feet fine butternut logs which we wish to cut into lum-

ber, but not being acquainted with users of this material, we will greatly

appreciate it if j-ou will give us the names of such firms as you know to

l.c users. Thanking you in advance for your kindness.

Lumber Companv.

This concern has been advised that it will probably be to its

advantage to market these logs in log form, and has been given a

list of a few prospective customers. Others interested can have the

address on application to this office.

—

Editor.

B 681—Wants Names of Manufacturers of Wood Screws

.New York, Fol). 2S.—Editor Hardwood Reoi.rd : I shall feel greatly

obliged if you will put mc in touch with some manufacturers of American

wood screws. This inquiry is made for my brother, who resides in Lon-

don, and who desires to import these goods. Thanking you in anticipation,

I am

The writer of the above letter is a responsible party located with

a reputable concern in New York. He has been given a short list

cf wood screw manufacturers in the United States, and if any of

our readers are interested they can have the address on application.

—Editor.

B 682—Wants to Manufacture White Birch

.Syracuse, X. Y., Mar. 3.—Editor Hardwood Record : Can you tell me
through your paper what is the best thing to manufacture white birch into?

I have a friend who has 12.000 acres, upon which is a large quantity of

white birch.

This inquirer has been advised that the wood he probably has in

mind is the paper birch, as the real white birch is but a minor

species. A great deal of the paper birch is manufactured into

spools, spool barrels and spool heads. It is an important item in

the manufacture of pails and buckets. It is also used for box

manufacture, for porch chairs and for the turned parts of other

chairs and similar articles of furniture. It is used for clothespins

and quite a quantity goes into the manufacture of crates. Dry

measures are also made from this wood, as are handles of various

kinds.

Woodenwaro hoops also furnish a considerable source of con-

sumption for white birch, as do the following: Interior finish,

mouldings, saw horses, table slides, wheel parts, washboards and

wash benches.

—

Editor.

B 683—Wants Northern Hardwood, Oak and Oum Squares

New York, JIar. ;i.—Editor Hardwood Record; We would thank you
to Insert the following in your "Mail Bag" : We are in the market for

hardwood squares IH'Xl'/l: "P to 3x3, in lengths running from IS inches

to 36 inches, principally 30 inches. We can use the.se in oak, ash, blrcb,

beech or maple principally, and preferably in oak.

We are also In the market for several cars of gum squares 2K'x2%x24
to oO Inches, sap no defect.

We would appreciate it very much if you could furnish us with the

names of mills getting out this kind of stock.

This concern has been advised of the names of several people

who are probably in the position to take care of them. Others

interested can have the address on application.

—

Editor.

B 684—Wants Birch Squares

New York, Feb. 27.—Editor Hardwood Record : Can you give me the

uames of any manufacturers of birch squares?

This concern has been given a list of manufacturers of northern

dimension stock. Those readers interested can have the address on

application to this office.

—

Editor.

B 685—Defines "Merchantable Timber"
The following letter has recently been received from nn esteemed

reader of Hardwood Record, located in Kentucky. It has to do

with a "Mail Bag" item which appeared in last issue, which

attempted to define '
' merchantable timber, '

' at the request of

another reader.

The following definition is an unusually clear and concise way

of putting it:

Lexington, Ky., Mar. 3.—Editor Haedwood Record : We notice an
answer to the Philadelphia inquiry as to the definition of the word "mer-

chantable" when applied to standing timber, and we take issue with you

on your answer. We agree that it is a ditHcult matter to draw a strict

line defining "merchantable stock."

The writer has always gone on the theory that in the purchase of stand-

ing timber, or in the purchase of logs, each particular case should stand on

its own footing as regards the term "merchantable." As an illustration :

Taking two separate and distinct lots or boundaries of standing timber.

One, for the sake of argument, we will admit is twenty miles from trans-

portation facilities ; the other lot is ten miles from transportation. The
two lots, however, when delivered to the point of transportation are of

equal value. The low-grade timber, such as rough oak, rough or scrubby

poplar, beech, pine and other cheap woods, standing on the tract twenty

miles distant cannot be handled at a profit for the reason the expense

incurred in handling will be more than the price at which the manufac-

tured product from these cheap woods could be sold, but could likely be

sold at a profit if brought from the tract only ten miles distant.

Both the seller and buyer are presumed to know the conditions, and
we think the proper construction to be placed upon the term "merchant-

able" is where timber, when handled in the most advantageous way,

manufactured to the best advantage, and sold to the best advantage,

snows a reasonable profit over and above cost of production.

That class of timber, trees or logs when handled, manufactured and sold

to the very best advantage that shows a loss or falls to show a reasonable

profit over and above the cost of production should not be considered mer-

chantable, and we feel that each particular trade or transaction should

stand upon its own footing.

This same question arose between the writer and some other parties

owning timber in eastern Kentucky. The w'ritcr Insisted on a clause

reading as follows

:

"For the purpose of this agreement, the term 'merchantable' is under-

stood to be and means that class of timber, when handled, manufactured

and sold to the best advantage, will show a reasonable profit over and
above cost of production."

B 686—Wants Grape Crates Knocked Down.
Lockport, N. Y'., Mar. 5.—Editor Hardwood Record: Can you give me

the address of any firms in the East that make a business of selling box

boards of any required dimensions? I wish to get some crates about one

foot square on the ends and two feet long, ends to he made of elm and
slats of basswood, preferably. I would like good clean stock, knots al-

lowed If they are sound. The crates are to be shipped In a knock-down

condition with the exception of the ends, which are to be nailed up.

Boards are to be surfaced one side. Crates arc tor use in the shipment

uf grapes-. .
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This inquirer lias been given tlie names of several people who

could possibly get out this stock. Others interested can have the

information upon application to this oilice.

—

Editok.

B 687

—

Wants Addresses Southern Handle Manufacturers

t.'k'vcUUKl, O., Mur. r>.—Editor IIaruwocid 1{i:i-(i[id ; Wc are Interested

ir ubtulnlng the addresses of handle luaiiufacturcrs located In Louisiana

and other points In the South. We are manufacturing automobile Jacks

and would like to get In touch with people making such handles. Will

you kindly give our wants publicity in the columns ot Hardwood Record?

A list of producers of the stock asked for has been supplied. Any-

one having this material, and desiring to be placed in touch with the

inquirer, may have the address upon request.

—

Editor.

B 688

—

Wants Several Cars Brown Ash
New York, N. Y., Mar. '•.—Editor IlAiinwuoD Ui:foUD : Can you give me

a list of manufacturers of brown ash V 1 would like to get about three

cars of 4/4 firsts and seconds, and one car 5/4 firsts and seconds.

Manufacturers of brown ash interested in this inquiry, may have

tlie address upon application.

—

Editoi;.

B 689—Wants Second-Growth White Oak for Spokes

Tell City, Ind., I-'eb. 2S.—Editor Hardwood Record; We are at this

time In the market for a good many l%"x2%" and 2"x3" second-growth

white oak pieces, all of good forest growth. Could you put us in touch

with this? •

The address of our correspond will be sent oak producers anxious

to get in touch with this prospective customer.

—

-Editor.

Clubs and Associations
Annual Meeting Northern Forest Protective Association

On Tuesday, March 3, the Northern Forest Protective Association held

it., third annual meeting at Marquette, Mich. The business session was
held at the Marquette Club beginning at 11 o'clock in the forenoon, at

which time the reports of the officers were read and the board of directors

was elected for the ensuing year. At 1 :30 the business session reopened

at the Marquette Opera House, this session being open to the public.

Among the interesting features was a lecture on the Forests of Alaska

given by R. S. Kellogg, secretary of the Northern Hemlock and Hardwood
Manufacturers' .\ssociation, which was illustrated by about ninety lantern

slides.

A feature film obtained by the Federal Forest Service and representing

the origin, rapiu development and results of a forest fire, which was shipped

from California to the association for exhibition, was displayed after

Mr. Kellogg's address.

Several addresses and papers upon subjects patent to the work of the

association were well received.

A cordial invitation was extended to the people of Alger county to

attond the meeting, and those who took advantage of this invitation were

well repaid.

Annual New Jersey Lumbermen's Protective Association

The New Jer.sey Lumbermen's Protective .\ssociation held its twenty-

ninth annual meeting at Newark February 24. The chief topic brought

up was the suit of the government against the eastern states retail lum-

ber dealers' associations and this was reviewed in detail. In his annual

address Pres. Rudgers dwelt on the rights of the retailers to take steps

to conserve their business against attacks by wholesale competitors. The

decision of the lower court did not forbid the exchange of information

between two or more parties, but only forbade the associations from com-

bining to circulate their reports. In the final analysis, he said, it was

a question of whether the retailers had the right to refuse to buy from

their competitors.

The board of directors reported on the year's work and showed tew

complaints of sales made by wholesalers. The lien law which the asso-

ciation has sought for a long time to have changed was also discussed,

the directors reporting that a new bill had been drafted which will be

an Improvement over the present one, if passed, which seems likely.

In the evening the annual dinner was held at the Cafe Washington. The

diners were furnished with paper caps and all hands joined in to make the

occasion one of real good cheer. The attendance at the dinner was swelled

by a number of wholesalers.

Monthly Meeting of the Lumbermen's Club

On . last Monday night. March 2, the regular monthly meeting of the

Lumbermen's Ciub of Cincinnati was held at the club's new headquarters,

the Hotel Gibson. A large number of Cincinnati lumberman sat down

promptly at 6 :30 p. m. to a full course dinner which was much enjoyed.

After dinner President Hagemeyer called the meeting to order. One of

the first things done was the ordering of some flowers sent to the home

of W. A. Bennett, one of the club's oldest members, who has been on the

sick list but is now improving to some extent.

Alex Schmidt of the Francke Lumber Company brought up the matter
ot the proposed charge of .f2.00 per car for the spotting of cars, both

loaded and empty, on private sidings and entered a protest against this

extra charge. The result was that a committee, consisting of Fred W.
Mowbray, chairman ; .Mcx Schmidt, J. S. ZoUer, J. E. Davidson and Geo.

Morgan, was appointed to take the matter up with the railroads and the

Interstate Commerce Commission if necessary, protesting against the

charge. The same action Is being taken by manufacturers In other lines

of business likewise affected.

At this meeting under the constitution of the club it is necessary to

appoint nominating committees to nominate candidates for the various

offices, to be elected at the annual meeting in May. The chair ap-

pointed the regular committee, consisting of Chas. F. Shlels, Ralph Mc-
Cracken and Harry R. Browne, and the floor selected the following mem-
bers to act as an independent committee : Emil Thonian, chairman ; Wm.
Duhlmeler and Geo. Morgan. These two committees are to make the

nominations and report at the April meeting their selections and then

the campaign will be on in earnest. L'sually these elections are very

spirited, but always friendly, and the result has always been a very com-
petent set of officers.

The club was fortunate enough to have as its guest Edwin J. Mclntyre

of Toronto, Canada, a representative of the Canada Lumberman and the

Canadian Woodworker. After all of the business of the evening had been

disposed of President Hagemeyer introduced Mr. Maclntyre, who delivered

a very instructive address. He touched mostly on business conditions

throughout Canada as he found them in his recent travels through that

district, and stated that that section of the country has had its depres-

sion just like the balance ot the country, but that now the business men
of Canada are much encouraged and feel that the conditions are improv-

ing rapidly and that at least average business will be obtainable by early

spring and growing steadily better as the season advances. Mr. Maclntyre
predicts a splendid business for lumbermen during 1914.

Annual Meeting National Manufacturers to Be Held During

Exposition

Secretary J. E. Rhodes of the National Lumber Manufacturers' .\ssocia-

tion, announces that the twelfth annual meeting of that organization will

be held in connection with the Forest Products Exposition in the Coliseum,

Chicago, May 5 and 6. This idea is surely a good one, as the National

Manufacturers' Association is the sponsor of the exposition proposition,

and by holding this meeting in this way, in connection with the exposition

itself, it will give no little moral support to that project.

This is the second organization which has decided to hold a meeting in

connection with the exposition, the other being the Northern Hemlock and

Hardwood Manufacturers' Association, made up of Wisconsin and upper

Michigan operators.

Philadelphia Golf Association Holds Tournament at Richmond, 'Va.

Horace A. Reeves, secretary of the Lumber Trade Golf Association, Phila-

delphia, announces that at a meeting held at the Union League at Philadel-

phia, February 21, it was decided to hold the annual tournament of the

Lumber Trade Golf Association at the Country Club at Richmond, Va., May
2(5 and 27. This club extended to the association an invitation, including

free use of the club house and course, from May 26 to 27, and members are

invited to avail themselves of this privilege.

A large attendance is anticipated and it is believed the function will

be one of the most enjoyable ever held.

Wood Preservers' Bulletin

The .'Vmcrican Wood Preservers' Association, with headquarters at Bal-

timore, Md., has begun the publication of a quarterly paper devoted to

the interest of the timber treating business. F. J. Angler, secretary of

the association, is editor ; C. C. Schnatterbeck, managing editor, and all

members are contributing editors. The initial number contains eight pages

of news and comment of interest to members and the general public.

Lumber Cut and Shipments

The National Lumber Manufacturers' Association has sent out a state-

ment showing cut and shipments of lumber in January, 1914, compared

with 1913. The figures were compiled from figures furnished by affiliated

associations and mills not members of associations. The total cut in

.lanuary, 1913, was 751,600,000, in 1914, 704,400,000 ;
shipments in 191.'5

amounted to 826,900,000, and in 1914, 752,000,000.

Decrease in cut during January. 1914, under January. 1913.47,200,000 feet

Decrease in shipments during January, 1914, under January,
1913 r 74,900,000 feet

Excess shipments over cut during Januar.y, 1913 ^^'559'999 I'^'^t

Excess shipments over cut during January, 1914 47,600,000 leet

New Factory for Steelton, Mich.

It is reported from Steelton, Mich., that there will shortly be erected

at that point a factory for the manufacture of hardwood products, which

will represent an investment of .i;20,000. This concern has negotiated

with authorities at Steelton asking for the usual concessions regarding

free sites, tax exemptions, etc., and indications are that the deal will soon

go through.

The new industry will represent the investment of several outside

capitalists, and will probably employ from twenty to thirty men.
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With the Trade

Old Fumiture Plant to be Remodeled
Work bas been started on Installing machinery and remodeling the plant

of the Iowa Furniture Manufacturing Company, Clinton, Iowa. The plant

was formerly the Ingwerscn Manufacturing Company. The new owners
have announced that the furniture factory will be devoted to the manu-
facture of chairs, mostly dining room cbalrs. With the Installation of the

new machinery, the plant Is to be enlarged and the present machinery
will be so arranged as to socnre greater elfieleiiey.

Hardwood Flooring Plant at Newberry, Mich., Soon to Start

.\t the end of this month a new hardwood flooring plant now being com-

pleted at Newberry, Mich., will be in operation. Construction on the

buildings has been pushed, and the installation of the machinery will be

rushed with all possible speed. William Horner, who has operated a

Uooring plant at Reed City, Mich., for many years, accepted the proposition

of the business men of Newberr.v, who offered a bonus of ?5,000 for the

location of a branch factory at this city. The buildings will cover a con-

siderable area and are all of brick and steel construction. Provision has

been made for the growth of the business.

The main building, in whlcji three flooring machines are Installed, is

7O\220 feet. Two other machines will be Installed later. The dry kilns

occupy an area of S0.\100 feet. The mill with its three present machines
will have an output of 40,000 feet of finished flooring daily, which output

will be increased to (Jo,000 feet when the other two machines are installed.

The plant will be operated day and night for some time to come, and will

employ a force of from sixty to seventy-five men at the start.

New Plant for Manistique, Mich.

Through the efforts of the Manistique Commercial Club a deal has been

closed which will insure to that city another woodworking factory which

will turn out broom handles, chair rounds and similar products, made
from maple, birch and beech. The new enterprise will represent an invest-

ment of about ?2o0,000. The deal was closed between Manistique interests

and Frank Sherke of the lower i)eninsula.

The plant will be located at Manistique in the spring, and will give

employment to twenty five Or thirty men who will work the year round.

Felger Lumber and Timber Company Incorporation

On March 2 the Felger Lumber and Timber Company was incorporated,

with a capital stock fully i)aid in. The principal place of business will

be at Grand Rapids, Mich. At a meeting of the stockholders held on this

date the following board of directors was elected : Otis A. Felger, Will R.

Smith, Will I.. Fassett. Earl H. Felger, George W. Ingram. Later at a

meeting of the board of directors, the following officers were elected : Otis

.\. Felger, president : Will R. Smith, vice-president and manager ; Will L.

Fassett, secretary : Earl H. Felger, treasurer.

Mr. Felger, president of the company, is secretary and treasurer of the

Memphis Band Mill Company at Memphis. Mr. Smith was vice-president

and manager of the Stearns company of this city for several years: there-

fore his present line of work is somewhat familiar to him. Mr. Fassett.

the secretary of the company, has been associated with Mr. Felger for a
number of years. Earl II. Felger is a son of Otis .\. Felger and bas been
connected with the Felger Lumber and Timber Coin|>any for the past year.

.Mr. Ingram was formerly connected with Henry (}. Dykehouse.
The Felger Lumber and Timber Company has been operating here for

the past three years as an individual enterprise, handling northern and
.southern hardwoods. The new corporation will continue handling the

same woods as before and will add to Its line northern and southern pine

and hemlock.

Boston Concern Moves to Canada
The Atlantic Lumber Company, Inc., whose head office bas been at

Boston, Mass., announces that it has moved to 110 Manning Chambers,
Toronto, Ontario, Canada. This concern manufactures southern hardwood
lumber and has mills at Knoxvllle, Tenn., Walland, Tenn., and Franklin, Va.
The purpose of the move is probably to gain a stronger foothold with the
desirable Canadian trade.

Big St. Lawrence Project of William Wbitmer & Sons, Inc.

One of the most extensive and promising enterprises of recent date Is that

of the St. Lawrence Pulp and Lumber Corporation, of Canada, financed

and controlled by William Whitmer & Sons, Inc.. and the banking houses
of Chandler & Co., Inc., and W. F. Fuqua & Co., all of Philadelphia.

The company acquired timber rights, held under Crown grant, to a
tract of some 040 square miles of spruce, balsam, cedar and birch timber
and pulpwood located in the counties (iaspe and Bonaveuture, province
of Quebec, a veritable empire of timber. Its mills are located on Chaleur
Bay (an arm of the Gulf of St. Lawrence), at the mouth of the Grand
Pabos river, which itself forms a spacious bay. Before the tract was
taken over by the St. Lawrence company the interests affiliated with Its

organization took the first essential step and bad the tract cruised by a
firm of expert timber estimators, Messrs. Le Mieux Bros. & Co., of New
Orleans, La.

The property acquired presents practically ideal physical features tor a
joint lumber and pulp operation. The main physical features in the success

of a proposition of this kind are : First, quantity and quality of raw ma-
terial (timber and pulp wood) ; second, workability (ability to get the raw
material out of the woods to the mills at proper cost) : third, accessibility

of the principal markets for the product. All of these features are pos-

sessed to a remarkable degree by the St. Lawrence property.

With regard to the timber contents, Messrs. Le Mieux Bros. & Co. report

that, "the quality of the timber is very good, and much superior to anything
that we have heretofore estimated in the Province of Quebec, or in Nova
Scotia, or in New Brunswick, in all of which we have done a great deal

ol work in the timber. We have found a great area of this tract to be

virgin forest : the timber along some of the streams has never been touched.

The timber consists of spruce, balsam, cedar, white and yellow birch and
scattered white pine. Disregarding the pine and birch, we estimate the

quantities of timber on the tract log scale. Quebec rule, as follows :

Balsam 1,212,000,000 feet

Spruce 969,600,000 "

Cedar 121,200,000 •

Total merchantable timber 2,302,800,000

Pulpwood 4,040,000 cords

We consider both the above estimates as very conservative, particularly

OTIS A. FELGER, PRESIDENT OF THE RE-
CENTLY INCORPORATED FELGER LUM-

BER AND TIMBER COMPANY,
GRAND RAPIDS, MICH.

WILL L. FASSETT. SECRETARY OF THE RE-
CENTLY INCORPORATED FELGER UM-

BER AND TI.MBER COMPANY,
GRAND RAPIDS, MICH.

EARL H. FELGER, TREASURER OF THE RE-
CENTLY INCORPORATED FELGER LUM-

BER AND TIMBER COMPANY,
GRAND RAPIDS, MICH.
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tlie pulpwood estimate. In ostiiiiiilinj; jiulinvood. in oniui- to l)c entirely con-

servative, we have stated it to be ten cords per acre. Practically, there
is au almost unlimited supply of pulpwood on this land—enough to turn
out easily from 60,000 to 100,000 cords per year. The property could easily

support three sawmills of a capacity of 100,000 feet per day each,"
In relation to the question of flre risk to standing timber, the St. Law-

rence company Is especially fortunate, for the property is in the Gaspe
peninsula, which Is completely surrounded by salt water, and Is in that
northeastern section of Canada which is subject to frequent and heavy
fogs. The underbrush is kept so well dampened that the possibility of

damaging fire Is so remote that It may be disregarded.

.\s regards workability, the St, Lawrence property Is equally favored.
The tract is traversed by four main rivers, namely, the Grand Pabos, the
Little Pabos, the West river and Port Daniel river. The timber is such
that logging by railroad is also very convenient. This latter course has
l)een decided upon as the best method for the development of the property.
The land is hilly, but not rocky. There are no broken or barren spaces.

and on account of its freedom from rocky ledges it is heavily timbered,
oven on the tops of the highest hills. The land slopes back from the rivers

at comparatively easy grades to large plateaus from .'iOO to 1,000 feet above
the streams. Some of these plateaus are three or four miles in width.
The soil Is a rich, dark red sandy loam.

As to accessibility of markets, the property is accorded the double facili-

ties of steam railroad and ocean transportation. It is four days distant
from New York by water and two or three days by rail. The Atlantic, Que-
bec & Western railroad passes near the mills, and steamers can be loaded
at Rails' wharf, which Is near the company's mills and is reached by its

railroad. The St. Lawrence property is nearer in point of time to New
York than the timber fields of West Virginia. Plans now being carried out
provide for a sawmill of l."iO,000 feet per day capacity, a sulphite pulpmill
of 100 tons per day capacity, a standard gauge railroad connecting with the

A., Q. & W., Rails' wharf, the company's mills and entering and traversing
the timber limits. The sawmill should be ready for operation early next
spring and the pulpmill somewhat later in the summer. About nine aud
a half lulles of the railroad, including terminal trackage, has been com-
pleted and it Is now in operation into the timber limits, reaching Camp No.

1. The mills aud town site are located on the northeast shore of the Grand
Pabos Bay. and are ideally situated from an operating standpoint. The
sawmill and pulpmill face each other on the sides of two adjoining hills.

.\n arm of the bay runs in between them and is being dredged out to form
a hot pond, into which the logs will be dumped and later drawn out for

thf sawmill or pulpmill. The town of Chandler, which has been built by
the corapauy, includes a bank (branch of the Bank of Nova Scotia), a

hotel, company construction otfices, two large general stores, storehouses,

stables, about forty dwellings, etc. The present equipment now on the

ground includes one 70-ton Shay cog-drive locomotive, one American
Locomotive Company direct drive line engine, five steel flat cars for logs,

out American log loader, with steam shovel attachment, one tugboat,
barges, etc. Thirty additional steel log cars have been ordered.

An 'Unusual Planing MiU
In this connection is shown a photograph of the recently completed

planing mill of the G. H. Evans Lumber Company, manufacturer and
wholesaler of hardwoods and yellow pine, located at Chattanooga, Tenn.
This mill has a daily capacity of 100,000 feet.

As can be seen from the photograph, the layout of the Evans plant is

-excellent and gives ample provision for expeditious and satisfactory han-
dling of its large export and domestic business.

G. II. Evans, head of this concern, has been one of the foremost spon

"1 red gum. He has made a close study of this wood and Us adai)tability
for the various purposes to which It is being put. He also has made a close
analysis of the best methods of treatment under various conditions, all of
which information he has Incorporated In a little pamphlet recently issued,
which could very well serve as a hand-book on the proper handling of red
gum, as It contains a great deal of new and extremely valuable informa-
tion. Mr, Evans advises IIahdwood Rkcoiid that if any of its readers de-
sire to secure this information be will he very ghid to s.-nd out the pam-
phlet.

Changes Its Office

The Vicksburg Export Lumber Company, formerly of Vicksburg, Miss.,

manufacturer and exporter of southern hardwood, cypress and yellow
pine, announces that since March 2 Its Vicksburg office has been abandoned,
as the company has taken over a band mill operation at Jackson, Tenn.
The business will henceforth be conducted from the .lackson office under
the style of the Mississippi Hardwood Company.

Ferd Brenner Plant Begins Operations

Interest in the new sawmill of tlie Ferd Brenner Lumber Company of

.Vlexandria, La., which has been in the process of building for some little

time, has been keen. This plant, which is modern in every particular and
employs a great many unusual features, began operations the early part
ot this month. The mill building Is sheathed with galvanized corrugated
iron and is built on concrete foundations. The Prescott Company of

.Mi'uominee, Mich., furnished the seven-foot band mill and other sawmill
equipments, including the band resaw. It is expected that this plant will

linve a daily output of from 40,000 to oO,000 feet of hardwood.

W. Brcwn Morgan Soon to Leave Memphis
\A'. Morgan Brown will, on April 1, afti-r fifteen j'cars as secretary of

tlw Anderson-Tully Company and one of the most prominent figures iden-

tified with the manufacture of standard packages from .sawn shooks and
veneers, leave Memphis to become president and treasurer of the Morgan
Veneer Company, which has recently been incorporated under the laws
of Arkansas, which is capitalized at .flOO.OOO and which will have its

l)lant and general headquarters at Pine Blufif, Ark. The notice of this

iuforporation appeared in a recent issue of H.irdwood Record. The other
oHicers are: .7. F. Mclntyre of J. F. Mclntyre & Sons, vice-president, and
II. B. Strange, cashier of the Peoples Savings Bank, Pine Bluff, secretary.

The company is rapidly completing its plant, which will be up to date
in every respect, including sufficient dry-kiln facilities to take care of the

daily output of two cars of single ply, rotary cut gum veneers. This will

he in readiness for operation between May 1 and 15, Mr. Morgan will

make his headquarters at Pine Bluff, but will leave his family in Mem-
lihis for the time being. Later, however, they will join him at that point.

The company has assured itself ample raw material through a contract

with the Mclntyre-Mann Timber Lands Company, whereby it secures all

the gum stumpage on the timber owned by that firm.

Mr. Morgan has been prominently identified with the Lumbermen's
Club of Memphis, the Southern Hardwood TraflSc Bureau and the Busi-

ness Men's Club, serving the first for some years as a member of the river

and rail committee, being now a member of the board of managers of the

second, and having rendered signal service to the last named in connec-

tion with traffic matters. He has also come into national prominence

through his position as chairman of the National Classification Com-
mittee of Wooden Box Interests, which has made a strong fight for equal

THE WELL-ARRANGED PLANT OF THE G. H. EVANS LUMBER COMPANY, CHATTA-
NOOGA, TENN., GIVING AN EXCELLENT VIEW OF THE PLANING MILL,

THE SHIPPING ARRANGEMENTS AND THE EXTENSIVE YARD.

7. BROWN MORGAN, PRESIDENT AND
TREASURER OF THE MORGAN VENEER

COMPANY, PINE BLUFF, ARK.
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rates on gooils shlppoil In woimIiii piukUBi's with those shipped in con

talners made of liber, strawlwaid anil other materials.

Owlnj; to the fact that he is so popular and that he is a man of such

undoubted ability, there is genuine regret among his many friends ami

associates here over the change in his business plans which makes Mem-
phis liiso him as a citizen.

Cartier-HoUand Lumber Company Moves Head Office to Grand
Rapids, Mich.

The CartiiT ili.llami Lunilxr foinpany oi" l.iullngton, Mich., sends the

oUowlug self-explanatory letter to the trade:

"For the convenience of our customers and to bring us in personal con-

lact with them, we thought it advisable to move our sales office to Grand
liapids, and our new location will be Suite 7.'!1, Michigan Trust building.

•E. M. Holland will be in charge of the Uraud Rapids office. On account

oi our mill cut not being completed, it will be absolutely necessary for

C. E. Cartler to remain at Ludington, but it is his intention to become a resi-

dent of lirand Rapids at the completion of the cut at Ludington, even

though the plant is moved elsewhere.

"Our being on the ground at Grand Rapids we hope will be a benefit to

our customers and the trade in general, as we will be able to give them

better service and will have a better understanding of what they require.

Wt will be dally in communication by wire with the mill at Ludington in

order to facilitate the prompt handling of everything, especially the urgent

matters. We will hold open house at all times and would appreciate very

much if our friends will take advantage and call."

The Cartier-HoUand Company has been cutting for some time on Its

splendid new mill at Ludington and has been fortunate this winter In

striking some exceptional logs. The mill is a really model plant in every

way and the quality of the stock it has been turning out is absolutely

above criticism. The new arrangement should place the concern in an

even better position to give satisfaction to its trade.

Accepts Position as Sawmill Superintendent for John B. Ranson

& Co.

Olin White, manager of the Nashville branch of Wistar, TJnderhili &
Nixon of Philadelphia, has resigned that position and accepted the position

of superintendent of the sawmills of John B. Ransom & Co., also of Nash-

ville. Mr. White located at Nashville five years ago when he originally

Installed the yard for Wistar, Underbill & Co., as the concern was then

styled. His efforts to build up a business in Nashville have been unusually

successful. Mr. White was formerly located in New York City, being

connected with the lumber department of Brunswick-Balke-Collender Com-
pany. His acquisition by John B. Ransom & Co. should be to their distinct

advantage.

Mr. White is succeeded by Ed Underbill, a nephew of F. S. Underbill,

who has been Mr. White's assistant at Nashville for some time. It is

generally conceded that his elevation to the management of the Nashville

yard is justly deserved.

W. A. Passmore Lumber Company Organized in Alabama
The W. A. Passmore Lumber Company is the style of a recently incor-

porated concern, with offices at New Market, Ala. W. A. Passmore is

president ; Frank Pearson, secretary, and T. J. Gentry will superintend

oi'erations. This company owns 2,000 acres of fine virgin hardwood tim-

ber in the vicinity of New Market and will install an up-to-date 6foot band

sawmill with the necessary appurtenances. This mill will cut over 15,000

feet daily, and in addition the company will do more or less in the whole-

sale business.

Mr. Passmore formerly was Tice-presidcnt and manager of the lumber

department of the McMinnville Spoke & Lumber Company at McMinnville,

Trnn.

R. J. Darnell's New Plant Ready to Start

One of the officials of R. J. Darnell, Inc., is authority for the state-

ment that steam will be started this week In the big engine that is to

drive the double band mill and resaw now practically completed at Bates-

ville. Miss. It has been in process of construction for a number of

months, In fact, ever since the plant was burned here last year and the

decision was reached to rebuild it at Batesville instead of Memphis. Mc-

Donough band saws and resaw have been installed and the equipment

throughout is heavy. One big engine will run both the band mill and the

resaw and will likewise furnish the motive power for the veneer machinery

which is to be installed. The latter will be set up at the rate of two

machines at a time until a battery of twelve has been completed. The

plant will have a very large capacity and has been built at heavy cost.

AI>out 1.000,000 feet of timber ha« been gotten out already and facilities

have been established, including the building of the Batesville South-

western, that insure a steady supply of logs for the big mill. The firm

owns nearly 20,000 acres of hardwood timber lands in that section and

will draw on these for the necessary raw material, .\bout 100 men will

be given employment, all told. Harry Harnell resides at Batesville and

will have general charge of operations tliere. Ho will be assisted by

Roland Darnell, a brother, with headquarters at Memphis. R. J. Wiggs,

one of the officials of the company, will have charge of the sales end

of the business not only for the plant at Batesville but for the mill of

the Darnell-Love Lumber Company at Loland, Miss. R. J. Darnell, head

of the two firms, will look after the financing of operations at both points.

Thi' mill iiiivv nhfiiit to start at Batesville was one "f th.- hinilmarks at

All Wood Finishers
should u^t nxu- NATURAL RUBBING
OIL, "ZERO" BRAND, "Direct from Well

to Consumer."

Zr.io Iliund Hv<J. U. S. fat. Office.

STILES BROS.
Parkersburg, West Va.

Producers of Pure Natural West Virginia Lubricating Oil

SAMPLE ON APPLICATION

John G. Lockhart Lumber Co.
Sheboygan, Wisconsin

We have the followiiiK Ury Stock
to more in

.•fO.OnO' .5/4 No. X Elm.
100,000' 5/4 No. 3 Biicb.
70,000' 5/4 No. 3 Maple.

100,000' 8/4 No. 2 & 3 Hemlock.
50,000' 8/4 No. 2 & 3 Rock Elm.
Cau resaw above items,

150.000' 5/4 No. 2 & Better Rock Elm.
50,000' 8/4 No. 2 & Better Rook Elm.
15.(100' 8/4 No. 2 & Better Rock Elm
(all 12').

70.000' 2 1.4" No. 1 & Better Rock
EIn

and will make special inducement
early spring.

]
.'iO.OOO' 12 '4 No. 2 & Bet. Gray Elm.

1
75.000' 4/4 No. 1 & Better Bass.
50.000' 4/4 No. 1 & Better Bass (all
6").

75.000' .5/4 No. 2 & Better Maple.
200,000' S/4 No. 1 & Better Maple.
50.000' 8/4 No. 2 Maple.

100.000' 12/4 No. 2 & Better Maple.
50.000' 5/4 No. 2 Birch.
30.000' 8/4 No. 1 & Better Birch.
40.000' 10/4 No. 1 & Better Birch.
20,000' 12/4 No. 1 & Better Birch.

BIRCH IS UNSELECTED. RED ALL IN.

can be assorted as to grades. Can saw out
well boxed maple timbers and plank.

THE QUALITY OF YOUR

VENEERS
Your profits depend largely on econom-

ical production, and uniformly cut veneers

lessen the cost of production.

Our employes are experienced, our

machinery modern, and we use the best

selected logs in Mahogany, Circassian

Walnut and Quartered Oak.

Therefore, we will furnish you with ab-

solutely uniform and bone dry sliced or

sawed veneers that your men can handle

with a minimum outlay of time and labor.

This Means Money in Your Pocket

We will welcome you to our plant

(which is so modern it's worth coming to

see) or we will send a representative with

samples, on request.

Fred W. Black Lumber Co.
2245 S. Crawford Ave. Chicago, III.
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Memphis for a number of years. The firm, however, decided after the

fire here that It would be more expedient to re ostubllsh the mill at Bates-

ville than to bring the timber from that point to Memphis. The railroad

in question will likely be taken over by the Illinois Central system, with

which It makes connection at Batesvlllc. It was built by R. J. Darnell,

Inc., but the books are now being audited with a view to determining the

JAMES & ABBOT COMPANY
Lumber and Timber

No. 165 Milk St., BOSTON, MASS.

COLFAX HARDWOOD LUMBER CO.
MANUFACTURERS

OAK CYPRESS GUM
well manufactured, carefully graded, good

COLFAX, LA.

Birch Veneers. Also Elm, Maple and Basswood

WE MANCFACTURE FINE ROTARY CUT

STOLLE LUMBER & VENEER CO. Tripoli, Wis.

LET US QUOTE YOU

FOREST PRPDUCT5 EXPOSITION
CHICAGO COLISEUM APR,30-MAY9,

iNEWYOI^ GIPD CENTRAL PALACE MAY21-30

'

SELUirVG LIST
100.000
200,000
150,000
25.000
26,000

10,000
15,000
25,000

100,000
30,000
10,000

M.
CAPE

GUM
ft. of 4/4" Is & 2s Sap
ft. o( 4/4 No. 1 Com. Sap
ft. of 4/4 No. 3 Com. Sap
ft. of 6/4 Is & 2s Sap
ft. of 6/4 No. 1 Com. Sap

ELM
ft. of 4/4 Log Run Elm
ft. of 5/4 Log Run Elm
ft. of 6/4 Log Run Elm

MAPLE
ft. of 6/4 Log Run Maple
ft. of 5/4 Log Run Maple
ft. of 4/4 Log Run Maple

OAK
ft. of 4/4 No. 2 & Btr. Oak,
can ship separate grades

ft. of 5/4 Log Run Oak,
principally good Common

ft. of 8/4 Log Run Oak

CYPRESS
0,000 ft. of 4/4 Select & Better

Cypress

5,000 ft. of 4/4 Shop Cypress
0.000 ft. of 4/4 No. 1 Common Cy.
O.OOo ft. of 4/4 No. 2 Common Cy.
0,000 ft. of 4/4 No. 3 Common or

Pecky Cypress
4,000 ft. of 8/4 No. 2 Common Cy-

press, some thin

2,000 ft. of 8/4 No. 3 Common Cy-
press, some tbin

3.000 ft. of 6/4 No. 2 Com. Cypress
4,000 ft. of 6/4 No. 3 Com. Cypress

0,000 ft. of 4/4 Log Run Poplar,

mostly Common
2.000 ft. of 4/4 Log Run Sycamore

Our Grades Are Right.

E. Leming Lumber Company
GIRARDEAU MISSOURI

Kentucky Vcnccr Works
HIGH-GRADE—WELL-MANUFACTURED

Vcnccrs
IN SAWED AND SLICED QUARTERED
WHITE OAK AND QUARTERED RED GUM.
OUR ROTARY CUT GUM AND POPLAR
CROSSBANDING VENEERS ARE EXCEP-
TIONALLY GOOD.

Louisville Kentucky

cost of the line and It Is regarded as highl.v probable that negotiations

win result In the sale of the property to the Illinois Central system.

Proposed Mutual Casualty Company in New York
Lumber interests In New York prominent in the National Wholesale

Lumber Dealers' Assoclatiou and also in the Lumber Underwriters, a Are

insurance organization specializing In lumber risks, are taking steps

toward the formation of a mutual casualty Insurance company. The new
compensation law becomes effective July 1 and as its provisions make It

compulsory for employers within the state to Insure themselves against

accidents to employes, a company formed and operated upon mutual lines

should prove of benefit. The law provides various forms of Insurance,

such as the state fund, mutual associations, mutual companies and cas-

ualty companies. The idea of those interested in the New York proposal

is to give lumbermen of the state the best and most equitable liability

insurance. A specializing mutual company will doubtless prove popular

in the lumber trade. All the men behind the proposition are lumbermen
with large experience in the insurance field. To many the question of

this kind of Insurance is entirely new, and for the purpose of discussing

it in all its phases a meeting will undoubtedly be called.

New Cincinnati Timber Company
The Tennessee Timber Company is the style of a recently incorporated

concern which has taken olBces in the Second National Bank building,

Cincinnati. Hall Ilagemeyer is general manager and has full charge of

the sales. Mr. Hagemeyer is vice-president of the Harriman Hardwood
Lumber Company. The new concern will market the production of hard-

wood of the Harriman Hardwood Lumber Company, Harriman, Tenn.

New Chair Company at Kome, Ga.

The Rome Chair Company has started operations at Uome, Ga., and,

as indicated by Its name, will manufacture chairs. This concern is cap-

italized at $10,000. The company has purchased the site and factory

buildings of the old Chickamauga Manufacturing Company in North Rome.

The machinery ha= been installed. In addition to its line of chairs, the

lunipany will manufacture lounges, davenports, porch furniture, swings, etc.

Stemmelen Lumber Company Locates Yard at New Albany.

The Stemmelen Lumber Company of Louisville has leased a tract of

ground north of the Monon passenger depot at New Albany, Ind., and
wHl maintain a yard there as a shipping point. A force of men was re-

cently engaged in putting the tract in shape and loading and unloading

platforms are being erected alongside the tract for the handling of the

company's shipments. The Stemmelen Lumber Company is engaged in

the wholesale hardwood lumber business, 15. F. Stemmelen being president.

The company will employ from fifteen to twenty men in its new yard.

Veneer Plant at Hancock, Mich.

The Widner-Johnson Company of Alpena, Mich., has been seeking in-

formation concerning the location and prospects of a veneer plant in or

about Hancock. The main question raised by this company is regarding

the supply of bird's-eye maple logs. If the company's demands in this

particular could be met it would probably favor locating somewhere near

Hancock. As there is plenty of this class of material in that country,

the prospects are that Hancock will secure a new industry.

Cicero Timber and Lumber Company
The Cicero Timber & Lumber Company of Grand Rapids, Mich., has filed

articles of association, with a capital stock of .^30,000, fully subscribed.

The stockholders are Emily J. Clark, Marguerite 'Wurzburg, Edward J.

Clark, Sarah A. Clark, Josephine Bowen, Frank Clark, Gertrude C. Part-

ridge, Edith C. Sligh, Irving M. Clark, Sarah A, Cole, Sherman Robinson,

Esther L. Robinson, James French, Otto French, Howard French and Emily

lleiss.

New Concern for Grand Bapids, Mich.

The Michigan Cabinet Company, the Kakorost Company and the Bene-

dict Clamp Company have been merged as the Grand Rapids Handscrew
Company of Grand Rapids. The capital stock is .f250,000, all but $56,000

of which is preferred. Manufacture in the furniture line will be confined

to manual training equipment, laboratory furniture and domestic science

and factory furnishings. P. B. Schravesande is president ; B. M. Fox,

vice president ; G. W. Fortier, treasurer, and W. B. S. Matheson, secretary.

Kentucky Lumber Company Moves to Lexington, Ky.

The Kentucky Lumber Company of the First National Bank building,

Cincinnati, U., will move its general oflices to Le-\ington, Ky., where it

will open up quarters in the Security Trust building on .\pril 1. The
Cincinnati o,^ces will be closed on March 31, although the company will

be represented in Cincinnati territory by L, F. Violett, who will cover

Ohio and Indiana trade, maintaining headquarters in Cincinnati. Gen-

eral Manager W. E. Delaney and Secretary and Treasurer Ralph McCracken

will remove their families to Lexington as soon as they can make the

necessary arrangements. The new office will occupy about twice the space

maintained at Cincinnati and will consist of a suite of six rooms.

The reason for this change in location is a desire on the part of the

company's officials to be near the manufacturing end. which will be carried

on at Burnside and Williamsburg, Ky., and Lafollette, Tenn.

The removal of the Kentucky Lumber Company's interests and personnel
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from tbe city of Cluciouatl will be a severe blow to the Cioclnnati lumber
trade, as that company's Interests have been one of the most important
factors In the upbuJldlng of the Cincinnati trade. The members of the

Kentucky Lumber Company have talien an active and prominent part in

all the doings and the building up of tbe Ciocinnatl Lumbermen's Club,

and their removal will be severely felt.

Most of the present employes of the Kentucky Lumber Company will

move with that concern to its new quarters. In addition, ,1. C. Shuck of

Pittsburg, Miss., will take the position of assistant sales manager. Mr.
Shuck Is already breaking in at the Cincinnati office and will go with the

' inpany to Lexington. He has been connected with tbe Houston Brothers

.rnber Company of Vicksburg, Miss., for a long time and has had a broad
> perience, particularly in sales.

Penn State Foresters Betum From Annual Lumbering Trip
.\mong the many instructive things for I'l-nn State Korostors on their

annual lumbering trip to northern I'onnsylvanla and the .\dirondacks were
the special talks given by H. P. Welsh, general superintendent of tbe Cen-

tral Pennsylvania Lumber Company mills, on "History of Hemlock Milling

in Northern Pennsylvania." and John L. Graham, mill designer, operator

aiid constructor of Keynoldsvllle on "Development of the Gang Saw and Its

Place in the Milling World."
The Barringer Brake, manufactured by Ryther & Prlngle Company, Car-

thage, X. Y.. was seen in pracHeal operation on the holdings of the Santa'

Clara Lumber Company, and was carefully demonstrated as to its merits

by Mr. Gilbert, vice-president of the company manufacturing the brakes,

who was with the party as guests of the Santa Clara Lumber Company at

its camp on Cold river, near Tupper Lake, New York.

Many forest products plants were visited on the trip in both Pennsylva-

nia and New York, among which were the chemical distillation plants at

Walton and Lyman Run. Pa., the basket factories at Penn Yan, N. Y., and
the Brooklyn cooperage plcnt at Faust, N. Y.

An important feature of the trip were the visits to several of the state

plantations in both New York and Pennsylvania.

Mrs. Lillie Grace Johnson
On Tuesday, March 3. Mrs. Lillie Grace Johnson, wife of C. W. Johnson,

president of the St. Louis Basket & Box Company, St. Louis, Mo., died at

her home. Mrs. Johnson, who was formerly Miss Schearer, died at the

age of forty-eight years. The funeral was held Thursday, March 5, at 2

p. m. at the residence. 3080 Hawthorne boulevard.

y^Al/k >!>^A!>.v;it^Aiaii;5t3MiMiaatiMtf;t(iJWM^^

Pertinent Information
Annual Lumber Statistics

The Bureau of the Census has quit collrrting and publishing annual sta-

ti.=tics of lumber cut in the United States. For many years past information

along that line has been compiled at regular intervals and has been fur-

nished to the public. It showed how much lumber was cut in every state,

the different kinds and the quantity of each kind. Persons interested in

the lumber business have looked forward every year to the receipt of that

information and have appreciated it.

Some months ago word went out that the Census Bureau contemplated

discontinuing this service. Protests went to Washington from hundreds

of lumbermen, and the bureau was urged to reconsider the matter. It was
hoped that favorable action would result, but that hope has not been

realized. The final decision was that the annual compilation of lumber

statistics should end with the year 1912. The report from that year has

been appearing in installments for some months.

Alter the Bureau of the Census withdrew from the work, the Depart-

ment of Agriculture was urged by lumbermen to take It up. The latest

announcement is that it will do so, but that the statistics thus compiled

must be in a somewhat abbreviated form. H.\rdwood Record has received

one of the information cards which will soon be sent to lumbermen in all

parts of the United States. The questions asked are short and simple.

The chief information sought includes the kinds of wood sawed and how
much of each.

Mill owners will doubtless appreciate the efforts being made to collect

data, and will assist by promptly filling the blanks and returning them.

The work is being done by the cooperation of the Forest Service and

the Bureau of Statistics, both belonging to the Department of Agriculture.

Submerged Forests of Oak
It appears that arrangements are being made to recover extensive forests

of submerged oak in Russia. A company has been formed in England for

that purpose. About a year ago Hardwood Record described a piece of

the wood which it received from Russia. Further details of the extent

and location of the submerged oak have been received. The timber lies

at the bottom of tbe Moksha river, a tributary of the Oka, which runs

Into the Volga at Nijni Novgorod. The discovery was made by Colonel

I'cter Ivanoff, of the Russian Naval Diving Corps, and owner of property

along the river bank. It is stated that the bed of the river Is paved with

immense logs of oak for a distance of nearly 500 miles. The existence

of logs has long been known to the neighboring peasants, and for genera-

tions they have fished up logs whenever they wanted to build a cottage,

a cow-house, or to make new furniture. But the first to turn the forest

OAK
Quality

First

BrandGUM
LICKING RIVER LUMBER COMPANY

114 Lumber Street

SOUTH BEND, INDL4NA

TheWhite Lake Lumber Co.
Peoples Gas Bldg., CHICAGO, ILL.

Northern and Southern Hardwoods
CAR STOCK

WHITE PINE YELLOW PINE
High Quality—Prompt Delivery

WE WANT TO MOVE AT ONCE
200 M. ft. 8 4 No. 1 Common Hara Maple
500 M. ft. 4/4 No. 1 Common Basswood
100 M. ft. 4/4 No. 1 Common unselected

Bend ut
your inquiries

Birch
1 car 8/4 L. R. Wisconsin White Oak

"ANDREWS"

Canvas Doors
(PATENTED)

Are Used on Largest Dry Kilns in This

and Foreign Countries

Double Curtains are Effi-

cient Heat Savers, easily

and quickly attached and

operated and are long lived

A/.4DE IX ALL SIZES BY

The A. H. Andrews Co.
CHICAGO

c missed some
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Harris Manufacturing Company
Johnson City, Tennessee

''Harris'' Hardwood Flooring
and Lumber

Bluestone Land & Lumber Company
MANUFACTURERS

WEST VIRGINIA HARDWOODS
Soft White Pine, Oak, Poplar. Chestnut, Hemlock

Band Saned Stock RIDGWAY
PENNSYLVANIA

sjiMaiMaMssjsEisMaMaMaiMaEiMMSJaKfflaiaiSEisiSEEEiaiaiaiMMS n

;C I N C I N N A T l[

i
Hardwood Manufacturers and Jobbers p

i JAMES KENNEDY & CO., Ltd.

I
OAK, POPLAR AND OTHER HARDWOODS

•; FIRST NATIONAL BANK BUILDING

The Kosse, Shoe & Schleyer Co.
WALNUT, OAK, AND OTHER HARDWOODS

103-4-6 CABEW BUILDING

"You're Next"
(5)

to the best widths, lengths, grades and

texture of plain and quartered Oak if

you are getting our stock. Air or kiln dried

IF YOU ARE NOT GETTING OUR STOCK,
YOU HAVE "SOMETHING COMING"

THE M. B. FARRIN LUMBER CO.

OHIO VENEER COMPANY
Manufacturers & Importers FOREIGN VENEERS

2624-31 COLEBAIN AVENUE

DAY LUMBER & COAL CO.
Mfrs. YELLOW POPLAR and WHITE OAK

GENERAL OFFICE—CLAY CITY. KY.

RIEMEIER LUMBER CO.
OAK, POPLAR, CHESTNUT

SUMMERS AND GEST STREETS

E. C. BRADLEY LUMBER CO.
HIGH GRADE WEST VIRGINIA HARDWOODS

GOEBKE BUILDING

SHAWNEE LUMBER CO.
HARDWOODS, WHITE PINE and HEMLOCK

Sales Office—South Side Station—C. H. A D. B. R. S

Johns, Mowbray, Nelson Company I
OAK, ASH, POPLAR & CHESTNUt|

g GUM AND COTTONWOOD 1
HiRiiaiiniiaraiiainiiriinaimBiRiiiBinmiHingiarnimtjafHiHtnwraiH^

to practical account on an extensive scale apiiears to be Colonel Ivanoff,

who obtained a concession from the Uusslan government and secured
the rights of the riparian owners for a distance of 450 miles along tho
Moksha. The wood is dark grey, bordering on black, as if it had been
impregnated with creosote ; hut the grain of the wood is distinctly visible,,

and there is no sign of either petrification or rot. The wood is apparently
quite fit for cabinet work, paneling, etc., and it is mainly to these pur-

poses that the directors of the company hope it will be devoted. It is sup-

iK'sed that the forest has lain under the water for at least 1,000 years, and
that the cause of the submersion was volcanic. One of the finest theaters

in Moscow has been finished with this oak, rubbed with goldleaf.

Building Operations for February

Iteturns of building operations for February in sixty cities, officially

received by the American Contractor, Chicago, reach a total of ^41,173,25.S,

as compared with a total of $41,128,190 in the same cities for February,-

l!'iy. The comparison shows a difference of only a small fraction of one

pel cent. Trade a year ago was regarded as active and the showing must
therefore be regarded as favorable. There are the usual fluctuations in

riift'ereut cities, thirty showing gains and thirty losses. Among the cities-

making the most favorable comparisons may be mentioned the following,

with their percentages of gains : Detroit, 92 ; Kansas City, 116 ; Manches-
ti r, 94; Duluth, 76; Xew Haven, 19T ; Peoria, 321; Pittsburg, 161; San

.Antonio. 354 ; San Francisco, 252 ; St. Paul, 70 ; South Bend, 411 ; Topeka,

b" ; Wilkes-Barre, 64.

For two months the totals are $81,347,304, as compared with $80,646,849-

lor the corresponding period last year, a gain of one per cent. Details are

City-
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practical purposes it cau sai.lj l.c said tUul prKvs of the better qualities

«t African mahofc-any liavc hocn well inulutaiiicil. In fact, first class board
logs are, comparatively speaking, selling at the same prices which they
realized before this big rush of logs came In.

The demand Is collectively good and Is still uusatisflod, so that the logs

now coming on the market are fairly sure of a good reception. There Is

still time for some slight casing In prices, owing either to further very
heavy arrivals or the inability of the market to absorb the quantities com-
ing along, but even if this should take plact*. it can only be of a temporary
nature. .\s soon as the supply shows any signs of contracting, prices may
lie expected to move upward, and it is pretty certain that such conditions

will rule until the beginning of the next import season in September. A
feature which should not be lost sight of by all interested lu African ma-
hogany is that the last rain.v season on the West Coast was a very good
one—better, in fact, than has been experienced for years, and it is said,

with what truth we know not, that good rains are seldom experienced two
.vtars In succession. In the case of figured logs, the market is still very
strong, and tho.so showing good to fine character have found buyers at full

prices. The market could absorb larger quantities of figured wood than
have been coming to hand r. lenily.

Many Uses for Oak and Ash
Tbe London Timbor News .says that to the uuiuitiaied in these matters,

the vast quantities of oak timber that are annually cut up to keep pace
with the trade for boards and all other converted wood sizes seem out of

all proportion to the number of trees that are annually felled. But then
it must be remembered that an oak tree of, say, fifty cubic feet content

will cut fnto a very large amount of boarding, posts, poles, or any of the

hundred-and-one uses to which the timber is applied. For furniture manu-
facture and wagons for mineral tralfic. building materials, dome and roofs

of public buildings, cart and wagon l>ottoms, wheel spokes, railway sprags

and nmny other important purposes where great strength and lasting prop-

erties of the wood are points of consideration, oak timber is largely in

use. Ash timber is no less useful, especially where strength and supple-

ness of the wood are qualities in request, and for this reason all kinds of

agricultural implements, tool handles, and light furniture are manufac-
tured from this wood. In cutting up a tree certain parts are allocated to

certain purposes, the best portions being utilized for the most important.

Profit and Loss of British Strikes

Consul Franklin D. Hale, at Huddersfield. England, has collected strike

statistics which will prove of interest. .\ profit and loss account of the

strikes of the last ten years, prepared from government returns, supple-

mented by details furnished by trade union leaders in the principal in-

dustries, show that the loss to the organized workers alone from stoppages
of work due to disputes of all kinds in the United Kingdom has been equal

to 584,741,000 in wages, not to speak of a vast sum spent in strike pay.

.Vgainst this, the net gain in wages resulting from disputes is returned at

*i:5,209,000, leaving a net loss of $71,531,000.

In the same period the working classes as a whole have secured advances
in wages estimated at over ?:72,947,000, but the greater proportion of these

advances have been obtained through conciliation, machinery and working
agreements. Of every 100 strikes or other disputes recorded in the years

under review, 50 per cent have been won by the employers, 25 per cent

by the workers, and the remaining 25 per cent have been compromises.

^1 Another* Myth Punctured
^H For some years past there lias bim a report Hoating about that the

^^^^ tallest trees in the world are in .\ustralia. Whenever an.vone spoke of

^^^Ktbe extreme tallness of the California redwoods, some one else was almost
^^^Bcertain to remark that there were taller trees in Australia, and tbe state-

^^^^fment has usually been accepted as a fact, even by persons very well posted.

^^^V "When bills of particulars have been asked for. two instances have usually

^^H been cited showing how tall certain .Vustrallan trees are. One was stated

^^H to be 464 feet and another 325. The tallest trees were supposed to stand

^B in places so remote that only explorers and adventurers liad ever seen

^K them. For that reason there was some doubt concerning tlieir exact

^F location.

The Australians feel commendable pride in their forests. l)ut they wanted
a little more e.xact information concerning the tall timber which was so

much talked of. Consequently, at an expense of several hundred dollars

they recently sent an engineer into the remote district to locate and meas-

ure the trees, particularly the two which had been mentioned so frequently.

.\fter much si'arching he found the two explorers who had found the trees

originally, and who knew where they were. He hired the men to take hini

to the trees. They did so, but it turned out that both took him to the same
tree, so it turned out that instead of two, there was only one tree.

Having settled the question as to the identity of the tall timber, the

engineer proceeded to measure its exact height, and found that, from the

level of the ground to the topmost twig, it was 219 feet and 9 inches.

That was a considerable comedown from 525 or even from 464.

Since .Vustralla claims no trees taller than that, it Is no longer a competi-

tor with the Cnited States in tall timber. Trees above 219 feet could be

numbered In this country by tens of thousands. Such would Include the

"big trees" of California, the redwoods, Douglas fir, grand fir, noble fir,

•
white fir, sugar pine, and there were formerly white pines In New England
that tall. It cannot he stated what is the tallest specimen known In this

country. Sargent measured a standing tree .'140 feet high, and another is

en record which was measured after it fell, and its length was .!65 feet.

^C':o';^:<^.^:^^;:.;^:^^:o^;:/.\^;,^^.^:>^^;:v>/!<;!;^:fl,^a)i;^^

Hardwood News Notes

< MISCELLANEOUS y
The Liberty Perch Pole Company of Liberty, X. C, has been incorporated

with 125,000 capital.

The Columbus Handle & Tool Company, Columbus, Ind., has Increased
its capital stock to ?il 25.000.

The Sellman Churn & Manufacturing Company has been incorporated
at Little Rock, Ark., with $12,000 capital.

The Aurora Mill Work Company is the style of a recently Incorporated
Aurora, III., company, capitalized at |15,000.

The N. C. Blanchford Company of Spring City. Tenn., manufacturer
of spokes and hubs, has moved to Ilarriman, Tenn.

The Evans-Smlth-Viall Lumber Company has been incorporated at
Waynesville, N. C, with a capital stock of ?30,000,

QUARTERED OAK VENEER

We Have Nothing But Flat Dried Stock

EDINBURGH, INDIANA

(Leading Manufacturers!

OurCorps of Inspectors
Intelligent! Highly Trained!

Conscientious!

is assurance that you will get
what your order calls for

when you buy Gum from us

Himmelberger-Harrison Lumber Company
Cape Girardeau, Missouri

Band Sawed Stock
6 cars 4 4 Ists & 2nds Red Gum
10 cars 4 4 No. 1 Com. Red Gum
10 cars 4 4 Ists & 2nds Sap Gum
20 cars 4 4 No. 1 Com. Sap Gum
4/4 Gum Panel and Gum Box Boards
and all grades of 4 4 Oak and Ash

JONES & DUNN, Jennie, Ark.
Manufacturers Band Sawed Hardwoods
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(Leading Manulacturers)

BUSS-COOK OAK CO.
BLISSVILLE, ARK.

JlAMlWi'Tl UKKS

Oak Mouldings, Casing, Base and Interior

Trim. Also Dixie Brand Oak Flooring.
As Well As

OAK, ASH and GUM LUMBER
Can furnish anything in Oak, air dried

or kiln dried, rough or dressed

MIXED ORDERS OUR SPECIALTY

3" No. 1 Common
and Better Soft Elm

Bone
Dry

Quartered Red Gum
Plain and Quartered Gum, Two Years on Sticks

4/4", 5/4", 6/4" and 8/4" Thicknesses

Mark H. Brown Lumber Company
Hardwood Manufacturers Mounds, Ark.

Eleven Miles West of Memphis, Tenn.

Baker-Matthews Manufacturing Co.
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II. s. Jones, president of tlio New Eugloml IIaiHlwoo(IT!ompnn.v, spout
:i few (lays In the city tills month. lie Is still netlvely connected with the

\Miorlcan I'orest Company, und lately attended a directors' nieetlnc.

The Standard Hardwood Luniher Company will soon add large quantities
.if oak. chestnut and other hardwoods to Its stocks from the south. The
lonipany reports trade fair for this time of year.

The Buflalo Hardwood Lumber Company reports business better at pres-

• I't than a year ago. Sales are mostly of oak. with red oak leading. Quar
irred in firsts and seconds are keeping up well In price.

Jackson & Tindic have been continuing ndll operations at Jackson Bor
.ugh, their new development town in Ontario, Canada, where a large tract
i.f whltcwood and other timber is being cut.

U. U. McLean returned early this mouth from a vacation trip to Cuba,
which took him away from this city for a numl)er of weeks. The Hugh Mc-
Lean Lumber Company is predicting better prices for quartered oak.

O. E. Yeager states that the hardwood trade is rather quiet, but pros-

pects seem favorable for better business soon. January business in hard-
woods Was satisfactory.

The National Lumber Company states that business this mont'h com-
pares favorably with last and that there is a pretty fair demand at present
for oak and maple flooring.

G. Elias & Bro. have been installing high-speed, latest pattern flooring

machines. This is about the only concern here now turning out maple
flooring for the trade.

T. Sullivan & Co. have lately been getting In a good stock of variou.=

hardwoods, including ash, maple and elm, and trade is called fair for this

season.

The A. J. Chestnut Lumber Company reports that it has been cutting
quite an amount of maple at one of the mills in Pennsylvania. Mr. Chest-
nut is pleased to observe that the late severe weather has not shut off the
work and the lumber is now ready for shipment.

A. C. Mayer, who went to Vermont to assist in establishing the New Eng-
land Hardwood Company at Mountain Mills, has resigned to take a respon-
sible position with the Byrd & Matthews Lumber Company, Helen, Ga.

•< PHILADELPHIA >
John H. Schofleld. of SchoSeld Brothers, owners of the Saltkatchie Lum-

ber Company, reports business for January and for the first three weeks
of February very good, but since that time comparatively quiet. They have
liau an excellent year's trading and believe business wilt be brisk once good
weather is here. Robert W. and Frank E. Schofleld, who have been on a
visit to their mill in Schofleld, S. C, are taking in the Honaker Lumber
Company and other mills in whicli they are interested.

Hallowell & Souder report very fair trading right along and are op-

timistic as to outlook. Ralph Souder of this house, who is president of the

riiiladelphia Wholesale Lumber Dealers' Association, attended the national
wliolesaler's convention at Buffalo.

.Vmong the recent visitors to the local trade were B. T. Whedon, of W. D.
Young & Co., Bay City, Mich., and V. W. Stewart of the Colonial Pine Com-
pany, Inc., Wilson, N. C.

W. A. Jackson of the Jackson-Wyatt Lumber Company, says in spite of

the recent severe weather the company bagged some very good orders and
the outlook is favorable. Mr. Jackson is attending the National Wholesale
Lumber Dealers' convention in Buffalo.

As so many of its members are attending the National Wholesale Lum-
l)er Dealers' convention in Buffalo, the Lumbermen's E.\change has post-
poned its monthly meeting from March 5 to March 12, at 1 :30 p. m.
James W. Cooper, a retired furniture manufacturer, after a protracted

illness, died on February 2L He was eighty-three years old.

=< PITTSBURGH >=
W. D. Johnston, president of the American Lumber and Manufacturing

Company, has returned from a receirt trip to the Bermudas and the Panama
canal. ^

J. C. Donges Lumber Company, which was recently incorporated, is get-

ting a nice trade in hardwoods. Mr. Donges has three men on the road.

The Adelman Lumber Company reports some very good business coming,
and its three road men are bringing in considerable yard trade, especially

fiom Ohio and Indiana.

The Babcock Lumber Company has been moving some splendid sales of

hasswood lately. Its stocks in this line are probably as good as any that
I an be had in the country.

The West Penn Lumber Company reports a very good manufacturing in-

quiry. J. S. Erving of this company recently made quite a long trip through
the Northwest.
The Mutual Lumber Company complains of very bad weather in West

Virginia, which has held up shipments considerably. Inquiry from manu-
facturers, according to H. E. Asht of this company, is not so good as it was
last month.
The Aberdeen Lumber Company reports business In gum and Cottonwood

fairly good. President Woollett complains, however, that prices are being
liadiy cut.

The Kendall lumber plant at Crellin, Md., was practically shut down
last week on account of four feet of snow and 24 degrecs-bciow-zero

weather.

(Leading Manufacturers)

OUR SPECIALTY

St. Francis Basin Red Gum
WE MANUFACTURE

Southern Hardwoods
Gum, Oak and Ash _

J. H. Bonner & Sons
Mills and Offlce.

QUIGLEY. ARK.
rostoBlcc and Teleeraph Office,

HETII. AKK.

ARCHER LUMBER COMPANY
HELENA, ARKANSAS

Manufacturers of

HARDWOODS
SEND US YOUR INQUIRIES

We can furnish your entire

requirements in Hardwoods

OUR SPECIALTY — RED GUM

Tennessee Aromatic Red Cedar
(CAR LOTS OR LESS)

cedar.
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=-< BALTIMORE y
N. V. lis ill lialtlniore this week

W. K. Itfxford. 11 tlMiU'i-i

and calleti on smiii' of tin; linrdwouil men luTr.

G. L. Wood, lioiuTiU ninnaKor of the K. E. Wood Lumber Company, lias

gone to Tennessee to look after the operation of the eompany's mill there,

and Clarence K. Wood, the assistant general nianacer. Is off

matters eonne.'ti'd with tilI'ontaua, N.

aetlvlties the

take up

trip to

ipany's

MEMPHIS
Tschudy Lumber Co.

MANri'ACTrKEKS OT

St. Francis Basin Hardwoods
SPECIALS

For immediate sliipmciit

Bandsawn. Dry. 60- 14 and 16 foot long.

150.000 ft. 1" 1 and 2d Clear Plain White, Oak.

25,000 ft. 2" 1 and 2 Clear Hickory.

50,000 ft. 2" No. 1 Common Hickory

100,000 ft. 1
" Yel. Cottonwood Box Boards & Panel.

ADDRESS CORRESPONDENCE TO GENERAL OFFICE

605 Republic Bldg. KANSAS CITY, MO.

DUGAN LUMBER CO.
Hardwood Lumber

TENNESSEE

Manufacturers
and Shippers

MEMPHIS

1 (C7l\
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lliiKlifs UrotluTs' (."Dniiiiiiiy at liloonilnctoii. to comluct u y.-iiLTal luiiilier

liiisliiess. The compaDy tins jr.d.iioo lapltnl.

With an authorized capltallznthin of Iflo.oOO, the Frnutz Lumber Com-

pany has been orRanlzed and Incorporati'd nt North Manchester by Ezra

I'rautz, Lyman I'hllUps and Ludna Frantz.

!<afoblowers made an uiisu< oessful effort to open the safe of the .Tos.

Kuhn Lumber Company on the night of Marih 1 and left behind a n.'t

eompllmeiitluR the company on the strength of the safe.

John Ott, eighty-nine years old and the founder of the L. W. Ott Manu
facturlng Company of this city, died recently. lie Is survived by four

children.

Wood trestles and brackets will be manufactured by the newly organ-

ized Pepin's E.\tenslble Trestle and Jack Knife Bracket Company at East

Chicago. The company has a Jo.OOO capital and is backed by J. C. Peplu.

J. N. Pepin and !'. U. Schaaf.

Weather conditions during February are held responsible for the large

decrease In building operations, 144 |)ermlts, with an aggregate valuation

of t257,014 having been issued, as compared with yn permits, aggregating

?4Tl).U5:i in I'Vbruary. l'Ji:>.

With ?:!()0.(HIO capital the Interstate .\utomobile Company has been or

gaulzed and incor|)orated, to operate the old Interstate automobile plant

at Muncie, recently purchased from the trustee in bankruptcy.

Interests represented by O. U. Ilaskett have bought the north plant and

yard of the Urannum-Keene Lumber Company at the L. E. & W. railway

tracks and Twenty-tifth street, and a modern planing mill is to be erected.

The O. 1>. Ilaskett Lumber Company has been incorporated with $5,000

capital. Mr. Ilaskett formerly was vice-president of the Burnet-Lewis

Lumber Company.

=-< MEMPHIS >•-

C. I>. Hendrickson. of the C. D. Ilendriekson Lumber Company, denies

the recently puldished report that his tirni has withdrawn from business

in Arkansas and surrendered its charter in that state. lie says that,

on the contrary, the firm has only recently completed the installation of

a circular mill, with capacity of 30,000 feet, at Democrat, Ark., and that,

instead of retiring, it is just beginning to operate to good advantage in

Arkansas. The headquarters of the company are at Memphis.

Lee Wil.son & Co., the Three States Lumber ComiJany, the Chapmau-
Dewey Lumber t'ompany, the Chicago Mill & Lumber Company, and other

lumber firms having timberland holdings in the so-called "sunk lands"

of .\rkansas will be adversely affected by the recent decision of Judge

Tiieber of the I'nited States District Court at Little Rock, to the effect

that the government has never surrendered title to these lands. The
decision directly involved only 900 acres but it is pointed out that there

are about 120,000 acres that will be affected by this decision which was
rendered in the case of Lee Wilson & Co. vs. the United States. It Is

suggested that the present owners of these lands not only have a title

.iUeged to be imperfect, but that they may find themselves the object of

litigation to recover the value of timber removed during the period of

Iheir occupancy of the property in question.

The new mill of the Saline River Hardwood Company at Pine Bluff.

.\rk., has been placed in operation. This company is one of the subsid-

iaries of the Arkansas Short Leaf Lumber Company, which is In turn

owned by the Long-Bell Lumber Company, with headquarters at Kansas

City, .Mo.

J. T. Willingham, president of the Memphis Coffin Company, and otlnrs

identilled with manufacturing enterprises, including lumber and wood
w<-rking industries, are cooperating with the authorities regarding thr

passage of an employers' liability law that will be satisfactory to all

interests concerned. The Lumbermen's Club has already approved thi'

idea of the passage of a measure along this line. The subject, however.

is being actively handled by the Memphis Manufacturers' Association as

well as the Tennessee Manufacturers' Association, with which the former

is identified.

The BeilKr.-ide Lumber Company has recently removed its sawmill and

loBging equipment from Belzoni. .^liss., where It has been operated for

several years, to Isola, Miss. The firm has cut out all of its timber at

the former point and has removed to the latter, as it owns a large tract

of timber contiguous to that town. The eai)aclty of the mill has been

increased to 00,000 feet in the removal, and the mill Is now being oiJerated

on full time. It is estimated that it has enough timber in siglit to enable

It to run for from three to five years. A force of men Is still employed

at Belzoni to clean up the lumber left on the yards there, but these men
will be removed later to Isola. The headquarters of the company are iu

-Memphis, with J. W. McClure in charge of the offices.

Kates on export shipments of lumber from American ports to Ham
burg, Germany, have been reduced two cents per hunilred pounds recently

iind exporters here are rather Inclined to the view tliat there will be still

other decreases because there is not a large amount of lumber or other

tonnage being ottered the steamship companies Just now. Cotton rates

are declining and the belief is entertained that rates on lumber, too, will

work lower. Export lumber business is failing to increase but It is

pointed out that financial conditions abroad are improving, and exi)orters

here regard this as a distinctly favorable development. The worst evil

of whli-h exporters here comi)laln is the consigning of lumber which is

arriving In considerable quantity iihroad luid which Is seriously alTectlng

MEMPHIS
WboleHttle Manufacturers and Exporter*

RJED GUM
SAP GUM

COTTONWOOD
CYPRESS

ASH
PLAIN OAK

A,ir^ J jT-ti. QUARTERED OAK
All Grades and I htcknesses ^ HICKORY

We make a specialty of mixed cars SOFT ELM
of Sap and Ked Gum, One-half to cvr* Ahii/^DC
Two Inches thick. SYCAMORE

YANDEN BOOM^STIMSON LUMBER COMPANY

Maaafactnrers Soothern flardwoods

Memphis Tennessee

TIMBER ESTIMATES
REPnnTS INCLDDED

TOPOGRAPHICAL MAP, DETAIL ESTIMATES A WRITTEN REPORT

GARDNER & HOWE
ENGINEERS

Clarence W. Griffith "'^^tTr^Buifd^lf"' Memphis, Tenn.

Tie Mossman Lu

nufacturers
I and quartered red
|white oak,ashjgum
poplar. :: :: :: ::

O FULLY EQUIPT DIMENSION P

Memphis.

OUR STOCK OF
BAND SAWN

Southern Hardwoods
is one of the most complete
and largest in the state

We can readily fill any requirement in

RED GUM
Oak, Ash, Elm

PAINSTAKING ATTENTION TO YOUR INQUIRIES

THE LANSING CO., Parkin, Ark.
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r The Glue That Is Applied Cold n

In Flush Veneered Doors
The chief consideration is uniformly high-

grade glue. Manufacturers of this modern
type of door realize that its development
has been retarded because the unavoid-

able lack of uniformity in other types of

glue makes it impossible to know^ how
long a door will stav in condition. The

Use
Of vegetable glue insures absolute uni-

formity because of the very nature of pre-

paring it and becavise every pound of our

raw material is rigidly inspected.

Vegetable Glue
Is also a rigid and permanent adherent;

will not blister in sanding; has no dis-

agreeable odor; will not deteriorate in

standing—for a week if necessary; and
can be applied cold without any heating

application of any kind in the glue room.
In addition, the average saving over

former glue bills has been twenty per cent

where vegetable glue is used.

A DOOR MAKER SAYS:

Tacoma, Washington, U. S. A., Sept. 29, 1913.

File B.

PerlHns Glue Company,
So^ilh Bend, Indiana.

Gentlemen: The convenience and economy of the

use of Perkins veijetable glue, its uniformity and the

satisfactory results we have obtained, together with

the courtesy we have been uniformly shown by the

officers and representatives of the company, prompt
us to express in this way our appreciation of the

Perkins Glue Company and its products.

Tours very truly,

THE TTHEELEE, OSGOOD COMPANY,
I SnC-.S B. B. Clarke, Treasurer.

Perkins Glue Company
Originators and Patentees

805 J. M. S. Building, South Bend, Indiana

The Glue That Runs Absolutely Uniform

bona flde sales at profitable rates. Tlie belief was entertained until a

lew months ago tluit tlie consignment of lumber abroad was a thing of

tlie past, but there is strong evidences of the recurrence of the practice,

iiuch to the chagrin of those whose legitimate business is interfered with

V this method of raising money on lumber cargoes. That exporters are

inking forward to better conditions, however, finds striking reflection

II the manner in which they are operating their mills.

.1. W. nateman has established a mill at MclCenzie, Tenn., for the manu-
irture of hardwood lumber and will also concentrate purchases of hard-

woods In that territory at that point, with a view to ultimate distribution

lo consuming interests.

The .\rkansas Land & Lumber Company at Malvern, Ark., is cstablish-

ins! storage sheds at that point that will have a dally capacity of approxi-

mately 10,000,000 feet of lumber. This will enable the company to keep

its entire output under cover.

The Chicago Mill & Lumber Company has recently purchased nearly

100,000,000 feet of hardwood timber in Woodruff County, .\rk. It is

located near Georgetown and the timber is traversed by the Missouri &
North Arkansas road, which has one of its termini at Helena, thus fur-

nishing adequate transportation facilities. The purchasing company is

l)ulldiug a big sawmill, box factory and veneer plant at Helena and the

timber will be worked up therein. The consideration is not known.

=-< NASHVILLE >=
The Tennessee Hardwood Lumber Company is getting out some mag-

nificent oak lumber on a tract of 1,400 acres being developed in Wayne
county, Kentucky. The company desires to sell the hickory on this tract,

said to amount to about 1,000,000 feet, as it does not handle hickory in Its

business.

IS. S. Maddox of the Pennsylvania State College, appointed to the posi-

tion of forester of Tennessee some time ago, has announced his acceptance

of the position and will at once take up the work of looking after the forest

interests of the state.

The recent high tide of the Cumberland river has permitted log operators

to begin raovemept, and several millions of feet of oak, poplar, chestnut

and other hardwood logs have been received.

.\rthur B. Ransom, president of John B. Ransom & Co., and one of the

loading hardwood men of the south, has been elected a member of the board

of trustees of Vanderbilt University, succeeding the late Col. Nathaniel

Baxter. This honor is gratifying to local lumbermen.

.\t the recent meeting of the Nashville Lumbermen's Club officers for

this year were nominated as follows : Henderson Baker, president ; C. E.

Hunt, vice-president; Harold Greene, treasurer; Cecil Ewlng, secretary;

.V. B. Ransom, Hamilton Love, P. J. Loevenhart, W. M. Farris, Jr., and

Morford Whitson, directors. The nomination is equal to election. Mr.

Baker, who will be the new president, has been vice-president, and is senior

member of Baker, Jacobs & Co.

Vicegerent Olln White of the Order of Hoo Hoo has issued a call for a

concatenation for the middle Tennessee jurisdiction, to be held simultane-

ously with the annual meeting of the Nashville Lumbermen's Club, March

10, when a large gathering is expected.

The Haskew Lumber Company at South Pittsburg, Tenn., has announced

plans to install equipment for the manufacture of all kinds of handles.

Baker, Jacobs & Co. are developing a tract in Van Buren county, getting

out white oak and poplar and sawing the same near the scene of operations.

Local building is not as active as usual at this season. Permits were

issued by the city building inspector for improvements to cost $79,885

during February, compared with $150,760 the same month last year.

The Tennessee Supreme court has handed down a decision of much in-

terest to lumber and other shippers. The Dunlap Lumber Company of

Nashville was plaintiff. The Nashville, Chattanooga & St. Louis railway

sought to collect demurrage, the payment of which was refused and pro-

tested. The railroad has a rule of refusing to deliver shipments on spur

tracks, where payment of its charges is not made. The lumber company

contested this right, and received a decree for the value of a shipment of

lumber which the railroad had refused to deliver and sold for freight

charges. The court held that the railroad had no right to refuse to deliver

shipments because of the controversy, and that the rule was arbitrary.

This means that shippers can contest payment of charges on one shipment

without being arbitrarily dealt with as to others.

The Nashville Lumbermen's Club has been greatly gratified to ascertain

that a settlement has Ijeen made of the case Involving milllng-in-transit

for which it has been fighting for some months. The principle contended

for has been sustained by the Interstate Commerce Commission, dealing

with the matter of substitution in the handling of logs and lumber in

transit. Advice has been received from the freight agent of the Louisville

& Nashville railway that the regulation will soon be put into force in ac-

coidance with the decision of the commission.

J. W. Bateman will start a wholesale and retail lumber business at Mc-

Kenzie, Tenn., and will soon have mills In operation. He also expects to buy

the output of plants in that section and concentrate business at McKenzle.

Miss Mary Hamilton Love and Otto Delph were married in New York.

The bride is a daughter of John W. Love, a member of Love, Boyd & Co.

Announcement is made of the coming marriage of W. M. Farris, Jr., to

Miss Mary Ilaynes of Murfreesboro, Tenn., to be solemnizi^d in April. Mr.
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I'lirrls is a [in'iulier of the Tin

noiit yuuDg luciuber of tbv lu

rls IhiiHl

•111 tniile

=< LOUISVILLE y-
Among the Ixjiiisvllle Imniwood inoQ who attended the convention of

I lie Nntionnl Wholesale Lunilier Kealers' Association were T. M. Brown.
'' the W. P. Brown & Sons Luniher Company, and T. Smith Milton, secre-

ry and treasurer of the Churchill-Milton Lumber Company. The whole-

. lers' association Is strong in this part of the country.

.Vow Albany, I-oulsvillo's Indiana suburb. Is becoming popular with the

lumbermen. A few months ago the Edward L. Davis Lumber Company
-larted a branch yard on that side of the river. .\ short time ago the

Siemmelen Lumber Company decided to operate a yard and leased a site

in New ,\lbany, removing Its oflice from the Keller building In this city

to the new location. The Churehill-.Mllton Lumber Company, recently

..rganlzed, has followed suit by getting a yard In New Albany. It is still

nralning its Louisville office in the Lincoln building, but probably will

li.indle its office work at the yard In the near future.

II. L. Allbaugh, Cincinnati representative of the W. M. Hitter Lumber
I'nmpany of Columbus, O.. was in Louisville recently. Ue said that Feb-

ruary business has showed a considerable improvement over January,

and that March is looking still better.

Frederick II. Blum, superintendent of the interior finish plant of the

.Mired Struck Company. Louisville, recently died at his home, 1187 East
liroadway, Louisville, of pneumonia, following a brief illness. He was
Nixty-seven years old and had been connected with the company for fifty

y<-ars.

The Mechanics and Metals National Bank of New York has filed suit

in Louisville against the .Swann-Day Lumber Company, the Day Lumber
& Coal Company and Flo.vd Day for ?tJ0,00l) alleged to be due on a note

dated July 9, 1913. The Day Lumber & Coal Company is the successor of

the Swann-Day Lumber Company, it is set forth. The note in question,

it is stated, was executed by the Swann-Day Lumber Company to Floyd

Pay, and was endorsed and discounted by Mr. Day.

It is reported that the Federal Parquetry Manufacturing Company of

Now York will start a plant in Lexington. Ky., for the manufacture of

I':irquetry flooring. The plan of operation, it is stated, includes using much
• ] the sawmill waste from central Kentucky hardwood manufacturing

|ilants. I. Herz, representing the company, is now operating a mill in

I'.reathitt county.

Elliston & Franks, Bardwell, Ky., will establish a basket manufacturing

plant shortly, having ordered machinery for the manufacture of thin

stock, as well as special equipment for manufacturing baskets and boxes

from veneers.

The campaign for a .^300,000 building for the Young Women's Chris-

tian Association, which was carried to a successful conclusion in Louis-

ville recently, was helped along by a number of handsome gifts by lum-

I'crmen. Col. C. C. Mengel, whose daughter, Mrs. Cutbbert Thompson,
was captain of a team in the campaign, gave $1,500 to the work, while

.)! hn Churchill, president of the Churchill-Milton Lumber Company, con-

tributed ?.jOO. The campaign aroused widespread interest.

The Norman Lumber Company reports that the export trade on gum
and ash has been sufficiently good to enable it to continue shipping a

Inrge quantity of these woods from its Holly Ridge (La.) mill. E. B.

Norman, vice-president of the company, is in charge of sales of the Holly

Kidge plant's output.

I). E. Kline, head of the Louisville Veneer Mills, is being talked of in

' iinection with the presidency of the Louisville Commercial Club, one of

' [;e leading organizations of business men in the country. Mr. Kline is

now vice-president and chairman of the transportation committee of the

*'!ub, and in that capacity has done splendid work. Owing to the fact

tliat the commercial organization has lawyers, physicians. Insurance men
iiid others of that type for executives, few manufacturers having been

liosen, Mr. Kline appears to be particularly well fitted for the office.

.V good deal of the present condition of business is attributed to the fact

that the railroads are not buying. By the same token, much of the com-

plaint regarding poor collections is attributed to the fact that the rail-

roads are not paying for what they have already bought. Many hard-

wood concerns have accounts eight and tin months old against the carriers.

=< ST. LOUIS >=
During February receipts of lumber by rail at St. Louis, as complied by

the Jlerchants' Exchange, were 14.37S cars. In February last year the re-

• lipts were 10,137 cars, showing a loss In Fcliruary this year of 1.7."i9 cars,

si.ipments of lumber by rail last February were 11,219 cars. The Febru-

ary shipments were 9,813 cars, a loss of 1,406 cars compared with the cor-

responding month last year.

Louis II. Lothman, youngest son of William Lothman, president of the

Li'tbinan Cypress Company, stole a march on his business associates at

the Lothman Cypress Company on Monday afternoon, March 2. and was
married to Miss Bertha Llpps. The ceremony took place at the Grace Luth-

eran church, with only the relatives and immediate friends of both parties

present. The happy couple left for the south the same evening and will

vifit Florida and Cuba before returning home.

W. W. Dings of the Garetson-Greason Lumber Company left Monday
night for Kansas City and Denver, and will be gone for about ten days.

<\-.

A lot of splendid assorted American Walnut
logs, squared up and ready for exjjort, are

shown in the above photograph, -which illus-

trates a section of our exporting yard at Kan-
sas City.

All work, from the selecting of the trees in

the woods to the final loading, is done by men
trained in our employ and is under our close

personal supervision.

Hence we can guarantee satisfaction in both
export and domestic shipments.

FRANK PURCELL
Kansas City, Mo. U. S. A.

MATHEWS STANDARD

Gravity Lumber Conveyer

Made
coupled tui

over whlcl
four per c

cure prope
Adjustable JacI
• (jrade. Light
for past ten y

rials, and lolal <ll.i

foot secilona; easily
line of any required icneth,

1 stulT. etc.. will travel on a
f supplied to support conveyer
strong and easily portable.

tlon as to lengths and widths
conveyed. Send rough sketch

Main Omre and Farlorv
ELLWOOD CITY, PENN.

Branch Factories:
roRONTO. ONTARIO
I-ONOON, ENGLANIJ
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Saline River Hardwood Co.
Main Sales Ollice

Pine Bluff, Arkansas

Manufacturers of

Genuine Forked-Lea! White Oak

Red and Sap Gum
Red Oak and Ash

Q We offer to the trade a remarkably SUPERIOR lumber
product.

Q Our TIMBER is virgin forest growth of the highest
type.

(jl Our MILLS are new and produce accurately manufac-
tured stock.

q Our LUMBER is all KRAETZER-CURED—treated with
steam under pressure directly from the saw—insuring

quick drying to light weight, freedom from seasoning
defects and stick-marking, splits and stain.

Q Kraetzer-cured lumber will "stay where you put it."

Q Dry kiln and oak flooring plant in connection.

Q We solicit the inquiries and orders of critical and dis-

criminating buyers.

Cf For straight cars of Yellow Pine, or mixed cars with

Oak Flooring, write LONG-BELL LUMBER COMPANY,
Kansas City, Mo.

LOCATED
Just the tract of timber YOU, a manufacturer of lum-

ber, need.

Just the tract of timber that will prove a desirable and
profitable investment for capital now idle.

Buy It Now!
Provide today for your future timber needs, for your

future profits.

Buy a natural resource the supply of which is decreas-
ing almost to the extent of the quantity used annually;
the demand for which is increasing at home and abroad.

No other continent has such a wonderful and valuable
array of timber as North America. Our woods are the
most durable, the most beautiful, the easiest to work.
Therefore they are the most valuable and our forest

products are in demand wherever wood is used.

Today you are offered an opportunity to profit by the
logic of this situation.

Your copy of "Washington Red Cedar, America's
Overcoat Wood," Lumber User's Guide No. 12, awaits
your request. Send for it.

James D. Lacey & Co.
Timberland Factors

Chicago, III., 1750 McCormick Building

Portland, Ore., 1313 Northwestern Bank BIdg.

Seattle, Wash., 1009 White Building

r.cfijre leaving be stated that the compauy's mili.s were working all riglit.

with the e.\ce|)tion of the Wasson mill, which was closed down on account
"f wet weather. It will start up as soon as the woods become dry enough
lo get logs.

The C. I'". Liebke Hardwood Mill and Lumber Company is working right

along sawing logs and shipping them out as fast as sawed. The company has
enough orders on hand to take ail the lumber it can saw for several weeks,

and is getting shipments of logs in almost every day. It has a big shipment
of logs coming up by river that is due here in about thirty days.

E. W. Hlumer, sales manager of the Lothman Cypress Company, says
business is improving and orders are coming in quite well. He expects a

big trade as soon as the weather becomes pleasant.

The traffic committee of the Lumbermen's Club sent out a notice to the

n embers a few days ago to the effect that an opinion from the Interstate

Commerce Commission, No. 4844, in the matter of bills of lading discrimi-

nations, respecting loss and damage claims, was handed down. The inter-

pretation of the decision by the committee is that all loss and damage claims

presented to the railroads on or before .\pril, 1!)14, and those claims where
diunage took place two years prior to February fl, 1914, should, in the opin-

iipr. of the Interstate Commerce Commission, be adjusted on their merits

in order to prevent discriminations that might otherwise result. The com-
mission declined to pass on the reasonableness of the four months clause.

'i'lii- nr\l business meeting and dinner of the Lumbermen's Club will take

l>lari' al tlic City Club Tuesday evening, March 9. W. M. Martin, trust offi-

crr- i:( tlic Mississippi Valley Trust Company, will l)e the leading speaker,

aiMl liis to|ii, will }<• (,n the regional reserve banking law. He will also an-

swir any ()uc'sti<ins put to him by the members of the club. The usual

dinner will begin at 6 :30 sharp. One or two important changes in the by-

laws will be acted on at the meeting.

=-< ARKANSAS >=
A new firm, styled Pierce & Little, lias recently entered the timber buying

tie Id at Pyatt, .\rk., and will buy only big white oak logs. The timber

which it Is buying is to be used in making fine wood veneer for furniture.

It has already succeeded in purchasing a large number of logs of the

class it wants, and expects to continue operations at Pyatt for some time.

The Pekin Cooperage Company of Pekin, 111., has recently applied to

l-'rancis Keifer, Forest Supervisor of the Ozark National Forest at Har-

rison, Ark,, for the purchase of 150,000 feet of white oak timber, to be

taken from the Ozark National Forest in Searcy county. The application

I'.iovides that the timber shall be removed by December 1, 1914, and that

at least 25,000 feet of the timber will be cut and paid for by ,Iune ."SO,

1914. The sale will be awarded the highest bidder after thirty days'

advertising. The minimum price acceptable for this timber is $4.00 per

thousand.

Cooksey Brothers have recently established a luml>er yard and planing

mill at Hope at the plant formerly operated by the Southwestern Lumber
Company.
The Prescott Stave & Manufacturing Company of Prescott, Ark., has

recently purchased 15,000 acres of hardwood timberland, the timber being

wliite oak, red oak, cypress, ash and magnolia, near Dearborn, Tex., and
will move its present equipment to that point for operations. The com-

pany will in the future operate machinery for the manufacture of tigl|t

cooperage stock, and will install a sawmill with a daily capacity of .30,00ii

feet to work up such material as is not desired for the tight cooperage

plant. Railroads will bo built from Dearborn to the timberlands to facili-

tate developments. It is said that there are 20,000,000 feet of white oak

timber on the tract.

--<, WISCONSIN y-
The .John H. Kaiser Lunibei- Company of Kau Claire will begin opera-

tions at its sawmill within a few days. Both the planing mill and the

box factory have been run through the winter, and the sawmill has been

overhauled and improved to make it ready for a long run. .\t present
1('5 men are in the woods getting out logs on contract. When the mill

is started the men and horses will be put to work on the company's logs.

Chippewa Falls sustained a serious loss to its industrial progress with

the destruction of the plant of the Northwood Furniture Company on

February 26. The tire was discovered by a passerby early in the morn-
ing and the watchman narrowly escaped in fighting the fire alone. The
lilant is a total loss, estimated at .?50,000, with eighty per cent blanket

ii'surance. M. .\. Ponanski Is president and .1. E. Ponanskl secretary and
treasurer. Office quarters have been secured in the Jfenkins Brothers

building.

The sawmill and planing mill of the W. II. Rogers Lumber Company
at Nashville, Wis., was destroyed by fire ; cause unknown. The mill had
lieen running but seventeen days and had a good stock of logs to cut.

Two carloads of lumber were also destroyed. The loss is estimated at

¥25,000, with about fifty per cent Insurance. It is believed that the plant

will be rebuilt.

James Pringle, Sr., aged eighty-three, father of Thomas J. Pringle, sec-

retary and manager of the Milwaukee Casket Company, died March 4 at

bis home in Stratford, Ont. Mr. and Mrs. T. .T. Pringle of Milwaukee
were in Stratford at the time of Mr. Pringle's death. He is survived by

liiii widow and three sons. Thomas J. of Milwaukee. Robert and William

I':-ingle of Chicago, and ,Tauies Pringle of Ilamlltou, Ont.
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The Northwestern Lumber Conipniiy Is rushlug logging work In Its camps
ill the Hannibal country. The camps will cut from 35,000,000 to 40,000,000
i.'.f this yen:-, .-onsisting of hnrilwoort, hemlock and pine timber. Thi

;

.lit will keep the big mill at Stanley going all summer and will not ueees

-.late so much summer logging as was done last .vear. The company
nstructed twelve miles of new railroad for summer logging last season

L-.iil many logs were cut and hauled to the mill.

The Johnson Creek Lumber Company has finished Its timber cutting in

I hi' vicinity c{ Knowlton and sold the sawmill to the Vetter Manufactur
I [if Company of Stevens Point. The Vetter company has purchased up
wards of 1,600 acres of timberland and a forty-acre mill site In Maratheiii

.'"unty on the Little Kau Claire river. The sawmill will be removed to

ihat place, where there are about 10,000,000 feet of hardwood and hem
lock. Tl.i w-ik of moving will not be completed until fall, so that sawing
ol'cratlons will not be started until next winter.

With the close of the driving season of 1913-1014, the Menominee River
Hiioni Company of Marinette has completed Its forty-sixth year with ;i

record of having bandied almost 11,000,000,000 feet of timber duriuf;

tliat time. The drives on the Menominee will not continue for many niotr

years, but Marinette sawmills will carry on their operations with liarci

wi'od brought by rail after the wind-up of river operations.

Vh(! Kiiukaura Lumber & Manufacturing Company will start up in

Hi' new plant at Kaukauna, which replaced the structure destroyed bj

lire a year ago. The machinery has been removed from the temporary
structure and placed in the new mill. The machinery is driven by indi-

vidual electric motors. The building itself Is of modern construction.
Ill ing made of concrete, steel and brick. Windows are provided on three

sides, steam heating Is provided throughout the entire structure, auto
inatic dust collectors and an automatic sprinkler system have lieen in-

stalled for lir.' luotection.

The sawmill at Xorth Craudon which was purchased by .T. A. Walsh
fiom H. L. Koe about a year ago has been sold to Julius Monnetto of

I'larson, Langlade county. Mr. Monette will remove the mill to a site

mar Pearson and operate it there. It has a dally capacity of 30,000 feet.

Charles W. Fish of Elcho has made a large cut of timber this season

and expects to bring in about 10,000,000 feet of logs. During January,
wlien many loggers were taking their men out of the woods, Mr. Fisb

fceiit his entire crew at work with the idea that there would surely be

some sleighing this winter. Now that the snow has come he has been

hauling his cut and will complete the work shortly.

The Shawano Land- & Timber Company is said to be contemplating

«rectlng a sawmill near Rice Lake to work up the timber which it owns
in that locality. This winter camps have been established near Crandon
and Elcho. The proposed mill near Rice Lake will do away with long

hauls of the timber to a sawmill.

The Steven & Jarvls Lumber Company of Eau Claire has purchased
Mid is now shipping 500,000 feet of oak, basswood and maple lumber at

i;iehland Center. The lumber will be used in the manufacture of furniture

iiiid interior finish. The company has also purchased 3,000,000 feet of

standing timber at Ash Ridge, Soldier's Grove, La Farge and Tevera.

Tl'.ls timber will be sawed and shipped this .year.

The new Lincoln Box Corapan,v of Merrill has closed contracts for fur-

nishing the necessary machinery for the new plant. The machinery will

be completed about the time the new plant is completed, so that work
van be started immediately. J. G. Wenzel is president and George Mis-

tcrek secretary.

The Kenfield-Laiuoreaux Lumber Company has started both day and
night operations at the sawmill In Washburn. Bolt material has been

mlng in at such a rapid rate that it is practically necessary to run the

- wmill full time.

Logging contractors of northern Wisconsin are liable to great losses

unless snow falls and remains on the ground for another month. The
winter's cut is about half completed and the roads are bare, making haul-

ing Impossible, according to reports from Cable, Wis. Half of the logs

are lying where they are cut and If they are not taken out this winter

they will rot. The swamps In which they are lying are Inaccessible unless

snow covers the ground. This condition is said to be prevailing In nearly

all of the fifty camps in the section near Cable.

The Randolph Wagon Works at Randolph recently closed a most sue

cessful year. It is one of the big Industries of Randolph and affords

employment to about forty employes. During the past year the concern

shipped 3,800 wagons and paid out about .f25,000 in wages.

.Moving pictures of lumbering operations featuring a large steam hauler

A re taken recently at camp No. "i, near Cornell, Mich., of the I. .Stephen-

n Company of Marinette. It Is at this camp that a large steam hauler

IS used to haul the logs from the. woods to the Escanaba & Lake Superior

i;allroad.

Six heavily loaded sleighs, composing a train which a steam caterpillar

log hauler was hauling down hill recently, wrecked the caterpillar of the

Holt Lumber Company at its camp fourteen miles northwest of Lake-

wi^od. Tlie (aterpiUar was demolished by an avalanche of logs from the

log sleighs attached thereto. The big engine became unmanageable about
half way down the hill, causing the logs to break away and crash Into the

hauler. No one was Injured.

The new mechanics' institute of the University of Wisconsin at Madi-
son will be opened this month. Fifteen scholarships, representing twelvi'

trades, will be distributed throughout the state. There will be offered

LATEST IMPROVED DRY KILNS AND MACHINERY

MONOGRAM BRAND
Monogram Bi^nd White ObR FloorinQ

Perfectly dried and worked. Made from
our own timber from one boundary, insur-
ing uniform color and texture; manufac-
tured at our new hardwood flooring plant.

Our Specialty:
Quarter-sawed White Oak Flooring

Thicknesses: %" and 13/16" Standard Widths

OAK FLOORING Your Inquiries eolioited. Quick shipments guaranteed

YELLOW POPLAR LUMBER CO., Coal Grove, Ohio

Kentucky Lumber Company
MANUFACTURERS

POPLAR, PLAIN AND QUAR-
TERED OAK, RED AND SAP
GUM, ASH, CHESTNUT, BASS-
WOOD, HEMLOCK, WHITE PINE

Mills at

Bumside, Ky. Williamsburg, Kj .

Isola, Miss.

Sales Office

Cincinnati, O.

SAWYER QOODMAN CO.
MARINETTE, WIS.

Mixed Cars of Hardwood, Bass-

wood, White Pine and Hemlock,
Cedar Shingles a;nd Posts

We make a specialty of White Pine Beveled Siding and
White Pine Finish and Shop and Pattern Lumber

The Tegge Lumber Co.

High Grade

Northern and Southern
Hardwoods and Mahogany

Specialties
OAK, MAPLE, CYPRESS, POPLAR

Milwaukee, Wisconsin
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TROUBLE?
Are you having any lumber trouble?

Does your oak warp, split, check or

honeycomb in the kiln?

Does your gum stain, buckle, twist or

do the bucking broncho act?

Do you have any difficulty with split

panels and defective glue joints?

Do you have to dye, stain or refill your

lumber to get a uniform color?

Do you have any reclaims on finished

goods from bad glue joints, finish or

other reasons?

You can cure all your lumber troubles

by using

cure
LUMBER

/f
TRADE MARK

You don't have to buy Kraetzer-Cured

Lumber—you can produce it yourself

from air-dried, half-dry or green stock.

Your lumber will then dry in your kilns

quick, straight and free of all defects.

We will tell you where to buy Kraetzer-

Cured Lumber, if you ask us.

We will tell you about the Kraetzer

Preparator, the use of which insures the

quick and accurate seasoning of lumber,

if you ask us.

We will send you a new and interesting-

pamphlet involving the entire theory

and practice of steaming wood under

pressure, if you ask us.

ASK US

The Kraetzer Company
537 S. Dearborn St., CHICAGO

three courses wliicli will specialize pattern waking, molding and iroit

working.

A victory for Wisconsin lumbermen dealing In lumber trimmings was
gained In a recent decision of the Interstate Commerce Commission, which
ruled that railroads shall transport trimmings at fuel rates rather than
lumber rates, 'i'he ease was that of the Green l?ros. Box «& T^umber
Cumpan.v of Itoekford, 111., which gets lumber trimmings from Odanab,
Wis., via tlie Chicago and North Western line, wliich applied lumber rates.

The railroad refused to apply fuel rates, holding that it was made espe-

eially low for the sole purpose of allowing farmers to dispose of the
products readily after clearing their farms. Other points In Wisconsin
which are aflFected by this ruling are Milwaukee, Eau Claire, Wausau,.
Stevens Point and Grand Rapids.

The Hardwood Market

--<, CHICAGO >=
Chicago continues to keep pace with other criifrs ol' the ii.uutry, main-

taining a rather quiet tone, mainly because of the absence of good weather
that would tend to open up building operations. As a result the yard
and other trades are about marking timC; but there is a general report
suggesting an opening up of inquiries, which are probably more in the

nature of feelers than because of a true desire to buy.

There is not any indication of further breaking in prices, and the indlca-

lions are that there will not be any more serious offenses in this direction.

The stock situation at consumers' yards is favorable to the future of the
Iiusiness generall.v, as there Is nowhere any sufficient supply to last for

any length of time. However, buying continues to be on a good basis for
immediate consumption. This, however. Is probably almost as much on
account of a refusal of strong concerns to contract for large orders for

future delivery as it Is because of any general policy on the part of the
buyers in this direction. An Indication of this condition is seen in con-

nection with a large veneer concern whicli constantly carries In stock

a large quantity of veneers ready for Immediate shipment. The veneer
business has not been any too good for some time back, but at present
i« doing the best business probably for a good while, based mainly on orders
for immediate delivery. It can deliver these orders because of stock on
hands and is receiving them because of the knowledge of this conditioD

on the part of the buying trade.

The general building situation is in pretty fair standing and the indica-

tions are that it will open up in first-class order as the weather becomes
more satisfactory. There is nothing big looked for from the consuming
factories, but this branch of the consuming trade will probably take Its

quota before the spring Is very far advanced. On the whole the Chicago
situation, while not at present any too satisfactory, bids well for the

future, and this favorable future is not very far ahead.

--< BUFFALO >•-

The hardwood market show's up fairly well for the season, though whole-

saler,s report a smaller movement as a rule than that of January, which
was quite a good month. Conditions at present seem to point toward early

improvement. Dealers are hopeful after interviewing their customers, and
it looks as though this month would see quite a fair number of orders placed

anri at prices which will show^ considerable firmness.

Lately there has been some cutting of plain oak prices in this territory,

although most members of the trade have not yielded to the tendency to

take such action. It is not producing much morfe business and has the

usual tendency to spoil the market for everybody concerned. Maple has
been holding up about as well as any hardwood and Is being bought for

flooring uses to a good extent. Ash. elm and chestnut are having a fan-

sale. The weather has not been mild enough to allow building operations

to be carried out to any extent, and this has had some restraining influence-

upon business.

-< PHILADELPHIA >
The recent heavy snowstorms have to some extent Interfered with a

lluent hardwood lumber traffic, but on the return of good weather a resump-
tion of the noticeably improved conditions may be expected. Undeniably

the greatest draw^baek to an early prosperitj' is the dilatory decision of the

Interstate Commerce Commission as to the five per cent increase in freight

rate"^ requested by the railroads. It is the general opinion that the Increase

will eventually be granted, but it Is regretted that this action was taken

by the commission, as it is believed that had it given some favorable endorse-

ment of the railroads' request the latter would have come Into the market

at once for a large block of material. The general tone of the hardwood
lumber buyers Is optimistic and a tendency prevails to protect themselves

by closing deals for future deliver.v. Inquiries have been multiplying of
late which indicate that buyers are feeling the market for early purchases,

r.-ices have shown very little change. Quartered oak, although not in-

creasing in volume of sales, holds firm ; oak not so strong ; maple, ash,

chestnut and Ijirch steady ; beech a little livelier. Low grades scarce and?

in good demand.
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=-< PITTSBURGH >•=

Cold weatlicr and deep snows have put the lumber business quite a

little to the bad the past two weeks. Yard trade has been slow for tlu'

reason that all outside operations have stopped. Yard men loaded up In

.lauuary with enough lumber to carry them through the winter and they are

now waiting for sunshine to develop new building prospects. The building

situation Is greatly improved. There is little doubt but that trade in this

ine will be good this summer unless labor difllcultles hinder. Inquiries

rum furniture, automobile and implement concerns are fairly good, but

these manufacturers do not seem to be ordering stock for more than three

iiDDths ahead. Railroad business is very quiet. Little is expected in this

ii.e before the Interstate Commerce Commission's decision on freight rat''s

's handed down.

=-< BALTIMORE >•-

The hardwood trade of this section continues quiet, with the demand
very moderate and prices in the main easy. The failing off in the move-

ment noted last mouth Is still in evidence and for the present the indica-

tions do not encourage expectations that a marked expansion in the require-

ments will take place before long. At the same time it Is to be said that

ihe mills are also hampered In their work, the production being decidedly

. urtailed by reason of cold weather and deep snow. While Baltimore got off

luckier than some of the other sections, the actual need for lumber has been

restricted to an appreciable extent and this has helped to emphasize the

luiet. As for the northern sections, business there has come to a complete

stundstili, and perhaps weeks will elapse before traffic becomes entirely nor-

ma! again. Work of all kinds in which hardwoods are used has been inter-

lered with, so that the curtailment of production is not likely to have thp

Ifect It miglit exert if the sources of distribution had remained open. A
shutdown at the mills for an indefinite period also seems inevitable, and it

s therefore to be said that at least no further additions to the supplies will

" made, with the probable result of causing congestion.

The common grades of such woods as oak. poplar and chestnut are rela-

tively low in price, the offerings having been far larger than regard for

lirm values would have made desirable. .Most yards appear to have very

.iiiequate stocks on hand, and they are showing no eagerness to add to

I heir holdings. In many instances, as a matter of fact, there is a positive

r. fusal to entertain offers by salesmen. On the other hand, it is to be said

that no inherent weakness seems to affect the trade. In spite of the evl-

ihut hesitancy and the check upon the movement, the foundations of the

I'Usiness are seemingly firm, the holding back being due chiefly to a feeling

if uncertainty as to political developments. The belter grades of lumber

!( neither in excessive supply nor are they being unduly pushed, and the

luotatlons on them are fairly steady. The export trade reflects the un-

itisfactory general conditions that prevail abroad, and liberal shipments

ii: ve kept supplies so large as to give the buyers in effect control of the

; arket. Some of the shippers here say that their export business has

'en reduced to about one-third of what it was last year, and if this policy

is generally pursued it should not be very long before an appreciable ira-

ITovement takes place. For the present consignment shipping is to be

strongly advised against as inviting serious losses ; in fact, caution and con-

• ivatism are to be enjoined all along the line.

=< COLUMBUS >-

The hardwood trade in Columbus ami (ciitnil Oliio territory has been

ruling steady during the past fortnight. There is a good demand for

stocks from both yardmen and purchasing agents of factories, and the

volume of business is ail that could be expected for the season. The ex-

inme cold weather which prevailed in the latter part of February and
• ally In March had the effect of making the market quiet. It stopped

iiuilding operations and made dealers slow in placing orders.

One of the best features of the trade is the buying on the part of fat

toiies. Implement and vehicle concerns are buying steadily and they are

l>i< tty busy. Furniture concerns are expected to be in the market soon,

and buying on the part of automobile factories is also anticipated. Fac-

tory stocks are generally light. Stocks in the hands of dealers are not

viry large, but they are gradually accumulating, to be prepared for the

rush in the spring. The indications are very bright for active building

as soon as the weather breaks. Architects and contractors are busy flgur-

iig on plans. It is estimated that there will be about 18,000,000 In new
-tructure? erected in Columbus during the coming year.

Shipments have been delayed to a certain extent by the wintry weather.

Ill this condition is expected to be only temporary. Dry stocks In the

ii:inds of mill owners are not large. The feeling In hardwood circles is

-•• nerally good and collections sliow an improvement.

Quartered and plain oak are both firm and the volume of business is

iiiir. There is a good demand for chestnut, especially sound wormy, which

Is exceptionally strong. Poplar is also moving well and stocks are not as

Inrge as formerly. Basswood and ash are strong and the entire list is

holding up well.

-< CINCINNATI y-
The gi'nrral market londitlons arc quiet, to say the least, just at this

time, so far as real business is concerned, but judging from the quantities

We offer the following stock of our own
production, from good logs. Consists of

good widths and lengths. Is band sawn
and carefully edged and trimmed.
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GENERAL. VIEW OF MAIN SAWMILL PLANT.
apaclty 150,000 fee

LAMB-FISH LUMBER COMPANY
Band Mill and General Offices: Charleston, Miss., U. S. A.

THE LARGEST HARDWOOD MILL IN THE WORLD. ANNUAL CAPACITY, 40,000,000

CABLE ADDRESS—"LAMB." Codes Used—Universal, Hardwood, Western Union, A. B. C. 5th Edition, Okay

STOCK LIST- Dry Lumber on Hand March 1st, 1914

1st 4: 3nd Qtd. Wli. Ook, 6" tt Up !)3,000
Ist & 2nd Qtd. «h. Oak, 12' & Up
No. 1 Com. Qtd. Wh. Oak. 4" & Up. . . . 2",000
No. 1 Com. Qtd. Wh. Oak. 6" & Up
Clr. Q. W. O. Strips, iVs/oVx" & Up
iBt & 2nd PI. Wh. Oak, 6" & Up
No. 1 Cum. PI. Wh. Oak, i" & Up
No. 2 Com. PI. Wh. Oak, 3" & Cp
Ist & 2nd PI. Red Oak, 8" & Up
No. I Com. PI. Red Oak, 4" * Up
No. _2_Com. PI. Rfd Oak. 3' & Up
No. 3 Com. PI. R<m1 Oak, 3" & Up
Oak Core Stock
Ist & 2nd Red Gum, 6" & Up 400,000
No. 1 Com. Red Gum, 4' & Up 200,000
1st & 3nd PMK'd Red Gum, 6" & Up
No.~l Com. llg'd Red Gum, 4

" & Up
Ist & 2nd Qtd. Red Gum, 5' & Up
No. I Com. Qtd. Red Gum, 4" & Up
1st Jt 2nd Sap Gum, 6" & Up 29,000
No. 1 Com. Sap Gum 1.5.000

1st & 2nd Sap Gum, 13' & Up
Sap Gum Box Boards, 8-12"

Sap Gum Box Itoards, 13-17"

No. 2 Common Gum, 3' & Up 194,000
No. 3 Common Gum
I st & 2nd Cypress
Select Cypress
No. 1 Shop Cypress
Common Cypress
LoB Run Cypress
1st & 2nd Tupelo. 6" & Up
No. 1 Com. Tupelo, 4

" * Up
Log Run Cottonwood

1 2
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of Imnilrles liolng ri'Kularly rocflvod tlio prospocts are viry rIatti'i-liiK for

a 111*'** steady business whoii the weather settles. It Is saUI that faetorles

are trylug to get busy and will succeed sooner or later, and the run-down
condition of stock will have to be built up. This Is said to account for

the steady Inquiry for hardwoods coverluB nearly every Item on the

list, which are looked upon as feelers, and there Is bound to result a

gfueral buying disposition by early spring, and earlier this year than

usual. It Is expected that the buying will be moderate and conservative,

growing stronger as the business In the nuinufactured article Increases.

There Is a good tone to the oak market in all grades, and this wood Is

moving fairly well. Quartered bak Is snld to be Improving also. Red
gum in high grades Is dull, while sap gum In upper grades is In much bet-

ter request. There has been quite a little Improvement In the movement
of common and better chestnut and dealers And this an encouraging fea-

ture. .\sh, as has been the case for many weeks, is the best seller on
the hardwood list, staple Is In active demand. All low grades of hard-

woods suitable ior the bo.ic manufacturers are In e.\cellent demand at sat-

isfactory prices. Prices on all hardwoods are very firm and manufacturers
claim to be well supplied with orders and are not loading up too heavily

with future business at present prices. This indicates further strength

lat'^r on and is based upon the expected good dr'inaiul coupled with known
light stocks in the hands of consumers.

< INDIANAPOLIS >
There has been considerable inactivity in the hardwood market during

the last two weeks, due largely to the heavy snowstorms throughout the

state. Traffic has been interrupted to 'a large extent and inbound and out-

bound shipments have been delayed. While hardwood concerns are re-

ceiving many inquiries, indicating a good business later on, there has not

been much buying. Conditions, however, are approximately as good as
they were at this time last year. Prices are rather steady, considering

conditions. The furniture and automobile Industries, which use much hard-

wood, are reporting a steady improvement. There' Is also a vast amount of

building, requiring Interior hardwood trim, in sight.

=< NASHVILLE >=
Cold weather has had the effect ul' chcckiug the improvement that was

noted in the hardwood market during the first half of February, though
manufacturers and shippers report a fair demand. Plain and quartered oak
is the leading seller, with some demand noted for poplar and ash. While
conditions would warrant an easier tone In the market, most of the lumber
Is In strong hands, and little disposition is manifested to reduce prices.

It Is Insisted that the raw material cnntiinies high, and that hardwood
lumber Is good property.

=< LOUISVILLE >-
Business Is looking a good deal better now than It has since the first

of the year. The upward trend of prici's on one or two woods, and the
fact that a scarcity of stock in certain Items is being experienced, with
the demand relatively light, suggests what may lie expected if business

picks up to anything like the proportions which may logically be expected.

There seems to be a surplusage of good plain oak at present, but remem-
bering the shortage of this wood a year ago, and recalling the fact that
oak, while not Impervious to substitution, holds its own against other
woods better than most. It seems reasonable to believe that the volume of

business will soon be sufficiently good to move whatever oversupply may
now be in evidence. Certainly plain oak may be had at present ar

prices which make It a very good buy, seeming to suggest that consumers
who really want oak must find the game of substitution rather unprofitable.

Quartered oak Is in good demand. (Quartered red, of course, is In small
supply, and the demand for it, though not as large as for quartered white.

can hardly be supplied. Prices generally are holding firm. Chestnut is

moving exceptionally well just now, some advances In prices having been
noted. A good many of the larger mills are reported to be oversold on low-
grudc chestnut, Including sound wormy, and this, of course. Is stimulating
the demand. It seems likely that other woods will shortly undergo similar

tieatment, and that a general stiffening up all along the line will be in

order. While business has not expanded to large proportions as yet.

general conditions are so g..o(l that everybody Is feeling cheerful ovi'C the

outlook.

=-< ST. LOUIS y-
The hardwood situation continues to Improve, and nearly all the items

on the list are In fair request. Orilers are coming In much better than
they did and call for a better volume. Most of the orders received ask for
quick delivery. Plain sawed white oak seems to be In best demand, with
wide poplar and ash coming next. The other Items are only In moderate
request. There Is also a noticeable improvement In the call for red gum.
It Is the consensus of opinion that Just as soon as the very severe weather
that has been prevailing for the past couple of weeks is over and the
weather becomes settled and allows of liulldlng operations to go on, the
hardwood situation will become stronger. It Is also thought that prices

will become stronger. The cypress demand Is showing Improvement, and
orders are coming In much better than they did and for larger amounts.

Mahogany and

Circassian

Lumber & Veneers

^ The largest assortment of finest figured

Mahogany Logs, Lumber and Veneers in

the country can be found at the Chicago

plant of C. L. Willey.

^ We are just in receipt of fifteen cars of

remarkably superior Circassian Walnut

Logs, large size, well-figured and of good

color, which are now being cut into

Veneers.

^ A visit or correspondence from discrim-

inating buyers of all varieties of fine Im-

ported and Domestic Cabinet Woods in

Lumber and Veneer is solicited.

^ You will not only find the Willey ware-

houses well stocked with a superb collec-

tion of Circassian, A^ahogany, Vermilion,

Black Walnut and other fancy foreign

and domestic lumber and veneers, but

buyers are assured of prompt and pains-

taking service, and a quality of product

not usually obtainable.

^ To visit the plant take Blue Island Ave.

car at the postofifice to Robey Street.

C.L. WILLEY, Chicago
Largest Fancy Wood Veneer

and f.uiitbcr producing plant in the world
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WA N T E D
All Kinds of High-Grade

HARDWOODS
S. E. SLAYMAKER & CO.

Caai, Went Vlrgrinla. NEW YORK

Mutual Fire Insurance
Best Indemnity at Lowest Net Cost

Can Be Obtained From

The Lumber Mutual Fire Insurance Company,

The Lumbermen's Mutual Insurance Company,

Boston, Mass.

Mansfield, Ohio.

The Pennsylvania Lumbermen's Mutual Fire Insurance Company,
Philadelphia, Pa.

$141,000.00
In Savings DIVIDENDS Returned

This Year to Policy Carriers of

The Lumbermen's
Underwriting Alliance

Possibly there is no good reason why
YOU were not among these beneficiaries.

If it is a matter of eligibility, and you

feel that your plant does not at present

comply with all requirements, confer

with us anyway. Let us see if it cannot

be brought up to an acceptable standard

at no greater cost than will be justified

by the prospective saving on insurance

rates.

U. S. Epperson & Company
Attorney and Manager

1101 R. A. LONG BLDG. KANSAS CITY

Till' (listrll)utor.s of this lumber are feeling inucli encouraged over the out-

look, as It Is nearly time for big consumers of lumber to come Into the

market with their orders. This also applies to the retailer. There Is no
doubt that the distributors In this center will get plenty of business when
the weather conditions Improve. As the stocks here are in pretty good
shape, there Is a feeling of optimism prevailing all along the line.

-•<, MILWAUKEE >-=

The increased activity in the logging country of northern Wisconsin
and Michigan has resulted in a much better feeling in the hardwood
trade. While It is pretty well understood at this time that the log output
will not he so large as would have been the case had winter weather made
its appearance before February, yet the present favorable weather condi-

tions in the northern country arc allowing loggers and lumbermen to rush

their work with a vim. No difficulty is being experienced in getting the

accumulated logs to the sidings for shipment and many concerns which
liave not closed their logging camps are sending their sawyers back to

work. Several of the largest concerns in northern Wisconsin have their

ramp forces at work and will keep them cutting until the spring break-up.

I-.ogs are arriving at all the mills and many plants are being placed In

operation.

Despite the feeling that the log output will be larger than was antici-

pated a few weeks ago, lumbermen are of the opinion that a genuine short-

age of dry hardwood stocks will be experienced before the rush of the

spring building season is over with. Stocks of northern woods, particularly

birch and maple, are unusually low, even at this early date. Basswood
stocks, especially in the lower grade stuff, are being reduced as a result

of the Increased activity of the box manufacturers. Offerings of south-

ern hardwood are somewhat in excess of demand just at the present time,

although this situation is believed to be only temporary. The demand for

both plain and quarter-sawed oak is showing considerable improvement,
while a better trade may be expected with the advance of the building

season.

The leading factory consumers of hardwood are not in the market just

at the present time, although most of them are making inquiries, regarded

a.3 a favorable sign. Stocks In the hands of the factory trade are light

and it Is only a matter of time when these people will have to come into

the market. The fear of much higher prices will also be a factor In

bringing about early buying.

Dealers about the state and in other territory tributary to Milwaukee
are placing some fairly good orders. Wholesalers have been endeavoring

to impress upon retailers the fact that now is the time to get in their

orders for spring stock while shipping facilities are favorable and before

hardwood prices make further advances. Salesmen say that stocks in

most retail yards are far from large.

The building activity in Milwaukee is being well maintained and there

have been steady, consistent gains since the first of the year. During

the month of February there were 127 permits issued by Building In-

spector W. D. Harper for structures to cost .|578,3S2, while during the

corresponding month a year ago there were 119 permits granted, repre-

senting an investment of $518,836. During the last week of the month
there were 35 permits issued for buildings to cost $285,280, as compared
with an investment of only .fl47.700 during the same week a year ago.

---^LIVERPOOLy-
Business in Liverpool and vicinity has been exceedingly quiet and prices

ruling have been far from satisfactory. The trade is still suffering from

a surfeit of consignment deliveries. Prices ruling are very peculiar and

very little reliance can be placed on the figures heard. Stocks, on the

other hand, are rather smaller than were noticeable in our last report, but

in some lines things are in a very bad state. For example, there are over

1,000 logs of round hickory in first hands still unsold, and this in the

face of very heavy shipments coming forward by every ship. Naturally,

in face of this, buyers here are not inclined to purchase beyond their

immediate requirements. Three mahogany sales have been held recently

and as was expected, in view of the heavy stocks, poor prices only were

realized. Lumbermen state that they cannot indeed see any immediate

chance that this situation will be relieved; in fact, they see still lower

prices coming. Round ash logs are coming in freely and have on the whole

been placed satisfactorily, as the stock is not very heavy. Ash planks,

on the other hand, are exceedingly weak and some ridiculous prices have

l>oon named recently. Some con.signment parcels in weak hands have

changed hands at prices about half their proper values. Shippers should

on no account send any consignment parcels of ash to this market, as

slJpments would be very unprofitable. There is no chance of contracts

being made on a profitable basis for some months to come, as stocks are

v<:ry heavy and consumers are not very busy. The oak market is some-

what better, and some good movements have been made. Cabinet stocks

have recovered to some extent from the heavy consignments noted a few

months ago, while wagon stocks have moved quietly into consumption.

There are, however, large parcels of oak planks still unsold ;
this is true

chiefly of stock of an inferior quality. Round oak logs are weak and there

is no sale at the moment. Birch is good and in view of the small stocks

gi.od values slvould be realized for the new shipments. Poplar values in

all grades are decidedly weak, while quartered oak is scarce and firm.

Cottonwood is slightly better, as is also gum lumber in wide specifications.
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Advertisers* Directory

Salt Lick Lumber Company.

NORTHERN HARDWOODS. Miller Lumber Company 45 Parry. Chas. K.. & Co 8 Forman. Thos.. Company 66

American Lumber & Mfg. Co... 12 Mossman Lumber Company 47 TenrodJurden McCowen I.br. Co. 8 Harris Manufacturing Company 42

Butralo Hardwood Lumber Co... 67 Paepcke Leicht Lumber Co 53 Riemeier Lumber Company 42 Kerry & Hanson Flooring Co.. 66

Cartler-Holland Lumber Co 2 Penroil .Turdon-McCoweu Lbr. Co. 8 Saline River Hardwood^ Co SO
jutchcll Bros. Company 3

Coale. Thos. E.. Luinbor Co 12 Saline River Hardwood Co '" "~" "''' "" " *"" '~'"

Cobbs & Mitchell, Inc 3

Craig. AV. P.. Lumber Co 1

East Jordan Lumber Co 66

Ellas. G. & Bro 67

Estabrook-Skeele Lumber Co.. 5

Flanner-Steger Land & Lumber

Sondhelmer, E.. Company 47 Shawnee Lumber Company 42

Vanden-Boom-Stlmson Lumber
Company 47

Wisconsin Lumber Company 4

Slaymaker, S. E., & Co 56

Sondheimer, E., Company 47

Standard Hardwood Lumber Co. 67

Stemmeien Lumber Company. .

.

10

Sullivan, T., & Co 67

Saline River Hardwood Co SO

Salt Lick Lumber Company 9

Stearns Salt & Lumber Company 8

Stephenson, The L. Company... 66

Webster. George, Lumber Co.

.

13

Wilce, T., Company, The 4

Co
Forman, Thoe.. Co 66

Haydcn & Westcott Lumber Co 4

Heyser, W. E., Lumber Co 7

James & Abbott Co 40

Kent, J. S., Co 12

Klann, E. H., Lumber Co 59

Kneeland-Bigelow Co., The 3

Licking River Lumber Co 41

Litchfield, William E 12

Lockhart Lumber Co.. J. G 39

Mcllvain, J. Gibson, & Co 2

McLean, Hugh, Lumber Co 67

Miller, Anthony 67

Mitchell Bros. Co 3

Mowbray & Robinson Co 7

Palmer & Parker Co

Tschudy Lumber Comany 46 yellow Poplar Lumber Co 51-68

& Co 3Young, W
WOODWORKING

SOUTHERN HARDWOODS.
American Lumber & Mfg. Co. .

.

12

Anderson-Tully Company 9

Anderson Veneer & Sawmill
Company 1"

Archer Lumber Company 45

Atlantic Lumber Company
Baker-Matthews Mfg. Co 44 Webster. George, Lumber Co..

Bennett & Witte 7 Webster, N. A
Black, Fred W., Lumber Co 39 White Lake Lumber Company.
Bluestone Land & Lumber Co.. 42 Whitmer, Wm., & Sons 12 Me,."^iion"w""B~ &"co

Phoenix Manufacturing Co

Vanden Boom-Stimson Lbr. Co..

.

Vansant. Kitchen & Co
Vestal Lumber & Manufacturing
Company

Von Platen Lumber Company..

MACHINERY.

Butterworth & Lowe
Cadillac Machine Company
Covel Manufacturing Company.
Gerlach, The Peter, Company.

.

Linderman Machine Co., The..

Rliss-Cook Oak Company 44 Wiggin, H. D
Bonner. J. H., & Sons 45 Williams, Ichabod T., & Sons.. 14

Booker-Cecil Company 10 Williamson-Kuny Mill & Lumber
Bradley, E. C. Lumber Co 42 Company 14

Brown, Geo. C, & Co 45 Willson Bros. Lumber Company 12

Brown, Mark H., Lumber Co.. 44 Wisconsin Lumber Company 4

Brown, W. P., & Sons Lumber Wistar, Underhill & Nixon 12

Saranac Machine Company 63

Sinker-Davis Company H

LOGGING MACHINERY.

Baldwin Locomotive W'orks 63

Co .• 10 Wood-Mosaic Company 13 Clyde Iron Works.
Parry, Chas. K., & Co 9 Buffalo Hardwood Lumber Co. . 67 Wood, R. E.. Lumber Company. 13 Fitzgibbons & Krebs 46

Carrier Lumber & Mfg. Co 14 Yeager Lumber Co 67 Lidgerwood Mfg. Company 7Sawyer-Goodman Company 51

Scott & Howe Lumber Co 66

Standard Hardwood Lumber Co. 67

Stearns Salt & Lumber Company 8

Stephenson. The I., Company.... 66

StoUe Lumber & Veneer Co 40

Sullivan, T. & Co 67

Tegge Lumber Co 51

VonPlaten Lumber Co 66

Webster George, Lumber Co... 13

White Lake Lumber Company.

.

41

Wiggin, H. D 12

Williams. Ichabod T., & Sons.. 14

Willson Bros. Lumber Company. 12

Wistar. Underhill & Nixon 12

Wood-Mosaic Company 13

Yeager, Orson E 67

Young, W. D.. & Co 3

POPLAR.
Anderson-Tully Company 9

Atlantic Lumber Company
Day Lumber & Coal Company.

.

42

Farrin, M. B.. Lumber Company
Faust Bros. Lumber Co 14

Kentucky Lumber Company 50

Logan, J. M., Lumber Co 6

Vansant, Kitchen & Co 68

Wood. R. E.. Lumber Company. 13

10

40

VENEERS AND PANELS.

Ahnapee Veneer & Seating Co..

Anderson Veneer & Sawmill Co.
Astoria Veneer Mills & Dock Co

Bacon, R. S., Veneer Company..
Black, PYed W., Lumber Co...

Chicago Veneer Company
Evansville Veneer Company....
Hoffman Bros. Company
Huddleston-Marsh Lumber Co..
Jarreli, B. C, & Co.

Russel Wheel & Foundry Co. 62

64 DRY KILNS AND BLOWERS.
^^ Andrews. The A.. H., Company..
** Grand Rapids Veneer Works. .

.

5 Kraetzer Company, The
39 National Dry Kiln Company...
68 Phila. Textile Mchy. Company.
65 Standard Dry Kiln Company. .

.

41

SAWS,

40

KNIVES AND SUPPLIES.

Atkins, E. C. & Co 60

Covel Manufacturing Company. 14

Simonds Mfg. Company

LUMBER INSURANCE.

Yellow Poplar Lumber Co 51.68 Kentucky Lumber Company

RED GUM.
Anderson-Tully Company 9 Klann, E. H., Lumber Co

Archer Lumber Company 45 Kosse. Shoe & Schleyer Co

Baker-Malthe
Bennett & Witte

Mfg. Co.

Chiirrhill-Milton Lumber Co....

Coale. Thos. E., Lumber Co
Colfax Hardwood Lumber Co. .

.

Davis, Edw. L., Lumber Com-
pany 10

Day Lumber & Coal Company.

.

42

Dugan Lumber Co 46

Ellas. G., & Bro 67

Estabrook-Skeele Lumber Co... 5

Evans, G. H., Lumber Company
Farrin, M. B.. Lumber Co 42

Farris Hardwood Lumber Co... 9

Faust Bros. Lumber Company.

.

14 Kentucky Veneer Works
Flanner-Steger Land & Lumber
Company 4

Garetson-Greason Lumber Co.

.

9

Gary, W. W 44

Harris Manufacturing Co 42

Hayden & Westcott Lumber Co 4

Heyser, W. E., Lumber Co 7

Himmelberger-Harrison Lumber
Company 43

Huddleston-Marsh Lumber Co.. 5

f: Johns-Mowbray-Nelson Co 42 stolle Lumber & Veneer Co
Johnson-Tustin Lumber Co 9 Thompson, W. T., Veneer Co
Jonos & Dunn 43 Underwood Veneer Company 64

Kennedy. James, & Co 42 Willey, C. L 55 ance
Kent. J. S., Company 12 Williams, Ichabod T., & Sons... 14 Manufacturing
Kentucky-Indiana Hardwood Co. 10 williamson-Kuny Mill & Lumber Underwriters

Company 14 Pennsylvania Lumbermen's Mut.
Kimball & Kopcke ^ 6 Wood-Mosaic Company 13 Fire Ins. Company 56

59 Rankin-Benedict Underwriting
42 MAHOGANY, WALNUT, ETC.

Lamb-Fish Lumber Company. 54 Astoria Veneer Mills & Dock Co
I.ansinj; Company, The 47 Bacon, R. S., Veneer Company..

Knoxville Veneer Company 6

Louisville Veneer Mills 10

Memphis Veneer & Lumber Co.

.

65

Nartzik, J. J 5

Ohio Veneer Company 42 Central Manufacturers' Mut. Ins

Palmer & Parker Company
Penrod Walnut & Veneer Co....
Putnam Veneer and Lumber Co
Ra>-ner, J
Rice Veneer & Lumber Company

Company 56

8 Epperson, U. S., & Co 56

64 Indiana Lumbermen's Mut. Ins.

S Company 56

65 Lumber Mutual Fire Insurance
40 Company
43 Lumbermen's Mut. Ins. Co
64 Lumbermen's Underwriting AUi-

58

56

Lumbermen's

Company

Bliss-Cook oak Company
.'.'. ..'.. 44 Leming. M. E.. Lumber Com- Black, Fred W., Lumber Co... 39

Bonner, J. H., & Sons 45

Brown, Geo. C, & Co 45

Brown, Mark H., Lumber Co.. 44

Colfax Hardwood Lumber Co.... 40

Evans, G. H., Lumber Company
Farrin. M. B., Lumber Co 43

Garetson-Greason Lumber Co.. 9 Mcllvain, J. Gibson. & Co 2

pany 40 Evansville Veneer Company 65

Licking River Lumber Co 41 Huddleston-Marsh Lumber Co.

.

S

Litchfield, William E 12 Louisville Veneer Mills 10

Utile River Lumber Company.. 68 Memphis Veneer & Lumber Co. 65

Logan. J. M., Lumber Co 6 Palmer & Parker Co
Louisville Veneer Mills 10 Pcurod Walnut & Veneer Co.

Gary, W. W '. 44 McLean. Hugh. Lumber Co.

Himmelberger-Harrison Lumber
Company 43

Johnson-Tustin Lumber Co.... 9

Jonos & Dunn 43

Kentucky Lumber Company 51

Lamb-Fish Lumber Company... 54

The Lansing Company 47

Leming, M. E., Lumber Com-
pany 40

Purcell, Frank 49

87 Rayner, J 5

2 WiUey. C. L 5'.

Williams, Ichabod T., & Sons.. 14

HARDWOOD FLOORING.

TIMBER LANDS.

Lacey, James D., & Co 50

Spry, John C 5

TIMBER ESTIMATORS.

Griffith, Clarence W.
McDonald, Thos. J...

Memphis Band Mill Company... 2

Millc:, Anthony 67

Miller Lumber Company 45

Mossman Lumber Company 47
^^^^^^^^^ ^^^^^^ & Sawmill Co,

Mowbray & Robmson Company. 7
10

MISCELLANEOUS.

Astoria Veneer Mills & Dock Co
Chllds, S. D., & Co
Gerlach, The Peter. Company.

.

Kraetzer Company, The 52

44 Lumbermen's Credit Assn 5Bliss-Cook Oak Compa
Nettleton, E. B.. & Co 59 Carrier Lumber & Mfg. Co 14 Matthews Gravity Carrier Co...

Norman Lumber Company 10 Cobbs & Mitchell. Inc 3 Mechanical Rubber Company...
North Vernon Lumber Company 10 Eastman, S. L., Flooring Co 12 Perkins Glue Company 48

Licking River Lumber Company 41 Paepcke Leicht Lumber Co. 53 Farrin, M. B., Lumber Company 42 Stiles Bros. 39
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CLASSIFIED

ADVERTISEMENTS

Allvertlsoniclits will li.- Inserted In tblB sec- 1

tit-in at tile following nues: 1
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FOK SAI.B

Two Portable Sawmills. 40 U. P. each, liucb

mill lias butting saws and ^aiig cdgcrs, together
with steam pump, which Is large enough for

ample Are protection. Also several S-wheel log

wagons, one heavy team of oxen (Ave joke).

This material is in first-class condition and can
be Inspected upon the grounds. We might nego-

tiate for part payment in lumber. Communlcaic
with J. P. Lynch, Manager. JOHN .SClIKoKlilCK
LBK. CO., Georgetown, Miss.

LIMBER WANTED

WANTED TO BUY
Three cars lIxlIxlS" White Oak Squares.

DUHLMEIER BROS.. Cincinnati, Ohio.

DRY LOG EUN ELM WANTED
50,000 ft. 5. 4 not over la^o Xo. 2 common,

for Immediate shipment.
W. .\. NOBLE & COMPANY.

Little Rock,Aik.

WE BUY CHEERY
In every thickness and grade. We pay cash.

Advise what you have. Will place orders for
1%" ^or future delivery..

THE CHERRY LUMBER CO.,

St. Bernard Sta., Cincinnati. O.

OAK, POPLAE, ASH
sBd all (ther bardwctds, la til grades and thlek-

aeaaes, can be readily said It advertised la the
Wasted aad For Sale sectloa ol Habdwood Bac-
oa». If yen have a large stock yon want to

mU try a few lines In this department and
see what a lot of Inquiries they will bring you.

WAGON STOCK WANTED

WE ARE IN THE MAEKET FOE
2 or 3 cars bone dry oak plank, 2% and U"
thick. 2 or 3 cars bone dry No. 1 hickory
axles, small sizes.

TUORNHILL WAGON CO., Lynchburg, Va.

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES

MUST SELL AT ONCE
20,000 capacity circular mill. Good ;is )i

location river and railroad. Can get plenty 1"::

One of best timber belts In the South, 35 mil
from Memphis, Tenn.

"BOX 143," Harrisburg, Ark.

MISCELLANEOUS

WANTED—HAEDWOOD LUMBEEMEN—
to try the Glbsoa Tally Boot. The three-throw
aluminum tally ticket cover accommodates any
form of ticket desired. The use of the special

triplicate tally ticket supplied, printed on water-
proof paper with carbon backs makes tallies nn-
alterable. Per durability, convenience, accuracy
and for systematizing the Inspectloa of lumber
the Gibson tally method can't be beat.

Special forms af tally tickets mailed on appli-

cation. Covers sold on approval t* responsible
concerns. HARDWOOD RECORD,

''IS^'&o. Dearbora St.. Chleacn.

GIBSON
TALLY BOOK

This thfee-lhrow tally ticket cover is made
from aluminum, and accommodates four tally

tickets—44x8i- inches in size.

Folds compactly to less than one-fourth inch
in thickness and fits side or inside coat pocket.

Gives large area of four tickets for compli-
cated talHes, OT straight grade" can' be made
on one page.

Accommodates any form of tally ticket desired.

'Specfal, patented, triplicate tatl'y lickcts supplied,
printed on waterproof paper with'carbcm backs. Tallies
made on Ihc^e tickets are unalterable! THeir use en-
ables the inspector to retain triplicWte. and forward
original and duplicate. Duplicate desiffped \s> be
attached to invoice.

These tally books are perfection for durability,
covcnience, accuracy, and for systematizing the Inspec-
tion and measurement of lumber

Pat

PRICE LIST
Aiuminum Tally Covers, each - - $ 1.00
Aluminum Tally Covers, perdozen - - 10.00
Patented triplicate Tally Tickets (slock form)

per 1,000 10.00
SIncle sheet manila (stock form) Tally Tickets.

per 1,000 4.00

."Specimen forms of Tally Tickets mailed on applica-
tion. Covers sold on approval to responsible concerns.

Manufactured by

Hairdwood Record
S37 S. Dearborn St., CHICAGO

|C H I C A G O
E. H. KLANN LUMBER CO.

I

Cottonwood, Gum, Oak, Ash, Cy-

press, Yellow Pine, Dimension Stock

819 FISHER BLX)G. HAR. 1187

Factory Lumber
CRAY'S HARBOR SPRUCE
SOFT YELLOW FIR
WESTERN SOFT PINE

DIRECT MILL REPRESENTATION

COUNTERFEIT CHECKS I
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AMERICAN FOREST TREES
^'Written in the Lumberman's Language"

^ It tells all there is to know about every com-
mercial tree in the United States, and

^ You can rely absolutely upon its technical cor-

rectness in every detail.

^ We have left a few hundred copies of this beau-

tifully bound edition after a very satisfactory

sale and

^ Can make quick shipment on ten days' trial

upon receipt of your order.

Price, prepaid, six dollars.

HARDWOOD RECORD
537 South Dearborn St., Chicago, Illinois
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We are prepared to prove to you—by actual test—that you arc losing' money by not using

Atkins Inserted Tooth Saws
The quality of material used in ATKINS INSERTED TOOTH BLADES means a decreased expense for re-

fitting. The steel, construction and methods used in the manufacture of ATKINS BITS and HOLDERS in-

sure the best results.

These are broad statements, but we are perfectly willing to prove them by actual comparative tests.

The blades are made of the same SILVER STEEL as used
in .\TKINS SOLID TOOTH SAWS—insuring maximum
wear and tension holding qualities.

The Teeth and Holders are made of a special alloy steel

of great tensile strength. They are drop forged and fin-

ished by hand—absolutely uniform.
The teeth have the correct hook—take less power.
The holders and teeth are constructed on the same circle

—

with uniform strain.

The Holders will carry the sawdust out perfectly.
The teeth are given a correct swage—insuring uniform
clearance.
The Tempering is done in special furnaces and methods
used which produce as fine a temper as clock spring.
The accurate finishing of all parts give each tooth the max-
imum cutting capacity.
The adjustment of the tooth into the holder is scientific,

producing the best and most economical results. .

The secret of the successful use of Saws lies primarily in the feature of sharp and accurately shaped teeth, and secondly
thru a proper tension. These features are exemplified in ATKINS SILVER STEEL INSERTED TOOTH S.AWS.

HOW TO GET THEM
YovL may easily secure a Genuine ATKINS SILVER STEEL S.VW riom an;
speclfyinK "ATKINS." Atkins Bits and Holder.s are Interchangeable with o
the best results, you should use the SILVER STEKI. BLADE. If you havi
proper service from your usual source of supply, write to the nearest address

supply house by simply
her blades, but to secure
any dlfflculty in getting

E. C. ATKINS (a CO., Inc.
The Silver Steel Saw People

HOME OFFICE AND FACTORY, INDIANAPOLIS, IND. CANADIAN FACTORY, HAMILTON, ONT.
Machine Knife Factory, Lancaster, N. Y.

Branches carrying complete slocks for immediate delivery in the following cities: Address E. C. ATKINS & CO., Inc.:

Atlanta, Chicago, Memphis, Minneapolis, New Orleans, New York City, Portland, Ore.,
San Francisco, Seattle, Vancouver, B. C., Sydney, N. S. W.
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Broom Handle
CHUCKING AND BORING MACHINE

It rounds end of handle and bores small hole in other end
automatically at same time. Capacity, 45,000 handles in ten
hours. All the operator has to do is to keep the handles fed to

the machine. Used by the largest producers. Write for de-
tails and price.

CADILLAC MACHINE CO.
Makers of Handle Makers Tools. CADILLAC, MICHIGAN

Truck

We make all styles of Kiln Trucks
and Transfer Cars. They are

roller bearing, steel or malleable
iron wheels. We have one con-
tract for twelve hundred of these

trucks, with eight-inch wheels.

Always a large stock of
material on hand. Can
make prompt shipment.

The National Dry Kiln Co.
Indianapolis, Ind.

RUSSEL LOGGING CARS

70.000 LBS. CAPACITT SKELETON TYPE RUSSEL CAR, EQUIPPED WITH LOADER RAILS AND RUSSEL PATENT DROP STAKES. THIS
CAR COMPLIES WITH M. C. B. RULES AND SAFETY APPLIANCE ACTS.

Years of Hard Service Have Demonstrated Russel Cars to be Supe-
rior in Quality and Construction. Built for any Capacity Desired

RUSSEL WHEEL AND FOUNDRY CO. DETROIT. MICHIGAN
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Baldwin Geared
Locomotives

are built for severe service on steep grades, sharp

curves and uneven tracks.

They are symmetrical in construction, with cen-

tral drive and gears of selected material.

Further particulars will be

gladly furnished on requcc:

THE BALDWIN LOCOMOTIVE WORKS
PHILADELPHIA, PA., U. S. A.

Cable Address:—"Baldwin, Philadelphia"

CHARLES RIDDELL 625 Kail»nv Exchange. CliiraBO, III.

C. H. PETERSON 1614 « riulit Buildine. St. LouLs, .Mo.
F. W. WESTON SO Church Street. New York. N. Y.
GEORGE F. JONES 407 Travelers' BuildlDR. Richmond, Va.
A. %VM. HINGER 122 Spalding BuUdlng, Portland, Oregon

to keep the drying conditions under

close control. That's why the Standard

]\Ioist Air Drying System is so perfectly

adaptable for fine hardwoods. That's

why it's the right kiln for your product.

We'll guarantee the results.

The catalog contains a lot of facts about

lumber drying that you ought to

know. Write for it. Address: The
Standard Dry Kiln Co., 1559 McCarty
St., Indianapolis, Ind.

ELEPHANT
RUBBER BELTING

AIR DRILL AND AIR TOOL

307 W. Randolph Street,
ESTABLISHED 1882

HOSE
STEAM
WATER
SUCTION

EXTRA QUALITY

Recommended for bard service
and guaranteed to do the work

SELLING AGENTS
CKINE COMPINY - ILL BRINCHES

STtNDlRD EDUIPMENT CO.. MOBILE, «Lt

ILUIir MILL SUPPLT CO.. kLtini. 01.

THE MECHANICAL

RUBBER COMPANY
fCtilcago Rubber Warki)

CHICAGO

Wire Stitching Machinery

FOR

Crates, Veneer and Resawed Lumber
Boxes, Also Wire and Metal Bound Boxes,

FRUIT PACKAGES, BASKETS,
RBER SHIPPING CASES, PAPER
BOXES AND SPECIAL PURPOSES
ASK FOR CXTALOOUE

Manufactured by

SARANAC MACHINE COMPANY
BENTON HARBOR. MICH.. U. S. A.
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VENEERS AND PANELS

Ahnapee Veneer & Seating Co.
HOME OFFICE, FACTORY AND VENEER MILL, ALGOMA, WIS.

VENEER AND SAWMILL, BIRCHWOOD, WIS.

We manufacture at our Birchwood plant single ply veneers Every pound of glue we use is guaranteed hide stock. We
of all native northern woods and deliver stock that is in do not use retainers. Our gluing forms are put under pow-
shape to glue. erful screws and left until the glue has thoroughly set.

From our Algoma factory, where we have specialized for
,, 3^^,^ , guaranteed product that is the best, based on

twenty years, we produce Panels of a 1 sizes flat or bent to J accomplished by most painstaking attention and study
shape, in all woods, notably in Mahogany andpuarter-Sawed Oak

^^ ^^^J combined with the use of the best stock tnil

^f ""h^" ^° n°;''i^tf^rh o",v n^n^lu ,rT^ ?^rn,l ^wi'i ="" up-to-date equipment, our product will appeal to you.
quartered oak. Our quartered oak panels are all from sawed "^

Teneer. If you are a "price buyer" we probably cannot Interest you.

Custom Mill Work, Storage, Inspection
^ ON

Foreign Fancy Woods, Mahogany, Cedar, Circassian

We receive the logs, store or warehouse them, manufacture them into lumber, cut or saw veneers, pile and store the pro-

duct, and ship via any railroad. Also furnish inspection returns on logs or lumber. Can furnish accommodations and econ-

omies which it is impossible to secure elsewhere. We always have on our yards parcels of plain and figured African,

Mexican and Cuban Mahogany, Circassian Walnut and Cedar logs, placed here for sale by direct foreign shippers, from
which advantageous purchases can be made.

Astoria Veneer Mills & Dock Co. Long Island City, New York

OUR SPECIALTTV

Highly Figured Quarter-Sawed White Oak Veneer

PuTiNAM Vbinbbr & Lumber Co.
ROACHDAUE, IIND.

H. I. CUTSIINGER, Gen'l Vlgt-.

y eneers and L^anels with a Jti^eputation

"VXT'E manufacture Veneers in all the native woods and for all purposes. Also Built-up Panels
^^ in native and foreign woods—three and five-ply—and have established a reputation for

furnishing high-grade material. Send us your inquiries and orders and become one of our

satisfied customers.

Underwood Veneer Co. ' Wausau, Wis.
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BUFFALO
The Foremost Hardwood Market of the East

YEAGER LUMBER COMPANY, Inc.

Oak, Ash and Poplar
932 ELK STREET

ANTHONY



^ i __^ ^^^_ _ ^L_ Manufacturers Old-FashionedVansant, Soft

Yellow

^^L. Kitchen 6 popiar
Specialty

Ashland, Kentucky

EASTERN REPRESENTATIVE, John L. Cochran
601 W. 115th Street, New York City

Company

Little River Lumber Company
TOWNSEND, TENN.

WE continue cutting Hardwoods and Hemlock out of big, smooth, clean, prime logs, and we give

special attention to the making of stock that is hard to make and is required in heavy thick-

nesses and special widths and lengths. We are in shape now to cut Poplar, in any widths or thick-

nesses desired. Also are getting into the mill a fine lot of Chestnut logs that can be cut to order.

A little later on will be glad to talk Southern Mountain Maple with you—IT IS SURE FINE. Also
Hemlock in all widths and all grades.

We Continue to Solicit the Business of

Discriminating Buyers of High Grade Smoicy Mountain Hardwoods and HemiocJc

WE CAN SHIP FROM STOCK
BARGAIN PRICES
On the following rotary cut stock

300,000 ft. 1/30" 2,400,000 ft. 1/8" 275,000 ft. 1/24" 330,000 ft. 3/16"

1,000,000 ft. 1/20" 3,000,000 ft. 1/4" 800,000 ft. 1/15" 50,000 ft. 5/16"

Mostly soft yellow poplar and red and white oak; some yellow pine, chestnut, ash and walnut

All this stock is in our warehouses ready for instant shipment—which means something to you in this day of

hurry-up orders.

It sounds all right, doesn't it? And those prices are really bargains. Write us and find out.

Chicago Veneer Company, Inc., Danville, Kentucky

YELLOW POPLAR
MINUFACTUKERS OF BIND SIWEO

POPLAR
QUARTERED OAK
PLAIN OAK
CHESTNUT
BASSWOOD

White

Oak
Flooring

SPECIALTY
QUARTER SAWED

WHITE OAK

Coal Grove, Ohio, U.S.A. LUMBER GO
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We are prepared to ship promptly on

receipt of order

Hardwoods of All Kinds
from our Philadelphia Yard or direct

from our Mills.

Specialties

7 in. X 24 in. No. 1 Heart Split

Cypress Shingles.

5-8 Soft Yellow Tennessee
Panel Poplar 18 in. and over.

J. Gibson Mcllvain & Co.
1420 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

Memphis Band Mill Co.
Wholesale Manufacturers

LUMBER
Special Stock for Quick Shipment:

3 4" Is & 2s Qtd. White Oak 40,100'

3 4" No. 1 Com. Qtd. White Oak. 46,400'

3 4" Is & 2s Plain Red Oak 125,200'

3;'4" No. 1 Com. Plain Red Oak. . 22,400'

5/4x10" & Up R. O. Step Plank. . 9,700'

6/4x10" & Up R. O. Step Plank. . . 24,700'

1x10" & Up No. 1 Common Cotton-
wood 27,800'

Write, wire or telephone us for prices,
also for quotations on other Hardwoods

We Manufacture Our Own Lumber and Our
Trade Mark Is QUALITY

Memphis Tennessee

®
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LOUISVILLE
THE HARDWOOD GATEWAY OF THE SOUTH

The Right Lumber at the Right Price
If you are in the market for liard woods, look over this list of stock and pick out what you

want. Inquiries of the firms listing it will show you that the material is properly priced, and
that it will be an unusually good buy at the figures quoted. In case you can use a mixed car, made
up of several items offered by various houses, ask for a joint quotation. Your attention is particu-

larly called to the wide assortment of stock oiTered. Small users can have their entire wants taken
care of here, quantities available being as large or as small as desired.

EDWARD L. DAVIS LUMBER COMPANY

75,000 feet 4-4 is and 2S plain Red Oak
75,000 feet 4-4 is and 2s quartered White Oak

100,000 feet 4-4 No. l common Poplar
50,000 feet 8-4 No. 1 common Poplar
40,000 feet 8-4 is and 2s plain Red Oak—bone dry
40,000 feet 8-4 No. 1 common Red Oak
100,000 feet 8-4 No. l common Hickory

W. P. BROWN & SONS LUMBER COMPANY

50,000 feet 4-4 No. l common plain Red Gum
20,000 feet 5-4 No. 1 common plain Red Gum
12,000 feet 6-4 No. 1 common plain Red Gum
20,000 feet 4-4 is and 2s quartered Red Gum
16,000 feet 4-4 No. 1 common quartered White Oak

strips

25,000 feet 4-4 clear face plain Red Oak strips

36,000 feet 4-4 No. 1 common Chestnut
40,000 feet 4-4 No. 1 common Poplar
30,000 feet 3" is and 2s Ash

NORMAN LUMBER COMPANY
(Mills at Holl.v KitUe, La.)

100,000 feet 4-4 is and 2s plain Red Oak
5 00,000 feet 4-4 No. 1 common plain Red Oak
150,000 feet 4-4 is and 2S Red Gum
300,000 feet 4-4 IS and 2s Sap Gum
450,000 feet 4-4 No. 1 common Sap Gum
40,000 feet 4-4 Sap Poplar
50,000 feet 4-4 No. l common Poplar
50,000 feet 4-4 select Poplar

LOUISVILLE VENEER MILLS

MAKERS OF

Good Tops, Veneers, Tops and Panels
For a Quarter of a Centurv

HIGHEST QUALITY DEPENDABLE SERVICE

CHURCHILL-MILTON LUMBER COMPANY

50,000 feet 4-4 No. i common plain Red Oak
40,000 feet 4-4 No. 2 common quartered White Oak
50,000 feet 4-4 Is and 2s plain Red Oak
80,000 feet 4-4 No. l common quartered White Oak
30,000 feet 5-4 No. 1 common plain Red Oak
15,000 feet 5-4 lO" and up Red Oak Stepping
30,000 feet 5-4 is and 2s plain Red Oak
15,000 feet 4-4 2"^" and up clear quartered White

Oak strips

Poplar, all grades. No. 2 common aiul better, 4-4 to 8-4
thick

STEMMELEN LUMBER COMPANY
(Main Offlfe. Neu -VIbali.v. Ind.)

3 0,000 feet 6-4 No. 1 common plain Red Oak
12,000 feet 6-4 Is and 2s plain Red and White Oak
30,000 feet 8-4 Is and 2s plain Red Oak
30,000 feet 8-4 is and 2s plain White Oak
15,000 feet 8-4 No. l common plain White Oak
3 0,000 feet 8-4 No. l common plain Red Oak
30,000 feet 4-4 No. 2 common plain White Oak
60,000 feet 4-4 is and 2s quartered White Oak

NORTH VERNON LUMBER COMPANY

75,000 feet 5-8 Is and 2s quartered White Oak
100,000 feet 3-4 is and 2s quartered White Oak
54,000 feet 5-8 No. i common quartered White Oak

100,000 feet 5-8 No. l common plain White Oak
65,000 feet 5-8 Is and 2s plain Red Oak
50,000 feet 5-8 No. l common plain Red Oak
75,000 feet 5-4 Is and 2s plain Red Oak

100,000 feet 4-4 No. 1 common plain Red Oak
50,000 feet 5-4 No. 1 common plain Red Oak

120,000 feet 5-8 to io-4 is and 2s Ash

BOOKER-CECIL LUMBER COMPANY

100,000 feet 4-4 No. 1 common plain Red Oak
50,000 feet 4-4 No. l common plain White Oak
30,000 feet 4-4 No. l common quartered White Oak

100,000 feet 4-4 No. 1 common Poplar
15,000 feet 4-4 is and 2s plain White Oak
15,000 feet 6-4 Is and 2s plain Red Oak
50,000 feet 4-4 Sap Poplar
15,000 feet 12-4 is and 2s Poplar
20,000 feet 4-4 is and 2s Cottonwood
12,000 feet 4-4 is and 2s plain Red Gum

is: m
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Estabrook-Skeele Lumber Co.
MANUFACTURERS AND DEALERS IN

Maple, Birch, Elm, Basswood, Ash
And Other Northern Hardwoods

In the Market for Round Lois of Hardwood
WRITE US BEFORE SELLING

nsher Building, • CHICAGO
•PHONE HARRISON 1984

A floor to adore
For thirty-three years Wilce's Hardwood Floor-

ing has been among the foremost on the market
and because it stands today "unequaled" is th*
Irfst evidence that its manufacturer has kept
it.reast of modern methods and the advanced d©-
iiands of the trade. To convince yourself of th«
ii'Ove statements, try our [lolished surface fJoor-
int;. tongued and grooved, hollow backed, with
matched ends and holes for bhnd naihng—you'U
hnd it reduces the expense of laying and poUshlng.

Our BookUt telU aU about BarAuoo4 FtoorHtg
and hoto to oart for it—alio tH-io—^-<u%4 t* fr—.

The T. Wilce Company
a2nd and Throop Sts. CHICAGO. ILL.

y^Why Wc Can Give "Value Received

We cut FORTS MII.UON feet of hardwoods annually and
carry 15.000.000 feet IN STOCK.

We sell only stock cut on our own mills and so can GUAR-
ANTEE the quality of EVERY shipment.

We shin high erades that Increase the size and percentage
of your cuttings, reduce factory costs and
shrink the waste pile. Therefore:

We can SAVE YOtJ MONEY on every shipment of oak, ash.
gum. elm. cypress, tupelo. hickory, cottonwood.
sycamore, soft maple and dimension.

LET US PROVE THIS ON YOUR NEXT ORDER

Wisconsin Lumber Company
Harvester Bldg. CHICAGO

CHOICE BIRCH AND MAPLE—10,500 ACRES

I offer the above tract of best quality and
splendidly located timber in Ontario, ten miles

from Sault Ste. Marie, Ontario, a town of

25,000 population. Will cut 90% birch and
maple. Estimated by George F. Beardsley,

cruiser of Grand Rapids, Mich. Location and
mill site on deep water. Can ship either by
water or rail. Lands in fee simple—no crown
dues, no export restrictions. Close to Amer-
ican Soo. Easy logging. Reasonable price and terms.

WiUiam H. Ranson, Sault Sle Marie, Mich.

K MONKV HV r.slM

RED BOOK Published Semi-annually

in February and August
It contains a carefully prepared list of the buyers of lum-

ber in car lots, both among the dealers and manufacturers.
The book indicates their financial standing and manner

of meeting obligations. Covers the United States, Alberta,

Manitoba and Saskatchewan. The trade recognizes this

book as the authority on the line it covers.

A won organized Collection Depftrlmonl iH also oper-
;it.il an. I Th.- sami- Is "p.-n lii y..ii. Write for term».

Lumbermen's Credit Assn.,
Establiihed

1878

( IIK \<.<l
Minlion I In m;\\ \<>hk (I

Hayden & Westcott Lumber Co.
SPECIAL RAILROAD DEPT.

HardAvoods s Soft^voods

823 Railway Exchange Bailding. Chicago. III.

HARDWOOD RECORD'S
slronijcst circulalion i.s in the region where things are made
of wood—WISCONSI.N, MICHIGAN, ILLINOIS, IN-

DIANA, OHIO, PENNSYLVANIA. NEW YORK

IT'sMe BEST SALES MEDIUM for HARDWOOD LUMBER
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KNOXVILLE
I

Famous for Finest Type of Poplar, Oak and Chestnut.

VESTAL LUMBER AND MANUFACTURING CO-
KNOXVILLE, TENNESSEE.

QUARTERED WHITE OAK
OUR SPECIALTY

MANUFACTURERS OF

QUARTERED WHITE OAK. PLAIN OAK. POPLAR. WALNUT & TENNESSEE RED CEDAR LOMBER
BAND MILLS AT VK8TAL. A SUBURB OF KN OXVILLB. SOUTHERN AND LOUISVXLLB & NASHVILLE RAIUIOAD

J. M. UOGAIN
UUMBBR CO.
MANUFACTURERS AND WHOLESALERS
HARDWOODS AND PINE
POPLAR A SPECIALTY

Main Office and Yards: Knoxville

Branch Offlc« and Tard:
Bank and McLean Ave., Cincinnati I. M. ASHER, Mgr.

We Want Orders for the following Dry Stock:

WHITE OAK—Plain or Quartered.

RED OAK—Plain or Quartered.

CHESTNUT BASSWOOD
POPLAR WHITE PINE

Always carry large well

assorted stock of all

kinds of Hardwoods.

CAN SHIP ON SHORT NOTICE.

C HARDWOOD RECORD is a ditfer-

ent kind, and altogether better

lumber newspaper than has hither-

to been published. This is made possible

by the loyal co-operation and support of the

hardwood element of the lumber industry.

If you are a subscriber you will agree.

"THE VERY BEST"
ASH, CHESTNUT,

RED OAK, WHITE OAK, PINE,

POPLAR and WALNUT
Knoxville Veneer Co.

p. B. RAYMOND. General Manager. Knoxville, Tenn.

What Vcnccr and Panel Consumers Will Use in 1914
This information is shown complete!}^ in our new correction pamphlet (off tlie press this week),

whicli revises our veneer and panel consumers' requirements lists complete according to 1914 requirements.

The information contained is all first hand and guaranteed to be authentic. It gives all details that you
want to know on which to base an intelligent quotation.

It would cost you thousands of dollars and years of work to compile the same information—we know
because that is what it cost us. You can have it for 1 % of its real cost.

As its best use is while it is fresh and it costs only two cents to write, drop us a line today and let us

give you the details.

HARDWOOD RECORD, CHICAGO, ILL.
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^^^ IXTERLCCKING DRUM J"

I ^ : V^^^WilN&f^L'f 51ACK
ATMILLr
AT LOWEST

4iiGH Speed •Return^
\SkJD>S tD)VfNHILLr2»WELL^ UPHILL' %i-

C/iicayo-\Sea^/e Canada Canadian ^//is-C^a/m^^s U}fd.

0<:e»'O^-Uans-:Woo!)wvr<>.-M^yhtS^Co.JCtd

i fi \ \ Lumber Dried As Never Before
h ^ SEE THE DIFFERENCE

GRAND RAPIDS DRY KILN

GRAND RAPIDS VENEER WKS., SOLE MFRS., MICHIGAN

SECURE BETTER PRICES
AT LESS SELLING COST BY REACHING MORE CUSTOMERS. HARDWOOD
RECORD PUTS YOU BEFORE THEM ALL TWICE A MONTH. ASK US ABOUT IT.

CI N CI NNATI
THE GATEWAT OF THE. SOOTH

RED GUM
Write us when you want BONE DRY stock
High Grade Fine Widths Good Lengths

BENNETT & WITTE
224 West Fourth St. CINCINNATI, O.

vo u
Are making a MISTAKE if you do not try our

Plain Oak, Quartered Oak and Poplar.

25,000,000 feet of all grades and thicknesses on
hand AT ALL TIMES.
For texture, color and manufacture it cannot

be excelled.

Thf Mobray & Robinson Company
MILLS

Quicksand. K7.
Viper, Ky.
West Irvine, Ky.

MAIN OFFICE
CINCINNATI, OHIO

YARDS
Cincinnati. 0.
Detroit. Mich.
Rochester. N. Y.
Brooklyn. N. Y.

W. E. HEYSER. President WEAVER HASS. V. President
BENJAMIN BRAMLAGE. Sec'y & Treas.

The W. E. Heyser
Lumber Company

MAIN OFFICE & YARDS
Winton Place
Cincinnati, Ohio

BRANCH YARDS AND MILLS
West Virginia, Mississippi, Arkansas & Kentucky

12,000,000 ft. High
Grade West Vir-

ginia and Southern

Hardwoods in

stock at all times.

Shipments made
direct from our

own yards and
mills in straight or

mixed cars.

SEND US YOUR INQUIRIES
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PENROD WALNUT & VENEER
COMPANY

Mills

Kansas City and Helena, Ark.

S'^'i. - KANSAS CITY, Mo.
Send all inquiries to General Offices, Kansas City, Mo.

Kansas City Plant

Exclusively

WALNUT
LUMBER AND
VENEERS

American

and

Circassian

Helena Plant

Exclusively

Rotary Cut

Veneers

Red Gum—Oak
Poplar — Elm
Cypress — Pine

Dry, Flat Stock

PENROD-JURDENMcCOWEN

LUMBER COMPANY
Band Mills and Ollices:

Brasfield, Arkansas

We offer for immediate shipment

DRY

RED GUM RED GUM
Quartered Plain

3 cars 4/4, I's and 2's

2 " 5/4
1 car 6/4
1 " 8/4
3 cars 4/4 No. 1 Com.
1 car 5/4
1 *' 6/4
1 " 8/4
1 " 10/4

The Famous Cache River Gum
Band Sawn—Flat Dry

Plain and Quartered Red and White
Oak always in stock

4 cars 4 4
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BLACK WALNUT
The Aristocrat (d American llardwduds. Manufacturers of furniture, pianos and interior

tlnish know tliat Black Walnut is the finest hardwood produced on this continent. They
may have been under the impression heretofore that it is not i)ossibIe to get a sufiicient con-

tinuous supply of this wood to enable them to use it. The ])urpose of this and succeeding-

advertisements is to show that there is an am])lc and ])ermanc'iit sup])l\. and that those wild

specify it will l)e able to j^et it now and hereafter.

The stock listed beU)w is dry and ready to ship, and the firms indicated will be glad to

quote anyone interested in logs, lumber or veneers, and also to give full information about
the stock.

FRANK PURCELL, Kansas City, Missouri

Prime \\'alnut Logs
for Ex])ort

FIGURED WALNUT LOGS FIGURED WALNUT BUTTS

H. A. McCOWEN & CO., Salem, Indiana

SANDERS & EGBERT COMPANY, Goshen, Indii

217,000 4-4 IS and 2s

70,000 5-4 IS and 2S

60,000 6-4 IS and 2s

48,000 8-4 is and 2s

12,000 10-4 IS and 2s

16,000 12-4 Is and 2s

5,000 16-4 IS and 2s

560,000 No. 1 common
180,000 5-4 No. 1 common
7 5.000 6-4 No. 1 common

5 5,000 8-4 No. 1 common
5,000 10-4 No. 1 common
7,000 12-4 No. 1 common
2,000 16-4 No. 1 common

520,000 4-4 No. 2 common
72,000 6-4 No. 2 common
5,000 10-4 No. 2 common

50,000 5-4 No. 2 common
5 3,000 8-4 No. 2 common

THEODOR FRANCKE ERBEN G. m. b. H.
Cincinnati, Ohio

30,000
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THE EAST
LEADING MANUFACTURtRS AND JOBBERa

R.E.Wood Lumber Company
fl Manufacturers of Yellow Poplar, Oak, Chestnut, Hemlock
and White Pine.

fl We own our own stumpage and operate our own mills.

^ Correspondence solicited and inquiries promptly answered.

GENERAL OFFICES:
CONTINENTAL BUILDING. Baltimore, Maryland

W. P. Craig Lumbar Go.

Wholesale Hardwood and Building

Lumber

Empire Buildiig, PITTSBURG, PI.

Broom Handle Machinery
Let us lell you about our STEEL TUMBLERS FOR DRY-

ING AND POLISHING BROOM HANDLES. This system is

rapidly supplanting all others. More economical ; less lime required

for drying; no polishing afterwards; greater per cent of straight

handles turned out.

Steel Tumbler tor

Drying and Poiish-

Ing Broom Handles

CADILLAC MACHINE COMPANY
Complete Line of Broom Handle IVIachinery

CADILLAC, MICH.

BIRCH
AND

MAPLE

A few cars
in transit and

a large assort-

ment at the

mill. Write us.

New York Office

25 W. 42d St.

Geo. Webster Lumber Go.
SPRINGFIELD, MASS.

WM. E. LITCHFIELD
MASON BUILDING, BOSTON, MASS.

Specialist in Hardwoods

Manufacturers are requested to supply lists of stock for sale

^
For items of Hardwood Stock or Hardwood

Machinery, you will find it advantageous ic

write our advertisers. Get in touch

!

IET us talk to you about the plain

I and quartered oak that made In-

diana famous. It's the kind we

make to-day.

Wood-Mosaic Co., New Albany, Ind.
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We Will Quote Unusually Attractive Prices

On the Following List ot Band Sawn Poplar:
1" 19 & 28.

lyy u & 2«.
2%" Is & 2s.
3' Is SS 2s.
1" Wide Boi.
1" Narrow Box.
I" Sap» * Selects.
I'A" Saps * Selects
114' Saps & 8el(
2" Saps & Selects.

ts.

curs I' No. 1 (on
.ars 114" No. 1 Ci
cars IM:" No. 1 Common,
cars 2" No. 1 Common,
cars 2V2" No. 1 Common,
cars H" No. 1 Common,
curs 1" No. 2-A Common,
cars 1" No. 2-B Common,
cars 2" No. 2 A « U Commo
car 2M-" No. 2 A & B Comn
car X" No. 2 A & B Common

Faust Bros. Lumber Co.
SALES OFFICE
CHICAGO, ILL.

M.MN OFFICE
PADUCAH, KY.

Standard for 37 Years

CoVlsl Saw Machinery
The machine shown will automatically
sharpen band resaws from l" to 6"

wide, and it is not necessary to touch
the saws after they come off the
machine.

New Frame Construction,

COVEL MFG. CO.. Benton Harbor, Mich.

OAK FLOORING
HAPDWOOD fJMBEP <y\

Kiln-

Dried ^^^

Polished ^^^^?

& MFC. CO.
.5A RDIS
- MI3S. -

Hollow

f^ Backed
•nil

Bundled

MOUND CITY, ILL., adjoining Cairo, HI.

CHICAGO OFFICE—1423 Monadnock Bldg.

Hardwood Lumber
ALL GRADES AND THICKNESSES

Oak and Ash Our Specialty

VENEERS . Sawed, Quartered White Oak
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Review and Outlook
QAie

General Market Conditions

ACOUNTRYWIDE RUSH of iiuiuiries for all kinds of hard-

woods has been apparent during the last two or three weeks.

This is true in all centers and seems to apply to all grades and kinds

of hardwood lumber. As a consequence, the luniberuieu throughout

the country have been puzzled to decide whether or not the inquiries

are an indication of the immediate return of active business, or

whether as a general thing it was simply a question of feeling about

by the buyers as to the possibilities of a further break in the

market. In either event, there seems to be but one logical course for

the wise lumberman to pursue. If the inquiries are as a general

thing bona fide, it is of course needless to say that prices will hold

up firmly, and will attain even a more favorable level, but if the

majority of inquiries are shown to be merely feelers, which it seems

they are, it is entirely up to the lumberman to provide his own salva-

tion by adhering to a fair level of prices in all markets.

In other words, if with this influx of inquiries there is shown a

tendency to break in order to place orders on the books, the result

will be a still further drag on the part of the buying trade, and a

continued hesitancy in the placing of any kind of favorable busi-

ness. On the other hand, if a strong front is shown and producers

and wholesalers generally show that they have confidence in the

future of hardwood stocks as good property, the result will be that

the buying trade will realize that the uncertain situation is about

over and will gradually return to normal buying conditions.

This condition is rather proven by the attitude of large consum-

ing concerns whose yards contain millions and in some cases as much

as 100,000,000 feet of dry hardwood stocks. These people, of course,

are in position to run some little time without purchases, and in

fact they are the ones who are strongest in their continuance of the

jiolicy of retrenchment as far as lumber purchases are concerned.

It is very evident that the concern which uses millions of feet of

lumber in a year in the production of its articles is bound to be as

a matter of business policy a bear on the market. Hence any evi-

dent policy which they assume towards producers can be presumed to

be instigated by some such motive. These classes of concerns have

been, as stated, the most consistent non-buyers and give evidence

that their policy is the result of a belief in their ability to "bear"

the hardwood market and to secure stocks at more favorable prices

than they can now be purchased at. It is obvious then that this atti-

tude is the result of a beUef that the lumbermen will prove them-

selves strong enough to continue to hold for fair values. It is not

the result of lack of business on tlie part of these concerns, as

[iractiially without exception they are recording themselves as being

in most excellent condition as far as prospects for sales are con-

cerned. Hence, it behooves the hardwood trade to maintain as firm

a front as possible in the face of such conditions.

The extremely unsatisfactory condition of the export trade from
all ports of the country, as far as hardwoods are concerned par-

ticularly, is unquestionably having its effect on domestic conditions.

For instance, the communications from the port of Baltimore indicate

that in February of this year in some it<?ms there was about only

one-half as much lumber shipped as in February of 1913. The re-

sult of this is that a great deal of stock which would have gone to

the foreign markets is this year diverted to domestic consumers.

This simply means that there is a greater quantity of stock to be
taken up locally than last year.

It is not to be wondered at, then, that prices are not so firm as

they were at that time. Still there is a deplorable tendency on the

part of a great many lumbermen to continue in a pessimistic mood,

resulting from a comparison of prices of this year with those of

last. Tliere does not seem to have been a proper realization of the

abnormal conditions which effected the extremely high prices in some
items of hardwood which prevailed a year ago. As a general thing

the price level which is being maintained at the present time is en-

tirely fair, considering the general conditions.

The effect which inclement weather conditions have on the general

hardwood market is clearly shown by the varying reports which come
from different centers of the country at this time, some sections

being overwhelmed with snow and wintry weather while others are

enjoying springlike conditions. In the first class the reports con-

tinue to be rather optimistic and are couched in terms of hope for

the future. In the other reports the opening up of spring weather

has resulted in more active inquiry and more active buying and
movement of stocks, which is not only the result of renewed activi-

ties, but comes from a more cheerful frame of mind resulting from

the more agreeable weather. This, while a psychological factor, is

one that should not be entirely overlooked.

It appears that, to use the expression of the sales manager of a

large southern concern, we are '
' on the brink of the crater of a

volcano of business." The underlying and internal conditions which

would tend toward a re-opening of entirely normal buying condi-

tions as far as lumber is concerned, are most excellent. These con-

ditions have been apparent for some little time and continued favor-

able comment as to the aspect of their business as given by the

buyers themselves, gives increasing reason for logical hope for the

future. It appears, however, that there is something unusual behind

the present slowness, and, as stated before, this can probably be

attributed to a large extent to the fact that one buyer is waiting

for the other. If a few of the largo concerns who are in a position

to place big orders should go into the market, the rest would follow.
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without a question of doubt. The trouble is not with the buyers of

these concerns themselves, but it seems that in most eases orders have

come from headquarters of the big consumers to keep out of the

buying field entirely, and this policy will be continued until counter-

orders have been issued.

Judging from the extremely favorable condition of their trade, it

would seem that these concerns must soon go actively into the pur-

chasing game.

This condition is clearly shown by the experience which was related

by a southern hardwood man on a northern trip. It seems that his

concern had had a large order for oak cancelled by a furniture

house. The man in question called on these people, who finally told

him to come around within a couple of days after they had had a

chance to size up the situation, as they had already placed the order

with another concern at $2 less than his price. He went back as

told and was gratified to learn that they had decided to take on his

stock at his figure as they had found they could take care of it.

This simply indicates that the buyers in a good many cases do not

realize exactly what they are in a position to do. They have so

gotten into the habit of conservative buying of the hand-to-mouth

nature that it is difficult to get out of the rut.

As to the various woods: Oak seems to be picking up somewhat
in prices all along the line. There seems to be some little difficulty in

getting red gum back to a desirable position, as a great many fac-

tories have gone over to the use of sap gum instead.

Of the northern woods, birch and maple are continuing to show
gratifying activity. Poplar is not particularly active, although the

lower grades are moving in excellent shape as are basswood, cotton-

wood and the lower grades of gum.

The veneer business continues to bo rather slack, but this is simply

due to the condition that affects the lumber business as well.

In summing up the situation, it is entirely logical to believe that

the present calendar year will as .a whole round out as a very good
one. It should not be expected, however, that anything of a par-

ticularly gratifying nature will come into evidence until the last half,

as it will undoubtedly take six or eight months for the country to

thoroughly adjust itself to the radically changing and changed con-

ditions.

The Cover Picture

THE PICTURE WHICH ILLUSTKATES THE COVER of this

is!<ue of Hardwood Record was made on the coast of South

Carolina, and the tree forming the principal feature is the well-known

southern evergreen oak (Quercus virginiana). Its limbs are festooned

with Spanish moss, which is one of the most common sights in

forests near the coast in the southern states.

The picture may appeal more to musicians and literary people

than to lumbermen, though there is no reason why a lumberman
may not like both music and poetry as a rest and recreation when
the rush hours of business are over. To such the tree featured

on the front cover will appeal.

Under this tree Sydney Lanier wrote '
' The Marshes of Glynn, '

'

which some critics consider to be one of the most finished pieces

of literature in the English language, though others would not

give it such high praise.

The poem has a pathetic history. The author wrote it while

dying, and he has been compared to the swan '
' which dying, dies

in melody. '

'

The biography of Sydney Lanier is short and simple. He was

born at Macon, Ga., in 1S42, entered the Confederate army, was

taken prisoner, and exposure brought on tuberculosis, against which

he fought heroically but to which he finally succumbed. He went

to Baltimore, where he earned a precarious livelihood as a musician.

He sent verses to the magazines and they all came back rejected

until one by chance reached the public. Critics detected the work

of a genius, and his reputation as a poet quickly followed. Johns

Hopkins University gave him a chair in literature, and for the

first time in his life he could feel that the means of a livelihood

were assured; but it came too late to do him much good.

He went to the mountains of North Carolina as a last hope

of regaining his health, but without avail. His last literary work
was the writing of a collection of poems, "Hymns of the Marshes,"
of which "The Marshes of Glynn" is one. It was completed while
he was still able to walk, but some of his other poems were com-
posed after he had become too weak to lift his head from his

pillow.

The marsh, which was before his eyes and which was minutely
described in the verses, appears in the picture, stretching away
toward the sea on the horizon. A single verse will suffice to show
the tone and measure of the poem:

"Oh, what is abroad in the marsh and the terminal seat

Somehow my soul seems suddenly free

From the weighing of fate and the sad discussion of sin

By the length and the breadth and the sweep of the Marshes-

of Glynn."

The photograph from which the cover picture was made is from
the collection of the Field Museum, Chicago. The tree's trunk is

somewhat different from that of the live oak as it is usually met
with, in that it divides so near the ground. This oak generally

has a short, single trunk. The moss on the branches is not a true

moss, but is a species of pineapple which has acquired arboreal

habits. It is a most interesting plant and has no true roots. Its

sustenance comes almost wholly from the air. It hangs on the

limbs of trees for support, but does not draw much, if any, sub-

stance from them, and therefore is not a parasite, as mistletoe is,^

or a saprophyte, like fungus. This plant (Dendropogon usenoidesj

is commonly called Spanish moss. It has leaves longer and narrower

than those of any grass. It has blooms so small and inconspicuous

that people who have been intimately acquainted with the plant

aU their lives declare that it has no flowers. Its fruit likewise

escapes notice, but the seeds are somewhat conspicuous. They are

attached to down like seeds of the dandelion, and they float long

distances through the air and lodge against the trunks and branches

of trees where, after securely attaching themselves, they germinate.

The plant may propagate itself without seeds. Sections torn from
the parent plant are carried by wind until they lodge on a limb

or against a trunk. They quickly throw out tendrils which fasten

on the bark, and the sprig begins to grow. Many trees become
so completely covered with this co-called moss that they are

smothered to death, or the great weight breaks them down. This

moss has been gathered for one hundred and fifty years in the

South and has been used to stuff mattresses, upholster chairs, fill

horse collars, and for other purposes. When cured, which process

consists in removing all the leaves and outer bark, the commercial

article looks like black horsehair, and much of it is bought and

sold as such. It is shipped to all civilized countries of the world.

New Orleans is the center of the business.

The festoons hanging from the branches of trees range in length

from one to ten feet, and in rare instances they are fifteen or

even twenty feet long. The longest strands shown in the picture

are probably four or five feet. Long strands are not found on

trees which are subjected to the full sweep of the wind, but in

deep swamps where trees stand close together.

Consignments Still in Evidence

WHY A MAN SHOULD SELL HIS STOCK at about one-half of

ivliat it is actually worth, even though he is in imminent need

of funds, is difficult to understand, but this condition actually pre-

vails abroad in a good many cases. A slackening up in demand for

lumber products always brings with it a large amount of consignment

shipments for consumers abroad. Small mUls, which have no adequate

tuianeial backing and which cannot afiford to hold their stock and

must have actual funds, cannot wait for the slow process of selling

their stocks at adequate prices in the home market or abroad in the

usual channels, and utilize this means of replenishing their exchequers

in an expeditious manner regardless of the ultimate cost.

Instances are actually on record during the past financial stress,

of sales which have actually been made abroad of consignment ship-

ments of American hardwoods, which sold at prices just about one-
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half below what should have been oonsidered prerailing market values.

The result on the general market, of I'ourse, is too apparent to need
any detailed explanation, but it would seem that the resulting effect

upon the shipper himself would be too appalling to make it possible

for him to continue to do business in that manner. Yet reports are

abroad telling of constantly repeated consignment shipments on the

same basis, the result being that there is an overstocked market
there and a decided disinclination on the part of the buying trade to

take up stocks at any kind of fair prices, as they can realize much
more favorably by waiting for the general market to break as a
result of such consignment shipments.

Associations have made an effort to get under this matter and put

a stop to it, but it seems to be beyond their scope, as the small

shippers are probably tho chief offenders. In fact, it seems to be
almost impossible to check this tendency, and probably it will con-

tinue until the domestic market has so shaped itself that consignment

\ shipments are no longer necessary.

Decline in Lumber Exports
-pUE EXPORTS OF LUMBER and oth.r forest products for
I January of this year were twenty per cent below those for

January last year. This state of affairs is shown by the latest

figures published by the Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Com-
merce of the United States. The various items which make up
the totals are given, and it is possible to determine along what

j

lines the principal decline has occurred. Increase is shown in a
'

few instances. Hickory logs this year were exported in three times

the quantity shipped last year. Douglas fir lumber increased about
forty per cent. This is a Pacific coast wood, and does not come
into sharp competition with any other American wood, and it has

practically a world wide market. Redwood, another Pacific coast

product, sho^vs a similar increase in exports. The exports of spruce

were much larger this year than last. This lumber is cut from
both eastern and western species, but chiefly from the red spruce

of New England and Sitka spruce of tho Pacific coast. It thus

appears that Pacific coast lumber makes up most of the increase

in exports.

Small increases are shown by some manufactured articles, like

box shooks, barrel heading, and empty barrels, but in none of

I

these is the gain of much importance.

A very different showing is made in itemizing the figures which

measure the falling off in exports when the past January is com-

pared with that of 1913. Almost every item is on the wrong side

of the ledger from the view point of the American exporter. The
slump in the total for round logs exceeded fifteen per cent, not-

withstanding the fine showing made by hickory. Hewed timbers

did almost as poorly, while sawed timber exports fell off nearly

sixty per cent, that is, from a value of $1,018,126 in January, 1913,

to $436,923 in January of this year.

The results are equally discouraging in many items of the sawed

lumber exports. Every one of them, except the three mentioned

above, fell off. Red gum nearly held its own; oak dropped ten

per cent; white pine about the same; longleaf pine lacked eighteen

per cent of equaling last year 's figures ; shortleaf pine was seventy-

five per cent in the bad; yellow poplar was only about twelve

per cent under former figures; joists and scantling were sixty per

cent below; while shingles made the exceedingly poor showing of

only ten per cent of the total for January last year. Barrel shooks

dropped below half, staves nearly to half, and so on down the line

of doors, sash, blinds, furniture, woodenware; and even wood pulp

fell fifty per cent below last year's figures.

The imports from foreign countries were almost exactly the same

for the two Januaries, the decline not amounting to one per cent.

The most noticeable falling off was in Spanish cedar, which is a

cigar-box wood. Mahogany showed a slight decline, as did sawed

lumber; but tho import of shingles increased more than forty per

cent, and wood pulp enough to offset all declines in other products.

It would be difficult to find a reason for this regrettable decline

in exports that would be satisfactory to all. The plain truth is

that lumber dealers in this country are losing the foreign markets.

This may be temporary. A single month is not time enough to

warrant a positive conclusion on the subject. Apparent losses may
be nmde good when later returns have been received, and business

may look better. Every good American would like to hope so;

but '

' hope is desire with some expectation, '
' and though the

"desire" is strong, there does not just now appear to be much
ground for the "expectation."

It may not be too late to get that increase in traile which the

removal of the lumber tariff was to bring. Such increase may
be on the way, but lumbermen have not yet become aware of its

arrival.

The summing up of both imports and exports shows that the

people of the United States are buying about as liberally in for-

eign lumber markets as they were last year, but they are not selling

so much; consequently, tho balance of trade in this line is turning

against us.

The Future Price of Lumber
I T MAY BE ACCEPTED as a certsinty that the price of lumber
1 in years to come will be higher than it now is, or than it has

been in the past. The days of cheap lumber are nearly over in

this country, and industries which depend upon wood must accept

the change which is coming. The change will not be sudden, nor

will it be brought in by any violent disturbance of conditions. It

has been on the way a long time, and has been arriving for some
years.

Tlie price of lumber heretofore has been fixed by the cost of

stumpage, the expense of cutting, sawing, selling, and interest.

Precisely these factors wiU continue to fix the price in the future;

but there is bound to come a radical readjustment in the cost of

stumpage. The other items of cost may remain much as they are

now.

It is an old story, often told, how Nature produced the forests

from which past supplies have been cut. Nature did this cheaply,

because she did not buy the land, did not pay taxes, aud time was
no element of expense; but Nature is now getting out of the timber

business and is handing it over to men. The future lumber must

come from forests owned by men, cared for by men, and every

turn will cost money, and all expenses must be paid before the

lumber can be used by the final consumer.

Although Nature produces trees more cheaply than men can do

it, yet men can produce more on a given tract and in a given time

—but it costs more. The improvements which will come in forestry

will consist in getting rid of worthless species, the weed trees, as

they are called ; in keeping the stands thinned suflicicnt!/ to secure

the most rapid growth; in cutting at the right time and in the

right way; but this costs, and the ultimate consumer must pay

the bills.

There are now supposed to be 2,800,000,000,000 feet, board meas-

ure, of standing timber in the United States. This is merchantable

timber, and does not include scrub stuff, tops, limbs, and scraps. The
annual drain upon this timber is not known. Some of the largest

items have been carefully determined, such as lumber, ties, pulp-

wood, and distillation material. Other items have been estimated,

of which fuel is usually considered to be the largest. But some

of these items, as fuel, pulpwood, and distillation wood, do not

come wholly, or even chiefly, from what is classed as merchantable

timber.

Tho annual drain upon merchantable timber has been variously

estimated, but the equivalent of 100,000,000,000 feet, board measure,

is conservative. If this figure is taken, the timber now standing

will meet demands for from twenty-five to thirty years. This takes

no account of new growth. It has not been customary in the past

to pay much attention to annual growth; but it is hsre that the

change is coming, and it will be a square face-about. In the future,

the old st;intl will be depended on less and less, and the yearly

growth more and more, until finally the annual growth will be the

only matter considered, because the whole supply will come from

that source.
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Price will ilepend wholly upon cost of production, and the items

will be known and counted. The change is under way now. The
I'oiestor is beginiiiiiir to produce timber; but thus far he has not

been able to conijiete with timber that grew without costing anybody
anything. Tlie wild timber is still regulating lumber prices, but
before a great while the woodlot and the protected forest will do
that. Prices must gradually go up to cover the increasing cost of

jireduction.

There is no occasion to sound an alarm or predict catastrophes.

The change that is coming will be so gradual that everybody can
get used to it. No one will be taken by surprise; but nevertheless

the change will come, and the first effects will soon be noticed.

There is land enough in this country to supply lumber to everyone
who can pay the price. Foresters and woodlot owners can grow
from 1.50 to 400 board feet per acre every year. That is two or

three times as much as Nature is in the habit of doing in her

haphazard way on wild land when; all sorts of trees, good, bad, and
indifferent, are mixed.

When a farmer has paid taxes and other expenses for fifty years
on a woodlot, while it is getting ready for the saw, he will count
the cost when he fixes the price on sale day, and the purchaser will

have to ])ay it, because he can not buy timber any cheaper else-

where. The lumber business and all the wood-using industries of
this country are moving slowly and surely toward that end.

Forest Conditions and Stream Flow
T-Ili:; TIIIKTEEXTH .\NNUAL BEPORT of the Indiana State
A Hoard of Forestry recently published contains a paper by Glenn
*'ulbertson of Hanover College discussing the effect on stream flow

which may be traced to deforestation among the hills of southern
Indiana. Historical evidence is cited to show that jjrofound changes
have taken place. The original forests were unbroken in that region;

but lumber operations and clearing land have reduced the wooded
areas ninety per cent and the remaining stands have been thinned

and culled until at this time they contain less than one-third of

tlie number of trees that formerly grew there. The changes which
have taken place in the flow of streams and in wells and springs

are remarkable and are matters of common knowledge among the

people. In times of drought many springs and wells go dry which
formerly did not do so. In many instances water must be hauled

one or two miles to supply farm stock during rainless periods.

Before the hills and ravines were* bared of trees this was not

necessary.

Formerly the streams rose slowly after a rain, and the flow was
regular and lasted until the next rain. Now the flood comes

with a rush and is quickly gone. It sweeps down the slopes while

rain is falling, and has little time to soak into the soil; conse-

quently, none is stored beneath the surface of the ground to feed

the springs and wells during succeeding spells of dry weather.

Speaking particularly of certain water courses under his imme-

diate observation, Mr. Culbertson says that within the past ten

years these streams have repeatedly had record making floods.
'

' The average immediate run-off of such streams as obtain their

water supply from the hills referred to,
'

' he continues, '
' must have

varied enormously with the change from the completely forested

condition of the past to that of the present. Then there was an

universal leaf mulch and a deep, porous soil filled with roots and

decaying vegetation. As compared to that, there is now a compact

sod, a shallow and very compact clay on rock surface. The average

annual immediate run-off from these streams today is at least fifty

per cent greater than that from the same region under the forested

conditions of the past. In many parts of the state wells are being

driven to greater and greater depths in the endeavor to obtain a

permanent water supply for mills and factories as well as for

farm animals."

The changing conditions of flowing streams should be studied

locally, as Mr. Culbertson is doing. It can be done to better

advantage in that way than by attempting to include too much
country in the observations. The clearing of a drainage basin,

even if but a few miles in area, affords the means of determining

the effects on the habits of the stream that drains the basin. If

it flowed steadily before the clearing and was spacmodic afterwards
—now flooded, now dry—it is logical to conclude that the change
resulted from the removal of the forest. This has been shown
again and again in all parts of the country where forests have

been removed. It is common knowledge with most of the people

acquainted with the history of such districts; but, unfortunately,

few exact records have been kept in the past showing the flow

of small streams. It is therefore impossible in most instances to

procure precise data in the form of figures.

Every phase of the subject of the relation of stream-flow to

forests, where investigations have been made, shows that the stream

responds quickly and unmistakably to changes in forest cover.

Probably no competent investigator now holds any other view.

The complete collapse of the weak effort made a few years ago
by Willis Moore, the Chief of the Weather Bureau, to prove that

forests did not affect the flow of streams, apjjarently ended all

attempts of anti -conservationists to show that forests could be
destroyed without lessening the usefulness of the streams which

drain the region.

Large rivers respond to changes in forest cover less clearly than

small creeks, because in large basins there are nearly always com-

pensating factors. Wliile some of the tributary streams are pouring

out sudden floods, others are running low, and one part of the

drainage basin offsets the other in the lower reaches of the main
river. Sometimes, however, as in the case of the Ohio floods last

winter, all of the small streams rise at once, and the results of

deforestation are then seen over extensive areas.

A New Phase of Conservation

T T HAS BEEN ADVOCATED by rabid conservationists, since that
•I' movement in its most idealistic phases began, that conservation

consists of planting little trees where big trees once grew, and tend-

ing them with tender care until they reached maturity and merchant-

able sizes at some distant period when the original investors would

have since passed or failed in their examinations for entrance at the

golden gate. The practical phases of the proposition were never

given due consideration by a great many of the so-called conserva-

tionists, and they have never taken the trouble or had the foresight

to see this broad question in all of its various phases.

Conservation from a new viewpoint is shown in the state of Wis-

consin, where there are thousands of acres of cut-over land which,

if the conservationists of the more rabid sort had their way, would

be with great labor and expense planted to young seedlings. How-
ever, the more practical minds of the owners of this vast acreage

have realized that conservation means more than the mere planting

of trees or regeneration through natural channels. They have re-

alized that conservation is essentially a money-making proposition

and that the only true way to conserve is to husband the actual

monetary possibilities dormant in any national resource. As a con-

sequence, instead of entering upon a long series of planting expedi-

tions, they have converted their land into money in the quickest

possible manner by inviting immigration into the state through most

favorable offers. As a matter of fact, in the last few months there

have been sold in the state of Wisconsin something like 500,000 acres

of cut-over timberland, all of this territory being opened up to new
settlers. Surely no one will argue that this is not conservation, in-

asmuch as the land, although not strictly agricultural soil, can be

made to yield good crops by the proper application, and inasmuch

as this development of the country will give to it more real wealth

and more remimerative development for the future than would the

mere planting of trees.

Of course it is not to be argued that tree planting and natural

seedling planting in their proper spheres are not to be commended
under practical conditions and can not be turned to profit, but the

practical demonstration of up-to-date conservation which has been

shown in Wisconsin is an enlightening example of what hard-headed

business men can accomplish if they are not tied by idealistic laws

forced onto the statute books by impractical idealists.
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Yellow poplar is ouo of the most valuable hanlwoods of the

I ouDtry. Its uatural range covers nioro than (500,000 square

miles from southern New Knglaml to Missouri ami south to

Florida and Mississippi; but the highest development of the

timber occurs in tlio central Apjialachian region from Maryland

to Georgia.

Yellow poplar, considering both iliameter and height, is justly

entitled to the rank of the largest hardwood species of the United

States. Trees of enormous size occurred in the original forests

which once covered the bottom lauds and rich mountain coves

of the region; and a few such trees are still found, though many
years of lumbering have depleted the stands where formerly the

timber was plentiful.

The time has now arrived when lumbermen and wood users

not only consider present supplies but are beginning to look to

the future. Y'ellow poplar naturally receives much attention.

People are asking what prospect there is for poplar after present

mature timber has been cut.

An opportune bulletin entitled '
" Y'ellow Poplar in Tennessee"

has just come from the press of the Tennessee Geological Survey.

It was written by W. W. Ashe, who is forest examiner for the

United States Forest Service and is a well-known authority on

conditions in the southern Appalachian regions. The bulletin is

based on his own field work and that of his associates, and the

data which he presents is reliable and his conclusions valuable.

A summary of certain portions of the bulletin follows:

The greater and more valuable portion of the cut of yellow

poplar is the product of old timber. In order that the lumber

may average $28 per 1,000 board feet, the trees from which this

lumber is sawed must have, at present prices of lumber, an average

diameter of twenty-seven inches, breast-high. Although the

amount of young timber which is cut for commercial purposes

is small, it has a standard and rapidly increasing value for saw

timber. With the continued reduction in the supply of old timber,

the second growth must become the chief source of future supply;

and consequently it is extremely important to know something

of the amount of young growth and its probable future price.

It is also desirable to know the rate of growth of the young

timber, the possible profit in growing it, and the best methods

of management for accelerating its growth and increasing its

value.

The results of an investigation in Tennessee show that yellow

poplar has a comparatively rapid rate of growth v,hile young;

it seeds abundantly and reproduces freely on suitable sites, form-

ing either pure groups or a considerable portion of mixed seedling

stands. On account of its soft, white wood, which is very free

from large knots, it is merchantable even when of small diameter,

while on account of its straight stem with only moderate taper

it yields under the saw as large a proportion of lumber per cubic

feet of total volume as do the pines. On account of its intoler-

ance of shade its yield per acre is less than that of chestnut

and some of the pines, but this is offset by the rapid growth

of the individual tree and its vigorous response to thinnings.

On the whole, no other species of tree which has a wide distribu-

tion in Tennessee offers such excellent inducements for the pro-

tection of small trees, and even for propagation and planting.

Not only is there an assured and remunerative market for the

timber of small sized trees, but its rate of growth is so rapid

that returns are obtained at an early period for a forest tree.

Second growth trees are largely " sap%vood " or "white poplar,"

but there is now no discrimination against lumber from this grade

of timber, and the clear sap lumber at present commands a higher

price than the best yellow *oartwood did twenty years ago.

Yellow poplar is commercially important throughout Tennessee,

but most abundant on the limestone valley lands of the great

basin and in the valley of east Tennessee; in the coves and hollows

of the Cumberland mountains, and in the lower coves of the Unaka
and Smoky mountains.

On cut-over and closely culled land which has not been badly

burned, there is as a rule a large number of small poplar trees

in the coves and hollows. These trees have sprung up in the

openings which were made in logging. Occasionally they form
a continuous stand in tho narrow mountain valleys or form groups,

pure or nearly pure, from a square rod to several rods in extent.

There is often a far larger proportion of poplar numerically in

young stands on cut-over land than there was in the original

forest. This 3'oung timber will constitute a very important element

in the yellow poplar supjily of the future. On the other hand,

on forest lands from which the old yellow poplars were removed
before any of the other hardwoods were cut, there is usually a

poor replacement of young j'ellow poplar. There was not enough
light for the establishment of yellow poplar, and seedlings of

other species which are more tolerant of shade, occupied the

space from which the yellow poplar was cut. Where tracts have
been badly burned, the young yellow poplar has been largely

killed.

In farmers ' wood lots there is as a rule a large amount of young
poplar, except where the pasturage of cattle has suppressed the

young trees, which is the case on many farms. There are, how-
ever, many pure stands of young yellow poplar of sapling and
pole size, on farms which have sprung up in old pastures that

were under fence so that cattle were excluded. While the total

acreage of these stands is not large, they can be made, where
they occur, extremely valuable if given proper management.

There is likewise a considerable acreage of second growth timber

iu old coalings. While these stands are largely formed of chestnut

and oak sprouts, they generally contain, in the coves and hollows,

a larger percentage of yellow poplar than the original forest.

While there is undoubtedly an excellent representation through-

out Tennessee of sapling and small pole-sized yellow poplar in

second growth, there is a deficiency of large pole-sized trees which

might become merchantable as large saw timber during the next

twenty to twenty five years.

Notwithstanding the generally excellent representation of young
growth yellow poplar, the future supply of this timber is threat-

ened by the inroads which are being made on the young growth,

by cutting it before it is mature, for paper-pulp stock and box-

board bolts.

Yellow i)opIar re])roduces chielly by means of seed. It repro-

duces to a limited extent by means of sprouts, but only from

small trees until they reach the size of poles; the sprouting of

old trees is unreliable. Sprouting is best in full sunlight. The
sprouts from trees which are shaded are weak. The seeds, which

are borne in small cones, are about one inch long, including the

slender wing, and are so light that they may be blown several

hundred yards from the piirent tree. The seeds from the top

of the cone and from the exterior will not germinate. These are

the last to fall from the tree, often remaining until the following

spring, and in collecting seed for planting they should be dis-

carded. Trees begin to bear fertile seed when about forty years

old. Seeds are produced on older trees in great abundance and

almost annually, but a large proportion, as a rule about ninety

per cent, is infertile. They ripen in September and October and

are in great part distributed at once bj- the wind. They largely

germinate during the following spring and the early part of the

summer, but some seem to lie over on the ground until the second

spring. Germination takes ]ilace wherever the soil is moist, and

the seedlings easily establish themselves, but they fail to survive

the dry periods of the first summer unless on a moist or shady

site. Stocking, consequently, is better on north slopes, in coves

and hollows or in lower slopes, than on the drier upper slopes

and on southern exposures. It is also best where the mineral soil

has been exposed, as in oil fields or where soil has been upturned
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by loggiug or by hogs. A thick hiyor of dry leaves is unfavorable.

Seedlings and small trees of yellow poplar are extremely sensi-

tive to fire, being more easily injured even than chestnut. This

is duo primarily to the thin and smooth bark of the young tree

of yellow poplar. An additional reason for their great injury

is that tlie sap and inner bark of yellow poplar become active

earlier than in the associated trees. This greatly e.xposes this

species to early spring fires, which, when they take place during

dry and windy periods before the forest foliage is out, are very
hot and destructive. Fortunately yellow poplar is somewhat pro-

tected by being largely confined to the damp hollows and coves.

Seedlings of yellow poplar which are killed dovra by fire will

usually sprout from the root, unless they arc shaded.

Mr. Ashe estimates the yellow poplar timber still standing in

Tennessee at a,500,000,n00 feet, board measure. If the ratio of

annual cut to the amount of standing timber in Tennessee is taken

as a basis of estimate, it follows that the remaining stands of

this timber in the United States is approximately 14,000,000,000.

At the rate of cutting in 1911 tliis is a supply for twenty-one

years.
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Wood in Relation to Heat
Wood owes its popularity for certain uses to the fact that it is

a very poor conductor of heat. Imagine the result of substituting

metal for wood in the manufacture of matches. The user would
need asbestos gloves to handle them. It is due to this poor heat

conductivity of wood that shingles have one decided advantage
over other roofing materials. Anyone who has slept directly under
a tin roof following a hot day can vouch for this statement.

This also has a bearing on the substitution of steel for wood
in making filing cabinets. It is quite true that the steel will not

burn, but this property of metal is not sulEcicut to guarantee the

protection of the paper in the cabinet. If a building is entirely

consumed, nothing but a first-class safe or vault can be expected
to pass through the ordeal with its contents uninjured. In the

case of smaller (ires that are extinguished a thin-walled filing

cabinet offers less protection to its contents than one made of wood,
because immediately after the first contact of the flames with the
metal it becomes hot enough inside to scorch the papers. Later the
buckling and warping of the case will permit enough air to cause
the contents to burst into flames. Where wood is used the con-

tents are safe until the wood burns through—a considerably longer
time than when steel or sheet iron is used.

Fire damage to structures is by no means confined to the actual
burning. Buildings of stone, brick, steel and concrete are non-
combustible but this does not prevent their serious damage and
possible collapse due to fire. Where iron girders are used in build-

ings, in case of the structure being burned, the expansion of the
girders tends to shove down the walls; this is not the case with
wooden beams because the coefiicient of linear expansion of woo<l
due to heat is very small.

By coeflieient of linear expansion is meant the increase in its

length for each degree rise in temperature, divided by the original

length of the specimen. For oak this coeificient has been found
to be .00000492. The coefficient of radial expansion for oak is

.0000544, or about eleven times the longitudinal. Spruce expands
less than oak and the ratio of longitudinal to radial expansion is

only six to one. Metals and glass expand equally in all directions
since they are homogeneous substances, while wood is a compli-
cated structure. The coefficient of expansion of iron is .0000285,
or nearly six times the coefficient of linear expansion of oak and
seven times that of spruce.

The expansion of wood due to heat can be determined only when
both the wood and the air in which it is placed are absolutely dry.

Otherwise the heat drives out the water and causes a shrinkage
that not only counteracts the expansion due to the heat, but
may even produce a reduction in volume. Since wooden beams and
girders always contain at least a small percentage of water, the •

occurrence of a fire would not cause any appreciable expansion at
all. In the case of metal, however, the question of contraction and
expansion with changes in temperature presents many serious prob-
lems that cannot always be overcome.

Fire-proof construction is not determined entirely by the com-
bustibility of the material of construction. Even more important
are the nature of the contents, the design of the structure, and
the precautions taken against fire. When the entire contents of

a building are consumed, possibly including loss of life, it is

rather small consolation to know that the blackened structure still

stands. As a building material for houses in the less crowded
areas, by far the larger percentage of all houses built, wood is

a convenient and excellent material and the fire damage is little

if any increased by its use.

It is by no means so easy to destroy a large wooden beam, post

or girder by fire as many people think. Finely divided wood
burns rapidly but large solid or closely bolted sticks of most
woods show great resistance even to intense and continued heat.

The surfaces char readily but owing to the fact that wood is a very

poor conductor of heat the inner portions remain intact and strong

for a much longer time than is commonly supposed. Heat in-

creases the pliability of wood only when special precautions are

taken to retain the moisture. Hence a wooden beam or support,

unlike metal, will not soften and thereby buckle and bend when
heated, even though the surface is glowing.

Not enough attention has been devoted to the important ques-

tion of making wood more fire resistant by chemical treatment.

Although there are many patented processes on the market only

a very small proportion of structural timber is fireproofed. One
of the principal reasons for this is the cost and the inconvenience

of treatment. It is also claimed that certain processes increase

the hygroscopicity of wood, interfere with ease of working with

tools, and cause paint to scale off. It is interesting to note the

recent increased interest in this work which offers such a fruitful

field. S. J. R.

The Boxes Come Back
The Chinese are shipping eggs to this country in large numbers,

and some of them are in the markets as far east as the Mississippi

river. The eggs are stamped, each with Chinese letters, which

are supposed to be a certificate of freshness. An interesting

feature of the shipment of eggs from the old world to this is

that they come in American-made boxes. The shooks are man-

ufactured in Washington, Oregon, and California and are sold

in China for the egg trade. For a time the eggs went to England

and other European countries, but the ever-watchful Chinese saw

a chance in America and they were quick to take advantage of

it. There is food for reflection in the fact that the Chinese can

buy boxes 6,000 miles away, fill the boxes in the interior of their

country with eggs, and .ship them 8,000 miles to the Mississippi

valley, and there undersell the eggs produced in Missouri, Iowa,

and Illinois. The boxes must pay freight on at least 14,000 miles

of carriage by land and sea..

Practically the same thing has long been occuring with tea

boxes. It was formerly customary for tea merchants in Scotland

to buy yellow poplar lumber in the United States, transport it

to Glasgow, there manufacture it into shooks and send them to

China, where the Chinese completed them and covered the outside

with paper and inside with tin foil. Many of these boxes came

back to the United States filled with tea. The custom has not yet

wholly ceased.
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Filing Band Saws for Hardwoods
There is just as much difference in filing band saws for mixed

hardwoods and for soft woods as there is between night and day.

The outputs of a day 's sawing of hardwood and of soft woods are

80 divergent as to quantity as to be scarcely believable to one

without experience in that line. AVhen a mill equipped with a band

and resaw has sawed for five or six years in soft wood and then

is run on hardwoods for three or four years, and on about a dozen

different kinds every day, it is possible to begin to judge the

difference in the outputs of the two types of wood. A band saw

filer will then fuUj' realize how much more difficult his work is and

will be confronted with the fact that the output of a day's cut is

anywhere from twenty-five to thirty per cent less in hardwood than

in soft wood.

Comparing saw practice or fitting in soft wood with that of

hardwood a radical difference will be found in the fitting, the shape

of the teeth and the bench work, and the mill must be in perfect

condition to get the best results. Suppose a mill saws hemlock

or spruce; all the equipment is supposed to be in proper order, but

yet the finer points aren't as essential to get good results as when

sawing hardwoods. Mills that cut hemlock and spruce are sawing

material that is used mostly in the rough. If it is a little snaky

or if some pieces aren't just the standard thickness, they will

go on the market just the same, but in hardwood it is a different

proposition altogether. In that case stock is cut for furniture

factories and all kinds of fine woodworking establishments, and

in every case the demand calls for perfectly sawed lumber. A
furniture factory can come nearer making a No. 1 out of a No. 2

common than it can to making a crooked board straight. It isn't

only that that decreases the cut of a hardwood mill. It is the

getting the best out of logs that keeps hardwood lumbermen in

business and when good sawyers make good grades, logs must be

handled three or four times more than when sawing soft wood so

it can easily be seen why the cut falls off so much changing from

soft wood to hardwood. The question might be asked "if the cut

decreases so much why is the filing of the saws more difficult?"

That is the result of handling many different kinds of wood. Most

hardwood mills cut red and white oak, sugar and soft maple, chest-

nut, basswood, poplar, cucumber, buckeye, birch, beech, and ash

with a small per cent of wild cherry which makes thirteen

—

surely enough to make a filer sometimes think it is an unlucky

number. The difficult thing is to so fit a saw that it will stand

up to the requirements of so many grains and degrees of hardness

and do equally good work in each. I believe that basswood should

be sawed by itself because it is almost impossible to saw it mixed

with sugar maple, ash or oak, owing to its fibrous nature which

requires more swage on saws.

As I have said before in the fitting of saws for hardwood there

are several essentials to first class work as follows: The right

hook and pitch of teeth, the right throat room, the right tension,

the right fitting of cutting points, the absolute accuracy of the

back, the proper condition and speed of the mill, and more im-

portant, the proper swage. When a mill starts to saw hardwood it

should be repaired thoroughly; all gearings and bearings should

work snug. Especially is it necessary to have the band wheels

ground more frequently than in soft wood as more or less dust

gets on the wheels, the logs are more gritty, the wood is much
harder, causing more strain on the saws and naturally the edges

of the wheels wear much sooner. The carriage should be kept in

first class condition. Should it have a little play, seemingly not

enough to hurt in soft wood, or should the set works have a little

lost motion—even A of an inch—it will cause lots of trouble saw-

ing high-grade hardwood. The carriage track requires more atten-

tion, the tremendous weight of sugar maple, ash or oak falling on

the head blocks while handling the logs so much oftener with the

nigger, causes it to get out of level and out of line so much more

quickly. Another very noticeable defect often found is that in

cutting the last cut of a log the board dogs aren't in good enough

holding and working order to prevent the two or four inch cant

from springing. As a result there are often dozens of thick or

thin boards in a day's cut.

The speed of the mill very frequently has much to do in making

crooked lumber. Some millmen think if thej- speed a mill up like

lightning it ought to go through the cut of a log like lightning.

A mill with a speed of ten or eleven thousand feet per minute in

soft wood does the work nicely, but to try that speed in hardwood

without changing the spacing of the teeth in the saws means so

many miscuts in a day and so many saws that the mill could not

be run successfully. About eight or nine thousand feet is the best

speed. With speed conditions satisfactory and a good sawyer the

mill will do up-to-date work provided the saws are put up in

good shape.

When fitting saws for hardwood it is very important to give

the teeth more attention. A little less hook should be carried. If

the filer is accustomed to extreme hook in soft wood it should

be about one-fifth less in hardwood. By pitch I mean back of

teeth—they should be lowered so as to have more clearance on

back of teeth in sawing some hardwoods. Pitch is liable to gather

on a high back tooth and cause it to snake. The depth of the

tooth should be full % of an inch in frozen timber and about -fe

more when the timber is not frozen. A nice round throat such

as common sense dictates is very essential to assist in throwing the

sawdust out easily.

The bench work on the saw requires the finest kind of work in

hardwood or else "bull heads" and "snaky" lumber will result.

It is necessary to look over the saws every day. Hardwood sawing

requires more tension along the edges of the blade and it seems

impossible to level them too much. All small lumps should be

removed because the more level a saw is the smaller a swage can

be run and the less chance of the saw getting hot. The back of

the saw must be kept in such a condition that it fits the back

gauge the whole length of saw without any variations whatever.

Too much oscillating isn 't beneficial to saws in any kind of wood

as it seems to throw them out of balance, especially as they enter

the cut on large logs. A saw that oscillates also has a tendency to

cause band wheel boxes to run warm. It is a good idea to run the

back of the saw with a crown of about 1/64 or ^ of an inch in

five feet. That makes the tooth edge the tightest. When the

strain is on the saw in hardwood, very often the tooth edge gets

warm, in which case the steel expands and if the saw is run with-

out a crown or with a straight back it makes the tooth edge the

longest and therefore not tight on the cutting edge. The result is

the saw snakes very easily.

The most important question is the amount of swage a filer runs

on his saws. If an estimate could be made of the amount of timber

that is cut into sawdust by excessive swaging, it would be aston-

ishing. However, I believe most filers are trying to do justice in

that respect. In some cases millmen are constantly causing trouble

and making bad lumber by forcing their filers to run saws with

not sufficient swage; but filing saws in hardwood in clean logs on

a seven and eight gauge swage on fourteen saws is entirelj* too

much. Some filers swage a saw every three or four runs. Of

course that saves work but not lumber. The best and most eco-

nomical plan is to swage light and often—to make lumber—not

sawdust. It requires a few more emery wheels and is a little

harder on filing room machinery but the cost of that is small com-

pared to the amount of lumber saved. In sawing gritty logs a nine

gauge light is plenty of swage. If the logs are clean nine gauge

tight is sufficient. If all these things are adhered to a sawmill is

sawing hardwood at its highest efficiency. H. .T. K.

As the date of the Forest Products Exposition approaches plans

are becoming more fully developed. Most of the lumber associations

and large machinery houses are planning elaborate exhibits, while

the Forest Service is now assured of $10,000 for its display.
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Troubles of the Dimension Man
An interesting sidelight on the dimension stock business was

developed recently by a well-known lumberman, who is confining

his attention exclusively to the manufacture of dimension stock

for use in wagon and plow manufacture. The company with which

he is connected is controlled by a large concern in the farm
implement field, but is operated entirely independent of it. The
manufacturer buys from the subsidiary if the latter can make as

good prices as its competitors; othoiwise, tlic competitors get the

business.

Obviously, it is up to the dimension company to make good on

its merits, entirely independent of the parent company. Conse-

quently it is interesting to learn from the manager of the hardwood
mill that the business thus far has been very unprofitable.

In discussing the reasons for this condition, and pointing out

the defects of the present system of doing business, the dimension

stock manufacturer recently made the assertion that the cost of

the material that goes into the mill is not properly figured. That
is to say, he took the ground that the cost of the material should

be figured not at the cost of getting it out of the woods and to

the mill, but at its market value as lumber. In other words, if

the piece which is to go into dimension stock would be graded

as a No. 1 common board, its value, from the standpoint of

material cost, should be figured at the regular price of No. 1

common.
That this is the true basis for figuring is evident from the

fact that unless such a basis is used, there is no justification for

cutting the stock into dimension. The excuse for the latter

operation is that it makes better material with less waste, and
consequently adds to the value of the material; but if this value

does not appear in the price charged for the finished product, the

manufacturer is confronted with an equation which is not true.

As the lumberman referred to says, '

' We claim that every cant

that goes into the dimension mill should be graded according to the

rules of grading lumber, and the cant charged up to the dimension

department at just what it is worth as green lumber. For example,

if firsts and seconds are worth $40 per thousand in green lumber,

and the cant would make a first and second, the dimension mill

ought to be charged $40; if it is No. 1 common, worth $25, the

dimension mill should be charged $25; if a No. 2, worth $13, the

mill should be charged that. In this way the dimension mill would
be required to show profits, over the cost of green lumber, after

deducting the cost of labor and waste.

"The average dimension mill operator doesn't figure his material

in this way, however, but in about the following manner: If

stumpage amounts to $6, logging expense $4, overhead $2 and
sawing and handling expense $2.50, making a total cost of $14.50,

this is the charge made to the mill for the material. And if a

showing over and above this is made, after deducting the other

charges, the millman regards that as profit. This is a fatal mistake,

for the material is thus put in at considerably less than it is

worth.

"If 4"xl2" first and second green plank is worth $55 at the

mill, what is the sense of cutting it into wagon poles and getting

only from $49 to $50 for the poles? This, on its face, appears to

be a ridiculous proposition, and yet that is what is hapjjening in

the dimension business right along. The manufacturer who does

this is out $5 per thousand feet, besides the cost of manufacturing

the poles. In addition one or two rejected poles may be made
from the same plank, again reducing the margin, while a 12"

plank in a grade of firsts and seconds would admit two or three

defects that would make a rejected pole, if a pole should be sawed

out of it.

"The whole theory used by the average concern cutting up

dimension stock is wrong, for the reason that it doesn't figure

what the stock is worth before it is cut into dimension. That it

is cut out of waste is no reason why the man who buys it should

get it for nothing. If Jones agrees with Smith to deliver so many
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pieces of a certain size, absolutely perfect, it is none of Smith 's

business if Jones gets those pieces out of slabwood or gets it

out of the very best of lumber. He fills his part of the agreement
by furnishing clear pieces. If Jones could not buy the pieces, he

would have to buy the lumber, and by doing that he would soon

find that the price he is offering for piece stuff is low, considering

the waste involved in getting it out."

Another inconsistency noted by the same manufacturer, who has

studied the dimension business from a good many angles, is that

the manufacturer who buys dimension at a low figure because he
convinces the millman that its selling value should be below its

intrinsic value, does not pass the benefit on to the consumer, but

charges just as much as though the stock had been cut out of

firsts and seconds.

The typical conversation between the dimension manufacturer

and the chair manufacturer, for example, is about like this:

After being quoted a fair price, i. e., one that will show a profit

to the dimension man, but still is less than the net cost of lumber
cut up by the chair manufacturer, the latter says, "Oh, I couldn't

pay anything like that."

"Why not?" inquires the dimension man. "You have been

buying No. 1 common and cutting this stock out of it. The price

I am making you is less than you may possibly get by cutting your

stock out of No. 1 common lumber."

"That's all right," retorts the chair man, "but you will go
back to the mill and cut m}' order out of slabs, edgings and other

waste. '

'

If the dimension man knows the chair manufacturer well enough,

he may say, "Now, Jim, it is none of your affair what I cut this

stuff out of. I agree to furnish you so many pieces of a certain

size; manufactured out of clear stock. If I do this, it doesn 't

matter to you what 1 make it out of,"

Assuming that the chair man, by hammering on the origin of

dimension stock, succeeds in getting a much lower price than he is

entitled to, would it not be proper for him to quote his chairs to

the retail furniture dealers at a lower price on account of having

made them out of material which originated in the waste of the

sawmill?

"I have often wondered," says the dimension manufacturer

whose views are quoted above, "what would happen if the retailer

met the chair man with this argument: 'You are too high,

because I happen to know that you are buying all of your rough

material from Jim Brown, who cuts it out of scraps from the mill,

at $10 to $15 a thousand under the price for lumber. You ought

to be able to sell us the chairs at a lower price. ' I wonder if

the shoe would fit the chair manufacturer's foot. What do you
think about it?"

The views of the dimension stock man referred to have been

quoted at length because they are a forceful expression of condi-

tions as they exist in the industry. That dimension stock is sold

at too low a price, and that as long as this condition prevails

normal growth or permanence can be expected of the business, is

a matter of common knowledge. But the arguments put forward

indicate that the chief reason for the low prices may have been

overlooked. The fact that it is the intrinsic value of the wood
that the consuming manufacturer is interested in, and not the

manner of its production, can hardly be too greatly emphasized;

and on the other hand the point that the cost of the material which

goes into the dimension mill should be figured at a fair market

price of the wood, regarded as lumber, is all-important, because

if the dimension man takes the wrong basis as a means of figuring

selling prices, he is sure to go far wrong.

Perhaps the dimension men ought to take a cue from the other

branches of the industry and begin a study of costs along really

accurate and scientific lines. The installation of a modern cost

system would show the expense of handling each operation, as

well as the cost of the material itself. Armed with the results of
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a system of this kjnd, wliich coulii be presented, if necessary, to

the buyer of dinieiisiou lumber iu support of the prices asked for

the material, members of the trade mifiht be in a better position

to !usk and get the kind of prices that are necessary in order to

make the business self-supporting, and therefore stable and per-

manent.
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RIGHT TO RESCIND TIMBER CONTRACT
One who iiiiitracti'd to buy stundiu^ timlicr was cntilled to rescind

the contract and recover the price paid on discovering that the

timber was on a different tract of land from that he had in mind,

he having never been in the locality of the land and having relied

upon a report of an agent who examined the wrong tract. This

decision rests, however, upon a finding that neither the purchaser

nor his agent was guilty of any negligence in failing to ascertain

the identity of the timber contracted for. (Arkansas Supreme
Court, Fleischer vs. McGehee, 16.'? Southwestern Reporter 109.)

CONCLUSIVENESS OF SCALER'S MEASUREMENTS
When timber is ^old under an arrangoniout for its measurement

by a scaler to be appointed by the purchaser, his measurement is

not conclusive against the purchaser, unless the contract so pro-

vides. (Minne.-sota Supreme Court, Owen vs. J. Neils Lumber Com-

pany, H.'j Northwestern Reporter 402.)

PHASES OF LICENSES TO CUT TIMBER
The riglit to cut timber from the land of another is a personal

property right which may be transferred by bill of sale. The lieu

of a seller of timber to secure payment of the agreed price is

not terminated by his acceptance of notes covering the price.

(United States District Court, District of Maryland; CuUen vs.

Armstrong; 209 Federal Reporter 704.)

CONTRACTS NOT- TO RE-ENGAGE IN BUSINESS
An agreement In' a partnership, on selling its liusiuoss, not to

re-engage in the same line of business in the same town in compe-

tition with the purchaser will not Ije construed as preventing one

member of the firm from setting up a competing business, unless

the contract is so worded as to manifest an intention of the parties

to preclude competition by the individual members of the partner-

ship, as well as by the firm itself. It is doubtful that this rule

would be applied in all the states, but the Iowa Supreme Court

adheres to it iu the case of Rapalee vs. John Malmquist & Son, 145

Northwestern Reporter 279. The position taken by the court is that,

since such contracts are disfavored by the law as tending to restraint

of competition, they will be given no broader effect than was clearly

intended by the parties.

PROTECTION OF TRADE-NAMES
In deciding that a i-oMijiany which had established a valuable

reputation as manufacturer of ''security ladders" was entitled

to enjoin a newly organized rival company from adopting the name
'

' Security Ladder Company, '
' the Indiana Appellate Court recently-

announced this principle of law in the case of Hartzler vs. Goshen

Chum & Ladder Company, 104 Northeastern Reporter 34: Any
conduct which naturally tends to deceive the public as to the source

of manufacture of an article constitutes unfair competition with

the aggrieved manufacturer, against which the courts will grant

relief. This principle is not restricted to cases where a manu-

facturer has acquired a technical right to the exclusive use of a

trade-mark or a trade-name, but extends to marks and names, which,

though originally not subject to exclusive appropriation, have come

to be understood by the public as designating a particular product.

In announcing this last mentioned rule, the Indiana court follows

the doctrine which is announced by all the courts to the effect that,

although all persons engaged in the same line of business have

equal right to use geographical, descriptive or personal names to

designate their product, the courts will enjoin one manufacturer

from adopting such a name after it has been previously appropriated

by a competitor and has come to be understood by the public as

identifying the latter 's proiluct. .So iii tliis case, tlic word •
" Sei-ur-

ity, " as applied to lad<lcrs, would probably be held by all the

courts not to bo subject to appropriation as a valid trade-name,

since every manufacturer of a safe ladder is, in the first instance,

entitled to use any word of the English language which is descrip-

tive of that quality. But, manifestly, after the trade has come to

understand that a certain brand is produced by a certain manu-
facturer, use of its name should be protected against invasion by
a competitor. Another principle announced in the case above cited

is that, in order to maintain a suit on the ground of unfair compe-

tition, it is unnecessary for the complaining manufacturer to show

that the trade has been actually deceived by defendant's use of

the same name, or that defendant intended such deception; it being

sufficient to entitle plaintiff to relief that there is a tendency to

deceive the public.

LIABILITY FOR ESCAPE OF FIRE
The legislature of a state may validly provide that one shall be

liable in double damages for injury caused another by the former

negligently or willfully permitting fire to escape from his premises,

but a law fixing liability for actual damages ensuing from a purely

accidental or unavoidable fire is invalid.

WAIVER OF DELAY IN DELIVERY
A buyer's acceptance of goods after the date when the seller has

contracted to deliver them waives any right to rescind the contract

on account of the delay, but does not prevent the buyer from making

a claim for damages resulting to him through the seller's failure

to make the delivery within the stipulated time.

Baltimore Export Figures Startling
That the decline in the export business is not a mere transitory

development, yielding after a short time, is again plainly shown in

the statement of shipments from the port of Baltimore for February

as compared with the corresponding month of last year. This state-

ment discloses a falling off in the forwardings that amounts to more

than fifty per cent and does not leave any reservations, the conditions

having been such that the reduction must be attributed to imsatis-

factory trade conditions abroad, and not merely to exceptional cir-

cumstances. It is again oak which shows the greatest reaction, this

wood having being in such plentiful supply abroad or perhaps the

requirements being so low that prices dropped below the level of

which there could be any thought of the shippers here coming out

with a margin. Poplar and practically all other woods were affected

by the unprofitableness of the foreign markets, and the situation had

become so bad as to effectually check the shipments. The state of

the export business for February is strikingly shown in the export

figures, which contain the following facts:

1914. 19i:{.

LOGS. Quantity Ft. Value. Quantity Ft. Value.

Hickory 40,000 |1,422 190,000 $15,949

Oak .

." 4.000 100

Walnut 120,000 6,867 166,000 12,836

All others 50,000 1,964 33,000 1,240

LUMBER.
Oak 807,000 26,482 2,445,000 82,723

White Pine 3,000 116

Poplar 155,000 8,056 205,000 7,626

Spruce 43,000 1,100

All Others 137,000 6,894 257,000 10,840

Staves 3,953 415 81,517 8,015

All other kinds of lunihcr 12,025 10,130

Doors 9.184

Furniture 1.118 2,375

Trimmings 1.484

All Other manufactures of wood 20,514 37,601
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The Lumbermen s Round Table

PRICES ANT) CONSUMPTION
A proniiueiit mauufacturer of oak and poplar recently made the

assertion that the prices at whicli lumber is sold have no effect on

the quantity used. Ho took the ground, for instance, that just

as much plain oak would be cut up if it were selling at $60 as

at $50.

'
' Oak is oak, '

' he declared. '
' There is nothing like it, no sub-

stitute for it. Consumers will pay whatever is necessary to get

it. The cost of the lumber is a minor factor in determining the

price of the finished article, because so little of it is used in any

one piece. All we 've got to do to get the price is to ask it.
'

'

Several hardwood men who were present took exception to this

statement, pointing out that the present condition of plain oak is

largely due to the substitution of cheaper materials for oak, this

being particularly true of the interior finish field, where gum, cypress

and other woods are being used in place of oak, simply to save

the difference in cost. That the consumption of poplar has fallen

off because the price went too high for consumers to stand is

also generally admitted. In fact, it may almost be stated, as a

proved theorem of the lumber business, that when the price of

an article becomes so much higher than other materials that the-

difference in quality is less than the difference in price, substitution

will begin.

Most oak men, for instance, would prefer to see the market for

oak steady and consistent at an average price than to have an

irregular market, resulting from an extremely high price.

THE VALUE OF ASSOCIATIONS

A successful lumberman, who has won his way to the top largely

by his own unaided efforts, is of the opinion that associations and

conventions are all right from a social standpoint, but don 't amount

to much as far as practical benefits are concerned.

"Some mep like to be president of this, or director of that,"

he said, smiling good-naturedly, "and for those who enjoy that

sort of thing, the association is a great institution. But I can 't

see where anyone has ever been benefited by belonging to an organi-

zation of that kind."

It developed later in the conversation that this lumberman had

lost the value of several carloads of lumber, a customer going

broke in a very thoughtless and ill-timed manner.

"Wish I had known that chap was in a bad condition," re-

marked the manufacturer. '
' I had my doubts about him, but

thought I'd take a chance."

"Do you happen to know," demanded his companion, "that one

of the leading associations furnishes credit information of just that

kind? I had an order from the same people, but got information

from the association that saved me from shipping the stock. I

figure I saved $750.
'

' Doesn 't that show that an association pays ? '

'

'
' Yes, I suppose it does, '

' the other finally admitted.

And the facts usually are that the man who makes use of his

association properly, and doesn't content himself merely with attend-

ing annual meetings and enjoying the good fellowship which they

involve, will find that organization work pays in a very definite

and measurable way.

ON FORCING SALES
" I 'm not in the market for lumber at this time, and don 't care

to buy," said the manager of a large interior trim plant in the

Mississippi valley. "I'm pretty well stocked up, and haven't finished

using up a big lot of plain oak I bought last fall in expectation of

big business around the first of the year that didn 't develop.

We're busy now, however, and so I think I'll be ready to buy
again in a few months.

"I wouldn't buy lumber and put it into stock under present

conditions ; but if somebody comes around and offers to give me

—24—

:i •:ir. as a luirilier salesman did todny, of course I'll take it. But
nobody can sell me lumber at present. '

'

This remark shows, perhaps, that tlie price-cutter can always get

orders by giving his lumber away; but that sort of business can

hardly be regarded as profitable. It also shows that consumers

who are really carrying a fair stock can be forced only at the

expense of the seller, and that it is better to wait until they

actually want to buy before trying to close a sale.

A little conservatism in times like these is worth a great deal

more than the spirit which is aggressive to the point of getting

orders even if they iiave to be bought.

MANUFACTURING VERSUS SELLING
"Which do you think is the more important department of the

business, '
' an old-timer was asked, '

' running the sawmill or the

sales department?"
'

' It all depends on what you call being a good lumberman, '

'

replied the veteran manufacturer, who has several mills and is

therefore qualified to speak with authority.
'

' My own idea is that the good lumberman is one who can

take a pile of stock, equal in quantity and grade to some other

lot of material, and get the most money out of it. That may not

accord with the views of some other people, but it's the final

test. The man who gets the money is the best lumberman, no
matter whether he is technically as eflicient a manufacturer as

some other chap.
'

' I know some lumbermen who never see beyond their yards.

They have no conception of the selling end of the business. That
means that they have to take a lower price for their stock than the

man who understands consuming conditions and can take advantage

of the various features of the market which are a closed book

to the manufacturer of the other type, whose only idea is how to

saw up a log to the best advantage.
'

' Given a mill with fair management, you can figure on getting

within three or four per cent of the quantity and quality of lum-

ber that another mUl, operating under the same conditions, will

get. In other words, most mills, provided they are run with ordi-

nary efficiency, reach just about the same results.

'

' It 's after the lumber is in the pile and must be converted into

money that the real test comes. I've always been my own salesman,

and I know that I can make more money going out and making
arrangements to supply a factory than I can staying at home and

looking after the operations of my sawmill.
'

' I believe that covers the points involved, doesn 't it ?

"

SUPERINTENDENT OR LABORER?
Speaking of running a sawmill calls attention to the fact that

a good many superintendents forget that they are paid for their

ability to get results out of other men, rather than to do the

manual labor themselves.

The head of a big mill said recently that his superintendent would

be worth $2,500 a year more if he could learn to supervise and

to confine himself to that kind of work.

"He's the sort who is always rushing forward and taking hold

of a job himself," said this lumberman. "His place is to look

on and direct, and to see what the men are doing, instead of

trying to do their work himself. We can get labor for $1.50 a

a day; when we hire a superintendent we want him to superintend,

and not to be one of the sawmill crew.

'

' Occasionally it may be all right for the superintendent to show

a man how a thing ought to be done, as part of his instruction in

the business; but to make a practice of doing work which a much
cheaper man could do just as well is to waste time that could be

put in to much better advantage."

This sounds like a topic that would be worth general discussion.

What are your views on the duties of a superintendent?
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Correcting W^oocTs Infirmities

When nature's open air laboratory, wliich uses sunsluno, water,

.arbon, and other things, discovered how to make wood, it was

a great discovery; but there were defects, things left incomplete,

and it is man 's job to finish the product. Wood "is far from perfect

t'rom the standpoint of man's utilization. It has three serious

shortcomings, which may bo called its infirmities, and these have

always limited the use of the material and caused bother, worry,

and expense.

These infirmities are decay, distortion, and combustibility; that

is, wood will rot, it will warp, and it will burn. If these unde-

sirable characteristics were lacking, wooden structures would last

like stone; but they are not lacking, and the modern problem is

to correct them as far as possible. There is no new story to be

told regarding efforts to cure these defects; but there is con-

stantly something new in successes achieved. Men are learning.

They are profiting by experience, and the advance in scientific

investigation is constantly opening new fields and showing the

way to reach better results.

There is little that is mysterious about decay, at- least as to

its immediate cause. It is brought about by the activities of

plants of a low order called fungi which take root in the fibers

of the wood and there grow and send their roots or stems through

the substance, using up the starch, sugar, and other soluble mate-

rials, and breaking the minute structures to pieces in order to get

this food. The word '
' decay '

' means '
' falling apart, '

' and that

is exactly what happens. The binding substances that hold the fibers

together are eaten away, and the wood simply falls apart, and is

' then said to be rotten.

This proneness to deteriorate may be largely corrected. The

pores of the wood can be filled with poisons, by immersing it in

creosote or other preparations; and when the decay-producing plants

attempt to enter, they encounter the poisons, and are killed. As
long as they can be kept out, wood cannot rot. There are many
timber-treating plants in this country where this is done, and

several processes by which it is accomplished. It is not necessary

so to treat timber which is to- be kept in the dry, because decay

cannot attack in the absence of dampness. Practically all of the

wood that has grown on earth, up to recent times, disappeared

through the agencies of decay. That which was destroyed in other

I
ways was relatively small ; but fire is next to decay as a destroyer.

Wood's inflammability is at the present time a serious weakness.

It catches fire and burns. That which is safest from decay because

of its dryness, is most likely to burn. Methods of fireproofing

have been discovered. The processes are generally more expensive

than are those which suffice to hinder decay. A different enemy

must be combatted. Burning is a chemical process. It acts quickly.

Decay causes wood to "fall apart;" combustion causes it to "fly

apart," and return to its chemical elements at once. Decay acts

during years; burning is completed in a few minutes.

Wood may be given chemical treatment which will greatly lessen

its liability to burn. It cannot be made absolutely fireproof; but,

I
as in the case of decay, its inherent infirmity may be largely cor-

rected. That is what is being done.

The third weakness of wood is its tendency to distortion. It

checks, shrinks, and swells, but complete destruction is seldom

reached. This is the hardest thing about wood to be corrected.

Attempts have been made for hundreds of years. The seat of

the trouble lies in the structure of the wood. It is a substance

of the most complex character. There is hardly anything made by

man that -will compare with it. The unaided eye sees rings, bands,

pores, and rays. The lens increases their number and multiplies

the details; but the high power of the compound microscope reveals

wonders in the minute structure of wood which otherwise are totally

beyond the reach of the eye. Yet the microscope does not go to

the bottom. If it did the real cause of the shrinking and swelling

of wood could be seen, because the ultimate elements would show

what takes place when water enters the structure or is withdrawn.

That is a thing which is not understood—why wood swells when
water enters and shrinks when water is taken away. It is known
that it does so, but why is another matter.

Investigators have theories. It is believed by Karl WiUiam
Nageli, the Swiss botanist, that the ultimate particles of wood
substance are crystals, fitting together like stones in a wall, and
that water forces its way between the crystals by means of surface
tension or capillary attraction, and in so doing it pushes the

crystals apart, causing the wood to swell. When the water is

withdrawn, the crystals settle together again, and the wood shrinks.

This is theory only. No microscope has ever yet been made power-
ful enough to reveal the crystalline structure of wood, if it has
such structure; but as a theory, it is a cause which explains the
universal property of wood to shrink and swell upon changing its

moisture contents.

Men have experimented for centuries to discover methods of
rendering wood proof against shrinking and swelling. Oils and
paints help, because they tend to keep water out, or to lock within
what is already there. In numerous instances it is impracticable
to oil and paint the wood, and even where it can be done it is

only partly successful. Long-continued air-seasoning is beneficial.

There is no doubt that such treatment lessens wood's tendency to

shrink and swell. Experience long ago showed such to be the case.

Old-time hatters air-dried their yellow poplar several years before
they shaped it into blocks, curling boards, and patterns. Nearly
two hundred years ago Mark Catesby -wrote that red gum had to

be air-dried during ten years to make it perfect for joinery.

Why does air-drying during a long period change wood so that
water partly loses its power to swell it? No man knows; but
there must be a reason. If Nageli 's theory of the crystals is cor-

rect, it may give a hint. Possibly the long-continued and slow
contraction of the substance in some way locks the crystals to-

gether so that water cannot so easily force its way between them
to pry them apart and produce swelling.

Steaming wood is known to produce a similar result, particularly

if the steam is applied at a temperature considerably above that

of boiling water, and is given sufficient time to penetrate. Shrinking
and swelling are decreased in a marked degree. Again, it must
be confessed that there is no definite and precise knowledge of
why this result is produced. The microscope does not seem to

reveal it, and chemistry does not; but if the Nageli theory offers

a possible explanation in the case of slowly air-dried wood, there

is no reason why it will not apply in steam seasoning also. The
application of moist heat, forced through and through the cellular

structure, may solder, as it were, the (supposed) crystals together,

or fix them in some other way so that water cannot come and go
between them freely as before, and, of course, shrinking and swell-

ing is proportionately lessened. Any diminution in the tendency

to swell and shrink will of necessity decrease the tendency to check,

for the latter depends absolutely upon the former.

The science and processes of correcting the infirmities of wood
are as yet only vaguely understood. There are many workers,

numerous investigators, and a few discoverers; but those who know
the most claim to be nothing more than amateurs, feeling their

way along from point to point, but constantly gaining a little.

The engineer who treats wood to lessen its decay will not be

satisfied until he has discovered a material or invented a process

by which the timber can be so completely impregnated with pre-

servatives that fungus will attack in vain, and decay will act only

slowly and after long periods. Fireproofing processes must not

only be made more effective than they now are, but must be cheap-

ened in order that use may be widely extended. The shrinking,

swelling, and checking of wood will be brought completely under

control before manufacturers will be satisfied with what they are

able to do. Every woodworker and student of timber economics

knows how far short of that stage of perfection the present prac-
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tices are. Doubtless the real workers aud thinkers along this line

are often in a frame of mind like Isaac Newton's when he said:
'

' T know not how I seem to other men, but to myself I seem like a

child playing on the seashore, amusing myself by now and then

finding a smoother pebble or a prettier shell than my companions,

wliile the groat ocean of truth lay all undiscovered before me. '

'
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INfoise in the Business Office
What does noise cost?

Time, place, and circumstances must be known before an intel-

ligent answer can be given to tJiat question. It is a fact, however,

that w-aste due to noise is one of the losses to which conservation

commissions have not yet given much attention. They have been

figuring on nearly everything else from forest fires to the leaching

of nitrogen from the soil, but somehow they have missed the prob-

lem of saving the Imman mind from the wear, tear, worry, and
distraction of noise.

What has that to do with wood? it may be asked.

The question lias a lot to do with wood, and wood will have a

lot to do with this problem. The first point is to appreciate the

loss due to noise in an hour, a day, or a year, and it will then be

time to begin to look for remedies.

Although conservation commissions and efficiency experts have

usually passed noise by in their search for other things that want
curing, some attention has been given the matter by Dean Sabine,

who has collected facts and statistics which tend to show that

noise may become one of the greatest, most inexcusable sources of

waste that the modern business man must contend against. Such

is not true of all situations and at all times; but of many situations

and at many times it is true, and when it is true it is a matter that

may be clearly demonstrated.

Begin with the modern office, aud in order to be precise and

explicit, confine the present discussion to the office where modern

business is carried on by modern methods. Machines are noisy.

The typewriter, the adding machine, the dictagraph, and telephone

are not as quiet as the old-time accountants were who worked

silently at their desks in situations so still that a dropped pin was

always recovered, because its fall was heard, and it was picked

up. The confusion in a modern office, particularly if a large one,

is often incessant. Experiments have shown that it is wearing on

the nervous energy. This is not the dictum of theorists, but the

conclusions of business men who know by experience and by observa-

tion. Mr. Sabine cites many instances where strong business men
have been almost incapacitated by the extra strain on their nerves,

due to resisting noise, and fighting against it. The strain and

drain are no less on all in the office force. The workers must

employ part of their nerve force in resisting the noise, and they

can give less to their tasks. They wear threadbare, as it were,

before the day is over.

The only way to measure this loss of energy, and consequent

depreciation of work, is to compare conditions before and after

—

the amount and quality of output while conditions were bad, and

after the worst of the noise nuisance has been abated. In numer-

ous instances the showings have been remarkable. Lessening of

noise results in better work, more of it, and a saving in strength

and energy on the part of the operators. In other words, noise

and confusion are wastes that must be paid for out of the earnings

of the business just as surely as insurance and taxes must be paid.

Many large business houses are seriously considering means for

lessening noise. There are various ways of doing it, but no method

will be of practical benefit that lowers the efficiency of the machinery

and apparatus in use. Best results thus far have been reached by

absorbing the noise. It is not so much the sound at the point

where it originates which disturbs as it is the echo and reverbera-

tion from the walls and ceiUng of the room. It is when echoes

repeat and multiply the sounds that the confusion becomes dis-

tracting. Experience and tests have frequently proved this. Absorb

the sounds when they strike the room's walls, the eeUing, and the

fixtures, and the confusion largely disappears.

Various devices for doing this liavc liccn tried, and their effi-

ciency has been carefully measured. It is found that the best de-

stroyer of noise in a room is the open window. The sound goes

out and never comes back. It is impracticable to have open windows
at all seasons of the year; and in many instances in cities like

Chicago and New York an open window lets in more noise from
the street than it lets out. Too many open windows are objectionable

in other ways. Some up-to-date offices dispense wholly with open

windows and secure ventilation through pipes from the roof.

Next after the open window as a deadener of noise, felt cloth

holds highest place. Some offices cover their ceilings and even

their walls with sheets of felt. It produces excellent results, but

there are serious objections to felt, or any other cloth, on office

walls. It is insanitary. If it is fastened at certain points only,

so that it may be removed and cleaned, it is unsightly ; and if it is

tacked or glued tightly against the wall, it speedily becomes highly

objectionable. Felt, therefore, has its limits, and the limits are

narrow.

Next after felt as a deadener of sound is wood. It ranks in

efficiency above plaster on either wood or wire lath, more than

twice as effective as glass, and ranks still higher above plaster

on tile or brick set in cement. The tests made have been elaborate

and far-reaching and they prove beyond a doubt that wood, as a

sound deadener for office walls, ranks higher than any other mate-

rial that can be used in a practical way.
'

' Many are called and few chosen " is a text that applies here.

Almost every conceivable material and combination of materials

has had its day as interior finish. They come and go. Some may
answer one purpose fairly well, others may fill other places, but after

the whole round of trials and experiments has been gone through,

wood comes out superior to all. The advocate of substitutes and

makeshifts is doomed to final failure in his war on wood.

The cost of noise is coming to be a recognized drain in large

offices. It is a waste that can be measured. It is largely an

unnecessary waste, and the time is near at hand when no unneces-

sary waste will be tolerated by the business men of this country.

The architect that plans the office must give as much study to

ways and means of deadening sounds as he now gives to increasing

the acoustics of auditoriums and music haUs. Plaster will be

rejected in planning the walls and ceiling of the office; glass will

be used if not sparingly at least advisedly; and sheet metal will

be cast into outer darkness; but wood will hold the place which

it has always held, because of its unquestioned superiority as a

deadener and absorber of sound.

Fortunately for wood, its employment as interior finish does

not depend upon a single property. Many persons will continue to

use it who have no particular interest in noise or the absence of

noise. They will be guided by the beauty of the broad panels or

the artistic tones and figures of frames and beams. Stamped sheet

metal is a poor substitute for the rich, harmonious colors of the

genuine article; and the glassy surface of tiles will be left out

of consideration by those who understand the difference between

shams and the reality.

Though noise comes high and some may insist on having it in

their offices, the investigations which have been begun and the

progress already made in attaining scientific results, clearly point

the way to the use of wood for finish as the most effectual way of

lessening the waste due to the din which some erroneously suppose

to be inseparably connected with modern methods of transacting

business. Wood has won in the past and it will continue to win

because it is efficient, sufficient, and satisfactory as interior finish.
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The principal commercial value of suinneli has always been in

i^ leaves and twigs which are used for tanning leather. The
largest supply comes from the region botwoon Xew Jersey and
North Carolina, from the immediate coast westward to the moun-
tains. Two species contribute to the supply.

Staghorn sumach (Ehus hirta) is so called because the small

limbs are covered with fuzz, like the young horns uf a deer.

I'warf or smooth sumach (Shxis copallina) has its names because

nt' the smoothness of its branches, and from the fact that the

iiwth is generally small. However, the largest specimens of

• th species are much the same in size. Trees attain a height of

. mm thirty to fifty feet and trunk diameters range from six to

twelve inches. It should not be supposed that these sizes are

usual. They are exceptions and are attained only under extremely

favorable conditions.

The sumach is a short-lived tree. There seems to be no record

of any above fifty years of age. There is a section of a trunk of

dwarf sumach ten inches in diameter and forty-seven years old in

the collection of woods at the Texas Universitj' at Austin. It

L'lew in that state. The species is found from New England to

llorida and Texas, but the best development in size is west of the

Mississippi river. The range of staghorn sumach is somewhat more

restricted in the South and Southwest than that of the other, but

it ranges farther north.

The annual output of dried sumach leaves and twigs for tanning

purposes in the United States is approximately 180 tons. It is not

a large quantity, but it is very rich in tannin of a valuable quality.

It is employed principally in preparing fine leathers for book

binders and glove makers. Genuine morocco skins are usually

tanned witli sumach. It gives a softness which i?. difficult to

attain with any other material.

In Virginia the leaves are stripped from the small bushes by

women and children, with some help from the more lazy class of

the masculine population. It is not looked on as "a man's job,"'

and men prefer to stay aw'ay while the field work is being done.

The sumach thickets occur in old fields, and the bushes are seldom

so tall that a person standing on the ground can not strip the

leaves from every twig.

The stands are produced wholly by natural means. Seeds are

1 attered by wind, water, quadrupeds, and birds, and the worn-out

fields, where the soil is so poor that corn will no longer grow, come

up thickly with seedling sumachs. There is so much bitter white

juice in the leaves and twigs that domestic animals refuse to eat

them; consequently, the young sumachs grow without molestation

in old pastures while half-starved horses and cattle roam in search

of forage.

No particular age is necessary to fit the sumacli for the leaf-

gatherers. Whoever reaches the old fields first, garners in the

leaves. However, there is generally enough for all who care to

glean. There is not much profit in it for the gatherers. The

material sells for about $100 a ton, but it takes two or three acres

of sumach to produce a ton, and the picking is not all the cost of

preparing. The leaves must be dried, flagellated, and baled.

The early makers of maple sugar used sumach steins an inch or

less in diameter for spiles. These were made hollow by punching

out the pith, and they were then inserted in auger holes bored in

the maples. The sap was thus led into the troughs or pails

jirovided for the purpose.

The wood is suitable for a number of uses. Trunks four inches

or more in diameter contain wood fit for certain commodities. It

is peculiar in appearance. The annual rings are nuide U]i of wood

yellow and black, in concentric layers. The black is the summer
wood. When polished, a fine, rich luster is developed. The
sumach is diffuse-porous—that is, the pores are not arranged in

rows—but those in the summer wood are often filled with deposits

and are therefore not easily observed.

The most artistic display of sumach is seen in turned work,

such as newel posts, spindles, balusters, capitals, and other orna-

ments. Balls seven inches .or more in diameter are sometimes

turned, and are highly ornamental when used as parts of stairway

and grille work. The contrasts, due to differences in color, are

strongly brought out. Balls of smaller sizes show well also, but

the beauty of the wood increases with the size of tlie jiioces.

One of the common uses of the wood of this tree is in turning

goblets, curtain rings, and small platters and trays. The high

polish which maj' be given such articles is surprising. Though the

wood is somewhat brittle, it is quite strong. The sapwood is very

thin, and practically the whole trunk can be used when it is of

sufficient size.

Novelty stores sometimes sell sumach balls two and a half to

three inches in diameter, intended for use in darning stockings.

Next to the wood's beauty in colors and contrasts, its principal

value as darning balls is due to the smoothness with which it may
be polished. There are no rough places to catch threads.

Poison sumach (Situs vcrnix) appears to be without value, so far

as its wood is concerned; but the juice which exudes from wounds

in the bark may be manufactured into a rich, black varnish. The

danger of handling the article stands in the way of any great

demand for it.

There is a western sumach (Ehus integrifolia) which grows in

California and attains a trunk diameter of a foot, when at its best.

The wood is wholly different in appearance from that of the other

sumachs. It is of a rich red, without much figure. Annual rings

are indistinct. It bears some resemblance to both cherry and

mahogany, but differs enough from both to give it a distinct

character of its own. It is hard, strong, and takes a good polish.

It is not sufficiently abundant to give it much value as a resource;

but for the manufacture of small articles it deserves a prominent

place.

Wider Field for Plain Oak Furniture

Plain oak is coming back after years of neglect. Little of it has

been in evidence for a long time. Fashion dictated the use of other

woods, but fashion in that line has about run its course, and indica-

tions point to an early and general return of plain oak in the furniture

trade. Quartered oak, also, is due to wider employment in the manu-

facture of furniture. That is, the oak is extending its field of useful-

ness in most kinds of furniture. For some years this wood has been

confined largely to the office and the dining room. Desks and cabinets

of oak have been manufactured in large quantities and in numerous

styles, and dining tables, sideboards and other appurtenances of the

dining room have followed that fashion. In the making of other

classes of furniture this splendid wood was accorded scant courtesy.

Birch, gum, maple and other hardwoods had the center of the stage.

These are fine woods, but no finer than oak, and the superior place

accorded them was dictated by fashion, which is often as much a law

in trade as in the social affairs of men ,ind women.

It, therefore, becomes a matter of quiet satisfaction to note a

tendency on the part of oak to come into the general furniture field

again. Plain and quartered oak alike have a place, and by right they

never ought to have lost any part of that place. Their substantial

qualities ought to place them among woods like gold among metals,

superior to vicissitudes of fortune, and beyond the fickle influences

of fashion.

The tendency is indicated by the appearance of oak furniture in

show windows, .\lure it is more prominent than it had been in a long

time. This is tlio situation, not in a single city or manufacturing

district, but it is so general that the movement cannot be defined as

restricted or local. A popular form of library table has a quar-

tered veneer top. while the frame is made of solid plain oak. The

table is not elaborately finished. It is simply a substantial piece of

oak for the library. Many pieces on display are finished natural, and

they afford pleasing contrasts with some of the deep-stained woods.
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The lU'tails of a iiotcil lumber operation of ancient times are

sntliiiently explicit to make the matter interesting to lumbermen

of toUay. It was the handling of the timbers used in building

Solomon's Temple. The bill of lumber ordered by Solomon, the

kinds, and the commissary department which had cliarge of the

feeding of the workman, and the means of transportation, are

plainly stated. Hiram, king of Tyre, was the contractor, and the

terms of the contract were drawn in black and white. The matter

was reiluced to writing in letters which passed between Solomon

and his contractor. There was stipulation as to the feeding of

the workmen, and at whose expense; and the transportation of

timber by land and sea. It is not altogether clear how many labor-

ers the contractor was to supply, but tlio keen business acumen of

the Tyrean seems to have tied Solomon up to a specific number.

There was one point which is not made very clear in the extant

account of the transaction, and that is the price which Hiram was

to receive for cutting the timber and rafting it to the nearest

seaeoast point to Jerusalem. The price was large enough, as was

shown in the final settlement. It is evident that Solomon was

unmercifully fleeced in the transaction. He is reputed to have

lieen the wisest of men, but his lumber business did not show it.

He iiiiicl an enormous sum for a comparatively small amount of

lumber, while Hiram came out of the transaction a very much

richer man than when he went in. The Tyrean was able to make

Solomon do most of the work and pay all the bills.

The lumber was ordered for use in building the Temple at Jerusa-

lem, and certain other structures associated with it. Three kinds

of wood were specified, algum, which may have been olive wood,

but there seems to have been only enough of this for one door,

as that is the only use specified; cedar, which is understood to

have been the common cedar of Lebanon; and "fir," which doubt-

less was not a fir at all, but the stone pine (Pinus pinea) wliieh

still grows in countries bordering the Mediterranean sea.

Scholars do not agree as to the precise locality where the lumber

operations were carried on; but the consensus of opinion is that

the mountain ranges standing back from the coast of Tyre and

Sidon siqjjdied the timber. This region lies from 120 to 150 miles

north of Jerusalem. The timber, therefore, had to be transported

that distance, and the region lying between those mountains and

Jerusalem is to this day lacking in good roads, and doubtless there

were only foot paths in the time of Solomon, althc-ugh there is

known to have been a road for wheels from the coast near Sidon

inland to and across the mountains where the timber grew.

Transportation was a very serious problem for Solomon. He

had practically no horses except what he imported from Egypt,

and they were too expensive for log hauling. The cost of a horse

is given, and in modern money it was equivalent to $1,200. There-

fore, human muscle was cheaper than horseflesh, and that was what

Solomon used.

Hiram saw to it that he got the easy end of the lumber hauling.

Solomon's workhands carried the timbers from the mountains of

Lebanon to the coast (perhaps twenty or thirty miles) ;
Hiram

constructed rafts and floated them about 150 miles south along

the coast, opposite Jerusalem; and Solomon's men carried the

lumber overland from the coast to Jerusalem, about fifty miles. A
land carriage of not more than 150 miles would have taken the

lumber direct from the forest to Jerusalem; but it was decided

(and wisely, no doubt) to carry it by both sea and land.

The terras of the contract are peculiar, and one is led to wonder

what Solomon with all his wisdom was thinking about when he

signed such a document. The reading of the terms shows that

Solomon furnished all the laborers, except an indefinite number of

bosses and managers which Hiram set over the workers, and even

these were fed by Solomon. It is evident that Hiram charged

pretty high for the expert advice which he was able to furnish.

It is stated in the Jewish account of the transaction that Hiram's

men were skilled lumbermen, and it is made plain that Solomon's

workmen knew nothing about cutting timber. Hiram evidently

took advantage of this fact to drive a hard bargain with his

kingly neighbor, Solomon.

There is something radically wrong in the accounts of the num-
ber of men engaged in the timber cutting and carrying, or in

the amount of lumber delivered. The number of men is too large

for the quantity of work done, after making all allowance for

poor tools and primitive methods. Oriental exaggeration has i)lainly

been at work in stating the forces at work and the time.

Solomon is said to have sent 80,000 '
' to hew in the mountains, '

'

and 70,000 carriers of burdens. In addition to these there were

:i,600 overseers, and there seems to have been an additional levy

of 30,000, working in shifts of 10,000 a month.

That was an enormous crew of lumbermen, but the figures are

explicit.

The most remarkable thing in the whole matter is the total

quantity of timber required to build the Temple. The amount

is not stated in exact figures, but the specifications are given and

it is easy to figure the amount approximately. Here are the dimen-

sions of Solomon's Temple, reduced to English measure: Length,

100 feet; height, 50 feet; breadth, 33 feet 4 inches. In front of

the Temple was a remarkable porch: note its dimensions; length

33 feet 4 inches, height 200 feet. This was the Temple. Addi-

tions and other buildings in the vicinity were afterwards built.

The Temple was of stone, but certain finishings were of wood, and

here is where the lumber was used. The specifications are pretty

explicit as to the number and sizes of the planks and timbers,

except that thickness is usually not stated. For that reason it

is not practicable to figure exactly the amount of wood used; but

taking the surfaces which were covered, and assuming that the

lumber was of proper thickness for such use, the total amount

of lumber employed in building Solomon 's Temple was between

50,000 and 60,000 feet, board measure.

That is not a very large output for 150,000 men to cut and deliver

during seven years, even if it had to be delivei-ed on men's backs

over seventy odd miles of rough trails. The pine was used to

ceil one room and also for flooring. The cedar made up the bulk

of the lumber bill. Commentators say there is uncertainty in trans-

lating some of the technical terms made use of; but it is claimed

that the beams were hung in stirrups instead of being inserted in

the masonry; and it is thought this shows that the builders were

trying to protect the ends of the timbers against decay.

That was the most expensive bill of lumber of which history

gives any account. After making due allowance for oriental exag-

geration, which is notorious, the cost was plainly out of proportion

to the amount of work done, as is evident from the pinch which

Solomon was in when Hiram began to push for the balance lUie

on the contract. He had not cash to meet the bill, and Hiram

generously consented to accept twenty cities of northern Palestine

in payment of the balance due, and Solomon (doubtless with extreme

disgust) ceded that large slice of his kingdom to settle the lumber

bill.

The historians Eenan and Breasted look a little behind the scenes

and suggest that we have not the whole story of that lumber

transaction, and that the account as we have it was doctored for

political effect. According to historical evidence Solomon was

not an independent king at all, but a vassal of the king of Egypt;

so was Hiram. Solomon was getting too much territory for the

good of the other vassal kings around him, and probably a hint

came from Pharaoh of Egypt that it would be better to cede some

of the northern part of Palestine to Hiram to even things up.

Solomon had no choice but to comply ; but the matter was explained

to the public by saying that the transfer of territory to Hiram

was made in payment for services rendered. Such an explanation

accounts for the enormous number of workmen given in the account.

The number was written large so that the ceding of twenty cities

would seem to the ])PoiiIe of that day reasonable payment. But
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imM The Lightest of ISSative M/^oods
It" askfil ti) name, offhand, the lightest native wood of the United

-• itos, most persons would give the place to white pine; yet there

• several that are lighter, and some of them are in common
use. Sugar pine (Pinus lambcrtianaj and knobcone pine (Pimm
attenuato). both of California, are lighter. Some of the spruces

and several of the lirs weigh less. The northern white cedar (Thuja
occide'itolis) and southern white cedar (Cluimaccyparis thyoides),

the former growing in the northern states and the latter in the

eastern, lack considerable of tipping the scales with white pine. The
California bigtree, the largest in the worM (Sequoia washiiigtoiiiana)

is still lighter than the cedars. All the foregoing are softwoods.

Some of the hardwoods are as light or lighter. Among these is

the West Indies birch or gumbo limbo (Burscna simaruba), which

Is not a birch or closely related to that genus. It grows in southern

Florida. Balm of Gilead (Populus haUamifera ) , of the northern

states, is lighter than white pine: and the Florida golden fig (Ficus

aurea) is much lighter. The S])anish bayonet (y¥ucca treculeana)

of the Southwest and giant cactus (Cercus gigantcus) of Arizona

fall below white pine in weight.

No one of these is the lightest wood. The one which is clearly

entitled to that honor may be found in considerable quantity in

some of the swamps of Butler and Dunklin counties, Missouri. It

is likewise native in the gloomy swanii)s which stretch inland on

both siiles of the Appalachicola river, near its mouth, in Florida.

Xne same tree occurs in swamps along the Brazos river in Texas.

It is generally known as leitneria, or corkwood (Lcitneria flori-

dana.). It has little more than one-third of the weight of kiln-dried

white pine. In addition to being the lightest wood of the United

States, the tree is among the smallest. Xo trunk exceeding twenty

feet in height has ever been reported, and the extreme diameter is

four or five inches. Usual sizes are much less than this; and -would

ordinarily be clas.sed as mere shrubs. It is called corkwood because

fishermen among the reefs and channels along the Florida coast have

long useil the wood, in place of corks, to float their fish nets, and

the Seminole Indians made similar use of it long before.

The tree is deciduous, that is, it sheds its leaves yearly. The
leaves are smooth-eilged, from four to siS inches long, rather nar-

row. The form and general appearance of the flowers bear some

resemblance to those of river birch, and they appear in Missouri in

March, but earlier in Florida. The fruit is a drupe—a sort of jdum

—with a flat seed and with flesh utterly worthless as food for

human beings, though birds pick a few of them when nothing better

can be had. The drupes are about three-fourths of an inch long,

and very slender. The dark gray bark is almost as thin as- paper

on branches and small stems, but thickens with age.

The wood is the mo.st interesting part. It is soft, weak, and

exceedingly light. A cubic foot of it weighs little more than a

gallon of water. It is pale yellow in color and without trace of

heartwood. The tree is of slow growth, and the annual rings are

so indistinct that they can be counted only with difficulty. The
wood is absolutely without figure, no matter in what way it is cut.

Xo use of this wood for cabinet purposes or inlay seems prob-

able. It might be employed in the manufacture of artificial limbs,

proviiled pieces large enough couhl be procured. It is not known

that it has been tested for this use and it may be too weak, or

possess properties disqualifying it. At any rate, it might be worth

while for some one interested in the business to give it a trial,

though probably one of the first discoveries would be that sizes

large enough are too scarce, though small stems are abundant

enough in certain localities.

The tree has been known to botanists for nearly a hundred
years. Its botanical name, Leitneria, commemorates the sacrifice of

a valuable life in studying this species and others in the wilds of

Florida. Dr. Leitner, a German botanist, lost his life there during

the Seminole war.

The tree's habit of growing in deep swamps makes it a difficult

subject of study. The surroundings are not congenial, and a man
traveling for pleasure or recreation will never go where leitneria

grows : because he must wade through water, flounder in mud, run

the risk of snakes, be tormented by mosquitoes, gnats, and all man-
ner of flying, swimming, and creeping things that swarm in swales

and lagoons. Fishermen who want the wood for net floats go
where it is and get it: and bird hunters with their rubber boots

and flat canoes penetrate the drowned lands where the corkwood
grows; but few others go there for business or pleasure.

The scientist, of course, will go anywhere within the range of

possibilities in search of facts, and no tree or plant grows too high

on mountains or too deep in swamps to escape the searcher after

knowledge. A Chicago botanist recently secured a photograph of the

leitneria, but in order to do so he was obliged to dig a tree out

of the almost impenetrable jungle where the camera could not be

brought to bear on it, and replant it in an open space where it

could be photographed. This incident throws light on the nature

of the places where the tree is at home.

It is not easy to explain how the leitneria happens to grow in so

few places and so far apart. It looks like chance, and yet it is

harder to explain how a thing happens by chance than to account

for it by means of cause and effect. Three widely-separated points,

a thousand miles from one another, are the only known places

where this interesting species occurs. It is a solitary species, without

a known relative on earth, except certain distant third-cousins. It

is a lone family, a lone genus, a lone species; and it has attempted

to separate from itself, if such a thing were possible. Some of

the leitnerias have their habitat in the gloomy morasses of western

Florida ; some took refuge in the swamps of southern Texas ; and

the third remnant chose its lonesome home in the dismal lagoons of

southeastern Missouri. These swamps are much alike in character;

but how did the leitneria happen to be in those three swamps and
nowhere else? There are many other regions with drowned lands,

mud flats, bogs of mire and jungles of tangled vines and trees;

but this species missed all of them, for no known reason, and
established itself in three widely-separated places only, and there

it lives, a weakling among its associates, for it is not able to grow

high enough to reach the sunlight which is shut out by the canopy

of other trees.

The German Idea
While Uncle Snni is ]irosoiuting people for maintaining retail

prices, Germany is making things warm for the price-cutting fra-

ternity. As an instance a retailer has been brought into court for

having obliterateil a certain identification mark on the goods he

sold, by which mark the manufacturer expected to trace price-cut-

ters, and was found guilty and liable to heavy damages.

The defendant was found guilty on the application of the law of

unfair competition, which makes liable anyone whose business acts

are sucfi as to offend good morals. He was found guilty of injuring

trade of his competitors by selling below the contract price, by

which they were likewise bound, and by causing damage to the manu-

facturer's business by giving rise to the belief that its goods could

be biiutrlit at ililViTcnt jiriii's at retail instead of at a uniform price.
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Those who are not familiar with the subject will be surprised

to learn that the foreign woods which come to this country annually

are valued at about $52,000,000, besides our own supply of about

40,000,000,000 feet, which is utilized for various purposes. Notwith-

standing the extensive use of iron for construction purposes in ships

and house building, there has been no diminution in our consumpton

of woods, ether native or foreign. The imports during 1911 showed

an increased value of over $25,000,000 over the imports of 1906. The

class of foreign hardwoods has increased considerably in consumption

within the past ten years, which is an indication of the greater demand

for the purpose of interior finish and furniture.

There is a special class of foreign woods which is seldom referred

to in the trade papers. Reference is made here to the commercial

woods of the turner, and a list of the most important kinds which

come to the American markets may prove of interest to dealers, as

well as to wood users.

Brazilwood (Caesalpina echinata) is the product of a leguminous

tree at one time used extensively as a dye-wood. It
,
grows very

abundantly in Central and South America and is imported chiefly

from Costa Eica and Colombia. This wood is frequently shipped

from Pernambuco and is now called Pernambuco wood. When
first cut it is of a light color, but soon becomes darker on exposure

to the air and light. The peach-wood, Nicaragua-wood, and Lima-

wood of commerce are produced by this and several closely allied

species.

Braziletto-wood is furnished by Caesalpina irasiliensis, which grows

in the northern part of South America, Jamaica, and in other parts

of the West Indies to the height of about twenty feet. This wood
is much used for ornamental cabinet work. Both the brazil and

braziletto are employed in turnery and for making violin bows.

Canary-wood is obtained from Laurns indica and Laurus canariensis,

trees native of Madeira and the Canaries. These woods have the odor

of sassafras and are often used in house carpentry and also for in-

terior of boats, for inside works of drawers, boxes, etc., as their odor

is supposed to repel insects. Canary wood is very durable when
seasoned, remarkably tough, strong, and excellent for handles of tools

generally.

Cocus or kokra are names applied to two entirely distinct woods.

One is obtained from tropical America and the other from the East

Indies. The tropical American wood is the green ebony {Brya

ebenus) and is now principally derived from Mexico and Honduras.

It is only a small tree yielding logs of about six or eight inches in

diameter. The sap-wood is thin and nearly white or often yellowish,

whUe the heart-wood is deep rich-brown mixed with green. The wood
is exceedingly hard, heavy, strong, tough, and susceptible of a very

high polish. It is much used for rulers and other small work. The
cocus wood obtained from the East Indies is a product of several

species of AHi:-ia lebbek, which is also called the siris tree. The
wood has a handsome grain rendering it suitable for fancy work,

such as paneling, carving, picture-frames, toys, combs and turnery.

This tree has a very wide distribution and has been introduced into

most of the islands of the West Indies.

There are several other trees which yield commercial woods called

green ebony. The principal one is said to be the Excoecaria glandn-

losa of Jamaica, but this wood is now very rare and consequently very

little used. Jacaranda mimosifolia of Brazil is often called green

ebony and formerly was used for turnery and has also been used with

succfess in dyeing, but at present is not much known.

A good many species of true ebony are known to yield in great

abundance the black ebony of commerce. There are more than sixty

species of the genus Diofipyron and the best known kinds are those

from the East Indies, i. e., D. ehenus, cordifolia, ebenaster, mahola,

melanoxylon, roylei and tomentosa. The ebony derived from West
Africa is commoijly considered the most uniformly black. The princi-

pal species from West Africa are Diospi/ros crassiflora, D. dend\.,

D. mespeliforviis, D. momiuttensis, D. atropurpurea.

The kinds obtained from Mauritius and Ceylon are more or less
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variegated aud are often cream-brown, and those from the I'hilippine

Islands are seldom solid black.

Fustic or mora {Chlorophora iinctoria) is a West Indian tree, the

wood of which was formerly used extensively in cabinet work, but

was found to "darken and change color on exposure to the air and

heat. It is still used occasionally in turnery, but its chief tise is for

making a dye extract. The principal imports come from Venezuela,

the West Indies, Mexico, and parts of Colombia.

There are several ironwoods which have been imported from tira°

to time in small quantities. Metrosideros terns from the East Indies

rarely comes in the American markets. It is the ironwood of Chma

where it is much used for making rudders, anchors, etc., for sliips

and boats. Some species of Sideroxylon from southern Florida aul

the West Indies furnish other iron woods that are used in this country.

Another close hardwood that is heavier than water, is the Argavia

sideroxylon of northern Africa. This wood is used in southern Euvcp.'.

but does not come to this country, except in the form of small mauu

factured articles.

Another tree which yields wood used for making excellent furniture

and fancy work is the jackwood or cos (Artocarpus integrifoUa).

The tree is the bread-fruit tree of the West Indies. The wood is

coarse, and open-grained, though heavy, of a beautiful saffron color,

and emits a peculiar but by no means an unpleasant odor.

King-wood {Daliergia sp.), one of the most beautiful of the h.iiil-

woods imported, comes into the American markets occasionally from

Brazil, in trimmed billets, from two to seven inches in diameter. Tt is

also called violet-wood, because it is streaked in violet tints of diflfei-

ent intensities. It is finer in the grain than true rosewood. Ihc

smaller pieces are frequently striped, and occur sometimes full f.f

elongated zone eyes.

Letter-wood or snake-wood (Brosir)iuin auMetii) is a scarce aud

costly wood of British Guiana and Brazil. It is very hard, of a

beautiful brown color, with black spots. These spots are visible only

in the heartwood which is seldom more than twelve or fifteen inches iu

circumference. It is now chiefly used for making walking sticks.

Lignum-vitae is a common, well-known, hard, heavy wood produced

by several species of Guiacnm found in the West Indies. It is used

for a great variety of purposes requiring hardness and strength.

Nutmeg-wood is a name given to the wood of the Palmyra palm

(Borassus fiabelUformis) , which is used in turnery, and, from its

mottled character, for umbrella and parasol handles, walking sticks,

rulers, fancy boxes, etc.

The stems or trunks of several palms obtained in the East and

West Indies are imported, to a small extent, for fancy use. They

furnish a great variety of mottled, ornamental wood, black, red,

brown, and speckled, and are used for cabinet and marquetry work,

and for walking sticks, umbrella handles, and billiard cues. Among
the most common kinds are the cocoa-nut, betel-nut, and Palmyra.

The nuts of two South American palms, the vegetable ivory nut

(Phytalephas macrocarpa), and the dark coquilla nuts from Attalea

funifera, are largely used by turners for small fancy articles.

Partridge-wood {Andira iner'mis) is a name for the wood of several

trees coming from South America. It is used for waking-sticks,

umbrella and parasol handles, and in cabinet-work and turnery. The

colors are variously mingled, and most frequently disposed in fine

hair streaks of two or three shades, which in some of the curly speci-

mens resembles the feathers of the bird. Another closely allied kind

is called pheasant-wood (Cordia gerascanthus) , obtained in Jamaica,

almost exclusively used for turning. Purple wood is produced by

Copaifera pubiflora and C. bracteata, two trees of British Guiana,

which furnish wood of great size, strength, durability, and elasticity.

The color varies much in different specimens, some being of a deep

red brown, but the most beautiful is of a clear reddish purple, exceed-

ingly handsome when polished. It is used for inlaying work, mar-

quetry, and in turning. Some varieties are called king-wood, but they

are variegated, while the true purple-wood is plain. Queen-wood is a

name applied occasionally to woods of the cocus and greenheart {Nee-
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< lira), imported from Brazil. The wood of Laurus cMoroxylon,

tlie West Indies, furnishes a greeu wood of commerce.

l;ed Sanders is a hard, heavy East Indian wood, obtained from the

• rocarjrus santalinus, imported from Madras and Calcutta, chiefly

;i dye-wood. It takes a beautiful polish, and somewhat resembles

izil-wood.

I.'osewood is a term as generally applied to a great variety of trees

iwing in different countriesj so called sometimes from the color,

! sometimes from the smell of the wood. The rosewood imported

such large quantities from Brazil is obtained chiefly from the

:iiranda brasiliana, and some other species. The Physocahjmma
iherrium from Brazil, is said to furnish one of the rosewoods of

:nmerce. It is the "Pao do rosa" of the Portuguese, and the

:|>-wood of the English. The great bulk of true rosewoods goes

France and Germany. A rosewood is obtained in Central America
mil Honduras, from a species of Amyrix and another from Dalbergia

"lira. East Indian rosewood, a valuable mottled black timber, is

'I'tained from Dalbergia latifolia and D. sissoidcs; these furnish the

well-known Malabar blackwood, which is heavy and close-grained,

admitting of a fine polish. The best carved furniture in East Indies

is made from this wood. A similar kind of rosewood is obtained on

the west coast of the Gulf of Siam, but the grain is not so close as the

South American wood. Large quantities are exported annually from
Bangkok to Shanghai, and other parts of China.

The East Indian satinwood is the product of Chloroxylon swictenia.

It is a close-grained, hard, and durable wood of a light orange color,

and when polished has a beautiful satiny appearance which it loses

by age, unless protected by a coat of fine varnish. This tree occurs

abundantly in the northern parts of Ceylon, "flowered satin," but

the variety known, on account of the pattern, is scarce.

The West Indian satinwood is obtained from Simaruba tulae, in

the Bahamas, and from several species of Fagara. The wood of the

European Yew (Taxus baccata), being hard, compact, and of a very
fine, close grain is occasionally used for fine cabinet work, or inlaying,

and by turners for making jewelry, boxes and musical instruments.

The wood taken from parts near the root are often very beautiful.
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y Northern J^Iichigan Hardwoods
The following is a summary of an article which recently appeared

ill the Invattor of Detroit, Mich. Many persons will be agreeably

surprised that so great timber resources remain in a region which
has been for a long time accessible by both rail and water trans-

portation. Notwithstanding lumbering on an extensive scale has

been carried on in the copper country of northern Michigan for

fully half a century, it is conservatively estimated that there is now
standing in Houghton and Keweenaw counties saw timber whose value

on the stump exceeds $17,000,000. This estimate does not include

millions of cords of cordwood, pulpwood, cedar poles nor lagging,

of which there is a large amount in these two counties, and whose
value would easily run into the hundreds of thousands. Nor is

there included 80,000 acres of timberland, containing probably

750,000,000 feet of commercial timber, which is held by corpora-

tions which do not offer the stumpage for sale.

It is estimated that the timberlauds of the copper country

will cut about 9,000 feet to the acre. In Keweenaw county, exclusive

of holdings reserved from the market, there are 91,000 acres of

wooded lands, running approximately 819,000,000 feet of saw timber,

while in Houghton county there is an area of about 384,790 acres

of standing timber, which will approximate 3,463,110,000 feet, or

a total of 4,282,110,000 for the two counties.

These extensive stands of timber are accounted for by the fact

that the pioneer lumberman cared for nothing but pine. Other

woods of equal value were ignored, and the monarch of the northern

forest alone fell before the initial onslaught of the lumberjack.

As a result, the copper country today boasts of the largest and finest

belt of hardwood timber to be found in the Middle West. In Kewee-

naw county, especially toward the east coast, there is a large amount

of oak, which is now being bought in by Wisconsin furniture indus-

tries. The oak is not so plentiful in Houghton county, but the tim-

ber runs heavily to basswood, birch of every known variety and elm.

In both of these counties hard maple predominates. The trees

r.'.ich an unusual height and girth, thanks to the unconscious for-

I sting of the pine-cutters, and the finest quality of. flooring is now
l.iing manufactured from this northern maple.

Birds-eye maple, while not abundant, is encountered more fre-

quently than in any other timber belt in this section of the county.

It is of prime quality, and is selling on the stump for as high

as $50 the thousand. It is much in demand among the veneer-

makers, and large quantities have been purchased within the past

two years for export trade.

The basswood has been used freely by the mining companies for

the brake-shoes on the huge drums upon which the cables used for

'' Misting are coiled and uncoiled. It is also sought by wood-dish

manufacturers and the producers of excelsior and wood-wool. For
this latter purpose, however, a preference is now being expressed
for poplar, which is one of the copper country's commonest and
cheapest woods.

The peculiar geographical position of this region renders it an
ideal site for lumbering operations. The peninsula is criss-crossed

by numerous railroad lines, and when a railroad is not convenient,

there is always Lake Superior, Portage lake, Torch lake or the
network of government canals which thread the peninsula. There
never has been experienced any diflSculty in getting timber to market.

Attracted by the unique advantages offered by the copper country
as a manufacturing center, a dozen wood-working industries are
now headed for the land of the red metal. These plants embrace
practically every department of the industry and are coming from
as far south as Maryland and from as far west as Colorado. A
majority of the plants which will make Copperdom their home
are now located in the lower peninsula, and their attention has
been attracted by the activities of the Copper Country Commercial
Club, whose operations cover the entire peninsula, and which is

located at Houghton.

Quacks in Tree Surgery
The quacks wlio adminisicr worthless or injurious nostrums to

human beings are not wholly alone. The new science called "tree
surgery" has been abused by quacks for a long time, and abuses
may be expected to increase and' multiply in the future as the

popularity of the new surgery grows. One of the treatments con-

sists in administering iron tonic to a sick tree and thereby re-

build and tone up its health. The treatment is so simple that

its exact nature must be concealed, or the owner of the tree

will attend to it himself rather than fee a surgeon for doing it. The
regulation dose consists of a half dozen nails, and the instrument

for administering is an ordinary hammer. The nails are driven into

the tree's roots, or into the trunk as close to the ground as possible.

The theory is that the tree's sap that comes in contact with the

nails is oxidized and is transfused through all parts of the trunk,

branches, and leaves, thereby effecting a cure of whatever disease

the tree may have. There is no question that iron rust is carried

some distance from the point where the nails are driven in the bole;

but it is not apparent what benefit accrues to the tree. It is said

that fatal results follow if copper nails are substituted for iron.

It is claimed that the tree will die the following year. The argu-

ment is, therefore, that none except a skilled tree doctor should

practice this surgery, because a mistake in the metal used may prove

as disastrous as a mistake in certain kinds of human medicine.



The Uses of Aspen or Popple
Minnesota lias a million ai-ios of asiwn or popple, ami tin' state-

forest service has eomnieiiced a campaign to place this wood in the

class of useful forest materials, where it belongs. For the past

five months E. 0. Buhlcr has boon carrying on investigations with

that object in view.

It has resolved itself into .-i question of education. The wood

is all right, but the people generally, and particularly the settlers

in northern Minnesota, do not know it. They formerly looked on it

as a nuisance. It was in the way. They had to cut it and burn it

when they cleared land. No one thought of selling it, because no

buyers ever made inquiries concerning it.

The need for the utilization of a cheaper wood is seen at a glance

when the rise in the price of white pine is considered. Thirty

years ago white pine land in Minnesota sold for $2..50 per acre.

There was approximately 25,000 board feet per acre. This made

the price of stumpage about 10 cents i)er 1,000 feet. Twenty years

ago the price had risen to $1 per 1,000 feet. Last year the price

received at state sales was $9 per 1,000 feet. A rise from 10 cents

to .$9 per 1,000 feet within thirty years.

The same story can be told with regard to Norway pine. Ten

years ago a homesteader would not settle on land that was covered

with Norway pine. Last year at the state sales in Minnesota the

price for Norway pine was about .$8 per 1,000 feet.

What is true of white i^ine and Norway is also true of tamarack,

cedar, spruce, hemlock, southern gum and cypress.

While the price was rising rapidly for all these other woods, there

remained unused in Minnesota millions of feet of popple, or aspen.

It averages about 2,000 feet per acre, making a grand total of about

2,000,000,000 board feet in the state. Much of it is in the north-

western part of the state.

Aspen is a widely-dispersed species. The light seeds are carried

long distances by the wind, and burnt tracts are seeded with young

growth. The trees grow rapidly, but they do not attain great age.

The aspen has been called the '

' sudden sawlog '
' tree, because it

so quickly attains full growth. It is not a large tree, however.

Pole sizes are usual, and timber larger than that is uncommon.

Enormous areas are coming on. Seedlings are taking possession

of cutover laud as well as of burnt tracts, and the years to come

will see a large quantity of this timber ready for market.

The question which is now being discussed in Minnesota is.

What shall be done with this timber? Other states and regions

have partly solved the problem. The cutters of pulpwood take

hundreds of thousands of cords annually for use in the manufacture

of paper. It Is white, with good fiber, and is valuable for pulp.

The mills pay seven or eight dollars a cord for it, delivered at the

place where it is wanted.

The wood has many other uses in different regions. New England

manufacturers convert it into the following commodities: Basket

bottoms, hoops, boxes, brush backs, buckets, pails and tubs, window

cases, ceiling, crates, excelsior, handles for dippers, knives, and

ladles; spools and spool heads, toys, parts of wheelbarrows, and

children's sleds. Many of the same uses are reported for the

wood in New York and some in addition. It is used for ladders,

casket boxes, parts of organs, and refrigerators. In Michigan the

wood is employed in making dishes, fish kits, jelly buckets, lard

pails, putty kegs, spice kegs, and sugar buckets. In Minnesota

some flooring has been made of aspen, and it has likewise been

reported for siding. Its other uses in Minnesota are much the

same as those in Michigan.

These uses are wide enough in their range to sliow that the wood

has value. The chief limit to its usefulness is on account of the

small size of the trees. It is strong enough for many purposes.

Geographically, it is a northern species, but its range extends down

to Pennsylvania, Missouri, New Mexico and Arizona. It is difficult

to state what the annual output is, because when sawmills cut it

they may call it cottonwood, or jioplar, or aspen, or perhaps balm
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of (iilead, though the tree itself is not likely to In- mistaken for

the latter.

If the time ever comes in the northern country when trees are

planted on vacant tracts, little expense need be jncurrt-l to seed

the ground with aspen. Seeds may be blown for miles away, and

usually a bared surface will receive enough to stock it fully. The

common cottonwood overlaps the aspen 's range in the North, but

usually the former loses its importance and gradually gives way

to aspen as the cold regions are reached. The largetooth aspen is

often mistaken for the smaller species, and the woods of the two

closely resemble each other. They occupy the same range in part.

Bethabara an Excellent Timber Tree
Bethabara is a copyrighted name applied to a British Guiana

wood now imported into the United States chiefly for making

fishing rods for which it is said to have no equal. In the region

where it grows the Indians call it wasiba or washiba, and the

English speaking people have given it the name of bow wood, be-

cause the Indians use this wood more than any other for making
their bows. The wood was given the name bethabara by a New
York dealer in order not to make known where it originated which

enabled him to monopolize the trade. It was at one time reported

to come from West Africa, but it is now generallv known among
users of this wood that it is obtained from a rare and little-known

tree, which grows along the banks of the Issoroora Creek and

Pomeroon river in British Guiana. Its exact distribution is not

known, but it is quite likely that the tree grows also in parts of

Venezuela, Brazil and in Dutch and French Guiana. It is said to

attain a height of from eighty to one hundred and twenty feet

and a diameter of from three to four feet. It has a clear cylin-

drical bole for twenty or thirty feet.

The wood is light olive-colored after it is exposed to the light

and air, but on a freshly cut surface it is of a yellowish-green

color which is due to the contents of the pores in the wood. These

pores are filled with a substance known as tylosis which is of an

orange color turning darker with age. These tyloses which are

gummy are so abundant that they adhere to the edge of tools and

produce an effect similar to dullness. The edge of tools must bo

frequently cleaned by means of a whet-stone or by washing it in

a weak solution of sodium hydroxide. The wood is exceedingly

hard, heavy (about seventy-six pounds per cubic foot), tough,

elastic, and works with difficulty. It is exceedingly durable in

contact with the soil and is frequently employed in British Guiana

for fence posts, telegraph poles, and for the foundation of houses.

It is used wherever great strength, hardness, and durability are

required. Bethabara is frequently believed to be related to green-

heart (Nectandra rodiaei), since these two woods have nearly

similar physical qualities, but this is not the case. Bethabara is

an undescribed species of Tecoma and a member of the catalpa

family, while the greenheart belongs to the laurel family of plants.

There is another wood in the market known as niob which is simi-

lar to the bethabara though it is considered by some to be the

tonga or tonguin (Dipteryx odorata) which belongs to the pea

family. The uses of bethabara is this country are not numerous.

It is now being imported only in small quantities and practically

all of this material is consumed by the fishing-rod makers. It is

used occasionally for making walking sticks and umbrella handles.

President Barnaby and Secretary Fish of the National Hardwood
Lumber Association have just returned from Buffalo, N. Y., where

they were in conference with committee of Buffalo lumbermen having

charge of local arrangements for the seventeenth annual convention,

June 18-19th. After going over the ground carefully, the Hotel

Statler was selected as convention headquarters. The Statler is a

new and modern hostelry, provided with ample assembly hall and

otherwise having the capacity, equipment and service for taking the

best of care of a full-fledged convention.
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Furniture Factory Short'-Cuts

Tin- further nianiifacturers luul consumers of diiiieiisiou stock go
with the proiiosition, tlie more numerous do its advantages become.
The general, basic arguments in favor of using lumber cut to size

have long been familiar to the trade; but the detailed benefits

appear only with actual trial of the proposition.

Experience is beginning to accumulate, and the results are the

more impressive by reason of the improvements brought about,

from every angle. In a word, dimension stock has not only made
good, but it has made good in more ways than it had been expected
to do, and the latter features furnish a strong argument in favor

of the more general use of the plan.

For example, it was pointed out not long ago that consumers
are insisting more than ever before on carrying small stocks, and
on getting just enough lumber to insure a sufficient supply at all

times. The dimension stock plan fits into this mode of operation

as though designed for it, and the e.\pcrience of a number of furni-

ture factories in this connection is enlightening.

When ordinary lumber is jnirchascd, it is necessary to kilndrv

It, of course, before putting it through the factory. It is next to

impossible to arrange receipts of lumber on so exact a schedule

to keep the kiln filled, and to insure an ample supply of dry lum-
ber constantly being available. The result is that whether the

consumer wants to or not, he is compelled to carry a surplus of

considerable extent, and the rehandling of this lumber, from the

car to the yard and from the yard to the kiln, is an added expense
which an ideal operation of the system would get away from.

This is accomplished by means of the dimension system. The
manufacturer of lumber cut to size kiln-dries his lumber before

cutting it up, and as a matter of course keeps a considerable

quantity of dry stock on hand. When he gets an order for dimen-
sion lumber, all that is necessary is to cut the stock to size and
ship. Thus the consumer is nearer to his supplj- of material by
the length of time required to dry under ordinary conditions, and
is consequently that much better off when it comes to planning his

purchases and arranging his manufacturing operations.

In fact, experience has shown that the plan of having a steady

supply of lumber move from the manufacturer to the factory con-

sumer can be handled more conveniently when dimension lumber
is used than when ordinary stock is shipped. If the plan of the

consumer has been to carry a considerable stock of lumber, and
have enough kiln-dried stock on hand to keep the machine-room
supplied at all times, the use of the facilities of the lumberman
enables him to reduce his investment in stock and to have ship-

ments made against his actual requirements and not against his

future needs.

In this connection another advantage has been discovered. The
manufacturer who heretofore has carried a considerable amount of

lumber on his yard, in order to have plenty of stock ready for the

kiln, or who has had a good deal of money tied up in dry stock,

awaiting the needs of the cutting department, is now able to take

the same money, put it into dimension stock, and be ready to sur-

face the material and send it to the cabinet-room at a moment's
notice.

In other words, the furniture manufacturer has heretofore been

"up against it" on the matter of deliveries, in a good many cases,

because of the difficulty of getting out special lots in less than

sixty days. In fact, many furniture men assert that it is impossible

to do justice to the work and put a piece of furniture through, from

the kiln to the car door, in less than two months.

The peculiar trade conditions in this business emphasize the

disadvantage of not being able to ship quickly. T'sually the re-

tailer does not order until the last minute, and when he wants a

piece of furniture or a carload of it, he usually wants it in a

hurry to take care of demand which is developing at that time.

Delay in getting the goods to him is frequently fatal, and interferes

with the success of the manufacturer. But since he is not in a

position to anticipate the demand, except in the case of staples

which can be depended upon, he is compelled to wait for orders,

and then must rush in order to get them out in time for use by
the retailer.

That makes the big advantage of being several important steps

in advance of the usual procedure all the more desirable. If

instead of putting the lumber through the kiln and then having it

cut to size in his own machine-room, he can take the dimension
lumber from stock, where it was carried for just such an emergency,
he can save from three to four weeks in getting out the goods.

And that much time is often the difference between holding a
customer by good service and losing him because of slow deliveries.

The flour miller seldom carries the finished goods in stock. The
chief reason is that flour values are much greater than wheat, and
interest, insurance and other carrying charges mount up too high

to make it profitable or practicable to have a very large supply of

flour ahead. But the miller does carry wheat in stock—all he can
afford to buy when the market is right. He wants to have his

material where he can get it at short notice, and in such shape
that he will not be delayed in beginning the important work of

converting grain into flour.

The furniture manufacturers have learned that they can play

the same sort of game in connection with dimension stock. Instead
of manufacturing their furniture complete, and carrying it in

stock, a procedure which is difficult and dangerous, from the stand-

point of policy, because of the absence of exact knowledge on the

subject of demand, they work up their raw material as far as

possible, under the restrictions necessarily imposed, and are thus

ready, at any time the demand for a given item develops, to begin
its manufacture at a point much further along than would or-

dinarily be the case. Even in the case of numbers which are

doubtful sellers, standard parts can be provided, so that only the

odd items need to be made up when the order comes in.

"We make a wide and constantly changing range of styles,"

said a furniture man not long ago, "but we have found it to be
a considerable advantage to put in a big stock of standard parts,

such as legs, tops, etc. We order these for practically the entire

season "s requirements, as we see them, and then specify deliveries

from time to time in suflicient quantity to give us a big stock of

this material. The process of manufacturing, when orders are

received, is considerably shortened. We have much of the material,

even on the numbers regarding the demand for which we are not
certain, already made up, and the work of getting it out is there-

fore greatly expedited. This, we believe, is one of the greatest

advantages of using dimension stock, from the standpoint of the

consumer."

A point which dimension men have been quick to take note of

is that the cost of handling a great number of small pieces is much
larger than the expense involved in taking care of the same footage
of lumber of standard lengths. Consequently, in order to meet this

objection, furniture material is now shipped in bundles, secured

with wire, so that a car can be unloaded quickly and economically.

In the same connection it is worth noting that the dimension
men are performing a service not unlike that of the veneer manu-
facturers, some of whom match and tape veneers so that they are

ready to lay when received at the factory. That is, in many cases

the dimension manufacturer matches up lumber that is to be

joined, rips it fo size and keeps the various pieces together in the

bundle, so that each top is a unit, and the consumer is assured of

having uniformity as to color and figure. This is a real service

to the factory man, who ordinarily makes many blunders in set-

ting out solid tops through being unable to secure uniformity in

these respects.

These and many other practical advantages, which are developed

only by actual operation of the system, have served to win many
permanent customers for dimension stock manufacturers, and to

increase the business of those mills which provide the right kind

of service regarding such things as matching up, inspection, etc.
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Red Gum as Door lAaterial

A iiuin need not be very old to remember when red gum was not
used by the manufacturers of doors in this country. Perliaps a
cliance one might have been made here and there a good many years
ago, but such escaped the notice of the public, and no general

attention was paid to them.

A good door is not one of the easy things to make. It is a
pretty severe test of the qualities of wood. A door can be put
together without much trouble, but to make it hold its shape is

another matter, and it was a long time before manufacturers could
be persuaded that red gum was worth trying out. They thought
tliey knew that it would prove

a failure, and did not care to

e.xperiment with it. The wood
had a bad reputation for warp-

ing. It was said to season

slowly and with difficulty, and

door makers were so conserva-

tive that tliey preferred to stick

to the tried woods which they

had always used, such as pine

and spruce, with an occasional

venture into the hardwood field,

in which case oak, yellow pop-

lar, and black walnut offered

a pretty wide range of mate-

rials to pick from, leaving no

particular reason why red gum
should be selected.

The beauty of this wood was
admitted long before its other

good qualities were recognized

;

but beauty alone was not suf-

ficient to win a trial. Few uses

test the standing qualities of a

wood more surely than a door.

The two sides are frequently

subjected to widely different

temperatures. One side may
face a hot, dry room, the other

a damp, cold one, or may even

face outdoor conditions, as

when the door opens on a

porch.

In such cases it is needless to

say that the material of which

the door is made is severely

tested. It may roast on one

side and freeze on the other,

or one side will be extremely dry, while the other may be in

more or less contact with fog and rain. Then, if ever, may warping

be expected to take place.

The solid door is unusual now, unless made wholly of softwood.

It is built up. The frame is of three or more layers. The inside

is called the core or the backing; the finishing woods are glued

on this. The core may be of a cheap material, but it must be

selected with care as to its standing qualities. It must be a wood

which is not inclined to warp. Chestnut and white pine are among

the best core woods, but there are others. Next comes the cross-

banding, the grain of which runs opposite to that of the core.

The veneer which is glued over the cross-banding is generally

selected on account of its good appearance. It is the visible part,

and the beauty of the door depends largely upon the color, figure,

and grain of the veneer.

Other qualities, however, are demanded. Beauty of color and

figure are highly desirable, but they amount to little unless the

outer veneer remains where it is placed. If it pulls loose and

peels off the door is ruined. For that reason the woods which
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SEVERE TEST FOR A GUM DOOR—A SUNNY WINDOW AND A
STEAM RADIATOR ON ONE SIDE, AND A LARGE ENTRANCE DOOR
ON THE OTHER. AFTER .V YEAR IT IS STILL AS GOOD AS NEW.

go into such doors must possess good gluing properties. The glue

must take hold and stick. It must do this during trying times

and weather changes as well as when everything is lovely. It is

liore that red gum has its inning. It holds glue, provided the

glue is right ami is put on right; but the job must not be slighted,

(ium is a poor wood to fool with but a good one to work with.

It is a material for the master mechanic to handle, not for the

amateur to experiment with.

The extent to which red gum is now employed by manufacturers

of doors will surprise most persons who can remember when it

was scarcely used at all for this

purpose. Statistics are by no

means complete, but figures have

been compiled for sixteen states,

and are given below. It should

be explained, however, that the

figures represent sash and

blinds as well as doors. The
statistics were compiled that

way and it is not practicable

to separate doors from the two

other commodities. However,

the quality worked into doors

much exceeds the other, and

makes an excellent showing.

The figures represent the out-

put in the respective states in

one year.

Yearly Use of Red Gum for

DOORS.
State Ft. Board Measdre
New York 23,494,000

Illinois 3,634,000

Missouri 1,176,000

Ohio 1,006,000

Texas 814,000
Arkansas 808,000

Iowa 724,000
Louisiana 550,000
.Vlabama 382,000
Michigan 346,000
Kentucky 310,000
Virginia 130,000
South Carolina 110,000
North Carolina 56,000
New Hampshire 27,000
Mississippi , . 2,000

There is remarkable differ-

ence in the quantity of gum de-

manded by door makers in dif-

ferent states. In Mississippi,

where the tree grows to per-

fection and in large quantities, its use is almost nil; while in New
York, where it does not grow, its use runs high in the millions. The

contrast is partly explained by the fact that Mississippi produces few

doors of any kind, and New York turns out millions of all kinds.

Even New Hampshire, with abundance of good door material of

its own, uses thirteen times as much gum as Mississippi.

It might be supposed that Illinois, which lies in proximity to

the gum supply, would use more of it in its door factories than

New York, but for some reason it uses only one-sixth as much;

and as far as available statistics show, Illinois is the next largest

user after New York.

An examination of the accompanying table will at least make

clear the fact that the employment of red gum in the manufacture

of doors is not evenly distributed over the country. It goes in

spots, and no one of the states which use more than a million

feet a year, except Missouri, grows gum in commercial quantities.

It is a southern wood, but the largest demand for it, by door makers,

comes from the North. Texas does not use so much as Ohio, nor

Louisiana so much as Michigan. It illustrates the old saying that
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a prophet is not without honor except in his own country.

Doubtless a considerable number of the gum doors put on the

market in the course of a year are not sold under their true name.
The wood is finished in imitation of others, among which are cherry,

maliogany, walnut, and oak. It is stained, grained, or printed in

a way to resemble closely the wood which it passes for. A southern

factory owner stated the facts pretty well when he said: "We

biing nothing but red gum into the shop and send nothing but

oak out. '

'

Imitation doors made of gum may be expected to decrease in

use, while the genuine article grows in popularity. The wood takes

such handsome finish that there is little excuse for palming it off

as something else. It is able to stand on it« own merits and to

build a reputation of its own.

\ao'^ /:o^^x.wi«y^j/iiaiTO»sa«tiaw;t»>yity)i<:^^

^1 Southern Wood-^Using Industries

i

The South is a land of opportunities for industries engaged in

manufacturing rough lumber into finished commodities. Develop-

ment along that line is progressing rapidly from Maryland to Texas.

Raw material is plentiful, labor is reasonably cheap, transportation

fatilities are good. This is a combination which inevitably leads to

development. The almost total absence of statistics until recently

has made comparisons with former periods difficult or impossible;

but the fact is apparent that rapid, healthful growth of wood-using

industries in the South is widespread.

The government has been publishing a series of reports, state by
state, dealing with tlie amount of wood manufactured yearly into

finished commodities, such as furniture, flooring, vehicles, boats, ma-
chinery, and many otliers. Many interesting and highly significant

facts are shown by the published statistics. The figures point un-

mistakably to remarkable growth in wood-using industries in the

South. The manufacturing considered in those reports is not the

production of rough lumber at the saw mills, but that which passes

through shops and factories to be prepared for the ultimate con-

sumer.

A very good summary for most of the states is contained in the

Ohio report which was recently published. Figures are there brought

together which before were accessible only in scattered and individual

reports. It is ascertained that the annual demand for wood by
factories located in the southern states reaches the vast total of

between nine and ten billion feet. The items, state by state, which

make up this total, are set forth in tlie following list of sixteen

states, each one of which is credited witli wliat it uses in the course

of a year.

Wood T'sed Ykari.v iiv Siltiieun Tactories.

Feet, B.M.
Arkansas 1,361.000,000
Louisiana 1,355,000,000
Virginia 893,000,000
Texas 762,000,000
Alabama 727,000,000
North Carolina 076,000,000
Mississippi 618,000,000
Georgia 535,000,000
Florida 521,000,000
Missouri 443,000,000
South Carolina 424,000,000
Tcnncsspe 414,000.000
Kentucky 410,000,000
Maryland 284,000,000
West Virginia 260.000,000
Oklahoma 28,000,000

Total 9,643,000,000

These figures include dressed flooring, ceiling, and siding and
general planing mill products, and these account for the very large

output of manufactured forest products in Arkansas and Louisiana.

For the purpose of comparison, it is proper to give the annual

sawmill output of rough lumber in those states. Tlie figures are for

the year 1911, as that period corresponds very nearly with the man-
ufacturing statistics given aliovo. It is apparent that the sawmills

supply abundance of raw material for the factories which turn out

finished products.

.Vnnual Lumber
State. Cut. Feet.

Louisiana 3,566,450,000
Mississippi 2,041,615,000
North Carolina 1 ,798,724.000

.\rkansas 1,777,303,000
Texas 1,681,080,000
West Virginia 1,387,786,000
Virginia 1,359,790,000
Alabama 1,226,212,000
Florida 983,824,000
Tennessee 914,579,000
Georgia .- 801,611,000
Kentucky '.

632,415,000
Soutb Carolina 584,872,000
Missouri 418,586,000
Maryland ' 144,078,000
Oklahoma 143,869,000

Total 19,442,810,000

It appears that approximately fifty per cent of the rough lumber
sawed in the South is further manufactured in the South before

being sent to market. That is a low percentage compared with some
of the northern and eastern states where manufacturing has long
been highly developed. For instance, Michigan further manufactures
eiglity-seven per cent of the rough lumber turned out by its saw
mills. Massachusetts manufactures twice as much as its sawmills

cut, and of course much must be brought in from the outside. Ohio
manufactures more than twice what its mills saw, and New York
between three and four times as much as its forests produce.

What those old manufacturing states are doing in the way of
manufacturing may be accepted as a prophecy of what the South will

do when it has made further progress in development. It is rising

rapidly to that position. The progress is apparent all over the

South, but of course development is more active in some sections than
in others.

Take as a concrete example the manufacture of furniture in North
Carolina. That state, like all other southern states, is rich in timber
resources, and it has become rich in manufactures also. It is not

generally known that more furniture is made in North Carolina than

in any other state, either north or south. Its closest competitor is

Illinois, which uses annually 128,861,930 feet of lumber in manufac-
turing furniture. New York is a little below Illinois, and uses 126,-

064,292 feet yearly; but North Carolina uses 182,861,250 feet.

A fact which is somewhat significant is shown by a comparison of

southern with northern furniture factories. At least, it is so shown
if North Carolina is considered a typical southern state and New
York is taken as typical of the North. The southern furniture fac-

tory is much larger than that of the North. The average yearly con-

sumption of the wood by the North Carolina factories is 2,438,147

feet, wliile in New York the average consumption is 555,349 feet.

The southern factory thus appears to be four times as large as the

northern.

This indiAtes large opportunities in wood-manufacturing in the

South. Capitalists are seeing the opportunities and are taking ad-

vantage of them. The.se opportunitifs consist of abundance of raw
material in the form of standing timber, both hardwoods and soft;

access to good markets, both at home and abroad ; and plenty of

reliable labor at fair prices. These constitute a combination of cir-

cumstances wliich have already produced results, and promise even

greater for the future.

These opportunities stand close inspection. Take the timber to

begin with. Everybody familiar with the southern states knows that

the region has great forest resources. The timber streti'hes from
Maryland to Texas, and from the Ohio river to the Gulf; but a
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mere estimate by so many square miles is rather vague. Fortunately

it is possible to be more explicit. The Bureau of Corporations has

coUecteJ masses of statistics tlealiug with southern timber; and

while these figures may not be wholly accurate in every essential,

they are worthy of careful consideration. They are the best to be

had at this time, and those who have criticized them have done so

by declaring that the figures are too small rather than too large.

H.^BDWoons

Taking into account only the sixteen states listed above, and sum-

marizing the elaborate statistics representing their stands of mer-

chantable timber, it is found that their hardwoods total only a little

short of three hundred billion feet, which is about seventy-five per

cent of the estimated hardwood stand for the whole United States.

The items follow:

Koet.

Oak l.J2.0:!9.OO(),00r)

I ;um 4G.4-t;:,(ioo.ooo

Hickory 14,971.000.000

Ash 9.920,000,000

Miscellaneous 7.'!,17.3,000,000

Total 297.4152,000.000

SOFTWOODS

The hardwoods are only one of the forest resources of the South,

and constitute less than half of the total timber supply. There are

half a dozen kinds of pine, but they are grouped, for brevity's

sake, under two heads, longleaf and shortleaf. It is not necessary

to be more explicit in the present instance. Cypress is the only

other important softwood. Of course, there is much cedar in some

localities, and considerable hemlock and spruce, but they are omitted,

ami the softwood resources appear as follows:

Feet.

Longleaf pine 2.'!2,."?00,000,000

Shortloaf pine 152.100.000,000

C.vprcss 40,400,000,000

Total 424,800,000,000

The whole commercial stand of timber in the South, including

softwoods and hardwoods, amounts to 722,252,000,000 feet.

This is enough to last nearly forty years at the present rate of

cutting in the South, though that rate is enormous; and in the next

forty years a lot of young timber, not counted in the above total,

will be ready for the ax. It is therefore evident that the investor

in southern factories which use wood has a long time in which to

operate his mills. Factories might use twice as much as they are now
using without necessitating any increase in the sawmill output, pro-

vided the southern lumber were used in southern factories only.

However, there will always be trade in rough lumber between the

South and the rest of the country and with the world.

The South is particularly fortunate in its accessibility to the

best markets. Manufacturers naturally scrutinize that phase of the

situation very carefully. Kailroads thread the country in all direc-

tions. They connect with the West, North, and East, while in the

direction of the coast there are numerous roads with one terminus

at the harbors and the other far in the interior. Shipping facilities

by land and sea are unexcelled. The land routes lead to all parts

of North America, including Mexico which will become a good

buyer sometime. The sea routes connect with every seaport of earth

where there is any trade, either present or prospective, worth going

after.

Industrial conditions in the South are favorable. Investors iloubt-

less give much weight to that factor in planning for tMt future. It

is not a factory population like much of that in the North is, but it

is competent and capable, and training will come naturally.

Other economic considerations favor the development of the South 's

forest resources. One of these is the advantage of having the fac-

tory close to the raw material. This advantage holds with nearly all

classes of manufacturing, but especially in converting the rough ma-

terial of the forest into finished commodities. Fortunately, the wood-

using factory can go to the forest. The steel mill cannot always go

to the iron mine. The closer the factory is to the woods whence

comes the raw material, the less will be the waste, the smaller the

amount of useless hauling, the less the profitless handling of what is

unsalable. The old-time sawmill took the best logs and left the

rest. It had to do it, because the poor stuff couUl not be sold. The

modern factory, if sufliciently near the timber tract, can make nearly

a clean sweep, because diversified manufacturing calls for sizes and

shapes which could not be profitably moved to a distant factory. It

is poor policy to haul waste stuff far. To avoid that, the factories

get closer and closer to the woods. That is why they arc springing

up all over the South.

Car Statistics

Regular report of the American Railway Association, dated March

15, shows surpluses and shortages on that date as compared with

previous dates.

On March 15, 1914, there was a surplus throughout the country

of 102,010 ears. The surplus on March 1 was lo9,4SU cars. March

15, 1913, the surplus was but 57,998 cars.

On March 15, 1914, there was a total shortage throughout the

country of 7,145 cars as against a shortage on March 1 of 5,573

cars. Shortage on March 15, 1913, was 20,223 cars.

Thus it is seen that while as compared with conditions a year ago

the activity of .shipments for the first two weeks in March of this

year was disappointing, there seems a slightly increased activity

since the first of the month. This is shown in the reduced surpluses

and the increased shortages.

The Manufacture of Excelsior
Approximately a quarter of a million tons of excelsior are made

every year in the United States. Expressed in board feet, the ma-

terial consumed is equivalent to about sixty million feet of lumber.

In this country the manufacture of excelsior does not proceed beyond

the point of converting the flood into material suitable for packing

glass and metal ware, eggs, flowers, perfumery and similar purposes,

for filling cheap mattresses, for cheap upholstery and for filtering.

In foreign countries, however, they go further and include a number

of uses that are not attempted here. For instance, excelsior rope is

sometimes woven, while by the use of vari-eolored dyes, fancy pack-

ing and material for window displays are made, particularly for the

Easter and Christmas holidays. Excelsior of special grade is also em-

ployed to some extent for surgical dressings, and flesh bruises.

The principal requirements of a wood for excelsior manufacture

are softness, straightness of grain, freedom from knots, good fibre,

and ability to work well under the knife. The broadleaf species

represented by poplar, basswood, whitewood or tulip and willow

are the best. In the South and jNIiddle West, considerable quanti-

ties of pine are used for this purpose, but the product is not of the

highest grade. In Europe the principal excelsior woods are fir and

spruce, but their product does not rank as high in resilience and

toughness as that of the broadleaf trees mentioned.

There are several grades of excelsior, the finest and softest being

known as wood wool. The strands or filaments composing this grade

are very narrow, and this can be made from only the best material.

In the medium and coarser grades, the filaments are thicker and

range in width from one-sixteenth to one-thirty-seeond of an inch.

For special purposes the filaments are sometimes made as wide as

one-third inch.

Excelsior wood should be reasonably straight and free from large

knots. It is usually sawed into lengths of four and one-half feet and

peeled. The smallest diameter advantageous to use is four inches,

since the excelsior knife is from five and a half to six inches wide,

and the use of small sticks materially reduces its cutting capacity.

At the mill, each of these longer bolts is sawed into three blocks a

foot and a half long, ready for the machines.

The machines for making excelsior vary in design from an up-

right form taking one or two blocks at a time, to an eight knife

horizontal machine taking as many blocks. The latter type is used

largely in the South. The output of these machines depends upon

the kind and condition of the wood. The capacity of an upright

type under the best conditions is about eight hundred pounds of

medium grade excelsior in ten hours for each knife.
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The Mail Bag

Any reader of HARDWOOD RECORD desiring to communicate
with any of the Inquirers listed in this section can have the ad-
dresses on written request to the Mall Bag Department, HARD-
WOOD RECORD, 537 South Dearborn Street, Chicago, and referring
to the number at the head of each letter and enclosing a self-
addressed stamped envolepe.

B 690—Has Cherry to Offer

(ininil Hapids. Mich.. Mar. i:j.— Kdilor II.vuiiwikpd Ukcord : Can you

refer us to anyono who Uf^os 4. 4 No. '2 common cherry V We believe that

thi.s isind of wood is used quite a flood deal for the wooden portion of

engraving cuts and uorlt of that class.

.\py In'.ormatlon you can give us on this point will be very acceptable.

Tlie above concern has betn referre<l(.to a concern which uses a

large quantity of cherry for the purpose mentioneil, manufacturing

it up into blocks 12x2-1" in size. Any consumer looking for a source

of supply for this material may have the aililress ui>on applica-

tion.

—

Editor.

B 691—^Process for Felling Trees

East nttsburgh. Pa.. Mar. 9.—Editor H.vruwood Reciiico : Within the

last two years we recall having seen in one of the lumber trade papers,

a method of felling trees in Germany, which was a process accomplished

by friction wire. If you are familiar with the process, we would be

pleased to have you advise the date of the issue of your publication

showing tht: same. •

This party has been advised that there have been sundry news-

paper paragraphs printed during several years covering the alleged

system of felling trees in Germany by the employment of a friction

wire, but that as far as we know this process has never been worked

out to a satisfactory commercial conclusion. It is certain this

equipment has never been offered for sale.

—

Editor.

B 692—^Wants Gum Veneer

n liKCnl!rtica. .\. v.. Mar. ]:'..—Editor n.»i:Dw

Vfc us the names of manufacturers vt •;,

m> : Will you please

hardwood veneer?

t.r IlAitiiwi.r.ii l!i:ri.i!i>: Will y.iu kindly

for s;iwing-off logs, and if yuu know of .-i

The names of producers of veneers as sought have been given

our correspondent. Anyone wishing his address can have it by

writing this office.

—

Editoe.

B 693—In Market for Drag Saw
Iianvilie. Ky. Mar. 11.

advise us who make drag
band drag saw ?

Drag saws are manufactured by nearly all the sawmill machinery

makers. There is no such thing as a "band" drag saw. On.-

Kentucky inquirer has been referred to a concern manufacturing a

band log cut-off saw.

—

Editor.

B 694—Wants Soft White Pine

butler. Ind., Feb. 23.—Editor ilAiitiwouu Kkcchih : We would be glad

if you would lell us where we can get a list of the mills selling soft

white pine.

Although pine is entirely out of our field, a list of manufacturers

of white pine has been supplied the above.

—

Editor.

B 695—Looking for Timberlands

Itichmond. Ind.. Mar. II.— Kdilor II viidwimio Kkicird: We are looking

for a list of land timber and sawmill owners In the cities of Arkansas,

Kentuck.v. Michigan, Minnesota, Mls.<issippi, I'cnnsylvanla. Tennessee,

West Virginia and Wisconsin, and If you have anything of this sort to

offer, would appreciate receiving a proposition from you at the earliest

possible moment. What we are trying to do Is to get at the owner of

rough timber In order that we might buy It direct instead of through

wholesalers and jobbers.

\\e would bo interested to know If your lists would Include in addition

to tl.e full name and address, the different kinds of lumber cut.

This inquiry is from a piano manufacturer who has been advised

that such a list as requested could be maile up from our card index

system of lumber manufacturers in the territory named, involving

several thousand stumpage owners and lumber manufacturers. It

would, however, hardly be necessary to attach to this list the kinds

of lumber produced by these concerns, as anyone familiar with the

territory in question would know very closely the variety of lumber

each concern produces.

Timber owners desiring to communicate with this prospective pur-

chaser will be supplied with the address by writing Hardwood
Record.—Editor.

B 696—Seeks Five-Ply Table Tops

Ovid, .Mich.. .Mar. IL'.—Editor II.miuwood Kkchro: We would very

much upiireclate It If you could furnlslj us with a list of manufacturers

of live-ply vene<'i table tojis. .

This has been done. Producers of five-ply stock as noted looking

for a market for same will be sent the address of the inquirer upon

application.

—

Editor.

B 697—Has Birch for Spools

(lien Haven. Mich.. Mar. IL'.-Editor II.muiwood IlECORD : In your

Issue Doc. 2T}, I'.Ho, there was a very interesting and excellent article

on the spool Industry. I am interested in Information along this line.

My private forest on Glen Lake ha.? a large amount of white birch tim-

ber and I have always contemplated utilizing the same along the manu-
facture of spools, and I would like any information I could receive as

to where they are manufactured in this country, and how much of a

proposition It is to start the same, or if it could be done in a small

way successfully.

I know that such manufacture is generally done on a large line and

by combinations, but before entering into it 1 would like more informa-

tion on the subject than I have ever been able to obtain. I thought you

might be able to give me some or start me where I could learn It.

It might be that it there Is any manufacturing point which I could

reach by water. I mi^bt dispose of the bolts, but of course I would pre-

fer to manufacture, and I believe I have enough of it to organize in a

small way along these lines. Any information you could give me that

would be a benefit, I would appreciate. •

Small spools are made almost wholly of paper birch, which is the

same as the white birch of Michigan. The center of the industry

in thi." country is in New England, principally in Maine and Xew
Hampshice. The Forest Service, Washington, D. C, has published

a circular which gives much information on the spool industry, par-

ticularly in regard to cutting, seasoning and working the wood, and

also something about the markets. This is "Circular le.'?. Paper

Birch in the Northeast, by S. T. Dana." You can probably procure

it by writing to the Forest Service.
*

There seems to be no manufacturing of spools in Michigan, but

some are made in the state of New York.

No reason is known why the paper birch of Michigan will not

work into spools as readily as that of New England. The hardest

)<art of the operation is to prevent the wood from sapstaining after

it is cut and before it can be properly seasoned. In New England

most of the cutting is done in winter, during freezing weather.

There is much waste in large timber, because the heartwood is not

used for spools and is usually thrown away.

Our correspondent has been further advise<l that spool operations

need not necessarily be on a large scale. A number of small mills in

New England seem to be doing as well proportionately as the large

ones. A spool machine turns out about a spool a second, and each

machine is a separate unit, and may be added as needed.

—

Editor.

B 698—Spanish Elm (?)

rhlladeli)liia. I'a., Mar. 1.1.—Editor lI.VRDWuui) Rkcord : Will yon

please give us the nair.es of a few firms that use Spanish elm, wholesale

or retail, and oblige'

Hardwood Record is absolutely unfamiliar with any wood of that

name. It may be that the inquirer refers to Santo Domingo rose-

wood.

—

Editor.

B 699—What Is Gray Fir?

rhiladelphla. I'a., .Mar. 10.— Editor U.vrdwix'D ItECORD : In looking

over "Araerican Forest Trees," we see no mention made of gray flr. We
understand that gray fir and western hemlock are the same wood. W«
mean such a wood as comes under the name of western hemlock and

grn.v fir.

Kindly give us any leference to this and oblige. .

Hardwood Record can find no reference to "gray flr" in any

authorities on commercial woods of the United States. It may be

that this inquirer !•* correct in his guess that "gray fir" is western
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hemlock, as the latter wood has beeu frcrjuently marketed under

otlier names.

—

Editor.

B 700—Another Specimen of Philippine Wood
Toronto, Ont.. IImi-. IC.

yon ;i siunnle oC wood. :n

and what It is good for.

lor Philippine walunt.

'l'hant<!n,i: yon in adyan

l''.dilor IlAi.'nwoiii) ItKCDiin: We are sending
Id would liki> to liavo yon toll us what this is,

It is from Ihe I'liillppinu Islands, and is shipped

rti-sy

The spei'inien referred to has been received and it is evidently

Pafjatpat

—

Sonncrvotui pnijatpat Uleo. family (Sonneratiaceae).

According to the report of the Philiiipine Bureau of Forestry, this

wood is regarded as being available for ])iling, poles, general heavy

construction and ship, wharf and bridge bnilding, interior finish,

flooring, furniture, ties, musical instruments.

The report further says that the wood has an excellent reputation

for durability and seems to be insect-proof. The sap wood is grayish

or pinkish, not sharply marked off from the dark brown heartwood.

It is heavy, hard, salty taste, fine, even grain, and easy to work.

It is found in all coastal swamps of the Philippines, but relatively

large and abundant only in the southern islands. Besides, the

growth is small to medium and of fair length. The reported price

two years ago was $57.50 to $60 f. o. b. Manila.

Of course it goes without saying that this wood is not walnut,

and could by no stretch of the imagination, except in the matter of

approximate color, be regarded as walnut.

—

Editor.

B 701—Seeks White Hickory and White Ash
New York, X. Y., Mar. 10.—Editor Hardwood Kkcord : I wish to

obtain white hicUory, also white ash, second-growth, rough edge for bend-

ing into shafts. Must he straight-grain and best quality for export.

Sizes 1%" to ;;v>" thick, 4" and up wide. 10' and up long. Can any of

your readers advise me where I may obtain such material in carload lots?

Sources of supply for this material have been supplied our New
York inquirer. Manufacturers of this stock seeking an opportunity

to dispose of some of it will be placed in communication with this

prospective customer upon request.

—

Editor.

B 702—Seeks Maple Mangle Rollers

New York. Mar. 12.—Editor H.mcdwood ISecokd : Will you kindly give

me a list of names of manufacturers of maple mangle rollers for export

and oblige V .

Hardwood Eecord knows of no one who specializes in the produc-

tion of maple mangle rollers. Think quite likely they are made on

special orders.

Anyone getting out these rollers and desirous of communicating

with above will be supplied the address upon request.

—

Editor.

B 703—Wants to Purchase Flooring Booklet

New York, N. Y., Jlar. 10.—Editor Hardwood Record : We would like

to know w-hcre we can get a few thousand of the small booklets pub-

lished as "The King of ITooring." .

Hardwood Record is not familiar with the book in question. If

any reader in a position to supply the name of the publisher of it

will communicate the information to Hardwood Record it will

appreciate same.

—

Editor.

B 704—Veneer Strips for Packing

Henderson, Ky., Mar. 12.—Editor Hardwood Record : We are in-

terested in some veneer strips, 'I'^M" wide, very light that we tie on top

of shafts to avoid being marred in shipment. Do you have anything in

this line? It so, make us your best price.

Hardwood Record, of course, does not handle anything of this

sort. If any manufacturer who can supply these strips will com-

municate with this publication, the name of this prospective customer

will be supplied him.

—

Editor.

B 706—Wants White Hickory and White Ash Second Growth

Syracuse, N. Y., Mar. 20.—Editor Hardwood Record : We have a re-

quest for white hickory and white ash second growth, rough edges for

making into shafts, straight grain and best quality for export. It is

desired in carload lots, 1% inches thick, 4 inches and up wide and 10

feet and up long. K you know where we can get this material I will be

very glad if you will furnish us with the names of a number of such

concerns. '

B 705

—

Has Excellent Mahogany to Offer

Liverpool, England, Mar. 20.— Kditor IlAimwoon ItEruRo: We are in a
position to supply your markets with rielily ligurcd African mahogany
logs suitable for high class veneer purposes. We have an especially fine

richly figured log that has been cut Into two pieces as follows: 10 1^

feet long by 48 feet deep, DVi feet long by 48 feet deep. We
are forwarding under separate cover sample taken from this log, and It

any of your readers are Interested, perhaps you will he kind enough to

sliovv them the sample. Upon Inquiry will he pleased to submit lowest

prices.

X»»i!a»imiixj.^:'>iTOS{&!ia;ii!7«ivwitf^

Clubs and Associations

The Maple Bish Association Organized
The .Maple IJish .\ssoeiation, an organization of manufacturers of

maple dishes, formerly known as wire-end butter dishes, has just been

formed. The sole and only object of the association is to exploit in all

legitimate ways the sanitary and other advantages of the maple dish as a

container for foods dispensed in retail stores. An extensive advertising

campaign was outlined, and the jobber, retailer and consumer of food-

stuffs will be informed through direct circularization and appropriate
publications of the convenience and safety of maple dishes as desirable

over other food containers, in the manufacture of which chemicals are

used, and in the handling of which germ contamination is probable.

At a meeting In Chicago, at which the association was formed, were
present M. B. Wallace of the Escanaba Manufacturing Company, Esca-

naba, Mich. ; F. M. Longnecker of the Oval Wood Dish Company, Delto,

O. ; Howard Smith of the Ludington Woodenware Company, Ludington,

Mich.; W. C. Hull of the Oval Wood Dish Company, Traverse City,

Mich. ; Mr. Parish of the Richmond Cedar Works, Richmond, Va., and
Riley Sweers of the Oval Wood Dish Company, Delta, O. An organization

was perfected, of which Riley Sweers Is president, F. M. Longnecker,

treasurer, and Sterling Besson. secretary. Offices have been established

In Suite 44-55 Produce Exchange, Toledo, O.

Manufacturers of maple dishes believe that their product has much to

recommend it to both retailer and consumer, and it was decided to tell

the world something about it. Points which will be emphasized in the

publicity campaign will be lightness, durability and sanitary features of

the maple dish. The old name of wire-end, or butter dish, will be

abandoned, and that of maple dish henceforth used. All these dishes are

cut from sugar maple timber.

Commissary Managers WiU Meet
The fifth annual convention of the National Commissary Managers'

Association will be held at Hotel Seelbach, Louisville, Ky., Aug. 18-19,

1914. The president of the association is C. C. Jackson of Graysonia, Ark.,

the secretary Tracy D. Luccoek, Chicago, IH.

Defines Income Tax on Logs

Secretary J. E. Rhodes of the National Lumber Manufacturers' -Associa-

tion gives in a recent bulletin an explanation of the application of the

income tax to saw logs. The following statement was made to the

association by the Commissioner of Internal Revenue in response to
.

questions as to the tax on timber which should be placed on logging

operations : "Cost of logging is the money originally paid therefor plus

the additional actual expenditure, if any, from the time of purchase to

the time of producing logs, not including interest—estimated, simple or

compound. The difference between the cost and what the logs sell for is

profit or loss. Determination of profit or loss and accounting, therefore,

for income purposes, must be ascertained by consideration of facts

relevant to tax purposes."

Monthly Meeting Philadelphia Exchange

The Lumbermen's Exchange held its monthly meeting, which had been

postponed on March 12 President Benjamin Stoker in the chair. President

Stoker, who represented the exchange at the convention of Chamber of

Commerce of the United States, held In Washington, D. C, February 10,

11, 12 and 1.3. read a report of the work done there. He was most en-

thusiastic over the class of men assembled and the great work which was

being handled by the organization. Charles P. Manle. treasurer of the

exchange, who was a delegate for this body at the National Wholesale

Lumber Dealers' convention at Buffalo, gave an Interesting report of his

trip and experiences there. The Long Bell Lumber Company, which has

opened a Philadelphia office, and F. W. Aszmann of this city were elected

members of the exchange.

The special feature of this meeting was the discussion of the question,

"How Can the Lumbermen's Exchange of the City of Philadelphia Best

Serve the Lumber Interests of Philadelphia and Vicinity." The subject

was ably handled by Thomas B. Hammer on the wholesalers' side and

Charles M. Chesnut on that of the retailers. The discussion was a lively

and Interesting one, and it Is believed that the opportunity afforded the

members of the exchange to express their views on vital maters of this

kind, will surely result in a better understanding among the various lum-

ber handlers as to the advantages of association work and the get-together
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spirit for consultation on nintHTs ..f p^mriil Interest. Tbc rest of the
mcotInK was devoted to routine liusiness.

On March 10 all of the members of the exchange who have railroad
sidings In their yards assembled In the exchange rooms to express their

opiniuD regarding the intention of the rnilroads to place a tax of $2 on
every car that runs la on the sidings. Horace -V. liecves, Jr.. chairman
of the railroad and transportation committee of the exchange, presided.

Those present strongly protested against this action of the railroads, and
a committee of eight was appointed to go to Washington on the following

day to urge before the Interstate Commerce Commission their protest
against this unjust tax. Edward I". Iliiison of E. F. llenson Jt Co. was
selected to act as speaker for the comiiiittee.

With the Nashville Lumbermen's Club
On Tuesday. March 10. the following new oHlcers were elected to the

-VashAllU Lumbermen's Club without opiiosition :

ri:-'<ii rvT—Hendeison Baker. Uakor. .Tarobs & Co.
\ I. 1 u sinKxr—C E. Hunt. Hunt. Washington & Smith.
I ui ,v :i K — Harobl (jreene. Uavidson. Hicks & Greene Company.
S) ' :;( \i:i —Cecil Kwing. Southern Lumberman.
.\ku liuiKcToRs—.\. B. Hansom. Hamilton Love, Percy Locveahart,

Willis Karris and Morford Whitson.
Paramount above the annual election of officers at the meeting was the

information filed by Secretary Ening to the effect that the Louisville &
Nashville Railroad would in all probability at an early date permit the

substitution of "hardwoods in" for "hardwoods out" in the milling-in-

transit arrangement. Since the date of the meeting that provision has
gone through.

The Nashville club has contended for this relief for more than six

months, and the accouncement of the intention of the Louisville & Nash-
ville Railroad to supply new tariff on lumber offering the desired relief

was received with much gratification.

In the niilling-in-transit decision affecting shipments of grain,_ shippers
have not been required to preserve its identity on outbound shipments.

Lumbermen have contended for this same privilege. Under the old

arrangement it is necessary to ship oak outbound for oak inbound, and
ash outbound for ash inbound. It being impossible to substitute one for

another.

Memphis Club Holds Semi-Monthly Meeting
The Lumbermen's Club of Memphis held its regular semi-monthly

meeting on March '21 at the Hotel iJayoso. with fifty-nine members and
guests present. J. D. Allen, Jr., was in the chair and the usual luncheon

was served.

Although the club did not take definite action regarding the ordinance

which has been introduced here providing for the elimination of wooden
shingles as a house covering in the residence districts, there will be

positive action at the meeting two weeks hence. The club is distinctly

opposed to the general principles of substitution which is involved in

this ordinance and, as one member declared, if this were allowed to pass

by default there is no telling where the next move will be made by

those who are responsible for the substitution propaganda. It is true

that there are few members of the club who would be directly affected

by the substitution provided for in this instance, but there were a num-
ber of talks made, the burden of which was that a distinctly lumberman's

organization should speak in no uncertain tone regarding this principle.

The information and statistics committees have been asked to gather all

the data obtainable and when they make their reports the club will make
its position known in no uncertain way.

Technicalities in present fire insurance policies also came in for much
discussion in connection with the request of R. J. Lockwood, general man-
ager of the Memphis Hardwood Flooring Company, that be be allowed to

write a letter to lumbermen throughout the United States, on the

stationery of the club, calling attention to the failure of the New York

Lumber Underwriters to pay the Rife & Stutzman claim which originated

several years ago on an alleged violation of the clear space clause. He
said that Judge John E. McCall. of the federal court for the western

district of Tennessee, had excluded certain very important testimony and

that the case was to come up for trial in the I'nited States Supreme

Court. The club took the position that Mr. Lockwood would have to draw

up this letter and submit it to the law and insurance committee of the

club In order that there might be nothing said therein that would In any

way lay the organization liable for damages. S. M. Nlckey, chairman

of this committee, pointed out that there were so many technicalities In

fire Insurance policies written nowadays that the club ought to take

some action that would influence the fire insurance companies to write

such policies that the average business man could understand the pro-

visions thereof without the aid of a lawyer. He further said that there

were so many technicalities now that some Insurance companies could,

by biding behind certain clauses and provisions, vitiate the fundamental

purpose for which these policies were Issued, namely, protection. There

win be something done in connection with this subject within the next

two or four wc>>ks. following the submission of a draft of his letter to be

furnished by Mr. Lockwood.

F. E. Stonebraker, chairman of the special committee having In charge

the finishing and furnishing of the rooms in the Business Men's Club to

be occupied by the Lumbermen's Club, thanked the members of the latter

for furnishing tlie necessary material to enable the committee to finish

the rooms In panels made of practically all the hardwoods produced In

this territory.

C. D. Hondrickson, chairman of the river and rail committee, read a

letter from Joe Hattcndorf, general freight agent of the southern lines

of the Illinois Central system, stating that facilities had been completed
at Memphis for the payment here of all refunds on log shipments and
also the payment of all over-rate claims. The letter further stated that
all that was necessary, in order to secure payment here, was the presen-

tation of the proper documentary evidence to establish the Justice of the
claims in question. The letter was turned over to the secretary to be

made part of the records of the club. This letter was the direct out-

growth of conferences held between the river and rail committee and
officials of the Illinois Central some time ago.

.\ letter was read from the National Uivers and Harbors Congress ask-

ing the club to state its position regarding the proposed repeal of the
exemption from Panama Canal tolls In case of vessels engaged In coact-

wise trade. The subject was referred to the information committee.

George T. Kendal of Ilughart & Kendal, Grand Rapids, Mich., was
"elected an associate member of the club. There was one other application
which will be voted on at the next regular meeting.

Following the regular meeting two weeks ago, the directors convened
and passed on a number of matters of a routine nature, including the dis-

Ijosltlon of the expenses incident to complimentary tickets at the recent
tango party given by the club at the Hotel Chisca.

North Carolina Forestry Meeting
The fourth annual convention of the North Carolina Forestry Associa-

tion will be held at Asheville on Wednesday and Thursday, April 8 and
9, 1914.

The Appalachian Park Association will meet with the forestry asso-

ciation, therel/y greatly increasing the interest of the gathering. Be-

sides the morning and evening sessions of the convention, a trip will be
made to the forest plantations of the Biltmore estate on Wednesday
afternoon, and the next day the delegates are Invited to visit the spruce
forests on Mt. Mitchell over the logging railroad of Messrs. Perley and
Crockett.

Governor Craig will be present and address the convention. Among
the other speakers who are cxijected are H. S. Graves. United States

Forester ; tl. S. Ridsdale, secretary of the .Vmerican Forestry Associa-

tion ; Mrs. T. W. Lingle, chairman department of civics. North Carolina
Federation of Women's Clubs, and W. B. Townsend, the well-known lum-
berman and conservationist of east Tennessee.

Special rates on all railroads are being arranged for, and the local

hotels are offering favorable terms.

Chicago Association 'Will Hold Regular Meeting
A meeting of the Lumbermen's .\ssociation of Chicago is called to

convene in the Red Room of the IIot.?l La Salle. March '27. at 12:30
p. m. sharp. Luncheon will be served.

Subjects which will come up before the meeting are : Report of traffic

committee : report of committee on fire limit extension, report of enter-

tainment committee and other matters for the good of the members.
The meeting will he strictly a business gathering, and it is hoped by

the officers that there will be a good attendance.

Annual Election Chicago Club
On Monday n\eniiig, March lii. the Lumbermen's Club of Chicago held

its annual meeting at its club-rooms in the Great Northern Hotel build-

ing, for the purpose of electing officers for the ensuing year, and for a

discussion of the various questions that directl.v affect the local club and
association work. .\s a result of the election, the following officers were

chosen for the coming year

:

Presioknt—A. C. Qulxley, Qulxley & Bulgrin Lumber Company.
VicE-PttEsiDENT—Charics Westcott, Uayden & Westcott Lumber Com-

pany.
TnE.YSi'RER—H. D. Welsh. E. A. Thornton Lumber Company.
Seoret.\uv—George C. King.
Thustees fou TmiKE Years—John Clancy, H. B. Darlington and F. R.

Gadd.
Trl'stres for 0.\e Year—S. C. Bennett and A. H. Ruth.

The meeting and elaborate dinner which was served were attended

by more than 200 lumbermen and guests.

Among the questions which came up for discussion at the bu.slness

session following th? dinner, was the suggestion propounded by Retiring-

President F. R. (Jadd, to the effect that the Lumbermen's Club be amal-

gamated with the Lumbermen's Association of Chicago, when the two

organizations are housed in the new Lumbermen's building that will be

opened up within a year.

Mr. Gadd's suggestion proposed the formation of an organization of

vast power that would have both social and business features. It was

well received by the memlsers. and President Qulxley on taking the chair

expressed him.seif as being favorable to the project.

The question of substitutes of wood also came Into discussion and a

sentiment seemed to l>e prevalent that the uses of substitutes did not

augur ill for the lumber trade but rather tended to Increase the de-

mand for the products of the forest. The truth of this contention how-

ever. Is open to argument.

At the conclusion of the banquet. E. A. Thornton. In behalf of the

Lumbermen's Club, presented Retiring President Gadd with a handsome

gold watch as a token of esteem of the members and their appreciation

of his excellent handling of the affairs of the club. Mr. Gadd thanked

the members tbmugh Mr. Thornton, suitably.
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William A. Eager, chairman o( the entcrtainiiuiu cipmmittee. was
the recipient of a siieeial vote nf thanks tendered hy (he memhers for

his most enthusiastic ami cdiiieiit work as the head of that important
committee.

Kollowlns his election to Ihe oflice of president, A. ('. Qui.\ky was
escorted to the chair by the committee appointed by Mr. Gadd. He ex-

pressed himself as duly appreciative of the honor bestowed upon liim. and
urjrtHl those present to assist in the work of obtaining new mi'mliers.

With the Trade

A Correction

.Just pi'evious to llie last issue (If ilAatiwooD llKCdUP there was re-

ceived in this oftice notice from the Atlantic Lumber Company. Boston,

the wording of which give the distinct impression thiit that company
had moved its headquarters to Toronto, Ont.

Word has been received from the company that the notice run to that

elt'ect was incorrect, and simply had to do with the removal of the

Toronto oftice fiom on. buil^linn t" allot her.

New Manisticjue Plant Ready for Operation

As announced previously in IIaiiuwduu Ukcokd a site for tlie new
Mani-stique Handle Manufacturing Company plant has been purchased
by the Manistique Commercial Club, and operations will begin as soon

as machinery can be placed.

The company will start operations in the building formerly owned by

the Consolidated Furniture Company. The Commercial club put up
.^1.000 for its use, this being the second appropriation since the first of

the .year.

The new Williams Flooring Compaiij will start breaking L'rouud for

its new plant at Manistbiue about April 1.

I. F. Balsley Moves to Philadelphia

I. F. Balsley. a veteran hardwood man of I'ittsburgb. Ta.. has gone

to Philadelphia, Pa., where he will handle the stocks of the Craig

County I.umberl Corporation, whose mills are at W'aiteville, W. Va., and

shipping point at Kay, W. Va. Mr. Balsley is perhaps as well known as

any wholesale hardwood man in the state. He was for many .years with

the (lid Mead & Speer Lumber Company, later for five .years with the

Willson Brothers Lumber Company, then manager of the Palmer &
Semans Lumber Company and lor tin- past two years an independent

hardwood wholesaler.

Indianapolis Concern Expands
The American Timber Products Company of Indianapolis was recently

incorporated with a capital stock of S.50.000. This concern has been

operating as an unincorporated company for some little time. O. M.

Pruitt being president. The concern started out to handle veneer logs

and flitches for veneer companies, but gradually enlarged Its business so

that it eventually was handling an extensive line of high-grade veneers

to consuming trade. The incorporation was for the purpose of giving it

an operation of its own and further enlarging its scope.

Shortly after the incorporation the company purchased the Murdock
mill at Indianapolis, which is a veneer mill that was constructed a short

time ago but never run on account of the death of its owner. The mill

is well arranged and is equipped at present with two saws. The American
Timber Products Company is planning to add another saw and proliably

a slicer and band saw within the year. As it is now operating it has a

first-class contract for flitches and for slicing. This company is catering

only to high-class trade and hence its stock is in every particular all

that could be expected or desired. Mr. Pruitt states that the company
will coutiuue to handle veneer flitches and veneer logs.

Provision has been made in the incorporation whereby the capital

stock can be increased as the extent of the company's operations are

inci-eased.

Baldwin Locomotive Works Active
The Baldwin Locomotive Works closed a contract with the Illinois Cen-

tral railroad recently for the construction of fifty locomotives of the

heavy Mikado type. They also received orders for one ten-wheel loco-

motive from the Arkan.sas Lumber Company ; one "2-6-2" type for the J.

R. Buckwalter Lumber Company, L'nion, Mass. ; six ten-wheelers for the

Georgia Southern and Florida railway ; one Mikado type for the Mason
County Logging Company of Bordeaux. Wash. : one four-coilpled engine

for the city of Newark. X. .7.. and one "2-0 2" tyiie for the John L. Roper
LuniLier Company, Norfolk. Va.

Fire Destroys Plant of Jerome H. Sheip

A disastrous fire visited the cigar box lumber plant of .Jerome II. Sheip.

Incorporated, at Cheetah Point. Mobile. Ala., on March 5, at 2 o'clock in

the morning, creating a loss of from $100,000 to $110,000. The fire started

in the dr.ver, where men are employed all night, but nothing definite can
be learned as to the origin. The destruction of the entire plant was
rapid, liut the Mobile fire department fortunately succeeded in confining

tlie fire to the manufacturing section, thereby saving some 4fs0 stacks of
liried lumber cut to the thickness of a cigar box top, and which in its

dry state would have been an easy prey to the flames and a heavy addi-
tion to the loss. In addition to the destruction of the mill proper, the
veneer cutting mill was burned to the ground, including the ruination of
one of the only two cedar veneer cutting machines in that section of the
country. The cutting machine, which is an entire loss, had an eighteen-
foot, razor-blade knife, and cost $ls.OOO. Other special heavy losses in-

clude a new additional engine put in a year ago at a cost of nliout $25,000,
and a new dr.vcr, put in a little later. Jerome H. Sheip, president of the
concern, wlio had spent a week at the plant, left for Philadelphia the
night before the fire. He did not hear of the accident and its ravages
until he reached this city. Mr. Sheip deplores the disastrous interruption
of the business at this time, as they have been fairly busy right along.
The loss has been fairly covered by insurance, and the rebuilding of the
plant will begin as early as possible.

Colorado Firms Buys New Mexico Timber
Tlie llallaik and Howard Luiuljcr Comiiany of lienver. Col., has just

bought 117.000,000 board feet of timber on the Carson national forest,

New Mexico. The timber is purchased under competitive bids at a
stumpage rate of two dollars a thousand and the species to be cut include
yellow pine and Douglas fir.

The timber is located at; the headwaters of Valleeitos creek and in

order to successfully log the area the company is planning to establish a
large mill near the Schomburg holdings and has already started the survey
for a railroad from Caliente Siding on the Denver & Rio Grande Railway.
The contract provides for a cutting period extending over ten years.
Actual lumbering will commence July 1, 1915.

In addition to the 117.000,000 feet purchased from the government, the

company has also secured 30.000,000 feet of privately owned timber in the

same neighborhood and will cut this in connection with that from the
government holdings.

Forest officers say that the Car.son forest will be greatly benefited by
this sale. It will take the large mature timber which will be cut into lum-
ber and railway ties. Furthermore, they think that it will mean a great
deal for that part of northern New Mexico, which is susceptible of con-

siderable development, this new timber activity being one of the largest

industrial undertakings in that locality within the past decade.

Changes to Cincinnati Concern
Clyde E. Jones, formerly with the Lamb-Fish Lumber Company,

- Charleston, Miss., announces that he recently took a position with the

Korn-Conkling Company, Cincinnati, O., and will travel in Illinois, Iowa,

Michigan, Minnesota, Wisconsin and Indiana. Mr. Jones has called on the

trade from the Missouri river east to New York City, and is thoroughly
acquainted with the majority of consumers.
He will make his headquarters in Chicago at his residence, 4o.jl Ken-

more avenue.

Chair Company to Enlarge

In the fall of l;)12 the Cbarlnttc Chair Company. Charlotte. N. C. was
organized for the manufacture of dining chairs. The company took over

the Potter factory and after installing modern machinery has been

operating there ever since, starting with a force of about twenty-five men,
and ultimately employing over fifty.

The plant has a capacity of 1.50 chairs a day and Inasmuch as it has
been running behind in orders for some little time, the officers recently

decided to effect a reorganization which was done about the middle of

February. New capital was taken in and it is now the intention of the

company to enlarge the plant permitting of an output of 250 chairs

daily.

Chair Company 'Will Erect New Factory
Following the increase in capital from .'S25.IKI0 to .^lOO.imO. which was

effected for the purpose of supplying funds, the John D. Kaab Chair
Company of Grand Rapids, Mich,, is to erect a new factory building at

Monroe avenue and Mason street, that city. The structure is to be

200x220, four stories high.

With the completion of the new home, the company will no longer be

forced to seek exposition quarters outside the jilant. Work will be

commenced in the near future.

Michigan Furniture Company to Erect Building

The Michigan Furniture Company, one of the largest concerns of its

kind in Michigan, is arranging to erect a seven-story building in Spring-

field, O. Arrangements have been made by E. D. Kahn and the structure

will be erected at the corner of Main and Liiin'stone streets. The build-

ing will be used for business purposes.

Knoxville 'Veneer Company Expands
The first of the year the Knoxville Veneer Company of Knoxville, Tenn.,

increased its capital stock to .$100,000. This increase was necessitated
by the company's rapidl.v expanding business and several innovations in

the way of utilizing waste, also the necessity for the improvement and
enlargement of its plant. P. B. Raymond, president of the company,
states that on Saturday, March 14, ground was broken for a new ware-
house which will be erected in connection with the plant's factory and
which will be of two-story brick construction 24 feet high and 80x140
feet on the ground.
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The Knoxvllli" Vi'iiccr Comimiiy n'o'iiltj- Installed n circular sawmill
ill couiiC'ctiiin null Its phinl fur snwiiiK tlltrbes. This mill can turn

out flltcliis u|i to forty clRht Inches. The company has a very extensive

lot of hiKhgiaile oak iinil walnut lo;;s In Its yards. It Is running full

time and. in fact. Is havliii; dllliculty In kiipiuK up with its orders.

Bobert Stimson Locates at Memphis
Itolx-rt Sllinson. ~on of .1. V. Siiinsou of Iluntinghuri,'. Ind.. last week

located at Memphis, where he will take charge of the new corporation

formed to operate the C. I.. Wllley veneer and lumber plant. Mr. Stimson
rxpects to put the veneer mill in shape to run immediately and will begin

to produce rotary veneers for the market. Mr. Stimson will have full

• harge of the new Stimson operations at Memphis. The plant Is to he

uue of the best sawmill plants located in tlie South.

Death of L. T. Spragins

L. T. Spragins of the firm of T. .^. Spragins .V: Son. liudi-. Miss., was
killed al)Out a week ag 1 at the company's operations, death being caused

by a li>g rolling on him from a car.

Mr. Spragins was born in ISTG and had been connected actively with
timber operations with his fatlier for a number of years. From 1.S9U to

1102 Mr. Spragins and his father were located at Demoiiolls. .Ma. In

1 :'(.} they removed to Carrollton. .Ma., remaining there for two years,

ile later was connected with his father in operating mills in Wilkinson
county. Mississippi, and later in Adams county. Mississippi, the last mill

being at Bude, the operations now being maintained by T. .1. Spragins &
Son.

The accident occurred on Friday morning, March IS. and the funeral

was held at Port Gibson, Miss., on Sunday. March I'l.

John H. Murray Dies at Eureka Springs, Ark.

John n. Murray, one of the best sawmill men in the t'ouutry. died at

Eureka Springs. March li, of kidney trouble. Mr. Murray had been in

poor health for over a year and had gone to Eureka Springs in tlie hope

that his health might be improved.

Mr. Murray was born at McC'onuellsvillc, O., on August .", 1S41. lie

was engaged in the sawmill business in Indiana for over forty-flvc years

cutting walnut, and it is stated that during that time he cut the first

carload of quartered oak ever pri>duced. He moved from Indiana to

Obion, Tenn., and from Obion went to ^lurray. Ark., where he was en-

gaged extensively in the manufacture of walnut and cherry, bis mill

being located fifty miles from the railroad. Ue removed to Galard City,

Ark., where be bad been located for over ten years up to the time of his

death. Uncle .loe. as ho was familiarly known to his friends, spent much
of his leisure time in bunting, being an excellent shot in spite of his

having only one arm.
Mr. Murray is survived by one son. a daughter and a brotiier. The

remains will lie taken to Indiana for burial. The funeral took place on
.March lu.

Will Operate Mill in Wisconsin

The Vetter Manufacturing ("ompany of Wausau, Wis., has purchased

upwards of l.Gon acres of timberland, a forty-acre mill site and sawmill,

all located In Marathon county. Wis. These deals have been pending for

about three months.
The timberland is located near the town of Knowlton and contains ap-

proximately 10,000.000 feet of hardwood and hemlock timber. It is

eompact and readily accessilde for logging operations. The sawmill is on
the banks of the EAu Claire river, about nine miles east of Knowlton
station.

The sawmill of the .Tohnson Creek Lumber Company near Knowlton
lias been purchased and is being moved into this site. Tbc mill has a

daily capacity of 40.000 to ."lO.OOO feet.

Canadian Linderman Company in Progressive Enterprise

lI.MtDWODi) I!ki'<mii> was recently in reieipt of a communication from
r. C. Cheston. general manager of the Canadian Linderman Company,
Ltd., Woodstock. Ontario. Mr. Cheston's letter was inspired by a short

item appearing in a recent issue of II.midwood Record, in which an en-

lavor was mad,' to treat humorously a suggestion appearing in a country

iMily to the effect that a wonderful edger which had come under the

'liservation of one of the reporters of that paper turned out 24 inch lum-
Uer from .my old kind of slock that went in. Of course this edger was
simply an ordinary edger and the construction of the sentence left grave
room for doubt as to the ability of the machine to perform tbc work
referred to.

Mr. Cheston, however, raises the (iiiestion that this work is actually

being done, although the total width is gotten by adding on other pieces.

.Mr. Cheston says that he has bad the proposition up with Canadian
manufacturers for several years, and has finally convinced the large,

Iirogresslve companies of the Dominion that there Is a large saving In

the process.

In the Canadian northwest, cast of tbc Rocky mountains, according to

Mr. Cheston, there are vast quantities of spruce, most of it being small

M ruber which yields from twenty-five to forty per cent of 3-lnch or 4-Inch

iiiirrow widths. The best of this Is used for flooring and other similar

inirposes. but the common grades sell for what can be ieallze<l for theni,

l>rices ranging usually from ?7..">0 to *!) a thousand. Mr. Cheston says

that his suggestion was that these companies leave the narrow widths

to airdry for iiln.'ty days, after which they can be run through a

Linderman iiiacliine iiiiii two 4 iiuli strips run together, making a board
of any ieni;lli up lo K; feet thai will be 7% Inches wide. This board can
be put through a matcher and converted into sblplap, which brings from
¥14 to *l(i per thousand at the mill.

.Mr. Cheston also suggests that No. :{ grades of lumber on the prairie
Increase rapidly In price, according to width, there being a variation of
$."> between 4-inch and (i-lnch No. .'i grades, and lolncb and 12-lnch No. o
grades.

The |ihin also includes tbc making of all lumber of eciual lengths, which
Is proving to be practical and economical. For Instance, .'J-lnch strips
10 feet long are joined to one or more pieces of any length wbo.se com-
bined length equals 16 feet. There Is then joined to this piece two or
more lengths whose combined length makes ItJ feet. On the outside of
this composite board a binding strip 2. y or more Inches wide is joined
through the LIndiTman machine. Such a composite hoard as this can
lie used for sub-flooring, partition work, sheathing and similar work
being very well adapted for those uses. This operation can he per
formed at a cost of not exceeding one dollar per thousand feet.

.\s proof of its faith In the proposition, the Linderman company
recently ran several thousand feet of 4-foot spruce through a matcher, and
then used it to cover the outside of a number of its buildings. ' When
painted, it was impossible to discover any openings betVeen the Boards
at the joints.

Ohio Furniture Company Purchases New Machinery
The officers of the Auglaize Furniture Coniijany of New Bremen. O.,

Inst week completed the purchase of new macbinery for the factory
which that company is erecting. The question of individual motor-drives
is also being con.sidered and it is anticipated that these purchases will

also be consummated in the near future.

The work of erecting the plant is about completed, the carpenters now
being busy with the interior finishing. It is expected that by the time
the macbinery arrives, concrete floors will be ready for installation and
that the operation of the shops will be started in the early spring.

Prominent Boston Lumherman Dies

Willis I.'. Hates, pi-oiiiincnt ti'.;iire in .N.'W lOn^land lumber circles, died
suddenly on Monday. March 'J. His death came as a great shock to a
large number of those in the trade as he was in his usual good health
up to an hour or two of his death.

Mr. Bates was born in Coventry. R. I., in 18.58. He was engaged in

the lumber business in Coventry for some time, but came to Boston a
quarter of a century ago, and was associated with J. & A. Ilurd & Co.
Later he became manager of a branch of Shepard, Farmer & Co., until

be organized Willis C. Bates & Co. about tin years ago. He has been
treasurer and manager of that concern since commencing the business.

Mr. Bbtes was a thirty-second degree Mason, an Odd Fellow, a mem-
ber of the Ancient and Honorable .\rfillcry Company of Boston, and a
member of several clubs. He was whlely known in a business way and
i'.ad a host of friends.

The tuueral was held Thursday afternoon at his late residence. 33
High street. Canton, Mass.

Pertinent Information

Eight Large Bedwood Logs
Eight logs were recently cut Ironi a rcihvoorl tree In Humboldt county,

California, the largest measuring twelve feet and the smallest nine Inside

the bark. Their aggregate length was 174 feet. The smallest scaled

12.042 feet, the largest 17.778. The total measurement of the tree was
12(i.!l7H board feet. This may not be the largest outiiut for a single tree,

but no record ex( ding it seems to be at liaiid.

A Mammoth Michigan Elm
What was probably the largest tree In southern .Michigan was cut rc-

centl.v on the Daniel Cullinane farm in Silver Creek township, near tbc
Culllnane schoolhouse. This monster was an elm and furnished seven

logs, the butt log being the shortest and scaling 1,400 feet. The rest of

tbc tree was large euough to bring the total measurement up to nearly

7,000 feet, a record which has not been made during the past fifty years

In Cass county. But one log at a time couhl be liauli>d. owing to Its size,

and one team could not handle the first one. It Is not known how old

the tree was, but It is estimated to have been at least 200 .years old. If not

older.

Hearing on Rates from Batesville to Points North and East

Thi're was a bearing at .Memphis Saturday, March 14, In the case of tbc

Southern Hardwood Traflic Bureau, on behalf of R. .7. Darnell. Inc.,

against the Illinois Central Railroad and forty-two other carriers, involv-

ing rates on hardwood lumber from Batesville, Miss., the location of the

big double baml mill of R. .T. Darnell, Inc., to points In the North and
E^at. The idalntilT was represented by .1. R. Walker, attorney of the

Southern Hardwood TralBc Bureau, witji hendqmirters at Washington:

J. H. Townshend. general manager of the bureau, with headquarters at

Memphis, and Elliott l.ang. tratbi- manager for tlii> firm in whose behalf

the suit was brought. V,. K. Bryan, assistant general freight agent of
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tlie Illinois Central; Joseph Ilattondorf, general freight agent of the

southern lines of the Illinois Central System, and C. B. Drayton of Wash-
ington appeared for the defendant roads. The hearing was before J. T.

Hines, special examiner for the Interstate Commerce Commission.

The principal contention of the plaintilT was that the rates from Bates-

vlUe are materially higher than those from Sardis, nine miles further

north. The present rates from the latter point to northern and eastern

destinations are three cents over the Mempliis rate on all hardwoods,
while the rates from Batesvllle are three cents higher on cottonwood and
gum and six cents higher than the Memphis rate on all other hardwoods.
It was pointed out that, while a manufacturer at >Sardis and Batesvllle

are on the same basis with respect to cottonwood and gum, there is a

differential of three cents per hundred pounds on all other hardwoods in

favor of the former as against the latter. This means a difference of

$1.50 per tliousand on oak, ash, hicliory and other hardwoods, excepting

cottonwood and gum, while the dilTerence in point oC distance is only

nine miles. This is alleged to be undue discrimination.

The principal argument advanced by the representatives of the de-

fendant roads was that Sardis, which Is fifty-two miles south of Memphis,
lies witliln one of the so-called 50-milc zones, and that the commission
has itself gone on record against disturbing these zones unless there is

extreme reason therefor. The railroads also pointed out, through their

counsel and witnesses, the fact that a rate of three cents had been made
on gum and cottonwood from Batesvllle because the market for these

items was slow and needed a stimulus, while the other hardwoods did not

need such treatment.

The bureau is seeking a rate of three cents over the Memphis rates on

all hardwoods, the same as now enjoyed by Sardis, nine miles further

north. No decision will be made until the testimony adduced at this hear-

ing has been laid before the entire commission. The defendant roads

offered a compromise of four cents above the Memphis rate before the

hearing was held, but this was refused.

J. II. Townshend. general manager for the bureau, is in receipt of in-

formation to the effect that within the next two or three weeks the car-

riers will issue new tariffs providing for an over-lumber rate on spokes,

flooring, handles, tight cooperage material and other products made from

hardwood lumber. This is to be done in accordance with a suggestion

from the Interstate Commerce Commission, which was made in connec-

tion with the case of the Eastern Wheel Manufacturers' Associations vs.

the Alabama vt Vicksburg and other carriers. These products have here-

tofore taken the same rates as lumber, but the new tariffs will, according

to information received here, establish an arbitrary rate somewhat aljove

current rates, on hardwood lumber for everything manufactured there-

from. Memphis is a large manufacturer of hardwood products and the

bureau will take this matter up as soon as further definite information

has been received as to the rates to be promulgated by the roads in

question. _
George D. Burgess, president of the Southern Hardwood Traffic Bureau,

left Memphis Tuesday evening for Chicago. He will go thence to Washing-

ton, where he will confer with J. R. Walker, attorney for the bureau, in

connection with the efforts being made by the latter to secure a rate of

eleven cents from Memphis to New Orleans on all hardwood lumber. This

matter is to be fought out before the commission by means of an inter-

vening petition when the case of the Bellgrade Lumber Company et al. vs.

the Illinois Central and Yazoo & Mississippi Valley roads, involving rates

of eleven and ten cents, respectively, on hardwood lumber shipments from

points in Mississippi above and below the main liue of the Southern

Railway to New Orlenas.

Important Arkansas Bate Questions

On March 12 a hearing was held in the United States district court

before Special Master Judge J. G. Wallace on the exceptions filed by the

railroads to claims for overcharges filed by lumber and stave mills on

shipments made under the rough material rates during the pendency of

the Arkansas rate case. According to the custom, the stave mills en-

tered into a contract with the railroads whereby, in consideration of the

reduced rates, the mills agreed to reship a certain percentage of the

manufactured products over the road which brought in the rough ma-

terial. The rough material for the most part was hauled from Arkansas

points to the mills, which are also located in Arkansas, and, generally

speaking, the finished products were shipped to foreign states. The rail-

roads contended in the hearing that, inasmuch as the finished products

were shipped to foreign states, the whole shipment, from the point of

origin in the forest to the mill and from the mill to the foreign state were

interstate shipments, and therefore not subject to claims for refund by

reason of the freight charges made in excess of the rates provided by

Standard Freight Distance Tariff No. 3, promulgated by the Arkansas

Railroad Commission in 190S. The manufacturers, on the other hand,

contended that they bought the rough material outright and shipped it

into their mills, where it stayed on the average of from three to nine

months: that during that time it was their property absolutely, on which

they paid state taxes ; that at the time the rough material came in they

did not know where the finished products therefrom would be sold ; that

the fact that they did sell the majority of it in foreign markets did not

make the entire transaction a matter of interstate commerce.

The principal manufacturing concerns affected by the hearing were the

Hub Manufacturing Company of Jonesboro, the National Cooperage &
Woodenware Company of Clarendon. J. F. Hastey & Son, Paragould : W.

W. Wilson Stave Company of Little Rock ; Henry Wrape & Co., Para-

gould ; .Vrkadelphla Milling Company, Arkadelphla & Prltchard Lumber
Company, Little liock.

.\t the conclusion ot the hearing Special Master Wallace tools the case

under advisement and no decision 1ms yet been announced.
The St. Louis, Iron Mountain & Soutliern Railway Company has filed

suit In the Pulski Chancery Court against the W. W. Wilson Stave Com-
pany and its successor, the W. W. Wilson & Wrape Stave Company,
asking an accounting and a judgment for tlie recovery of a balance said

to be due as freigiit charges on shipments of rough material to the

company's plant in Argenta during the past three years.

The plaintiff alleges that the stave company, in consideration of re-

duced freight rates on Inbound shipments of rough material, agreed to

ship out each year over the plaintiff's road manufactured products In an
amount not les^ than thirty per cent in weight of the total tonnage of

inbound rough material during that year. It alleges that there was a

written contract to that effect and that a regularly established freight

rate was made. It further alleges that the stave company failed to ship

out over the plaintiff's road the required thirty per cent on about

18,000,000 pounds of rough material shipped in during the past three

years. The plaintiff company alleges that it is therefore entitled to make
a full charge, based on the local freight rate, on all the foregoing tonnage
in lieu of the rate which was charged. The difference between the re-

duced rate and the legal local rate is alleged to be $0,368.9."!, which
amount is asked in judgment by the railroad company.

The Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific Railway Company has recently

made a proposition to compromise the claims for refund on overcharges

against tliat road arising oiit of the excess freight and passenger rates

charged during the past five years over those as fixed by the railroad

commission in 1908. Under the terms offered by the railroad said com-
pany is to pay into the court the sum of $30,000, which is to be used in

paying a prorated amount of all claims filed for refund of overcharges

made in passenger fares during the above mentioned period. It also

offers to pay into the court the sum of $100,000, to be used in the same
manner for liquidating the claims filed against said company for the

refund of excess freight charges made during the above named period.

This proposition has been endorsed by the three members of the

Arkansas Railroad Commission, by Attorney General W. L. Moose, by
Special Counsel Judge Jos. M. Hill and by Governor George W. Hays.
This proposition ot compromise will be submitted to Judge Jacob Trieber

of the United States District Court at this place, and all claimants will

be given an opportunity to be heard as to whether or not they desire to

accept the proposition as made or continue the litigation. Judge Hill,

who has conducted these cases for the state since 1908, is of the opinion

that this is a fair settlement in that it insures the continuation of the

two-cent passenger fare rate and the rate as fixed by the Arkansas Rail-

road Commission in what is known as Standard Freight Distance Tariff

No. 3. He thinks that the shippers and consignees will realize from
thirty to fifty per cent of their claims for freight overcharges, and that

the passenger refund will be paid practically in full, as the amounts
which will he proved will be less than the actual amounts of overcharges
made by the railroads.

A Forestry Law for Virginia

A forestry law, the first that Virginia has ever had, was passed by the

Virginia Assembly on Friday, March 13, after a campaign waged for several

weeks by the American Forestry Association, it being an important part
of the association's work to secure the passage of forestry laws in the

various states. The association sent its representatives into the state

several weeks ago and in talks with prominent residents and by articles

in the newspapers presented to the citizens the needs of the state for

proper forestry management of its timberlands and its waste lands un-

suited for agricultural purposes. The state's forest products are estimated
as being worth $30,000,000 annually, and its forested area is 15,000,000

acres. Forest fires have caused a loss of about $350,000 annually for sev-

eral years. The state ranks sixth in lumber production, but despite this

previous efforts to secure the passage of a forestry bill were failures, owing
to the general apathy of the citizens and the members of the legislature.

The sentiment aroused by the American Forestry Association, however,

was so strong that citizens from every part of the state urged considera-

tion of a forestry bill introduced in the Senate by Senator R. S. Blackiiurn

Smith, and following addresses before committees of the Senate and
House by S. B. Detwiler, an expert forester representing the American
Forestry Association, J. Girvin Peters of the Forest Service and others,

the bill passed the Senate unanimously and the House by a vote of 86 to 3.

Governor Stuart heartily commended the bill and signed it.

The bill places the forestry work under the direction of the State Geo-

logical Commission (composed of the governor, the president of the Uni-

versity of Virginia, the president of the Virginia Polytechnic Institute,

the president of the Virginia Military Institute and one citizen from the

state at large). Until 1916 the bill provides that the expenses Incurred

in the organization and operation of the forestry department are to be paid

out of the budget of the University of Virginia.

The other provisions of the bill are very similar to those in the law
now in successful operation in Kentudiy. The principal powers conferred

on the forestry commission by the bill are as follows :

1. The appointment of a technically trained man as state forester.
1'. The commission has the power to purchase lands suitable for forest
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Wood Imports and Exports
,

The linrean of Forelt-n and Iiomistic Comnieree has published export and
import figures on lumber for January, ot this year, and coiuparlsons with
similar datu from January ot last year. Summaries of these statistics
follow ; V

I.Meoiirs
.laniiary. January,

l!>i;i. ]!)H.
,"'i^'' '•"•' * :m.:i'<7 s -.M.-Ti
Cedar l.-,i' ncs .-, mtj
Mabot'any Ulis r.tVi'.iKi

All other cabinet woods !)7 '.i.'i
'

'is .">().>>

Logs nnd round timber 41.17ii 4U 4S9
Pulpwoou i!r>;!,-J3U 440J07Sawvd icmber 877,6ua 740,335
If tl'S 75,094 e4.458
Shlnples 07,097 99,845
All other innibcr 38,570 6,364
Wood pulp 1,269,774 1.418,792

Total Imports $3,845,655 .?3,.S39.796

Exports
The value ot the exports for the two periods are shown below.

Januar5', Januarv,
1913. 1914."

Uound logs, hi'jkory ? 18,020 .f 60,696
Oak 10,710 6,393
Walnut 56,693 48,751
All other .339,237 245,870

Total round timber $ 425,260 $ 361,710
Hewed timber 45,967 39,888
Sawed timber 1,018,126 436,923
Lumber, cypress 48,509 24,933

Douglas Hr 521,179 746.693
Rel gum 157,772 157.063
Kale ^ 1,031,374 009.421
White pine .* 115,011 9.1.SS5
Longleaf pine 1,726,728 1.420,538
Shortleaf pine 70.24S 17 347
Ail other pine 427,305 166.127
Yellow poplar 168,799 148,332
Hcdwood (six months in 1913) 41.149 167,026
Spruce 11.797 47,392
All other lumber 450,778 425,372

Total sawed lumber $4,770,649 $4,326,129
Joists and scantlings 29,103 12,911
Railroad ties 172.786 146,657
Shingles 20.627 2.716
Box i-hooks 131. .S70 155.576
Barrel shocks 238.258 101,261
Staves 754,239 396,450
Heading 9,700 16,479
Ail other cooperage 214,720 203.660
Doors, sash and blinds 102,880 72,806
Furnitur-i 638,679 463,665
F,mpty barrels 35,593 52.265
Incubators 21,516 19.747
Trimmings 71,944 36.079
Woodenware 47,569 20,592
Wood pulp 86.846 37,175
All other manufactures ot wood 028,371 597,855

Total exports $9,477,4:10 $7,516,912

New Indiana Housing Law
The Indiana legislature recently passed a new law, known as tin-

"housing law" l)ecause It prescribed certain rules which builders must
observe in order to lessen fire risks. Among its provisions are the fol

lowing :

AH tenement houses more than three stories high must be ot tlreproof

construction.

The law defines a fireproof tenement house as "one the walls of which
are constructed of brick, stone, cement, iron or other hard, incom-

bustible material, and in which there are no wood beams or lintels : and
in which the floors, roofs, stair halls and public halls are built entirely

of brick, stone, cement, iron or olber hard Incombiisllble material: In

which no woodwork or other inflammable material is usc*l in any ot the

partitions, furrings or ceilings.

"This dennltlon," the law states, "shall not !» construed as prohibit-

ing elsewhere in the stair-halls or entrance-halls, the use bf wooden
floorings on top ot wooden sleepers ; nor as prohibiting wooden hand-

rails or treads of hardwood not less than two Inches thick, nor doors

or wooden lath in partitions."

The law definitely states that no closet of any kind, except one of

fireproof construction, may be placed under a stairway leading from the

llrst floor to an upper story. Such space must be left entirely open.

Ihe .iirciieeiiiint of the law rests with the building inspector of each
« ity. In case lils oHlee exists. If not. the local board ot health Is re-
sponsible for seeing that property owners conform to Its requirements.
In case the board of health cannot enforce the law, the city mayor is

held responsible. The Ore marshal Is urging local offlclals everywhere,
to take particular pains to see that the law is enforced.

Clyde Stump-PuUer Bought for Siberia
The Kussian government, through William I'. .Vnderson. agricultural

commissioner for America, has purchased a stump pulling and piling
machine to be used In reclaiming land along the Amoor river in Siberia.
The machine pulls, skids and piles all stumps, leaving the ground entirely
clear and ready for Immediate cultivation.

Mr. .\nderson declares that the agricultural future ot Siberia is almost
beyond imagination ; the country contains no less than one-sixth ot the
total farm land of the world, the greater part ot which remains un-
cleared. He compared the climate along the Amoor to that found In
western Canada and announced that the Kussian government has under-
taken the work ot clearing thousands of acres to be given to industrious
Kussians. with a view to settling the country with prosperous and inde-
pendent farmers.

'I'his flr.^t stump puller will be shipped within a few days, its arrival
being anxiously awaited by the community for whom it is to work.
The machine is similar to one now being operated on the lands ot the
Houston Oil Company at Klrbyville, Tex., which has proved decidedly
successful under somewhat trying conditions, clearing an average ot two
and a half acres a day in yellow pine stumps with big tap-roots. These
Klrbyville lands have been cut-over for many years and In consequence
the tops of the stumps are badly rotted, making it necessary to dig for a
hold around a main root in a great many pulls. But for this, the capacity
ot the machine would be even greater. However, this difficulty will not
be encountered in the Siberian operations, since the timber has not yet
been felled.

These stump pullers are built by the Clyde Iron Works at their factory
in Duluth, lliiiii.

Philippine Forestry Report
The annual reporr i.f tlie I'hilippine Bureau of Forestry, for the fiscal

year ending June 30, 1913, has been published in .Manila and copies
1-ave been received in this country. It was prepared liy Major George P.
Ahern. Director of Forestry. The public forests in the Philippines aggre-
gate about 40.000,000 acres. The working force includes ten foresters
and seveu«y-eight rangers and guards.* Total expenses are $227,000 a
year, and the net income $163,000.
One of the troubles which the Philippine foresters have to contend

with is the activities ot the squatter who clears land in the forest, de-
stroys timber, and carries on crude agriculture without much concern
about the real owner of the land. These clearings are called "caingins"—a name which is anything but English, but which, for some reason,
the Philippine foresters persist in using instead of its English equivalent.
They also use the measure "hectare" when they might express it In acres
so that the American readers can tell what is meant without being
under the necessity of consulting a dictionary and then working a sum
in decimal tractions to translate the term into English. They likewise
use an arbitrary sign for the dollar mark, or for whatever it Is they use
in place ot American money. The American government has gone to
considerable trouble and expense to send school teachers to the Phiilp-
uines to teach English to the people there. It seems a little inconsistent
to do this, while American foresters over there show preference to what
is not English in writing their reports.

Nevertheless, the report under review is an excellent one and gives a
great deal of information concorning the forests of the Philippines.

V'.'>y-i05'ai^JWitiJ^TO!)iTO^!TOtl^^ '

Hardwood ^ews ^otes

< MISCELLANEOUS y
The Georgia Show Case Company ot Columbus, Ga., has removed to

Montgomery, Ala.

The Greenwich Sash & Door Company of Greenwich, Conn., has been
Incorporated at that place.

The Nichols & Shepard Company, Baltimore, Md., has Increased Its

capital stock to $2,220,000.

The Conneaut Carriage Wood Work Co. has a capital of $25,000 and
will operate at Cincinnati, O.

The Cleveland-cllIT Iron Company ot Munlsing, Mich., has been suc-
ceeded by the Munlsing Company.
The Globe Casket Manufacturing Company, of Kalamazoo, Mich., has

increased Its capital stock to $100,000.

The Cincinnati Fireproof Door Company has been Incorporated at
Cincinnati, O., with $15,000 capita! stock.

The Atlantti Hardwood Company Is the style of a recently incorporated
concern at Atlanta, Ga.. with a capital of $3,000.

The Twin illy Hardwood Company, St. Paul, Minn., has been suc-
leeded by the Twin City Hardwood Lumber Company.
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Tho Perry I''urniture Conipauy has beon Incorporated at Nashville,

Tenn. This conceru will operate with ?10.000 capital.

The Old Colony Chair Company was recently Incorporated at Uotk-
ford, III. The company will have .fin.OOO capital stocl;.

Dermott Land & Lumber Co.

Plain and
Quartered OAK Gum, Ash,

Elm, Hickory

Highest Quality Band Sawn
Southern Hardwoods

DERMOTT, ARK.

JAMES & ABBOT COMPANY
Lumber and Timber

No. 165 Milk St., BOSTON, MASS.

DUGAN LUMBER CO.
a"'nd"s'hrp*p"erHardwood Lumber

MEMPHIS TENNESSEE

COLFAX HARDWOOD LUMBER CO.

ASH
MANUFACTURERS

OAK CYPRESS GUM
All stock band sawn, well manufactured, carefully graded, BOod aver-

age widths and high percentage of 14 and 16 ft. lengths.
No manipulation of grades.

Located on f^i^TT7AV'TA Conflumere'
La. B. & N. Co. \^VJl-ir i\A, Jui\. inquiries desired

Birch Veneers. Also Elm, Maple and Basswood

WE MANUFACTURE FINE KOTARY CUT

STOLLE LUMBER & VENEER CO. Tripoli, Wi«.

LET US QUOTE YOU

SELLIISa LIST
100.000
200,000
150,000
25,000
20,000

10,000
15.000
25,000

100.000
30,000
10,000

GUM
ft. of 4/4" Is & 2s Sap
ft. of 4/4 No. 1 Com. Sap
ft. of 4/4 No. 3 Com. Sap
ft. of 6/4 Is & 23 Sap
ft. of 6/4 No. 1 Com. Sap

ELM
ft. of 4/4 Log Run Elm
ft. of 5/4 Log Run Elm
ft. of 6/4 Log Run Elm

MAPLE
ft. of 6/4 Log Run Maple
ft. of 5/4 Log Run Maple
ft. of 4/4 Log Run Maple

OAK
ft. of 4/4 No. 2 & Btr. Oak,
can ship separate grades

ft. of 5/4 Log Run Oak,
principally good Common

ft. of 8/4 Log Run Oak

),000 ft. of 4/4 Select & Better
Cypress

J.OOO ft. of 4/4 Shop Cypress
l.COO ft,

J.OOO ft,

),000 ft

of 4/4 No. 1 Common Cy.
of 4/4 No. 2 Common Cy.
of 4/4 No. 3 Common or

Pecky Cypress
of 8/4 No. 2 Common Cy-

press, some thin

f 8/4 No. 3 Common Cy-
press, some thin
of 6/4 No. 2 Com. Cypress
of 6/4 No. 3 Com. Cypress

of 4/4 Log Run Poplar,
mostly Common
of 4/4 Log Run Sycamore

M.
CAPE

Our Grades Are Right.

E. Leming Lumber Company
GIRARDEAU MISSOUR

The Empire Chair Company of Ellzahelhtown, Carter county, Tenn.,.
has Increased Its capital stock from *J0,000 to yiOO.OOO.
The Kutcbins Furniture Company has started Imsiness at St. Louis,

.Mo. This Is an Incorporated conceru with $50,000 capital.
Keltsch Brothers, Uockford. 111., have been succeeded by Reltsch Bros.,.

Inc. The Incorporated concern will have ?50,000 capital stock.
The Interchangeable Fixture Company of tjiand Haplds, Mich., has

been succoe<led by Ihi.' Grand Uapids Display Equipment Company.
It is reported from Hot Springs, Ark., that the A. .1. Roads Furniture

Company has been Incorporated at that place with .$10,000 capital stock.
The Abrenbeck Vehicle Company Is tlie style of a recently incor-

porated concern at \avasota, Tex. The company's capital stock Is

:f20,000.

The Z. A. Ward Woodwork Company has started business at Pitts-
Held, Mass. This is an incorporated concern and will operate with
iSliS.OCO capital.

The Campbell Car Company is the style ot a recently incorporated
concern which will operate at Rochester, N. Y. The company has an
authorized capital ot $50,000.

It is reported from Fail River that Ernest C. Whitney, Salem.
has incorporated under the name of Ernest C. Whitney, Inc., with an
authorized capital ol ?10,000.

It is also reported from Fall River, Mass., that the A. Homer Skinner
Lumber Company, which has been a figure in the lumber trade of that
I ity, has been succeeded by the Pope-Sisson Lumber Company.

R. L. Muse & Co., Walnut Ridge, Ark., will build a hardwood saw-
mill ot 40,000 feet daily capacity. The building will be 150x50 feet and
the entire plant will cost .|10,000. The machinery has already been
purchased.

=< CHICAGO >-

Thomas McFarland, prominent in hardwood circles of Cairo, 111., was
one of the recent visitors to the Chicago market.

Ira B. Bennett, president of the Fresno Flume & Lumber Company
of Fresno, Cal., was in Chicago for several days last week.

William H. Shippen ot Shippen Brothers Lumber Company, Ellijay,

Ga.. spent lost week with the local trade on business.

George 1. McClure of George I. McClure & Co., Buffalo, and Stephen
Derry, also ot Buffalo, were two of the prominent out-of-town visitors

last ''/eek.

Sam A. Thompson, sales manager of the Norman Lumber Company,
r.rf5uisville, Ky., and Holly Ridge, La., has been in the city for several

days of this week.
William M. Gunton & Co., hardwood dealers ot Chicago, are involved

in an involnntaiy petition in bankruptcy.
The Huddleston-Marsh Lumber Company, Chicago, has increased Its

capital stock to $7.'>,000.

It is reported that the Williamson-Kuny Mill & Lumber Company,
Mound City. 111., has been succeeded by P. T. Langan, with headquarters

at Cairo, HI.

Thomas W. Fry, secretary of the Charles F. Luehrmann Hardwood
Lumber Company, St. Ivouis, Mo., spent several days of last week in the

Chicago trade.

M. L. Pease of the Galloway-Pease Company, Saginaw, Mich., and
Poplar Bluff, Mo., made one ot his periodic visits to this city last week.

J. T. McRoberts, secretary of the Hooton Hardwood Company of

Terre Haute, Ind., was in Chicago last week in the interest of his con-

cern.

George T. Burgess of Russe & Burgess, Inc., Memphis, Tenn., spent

a few da.vs in Chicago last week on business.

C. H. Donaldson of the Mason-Donaldson Lumber Company, Rhine-

lander, Wis., was a prominent northern visitor in the Chicago market

several days of last week.

=-< NEW YORK >.=

W. I-I. .\lling, sales manager and H. L. Black, selling representative of

Caflisch Brothers, hardwood manufacturers and wholesalers of James-

town, were recent visitors in New York. They report a good inquiry but

the volume of business being placed is still low for this season of the

year. The company is making a big drive now on thick maple.

The local office of Hotchkiss Brothers Company, wholesaler, with main

ofiice at Torrington, Conn., has been discontinued. D. B. Collins repre-

sents the company in New Jersey and J. B. Huff covers the upper New
York state trade.

The Barker-Bond Lumber Company, wholesaler of pine and hardwoods,

has engaged the services of Varney A. Randall, who will represent it In a

selling capacity in the Long Island, New England and eastern Pennsyl-

vania trade. He is a son of E. V. Randall, manager of the Goodyear

Lumber Company's local office.

The Flume Lumber Company has been incorporated here by C. P. Fol-

som. L. H. Strouse and L. Goldstone, attorneys of 55 John street, who
are known in the lumber trade of the district. The company will develop

a hardwood tract in eastern Tennessee, where a mill has been placed.

It win ship via Paint Rock, N. C.

W. S. Harlan of the Jackson Lumber Company, Lockhart, .-ila., was a
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visitor lo Now York rccontly. lie was on a tour of the eastern markets
where Jackson flooring Is so well known.

R. J. Perrlne. president of the New York Lumber Trade Association, has
returned from a vacation spent at Palm Beach and other winter resorts,

lie met quite a company of local lumliermen nt the Florida resort.

John W. Chandler, formerly sales manager of the Klrliy Lumber Com-
pany at Houston, will take charpe of the local office of the Klrby company
.\prll 1. He has been succeedid lU llon^tor] hy Harry T. Kenilnll.

=< BUFFALO >•-

A. W. Krelnheder was reelected president of the Buffalo Lumber Ex-
change on March 14. Hardwood men elected directors wore : Elmer J.

Sturm of Miller, Sturm & Miller ; Hugh McLean of the Hugh McLean
Lumber Company ; W. A. Perrin of Blakeslce, Perrln & Darling: and A. E.

Davenport of Davenport & Uldley. The cvchange went on record as
favoring the new commission charter for this city.

Vice-president O. E. Y'eagor states that the convention of the National
Hardwood Lumber Association to be held here In June will doubtless draw
a large and representative crowd from all over the country.

A. \. Mason reports a fair trade in hardwoods, with an especially good
cr.U for sap birch, which has been very scarce in this market recently,

and also for nmple.

Messrs, McCallum and Plumley, of the Hugh McLean Lumber Company's
executive force, have recently been In the South, calling at the com-
pany's mills and looking over the hardwood situation.

B. F. Ridley of Davenport & Ridley has lately been in Pennsylvania,
where he has been shipping principally beech and white ash. The weather
has been good this winter for logging.

The National Lumber Company, which has taken up the flooring trade
extensively of late, finds that the market holds steady and that there is a

fairly good demand for oak and maple chiefly.

The Buffalo Hardwood Lumber Company reports trade as fair this

month. The company is not likely to get any lake lumber of account
down the lakes this season, owing to the high* prices asked.

A. J. Elias was one of the chief speakers at the recent hearing before
the ma.vor and spoke in favor of the signing by that official of the new
charter for this city.

The Standard Hardwood Lumber Company reports the hardwood trade
as looking up. A large number of cars of oak and chestnut are beginning
to arrive from the South.

The Yeager Lumber Company finds trade fair this month, with inquiries

on the increase. With better weather business is expected to improve
considerably. Oak, maple, elm and basswood are moving.

Miller, Sturm & Miller state that the hardwood trade is covering a
number of different woods at present, though maple and oak are the hard-
woods in chief demand.

T. Sullivan & Co. report an increased trade in beech and for this wood
a better demand exists than for some time. Plain oak is not as strong in

this market as a short time ago.

George A. Jackson of Jackson & Tindle, has bought a large residence lot

on Oakland Place, in the best section of the city, and will build a hand-
some house there this summer.

< PHILADELPHIA > :

A. S. McGaughan, the well-known lumberman and eastern representative

of the Oregon Lumber Company, Baker City, Oregon, with headquarters
at the Lumbermen's Exchange rooms, has Just returned from a trip

through Eastern Pennsylvania and New England. He was greatly en-

couraged over the outlook for New England.
J. W. Campbell of Currie & Campbell says things have been somewhat

quiet of late due to the severe weather conditions, but with seasonable

weather he is confident things will swing round to normal.

Charles K. Parry of Charles K. Parry & Co., sole selling agents of the

Carolina Spruce Company, Pensacola, N. C, reports desultory trading

owing to the bad weather, but the recent mild conditions have had good
results, as a number of good orders have already been booked. Business
so far in March is considerably over the total for the whole month of

March, lOlX
The Kendall Lumber Company of Pittsburgh has removed its Phila-

delphia branch office from the Real Estate Trust building to room 416
Crozer building.

William P. Shearer of Samuel H. Shearer & Sons says business has been

practically at a standstill, but as soon as good spring weather arrives he

has no doubt business will revive. The mill at Atkinson, N. C, Is active

getting out stuff. Samuel H. Shearer has Just returned from a short

sojourn at Atlantic City, N. J.

Howard B. France, secretary and treasurer of the Haddock-France
Lumber Company, reports the mill at Mt. Sterling, N. C, busy preparing

for the first advance in trading. He says business has been fair right

along, with low grades in strong demand. He Is optimistic as to outlook.

William H. Fritz, vice-president of the Lumbermen's Exchange, and head
of W. H. Fritz & Co., recently with his wife spent a few weeks at Palm
Beach. Fla. The trip was made mainly for the benellt of Mrs. Ititz, who
has been In frail health for some time.

.\rthur W. Kent of the J. S. Kent Company reports business only

fair, but looks for more buoyant trading with the return of good

weather.
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Walnut for Export

A lot of splendid assorted American Walnut
logs, squared up and ready for export, are
shown in the above photograph, which illus-

trates a section of our exporting yard at Kan-
sas City.

All work, from the selecting of the trees in

the woods to the final loading, is done by men
trained in our employ and is under our close
personal supervision.

Hence we can guarantee satisfaction in both
export and domestic shipments.

FRANK PU RCELL
Kansas City, Mo. U. S. A.

THE QUALITY OF YOUR

VENEERS
Your profits depend largely on econom-

ical production, and uniformly cut veneers
lessen the cost of production.

Our employes are experienced, our
machinery modern, and we use the best

selected logs in Mahogany, Circassian

Walnut and Quartered Oak.

Therefore, we will furnish you with ab-
solutely uniform and bone dry sliced or

sawed veneers that your men can handle
with a minimum outlay of time and labor.

This Means Money in Your Pocket

We will welcome you to our plant

(which is so modern it's worth coming to

see) or we will send a representative with
samples, on request.

Fred W. Black Lumber Co.
2245 S. Crawford Ave. Chicago, III.

Volney (i. Udinptt, au old and wollknown lumberman, and father of
Kllli'm E. Bennett of Mungar & Bennett, Camden, N. J., died on March
14. In his seventy-seventh year.

.\ report has come that the head, arms and body ot William Balliet, a
wealthy lumberman of Williamsport, Pa., were found along the I,aclca-

wannn liailroad, at Shlckshinny. The county authorites are convinced
that Balliet was robbed, murdered and thrown upon the track, for further
mutilation. A gold watch and chain, ?200 in cash and other valuables
which are known to have been in his possession, are missing.

.T. II, Sykes. formerly Philadelphia representative of W. .\. Wilson &
Sons. Wheeling, W. Va., has formed the J. II. Sykes Lumber Company,
.ind will handle the Wilson product in this territory.

.< BOSTON y-
Following the withdrawal from the Larivee l,umljiT Company of Cyril

.T. Larivee, as noted in a recent issue, this firm has changed its name to

the B. L. Tim Lumber Company. Its yard will remain at .TIB .\lhany
St.. Boston, with B. L. Tim president and S. Ilirsch, treasurer.

The old firm of M. F. Ashley & Co. of Attleboro has dissolved partner-

ship, and Edward G. .\shley will continue under the old style as pro-

prietor.

The Wm. Keller Construction Company has been incorporated at West
Newton, Mass., with capital stock of $50,000, and will operate a large

planing mill in that town.
John B. Bugbee of the hardwood bouse of the Holt & Bugbee Company

is now able to be at the office a few hours each day after a prolonged ill-

ness during the winter.

T. A. Foley of Paris, III., called on the trade of Boston during the

present week.

-•< BALTIMORE >-=

Richard P. Baer, of Richard P. Baer A: <_'o., the well-known hardwood
firm in the tower of the Maryland Casualty building, is back from a trip

of several weeks down South. He went from Baltimore to Asheville,

where he looked after details in the branch ofiice, and continued to

Mobile, near which city the firm operates a mill, and thence to New
Orleans. He found business in the main quiet, with the demand holding
off to a pronounced degree, but with the feeling as to the future rather

encouraging. M. S. Baer, of the same firm, has gone on a trip to the

Middle West. He will stop among other places at Columbus, O., where
the firm maintains a branch office with B. C. Williamson in charge. It

is also Mr. Baer's intention to visit a number of other cities in that

territory, seeing for himself just how the hardwoods are moving.
A. Frank Parker of Mann & Parker, Inc., Continental building, spent a

day at the home office this week, but was off again for Pennsylvania and
adjacent territory, and is not expected to return for a month or more. He
reported while here that a considerable portion of the northern territory

was slow about taking up lumber, and that New York in particular was
decidedly quiet.

Among the visiting lumbermen here during the last ten days or two
weeks were J. Rappe Myers, Jr., of the Ellis & Myers Lumber Company,
Salem, Va.; J. H. Mackleduff of the Case-Fowler Lumber Company, Macon,
Ua.: F. E. Schofleld of Schofleld Bros., Philadelphia, and G. C. .\dams,

of the Duquesne Lumber Company, Pittsburgh, Pa. All reported that the

hardwood trade had been rather quiet of late, with prices in the main
easy, and much trouble experienced on account of deep snow and other

obstacles.

Unusual activity in the placing of bark contracts in West Virginia and
Pennsylvania, in the neighborhood of Cumberland, which attracted

attention of late, has been followed by the report that the Chicago packing

firm of Swift & Co. has acquired tanneries in that secHon and will tan

the hides produced by it.

The schooner Benjamin F. Poole, a four-master, which sailed from
Wilmington. N. C, for Baltimore, January 20, with railroad ties has been

given up for lost. She carried a crew of eight men besides the captain.

Nothing has been heard from her since she left Wilmington.

That the lumber trade in so far as Baltimore is concerned, is very good

with excellent prospects, at least in so far as quantity is concerned,

appears plainly from the report of the building Inspector for February,

which shows that the month ran about 160 per cent ahead of the corre-

sponding period of 1913. The total for the first two months of the

present year was not less than $2,610,77-1, with $1,,581.855 for Febru-

ary alone. Only the most active months of 191.3 equalled or approached

this record, a continuance of which will put 1914 far ahead of any year

with the single exception of the first year after the great fire, when con-

struction work was unusually active.

The steamship Quernmore, of the Johnston line, which arrived ten days

ago from Liverpool, brought nearly 200 mahogany logs from Africa. Prac-

tically the entire shipment was destined to points West, a large number

going to St. Louis.

-<, COLUMBUS >-

Papers have been filed with the secretary of state Increasing the

capital stock of the H. G. Coffman Lumber Company of Washington

C. H., O., from $75,000 to $100,000.

The Ervin-Finley Mill and Lumber Company of Hamilton has been
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iucorporutfil with ii cupital i>l' .<1(i.immi i,, Uu a i!>'Ultu1 hiiiihii- Inisiiu'ss

by C. A. Ervlu, I. S. KliiU-.v. Edward Weber, S. D. Miiyer and II. U.

Helgart. The coniiiaiiy was formerly operated as a partnership and Is

located at 12S> North It. street.

The McKenzle Lumber and ("oal Company of Sprlnsfli'Id. O.. lias

lucorporatod three eoneerns to handle the lumber and buildinf; supply

business In three separate towns. The Sprlnnfiehl company Is to be

known «s the MeKenzle Lumber and Coal Company. The company at

Delaware. O.. Is called the McKenzle Lumber Company and the one at

Waldo, O.. the McKenzle Lumber and Timber Company. The Incorporat-

ors In each of the companies are William McKenzle, John S. McKenzle,

Frank E. McKenzle, C. TV. McKenzle and Presley II. Salb.

The announcement Is made that the Crescent Lumber Company, which

has bad its general offices at Marietta, O., for a number of years, will

remove to Lexington, Ky. The company has extensive Interests In Ken-

tucky and West Virginia.

The Trimble Cypress Company of Cincinnati has purchased a sawmill

at ISoblnwood, Miss., which will be operated from the Cincinnati office.

J. W. Campbell has been appointed receiver for the Ira King Lumber
Company of Sardinia. O., upon the application of creditors who claim the

corporation is Insolvent.

.\t Warren, O., the Culver Lumber and Building Company has opened

in the wholesale business recently.

The Scott Lumber Company of Martins Ferry, O., has purchased the

stock of the H. M. Kothermund Company of the same place, and will

consolidate the two yards.

R. W. Horton, sales manager for the central division of the W. M.

Ritter Lumber Company, says trade in hardwoods has been quite active

during the past fortnight. Yards are probably the better customers at

this time. Factories are also buying better and furniture concerns are

now in the market. The price list is generally well maintained and no

cutting of prices is being done to force trade. Shipments are coming out

better. Hardwood stocks In the hands of mill owners are not large and

the same is true of retailers' stocks.

John K. Gobey of John R. <!obey & Co. says trade in hardwoods is

all that could be expected under the circumstances. There is a good de-

mand for all varieties and grades and prices are generally upheld. The
prospects for the future arc good.

J. A. Ford of the Imperial Lumber Company reports an improvement

in the hardwood trade all along the line with shipments coming out

better now.

Manager Ilodil of the Virginia Lumber Company is another of the

hardwood jobbers who believes there will be a marked improvement in

the hardwood demand in the near future.

The Gilliam Process Company of Columbus has been Incorporated with

a capital of ?10,000 to deal in lumber by C. G. Thompson, R. L. Gilliam,

H. H. Davis. C. W. Thompson and J. Teegardin.

A loss of JLj.OOO was caused to the plant of the Defiance Box Company
of Defiance, O.. by fire recently.

The Akron Lumber Company of .\kron has been incorporated with a

capital of $12."i,000 by John II. Dellenberger. H. .\. Dellenberger, John
H. Dellenberger, Jr., and David II. Morgan.

< INDIANAPOLIS >-

The Montgomery Hardwood Lumber Company, Crawfordsville, has noti-

fied the secretary of state It has dissolved its corporation.

.\ modern factory building is to be erected immediately by the newly

organized National Gate Company at Rushville.

Notice of a change in name of the .\dams-Carr Company to the Adams-
Rogers Company has been filed with the secretary of state.

Creditors of the Laporte Cabinet and Molding Company, Laporte, have

filed a petition In the United States Court In this city asking that the

company be adjudged bankrupt.

The Lyman Brothers Company, manufacturer of picture frames and
moldings, lost its plant in east Ohio street by fire on the night of Marsh
12. The loss was about $35,000 with $18,000 insurance. The plant was
a new one, having been occupied last summer.

In an opinion handed down recently, the Indiana Supreme Court held

that the employers liability law of 1911, which does away with the

fellow-servants' rule as a defense where there are more than five em-

ployes, is constitutional. This law also does away with contributory

negligence as a defense in many cases. The decision was of special Inter-

est to every employer of labor In the state.

O. D. Haskett of the O. D. Ilaskett Lumber Company, who was
recently elected president of the Indianapolis Chamber of Commerce, has

announced his committee appointmi^nts. which Include' many Identified

with lumber Interests. W. W. KnlKht of the Ixjng Knight Lumber Com-
pany has been placed on the committee on arbitration and street and
.sewer Improvements ; II. C. .\tklns of E. C. .\tkins & Co. on the advisory,

emergency, relief, membership and track elevation committee ; Caleb S.

Eaglesfield of the Eaglesfield-Stewart Company on the committee on

municipal expenditures; Nel.son A. Gladding of E. C. Atkins & Co. on the

committee on municipal expenditures ; John II. Talge of the Talge Mahog-
any Company on the committee on state and national legislation; L. H.

Grlswold, a lumber broker and M. S. Iluey of the Capitol Lumber Com-
pany on the committee on good roads; 'I". R. Lewis of the Burnet-Lewis

MEMPHIS
Tschudy Lumber Co.

MAM I A< II Kl.lt- (II'

St. Francis Basin Hardwoods
SPECIALS

For immediate shipment

Bandsawn. Dry. 60'' 14 and 16 foot long.

150,000 ft. 1" 1 and 2d Clear Plain White Oak.
25,000 ft. 2" 1 and 2 Clear Hickory.
50,000 ft. 2" No. 1 Common Hickory

100,000 ft. 1" Yel. Cottonwood Box Boards & Panel.

ADDRESS CORRKSP()Nni;Nr-F, TO GENERAL OFFirE
Doo republic Bldg. KANSAS CITY, MO.

Wholesale Manufacturerfl and Exporter*
RED GUM

SAP GUM
COTTONWOOD

CYPRESS
ASH

PLAIN OAK
Aiif J jT-j-t QUARTERED OAK
All tirades and J mcknesses ^ HIPKORY

We make a specialty of mixed cars
of Sap and Red Gum, One-half t*
Two inches thick.

SOFT ELM
SYCAMORE

Manufacturers Seatherfl ffaintwoods

Quartered Oak a Specialty

Memphis Tenn

TIMBER ESTIMATES
GARDNER & HOWE

ENGINEERS

Clarence W. Griffith ""V^Sr^uii^Y"' Memphis. Tenn.

The Mossman Lumber Co.,

"anufacturers f
in and quartered red |

I white oak, ash, gum |
JWnA poplar. :: :: :: :: I

ALSO FULLY EQUiPT DIMENSION l»

IVIeniphis,
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All Wood Finishers
should use our NATURAL RUBBING
OIL, "ZERO" BRAND, "Direct from Well

to Consumer."

Zero Brand Rifj. U. S. Pal. O/ftcc.

STILES BROS.
Parkersburg, West Va.

Producers of Pure Natural West Virginia Lubricating Oil
SAMPLE ON APPLICATION

On the Following Stock We Will Make Special
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pen and the outlook Is cousldered decidedly favorable for larfie opcra-
'iiins along this line. Builders, contractors and handlers of materials of

ill kinds are making preparations for an active business.

John M. Pritchard, secretary of the Ciuni Lumber Manufacturers' Asso-
iatlou. Is authority for the statement that there has recently been a

K'clded Increase In the number of Inquiries for red gum. He also says
that some of these are leading to business and that there Is more of this

lumber moving now than has been the case for quite a while. The
association has been very active since it was organized a few months
ago and its campaign of education in behalf of red gum is beginning to

awaken considerable interest in this lumber. Mr. Pritchard expresses

himself as very much encouraged over the outlook.

There has been very little rise In the Mississippi recently and later

idvlces from the government suggest that there may he no recurrence this

year of the spring flood. It is pointed out that the area of snow in the

upper tributaries is rather smaller than usual and there has been also

>>mparatively little rainfall recently In the Ohio. Mississippi and Mis-

-ouri river valleys. There is still time enough for an overflow but lumber
Interests here are rather inclined to the view that there will be no dis-

turbance along this line this season. They are glad of this and emphasize
the fact that, after having had three overUows in two years, they are

entitled to surcease from this particular trouble. A higher stage than
the present one would be welcome because of the bearing it would have
on the log supply. The present volume of water is not large enough to

facilitate the handling of timber by that method and millmen who depend
on water transportation are hopeful that there may be a materially higher

stage without in any way interfering with lumber interests throughout

the Valley states.

=-< LOUISVILLE >-
Members of the local hardwood trade are much pleased with the result

• i" the decision by the Interstate t'onimerce Commission in the complaint

>>t the Norman Lumber Company and others against the Louisville &
.N'ashville Railroad Company and others, whereby discrimination is held

by the commission to have been practiced by the roads in regard to the

bridge toll across the Ohio, and a change of the situation in this respect

is ordered. The situation is unusual. Louisville, being on the south

bank of the Ohio, has had no toll to pay on inbound shipments from the

South ; but the railroads have absorbed the charge in shipments to cities

on the north bank, such as Cincinnati, whereas the northern carriers,

in hauling lumber from Louisville into central and eastern territories,

have applied the charge, the north-bank cities thus being favored to the

extent of the one-cent bridge toll absorbed by the southern carriers. The
commis.sion says that either the carriers must shrink the bridge toll on
outbound shipments at Louisville or charge it on inbound shipments at

Cincinnati. The case has been before the commission for some time,

being the outgrowth of the original complaint filed several years ago. J.

Van Norman, the local attorney, who is a son of A. E. Norman, presi-

dent of the Norman Lumber Company, conducted the case and brought
it to a successful conclusion.

The Kentucky legislature has completed its session and adjourned,

little regret being expressed, though the legislature left undone a great

many important things. The lumbermen were particularly anxious to

have the tax system amended, but the legislature adjourned without
authorizing a vote on a constitutional amendment on this subject. The
most important legislation put through included a workmen's compensa-
tion bill and a fire insurance bill, the latter of which was so drastic in

its provisions that it has driven most of the fire insurance companies
from tlie state. The compensation measure provides a state insurance
fund, but makes it optional with the employer as to whether he will in-

sure with the state or paj- premiums to a stock company. The schedule

of compensation is fifty per cent of the workmen's weekly wage in case

of injury, and ?3,750 for death. The measure was put over as the

result of a combination of efforts of the coal operators and labor unions,

the former, on account of the high liability rates, desiring a state in-

surance fund. Some manufacturers have objected to It on various

grounds, and it is possible that It will he declared unconstitutional.

Improvement in the demand for chestnut has been one of the inter-

estlng developments of the month. .\sh Is also holding up well, and there

has been a good demand for quartered oak. Plain oak is likely to pick

up considerably as soon as the interior trim manufacturers settle down
to the active business of the building season, which has not opened up
as yet on account of bad weather all over the country.

It Is rumored that another hardwood company may be formed in

I-o'ulsvllle. There Is no definite information on the subject as yet, but
Jiccording to reports which have been in circulation the deal may involve
a reorganization of two companies now in the business. The local market
has been expanding of late, and the addition of another aggressive com-
pany would be welcomed.

The Ulchland Parish Lumber Company of Louisville, which has a large

sawmill at Itayvillc. La., generally believed to be one of the most modern
plants In the country, has increased its capital stock from $400,000 to

$70(1.000. The company plans to buy additional timberland in the viclnr

Ity of Rayville. Charles C. Mengel. Jr., Is secretary of the company.
The I'cdiral Parquetry Manufacturing Company, which was recently

incorporated at Quicksand, Ky., with $100,000 capital stock, will have a
plant in Lexington. Ky., having leased the old Luigart planing mill. It

win operate special machines Imported from Europe for the purpose. It

Harris Manufacturing Company
Johnson City, Tennessee

''Harris'' Hardwood Flooring
and Lumber

Bluestone Land & Lumber Company
MANl'F.\CTrKERS

WEST VIRGINIA HARDWOODS
Soft White Pine, Oak, Poplar, Chestnut, Hemlock

Bund Sawed Stock RIDGWAY
PENNSYLVANIA

SpEIMaiiMSMaSMSiaMSEIBEJSSiSMMffiSEIfflSiaiSMSMSISM^EMSISl^

IC I N C I N N A T Ig

^Hardwood Manufacturers and Jobbers^

p
Johns, Mowbray, Nelson Company
30AK, ASH, POPLAR & CHESTNUT
D GCM AND COTTONWOOD

! JAMES KENNEDY & CO., Ltd.
OAK, POPLAR AND OTHER HARDWOODS

FIRST NATIONAL BANK BUILDING

The Kosse, Shoe & Schleyer Co.
WALNUT, OAK, AND OTHER HARDWOODS

103-4-5 CAREW BUTLDING

OAK FLOORING
to be satisfactory must be made by people who "know
how" and have shown this ability. We are one of the
oldest manufacturers of this product. Our (6)

is favorably kn
Are you

THE M. B. FARRINLUMBERCO.
OHIO VENEER COMPANY
Manufacturers & Importers FOREIGN VENEERS

2624-34 COLEKAIN AVENUE

DAY LUMBER & COAL CO.
Mfrs. YELLOW POPLAR and WHITE OAK

tiKNKKAI. OFFICE

—

Ct.A\ CITY. KY.

RIEMEIER LUMBER CO.
OAK, POPLAR, CHESTNUT

SU.MMERS AND GEST STREETS

I
E. C. BRADLEY LUMBER CO.

1 HIGH GRADE WEST VIRGINIA HARDWOODS
g GOERKE BUILDING

I SHAWNEE LUMBER CO.
I HARDWOODS, WHITE PINE and HEMLOCK
& Salrci Office—South Side Station—C. B. ft D. R. B.
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r The Glue That Is Applied Cold -j

In Flush Veneered Doors
The chief consideration is uniformly high-
grade glue. Manufacturers of this modern
type of door reaHze that its development
has been retarded because the unavoid-
able lack of uniformity in other types of

glue makes it impossible to know how^
long a door will stay in condition. The

Use
Of vegetable glue insures absolute uni-

formity because of the very nature of pre-

paring it and because every pound of our
raw material is rigidly inspected.

Vegetable Glue
Is also a rigid and permanent adherent;
will not blister in sanding; has no dis-

agreeable odor; will not deteriorate in

standing—for a week if necessary; and
can be applied cold without any heating
application of any kind in the glue room.
In addition, the average saving over
former glue bills has been twenty per cent

where vegetable glue is used.

A DOOR MAKER SAYS:

Tacoma, Washington, V. S. A., Sept. 29, 1913.
File B.

Perkins Glue Company,
South Bend, Indiana.

Gentlemen : The convenience and economy of the

use of Perkins vegetable glue, its uniformity and the

satisfactory results we have obtained, together with
the courtesy we have been uniformly shown by the

officers and representatives of the company, prompt
us to express in this way our appreciation of the

Perkins Glue Company and its products.

Tours very truly,

THE WEEELEE, OSGOOD COMPANY.
SHC-.S M. n. Clarke, Treasurer.

Perkins Glue Company
Originators and Patentees

805 J. M. S. Building, Soutli Bend, Indiana

The Glue That Runs Absolutely Uniform

is saUI. I. Ilerz, who has been ruuniug a sawmill at (Jukksami, is to be

the active manager of the compaDy, the officers of whloli are New York
men. The company hopes to be able to use a large amount of sawmill

waste in its operations.

Dond Brothers, leading timber and tie dealers of Ellzabethtown, Ky.,

have announced that their capitalization will be Increased from $150,000
lo .f2(l(l,000. The company operates in Kentucky and Tennessee and Is

mup of the largest handlers of ties in this part of the country.

The raducah. Ky., Board of Trade has won a case before the Inter-

state Commerce Commission, in «-liich it is held that the town Is entitled

to a lower rate than Cairo, III., on shipments from equi-distant points In

the South by reason of its location on the south bank of the river. The
commission holds that carriers should either charge bridge tolls on traf-

fic in both directions at every competitive crossing of the Ohio river or
not charge it at any crossiug.

=-< NASHVILLE >.=

.Vt tiio annual meeting of the Nashville Lumbermen's Club the follow-

ing officers were elected : Henderson Baker, president ; C. E. Hunt, vice-

president; Cecil Ewing, secretary, and Harold Greene, treasurer. Sec-

retary Ewing made an interesting report on the past year. Two new
members were enrolled, H. A. McCowen & Co. and the Ever Ready Lum-
ber Company. '

The Commercial Club of Nashville is a new organization that has been

effected by consolidation of two old commercial bodies, with over 1,800

members. Arthur B. Hansom, one of the leading hardwood manufac-

turers of the South, was elected president. The hardwood lumber interests

are well represented in the new organization, Hamilton Love and Charles

M. .Morford, former presidents of the Nasli-ville Lumbermen's Club, being

directors.

The Cnmberlaud Stave & Heading Company of Livingston, Tenn., has

tiled an amendment to its charter increasing amount of authorized capital

stock from .1:35,000 to $75,000.

The Standard Furniture Company reports fine conditions in the fur-

niture trade. It has been steadily increasing its output, and has one of

the largest furniture factories in this section.

W. V. and N. N. Davidson, prominent local manufacturers, have gone

to Florida for a visit of a few weeks.

Forest fires are reported to have caused damage to timberlands in

Cheatham County, but have been extinguished by rain.

W. H. Rus.se of Russe & Burgess, Inc.. Memphis, was in Nashville and
spoke of foreign trade as disappointing. His firm's business is princi-

pally export trade.

Dr. A. H. Purdue, state geologist, has issued an interesting bulletin,

which goes to show that yellow poplar can be profitably grown in Ten-

nessee. This will be of interest in view of the large cut of yellow poplar

in Tennessee in the past years, this being one of the most important

st.ttes for this line.

The Nashville Tie Company of Nashville. Harris Tie Company of Erin,

Tenn., and Ohio Valley Tie Company of Louisville have filed complaints

with the Interstate Commerce Commission against the Louisville & Nash-

ville railroad, seeking to secure a suspension of an increase of from one

to two cents per 100 pounds in the rate on crossties from middle and
west Tennessee. The tie business handled by complainants consists of

ties made largely of waste timber, and the ties are treated chemically

with preservatives to make them durable. Complainants have built up

a large tie business in this section, handling several millions of ties

annually. The railroad has recently built a treating plant at Guthrie,

Ky., and it is claimed by petitioners that its opposition to the removal of

crossties from the territory of its line is the cause of raising the rates.

Petitioners state that but for the business developed by them their use

would be practically lost, as they take what is left after the choice logs

have been removed for other purposes.

The city of Nashville has filed a complaint with the Interstate Com-
merce Commission seeking to secure reasonable reciprocal switching

charges between the Louisville & Nashville and Tennessee Central rail-

roads. Commissioner Myer will hear evidence in the case March 25.

Fred .\rn of Chattanooga, president of the National Lumber Exporters'

.\ssociation, was a recent visitpr in Nashville. In talking of the export

trade Mr. .\rn deprecated the action of some lumber manufacturers

in shipping to foreign countries on consignment, saying he found that

under present conditions it is better to sell at home than to ship to

other countries on consignment.

=-< ST. LOUIS y
The new federal reserve system was explained in detail by W. McM.

Martin, trust officer of the Mississippi Valley Trust Compan.v, at the

regular monthly dinner and business meeting of the Lumbermen's Club of

St. Louis, held at the City Club. Tuesday evening, March 10. Mr. Martin

gave a splendid talk and the lumbermen who were fortunate enough to

be present understood the subject thoroughly after be had finished. The

usual dinner was served at 6 :30.

In the absence of John Reheis, the president of the club, C. G. Schilling,

second vice-president, presided. Immediately after the dinner Mr. Martin

gave his talk and the business meeting followed. Six new members were

elected—Raymond Irvin. Harry R. Asman. Henry Schaefer, Robert Kamm,
.\. H. Beardsley and Harry Montgomery. .\ report on the five per cent
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freight nito advaiico was submitted, hut after loiislderable discussion
aetlou on the report was postponed until a later nieetlnR.

W. W. Dings of the tiaretson-Cri'ason Lumber Company Is out West
on a selling trip. lie spent several days In Kansas City and then went
to Denver. Before leaving the city ho stated there was a fair volume
of business being done, but hardly as nuub as there would be had the
weather been pleasant. Their mills, with the exception of the one at
Wassou, .\rk., were running all right. Wet weather at the Wasson mill

prevented logging and it had to close down until the woods dried out so
they could get logs.

The C. F. Llebke Hardwood Mill & Lumber Company Is running right

along sawing timber. It Is getting In logs by rail almost every day and is

sawing them as fast as possible in order to fill the big lot of orders
It has on Its books. The company has enough now to last it for several
weeks.

Henry Boeckeler of the Boeckeler Lumber Company reports quite a lively

trade at the yard. The company has a number of big orders, one of them
calling for 700.000 feet and another for 400,000 feet. Those, with a big

order obtained by Mr. Boeckeler when he was over In Ohio a short time
ago. which amounted to 1,100.000 feet, is keeping it busy. William Boeck-
eler. who has been at French Lick Springs for the past two weeks, is

home feeling much better than he did.

E. W. Blumer, sales manager of the Lothman Cypress Company, has
been at home on the sick list for several days. On his way home from the

Central Iowa Retail Lumber Dealers' Association meeting at Des Moines,
his train was held up by a big snowdrift and he was tied up for a couple
of days. He caught a severe cold, which resulted in his being compelled
to give up business tintll he recovered.

Thomas E. Powe of the Powe Lumber Company, who has been in the
South on a pleasure trip for several weeks, is back home. He said he
found conditions much better than he expected. He is looking for a lively

spring trade as soon as the weather clears up and building operations
can commence.

.lohn F^ Rutherford, son of the late John F. Rutherford of the old

Bluff City Lumber Company, Pine Bluff, .Vrk., is associated with the R.

M. Morris Lumber Company of this city as a salesman.

=> WISCONSIN <=

=-< ARKANSAS >
The Pekin Stave Mill ;it Pckin, a small town on the Jonesboro. Lake

City & Eastern Railroad, near Jonesboro, Ark., was destroyed by fire on
March 10. The loss was about .$4,000, with no insurance. The fire is

supposed to have been caused by a spark from the smokestack. This
plant employed about forty-five men. The plant will likely be rebuilt.

The Cotton Plant Handle Company of Cotton Plant, Ark., filed articles

of incorporation with the secretary of state of .\rkausas on March 14.

The authorized capital stock of the company is $6,000.

On March i;i articles of incorporation were filed in the office of secre-

tary of state by the Mountain Creek Timber Company of St. Paul. The
incorporators of the new company are L. P. Matthews, Charles Gilstrap

and S. J. Campbell. The capital stock is placed at .$4,000.

The Whelen Land Company, with a capital stock of $o0,000, and the

Whelen Lumber Company, with a capital stock of $10,000, filed articles

of incorporation with the secretary of state on March 12. Moses Stener

is president of the land company and Z. D. Sparkman is president of the

lumber company.
Two trees of unusual size were cut on the land belonging to J. D.

Reynolds' near Camden, Ark., last week. One, a gum, scaled 0,300 feet,

iiwl the other, a white oak, scaled .'i.SOO feet. Mr. Reynolds is a timber
lalir and real estate man of Camden.

I. A. Reynolds, who for the past seven years has operated a Bhlngle

iiill in the vicinity of Perry, Ark., is moving his plant to Sherrill, Ark.
Mr. Reynolds recently purchased a large tract of cypress timber near
>i •irill and will manufacture the same into shingles. It Is estimated that

amount of timber standing on the land purchased will be sufficient to

Mr. Reynolds' plant for a period of six years.

ij. L. Goodwin of Greensboro, Pa., has recently bought 15,069 acres of

timberland in White county. Arkansas, lying along the banks of the

White river. The purchase price was Jl.'il.ooo. The land is covered with
•'iini. red oak, white oak, cypress and hickory timber.

1:1 Huff, who has been buying walnut logs in the vicinity of Norfolk,

•lie upper North Fork river, for the past year, recently sustained a

.re loss. While attempting to drive several hundred logs down the

river the drive was caught In a big rise and the logs scattered along the

river and caught on shoals and islands. The logs in the drive were
very valuable and, although they can all he recovered, the expense to Mr.
Huff will be great.

The Presoott Stave and Heading Company Is moving Its plant from
Prcacott. Ark., to Dearborn, Tex., where the company has recently pur-

chased 50,000,000 feet of white oak timber. S. W. I-'oster is manager of

the company and will move his family to Texas.

The Kennedy Heading Company is preparing a right of way for the

building of a spur of the Pine Bluff & .\rkansas River Railroad from
Lankford to Its plant near Ilagler. This line will pass through a very

heavily timbered hardwood belt.

The Fee-Crayton Hardwood Lumber Company of Dermott Is planning n

flve-mlle road In Clilcot county to connect with the Iron Moiintnin nt

Chicot. The material for operating the road has been leased from the

Iron Mountain.

The Crocker Chair Company .>! Sh.i..,.vi;an has lilrd an a ndnient to Its

articles of Incorporation Incrinsing its capital stock from $500,000 to
$1,000,000. According to E. A. Zundel of the firm, no immediate changes
or enlargements are contemplated and the Increase Is merely in the
course of regular business.

.V new woodworking plant is to he added to the industries of Grand
Rapids, Wis. The Weinberg Construction Company of that city Is con-
templating erecting a plant for the manufacture of sash, doors and
interior finishing goods. A site has been selected on the Soo line for a
$25,000 factory.

Several additions have been made by the C. D. Clarke Lumber Company
of .Merrill which will result in the further expansion of Us business. In
addition to erecting enclosed sheds, which also contain comfortable work-
rooms, a planing mill has been installed and equipped with a rip saw,
matcher, sander and other machinery. This concern is finding a ready
market for quarter-sawed oak table tops and legs and like products. The
Clarke lumber pller, an invention of Mr. Clark, is also still being manu-
I'actured.

With the completion of the installation of a new engine and boiler, the
Brllllon Lumber Company of Brillion has started Sawing operations at
its mill in that city. A large supply of logs is on hand in the yards
and will keep the mill running for some time.

Business men of Chippewa Falls are using their best endeavors and
influence to secure the rebuilding of one of its largest Industries, the plant
of the Northwood Furniture Company, destroyed by fire February 26. Ac-
cording to J. E. Poznanski. secretary and treasurer of the concern, it is

very likely that the plant will be rebuilt on the same site. Definite action,
however, will not be taken until the meeting of the directors as soon as
the insurance adjustment has been made. The loss of the plant was in
I bo neighborhood of .$65,000, on which there was a blanket insurance of
eighty per cent.

The Capitol City Lumber Company has filed articles of Incorporation
with the secretary of state. It will establish offices at South Madison. The
capital stock is $25,000, and the incorporators are A. G. Banting of Madi-
.son, D. E. Kelley and G. I. O. Banting of Stoughton.

Fire caused a loss of $30,000 on March 11. when flames destroyed the
roundhouse, iiiachiuf ami blacksmith shops and water tank of the Superior

(Leading Manufacturers

MILLER LUMBER
Marianna, Arkansas

CO.

We offer for shipment during the next six

months, at the rate of a car or t'wo per
week, 25 to 50 cars No. 1 and No. 2 Common
Gum SIS 9/16" thick. We are also in posi-

tion to furnish for prompt shipment 4 4 to

8/4 1st & 2nd and No. 1 Common Red Gum.

YOUR INQUIRIES SOLICITED

also manufacture other bard-

Our Corps of Inspectors

Intelligent! Highly Trained!

Conscientious!

is assurance that you will get
what your order calls for

when you buy Gum from us

Himmelberger-Harrison Lumber Company
Cape Girardeau, Missouri
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(Leading Manulacturers)

Band Sawed Stock
6 cars 4 4 Ists & 2nds Red Gum
10 cars 4 4 No. 1 Com. Red Gum
10 cars 4, 4 Ists & 2nds Sap Gum
20 cars 4 4 No. 1 Com. Sap Gum
4/4 Gum Panel and Gum Box Boards
and all grades of 4 4 Oak and Ash

JONES & DUNN, Jennie, Ark.
Manufacturers Band Sawed Hardwoods

BUSS-COOK OAK GO.
BLISSVILLE, ARK.

MANiyFACTUREKS

Oak Mouldings, Casing, Base and Interior

Trim. Also Dixie Brand Oak Flooring.
As Well As

OAK, ASH and CUM LUMBER
Can furnish anything in Oak, air dried

or kiln dried, rough or dressed

MIXED ORDERS OUR SPECIALTY

Quartered Red Gum
~' "

irtered Gum, Two Years on
", 6/4" and 8/4" Thicknes

Soft Elm

Plain and Quartered Gum, Two Years on Sticks

4/4", 5/4", 6/4" and 8/4" Thicknesses

3" No. 1 Common
and Better

Mark H. Brown Lumber Company
Hardwood Manufacturers Mounds, Ark.

Eleven Allies West of Memphis, Teim.
Address Salt's Dept., P. O. Box 337, Memphis, Tenn.

Baker-Matthews Manufacturing Go.

Sikeston, Mo.

Band Sawn
Southern Hardwoods

SPECIALTIES

RED GUM, PLAIN OAK
SEND USYOUR INQUIRIES

& Southeastern Kallroad at Grand View. The Willow River Lumber
Company, which owns the road and the destroyed property, makes Its

logging headquarters at that place. Other property of the lumber com-
pany was saved by the aid of a locomotive, fitted with a syphon. The loss
is partially covered by insurance.
The large general store and warehouse owned by the Connor Lumber

and Land Company of Marshfleld, and located at Laona, Forrest county,
was destroyed by fire on the morning of March 18. The new hotel re-
cently erected by W. D. Connor, and located nearby, was also damaged.
The loss is placed at .^50,000.

The Menasha Wooden Ware Company of Menasha suffered a total loss
to Its sawmill at Ladysmlth from fire originating In the boiler room of
the plant. The fire started at 10 o'clock In the evening and burned until
2 o'clock in the morning. The plant was valued at $25,000, covered by
insurance. The company will rebuild.

A jury in .Judge Ludwig's court in Milwaukee has decided that the
bunks in Camp 14 of Senator Isaac Stephenson's lumber company in Delta
county, Michigan, were rainproof, and held that It. W. Bird was not en-
titled to damages for rheumatism that he alleged he suffered as a result
of rain coming through the roof upon his bunk. It was held that what
Bird thought was rain was moisture collected on the ceiling of the cabin,
and found that he might have moved to another bunk.
Due to the fact that lumbermen in northern Wisconsin are being de-

layed in their work of unloading cars, division officials of the Milwaukee
road at Green Bay fear a shortage of freight cars. While it was freely
predicted early in the season that logging operations would be greatly
hampered by the scarcity of snow, railroad reports show that more logs
have been handled up to the present time than during the entire season
of 1913.

W. J. Kershaw of Milwaukee was given a hearing recently by the joint
cofigressional commission to investigate Indian affairs in Washington
on conditions in the Tioga Indian reservation in Wisconsin. Mr.
Kershaw told the commission that nearly half of the .$3,000,000 trust
fund on the Indians has been expended and that extravagance prevails
in the operation of the lumber mills of the reservation.

Charles F. Hase, 3226 Highland boulevard, Milwaukee, vice-president of
the Hilty Lumber Company, and interested in other prominent business
enterprises of this city, died Tuesday evening, March 17, in Milwaukee
Hospital, following an illness of a week. Mr. Hase was forty-four years
old and a native of Milwaukee. He began his business career with the
Second Ward Savings Bank, with which he was identified for sixteen

years. Mr. Hase is survived by his wife, two children, his parents and
three brothers.

C. W. Behnke, who established the first sawmill in Manitowoc county,
and for many years conducted a lumber business at Rockland with his
brother Albert under the style of Behnke Bros., died at Sheboygan from
an attack of heart failure at the age of sixty-seven years. Mr. Behnke
was for years a well-known banker and capitalist of Brilllon, where
the interment took place. He is survived by his wife and three children.

The Northern Hemlock and Hardwood Manufacturer's Association was
represented by Secretary R. S. Kellogg at the recent hearing before Ex-
aminer Berry of the Interstate Commerce Commission at Minneapolis,

when evidence was taken in a case brought by lumber manufacturers
against railroads, charging discriminating and extortionate freight rates.

The case is based on a joint complaint made by the Northern Hemlock
and Hardwood Manufacturers' Association, the Northern Pine Manufac-
turers' Association and the Northwestern Cedarmen's Association. These
associations claim that the freight rates from the lake points to Missouri

Hiver points are discriminating and extortionate and urge that they be

ordered reduced. Under the rates in force, and which are protested

against, it is stated that practically no lumber has been shipped from the-

lake states to Omaha, Neb., and other Missouri River points for some'

time because the freight rates are prohibitive.

The Kellogg Lumber Company of Antigo has formed an auxiliary organ-

ization, the Kellogg Supply Company, and has established offices at Wa-
beno, in charge of T. A. Richardson. H. B. Kellogg is president ; T. B.

Kellogg, vice-president ; W. D. O'Neal, secretary and sales manager, and
G. W. Dakin, treasurer. The Kellogg Supply Company will do a whole-

sale business in crating lumber, cordwood, slabs and pulpwood.

The Forest Products Company, a Minnesota corporation with $159,400-

capital stock, has filed a statement with the secretary of state to do

business in Wisconsin. The investment in this state is .?40,000.

A hearing on the complaint of the Webber Manufacturing Company of

Superior against the Northwestern and Northern Pacific railroads, seeking

a reduction in the rate on logs from Van Buskirk and Carsons, Wis., to

Superior by way of .\shland, was held at Superior by Halfort Erickson

of the Wisconsin Hailroad Commission. The complainant seeks to have

a rate of ten cents cut to three or four cents per 100 pounds and other

rates reduced proportionately. It was brought out at the hearing that

logs from the stations involved in the complaint are being shipped south

a greater distance than to Superior, about 125 miles, at the rite sought

for this city, with the result that lumber and furniture are being made
elsewhere out of logs taken from natural territory of Superior, which

prohibitive rates make it impossible for local concerns to enter. Sheboy-

gan, Stevens Point and Grand Rapids were among the cities mentioned as

benefiting by the alleged discrimination. The two railroads have never

had a through rate, and, until the complaint was filed in this case, de-

clined to make one. An offer of a rate of about 5% cents, made to the-
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W. lislcr tompauj- afti'r the riillruud eouiiiiisslou Imd been appealed to,

ua^ refused as still too high compared with rates from the same tcrrl-

I iry on other lines.

The I'pham Lumber Company of Marslitled reports a cut of about six

nillllou feet during the passing season, anil has started up the mills to

manufacture the logs Into lumber. The main logging operations of this

• rn are at Ogenia. .\s that section Is rapidly being settled, consld-

I.' of the timber was hauled by settlers. The K. Connor Lunibor
l^any has had a very satisfactory winter's work at Stratford and
ria. probably as good as It has had for years. The mills at both
s are running full time. Lumbermen seem well satisfied generally

I the winter's logging operations, .\lthough the snow came rather
r there was a good road bottom and the snow fall was just enough
iiake short work of hauling from the skldways. Practically all logs

Ibis winter are now out of the woods on rollways. For the short

the snow lasted it Is said that there was never a winter In upper
• insln when more hauling was done. .Vt the present time the camps
rapidly being deserted, and men and teams are coming south from

; . woods. Sawmills and planing mills are being started up, and with
Til.' present demand for lumber and building material the outlook for a

T' :nly market at good prices is encouraging.

The Milwaukee Lumbermen's Supply Company of Milwaukee has been
inrnrporated with $12,000 capital stock. The incorporators arc C. G.

I',,rster. Charles A. Miller and E. .Turgens.

The Hardwood Market

< CHICAGO >-

'liicago continues to move along in a liopefui spirit, this condition ol'

' being considerably buoyed up by a really gratifying quantity of In-

ii''S which have been developing during the last two or three weeks.
- difficult to tell the exact reason or nature of these inquiries, but it

'levelopcd that quite a number of them are based on a desire for

' k and from them orders have resulted. In a great many other cases,

however, they have proven themselves to be merely feelers, and those
receiving them have continued to expect business where it was not forth-

coming.

It Is gratifying to note, however, that tlic local trade is standing «cll

up to its task of attempting to hold prices against the sizeable ofTeriugs
• <tock which always come to the Chicago market in times of difficulty.

- like other large markets is the recipient of a great deal of stock

!i must be moved, and of course if there is price-cutting it is to be

ml here. It is useless to argue that there has been none for there has.

it is also a real fact that during the last couple of weeks lumbermen
lly have taken a new heart in the face of the large number of in-

i

liirs which have been received and are endeavoring to demonstrate to

iti. ronsuming trade that lumber is good property.

The final gasps of winter, which keep those depending on weather
'litions in an unsettled state, are having their effect. The return of

A and cold weather after a few spring-like days has done much to

iipt local developments in the building line, and as a result a de-

ling effect has been felt on the part of the interior finish and the

ii and door trade, building operations lieing still held up to a great

-r.'e.

It is a fact that sash and door houses are working mainly on stock

stuff in soft woods, .and as a consequence tlie demand for the hardwoods
which usually starts about the first of June on the part of these people
is l;.,f h.Ing felt.

!.'>\^ L'rades continue to be the best sellers locally on account of the

...niiiiu..l activity In the box field.

The furniture people are doing good business, but have not opened up
In a buying way as they are very hesitant. This policy is Influenced to

n (ingree by the policy of the big consumers, who for some reason con-

to hold out. However, the vast number of rush orders of small size

I
)' arc const.intly being received demonstrate to the lumbermen that

I lie most part the scarcity of orders Is not due to any great accumu-
'M of stock on consumers' yards.
M.al lumbermen anticipate that as a whole the year 1914 is going to

1 good one, but seem to feel that the favorable development will be
h.'ld ofl" until the last half. It appears that this prognostication in this

direction will hold good.

=-< NEW YORK >-=

The local hardwood market, like many others. Is watching and walling.
It Is just about out of the most inactive period of recent years and Is

looking for those changes In physical conditions that arc calculated to give

trading a boost. The weather since early Kebruary has put a stop to all

outside work and has also been the cause fbr much delay In receipts of
cars. Most of the business placed during the past several weeks has been
for prompt shipment and much complaint has been beard of delayed cars.

At the present writing the elements are more favorable and signs of bet

ter times are near at hand. Prices are generally considered fair, though

(Leading Manufacturers)

WE OFFER THE FOLLOWING

Band Sawn Stock
4 4 Com. & Better Sap Gum
4 4 Com. & Better Red Gum
6 4 Com. & Better Red Gum
5 4 & 8 4 Is & 2s Red Gum

Quartered and Plain Red and White Oak
This stock contains a good percentage of 14'

and 16' lengths and is of excellent widths

W. W. GARY, "rr
HARDWOOD LUMBER AND LOGS

OUR SPECIALTY

St. Francis Basin Red Gum
WE MANUFACTURE

Southern Hardwoods
Gum. Oak and Ash =

J. H. Bonner & Sons
Mills and Olilce,

QCIGLEY, AKK.
Postofflce and Telegraph Office,

HETH, ABK.

ARCHER LUMBER COMPANY
HELENA, ARKANSAS

Manufacturers of

HARDWOODS
SEND US YOUR INQUIRIES

We can furnish your entire

requirements in Hardwoods

OUR SPECIALTY — RED GUM

Tennessee Aromatic Red Cedar
(CAR LOTS OR LESS)

At Cincinnati we
we now have In sto
cedar.

We can make shipment of your order In carload lota or less than
carload lots the day your order Is received. Our tacllltles for prompt
and careful handling are unsurpassed.

I,ET U.S QUOTE DELIVERED PRICES

Write for interesting history of Tennessee Red Cedar

Geo. C. Brown & Company
(Main Office) Proctor, Arkansas

I
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TROUBLE?
Are you having any lumber trouble?

Does your oak warp, split, check or

honeycomb in the kiln?

Does your gum stain, buckle, twist or

do the bucking broncho act?

Do you have any difficulty with split

panels and defective glue joints?

Do you have to dye, stain or refill your

lumber to get a uniform color?

Do you have any reclaims on finished

goods from bad glue joints, finish or

other reasons?

You can cure all your lumber troubles

by using

Ifeaefeer-
civ? cOluw

cure
LUMBER

/f
TRADE MARK

You don't have to buy Kraetzer-Cured

Lumber—you can produce it yourself

from air-dried, half-dry or green stock.

Your lumber will then dry in your kilns

quick, straight and free of all defects.

We will tell you where to buy Kraetzer-

Cured Ltimber, if you ask us.

We will tell you about the Kraetzer

Preparator, the use of which insures the

quick and accurate seasoning of lumber,

if you ask us.

We will send you a new and interesting

pamphlet involving the entire theory

and practice of steaming wood under

pressure, if you ask us.

ASK US

The Kraetzer Company
537 S. Dearborn St., CHICAGO

sonif concessions are noted in asli and cliestnut. In cacli case the decline
is alioiit one dollar. Gum is showing some improvonient liut is not so
strong as it should be. The demand for this lumber is steadily Improv-
infj in this vicinit.v and it Is suri'iv destined to heinme one of the most
po|)ular woods for interior use.

=-< BUFFALO y-
Tlic hardwood trade needs liiMtii- w.iitli.r to make things at ail active,

tlunigli trade is reported to be fair for tliis season. Business has been
riilher spasmodic for the past month, showing improvement tor a brief

period under the influence of a little better weather, and then tightening
lip again. The general feeling Is that as soon as tlie real springlike
wratlier arrives there will be a good amount of lumber in demand, which
H'iii strengthen the market to quite an extent. Itecently there has l)een

sonic cutting of prices, particularly in one or two woods.
Maple has been one of the leaders lately, and the price has been holdiug

quite firm. Flooring in this wood has also been in very fair demand,
with quotations holding steady. There seems to be plenty of plain oak
offering and prices have suffered to some extent accordingly. Pplrch is in

fair demand and some kinds of birch are unusually scarce. Poplar has
t)een showing better inquiry with some dealers. White ash and beech are
reported to be showing some increase in sales.

As spring approaches the real estate men are beginning to make plans
for a busy season. It looks as If much demand would arise for building
lumber within a few weeks. The south section of the city will be built

up considerably this spring, owing to the development of new industrial

enterprises there and the dredging of Buffalo Creek to avoid all floods,

which have been annually a source of loss, .\bout 200 new houses will be

built in South Buffalo soon. It is said that a great many new houses will

be built in Williamsville, north of the city.

< PHILADELPHIA >
During the first part of March, owing to the accumulated snow and

slush, which naturally has interfered with the usual quick transporta-

tion, the lumber business suffered a very material check, but if the

springlike weather of the last week continues, the streets and roadways
will soon be cleared and business generally much facilitated. The trade

feels much encouraged over the relaxing hold of winter and an optimistic

impression prevails as to an early revival of trading. Reports coming in

from eastern Pennsylvania, New York and New England are favorable

for a steadily rushed business, and many are confident that more money
will have to be paid for lumber in April than at the present time. The
sagacious lumberman realizing this is making an effort to i^rotect him-

self ahead for future delivery.

Quartered oak is unchanged from a fortnight ago ; red and white oak
in good call with steady prices ; ash stronger ; poplar and chestnut hold

firm. The general volume of higher grades of hardwood is about fair,

considering conditions. Low grades have been fairly active right along.

.< BOSTON y-
There is a noticeable improvciiieiit iu tliis market in inquiries, orders

and shipments, and the Improvement is fully as apparent in hardwoods as

in the softwoods. A superficial observer might find some dealers who,

basing business on what it was a few years ago, would state that busi-

ness is poor ; but as a matter of fact there is a change now to more
active business than has prevailed all winter. Inquiry covers quite a

wide range of woods, being lightest in poplar and more especially in gum.
One prominent feature is the number of orders which are wanted in a

rush, which is always a sign of low stocks among the consumers and
.yards and a comparatively urgent need of lumber for use. In oak, both

plain and quartered, in hickory, beech, birch and walnut practically all

business is being done on strong market prices. There is apparently a

little tendency to weakness on maple and cherry as well as on poplar and
gum mentioned above. There seems to be no variation in flooring except

possibly on the lower grades of oak floor. The hardwood market of

Boston, like most large cities, suffers more or less from substitution for

wood in some industries ; the latest large element of this kind being the

recent decision of the Boston Elevated Railway to floor all cars, both

old and new, with a composition in place of the long used hardwood with

"lattice" or wooden corduroy in the aisles. This road has had a num-
ber of cars being refloored at all times as the wooden flooring wore out.

but in the future all cars bought or relaid will be supplied with the

new composition which has been tried out in the Cambridge subway cars.

This change may be adopted by the great Bay state system, and If so it

will mean a very considerable decrease in the use of hardwood for floors

in street cars used here.

=< BALTIMORE >-=

The developments of the last two weeks in the hardwood trade have
not been of a character to give much encouragement to either manufacturer

or wliolesaler. A light demand has prevailed, and even where wants de-

veloped it was in many instances well nigh impossible to meet them in

consequence of weather conditions. The Northeast was deep in snow a

part of the time and hauling became so difflcult a matter that it had to be

iu large part suspended. The yards resorted to an unusual 'expedient in

numerous cases to get lumber with the least delay and trouble. Though
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tlio.v cnrrlotl large stocks tlicy put tn Insistent cnlls for sblpment by rail-

road. flmiliiR It Impossible to get tlie lunil'.r from their own assortments,
and cnleu'latlnB that cars could be shunted to points where the lumber
was needed or sufficiently near such points to meet the Immediate wants.
I't he sure, the situation has Improved since then. Much of the snow that
proved such an embarrassment has disappeared, and where there are good
niads or other thoroughfares to drive along, the embargo has been to n
large e.\tent raised. In the country sections the deep mud that succeeded
the snow serves as an obstacle that still troubles the trade. The mills

especially experience difficulty In getting lumber to railroads, and other
activities that Involve hauling are Interfered wltli. This tends to lessen
nmterlally the volume of lumber available for distribution and imposes a
check upon the movement which has here and there caused a favorable
reaction In prices. In the main, however, the returns are not especially

attractive at this time, and It Is altogether likely that the general business
situation will have to take on a decidedly brisker tone before the quotations
on lumber work back to where they stood last year. The reduction in some
items is not large, being covered by ?1 per 1.000 feet, as in the case of
certain kinds of poplar. Sound wormy chestnut is also quite steady at
prices nearly the same as those that prevailed during the greater part of
191."!. .\s for No. 1 common chestnut, that is a different matter, this

grade having eased off very considerably and being in very much restricted

call. Oak is likewise easier, though the returns realized are in the main
sufficiently attractive to bring out stocks, it has been the indifferent

demand rather than the large offerings that has affected values disadvan-
tageously. It does not appear that the mills generally have extensive
assortments on band, and any decided increase in the distribution would
soon bring about something like a scarcity. The buyers have not needed
stocks and they have shown a marked indifference about entering into

new commitments. To the rather sluggish home demand has been added
'luiet in the export trade. Consignment shipments have so congested a
majority of the foreign markets that the buyers there hold out for low
prices which the shippers cannot entertain, and the situation abroad
r'-rimins in bad shape, with poplar very dull and with the necessity for

iirtailing the forwardings so obvious that the foreign movement is much
smaller than last year at this time.

< COLUMBUS >•

Improvement all along the line is reported in the hardwood trade in

I'olumbus and central Ohio. There is better buying both from retailers and
f.-ictories and the tone of the market is better than for some time. The
Iirice list generally is well maintained and there arc few cases of cutting

to force trade. The prospects for the future are believed to be good and
a lively trade is anticipated for the coming few months.
Yardmen are gradually accumulating stocks to be prepared for the

spring rush. As the winter breaks many building operations will be started
and this will mean activity among the dealers. Plans and specifications

liave been prepared for a large number of new structures, including bus!-
"I ss blocks, office buildings and apartments. Dwellings are also promi-
iM lit in the list of new buildings projected. Yard stocks are not large and

ilers are loath to accumulate them just at this time. Purchasing
iits for factories are also in the market for larger orders. This is

i"-cially true of furniture, vehicle and implement concerns. The feeling

HI manufacturing circles shows a marked improvement and this is reflected

ill better orders for materials. Automobile factories are buying wide sizes

:ir this time.

Dry stocks in the hands of mill owners are not large and this is taken
IS an indication of better quotations. In fact, every change made recently

has been toward higher levels. Shipments are coming out bettor now
since the niilri'ad congestion is passing away. Collections are also improv-
ing in most sections of the country.

Hoth quartered and plain oak are strong and the movement is good.

I'riies are firm and inclined to advance. There is also a good demand
^'-r chestnut, especially sound wormy. Prices on the lower grades have
-liown strength recently. Poplar is another wood that is moving better

and stocks are not as large as formerly. Basswood and ash are strong and
other hardwoods are unchanged.

=-< CINCINNATI >-=

!'.''tti-r weatlicr has enabled yai-.I iim n tn iiandle stock to a much better

advantage and there is much sliipiiing as a consequence. Dealers admit
that business is not just right by any means, but there is a very healthy
tone to the market conditions and tliey are not a bit alarmed over the
' "kwardness up to this,time, believing that when the consundng [ilants

-in to run, which Is fully expected before long, thert? will be plenty of

iness, as all plants are carrying very small stocks and will have to

>'ii.\ if they do any business at all. Plain oak Is, as usual, the steadiest

selli-r, and all grades are moving well. Quartered oak Is doing very well

but could improve. The good grades of red gum are still very slow, hut
dealers expect a better movement in this wood before the midsummer
period is reached. Sap gum sells fairly well and shows some sign of

Improvement. There is some improvement noted in the movement of
*'" better grades of poplar and the price remains firm. The usual move

lit In low grades, wliich has been heavy, continues, and prices on this

I'll' are stiffening. Manufacturers claim there Is a mvich better futtire

iji poplar this year than there appears to be and they arc well satisfied

with till- progress that the w„od Is niakliig, 'I'll.- inovcin.-nt in all grades

Mahogany and

Circassian

Lumber & Veneers

^ The largest assortment of finest figured

Mahogany Logs, Lumber and Veneers in

the country can be found at the Chicago

plant of C. L. Willey.

^ We are just in receipt of fifteen cars of

remarkably superior Circassian Walnut
Logs, large size, well-figured and of good

color, which are now being cut into

Veneers.

^ A visit or correspondence from discrim-

inating buyers of all varieties of fine Im-

ported and Domestic Cabinet Woods in

Lumber and Veneer is solicited.

^ You will not only find the Willey ware-

houses well stocked with a superb collec-

tion of Circassian, Mahogany, Vermilion,

Black Walnut and other fancy foreign

and domestic lumber and veneers, but

buyers are assured of prompt and pains-

taking service, and a quality of product

not usually obtainable,

t| To visit the plant take Blue Island Ave.

car at the postofhce to Robey Street,

C. L. WILLEY, Chicago
Largest Fancy Wood Veneer

and Lumber producing plant in the world
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GENERAL VIEW OF MAIN SAWMILL, PLANT,
two bands and four resaws. Daily ten-hour capacity 150.000 feet.

LAMB-FISH LUMBER COMPANY
Band Mill and General Offices: Charleston, Miss., U.S.A.

THE LARGEST HARDWOOD MILL IN THE WORLD. ANNUAL CAPACITY, 40,000,000

CABLE ADDRESS—"LAMB." Codes Used—Universal, Hardwood, Western Union, A. B. C. 5th Edition, Okay

STOCK LIST- Dry Lumber on Hand March 1st, 1914
3/8"

1st & and Qtd. Wh. Oak, 6" & Up 92,000
Ist & 2nd Qtd. Wh. Oak, 12" & Up
No. 1 Com. Qtd. Wh. Oak, 4" & Up 27,000
No. 1 Com. Qtd. Wh. Oak, 6" & Up
Clr. Q. W. O. Strips, W-ZaVs" & Up
1st & 2nd PI. W'h. Oak, C" & Up
No. 1 Com. PI. Wh. Oak, i" & Up
No. 2 Com. PI. Wh. Oak, 3" & Up
iBt & 2nd PI. Red Oak, 6" & Up
No. 1 Com. PI. Red Oak, 4" & Up
No. 2 Com. PI. Red Oak, 3" & Up
No. 3 Com. PI. Red Oak, 3" & Up
Oak Core Stock
1st & 2nd Red Gum. 6" & Up 400,000
No. 1 Com. Red Gum, 4" & Up 200,000
Ist & 2nd Fig'd Red Gum, 6" & Up
No.~l Com. itgW Red Gum. 4" & Up
1st & 2nd Qtd. Red Gum, 5" & Up
No. 1 Com. Qtd. Red Gum, 4" & Up
1st & 2nd Sap Gum, 6" & Up 29,000
No. 1 Com. Sap Gum 15,000
1st & 2nd Sap Gum. 13" & Up
Sap Gum Box Boards, 8-12"
Sap Gum Box Boards, 13-17"
No. 2 Common Gum, 3" & Up 194,000
No. 3 Common Gum
1st & 2nd Cypress
SeIect_Cypres8
No. 1 Shop Cypress
Common Cypress
Loff Run Cj'press
1st & 2nd Tupelo, 6" & Up
No. 1 Com. Tupelo, 4" & Up
Log Run Cottonwood

1/2"
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of hardwoods suitable for the box inanufacturiTs Is In active demand
and dealers have no complaint to mako over the movement of this class

of lumber. Prices on all hardwoods remain firm.

< INDIANAPOLIS >•

The liardwouil iimrki't bus luiii sojiicwlmt ItIkIiIit during tlir lust

two weeks than It has been previously this year. There has been an
Increased number of inquiries and some buying, although no exception-

ally large business has been reported. It seems to be the opinion of

most hardwood lumbermen that a business closely approaching normal
may be expected this spring. Within the last few weelis Industrial and
Unancial conditions in all parts of the state have shown material Im-

provement. Hardwood prices seem to be steadier than they were and no
change is exi>ected for some little time to come.

=-< MEMPHIS >•-

Till' hardwood market bore lontiiiiics I'uirly active, but there is somf
disappointment felt over the fallv:rc of a larger business to develop. It

had been confidently predicted that, with the approach of spring, there

would be a decided increase in the number of iuq\ilrles and also In the

volunie of business, but there has been nothing so far to indicate that

either has been experienced. It is probable that there is an average
volume of business under way but there Is no rush in any direction

and some outlets are slow about opening up. The recent severe weather
in the northern and eastern parts of the country has, without doubt,

Tieen a retarding influence so far as domestic business is concerned,

while export conditions have shown practically no improvement. Orders
are principally for comparatively smaller quantities of lumber, apparently
for filling-in purposes. There is a good demand for the lower grades
of Cottonwood and gum and plain oak has recently come in for a little

larger inquiry. Oak as a general proposition Is in fairly good call and
prices are well maintained. Red gum is said to be a little more active,

but there is no decided improvement so far in evidence. Sap gum, as has
been the case for some time, is a ready seller. Ash moves without dif-

ficulty and hickory and other miscellaneous items, which are handled
in a small way. are in request. Cottonwood in the higher grades is not

active and there is still considerable complaint regarding the slowness
of cypress, especially in grades above shops. Manufacturing operations,

while somewhat reduced in some parts of the Memphis territory for

one reason or another, are stili pretty full here, where millmen are pre-

paring for the better demand, which is expected later.

=< NASHVILLE >-=

Continued quiet conditions in the Niishville hardwood market are at-

tributed in a large measure to the severe weather that has prevailed

during the month. A large proportion of the local output is shipped to

the North and East, and conditions for operations have not l)een favorable

in those sections. Business is about the same as last montli, with numer-
ous orders, but most of tliem small. Both quartered and plain oak are
good sellers. Poplar has been moving well, considering the total volume,
and sales are being made of chestnut, ash, tiickory and other lines. The
most active demand has been coming from the furniture factories. Prices

show no material change.

=-< LOUISVILLE >=
The liardwood lumber marker is showing signs of improvement and,

though business has been retarded during the current month by unusually

severe weather in all parts of the country, which has hindered the de-

velopment of business and has affected the hardwood trade adversely,

especially by reason of the enforced inactivity in the building trades, the

volume of lumber moved has been pretty close to normal. The fact that

consumers are down to bed-rock in the matter of stocks is shown by the

fact that a good many orders are being placed by telegraph, buyers decid-

ing that they want what they want when they want It. Consequently,
it Is believed that as soon as the spring trade begins to open up and a
normal restocking movement makes its appearance, hardwood concerns
will have all that they can do to take care of the business. Prices arc

steady In most lines, some items, like diestnut, having been the medium
of an upward movement on account of the scarcity of stock. Good plain

oak is stil! quiet, but is showing signs of renewed activity. Low-grade
oak is moving nicely. Quartered oak Is selling well, and prices arc firm.

Ash Is in good call, large handlers reporting a satlsfactorji demand, and
Cottonwood Is moving.

=-< MILWAUKEE >=
Logging operations all over tli'- \Viscc.n>iii liiiiibrr country are being

brought to a close rapidly, as a result of tlie milder weather which is

in evidence. Loggers an^ lumbermen worked their forces to the utmost
during the past two or three weeks in the effort to get the logs which
were cut to the landings. A vast amount of timber was moved and it Is

believed that in most cases the largest proportion of the cut Is now lying

at the sidings or on its way to the mills. Many of the camps are

now breaking up for the season. While the Wisconsin log cut was not

so large as had been anticipated last fall. It Is much larger than was
expected later, considering the fact that real winter weather did not put
In an appearance until the last week In January.
The favorable weather has had one good effect at least. In that It has

LATEST IMPROVED DRY KILNS AND MACHINERY

MONOGRAM BRAND
Monogram Brand vvhHe OaR FlooFlng

Perfectly dried and worked. .Made from
our own timber from one boundary, insur-
ing uniform color and texture; manufac-
tured at our new hardwood flooring plant.

Our Specialty

:

Quarter-sawed White Oak Flooring

Thicknesses: 94" and 13/16" Standard Widths

OAK FLOORl NG^oiir inquiries solicited. Quick shipments ffuaranteed

YELLOW POPLAR LIMBER CO., Coal Grove, Ohio

Kentucky Lumber Company
MANUFACTURERS

POPLAR, PLAIN AND QUAR-
TERED OAK, RED AND SAP
GUM, ASH, CHESTNUT, BASS-
WOOD, HEMLOCK, WHITE PINE

Mills at

Bumside, Ky. Williamsburg, K;

.

Isola, Miss.

Sales Office

Cincinnati, O.

Saline River Hardwood Co.
Main Sales Oltice

Pine Bluff, Arkansas

Manufacturers of

Genuine Forked-Leaf White Oak

Red and Sap Gum
Red Oak and Ash

g We offer to the trade a remarkably SUPERIOR lumber
product.

Q Our TIMBER is Tirgin forest growth of the highest

type.

Q Our MILLS are new and produce accurately manufac-
tured stock.

q Our LUMBER is all KRAETZER-CURED—treated with

steam under pressure directly from the saw—insuring

quick drying to light weight, freedom from seasoning

defects and stick-marking, splits and stain.

q Kraetzer-cured lumber will "stay where you put it."

q Dry kiln and oak flooring plant in connection.

q We solicit the inquiries and orders of critical and <lis-

criminating buyers.

C For straight cars of Yellow Pine, or mixed cars with

Oak Oooring, write LONG-BELL LUMBER COMPANY,
Kansas City, Mo.
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Over

One Million Dollars
111 savings has been returned its members by the

Manufacturing
Lumbermen's Underwriters
and there remains to the credit of members over

Eight Hundred Thousand
Dollars

The membership, which is constantly increasing,
is now composed of over four hundred of the best
saw mill plants in the country. Insurance in force
exceeds thirty-one million and nearly three million
dollars has been paid in losses. If you have a first-

class plant adequately protected and are interested
in low cost fire insurance, correct policy forms, an
inspection service which may save you from a dis-
astrous fire, with the certainty of a prompt and
equitable adjustment in case loss does occur, and
wish a list of members and annual statement we will
be glad to hear from you.

Rankin-Benedict Underwriting Co.
HARRY B. CLARK

Western Represenlalive
Port land, Ore.

Attorney in Fact

KANSAS CITY, MO.

WA N T E D
All Kinds of High-Grade

HARDWOODS
S. E. SLAYMAKER & CO.

Fifth Avenue BuildinXiRepreeentlng:
WEST VIRGINIA SPRUCE LtTMBEB CO.,

Caaa, West Vireinia. NEW YORK

The Tegge Lumber Go.

High Grade
Northern and Southern

Hardwoods and Mahogany

Specialties
OAK, MAPLE, CYPRESS, POPLAR

Milwaukee, Wisconsin

aildcd moi-o life to building operatious not only lu Milwaukee, but in vari-
ous' iiarts otf the state. A decided gairi for the pa.st week and the month
to date is shown by the figures at the office of the building Inspector.
During the past week permits were issued for building to cost $133,806,
as compared with .$87,325 the corresponding week a year ago. There have
been 110 permits granted this month up to date for structures to cost
.$213, lOU, as against 80 permits, representing an investment of $134,985
during the same period in 1913.
The lumber business is beginning to show a little more life. Dealers

are meeting with a better trade and most of them are beginning to find
that their stocks are rather low and hardly at a point to cope with the
spring rush. Dealers all over Wisconsin have been making inquiries and
are now beginning to place some real orders for hardwood. The high
prices which are prevailing at the present time are deterring some deal-
ers from buying, but most retailers realize that there is little possibility
of prices going lower, in view of the decreasing stocks and the increasing
demand.

Factory consumers are not coming forward so freely as wholesalers
might wish. While stocks on hand at most of the plants are far from
being large, there is an inclination on the part of manufacturers to buy
only enough to supply their immediate wants. The farm Implement
and vehicle concerns are buying more readily than other factories, as
the business outlook in their particular field is bright. Furniture manu-
facturers In Milwaukee and about the state are expected to place larger
orders from now on, while better Inquiries and a fair business are
coming in from the automobile manufacturing concerns.

Prices in northern hardwoods are holding especially firm, with demand
good for birch, maple and basswood. Low grade basswood is picking up,

a natural result of increased activity among the box manufacturing
concerns. Offerings of oak from the south are fairly plentiful, but prices

seem to be holding their own and the market in this lini' is as firm as

=-< ST. LOUIS y-
There is a little more activity manifest in the hardwood situation

and there is a seasonable volume of business being done. The number
of orders is increasing and inquiries are coming in more freely than for

some time. The weather is still anything but favorable for business and
this is handicapping trade to some extent. The line yards and factories

are coming in for orders for their early spring requirements but they
are not buying as liberally as they would be doing with pleasant weather
prevailing. Plain sawed white oak seems to be most in demand and
quartered red and white oak are not very far behind. Red gum and
bone dry ash are in fair inquiry. The prospects for all items on the
hardwood list indicate an early advance in prices. Cypress conditions
show renewed life. Nearly ail kinds of cypress stock are being called for

and the number of orders are constantly increasing. Prices are also

gaining strength, especially on the upper grade material.

--<,LIVERPOOLy-
There seemed to be a better tone to the market during the past fortnight

and some good sales from stock were made. It is to be hoped, however,
that this will not be taken by shippers as a pretext for further consign-

ment shipments. The market has a long way to go before it really recovers

its normal condition and profitable trade is once again moving. The
timber quays are exceptionally busy, mahogany, hickory and oak planks

l>eing the chief features. Lumbermen state that they never before saw so

much mahogany and hickory land on the Liverpool quays. Quite naturally,

very low figures are ruling for both items. In the hickory market prices as

low as eighteen pence per cubic foot Liverpool string measure are ruling,

though this price covers wood mainly of inferior quality. Even strictly

prime parcels are going at 2s/4d and it is not necessary to say that these

prices are not profitable to shippers. The round hickory market is exceed-

ingly limited and very sensitive in the face of heavy arrivals. Buyers here

must have the stock, and if only a reasonable control of shipments were
made, shippers could easily receive much higher prices. Mahogany was
decidedly w-eak at the last sales and several bargains were moving. While
mahogany is still very heavily stocked, there are no signs that prices will

go much lower. An improvement upward is anticipated within the next

month or so. In view of the heavy stock Jt is unlikely that heavy ship-

ments will now be made, and though no immediate advance is likely it is

thought that the bottom figure has been reached. The bulk of the stock

is held in firm hands and there was no tendency at the last sales to throw
stock away. On .the contrary, brokers were inclined to hold for fixture

sales and some few logs were withdrawn in this way. Oak planks were
also again heavily imported during the past fortnight, but have sold sur-

prisingly well in view of the heavy stocks. Birch is very scarce and there

is hardly a log in the market of prime grade to offer. Quartered oak in

prime grades is in good request and holders of IVi", 1M>" and %" stocks of

white oak are nearly cleaned out. Tupelo buyers are not very busy at the

moment and prices have sagged. The market will come again, however,

if shippers will be patient, and for wide stocks an increasing trade is

looked for. Cottonwood is weak, as are also the common grades of poplar.

.Vsh lumber is very much overstocked and on no account should con-

signment parcels he shipped. .\sh logs have been fairly good, but consign-

ments are now foolishly pouring in and thi- future market is not con-

sidered very firm.
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FOS SAI.E

Two Portable Sawmills. 40 II. P. each. Each
mill bas butting suws and ^ani; edgers, together

wltb steam pump, wblcb Is large enough for

ample fire protection. Also several S-wheol log

wagons, one heavy team of oxen (live joke).

This material Is in tlrst-class condition and can

be Inspected upon the grounds. We mi);ht nego-

tiate (or part payment in lumber. Communicate
with J. P. Lyncb. Manager. .lOlIN SCllliOKOElt
LBK. CO.. Georgetown, Miss.

LUMBER WANTED

DRY LOG RUN ELM WANTED
50,000 ft. 0,4 not over io<;i No. - common,

for immediate shipment.

W. A. NOBLE & COMPANY.
Little Rocl!,Ark.

WE BUY CHEERY
In every thickness and grade. We pay cash.

Advise what you have. Will place orders for

1V4" for future delivery..

THE CHERRY LUMBER CO.,

St. Bernard Sta., Cincinnati, O.

OAK. POPIiAB, ASH
and all ether bardw«*dB, la all grradea and tblck-

neaaea, can be readily said it adrertised la tli«

Waated aad For Sale sectlaa of H.LaoTrooD Bbc-
o». It 7»B have a large stocic yon waat te

mU try a few lines la this department aad
•ee what a lot of inquiries they will bring tou.

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES

MUST SELL AT ONCE
20,000 capacity circular mill. Good as new,
location river and railroad. Can get plenty logs.

One of best timber belts in the South, 35 miles
from Memphis, Tenn.

•BOX 143," Harrisburg. Ark.

FOE SALE—HARDWOOD MILL AND
6,000,000 ft. H.-il o.ik. Gum :ind Elm timl>fv,

miles fr..ni i:. i; .\ddr.ss

l-.dX 1, F:urvi._w. Ark.

MISCELLANEOUS

WANTED—HARDWOOD LUMBERMEN—
to try tie Gibson Tally Book. The three-throw
alumiaum tally ticket cover accommodates any
fom of ticket desired. The use of the Bpecial

triplicate Ully ticket supplied, printed aa water
proat paper with carbsa backs makes tallies nn-
alterable. Far durability, conyealeace, accuracy
and tar systematizing the iaspectloa of lumber
the GIbsaa tally method can't be beat.

Special farms af tally tickets mailed on appli-

cation. Covers sold on approval to responsible
concerns. HARDWOOD RECORB.

537 So. Dearborn St.. Cblcafn.

^T If you are not a subscriber

^J^to HARDWOOD REC-
ORD and have a suspicion that

you would like to see a copy, it

is yours for the asking.

GIBSON
TALLY BOOK

This ihree-lhrow tally ticket cover is made
from atummum, and accommodates four tally

tickets—41x81 inches in size.

Folds compactly to less than one-fourth inch

in thickness and fits side or inside coat pocket.

Gives large area of four tickets for compli-
caled tallies, or straight grade can be made
on one page.

Accommodates any form of tally ticket desired.

Special, patented, triplicate tally tickets supplied,
printed on waterproof paper with carbon backs. Tallies
made on these tickets arc unalterable. Their use en-
ables the inspector to retain triplicate, and forward
original and duplicate. Duplicate desiened to be
attached to invoice.

These tall? books arc perfection for durability,
covenicnce, accuracy, and for systematizine the inspec-
tion and measurement of lumber
Patent applied for on covers. Copyriehled. lOlO

Triplicate Tally Tickets patented.

PRICE LIST
AlUlT Tally Covers, each - - $ l.lio

Aluminum Tally Covers, perdozen - - 10.00
Patented triplicate Tally Tickets (stock form)

per 1,000 10.00
Sinele sheet manila (stock form) Tally Tickets,

per 1,000 '1.00

Specimen forms of Tally Tickets mailed on applica-
tion. Covers sold on approval to responsible concerns.

Manufactured by

Hardwood Record
537 S. Dearborn St., CHICAGO

CHICAGO
E. H. KLAIVN LUMBER CO.

Cottonwood, Gum, Oak, A«h, Cy-

press, Yellow Pine, Dimension Stock

819 FISHER BLDG. HAR. 1187

Factory Lumber
CRAY'S HARBOR SPRUCE
SOFT YELLOW FIR
WESTERN SOFT PINE

DIRECT MILL REPRESENTATION

COUNTERFEIT CHECKS I
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Kiln Truck

We make all styles of Kiln Trucks
and Transfer Cars. They are
roller bearing, steel or malleable
iron wheels. We have one con-
tract for twelve hundred of these
trucks, with eight-inch wheels.

Always a large stock of
material on hand. Can
make prompt shipment.

The National Dry Kiln Co.
Indianapolis, Ind.

ELEPHANT
RUBBER BELTING

AIR DRILL AND AIR TOOL

307 W. Randolph Street,
ESTABLISHED 1882

HOSE
STEAM
WATER
SUCTION

EXTRA QUALITY

Recommended for bskrd servic*
and euaranteed to do the worlr

SELLING AGENTS
CRINE COMPINV - ILL BRINCHES

STANDARD EQUIPMENT CO., MOBILE. tLl

ALBANY MILL SUPPLY CO.. ALBANY. BA.

THE MECHANICAL

RUBBER COMPANY
(Ctilcago Rubber Wartcs)

CHICAGO

fwe sKowyou Clyde Skidders

cutting the cost of logs for tKe

Other Fellow, worityou want
to make tKe sarac saving?

OKat's wky we can and do
inviteyou to come witK us

andmakeyour own invest-

igations. Our skidders
are our best salesm,erU

Manufacturers of macKiaes for every lo^gia^ operation
D U L^ U T H, U. S. A..
GREAT POR,T OP THE NORTHWEST -^

NEW Or«-IvEANS
O R>T L A. N D
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''Most Valuable Machine"

a
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VENEERS AND PANELS

Ahnapee Veneer & Seating Co.
HOME OFFICE, FACTORY AND VENEER MILL, ALGOMA, WIS.

VENEER AND SAWMILL, BIRCHWOOD, WIS.

We manufacture at our Bircbwood plant single ply veneers Every pound of glue we use is guaranteed hide stock. We
of all native northern woods and deliver stock that is in do not use retainers. . Our gluing forms are put under pow-
shape to glue. erful screws and left until the glue has thoroughly set.

twln^v^v^^r, ^l^^TjA,?r?'h.^.}\"^f 7u .^«' fl^f'^r^htnt '?^
'f y°" ^eek a guaranteed product that is the best, based on

lh,ni^i„^nL;.nH^ ^n?iiv in'^M,hL^nv n^n hrw ?,„^rfn,l ^esults accomplished by most painstaking attention and study

w^mf[, nn fwn nw^.w^ ,nH H^not^^^^^ °f ^^^'V <^'^^^' Combined with the use of the best stock 1D4We make no two-ply stock, and do not employ s iced cut „„ „„ ,.„ j_j. .„,.;„„«„* „„. „,„^.,„t _,;ii .^^...i t„ „„..
quartered oak. Our quartered oak panels are all from sawed *" up-to-date equipment, our product will appeal to you.

veneer. If you are a "price buyer" we probably cannot Interest you.

Custom Mill Work, Storage, Inspection
ON

Foreign Fancy Woods, Mahogany, Cedar, Circassian

We receive the logs, store or warehouse them, manufacture them into lumber, cut or saw veneers, pile and store the pro-

duct, and ship via any railroad. Also furnish inspection returns on logs or lumber. Can furnish accommodations and econ-

omies which it is impossible to secure elsewhere. We always have on our yards parcels of plain and figured African,

Mexican and Cuban Mahogany, Circassian Walnut and Cedar logs, placed here for sale by direct foreign shippers, from
which advantageous purchases can be made.

Astoria Veneer Mills & Dock Co. Long island City, New York

y eneers and 1^artels with a Jti^eputation
TTT'E manufacture Veneers in all the native woods and for all purposes. Also Built-up Panels

^^ in native and foreign woods—three and five-ply—and have established a reputation for

furnishing high-grade material. Send us your inquiries and orders and become one of our

satisfied customers.

Underwood Veneer Co. Wausau, Wis.

For Veneer and Panel Manufacturers
Your Consumers' Lists Cost You BIG MONEY
We can save it all and relieve you of all the detail and effort necessary to

tabulate consumers' wants. Our Card Index System of those wants,
just out, is the result of systematic effort. It is endorsed by your competitor.

Can You Afford to Give Him that Advantage?
HARDWOOD RECORD CHICAGO
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VENEERS AND PANELS
OUK SF>I£:CIA.UTV

Highly Figured Quarter-Sawed White Oak Veneer

PuTiNAM Veineer & Lumber Co.
ROACMDAUE, IIND.

I. I. CLTSI.NOER. Oen'l Mjjn.

@OAK VENEERS®
r.t ...r in

Sliced and Sawed Quartered
and Plain White and Red Oak

Walnut Cherry Ash Maple
Also Band Sawn Lumber in These Woods

Hoffman Brothers Company
FORT WAYNE, IND.

Established 1867 Incorporated 1904

B.
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"Ideal" S Rock Maple Flooring
ii tha flooring that it manufactured ezpready to supply the demand for the beit. It ii

made by modem machinery from carefully-selected stock and erery precaution it taken
throughout our entire tyttem to make it fulfill in oTery particular its name—"IDEAL."

ROUGH OR FINISHED LUMBER—ALL KINDS
Send Ui Your Inquiries

The I. Stephenson Company - wells, Michigan

East Jordan Lumber Co.

EAST JORDAN, MICHIGAN

WE OFFER FOR PROMPT SHIPMENT
75M 4/4 No. 2 Common & Better Basswood

Winter cut—Full log run

RIGHT PRICES QUICK SHIPMENT

Von Platen Lumber Co.
Iron Mountain, Michigan
MANUFACTURERS OF

BIRCH BASSWOOD ELM MAPLE
200 M ft. of 8 4 No. 2 Com. 30 M ft. of 12 4 No. 2 Com.

& Better Maple & Better Maple
100 M ft. of 8 4 No. 3 Com. 200 M ft. of 6 4 No. 2 Com.

Maple & Better Birch
100 M ft of 4 4 No. 1 and 2 Com. Birch

We Solicit Your Inquiries

SHIPMENTS VIA C. & N. W.—C, M. & ST. P.—W. & M.

FORMAN'S
FAMOUS
OAK
FLOORING

Heidelberg, Ky.

Is made in faultless

fashion from the most
u n i f o r m-colored and
even-textured oak pro-

duced; worked from
Kraetzer-Cured lumber
manufactured at our

sawmills.

Thomas Forman Company
Detroit Michigan

"Chief Brand"
Maple and Beech Flooring

in i, f and 13-16 and 1 1-16 inch Maple
in all standard widths and grades, will

commend itself to you and your trade
on its merits alone

WRITE US, WE CAN INTEREST YOU

Kerry & Hanson Flooring Co.
GRAYLING. MICHIGAN

Scoff & Howe Lumber Co.
Ironwood, Mich.

Sales Office, Oshkosh, Wis.

Medford Lumber Co.
Medford, Wis.

We Have the Following Dry Hardwood in Shipping Condition:

2 cars 4 4 Ists & 2nds Birch 5 cars 4 4 No. 2 Common Hard Maple
2 cars 4 4 No. 1 Common Birch 5 cars 4 4 No. 3 Common Hard Maple
1 car 4 4 No. 3 Common Birch 3 cars 6 4 No. 1 C. & B. Hard Maple
5 cars 4 4 No. 1 Common Hard Maple 5 cars 8 4 No. 1 C. & B. Hard Maple
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BUFFALO
The Foremost Hardwood Market of the East

T. SULLIVAN & CO.
SPK.CIAI. riKS:

Gray Elm, Brown Ash
Pacific Coast Fir and Spruce

2 ARTHUR STREET

YEAOER LUMBER COMPANY, Inc.

SI'KCIALTIES

Oak, Ash and Poplar
932 ELK STREET

ANTHONY



^L ' — ^^_^ ^L Manufacturers Old-FaehionedVansant, Soft

Kitchen 6
CompanySptcialty

Ashlsindy Kentucky

EASTERN REPRESENTATIVE, John L. Cochran
601 W. 115th Street, New York City

Little River Lumber Company
TOWNSEND, TENN.

WE continue cutting Hardwoods and Hemlock out of big, smooth, clean, prime logs, and we give
special attention to the making of stock that is hard to make and is required in heavy thick-

nesses and special widths and lengths. We are in shape now to cut Poplar, in any widths or thick-

nesses desired. Also are getting into the mill a fine lot of Chestnut logs that can be cut to order.

A little later on will be glad to talk Southern Mountain Maple with you—IT IS SURE FINE. Also
Hemlock in all widths and all grades.

We Continue to Solicit the Business of

Discriminating Buyers of High Grade Smoky Mountain Hardwoods and Hemlock

Forty (40) Carloads of Rotary
Cut Veneer

In our warehouses at Burnside, Ky., ready for IMMEDIATE SHIPMENT. This
gives an idea of the quantity of rotary cut stock we carry on hand in the standard
thicknesses and sizes of POPLAR, OAK, PINE, CHESTNUT, ASH, WALNUT,
etc. Quality of stock and service cannot be excelled, and our prices are right.

Chicago Veneer Company, Inc., Danville, Ky.

YELLOW POPLAR
HtNUF/iCTUIIERS OF B«ND StWED

POPLAR
QUARTERED OAK
PLAIN OAK

CHESTNUT
BASSWOOD

SPECIALTY
QUARTER SAWED

WHITE OAK

Coal Grove, Ohio, U. S. A. LUMBER CO
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We are prepared to ship promptly on

receipt of order

Hardwoods of All Kinds
from our Philadelphia Yard or direct

from our Mills.

Specialties

7 in. X 24 in. No. 1 Heart Split

Cypress Shingles.

5-8 Soft Yellow Tennessee
Panel Poplar 18 in. and over.

J. Gibson Mcllvain & Co.
1420 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia, Pa.

Memphis Band Mill Co.
Wholesale Manufacturers

LUMBER
Special Stock for Quick Shipment:

3/4" Is & 2s Qtd. White Oak 40,100'

3/4" No. 1 Com. Qtd. White Oak. 46,400'

3/4" Is & 2s Plain Red Oak 125,200'

3 4" No. 1 Com. Plain Red Oak. . 22,400'

5/4x10" & Up R. O. Step Plank. . 9,700'

6/4x10" & Up R. O. Step Plank. . . 24,700'

1x10" & Up No. 1 Common Cotton-
wood 27,800'

Write, wire or telephone us for prices,
also for quotations on other Hardwoods

We Manufacture Our Own Lumber and Our
Trade Mark Is QUALITY

Memphis Tennessee

/t]^ Cartier = ftoUanb )rf

yj( Unmhtv Company ^D^

Special List Stock for Furniture Trade
75,000' 4/4 Sel. End Dried Winter Cut White Maple
20,000' 8 4 No. 1 Com. & Btr. Unselected Maple
14,000' 4 4 Log Run Michigan White Oak
30,000' 4/4 Log Run Michigan Soft Elm
46,000' 6 4 Log Run Soft Maple

100,000' 4/4 Log Run Beech
20,000' 6 '4 Log Run Beech
50,000' 8 4 Log Run Beech

CRATING STOCK
275,000' 4 4 Lengths PineMixed Widths and

Crating

White Pine Crating

Mixed Widths and Lengths Nos. 2

and 3 Common Basswood
RKMEMBER, Wo perform whatever mill work yon
require. The 8./4 Maple mentioned aliove runs 85%
Ists and 2nds.

1,200,000' 1x4"

150,000' 4 4

Michigan Trust Building

Grand Rapids, Mich. fi
Mill:

Ludington, Mich.
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A floor to adore
For thirty-three years Wilce's Hardwood Floor-

ing has been among the foremost on the markat
and because it stands today "unequaled" is the
best evidence that its manufacturer has kept
abreast of modern methods and the advanced ds-
mands of the trade. To convince yourself of the
above statements, try our poUshed .surface fioor-

ine. tongued and grooved, hollow backed, with
matched ends and holes for blind nailing

—

you'll
find it reduces the expense of laying and polishlnc.

Our BookM tell* all about Sardwoot Ftoorlmt
and hoic to oart for it—alto prion—and it fr»*.

The T. Wilce Company
22nd and Throop Sta. CHICAGO. ILl..

Clarence Boyle, Inc.,
'''

Chicago""

'

WHOLESALE LUMBER
Always in the market for OAK, GUM and POPLAR

Hayden & Westcott Lumber Co.
SPECIAL RAILROAD DEPT.
Hardwoods :: Softwoods

823 Railway Exchange Building, Cliicago. 111.

FLANNER-STEGER LAND & LUMBER CO.
( 2 CARS 5/4 X 12 " & WIDER 1st & 2nd BASSWOOD

\A7AlVTTTm Tn TVmVTT OTTTPTf ' 4 CARS 3" ROCK ELM BRIDGE PLANKWANIHU— lO MUVli. gUiCK . goo.oOO FEET NO. 3 HEMLOCK
( '00,000 FEET 4/4 BOX COMMON BIRCH

SEND US YOUR INQUIRIES
MILLS:

BLACKWELL, WISCONSIN
GENERAL SALES OFFICE

1704 STEGER BLDG., CHICAGO, ILL.

If you want to reach the wholesale consumers of hardwood lumber throughout the

United States, a HARDWOOD RECORD advertisement will do it for you.

If you want to reach the hardwood manufacturers of the United States, a HARDWOOD
RECORD advertisement will do it for you.

The HARDWOOD RECORD represents high-class, special, class circulation, with a

minimum of waste circulation.

Ask any HARDWOOD RECORD advertiser for experience on results.
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KNOXVILLE
I

Famous for Finest Type of Poplar, Oak and Chestnut.

VESTAL LUMBER AND MANUFACTURING CO.
KNOXVILLE, TENNESSEE.

QUARTERED WHITE OAK
OUR SPECIALTY

MANUFACTURERS OF

QOARTERED WHITE OAK. PLlilN OAK. POPLAR. WALNUT & TENNESSEE RED CEDAR LUMBER
BAMD MILO^S AT VKSTAU A SUBURB OF KM OXVILi^ SOUTHERN AND LOUISVILLE & NASHVILOJE RAILROAD

J. M. UOOAIN
UUMBER OO.
MANUFACTURERS AND WHOLESALERS
HARDWOODS AND PINE
POPLAR A SPECIALTY

Main Office and Yards: Knoxville

Branch OOlc* and Tard:
Bank aad HcLean Are., CinclnBatl I. M. ASHER. Mgr.

We Want Orders for the followins Dry Stock:

WHITE OAK—Plain or Quartered.

RED OAK—Plain or Quartered.

CHESTNUT BASSWOOD
POPLAR WHITE PINE

Always carry large well

assorted stock of all

kinds of Hardwoods.

CAN SHIP ON SHORT NOTICE.

^T HARDWOOD RECORD is a differ-

^H I ent kind, and altogether better

^^L^ lumber newspaper than has hither-

to been published. This is made possible

by the loyal co-operation and support of the

hardwood element of the lumber industry.

If you are a subscriber you will agree.

"THE VERY BEST"
ASH, CHESTNUT,

RED OAK, WHITE OAK, PINE.

POPLAR and WALNUT
Knoxville Veneer Co.

p. B. RAYMOND. General Manager, Knozville, Tenn.

What Veneer and Panel Consumers Will Use in 1914
This information is shown completely in our new correction pamphlet (off the press this week),

which revises our veneer and panel consumers' requirements lists complete according to 1914 requirements.
The information contained is all first hand and guaranteed to be authentic. It gives all details that you

want to know on which to base an intelligent quotation.
It would cost you thousands of dollars and years of work to compile the same information—we know

because that is what it cost us. You can have it for 1% of its real cost.

As its best use is while it is fresh and it costs only two cents to write, drop us a line today and let us
give you the details.

HARDWOOD RECORD, CHICAGO, ILL.
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Wl \^ Lumber Dried As Never Before^
1 SEE THE DIFFERENCE

GRAND RAPIDS DRY KILN

GRAND RAPIDS VENEER WKS., SOLE MFRS., MICHIGAN

SECURE BETTER PRICES
AT LESS SELLING COST BY REACHING MORE CUSTOMERS. HARDWOOD
RECORD PUTS YOU BEFORE THEM ALL TWICE A MONTH. ASK US ABOUT IT.

CINCINNATI
THE GATEWAY OF THE, SOOTH

vou
Are making a MISTAKE if you do not try our

Plain Oak, Quartered Oak and Poplar.

25,000,000 feet of all grades and thicknesses on
hand AT ALL TIMES.
For texture, color and manufacture it cannot

be excelled.

Tli£ Mobray & Robinson Company
Mills

Quicka&nd, Ky,
Viper, Ky,
West Irvine, Ky,

MAIN OFFICE
CINCINNATI, OHIO

YARDS
Cincinnati, 0.
Detroit, Mich.
Rochester, N, Y
Brooklyn. N. Y.

RED GUM
Write us when you want BONE DRY stock
High Grade Fine Widths Good Lengths

BENNETT & WITTE
224 West Fourth St. CINCINNATI. O.

W. E. HEYSER, President WEAVER HASS. V. President
BENJAMIN BRAMLAGE. SecV & Trees.

The W. E. Heyser
Lumber Company

MAIN OFFICE & YARDS
Winton Place
Cincinnati, Ohio

BRANCH YARDS AND MILLS
West Virginia, Mississippi, Arkansas & Kentucky

12,000,000 ft. High
Grade West Vir-

ginia and Southern

Hardwoods in

stock at all times.

Shipments made
direct from our

own yards and
mills in straight or

mixed cars.

SEND US YOUR INQUIRIES
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PENROD WALNUT & VENEER
COMPANY

"Mills

Kansas City and Helena, Ark.

^Fc^ - KANSAS CITY, Mo.
Send all inquiries to General Offices, Kansas City, Mo.

Kansas City Plant

Exclusively

WALNUT
LUMBER AND
VENEERS

American

and

Circassian

Helena Plant

Exclusively

Rotary Cut

Veneers

Red Gum—Oak
Poplar — Elm
Cypress — Pine

Dry, Flat Stock

PENRODJURDENMcCOWEN

LUMBER COMPANY
Band Mills and Olfices:

Brasfield, Arkansas

We offer for immediate shipment

DRY

RED GUM
Quartered

3 cars 4/4, I's and 2's

2 " 5/4
1 car 6/4 "

1
" 8/4

3 cars 4/4 No. 1 Com.
1 car 5/4
1 " 6/4
1 " 8/4
1 " 10/4

RED GUM
Plain

4 cars 4/4 I's and 2's
2 " 5/4
1 car 6/4
1 " 8/4
1 " 10/4
2 cars 4/4 No. 1 Com.
1 car 5/4
1 " 6/4
1 " 8/4
1 " 10/4

The Famous Cache River Gum
Band Sawn—Flat—Dry

Plain and Quartered Red and White
Oak always in stock

GOOD
GRADES

TIT" 71 T^TVT
Ca, LJ A l_ I T Y I ^M

LUDmcnxDN
HARDWOOD SPECIALISTS

PROMPT
SERVICE

Service FirsI

20,000,000 feet of dry
Hardwood for imme-
diate shipment.

We've got what
you want when you
want it.

OUR SPECIALTIES

Planing Mill Work
Dimension Stock

Kiln Drying

Our Special Offer
30 M 1x4 and 6

" No. 1 Common
Hasswood

96 M 1x5 and 6" No. 1 Common
Basswood

20 M 1x7 & 8" No. 1 Common
Basswood

73 M 5/4 No. 1 Common and
Better Beech

45 M 5/4 No. 1 Common Beech
60 M 4/4 6" and Wider No. I

Common Birch
40 M 4/4 FAS Soft Gray Elm
50 M 6/4 FAS Soft Gray Elm
15 M 4/4 to 8/4 Birdseye Maple
73 M 4/4 No. 1 Common White

Maple
00 M 8/4 No. 1 Common Hard

Maple
70 M 10/4 No. 1 Common Hard

.staple

Write lor Bargain Prices

CTTxe§ SALT Cr LUMBER CO. LUDINGTON,MlCH.
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The

Newest
Hoosier
Band
Saw Mill
We have been building

band mills for thirty-

five years and this New
Hoosier Band Saw
Mill represents the ex-

perience of these years.

The simplest mill in

construction and the

easiest kept in order.

We build this mill in three

sizes, 6, 7 and 8 ft. The
widest saw the 6 ft. mill

will carry is 10"; the 7 and
8 ft. mills will carry 10, 11

or 12" saws. This mill is

built in a substantial man-
ner and embodies all that

is latest and best in Band
Mill design. The base is

of the heavy extension pat-

tern and is so constructed

that it does not overhang the foundation but extends completely around the mill. By
means of the construction of the column the upper wheel runs in the center of the mill and

is supported both above and below the mandrel. The bearings are long and are chain

oiling.

The tension device has roller bearings and is very sensitive and durable. The upper guide

is raised and lowered by power and is nonbreakable. The lower guide is so arranged that

it can be opened quickly. The roll back of the saw is power driven.

The 6 ft. mill will split a 48" log and lay down a 30" board between saw and column; the

7 ft. will split a 54" log and lay down a 36" board, the 8 ft. will split a 57" log and lay down
a 42" board.

The Sinker-Davis Co., Indianapolis, Ind.

Makers of Hoosier Saw Mill Machinery
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LOUISVILLB
THE HARDM^OOD GATEWAY OF THE SOUTH

For You, Mr. Small Buyer

\\'e are (HrcctiiiL;- tliis advertisement particularly to factory operators who

helie\e that their luiiiher cdiiNuniption is not lari^e enoUi^h to deserve much

attention from the leading houses. We want you to know that the husiness

of the small consumer is just as much appreciated as that of the biggest con-

cerns in the country: and what is ecjually imi)ortant. we are in just as good

a position in take care ol it.

^'ou are familiar with the fact, doubtless, that Louisville is so situated

that the best assurtnienl of hardwoods in the country is found here. Xot

merely oak, or ash, or i)oplar. or chestnut, or elm. or walnut, or veneers and

panels, Init all of these together, in dimensions and grades suited to your

needs. Then, again, our co-operative system, whereby one house supplies de-

ficiencies in tlie offerings of another, makes the entire lumber stocks of Louis-

ville a\-ailable for your purposes.

]\fixed cars are our si)ecialty. If you need just a few thousand feet of one

item or another, don"t be afraid to ask for it. We have made a special study

of the factory man's re(|uirements along this line, and make no additional

charge because the purchase of each item is small. We are here to serve you

in this and other res])ects, and can take care of you as well as we do your

bigger competitor.

The Louisville Veneer Mills

W. P. Brown & Sons Lumber Company

Booker-Cecil Lumber Company

Stemmelen Lumber Company
(Branch Office: New Albany, Ind.)

Edward L. Davis Lumber Company Norman Lumber Company
^ ^

(Mills at Holly Ridge, La.)

North Vernon Lumber Company Churchill-Milton Lumber Company

m
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AMERICAN FOREST TREES
"Mritlen in the Lumberman's Language"

^ It tells all there is to know about every com-
mercial tree in the United States, and

^ You can rely absolutely upon its technical cor-

rectness in every detail.

^ We have left a few hundred copies of this beau-

tifully bound edition after a very satisfactory

sale and

^ Can make quick shipment on ten days' trial

upon receipt of your order.

Price, prepaid, six dollars.

HARDWOOD RECORD
537 South Dearborn St., Chicago, Illinois
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BLACK WALNUT,
The Aristocrat of American Hardwoods
Maiuitaclurcrs of furniture, pianos and interior finish know that lilack Walnut is the finest

hardwood produced on this continent. They may have been under the impression hereto-
fore tliat it is not possible to get a sufficient continuous supply of this wood to enable them
to use it. The purpose of this and succeeding advertisements is to show that there is an
ample and permanent supply, and that those who specify it will be able to get it now and
hereafter.

The stock listed below is dry and ready to ship, and the firms indicated will be glad to

quote anyone interested in logs, lumber or veneers, and also to give full information about
the stock.
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R.E.Wood Lumber Company
*li Manufacturers of Yellow Poplar, Oak, Chestnut, Hemlock
and White Pine.

9 We own our own stumpage and operate our own mills.

fl Correspondence solicited and inquiries promptly answered.

GENERAL OFFICES:
CONTINENTAL BUILDING. Baltimore, Maryland

IET us talk to you about the plain

and quartered oak that made In-

diana famous. It's the kind we

make to-day.

Wood-Mosaic Co., New Albany, Ind.

BIRCH
AND

MAPLE

A few cars
in transit and

a large assort-

ment at the

mill. Write us.

New York Office

25 W. 42d St.

Geo. Webster Lumber Co.
SPRINGFIELD, MASS.

SKIDDING
^^IdddinA with mccKan-
^ "^ical rohauls to return
linos to the woods is be-
comin^ more and moro pop-
ular. Groator spood and
independonco from wcath-
or conditions constitute
the principal reasons for
this :-

YOU WILL BE INTERESTED IN HEARING & SEEING
WHAT OTHERS ARE DOING WITH CLYDE MECHANICAL
REHAUL SKIDDERS. Wrifo us <3ncIivG willarran^o to Show youCLYDE IRON "W^ORKSDUIvUTH, U. S.A.
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Wc Will Quote Unusually Attractive Prices

On the Following List of Band Sawn Poplar:

3 can I" Is & Sa.

2 cars IVn" Is £ 28.

S cars 2%" Is * 2s.

S cars S" Is £ 2s.

2 cars 1" Wide Box.
3 cars 1" Narrow Box.
4 cars 1" Saps & Selects.
1 car 1V<" Saps £ Selects.
2 cars IVj" Saps & Selects.
2 cars 2" Saps & Selects.

WE HAVF A SPLENDII
QUAHTERED RED AND '

8 cars 1" No. 1 Common.
2 cars 1>4" No. 1 Common.
2 cars Wy No. 1 Common.
2 cars 2" No. 1 Common.
S cars 2Vi" No. 1 Common.
I! cars S" No. I Common.
4 cars 1" No. 2-A Common.
X cars 1" No. 2-B Common.
R cars 2" No. 2 A « B Commoi
1 car 2V." No. 2 A & H Common.'
1 car R" No. 2 A & B Common

Faust Bros. Lumber Co.
SALES OFFICE
CHICAGO. ILL.

M.MN office!
PADUCAH, KY

Standard for 37 Years

CoVlel Saw Machinery
The machine shown will automatically
sharpen band resaws from i" to 6"

wide, and it is not necessary to touch
the saws after they come off the
machine.

COVEL MFG. CO., Benton Harbor, Mich.

OAK FLOORING

Kiln-

Dried

HARDWOOD LUMBER

& MFC. CO.
SA RDIS
- MI55. -

Polished "'^^^^^

Hollow

?^ Backed
and

Bundled

MOUND CITY, ILL., adjoining Cairo, HI.

CHICAGO OFFICE—1423 Monadnock Bldg.

Hardwood Lumber
ALL GRADES AND THICKNESSES

Oak and Ash Our Specialty

VENEERS Sawed, Quartered White Oak
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Review and Outlook

Haiuiwood Kecord staff takes this occasion to voice its ileep

appreciation of the many kiiul expressions wliich have come to

us since the death of our late editor, Ilenr)' H. Gibson. It has

been a substantial consolation for the loss wliich has been sus-

tained in feeling that Mr. Gibson had so niauy and such luval

friends.

The institution which he fouuded, H.\kd\vood Record, will

continue to fulfill its mission as an organ representing the hard-

wood interests of the country, and will continue as a medium

between the manufacturer and consumer of products of the

hardwood forests.

Hardwood Record hopes that its friends in the allieil hard

wood and veneer trades will continue to have the same kindly

feelings that they have expressed in the past, and will use

what Hardwood Record can offer on any and every occasion

that might jiresent itself.

General Market Conditions

TAK TWO .MOST F.AVOE.\BLK DEVKLOPME.NTS in tlu^ -en

eral lit'ld during the last couple of weeks have been an increased

development of demand from foreign markets, which is probably a

result of a gradual tendency toward more favorable freight rates

and material strengthening in the quartered oak markets. It cannnf

be said that these developments have resulted, or will result, in

generally strengthening (he hardwood situation, which at prejeni is

stil! in i-nther an unsatisfactory condition generally speaking, Init

these two features are of real importance, indicating a tendeucv to

broadening out a demand and a consequent stiffening of prices.

The situation abroad, as reported by several large e.xporters, is not

in first class shape by any means, but there is a decided indicat ion

that there will be a trend toward normal conditions which will

eventuallv lend up to resumption of old time form in export trade.

The situation throughofit the eastern stales continues to be rallier

dull, although there has been sonic "chirping up" both in voliirre

of inquiries and in total sales. Sales continue, of course, to he of a

rather nnf-atisfactory size, but as a general proposition prices an'

being held in excellent form. There is no reason to anticipate

:inything further in the way of slumps in values.

Regarding the railroad business: This proposition, according to

available reports, seems to be based entirely upon the jmssibility

of securing the u per cent increase in general freight rates. As

a matter of fact, railroads are simply trading around among the

different shops of the various lines throughout the country, accord

ing to the immediate requirements of each sho]), and are jirac-

tically out of the lumber market in their lines of purchases until

sudi time as they know which way the question of increased reve-

nues will be decided.

Several prominent railroad officials have put themselves semi-

officially on record as stating that the granting of the 5 per cent
iiu-rease would mean an immediate return to the purchasing field.

Favorable logging conditions in some sections of the south-

eastern hanlwood territory are being seriously threatened by ex-

cessive rains, which Ijave washed out railroads and held up the
shipments of logs and lumber. This condition has not yet ap-

proached anything generally serious, but for some concerns located
in that territory it has assumed serious proportions, as they are
II. t sure on taking orders of their ability to make deliveries.

The general opening up of building weather will unquestionably

>timulatc demand from retail yards and, in fact, this stinmlus has
already been pretty widely noted and is the strongest point in

"onsuniing trade today. Orders are fairly plentiful and of good
ize and at prices which are, while not entirely satisfactory, at least

:it a reasonable level. The situation as it can be viewed, considering

late developments in general business conditions, offers real encourage-
mcut whi(di is based on a stimulus in inquiries above noted, the
tendency to hold prices firm, more favorable situation in foreign

conditions, applied to hardflood lumber in particular, and a general

note of ojitimism which continues to be evident everywhere. It is,

lit course, tiuc that big business is still holding the clamps tight,

but it cannot be said that this policy is a result of anything more
tliiin a conservative regard for the tremendous investments which
:ire involved. The general outlook bespeaks a necessity for steady
continuance in a conservative way, but nevertheless presages a steady
development in demand ;ind a steadily augmented strengthening in

prices.

The Cover Picture
A H.\RI)\VO()P FORKST SCKNK near .lacksonville, Fla., is

•'» shown in the illustration on the front cover of this issue of
Hardwood Rkcord. The picture was furnished by the .1. C. Turner
Lumber Company, of New York, which owns the land. In the lan-

guage in use in that state the type here shown is called hummock or

hammock land. It is distinguished from the flat swamps, where
palms grow, and likewise from the sandy tracts covered with pines.

The Immmocks are low ridges or slight elevations, and they are usually

underlaid by reefs or ledges of corral or limestone. Generally that

class of land is very stony. Its soil is thin, except in <lepressions

among rocks, where decaying leaves and other vegetation have accu-

mul ited during long periods and changed into black humus.
The threi' (,v|ies of Florida forests are quite distinct. The palms
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present a troiiical aiiiiearant-e; tlie jiiiies fi'iiii tliiii stands with little

undergrowth exeept grass an.l saw palnielli); while the hamniock

forests are thick, somewhat tangled with liniliy and leaning trees, and

usually the leaf canopy is very dense. Many of the hanlwoods oc

ourring hi such forests are evergreen or so nearly evergreen that the

Ijranches are practically always covered with leaves. Often the

foliage hangs full twelve months, and the old falls as the new ap-

pears. Some of the oaks which shed their leaves in autnnin further

north, here retain them the whole year.

The Florida hardwood forests are not generally so valuable as

those of northern states or other southern states. The -trees are of

inferior size and usually of poor form. Many exceptions to that rule

should be noted, particularly in tluit i>ortion of Florida adjacent to

Georgia, where deej) red soil prevails. Further south anumg the

hummocks the type of forest is fairly well represented in the cover

illustration. Some trunks are shai)ely, but the majority lack the

svnunetry and also the size which jircvail among the hardwoods of

the Mississippi valley, the Appalachian region and the Ijake States.

However, Florida is richer in hardwood species than any other

state. Nearly two lumdred kinds of trees, large and small, grow

there. Most of them never liud their way to sawnulls, because of

snuiU size, poor form, and scarcity. Species from the tropics have

numerous representatives in the southern part of Florida. Some of

the islands nearly touch the torrid zone. A little mahogany still

grows there, though the commercial stand was depleted sixty or

seventy years ago. Tlie oak, which is most in evidence and which is

shown in the accompanying illustration, is the common live oak of

the southern states. It sometimes attains large trunk diameter, but

usually only when it grows in open ground. Some of the wood is

of excellent quality, but the tree has never appealed to lumbermen.

Its trunk is too short, or if long it is apt to be crooked. Besides,

the Florida live oaks are victims of numerous tree diseases which

render the trunks unfit for use.

The hiunmock land, if not too rocky, is fine for orchards and truck

gardens, and much of it is being cleared for that purpose. A well

wooded hummock is a place gf great beauty and interest and some

have been converted into pleasure resorts. Such, in fact, is the

[iresent use of that shown in the cover picture.

Importance of the Exposition

AS If^ A FT]A' PUT IX AX ,\:N'X0UXCE.\IENT gotten out by

the Hardwood Manufacturers' Association of the United States,

"the importance of the Forest Products Exposition to be held at

the Coliseum, Chicago, April 30 to May 9, and at the Grand Central

Ptilace, Xew York City, May 21 to 30, presents the great shop window

of the industry to every lumber dealer, manufacturer, distributor

and specialist, for trade, educational and attractive reasons. '

'

An attempt has been made elsewhere in this issue of Hardwood

Recokd to analyze the subject as it pertains directly to the lumber-

men's most vital interests, and as it should be viewed I>y most of

the lumber and kindred trades.

There is a real gratifying enthusiasm exhibited both in the taking

of space and in plans for the exhibits to be sho\vn. It is unques-

tionably a fact, judging from present indications and suggestions

as to developments as offered by the manager of the show, that it

is going to be one of the most educational and one of the

most eminently successful and enthusiastically attended exposi-

tions ever attempted. It is needless to urge its importance to

the lumber industry in all of its phases, but Hardwood Record

takes this opportunity of urging every member of the trade

to do his utmost to stimulate attendance from out-to-town interests

at either the Chicago or New York shows. It will be well worth the

time and attention of any home-builder of the country regardless

of the ehariicter of the structure which he is contemplating or owns,

or whether he is merely a cliff-dweller in the modern city flat.

In short, the exposition will offer many wholesome out-of-door

features which will appeal to everybody. It will be so radically

different from the cutand-dried expositions which have been featured

by advocates of substitutes for so long that it will be like a breeze

from i he pine woods. Lumbermen must not forget to do their part 1

Conditional Endorsement of Freight Rate

Advance

T,li; li,\l;l)\VO()D MAXUFACTUKEKS" A«S0C1AT10X of the

I'iiil^d .States has put itself on record as being open-minded

in the question of the ]jropo8ed 5 per cent horizontal advance of

freight rates in the official classification territory. Seemingly fiom

the announcement, which has just been given out by this association

through Secretary W. H. Weller, it suggests that jjossiblc good effects

will accrue, ujion granting to the lailroads this requested increase in

revenues, through increased purchases which will imdoubtedly result.

Following is a copy of a telegram recently sent to the Inter.state

Commerce Commission by the association:

"At its meeting here (Cincinnati) today (March 4), it is the

unanimous consensus of the executive board of the Hardwood Manu-

facturers' Association that freight rates on lumber are proportionately

higher than oc any other commodity. We realize, iiowever, that it

is necessary for the railroads to liave a reasonable advaut'o in their

rates at this time, and therefore favor the same providing that a

readjustment a: ill be made later, placing lumber on a fair basis as

conipaied with other commodities."

The Hardwood Manufacturers' Association advances the logic of

simply advancing general rates on all commodities in order to tide

over the present decided stringency which seems to have been shown

in railroad revenues, and the feasibility of adjusting the general

proportion between rates on various commodities alter the general

advance is made rather than holding up such advance merely in

anticipation of the possibility of making such adjustment beforehand.

It is significant that various other lumber associations throughout

the country have taken the same attitude on this question.

Important But Not Final

THE IJIFOKTANCE PLACED UPOX A KECEXT DECISiOX of

the Supreme Court of the state of .Mississippi in a controversy

which has been going on in that court for the past four years,

betneen the Edward Hines Lumber Company and the state, has not

been unduly expressed in reports on that decision.

Briefly, this controversy had to do with the. state law specifically

forbidding corporations operating within the state to acquire and

own more tJiau a specified amount of jiroperty. It seems that the

Edwaid Hinos Lumber Company aequued considerably more than

was lawful under the state law, and the commonwealth brought pro-

ceedings to confiscate the property of this company in excess of

the amount lawful under the state law. The company, of course,

fought the ease to the utmost as property valued at millions of

dollars was at stake.

The decision handed down specifies that according to the provisions

of the law, the penalty to be imposed for violation of it is the for-

feiture of the company's charter in the state and the confiscation

of the excess property. The opinion contends, however, that inasmuch

as these two penalties are specified as being applicable together, it

is not legal to ai)ply one without the other. Hence, as the company

does not operate under a Mississippi charter, it would be impossible

to nullify a charter granted by another state. Therefore the Edward
Hines Lumber Company has won at least the first battle in this

controversy.

It appears, however, that the f uestion will be somewhat strung out

on account of the suggestion offered by the court to the effect that

steps should be taken to amend the law making it possible to

confiscate excess property independently of the condition of the

charter.

Casualty Insurance for Lumbermen
ANEW INSURANCE COMPANT is preparing to begin business

in this country. It will write casualty risks for lumbermen,

as is implied by its name—Lumber Mutual Casi;alty Insurance Com-
pany. The preliminary steps in organization were taken in New York
City in March, and temporary officers were chosen, while the by-laws

and other features of the plan were prepared for submission to the

Xcw York Insurance Department for approval.
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riie.e li^ive beiii variuiis !illiiiin<>? anl other or^auixatiuus an<uug

i.ibcmicn for thu purpose of firo iiisuraucc, and various workmen's
Mipciisr.tion laws have be<;n pa-i^otl, fome compulsory anj seine

liei-wiso; liut the present movement appears to be the first attempt
• write straight casualty insuranco tor himbenneu as a special class.

time :ai(] results will Jetermino whether the field is large enough
::! conditions favorable for sue os;:. Half a million persons arc

engaged in the lumber business in the United States, in mill, forest,

and yard. Conditions under v.hiih they woik and live are somewhat
different from those of the majority cf workers in other lines, and
insurance which considers those conditions specially, should appeal to

lumbermen. It has not yet been announced when the new company
will ho ready for business. The lists of officers and directors, which

may be found in another column of this issue, contain the names
of v.ill known bii«iiio=5: men.

Getting Ready for the National Convention
BUKF.ALO SEKMS TO HAVK BKKX unusuaUy blessed this year

in the matter of important lumber conventions, it having enter-

tained the Xatioua! wholesalers early in March, and now being slated

to receive the Xational Hardwood Lumber Association, which numbers

something like 90ii members. This convention will take place at

the Hotel Statler, .Tune IS and 19. The Buffalo lumbermen have

shown their metal by the entertainment offered at the wholesalers'

convention, and it is expected that they will surpass all previous

efforts in connection with the National hardwood meeting as plans

are already being perfected to take care of the vast number of

attendants.

President Aithur W. Kreinheder of the Buffalo Lumber Exchange
•jailed a special niteting of all committees that have been appointed,

for the purpose of completing arrangements, and each committee has

beeu given a definite idea of what it is expected to accomplish in

order that plpns may bo perfected as rapidly and as completely

as jK)ssible.

It is, of couise, customarj' to say in anticipation of any convention

that it promises to be one of the best ever held, but it can be truth-

fully said in connection with this gathering of National hardwooil

men, that there is no room for doubt, considering the vast member-
ship, the advantages offered by Buffalo, plans fjr entertainment

and other features, that no other convention ever held by the National

Hardwood Lumber Association will have been more satisfactory ihan

I he gathering at Buffalo in June.

The Flood Situation

PKKSK.NT INDICATIONS are iliar l\w lower Mississippi valley

will escape serious flood visitation this spring. The season is

far advanced and no large volume of water is yet under way from

the head streams to the lower reaches of the Father of Waters.

There may be heavy rains over extensive areas which will change

the situation yet, but such are not anticipated. Unusual storms would

be necessary to produce destructive Mississippi floods under present

and prosiiective circumstances. Little snow lies in the upper Missis-

sippi valley; the same situation obtains on the headwaters of the

Ohio. The snows on the upper tributaries of the Missouri are a

long way off, and they are not particularly heavy. If a late spring

flood goes down the Mississippi this year it will be produced chiefly

by rain, with little assistance from n.elting snow. Siu'h is not

looked for.

Nevertheless, the flood peril remains in the lower Mississippi valley

as a ])erpetual menace. One year may miss, bii; another will hit.

Unfortunately, when immediate danger is not ajiparent, the people

are prone to forget the necessity of jireparing for trouble; but when

the danger comes, it is too late for adequate preparation.

Bills are before Congress whi'-ii provide extensive, and what is

believed (o be ad<quate flood protection for the low country along

the Mississippi. The bills have not yet become laws, and after they

are made effective, if they ever are, years will be necessary for the

carrying out of the plans. Meantime, floods will periodically go

down the rivers and cause destrii-tioii of property on thousands of

miies of inundated land.

'ihe coinjiri'lu'iisive jdaii of river improvement includes more than

levees along the lower reaches of the streams. Tributary rivers are

included, and jiarts of the floods arc to be held back by reservoirs

and improved forest conditions near the sources. The storm water

will thus be given an opportunity to flow away gradually, and the

larger streams lower down will be al)lo to take care of it as it comes.

The ilis.'ilssippi flood problem is national in its scope. It embraces

most of the region between the Appalachian mountains on the oast

and the Kocky Mountains on the west.

Standardizing Veneers and Pjinels

IT IS UNt^I'KsllOXABLV A i'ACT tli.-it one of the rhief lo-

tardants in the development in tlie use of veneers and panels in

cabinet, interior and similar work, has been the lack of standardized

sizes and thicknesses for various purposes. The growth of 'he use

of this class of material in the face of the difficulties which have

confronted it has been nothing short of astonishing. Nevertheless

there has been of late a dei-ided tendency on the part of mani:f.-ic-

turers to endeavor at least to standardize specifications as to sizes,

thicknesses, etc., for different classes of work, and this idea as it

develops \vill pro\e of exceeding importance in furthering the use of

veneers and panels.

There is really no excuse for lack of standard sizes in 7>ractically

all lines and uses, as such standard specifications would be compara-

tively easy to formulate with a little application of the right kind.

The lack of stand.-ird sizes makes veneer and panel work more expen-

sive in ever}' way as it obviates the possibility of continuous opera-

tions en stock goods during times of slack orders for special work,

.ind it is entirely practical that if the manufacturer cotdd go ahead

accumulating stock of standard dimensions and specifications when
things are a littlt; slow in the other lines, he would be able to

materially reduce his average cost of production.

It is to be hoped that work in this direction will progress as

favorably as it has of late, and that eventually the proiiositiou will

so far as is possible be standardized in every way.

Steel Ties and the Sunday Supplement

TilAT K.\XKI.\(; AUrilOKlTY (.'), the .Siindny suiiplemcnt of a

well-known metropolitan dail.v, a^ers that steel ties will eventually

prove the salvation of the railroads and of aU those who travel on

them either by force of necessity or for pleasure. It avers that

the woodtn tie has proven a veritable terror as a cause of wrecks,

resulting in an endless succession of accidents due to spreading rails,

and that the more stable security ofl'ered by the employment of

such a solid material as steel will not only offer additional comfort,

but will offer absolute safety and incalculable saving in the cost of

maintenance.

Inasmuch as the main contention was based on the safety factor,

it is probably well to take up that point first. A little investigation

on the part of the writer of this story, which would be humorous

if it were not read by several hundred thousand gullible and unin-

formed people, would have disclosed the fact that the main cause

of rail spreading is not failure of the ties, but failure of the spikes

which are made of the same metal as this writer proposes to put into

the ties themselves, namely steel. It can probably be safely stated

that not one case of rail spreading in a hundred is caused in any

way directly by the ties themselves.

As to the factor of comfort: The various unsuccessful experiments

which have been made here and abroad have left no room for argu-

ments as to which is the more comfortable tie to ride on—the wood
iir the steel, with Ihe modern methods of preserving wooden ties 'he

life of such tie material is infinitely greater than the life of steel

ties. Subject to the trying conditions of part contact with soil

and part contact with air, the question of rusting out would be a

matter of but a short time. Such rusting would further be insidious

and difficult of ascertaining until such tie had claimed its toll of

life and property by failing at the crucial moment.

This is but another of the misguided and unwarranted att.o-ks

upon products of the forest, which it is hoped will be somewhat

nullified in their etTect by the Forest Products Exposition.
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Value of the V/ood Exposition
w^

The appioacJiing Forest Products Kxposition in Chicago and New

York has not been called into existence for amusement and enter-

tainment. Its purposes are serious, and unless those purposes shall

be carried out, the object will be defeated.

The fight for substitutes is on. Pretty much everything under

the sun is being tried as substitutes for wood, and the campaign is

vigorous. Ijumber is being placed on the defensive by dealers who

have other materials to sell and who are trying to secure markets

by conveying the impression that there is not enough wood to go

around or tliat other things nuich better have been found to take

its place.

Kvery exhibitor should resist that campaign. There is enough

timber, and for most purposes for which it has been used it is su-

perior to substitutes. These facts should be shown by examples.

Wood ought to be given an opportunity to tell its own story at the

exposition. If it is given that chance it will make good. It is

plentiful and of abundant kinds. Its range of uses is almost as

wide as American industries. Notwithstanding this fact, efforts

more or less successful are being made to discredit this high-class

material and to displace it in order that inferior substitutes may
take precedent.

That movement can best be defeated by a fair and honest show-

ing of what wood is good for. The exposition should do this. Who-

ever places an exhibit there should make it teU the story of wood's

usefulness and superiority.

The Northern Hemlock and Hardwood Manufacturers' Association

and the Michigan Hardwood Manufacturers' Association have com-

bined their exhibit and will have a bungalow trimmed with basswood

siding, northern white cedar shingles, the living room finished in elm,

with red birch flooring; the dining room in birch, with red birch

floor; the bedroom white maple, with birdseye flooring; batliroom,

white birch, with white maple flooring; birch in kitchen, witli un-

selected maple floor, and the porch floor and ceiling of tamarack.

The decorative scheme at each exposition will be appropriate and

extensive, including growing boxwood hedges as dividing rails and

aisles in the main portion of each exposition, natural and artificial

branches and leaves, bark and trees, to carry out the forest at-

mosphere. The Redwood MUl Owners' Association, with its display of

California redwood, will have a bungalow of two rooms, exterior of

boards from house and barn built at Fortuna, Cal., in 1853. The

interior will be trimmod in the finished product, and an incident

will be a redwood table 72 inches long, the length of the table being

the width of the plank.

Some of these matters bear only indirectly on the practical, mod-

ern uses of lumber, but the decorative features, and even the strange

and unique, cannot be wholly ignored in an exposition which is

intended to appeal to the general public, and which, in order to be

successful, must attract many visitors.

Details of exhibits are slow in forthcoming, due largely to the

process of preparation, and the prospective exhibitor is more or less

unwilling about claiming things that might not be shown, or out-

lining original plans and devices that are intended as surprises and

naturally withheld until the opening of the exposition. The initial

exposition opens at the Coliseum, Chicago, April 30, and continues

until May 9, and during this time it is expected a number of im-

portant regular or special meetings of various trades organizations

will be held. The Northern Hemlock and Hardwood Manufactuiers'

Association will have its convention on the opening day. The Na-

tional Lumber Manufacturers' Association will hold its annual con-

vention on May 5 and 6. In this connection the Lumbermen's Asso-

ciation of Chicago has appointed a special committee to arr^ge

details for their participation, in a sense acting as host to the great

mmiber of lumbermen and representatives of the affiliated branches

of the industry, while the women visitors will probably be enter-

tained by the ladies of Chicago who are related by marriage to the

industry. The New York organizations have not perfected their

plans, but it is understood they will take the same action and have
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official representation in the exposition. At Chicago, Tuesday, May
5, has been designated as Chicago Day, when the local trade interests

will dominate the program.

It will be a sjilendid opportunity for manufacturers of wood-

working machinery, and the arrangements thus far announced show

that many valuable exhibits of that kind will be installed.

More or less elaborate exhibits are being prepared by E. C.

Atkins & Co., Henry Disston & Sons, Clyde Iron Works, Rayner &
Parker, Philadelphia ; Seattle Cedar Lumber Manufacturing Com-

pany, American Hoist & Derrick Company, American Forestry As-

sociation, American Sawmill Machinery Company, Howard, Simmons

& Co.; Barrett Manufacturing Company, Franck-Philipson & Co.,

Lidgerwood Manufacturing Company, Chicago Machinery Exchange,

Baxter D. Whitney & Son, Winchendon, Mass. ; Mossmau Wood
Turning Company, Fitchburg, Mass.; estate of William S. Doig, and

a number of others, while the Gum Lumber Manufacturers' Asso-

ciation, American Wood Preservers ' Association, National Box Man-

ufacturers ' Association, Oak Manufacturers' Association, and sev-

eral of the leading trade publications and trade associations have

secured space for more or less elaborate exhibits. The railroads are

preparing to provide special accommodations and run excursions

from a number of adjacent cities to each of the expositions, and

one of the most daring '
' house-moving '

' acts in modern history

will be the special transportation of the Forest Products Exposition

from Chicago to New Y'ork practically intact.

Much stress is being laid on the showing which the Forest Service

will make with $10,000 specially appropriated by Congress. It will

be an exhibit of uses rather than of tree growing, though it is pre-

sumed that something of both will be shown. The Forest Products

laboratory at Madison, Wis., and the office of Industrial Investiga-

tions at Washington, D. C, are directly engaged in the utilization

of wood, and the exhibits which they will make will doubtless prove

of great interest and value.

One of the important features of the exposition will be the moving

picture display, reproducing in vivid detail sensational and interest-

ing scenes of logging, milling and other attractive operations in the

industry. Some of these scenes will be principal mills of Europe and

a number of very effective American films. These things, however,

will not be the leading features of the exposition, though valuable

along the educational line.

American Hardwoods in Liverpool
The London Timber, speaking of the Liverpool market, says that

the spot demand for American hardwoods is fairly satisfactory, but

the week's additions to the already abnormally heavy stocks do not

help matters, and are having a somewhat depreciating effect on

values, making sales on profitable lines more and more difficult, and

in the majority of woods such things as contracts are unknown.

Meanwhile, the brokers are having a quiet, though not happy, time,

flajting, like Mr. Macawber, for something to turn up. Wagon oak

plank shij^pers have surely gone mad, and few of them will be able

to look back with any degree of pleasure to their trading experiences

of the past six months. In addition to the very heavy stocks held

by merchants, there are many thousands of planks stored for shippers

'

account ; on top of all these there arrived last week nearly 20,000

more, and the consumptive demand is down to somewhere near zero;

it will, therefore, require a cessation of shipments for about six or

eight months to put the Liverpool market into a satisfactory state.

Forestry School in California
The ITniver^itv of California, at Berkeley, is the latest to establish

a forestry school. Walter Mulford, who at present is head of the

forestry department at Cornell University, will take charge of the

California school. The Pacific Coast has of late years been active in

work of this kind, and this movement will greatly strengthen its

position. Professor Mulford is recognized as one of the most progres-

sive teachers of forestr'^- in this countrv.
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It is the sad duty of Habdwood Record to chronicle the death

of its founder and editor, Henry 11. Gibson, who died suddenly of

heart failure on Wednesday evening, March 25. Mr. Gibson had

been in delicate health for the last few years, but his friends had

hoped that 'a- was impioving and they certainly had no thought

of his untimely end at a time when his brilliantly matured intellect

and sane judgment made him perhaps the most valuable writer on

forest products of the last decade.

'"Jot to our knowledge has any other writer on lumber and forest

topics had the peculiarly practical experience in both the newspaper

and lumber trade that was Mr. Gibson's. As a boy he was a

newspaper man starting at Flint, Mich., becoming later the editor

of the Grand Rapids Leader.

sjoon after iiis marriage to Idah McGlone at Flint, Mich., he

entered the employ of his wife's father, who was a well-known

lumberman. Here he learned the lumber business thoroughly, not

only the selling but the buying end. and sonif years afterward

went into business for himself in Sandusky, later moving to

Ciucinnati.

Ill health caused Mr. Gibson to give up his Cincinnati business

and go into the southern pine woods in search of health, and for

some years he conducted a mill in ^\^^itle.v, Tenn. This, too. he

had to give up on account of his health and a severe surgical

operation. While recuper.ating he accepted a position on the Ameri-

can Lumberman, a paper for which he had written since its inception.

In January, 1905, Hakdwood Record was launched with Mr.

Gibson as president of the company and editor and manager, this

company taking over the Chicago Hardwood Record, whicli had been

published as a comparatively local publication up to that date. It is

not neeessarv to say to our clientele and the lumber trade that this

venture was a success from the start, and Mr. Gibson 's advice on

lunibei' conditions and lumber operations was not only asked through

the columns of H.utDwoOD Record but also his personal counsel was

sought by the largest concerns and factors in the trade.

Of direct and incisive style, trenchant with fact and often pointed

with humor, Henry Gibson's writings have chronicled the history of

the hardwood lumber trade for the last nine years. A man of great

courage and clear convictions, he never wrote anything that he did not

feel in his heart was the truth, and for this singleness of purpose and

sincerity of speech his friends—who were all who knew him either

in a business or social way—admired him most.

There was no man who loved his friends more and who would

do more for them than Henry Gibson. His sympathy was boundless,

his efiort untiring in a friend's cause.

Henry Gibson was an eminently successful man in the fact that

he accomplished everything he undertook. He never ceased to

accumulate money for its own sake, but he was vastly interested

iu the game of life and played it to the last with a zest that even

ill health could not diminish. He loved the woods and often re-

nun ked "next to my wife I love a forest tree."

He was the most tolerant of men, always ready to give anyone

the benefit of the doubt.

Mr. Gibson was singularly happy in his married life. The wife

who shared with him the adversities and good fortunes of a busy

and varied life, which embraced residence in a number of the larger

cities of the country as well as in the forest and in the mountains,

was a true companion to him and he to her. Mr. Gibson never

boasted that he was a lover of home, but it was very easily seen

thai he took no greater joy than extending to his friends the fullest

hospitality of his home life.

In his capacity as an employer, Mr. Gibson was singularly fortunate

in having the knack of conveying to those whom he employed the

feeling that they were simply part with him in an organization

ivhich was working for a specific purpose, and imparted to his
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co-workers his own enthusiasm and couN-ictions, with the result that

the organization which he built up worked with the deepest loyalty,

singleness of purpose and thought, without the usual feeling that

it was simply a paid factor to carry out his wishes. In his business

life he never asked anyone to do what he was not capable of doing

and ready to do himself,

Mr. Gibson was in no sense a clubman, although singularly gifted

in the attributes which usually go to make up the successful follower

of club life. He was an exceedingly clever mixer, approaching new

acquaintances easily and agreeably, and invariably making the favor-

able first-impression which is essential to the abilitj- to mis wcU

with mei'. of aflfairs. However, he had alwajs considered his home

as his club, and at the time of his death his only club aflSliation

was with the Lumbermen's Club of Chicago.

On October 1, 1912, Mr. Gibson, with Albert Kraetzer, Burdis

Anderson and H. C. Holthoff, incorporated The Kraetzer Company, a

concern which exploited the commercial possibilities of the process

of preparing lun\ber for drying by steaming under pressure in a

steel cylinder. This proposition under Mr. Gibson's most able

guidance has enjoyed remarkable success. Mr. Gibson was president

of the concern, and had chiefly to do with the sales of the apparatus.

One of the most notable achievements of the deceased was the

compilation of a remarkable series of articles describing in minute

detail the scientific and economic facts regarding every commercial

tree of the LTnited States. This work was started in the form of a

series of articles which were begun by Mr. Gibson shortly after

commencing the publication of Hardwood Record. About a year

and a half ago, with the assistance of Hu Maxwell, formerly of the

United States Forest Service, Mr. Gibson compUed this remarkable

series in book form entitled "American Forest Trees," which will

stand for all time as a very fitting monument to his memory.

During his work with Hardwood Record, Mr. Gibson was instru-

mental in inaugurating several associations having to do with the

hardwood business and in fostering their development. He rendered

his best efforts to this work and it was his personal pride to see

the progress which the organizations have since made. His close

touch with all phases of the hardwcod business, with the manufactur-

insr and merchandising of the products cf the hardwood forest,

rendered him eminently fitted to carry on organization work of this

character.

Henry H. Gibson was born at Camden, X. Y., January 26, 1855.

He leaves a wido\v, an aged mother and a sister, Mrs. F. E. Stevens,

of Grand Kapids, Mich.

There was a brief funeral service in Chicago on Friday, March 27,

previous to conveying the body for interment to the home of his

sister in Grand Rapids, Saturday morning, March 28. Mr. Gibson

was buried in the family lot in the Grand Rapids cemetery. Grand

Rapids lumbermen acted as pallbearers.

The broad and loyal acquaintances of our late editor is convincingly

shown through the number and character of letters and telegrams

which were received by his widow and at this office following his

death. We believe that it is due his widow that the expressions

of some of his friends iu the trade are shown herewith. It would

be impossible to publish even a small part of the communications

received, but a few of those from soine of his oldest friends in

the trade follow:

Hcnr.v II. Clbs'jii. editor anil uinnagcr of Hardwood Record, died

suddcni.v o( heart failure in Clilcngo Wednesday evening, March 25, 1914.

Mr. Gibson, who wa< au authority on hardwoods, and who, In Hardwood
Record, presented to the world a remarkable scries of articles on .\mer-

Ican forest trees, was a native of Camden, N. Y., and at the time of his

death was flft.vniuo jears old. He was a warm personal friend of many
members of this tlub. who received the news of his death with sincere

sorrow and regret. In view of Mr. Oibson's eminence in the hardwood

field, and the personal loss we have snlTered in bis death, the following

resolutions arc adopted :
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Resomku, That tlie Louisville Hardwood Club ri'gards tlio death of

llenrj' U. Git>son as a loss both personal and to the trade, and sympa-
thizes keenly with his mother and widow, who survive him, and with
Hardwood Hmcoiid which has suffered the loss o£ his splendid services.

Be it furlher' resolved. That those resolutions be spread upon the

minutes and a copy sent to the I'linilly of Mr. Gibson.

I). K. Ki.iNi;.

r. M. r.iuiwN,

i;. 1>. t'llAl.N', .In.,

Louisville. .Miuch ."l, 1!)14, Committee.

Norfolk, Va., March ;U, 1014.

At the recent meetlug ol: our association the members learned with

great regret of the death of Mr. Gibson, and unnulmously adopted reso-

lutlous showing their respect for him and their .sympathy for Mrs.

Gibson. I trust you may receive thorn in the spirit which prompted their

passage, for among the members of our association there may be counted

many staunch friends of Mr. Gibson to whom he had endeared himself

Id many ways. \V. B. ISoi'Kii,

Secretary-Treasurer

In Memoriam
Henry If. Gibson

WnKUK.v.s, (iod in Mis infinite wisdom has deemed it l>est to call from
the sphere of his earthly activities Henry II. (iilison. in tlie prime of his

life, and
WnuREAS, In bis busy career as editor, author and pulilisliiT ho had

e.xhibited a wide knowledge of the lumber industry, couiilod with an
endeavor to further its best interests and to be of sorvico to the lumber-

men of the country, and
Wheheas, In his social intercourse with his fellow men he has endeared

himself to all by his genial good fellowship, his self-sacriflcing friendship,

and persistent optimism, therefore be it

Resolved, By the members of the North Carolina Pine Association in

annual meeting assembled this twenty-seventh day of March. 1914, that

in the death of Henry H. Gibson we have lost a friend whom we shall

sorely miss, and the industry an advocate and counsellor that will be

hard to replace:

Resolved, That we tender to the bereaved family our sincere sympathy,

and we trust that the remembrance of his life and service may cheer them
in their distress.

Resolved. That a copy of these resolutions be sent to Mrs. Gibson,

a copy filed with the minutes of this meeting, and copies given the

lumber papers.

The board of managers of the Lumbermen's Club of Chicago met

Thursday noon and adopted the following resolutions of respect on

the death of Henry H. Gibson:

W'nuuKA.s, The members of the Lumbermen's Club of Chicago have been

greatly shocked to learn of the sudden death, March 25, 1914, of Henry
H. Gibson, a member of this club ; and,

Whereas, The loss of Mr. Gibson, both as a fellow-member and a

friend, is keenly felt by all of his acquaintances among our membership :

and the most profound sympathy is entertained for his family in their

great bereavement: now therefore, be it

Resolved, That these resolutions of condolence be spread upon the

records of this club, and that a copy hereof be transmitted to the mem-
bers of Mr. Gibson's family.

Buffalo, -N. T., March 2S, 1914.

With deepest sorrow we learn of Mr. Gibson's death. Please accept

our heartfelt sympathy. The Buffalo lumbermen have always recog-

nized in Mr. Gibson a true friend and one who devoted much time to

the upbuilding of the hardwood industry in this country.

TnE Bt:rFALo Lumber Exchange,
A. W. Kreinheder. President.

Cincinnati, O., March 27, 1914.

The death of Mr. Gibson removed a remarkable figure from the hard-

wood industry, as well as leaving an aching void in the hearts of a legion

of friends. His brilliant mind has left a lasting impression in the fields

of his activities, while his charming personality made him always a

welcome visitor and a delightful companion. Having been so richly

endowed makes the loss keener.

I take this opportunity of conveying to Hardwood Record, on behalf

of the association and its officers, sincere condolence to the memory of

him whom we always found a friend. We are also not unmindful of the

crushed heart at home, and to her also we give our sympathy.
Very truly yours,

Edwin E. Myers,
.Assistant Secretary

Hardwood Manufacturers' Association of the I'nited States

Cadillac, Mich., March 28, 1914.

The hardwood interests have lost an able and valuable friend, for

we believe there was none who understood those things bettor tiiau

did Mr. Gibson.

We wish .vou to kindly, in behalf of this association, express our sin-

cere regret at Mr. Gibson's removal from our midst, and to extend to bis

wife and friends our heartfelt sympathy, believe us
Very truly yours,

Mi';iiu;an IIaudwood Manl'facti'rer.s' .Issociatiux,

.1. C. Knox. Secretary.

Norfolk. Va.. .March 2(i. !'.I14.

Hoar Mrs. Gibson ;

Words can be but tinkling cymbals to you now from whom ever they

come, but let me say that I too loved the groat soul that is at rest and
ask you to believe that even tomorrow has a fragrant flower, the blessed

privilege of remembrance. In the attcrtinie when the days are dark and
the hours dreary let my friendship and esteem help yon in all ways.

P.OLMNO .\RrlirK .lOU.NSON,

Editor l,unil)er World Review.

Baltimore. Md., April 1. )'.>14.

1 )oar Mrs. Gibson :

I write to extend to you my deepest and most sincere sympathy for the

loss of your husband, Henry. It is needless to say to you that he was
one of my chummiest kind of friends in the lumber fraternity, and was
one that was always eulogizing his family, their usefulness and good at-

tention to him.

I feel that I have lost personally one nl' the liost friends I liavo made
since in the lumber business. His social intorost always carried with it

something of elevating interest as well as tin good that had a. text for

future success.

My brothers, too, join me in extending to vnii our heartfelt sympathy.
Very sincerely,

RouERT E. Wood.
R. E. Wood Lumber Company.

Chicago. Ill,, March '-'c;. i:il4.

My Dear Mrs. Gibson :

How little words express when the heart strings are torn and thr-

mind is dazed, by the taking off of one who was so dear to us as Henry.
I cannot realize that I shall never see him again. His coming to mo
as he did so often to confer and advise, always cheerful and bright, that

it was a great pleasure to lay aside my work and listen to his pleasant

voice, and absorb the good things he always had to offer.

Henry was the only one of my friends whoso call has loft some food

for thought, on saying good-bye.

May God give you strength to boar this groat afHiction. is the prayer

of your sincere friend,

Harvey S. II.wden.

Saginaw, Mich., April. 1914.

In the death of Mr. Gibson the writer fools a personal loss, as he

irizcd his friendship highly. The lumber trade generally will miss Mr.
iibson very much indeed, as ho alwaj's was working hard for its interests.

JOHX D. MERSiroN LiTMBER Co.,

.lohn P. Mershon.

New York, N. Y., March 27, 1914.

It is with deep regret that we learn of the death of Mr. Gibson and
wo offer our sincere condolence. The lumber industry has lost a firm

supporter and the lumber trade press an honored member.
New York Li'mber Trade .Iourxal.

Cincinnati. O.. .Maroli 27. 1914.

My Hoar Mrs. Gibson :

I am so depressed by the sad n?ws of Henry's death, 1 fool that I

can scarcely say a word of comfort to you.

.VII who knew Mr. Gibson will feel that they have personally lost one of

the truest and most unselfish of friends. I feel that way. I sorrow with

you.

Sincerely yours.

Otis .\. Felcer.

Townseud. Tonn.. March 27, 1914.

My Dear Mrs. Gibson :

With profound regret and sorrow have Just learned of the death of

Mr. Gibson. On account of sickness in our family it is impossible for

Mrs. Townseud or myself to attend the interment, which we regret

exceedingly. Mrs. Townsend joins me in most heartfelt sympathy to

you in your bereavement.
W. B. TuWNSKND.

My dear Jlrs. Gib.son ;

I wish to extend my utmost sj-mpathy to you in your bereavement. Mr.

Gibson was very dear to us. If I can be of any assistance to .vou. I am
at your service.

Sincerely yours.

C. L. Wjlley.
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Objections to Car^Spotting Charges ^
I 'n February 27, and continuing several days thereafter, the

iiTstate Coramcrco Commission in session at Washington, D. C,
;ird testimony on the complaint of certain interests which ob-

ted to the railroads' practice of charging for spotting cars. A
u-f was fileil by the National Wholesale Lumber Dealers' Asso-

itior ill whifh the members declared themselves opposed to any

Halation that will add a charge to shippers or consignees for

icing cars upon spur tracks for loading or unloading, and stated

:;sons why such services should be continued as at present without

I'litional charges.

They say it has been the policy for many years for the roads of

this country and Canada to encourage the building of spurs, and this

lias enabled the carriers to develop their traffic enormously with

little or no expense to them. The railroad rate has always been

recognized as covering not only the conveyance of a shipment but

the full service, which includes furnishing a car, a proper place to

load it, the conveyance of the shipment and its terminal delivery.

Where there are no spur tracks the present rate includes placing

the car at the public team track at destination in an accessible posi-

tion for unloading.

"This,'' says the brief, "constitutes a service which is not ob-

tained liy the industries having spur tracks. The delivery on an

industry spur is not supplemental to any other delivery. Freight

cars arriving at break-up yards are there segregated and switched

to the various tracks to which they are ordered; some are placed

on industry spurs while others are placed on public team tracks.

In either event there is a switching movement and, if a shipper or

receiver pays for a team track delivery and does not receive it,

but receives a spur track delivery, which costs the carrier no more

and in the majority of cases less, he should not be compelled to pay

a charge for a service which has not been rendered, but on the

contrary, it may well be argued that he should be required to pay

less for accepting delivery at a point which is less expensive to the

carrier. These industrj- spurs form a part of the carriers' terminal

facilities and should be so considered."

The brief also discusses the advantages of spur tracks to the car-

riers. A spur track insures to the carrier both inbound and out-

bound traffic, a condition which does not obtain in the case of publio.

team tracks. This fact is recognized by the carrier and is generally

made a part of any contract or agreement between the carrier and

the industry prior to the installation of the spur. These spurs in-

crease the terminal facilities of the carriers with little or no ex-

pense to themselves, and so save them insurance, taxes, mainte-

nance, operation, etc., and also reduces their liability.

"In the lumber business," says the brief, "cars are generally

loaded or unloaded from the industry tracks within a few hours after

placement, the average being less than 24 hours, and it is seldom

that cars are detained beyond the free time. This gives the car-

rier the use of the car full 24 hours in advance of what could pos-

sibly be obtained by public team track delivery. It puts the car

back into railroad service and saves the carrier at least one day's

|ier diem. '

'

The Michigan Uardwood Manufacturers' Association, consisting

of about seventy-five firms of sawmill men of Michigan, was repre-

sented at the hearing in Washington by its secretary, J. C. Knox,

but as he was unable to remain over to the adjourned meeting on

Monday, March 2, he was advised by Mr. Brandcis to present the

views of his members in writing. Therefore the following state-

ments were filed:

Lumber as handled by nil of our members Is strlctlj- a carload com-

modltv, fully one-balf of it movins in open cars, usually loaded to near

tbe carrying capacity of the equipment used, at hlRh rules as compared

with other commodities similarly handled, and furnishes a constant volume

of tonnage to the railroads. Each of the Industries Is located on or adja-

cent to one or more railroads and the railroad side tracks, usually not of

-rcat length, extend Into the yards and property of the shipper and lu

many cases the shipper has given up very valuable property for the use of

these tracks and furnished at least some part of the cost of their con-

struction by furnishing ties, grading and other equipment.
Many of our members have tliclr logs hauled in train loads from side

tracks In the timber to tbe sawmill, where the timber is manufactured, the

log haul ranging from a few miles to 100 to :i,">0 miles, for which a
specllic rate is charged from poliir of shipment to destination.

It Is customary and has been the practice of the carriers to place these

cars on such sldUi;; for loading or unloading and this service has always
been Included as a part of the through rate. Many of our members
located In the larger cities have given up valuable property for the use

of the railroad tracks. We realize that this Is mutually advantageous to

both the railroad and the shipper, but it the railroads were compelled to

buy property adjacent to the mill of the shipper for said track purposes,

it would cost them a large amount. These tracks save warehouse and
team expense to the carriers and the switching Is done as quickly on the

tracks In the yards of the carriers as could possibly be done at the car-

riers' warehouse or team tracks and at no greater expense.

We wish to state that it Is our view that no charge should be made for

what is called tbe spotting of cars at the tracks of the shipper, as we con-

sider ihat the railroads when making the rates contemplated their covering

this very important part of the work.

This association has gone on record as in favor of a 5 per cent advance
in freight charges, providing this 5 per cent is equally distributed and
covers its competitors in other territory outside of the OtBclal Classltlca-

tion territory. The shippers In the lower peninsula of Michigan being

located at the northwestern edge of the Official Classification territory

come in sharp competition with manufacturers in the upper peninsula of

Michigan, also in Wisconsin and Illinois located in Western Classification

territory, where no advance in rates to the West has been contemplated,

although the railroads serving tlic territory described at the request of the

Official Classification railroads, filed their tariffs for a D per cent advance

covering Central Freight Association and Trunk Line territory.

On account of the railroads cutting off various commodity rates, both

state and interstate, and filing no commodity tariffs at a 5 per cent ad-

vance, thus throwing the commodity rate on a classification basis, this

association has been compelled to enter complaint with the Michigan Kail-

road Commission at Lansing and the Interstate Commerce Commission at

Washington, against advances in excess of 5 per cent, and we have

recently been advised by the carriers that it is their intention to correct

such discrepancies, making only an advance of approximately 5 per cent.

Many lumbermen feel that the present rates on lumber throughout the

country are on too high a basis at present as compared with other low

commodity rates, and there should be no advance whatever in lumber

rates. Nevertheless, if after the commissions investigations, it is decided

that the carriers are entitled to an advance in rates, the members of our

association will not oppose such an advance, providing such advance was

fullY equalized.

The understanding that prevails among shippers and receivers of lumber

is that the present rates include something to cover the acceptance and

delivery of shipments at terminals, especially in all Official Classification

territory. Many important cases decided by tbe commission, since its cre-

ation bj- the act of 18S7, have involved lumber rates and in such proceed-

ings the carriers, in defense of rates attacked, have filled thousands of

pages of record with testimony about the terminal expense which they

assume iu connection with the rates, or in other words, many rates

attacked as being excessive, unreasonable or otherwise in violation of the

statute, have been explained and defended by the carriers and frequently

adjudicated by the commission as being predicated upon, not only the line

haul but some extraordinary c-tpense iu connection with the acceptance

or delivery of the traffic .tt the terminal.

Unless the commission should make a very thorough and complete inves-

tigation of all the circumstances and conditions at each terminal, any

charge of teru^nal service added to the present rate must be eutlrely

arbitrary and It does not seem that any substantial benefit or justice can

be accomplished by such method. We fear that the establishment of such

an arbitrary charge for terminal service in addition to present or future

rates would amount to an admission that present rates included nothing

but the line haul.

We appreciate that present transportation conditions Imposed upon the

country at hu-.-e are a burden which must be lifted or lightened, but surely

that burden need not entirely rest upon shippers or receivers of freight

who load or unload on private side tracks. Such shippers, we think, have

contributed loss to the burden of the carriers than have the shippers who

demand and have received the fielght house and public team track service

In congested terminals where the cost of maintenance and operation must

be greatest.

To endeavor to meet the present necessities of the carriers by an arbi-

trary addition to present rates of any amount per car for terminal service

would seem not only completely to destroy every existing theory and prin-

ciple of rate making but also to be entirely opposed to the conservative

policy which has so successfully guided the commission during Its exist-

ence. Should tbe commission, after careful Investigation and a complete
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survey of teinilnal conditions at nil Important points, decide that the

terminal clinrge and the line haul charge must be segregatod, the experi-

ence gained In arriving at that decision by such method would qualify

the commission to prescribe the method by which such segregation should

be accomplished and we are inclined to believe that something of that

character must be accomplished sooner or later. Should the commission

make such an effort the members of this association would contribute

all within their power to the success thereof, but as we understand the
present situation we cannot agree that anything of a tangible or perma-
nent bencBt can be accomplished by penalizing side track delivery with an
arbitrary charge per car of any amount.
We are, however, unalterably opposed to the spotting charge and it

would work great hardship to the lumbtrmen of Michigan to be charged
for placing and removing cars from what Is known as private sidings.

^ii:
;gc)5g;^.^'/-^ai<:!>t^imi>twttw»^^

w? Decision on Canadian Imports
The Board of General Appraisers in New York on March 18

handed down its decision in the protest of the Canipbell-McLaurin

Lumber Company against tlie ruling of the Treasury Department that

a shipment of novelty siding from Canada was dutiable at 15 per

oont ad valorem. The government contention was that novelty

siding was further manufactured than sawed, planed, tongued

acd grooved, and was therefore dutiable. The importers claimed

that novelty siding was produced by a single operation similar to

the process through which, tongued and grooved material was put,

excepting that by an adjustment of the machine knives only half

the tongue was made on one edge and a concave design was pro-

duced on the other edge.

The decision is sweeping in character and will go far to clear up

the situation with respect to other imports of lumber. The Treas-

ury Department has also ruled that beaded ceiling is dutiable and

bases its rule on the contentions in the ease of novelty siding. The
importers, W. M. Cronibie & Co., of New York, have lodged a pro-

test against this and are confident that it will be allowed. The

decision in the novelty siding case follows:

McClelland, G. a.—The issue presented in this case is whether
certain lumber known as novelty siding imported from Canada is subject

to duty at the rate of 15 per cent ad valorem, under paragraph 176 of

the tariff act of 1913 or entitled to free entry under paragraph 647 of

said act. These paragraphs are as follows:

176.

House or cabinet turniture wholly or in chief value of wood, wholly or

partly finished, and manufactures of wood or bark, or of which wood or

bark is the component material of chief value, not specially provided for

in the section, 15 per centum ad valorem.

G47.

Wood : Logs, timber, round, unmanufactured, hewn or sawed, sided or

squared ; pulp woods, kindling wood, firewood, bop poles, hoop poles, fence

posts, handle bolts, shingle bolts, gun blocks for gunstocks rough hewn or

sawed, or planed on one side ; hubs for wheels, posts, heading Iwlts, stave

bolts, last blocks, wagon blocks, ear blocks, heading blocks, and all like

blocks or sticks, rough hewn, sawed or bored, sawed boards, planks, deals.

and other lumber, not further manufactured than sawed, planed, aud
tongued and grooved : clapboards, laths, pickets, palings, staves, shingles,

ship timber, ship planking, broom handles, sawdust, and wood flour ; all

the foregoing not specially provided tor in this section.

It is difticult to conjecture upon what theory the collector classified

this lumber under paragraph 176, unless it be that it comes under the

provisions for "manufacture of wood."
The evidence is that this lumber, ranging from 10 to 16 feet in length,

six inches in width and one inch in thickness, is reduced to its present

form by being put through a Berlin planer. The process is thus described :

"The board is fed through the planer by pressure rolls crowding it

against the knives."

The smoothing of the sides and edges, as well as the coving or con-

caving effect, are all produced by planing, the knives being adjusted so

as to produce the oesired results. These boards are known generally as

"novelty siding" and sometimes as "clapboards" or "fancy clapboards."

The witnesses, who appear to be men of extended experience in the mill-

ing and lumber trade, practically unite In saying that planed lumber, as

known to the trade, embraces all forms of lumber that are made through

the use of a planer, or planer and matcher. Very clearly it would seem
as though paragraph 176, supra, was not framed to include such lumber

for the very obvious reason that it has not lost its identity as lumber by
being manufactured into an article with a distinct and new name. The
most that may be said here is that these boards are lumber manufactured,

which is altogether different from being manufactures of lumber. In

United States vs. Dudley (174 U. C 670) it was held that hoards and

planks, planed on one side and tongued and grooved, and adapted for

flooring, ceiling and sheathing uses, were, nevertheless, not manufactures

of wood. (See also G. A. 5637, T. D. 25715, affirmed In T. D. 27385.)

In the tariff revision of 1913 Congress eliminated from the dutiable

schedules every kind of lumber named in paragraph 201 of the act of

1909 aud transferred tbim to the free list (paragraph 047), and while it

is true that neither in the act of 1909 nor In the existing law Is novelty
siding mentioned i,ndi'r that name, we are satisfied that It was the pur-

pose of Congress in this latest revision to place all kinds of lumber

—

regardless of how it Is treated, so long as it has not lost its identify as
lumber—on the free list. Further, we are of the opinion that the terms
"clapboards" and "planed lumber" are each sufficiently comprehensive to

include the lumber in question.

The claim for free entry Is sustained and the decision of the collector

reversed accordinijly.

Board of V. S. Gener.m. Appr.visers.

Logging Conditions Around Memphis
Weather conditions have been decidedly less favorable through-

out the Memphis territory during the past fortnight, and particu-

larly during the week just ended. Heavy rains have occurred iu

Arkansas, Mississippi, Tennessee and Louisiana, from which Mem-
phis millmen draw the greater portion of their log supply, and their

appearance has restricted work in the woods and made the outlook

for adequate amount of timber rather less satisfactory. The Valley

Log Loading Company reports that it is accomplishing very little

in the way of loading operations, as a great deal of its machinery

is idle at the moment, so that receipts of timber at Memphis, bo

far as the railroads are concerned, are rather less than expected.

The river, however, is rising now and it is expected that the higher

water stage will result in a freer arrival of logs by water, thus

supplementing rail receipts at a time when these are comparatively

small. There has been some stoppage of milling operations as a

result of the inability to bring out logs freely but this condition

is not general enough to be serious. It was anticipated a short time

:^go that log receipts by rail would show an increase over the cor-

responding period last season, but there is now considerable doubt

expressed on this score as a result of the heavy rainfall of the

past few days.

The Mississippi, as already indicated, is rising and the same is

true of its tributaries in the lower valley. The long distance fore-

cast of the weather and river experts is that there will be no serious

flood conditions this year, but this remains to be seen. It is pointed

out that the rainfall in the northern valleys has been appreciably

lighter this year as compared with both of the preceding seasons

and that the snow area is nothing like so large as at that time,

with the result that there is less danger than usual of an abnormally

high stage in the Mississippi here.- In the meantime lumber interests

are pleased with the prospect of some rise, for the reason that han-

dling logs by water has been a very serious matter for some time.

It has been attended by unusual expense, and much timber has been

left high and dry, although prepared for shipment some time ago.

This rise is regarded as a very favorable development for the

double reason that logs can be handled with greater ease and less

expense and that much of the timber heretofore out of reach will be

brought out at an early date. The river mills are regarded as par-

ticularly fortunate, since their handling of logs this winter and

during the earlier portion of spring has been accomplished with

unusual difficulty.

The joint meeting of the North Carolina Forestry Association and

the Appalachian Park Association, which was to have been held at

Asheville, April 8 and 9, has been postponed. It wiU probably be

held early in June when conditions in the mountains are ideal.
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Value of Careful Lumber Piling ^^
After uatiire has done her part in growing good timber, and the

sawyer has attended properly to liis duties and has cut lumber of
even thickness and with few defects, there yet remains an impor-
tant work which cannot be slighted without doing damage which
may offset the etforts of both the sawyer and nature. The lumber
should be well piled when it is put on the sticks to season. That is

a step which must be attemled to with care. It is as important as
the sawing.

The majority of millmen do Udt neeil advice or suggestions along
that line; but some do not give the matter so much consideration as

they should. They seem to proceed on the theory that the principal

purpose in piling lumber is to give it a chance to season. That is

one of tin- objects iu view, but lumber shoulil season straight and
Hat. Kinks, twists, and warps will spoil lumber which otherwise

would be perfect,

and unfortunately

much is spoiled in

that way. Com-
plaints from manu-
facturers who use

lumber and dealers

who buy and sell

are too widespread

to leave doubt that

there is consider-

able ground for the

charge that too

much lumber is

spoiled in the pil-

ing. It is put up

in such a way that

it seasons crooked

when if it had beeu

better piled it

would have dried

straight. This ap-

plies more particu-

larly to hardwood
lumber, though sim-

ilar causes will pro-

duce like effects

with softwoods.

The foundation

should be firm and

true to start with.

If it is lopsided,

sunken iu one part, or raised too high in another, the lum-

ber wiU bend to fit the foundation, and will dry that way. After

it has once set in that form it cannot be straightened and its value

is lessened. Sometimes a foundation is true at first, but when the

load is placed on it, one part, being on softer ground, sinks, and
the whole pile is distorted. No matter how carefully the piling is

otherwise done, the lumber will not dry true if the foundation is

uneven.

Other things may happeu to the injury of lumber, though nothing

may be wrong with the foundation. The cross sticks may not be

placed in line, one directly above another. It is important that

they should be so, particularly if the piles are high. The weight on

a stick out of line with the others will bend the boards, and they

will season in that distorted shape. In small piles or where the lum-

ber is to remain only a short time, the arrangement of the sticks

directly above and below one another may not be so important; but

even there it is desirable as a guarantee that the lumber will dry

straight.

Sticks out of line are usually the result of carelessness on the

part of those who do the piling. A stick is liable to be pushed a few

inches out of place when the first boards of a course are laid, and

the careless employe may neglect to make it right. Injury of good
lumber from that cause is large in the aggregate.

There should be, of course, enough sticks used to place them
sufliciently close together to prevent the boards from sagging with

their own weiglit. They should be laid flat on an adequate number
of sticks.

There is another cause for crooked lumber that is entirely too

iiimmou. One stick may be thicker or thinner than the others laid

in the same course with it. Such a stick placed midway in a course

will give a hump or a sag to the course next above. If it ended
with a single course, the result would not be so bad, but it does not

end there. The succeeding courses assume the same hump or sag,

and a single stick may make a dozen or twenty courses crooked.

Too many yards overlook the importance of having the sticks

of uniform thick-

BOARDS OF DIKFEKENT LENGTHS PILED TOCtETHER ; CItOSS STRIPS OF IRREGUL.VR
SIZE .V.ND POORLY PLACED. (DRAWING FR O.M ACTUAL PHOTOGRAPH.)

ness. If this were
carefully watched a

great improvement

would follow in

many lumber yards.

While looking

after the thickness

it is well to look

after the width of

the sticks also.

Many sticks are

wider than neces-

sary. Such a stick

is not only a waste

of material, and a

waste of labor in

handling, but it is

also a waste of time

in seasoning the

lumber. The board

dries more slowly

under the stick than

in the open space

beyond; and it is

evident that every

inch of space need-

lessly covered by a

wide stick hinders

the drying of the

lumber by that

much.
The stick, by pretty general consent, ought to be an inch thick.

Jf thinner than that it does not provide a sufficient space between
the courses of lumber for the circulation of air. The sticks should
be as narrow as possible, provided always that they must be strong
enough to carry the load placed on them. They must not crush
under the weight of the superimposed pile of lumber nor crush into

the lumber. It is claimed that if piles are of medium height, sticks

one inch square will suffice.

It pays well to provide sticks of uniform thickness and width.
They can be worked out rapidly on a small saw, and one man in a

week should be able to true up enough sticks to equip a pretty large

lumber yard. Thus all could be of the same thickness, and no lum-
ber would bend out of shape by having thick and thin sticks in the

same course. The width of the sticks is not of so much importance
as the thickness, as far as keeping the boards straight is concerned;

but it should be borne in mind that the use of sticks wider than
necessary is not economical.

It goes without saying that the ends of boards should never pro-

trude far beyond the last stick. If they do, they will sag and will

dry in that form. If boards of the same length only are placed in

the same pile there is little danger of sagging at the ends, because
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the sticks will be placed regularly uear the ends; but simetimes

courses of very larjie boards are mixed with short ones, and the ends

are left unsupported.

Twisted aud warped lumber may result from insufficient covering

ii.r the jiiles. The top courses in that case are exposed to weather

;iiid tliey warp because the upper Sides are frequently wet.

Lumber may sutt'er injury from causes other than twisting on

account of bad piling. Storms may drive rain water between the

courses and it may lodge there long enough to produce warping

or dishing of boards. To give a chance for drainage, the pile is

usual]}- given a pitch lengthwise. The rain sheds ofif, as far as the

roof is concerned, but that which gets between the courses may be

hindered by the cross sticks from draining away, and it will stand

in puddles against the sticks until it evaporates.

Better drainage of storm water may be secured by giving the

pile a pitch sidewise. The sticks will not then form a dam to hold

the water from flowing away, but it will flow down grade along the

sticks and escape, leaving the lumber free from standing water be-

tween the courses in a few minutes after the rain ceases. Better

circulation of air is likewise secured by the side pitch of the jiile.

The spaces between the sticks will form flues, as it were, to draw

the air through the pile.

The piling of lumber is an art with many details. Some mills

have mastered it, but others have not yet wholly succeeded. The

better the piling is, the straighter and more nearly perfect the sea-

soned lumber will be. Everything does not depend on the piling, but

a great deal does; and it is one of the details of manufacture which

no millman can afford to neglect. Unfortunately some do neglect

it, aud the crooked lumlior tuu oftiii .seen in the market is one of

the results. Of course, some woods are so inclined to warp and

twist that it is next to impossible to prevent distortion; but there

is no wood which will not l)e benefited by careful jiiling while it is

undergoing the process of seasoning.

Some years ago the Forest Service made a report on the wrong

methods of lumber jjiling, from which the following paragraph is

quoted:

"Often the lumber was also very irregularly piled, and any con-

venient waste, such as edgings with the wane on, or short strips, was
used for cross sticks. Where a strip reached only part way across

the pile, another strip, which might be from half an inch to an inch

thicker than the adjoining one, would be used. The use of strips

of varying thickness in the same course caused the piles to become

unwieldy aud twisted. When the piles assumed this form an

attempt to correct the error would be made by putting in an extra

strip on top of the first one. In many cases the strips were not

placed in a perpendicular line—that is, each one directly over the

one in the next lower course. The result was similar to that ob-

tained by holding one end of a board in a vise and applying a weight

at the other end. Again, careless pilers would run the strips per-

pendicularly for some distance, and then discontinue this course and

begin another foot or two to the side of the original one. In other

cases the foundations were insecure and one corner of the pile

would sag, thus causing a diagonal twist of the whole pile. The

piles were made high and wide, and different lengths were put in

the same pile, which increased the natural tendency of the wood to

narp and twist. "

'
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Office Furniture Abroad
United States consuls in several foreign countries have made

reports to this government regarding trade in American furniture.

August E. Ingram, stationed at Bradford, England, says that Amer-

ican office furniture is increasing in popularity there, in spite of

the conservative nature of the business people. It is believed that

a centrally located store or agency there would be a profitable enter-

prise and Bradford is suggested as the best place for it.

John L. Griffith, at London, is not so enthusiastic. He says the

trade in American desks there is less than it was fifteen or twenty

years ago, and that it has decreased considerably within the past

five years.

At present American desks are imported in two ways—fully fin-

ished ready for the market and in knockdown and unfinished condition.

The latter methoil is preferred by importers generally, especially

those who manufacture desks of their own, for the reason that the

initial cost to them is not so great, and they are able to finish the

article in their own shops and place their uames upon it, so that

when it is sold to the consumer it apears to be a British-made desk.

If the other method is adopted by an American manufacturer, it

is much better for him to establish a branch office and depot, in

London for example, than to engage the services of a merchant or

agent, who would probably represent other lines and would be

inclined to push those which commanded a more ready sale and

produced the best returns.

Some well-known American firms have already established branch

offices in London and are doing a satisfactory business. However,

owing to the present keen competition in the trade and to the natural

reluctance of the British public to adopt quickly a new article, it is

believed that a manufacturer who is not known in the English mar-

ket would have to be prepared to engage in an extensive advertising

campaign and to wait a considerable time for satisfactory returns.

There is a demand for high-class office desks, but it is rather lim-

ited. It appears that the class of desk which is the most popular in

England sells at about 5 guineas (.$25.55).

Writing from Algiers, Africa, Consul Dean B. Mason says that

the demand for American office furniture has increased considerably

in Algeria during the last two years, largely owing to the enterprise

of an Algerian firm that has advertised extensively and pushed sales

at Algiers and at other localities through its agents.

The most important sales have been of roll-top desks, which, in order

to avoid undue expense for freight and duty, are imported knocked

down and unvarnished. It is estimated that there is a saving of

from thirty to thirty-five per cent in importing desks in this manner.

The desirability of importing American roll-top desks was dis-

cussed with one of the leading dealers in high-class furniture of Algiers

who stated that he has purchased a few American desks, set up and

ready for sale, through a Paris agency, but that the price asked was

so high and his profits so small that there was no object in pushing

their sale. It was admitted that it would be profitable to keep a

stock in supply and to push the sale of American desks if they could

be secured under favorable conditions in the United States.

The dealer in question would like to secure information as to the

cost of American roll-to]) desks knocked down and unvarnished.

On account of the duty it is desired thit copper parts and parts

that are molded should be packed separately. Information as to

the cost of shipment of ten desks from New York to Algiers is also

desired.

Instances have been cited where purchases have not been made
owing to the fact that it was not possible to secure prompt informa-

tion as to the cost of goods delivered at the dock at Algiers.

This dealer would also like to secure information as to the cost of

filing cabinets, bookcases, turning chaii-s, and other office furniture

delivered at the dock at Algiers, knocked down, and unvarnished.

The demand for filing cabinets is of comparatively recent growth.

A few important firms are using filing cabinets at present, and it is

likely that their use will become more general in the near future.

The type of cabinet which has sold most readily is fifty-five inches

high, fifteen inches wide, and twenty-five inches deep, and is made of

wood and iron. The price paid for such .^ cabinet is $23.10.

E. A. Wakefield, consul at Port Elizabeth, South Africa, says

that the hot, humid climate is very trying on wooden furniture unless

made of the most thoroughly seasoned wood.
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The Lumhermens Round Table

SERVICE IS APPEECIATED
There is uIhujs a good ileal to bo said against tlii' plan of making

contracts for lumber covering a long period, because of the possibility

of the buyer ' 'welching" in case of a decline in the market; but that

this side of the situation is overemphasized is probably true.

"Most of our businesis is contract trade," said the sales manager

of one of the leading hardwood and veneer concerns in the West.

"We have had so few refusals to take lumber or thin stock onlered

from us because of price charges that we never think of such a possi-

bility. The right kind of concerns would not attempt to break a

contract if the price went do^vn, any more than we would make that

attempt if tlie price went up.

Besides, the reason we can get contract business is because we

are in a position to render service. We can deliver goods just when we

agree to do so, and the consumer knows that this is worth something.

.\s a matter of fact, it is worth a great deal. We get more for our

stock, in the first place, by reason of being in a position to render

service, than those who can give no such assurances; and this counts

more with the consumer than lumber and veneer manufacturers may
think."

BLACK WALNUT IN THE WEST
Oddly enough, it is the Far West which has played the most im-

portant role thus far in the revival of black walnut. A leading

middle western furniture factory, which has been making u]) an

immense amount of veneered walnut furniture, reports that by far

the bulk of these goods has been shipped to the Pacific slope. The

westerners seem to like the color of the wood, and by reason of the

fact that it has no former reputation to live down there, as it h^is in

the older portions of the country, it is likely to develop more rapidly

on the slope than elsewhere. And the demand for furniture of that

kind is likely to have a marked effect on the interior finish trailo.

Speaking of walnut, Wallace Irwin, one of the cleverest of pri'seut-

ilay writers, refers time and again to walnut in a story in the .^pril

number of McClure's, as a means of suggesting that the furniture of

the home which he describes is out of date. This is the kind of pub-

licity which the walnut people will have to counteract in some way.

Had a kind friend whispered to Mr. Irwin that walnut is a high-grade

cabinet wood which is still being produced at the rate of .")0,000,00(1

feet a year, and that the finest furniture on the continent is ma le of

this material, he would proliably have referred to the design of the

furniture of the old home, ratlier tliiin tlio iiiateri:il.

MECHANICAL VENEER DRYING
' The greatest advantage of using a mechanical system of veneer

drying," said one of the big manufacturers, "is that you can figure

exactly on what your production of dry stock will be. When you

tell a customer that you can ship a carload of veneers a week on

his order, you know that you can do it if you are drying your stock

mechanically. If you are using any other means, the condition of

the air and various other factors may determine the result, and you

may have trouble explaining to your customer why the goods were

not shipped as promised.
'

' Another big advantage is absolute uniformity. When a me-

chanical dryer has finished its work with your stock, which has been

handled under uniform conditions as to temperature, you know that

it is all dried right, and that there will be co kick on part of it

being below standard in this respect. By eliminating uncertainties,

you have a big talking point and also save yourself a lot of w(Mry

that would be your portion otherwise. '

'

THE LOCOMOTIVE CRANE
A southern hardwood manuldcturcM said recently that a locomo-

tive crane which he installed for the purpose of sorting his logs, so

that only one kind of wood would be sawed at one time, has also

proved its usefulness in other ways. He is switching his cars with

it and is able to place them just where they are wanted without

waiting for the lordly switchman and his cohorts to come along and

perform the service.

"In view of the possibility of a charge for spotting cars being

put in effect," he said, "I am feeling pretty good over my invest-

ment in this crane. If the railroads decide that they will have to

increase their revenues in this way, I shall simply tell them goodby

and do my own sorting. This would be a considerable saving to my
concern, and would not add any expense, as the locomotive is there

now and couM do the work as easily as not."

KNOWING THE CUSTOMER PERSONALLY
The head of the sales department of a leading hardwood manu-

facturing concern recently went out on the road with the head of

the sawmill department of the same house. They visited the lead-

ing consumers of the company's products, not for the purpose of sell-

ing, but merely to get well acquainted with them.

The sales manager desired to find out just what the consumers

wanteil, and to learn whether any of the stock previously furnished

had been unsatisfactory, in order that he might sell and deliver only

lumber that would fill the bill. The superintendent wanted to study

the consuming processes of the factories and get a line on just how

the lumber is used, so that he might ship it intelligently.

At the same time they impressed the buyer, first, with the fact

that they were anxious to give the right kind of service; and, second,

that they had that kind of service to offer. By describing their

facilities in detail they were able to make an impression that merely

writing about them would never have created. Both representatives

of the comjjany found the trip profitable, and there seems to i)e no

doubt that the expenditure in time and money was a good investnient.

CO-OPERATION IN TRAFFIC MATTERS
If there is one point at which co-operative effort is well worth

while it is in connection with traffic matters. Railroad rates affect

everybody equally, and if one lumberman in a market is hurt by a

change it is pretty certain that others are also. Consequently, when

important traffic developments arise, there is usually a get-together

movement on the part of the lumbermen, so as to distribute the cost

of looking after the matter among all of the houses interested in it.

This suggest* that there should be some permanent arrangement

of this kinii, for pmrposes of offense and defense. Traffic matters

take some time to work out, and cases may drag along for years

before a final result is obtained. The lumberman who is sawing

wood and saying nothing on the subject is likely to forget the de-

tails and be as much in the dark when the case comes up again as

he was at first. If he had a traffic man to look after the proposition

all the time he would be kept advised of developments and would

be in a position to pass judgment upon the situation at any time. >

Same of the larger lumber markets have found the advantages of

co-operation in this connection and employ traffic men permanently.

Others act only when their need of immediate action is obvious.

They might take a cue from clothing manufacturers in cities where

the business of individual houses is not enough to support a first-

rate ilesigner; they co-operate to secure the services of such a man,

all profiting by this arrangement. The lumber manufacturers,

likewise, might get together and by their combined efforts support

a good traffic man.

The cost of transportation is such a large part of the cost of

lumber that no lumberman can afford to be without authoritative

information and advice bearing on this department of his business.

Freight Car Statement
!n lis regular bulletin dated April 7 ilic Anicriran Kailway Asso-

ciation sjijs that there was a total tniridus on April ], 1914, of 141,525

freight cars. The surplus on March 15 was 132.010 cars and on

.\pril ) a year ago it was 68,702 cars. It can be seen that the

sur]>his of cars had begun to increase after the temporary activity

in March.

The shortage is reduced to a practically negligible figure, there

being but 2."i;( cars on .A.pril 1, 1914. The shortage on March 15

Mas 7.K.") lar^ :ind on April 1 a year ago 10,084 cars.
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Some years ago, wlien the National Veneer and Panel Manufactur-

ers' Association was in its infancy, Lewis Doster, secretary at that

time of the Hardwood Manufacturers' Association of the United

States, made a little speech to a gathering of veneer and panel man-

ufacturers at the Grand hotel, Cincinnati, in which he pointed out

how they were striving to keep track of both the stock on hand among
members of the association and of stock required by users throughout

the country, the idea being to keep the producer and consumer in as

close touch as possible.

After the meeting adjourned a prominent veneer and panel manu-

facturer, who has since passed away, complimented Mr. Doster on the

talk he had made and proceeded to explain to him that wliile the

idea was undoubtedly good in the lumber trade, it was not and never

could be made applicable to the veneer and panel trade for the simple

reason that in the veneer and panel business there was no manufac-

turing and carrying of stock ahead of the demand. Practically

everything was cut and made up to special order.

Tliis is recalled now as a preface to the present article to not

only adorn the tale, but to help point the tendency in the veneer

and panel world, which is now toward standardization and the carry-

ing of certain stock on hand ready for prompt shipment.

Going through various current advertisements of veneer and panel

manufacturers found today in Hardwood Record and other trade

papers there are to be found such lines and passages as follows:

"Panels li", -ft;", %", three-ply and five-ply standard sizes."
'

' Millions of feet on hand at all times. '

'

'
' Door stock cut to size or in sheets. '

'

"Send for stock list."

"Three-ply and five-ply carried in stock."

And now and then a specific listing of veneer stock on hand of

various thicknesses.

In all cases these phrases may be susceptible or different inter-

pretations and they may not always mean that certain specific sizes

are carried in stock for prompt shipment. Moreover, there are

people in the trade who contend just as strongly today as the conten-

tion was made some years ago that the panel business is not a
business in which one can cut material and carry it in stock against

future needs. •

Yet the fact remains that we are gradually developing standard

sizes and the stock carrying habit in both the veneer and the panel

trade. It will perhaps be several more years before any great percent-

age of the stock made and used is cut in advance of orders and
carried ready for prompt shipment, but just the same the tendency is

in that direction and the trade is steadily making progress.

There is much to be urged in favor of the idea, too, that is in

favor of carrying it as far as practical. One very strong argument
is to be found in the persistent wrangle between panel users and
panel manufacturers over the time required to get out and deliver

stock.

The panel manufacturer insists that it takes time to make up panels

properly and that after they are made up and glued together they

should be carefully piled on cross strips and allowed to dry from a
few days to a few weeks, depending upon weather conditions and upon
facilities for artificial drying of stock.

On the other hand, furniture manufacturers now and then claim

they have had to take up the manufacture of panels themselvre, not

to save money, but to save time and to get quicker action so that

they may have their panels when they need them and not have their

work delayed by waiting upon some panel manufacturer. Now then,

on any and all such panels and built-up i\'ork as can be reduced to

standard sizes, the best answer to this is to be found in adopting

standard sizes and the panel manufacturer making up such stock and
carrying it ready for prompt delivery.

The tendency among furniture manufacturers has been for some
time toward letting the material man carry their stock of raw mate-

rial for them. This tendency is very noticeable in the lumb^ trade

and many of the lumber people serving the furniture trade not only

make it a point to get prompt shipment on standard lumber stock

but are even prepared to serve the trade promptly with various

special dimensions, and often carry in stock dimensions that are

used regularly enough to be classed as standard. Of late years the

furniture manufacturers have managed to get good enough service in

this quick action business from the lumber fraternity that they

naturally turn with sometliing of the same idea toward veneer and
panel people and seek for prompt action.

Whether this attitude is fair and just toward the veneer and panel

manufacturers is a matter that may be open to argument, but, how-

ever that may be, it is a condition that confronts the trade, and the

important question of the day is how best to meet it.

There are enough people in the veneer and panel business anxiously

seeking for business and trade openings and striving for the sake of

business to humor every whim of the buyer that it puts the man who
would fight against these tendencies in a position to lose some of his

trade rather than gain his point.

One thing that even the dissenters from the idea of stock carry-

ing in tlie veneer and panel trade must admit is that Standardization

is one of the greatest factors in modern progress and in reducing the

cost of work. Every branch of industry in the world that can do so

is striving to standardize every possible item in its product, not

merely to establish local standards, but national and international

standards. The veneer and panel industry may not offer so many
opportunities for standardization as some other industries, but there

are some opportunities even in the veneer and panel industry, and
there are many more than have already been developed. What the

trade needs is to seek them out and develop every one that has pos-

sibilities. The veneer and panel trade can do a lot along this line

itself, and once the ball is started rolling properly and begins to

attract vpidespread attention, it should be comparatively easy to

secure the cooperation of all the important veneer and panel users in

this work of setting forth specifically as many standards as possible

to the end that the manufacturers may make up and carry in stock

material for prompt delivery.

There is plenty of evidence that some progress is being made, and

it is a pretty safe prophecy that more progress wiU be made in the

next few years than has been made in the past few. How much
progress and how much good both manufacturers and users may
derive from it in the next few years will depend materially upon the

active interest shown.

Let us cut out the unbelief, and remember that it is "can," not

"can't," that does things, and we wUl see some substantial progress

made in the next few years in the matter of standards in the veneer

and panel trade that will make practical the carrying of more stock

on hand ahead of needs. J. C. T.

Still Going the Rounds
The coming timber famine fallacy whifrh somebody started fifteen

years ago and backed up with statistics, is still going the rounds.

The prophets announced then that ten years would wind up the wood
resources of this coimtry, and they proved it by percentages, and

cited Germany as a fearful example of timber famine. That was
much more than ten years ago, and the famine has not come yet.

However, the prophets are stiU predicting, and ten years is still named
as the fatal time when the timber famine will arrive, and still Ger-

many is pointed out as the victim of the kind of famine that is

headed straight in our direction. A recent issue of KaUroad Men
says : "In ten years the United States will be drained of all its

valuable timber. '
' It quotes Dean Ferguson as authority, but does

not state whether he is one of the old prophets or a new one, but he

does not fail to point a warning finger toward Germany.

It may be asked seriously about how much longer that timber

famine story is good for?
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Pertinent Legal Findings

EMPLOYER S DUTY TO WORKMEN
Altliough a lumber company is not an insurer of the safety of its

employes while at work, it is bounj to use a reasonable degree of

<;are to avoid permitting dangerous conditions to exist. The duty to

safeguard machinery in a particular instance depends upon the ques-

tion whether a safety appliance is practicable and in general use in

similar establishments. An employer is also bound to warn a work-

man against all natural dangers of his work which the latter does

not know or would not discover fer himself in the exercise of ordi-

nary care for his ovm safety. (North Carolina Supreme Court,

St^eley vs. Dare Lumber Company, 80 Southeastern Reporter 963.

DAMAGES RECOVERABLE FOR BREACH OF CONTRACT
One who establishes breach of a contract is entitled to recover nom-

inal damages, although he fails to prove any actual damage. (Texas

Court of Civil Appeals, Caswell vs. J. S. McCall & Son, 163 South-

western Reporter 1001.)

ORAL LICENSE TO USE LAND REVOCABLE
A landowner who has orally agreed to permit another to haul

lumber across his land is entitled to revoke the permission at will,

•especially w^here no consideration has been received by him for the

right. This is so even if the result is that the other party is thus

prevented from getting his timber to market and complying with a

<;ontract of sale made with a third person. (Kentucky Court of Ap-

peals, Elswick vs. Eamly, 163 Southwestern Reporter 751.) Note.

—

This decision suggests the importance to one who desires to obtain

the right of hauling logs or lumber across the lands of another or

having the contract reduced to writing and supported by some sub-

stantial consideration, so as to prevent revocation of the privilege

before expiration of the contract period.

PERSONAL LIABILITY OF SAWMILL SUPERINTENDENT
The superintendent of a sawmill is not liable to damages for injury

to a customer while on the premises, caused by negligence of em-

ployes, unless the superintendent 's negligence directly contributed to

the injury. (Tennessee Supreme Court, Brown & Sons' Lumber Com-

pany vs. Sessler, 163 Southwestern Reporter 812.)

REFUSAL TO RECEIVE PROPERTY BOUGHT
When one who has contracted to buy property assigns specific rea-

sons for refusing to receive the same when delivery is tendered by

the seller, he will not afterwards be permitted to assign other reasons.

(West Virginia Supreme Court of Appeals, Linger vs. Wilson, 80

Southeastern Reporter, llOS.)

EFFECT OF SAWMILL CONTRACT
A cooperage company which contracted with a sawmill operator

•whereby he agreed to operate sawmiU machinery furnished by the

company, which undertook to take the product of the mill at speci-

fied prices and to advance money to meet his payroll to an amo^t
not exceeding seventy-five per cent of the value of lumber on hand,

<lid not become liable for the cost of lumber purchased by him, he

not being an agent of the company in such capacity as to bind it for

such purchases. (Arkansas Supreme Court, Gulf Cooperage Company

TS. Poindexter, 163 Southwestern Reporter 114.'5.)

AUTHORITY OF INSURANCE AGENTS
An agent authorized by a fire insurance company to issue and

Tenew policies has implied power to bind the company by an oral

agreement to renew policies about to expire. (Kentucky Court of

Appeals, Fireman's Fund Insurance Company vs. Searcy, 163 South-

western Reporter 1103.)

CONTRACT FOR BELT LINE CONNECTION
In a suit by a liardwood lumber comjiany against a land company

to recover damages for breach of a contract to provide belt line con-

nections for the lumber company's sawmill plant, a judgment for

$17,500 was not excessive where it appeared that for eight years the

capacity of the plant was reduced from 20,000,000 feet annually to

9,000,000 feet on account of inability to procure the connection.

<United States Circuit Court of Appeals, Sixth Circuit; South Mem-

phis Land Company vs. McLean Hardwood Lumber Company, 210

Federal Reporter 257.)

INJURY SUSTAINED IN UNLOADING LOGS
An inexperienced boy, seventeen years old, engaged in assisting in

unloading logs from a flat car in the night-time, did not assume the

risk of being struck by a log which swung around, if there was not

enough light to enable him to see how the logs lay. (United States

Circuit Court of Appeals, Potlatch Lumber Company vs. O'Connell,

210 Federal Reporter 434.)

TIME FOR REMOVAL OF TIMBER
When a contract for the sale of standing timber requires removal

within a certain number of years, but contains a clause to the eflPect

that the purchaser shall have "further time" on payment of taxes

covering the land, payment of taxes does not give him an indefinite

extension of time, and removal of the timber must be completed within

a reasonable time. (Louisiana Supreme Court, Savage vs. Wyatt
Lumber Company, 04 Southern Reporter 401.)

AMOUNT RECOVERABLE FOR PERSONAL INJURY
Seventeen thousand five hundred dollars is not excessive recovery

for personal injury to a lumber company's employe, including loss of

a leg, where it appears that he was only twenty-nine years old and

had previously been able to earn $75 monthly. (Mississippi Supreme

Court, Easterling Lumber Company vs. Pieice, 64 Southern Reporter

461.)

NOTE AS PAYMENT OF ACCOUNT
When lumber is bought for, and is charged to, a married woman,

the mere fact that the dealer subsequently takes the husband's note

for the amount does not -constitute such payment of the original

account as discharges the wife's liability, unless it is expressly under-

stood that the note should be received in full payment. (Nebraska

Supreme Court, Edwards & Bradford Lumber Company vs. Lamb,
145 Northwestern Reporter 703.)

DAMAGES RECOVERABLE FOR BREACH OF CONTRACT
Damages recoverable tor breach of contract to furnish sufiicient

logs to cut a specified quantity of lumber at a specified price are meas-

urable by the excess above the amount of profits actually received

under the contract of the profits which would have been derived from

a performance of the contract in full. (St. Louis Court of Appeals,

Terry vs. Hogan, 163 Southwestern Reporter 873.)

A Forgotten Timber Trade
Digging among the mounds of ruined cities in the Euphrates val-

ley, the excavators uncover logs of wood which formed beams and

columns in palaces and warehouses. None of these ruins are less

than 1,000 years old and some are much older. Some date back

to the time of the Mohammedan conquest of Persia, and others long

before. Particularly rich finds of that sort have come to light at

Bagdad, Ctesiphon and Samaria. It recently occurred to investigators

to examine those old beams somewhat carefully. It had been taken

for granted that the wood had grown somewhere in the highlands

north of the ruined cities and had been rafted down the Euphrates

or the Tigris river. It has turned out quite different from that.

The wood has jiroved to be teak, of species which grow in Burma and

the Andaman islands, 5,000 or 6,000 miles distant from the place

where it was used. Long voyages were necessary to bring it. The

ships engaged in the trade sailed 300 miles or more down the

Euphrates river from Bagdad, thence nearly 1,000 miles through the

Persian Gulf, 500 miles through another gulf to the open sea, thence

3,000 miles across the Indian ocean, rounding the southern point of

Hindustan, and thus reaching the Andaman islands, the nearest

place where that species of teak grows. There is no known record

of that old timber trade, but it unquestionably took place, and it is

known to liave continued during hundreds of years. Probably two

or three years were consumed in a single voyage from the Euphrates

to the teak forests and return.
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-^ London Hardwood Measurements -^
Tho Timbor Trailcs Journal of London has been publishing cor-

lesponilenco in recent numbers on the subject of measurements of

American liardwoods. G. A. Farber is the latest contributor to this

interesting correspondence. He is chairman of the committee on

measurements for the National Lumber Exporters' Association of

London. Ho writes in substance as follows:

•
' I quite agree that the London system of measurements is very

accurate as to widths and lengths. This has always been acknowl-

edged; but where the great difference comes in is in taking the

thickness, the dock company being entirely too technical, reducing

tho thickness for the smallest fraction of an inch under size. Tech-

nically it may be right; but American lumber cannot bo manufac-

tured successfully if measurements are to be made on such a tech-

nical basis and reduced to next size when found to bo not full

thickness over the entire piece. The American hardwood manufac-

turers do not make their goods for the London market alone, but

for the markets of the world, including their own country, and it

can be easily proved that in no other market is the thickness taken

in such a technical way as in London by the dock company. Even

the London merchants do not apply the dock company 's technical

rule, but are practical.

"Kegarding measuring on the 12-foot basis, the new conditions

adopted by the National Lumber Exiwrters' Association stipulate

American board rule full contents, which does not mean 12-foot

basis. The only difference between 12-foot basis and full contents

system is in the fractions. These may, or may not, be in favor of

the shipper, according to the fractions as they occur. The 12-foot

basis was adopted for the convenience of the export trade in general,

so as to show the buyer at a glance the number of pieces of each

width his specifications contained, as many buyers have certain cus-

tomers for certain widths, and also in order to compute the average

widths quickly; it was not with an idea of any gain to the shipper.

Moreover, it will be found that the 12-foot basis of measurement also

shows gains for the buyer as well as for the shipper, and one should

about offset the other, so there is nothing much in this. Take, for

instance, a board 1 inch thick, 16 inches wide and 14 feet long. Con-

tents full board rule, 19 feet; and 100 boards would be 1,900 feet

super. If measured on 12-foot basis, 1 X 16 inches wide by 14 feet

long = 16 feet, and 100 pieces would be 1,600 feet, add one-sixth to

bring it to 14 feet = 1,866 feet, showing a difference of 34 feet super

against the shipper. The difference is simply a matter of fractions

occurring most often for or against either method.

'

' Eeferring to the suggestion that goods measured in merchants

'

yards are measured as tightly as possible for selling purposes, and not

done so carefully as when measured by the Port of London Authority.

American shippers are selling their wood to the merchants, and not

to the Port of London Authority, and there is no reason why any

consumer should receive a tighter measurement on goods that have

not been measured by the dock company than goods that have. I do

not know a fairer lot of men than the London merchants, and I do

not believe a single one would ask a shipper to accept the dock com-

pany's measurement, and re-measure the goods tighter for selling

purposes, if he knew that the dock company's measure nearly always

shows a shortage on shippers' measure. The trouble is not with

the London merchants; it is with the London hardwood brokers deal-

ing in American hardwoods. They do not wish to change old customs,

and the small effort exerted by them to bring the London merchants

to meet the National Lumber Exporters' Association Committee on

Measurements more than a year ago was very evident of the lack of

interest taken by the brokers to help American hardwood shippers to

secure more even measurements in London.

"Eegarding the 1% per cent shortage referred to, the writer of

the letter wishes to know why the buyer should pay for something

he does not receive. This is not the intention of the shipper, and if

it were the buyer has the remedy in his own hands. He can allow for

the 1% per cent shortage in the price he offers. Surely there must
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bo some give and take in the matter of measurements of lumber.

There are on an average more than 1,000 pieces of lumber in an

American carload, and no two men can measure them alike, or in

exactly the same place, and there must be some difference.

"As to the question of thickness whicli the writer of the letter

refers to, it is evident that he knows absolutely nothing about the

manufacturing of American hardwoods on tlie high-speed mills in the-

States, or he would not make the statement he does. If the London

trade expects to receive American hardwoods sawn exactly to thickness

when dry, they may as well import the logs and saw them in the-

United Kingdom where the sawing is perfect. Shippers can supjily

only what they can produce, and buyers, I feel sure, understand this>

The writer of the letter states that some shippers do cut their goods

full thickness. If he means every piece is full thickness, I take ex-

ception to this, especially as to shipments from the southern states,

such as Mississippi, as even though the wood is cut full thickness-

when it falls from the big saw, it does not all dry with the same

shrinkage, owing to the different texture of the wood—I refer chiefly

to plain and quartered oak. '

'

Natural Finish for Black Walnut
In endeavoring to analyze the reasons for the falling off in the

demand for black wabiut, it seems to be the consensus of opinion that

it (an be traced directly to wrong methods of finishing. No one will

maintain that the old sombre American walnut furniture as it used to

be finished in dull black tones, was really fitting for anything ihat

was designed to furnish the abode of mankind, more specifically the-

home. The old wood finishers were laboring under some false idea

of beauty or probably they did not investigate the i^ossibilities of

wood finishing to the extent that would enable them to turn out an

article that would really be pleasing to the eye. It is really diflicult

to find any logical reason for the character of finish that used to be

put on walnut furniture of various kinds.

However, this has all been changed. Even if the furniture and

piano dealers and others actively engaged in marketing home furnish-

ing products did not take an" active enough interest or did not fully

appreciate the potential possibilities in walnut, those whose money was

invested in producing lumber and veneers of this wood have realized

its possibilities and have given it close study. As a result they are

gradually winning over the producers of furniture, interior finish,

etc., to their way of thinking, and are gradually prevailing upon them

to try out the market with modernized walnut products, so finished

that they are really beautiful objects.

That their efforts are bearing fruit is absolutely proven by actual

statistics regarding the production of walnut. Five or six years agO'

the output of walnut could be conservatively placed at 35,000,000 and

40,000,000 feet a year. One of the biggest manufacturers in the

walnut business, a man whose fingers are on the pulse of the con-

suming trade and who is in a position to know what he is talking

about, says that last year the production, figuring conservatively, was-

no less than 50,000,000 feet, of which 35,000,000 to 40,000,000 feet

was exported. Thus it can be seen concretely that the actual pro-

duction is increasing, and of course it is reasonable to suppose that

this increase in production means an increase in demand as the out-

puts have been marketed.

In this connection it is interesting to cite a few specific cases which

illustrate the increasing demand for walnut products. One large-

Indiana furniture manufacturing concern states that at the January

Chicago exhibits, its sales for bedroom suites made up in American

walnut in the natural finish, were more than the sales combined for

mahogany, white enamel and quartered oak stock. This seems to be

a pretty strong statement, but it comes directly from this concern and

is absolutely a fact. It can hence be readily appreciated that there

is a real and growing stimulus in the demand for walnut furniture

and similar articles.
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Right Pay for Lumher Salesmen
Most traveling salosnion of lumlior eoiu'erns aro jiaiil a salary aiul

expenses. In many other lines manufacturers and jobbers have found

it advisiible to put their men on a lonimission or salary and commis-

sion basis, believing that only by this means are they certain of get-

ting aggressive, enthusiastic effort from the salesman all the time.

The question naturally presents itself, which is the better plant

Advocates of the commission idea point out that the average sales-

man, like most everybody else on tliis mundane sphere, is working

chietly because he has to. With his earnings fixed in advance, and a

iletinite limit placed upon them, for a time at least, is he not likely

to loaf on the job and do only as nuich as necessary, rather than

as much as possible f

That is the theory of the proposition ; and in other lines of busi-

ness all kinds of devices have been provided as a means of stimulating

the salesman to greater and greater exertions. The plan always is to

keep the traveler from getting into a rut of self-satisfaction, and to

supply a mental spur wliich will keep him working at top of his

ability.

It is true that in other departments of industry payment accord-

ing to production is getting to be the rule, rather than the exception.

H.\RDW00D Record has explaiueil the various pio<'Cwork plans used in

the lumber yard, and in this connection it is worth recalling that such

plans have not only enabled the lumberman to get his stock handled

more cheaply, but has also given the workmen more money, thus

benefiting both. In retail stores almost everywhere some form of the

commis.sion is seen in the p. m. or premium system, by which the

salespeople get special rewards for moving goods which are either

going out of style or which have proved to be " stickers. '

'

Did you ever notice special eagerness on the part of a shoe sales-

man to sell you a pair of shoes you didn't want? The chances are

that he had a p. m. coming to him if he sold that particular pair, and

of course he did his best to earn the commission.

In the furniture business the plan is to pay the traveling salesmen

five per cent on their sales. They pay their own expenses out of this.

A few of the big houses with well-established trade send their men
out on salaries, but this is the exception and not the rule. One of the

chief advantages derived by the manufacturer from this plan is that

his sales cost is known in advance. It is five per cent—no more and

no less. Does the lumberman know how much it will cost him to sell

the stock on his yardf

One manufacturing concern in another line believes in the commis-

sion plan to such an extent that it has worked out a profit-sharing

scheme, whereby each salesman is paid in accordance with the amount
wliich the house has made on his sales. This is one plan which it

might be worth while to apply to the lumber business. The house

knows the factory and overhead cost of every item sold, and knows

the salary and expense account of the salesman. These costs are

deducted from the sales, and the salesman is given a percentage of

the profits. That makes for care in placing the right kind of business

with the right kind of consumers, and keeps the salesman from selling

the easy ones without regard to pushing the profitable lines.

Getting doivn to the facts, however, it must be admitted that tlie

lumber business is different from most other lines. For one thing,

prices aro elastic, because every consumer wants something different.

For another thing, there is always more or less dispute regarding grade

and measurement. That means that the salesman, being the ambassa-

dor and diplomatic representative as well as the order-taker, must

spend part of his time adjusting differences between the house and

the customer.

Obviously, it would not do to have a commission salesman on the

job in a case of this kind, where the salesman must act for the best

interests of the house. He would probably be too anxious to make
another .sale to he willing to spend much time looking after the

customer whose business had already been taken care of.

The matter of which lines to push is probably as important as any
other one consideration in deciding the lumberman to pay salaries

to his salesmen instead of commissions. The lumber business requires

careful handling, so as to keep the stock moving evenly. It wouldn't
do to sell nothing but plain oak, even though the market on that
item were good, and let a big accumulation of chestnut remain on
the yard. The efforts of the salesman who is a real salesman and
not merely an order-taker, must be delicately adjusted to tlie condi-
tion at the mill or yard, so that he will sell the lumber which needs
to be sold and not merely that which can be moved most easily.

The man on commission has no incentive to hold up prices. He is

out to sell lumber and he will sell it for as little as the lumber con-
cern will take. His plan is "quick sales and small profits," only the
small profits aro for the lumberman, because his own are uniform,
depending only on the values involved and not on the margin to the
handler. As stated, there are as many prices, almost, as there are
consumers, depending on the special requirements of each factory. If
the lumberman finds that his stock is beuig offered on a rock bottom
basis to everybody, regardless of the kind of material needed, he wiU
speedily realize that most of the business being turned in is of the
dollar-swapping variety.

Still another objection to having a salesman on commission is that
of credit hazards. The home office, of course, must be the final arbiter
in all cases where credits are concerned, but the man who is getting a
salary and has no incentive to get any business except that which is

best for the boss is not going to offer lumber to a concern which he
thinks is likely to cause trouble when it comes to paying for it. The
commission man is always willing to take a chance, because it is the
house, and not he, that is taking the chance.

From all of these standpoints it seems that the lumber business is

sui generis, a rara avis and a good many other untranslatable things.
It is done in a fashion which is dissimilar from that of any other
business. The man who sells a bill of goods in any other line seldom
has to do more than make the sale. The possible range of quality
is so small and the needs of the buyer are so standard that it is next
to impossible for even a tyro to make a bad mistake. But turn loose
a salesman who knows little or nothing of lumber, and see how
speedily he can tangle up the firm 's business

!

"The fact of the matter is that our salesmen are more than sales-

men," said the head of a leading hardwood concern, which sells all

over the northern and eastern portions of the continent, and has half
a dozen salesmen covering the principal consuming centers. '

' They are
our representatives in all that the word implies. They must act for
us, not merely as to sales, but as to matters of policy. They must
be able to speak for us as to many things, and then to advise us as
to the special requirements of each customer.

"In order to get this kind of service we must pay for it. We
cannot expect a man who is paid merely to sell to spend a great part
of his time doing missionary work. And yet that is what we want
our road men to do. That means a salaried job. It is possible that
our men are less aggressive than they would be otherwise ; but, on the
other hand, they know that they must sell lumber in order to stay on
the pay-roll.

In this connection it is worth noting that this house has recently

organized its sales department more tliorouglily, appointing a sales

manager to do nothing except look after that end of the business.

Heretofore the general manager has had to supervise manufacturing
and yard operations, as well as keep six salesmen on their toes, and
he has found the job too onerous. The man who is studying sales

only, like the man who is devoting all his time to running the mill,

can do better work in that particular capacity.

The forestry students in the Michigan Agricultural College did

not encounter any of the "spicy breezes" which "blow soft o'er

Ceylon's isle" while engaged in this winter's field work. They went
up among the mountains of West Virginia where the laurel is buried

under three feet of snow and the spruce trees are icy pinnacles, and
there they put into practice gome of their class room instructions, and
got close to the heart of nature at a time of year when most people

prefer to be close to the stove.



In aa address before the thirty-eighth annual meeting of the

Minnesota State Forestry Association, J. Garvin Peters, who rep-

resented the work of state and national cooperation in forestry, out-

lined the field which state forestry ouglit to occupy in this country.

He insisted that four things should be considered in taking up for-

estry problems. First, the bulk of our forest lands are in private

ownership; second, these private lands are overcut; third, there is

a general lack of forestry practice on tlie areas cut over; and

fourth, it takes such a long time to produce a forest crop.

The area of absolute or permanent forest land in the United

States, that is, land which will grow trees but is unsuited to agricul-

ture, is probably 450,000,000 acres. Of this area, private owners

hold approximately seventy-five per cent. It is clear, therefore, that

the bulk of our future timber supply must come from these privately

owned lands. It cannot continue to come from the countries now

exporting timber in large quantities because they will soon have no

more to spare.

Mr. Peters stated that the annual cut per acre is forty cubic feet,

while the growth does not average more than twelve; but that with

scientific management the annual growth could be brought up to forty

or even fifty cubic feet per acre. "With few exceptions, no forestry

is now being practiced on cutover lands in this country, while fire is

reducing many areas to barrens.

This is the land which states should own. The care of it is usually

too burdensome for the individual owner, and returns are too far in

the future to attract private capital. The speaker pointed out

some of the obstacles in the way of immediate public ownership of

large areas. Large sums of money to make the purchase are not

available, and public sentiment is not yet strongly demanding that

the purchase be made. Some states, however, have taken energetic

measures to protect forest land, even though the states do not own

it. Oregon, for example, has a compulsory fire-patrol law for private

land, and New York, Minnesota, Washington and Oregon have laws

regulating the piling of slash. Nevada regulates the size of trees

which shall not be cut, and Maine exercises certain supervision over

forest lands privately ouTied. Several other state legislatures have

bills pending which seek to regulate such lands for the public good.

Some states, practically all in the West, already own large forest

areas of land grants, which they have not yet disposed of. The

establishment of public forests by these states is, therefore, a simple

problem as compared with that confronting the older states which

have long ago parted with their lands for a mere song and must

now go into the open market to buy them back, minus the timber, for

many times the original selling price. These older states furnish very

striking examples of a mistaken land policy, which it is not too late

for the newer ones to heed.

Mr. Peters pointed out that between state and federal ownership

of forests there is this distinction, namely, that the former may be

managed entirely in the interest of the individual state; the latter, in

the interest of the nation as a whole. But there is every reason

for the closest cooperation between both agencies. State forests are

necessary to supplement national forests, and the efforts of both

state and nation will accomplish none too much. The demand in

some quarters for state control of the national forests is simply a

movement to turn their vast resources over to private interests.

As a national remedy for a fast dwindling timber supply and for

lack of protection to the watersheds of navigable streams the states

should assist and supplement the government in acquiring ownership

of the forests. While these problems are of the greatest importance

to the whole country, they are none the less ones in which the indi-

vidual state is vitally concerned also.

Public ownership will guarantee a stable administration of the

properties. They wUl be removed from the possibility of change of

ownership. The successful application of forestry methods can only

be secured in the long run under ownership which is permanent and

long-lived.

A stable lumber industry will be assured giving steady employment

to the wage-earner. Areas now in waste and barren land will be

reforested, and the crop in time harvested on a basis of the annual

yield. The large mill which clears the land and moves on to other

fields, often into distant states, leaving behind deserted towns, will

be a thing of the past. Instead, there will be mills, perhaps not so

large, doing a permanent, steady business.

Mr. Peters quoted items of cost and profit in a number of foreign

countries which have managed their forests a long time, and it was

shown that the operation can be made profitable to the state, in addi-

tion to the advantages which will come to the people by having a

necessary supply of timber.

Traffic Matters Around Memphis
The heariiit; in tlie ( :ise involving tlie proposed western rate

advance of one to three cents per hundred pounds on shipments of

hardwood lumber and products made therefrom, which was to have

been held in St. Louis April 1, has, at the request of the carriers,

been postponed until June 1. The date for the efliectiveness of the

proposed advances, which were suspended by the commission at the

request of the Southern Hardwood Trafliic Bureau, has been advanced

to December 1, so that there wUl be plenty of time in which to

prepare the necessary data to be used in combatting the higher rates.

There were only a few days intervening between the announcement

of the date for the hearing and the hearing itself, and the Southern

Hardwood Traffic Association is congratulating itself over the

jjostponement. Officials will at least be able to work on the subject

diligently and with some assurance of successful opposition, now
that they have a number of weeks to devote themselves to the issues

involved in this hearing. It is estimated that hardwood lumber

Interests in the southern territory will have to pay about $1,500,000

more for freight service if the higher rates are sustained and there

is no denying that everything that can be done in the way of

opposition will be vigorously pushed by the officials of an organiza-

tion that never does things by halves and that has a long record of

victories to its credit. It is realized that this is one of the "big
cases" before the commission and hardwood lumber interests are

preparing to make the fight of their lives when the hearing begins

June 1 next.

In the meantime the bureau will have its hands quite full preparing

for the hearing in the case of the BeUgrade Lumber Company, which

has been set for April 27 at Memphis. This will be before J. T.

Hines, special examiner-attorney for the commission. It involves the

securing of rates of eleven and ten cents, respectively, on shipments

of hardwood lumber and lumber products from points above and

below the main line of the Southern Railway in Mississippi to New
Orleans. About a year ago rates of eleven and ten cents were made
applicable to gum and cottonwood from the localities already defined

to that destination and the Bellgrade Lumber Company is seeking

to obtain an order from the commission directing the defendant

roads, the Illinois Central and Yazoo & Mississippi Valley, to apply

the same rates to all hardwood lumber shipments. The hardwood
lumber interests of Memphis recently decided upon the filing of an

intervening petition, to be heard at the same time as the case of

the Bellgrade Lumber Company, through which a rate of eleven cents

is sought on all shipments of hardwood lumber and lumber products

from Memphis to New Orleans as against the present rate of twelve

cents. It is pointed out that, if the Bellgrade Lumber Company
is successful, Memphis, which lies only a few miles above the

Mississippi state line, is entitled to the rate of eleven cents which

will become applicable on shipments from that boundary to New
Orleans. The intervening petition is in the name of the Anderson-

Tully Company. The Southern Hardwood Traffic Association will have

charge of both of these cases. J. E. Walker, attorney of the bureau,

wiU come from Washington to assist J. H. Townshend, general

manager, when the hearings are called.
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Any reader of HARDWOOD RECORD desiring to communicate
with any of the Inquirers listed In this section can have the ad-
dresses on written request to the Mall Bag Department, HARD-
WOOD RECORD, 537 South Dearborn Street, Chicago, and referring
to the number at the head of each letter and enclosing a self-
addressed stamped envolepe.

B 707—Wants Wagon Oak and llickory Dimension Connections

Winnipeg, Man., April 1.—Editor Hardwood Kecobd : You will un-

doubtedly remember tbe writer as having been previously located in the

Fisber building, Chicago. Wc have recently decided to add a bardwood
department to our business and wlsb, among otber things, to locate one
or more good shippers for wagon oak and hickory dimension. The writer

will consider it a personal favor if you will give him any information that

you have on this, as wc are rather isolated up here and are not in a

position to get information as easily as if located in Chicago.

The writer of the above letter was formerly a prominent member
of the Chicago hardwood trade, and is now located with a first-class

wholesale hardwood concern at Winnipeg. This should be a valuable

connection for a good American eoni;ern.

—

Editor.

B 708—Wants Market for Cherry and Bock £lm
Hanover, Ont., April 6.—Editor Hardwood Record : We have one

carload of dry 4/4 cherry. No. 2 common and better. Also 5 cars 6/4
and 8/4 rock elm. No. 1 common and better, and we will have S or 10 cars

more during the summer months and could saw to Order. As we do not

use any of the above in our works, we want to sell, and if you will give

me the name of a reliable manufacturer who would use these woods
we would be pleased to hear from you. .

A Ijst of a few users of this material has been supplied the above.

Anyone interested can have the address on application.

—

Editor.

B 709—Wants Addresses Bim and Spoke Manufacturers
Lexington, Va., April 1.—Editor Hardwood Record : Will you please

furnisb me at once with the address of several wheel manufacturers who
use hickory for rims and spokes? We have a fine lot of logs and want
some western buyers. .

This concern has been supplied with a short list of possible cus-

tomers in this line. Others interested can have the address by writing

this cfBce.

—

Editor.

B 710—Wants Kiln-Dried Quartered White Oak Dimension

Grand Rapids, Mich., March 30.—Editor Hardwood Record : The
writer was interested in your article on page 33, current number, headed

"Furniture Factory Shortcuts," and would ask you to kindly advise us,

or have the writer of this article advise the names of a few concerns

carrying kiln-dried dimension stock, especially in 4/4 quartered oak

lengths 49 and 55 inch, white oak being all that is of interest to us.

The concern writing this letter is one of the best known furniture

manufacturers in the business and has been given the names of some

people who could possibly supply it with this stock. Others

interested can have the name and addresses on application to Hard-

wood Eecord oflSce.

—

Editor.

B 711—Wants Inch Basswood SIS

Coldwater, Mich., April 1.—Editor Hardwood Record : We are in the

market for the following stock :

14,000 pieces 4 i22 ; 22,000 pieces 4 i23t|!
43,000 pieces 5Hx20 ; 30,000 pieces 5Hx39
3,000 pieces 6%x31 ; 44,000 pieces 6%x31
6,000 pieces U%x42 ; 1 inch basswood surfaced one side to

5/16, clear of all defects. It you can put us In touch with any mills

who might desire to contract, we will consider It a favor.

B 713—Wants to Buy Popple Lumber and to Sell No. 2 Common
Cherry

Noblesville, lud., March 20.—Editor Hardwood 1{i;cord : Can you
give us the names of manufacturers of popple lumber, and also the names
of parties who use 4/4 No. 2 common cherry V

The company is a well-rated remanufacturer of hardwoods, and

this offers a good opportunity for those in a position to figure on

such an order. Anyone desiring to know the identity of this com-

pany can have its name on application.

—

Editor.

B 712—Wants List of Manufacturers of Plow Handles

Los Angeles, Cal., March 26.—Editor Hardwood Record ; Will yoti

kindly send to us the addresses of several plow handle nianutaeturcrs,

that Is manufacturers of bandies in the rough, ready for factory uscV

Company.

The concern writing this letter is a well rated manufacturer of

carriages and wagons, agricultural implements, etc. Anyone desiring

the name and specific address should write Hardwood Eecobd.—
Editob.

A possible source of supply for popple lumber has been suggested

to the above and a few users of cherry also supplied. Anyone
interested in negotiating with this correspondent will be given the

name upon request.

—

Editor.

B 714—Wants Information As to tbe Use of Hardwood Offal

New York, March 25.—Editor Hardwood Record : We are taking the

liberty of addressing you, believing that you can give us some informa-

tion we are seeking.

We are desirous of learning the uses to which wood offal Is put. The
offal we have in mind consists of hardwood, chiefly oak, and amounts to

a little over throe tons dally, half being sawdust and the other half being

slabs, edgings, etc. Of course, offal is utilized in making charcoal and
recovering the by-products, and we understand, it is also used for making
briquettes. However, as the amount involved is comparatively small,

we do not know whether it would be profitable to use it for these pur-

poses. Possibly you can Infonn us more definitely in this matter, and
also suggest the most profitable uses to which this offal may be put.

We do not desire to put you to any great trouble, but any informa-

tion you can give us on this subject will be appreciated very much.
Thanking you in anticipation, we remain.

The National Association of Mancpacicbees.

The above has been advised that it is true that such material

has been utilized in making charcoal and recovering by-products.

The best results have been secured from the processes of distillation

with the use of such woods as birch, beech and maple, oak not having

produced so well. In the manufacture of charcoal, of course, oak

is an excellent material.

The by-products proposition in hardwood to be feasible is rather

dependent upon good sized supply of raw material, i. e., offal, but

inasmuch as it is stated that the supply on hand is limited, it is

difficult to see how this product can be utilized except in the manu-

facture of small stock of various kinds from the slabs directly through

suitable machines and success in this is dependent upon favorable

circumstances.

The manufacture of dimension stock in this country is of ever

increasing importance, but the pursuit of this business on a paying

basis has been rather difficult on account of inadequate prices

realized.

This correspondent has further been advised that he could hardly

profit by attempting to utilize this offal in any other way than by

mere mechanical remanufacturing of good sized slabs, and by the

utilization of the stuff as firewood if it is near enough to market.

—

Editor.

'im»i;M!graa^mh)tTOiaMTO»!io»iat^^

Clubs and Associations

Southern Hardwood Traffic Bureau Changes Name
"The Southern Hardwood Traffic .\ssociation" will henceforth describe

the organization operating in the interests of southern hardwood lumber-

men, previously known as the Southern Hardwood Traffic Bureau. This
change was adopted at a meeting held in Memphis on March 21.

lOlchigan Manufacturers to Meet During Forest Products

Exposition

J. C. Knox, secretary of the Michigan Hardwood Manufacturers' Asso-

ciation, Cadillac, Mich., announces that the next meeting of the Michigan

Hardwood Manufacturers' Association will be held in Chicago some time

during the Forest Products Exposition, which will be in session here from

April 30 to May 9. The subject was put to a vote of the members of

the association, and a sufficient number of affirmative replies were re-

ceived expressing a desire to attend the Forest Products Exposition, and
also take care of the quarterly meeting at the same time. The specific

date has not yet been announced, but will be in due time.

Meeting Fhlladelphia Exchange

The last monthly meeting of the Lumbermen's Exchange, before the

annual, was held April 2, President Benjamin Stoker in the chair. 4.

communication from the Pennsylvania Manufacturers' Association was

received at this meeting asking the exchange to send delegates to the

convention to be held at the Bellevue-Stratford hotel, April 3. for the

purpose of discussing and agreeing upon a workmen's compensation bill.

A resolution directing the president to appoint a committee was passed.
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kfter vUcli fn^At^t Stoker apptMsted Wiili*ni C. MicBrid*^. K;»a.-;

r. Uaisua. Adkfs V. Lesber. Eobert L. HiiUs snd Inni 1 Aii::.- •

,—^.._^^. .-„ <rxcia&B^ ml tbe eoliTemtJon, Aft«r tr&nsactixig ro-Iin*:-

'fHas adiooraed OBtfl April 9. vben tbe uwiul meetijie

T»d IB tbe n-«sias by tbe aoDUl tnnqiiet at tb« Bellme-

Xeetiiig of CUeago Aworiatian

The spriBC ii i ft<"C of tbe LnmbenneD'i Aaaodatioo of Chicago vas

bdd at dk« Hotel T.«R«ti» oa Friday. Ifarcb 27. Abont lliO membcrrs

Tffrtfd Tbe meetiiie «u a aoos a<air. beins preceded br tbe rpsular

losefaeoB. aad waa eaDed to order at 1 %» by PreaideBt L. W. Crov.

After a fev reoiark* Mr. Crov referred to tbe deatb of Beorr II.

'^.itwon. editor of RiBSwoco Kzcoao. and tbes aaked Mnrdock McDeod.

-hairBas of tbe resolotloBi eommittee to report. Mr. MeL^od spoke

feeUaely of Mr. Oibsos aod offered a ndtable lesolatioii, vhirh was

miartmrwsly adopted.

WBIXIL-. - . A.TL
oTzr d^-i -•

tberef' •

Rf.'S' :jim ve bare lost a genial oompaidoD. a stodeat
of li^ * .

- ra.niBf asd renown and at all times a true friend
'i-faeed in tbe lomber biuiB«^a.

. Lai bis aoddea reaMral tn- deatb karea a racasry in
.-Id tbat e*a not veil be Uled.

i.. ii.at we bereby leader onr besrtfelt aympstby to tbe be-

reaied ?«- 'ij aad relatires and to tbe friends and boaiitesa associates
of tke deeeaaed.
ReaoLrm, Tbat a copy of tbese reaolntlOBa be forwarded to tbe

'zany and apread apoa tbe miirates by tbe aecretaiy of tbis association.

A. F. Mareb, ebainnaa of tbe tnfle eomtttee, tben reported as
' .liewa --

Tbe Mareb iaaae of tbe LamberiDea's News baa already given yon an
oBtBae of wkat tbe 1914 traJk eotBmittee bas aet oat to do for tbe
aaaodatloa ia biiaeiBS aboat better eo-opeiadoo between tbe railroad.*

and tbe laaabemea is tbe haT^iHe; nt !>:s^er sbipsaenta. Tbat report
was Bade, bowerer. when » ''* '-'^ .,«.,.v.«^ tbe snrfaee and we
are now soin^ deeper and t- '.zn.

It JOB win turn to tbe oo will find that tlje

word *-frictioa~ is defined '.- . vtring vogetber of two
sarfaees wfaleb are not in y^!~.^~ ac-.-jr'j. a au is wbat yonr com-
ittee fovnd to bare bees tbe case with tbe reDberaten and tbe rail-

rsa4s heretofore. Keither of as anderstood tbe other, ao there waji
msely ta be bieUtm, and erea aone loct mottoa. Too nndoabtedly bare
read hov we aeat eat ta the railroad oOdals an opea letter asking
thea tteee deSafte jafrflnaa, as toBowt: 1. Wbat tiiK sdiedole do
yoa hare oa laa* 1 1 2. What fadWtiea hare yon for informing ship-
pers? 3. What enon do lamberaea make?

PracttcaHy aB wM«'1iili aaaaeied oar letter and most of tbem said
that they woald e»«peiate with aa in wbaterer we desired, .^t tbe
aaae thar their iiaaa( n ahoved Oat today rery few of tbe roads make
aaytUag Hfce deCafte time oa taiaber sUpmenu. and bare rery imper-
fect f>aai for striae oat tafbraiatiOB as to morement. At tbe same
tlaK there were a tew deSatte exeeptlooa. Of tbeae the Cbicaeo k
Eaatera flllarts ayatea has ateod oat as oae road wUeb is ^ring
laaliiii Baaifeat aentee—arHcfe posriHy a"-'^cLt« 'vr tbe fac-t tJ.st it Is

tadar He largest handVr at tasily-.- " <rr

aarth «r aaath. The CUcago. Mi ^w
pat iato eKett a reealar taat aerr. of
the other Baea hare spedal asetli'.'. -re
an too few ia aaa^ber. hawercr. as the n-xial r'/ad o^e^ IncL^-r r.-^Tely

as tsaaage ftor ffier whea there is aotUnc else to go aloag.

With the re^ea tiom tht lailraad ofleiala that hare thus come la.
we hare icaia addreaaed a letter ta then eoreflag tbia Batter more
tally. Before auay laectlwei of tUa aaaodatloa shall hare passed
we hope to be able to faraiah yoa with a definite "nme aebedaie'' on
laBbi I fraa every road, not a aefceAile ta be aaed for aoHettins freight.
bat a afhedale m aaaal arezage iwtfuiiaanee. wliidi win sire yon a
workiae barfa. Wbea the oSdals of tbe carriers nnderstand tbat tbis
la what we wast we win aet it, aad ther win be rery glad that tbe
Batter waa Iwuafelit to their attentloa. Artber than that we hope U>
hare a Httle Areetory of thoae to wfeon y<ai sboold look for information
whea seeh is desired. Too aaay of as today do aot kaow tbis and
aafce a gnat dapBdty of woifc far the foada by eoiag to tbe wrong

TWO IK70STAVT OersiLB.

Bat, g(BtVB»a, the rnllea to oar letters brooeht oat two important
ietaOm wheaeia the laiiiliiiBM a eaa greatty heto the railroada. and it

ia to theae that year partieslar atteatloa la Erected. We aaked the
raibcads to lafoiB aa arhereia htariwiaw Bade adatakea Tbey did
it rery emphatically. There are two ia aaasber: X. Martiag tracers
aa aooa as laaber is ihlpptd 2. XaC inoaileaiaK laiiber antil tbe
cam antve at deattaatloa. Here ia where we, as lauifj^rni'-n. --n^u t^
of aatetlal help to the raHrseda, aad can sfeow -

bete the* rsdaee their aadeaa enteaae. Thlak <-

which is befag gfrea tor rate adraoeea, and .-

"lacreaaed coat of iiptriting" Aad there haa
is BO fioabt oa that s^Jm.!. Oa befaaU «f tbe a>v.
Btttee haa offered to lo optratc with the railroads in va . '-

aaetaai cipc Bata wUch are represeated by tbe preseat-d^

.

ImBt a. We hare pragflcally proBiaed tbe railroads t'.>.-

apa<llag tracers aa aooa as can are abipped. fworided tbej gi-.- '.-- a
dffiatte "tiiae aebedaie^ aad let aa know when a ear is orerdoe. For
iastaace, oa a aUpmeat froa St. Faol to Cblcago tbe nsoal eontra'ticK
fireiglrt ageat will ten yoa tbat bia road's time is tliird nsoming de-
Bre^, bat actaal statlades Aow fifth day arrirals or deUrery. With
the roads giila« as the tlaie sd>ednle. wbieb can i>e followed, w- will
then be in a twaitioii to get resolts In a far easier maaaer and with
greater regnlarlty.

Tte problem of reconilgBment Is, bowerer. mocb ir. '

derelops, for innatr*, tbat a large part of tbe yellow •

Chicsgo c-oaiet either onrDSted by tbe shipper la tbe Iv^

.

«< tike attitode of tbe aoetikem Uses—or dae cr/mes w ....

c

aMae Une unknown to tbe Cbieago eoaaigaeea, wbo ofteii do i.-.i i.i, .
-

the un of lading In tbeir poaaeaaioa. As a result tbe Cfaleago lari^o-r

man does not know bow, or when, the laaber will arrire nntll h*: ha-
reneired Ua freight aniral aotloe. Of tUs tbe roads coaavlaia bineri}.
With ti>e facts as stated, tbat is, witfa the Iam>«m>en aot knowing rla

wi-it liiie tbe cars wlK arrive, or when they will arrive, we are pow-
•^ri^? to act- We have therefore suggested to tbe carriers that they
a'jop: a form '-f ^-«??! '-^r-! coti-^* "• *' "-nt to Chicago lumbermen
iroa gatewar . ' -- - ^ - ~ ,' ... .._,.„ ^( their sblpmeots. of
tbe roDtiEg. . •' .M this comes Into
yojr 'ffice i: ad, joa can definitely
(lej-eri'l upon . -'ain time and can Issae
your recoDHgi....*, ^ railroads of Chicago
feceiving a<lvai,ce r- - - A not only be saved a
great d^al of most .• mach switching and
re*altiiig congestloL .- :; has been made to the
carrier* and we beLii.i :_«: .. jj -j.. -^ _ -ti restilta.

Better service, less expense to the carriers and more bosineas to
those lines which do give tbe Chicago lambermen wbat we feel ia do«-
sbotild be the resnlt.

A EIG STEP.

It is a big step, and may come slowly, bat we wanted all of yoa to
know that tbe committee stands absolutely on the ground tbat the
roads which do give lumber decent service are tbe roads that should
get ttie bosineas. Ton will be informed from time to time as to wbat
roads tbese are, and we know that you will be very glad to 0ve to
tboce roads tbe traffic which you control.

It is merely a plan of education, a method of co-operation, wherein
tbe lambermen may understand the carriers' desires and wherein tbe
carriers ma.v understand tbe lumbermen's problems. Heretofore this
baa been lacking. Let it be supplied and much of our trouble win be
at an end.

In tbe matter of switching and spotting charges we attempted to
have Mr. Barlow of tbe Association of Commerce here, but he was called
to Washington. The latest word appears to be that tbe commission is
in so very deep and tbe country Is pressing for such an early decision
on the five per cent rate advance qoestion that it will have to let It

pass by default, at least for the present. Most of the commission
appear to be against the charge and surely tbe shippers and many of
the railroada are, so for tbe Immediate present there will be no need
to worry.

John Claney, chairman of tbe fire limits extension committee, said

that his committee bas been working with might and main In tbe In-

terests of tbat work with tbe bope of keeping tbe fire limits extension

within reasonable proportions. Mr. Claney said that about thirty-five

square miles were embraced in tbe extension of limits in Jane, li>12,

and that there is cow before tbe snh-commlttee of the dty government
a resolution to farther extend tbe limits. Mr. Claney said tbat flgnres

on tbe so-called semi-fireproof eonstroctlon, maintaining that tbe cost

Is only about five or six per cent greater than wood construction, are

erroneotis, and be placed the Increased cost at about from twenty-five

to forty per cent.

President Crow tben spoke of tbe work being done to entertain vis-

itors in attendance at tbe Forest Products Exposition, stating that the

committees appointed by tbe association had met on March 19 with

iSecretary Ebodes of the Katlonal Lumber Manufacturers' AssodatioD
and Manager George S. Wood of the Exposition, and that tbe lumber
association had secured a booth with the idea of making arrangements
to extend a cordial welcome to visitors.

H. D. Welsh, chairman of tbe entertainment committee, tben re-

ported, outlining its work and the work connected with tbe Forest

Products Eipoaition.

After that discossion it was rei>orted tbat four association meetings
woald be held during tbe year, tbe dlTiidon meetings to take place

aa osuaL
K. A. Thornton, speaking of tbe proposed move of tbe Lumbermen's

Clnb to tbe proposed lumbermen's building, said that it will be nec-

esaary to have seventy-five additional members before entering into a
leaae with tbe McCormlck estate. Mr. Thornton expressed himself as
believing that this additional membership conld be secured in time.

Tbe meetitg tben adjotirced.

Itoattdj Meeting of Citirtmiatt lumbermen's Clnb
A very well attended and enthusiastic meeting of the Cincinnati Lnm-

t^rmen's Club was held at the Hotel Gibson, April 6. The new quarters
of tbe Automobile Club in the hotel were recently opened and on invita-

tion of tbe auto boys tbe lambermen held the meeting in their new
home. After tbe usual course dinner was di»{>osed of, the meeting waa
called to order by Pr=rsident Hagemeyer. Among tbe committees that
made reports was one appointed to protest against the proposed charge
for spotting can. Tbe members were glad to learn that tbe matter
has been stopped temporarily at least. Tbe square deal policy of the
club waa again In evidence, a matter in dlspote having been settled be-

tween one of tbe club members and a prominent New York concern.

Tbe club went on record as being in favor of tbe proposed advance of
-/ per cent in all freight rates, and tbe secretary was Instructed to so
notify tbe Interstate Commerce Commiasion. Another matter of Impor-
tance taken up was tbe club's endorsement of tbe bill now before Congress
kr!owr; a., H. B. J4Z2Si. introduced by repr'^^ntatlve A. J. gafaatb, of
Chl'ago. aod providing for tbe prosecution of any or all persons using tbe
malls of tbe Cnited Ktates for the transmisidon of false statements In
an effort to aecnre credit. Tbe matter came op In tbe shape of a com-
manlcation from tbe National Wholesale Lumf^r Dealers' Association,

'' asking aU assistance posidble in an effort to bare tbe Mil passed.
i-;are also has tbe endorsement of tbe National Credit Men's
.on of New York. The Lumbermen's Club heartily endorsed tbe

-, ^-,-.ion and instructed Secretary Bolser to write all of the congress-
men of this dlittrict and those congressmen composing tbe committee to
7rh*o,-r, it Is referred, requesting their support of tbe measure. Many
fueubers stated that it is one of tbe best bills of its kind to come fjefore
C'/ngrewi for many y»-ar3.
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Ihey haw selected to nm ; .ro cff-^s oi tbe c:u^. it r^-ia*

in accordance wiili the v xikr tie cozuLitioas at the

April ni««tlng and hold the itt : . : tion ia Mav. The Independent
v-ommitte*. oomposevi of Emil Ti. r-an ohairrjan; Wm. Duhlaieier and
*;eo. Morgaa. reported that it hii :.-ni:jtcAi f.-r i>re<: l'::r. J. W. Gra-
ham; first vice-president, Dwigbt Hiickley ; >, - - ient. G. W.
Hand: treasurer. H. R. Wellies: stcretarir. W - - The reya-
lar nominating committee, consisu^j: of Chas. i - r .lan : Ralph
McCracken and Harry R. Browne. co::Ucatevl for r^s:i;;:. v. ex. Schmidt:
first vice-president. Wm. G. Layer ; second vioe-pn:sident. Roy Thomp^^n :

treasurer. Harry HoUojrell: secretary. J. A. B-^lser. After the announce-
ments the campaign was on in earnest and as the tickets are considered
very strong ones aod well b*Ianced. there will be much hnstliox needed
to elect their favorites.

The meeting closed with an address by Secretary Carl De Honey, of

the publicity department of the Chamber of Commerce, who attended the
meeting in an effort to interest lumbermen In the raising of the JIOO.OOO
fund to be used by the Chamber of Commerce in advertising the city and
in securing conventions, Mr. De Honey reported that they have raised

tt- date SSO.OOO. all contingent upon the raising of the full amount of

JIOO.OOO. Lumbermen present indicated that they will be libera! donors
to the cause.

Regular Meeting Memphis Club
The Lombermens Club of Memphis, at the regular semimonthly meet-

ing held at the Hotel Gayoso April 4. referred to the board of directors

the question of securing a permanent employe at the new rooms in the

Business mens Club which have been fitted up by the Lumbermen's
Club. F. B, Robertson of the -Vnderson-Tully Company asked the appar-

ently innocent question : "Now that we have spent something like $1,000

in finishing and furnishing these rooms, what are we to do with themV"
This brought forth much discussion and many suggestions, including

the securing of a very attractive young lady as keeper to welcome the

visitors, including the members of the club. and. if necessary teach them
how to tango, dance the hesitation walti and perform other feats. This
suggestion appealed particularly to S, M. Xlckey. chairman of the law
and Insurance committee, who is now taking dancing lessons in order
that he may participate in the numerous social functions to be given hv

the club. It was pointed out that at present these rooms are particularly

t<eautiful but that they are unattractive for the reason that nobody likes

to be all alone. It was also emphasiied that, after incurring so large

an expense, it was hardly g(>od policy to allow the rooms to remain
practically without value to the club. They were designed for the

double purpose of giving the members a place to meet informally and
to advertise the beauty and utility of the woods manufactured in this

section tor interior decoration and finish. But there is no attendance

so far on the part of the members because of the loneliness to which
reference has already been made and there is no one to welcv>me visitors

and therefore there are few wto go there. John M. Pritchard, secre-

tary of the Gum Lumber Manufacturers' -Association, said that he had
taken several contractors and architects to visit the rooms and that they

in turn had taken some of their customers, all of whom were duly im-

pressed with the interior and the woods used for that purpose. He
said that he intended writing letters to all the architects, contractors,

builders and prospective builders, asking that the.v visit the r\x>ms and
learn for themselves something of what can be accomplished in the way of

paneling and other decorative work with the material at hand. In this

he has the hearty indorsement of the club members. Others suggested

that a sign in gold letters "Visitors Welcome" be place«l on the door
leading to the rooms while it was likewise suggested that placards should

be placed in the hotels and other public places calling attention to these

rooms and requesting that they be visited for purposes of inspection.

.\11 of these suggestions, howe\er. were turned over to the boani of

directors and the whole miitter was referred to them, with the request

that they bring in their recommendations to the next meeting of the

club. It is practically a foregone conclusion that some one will N-

permanently employed to look after these rooms and show them to visitors

and. after listening to the arguments for and against both men and young
ladles. It is practically a cinch that one of the latter will be secured.

The rooms are beautifully furnishe«l and elegantly finished and the club

is determined that it shall get good value out of them.

S. M. Xickey and S. B. Anderson brought to the attention of the club

the Importance to manufacturers of the annual of the Tennessee Manu-
facturers' .Association held In Nashville, .\prll S and 9. So far as the

club is concerned, the subject was disposed of through instructions to

the president to empower every lumberman from Memphis who attended

the annual In question to act as a representative of the Lumbermen's
Club of Memphis, to the end that the Interests of its members may be

properly looked after.

The entertainment committee was. on motion of John M. Pritchard.

authoriied to prepare another entertainment similar to the one recently

given at the Hotel Chlsca by the Lumbermen's Club. The committee Is

to select the date and announce this to the members, all of whom are

cvirdlally Invited to participate. The entertainment Is to be a cross

between a cabaret show and a tango party and the members, both old and
young, are looking forward thereto with much pleasure. Increasing in

Intensity In accordance with their ability to dance all of the new steps.

Xbe ::.:wrr.irer men and tlse railroad men are to be (nests of the ciub

on this ii;on.

On ~ - ~f ? B, Andecssa, Oe dob aaaaixaoast]- passed a »»Qoa
to tl: lis bodr Tisoioasly di''ampr»Te tk« moreaeat IiwMbc
to tl f vtMdea «'''«g*~ as a bovse corezins witliiB tte
city i-tioa was la aceardanee wttk tbe preliatBaiT db-
coss: us meetins whea tke dnb aiaeiwd that, as a lainbei
orgai i Boc shot its «cs to tke bnad priaelpte «C sabsti-

tutioz :ie ordinance mam yiidlng! before the »" ' ' of
the ci:y : M z:rhis.

The fo:...^wine resolatioos or resveeC to the late H, H. GibaaB. e«>tar at
HtKP^'^r frrt??^?. TT ...' z-^-rrr^i ^v miini»«»aiv vote:

W-_ - :bsaaL, who died swideely at OO-
cagv^ jab€iui«a of the eoaatxr hare
suffer -IS of a tciead aad a lass to the
trad- -s-r, thoefoce be it

Kesi>.v.,- T.;-;: - s Club of Memphis extend to the
bereaved wife an.'. -~.eir sincere and heartfelt syapethy at
this time of their ,

R. J. HackBcy.
Geo, C. ShetBaaa.
E, E. Ta«saer. Ooouattee.

The attendance at this meeting was quite fuU aad math eathasiasm
was shown. The ussal luncheon was served and thocoa^Iy eajoyed.
President Allen was ia the chair while Geo, C. IThi SMiiii acted as
secretary in the absence of C. G, KadeL

Oom Iitunber 'Manufacturers' Association to Meet in May
Seerctai7 John M. Pritchard cf the Gaa Lumber MancLfacrJxers' Asso-

vlativU. ;i:iiicaiit'_\i .ate on V»\-dnosday ^f this w^xk that the semi-aaanal
meeting of that body will be held at the Hotel Gayoso. Memphis. Tena,. oa
Msy 13 and 2i>. Mr. rritchard. with the other officers of the assooatMa.
is busy worting out a prv-^ram which will contain many subjects of vital

taterest both to manufacturers and consamers of gum lumber.
The work of the association is getting oa ia good shape, and it is

expected Th;it this lirst semi-annual meeting will develop some features

that will ser>-e as a distinct encooragemest to the original organisers

of the movement to benefit conditions of the gum market.

The work of this cisaaixation has gone aloog ia excellent shape, so tar

the advertising cami>ai-^n having proven unusually successful ia the matter
of pullins inquiries as to the nature of gum from home builders and others.

The coming meeting promises to be well and eathusiasticaUy atteeded.

Korthem Hemlock aad Hard-vood IMagatas Ckasea

Tike tOUovlng delegates and alternates have been appointed to represeat

the N'orthern Hemlock .& Hardwood Manufacturers' Associatioa at the

annual mtvting of the National Lumber Manufacturers' -Vssociatioa at

Chicago. May ."> and 6

t>CUEGATCS

Geo. H. Chapman. Stanley. Wis, : W. B. Clubine. Park Falls. Wis.

:

M. J. Fox. Iron Mottntain, Midi. : R. B. Goodmaa. Goodman, Wis, : S. S.
Kellosg. Waasau, Wis. : J. J. Liagle. Westboro. Wis. ; R. K. McLeaa,
Wells! Mich- ; J. T. Phillips. Green Bay. Wis, : M. J. Quialan. Soper-
ton. Wis.

AlTtSNATTS
Louis .Anderson, Calderwood. Mich. : D. J. Arpia, Sraad Rapids, Wis. :

F. M. Clark. Ashland. Wis. ; U G, Earle. New Richasad. wk : W. B.
Kar..\ H. rrjansvllle. Mich.: George FIai»aer. Blachwell. Wis; O-^vr-ce '?:

-1. Wis,: H JV- Frv. Hiles. Wis,: EL -V

N. Harder. Rib Lake. Wis^ ; W. A. Holt.
Lake. Wis, : W. C. La.ndon. Wausau. \^

- : A. U (>sbcrr Mo.;-:, w s : J "

A K Ou ;: Owen. Wis, - -

Rhineiander, Wis. : G. i

Tomah. Wis. ; H. H. Sto'
C. V. R, Townsend. Negs -

J. S. Weidman, Jr.. Trout Or: k M ,'.- ; A O ^:;.•'.:

This will be the largest as well as the m\s : ever

held by the NitK>na! sssociation, aad it is spec botii

delegates and alternates attend aad participate :n :
:- The

meeting will be held in connectioa with the Ft>rest , s-.tion

in Chiv-ag^x

Hard-vood Timber of Um SoImbob Islands

Some very valuable timber is contained la the Soteasoa ****--ti a
British protectorate in the Pacific Ocean, coataininc 9ti«Btr«lsht lalMris

with an area of S.SOO square miles. So tar tcct StOe has hcea 4>ae
to establish an export trade, althoagh rpstmsdlc attessyte hare beca
made from time to time to latradace SeloaMa Hhad ttmber oa the

Sydney -;ir*-

Tt: - er known as dllo tial^er. which seems to hSTc taaad
a co: - < 't in furniture making. Of this there is p(a«<l«alty

an ir ; ply

The umber of the afxelia bijuga appears to be abestatety

to the attacks of the white ants, and alsMiet tmperrtoas b

This troe grows everywhere In the SoIobmhis aad ttath«» a
of two fe^-t. It should serve as an excellent wharf and pile timber.

and also as railway sleeper*.

.Another valuable timber closely allied to the "kaari" at New Zealand

Is known to exist In certain places, and propositioas fVjr putting It on

the market are being considered. There is a good demand for this class

of timber and It will certalnlv N- put on the market at a lower price

than New Zealand kanri.
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With the Trade

New York Mutual Casualty Company Formed

The Lumber Mutual Casualty Insurance Company has been formed in

New York by men prominent In the lumber business. The new compensa-

tion law makes It compulsory for business men to carry insurance

of this kind and it is the purpose of the Lumber Casualty Company to

specialize in compensation insurance for the lumber trade.

The final organization was effected at a meeting held in the office of

E. V. Perry, New York, on March 1-i. At this meeting M. E. Preisch of

the naines Lumber Company, North Tonawanda, was elected president to

serve until the annual meeting in April. The other officers elected are :

Vici ruEsiDENTs—E. F. Perry and Horace C. Mills.

Sic i;i lAHV—Louis II. Parker.
Assistant SECKET.vnv—K. C. Evarts.
'ri:i:AsriiEit—Charles F. Fischer.
ACTt'AUY— II. F. Still.

Counsel—D. Theodore Kcllv of Conway, Williams & Kelly.

Executive Committee—Martin J. E. Hoban, Kufus L. Sisson, R. R.

Griswold, A. R. Carr, Frederick Cleveland, with president and general
manager eii officio members.

, i, , ,

The company means to write compensation insurance for the lumber

trade at rates that will be no higher than those of the stock companies,

while careful management in the selection of risks with an eye single to

"safety first" will mean a saving in the shape of annual dividends to

policy holders.

Passing of Frederick Weyerhaeuser

In the death of Frederick Weyerhaeuser, of St. Paul, Minn., the lumber

trade lost a man who has done more for its development probably than

any one individual in its history. In the life of this man can be traced

the real history of the lumber business, as he started in the lowest

capacity and eventually at the age of seventy-nine had attained riches

which vied with it not exceeded those of John D. Rockefeller. Mr.

Weyerhaeuser succumbed to a sudden attack of pneumonia at Pasadena,

Cal., on April 4. The body was placed aboard a train later and sent to

Rock Island, 111., his old home, for interment.

Mr. Weyerhaeuser bad caught a severe cold which developed alarming

symptoms, but after his children were sent for he seemed to be on the

road to recovery. However, a relapse occurred which took him oft' rather

suddenly after his sons, John, Frederick, Rudolph and Charles, and

daughters, Mrs. Margaret Jewett, Mrs. W. B. Hill and Mrs. S. S. Davis,

had reached his bedside.

Mr. Weyerhaeuser came to this country from Neidersaulheim, Germany,

where he was horn November 21, 1834. His immigration occurred at the

time he was eighteen years of age and after his father had died.

His family migrated to Erie County, Pennsylvania, and his first em-

ployment was with a brewery. This work did not last long, however,

and he next became a farmer, earning $13 a month.

His family eventually moved to Coal Valley, Rock Island County, 111.,

in 1856, where Mr. Weyerhaeuser's first sawmilling experience began.

He accepted the job as night fireman in the sawmill of Mead, Smith &

March. Eventually by dint of close application, thrift and economy he,

with his brother-in-law, obtained control of a small sawmill in Rock

Island during the early sixties, he having been married previously in

1S57 to Elizabeth Bloedel, who had come from bis homo town. Mrs.
Weyerhaeuser died two years ago.

The thrift and economy which Mr. Weyerhaeuser had exercised in the
beginning continued and with it his financial strengtii rontinucd to grow.

He concentrated bis efforts on the salvage of logs, thousands of which
were allowed by other concerns to escape in the drives to mills. Along
the same lines he eventually thought out the plan of forming the Missis-

sippi River Boom & Logging Company in order to cut out the profits of
cutters, drivers, steamboat men and others before the logs reached the

mills. This organization, which was a combination of the biggest men
in the lumber business in the Middle ^West, was eventually cohsummated
at the Briggs House in Chicago in 1S70, Mr. Weyerhaeuser eventually

becoming president, which position he held for forty years.

His accumulation of timber, from which he has made his greatest

wealth rather than from actual sawmill operations, continued steadily

and eventually in 1S94 he gained the co-opeartion of Edward Hines, also

an exceedingly successful lumberman of Chicago, which resulted in future

important developments. His first large holdings were in the white pine

lands of Michigan, Wisconsin and Minnesota, but in later years h&
entered the Pacific coast field and also gained vast interests in southern

pine operations. In fact, so tremendous were his dealings that organ-

izations of from $12,000,000 to .fl5,000,000 were considered as compara-
tively small.

Mr. Weyerhaeuser's wealth was estimated at from $1,000,000,000 to

.$1,500,000,000, and it will be difficult to arrive at an actual estimate till

such time as a careful appraisal has been made.

His four sons continue in business which their father founded and all

have gained their knowledge by passing through a training school of
experience.

Mr. Weyerhaeuser lived unpretentiously in a comfortable mansion in

St. Paul and never made any special pretenses. He will be mourned by
his many friends in and out of the lumber business who recognized io

his quiet, simple but blameless life a sterling character.

Old Dominion Veneer Company
Hakdwood Record is advised that the Old Dominion Veneer Company,

of North Emporia, Va., is fully organized with $70,000 capital stock.

The olHcers are : W. S. Goodyn, president ; Harry Schwartz, secretary

and treasurer, and Burdis Anderson, vice-president and general manager.

Messrs, Goodwyn and Schwartz are the leading citizens and capitalists

of North Emperia and vicinity, and are at the head of the largest bank

and of the hydro-electric plant, large box factories and other interests.

The vice-president and general manager, Burdis Ander.son, has too long^

been identified with the veneer business to need any further introduction.

Tlie new concern has acquired all the property and rights of the

Schwartz & Willard Company, which had operated a two-machine rotar.v

mill at North Emporia for two years. The mill has been completely

remodeled, doubling the log boiling and veneer cutting facilities and has

installed electric power with individual motor drives throughout. This

will greatly increase the capacity and efliciency of the mill.

The company owns upwards of 25,000.000 feet of timber, largely suit-

able for veneers, and will buy both standing timber and logs.

The plant is further fitted with a large Philadelphia textile dryer, an
electric hoist and derrick in the yard, and every modern appliance, so

that it stands as one of the best equipped mills in that part of the

country, and is as well prepared as any to produce rotary cut veneers

promptly and economically.

LOUIS H. PARKER, NEW YORK CITY, SEC-
RETARY OF THE LUMBER MUTUAL

CASUALTY INSURANCE COMPANY

FREDERICK WEYERHAEUSER, ST. PAUL,
MINN., BORN NOVEMBER 21, 1834

—

DIED APRIL 4, 1914

BURDIS ANDERSON, VICE-PRESIDENT ANI>
GENERAL MANAGER OLD DOMINION

VENEER COMPANY, NORTH
EMPORIA, VA.
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W. B. Morgan Moves to Pine Bluff

W. B. Morgan, secrclary of the AiKlorson-Tully Conipaiiy until a few
days ago, has goue to rinc Bluff, Ark., to take ibarge of the affairs of

the Morgan Veneer Company which was recently incorporated with a

capital stock of $100,000 and which is erecting a plant at that point for

the manufacture of rotary veneers from gum lumber. Mr. Morgan's
resignation became effective April 1 and he Is now at Pine Bluff. Much
pleasure Is expressed among his friends over the fact that, while Mr.
Morgan has accepted the presidency and general management of the new
company, he will retain his stock in the Anderson-Tully Company and
will likewise" remain a director in that corporation. It Is more than
probable too, that he will retain his position as a member of the governing
board of the Souvheru Hardwood Traffic Association, as a nuiubcr of thi-

directors of that body reside outside of Memphis. Mr. Morgan's family
will remain in Memphis for a time and then Join him at Pine Bluff where
they will make their future home. Mr. Morgan, in leaving Memphis,
carries with him the good wishes of an unusually large circle of friends
who have recognized his business ability and who arc predicting for him
a brilliant career in his new field.

Broom Handle Factory to Operate
It is announced from South Pittsburg, Tenn., that the broom handle

factory recently started by the H. T. Haskew Lumber Company of that

city will soon be in operation. The machinery is pretty well installed

and a considerable number of new hands will be taken on. It is expected
that there is sufficient broom handle timber in the immediate neighbor-

hood of South Pittsburg to make possible the operation of a mill for an
indefinite period.

Furniture Factory Damaged by Fire

Fire of unknown origin destroyed the dry kiln and stock room of the
Buckstaff-Edwards Furniture Company at Oshkosh, Wis., on Monday.
March 30. Considerable,damage was done to mahogany and hardwood
stoclss and the flames threatened the main buildings. Work in the fac-

tories was interrupted for only one day. The loss was fully covered by
iosuraace.

The Stimsou '\reneer and Lumber Company
The Stimson Veneer and Lumber Company which recently filed articles

of incorporation at Memphis, with a capital stock of $100,000, as an-
nounced in Hardwood Record, will be perfected as soon as the charter
has been received. The stockholders in this corporation are practically

identical with those in the J. V. Stimson Hardwood Company and it is

known that J. V. Stimson will head the new firm which has been organ-
ized for the specific purpose of operating the hardwood mill and veneer
plant recently purchased from the Willey interests in Chicago. This
machinery is located in North Memphis and has been idle for some
years. It was recently purchased by ,T. V. Stimson and associates. The
sawmill has already been placed in operation but it is cutting for the

J. V. Stimson Hardwood Company at present and will continue to do so
until the new company has secured a sufficient log supply of its own.
The veneer machinery has not yet beep started but it will be placed in

operation shortly in the interest of the Stimson Veneer & Lumber Com-
pany. R. V. Stimson, who recently came to Memphis from Chicago, will

be in charge of operations at the Willey plant. Much pleasure is ex-

pressed in hardwood circles here over the developments which have
resulted in the reopening of the band mill and veneer machinery, as the
plant is one of the largest and most complete in this part of the country.
The incorporators of the new firm are B. F. Katterhenry, J. V. Stimson,
H. V. Stimson, .\. M. Horton and D. L. Katterhenry.

An Important Machinery Transaction

One of the most important machinery transactions for some time was
the recent purchase of the Hanna-Brackenridge Company, Fort Wayne,
Ind., by the Wayne Machinery Company of that place. The officers and
directors of the new firm are : George H. Van Arnam, Nathan Roth-
schild, W. L. Fridall, A. N. Cruser, J. E. Elliott, sales manager, and J. E.
Monahan, factory manager.
The business is to be carried on as a general machinery merchandizing

proposition, and the experience of the men iu charge, together with the
personnel of the board of directors should merit the consideration and
confidence of the trade.

The business of the Hanna-Brackenridge Company was organized some
fifteen years ago, and this concern was widely known as a dealer in and
rebullder of second-hand machinery.
The stock taken over by the new company consists of between 600

and 700 machines, including sawmill, planing mill, box, furniture, hoop,
stave, heading, wheel, wagon, sash, blind, engine, electrical and various
other kinds of machinery equipment, together with boilers, tools, etc.

This stock Is to be largely reduced and the determination of the Wayne
Machinery Company is that each machine shall conform strictly to

representation.

Ke'w Busse & Burgess Mill Burned
The big new band mill of Russe & Burgess, Inc., which was built last

year to replace the old plant, was entirely destroyed by fire which or-

iginated in the engine room early Sunday morning. The loss Is esti-

mated at $">0,000, fully covered by insurance. The plant was located

outside of the city limits and a long line of hose had to be stretched In
order to enable the firemen to fight the blaze. They succeeded, however,
in confining the flames to the mill proper, thus preventing a spread
thereof to the lumber owned by that firm as well as by other firms having
mills and yards in the North Memphis lumber district.

Two representatives of the company from which the firm bought the
new machinery last year have already arrived in Memphis, in response
to telegraphic requests from the members of Russe & Burgess, Inc.,

which is only another way of saying that immediate steps will be taken
looking to the rebuilding of the mill. Specifications are now being pre-
pared and the order will be placed with as little delay as possible. In
the meantime, the firm has made arrangements with the I. M. Darnell
& Sons Company and the Gayoso Lumber Company to do its sawing for
it, so that the fire will interfere very little with its business.

This is the fifth lumber fire within the past year and, by a rather
striking coincidence, practically all of them have occurred on Sunday
morning. No importance, however, is attached to this latter fact.

Starts Veneer Plant in Arkansas
The Purdy-Cooper Chair Company plant at Malvern, .\rk., has been

leased by H. A. and R. E. Van Deasen, late of Cotton Plant, who will

convert it into a factory for the manufacture of drawer bottoms, tanks,
cross-banding, center and face stock. These gentlemen who have had
twenty-five years' experience in their lines intend to begin work imme-

FOREST PRPDUCT5 EXPOSITION
CHIGAGO COLISEUM APR,30-MAY9
NEWYORK GIPD CENTRAL RAUCEM/ff2I-30

Birch Veneers. Also Elm, Maple and Basswood

WK MANUFACTURE FINE ROT.VRV CUT

STOLLE LUMBER & VENEER CO. Tripoli, Wis.
LET US QUOTE YOU

Dermott Land & Lumber Co.

Plain and r\ \\r
Quartered \Jir\^L\.

Gum, Ash,
Elm, Hickory

Highest Quality Band Sawn
Southern Hardwoods

DERMOTT, ARK.

Kentucky Vcnccr Works
HIGH-GR.'\DE—WELL-MANUFACTURED

Vcnccrs
IN SAWED AND SLICED QUARTERED
WHITE OAK AND QUARTERED RED GUM.
OUR ROTARY CUT GUM AND POPLAR
CROSSBANDING VENEERS ARE EXCEP-
TIONALLY GOOD.

Louisville Kentucky
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Harris Manufacturing Company
Johnson City, Tennessee

"Harris'^ Hardwood Flooring
and Lumber

Bluestone Land & Lumber Company
MANUFACTURERS

WEST VIRGINIA HARDWOODS
Soft White Pine, Oak, Poplar. Chestnut, Hemlock

Band Sawed Stock RIDGWAY

19(33laSMMMSMSMa/aMaJSJSEIMiMSEia'MMiEIBIH^lSaSEIMSIMaJSlSISS

iC I N C I N N A T l[

^Hardwood iVIanufacturers and Jobbers i

P
SHAWNEE LUMBER CO.

I
HARDWOODS, WHITE PINE and HEMLOCK

1} Sal» Office—South Side Station—C. H. * D. R. R.

Johns, Mowbray, Nelson Company
OAK, ASH, POPLAR & CHESTNUT

GUM AND COTTONWOOD

JAMES KENNEDY & CO., Ltd.
OAK, POPLAR AND OTHER HARDWOODS

FIRST NATIONAL BANK BUILDING

The Kosse, Shoe & Schleyer Co.
WALNUT, OAK, AND OTHER HARDWOODS

103-4-5 CABEW BUILDING

Kl LN-DRI ED OAK
(1)

and other Hardwoods are among our

many "specialties" which are so

satisfactory to others. Why not you?

MIGHT PAY YOU TO GET IN TOUCH
WITH US. IT HAS OTHERS

THE M. B. FARRIN LUMBER CO.

OHIO VENEER COMPANY
Manufacturers & Importers FOREIGN VENEERS

2624-34 COLEBAIN AVENUE

DAY LUMBER & COAL CO.
Mfrs. YELLOW POPLAR and WHITE OAK

GENERAL OFFICE—CLAY CITY. KY.

RIEMEIER LUMBER CO.
OAK, POPLAR, CHESTNUT

SUMMERS AND GEST STREETS

E. C. BRADLEY LUMBER CO. I
HIGH GRADE WEST VIRGINIA HARDWOODS |

GOEBKE BUILDING ^
P]n)pi i0fiiiiifl[iBngiimra[rg:rgwrrg[rangmirgiigngnBmratg[mcigirait3m

iliatoly, and will install new machinery and oviThaul old machinery,
heglnnlng operations within a couple of months. The plant will employ
from twenty-five to fifty men.

Fire Started by Tramps
Tramps huilt a fire on the wooden floor of a vacant factory huikling

in tlie (Jreenpoint section of Itrooklyn. N. Y.. recently, and as a result a

•jiltOo.OfH) damage resulted. The flames spread rapidly from the vacant
liulldlug to a large four-story factory of the Standard Wood Turning
Company, and before they were checked one side of the building, which
occupied half a block, was burned.

New Kentucky Veneer Plant
There has been a new band sawmill erected at Jackson, Ky., by S. E.

I'atton, manufacturer of hardwood lumber, veneers and other wood
products of Jackson. Mr. Patton purposes further to erect a veneer
plant within a short time. He will manufacture sliced and rotary cut

veneers in walnut, poplar, oak, basswood and hard maple.

Fire Causes Damage in Furniture Warehouse
Fire destroyed part of a warehouse used by the Boutell Furniture

Company at St. Paul, Minn., on the night of March 29. The damage to

merchandise is estimated at .?.50,000. The fire started on the second
door. Much of the damage was caused by water.

A Correction

The last issue of Hardwood IIecord contained, under Chicago news, a

statement based on some misinformation to the effect that the William-
son-Kuny Mill & Lumber Company, Mound City, HI., had sold out to

P. T. Langan. Cairo, 111. This statement as received at this office specified

that development exactly, but it was an error, as the Williamson-Kuny
Mill & Lumber Company has simply sold out its retail lumber stock

such as sash, doors, blinds and builders' hardware, which is maintained
at Cairo, 111., and which represented only five per cent of the total

assets of the company. The sale had nothing to do with the sawmill
business, wholesale lumber business, veneer busftiess or dimension stock

business, all of which have grown to such an extent that the company
has decided to give Its whole time and attention to that end, and go out

of the retail lumber business altogether. The latter has been one of

the branches for the last ten years.

Large Timber Tract Sold

It is announced that the Vredenburgh Sawmill Company of Vreden-
burgh, Ala., has purchased of P. B. Ray of Salco, .\la., 16,000 acres of

timber land in Monroe county, that state. The consideration is not

stated. The land, which is known as the Hunter-Benn tract, Is heavily

timbered, and it is the intention of the sawmill company to cut all

timber and afterward sell the land in small tracts. The land is said

to be suitable for agricultural purposes.

The timber from the land will be hauled to the mill at Vredenburgh
over the tracks of the new Gulf, Florida & Alabama railroad, which
is building through the tract at the present time. The tract of land is

about forty miles from Vredenburgh and in two months the railroad

will reach Vredenburgh.

Mrs. Anna H. Coppock
Mrs. .Anna H. Coppock, wife of Samuel P. Coppock, Fort Wayne, Ind.,

died at noon, Tuesday, March 17, at her home, 901 West Wayne street.

She had been in poor health for several months, but her condition seemed
to be improving until she was suddenly attacked with heart failure

and passed away in a few minutes.

Mrs. Coppock was born at Taylorsville, Pa., July 3, 1849, and was
brought to Ohio when small by her parents who traveled in a cov-

ered wagon. They took up residence in the neighborhood of .\lliance, O.,

until the early '90s, and then moved to Portsmouth, O. From there they

traveled to Fort Wayne, In 1S99. Mrs. Coppock was held in high es-

teem by all who knew her, and was especially esteemed for her love,

good cheer and devotion to her family and friends, and her never

ceasing kindliness and optimism.

The surviving family consists of the husband, S. P. Coppock, and the

following sons and daughters : Mrs. J. W. Taylor, Columbus, O. ; Mrs.

W. P. Lowry, Portsmouth, O. ; Willis H. Coppock, Orleans, Ind.; OrroU
U. Coppock, Memphis, Tenn. ; Thomas B. Coppock, and the Misses Sue
and Agnes Coppock of Fort Wayne, and a sister, Mrs. Will Coultes, and
brother, Edward Buckman, of Topeka, Kan.

S. P. Coppock and his three sons are associated together in the firm

of S. P. Coppock & Sons, Fort Wayne.

Mrs. George O. 'Worland

H.^nDwooD Record received with deep regret notice of the death of

Mrs. George O. Worland, wife of George O. Worland, assistant man-
ager of the Bvansvllle Veneer Company of Evansville, Ind., and present

secretary of the Evansville Lumbermen's Club. Mrs. Worland has suf-

fered patiently for several years with complications and died at Evans-

ville from paralysis. She was buried Saturday morning, March 22. The
services were conducted by the Rev. Father Ryves and the Interment

was at Oak Hill Cemetery. Bedna Young, Daniel A. Wertz, J. C. Greer,

Charles W. Talge, Mr. Raymond and John C. Keller acted as pallbearers.

Mrs. Worland was thirty-eight years old at the time of her death. She

came from a prominent family of Richmond, Ky., and was a woman who
had many friends.
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Elmer E. Bamaby
Charles II. Baruaby, president of the Nntloniil llardwond Lumber As-

sociation and proprietor of a busluess run by himself at Greencastle,
Ind.. lost his brother. Elmer E. Baruaby, of Nashville, Tenn., who died
at Nashville on March 30 after a long Illness. Mr. Barnaby had suf-

fered for some time with kidney trouble.

The deceased was formerly In partnership with his brother, they oper-
ating as Barnaby Brothers at Greencastle. Ill health eventually com-
pelled him to retire from active business.

He was born at Alliance, O., on February 14, ISO"-'. His operation
with his brother was terminated in 1S9S.

New Blue Book Out

The Niitional I,ui:iliii- Mauuracl'ir.i-s" Crodit Corporation. .St. Louis. .Mo.,

announces that the new .\prii. liH 1. edition of the Blue Book has Just
been sent out, and that It contains a world of new information, the book
being con.siderabiy larger than any liefore published.

Pertinent Information

Kitchen Cabinet.s in Swiss Homes
.\ repon l;y I'hilip Holland, at Basel, S%vitzerliind, says that in that

country a home is incomplete without a kitchen cabinet or a like piece of

furniture In the kitchen. As German is the language of the northern
Swiss, the Gern.an habits and customs prevail. These people are most
thrifty and systematic and iiave a place for everything and everything
In Its place. Almost every home is provided with an article of furniture
In the kitchen which selves as a receptacle for the various culinary articles

and supplies.

Selling prices in Basel range from $14 to ?5G, according to size and
finish, some expensive cabinets being elaborately ornamental. Those on
display in furniture stores here are of local make. Sometimes they are
specially designed to lit into given spaces in the kitchens. The Swiss
artisan is adept in constructing such articles of furniture as require
careful detiiil work.

The consul thinks it is likely that a market can l)e found in Basel for

the American-made kitchen cabinet if It can be proved to the public that
the article is equal to or superior to those In the local market and can be

sold for the same or lower price. Granting that this can be done, the
question nrlses of getting the article before the public. To do this, the
dealer must first be convinced that the article is salable.

It is suggested that firms seeking to enter that market send a represen-

tative who speaks German to introduce the goods.

Largest Cross-Cut Saw Ever Made
There has just been delivered to Hodney Burns Kedwood Novelty Com-

pany of Eureka, Cal., the largest cross cut saw that has ever been made
so far as is known. This is twenty-two feet three inches long and is

furnished with Redwood King pattern of teeth, which are exceedingly
long and are particularly adapted to sawing a high class of timber. The
saw was made on special order for felling and cross-cutting a redwood
tree twenty feet in diameter. Logs thirty feet long will be cut from this

and shipped in sections to San Francisco. These sections formed into a

log and stump hut will be on exhibition at the Panama Exposition at San
Francisco In 191.'>.

On account of the excessively large diameter of the tree It was neces-

sary to order a special saw which would admit of the cutting of logs

without the use of an ax. There is shown herewith a photograph of the
saw, which was made by E. <". .\tkins & Co., of Indianapolis, Ind., from
which photograph some conception of its size can be formed.

The use of this saw will necessitate the employment of two men on
either end. Saw will be exhibited in connection with the logs at the

exposition.
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Glue That Is Appued Cold -,

In Flush Veneered Doors
The chief consideration is uniformly high-

grade glue. Manufacturers of this modern
type of door realize that its development
has been retarded because the unavoid-

able lack of uniformity in other types of

glue makes it impossible to know how
long a door will stay in condition. The

Use
Of vegetable glue insures absolute uni-

formity because of the very nature of pre-

paring it and because every pound of our

raw material is rigidly inspected.

Vegetable Glue
Is also a rigid and permanent adherent;
will not blister in sanding; has no dis-

agreeable odor; will not deteriorate in

standing—for a week if necessary; and
can be applied cold without any heating
application of any kind in the glue room.
In addition, the average saving over
former glue bills has been twenty per cent

where vegetable glue is used.

A DOOR MAKER SAYS:

L^

Tacoma, Washington, V. S. A., Sept. S9, WIS.
File B.

Perkins Glue Company,
South Bend, Indiana.

Gentlemen : The conve^iience and economy of the

use of Perkins vegetable glue, its uniformity and the

satisfactory results we have obtained, together with
the ccmrtesy we have been uniformly shown by the

officers and representatives of the company, prompt
us to express in this way our appreciation of the
Perkins Glue Company and its products.

Yours very truly,

THE WHEELER. OSGOOD COMPANY,
BHC-.S F. H. Clarke, Treasurer.

>ttTtttT»T»>»Ttr»rYyrrr

Perkins Glue Company
Originators and Patentees

805 J. M. S. Building, South Bend, Indiana

The Glue That Runs Absolutely Uniform

An Opportunity for Foreign Investment

A recent consular and trade report Issued by the Bureau of Foreign

and Domestic Commerce, department of commerce, Washington, D. C,
contains a notice of an opportunity for foreign Investment In timber

under heading No. 12751, timber concessions.

The report from an .\nierlcan consular officer states that a resident

of his district has furnished details regarding certain timber concessions

which he claims he is in a position to obtain. The timber includes

cedar, fir, larch, oak, ash, birch and walnut. This person states that

he will be willing to offer his assistance for the organization of a com-

pany to exploit the forests. He desires to hear from .\merican cap-

italists interested in this proposition.

Joint Bates Suspended

Freiglit tariffs published March 1 which were to cancel joint rates

made lietween the trunk line railroads and Industrial lines in all parts

of the country, have been suspended by the Interstate Commerce Com-
mission until July .30. The action was taken following the filing of

protests against the proposed cancellation by several industrial lines,

including two in the Chicago district. Several trade organizations also

protested. The contention on the part of the trade organizations was
that the cancellation of joint rates would increase the sum charged

shippers for handling freight. This increase would come under the

charges made by the switching lines of the roads along which the

factories are located.

It seems that the suspension is not effective against certain industrial

railroads which have figured in investigations effecting the iron and steel

industries. Both of these roads are operating in the Chicago district

and do not come under the order, and the caneellntion of the Joint rates

is, so far as tbey are concerned, now in effect.

Western Woods for Telephone Poles

The Forest Products Laboratory at Madison, Wis., has completed a

series of tests undertaken for the purpose of determining the suitability

of certain western timbers for telephone poles. The experiments were

made by Norman de W. Betts and A. L. Heim. The result has been wholly

satisfactory and shows that with preservative treatment enormous re-

sources of poles may bo made available on the western mountains.

The rapid extension of telephone and power lines in the West makes the

question of pole supply one of increasing importance. Tests show that

both green and flre-killed lodgepole pine and fire-killed Engelmann spruce

will, under certain conditions, make suitable pole timbers. Western red

cedar has long been the st.indard pole timber in the western states. It

has held its place mainly on account of its durability in contact with the

soil, though its light weight has also been a very desirable feature. The
tree (Thuja plicata) grot^s principally in Washington, Oregon, and north-

ern Idaho. In addition to its wide use for poles, it is extensively cut for

lumber, and especially for shingles. In the states south of its region of

growth the cost of cedar is high, owing to the great distances over which

it must be transported. Moreover, the heavy drain on the available supply

must soon result in higher stumpage prices. There are at present in both

the Rocky Mountain and coast ranges abundant stands of lodgepole pine

(Piniis contorta), often called by local lumbermen "white pine," of little

value for lumber, but well adapted for poles. Lodgepole pine is not natu-

rally durable in contact with the ground, and for that reason has not been

able to enter the field as a competitor of western red cedar. The general

adoption of preservative treatments by railroad and telephone companies,

however, has changed the situation. At an additional cost for treatment

that still leaves the pine pole the cheaper of the two in most ot the

markets outside the region where cedar grows, the pine may be made to

last longer than untreated cedar. Lodgepole pine takes treatment readily.

Cedar, on the other hand, allows but a very shallow penetration.

Another tree, Engelmnnn spruce (Picea engelmanni) also has a wide

distribution throughout the Rocky Mountains, although it grows commer-

cially only at the higher altitudes. It Is thus not so available as the

lodgepnle pine, nor In shape or in its ability to take preservative treat-

ment is it so well adapted for poles. It grows farther south, however,

and in many districts Is the only native timber available for pole use.

The relatively restricted range of western red cedar indicates the impor-

tance to the more southern mountain states of determining the value of

local timbers for telephone and power line poles.

Forest fires in the Rocky Mountains have killed many stands of spruce

and pine, and tl'e disposal of this material, which, through checking, is

lendered practically useless for saw timber, has always been a trouble-

some problem. On many areas such material remains entirely sound for

a number of years after the fire, and, besides, is thoroughly seasoned and
thus ready tcr treatment as soon as cut. In some regions the mines use

all the available dead timber, though elsewhere there Is a great deal of

prejudice against the use of fire-killed material, under the mistaken assump-

tion that there is some inherent difference in wood that has been seasoned

on the stump and wood that has been cut when green.

The Spring Fire Hazard

The Lumbermen's tlnaerwriting Alliance, Kansas City, Mo., has Issued

its regular news bulletin for the information of its members. It em-

phasizes the warning that high winds of spring increase the danger of
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tires. There is usually dry woathcr (luring part of this period, and
dangerous Arcs are liable to start. It Is of particular importance that
premises be kept clean during this time. Combustible material should be
kept out of reach of sparks that may fall In, on, or about the buildings
and yards. It is necessary to Increase the cfDcicncy of watchmen,
because the more promptly a blaze or smoldering spark is discovered,
the less is the danger that the fire will spread and get beyond control.
The record shows that, as is usual during the winter season. Are losses

have been very light. Cold weather, abundant rain or snow in most
sections, and absence of high wind have rendered it comparatively easy
to check such blazes as developed without serious damage. That no sea-

son is proof against starting of fires is demonstrated by such fires as did
occur. Ten were reported by members of the alliance between January
S and Manii 14. The largest loss was that of the Crookston Lumber
Company at Bemidji, Minn., $9,000. All other losses combined did not
amount to .<1,.">00.

Statement of Ownership and Management

Agreeable to the act of Congress of August 24, 1912, requiring publishers

of periodicals to file with the postmaster-general and the postmaster In

the office at which such publication is entered, a sworn statement setting

forth the names and postoffice .addresses of editors and managing editor,

publisher, business manager and owners, and in addition the stockholders,

if the publication is owned by a corporation, and also the names of

known bondholders, mortgages, or other security holders, and that such
sworn statement shall be published in such newspaper or other publication,

the following statement is herewith printed :

Hardwood Record is published twice a month at Chicago, 111.

The names and postoffice addresses of the editors are as follows

:

Henry H. Gibson, editor and business manager, 5229 Greenwood avenue,
Chicago, 111.

Hu Maxwell, 92T .\sbury avenue, Evanston, III., associate editor.

E. W. Meeker, 926 Airdrie place, Chicago, 111., associate editor.

Publisher : The Hardwood Company, 537 South Dearborn street, Chi-

cago, 111., the officers of which are Henry H. Gibson, president ; E. H.
Dcfebaugh, vice-president ; Harry F. Ake, secretary-treasurer.

Stockholders holding one per cent or more of total amount of stock are
Henry H. Gibson and E. H. Defebaugh.

There are no known bondholders, mortgages and other security holders
faoldlDg any bonds, mortgages or other securities of this company.

(Signed.) Henry H. Gibson.

Editor and Business Manager.
Sworn to and subscribed before me this sixteenth day of March, 1914.

J. S. Pennington,

Notary Public.

My commission expires October 24, 1916.

Hoo-Hoo House at San Francisco
There will be at least one building at the Panama Exposition in the

construction of which uo imitation of wood will be allowed. It will be
the Hoo-Hoo house, which will be the headquarters of that association

at San Francisco in 1915. It will be the only forestry building there, or
the closest approach to a forestry building. The lumbermen of the
Pacific coast and of the Inland Empire will build it, and have already
taken steps to raise funds among themselves for that purpose. The
assessments will be prorated according to the lumber cut in 1913. The
manufacturers of sugar pine, redwood, and California white pine will

pay one cent per thousand I'cet of their annual cut ; those who cut
Douglas fir, spruce, western hemlock and cedar will pay three-fourths of
a cent, and millmen of the Inland Empire will pay half a cent.

The cost of the building and the decoration of the grounds will not be

less than $50,000, and the plan is to complete the work next fall and
have everything ready in ample time before the exposition opens. The
western lumbermen are making preparations to entertain their brethren
from east of the Rocky mountains, as well as from all other quarters
of the world.

The building will be of educational value. Pacific coast woods will

be used in its construction, and no pains will be spared to give an object

lesson that will be remembered. The various woods will be displayed in

the best manner to show their use.

Tests of White Oak Barrels

The Fcre.st Products Ijihoratory at Madison, Wis., recently completed a

series of tests of forty-eight white oak barrels. The work was done In

cooperation with the Bureau for the Safe Transportation of Dangerous
Exploslvf-s. The barrels were made by the St. Louis Cooperage Company.
The te.^ts included side compression, internal pressure, diagonal compres-
sion, and dropping. They were submitted to those tests while filled with
water. The purpose was to determine how much they would stand. The
results have been published, but as the barrels were not compared with
nny other class of containers, or with barrels of any other material, the
conclusions appeal only to techniral men who will fiduro results applicable

to specific eases.

Deck Cargoes to Spain

According; to a report from Barcelona, the Spanish government has now
been constrained to rescind the law that was to have come into force at
the beginning of this year, and according to which deck cargoes on wood-
Inden vessels destined for Spain should not be allowed during the winter

months. Spanish Importers, as well as foreign exporters and shipowners,
took enerKillc measures to get this law cancelled, on the ground that It

was disadvantageous for wood shippers. The Spanish government post-
poned the carrying through of the law till the beginning of this year, but,

as stated, has now been compelled to recall It entirely.

Scientific Management
A text book ou the scientific management of business has been published

by the System Company, of Chicago and New York. It is of a size that
may be carried in the pocket, though It is not a reference book. It shows
results in eight factories, each illustrating a method of performing a
certain class of work. The purpose is to show the advantages of applying
most approved systems in carrying on certain kinds of work. The topics
considered arc : Standard Tools ; A Planning Room ; Inside and Outside
Planning Boards ; Details of Planning Boards ; Stockroom Arrangements

;

Tool Storage Detail ; The Ten-Hour Clock : Speed Boss at Work ; Selecting
Correct Tools ; Machine Order Racks : Tools and Materials Saved from
Scraps ; Assembly Room Arrangement : Right and Wrong Tool Grinding.

The Timbers of Panama
A report on some of the valuable hardwood timbers of Panama was

recently published by the Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Commerce, the
material for the report having been compiled by James C. Kellogg, sta-

tioned at Colon.

The word cacba refers, in common Central American usage, to three

kinds of trees : Guarea caoia, Carapa <7Mianeii.si«, and Sioietenia mahagoni.
.411 three occur in the higher parts of Panama. The first two attain a
heisht of 100 feet or more. Their timber is so similar to Honduras
mahogany (Sioietenia mahagoni) that it is equally valuable—about $90
per 1,000 feet. The Giuirea caoba will run from 3,000 to 5,000 feet per
acre, and the amount now standing in the country is valued at $180,-

000,000.

Tha espave (.Anacardium rhinocarpus, family Anacardiaces), often 5

feet thick at the base, grows to a height of 80 to 120 feet, of which 40
feet from the base is clear. Some of the large branches are available for

lumber. Some forests average fifteen big trees to the acre. The leaves

are large, somewhat heart-shaped, light green, and very abundant. The
espave is prized so much by the natives as a shade tree that they usually

spare it in clearing for planting. They use the timber, however, for their
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St. Francis Basin Red Gum
BAND SAWN

KRAETZER CURED OR AIR DRIED

We have on hand for quick shipment some choice A/4"
No. 1 common and better plain and quartered red gum, also

some 6/4" No. i common plain and quartered red gum.

All the above on sticks over one year

LET US QUOTE DELIVERED PRICES

Geo. C. Brown & Company
(Main Office) Proctor, Arkansas

(TWENTV MII-ES WEST OF MEMPHIS ON C. K. I. & P.)

MILLER LUMBER CO.
Marianna, Arkansas

We offer for immediate shipment the following stock
12 months and over dry:

10 cars 4/4 1st and Jiui R.d C.uin
7 cars 5/4 1st and L'nd Red Cum
4 cars 6/4 1st and llnd Ufd Gum
2 cars 8/4 1st and 2nd Red Gum
10 cars 4/4 No. 1 Com. Red Gum
2 cars 5/4 No. 1 Com. Red Gum
1 car 8/4 No. 1 Com. Red Gum

10 car.s 4/4 13 to 17" Gum Box Boards

THE FOLLOWING NINETY DAYS TO SIX MONTHS DRY:
1 car 4/4 Select and Better Cypress
2 cars 5/4 Select and Better Cyprnss
1 car 4/4 1st and 2nd Ash. 10 and 12' lengths

4/4 No. 2 Co
4/4 No. 1 Comi
4/4 No. 2 Comr

Plain White Oak
1 and Better Qtd. White Oak Strips
Plain Red Oak
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(i.eading Manufacturers)

Our Corps of Inspectors

Intelligent! Highly Trained!

Conscientious!

is assurance that you will get

what your order calls for

when you buy Gum from us

Himmelberger-Harrison Lumber Company
Cape Girardeau, Missouri

BLISS-COOK OAK CO.
BLISSVILLE, ARK.

MANUFACTURERS

3" No. 1 Common
and Better Soft Elm

Bone
Dry

Band Sawed Stock
6 cars 4 4 Ists & 2nds Red Gum
10 cars 4 4 No. 1 Com. Red Gum
10 cars 4 4 Ists & 2nds Sap Gum
20 cars 4 4 No. 1 Com. Sap Gum
4/4 Gum Panel and Gum Box Boards
and all grades of 4 4 Oak and Ash

JONES & DUNN, Jennie, Ark.
Manufacturers Band Sawed Hardwoods

Oak Mouldings, Casing, Base and Interior

Trim. Also Dixie Brand Oak Flooring.
As Well As

OAK, ASH and CUM LUMBER
Can furnish anything in Oak, air dried

or kiln dried, rough or dressed

MIXED ORDERS OUR SPECIALTY

Quartered Red Gum
Plain and Quartered Gum, Two Years on Sticks

4/4", 5/4", 6/4" and 8/4" Thicknesses

Mark H. Brown Lumber Company
Hardwood Manufacturers Mounds, Ark.

Eleven Miles Went of Memphis, Tenn.

Address Sales Dept., P. O. Box 337, Mempbis, Tenn.

eanoos, many of wliich lust for ;i i;eneration or more. Tlie wood is of a

ro<ldlsli liiiy color, rc>scmbllii^ mahogany, for which it is ofteu mistaken.

It Is closp-grnlned, durabk', and uniform in texture, takes a polish, and
works readily. There are jirobably 1,500,000 of these trees In Panama.
The timber is worth $S0 per 1,000 feet and the total value is about

.fi:!o,ooo,oon.

The guayatau ['Iccoma chryaantha, family Bignoniacea>) is somewhat
smaller than most hardwoods, averaging 70 feet high and 2 feet thick and
branching 30 feet from the ground. The leaves are small and compound,
and the grayish black bark Is rough and shaggy, with longitudinal fur-

rows. The inflorescence Is a mass of magniticent golden blossoms. The
wood, hardest and most durable of the timbers of I'anania, is akin to the

Ugnum-vitiE (Gualacum) of the West Indies. It is much heavier than

water, and to be ratted must be carried with lighter wood. Hallway ties

of guayacan have been in use on the Panama railroad for more than flfty

years. Since it Is so hard that holes had to be bored for the spikes. It

might be advisable to work it green for some purposes. The small waste
of the industry might be used for shuttle blocks, of which the supply in

the fnlted Stales is fast becoming exhausted. There are prob.-iblv 1,000,-

000 of these trees in Panama, worth about $40,000,000.

The laurel (Cordia gcrascanthus, family Borraginacea;), 3 feet in diam-

eter, grows on hillsides to a height of 100 feet. The bark is white. The
wood is yellow, hard, line-grained, durable, and easily worked. It is said

lo be good for piling. There are probably more than 1,000,000 laurel trees

in Panama, with an average yield of 1,000 feel per tree and a total value

of SliO.OOO.OOO.

The Sania Maria or calaba tcalophyllum calaba, family Gutiferae) is a
large evngreen, attaining a height of 100 feet or over with more than 50
feet clear and with a diameter at the base of about 3 feet. The bark is

lomparatlvely thin, mottled gray and black, and slightly rough. It peels

from the wood readily. The wood is grayish white, as hard and elastic

as hickory and also similar to teak. It is durablr itraigbt, and close-

i;raiiie<i, takes a good polish, and splits longitudinally better than most
trniiiiai hardwoods. It was used by the Indians for bows and is em-

liliiyid almost exclusively for palanquin poles. There is probably .$70,-

0(10. (10(1 worth of this timber in Panama.

Inquiry for Wood Carvings

The Bureau of Foreign and Domestic Commerce says that an American
consular officer in Canada transmits the name of a firm in his district

which desires to receive from American manufacturers c.i.f. quotations on

veneer woods pressed, imitation wood carvings, and machine-made wood
carvings. Quotations should be accompanied by printed or other descrip-

tive matter. Correspondence may be in English, and prices may be quoted

in American currency. The name and address of the firm making the

inquiry may be obtained from the bureau at Washington, D. C. The
number of the inquiry is 12,.'j44. which should be given by those who
address the bureau for further information.

Hardwood News 'Notes

< MISCELLANEOUS >•

The Ames Dean Carriage Company, Jackson, Mich., is reported to be out

of business.

The Oxnard Eucalyptus Mills, Inc., Oxnaru, Cal., has become an in-

voluntary bankrupt.

The Globe Casket Company, of Kalamazoo, Mich., has increased its

capital stock to $100,000.

The Seymour Chair Company, of Seymour, Ind., is reported to have in-

creased its capital stock materially.

The New Cabinet Company is reported to be organizing at Evansville.

Ind., for the manufacture of cabinets.

D. E. Lauderburn, forest engineer, announces the removal of his office

to No. 1 Madison avenue. New York, N. Y.

The Southern Wood Products Company has been incorporated at

Portsmouth, Va., with $00,000 capital stock.

The Trinity Hardwoods Company of Palestine, Texas, has been in-

corporated with a capital stock of $30,000.

The National Tie & Timber Company was incorporated at Petersburg,

Va., recently with a capital stock of $50,000.

The Ashland Veneer Company has been incorporated at Ashland, Wis.

This concern will operate with .1100,000 capital.

The Laporte Jloulding & Cabinet Company, Laporte, Ind., is reported to

be involved in an involuntary petition in bankruptcy.

The Loughman Cabinet Company of St. Louis has purchased addi-

tional ground and will erect an addition to its factory.

The Columbia Veneer Company is the style of a recently incorporated

concern which has started at Columbia, S. C. with $00,000 capital stock.

It is announced that the Shepard Construction Company will succeed

the old established construction firm known as Shepard & Sons, of Wilkes-

Barre, Pa.
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The MIlliT Storo Fixture Comimiiy, of St. I.ouls, .\lo., liiis liwii sui-

ceedert by tho Mlllor Store Equlpim^iit Compniiy. tlie Intter lieliis im lu-

corporntotl euncTii wltli !!l"..(li)ii criiiltal. tlii- '.morpuriitnis l.i Inv M1II"U
an<l I. W. MIlltT.

-< CHICAGO >-

A lire of unknown orlgiu threiitencil the furniture factory of llollaiz

Itros., 2.M.". West Crnnd avenue, nirly on April 4. The cInmnKe n
suiting amounted to $o,000.

The April Issue of the J.uml>ermen"s News, published liy the I.unihei'-

meu's dull of Chicago, Is unnsunlly Interegllng. containing; a full report

of the reeent annual meeilnc of the cinli. The only Items to which
Hardwoop Uecohp would lalic exception come under the head of tip

treasurer's report,' delivered on the occasion of that meeting, and in

connection with the notice of the 'disbursements" in refere.ice to tin

pool and card rooms. We could probably make a little better guess thiui

the ti'.;ures shown resardlug the (liubniacHU-nts in connection with tho^•

two pastimes.

W. W. nings of the GarctsonOreason Lumber Company, St. Louis, Mo.,

was in the city on business for the week, Mr, Dings states that trade
thrjughout the country is spotty, being very good in some places and
dull in others.

C. B. Allen, manager of the veneer department of the .\nderson-Tully

Company. Memphis, Tenn,, Is making one of his regular trips to the

CWcago market.

E. E. Taen/er of the E. E. Taenzer Lumber Company, Menipliis, Tenn.,

spent several days with the local trade this week,

M. L. I'ease, of the CaliowayPease Company, Poplar Bluff, Mo., has
been spending the last few days in Chicago on one of his periodic visits.

W. B. Burke, vice-president and general manager of tl-S Lamb-Fisli

Lumber t^ompany, Charleston, Miss., spent several days of last week and
the beginning of this week with the Chicago trade, leaving for Charles

ton Tuesday night,

M. .1. Fo.t, manager of the Von Platen Lumber Company, of Iron

Mountain, Mich., spent several days last week with the Chicago trade.

T. W. Fry, of the Charles F, Luehrmann Hardwood Lumber Company,
of St. Louis. Mo., was in Chicago recently on a short business visit.

Lewis Doster, of Cincinnati, representative of .Tosliua Oldham & Sons,

of Xew York, spent a few days in Chicago about a week ago.

D. S. Watrous, manager of the Lansing Compan.v, Parkin, .\rk., spent

several days in Chicago on a business visit recently.

D. M. Wakefield, secretary and treasurer of the Faust I'.iothers Luni

her Company, Paducah, Ky., was in Chicago for several days a week ago.

J, M. Wells, of the .\merican Hardwood Lumber Company, St. Louis,

has been spending the last few days with the Chicago trade.

Claude M, Sears, of the Edward L. Davis liUmber Company, Louisvillr.

Ky., was a prominent visitor in Chicago recently.

R. S. Kellogg, secretary of the Northern Hemlock & Hardwood Mami
faeturers" Association, with headquarters in Wausau, Wis., spent a few

days in Chicago recently in the interests of his association work.

T, F. Manvilic, president of the II, W. Johns-Manville Company, New
Vi>rk, N. y., announces with much pleasure the appointment of Fred i;.

Smith as assistant to the president. For many ,vears Mr. Smith has been

secretary of the international committee of the Young -Men's Christian

.Association.

(Leading Manufacturers)
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Hardwood Lumber Associntiou to be held bero on June IS and 19. O. E.

Yeager Is general chairnmu. Hugh McLean Is chairman of the publlcltj-

committee and F. M. Sullivan of the reception committee. The chairman
of the entertainment committee Is C. Walter Belts. Plans are being

made to take the visiting lumbermen to Niagara I'^alls for the outlug and

JAMES & ABBOT COMPANY
Lumber and Timber

No. 165 Milk St., BOSTON, MASS.

COLFAX HARDWOOD LUMBER CO.

ASH
)ck band sawn, well ma
age widths and high p<

MANUFACTURERS
OAK CYPRESS

factured, carefully g;

GUM
ded, good aver-

age of 14 and 16 ft. lengths.
Ipulation of grades.

ConBnmers*
inquirioe desiredCOLFAX, LA.

OUR SPECIALTY— CRATING STOCK
WE MANUFACTURE

GUM, MAPLE AND OAK
PLANING MILL FACILITIES

MISSOURI.

TIMBER ESTIMATES
GARDNER & HOWE

ENGINEERS

Clarence W. Griffith ""S-'J^TXif^gf"' Memphis, Term.

^ Fitzgibbons & Krebs Patent Ele-

vated Traveling Derrick propels itself

on 28-ft. gauge track.

^ No guy wires.

q Write to O. M. Krebs, Mallory

Branch, Memphis, Tenn., or to P. F.

Fitzgibbons, Chattanooga, Tenn., for

pamphlet fully illustrating and explain-

ing the derrick.

Also ask for list of users.

this arrangement is bound to be a very acceptable one. The distance ol

the Falls from this city is twenty-two miles, which makes the great

pleasure resort very accessible. A number of meetings of the committees
have been hold and arrangement are gradually being made for the

entertainment and reception of visitors, though it is too early yet for

announcement of details as to program. From Maj. John S. Noyes, who
is a member of the entertainment committee, as well as the dean of

Huffalo lumbermen, down to the youngest committeeman, everybody is

anticipating a very interesting and profitable convention. The attendance

Is expected to reach at least 600 and it Is hoped that it may exceed that

number by a hundred or two.

Hobert D. McLean is one of the organizers of the newly-incorporated

McLean Mahogany & Cedar Company, which has a capital of $40,000,

and which will handle Cuban logs. The other directors arc Carlton M.
.Smith and Morris S. Ti'emaine, well-known lumbermen of this section.

.7. B. Wall has been making a trip South for the past two or three

weeks, looking over the lumber situation and calling at the mills of the

Buffalo Hardwood Lumber Company.
Anthony Miller reports the hardwood trade as a little slow this month.

The yard has been selling a fair amount of maple. Poplar is reported

to be off some in price.

Miller, Sturm & Miller have no complaint to make concerning busi-

ness this month, as trade has pi.'iked up considerably within the past two
weeks, largely in maple and oak.

Manager H. L. .\bbott of the .Atlantic Lumber Company, will remove his

office on May 1 to the Scatcherd & .Son yard, where he has now about
0,000,000 feet of hardwoods.
The Hugh McLean Lumber Company has been getting in a large

amount of stock at St. Bernard, near Cincinnati, and the company's
hardwood supply there is about three-fourths as large a.= the BuSfalo

stock.

C. C. Slaght is preparing to start up his sawmill at Genesee, Pa., early

this month and at Coudersport a little later on. He has considerable

stock at both places.

T. Sullivan & Co. have had a fair trade in brown ash, as well as maple,

during the past few weeks. The yard has received a large block of

white oak in one-inch stock.

The Yeager Lumber Company, Inc., states that the demand for hard-

woods has not improved very much so far this month, though the yard

has been moving oak, ash and poplar in pretty good quantity.

•< PHILADELPHIA >
E, M. Bechtel. sales manager for William Whitmer and Sons, Inc.,

reports a liberal number of inquiries resulting in good orders. In some
lines trading is still sluggish but the average business has been good.

Hardwoods especially keep in good shape.

Frederick S. Underbill of Wistar, Underbill & Nixon, does not com-

plain of greatly relaxed trading. Some lines are fairly active, others a
little slow, but the total averages up very well. He does not see any
obstacle to a near substantial livening up of business. R. Wyatt Wistar
is on a tour of the southern lumber fields.

Daniel B. Curll of the D. B. Curll Lumber Company, reports satis-

factory trading. The portable mills are busy getting out stuff, and so far

the company has been able to keep its stock from accumulating.

A. J. Levy of the Forest Lumber Company, says inquiries have been

multiplying of late, with business outlook encouraging. He has no
doubt but increased buying will follow seasonable weather. F. X. Diebold,

president, is on a visit to the mill at Kounarock. Va. On his return he

will make a tour of some of the mill districts for information on the

stock situation.

G. C. Burkholder of the J. W. Turnbull Lumber Company, states that

.T. W. Turnbull is visiting the mills of the Rockcastle Lumber Company,
Inc., and C. L. Ritter Lumber Company, Inc., in Huntington, W. Va.,

Doran, Va., and Offutt, Ky., with whom the Turnbull Company has made
a contract recently to handle its stock in New York state. New Jersey,

eastern Pennsylvania and the Cumberland valley. By this contract it

will be in a position to place in the field some of the best hardwood
lumber ever marketed.

John W. Floyd of the Floyd Lumber Company, is certainly immune
from the least taint of pessimism. He says things are coming around

all right and prices are well maintained. He is confident business will

brighten up generally as the weather settles.

Joseph Beck of Estate of Daniel Buck, has just returned from an
extensive trip to the leading southern hardwood mills.

Members of the Lumbermen's Golf Club will play the first game of the

season on the links of the Atlantic City Country Club, Northfield, near

Atlantic City, N. J., on .April 16. Competition for the "president's

prize," will begin at this meeting and continue at each meeting through-

out the season.

George M. Spiegle of George M. Spiegle & Co., says business is a little

off, due to bad weather, but the outlook for spring Is encouraging.

Schofleld Brothers closed their fiscal year March 31, and Frank E.

Schofield of this house says they have every reason to be pleased over

the year's business.

The A. J. Miller Lumber Company, Roosevelt, N. J., was chartered

under New Jersey laws March 23 with a capitalization of $100,000.
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Tbe Central Lumber Company. West Iloboken. N. J., was Incorporated
under New Jersey laws. Marcb liT. with a capital stock of $125,000.

Charles lieeker. a retired cabinet maker, this city, died March 28. He
was sixty-eight years oid.

.Samuel Ladd Cavls. one of the oldest carriage builders In this city.

died March :'.n. at the ago of seventy eight years.

=-< PITTSBURGH >=
I. V. Llalslcy. one of the bist kiiuwii liarihvood men In this scutiuii. i-

now manager of the Phlladelphhi onice of the Craig County Luml'er Cor
poratlon. This concern manufactures large quantities of oak, ehestiuii

and poplar and other hardwoods at Waltevlllc, W. Va., and Mr. Balsky
Is likely to make a big success of these stocks In the eastern market.
The Pittsburgh Wholesale Lumber Dealers' Association recently elected

O. H. Babcock, of the Babcock Lumber Company, president : J. C.
DoDges, of the J. C. Donges Lumber Company, vice president ; John G.
Criste, of the Interior Lumber Company, secretary and treasurer.

The plant of the Fort Pitt Bo.\ Company, in Etna, a north side suburb,
was burned .\pril 2 with a loss of about $100,000. The plant had been
very busy the past few months.
The Dalley & .Mien Lumber Company is getting a fine lineup on hard-

wood stocks at its new office in the Farmers' Bank building and is mak-
ing fine headway In its tr.ide. Fred Dalley of this company recently re

turned from a long trip in the South.

C. E. Breitwieser & Co., have taken on the agency for the oak and
hardwood stocks of the Virginia Lumber Company, manufactured at
Boyer, W. Va., on the C. & O. Railroad, at the rate of 100,000 feet a day.

The West Virginia Lumber Company is mortng from the House build-

ing, where it has been located for thirteen years, to the Conestoga build-

ing, at Wood and Water streets. It will have the entire Water street

front of this buildipg on the second floor.

The Joseph W. Cottrell Lumber Company is now located in fine quar-
ters in the First National Bank building, where it moved from the Fer-
guson building, in Third avenue.
W. D. Johnston, president of the American Lumber & Manufacturing

Company, has returned from a trip to Panama and the Bermudas. He
made some nice sales in lumber while on his pleasure trip.

The Allegheny Lumber Company has been breaking all records so far

this year. It regards the prospects as fair, although there is quite a

slump in the market at present, and collections are bad.

The Acorn Lumber Company is doing a splendid hardwood business.

Its eastern trade has been developing very rapidly of late and the con-

cern is prosperous in all ways.

The Kendall Lumber Company is operating its force in full and hag n.i

«pedal fears about the situation. President J. L. Kendall spent a few
weeks with his family at St. Augustine, Florida, lately.

< BOSTON y-
The firm of .Vbbott & Cleaves of Portland, Me., has been incorporated

in that city under the style of the Abbott & Cleaves Company, with
authorized capital of $75,000.

Walter G. Jenness, who has for man.v years conducted a lumber busi-

ness in Sonierville, Mass., and more recently in Brookline, Mass., on
March 26 filed a voluntary petition in bankruptcy. The liabilities av
reported as $32,2.">2, and assets of S.'J.SOG.

The Guernsey-Westbrook Company of Ilartford, Conn., announces that

on March 20, H. E. Pearsall of Providence, R. I., has been elected vici-

president of the corporation. Mr. Pearsall has been identified with thi^

firm for some years, principally in the conduct of the company's hardwooil
business through New York and New England.

The lumber trade of Boston welcomes back into the active ranks a

former prominent wholesaler, .V. Wendell Ilayford, who after having
withdrawn from the lumber business when the firm of Flayford & Chase
was succeeded by the Irving N. Chase Lumber Company, has recently

Incorporated the firm of A. W. Hayford Company, with a suite of ofliees

at 60 Congress street. Mr. Hayford has spent some time the past winter
on the Pacific coast although he will not confine his business to western
woods, but expects to do a general lumber business.

=-< BALTIMORE >--

There appears to be no reason to complain of the lumber busice--
locally In so far as volume is concerned, if the amounts involved In tie

liuildlng permits Issued are an Indication. The report for Mareli N n .w

available, and shows that the value of the new buildings, fer .hi h

permits were Issued, amounted to $679,767.2.3, with $80,000 im r ! i

alterations and $04,000 for additions. Included in the aggretrar i

124 two-story brick dwellings, 15 two-story frame dwellings, :; _ r _

2 stores, 2 hospitals, 1 apartment house, 1 church, alterations i . !

Polytechnic Institute and 5 factories and warehouses. Among tin

structures being planned, but not yet In hand, are a ten-story hotel, i

twelve-story office building, a $225,000 theatre, a new burlesque theatr.

and an extension for a third playhouse. In addition, many smaller
projects have been waiting for settled weather, and there Is every pros-

pect that numerous other undertakings not yet in shape will be brought
out before long. For the past three months the value of structures for
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Walnut for Export

A lot of splendid assorted American Walnut
logs, squared up and ready for export, are

shown in the above photograph, which illus-

trates a section of our exporting yard at Kan-
sas City.

All work, from the selecting of the trees in

the woods to the final loading, is done by men
. trained in our employ and is under our close

personal supervision.

Hence we can guarantee satisfaction in both
export and domestic shipments.

FRANK PU RCELL
Kansas City, Mo. U. S. A.

MATHEWS STANDARD

Gravity Lumber Conveyer

Made all steel, ball bearing rollers, eight foot sections; easily
coupled together and assembled to form line of any required length,
over which lumber, flooring, dimension stuff, etc.. will travel on a
(our per cent grade. Adjustable .lacks supplied to support conveyer
line and secure proper grade. Light, strong and easily portable.
Been in successful use tor past ten years.

Prices quoted on receipt of Information as to lengths and widths
of materials, and total distance to be conveyed. Send rough sketch
showing requirement. .•Vsk for catalog.

tin OfRre and Factory
ELLWOOD CITY, PENN.

Branch Factories:
TORONTO. ONTAKIO
LONDON. ENGLAND

which iH'imlts were asked was $3, 00."),412, with March as the lowest month
so far. This suggests large things for the use of lumber, aud in so far

lis construction work is concerned, therefore, it will afford an outlet for

ill! extraordinarily big quautlt.v of material. The one drawback in the

irade of cour.se. is the rather low prices which have obtained of lale

but with the demand expanding, an improvement in the range of values

ma.v also be looked for.

M. S. Baer of Richard I'. Baer & Co., who returned some ten days ago
from Columbus, C. and other points in middle western territory, states

I hat he had an unexpectedly successful trip and the results of his efforts

iji the section far surpassed his anticipation. lie went out chiefly to

see whether the business, which had shown a decided listlessness. could

not be stirred up somewhat, and he found that it could. Getting In

touch with old customers and looking up new ones, Mr. liaer had a very

successful round-up, both with respect to volume and prices.

Keports of a similar character are made by other Baltimore hardwood
men. I-'rank .-V. Parker of Mann tt l*arker. Inc.. who has been covering

Pennsylvania and adjacent states for two months, says that he has found
the yards and other buyers far more receptive than he had supposed,

and the results of his travels have been very satisfactory.

The Bagby Furniture Company has asked for bids on Its new building

to bo erected on Eastern avenue and Kxeter street. The structure is to

bo six stories, of brick aud steel, and will cover an area 70 by 100 feet.

The company has been enjoying a very good business and has found it

necessary to provide larger quarters.

Anthony S. Davis, a retired lumber merchant, who for years conducted

business at Port Deposit, Md., died at the home of his daughter, Mrs.

-Ufred Cookmau Leach, in this city, on March 2G. of a complication

of diseases. Mr. Davis had been brought to Baltimore to undergo treat-

ment at a hospital, but there it was realized that nothing could be

(lone for him, and he was taken to the home of his daughter. Mr. Davis

was sixty-five years old and leaves a widow, a son and three daughters.

The barrel factory department of the Standard Oil Company at Park-

ersburg, W. Va., was destroyed by fire on the night of March 25, the loss

caused being estimated at not less than .$.30,000.

.\mong the visting lumbermen here during the last two weeks were
.7. M. Bernhardt, president of the Giant Lumber Company, Lenoir, N. C,
and F. X. Diebold of the Forest Lumber Company, Pittsburgh. Mr.
Diebold was on one of his regular trips, and reported decided quiet, but

this was prior to the advent of more favorable weather.

G. L. Wood, general manager of the R. E. Wood Lumber Company,
Continental building, started last Thursday oii a tour of the company's
mills in West Virginia, Tennessee, and North Carolina, and expects to be

away for several weeks, getting in touch with details at the various

plants and otherwise posting himself concerning what has been done
of late.

Joseph Farnan, who has been connected with the J. S. Hoskins Lumber
Company for years, and was for a time harbor master, holding also

other public positions, died on March 'iS. lie was widely known in the

lumber trade, not only because of his direct connection with it, but
also in consequence of his position as harbor master. He had a large

circle of acquaintances and was held in warm esteem. He is survived

by his wife, a daughter aud throe sons.

=-< COLUMBUS >•

The Valley Tit and Lumber Company of Staunton, Va., has moved its

branch from Logan to Columbus, and offices have been located in the

Columbus .Savings and Trust building. The Columbus branch is in charge
of George T. Graham. Branches are also located at Roanoke, Va.,

Lexington, N. C, and Johnson City, Tenn.
The Handy Wood Worker Company of Cleveland has been incorporated

with a capital of .*10,000 to manufacture wood working machinery by
II. H. Johnson, M. V. Stainsbury, M. L. Locher, F. I. Cannon and
it. L. Lampus.

Plans have been prepared for the enlargement of the plant of the
Standard Box Company of Sandusky, Ohio. The work of making the
improvements will start at once.

Iv. W. Horton, sales manager for the central division for the W. M.
ititter Lumber Company, says trade is fairly good for the time of the

voar and the rather unfavorable weather. The demand appears to be

spotty. There is good business in all hardwoods one day and the next is

very quiet. Prices are somewhat unsteady but are being pretty well

maintained at the levels which have prevailed for some time.

J. W. Maybew of the W. M. Kitter Lumber Company, who has been
^oriously ill for several months, is again able to be at his desk.

John R. Gobey of the concern bearing his name reports a fairly good
liemand )"or hardwoods with prices generally well maintained. He
believes more activity will develop in the future.

Plans have been made for the rebuilding of the plant of the Defiance
Box Company of Defiance, Ohio, which was destroyed by fire recently.

.\t (;anal Dover, Ohio, the Garber-Marsh Lumber Company recently

started business.

C. A. Ervin has been elected president of the Ervin-Finley Mill and
Lumber Company of Hamilton, recently chartered with a capital of

S2r>,000. I. S. Finley was elected vice-president and S. D. Mayer, secre-

tary-treasurer.

The Ilixon Lumber Company of Toledo, which operates six branch yards
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lu Obio and two brniiclK^s in Ipdinnn, lias adopted a system of proUt

sbarin!; for all of Its employe?. EviTy one on th'; payroll of the company
will be ini'ludrd In tbc selienio.

The riqua Sjirlng l>oul>Ictrec Company of PlQua. Ohio, has beiii In-

corporated with II enpltal of JIC.OOO to innntifaeturo fnrmlni; mil-

chlnery by T. C. Jones, IX E. Werner, Albert Werner, Robert Werner
and .1. \. Ilauver.

The capital stock of the Cellar Lumber Company of Westerville, Ohio,

ba>< h. ed fro ifli

-< INDIANAPOLIS >
The Charter Oak Handle and I.uniber Company, liichiiuind, has volun-

tarily dissolved Its corporation.

The William V. .Jobiisou Lumber Company has taken out a permit to

rebuild Its planlii); mill, which waji burned recently at a loss of ?35,000.

Kavld I!. Webb, owner and operator of the Muloda veneer plant at

KdlnburK since 1000. died at bis home in that place March 30, after a

short illness. He was sixty years old and is survived by his widow and
two daughters. .Mrs. Claude Xialey of Evansvillc and Mrs. Percy Brodeck

of Kdlnbiir^.

Thomas .\. I'letcher of this city has acquired 4.120 acres of timberland

near Yazoo, Miss., from Peter P. Sturgeon of Xisland, S. U., and Grant
.•V. Dentler of Taconia, Wash. Jlr. Fletcher traded Indianapolis properties

and farms in Indiana and Illinois.

Samuel L. Winternil/. and Company, auctioneers, Chicago, have bousbt

at auction the bankrupt property ot the .\merlcan Motors Company,
through i'rank E. Smith, receiver, for $110,000. The plant will be dis-

mantled and sold piecemeal. This was one of the older motor car plants

in the city, but the company was unable to withstand the financial depres-

sion that began in the autoiuolii!.' iinlii<try l:i-^t summer.

=-< MEMPHIS >•

The Price-Uuhl Lumber Company, whose incorporation was published in

Hardwood Recoiid some months ago, has completed Its plant at Dyers-

burg, Tenn., for the manufacture ot lumber. It will be pla(;cd in opera-

tion in a short while.

R. J. Darnell. Inc., has removed its olHces from the Exchange building

to tlie fourteenth floor of the new half of the Bank of Commerce &
Trust Company building on Main street. Several rooms have been

taken, the suite being one of the most extensive occupied by any single

lumber firm in Memphis. Several other hardwood firms have leased

oflices in the building in question and will occupy these as rapidly as

they are completed and placed in readiness for them. The Southern Hard-
wood Traffic Bureau has likewise given up its offices in the Exchange
building and lias taken more commodious quarters adjoining those of

IS. J. Darnell, Inc. The Gum Lumber Manufacturers" -Vssoclation has an
attractive suite in that building also and indications are that there will

be a decided sprinkling of lumber firms and lumber organizations in ttmt

building.

Announcement is made that I". T. Turner, for a number of years in

charge of logging operations for Itusse & Burgess, Inc., has been apnoiuted

manager of the two mills of the Darnell-Love Lumber Company at Leland,

Miss. He has had wide experience in logging work and his duties along

this lino, according to his friends, have admirably fitted him for the

promotion he has received. The Darnell-Love Lumber Company is closely

allied with It. .1. Darnell. Inc., with an extensive hardwood plant only

recently placed in operation at Batesville, Miss. R. J. Darnell is head

of botli firms.

Tlie Four .States Land & Timber Company has recently been incorporated

here, with a capital stock of ?,")0,000. It is the purpose of the new
firm to attract northern capital for the development of timber and cut-

over lands in Mississippi. .\Ialiama, Arkansas and Tennessee, the four

states from which it takes its name. E. R. Parham, a well known real

estate man here, is head of the new company.
The W. B. Bayless Company has been incorporated here with a capital

stock of $70,000. W. B. Bayless, W. M. Turner, L. M. Thompson, ,1. M.
Patten and S. W. Scott signed the incorporation articles. The company
has been formed for the purpose of manufacturing tool handles at Its

several plants In Arkansas. It will also act as distributing agent in

other lines. Its headquarters will be maintained in Memphis.
The anti-shingle ordinance is still being pressed by the, insurance men

of this city who are seeking to prevent the use of wooden snlngles for

a house covering within the city limits. It Is not likely, however, that

they will be successful for the reason that the ordinance Is being vigor-

ously opposed by Thomas Dies, ommissloner of puldic utilities. He says

that the ordinance in its present form will work a serious hardship on
many people and that it is not Justified.

George D. Burgess, of Russe & Burgess, Inc.. returned recently from a

trip to northern and eastern points. He spent some time in Washington
conferring with .1. li. Walker, attorney for the Southern Hardwood Traf-

fic Bureau, of which h" Is chairman. He also held a conference with
K. D. McKellar in regard to the bill now pending looking to compulsory
issuance of through bills of lading on all commodities. It Is designed

through this measure to prevent the railroads from discontinuing, on
one pretext or the other, the issuance of through bills on lumber and
lumber products every once In a while, causing the exporters of lumber
a great deal of loss Id time and money and seriously handicapping them

LATPST IMPROVED DRY KILNS AND MACHINERY

MONOGRAM BRAND
Myogram Br^nd wtilte OaR FlooFing

Perfectly dried and worked. Wade from
our own t^inber from one boundary, insur-
ing uniform color and texture; manufac-
tured at our new hardwood flooring plant.

Our Specialty :

Quarter-sawed White Oak Flooring

Tbicknesses: %" and 13/16" Standard Widths

OAK FLOORING Your inquiries solicited. Quick shipments guar&nteed

YELLOW POPLAR LUi^lBER CO., Coal Orove, Ohio

Kentucky Lumber Company
MANUFACTURERS

POPLAR, PLAIN AND QUAR-
TERED OAK, RED AND SAP
GUM, ASH, CHESTNUT, BASS-
WOOD, HEMLOCK, WHITE PINE

Mills at

Bumside, Ky. Williamsburg, K} .

Isola, Miss.

Sales Office

Cincinnati, O.

SAWYER GOODMAN CO.
MARINETTE. WIS.

Mixed Cars of Hardwood, Bas.s-

wood, White Pine and Hemlock,
Cedar Shingles a.id Posts

We make a specialty of White Pine Beveled Siding and

White Pine Finish and Shop and Pattern Lumber

The Tegge Lumber Co.

High Grade
Northern and Southern

Hardwoods and Mahogany

Specialties
OAK, MAPLE, CYPRESS, POPLAR

Milwaukee, Wisconsin
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Stock List which we wish to move
at this time is as follows:

12 cars 1" Ists & 2nds Clear Unsel. Birch

4 cars 1" No. 1 Common Clear Unsel. Birch

2 cars 10 4 & 12 4 No. 1 & Better Birch

5 cars 1" Ists & 2nds Clear Basswood
2 cars 1" No. 1 Common Clear Basswood
10 cars 1" No. 2 & Better Hard Maple

This is dry stock, carefully manufactured,
and we are in a position to make prompt
sliijiiiient of any mixed grades or cars.

Oelhafen Lumber Company
TOMAHAWK. WISCONSIN

in the conduct of their business. Mr. Burgess is hopeful of the passage

of the lilU which has the hearty endorsement of the Southern Hardwood
Traffic Bureau.

John G. Lockhart Lumber Co.
Sheboygan, Wisconsin

We have the following DRY stock and will make special in-

ducement to move in February and March:

40,000' .1/4" No. 3 Soft Elm.
20,000' 5/4" No. 3 Rock Elm.

100,000' 5/4" No, 3 Birch.
50,000' 5/4" No. 3 Maple.

100,000' 8/4" No. 2 and 3 Hemlock
Can resaw above items.

40,000' 5/4" No. 2 & Bet. Roclc Elm
100,000' 8/4" No. 2 and Bet. Rock

Elm
30,000' 12/4" No. 2 & Bet. Rock Elm

75.000' 4/4" No. 1 and Bet. Bass
1.50,000' 5/4" No. 2 and Bet. Maple
200,000' 8/4" No. 2 and Bet. Maple
100,000' 12/4" No. 2 and Bet. Maple
200,000' 5/4" No. 1 and Bet. Birch
50,000' 5/4" No. 2 Com. Birch
30,000' 8/4" No. 1 and Bet. Birch
40,000' 10/4" No. 1 and Bet. Birch
20.000' 12/4" No. 1 and Bet. Birch
Birch is unselected Red all in.

ABOVE STOCK CAN BE ASSORTED AS TO GRADES. CAN SAW
OUT ON CONTRACT WEI^I^ BOXED MAPLE TIMBERS

AND PLANK.

AH Wood Finishers
should use our NATURAL RUBBING
OIL, "ZERO" BRAND, "Direct from Well
to Consumer."

Zero Brand Reg. U. S. Pat. Offlce.

STILES BROS.
Parltersburg, West Va.

Producers of Pure Natural West Virginia Lubricating Oil
SA\IP1.,E ON APPLICATION

=< NASHVILLE >-
Till' .tnnouncement of lb"- dcnlh -ot llcnry II. iiibson. editor of

II.MtDwooD Record, was received with keen i^orrow by local merobers of

the trade. Mr. Gll)son had many acquaintances among the local hard-

wood men, by whom he was highly esteemed, .ind who had wide regard for

his eminent knowledge in regard to the hardwood industry In the United

.States.

Several matters of Interest came up at the last weekly meeting of the

Xashville Lumbermen's Club. President Henderson I!aker was authorized

to appoint a man to represent the club with the Nashville Boosters who
will make a tour of Alabama, Louisiana, Mississippi and west Tennessee

on a special train next month. G. A. Washington of tlie transportation

committee reported that the proposed advance of one to tliree cents In

freight rates on lumber from points in Kentucky to Nashville and beyond
had been suspended by the Interstate Commerce Commission until July 30,

pending investigation of the equity of the Increase. Complaint was made
by the Tennessee Oak Flooring Company and Hunt, Washington & Smith
of this city against the increase.

The Interstate Commerce Commission has refused to suspend the in-

crease of one to two cents per 100 pounds on the rate on crossties shipped

from points in Tennessee and Kentucky, on complaint of the Nashville

Tie Company and others. It is claimed that the refusal was due to the

failure of the complaint being made ten days before the rate went into

effect, though the complainants alleged that they were not notified of

the increase until a few days before it became operative. Complainants

allege that the increase will do a great damage to a large crosstle busi-

ness developed by them.

McEwen Ransom of the Nashville Hardwood Flooring Company reports

a fair demand for flooring, though no unusually large contracts are

being made,
R, S. Maddo.x, new state forester of Tennessee, announces important

plans for reclaiming forests in Tennessee, and promises to take all steps

that will be permitted by the authority and resources of his depart-

ment.

M. F. Greene of the Davidson, Hicks & Greene Company has returned

from an extended stay at his winter home in Florida,

W. A. Passmore, formerly of McMinnville, Tenn., who has established

a lumber business at New Market, Ala., was here, and reported that

business is in good shape in his territory, and that his firm is accumu-
lating a good stock of hardwoods.
The purchasing and distributing yards of ,T. Gibson Mcllvain & Co., of

Philadelphia, will be closed. Polk C. Curtis, who has managed the local

branch, will open retail yards at the same place, and will also handle

a wholesale and commission business in hardwoods.

Building activities at Nashville for the month of March showed material

increase. The record of the city building department shows permits for

improvements to cost .$229,980 last month, compared with $186,554 the

same month last year.

Heavy rains last week gave the highest tide of the season on Cumber-
laud river, and local firms are expecting to receive 6,000,000 or 8,000,000

feet of hardwood timber from the upper river section, which will be

lloated to market.

Commissioner Meyer of the Interstate Commerce Commission came to

Nashville to hear testimony in the reciprocal switching case in which

the city is complainant. Several prominent manufacturers in the hard-

wood lumber line were witnesses. A former terminal employe testified

that the cost of switching cars from one line to the other was about .'3]

cents, whereas a charge of from $2 to $30 is made. The trouble is witli

the Louisville & Nashville Railroad, which refuses to have reciprocal

switching relations with the Tennessee Central except on a basis that

is practically prohibitive on competitive business.

=-< LOUISVILLE y
Members of the Louisville trade received with deep regret news of the

death of Henry H, Gibson, editor and manager of Hardwood Record,

who was personally known and warmly regarded by practically all of

the lumbermen here. -Appropriate resolutions were adopted by the Louis-

ville Hardwood Club at its meeting March 31.

The Churchill-Milton Lumber Company, which is operating a yard in

New Albany, Ind., across the river from Louisville, has taken over the

lumber stocks in the New Albany yard of the Edward L. Davis Lumber
Company, whicli is to discontinue operations on that side of the river.

Ned Booker, president of the Booker Box Company, is being congratu-

lated by reason of the advent of a baby boy at his home. The stork

arrived .March 31. Mrs. Booker and the baby are getting along nicely.

The youngster will be called S. E. Booker, Jr., and promises to develop

into either a lumberman or box manufacturer.

The Brunswick Creosoting Company is being organized in Louisville

with $150,000 capital stock, and will put in a creosoting plant at Bruns-

wick, Ga. Yellow pine railroad ties will be treated there and shipped by

water to the eastern markets. A site has been secured, and work on the

l>lant will begin in the immediate future. Frank S. Cooken, a well-
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kDonn retail lumberman of Louisville, Is one of those Interested. James
B. Wilson of the Kentucky & Indiana Terminal Railroad Company Is to

he the active manager of the enterprise.

J. E. D.irton, state forester of Kentucky, has published his first bien-

nial report, covering 104 pages and giving much valuable Information

regarding the forests of Kentucky. The department was created In 1012,

and though an effort was made to abolish it at the recently completed
session of the state legislature, it was endorsed and given an adequate

appropriation for continuing its work. .Vrrangements are being made
through Mr. Barton's office to ha^e the federal government look over

eastern Kentucky forest lands with a view to establishing a reserve.

The state legislature enacted a law at the 1914 session giving the fed-

eral government the right to acquire forest lands, and It Is practically

certain that this will be done.

The Kentucky legislature has given lumbermen at least one thing to

think about, and that Is workmen's compensation. The new law has
tieen signed and takes effect .Tune in, although the system itself does

not become operative until January 1, 1915. The system provides that

a workman who is hurt Is to recei\'e fifty per cent of his wages during

the period ot disability, with a minimum of $5 and a maximum of $12
a week. If he is permanently disabled or killed, be or his dependents

are to receive the weekly Indemnity for an indefinite period, not to ex-

ceed $3,750, however. The employer may insure with the state, which
is to collect premiums at a rate not greater than $1.2") per .$100 of

payroll, or with a stock company, or he may carry his own liability. The
insurance companies were opposed to the bill, as it is practically certain

to knock them out ot business. The rate quoted by the state is much
smaller than they will be able to write the business at, and they insist

that the state will find its revenues inadequate to pay losses. The coal

operators of eastern Kentucky were largely Instrumental in putting the

law into effect, on account of liability insurance rates being almost
prohibitive, and it is said by some that the rate of $1.25 which will be

paid by them will be only about one-tenth of what will actually be

needed. Some serious complications may develop if the money proves to

be inadequate, but the state board is empowered to increase the rates

after the first year. The lumbermen are studying the law carefully,

so that by the time the system goes into effect they will know where they

are "at."

The Louisville Hardwood Club has taken action against the use of

a spotting charge by the railroads, this being in line with the attitude

of the Board of Trade and other local organizations. The lumbermen
believe that the charge is unnecessary, and that it would result in the

small shipper carr.ving the load. It is believed, however, that the rail-

roads would prefer not to make a charge for spotting cars for the con-

cern having a switch with a capacity of less than ten or twelve cars.

11. E. Kline, head of the Louisville Veneer Mills, is being urged to run
for the presidency of the Louisville Commercial Club, but thus far has

declined to allow his name to be used. Mr. Kline is now first vice-

president of the club and chairman ot its transportation committee. He
has served as vice-president of the Louisville Hardwood Club, president

of the National Veneer and Panel Manufacturers' Association, and is

now vice-president ot the Kentucky Manufacturers' and Shippers' Asso-

ciation. His knowledge of association methods and his splendid executive

ability would make him an ideal head for the local organization, which
is one of the leading business bodies in the country.

=-< ST. LOUIS >--

The new Railway Exchange building on Olive street between Sixth and
Seventh streets and Olive and Locust is the new home of the Garetsou-
Ureason Lumber Company, formerly in the Times building. It moved in

last week. The Galloway-Pease Company of Poplar Bluff, Mo., opened
a St. Louis office in the building a few days ago.

I'rank Liebke ot the C. V. Liebk? Hardwood Mill & Lumber Company
returned last week from an extended trip through the East. He sent

in some pretty good sized orders. .\ big shipment ot ash logs is on its

way up from the South and another big shipment is being loaded.

The Lumbermen's Club will hold its regular monthly dinner and
business meeting on April 14. The place of meeting will not be decided

on until Wednesday. Judge Spencer will speak on the new city charter.

Some Important business matters will come up.

The Lumbermen's Exchange of .St. Louis mailed out notices to its mem-
bers last week, calling their attention to its inspection service. It has

been making a very satlsfactorj' increase over last j'ear.

The Lumber Dealers' Association of St. Louis has sent out a strong

letter to Its members calling their attention to the Forest Products

Exposition to be held In Chicago from .\pril .TO to May 9. The letter

gives the importance ot the exposition and urges Its members to attend

the meeting.

The news ot the death of Henry H. Gibson, editor of Haudwood
Record, was a great shock to the retail and wholesale hardwood lumber-

men of St. Louis. He was well liked by those who knew him personally

and his articles on hardwood lumber were read with so much pleasure

that he was well known to those who never had the pleasure of his

acquaintance.

Frank O. Hanley ot the F. G. Hanley Cypress Company, who has been

on a southern trip, during which he visited many of the cypress mills,

says everything seems In pretty good condition for a big spring trade.

TTHESE fine logs waiting

* to be cut for you. Send

us your specifications— our

price no higher, •while our

quality is better than most

cutters'.

ADDRESS INQUIRIES TO

Merrill Veneer Company
Merrill, Wisconsin

"ANDREWS"

Canvas Doors
(PATENTED)

Are Used on Largest Dry Kilns in This

and Foreign Countries

Double Curtains are Effi-

cient Heat Savers, easily

and quickly attached and

operated and are long lived

M.IPE IX .ILL SIZES BY

The A. H. Andrews Co.
CHICAGO

if you have not read our Bulletin 200. you have missed some
real Dry Kiln Information.
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There arc ample
Muil lie looks for

stocks held hy the mills, at least for present needs,

an improvement in the demand during the next few

With such logs as these it is no trouble for me to

furnish the best of Wisconsin Hardwoods; I offer

for prompt delivery

:

::ii,uiKi It. 1

ciimnum

1(1(1,000 ft. 2'

.1(1, (KJO ft. 2'

10,000 ft.
2'

.U),()0() ft. 1

One car 1 '
j"

nice

5 5,000 ft. 3

t" .winter s;[\\ed hasswooii, No. l

and hetter

iiard maple in Ion run

maple No. 1 common
' maple, Ists and 2nds

L-" soft elm, full lo^ run, very nice

Ists & 2nds soft elm, very wide and

X 4 maple hearts; (5,000 ft. 4x5
sound maple hearts

15,000 ft. 2!/.'." rock elm No. l & 2 common
20,000 ft. 2" rock elm No. l common & better

Look these items over and ask for what you want

C. p. CROSBY, Rhinelander^Wis

CONSIDERABLE discussion resulted from

the statement appearing in one of our

recent advertisements that

Timber is Cheaper Today
Than it was
Three Decades Ago.
Timber is cheaper today because more prod-

ucts—and more profits—can be secured from its

manufacture.
Your purchase of timber, sanctioned and ap-

proved by men possessed of the "Knowledge
Essential to Comparison," must inevitably yield

greater returns than have investments made in

other years.

A tract of timber now aiTords employment for

more capital and more labor now than ever be-

fore and from such employment your profits arc

derived.

Looking at timber investments in this light

you will find it incumbent on you to write

Your copy of "Washington Red Cedar, America's
Overcoat Wood," Lumber User's Guide No. 12, awaits

your request. Send for it.

James D. Lacey & Co.
Timberland Factors

Chicago, 111., 1750 McCormick Building

Portland, Ore., 1107 Spalding Building

Seattle, Wash., 1009 White Building

=-< ARKANSAS >
On ;iiipllcalion ul' aKcMueys inv llic S.iliiie Uivcr Railway Company,

the Pulaski Chancery Court, on .\prll 2, made permanent the injunction

against the members of the Itailroad Commission of -\rkansas, restrain-

ing them from enforcing the commission's order requiring the railway

company to continue train service iictween Draughon and Now Edin-

burgh, Ark. .V temporary restraining order was granted by tlie chancery

court some months ago, on application of the railway's attornoy.s, and the

same was made permanent on .\pril 2. This road was originally built

as a lumber or logging road, and since practically all of the valuable

timber along the line has been cut out, the owners do not care to longer

operate the road, as they claim it can only be operated at a loss. When
tbey undertook to remove the tracks some months ago, the citizens along

the road made protest and secured an injunction from the .Jefferson

chancery court. The Kailroad Commission also issued an order requiring

the railway company to operate regular trains over the road, as it bad

been doing, and to prote<.'t themselves against this order the injunction

was sought in the Tulaski chancery court. The members of the Itailroad

Commission of .\rkansas state that they propose to light this case to the

bitter end.

.1. M. Dial, who has bi'cii riniiiini; a siiwiiiill .'il Klsrjn for Ibe past

several years, has removed his plant to Siil|iliiir Springs. .\rk.. and will

cut hardwood timber.

The Chicago Veneer Company is erecting a new plant at Clarendon,

the work being done by W. T. McFarlave, of Chicago.

The Dunkle Box & Lumber Company of Black Rock. .\rk., was re-

cently sold to the Holland Banking Company of Springfield, Mo. E. T.

Irby ot Black Itock, is in charge of the plant.

.1. F. Ijight, ot Calico Hock, recently bought a large tract of asb and

hickory timberland in the section of country near Ison. and will erect

an up-to-date sawmill at that place in the near future. -Mr. Light is

an experienced sawmill man. He proposes to cut timber to be used chiefly

in the manufacture of furniture and wagon stock.

I'he Western Wheelbarrow Manufacturing Company of Fort Smith,

recently filed articles of incorporation in the office of the .secretary of

state. The company is capitalized at .$150,000, and the incorporators are

:

W. .1. Echols, C. E. Spear, Ed Bolman, T. G. Oade and E. F. Dooley.

The .Tonesboro Spoke Company, which recently sustained a loss of

.?15,000 in the burning of its warehouse at .Tonesboro. proposes to rebuild

at once.

> WISCONSIN <-

The Kneeland-West Lumber Company of Jlilwaukee has filed articles

of incorporation with the secretary of state. The company will main-

tain its principal office at Philips, Pierce county, and deal in lumber,

logs and other timber products. The capital stock is .'R700,000 and the

incorporators are I)avicl M. I'Cneeland, George A. West and Paul E.

Durant.
Articles of incorporation has . been filed by the .\shland Veneer Com-

pany of Ashland. J. T. Edwards, L. A. Maier and Herman Leicht are the

incorporators. The capital stock is .«100,000.

A, A. Fraser, H. C. Fraser and Edward Eraser have tucorporated as

the Fraser Lumber Manufacturing Company of -Appleton, with a capital

stock of .$:5."i,000.

The Naugle Pole and Tie Company, an Illinois corporation with $100,000

capital and .$2.5,000 interested in Wisconsin, has filed a statement with

the secretary of state to do business in Wisconsin.

The W. H. Pipkorn Company of . Milwaukee, dealer in lumber and

building supplies, has filed an amendinent to its articles ot incorpora-

tion increasing its capital from .$100,000 to .$12.5.000.

The White Wagon Works at Sheboygan are being materially enlarged

by the addition of a l^rge frame warehouse. 48 by 100 feet in size and

two stories high. Plans provide for additional stories and a liasement at

some future time. The oflSces and shipping departments of the firm

will bo removed to the new structure when it is completed, providing

additional manufacturing space in the present factory.

The Racine Manufacturing Company at Racine has decided upon the

erection of a new brick building, four stories high and 2S1 by 100 feet

in size, to be located on the site of the building destroyed by fire in 1910,

at Mead and Eighth streets. This structure will be devoted to the manu-

facture of the most expensive type of closed automobile bodies and

will provide employment to about 250 men.

The large sawmill ot the Willow River Lumber Company at Hayward,

which has been idle since the Ilines company finished its cut in Sep-

tember. 1912, has again resumed operations. Hardwood will be sawed

at first and a special train will haul the logs from Grand View to the

mill. Over a hundred men are employed.

The Great Northern Pail Company of Gillett, whose plant in that place

was destroyed by fire several months ago, is completing the work on

its new and modern factory and will soon be running full time.

The Hatten Lumber Company of New London has installed a new engine

which v^fas shipped from Manawa and added to the local power equipment.

The Menasha Wooden Ware Company has completed temporary arrange-
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iiul liendlng. Work has Ktnrtndiiii'Ms for thf niiiiiiiriu'tiiri- of stiiv

oil both (lay ami ni|;ht shifts.

The Polkau Ulvir I.unibor Omipnnj- will begin saniiie oppratlons
ii'out May 1 at Iho suwiiiill loi-at.'il two inlli>s south of th.' city. The
rnpany will out about two niMlliiii feet this season, It Is expected.
The plant and property of the Oneida Handle Company at Hhlnelander

has been sold by K. li. I^owell to the Mineral Products Company of
IVind (lu I.ae. The bulldlnK will be used for storage purposes lor

the present.

The Tomahawk Stave & IleailhiK <'ompany has resumed operations at
Its plant at Tomahawk the first of this month. The factory has been
shut down since November 1, when the log supply became exhausted.
Since then the plant has been thoroughly overhauled and a large supply
of timber delivered to the yarils. .\. K. SutliU Is manager. George
Meeker of Engadiue. Mleh.. Is fon'mnn of the stave factory.

I'hi' Itndgi r U<).\ and Lumber Company of Grand Rapids, which
bad tiuanclal dllHiulll s last yeiir. |ias been obliged to shut .down Its

plant pending a reorganization of the company. It is planned to re-

organise the business on a stronger linancial basis.

William L. Yule, aged flfty-one, prominent manufacturer of Keuoslui.

died recently at his winter home in Los .\ngeles. He was vlceprcsideni
of the Bain Wagon Works and interested in other manufacturing enter

prises. .Mr. Yule has been an invalid for the past two years. The re

mains were brought to Kenosha for burial. Mr. Yule is survived by ii

widow and one so!i. Gordon Yule, a senior at Yale.

C. .\. Galloway, aged sixty-nine, leading manufacturer and lumber
man of Fond du I^ic. died suddenly on April :;. He was one of the

proprietors of the Moore-Galloway Lumber Company, owner of lumber
mills, wood manufacturing plants and dealer in lumber and miilwork.

-Mr. Galloway is survived by his wife and two daughters.
Kdward H. Walker, aged si.\ty. head of the Walker Lumber Company,

president of the Dickinson Lumber Company and one of the most promi-
nent citizens of Columbus, died in that city recently. The widow and
three children. Gerald, Dorothy and Clarence, survive.

Matt .^^lepbenson, half brother of Isaac Stephenson and brother ot

William Stephenson, superintendent of the Menominee River Broom Com-
pany, died at Marinette as the result of a paralytic stroke. He was
sixty-nine years old.

Nelson P. .Vllen. seventy-four years old, for thirty-two years promi-
nently identified with the lumbering industry of La Crosse, succumbed
after a six months' illness. He was engaged in the early lumbering
Industry and retired about six years ago. Mr. .\llen is survived by his

widow. The couple had been making preparations to celebrate their

golden wedding anniversary this year_

John W. Uunkel. a retired lumberman of Oconto, died at the home of

his daughter at Oshkosh, where he was spending the winter with his

wife. He was seventy-eight years old. Mr. Ruukel was engaged in the

lumber business at Oconto for thirty-two years. Besides the widow, four
sons and seven daugliters survive.

Abner Conro, aged eighty-seven, a former lumberman of the Fox River
valley, at Oshkosh and Rhinelander, died in the latter city after an
extended illness. He is survived by three son.s, James M., of Marsh-
field, Ore., Samuel A., of Allegheny, Ore., and Charles A., of Rhinelander.
The R. Connor Lumber Company lost its $-40,000 lawsuit against the

Wisconsin Central Railway Company in Circuit court of Grand Rapids.
The claim- rose out of a flre at .\uburndale on May 18, 1900. The Jury
found that the Connor company suffered actual damages of $35,.')03..S-t.

but held that the railroad company was not negligent and that the lire

was started as the result of an accident.

The Milwaukee road has taken off its two big trains between Iron

Mountain and .Menominee and is finishing the log hauling with regular
trains, .\lthougli the log hauling season started very late, nearly all

ot the upper peninsula lumbermen found it an ideal season and it is

estimated that about 100,000,000 feet of timber was cut. The fact that
there was little snow made it possible to haul from the woods as much
as is generally taken out In three months.
The federal government has purchased thirty-two hundred acres in

Forest country from the Keith-Hiles Lumber Company for farm homes
for the 400 Pottawatamie Indians. The land lies east and north of

Stone Lake and ni'ur Wabeno Homes are to be erected and an In. linn

children's academy maintained.
With the disappearing of the ice in the pond of the mill of tin-

Peshtlgo Lumber Company, operations are being extended from day worl;

to double shifts. Logs arriving on the railroad are being unloaded ami
a good supply for day and night sawing is being provided.

The labor situation in Mihvankee- is regaining its normal slandar<i

slowly but surely. The annual slump was not only greater during the

year of 10i;i-'14, but it began from one to two months earlier than in

former years, with the exception of IIKIK. This year it started as early

as June. In former years plenty of work of all classes could be obtained

as late as September. Since February 1 the rise in the situation has
amounted to fully ten per cent toward normality. .-V steadj* Increase

in calls for more men is being noticed at the local branch of the

Wisconsin Free Employment Bureau. Both skilled help and general

laborers are finding employment with the advent of fair and milder
weather. One incident to show the improvement Is the fact that tlie

Milwaukee road shops reengaged lioti nien In the repair department who
bad been idle for several weeks following a general lay-off at the shops.

5 cars 3" Is & 2s No. 1 & No. 2

Common Hard Maple

4 cars 2" Is & 2s No. 1 and No. 2

Common Hard Maple

1 car 2" Is & 2s No. 1 & No. 2

Common Soft Elm

2 cars 1^" Is & 2s No. 1 & No. 2

Common Soft Elm

Gill-Dawley Lumber Co,
Wausau, Wis.

Saline River Hardwood Co.
Main Sales Oitice

Pine Bluff, Arkansas

Manufacturers oi

Genuine Forked-Leal White Oak
Red and Sap Gum
Red Oak and Asti

q We offer to the trade a remarkably SUPERIOR lumber
product.

Q Our TIMBER is virgin forett growth of the highest
type.

^ Our MILLS are new and produce accurately manufac-
tured stock,

q Our LUMBER is all KRAETZER-CURED—treated with
steam under pressure directly from the saw—insuring
quick drying to light weight, freedom from seasoning
defects and stick-marking, splits and stain.

^ Kraetzer-cured lumber will "stay where you put it."

q Dry kiln and oak flooring plant in connection.

^ We solicit the inquiries and orders of critical and dis-

criminating buyers.

q For straight cars of Yellow Pine, or mixed cars with
Oak Flooring, write LONG-BELL LUMBER COMPANY,
Kansas City, Mo.
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TROUBLE?
Are you having any lumber trouble?

Does your oak warp, split, check or

honeycomb in the kiln?

Does your gum stain, buckle, twist or

do the bucking broncho act?

Do you have any difficulty with split

panels and defective glue joints?

Do you have to dye, stain or refill your

lumber to get a imiform color?

Do you have any reclaims on finished

goods from bad glue joints, finish or

other reasons?

You can cure all your lumber troubles

by using

eT'Cure
^LUMBER
TRADE MARK

You don't have to buy Kraetzer-Cured

Lumber—you can produce it yourself

from air-dried, half-dry or green stock.

Your lumber will then dry in your kilns

quick, straight and free of all defects.

We will tell you where to buy Kraetzer-

Cured Lumber, if you ask us.

We will tell you about the Kraetzer

Preparator, the use of which insures the

quick and accurate seasoning of lumber,

if you ask us.

We will send you a new and interesting-

pamphlet involving the entire theory

and practice of steaming wood under

pressure, if you ask us.

ASK US

The Kraetzer Company
537 S. Dearborn St., CHICAGO

The Hardwood Market

=-< CHICAGO >-

CoiitiiiUuU quietness prevails in llie iueul market, iiarticiiliirly in tlie

factory trade. .Vs a general thing this quietness seems to be based on
actnal laek of orders on the part of furniture manufacturers and kindred
lines not finding themselves in particular need of any quantities of

lumber. Quite a little disappointment has been experienced by such
manufacturers in lack of development of orders for their products, but
for the most part they are expressing themselves as at least hopeful of

future developments within the next few months. As it Is, they are not
operating on full time as a general proposition and arc storing stocks on
their floors. This has resulted, in a great many instances, in the post-

poning of deliveries of lumber shipments which have been on the books
for several weeks.

Th9 interior finish plants are not doing any more than they had ex-

pected to do, but are continuing in fair shape. There promises to be an
excellent opening up of building operations with tlie advent of warm
weather, which is making itself felt in Clncago, whirli will react probably
on the retail yards, through the interior finish plants, sash, door, and
blind houses and other similar institutions.

The price situation continues on a fairly satisfactory basis with some
little increase in the general level, but nothing that would indicate resump-
tion of normal conditions, at least for a while to come. Generally speak-

ing, oak seems to be in very fair request, that is, quartered oak, although
plain oak is not in as good shape as had been desired or expected. Plain

oak prices, however, have not broken any further to speak of and it is

ratlier anticipated that in the course of a couple of months or so there
will be a stiffening tendency.

There has been some slight improvement in the gum situation as a
general proposition, but it cannot be said that red gum is even approach-
ing a condition that is desired. Sap gum is in good shape for all lines

of work and continues to show a marked strengthening.

Xorthern woods are doing fairly well and there is no apprehension felt

on this score as to prices because of the general condition of stock at

northern points, which is quite a little below what had been anticipated.

As a result, there will probably not be mor-- than enough stock to go
around on the regular run of orders.

=-< NEW YORK y-
While the lumber business in the greater city and nearby territory

cannot boast of a big improvement over the conditions last reported, it

is not without some bright spots and the downhearted talk of two weeks
ago is giving way to words of optimism In many quarters. The weather
has at last settled and outdoor work will be reasonably sure of fair

weather from now on. It is hoped that building operations will be

resumed with something like normal activity and from the volume of

inquiry noted there should be a good new work begun within the next

month or six weeks. As usual in times like the present the buyers are

not keen to take advantage of the low market and the bulk of the going

business is for prompt shipment, indicating that supplies in the hands
of manufacturers and yards are broken. This condition i.s not entirely

unfavorable for the wholesale market will benefit when buying becomes
more active and stocks are not so easy to obtain. It is reported that

the mills have no large surplus on hand, and any large amount of buying

will tend to advance the price. It seems to be the general opinion that

the last half of the current year will show up better than the first, the

reasons being the uncertainty In the business world generally, due to the

legislative program and the rate advance case. That an early settlement

of the rate case would do much to relieve the situation is generally con-

ceded, but it is a large question and should be thoroughly investigated

before reaching a decision in order that the final result will be fair to

all and thus be permanent. Constant litigation of this kind can only

work hardship to business which should be free to follow the natural

course of enterprise and energy.

=< BUFFALO >•=

The hardwood trade holds about steady, not much improvement hav-

iiii; been noticeable during the past two weeks. Before the month is out

wholesalers expect to see quite an improvement, but business so far has

been a little less active than had been hoped for. The weather has been

slow to warm up, so that the building demand has not started off actively

and most buyers- arc taking stock only in small lots. Not much change

has occurred in prices and there is room here for improvement.

Plain oak is said to be offering at lower prices in some mill sections,

while elsewhere prices have been advanced. A good deal of this wood
has lieen offering at such low prices that dealers have had little trouble

in getting new stocks without paying advances. Chestnut is reported to

be a little easier. Maple holds up well at the same firm prices as for

some time. The trade in it compares favorably with that in other woods.

Birch is holding its own, while gum is very quiet.
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=< PHILADELPHIA y.
MtliouKli the wholesale consuniiiit, imlusiriis .liny temidously to tlielr

luindto-nioutli method ot bu.rint;. imd the weather has hecii more or less
unfavorable, there has been a fair volume of hardwood lumber moving.
The layliii; off of thousands of railroad employes during the last fort-
night has added to a very palpable commercial depression, but notwith-
standing, a strong feeling prevails that a decision favorable to the rail-

road companies concerning their demand for an Increase of Ave per cent
on freight rates will be given in the near future, an ultimatum, which It

Is believed will start up the wheels of business in the direction of a
more material prosperlt.v. It is the impression of carefully thinking nier-

hants that the administration Is recognizing the danger of the present
Uglslatlve strangulation and will seek to curtail any further unnecessary
jnterf.^remc with commercial cnterriris'?s. The hardwood market is In

good control and prices are well maintained. Manufacturers are not
forcing the market and the dealers who are desirous ot securing them-
selves against the future realize that the stock pile at the mills is

ariytliing l>ut overloaded.

-< BOSTON ^-
The improvement ot demand and movement noted In the last issue has

been maintained, but there is no indication of any late increase in
prices. The business revival this jear has not been as marked as in many
past years and there seem to be no dealers here who anticipate any
appreciation in values. After the long, dull winter, there are some
reports of business being done in certain items at very low prices, but
In standard woods, such as quartered and plain oak, hickory, cherry,
walnut and quartered sycamore, buying is done ou about the usual basis,

whicli is a certain Indication that purchasers are not being quoted cut
prices, excepting, ot course, the usual abnormal cases that are often
circulated far and wide. While poplar, gum and certain kinds ot
mahogany are not so strong as the woods mentioned above, the offerings

in them are not so heavy as tliey have been in seasons past, and the
fact that what reduced prices are made .ittract attention as "bar-
gains" is significant that there i.s plenty of confldenon in hardwood values
as they are at present.

=-< BALTIMORE >-=

There are indications that an upturn in the hardwood trade is about
to manifest itself, if it is not already under way. While reports about
the state of business the cnrly part of last month were almost
uniformly unfavorable, some encouraging statements are made at the
present time, more interest being shown by buyers in the offerings of
the salesmen and the number of orders placed being of such proportions
as to indicate increasing wants, and the receptivity of the buyers is

not confined to one section, but is fairly general over the East. Portions
of Pennsylvania are said to be taking up lumber almost with freedom,
while Canada and other localities, among them New England, are also

in the market to a decidedly greater extent than was the case not so

long ago. It seems as if, with the advent of favorable weather, much
business that was held up by snow and cold has gotten under way, with
the result that the yards and other buyers find it necessary to augment
their holdings or place orders for stocks which they happen to have run
out of. It would be too much to say that a big spurt is on. So far the
movement has not gone ahead of rather modest proportions, but a
decided improvement is none the less to be reported, as compared with
tlie extreme quiet that prevailed. The better feeling apparently extends
to every part of the territory tributary to Baltimore, hardwood men of

this city who have visited Ohio and other middle western states of late

also reporting that they were able to book a number of good orders. As
far as can be learned, the revival of interest in supplies affects prac-

tically the entire list of hardwoods, showing that more or less putting
off of actual requirements was resorted to for a time. The potentialities

of the hardwood trade seem to be very fair, there being much work
ahead which calls for the use of hardwoods. The railroads, for Instance,

have not been buying at all of late, but this does not prove that they
have no necessities to be met. Before long, they will reach a point where
needs can no longer be put off, and then something like a rush will ensue.

Whatever may be said of the financial condition of the railroads, they

must keep In. shape to take care of traffic, and the present deferment of

I<urrhases of lumber, along with all other materials, cannot be kept ui>

indefinitely. Other enterprises are in much the same position, and it

requires only a little clearing up of the general situation to give the

hardwood business a decidedly vigorous impetus. The export trade re-

mains quiet, with stocks abroad still large and with prices depressed.

It behooves the shippers of hardwoods to go slow In the matter of

forwarding lumber to foreign countries, and this fact Is Impressing Itself

\ipon the members of the trade with sufficient distinctness to exert a

very definite effect upon the movement. The forwardlngs through this

port ar-' still very much restrictid, and caiition is generally exorcised.==-< COLUMBUS > =
The hardwood trade In Columbus and all parts of central (Jlilo has been

fairly active during the past fortnight. The movement has been as

good as could be expected when the unsettled weather conditions are

taken into consideration. Buying has been held liack to a certain extent

by the unsettled weather and ib al.rs are loath to Imri'ase their stocks

Quartered White Oak
4 4" Uts and 2nd» 50,000
4 4" No. 1 Common 1 10,000
4 4" No. 2 Common 10,000
5 4" Ists and 2nds 35,000
5 4" No. 1 Common 70,000
6 4" Ists and 2nds 7,000
6 4" No. 1 Common 20,000
8 4" Ists and 2nds 6,000
8 4" No. 1 Common 18,000

Plain White Oak
4 4" Ists and 2nds 25,000
4 4" No. 1 Common 240,000
5 4" No. 1 Common 28,000
5 4" No. 2 Common 16,000

Plain Red Oak
4 4" Ists and 2nds 265,000
4 4" No. 1 Common 200,000
4 4" No. 2 Common 110,000
5 4" Ists and 2nds 20,000
5 4" No. 1 Common 90,000
5 4" No. 2 Common 24,000

Mixed White and Red Oak
4 4" No. 3 Common 250,000

Red Gum
4 4" Ists and 2nds 40,000
4 4" No. 1 Common. 185,000
5 4" Ists and 2nds 38,000
5 4" No. 1 Common 210,000
6 4" Ists and 2nds 90,000
6 4" No. 1 Common 24,000
8 4" Ists and 2nds 40,000
8 4" No. 1 Common 60,000

Sap Gum
4 4" Ists and 2nds 15,000

Cottonwood
3 4" Ists and 2nds, 6" and up 15,000
4 4" Ists & 2nds, 6" to 12" 200,000
4 4" Ists and 2nds, 13" and up 100,000
4 4" Box Boards, 9" td 12" 50,000
4 4" Box Boards, 13" to 17" 160,000

Cypress
4/4" Ists and 2nd» 18,000
4 '4" No. 1 Shop 48,000
4, 4" No. 1 Shop and Better 15,000
6 4" No. 1 Shop and Better 20,000
8 4" No. 1 Shop and Better 60,000

.\bove stock is all of our own pi-oduction

—

from good logs. Consists of good widths and
lengths : is band sawn and carefully edged and
trimmed.

PAEPCKE LEICHT LIMBER COMPANY
GENERAL OFFICES CHICAGO, IllIIVOIS
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GENERAL, VIEW OF MAIN SAWMILL PLANT,
'o bands and tour resaws. Dally ten-hour capacity 150.000 feet.

LAMB-FISH LUMBER COMPANY
Band Mill and General Offices: Charleston, Miss., U. S. A.

THE LARGEST HARDWOOD MILL IN THE WORLD. ANNUAL CAPACITY, 40,000,000

CABLE ADDRESS—"LAMB." Codes Used—Universal, Hardwood, Western Union, A. B. C. 5th Edition, Okay

STOCK LIST-Dry Lumber on Hand April 1st, 1914

l-t \ >nil <(til. Wli. Oak. li" >\: Tp UU.UIM)

Isl & 3n<l <itil. Wli. Oak, Itl & 11"

Is! .V 2nd ()td. « h. Oak. Vi" & Up
X<i. I Com. <ild. M li. Oak. 4' * I'p

No. I Com. <(ld. « h. Oak, «" * Cp
N.i. i Com. CJKI. « h. Oak. S" & Up
CIr. Strips, sap no defM't. •iV^/SVi"
1st * Jnd ri. \Vh. Oak. B" & Up ((0,000

No. I Com. IM. Wli. Oak, 4" & Up BO.OOO
No. •> Com. IM. Wi\. Oak, :)" & Up aO.OOO

1st * 3nd I'l. Red Oak, «" & Up 30,000
No. 1 Com. I'l, Red Oak. 4" & Up 30,000
No. 2 Com. rl. Red Oak, 3" & Up
Oak Core Stock 4" Jt Up
I St * 2nd Red <inm, «" & Vv 275,000
No. 1 Com. R<;d Gum, 4' & Up 33.5,000

1st * Jnd FiK. Red Gum, « & Up 30,000
No. 1 Com. Kic Red Gum 4" & Up
1st * 3nd Qtd. Red Gum, 3

" & Up
No. I Com. <Jtd. R<-d <ium, 4' & Up
Sap Gum Bx. Bds., 13-lT'
Sap (ium Bx. Bds., 9-12'
1st K 2nd Sap Gum, l,t,-15"

1st & 2nd Sap Gum, 15-18"
1st & 2nd Sap Gum, 18" & Up
1st * 2nd Sap <ium, G" & Un .TO.OOO

No. I Com. Sap Gum, 4" & Up 15,(M)0

No. 2 Com. Cum, 3" & Up 200,000
No. 3 Com. Gum. 3" & Up
1st & 2nd Cypress
Seieet Cvpress
No. 1 Shop Cypress
No. 1 * No. 2 Com. Cypress
No. 2 <'om. Tupelo
I.OK Run Cottonwood

1/2"
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at this tliiu'. With hi'ltcr wcath.r thi- vuluiiu- of triiih> Is I'xpi'itfd ti)

Inc-roaso uiul ]>n'|iiiriith>ii!< are hciii;; iimdt* for a hftt«>r (h'liiaiid in thi'

iii'nr futiire.

Bu.viiiK on the jiart of rotaili-rs is tin' lii'sl fcatiiri" of thp iiiarlii't. Whlli'

their stocks arc ratlicr sood. they arc iimltiii^ for n kooiI dcinaiid and arc

nccuniulatInK slowly. Mnch of the hnylnK Is hi'lng done for delivery in

the month of May. Factories arc not luiylnK so freely as formerly,

although furniture, vehicle and iiii|>l<-niei)t concerns are in tlic market.

Prices are ycncrally well maintained, although there Is some shadlnf; of

quotations to force the market. This is e.vpectcd to I nly temporary.

however. The indications are brijrht for active huildlng operations not

only in (^olumhus hut also in tin' cities and towns In all parts of the

Buckeye state. Ii.'alers are Inclined to stock up to lie reaiiy for the rusli.

Shipments are condng out steadily. Dry stocks in the hands of mill

owners are not very large. Collections are somewhat slow.

Oheslnut is prohahly one of the strongest points In the market and
the denwind is good for all grades. Sound wormy is the? strongest grade.

Thire is also a good demand for o.uartered and plain oak and prici's are

unchanged from the previous month. Poplar is holding up well and stocks

are not increasing. Basswood and ash arc both firm and other hardwoods
are unchanged.

=< CINCINNATI >-

With the weather in an unsettled condition and liuslness disturUci

to such an extent all over tiiis section, there is not a great deal foj-

lumliermen to be particularly happy about. Business is not gaining as it

should and lumbermen are not trying to conceal the fact that business

is not right. The only hopeful indication is the numerous inquiries

nliich have never failed to be a forerunner of some business, but it

does not show up and the only consolation seems to l)e tlie fact that in-

quiries continue. Tile low state of stocks in tile hands of large consum-
ing plants leads the most optimistic dealers to hand out liopeful stuff, they
claiming that there will be more or less business increases in manu-
factured articles made of wood and that the plants doing any business

at all will liave to buy stock, as they have ver.v little to run on. l^p to

this time purchasing has been very light and is confined to immediat''

requirements and is likel.v to remain that way for some time to come.

One lumberman stated that the settling of the regional liank locations

and the establishment of them when the new currency law will be in full

force will liave a very good effect oa business in every branch, and that

the Interstate Commerce Commission will likely decide in favor of grant-

ing the railroads the ii per cent increase in freight rates. It is claimed

that this will result in a general purchasing by the railroads of lumber.

iron and steel, as well as many other kinds of supplies, and with the

railroads -again in the market as big buyers all kinds of business will

steadily improve.

If there is more demand for one wood over another it is for plain

oak, but demand has slacked up for this ready seller, leaving ash the

only wood in actual demand. The box makers are quite busy, liowever.

and are consuming regularly good quantities of the low grades suitabb'

for their purpose. The wagon and implement works are expecting to lie

in the market for limited supplies of hardwoods suitable for their needs

and some dealers expect to do a little business in that field. The furni-

ture trade does not improve miicli. I'ricc^ n'liiniri uTiih.'uiL-cd.

-< INDIANAPOLIS >
Spring weather has been bringing out a little more business during

the last ten days. There has been no heavy buying thus far but there has

been an increase in the number of inquiries which might indicate that

improved conditions are on their way.
The hardwood business in this locality probably is not as good as it was

this time last year, hut the hardwood trade is no different in this respect

than many other lines of industry. There seems to be at this time

throughout Indiana a gradual revival of activity in hardwood using

Industries. Hardwood prices .ire ]ir:ictic;i1Iy uncbiuiged from thr' quota

if the last f. eks.

=< MEMPHIS >
There has been a slight improvement in the demand for hardwood

lumber here recently, particularly from northern and eastern consuming
and distributing interests following tlie more favorable weather In those

sections. Furniture manufacturers have dispalyed some Interest recently

but there is not the snap and vim and vigor to the market which were
anticipated with so much confidence among iiardwood Interests here with

the opening of the spring season. Many inquiries are being made but

comparatively few of these an.- resulting in business. There is a

great deal of booking of small orders but these are of a character to

suggest that consuming and distributing Interests are soinewliat dlsposi'd

to buy only f<ir their more Immediate needs. Holders, however, are still

firm in their double conviction that business Is going to he good and that

prices will work higher, with the result that, during the present rathi-r

ipilel period, there is no disposilion on tlie part of anybody to cut

prices. Thi.'re Is a very good di-nianrl for plain red oak, and oak as a

general proposition Is moving at a fairly active rate. .\sli is a good seller

in all grades. Cottonwood and gum in the lower grades are in active

demand and prices are well maintained. Box manufacturers are doing

a large husliie.ss and they are in the market for much raw material. The

Mahogany and

Circassian

Lumber & Veneers

^ The largest assortment of finest figured

Mahogany Logs, Lumber and Veneers in

the country can be found at the Chicago

plant of C. L. Willey.

^ We are just in receipt of fifteen cars of

remarkably superior Circassian Walnut
Logs, large size, well-figured and of good

color, which are now being cut into

Veneers.

^ A visit or correspondence from discrim-

inating buyers of all varieties of fine Im-

ported and Domestic Cabinet Woods in

Lumber and Veneer is solicited.

^ You will not only find the Willey ware-

houses well stocked with a superb collec-

tion of Circassian, Mahogany, Vermilion,

Black Walnut and other fancy foreign

and domestic lumber and veneers, but

buyers are assured of prompt and pains- ,

taking service, and a quality of product

not usually obtainable.

^ To visit the plant take Blue Island Ave.

car at the postoffice to Robey Street.

C. L. WILLEY, Chicago
Largest Fancy Wood Veneer

and Lumber producing f>laitt in the n'nrld
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W A NT E D
All Kinds of High-Grade

HARDWOODS
S. E. SLAYMAKER & CO.

WKST VIRGINIA''8rRUCE LDMBER CO..
^'^*^ Avenue Buildinjr,

Caaa, Wrat Virginia. NEW YORK

Mutual Fire Insurance
Best Indemnity at Lowest Net Cost

Can Be Obtained From

Boston, Mass.
The Lumber Mutual Fire Insurance Company,

The Lumbermen's Mutual Insurance Company,
Mansfield, Ohio.

The Pennsylvania Lumbermen's Mutual Fire Insurance Company,
Philadelphia, Pa.

The Indiana Lumbermen's Mutual Insurance Company,
Indianapolis, Ind.

The Central Manufacturers' Mutual Insurance Company,
Van Wert, Ohio

$141,000.00
In Savings DIVIDENDS Returned

This Year to Policy Carriers of

The Lumbermen's
Underwriting Alliance

Possibly there is no good reason why
YOU were not among these beneficiaries.

If it is a matter of eligibility, and you
feel that your plant does not at present

comply with all requirements, confer

with us anyway. Let us see if it cannot

be brought up to an acceptable standard

at no greater cost than will be justified

by the prospective saving on insurance

rates.

U. S. Epperson & Company
Attorney and Manager

1101 R. A. LONG BLDG. KANSAS CITY

"l'l"'i' gnides of cottouwood, however, are comparatively slow. Sap gum
in till' upper grades moves well but rod has shown little If any Improve-
imnt recently though there has been considerable increase In the number
of imiulrles. Cypress Is still slow with the exception of shops, which
move pretty well. Export business Is still rather quiet.

=-< NASHVILLE >=
Unsettled and sevcrr winlry Hiiillur diiriiii; the month of March had

the elTect of curtailing the dcinand for liardwood lumber in this market.
.\prll opened with more favorable weather, and it is believed that a
material Increase In business will be shown this month. There Is a
good demand for plain and quartered oak. Poplar In some grades is

also in fair demand. Orders are also being received for ash, hickory
and other lines in moderate way. Itetail trade has i)een more active on
account of more building o|ierntioiis.

=-< LOUISVILLE >-
A considerable improvement in the demand for hardwoods has been

in evidence since the first of the month, buyers having come to the end
of their rope as far as reserve stocks are concerned, and having decided
to place some of the orders which they have been holding up awaiting
either a definite indication as to business conditions or a break in the

market. While the general business situation has not been more closely

defined than heretofore, lumber prices have not relaxed, either ; and there

being no further excuse for holding off, buyers are coming into the
market. The opening of building operations is going to help conditions,

while spring business with the furniture retailers and others will move
enough goods to keep the furniture manufacturers working to fill in their

stocks. However, general conditions in the furniture trade are probably

below normal just now. The demand for quartered oak is excellent, and
prices are firm. Plain oak is aliout the same, no special change being

reported. .-Vsh is showing improvement, as is Cottonwood. Red gum
is also said to be picking up. Some export business is making its appear-

ance. Chestnut is in good call.

=-< ST. LOUIS y
Only a limited volume of business is being done by the local hard-

wood distributors but nevertheless trade is fairly good, all things con-

sidered, and it is growing better with good prospects in sight. While the

local stocks are of good size and pretty well assorted, the distributors do

not hesitate to buy when bargains are being offered by the manufacturers

as it is well known that the country yards have depleted stocks and must
replenish them when business begins. Plain-sawed white oak is most in

demand with quartered red and white oak a close second. The better

grades of red gum and thick ash are also in fairly good request. Prices

on all items are being well maintained. The cypress trade is showing
a gradual Improvement. Many small orders are coming in and more
will come with pleasant weather. The majority of the orders are for

mixed ear lots. The factory trade is not so good as it might be, although

it, too, is showing an improvement and will I>e much better when general

business conditions are improved.

=-< MILWAUKEE >-=

The hardwood business seonis to be improving slowly. Plenty of in-

quiries are being made, a fact which leads wholesalers to believe that

there are better things ahead. Actual orders from retailers about Wis-
consin are coming in at a better rate, as stocks are light at most yards.

The average dealer seems to have finally come to the conclusion that

prices are sure to go higher and that the longer the placing of orders is

deferred the greater chance there is of paying a higher figure.

Late developments seem to show that some of the large hardwood con-

suming concerns have enough stocks on hand to last them for a time,

so it may be expected that these concerns will buy as little as possible

until new stocks are in shipping condition. Most of the smaller concerns,

however, are not stocked up so heavily, and wholesalers are looking for

an improved demand from this source.

The decreased log cut of northern Wisconsin and Michigan during the

past season is expected to result in higher prices for all lines of northern
hardwood. No winter was experienced until the latter part of January,
so that very little skidding or hauling was done until after February 1.

Most concerns were fortunate in finally getting all their logs to the

sidings, but the total cut was much smaller than had been anticipated.

Hardwood prices are holding firm, although few advances have been
made as yet. Birch and basswood are in good demand and it is reported
from the lumber country that birch logs are selling as high as .$25 per
thousand on the cars, at least .$2 or .$3 higher than the selling price of
a year ago. Maple is iu good request, a natural result of a better in-

quiry for maple Uooring. Southern oak, especially plain oak, is firm and
is in leading demand among the southern hardwoods.

liuilding permits issued by W. D. Harper. Milwaukee building inspector,
(luring the first three months of the present year, represent an investment
of .fl.744.002. as compared with $1,609,441 during the corresponding
period a year ago. This represents a gain of .*1.34.,5(>1. Inspector Harper
is confident that building operations will attain a new high point
during UI14.
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NORTHERN HARDWOODS.
American Lumber & Mfg. Co... 14

Boyle. Inc.. Clarence 4

Buffalo Hardwood Lumber Co... 67

Cartler-Holland Lumber Co 2

Coale. Thos. E.. Lumber Co 14

Cobbs & Mitchell, Inc 3

Craig. W. P.. Lumber Co
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East Jordan Lumber Co 66
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Company 45

SOUTHERN HARDWOODS.

American Lumber & Mfg. Co... 14

Anderson-Tully Company 9

Anderson Veneer & Sawmill
Company U

.\rcher Lumber Company 43

Atlantic Lumber Company
Baker-Matthews Mfg. Co 43

Bennett & Wltte 7

Bluestone Land & Lumber Co.. 38

Bliss-Cook 0.1k Company 42

Bonner, J. H., & Sons 43

Booker-Cecil Company 11

Boyle. Inc., Clarence !?4

Bradley, E. C, Lumber Co 38

Brown, Geo. C, & Co 41

Brown, Mark H., Lumber Co.. 42

Brown, W. P., & Sons Lumber
Co 11

Buffalo Hardwood Lumber Co.. 67

Carrier Lumber & Mfg. Co 16

Churchlll-Mllton Lumber Co 11

Coale. Thos. E., Lumber Co 14

Colfax Hardwood Lumber Co... 44

Davis, Edw. L., Lumber Com-
pany 11

Day Lumber & Coal Company.. 38

Dugan Lumber Co 45

Ellas. G.. & Bro 67

Estabrook-Skeele Lumber Co... 5

Evans. G. H.. Lumber Company
Iiermott Land & Lumber Co 37

Farrln, M. B., Lumber Co 38

Farrls Hardwood Lumber Co... 9

Faust Bros. Lumber Company.

.

16

Flanner-Steger Land & Lumber
Company 4

Francke. Theodor, Erben Gmb. H. 13

Garetson-Greason Lumber Co.

.

9

Gary, W. W 43

Harris Manufacturing Co 38

Hayden & Westcott Lumber Co 4

Heyser, W. E.. Lumber Co 7

Hlmmelberger-Harrison Lumber
Company 42

Huddleston-Marsh Lumber Co.. 5

Johns-Mowbray-Nelson Co 38

Johnson-Tustin Lumber Co 9

Jones & Dunn 42

Kennedy, James, & Co 38

Kentucky-Indiana Hardwood Co. 11

Kentucky Lumber Company.... 47

Klann, E. IL, I>umber Co 59

Kosse, Shoe & Schleyer Co 38

Lamb-Fish Lumber Company. 54

Lansini; Company, The
Leming. M. E., Lumber Com-
pany 44

Licking River Lumber Co 39

Litchfield, William E 14

LJtlle River Lumber Company.

.

68

Logan. J. M.. T..umber Co 6

Louisville Veneer Mills 11

Mcllvaln, J. Gibson. & Co 2

McLean, Hugh, Lumber Co 67

Memphis Band Mill Company... 2

.Miller. Anthony 67

Miller Lumber Company 41

Mossman Lumber Company 45

Mowbray & Robinson Company. 7

Nettleton, E. B.. & Co 59

Norman Lumber Company 11

North Vernon Lumber Company 11

Pacpcke Leicht Lumber Co 53

Parry. Chas. K.. & Co •

renrod-Jurden-.McCowen Lbr. Co. 13

Riemeler Lumber Company 38

Saline River Hardwood Co 51

Salt Lick Lumber Company.... 9

Shawnee Lumber Company 38

Slaymaker, S. E., & Co 56

Sondheimer, E., Company 45

Standard Hardwood Lumber Co. 67

Stemmelen Lumber Company... 11

Sullivan, T., & Co 67

T.sohudy Lumber Company 45

Vanden BoomStimson Lbr. Co.... 45

Vansant. Kitchen & Co 68

Vestal Lumber & Manufacturing
Company 6

Von Platen Lumber Company.. 66

Webster, George. Lumber Co... 15

Webster, N. A
White Lake Lumber Company.. 39

Whltmer, Wm.. & Sons 14

Wiggin, H. D 14

Williams, Ichabod T., & Sons.. 16

Willlamson-Kuny Mill & Lumber
Company 16

Willson Bros. Lumber Company 14

Wlstar, Underhill & Nixon 14

Wood-Mosaic Company 15

Wood, R. E.. Lumber Company. 15

Yates, John B., Lumber Co 9

Yeager Lumber Co.. Inc 67

VENEERS AND PANELS.

Ahnapee Veneer & Seating Co.. 64

Anderson Veneer & Sawmill Co. 11

Astoria Veneer Mills & Dock Co 64

Bacon. R. S., Veneer Company.. 5

Chicago Veneer Company 68

East St. Louis Walnut Co 13

Evansvllle Veneer Company.... 65

Hoffman Bros. Company 65

Huddleston-Marsh Lumber Co.. 5

Jarrell, B. C. & Co 65

Kentucky Veneer Works 37

Knoxville Veneer Company 6

Louisville Veneer Mills II

Memphis Veneer & Lumber Co.

.

65

Merrill Veneer Co 49

Nartzik, J. J 5

Ohio Veneer Company 38

Palmer & Parker Company
Penrod Walnut & Veneer Co ...

.

8

I'ickrel Walnut Company 13

Rayner, J 5

Sanders & Egbert Company 13

Stolle Lumber & Veneer Co 37

Thompson, W. T., Veneer Co 39

Underwood Veneer Company. ... 64

Wllley, C. L 55

Williams. Ichabod T., & Sons... 16

Willlamson-Kuny Mill & Lumber
Company 16

Wood-Mosaic Company 15

MAHOGANY, WALNUT, ETC.

Astoria Veneer Mills & Dock Co 64

Bacon, R. S.. Veneer Company.. 5

East St. Louis Walnut Co 13

Evansville Veneer Company 65

Huddleston-Marsh Lumber Co.. 5

Frnncke, Theodor, Hrben Gmb. H. 13

Ilartzell, Geo. W 13

Louisville Veneer Mills 11

McCoweii. II. .\.. & Co 13

Memphis Veneer & Lumber Co. 65

Palmer & Parker Co
Penrod Walnut & Veneer Co.... 8

I'ickrel Walnut Company 13

Purcell, Frank 46

Rayner, J 5

Sanders & Ecbert Company 13

Willey, C. L 55

Williams. Ichabod T,, & Sons.. 16

HARDWOOD FLOORING.
Anderson Veneer & Sawmill Co. 11

Bliss-Cook Oak Company 42

Carrier Lumber & Mfg. Co 16

Cobbs & Mitchell. Inc 3

Eastman. S. L.. Flooring Co 66

Farrln, M. B.. Lumber Company 38

Harris Manufacturing Company 38

Kerry & Hanson Flooring Co.. 66

Mitchell Bros. Company 3

Saline River Hardwood Co 61

Salt Lick Lumber Company. ... 9

Stearns Salt & Lumber Company 8

Stephenson, The I.. Company... 66

Webster, George, Lumber Co.

.

15

Wilce, T., Company, The 4

Yellow Poplar Lumber Co 47-68

Young, W. D.. & Co 3

WOODWORKING MACHINERY.
Butterworth & Lowe
Cadillac Machine Company 62

Covel Manufacturing Company. 16

Gerlach, The Peter, Company.

.

59

Linderman Machine Co.. The..
Mershon, W. B., & Co
Phoenix Manufacturing Co
Saranac Machine Company 63

Sinker-Davis Company 10

LOGGING MACHINERY.
Baldwin Locomotive Works 63

Clyde Iron Works 15

Fitzgibbons & Krebs 44

Ijidgerwood Mfg. Company 7

Russel Wheel & Foundry Co 62

DRY KILNS AND BLOWERS.
.Andrews, The A. H., Company... 49

Grand Rapids Veneer Works. ... 7

Kraetzer Company, The 62

National Dry Kiln Company 62

Phila. Textile Mchy. Company.. 14

Standard Dry Kiln Company.... 63

SAWS, KNIVES AND SUPPLIES.
Atkins, E. C. & Co 61

Covel Manufacturing Company. 16

Simonds Mfg. Company
LUMBER INSURANCE.

Central Manufacturers' Mut. Ins.

Company 56

Epperson, U. S., & Co 56

Indiana Lumbermen's Mut, Ins.

Company 56

Lumber Mutual Fire Insurance
Company 56

Lumbermen's Mut. Ins. Co 56

Lumbermen's Underwriting Alli-

ance 56

Majiufacturing Lumbermen's
Underwriters

Pennsylvania Lumbermen's Mut.
Fire Ins. Company 56

Rankln-Benedict Underwriting
Company

TIMBER LANDS.
I>acey, James D., & Co 60

Spry, John C 5

TIMBER ESTIMATORS.
Griffith, Clarence W 44

MISCELLANEOUS.
Astoria Veneer Mills & Dock Co 64

Childs, S. D., & Co 59

Gerlach, The Peter. Company.. 69

Iniliana Wood Products Co 14

Kraetzer Company, The 62

Lumbermen's Credit Assn 5

Matthews Gravity Carrier Co... 48

Mechanical Rubber Company. .

.

63

Perkins Glue Company 40

Stiles Bros 48
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CLASSIFIED

ADVERTISEMENTS

AdTrrtl8emeDt8 will b« Inserted In tbiB Bee-

tloD at till' fullowlug rntes;

Fop one Insertion 20c a line

For two Insertions 35c a line

Forthree insertions 50c a ilne

For tour insertions 60c a line

Eight wordsof ordlnnry li-ngtb mikeODellD*.
Iliadlni; countB as two MncK.
Nu display except tLo lieadlDgs can be ad-
mitted.

Renilttanco8 to nceompaTty tbe order. No
extra cliargfs for coplett uf paper contalnlDfi
tbe udvf rtlsement.

EMPIOYES WANTED

A No. 1 FOREMAN WANTED
for Uotary VVmici- plant at Mempbis. Tenn.

dress .1. V. STIMSON". Huntingburg, I

WANTED—POSITION BY
.VOUUK man t.i i.ani 111.- himljfr busin.-ss. lligli

school I'lluciitioii. KoiiU lii-ulth. onorgetic Hoikcr.

If .veil nofd a bo.v of this character, answer this

ad. .\g(' nincteon .rears. Address, "BOX 41."

cam llARpwiiiii l!i:riiici).

A HIGH-CLASS SALES MANAGER
wanted for liardwoods and wliite pine. Must
bave personal experience in grading and Itnowl-

edge of the eastern inarliet. A man of like expe-

rience to be located in Michigan. Address
"Box 128," care Hakdwood Record.

EMPLOYMENT WANTED

WANTED—EMPLOYMENT
When jou want a salesman ror New York

state territory, write us. We can supply you
.jWlth a good man. EMPIRE STATE ASSOCIA-
TION of Wholesale Lumber & Sash & Door Salea-

nen. Chas. Johnson, Sec'y, 96 Klrkland Rd.,

Rochester. N. Y.

LOGS WANTED

WANTED—BLACK WALNUT LOGS
500 cars good black walnut logs, 10" and up

In diameter, 6 ft. and up long. Will Inspect at

shipping point and pay cash.

GEO. W. HARTZELL, Piqua, Ohio.

TIMBER FOR SALE

$15,000,000.00.

We have about fifteen million dollars' worth
of timberlands for sale. Write us what you
want. Dealers In timberlands, lumber yards,

mill machinery, mills for sale, arranging loans,

selling and exchanging cutover lands, and a gen-
eral real estate business. If you want to buy or
sell write us. THE JANESVILLE EXCHANGE.
Timber Dept., JanesviUe, Wisconsin.

LUMBER FOR SALE

BUYERS OF HARDWOODS.
Do you want to get iB tsucta with the iMst

Buyers of hardwood lumber? We have a list,

bowing the annual requirements In Itimber,

Jlmenalon stock snd veneers asd panels of con-

•umers of those materials throughout the Cnlted

States and Canada. The service is free to ad

vertlsers In the Ricoso. It will Interest yoa

Write us for further Information sbout our "Sell

ing Lumber by Mall System."

DIMENSION STOCK WANTED
\

WANTED
Hard Maple and Beech Squares 42", 44".

48" long, plump 1" 1 1". Must be clear and

straight. If you have any to offer write us

Will take them dry or green.

TDE COLUMBIA MFG. CO.,

New Philadelphia. Ohio

WANTED.
liUch and Maple Squares, size 2x2x30" long

LEOPOLD DE.SK CO., Burlington. Iowa.

DIMENSION OAK

Plain and Quartered

Various sizes for chair and table factories

Send to us for specifications and prices.

INDIANA QUARTERED OAK CO.

7 East 42nd Street.

TIMBER LANDS FOR SALE

FINE TIMBER TRACTS.
We have a number of timber tracts for sale

in most all states at low prices and reasonable

terms. Have few bargain tracts that are offered

for quick sale. Write us what you want, we
have it. THE JANESVILLE EXCHANGE,
Timber Dept., JanesviUe, Wis'.

TIMBER INVESTMENTS
We liavr a number of timber tracts otfered

till- sale Ibiit aro probably the most enticing in-

vestments offered in America today. Our list

consists of all varieties of timber In different

size tracts. We can please tlic most discriminat-

ing. Would be -pleased to submit proposition i>n

r.-ci'ipt of your requirements.

CKEAT XORTHERX IXVESTMENT CO.,

Main Offices: JanesviUe, Wis.

FOR SALE
aliout 2.">ii.Onii.iiO0 feet hardwood timber in fee.

ineluiling logging railroad, logging equipment,
sawmill, planing mill. etc.. complete. Price right.

.\il.liess, "BOX 44," care HAttDwooi) Record.

TIMBER INVESTMENTS
We have a n'liiil..r of liiiil.. i- liacls olVei-.'d lor

s.ile that are proliaijiy the most inticiuK invest-

iits olTerod in .\m<Tlca today. Our list con-

sists of all varieties of timber In different size

tracts. We can please the most discriminating.

\\'onld lie pleased to submit proposition on receipt

of .vour requirements.

(JUL.VT XOUnilOKN 1XVEST.M(:NT CO.,

Main olBces : JanesviUe, Wis.

DIMENSION STOCK FOR SALE

OAK SQUARES
1 lar l-i4Xl->4.\l:i aii.l :;i)"

] car 2x2xl!l and :'M". 2Vix2Vixl'.) and M>"

Would like to contract with some furniture

concern for Oak Siiuares. 2Vix2.'> and 20" long.

one-fourth could be 10" or any length shorter

I ban 2.">". and some could run up to 48" long.

I In- balance would liave to lie 2."i and 20".

r.KiiW.N >(< llAUKIS LBU. CO.. Ilolmesville. O.

FANCY BLACK WALNUT GUNSTOCK
.-(ill. mill feel l,hie|< |,,.l|sl |..i;s atlll 1 .1 H lU.I M 11)

l-eet srrunil-srowtl) wiiile liiiknr.v will out into

ilimensiou stock, ii. C. HICIIAKDSOX.
Tullahoma. Tenn.

RIM DIMENSION FOR SALE
Want to correspond with concern using 214"

stock, various widths, 8' long. Could also fur-

nish other thickness and lengths to suit your

requirements, omitting the 2i/i" size. Have been

cutting this dimension for .years and know the

Imsiness. Could furnish 1 to 2 cars per month.

r.ItnWX & IIARniS LP,R. CO.. Ilolmesville. O.

MACHINERY FOR SALE

Two Portable Sawmills. 40 H. P. each. Each

mill has butting saws and gang edgers. together

with steam pump, which is large enough for

ample fire protection. .\lso several 8-wheel log

wagons, one heavy team of oxen (five yoke).

This material is in first-class condition and can

be inspected upon the grounds. We might nego-

tiate for part payment in lumber. Communicate

with J. P. Lynch, Manager. JOHN SCHROEDEi:
LBR. CO.. Georgetown. Miss.

LUMBER WANTED

WANT TO BUY
output of Band Mill cutting 20.(Miii feet or more

per day. manufacturing Plain and (.Quartered Oak.

I'oplar. Chestnut, etc. We pay cash and guar-

antee to ship stock as fast as dry. Address,

"BO.K 42." care H.^rpwijod RECnRP.

WANTED
.j/4 common Basswood. '<()Vr m" and up ; 4/4 to

8/4 common and better White Rock Maple. Quote

Intmediate or later delivery New York point.

.Vddress, "BOX 4o." care Il.vunw uuii KKiiuin.

WANTED
Car 4 4". 8' soft White Oak Tie Sidings No. T

ciinmon and better: also :ix:'.-Mfi" long White Oak

for table legs. M. J. BIORXHARD, Buffalo, N. Y.

WANTED OAK AND CHESTNUT
lull, null feet N 4 No. 1 cumiinin I'laiu iiak. dry

Indiana sto,-k preferred: liiii.iiiiii f.et 4/4 Sound
Wormy Chestnut. S. lUllKlKiI.riKl; LBR. CO..

Crawl'ordsville. Ind
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OAK, POPLAB. ASH
• Qd all ctbrr bardwooda. In all rradea and thick

orasea, can b« readily a«ld If adTcrtlaed In tk*

Wanted aad Kor Sale aectlai of Hibbwood Bbc-

au>. If j»n bare a larfc atock 70a wamt t«

•ell tTj a few llnea Id tbla departaoent and
•ee wbat a lot of loqulrlea tbe; will bring too

I

BUSINESS OPPORTINIHES |

TIMBERLANDS FOR SALE.
\V.' :\v' iJi a iH'siii"n I" supply yiju with any

kind of timber that your noeils require any-

where in the United States, Canada, Mexico.

Cuba and Republic of I'anam^. Our list com-

prises over $60,000,000 worth of timberlands.

\\'riie for copy.

GREAT XORTlllMtN INVEST.MEXT CO..

Main Onircs : Janesvillc. Wis.

SAW TVTTT.T. PLANING MILL
for sale, and about ."O.iioO.OOO feet Hemlock and
Hardwood stumpago at Upson. Wis.

N. EMERSON.
703 Met. Life Bldg.. Minneapolis. Minn.

FOR SALE.
PLANT AND EQUIPMENT

Including Locomotives. Gondolas. Derricks. Hoist-

ing Engines. Boilers. Concrete Mixers, Rock
Drills, Buckets, Pumps. Engines. Elevators, Con-

veyors and Camp Equipment.

ALABAMA POWER COMPANY
Knginecring Department.

Dirmin^rham. .\labama.

FOR SALE
A complete one-band Sawmill. Engines and

Boilers, including Fuel Burner. Also Planing

Mill. Address, "BOX 40," care Haedwood Rec-
ord.

FOR SALE—HARDWOOD MILL AND
6.000.000 ft. Red Oak. Gum and Elm timber.

miles from K. R. Address
BOX 1, Fairview, Ark.

MISCELLANEOUS

TIMBERLANDS FOR SALE
W'e are In a position to supply you with ..h,

kind of timber that your needs require any
where in the United States. Canada, Mexico.

Cuba and the Republic of Panama. Our list

comprises over $60,000,000 worth of timberlands.

Write for copy.

GREAT NORTHERN INVEST.MEXT CO..

Main Offices : Janesville. Wis.

^T If you are not a subscriber

^l^to HARDWOOD REC-
ORD and have a suspicion that

you would like to see a copy, it

is yours for the asking.

GIBSON
TALLY BOOK

-^^f

This three-throw tally ticket cover is made
from aluminum, and accommodates four tally

tickets—4tx8l inches in size.

Folds compactly !o less than one-fourth inch

in thickness and fits side or inside coal pocket.

Gives large area of four tickets for compli-

cated tallies, or straight grade can be made
on one page.

Accommodates any form of tally ticket desired.

Special, patented, triplicate tally tickets supplied,
printed on waterproof paper with carbon backs. Tallies
made on these tickets are unalterable. Their use en-
ables the inspector to retain triplicate, and forward
orieinal and duplicate. Duplicate desiened to be
attached to invoice.

These tally books are perfection for durability,

covenieoce, accuracy, and for systematizing the inspec-
tion and measurement of lumber

Patent applied for on covers. Copyriehted, 1010.
Triplicate Tally Tickets patented.

^
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Doesn't It Look Good To You?

'2>__/?\—_/'T\ /Tovrr\__/^

Bpeclnipn of ooe of the thousandn af pat
IsTolved in Hardwood Re< orUs a
lug annoAl requirements for I.u
Panels emplojed by u hftlenalerti

wood manafacturio^ <-onHiinier6
the United States and Canada.

tabbed Index cards
ition Service, show-

DimensloQ Stock. Veneers and ILLINOIS \
1

2

3

4
5

6

7

8

9

10

11

Ash

Basswood

Beech

Birch

Butternut

Cherry

Chestnut

Cottonwood

Cypress

Elm

Gum

Key
12

13

14

16

16

17

18

19

20

Hickory

Mahogany

Maple

Oak
Walnut

Poplar

Miscellaneous including'

Dogwood, Holly, Locust,

Persimmon, Sycamore.

Dimension stock

Veneers and panel stock

Fac-simile of state key card between which the tabbed information cards are filed alpha-
betically by townSj by means of \rbich instant reference can be made to tbe

buyers of any kind of wood, in any locality in the United States and Canada.

THIS service is comprised in more than sixty bulletins, and additional bulletins of correc-

tions and additions are printed frequently.

This service is kept positively up-to-date, and is indispensable to lumber and veneer

sales departments.

It is an exclusive service disposed of only to HARDWOOD RECORD advertisers.

LET US TELL YOU ABOUT THE MODERATE COST

Hardwood Record, 537 South Dearborn Street, Chicago
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Here's to the success of the

forest Products Exposition
We were the first manufacturers in the world to line up with the Lumbermen,
and not only add our moral, but financial support to your big- enterprise.

We're With You
We are going to put our shoulders to the

wheel and PUSH—and PUSH HARD for the

two big shows and to help you make a suc-

cess of your enterprise by doing everything
within our power to promote both attendance
and interest.

This is the most colossal enterprise in which
the combined lumber interests have ever been

concerned for exploiting the products of tim-

ber, and they will present the most educa-

tional, instructive and profitable exposition in

the historv of this country.

Use ATKINS i'S SAWS
"Finest on

Earth"

Come to see us at the Coliseum, Chicago, April 30th, and at the Grand Central Palace, New
York City, May 21st. Space A No. 1.

ATKINS ALWAYS AHEAD!
E. C. ATKINS CEi. CO., Inc.

The Silver Steel Saw People

HOME OFFICE AND FACTORY, INDIANAPOLIS. IND. CANADIAN FACTORY, HAMILTON, ONT.
Machine Knife Factory, Lancaster, N. Y.

Branches carrying complete stocks for immediate delivery in tlio following cities: Address E. C. ATKINS & CO., Inc.:

Atlanta, Chicago, Memphis, Minneapolis, New Orleans, New York City, Portland, Ore.,

San Francisco, Seattle, Vancouver, B. C, Sydney, N. S. W.
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Broom Handle
CHUCKING AND BORING MACHINE

It rounds end of handle and bores small hole in other end
automatically at same time. Capacity, 45,000 handles in ten
hours. All the operator has to do is to keep the handles fed to
the machine. Used by the largest producers. Write for de-
tails and price.

CADILLAC MACHINE CO.
Makers of Handle Makers Tools. CADILLAC. MICHIGAN

Kiln Truck

We make all styles of Kiln Trucks
and Transfer Cars. They are

roller bearing, steel or malleable
iron wheels. We have one con-
tract for twelve hundred of these
trucks, with eight-inch wheels.

Always a large stock of
material on hand. Can
make prompt shipment.

The National Dry Kiln Co.
Indianapolis, ind.

THE RUSSEL COMBINED SKIDDER AND LOADER IN OPERATION

Russel Logging Cars are built to stand severe
service, of any capacity desired or to suit any
length of log.

Logging Economy
will interest you

The most convincing proof of any
machine's efficiency, next to a per-

sonal trial, is the expression of those
who have used them.

We shall be pleased to furnish you
with the proofs or the names of the
operators who will be glad to show
you the machines in operation.

The Russel Combined Skidder
and Loader has demonstrated itself

to be superior in design and con-

struction. The great decrease in

cost and increased efficiency of log-

ging is bound to appeal to the

operators.

Russel Wheel & Foundry Co., Detroit, Mich.
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Baldwin Geared
Locomotives

are built for severe service on steep grades, sharp

curves and uneven tracks.

L

They are symmetrical in construction, with cen-

tral drive and gears of selected material.

Further particulars will be

gladly furnished on requc:;

THE BALDWIN LOCOMOTIVE WORKS
PHILADELPHIA, PA., U. S. A.

Cable Address:—"Baldwin, Philadelphia"

CHARLES RIDDELL 625 RailHay Exchange. Chicago, 111.

r. H. PETERSON 1614 Wright Building, St. Louis, Mo.
F. W. WESTON 50 Church Street. New York. N. Y.
GEORGE K. .lO.NES 407 Travelers' Building, Richmond, Va.
A. W.M. UlNGER tM Spalding Building, Portland. Oregon

ELEPHANT
RUBBER

AIR DRILL AND AIR TOOL
BELTING

HOSE
STEAM
WATER
SUCTION

EXTRA QUALITY

Recommended for bard service
and guaranteed to do the work

SELLING AGENTS
CKINE COMPAMV - - tU BRINCHES

STtNDARD EQUIPMENT CO., MOBILE, «Lt

tLUNf MILL SUPPLY CO.. tLUNY, 01.

THE MECHANICAL

RUBBER COMPANY
(Chicago Rubber W»r4<«)

307 W. Randolph Street,
ESTABLISHED 1882

CHICAGO

Put This Dry Kiln

to Work for You

—if you want to get rid of your present drying

troubles. We'd like to demonstrate to you, under a

zcritten guaranty, that no other method of drying

your stock is at once so simple, so economical and

so successful as The Standard Moist .\ir Svstem.

Writing for our catalog and an estimate
won't obligate you a bit—and will enable
us to put convincing evidence up to you.
-Address: The Standard Dry Kiln Co.,

1559 McCarty St.. Indianapolis. Ind.

Wire Stitching Machinery

Crates, Veneer and Resawed Lumber
Boxes, Also Wire and Metal Bound Boxes,

FRUIT PACICAGES, BASKETS,
FIBER SHIPPING CASES, PAPER
BO.XES AND SPECIAL PURPOSES
ASK FOR CATALOGUE

Manufartured by

SARANAC MACHINE COMPANY
BKNTON H.\RBOR. MICH.. V. S. A.
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Ahnapee Veneer & Seating Co.
HOME OmCE, FACTORY AND VXNEER MILL, ALGOMA, WIS.

VENEER AND SAWMILL, BIRCHWOOD, WIS.

We minuficture at our Birchwood plant single ply reneers nvery pound of giue we use is guaranteed hide stock. We
of all natire northern woods and deliver stock that is in do not use retainers. Our gluing forms are put under pow-
sbape to glue. erful screws and left until the glue has thoroughly set.

From our Algoma factory, where we have specialized for
,j ^^^ ^^^^ ^ guaranteed product that is the best, based on

twenty years, we produce panels of all sow flat or bent to
^^^ accomplished by most painstaking attention and study

jhape. mUl woods, notably m Mahogany and Ouarter-Sawed Oak
^^ ^^^^>; combined with the use of the best stock miUe make no two-ply stock, and do not emp oy sliced cut

up.ti-d»te equipment, our product will appeal to you.
quartered oik. Our quartered oak panels are all from saw^ed ^ i y ^ y yr j

Teneer. If you are a "price buyer" we probably cannot interest yo«.

\ eneers and Iranels with a K^eputation
V\/'E manufacture Veneers in aH the native woods and for all purposes. Also Built-up Panels

in native and foreign woods—three and five-ply—and have established a reputation for

furnishing high-grade material. Send us your inquiries and orders and become one of our

satisfied customers.

Underwood Veneer Co. Waiisaiu Wis,

Custom Mill Work, Storage, Inspection
ON

Foreign Fancy Woods, Mahogany, Cedar, Circassian
We receive the logs, store or warehouse them, manufacture them into lumber, cut or saw veneers, pile and store the pro-

duct, and ship via any railroad. Also ftimish inspection returns on logs or lumber. Can furnish accommodations and econ-

omies which it is impossible to secure elsewhere. We always have on our yards parcels of plain and figured African,

Mexican and Cuban Mahogany, Circassian Walnut and Cedar logs, placed here for sale by direct foreign shippers, from
which advantageous purchases can be made.

Astoria Veneer Mills & Dock Co. Long Island City, New York

For Veneer and Panel Manufacturers
Your Consumers' Lists Cost You BIG MONEY
We can save it all and relieve you of all the detail and effort necessary to

tabulate consumers' wants. Our Card Index System of those wants,
just out, is the result of systematic effort. It is endorsed by your competitor.

Can You Afford to Give Him that Advantage?
HARDWOOD RECORD CHICAGO
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VENEERS AND PANELS

EVANSVILLE VENEER CO., Evansville, Indiana

VENEERS
Manufacturers and Importers of

Circassian Walnut, Mahogany
and other woods

«
We quarter-saw and slice White Oak. Red Oak,

Gum and Sycamore

Rotary cut stock in poplar and gum, for
cross banding, back panels, drawer bottoms
and panels.

Plant is eqviipped with the most modem
machinery and dicing systems known.

B.
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BUFFALO
The Foremost Hardwood Market of the East

Hugh McLean Lumber Go.
IIR SPKCIAl.TV:

QUARTERED
WHITE OAK

940 ELK STREET

T. SULLIVAN & CO.
SPliCIALTIES:

Gray Elm, Brown Ash
Pacific Coast Fir and Spruce

2 ARTHUR STREET

YEAGER LIMBER COMPANY, Inc.

SPECIALTIES;

Oak, Ash and Poplar
932 ELK STREET

ANTHONY



^^ g ^t^ ^^^^ ^1^ ^f^ ^^^^ ^m Manufacturers Old-Faehioned

V cirj.Sctrj.Lf Soft

Yellow

"wttu Kitchen Cs popiar
Sptclalty

Ashlsuid, Kentucky

EASTERN REPRESENTATIVE, John L. Cochran
601 W. 115th Street, New York City

Company

Little River Lumber Company
TOWNSEND, TENN.

WE continue cutting Hardwoods and Hemlock out of big, smooth, clean, prime logs, and we give

special attention to the making of stock that is hard to make and is required in heavy thick-

nesses and special widths and lengths. We are in shape now to cut Poplar, in any widths or thick-

nesses desired. Also are getting into the mill a fine lot of Chestnut logs that can be cut to order.

A little later on will be glad to talk Southern Mountain Maple with you—IT IS SURE FINE. Also
Hemlock in all widths and all grades.

We Continue to Solicit the Business of

Discriminating Buyers off High Grade Smoicy Mountain Hardwoods and Hemlocic

A Large Supply of Fresh, Genuine Soft Yel-
low Poplar Logs From Virgin Timber, Noav
Being Received at Our Burnside, Ky., Plant

We Solicit Your Inquiries and Orders for Rotary
Cut Veneer, Manufactured From These Logs

High Grade Stock and Prompt Shipments Guaranteed

Chicago Veneer Company, Inc., Danville, Kentucky

YELLOW POPLAR
HlNUFiCTOItEIIS OF BIND SIWEO

POPLAR
QUARTERED OAK
PLAIN OAK

CHESTNUT
BASSWOOD

White

Oal(

Flooring

SPECIALTY
QUARTER SAWED

WHITE OAK

Coal Grove, Ohio, U.S.A. LUMBER CO
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